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Karen S. & W. Shepherdson
Abell
8603 Village Park Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Abell letter.pdf (48 kb)
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I.
Abood
7900 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. I.A. Bood.pdf (896 kb)
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Godbless
Abu

MD
GODBLESSMEGOOD@YAHOO.COM
ok the purple line
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Drew
Ackermann

MD
20772
ackermann.andrew@gmail.com
How about a Twitter account? Would love to receive updates this way.
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Alex
Acosta
4700 Essex Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
alexandra.acosta@verizon.net
I am writing to express my opposition to the currently-proposed Purple
Line light rail project. It threatens to destroy the integrity of one of our
County's greatest environmental and recreational resources -- the
Capital Crescent Trail. If the light rail is built, it will not only destroy one
section of the trail, but leave the rest of the trail vulnerable to threats
from future development. Please vote to pursue the BRT alternative.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mike
Acuña
8312 Stedmall Terrace
Gaithersburg
MD
20886
MJACUNA@COMCAST.NET
Greetings
I am writing as a citizen, voter, outdoor enthusiast, and race director to
urge you to preserve the wonderful resource for health and fitness which
so many now utilize in Montgomery County that is the Capital Crescent
Trail. As a long time member of the Montgomery County Road Runners
Club, runner and race director of the Parks Half Marathon, I have had
the opportunity to witness first hand the great numbers of county
residents who regularly utilize the trail for a wide variety of activities from
hiking, jogging, dog walking, baby walking, bird watching, bike riding and
just taking time to spend in a natural setting away from traffic, asphalt
and pavement. I have been privileged to direct a race which brings
thousands of runners to our county every year to traverse the scenic
Rock Creek and Capital Crescent Trails. Just last year this race raised
over $30,000 that was distributed to both M-NCPPC and non-profit
organizations in the county, but more so it brought rave reviews of
the s
cenic beauty that exists in our county that would be destroyed if the
Purple Line were to be built on the existing Georgetown Branch and
Capital Crescent Trails.
In addition to what could be a terrible loss of parkland, destruction of the
Capital Crescent trail to make way for the Purple Line would also result
in a public health and safety hazard as thousands of walkers, runners,
and cyclists would resort to running on crowded streets competing with
vehicular traffic for foot space. Just as bad, many people that are
motivated to exercise through access to the serenity of the Capital
Crescent trail may instead opt to stay in doors and live the sedentary life
that too many Americans already support.
In summary, this section of trail is a critical link for runners, walkers and
bikers between Bethesda and Rock Creek Park and has been a vital
part of many local road races which have raised considerable money for
local causes and in which Montgomery County has been a partner with
the Montgomery County Road Runners. These races, which can be
done with much less impact on traffic than those which require the use
of local roads, are a great healthy activity and would be shut down or
dramatically and adversely affected by any conversion of the CCT to a
light rail line.
Please do not underestimate the importance of this resource to our
community-it is of much greater significance than you can imagine.
Please save this resource for all of us and those who will come after us.
Once its gone we'll never have the chance to get it back.
Thank you for your consideration.
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E.
Adams
111 Lee Avenue #312
Takoma Park
MD
20912
elizabethadams78@hotmail.com
Adams 35883.pdf (106 kb)
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Stephani
Adams
McGraw-Hill Construction Dodge
4107 51st Street
Bladensburg
MD
20710
stephani_adams@mcgraw-hill.com
I would like to receive the project newsletter and a current status on the
project and it's funding
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Leonard
Adler
4211 Bel Pre Rd
Rockville
MD
20853
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This was needed 20 years
ago. Light rail is the most prudent investment in lasting value. It will be
most popular.
Ceruzzi_Paul_Comment Cards.pdf (55 kb)
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Peter
Afflerbach
600 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
AFFLO@UMD.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Peter Afflerbach. I am a resident of Silver Spring and have
lived at
600 Dartmouth Avenue since 1990. I am submitting these written
comments
to be included in the complete record
for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. I would like to begin
by
letting you know that I am in agreement with the detailed written
comments
submitted by Seven Oaks
- Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Although I have a "No Train On Wayne" sign prominently displayed in
my front
lawn, I want to let you know that the operative word on that sign for me
is "on."
I support public transit in general and the Purple Line specifically. I am
against
a train ON Wayne but would strongly support a train UNDER Wayne. It
is my
understanding that existing data supports the feasibility of a system that
tunnels under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue
from
Cedar Street to Mansfield Road. Furthermore, I understand that not only
would
such an approach be cost effective enough to qualify for federal funding,
it
would likely improve ridership and decrease travel time.
The tunnel UNDER Wayne approach would improve the efficiency of the
entire
line while maintaining the beauty and tranquility of downtown Silver
Spring and
nearby communities.
The following are a list of my concerns about what would happen in my
neighborhood should there be a train above ground on Wayne Avenue
in
downtown Silver Spring:
My quiet little street is currently a popular detour for fast moving cars
who
want to avoid the traffic on Wayne. I fear that an above ground Purple
Line on
Wayne will make streets like mine much more popular for people who
want to
avoid what will be a much more complex traffic pattern. It has been my
experience that when Wayne is closed temporarily for local events, the
traffic
on Dartmouth Street is bumper to bumper. Current "cut through" streets
will
become major thoroughfares for people trying to escape brutal new
traffic
patterns. Not only will this be annoying, it will be dangerous for the
many
small children that live and play in my neighborhood.
Long trains (180 feet long, or more than half a football field in length!)
crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of Wayne and
Fenton
diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the entrance to the
Whole

Foods shopping center parking lot - on the average of every three
minutes
from one direction or the other during three-hour peak periods and at
speeds
of no more than 5 to 15 miles per hour - will create even worse traffic
conditions in downtown Silver Spring than exist today and threaten the
vitality
of the recently revived downtown.
Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a station at
Fenton
Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for development
downtown.
Substantial and highly successful development so far
in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has been very
successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station only a 5to-10minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver Spring
CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring Transit
Center, and
there will no point in any yet undeveloped portion of the CBD that is
more than
a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver Spring Transit
Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only a 4-block, 6minute
walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover, the downtown will
not be
an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if the streets
become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train across
major
streets.
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will bisect
the
community and will run on what will be the only essentially residential
road in
the entire 16 miles of the project.
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds of
the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line will run
from
Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway. The land for the
widening will come mainly from homeowners' front yards both within and
outside of the right of way. This widening, primarily for long left turn
lanes at
signaled intersections on Wayne, will increase the traffic capacity on
Wayne and
the traffic volume will grow to fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne
with a
surface Purple Line on Wayne than without it. Previously, the County
had
approved plans to effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane
with
what was to be the Green Trail bike path. I hope you can imagine the
disappointment and incredulity of having a long-term plan for a bicycle
path
(which would do much for the neighborhood in terms of reducing
pollution)
replaced by a train.
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue

entrance to the
large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle School and Sligo
Creek
Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted onto
Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line with
traffic
to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and the Wayne
Avenue Garage.
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA's
projected
daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field observation
and
common sense and is more than the number of homes, almost all of
which are
single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The County's data shows that
there
are only 4 boardings in the morning peak hour for the Ride On #15 bus
at Dale
(and very few at nearby stops) and 145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone,
where
most the boardings are from high-density residential dwellings that are
nearer
to the next planned Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place)
than to
the Dale Drive station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA
suggests
that with tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple
actually increases significantly. In addition, there will be greatly
increased
noise in the community as a result of the braking of trains, amplified
announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains near the
station.
MTA's traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the least
of
these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can
travel at 45
miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on Wayne is 30 mph,
and at
various times near schools, 25 mph.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
In sum, while I am a fan of mass transit, the idea of a train on Wayne
Avenue is
absurd. There are viable options to this mistake, and I hope you will
seriously
consider them and choose one!
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Georgio
Agouridis
4510 w virginia ave
behtesda
MD
20814
I think this is a super idea which will help out so many US citizens and
ease the traffic in the DC Metro area. This should be apporved. Green
light
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Shekhar
Aiyar
4213 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SAIYAR@IMF.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lara
Akinbami
10209 Oldfield Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
tojohnlara@hotmail.com
I am one of the drivers clogging the beltway in Maryland because it
would take me more than twice as long to ride the red line to work and
back. If the purple line light rail option existed, I would happily trade my
frustrating drive for a more environmentally-friendly public transit
commute. It would also help to improve the air quality for all the
communities and schools nearby the beltway and dramatically impact
carbon emissions. Please take Montgomery County into the future of
effective and responsible public transportation.
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Elaine
Akst
4609 Norwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ELAINEAKST@GMAIL.C
Dear Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, and County Council members,
I am writing to let you know that I oppose putting the purple line
along the crescent trail from Silver Spring to Bethesda. This line
will destroy vital green-space and a peaceful commuting and recreation
route used by thousands. If you take the time to walk or bike this
route, you will see the beauty of undisturbed nature and a treasure in
our county.
Putting the route along an existing road, rather than a nature trail,
would allow the same needed commuting without destroying a unique
pedestrian route. In addition, moving the route further north will
enable it to connect to the NIH and Bethesda Naval. Given the
increased use expected at Betheda Naval and the need for transit, it
seems exceptionally short-sited to situate the purple line where it is
inaccessible to people with medical needs.
Good public transit needs to keep the needs of the public in mind.
That includes the public who will use the line (such as patients at
Bethesda Naval) and the public that uses alternate modes of
environmentally-friendly transportation (such as the crescent trail).
Bikes and feet are the most environmentally friendly modes of
transportation we have. Our public officials should be encouraging
such commuting rather than punishing it.
I support the trail, and I VOTE!
Sincerely,
Elaine Akst
4609 Norwood Drive
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Sharon
Albaugh
Environmental Validation
3420 Cornwall Rd
Dundalk
MD
21222
schusseditor1@verizon.net
Why can't you plan to extend/build a line that would not require travel on
the Washington Beltway??
New Carrollton is a great place but it still requires me to drive down 95,
cross 3-4 lanes of traffic on the Capitol Beltway to get to it. Can't a line
be build from someplace like Laurel that would connect to the purple line
or another line?
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Penny
Alberg

Bethesda
MD
20814
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Constantine-Davis, Jean.pdf (59 kb)
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Todd
Albertson

Washington
DC
20008
TODSNOBERT@RCN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the CC Trail quite often for road cycling rides. There isn't that much
in the area that offers such convenience to parks and fitness through
nature in the metro area, not too mention, the amount of commercial
sales that are given to the end of the trail at stores in Bethesda from
users at souther points. Let's be honest, metro Maryland is already at
critical mass - NOT with adequete public transportation which it has,
BUT with mismanaged and poorly designed infrastructure. Rather than
add another line, re-assess what's existing and adjust. Be smart.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Richard
Albores
2007 Hanover Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
RICKY.ALBORES@GMAIL.COM
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I am a resident of North Woodside in Silver Spring, immediately adjacent
to the right-of-way to be utilized for the proposed Purple Line transit
project.
Earlier this month the Montgomery County Planning Department staff
added their voice to the growing list of endorsers of the medium Light
Rail option using the Master Plan alignment and I am writing to express
my support for many of the conclusions of the staff.
I specifically support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
Only Light rail, and not bus rapid transit, can carry the heavy passenger
loads foreseen for the Purple Line;
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on Bethesda and
Willow Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the CSX right of
way into the Transit Center in Silver Spring;
Create a 12 ft hiker-biker trail width wherever feasible along the Purple
Line railway (I think that this is critically important so that all residents
(especially those in Silver Spring) can equally enjoy a trail as wellmaintained and accessible as the Capitol-Crescent trail section west of
Bethesda that leads to Georgetown (that trail directly benefits the
residents of Bethesda without any fear/plans of sharing the right-of-way
with transit lines); and
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
I also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project under the Stimulus program
being developed by the new Obama administration. I hope you will join
us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the Light Rail Purple Line
into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
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Edward
Alden
5625 Lambeth Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
EDWARD.ALDEN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have been a regular user of the Georgetown Branch section of the
Capital Crescent Trail for many years, both for recreation and as a bike
route to commute to my work in downtown Washington. The trail is
indeed one of the area's great public amenities.We have lavished praise
on visionary decisions by political leaders in the past to save our natural
areas, from Rock Creek Park to the C&O Canal Trail. We need the same
kind of vision now with decisions that both meet our transit needs and
preserve our dwindling natural places.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joan
Alderman
Joan Alderman
PO Box 959
Olney
MD
20830
jalderman12@comcast.net
Please add me to your newsletter and upcoming meetings list.
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Dr. Ilias
Alevizos
4242 East West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ALEVIZOS@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Please do not destroy the best part of our neighborhood. Do not take
away one of the main reasons why we moved in this city. Me and my
family are using the trail every day for recreation. It is a "paradise" in the
city, and its existence was one of the factors that made me and my
family decide to move where we are now. It is really unique to be able to
live in a city setting and still have the luxury to take your family with the
bikes with safely and reach the center. Please respect the environment
and our needs.
Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
with trains passing in both directions every three minutes -- without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dr. Ilias Alevizos
4242 East West Highway
apt#610
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Arthur
Alexander
3517 Raymond St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ARTHUR.ALEXANDER@ATT.NET
I have been studying the arguments for and against the Purple Line and
have come to the firm conclusion that it is NOT IN THE BEST
INTERESTS
OF RESIDENTS.
As a frequent walker and biker along the Capital Creascent Trail, I
have often noted the heavy use of that trail as well as its proximity
to residential areas. The Purple Line would be highly negative to
trail users and nearby residents.
Furthermore, alternatives are available, from enhanced bus service to
completing the Red Line Metro loop, which makes most sense in the
long
run.
Put me down as firmly against the Purple Line.
Arthur Alexander
3517 Raymond St.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-652-4574
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Jonathan
Alexander
4213 Jefferson ST.
Hyattsville
MD
20781
jexander@yahoo.com
We need the purple line! BRT, light rail or actual metro. The time is now.
The need is present.
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Jonathan
Alexander
4213 Jefferson ST.
Hyattsville
MD
20781
jexander@yahoo.com
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Tamara
Alexander
11502 Rabbit Run Terrace
Silver Spring
MD
20904
In favor of the purple line light rail
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Tamara
Alexander
11502 Rabbit Run Terrace
Silver Spring
MD
20904
talexa2003@yahoo.com
Alexander 35765.pdf (104 kb)
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Aleta
Allmond

MD
ALETAALLMOND@AOL.COM
Good morning.
Three years ago when I would catch the Y bus up Georgia Avenue
(North(?)) to Georgia and Connecticut Avenue it was a very time
consuming trip from there to the Twinbrook metro. At that time the
buses ran every ½ and if you missed the connection (Y buses are
notorious for not running on schedule) it would sometimes take upwards
of 50 minutes or more and coming back was worse. I often felt as if I
could walk from twinbrook to Connecticut in the same amount of time. I
am saying this to say it would be more beneficial to have the purple line
Connecticut with a connection between Twinbrook station and
Glenmont. It is a short distance and I believe you would pick-up more
rider ship from people coming to areas closer within the DC Metro area.
In addition, I avoid having to take the red line from as far down ad White
Flint to DC Metro Center because it is a long ride. Living closer to
Glenmont, if I have to go downtown from work now, I drive to the
Glenmont area (or Wheaton) and catch the train downtown. It is a
much nicer ride and less grueling then coming from the other end of the
red line to downtown DC.
I also had the experience of living at East/West Hwy and Colesville Road
and commuting from there to Bethesda and Gaithersburg (my house
was under restoration after a tree hit it – long story) and the bus service
from Silver Spring metro to Bethesda metro included express busses
and the commute was excellent. With such good bus service in place
and the roads yielding to a quick hop, skip and a jump from Silver Spring
to Bethesda Metro, I feel the service, which I would go as far as saying
is superior, from Silver Spring to Bethesda is already there – meets
commuter needs.
Or, Perhaps the Purple line can snake around from Twinbrook to
Glenmont to Bethesda – food for thought.
Thank you,
Aleta Allmond
301-938-1382
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Willis W.
Allred
9213 Saybrook Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
Dear Mr. Madden: that
I support the "Purple Line.” My preference is for a light rail line, mostly
above grade from New Carrolton to Bethesda. There should be
strategically placed stops to serve all the communities in route. Further, I
support constructing the Capitol Cresent Hiker Biker Trail along the right
of way from Silver Spring Metro to Bethesda. This trail should follow the
Georgetown Branch Railroad right of way with pedestrian safety
improvements en route.

Attachments :

Yours truly,
Allred_Willis.pdf (38 kb)
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Bernard & Penny
Alpher

MD
bernpenn70@verizon.net
Alpher 34827.pdf (61 kb)
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Attachments :

Bruce
Altevogt
503 Greenbrier Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Please see the attached public comments that I would like to submit on
the draft AA/DEIS that was recently released.
Kind Regards,
Bruce Altevogt
503 Greenbrier Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Purple line Draft impact Altevogt.pdf (92 kb)

Michael Madden
Project Manager
Maryland Transit Administration
6 St. Paul Street,
Baltimore, MD 21202
November 16, 2008

Dear Mr. Madden,
I am writing to provide public comment on the recently released Alternatives Analysis
and Draft Environmental Impact Statement (AA/DEIS) document. I would like to start
off by thanking you and your colleagues for all your efforts to bring improved public
transportation options to Montgomery and Prince Georges counties. Having reviewed the
draft AA/DEIS I am in support of the Medium Investment LRT (MI-LRT) and would like
to make the following comments.
•
•

•

•

The dedicated or exclusive lanes offered by the MI-LRT would provide the
effected communities the most benefit.
I believe that as indicated in the draft AA/DEIS the MI-LRT will increase
mobility between the multiple communities that will be served. It will improve
access to activity centers along the corridor, and I believe the impacts will be
minimal to the communities.
o I am in agreement that the MI-LRT will not result in a great deal of noise,
if as indicated the appropriate mitigation strategies are utilized. I do not
see how the noise produced by the MI-LRT, if done properly, would be
any different the hundreds of busses that currently drive up and down the
roads every day.
o I am also in agreement that given that the streets along different proposed
routes already have high frequency bus operations, the conflicts generated
by the MI-LRT on traffic and pedestrians would not be significantly
different from conditions existing today.
The significant difference in the impact on the parks and other opens spaces (8.77
vs. 16.15 acres) strongly supports the use of the MI-LRT compared to the Low
Investment alternative. It is also worth noting that the MI-LRT will improve the
access to parks and recreational areas.
The equity provided by the MI-LRT needs to be very carefully considered.
Communities that are already fortunate to be affluent should not be able to have a
louder voice than those who are less affluent. The MI-LRT will provide important
and convenient access between New Carlton and Bethesda for tens of thousands
of people who currently do not have an efficient mode of transportation. It will
provide people of all socio-economic backgrounds equal access to the same
amenities including, the University of Maryland, downtown Silver Spring and
Bethesda, recreational facilities, etc.

•
•

•

•

As stated in the draft AA/DEIS, doing nothing, or relying on continued bus
service would this service would be hampered by the same increasingly congested
roadway conditions as the current and future No Build bus services.
I live 2.5 blocks off of Wayne Avenue (near the corner of Wayne and Dale, 503
Greenbrier Dr.) and I am in full agreement that “longer tunnels in response to
community concerns, specifically along Wayne Avenue, provides little
improvement in the mobility benefits relative to the higher capital cost.”
o In my opinion a longer tunnel along Wayne is not warranted and would
threaten the critical Federal funding.
I am confident that a MI-LRT alignment along Wayne would result in significant
benefits to the community including:
o Increased home values
o Improved pedestrian access
o Improved traffic configurations
I do believe that any building of a MI-LRT will need to strongly take into account
the impact on the local community. For example, for the SOECA community it
will be important to ensure that traffic along Dale is not impacted. Traffic calming
measures will be necessary. Due to the anticipated increase in pedestrian traffic
improved pedestrian cross-walks along Dale and throughout the neighborhood
will be needed.

Thank you again for your efforts. I would like to close with the following few comments.
Doing nothing is not an option. I applaud Maryland for investing in livable communities
and encourage you to continue. We must provide relief for commuters and consumer and
I believe that the MI-LRT provides the best mechanism to achieve these goals.
Sincerely,

Bruce Altevogt
503 Greenbrier Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Fred
Altman
3006 Blueridge Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902
fredaa@verizon.net
I noticed in today's Post that you will need sound walls to block the
squeaking sound of the wheels around curves. A simpler more energy
efficient means to accomplish this is to use split axles so wheels don't
get dragged.
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James
Altman

MD
Nespammezpas@verizon.net
Dear Sir or Madam:
I strongly support the Purple Line and oppose any attempts to reroute it
along Jones Bridge road.
Sincerely,
James Altman
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JAMES
ALTMAN
6509 4TH AVE
TAKOMA PARK
MD
20912
I agree with the Post and the Gazette. Please support the light rail option
for the Purple Line.
Thank you.
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Jose Luis
Alvarez
14941 Carriage Square Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Jennifer Malatesta.pdf (74 kb)
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Fidelina
Amaya
1410 Nicholson Street
Hyattsville
MD
20782
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. We need more the PL than
the ICC!
Amaya_Fidelina Comment Cards.pdf (61 kb)
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Anne
Ambler
12505 Kuhl Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
ANAMBLER@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Testimony in favor of a light rail Purple Line

I have been fortunate to have traveled widely in Europe where trams old
and new coexist beautifully with people. They run on urban streets.
They run on grassy strips in cities in the Netherlands (e.g., Amsterdam,
The Hague, Delft) and France (e.g., Paris, Strasbourg, LeMans), and in
suburban areas. In the Basel, Switzerland, suburbs, the grassed tracks
are separated from sidewalks and bikeways by hedges. These trams
provide mobility for all—residents and visitors, young and old. They are
a quiet, colorful, non-smelly asset to the street scene. And modern,
sleek tram and light rail lines are opening all over Europe and even the
United States.

Having devoted the last 10 years of my life to environmental protection
through hands-on work and advocacy, I fully appreciate the value of
trees to subdue stormwater, counteract the heat island effect, sequester
carbon, clean the air, provide wildlife habitat, and maintain human
mental health. So I appreciate the environmental arguments of those
who oppose using the tree-lined Georgetown Branch for transit. I also
fully appreciate that our car-centric society must change, and rapidly, if
we are to avoid the worst effects of global climate change. Effective
transit is a key component to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. It
enables carless mobility and makes urban living more attractive,
reducing the desire for sprawl and thus preserving trees and forests.

In the late 1980s and early 1990s, I worked with the Coalition for the
Capital Crescent Trail first to get Montgomery County to buy the
Georgetown Branch right-of-way, and then to clear the way for an
interim trail. Funds were used for that purchase that required
preservation of the ROW in case of future need for a rail corridor. That
need has arrived.

A direct cross county transit line serving the major commercial areas of
Bethesda and Silver Spring, the University of Maryland, and linking four
arms of our Metrorail system seems a no-brainer. The only question is
what form it should take.

In order to realize the most benefit from this expenditure and minimize
the noise and air quality impact to people living along the route, it
should be rail, powered by electricity.

I count benefits as speed of the trip, prospective ridership numbers and
how many of these are avoided car trips, ability of the system to expand
to meet future needs, and finally, impact on the communities through
which the line passes.

On mobility: Even the high investment BRT trip from Bethesda to Silver
Spring would take 37% longer than the lowest investment rail trip (19

minutes vs 12 minutes). When the rail line runs on streets, as in Silver
Spring and beyond, travel slows. However, a Bethesda student in 2030
going to the U of Maryland on the low investment BRT would spend
more than an hour on the bus, whereas on low investment light rail, only
38 minutes. And if we do nothing, she will be obliged to spend 81
minutes on the bus. No, she won't. She'll drive, further contributing to
congestion, to the parking problem at the university, and to greenhouse
gas emissions.

On ridership: every light rail alternative beats the BRT
alternatives—even low investment LRT ridership at 59,300 tops high
investment BRT ridership at 58,900, and diverts 18,200 auto trips vs just
17,700 for BRT. Recently opened light rail systems in the U.S. in Salt
Lake City, Denver, Dallas, and elsewhere have demonstrated that rail
has the ability to get people out of their cars. Portland started years ago
and now has a successful light rail network and a slimmer trolley. A rail
option would remove anywhere from 4 to 6 thousand more trips per day
from the roads than the Jones Bridge Road BRT, an annual extra benefit
of some 1.8 million fewer car trips. According to MTA, light rail gives us
2.5 million more user benefit hours.

On impact: People whose yards abut the Georgetown Branch Trail
would have cause for concern if a double bus lane were put in behind
their houses. Two lanes of pavement would have stormwater and heat
implications. Even if guided concrete tracks were used, with grass in
between, the effect of buses would be unpleasant, and such tracks
would need to be frequently repaired, since narrow bands would
deteriorate quickly. Repair means moving in heavy equipment. Rails
will last much longer. The BRT route over Jones Bridge Road would
require taking property or banning cars from existing lanes, both heavy
impacts to the community. Those who live along streets where Purple
Line rail will pass will be inconvenienced during construction, but they
will find rail preferable to the buses that now pass their houses and to a
BRT line.

I therefore urge selection of rail for the Purple Line, probably the mid
investment level that does not tunnel under the University of Maryland.
In as many places as possible, and certainly on the Georgetown Branch,
the track area should be sodded. Trees must be planted to replace
those lost to construction on the Georgetown Branch link. Adjacent
homeowners can plant additional trees in their back yards. At
completion, the Capital Crescent Trail I worked for from Georgetown to
Bethesda and all the way into Silver Spring will FINALLY be realized.
Let's do it!

Anne Ambler
12505 Kuhl Road
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Anne
Ambler
12505 Kuhl Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Anne Ambler, that's A-N-N-E, A-M-B-L-E-R. I live at 12505
Kuhl Road in Silver Spring, Maryland 20902.
I have been fortunate to have traveled widely in Europe where trams old
and new coexist beautifully with people. They run on urban streets, they
run on grassy strips in cities in the Netherlands, in France, and in
suburban areas.
In the Basel, Switzerland suburbs, the grassed tracks separate the
sidewalks and bikeways by hedges. These trams provide mobility for all
- residents and visitors young and old.
They are a quest, colorful, non-smelly asset to the street scene. And
modern, sleek tram and light rail lines are opening all over Europe and
even the United States.
Having devoted the last 10 years of my life to environmental protection
through hands-on work and advocacy, I fully appreciate the value of
trees to subdue stormwater, counteract the heat island effect, sequester
carbon, clean the air, provide wildlife habitat and maintain human mental
heath.
I also fully appreciate that our car-centric society must change, and
rapidly, if we are to avoid the worst effects of global climate change.
Effective transit is a key component to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
It enables carless mobility and makes urban living more attractive,
reducing the desire for sprawl and thus preserving trees and forests.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, I worked with the Coalition for the
Capital Crescent Trail first to get Montgomery County to buy the
Georgetown Branch right-of-way, and then to clear the way for an
interim trail. Funds were used for that purchase that required
preservation of the right-of-way in case of future need for a rail corridor.
That need has arrived.
A direct cross county transit line serving the major areas of Bethesda
and Silver Spring, the University of Maryland, and linking four arms of
our metro rail system seems a no brainer. The only question is what
form it should take.
In order to realize the most benefit from this expenditure and minimize
the noise and air quality impact to people living along that route, it
should be rail, powered by electricity.
I count benefits as speed of the trip, prospective ridership numbers and
how many of these are avoided car trips, ability of the system to expand
to meet future needs, and finally, impact on the communities through
which the line passes.
On mobility: even the high investment BRT trip from Bethesda to Silver
Spring would take 37 percent longer than the lowest investment rail trip
(19 minutes versus 12).
When the rail line runs on streets as in Silver Spring and beyond, travel
slows. However, a Bethesda student in 2030 going to the University of
Maryland on the low investment BRT would spend more than an hour on
the bus, whereas on low investment light rail, only 38 minutes.
If we do nothing, she will be obliged to spend 81 minutes on the bus. No,
she won't. She will drive, further contributing to congestion, to the

parking problem at the University, and to greenhouse gas emissions.
On ridership: Every light rail alternative beats the BRT alternatives even low investment LRT ridership tops high investment BRT ridership
and diverts 18,200 auto trips versus just 17,700 for BRT.
Recently opened light rail systems in the U.S. in Salt Lake City, Denver,
Dallas and elsewhere have demonstrated that rail has the ability to get
people out of their cars.
A rail option would remove anywhere from 4,000 to 6,000 more trips per
day from the roads than the Jones Bridge Road BRT, an annual extra
benefit of some 1.8 million fewer car trips.
On impact: People whose yards abut the Georgetown Branch Trail
would have cause for concern if a double bus lane were put in behind
their houses. Two lanes of pavement would have stormwater and heat
implications.
Even if guided concrete tracks were used with grass in between, the
effect would be unpleasant, and such tracks would need to be frequent
repairs, since narrow bands would deteriorate quickly.
Repair means heavy equipment. Rails will last much longer. BRT route
over Jones Bridge Road would require taking property or banning cars
from existing lanes, both heavy impacts to the community.
Those who live along streets where purple line rail will pass will be
inconvenienced during construction, but they will find rail preferable to
the buses that now pass their houses and to a BRT line.
I therefore urge selection of rail for the purple line, probably the mid
investment level that does not tunnel under the University of Maryland.
In as many places as possible, and certainly on the Georgetown Branch,
the track area should be sodded. Trees must be planted to replace those
lost to construction. Adjacent homeowners can plant additional trees in
their backyards.
At completion, the Capital Crescent Trail from Georgetown to Bethesda
and all the way into Silver Spring will finally be realized. Let's do it.
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Javier
Amezcua
1110 Fidler Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
azt009@yahoo.com
I just want to express my support for the construction of the purple line.
I would really reduce my daily commute time from Silver Spring to
College Park.
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Michael J.
Amster
2001 Bishops Castle Drive
Olney
MD
20832
MIKE.AMSTER@GDC4S.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. I am one of
them.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. This region is SEVERELY DEFICIENT in the
availability of bike trails like the Capital Crescent Trail - and there are
other alternatives!
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Daniel P.
Anastasi
District Sales Leader
6903 Rockledge Drive, Suite 520
Bethesda
MD
20817
DANASTASI@METLIFEHOMELOANS.COM
Please don't waste good money on such a crazy project as the Purple
Line.
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MD
20815
amylouiseanderson@yahoo.com
Hello,
We are thinking of buying a townhouse near the Capital Crescent Trail,
but would not do so if the purple line is still a possibility. The trail is a
great place to run, walk and bike, and we hope to live near the trail.
However, we would not want to have a house near a train track, and
would not want to use a trail next to a train track. The noise and dust
from construction would be a problem as well. In addition, a nearby light
rail would surely have a negative effect on the resale value of the house.
I commute from Bethesda to College Park regularly, and think the J4
metrobus is great. It is hard to see a need for a light rail. Enhancing the
metrobus system makes much more sense to me, so that we can keep
the Capital Crescent Trail as it is.
If you could please let us know the current status of plans for the purple
line, it would be much appreciated.
Thank you very much,
Amy Anderson
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Carol and John
Anderson
Edgevale Court
Chevy Chase
MD
CBAJSA@VERIZON.NET
As homeowners who are directly impacted by the proposed construction
of the light rail line along the Capital Crescent Trail we must state our
strong objection to the destruction of the homes along the right-of-way
and of an irreplaceable urban forest.

When we read the articles in the various newspapers and listen to the
drum beat of “support” for the “Purple Line” we grow angrier and angrier.
We find it hard to use the term "Purple Line" because that term was
concocted by a public relations firm to sell the concept for their principal
to the public. The articles are full of half truths and misinformation.
When the light rail was proposed in 1984 anyone who opposed its
construction was immediately branded an “Elitist” because of opposition
to the destruction of the right of way. No one ever asked who were the
people affected by the destruction of the right of way: government
employees , school teachers, retirees to name a few. Nor has anyone
ever questioned the cost in terms of the loss of value in the homes along
the right of way. There has never been any consideration that the light
rail line will come to within approximately ten (10) to twenty (20) feet
from the back of the homes along the trail.

The Maryland Transportation staff admits that the ridership figures are
based on projections to the year 2025, not projection to 2012 or a
current timeframe. I used Metro from Bethesda to my job in downtown
Washington for 25 years and during that entire time I never saw the
Metro buses to and from Silver Spring contain more that a hand-full of
passengers. Where are all of these proposed people suddenly going to
come from? We feel that this will be another “Oops” project that we as
homeowners and tax payers will pay for with increased taxes and lost
equity.
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Fenwick
Anderson
small landlord -- no business name
8319 Roanoke Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
fenwickanderson@starpower.net
It's past time to supplement the Metro system with the Purple Line. Much
as I admire the Metro, my travels often take me around Montgomery
County. At the moment, that often means bus travel -- and the endless
expansion of traffic makes that ever more problematic.
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Robert
Anderson

Chevy Chase
MD
20815
robbanderson@hotmail.com
I am agains the proposed light rail or bus route for the proposed Purple
Line. The route would severly disrupt peaceful neighborhoods in Silver
Spring, Chevy Chase, and Bethesda but place the rail cars, in particular,
too close to homes and cause too much construction. I disagree with
the "need" for the purple line and feel that the need is overstated.
However, if there is a such a need, the MTA would be better served with
an underground alternative similar to most of the rail lines within the
beltway. I am strongly against the current proposal of an above ground
light rail or increased traffic for a rapid bus system.
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Sarah B.
Anderson
12 Froude Circle
Cabin John
MD
20818
SARAHB3@AOL.COM
As a resident of Cabin John and former resident of and frequent visitor
to downtown Bethesda AND as a dedicated biker & trail user I am writing
to express my opposition to the current plan for the Purple Line between
Silver Spring & Bethesda. It will take down many trees and create more
surface area that will in turn drastically increase runoff of rain and snow
melt. It will eliminate the much-needed park-like atmosphere that the
trail users enjoy currently. It will put trail users and the trains/buses in
such close proximity as to be both obnoxious and dangerous. AND it
will put trains in an area of Bethesda (near Bethesda Row) that is
already so busy & crowded that it just doesn't make sense to add
something else there, especially something of this magnitude that will
radically alter the public square feel of that part of Bethesda.
PLEASE DON'T DO THIS.
Even though it's a lot more money I would ask that you consider putting
the Purple Line underground. Thanks for your consideration and please
do the right thing here.
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Susan
Andrea
402 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SANDREA5@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON THE PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS (SILVER
SPRING SEGMENT)
SUBMITTED BY

Susan Andrea
402 Dale Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I agree entirely with the written comments submitted by Mark Gabriele,
president of the Seven Oaks-Evanswood Citizens Association (SOECA),
concerning issues related to the proposed routing through downtown
Silver Spring and on Wayne Avenue, and I refer you to that statement
for a full explanation of the reasons I oppose routing the Purple Line at
grade through downtown Silver Spring and on Wayne Avenue.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring only if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.

There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the “high-investment” light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding.

Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface
route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments
of others in the community have explained are not assessed in the
AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with
community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community.

I call your attention to the proposed stop at Dale Drive and Wayne
Avenue. There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive.
MTA’s projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies
field observation and common sense and is more than the number of
homes, almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale.
The County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning
peak hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby
stops) and 145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most of the
boardings are from high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to
the next planned Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than
to the Dale Drive station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA
suggests that with tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the
entire Purple actually increases significantly.

I fear that a station at Dale would lead to rezoning, which would result in
increased density, commercial development, and high rise apartment
and condominium buildings, changing forever the character of our
single-family residential neighborhood. Are these development
possibilities the real reason that a station that cannot be justified in terms
of ridership is being proposed? Is our neighborhood to be sacrificed for
this?

We need an alignment that will both help alleviate traffic problems well
into the future and also not have the dire effects on downtown Silver
Spring and the nearby neighborhoods that would be the inevitable result
of an at-grade alignment. Tunneling is the answer.

Sincerely,

Susan Andrea
402 Dale Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Mary S. Andrews and
Peter J. Murtha
8710 Second Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
PMURTHA@VERIZON.NET
Murtha_Peter.pdf (2 mb)
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Rachel
Andrews
11401 Commonwealth Drive
North Bethesda
MD
20852
Please consider the greater good and future of the area and earth when
deciding upon the potential Purple Line addition to the mass
transportation system. I support adding as many rails that are needed to
help the earth, area, and residents. I was recently in London and it is
amazing to see the enormous amount of people who use the "tubes"
(and to learn about how many people that do not even own cars - or own
small, gas efficient cars).
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Rachel
Andrews
11401 Commonwealth Drive
North Bethesda
MD
20852
RACHELDEANE@MAC.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Rachel Andrews
11401 Commonwealth Drive
Apt. 301
North Bethesda, MD 20852
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Melinda
Angeles

MD
mangeles@FM.UMD.EDU
I would like to let you know that I and my family are supporting to have a
new light rail PURPLE LINE. This will make my commute easier from
BWI to College Park. Thanks.

Best Regards,
Melinda Angeles
CAD SPECIALIST II
T: 301.405.5633
mangeles@fm.umd.edu

University of Maryland VPAA - Facilities Planning
0400 Service Building College Park MD 20742
http://facilities.umd.edu/
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Ramzi
Aniba
One Discovery Place
Silver Spring
MD
20910
RAMZI_ANIBA@DISCOVERY.COM
In favor of light rail purple line!!!!!!
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Ramzi
Aniba
12900 Falling Water Circle, #204
Germantown
MD
20874
ramzi-aniba@discovery .com
Aniba 35530.pdf (107 kb)
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David
Anspacher
3531 10th St NW
Washington
DC
20010
DANSPACHER@VHB.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day; and, -Help protect our air and water quality.
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John
Anthony
1311 Pinecrest Court
Silver Spring
MD
20910
anthonybrad@hotmail.com
I live in Silver Spring and commute to Bethesda. The bus option of the
Purple Line will just not work. The J2, J3 and J4 buses currently run
from Silver Spring to Bethesda and don't come close to serving the
same function. A bus is a bus. LIght Rail is a solution that will help is for
the future!
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Richard
Antoine
15407 Wylie RD
Brandywine
MD
20613
arichie03@aol.com
When are they going to build the purple line?
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Erica
Antonelli
Side Porch Productions
4616 DeRussey Pkwy.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
The plan portrays large train cars parked in the middle of Bethesda’s
town center. The Crescent Trail brings countless people to the corner of
Bethesda Ave. and Woodmont Ave. as a destination to linger and enjoy
the town. Would the people of Silver Spring want these large train cars
parked immediately adjacent to the tiled water fountain in the SS town
center, mere feet from where their children frolic? Why were developers
in Bethesda permitted to create a central convening place at a location
that would then be polluted with train cars and harmful fumes?
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Cara
Applestein
6807 Breezewood Ter
North Bethesda
MD
20852
cara@bestfouryears.com
To Whom It May Concern,
As a recent graduate of Montgomery County Public Schools I support
the Purple Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make
transportation more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and
from school, work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also,
this proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help
lessen the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads,
preserving our planet for future generations. We must move towards
better systems of transportation if we have are to have any chances of
slowing global warming.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Cara Applestein
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Gabriel Ernesto
Aranguren
20130 Welbeck Terrace
Montgomery Village
MD
20886
ERNIE216@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every spring and fall especially, there's nothing I enjoy more than getting
out and getting some exercise while I have a chance to get together with
friends as we ride down the Crescent Trail. Eventually we find a nice
spot and have a little rest, a little packed lunch and it's just good honest
together time with family or friends... we catch up on our fresh air, and
we also catch up on whats going on in our lives while enjoying the
beauty and the simplicity of the Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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sholey
argani
217 spring ave
takoma park
MD
20912
sholey.argani@med.va.gov
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Attachments :

Santos
Argueta
University Landing #522
Silver Spring
MD
20903
Translated:
I am in agreement with the development but I always want to live here
and have to opportunity to work so that we can keep providing for our
children and greater security for Langley Park since we have been living
at University Landing for 15 years.
Santos_Argueta.pdf (36 kb)
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Richard
Arkin
121 Selby Street
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
RICHARDARKIN@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Richard Arkin
121 Selby Street
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
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Emily M.
Armstrong

Rockville
MD
EMARM2003@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. How lucky we
are to have this beautiful area to use and enjoy. Once it is gone, it will
never be replaced. Previous generations have protected it for us to
enjoy - do we really have the right to take this pleasure away from our
children and grandchildren?

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Scott
Armstrong
3532 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SCOTT.ARMSTRONG@BFSAULCO.COM
Dear Sir/Madam,

I live in Chevy Chase, and strongly oppose the Purple Line not only
because of the fiscal wastefulness of the project, but also for the
destruction of the valuable park that the Capital Crescent Trail has
become. I work in Bethesda and regularly use the trail along with
thousands of other citizens.

Transit is a huge issue. Why not consider running free express buses
from College Park and other points? Might be an appropriate method to
measure actual demand for the bus option for the Purple Line?

Earlier studies by the MTA indicated that this project will not get traffic off
the road. Should that not be a priority for this type of project? MTA
ridership estimates are greatly inflated (68,000 daily). Baltimore’s light
rail has been running for 20 years, goes to downtown from the suburbs,
and to the airport. They average 32,000 daily. Houston’s light rail runs
in the downtown business district. They average 40,000 daily. * Makes
the 68,000 MTA estimate look very suspect. I wrote a letter to Mr.
Madden of the MTA over a year ago on this issue, but I have yet to
receive a response.

*American Public Transit Association statistics
http://www.apta.com/research/stats/ridership/riderep/indexlr.cfm

$1-2 billion for a project that may work just does not make sense. Even
with Federal money. The fare box will not cover expenses. Who pays
the difference?

Please give a critical look to this project. The numbers are not there,
and once we spend $1-2 billion on a train, we’re stuck. Buses provide
much greater flexibility at far less cost. If you had to pay for it with your
money, would you?

Thank you.
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Tom
Armstrong
606 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TOM.ARMSTRONG@NRL.NAVY.MIL

Submission Content/Notes : Tom Armstrong
606 Greenbrier Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. What follows
is a version of the testimony I gave at the November 22 public hearing at
Montgomery College in Takoma Park.
I am Tom Armstrong. I have lived for 15 years at 606 Greenbrier Drive
in Silver Spring, one block off Wayne Avenue.
I strongly favor the Purple Line, either light rail or bus rapid
transit--in a tunnel under Wayne Avenue and under downtown Silver
Spring. However, the MTA in its actions and in the draft EIS has
failed to consider this option, and has failed to address the many
problems that a street-level Purple Line will cause. I will talk
about just one area of deficiency--the traffic analysis--and give only
a few examples of its flaws.
1. With a street-level Purple Line, LRT or BRT trains will cross major
streets downtown 20 times an hour during peak times, yet there is no
comprehensive analysis of the impact on traffic of these trains or
of the ripple effect of the inevitable logjams on Georgia, Wayne and
Fenton. Yet even in their inadequate analysis, the evening rush
hour at the key intersection of Wayne and Fenton would be worse with
medium-investment LRT or BRT than without it.
2. The analysis assumed that traffic is growing at 1% a year in the
entire region. But their own traffic analysis states that traffic
growth on nearby MD 410 west of 16th St., the nearest in their list
to the rapidly-growing downtown, has been measured at 1.5% per
year.
This rate would lead to 67% more traffic growth over their 30-year
evaluation period than their models assume. (Traffic Analysis
Report, page 3-4)
3. MTA used its traffic model to calculate the time needed to get
through intersections for the baseline year, but they do not have
actual observations for that time. As a result, their
level-of-service estimates can be quite wrong. The true delay at
Wayne and Fenton, for example, is far greater than their estimate of
21 to 34 seconds, as I have experienced myself.
4. The analysis does not appear to factor in the increased traffic
capacity on Wayne due to the extensive widening of the road for the
Purple Line and the resulting increase in traffic at all the
intersections along Wayne.
5. The analysis does not appear to consider the additional delays for
westbound traffic on Wayne turning left at Dale Drive when Purple
Line trains are in the station. This omission is part of MTA¡Çs
overall failure to examine the effects at that intersection,
particularly including the danger to hundreds of schoolchildren
crossing there twice a day.
6. The analysis assumes that the normal speed on Wayne Avenue is 45
miles per hours, 15 miles per hour faster than the posted speed

limit and 20 miles per hour faster than the school-zone speed limit.
On one of the test drives, their data show their test vehicle
reaching 50 mph at one point. How reliable can the study be if it
is based on erroneous data like these?
In short, the traffic analysis fall short of giving us the information
that decision makers and the public need. And in spite of hundreds of
pages of data, tables, and graphs, an informed reviewer still cannot
reproduce their conclusions. MTA must address these deficiencies, and
study the tunneling option for Wayne from downtown to Sligo Creek.
-Tom Armstrong
Remote Sensing Division, Code 7215
tom.armstrong@nrl.navy.mil Naval Research Laboratory
(202)767-0669
4555 Overlook Ave. SW
(202)404-8894 (fax)
Washington, DC 20375-5231
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Tom
Armstrong
606 Greenbriar Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Tom Armstrong, T- O-M, A-R-M-S-T-R-O-N-G. I have lived for 15 years
at 606 Greenbrier Drive in Silver Spring, one block off Wayne Avenue.
I strongly favor the purple line, either rail or bus rapid transit in a tunnel
under Wayne Avenue and under the downtown area of Silver Spring.
However, MTA in its actions and in the draft EIS has failed to study this
option despite repeated requests from our community association and
others, and has failed to address the many problems that a street level
purple line will cause.
I'll talk about just one area of deficiency, the travel on that traffic
analysis, and give only a few examples of its flaws.
First, with a street level purple line, LIT or BRT trains will cross major
streets downtown 20 times an hour during peak times, yet there is no
comprehensive analysis of the impact on traffic of these trains or of the
ripple effect on other intersections due to log jams on Georgia, Wayne
and Fenton.
Even in their inadequate analysis, though the evening rush hour at the
key intersection of Wayne and Fenton, just to take one example, would
be worse with a street level ERT or LRT option than without it.
Second, the analysis assumed that traffic is growing at 1 percent a year
in the entire region and they call this a conservative assumption, but
their own traffic analysis states the traffic growth on nearby MD 410 west
of 16 Street which is the closest in their list to the rapidly growing
downtown has been measured at 1.5 percent per year.
This would lead to 67 percent more traffic growth in the 30-year
evaluation period than their models assume.
Third, MTA used its traffic model to calculate the time needed to get
through intersections for the base line year but they don't have actual
observations at that time.
As a result, their level of surface estimates can be quite wrong. The true
delay at Wayne and Fenton, for example, is far greater than their
estimate of 21 to 34 seconds, as I have experienced many times myself.
Fourth, the analysis does not appear to factor in the increased traffic
capacity on Wayne due to the extensive widening that many other
people have mentioned and the resulting increase in traffic along Wayne
Avenue.
Fifth, the analysis doesn't appear to consider the additional delays for
westbound traffic on Wayne turning left at Dale when the purple line
trains are in that station.
This omission is part of MTA's overall failure to examine the effects at
that intersections on the schools, the school children crossing there, and
so forth.
Sixth, the analysis assumes that the normal speed on Wayne Avenue is
45 miles an hour. It's right there in their report. That's 15 miles an hour
faster than the speed limit and miles an hour faster than the school zone
speed limit.
On one of the test drives their data show that their test vehicle reached
50 miles an hour at one point which I don't really believe, but how
reliable can their study be if it's based on erroneous data such as these?

In short, the traffic analysis falls short of giving us the information that
decision makers and the public need. In spite of hundreds of pages of
data, tables and graphs, an informed reviewer still cannot reproduce
their conclusions.
MTA must address these deficiencies and study the tunneling option for
Wayne from downtown to Sligo Creek. Thank you.
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John E.
Arness, II
Arness & Associates PLLC
4725 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. #250
Washington
DC
20016
ARNESS@LPLAWDC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, and
Council President Andrews:
It has been estimated that every week, more than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -of all ages, races, ethnicities, interests and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring (hereafter, the
"Trail").
More and more, our county's natural "green spaces" like the Trail are
"redeveloped" under the guise of "the common good" or a "benefit to
society". There are many citizens, however, who question and disagree
with
the word choice and stated public policy interpretation.
There are far too many examples where area natural resources, once
revered
for their tranquility and natural beauty, have been destroyed or
compromised
to the point where the natural beauty is irretrievably lost and rendered
unrecognizable. One does not have to drive too far to witness the
disappearance of once abundant farmland and the eruption of tract
housing
and new developments popping up without regard to supply and
demand or sound
land use or traffic planning.
Anyone passing by the intended path of the ICC can witness first hand
the
violent scarring of our county's natural environment and the disruption of
wildlife habitat, watershed features and the ability of our citizens to
experience and enjoy the beauty and benefit of the outdoors - actively or
passively as they choose.
If the Purple Line is built here, mature trees and ground cover
surrounding
the Trail would be permanently removed, wildlife habitat and Trail user's
peace, solitude and tranquility would be destroyed, and trains or buses
would be allowed to pass about 10' from hikers and bikers every three
minutes. It would be neither safe, enjoyable, relaxing nor attractive for
Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane in close
proximity to the path of trains or buses. Traffic flow on the Trail can
already be problematic on particularly nice weekend days. Adding the
Purple
Line will be sure to increase chances of disruption, damage and injuries.
In
short, it would be an environmental and recreational disaster - and a
great
sadness as yet another strip of God's earth is raped, pillaged and
plundered
in the name of progress.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous
natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else. Even if they could, there is not
enough

justification to destroy a valuable resource already in existence that is of
benefit to so many already and ever increasingly rare.
It is undoubtedly a difficult puzzle to navigate and resolve amongst the
many interests impacted. It should be clear, however, that there are too
many people, too much traffic congestion and too little natural green
spaces
inside the Beltway. The desirable and proper solution will decrease the
impact of the negatives and increase the presence and benefits of the
positives. Please use your wisdom, vision, courage and creativity to put
transit elsewhere, and preserve the many positives of the Trail. Please
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless (and in spite) of the growth and development that
takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Agnese Reforzo
Arnold
11137 Dewey Rd
Kensington
MD
20895
AREFORZO@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
with trains passing in both directions every three minutes -- without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Agnese Reforzo Arnold
11137 Dewey Rd
Kensington, MD 20895
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Christine
Arnold-Lourie
106 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CHRISA@CSMD.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY: CHRISTINE ARNOLD-LOURIE
106 SHEFFIELD STREET
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
ONLY IF IT IS TUNNELED UNDER DOWNTOWN SILVER SPRING
AND WAYNE AVENUE,
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significant adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and most ineffective segment of the project.
There is MTA data since the release of its AA/DEIS tending to show that
it is feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment as to
be cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the
ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours, for a cost significantly
lower than the high-investment light rail alternative that MTA has
assessed. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts
of
a surface route for this segments -- impacts that testimonies and
written comments of those in the community have explained are not
assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in
meetings with community representatives.
What follows is a fuller version of the testimony I gave at the November
22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park:
TESTIMONY OF CHRISTINE ARNOLD-LOURIE

I am Christine Arnold-Lourie, a 28-year resident at 106 Sheffield
Street, several blocks from Wayne Avenue, east of the Silver Spring
business district. Let’s improve mass transit, but do it through my
community and the central business district in a way that truly improves
transportation through Silver Spring, does not snarl traffic, and does
not divide and threaten our community’s vitality.
That is why this community advocates tunneling under Wayne Avenue
and
through the downtown. In my Parks Hills Civic Association, we have
taken two votes, in February and this week, and both times the
opposition to street-level light rail on Wayne has been an overwhelming
majority. This week, only 31% of those voting favored street-level
light rail on Wayne. 69% favored one of several other options –
no-build, TSM, bus rapid transit, or light rail tunneled under Wayne
Avenue.
The adverse impacts of a street-level route on Wayne and through the
downtown are many. Unfortunately, MTA’s study does not evaluate
these
impacts, and most unfortunately, does not even mention several of the
ones which it has discussed at community meetings.
o
There will be significant widening of Wayne. MTA’s report does
not summarize the amount of widening, but the community has. Nearly

two-thirds of the approximately one mile on Wayne on which the Purple
Line would run would be widened for left turn lanes and a station, some
of it to 70 feet. This, combined with shared lanes on Wayne, will
increase traffic capacity, not reduce traffic.
o
MTA has proposed to the County that the planned bike Green Trail
on the north side of Wayne be combined with the sidewalk to save
space.
This will make it less safe for both pedestrians and bikers.
o
The Wayne Avenue access to the large parking lot of the
elementary and middle schools at Dale Drive will be closed, diverting
traffic onto Dale Drive and the neighborhood side streets behind the
schools.
o
There will elevated noise levels on Wayne and in the nearby
community, up to 20 times an hour, from trains passing, braking at
lights and stations, high-pitched “wheel squeal” on the many curves
along Wayne, clanging bells or beeping as trains near a planned and
unnecessary station at Dale, and amplified announcements on the trains
and possibly at the stations.
o
A station at Dale Drive will have negative impacts. The number
of projected daily station boardings at Dale is unrealiof several times –
1,400 boardings, far more than the number of homes
near the station, when only 4 persons a day currently board the Ride On
15 bus at Dale in the morning peak period.
o
Moreover, what about the combined impact of traffic leaving or
entering the crowded Wayne Avenue Garage and of long, slow trains
congesting the Wayne and Fenton intersection? Access to the Whole
Foods
parking lot? Space being taken from the community’s planned new
library
as the Purple Line takes a wide swath from it and stops there? The
difficulty of turning left from westbound Wayne Avenue onto Dale Drive
into my neighborhood due to delays with trains in a station at Dale?
A tunnel under Wayne and downtown Silver Spring can be done in such
a
way that the Purple Line, be it light rail or bus rapid transit, is
improved and becomes perhaps a bit more like Metro. Doing so will
enhance our mass transit and best serve and preserve my community
and
the business center.
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Christine
Arnold-Lourie
106 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Christine, C-H-R-I-S-T-I-N-E, hyphenated name, A-R-N-O-L-D -L-O-UR-I-E. I am Christine Arnold-Lourie, a 28-year resident at, on Sheffield
Street, several blocks from Wayne Avenue east of the Silver Spring
business district.
Let's improve mass transit. But do it through my community and the
central business district in a way that truly improves transportation
through Silver Spring does not snarl traffic and does not divide and
threaten our community's vitality.
That is why this community advocates tunneling under Wayne Avenue
and through downtown. In my Park Hill Civic Association, we have taken
two votes, in February and this week. Both times the opposition to street
level light rail on Wayne has been overwhelming majority.
This week, only 31 percent of those voting favored street level light rail
on Wayne, percent favored one of several other options. No build, TSM,
bus rapid transit or light rail tunneled under Wayne.
The adverse impacts of a street level route on Wayne and through
downtown are many. Unfortunately, MTA's study does not evaluate
these impacts and most unfortunately does not even mention several of
the ones which it has discussed at community meetings.
There will be significant widening of Wayne. MTA's report does not
summarize the amount of widening, but the community has. Nearly 2/3
of the approximately one mile on Wayne on which the purple line would
run would be widened for left turn lanes and a station, some of it to 70
feet.
This combined with shared lanes on Wayne will increase traffic capacity,
not reduce traffic.
The - access to the large parking lot of the elementary and middle
schools at Dale will be closed, diverting traffic onto Dale and the
neighborhood side streets behind the schools.
There will be elevated noise levels on Wayne and in the nearby
community up to 20 times an hour from trains passing, breaking at lights
and stations, high pitched wheel squeal on the many curves along
Wayne, climbing bells or beeping as trains near a planned and
unnecessary station at Dale and amplified announcements on trains and
possibly at stations.
A station at Dale will have negative impacts. The number of projected
daily station boardings at Dale is unrealistic by a factor of several times.
Fourteen hundred boardings? Far more than the number of homes near
the station when only four persons a day currently board the Ride on 15
bus at Dale at morning peak.
Moreover, what about the combined impact of traffic leaving or entering
the crowded Wayne Avenue garage and long, slow trains congesting
Wayne and Fenton?
Access to the Whole Foods parking lot, space being taken from the
community's planned new library as the purple line takes a wide swath.
The difficulty of turning left from westbound Wayne onto Dale into my
neighborhood due to delays with trains in the station at Dale. A tunnel
under Wayne in downtown Silver Spring can be done in such a way that
the purple line is improved and becomes a bit more like Metro.

Doing so will enhance our mass transit and best serve and preserve my
community and the business center.
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Nancy and Michael
Arons

Chevy Chase
MD
NSARONS@VERIZON.NET
January 12, 2009
To whom it may concern:
We are writing to urge you to vote against running a train along the
Crescent Trail in Bethesda. It is a trail we have enjoyed for over 32 years
and it provides so much beauty and a place to exercise for so many
people who live in a crowded urban area. It would be a crime to destroy
this beautiful land.
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Nancy
Arons
3911 Aspen St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Arons 34914.pdf (71 kb)
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Claudia
Arriaga-Western

MD
CAWESTERN@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to express my strong and sincere opposition to the Purple
Line light rail option on the Capital Crescent Trail. I am certain that you
have seen great outcry from citizens on this topic for extremely important
reasons, which essentially break down into two areas, Recreational and
Business:
Recreational:
·
The value of the trail to the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities – who use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
·
In our heavily developed region, the Trail is a wonderful sliver of
land that provides citizens an outlet for exercise, recreation and natural
beauty – and there just are not many local areas that provide that any
longer.
·
The importance of parks in urban areas.
Business:
·
We need to build a long term public transportation infrastructure,
and the light trail solution simply does not meet that need. It is a bandaid solution that is the worst compromise possible.
o
The light rail option does not address the longer term connectivity
needed to Virginia, support growth transportation areas like the new
Walter Reed or the Rock Spring area – all of which are better addressed
by the Outer Purple Line option.
o
There is a far less expensive option – dedicated bus routes/lanes
– that not only delivery nearly thee same benefits as the light rail option
but is more flexible and allows for the time and experience to plan
something more optimal and long term, something that really improves
area transportation and development, a real Purple Line.
o
I do market research for a living and while I understand the nature
of politics, it simply does not make sense to do any of the proposed
options because people say they "support" the option. We should all be
focused on who will RIDE on any of the options. I have asked many
times and – get this – not one person has been surveyed to ask if they
would ride any of the options.
In summary, the Light Rail Purple Line option on the Crescent Trail is not
the right solutions because it:
·
Forever ruins a needed and valued recreational and natural
resource. To envision a trail next to a train as something that sustains
the value of the trail is simply disingenuous.
·
Makes no sense when compared to either far less expensive or
more long term and more impact solutions.
·
Should not be left up to a computer model to determine how any
option would be used, that is simply ridiculous based on years on
consumer research experience. Even so, the initial ridership projections
were very low but magically rose in a second "simulation" or "projection."
Let's call that as it is – baloney!
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
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Jon F.
Ash

MD
JON_ASH@INTERVISTAS.US
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
THE PURPLE LINE MAKES LITTLE SENSE, WOULD BEENFIT A
MODEST NUMBER OF PEOPLE, AND THE STATE OF MARYLAND IS
ALREADY BROKE..WHERE DO YOU THINK THE FUNDING WOULD
COME FROM?
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Leland
Asher Prince
Cardiff Court
Chevy Chase
MD
PRINCELELAND@GMAIL.COM
I am writing b/c I am extremely concerned about the creation of the
Purple line/light rail train coming through the Crescent Trail. My family &
I specifically chose to live in our neighborhood b/c of its proximity to the
Trail, which affords us the chance to be in nature every single wknd and
allows my husband the chance to bike to his job at National Geographic
downtown.

Is there no possibility that this train – whose purpose is a laudable one
(we are big believers in mass transit & connecting communities!) – could
be put underground to preserve both goals? That seems a reasonable
and fair compromise.

Thank you for your consideration. I am happy to talk to someone further
if you have any questions.
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Edward H.
Asher, President
Chevy Chase Land Co.
8401 Connecticut Avenue
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Good evening. I'm Edward Hall Asher. Edward, E-D-W-A-R-D, Asher, AS-H-E-R. The president and chief operating officer of the Chevy Chase
Land Company of Montgomery County, Maryland, located at 841
Connecticut Avenue in Chevy Chase, Maryland.
The roots of the Land Company are linked to the earliest history of
transit in the Washington area. The company was founded by Senator
Francis Newlands from Nevada. He assembled about 1700 acres of land
between what is now Dupont Circle and Jones Bridge Road. After
grading and dedicating Connecticut Avenue as the primary route to his
planned village, Senator Newlands founded Chevy Chase.
The Senator knew Chevy Chase needed a transit connection to the
federal city as well. He established the Rock Creek Railroad in 1888. He
laid the tracks and built the powerhouse to run the street cars, which ran
across Connecticut Avenue between 8th and U streets to Chevy Chase
Lake. This is now the site of our current headquarters.
Those streetcars provided commuters a transportation option until the
mid 1930's. The Georgetown Branch right-of-way runs perpendicular to
Connecticut Avenue. The Land Company still owns some of the
underlying fee-simple land. CSX used it as a freight line until banning it
in the mid- 1980's. In 1988, the Montgomery County purchased the 4.4
right-of-way between Bethesda and Silver Spring for 10.5 million dollars.
For over 30 years, the Georgetown Branch right-of-way has been noted
in the county's Master Plans to used for transit, including a hiker/biker
trail. The Land Company unabashedly claims a vested interest in
continuing the legacy of Senator Newlands deep commitment to transit.
The record should also be clear. Several years ago, the Land Company
was asked by MTA to cooperate in the Purple Line planning process
because of its ownership of land holdings in Chevy Chase Lake. These
holdings straddle both Connecticut Avenue where it intersects the
Georgetown Branch right-of-way.
Specifically, MTA requested that we, MTA requested that we consider
the placement of the future Purple Line station on our land there. We
agreed to cooperate and therefore withheld redevelopment activity to
allow the transit process to proceed. We recognize the need to foster
transit options for the greater community.
In closing, the Land Company is proud of the community it created and
its strong ties to transit for over 120 years. This is the chance we need to
guarantee the sustainability of this region by renewing our commitment
to transit. The Purple Line's light rail option is the key to this
commitment.
On behalf of the Chevy Chase Land Company I strongly urge the
construction of light rail Purple Line along the Master Plan Georgetown
Branch right-of-way and onto New Carrollton in Prince George's County.
It is critical that we all think long-term. This is vital, this is the vital
regional solution to our east-west congestion woes. This is the legacy
we will leave for our future generations to come. Thank you.
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Edward Hall
Asher
The Chevy Chase Land Company of Montgomery County, MD
8401 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

The Chevy Chase Land Company.pdf (72 kb)
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Jana
Asher
1111 Jackson Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
jana@asher-resnick.us
I am strongly in favor of the proposed purple line. My own experiences
suggest there is indeed a need for this additional light rail option.
When my son was younger, he attended the Katherine Thomas School
in Rockville (we lived in NE DC) but was not bussed. I escorted him via
public transportation - and the trip would take up to two hours, between
bus options and metro options. A purple line would have shortened our
commute time significantly. Currently, I have a nanny for my daughter
that lives in Bethesda. I can take her over two hours to get home using
public transportation - I often drive her home for that reason. A purple
line would give her a much faster option for returning home, and I would
willingly subsidize any extra cost compared to her bus route.
In an era where we are trying to cut our dependence on foreign oil,
public transportation is a must. The red line is useful for trips into DC,
but fails for trips from Takoma Park and Silver Spring to Rockville and
Bethesda. Reliable alternate transportation that is not affected by
traffic is essential for commuters. Please build the purple line.
Thank you.
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Jules
Asher

MD
JULESASHER@GMAIL.COM
I enjoy bicycling on the trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I'm not
diametrically opposed to sharing it with some kind of public
transportation. But cutting down a wide swath of trees to accomodate
overhead wires would spoil a precious resource. It would be
unconscionable -- and unneccessary. Why build a system with l9th
Century technology in the 21st Century? Technologies for light rail
systems without overhead wires already exist -- and even better ones
are coming soon. For example, Bordeaux, where trams run with
underground power in scenic areas and overhead wires in areas where
it doesn't matter.
See this video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpn5VYTrwqg
In this era of rapid innovation in battery/electric/fuel cell power, why
should we settle for less? I say hold off on the bulldozers and find a
more environmentally responsible accomodation.
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Roslyn
Ashford
709 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ROSLYN.ASHFORD@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY
Roslyn Ashford
709 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
To Whom It May Concern:
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am a long time resident of the county, a product of its public school
system (from kindergarden through high school) and have been a home
owner in Silver Spring for the past 8 years. I currently own a home on
Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring MD. While I have supported and directly
benefited from the controlled development of the downtown area, I am
not supportive of a light rail/transit system running at surface level on
Wayne Avenue. I am opposed to a surface level light rail train on
Wayne Ave, past Cedar/Spring street, for the reasons noted below...
1 - Wayne Avenue past Cedar/Spring is residential. As I understand it,
the County has been very deliberate in keeping this portion of the street
zoned residential, promising to keep the integrity of development zone
from the residential zoned area. The addition of a light rail system would
be the first step to negate the carefully planned and structured zoning
structure in this area.
2 - Cost - New data from MTA show a feasibly designed system with
tunneling for this segment that is cost- effective and significantly lower
than the high-investment light rail alternative that MTA has assessed.
Given the recent support for improvements in roads and public works
projects by the newly elected President and his administration, the
State/County should be able to negotiate with the State and Federal to
fund tunneling, to keep the integrity of the resiential community intact,
while still being able to support the increased needs for efficient public
transportation.
3 - Underground repair is needed - Tunneling may help to encourage
(and support) replacement of old water pipes and sewage drains hidden
under the street. in Our block has had two water main breaks in the past
year so it seems as though something needs to be done sooner than
later! Tunneling would force both Pepco, Washington Gas and the
County to review and upgrade the current structure.
I do hope that the State officials are able to develop a plan that ALL of
us - residents, officials and transit planning team can support. Thank
you for your time and attention to this matter.
Regards,
Roslyn Ashford
roslyn.ashford@verizon.net
240-423-1732
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Charles S.
Asmar Jr.
8523 Gavin Manor Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
casmar@millenniumconsult.net
Asmar 34955.pdf (94 kb)
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Genie
Asmuth

MD
GBASMUTH@GMAIL.COM
Dear officials,

Please, please, find another route for the Purple line. Clearly public
transportation is very important, but so too are the bike and running trails
that are used by thousands of citizens daily. Bethesda has done such a
wonderful job in renovating the downtown, making it a wonderful place to
go. The Purple Line as proposed will be an eye sore and will infringe
upon community space.
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Charlotte
Atkinson
12301 Mika Lane
Bowie
MD
20715
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Beveridge, Jennifer_Atkinson, Charlotte.pdf (66 kb)
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David
Atkinson

MD
david.atkinson1@mac.com
I SUPPORT THE LIGHT RAIL PURPLE LINE.
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Liz
Aukamp
4710 Sheridan Street
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
eaaukamp@hotmail.com
I am very excited by the prospect of a light rail line connecting Prince
Georges and Montgomery Counties. As a resident of first Montgomery
and now PG, I would love the added ease the Purple Line would give me
in getting around town via public transportation. Please make this a
reality!
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William Dukstein and
Steven Aurecchia

MD
GREENVALE@STARPOWER.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John
Ausema

MD
20770
jausema@gmail.com
I would like to encourage to do integrate the Purple Line as much as
possible with the Metro where there are planned transfers. It should be
possible, for example, to use the same fare cards (Smart Trip or similar)
in both systems, and ideally for them to share stations so that transfers
are no different that going from one line to another within metro. I
traveled in Beijing several years ago and encountered two separate
systems that were not well-integrated, so I know how inconvenient this
can be.
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CLAVERY111@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I ride my bike on the CCT at least 5 times a week. I consider it one of
the major amenities to life here in Bethesda and in Montgomery County.
It is a treasured amenity. Please don't ruin it by putting in a light rail!!!
The purple line really needs to be an underground metro connection, not
ruining our special quality-of-life treasures above ground. Let's get with
it and move into the 21st century with mass transit/metro extensions and
saving/treasuring our Capital Crescent Trail for biking and hiking!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carolyn L. Avery
5325 McKinley St
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Carolyn
Avery
5325 McKinley Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
CLAVERY111@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Let's have Maryland be
progressive once again.
carolyn avery
5325 mckinley st
3rd Floor
bethesda, MD 20814
301/571-5093
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Rob
Ayers

MD
ROB.AYERS@PALM.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, my family and I along with more than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marlen
Ayodele

MD
AYODELEM@MEDIMMUNE.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, I am one of the more than 10,000 runners, hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities – that use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region. Runners in my running group come from Olney, Montgomery
Village, Greenbelt, just to name a few.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Cristina
B.

MD
CRICRI83@YAHOO.COM
I support building the Purple Line as light rail
Cristina B.
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Elizabeth
Bacigalupo

Bethesda
MD
ELIZABETHBACI@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Subject: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the Trail
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
[NOTE: HERE YOU CAN DESCRIBE HOW YOU USE THE CAPITAL
CRESCENT TRAIL WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY, AND WHY THE
TRAIL IS IMPORTANT TO THE COMMUNITY, THE REGION, AND
THE ENVIRONMENT]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda a nd Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
sincerely, elizabeth bacigalupo
resident of bethesda, md since '04
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Your Name and Addres
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Marjorie
Bado
9513 49th Avenue
College Park
MD
20740
I support building the Purple Line as Light Rail.
Bado_Marjorie Comment Card.pdf (17 kb)
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Tsedal
Bahta
8712 Colesville Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
tbahta2@yahoo.com
I am a strong supporter of the Purple Line. All indications prove the
timeliness of such a project. Thank you for your hard work.
All the best.
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Lourdes
Baide
407 Winding Rose Dr.
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Lourdes Baire.pdf (72 kb)
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Charles
Bailey
4 Vallingby Cir.
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. People in Chevy Chase
need to give a better reason against it than that it goes through their
country club.
Palley_Tom Comment Cards.pdf (41 kb)
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James and Mary
Bailey
4309 Rosemary Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MARY_JIM_BAILEY@VERIZON.NET
To: Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews, and
Council Members:
Commuters trying to get to the new Walter Reed Center, Navy
Medical, the Uniform Services Medical School, and the National
Institutes of Health from points east would have to make changes from
the Purple Line to the Red Line if the Purple Line ends at the Bethesda
Metro.
Whereas if the Bus Route were chosen, only commuters to (lower)
Bethesda would need to change to the red line, or they could take the
RideOn, or they could walk to much of upper Bethesda from the Medical
Center Metro. The tradeoff of which way to serve the commuters has not
been adequately addressed. And whether the light rail option would
really serve more commuters than the bus option must be questioned.
The presentations by SHA show no plan to replace the acres of mature
trees that would be destroyed along the trail. (Not a very green proposal
in itself.) Trains would pass by every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains. The trail is not only enjoyed by
recreational hikers and bikers - sometimes almost to the point of traffic
jams - but it also serves as a biker commuter route via the rest of the
crescent trail to Georgetown.
We are told that the light rail using electricity would be cheaper/greener.
That assumes, of course, that a bus could not also be driven by
electricity.
We are told by our councilman that many years ago the County originally
purchased the right-a-way with the thought of another route between
Silver Spring and Bethesda, apparently before the entire Purple Line
from New Carrollton was conceived. The residents who will lose pieces
of their backyards and value in their homes must hope that that thought
was not chiseled in stone. We treasure the trail as a great, urban park
stretching from Silver Spring to Georgetown and we have walked and
biked all of it.

Thanks kindly for your consideration in this matter.
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Leigh
Bailey

Washington
DC
LEIGHJAM@POBOX.COM
I'm all for the Purple Line, but please consider a solution that will
allow for BOTH a new Metro line and preserve the Capital Crescent
Trail.
As a nearly 20 year DC resident, without a car, I rely on the Metro
for transportation and regularly use the Capital Crescent Trail for
cycling.
Please build the Purple Line in another location or tunneled underground
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Wendy
Bailey
2946 Westway Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20816
WENDY@COMPANYFLOWERS.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I go running every week on the portion of the trail that is in question, I
know I am safe from traffic and will be breathing air not gas fumes.
When my children are older they will learn to ride bikes and need a safe
place to ride. We need to preserve our open spaces and respect the
environment, we are stewards of this planet. People need a place to
reconnect with nature and release stress, I don't think that will be
possible with a train rushing bye.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Christopher
Bain
11710 Old Georgetown Road
North Bethesda
MD
20852
CBAIN99@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT) between Rock Creek Park
(RCP) and Bethesda frequently for both running and biking. Several
times per week I commute (run or bike) from my home in North
Bethesda to my office in downtown Bethesda via Rock Creek Park, and
the stretch of the CCT connecting RCP and Bethesda is vital to my
route. I also frequently use this section of the trail for my regular daily
runs -- I am an avid runner and go outside for a run everyday. I would
hate to see the trail diminished from its current beauty or overwhelmed
by an above-ground light rail running directly alongside.
One of my favorite long runs in this area is a big loop starting in
Bethesda and heading to Georgetown along the CCT, connecting to
RCP via the C&O Canal Towpath, returning to Maryland via the RCP
trail, and returning to Bethesda via the CCT. The fact that such a loop
exists in this city is one of the many reasons I choose to live and train in
the DC area. It would be unfortunate to see it broken.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of
all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural
beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses
would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It
would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would
be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This
irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put
transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ashley
Bair
201 Valleybrook Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20903
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. The purple line will lessen
the amount of time I spend on the bus and give me more time in my bed!
Comment Cards. Rosemary Peterson.pdf (90 kb)
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Dave
Baker
5302 Yorktown Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
DAVEWBAKER@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Dave Baker
5302 Yorktown Road
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20816
5713457532
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Gavin
Baker
1730 16th St. N
Arlington
VA
22209
gavin@gavinbaker.com
Please move with all deliberate speed to build the Purple Line light rail
option (or even heavy rail). I am a DC metro area resident and I choose
not to own a car. If the Purple Line areas were more accessible to
transit, I would be significantly more likely to visit there, spend money, or
even consider living there in the future. Additionally, as a region we need
to do more to cut carbon emissions that cause global warming and air
pollution that affects our health and quality of life. Transit gets more cars
off the road, resulting in less CO2 and other pollutants emitted. Finally, I
prefer a high-investment rail option to a bus rapid transit option because
rail will have more of a sense of interconnectedness with the Metro
system, it appeals to more riders, it feels more intuitive and predictable
to use, and it will better drive transit-oriented development. Thank you
for your consideration.
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George
Baker
8803 Jones Mill Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GBAKER@ENCORE321.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
County Council Members

I am an avid proponent of mass transit through-out Montgomery County.
I have lived in lower Montgomery County for 23 years and in this time
frame I have personally witnessed noticeable increases in land
development and corresponding traffic. I am not, however, an advocate
of the Purple Line, in fact, I believe that this initiative is ill conceived,
costly, and boarders on irresponsible. I say this for the following
reasons:

The proposed Purple Line does not take cars off the road. This is not a
statement of opinion; it is a statement of fact. Reference the MTA study
that runs through year 2030. Why would the County, State or Federal
Government fund a mass transit initiative that does not take cars off the
road?
The construction of the Purple Line is costly at 1.6 Billion and
maintaining this light rail system will be expensive as actual rider-ship
numbers come in lower than current dubious projections.
The Purple Line barely meets FTA approval for funding. If successful,
however, lower Montgomery County may be deprived of funds for future
transit initiatives that actually take cars off the road. Furthermore, if you
read the study it’s apparent to most that a bias exits for light rail.
Alternatives have not been fairly explored.
The Purple Line is a developers dream. It has been pushed, financed
and influenced by companies such as the Chevy Chase Land Company
who are only concerned about land development and money, not the
better good of county residents. If you “follow the money,” and exam
such things as the past County Executive race, various political
contributions and proposed development plans along the Purple Line
route, it’s clear to see who wins with the Purple Line – and it’s not the
residents of Montgomery or PG County.
With the tens of millions of dollars allocated to the study of the Purple
Line, the State has never studied the impact of land development and
corresponding traffic along this 16 mile route. As an example, if the
Purple Line is successful, the corner of Manor Road and Connecticut
Avenue will become another Friendship Heights. Traffic is gridlocked
NOW and we’re going to add more cars along an evacuation route
(Connecticut Ave.) In addition, the rent of many lower housing cost
apartment dwellers along this 16 mile route will undoubtedly increase,

forcing people of lesser means to find housing elsewhere. Where is the
impact study of development along this route??? Conveniently forgotten,
I assume.
The trail is a precious green space used by 10,000 hikers and bikers
weekly. No one will want to walk, run or bike next to a train. A mass
transit initiative that takes away this valuable green space must meet
high standards of worth and acceptance and clearly, the Purple Line
does not meet this definition.
In summary, the Purple Line simply does not make sense. This mass
transit initiative is based on a shaky foundation of numbers and figures,
is fervently backed and funded by developers who seek to profit
immensely by its construction, it destroys a prized green space, it’s
costly and it doesn’t take cars off the road. We can do better than this.

Thank you for your consideration,

George Baker
8803 Jones Mill Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-913-9630
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Mike
Baker
10001 Stoneybrook Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
MIKEBAKER@COMCAST.NET
Dear Public Officials,
I strongly support building the Purple Line using light rail along the
Capital Crescent and Georgetown Branch Trails between Bethesda and
Silver Spring, and on to New Carrolton. As a frequent user of the trail
(usually at least once a week), I recognize that the light rail will alter the
experience, but it has benefits for both the community and the trail
users.
Some of the many reason's I have for supporting light rail on the Capital
Cresent and Georgetown Branch Trails are:
There is no better location.
The right of way was purchased for transportation use.
Up until 1985 the land was used for a freight rail line.
It easily aligns with the Metro Red line in Bethesda.
Any other alignment requires obtaining the right-of-way.
No other option provides the time savings necessary to be successful.
The Purple line will enhance bicylist's use of the trail by providing a safe
method for crossing Jones Mill Road and Connecticut Avenue. This will
also enhance the use of the trail as an alternative method of commuting
into D.C.
I am opposed to Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) for the Purple Line. The
proposed BRT Purple Line would have an adverse impact on North
Chevy Chase Elementary School, the Capital Cresent and Georgetown
Branch Trails. If any of the options cause an adverse impact on
community cohesion, it is the BRT option.
In an ideal world, I would prefer that the Purple Line be constructed as a
Metro Rail line using heavier trains and cut and cover techniques.
Monetary concerns rule out the Metro Rail/heavy trail option, and, in my
opionion, leave the light rail Purple Line as the best option.
Thank you for your careful consideration of all of the options.
Best regards,
Mike Baker
10001 Stoneybrook Drive
Kensington, MD 20895
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Mike
Baker
10001 Stoneybrook Dr.
Kensington
MD
20895
mikebaker@comcast.net
Baker 35364.pdf (107 kb)
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Jonathan
Balcombe
13518 Ansel Terrace
Germantown
MD
20874
Please build the purple line. More public transit, not more roads!
Thank you and sincerely,
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Jonathan
Balcombe

Germantown
MD
PUMILLA@VERIZON.NET
Dear Sir/Madam,
We are emailing to express my support of more and better public transit
options for area residents. This includes the purple line. More roads are
not the solution. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jonathan, Marilyn and Emily Balcombe
Germantown, MD
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Jonathan
Balcombe
13518 Ansel Terrace
Germantown
MD
20874
pumilla@verizon.net
Balcombe 35520.pdf (107 kb)
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Jonathan
Balcombe, Ph.D.
13518 Ansel Terrace
Germantown
MD
20874
JBALCOMBE@PCRM.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley and MTA,

I write to offer my support for more and better public transit in
Montgomery county Maryland. That includes the Purple Line. More
roads and more cars are not the answer.

Thank you for your consideration,
Jonathan Balcombe

We are emailing to express my support of more and better public transit
options for area residents. This includes the purple line. More roads are
not the solution. Thank you for your consideration.
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Gabriel
Bales

Takoma Park
MD
GABRIELBALES@GMAIL.COM
I am a resident of Takoma Park.
I am for the Purple line because of the environmental benefits.
I hope the right decision is made on the 14th of Jan.
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Dr. and Mrs. Guillermo A.
Balfour

MD
ABAL1550@AOL.COM
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
Dear Mr. Ratcliff: We live close to the Trail. We use it for cycling,
walking, nature admiration and recreation. We see people of all
ethnicities and different parts of the area using it as well. Families,
children, teen-agers, cyclists and daily commuters use it as well (riding
bicycles).The Trail is beautiful, full of mature trees. We believe that it
would be an environmental disaster to use it for buses or rail. It is our
Central Park. Please use your wisdom and courage to preserve it. We
believe that there are other solutions and transit can be placed
elsewhere.
Many Thanks for your consideration.
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Thomas
Ballard

MD
ballardt@juno.com
I strongly support the light rail for the purple line. Look at the success
Baltimore has had with the Light Rail as an example. A light rail on an
existing right of way is economical and efficient.
Thomas Ballard
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Carmen
Banegas
Carmelite Sister
8138 15th Ave. #203
Hyattsville
MD
20783

Banegas_Carmen.pdf (24 kb)
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Dontres
Banks

MD
DONTRES.BANKS@NOAA.GOV
We need the light rail go on ahead and kick it off, wish it could be
sooner!
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Dontres
Banks

MD
TALECQUA2000@YAHOO.COM
I would love to have the purple line light rail.
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Terry and Karen
Banks
4117 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TJBANKS01@AOL.COM
-- I am resending this letter, as the last one (sent 1/12 at 4:55 p.m.),
contained a factual error. Please accept this replacement letter. Thank
you.
To Whom It May Concern,
Today, more than ever, we need to spend *less* and get more.
It is truly shocking to hear public statements from Montgomery County
officials saying that 1) the incredibly high costs of building the Purple
Line along the Crescent Trail and 2) the availability of less expensive
transportation solutions (such as high-speed bus service) that offer
equal value and utility "should not be a consideration."
What planet are they on?
If there's one thing we know today, it is that we need to spend less and
get more. If you can get nearly all of the value of something for half the
cost, you take it.
Building the "Purple Line" along The Capital Crescent Trail is a bad idea
that will serve no one, *except* developers who want to build a massive
retail complex where Connecticut Avenue intersects the trail.
Via a Purple Line on the Trail, developers will end up with zoning/density
ceiling changes that enable dense development adjacent to Trail area
and provide a nice little rail link (paid for by taxpayers) between two
affluent areas (Bethesda and Silver Spring) that makes their commercial
properties even more valuable.
Ca-ching. So much for "serving the underserved."
Taxpayers can get more value, more utility, more service for less money
via other alternatives -- in specific, high-speed BUSES -- other than "light
rail" running along the Capital Crescent Trail.
The Purple Line -- which were it to be built, may up being known as "The
White Elephant," and will leave taxpayers holding the bag, in the form of:
-- 17 acres of denuded natural greenspace (already too rare),
-- a massive public works project which doesn't really serve transport
needs as well as they could (no real connection to Metro network, no
service to NIH, in light of BRAC) -- and projected ridership numbers that
are totally fudged
-- even worse auto traffic (thanks to developers' bonanza made possible
by the Purple Line shell game.)
Please pursue LOWER COST, HIGHER VALUE solutions, such as
HIGH-SPEED BUS SERVICE.
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Terry
Banks
4117 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TERRY.BANKS@FLEISHMAN.COM
Are you political leaders from 2008, or 1958?
Today, public infrastructure should be deployed in a way that
*PRESERVES* our shrinking natural environment -- not decimates it.
Plans to clear-cut the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown Branch to
make way for a rail system are a terrible mistake in the making.
Bus Rapid Transit alternatives are a solid, pragmatic solution -- offering
almost all of the efficacy with almost none of the damage -- at a savings
of hundreds of millions of taxpayer dollars!
Alternatively, clear-cutting and paving the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch to make way for The "Purple Line" (is it really
part of the Metro system?) does the following:
-- destroys 17 acres of rare Montgomery County greenspace -- *why*
would you do this?
-- creates a 66-foot wide concrete tundra where there is now an open-air
wooded trail, enjoyed by thousands of voting families every week.
-- poses serious, ongoing safety risks.
-- is an egregious waste of taxpayer money, given the positive
alternatives presented by Bus Rapid Transit solutions.
Please pursue Bus Rapid Transit alternatives -- instead of destroying the
Capital Crescent Trail. It's the right thing to do.
Thank you,
Terry Banks
4117 Aspen St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Melissa
Barber, BS, BA
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda
MD
20892-1547
BARBERM@MAIL.NIH.GOV
To Whom It May Concern:

Please build a light rail line from Bethesda through Silver Spring and
College park to New Carrollton- this would greatly enhance the public
transit system, providing more expedient access to the surrounding
areas of D.C. The outer perimeter needs more immediate transport than
buses.

Thank you,

Melissa Barber, BS, BA
Post-Baccalaureate IRTA Fellow
Endocrine Section, Intramural Program
National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine (NCCAM)
NIH- Building 10, Rm 2B47, MSC 1547
9000 Rockville Pike
Bethesda, MD 20892-1547
Office: (301) 594-6381
Fax: (301) 480-4570
barberm@mail.nih.gov
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Michael Jared
Barber
Bella Tile & Marble
12103 Valleywood Drive
Wheaton
MD
20902
mylost143@aol.com
i believe the purple line is a long time coming. i believe it is a noble
beginning and needs to be expanded all the way around the dc area. i
also hope to see one day an expansion of the red line in both ways since
the community is driving further and further north.
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Jacob
Bardin
6905 Oakridge Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jacob.bardin@verizon.net
I strongly support building the Purple line as light (or heavy) rail. The
"not in my backyard" whining of Columbia Country Club and government
of Town of Chevy Chase (where I live) should not be allowed to block
this important project.
Spending money on a Bus based solution is just a waste of money,
which will provide little long term value to our area.
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Jacob
Bardin
6905 Oakridge Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jacob.bardin@verizon.net
Bardin 35268.pdf (100 kb)
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Mark
Bardwell
8508 16th St
Silver Spring
MD
20910
mark.bardwell@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing in support of rail for the Purple Line.
I've lived in many cities in the US and Europe before coming to DC. DC
is one of the largest cities in the country (almost 6 million in Greater DC)
and is a world class city like London, New York, and Paris. The one
thing that DC is missing, however, is comprehensive mass transit.
Other world class cities have reliable mass transit so comprehensive
that many people can live without a car. Walkable neighborhoods and
transit oriented development promote healthy lifestyles, low crime rates,
bustling street-level retail, and reduce carbon emissions. The purple line
is an essential component for uniting the ends of the Metro lines and
helping the regional network develop DC into a world class walkable city.
I am a prime candidate for using the Purple Line. I live at Summit Hills
Apartments; my window looks out on the site of the proposed 16th Street
station. Behind me, there is a bus stop on East West Highway. I go to
Tenleytown every week. If ever there were someone who would use the
Purple Line, it's me.
But I won't ride the bus.
The current Ride On bus that goes by my apartment comes infrequently.
It's often stuck in traffic on Colesville Road. The shelter provides little
protection from the elements. The bus itself is loud and takes tight,
jarring turns. And--I've clocked this--I will arrive at my destination in
precisely the same amount of time riding the comfortable red line miles
out of my way the all the way around the "U" to Tenleytown.
Rail is essential.
Purple line rail with a dedicated right of way would solve all those
problems: comfortable, frequent and direct reliable transit to the other
end of the red line. A bus can't do that. I've heard time and again that
Bus Rapid Transit is bigger, more frequent than the Ride On, and will
have priority at lights. But that doesn't matter when yet another driver on
Colesville Road or Georgia Ave blocks the intersection and backs up the
whole line.
What matters most is this: the psychology of reliability. Transit usage is
enormously psychological. Users must be able to see where the line
goes (rails) and know that they can rely on it to get to their destination on
time (via a dedicated right of way), doing so comfortably (smoothly, with
enough room onboard for everyone.) Buses can't do that.
No BRT system could accommodate future ridership, either. A DC
Metrorail train carries 800-1200 people every 3 minutes at peak. To
move even half that many people by BRT would require one bus every
30 seconds. There's no way BRT could pull that off in the near term,
much less the future. Only light rail with several hundred people on
board provides the capacity and reliability to expand the regional transit
network and derive the benefits of transit oriented development.
Let's build the Purple Line right the first time: rail.
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Barbara
Barinum
6415 Shadow Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BARBARABAINUM@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surroun ding communities and
to trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Barbara Barinum
6415 Shadow Rd.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Jack
Barker

MD
JACKBARKERDC@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
I read the Washington Post article last week that outlined the projected
costs and ridership projections for the Purple Line. Without going into
the specifics, the capital cost per rider of the light rail solution was close
to twice the capital cost per rider of the express bus solution. Operating
costs per rider were also almost double. When you combine that with
the fact that these projects nearly always cost more than anticipated, it is
unconscionable that we would even consider the light rail solution. We
may or may not really need the Purple Line, but if you believe that we
do, in these economic times, we should absolutely construct it in the
most cost effective manner, especially when buses that use dedicated
lanes deliver the same speed and reliability of service as fixed rail. The
only possible beneficiary of the more expensive fixed rail solution are
real estate developers, and if it were your money (instead of mine), I
doubt that you would even consider the extra expense.
Please vote no and/or veto the fixed rail solution. And if we must have a
Purple L ine, please vote yes for the dedicated bus lane solution.
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John
Barker
7206 Exfair Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
Please support the Purple Line!
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Mary W.
Barnes
8640 Geren Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
MWBARNES@ATT.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Sunday, January 11, 2009

To: Governor Martin O'Malley
Purple Line: AA/DEIS Project Deliberations

From: Mary W. Barnes, (Home owner and Public School Teacher)
8640 Geren Road, Silver Spring, MD 20901

Re: Testimony regarding the Purple Line in Montgomery County

I have been a resident of Top of the Park Condominium (TOP)
in Silver Spring, Maryland for eight years. This community is located at
Piney Branch, Manchester and Sligo Creek Parkway, about 1.5 miles
from the Silver Spring downtown business district. We are a community
of 166 townhouses, of which 85% are owner occupied. Our community
was built in the 1940s, and is uniquely nestled among large, old growth
trees, with a wide range of wildlife. This is a lovely place to live. We are
located close to Washington, DC, but can still enjoy the peacefulness of
nature, birds, trees, and community gardening. Some of my neighbors
include current and retired teachers, librarians, writers, artists,
government employees, and people employed by the Discovery
Channel.
I support the need for sensible transportation solutions for our
rapidly growing region, but I urge the balance and careful planning be
given environmental and safety considerations.
Both Alternative 5 and 8 present troubling issues for TOP in
terms of land and environmental impact, traffic patterns and emergency
evacuation considerations, and criminal activities.
I strongly support the position of the Montgomery County
Planning Department in finding that the Silver Spring-Thayer Design
Option station and alignment option is unacceptable. I agree that the
Silver Spring-Thayer design option be dropped from further
consideration.
Land impact/Environmental impact:
Two representatives from MTA spoke to our community on Dec.
18, 2008. I learned that the architectural drawings showed
approximately 12 feet of our property along Piney Branch Road to be
taken and used for widening the street for Alternatives 5 or 8 of the
Purple Line. The drawings were incorrect, and did not show the large
slope of our property. No wall was considered. The road comes very
close to eight of our condo units. They will lose their backyards. There
would be no noise buffer for them along Piney Branch Road.
Construction of an aerial Light Rail system right next to these homes
could easily impact the stability of the units on this hillside. There was
no consideration for these factors. Homeowners in this area have said
that they will move out of our community if Alternative 5 or 8 is selected,
requiring Piney Branch Road to be widened. This would affect our

property values.
Traffic Patterns/Emergency Evacuations/ Construction
considerations:
When I asked about the removal of our trees along Piney Branch
Road, the speakers were not aware that we had trees. It was also noted
that the aerial structure of the Light Rail Transit as it crosses Sligo Creek
would come to ground level just as it reaches Manchester Road, one of
the primary exits out of our community. We were told that we could not
turn north from Manchester onto Piney Branch Road and we could not
turn east from Piney Branch Road onto Manchester. This would
seriously effect emergency evacuations of our community.
Other considerations:
Our community is located approximately 2 blocks from the
intersection of Flower Avenue and Piney Branch Road. This is a very
busy intersection with a business district.
About 34% of our community currently uses Montgomery County Rideon buses and Metro train to get to work. The buses we have now work
effectively for most of us. In the past couple of years, we have had
increasing crime in our neighborhood, because of foot traffic through our
community. I would hope that the people making the decisions about
where to place the Purple Line would consider the impact of increased
population, foot traffic, and potential crime in this general neighborhood.
At this point, no research has been done on this subject. Safety is a
concern. There are a number of elderly, retired people who live in this
area.
Alternative 8, Silver Spring-Thayer option, includes a tunnel and
portal near East Silver Spring Elementary School. As a school teacher, I
am concerned about the safety of the children at this school. This is not
an acceptable option.
Also as Alternatives 5 and 8 require widening Piney Branch
Road, more wooded areas and park land would have to be removed in
this part of East Silver Spring. Some of the trees along this route are
over 100 years old. Please do whatever you can to preserve our natural
resources. This park land is essential to our clean air and mental health.
It is a precious gift to preserve for our children.
Sincerely submitted,
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Beth
Barnett
4315 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MATE@PASSAGEMAKING.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
Montgomery County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Montgomery County Council President Andrews,
Montgomery County Council Members,
Representative Chris Van Hollen,

In the DEIS, the
Maryland Transportation Administration (MTA) fails to make a
compelling case for the ridership projections for the Bethesda Stop on
the proposed Purple Line. Furthermore, the report totally ignores the
Capital Crescent Trail. This parkland enjoys enthusiastic use for
commuting and for recreation. For the Purple Line to access downtown
Bethesda, the Capital Crescent Trail will be destroyed. Yes, there will
be a path along or above the train (assuming County funding), but it
won’t compare to the pleasant experience we know today. This
destruction would be tragic because the MTA fails to demonstrate that
riders will use the Bethesda Stop.

“The Baltimore [light rail] system, after nearly 20 years of operation, has
realized less than half of the ridership MTA estimated during
construction. The light rail line has become a money pit with the state
having to subsidize roughly 75% of its operating costs.” Richard
Madaleno, MD State Senator, in his testimony regarding the DEIS,
November 18, 2008

The DEIS describes 6 alternatives, and MTA recommends the high
option LRT. In ths statement, I challenge the estimate of 13,000 riders
by 2030, and I challenge the feasibility of an LRT which is not even colocated with the bus depot at the Bethesda Metro Stop. I urge full
transparency in MTA’s estimates of ridership because my detailed
assessment of this one option suggests that their estimates are seriously
flawed.

Estimate of ridership at the Bethesda stop

According to the Bethesda Urban Partnership, 15,000 people per

weekday board the Red Line through the Bethesda Metro Stop. This is
the ridership for the Red Line that connects to all of the major
employment centers throughout the DC metro area.

MTA says that the high option LRT will transport 13,000 people on the
Purple Line in 2030. The proposed Purple Line is a 16 mile cross county
transitway that doesn’t connect to any currently existing employment
centers. The numbers don’t make sense.

MTA’s projections are based on assumptions. There is much room for
error in projecting a twenty year horizon dependent on office space
development, housing construction, zoning decisions, the economy,
employment patterns, transportation patterns, demographics in a
transient community, and just plain human behavior. We need
transparency and an independent audit of MTA’s assumptions leading to
the calculation of ridership. These ridership estimates are critical if the
State is to consider funding the high cost of the LRT.

MTA prefers Red Line access in Bethesda rather than Medical Center

The MTA is adamant that the transitway needs to connect with the Metro
in Bethesda rather than at the Bethesda Medical Center. When I
pointed out that the BRAC relocation of Walter Reed was not included in
the MTA estimates, the MTA staffer explained that those 4,000 daily
travelers would not make a difference in their estimates. A win-win
solution would be to run a BRT along Jones Bridge Road; then we could
keep the Capital Crescent Trail and have a more reasonably priced
cross county transitway.

Demand for travel from Bethesda

I tried to envision who would use the Bethesda Stop of the Purple Line.
Here is a common sense assessment of ridership from the Bethesda
stop and ridership to the Bethesda stop.

I infer that people departing from Bethesda will walk to the stop, transfer
from a bus, or transfer from the Metro. I assume that MTA does not
expect people to drive to Bethesda since they are reducing rather than
expanding the number of parking places. People who arrive by bus will
add a 6-10 minute walk from the bus area by the Bethesda Metro Stop
to the elevators for the Purple Line. The Purple Line and the bus
shelter are not co-located. This will be inconvenient if not impossible for
people with mobility disabilities.

Presumably riders will be coming from north or west of Bethesda, or
from northwest DC since they could take the other Metro lines if they are

in downtown DC or Virginia. The big question is, will people get out of
their car to take the Purple Line? I am skeptical. The Purple Line
services the suburbs where parking is not all that expensive. A typical
commute would require (1) bus ride plus (2) 6-10 minute walk to the
elevator plus (3) elevator ride plus (4) ride on the Purple Line plus (5)
walk to destination. The drive from Bethesda to the furthest point on the
Purple Line, New Carrollton is only 28 minutes. This commute is not
likely to compete favorably with a drive across county on East-West
Highway or the beltway to a destination where parking is reasonably
priced.

Traveling to / by way of Bethesda

First, let’s look at Bethesda as the destination. According to the
MNCPPC, there are currently 36,798 jobs in Bethesda and there will be
40,841 jobs by 2030. (Most of the projected growth in Bethesda is
residential.) What this tells us is that there is not much employment
growth. I don’t have enough information to determine whether the
Purple Line will make a significant difference for Bethesda workers, but I
do know that there is not enough job growth to make a difference in the
use of the Bethesda Stop compared to current use of cross county mass
transit.

Secondly, the Bethesda Stop could be a transfer point for bus or Metro.
If one’s destination is Rockville or Gaithersburg, there are many driving
routes that are far more convenient than going west and then north to
take mass transit. Commuters can take the beltway to Veirs Mill or I-270
or can cut across county on the new ICC.

Current mass transit services

Currently, the J4 bus runs between Bethesda and College Park.
According to the bus schedule, it is a 15-20 minute ride to Silver Spring
and 30-50 minutes to College Park (less to the UMD campus). The fact
that the J4 line runs only during rush hour suggests that WMATA sees
limited demand for transit between Bethesda and College Park. (BTW,
the J1 and J2 buses use the Bethesda Medical Center stop and Jones
Bridge Road for full service to Silver Spring on weekdays and
weekends.)

Enticing drivers to take the Purple Line

For commuters to select mass transit over automobile, they need to
save time, money or both. It is only a 28 minute drive between
Bethesda and the furthest destination, New Carrollton. MTA asserts that
under the No Build scenario, the bus ride from Bethesda to Silver Spring
will increase from 20 minutes in 2008 to 33 minutes in 2030. Why? The
ride on BRT would be 19-25 minutes; the ride on LRT would be 9-12

minutes. The commuter adds time on both ends of the trip to get from
home to the Purple Line and from the Purple Line to the office. It doesn’t
look like a typical commuter is going to save time using the Purple Line.

East-West Highway is not a source of daily gridlock. Commuters on the
beltway won’t find the Purple Line through Bethesda an attractive
alternative because they are not traveling to or from any place within
walking distance of the Bethesda stop. My common sense assessment
is consistent with this finding by the State.

In 1996 the State issued a study that envisioned a single track
connection between Silver Spring and Bethesda. Then it appeared that
the trolley might reduce traffic less than 5% on East-West Highway.

In Conclusion

The MTA recommends the Hi Option LRT, and they justify their claim
based on the projection that 13,000 people will use it. Such projections
are based on assumptions that are not described in the DEIS. Given
that only 15,000 people currently use the Bethesda Metro Stop to
access the whole DC metro area, it seems unlikely that 13,000 people
will ride the Purple Line. Furthermore, there are few scenarios for
reasonable commutes using the Bethesda stop of the Purple Line.
Given that the Purple Line covers 16 miles and takes only 28 minutes to
drive from one end to the other, it is likely the commute by Purple Line
(door to door) would take much more time than driving. Parking fees in
the suburbs are not as high as in downtown DC. People will not
abandon the convenience of cars unless they can save time and/or
money through mass transit.

While there is much gridlock in suburban Maryland, it is not on EastWest Highway, and it is not likely that people will get off of the beltway to
take the Purple Line. We can learn from the current bus services that
WMATA provides – there is limited demand for mass transit between
Bethesda and Silver Spring or College Park much less New Carrollton.

A serious shortcoming of the DEIS is that the MTA does not even
acknowledge the value of the Capital Crescent Trail and its popularity for
commuting and for recreation.

I ask that MTA reveal its assumptions for the ridership projections for
scrutiny by all. If the ridership is not real, the dollars should not be
spent. I believe that the destruction of the Capital Crescent Trail needs
to be considered in weighing the Environmental Impact of building the
Purple Line. And I encourage giving priority to transportation projects
that will eliminate the serious regional gridlock before building a cross

county transitway that encourages future development rather than
addressing present-day problems.
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Beth
Barnett
4315 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PRO@PASSAGEMAKING.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Decision Maker,
Don't make the mistake they made in Baltimore.
“The Baltimore [light rail] system, after nearly 20 years of operation, has
realized less than half of the ridership MTA estimated during
construction. The light rail line has become a money pit with the state
having to subsidize roughly 75% of its operating costs.” Richard
Madaleno, MD State Senator, in his testimony regarding the DEIS,
November 18, 2008

There is no current demand for a transitway into Bethesda. Why destroy
the trail when there are other options that provide cross county transit
and continuing to enjoy the trail.
What economic development will this Bethesda stop generate?
Bethesda is already fully developed. There is already a shortage of
parking, and the light rail would take even more.
The light rail does not co-locate with the bus terminal at the Bethesda
Metro Stop. It is a 6-10 minute walk from the bus terminal to the
elevators to get onto the light rail. This creates an undue burden on the
people with mobility disabilities!
Was the walk between bus and light rail considered in the ridership
calculations? We don't know, because MTA has not shared this
algorithm with us. What were their assumptions? What about the
Medical Center now that Walter Reed is drawing additional traffic (staff,
patients and family members) to that destination. Also, with the new
security, it is more difficult to park on the NIH campus.
Believe me, Bethesda restaurants aren't good enough to draw people
who can eat out in Silver Spring and the locations further along the
purple line.
There is no economic development value to having a Purple Line stop in
Bethesda.
The light rail to Bethesda is a waste of money and it destroys the trail. Is
there even money in the Purple Line budget for the lame version of a
trail that the report discusses? I don't think so.
Do your homework and make a good decision. Keep the Purple Line out
of Bethesda -- build it as far as Connecticut Avenue if you have to
appease a certain prominent development. Or connect it to the Medical
Center Stop.
Better yet, save our scarce transportation dollars to eliminate some of
the real gridlock on I-270 and the Beltway.
Northern Virginia is way ahead of us in building transportation projects
which will make a difference rather than building pet projects that benefit
a few interested parties.
Don't follow the herd. Make a sound public policy decision.
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Eric
Barreto
8601 Manchester Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20901
dclatinocub@aol.com
I think the Purple line is wonderful idea and should realized to its fullest
potential. We need to start thinking of our children's future and the future
of our planet. We need to begin somewhere with ending our
dependence on automobiles and oil.
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Fatima
Barry

MD
fbbarry@gmail.com
Dear MTA,
I currently reside in Silver Spring, MD and it takes me an hour and a half
to get to school and work in Tenleytown. I am sometimes tempted to
drive to work and school, but as a person that intends to reduce my
footprint, I take public transportation. By providing the purple line, it will
allow me to cut my commute by an HOUR! I am sure that I am not the
only one that is dealing with such a long commute. Please help us and
provide a Purple Line.
Thank you,
Fatoumata Barry
-Fatoumata B. Barry
Dual Masters Candidate
Natural Resources &
Sustainable Development
American University
fbbarry@gmail.com
(914) 806-3562
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Michael
Barry
4400 East-West Hwy
Bethesda
MD
20814
mtbarry@gmail.com
The Purple Line light rail is critical to improving the quality of life and
local economy in the DC region. Thousands of people travel everyday
through this critical east-west corridor by car leading to major traffic
jams, increased pollution, loss of time for work and leisure. A direct rail
line would provide a critical means of transportation for this populous
east-west corridor. Please build the Purple Line.
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Ruth
Bartfeld
6007 Kirby Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
RBARTFELD@AOL.COM
To our elected officials:
I am writing to urge you to forego plans for placing the Purple Line along
the Capital Crescent Trail.
I have walked the trail for years with friends and family and would be
saddened to see this wonderful resource -- used by people of all ages -ruined by mass transit. To cut down the mature trees, narrow the
existing trail thus making it unsafe, and subject the trail users to the
constant noise of traffic would be a travesty. We need all the peaceful
areas we have in order to maintain a civilized way of life.
Therefore, I hope you will find a way to place this transit elsewhere.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Hanna Jane
Barton
9707 Old Georgetown Road, Apt 2612
Bethesda
MD
20814
We hope that the proposed Purple Line will be built. We are in favor of
it.
Hana Jane Barton.pdf (15 kb)
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Pamela
Bathgate

MD
21224
PATB24@Yahoo.com
Hello:
I've been an MTA rider for the past 24 yrs. and developed a
lung/breathing problem. I have a small request, if at all possible, could
the Purple Bus Stop... be moved in both directions, to Read Street & St.
Paul ......and......Charles Street & Read Street?
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ian
Batstone
8715 1st Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the MTA should
change the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the
Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ian Batstone
8715 1st Ave Apt 1407D
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Ginny
Baumann

Takoma Park
MD
GINNYBAUMANN@YAHOO.CO.UK
I am a resident of Takoma Park and I am adding my voice to the need
for the light rail purple line. At this time of financial contraction, this is
exactly the kind of public investment that will shorten the recession and
enable us to come out of it stronger.
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Elizabeth and Justin
Bausch
12 East Lenox Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EPIBAUSCH@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Bausch Family [consisting of Justin, 40, Elizabeth, 39, Will, 9, and
Quinn, 5] would hate to see our Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring destroyed in the building of the Purple Line.
While we understand that regional transportation issues have made an
east-west mass transit system a pressing need, we believe the CCC is a
huge attraction to homeowners in the Bethesda, Chevy Chase and
Silver Spring communities. Our family has a routine bike ride for the
spring and summer weekends: park at the Chevy Chase Supermarket,
bike to Bethesda for Dunkin' Donuts, continue to ride to Little Falls where
we eat our snack and goof around in the stream. Then we bike all the
way back to our car. It's a treasured family tradition that we would sorely
miss.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Leonard
Baxt

MD
LBAXT@DOWLOHNES.COM
Please do not approve the Purple Line. I am a biker who loves the trail
and fear its demise with the Purple Line.
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John
Bayerl
16400 Kipling Rd
Derwood
MD
20855
JBAYERL@AOL.COM
Dear Sir/Madam:
I want to express my strongest support for the proposed light rail Purple
Line from Bethesda to New Carrollton.
I believe that such efficient, environmentally-friendly public transit is by
far superior to other proposals for busways or highways.
Sincerely,
John Bayerl
16400 Kipling Rd.
Derwood, MD 20855
301-977-1238
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Paul M
Bayhurst
8810 Leonard Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
pmbayhurst@hotmail.com
I would like you to send me some aerial maps and plans as to what is
going to happen with my property at 8810 Leonard Drive. Trying to
navigate through the website is too difficult. I want to know exactly what
portion of my property you plan to "take". I have discussed this with my
neighbors and we don't like being in the dark about the county aquiring
or properties. Please send this information as soon as possible.
Thank you,
Paul M. Bayhurst
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Ben
Beach
7207 Denton Rd
Bethesda
MD
BEN_BEACH@TWS.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, President Andrews, Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, & other officials:

As someone who uses the Capital Crescent Trail almost every day, I
strongly object to running a light rail system right next to the unpaved
segment.

It is so rare to find a place in our part of the county where there is peace
and quiet. The unpaved portion of the CCT is that rare spot, and I marvel
at it every time I have the privilege to use this trail.

If rapid transit were installed there, that serenity would be lost. I am also
concerned about the paving of that stretch. While I am sometimes on a
bike and can appreciate the value of hardtop, it is extremely desirable to
have a softer surface to run on. I am nearing 60, and the old joints do
much better on a soft surface. With the population aging, this is an
important matter for many of us.

I have even heard reports that the CCT might be narrowed or even
displaced between the tunnel and Jones Mill Road. That would be an
absolute travesty.
I love public transit and moved to downtown Bethesda in 1984 in large
part because of the imminent completion of the station. But that doesn’t
mean that every mass transit proposal is a good idea. I’m skeptical,
based in part on studies, that the Purple Line would draw enough riders
to make it worth installing.

Given the rarity of the dirt trail, with its many natural qualities, I believe
that rapid transit along Jones Bridge Road makes more sense. That is
even truer now that the medical center is being expanded so
dramatically.

Thank you for your careful consideration of this important matter.
Sincerely,

Ben Beach
7207 Denton Rd.
Bethesda
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Ben
Beach
7207 Denton Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
BEN_BEACH@TWS.ORG
As someone who uses the Capital Crescent Trail almost every day, I
strongly object to running a light rail system right next to the unpaved
segment.

It is so rare to find a place in our part of the county where there is peace
and quiet. The unpaved portion of the CCT is that rare spot, and I marvel
at it every time I have the privilege to use this trail.

If rapid transit were installed there, that serenity would be lost. I am also
concerned about the paving of that stretch. While I am sometimes on a
bike and can appreciate the value of hardtop, it is extremely desirable to
have a softer surface to run on. I am nearing 60, and the old joints do
much better on a soft surface. With the population aging, this is an
important matter for many of us.

I have even heard reports that the CCT might be narrowed or even
displaced between the tunnel and Jones Mill Road. That would be an
absolute travesty.
I love public transit and moved to downtown Bethesda in 1984 in large
part because of the imminent completion of the station. But that doesn’t
mean that every mass transit proposal is a good idea. I’m skeptical,
based in part on studies, that the Purple Line would draw enough riders
to make it worth installing.

Given the rarity of the dirt trail, with its many natural qualities, I believe
that rapid transit along Jones Bridge Road makes more sense. That is
even truer now that the medical center is being expanded so
dramatically.

Thank you for your careful consideration of this important matter.
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Bob
Beard

Temple Hills
MD
SQUAREWHEELS@VERIZON.NET
I know that plans exist to extend the Purple Line past Landover to
National Harbor and into Virginia via the new Woodrow Wilson Bridge.
Why not now? Why not all at one time? Does it all boil down to money?
Bob Beard
Temple Hills MD
(301) 423-5448
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Matthew
Beard

DC
20010
beardmatthew@msn.com
I supprt the plans for the purple line
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Donald
Beardsley
4977 Battery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
BRASCO11@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Donald Beardsley
4977 Battery Lane, #701
Bethesda, MD 20814
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MaryAnne
Beauchamp
2710 Hughes Road
Adelphi
MD
20783
My first name is Mary Anne, M-A-R-Y, A-N-N-E, last name is
Beauchamp, B-E-A-U-C-H-A-M-P.
Thank you for letting me speak, say a few words. I don't really have
anything prepared as the others.
I'm a lifelong resident in Adelphi and I am for public transportation. I
used to work downtown across from the White House, so I've used all
kinds of transportation.
I've traveled extensively in the United States and used all kinds of
transportation.
I'm wondering how this is going to coincide with the intercounty
connector. I don't see anything in the materials that refers to that and I'm
wondering how this is going to affect the traffic that is already congested
around my area when there is a Maryland game, a Redskin football
game. We always have a lot of traffic. So I'm wondering how that's going
to affect
traffic.
During the construction of this, how is that going to be dealt with for local
residents? I notice on the back of the handout on the table you are
referring to the year 2030. So I'm assuming that this is going to take 21
years to complete, which is going to be quite an undertaking.
Also I see that there is an impact on some historic properties, and I note
that it has got one for several of these. I'm assuming that this might all
be the same historic property. I'm wondering how this is going to be
dealt with and how much damage there is going to be from that.
Lastly, I'm wondering, no one has asked, and it's in none of the Gazette
articles or any of the handouts, what the approximate cost to the
taxpayers is going to be.
I know there is several alternatives, but it would be nice if people knew,
had some kind of an idea of what this is going to cost us, how this is
going to be factored in. Is it going to be a county tax? State tax? Or
what? I know you have got BRT and LRT alternatives. That's all. Thank
you very much.
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John and Cindy
Beauregard
8812 Mayberry Court
Potomac
MD
20854
BEAUGAS@MSN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Having lived all of my 50 years in Mongomery County (and my wife 48
yrs) I am distressed at the potential distruction of the Crescent trail.
While I did not write the letter below, it conveys my sentiments.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Elise C.
Becher
4711 DeRussey Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ECBECHER@STARPOWER.NET
All year long, people of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities use the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is
enjoyed by the young and old for pleasure, for sport, and for daily
commutes. Trail users come from all around the region. My family uses
the trail regularly to walk or bike to downtown Bethesda from our home
in Chevy Chase. In doing so, my husband and I are teaching our young
children the value of exercise and of avoiding using motorized
transportation when possible, both lessons we think are extremely
important for them to learn.
The Trail is both peaceful and beautiful. If the Purple Line is built here,
all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently
removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and
bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for
Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’
from trains or buses. My family, as well as countless others, would likely
stop using the trail. It would be an environmental and recreational
disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities within our urban environment.
Please put the Purple Line elsewhere and preserve the Capital Crescent
Trail so that we can continue to enjoy this vital natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Nick
Beck

DC
20009
Light rail is so much more user-friendly and enduring than bus lines.
Please push this forward to gain the benefits for developers, business,
and citizens!
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Nancy
Beck, Ph.D.
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
5100 Wisconsin Avenue Nw
Washington
DC
20016-4131
NBECK@PCRM.ORG
I wanted to voice my support for the purple line. It would be hugely
helpful for many people I know and I would certainly use it.

Thank you,

Nancy Beck, Ph.D.
Scientific and Policy Advisor
Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine
5100 Wisconsin Avenue NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20016-4131
nbeck@pcrm.org
202-686-2210 x345
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Richard
Becker
Richard S. Becker & Associates, Chartered
7128 Fairfax Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
beckereng@aol.com
I think the Purple Line would be a tragedy to our community and the
environment. I fully oppose it.
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Peter
Beckerman
5448 30th Place, NW
Washington
DC
20015
NAMREKCEB@HOTMAIL.COM
I write with two statements related to the Purple line.
First, I strenuously object to placing the Purple line on the Capital
Crescent trail. The trail is a heavily used refuge in an increasingly busy
part of the world. An above ground train line on the trail will wreck it,
diminishing the quality of life of the surrounding communities and
lowering the property values of those whose homes and businesses
back on the trail.
Second, I can't stress enough how stupid it is not to have the purple line
run to White Oak, MD. The Food and Drug Administration is
consolidating something like 17 separate office buildings (many of them
currently easily Metro accessible along the red line) on a campus at
White Oak that has no Metro access. While we can thank the idiots at
the General Services Administration for approving a plan that does not
have adequate access to public transport for literally thousands of
federal employees, Montgomery County should be advocating
strenuously to fix that by putting a future purple line directly to White
Oak. Otherwise, the county is headed toward an addtional nightmare in
terms of traffic congestion and parking.
Thanks for your consideration.
Peter Beckerman
5448 30th Place NW
Washington, DC 20015
202 237-1481
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Amy
Beckett

MD
YPSILANTI314@YAHOO.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I live on Sligo Avenue in Silver Spring, Maryland and write to support a
tunneling option--not currently on the drawing board--for the proposed
Purple Line Wayne Avenue alignment.

Please add my support to the complete record. Others will submit
comments in greater detail and with greater eloquence. Please plan for
the long haul. As best said by a neighbor: "bury it." It's the only
sensible way.

Sincerely,

Amy Beckett
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Attachments :

Don
Beckham
7509 Tarrytown Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DHBECKHAM@VERIZON.NET
Attached are comments that I would appreciate you considering prior to
making a decision on the Purple Line. Since your decision will be made
before completion of the planning and evaluation process required by
the National Environmental Policy Act, and you therefore will not have
benefit of the comments that will be made on the DEIS, I wanted to
make you aware of a significant deficiency in the DEIS. The evaluation
of Cumulative Impacts is significantly absent in the document. This
could directly influence the evaluation of alternatives. Details of this
deficiency are included in the attached comments.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
Don Beckham Comments on Purple Line DEIS.pdf (15 kb)

Comments for Consideration of the Planning Board
on Completeness of the Purple Line DEIS
Don Beckham
7509 Tarrytown Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
There will undoubtedly be many detailed comments made on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement, but because the Planning Board will make a decision prior to
completion of the EIS process, I have focused now on structural flaws in the document.
The most significant of these is the failure to address cumulative impacts in any
meaningful way. The Council on Environmental Quality guidelines for EISs includes a
discussion of the need to address past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions
related to the proposed project. Page 4-93 includes 2 general paragraphs about
cumulative impacts. Section 4.18, Indirect and Cumulative Effects (ICE) Analysis, refers
to a study in accordance with Maryland State Highway Administration Guidelines for
ICE. However, the study is not available in the document, and there is no discussion of
the past, present or future actions considered. Since assumptions are made about
ridership and use of the alternatives, the following actions should be explicitly discussed
in the EIS:
1. Earlier studies found that “Cut Across” riders (who are traveling from outside the
beltway on the Red Line and need to transfer to the opposite leg of the Red Line
without going through Metro Center) would make up a significant portion of the
Purple Line ridership. The EIS does not discuss this or whether the completion of
the Intercounty Connector would impact this. Whether ridership estimates
considered “Cross Over” is not clear from the EIS. Are there other cumulative
impacts from completion of the ICC?
2. The most significant influence on ridership will be the relocation of functions
from the Walter Reed Army Medical Center to the Bethesda Naval Hospital. The
EIS is silent on potential cumulative impacts and whether the alternatives would
address these impacts. For example, the EIS (page 4-92) states that ¼ mile is
considered to be the maximum distance that riders would walk to a transit
(without providing any reference for the assumption.) No information is provided
in the EIS as to whether the alignment alternatives would allow existing Walter
Reed personnel to use the Purple Line. This information should be provided
before decisions are made by local government agencies on support of the
alignment alternatives.
3. The EIS states, “The level of growth is expected to be consistent with general
growth trends and projections and would not be expected to result in significant
demands on resources or services. (page 4-92)” When Metro started operation,
the areas around the Metro stations exploded in commercial development. This
led to significant problems with traffic and parking, and additional demands on
fire and emergency medical resources. The EIS does not address the ability of
1

areas proposed for Purple Line stations to handle growth that would exceed
“general growth trends.” These impacts should be based on observed past actions
and reasonably foreseeable future actions. Appropriate studies of the Metro
corridors should be included. Development of systems in other cities with similar
objects should also be evaluated and considered.
4. In developing the operating costs for the alternatives, the EIS is not clear on the
assumptions made. If a Light Rail alternative is selected, it will introduce a new
transit technology into the area. Currently, transit services are provided by heavy
rail and bus service. The extent to which the additional operating costs necessary
to support the spare parts inventory, maintenance facilities and qualified
technicians necessary to maintain a different type of equipment and its supporting
infrastructure (tracks, control systems, etc.) should be explicitly discussed in the
EIS to allow reasonable comparison of the costs and benefits of the alternatives.
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Ruth
Bedore
12340 Morning Light Ter
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
CRBEDORE@HOTMAIL.COM
Governor O'Malley,
I'm writing to tell you that I support the purple line light rail. I ride the
Metro to work on a regular basis, and I am in support of as much
expansion to the rail system as possible in Maryland and throughout the
DC area. Please support the light rail purple line.
Thank you,
Ruth Bedore
12340 Morning Light Ter
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
301-926-1784
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David
Behler
606 Bennington Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Yes, my name is David Behler, I live in Silver Spring. Spelled D-A-V-I-D,
B-E-H-L-E-R. We need to get to a larger, deeper perspective on this
proposal. So, let's step back some. We face these dire threats. Our
damaging reliance on foreign oil that pollutes and degrades the
environmental and weakens our economy and hence, our national
security. The adherent wastefulness of our automotive culture and the
dangerous and accelerating adverse impacts of global warming brought
on by our over-consumption of fossil fuels.
We need to vastly increase our nation's transportation energy efficiency
and starting in the Washington, D.C., metro area, this means we've got
to commit to greater use of mass transit. But to do so, we've got to
development those systems. Building the Purple Line will help reduce
overall pollution and better serve the environment, reduce our
dependency on foreign oil, invest in and increase the productivity of our
national and regional economy, and ultimately help us improve our
national security.
If we're to escape from the inherent wastefulness of the automotive
culture, we need the mass transit alternatives that enable us to do so. If
we are to take the problems of global warming seriously and we need to
do something constructive about it, then let's begin here with the
approval of the Purple Line project.
From a more local perspective, I strongly urge adoption of the Purple
Line as a high- investment light rail transit project. Such a choice would
operate with a lower annual increase in operating subsidies and have
lower operation of maintenance costs then other light rail options, attract
the most ridership and thereby lessen automotive traffic and provide
riders with the best service. It will optimize our public investment.
As for the "not in my backyard" syndrome, it's understandable and for
some lamentable and I'm sorry, I've been built up upon too. But we've
got to serve the public objective to do the greatest good for the greatest
number. The NIMBY of some of the Chevy Chase golf club, however, I
can't support. The public right-of-way exists to serve the public good and
not for the golf game or the county club pursuits. You'll continue to enjoy
those things and you can afford to sacrifice a little for everyone else.
I fully support the Purple Line design that would retain and widen the
existing Capitol Crescent Bike Trail and interconnect with an improved
network of bike routes.
I also fully support a Purple Line design that enhances pedestrian safety
and encourages walking as a growing form of public transit. As for Silver
Spring, most folks support mass transit and the Purple Line. There will
be some adverse impacts to our neighborhoods if the medium
investment light rail route goes through downtown and Wayne Avenue.
So if that one is the option selected, I would urge you to adopt the best
pedestrian and bicycle safety measures and improvements into the
design. I urge you also to further incorporate these additional mitigation
features into the design.
You can rehabilitate the recreational track of Sligo Creek Elementary
School with an all- weather padded surface, rehabilitate the athletic field
at Sligo Creek Elementary School by installing artificial turf and
systematically improve bike lanes and services in the area. All those
things can help us improve on biking, walking and other means of public
transit. Thank you.
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Lisa
Bell

MD
LISABELL@PCMGC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to beseech you to vote AGAINST locating the Purple Line
along the Capital Crescent Trail. My family uses the trail year round for
walking, bicycling, and jogging. Some of my fondest memories with my
children include our summer bike rides from our home in Chevy Chase
into Bethesda to enjoy a Clay Boys and sit in front of Barnes and Nobles
and people watch before turning around and riding home again.
PLEASE do not deprive us of this fabulous and beloved trail.
I am sure you are well aware of all of the environmental reasons to
preserve the trail and the surrounding trees. I am asking that you also
take into account the priceless intangible benefits to the community.
This is our trail—we love it and we use it.
Sincerely,
Lisa Bell
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Doug
Belling
7920 Long Branch Pkwy
Takoma Park
MD
20912
As a Takoma Park resident near the intersection of University and New
Hampshire Avenues, I strongly support a light rail alignment for the
Purple Line to connect Prince Georges and Montgomery Counties.
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Paul
Belliveau

MD
PBELLIVEAU@MCLEANSCHOOL.ORG
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
Personally, I live in Downtown Silver Spring. The Capitol Crescent Trail
is the only way I will take to Bethesda. I enjoy Bethesda, but don’t ever
need to go there. I will walk or bicycle the trail in winter or summer. I
will not drive East West highway or attempt to park in Bethesda any
time of year.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alan
Belsky
639 Mississippi Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
alanscottbelsky@gmail.com
I would like to express my support for a light rail Purple Line that is built
to be separate from vehicular traffic along its entire length.
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kristin
beltz

MD
BELTZ2TIGHT@JUNO.COM
Dear purple line,
I hope this RAIL line gets built soon, because of the walter reed army
med center in dc merging into walter reed national military medical
center in bethesda (completion date of sept. 2011).
i live right near (and will be commuting from) the silver spring metro
station to the medical center metro station. i sure don't want to take the
red line all the way downtown and all the way back up just to get to work
3 miles away. RAIL is superior to BUS because it goes under and over
the road traffic.
k beltz
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Randy Michele
Bender
4400 Prince Road
Rockville
MD
20853
BENDERR@SI.EDU
My husband and I, who have been residents of Montgomery County for
over 20 years, frequently bicycle along the Crescent Trail and hope that
we can continue to do so for years to come. There is already so much
development taking place in Montgomery County, including the ICC
project just yards from our home. The livability of our country will truly
suffer if our government does not take steps to preserve the few
remaining parkland and wooded areas within Montgomery County.

Sincerely,
Ms. Randy Michele Bender
4400 Prince Road
Rockville, MD 20853
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Tim, Melissa, Alex and Brooke
Bender
8502 Lynwood Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BENDERFAMILY@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Our family uses the Capital Crescent Trail for exercise, to get to
playgrounds, to get to the nearby community center, and to get to
downtown Bethesda. We often choose to walk the trail instead of taking
our cars because the trail is so accessible, tranquil and family friendly.
We strongly oppose construction of the Purple Line and as it would alter
the trail in such a way that would make it unusable for our family.
The trail touches so many aspects of our family's life. My husband, kids,
and I take walks on the trail to stay fit. I walk the trail with the children to
two playgrounds not far off the trail. We use the trail to get from our
house to the Montgomery County Leland community center for classes
for our children. I take the kids for walks on the trail to connect with
nature...we see baby birds in nests, interesting rocks, plants and trees. I
walk the trail to my Dr's office in downtown Bethesda. As a family, we
often walk the trail to Bethesda Row to have a meal and shop. While on
the trail, we often greet and chat with the other walkers. You feel a
great sense of community on the trail. The trail is a quiet, clean, beautiful
escape for us...just a few blocks from our home. Losing it in its current
state would have a huge negative impact on my family's life.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alexander
Benezra

North Bethesda
MD
20852
abenezra@gmail.com
I strongly support the building and planning of the Purple Line as a lightrail system with its own right-of-way and transfers to the Red Line both
east and west of Downtown DC, as well as a connection to the Orange
Line.
I was a student at American University for three years. For my last year,
I looked to move to Montgomery County. I wanted to move to Silver
Spring but the commute to school would have taken an additional hour.
As a result, not only was I forced to move to an area along the west end
of the Red Line (I moved to an apartment near the White Flint Station), I
went to Downtown Silver Spring, which I enjoyed very much while
apartment searching, only once because it was so difficult to get there.
A convenient, fast rail option would have opened up so much more of
Montgomery County for me. I wish I had the chance.
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Katherine
Bennett

Bethesda
MD
KMCCLARY@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin OMalley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett, Chairman Royce Hanson, and Council
President Mike Knapp,
As someone who uses the Capital Cresent Trail, especially the section
between Bethesda and Silver Springs for running, walking from the
office to the gym and commuting from my apartment to work via bike, I
am opposed to a Purple Line along that stretch. It is just not possible
that you indeed plan to destroy that lovely green space and peaceful
tree-covered pathway. We can put transit in another location, but when
this is gone, it's gone for good and we'll be left with the typical,
thoughless mass of concrete.
As I've said, I and many others commute via Capital Cresent for the
environment, exercise, and peace of mind. A narrow, dangerous,
shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains passing in two directions
every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail" experience. It
would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that adds so much
value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the many
communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
project seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But the
DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:

1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.

2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and

recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.

7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.

In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.

This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a very, very popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.

In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.

When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Katherine Bennett
Bethesda, Maryland
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Kathie
Bennett

Bethesda
MD
KMCCLARY@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

I am a devoted user of the Capital Cresecent trail between Bethesda
and Silver Spring. I commute to work via bicycle using the trail, walk to
and from the gym via that stretch, run, stroll, and take all out-of-towners
there as an example of how fine Bethesda life is.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Michael
Benson
4400 East-West Hwy
Bethesda
MD
20814
MB410S@VERIZON.NET
I am writing you to express my strong support for maintaining the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring in its present form,
and to ask that you do everything in your power to protect its present
existence. My move to Montgomery Country from downtown
Washington some six years ago was largely predicated on having
access to this beautiful trail. It is a natural wonder set so close to an
urban setting yet exuding unbelievable rural peace and
beauty—something not easily found or replicated.
I use this trail almost everyday. My life changes for the better every time
I go out for a walk, a hike, a bike ride or a run; and I see this sense of
serenity on the face of the many other users I come across daily. I see
couples hand-in-hand, the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region. There always seems to be someone to meet
and talk with.
This trail is to Bethesda and Silver Spring as Rock Creek Park is to the
center of Washington, D.C. and Central Park is to the City of New York:
A natural beautiful respite that must remain in its present form for the
health and welfare of future generations of users. If the Purple Line is to
be built here, all this natural setting will be compromised, never to be
regained again. It would be a vital slice of nature in its almost pristine
beauty… lost forever.
I fear if the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding
the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers on a very frequent basis. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a
narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
In this day and age, special places like the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring must be preserved in its original form to
maintain a well balanced, vibrant and healthy community. Lose it and
lose it forever.
I hope you will do everything in our power to preserve this Trail in its
present natural form and protect it for the environmental health and
recreational use of the public forever.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Andrew
Benzmiller
7914 Chelton Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
AJBENZMILLER@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews:
My family and I are frequent users of the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. It is
one of the primary reasons we selected our house when we bought it
and why we remain in Bethesda. I
strongly oppose Purple Line plans to run light rail line along the trail. I
strongly favor a dedicated bus
line along Jones Bridge Road, which would much better serve BRAC
plans to expand the Naval Hospital.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use
the Trail. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers,
bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail
users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or
buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare
and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to
enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development
that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Seth
Berger
5155 King Charles Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
CYBERSETH@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I'm a local cyclist and am excited that the Maryland Transit
Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part
of the designs. But there are still some things to do.
I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line but request
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Seth
Seth Berger
5155 King Charles Way
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-564-5969
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stephen
bergman
701 bonifant street
silver spring
MD
20910
bluenoterecords@mac.com
I support the Purple Line. In spite of how near my home it would be, I
would even support it being under ground on Wayne Avenue. I do NOT
support it being above ground on Wayne Avenue. This point of view is
widely shared by those in my neighborhood. I live on Bonifant Street, a
quiet street that runs parallel to Wayne Avenue, which it appears is to be
the likely location of an above ground portion of the Purple Line. I have
heard that some of the fine print on this proposal is that should this line
cause too many traffic problems on Wayne, neighboring streets such as
mine will be widened to allow for increased traffic. Even if they weren't
widened, the increased traffic on Wayne due to an above ground train
would turn my beautiful street into a local highway. I strongly object to
this. Furthermore, I question the wisdom of having an above ground rail
line running next to an elementary school and middle school, which it
would if it crosses Dale at Wayne.
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Stephen
Bergman
701 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
STEPHENBERGMAN@MAC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : The following are the written comments of Stephen Bergman to AA/DEIS
regarding the Purple Line:
My name is Stephen Bergman. I am a resident of Silver Spring and
have lived at 701 Bonifant Street since 1994. I am submitting these
written comments to be included in the complete record
for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. I would like to begin
by letting you know that I am in agreement with the detailed written
comments submitted by Seven Oaks
- Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Although I have a "No Train On Wayne" sign prominently displayed in
my front lawn, I want to let you know that the operative word on that sign
for me is "on." I support public transit in general and the Purple Line
specifically. I am against a train ON Wayne but would strongly support a
train UNDER Wayne. It is my understanding that existing data supports
the feasibility of a system that tunnels under downtown Silver Spring and
a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road.
Furthermore, I understand that not only would such an approach be cost
effective enough to qualify for federal funding, it would likely improve
ridership and decrease travel time.
The tunnel UNDER Wayne approach would improve the efficiency of the
entire line while maintaining the beauty and tranquility of downtown
Silver Spring and nearby communities.
The following are a list of my concerns about what would happen in my
neighborhood should there be a train above ground on Wayne Avenue
in downtown Silver Spring:
My quiet little street is currently a popular detour for fast moving cars
who want to avoid the traffic on Wayne. I fear that an above ground
Purple Line on Wayne will make streets like mine much more popular for
people who want to avoid what will be a much more complex traffic
pattern. It has been my experience that when Wayne is closed
temporarily for local events, the traffic on Bonifant Street is bumper to
bumper. Current "cut through" streets will become major thoroughfares
for people trying to escape brutal new traffic patterns. Not only will this
be annoying, it will be dangerous for the many small children that live
and play in my neighborhood.
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of Wayne
and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot - on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during
three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour - will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver Spring
than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a station at
Fenton Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for
development downtown. Substantial and highly successful development
so far
in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has been very
successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station only a 5to-10-minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver Spring
CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring Transit

Center, and there will no point in any yet undeveloped portion of the
CBD that is more than a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver Spring
Transit
Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only a 4-block, 6minute walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover, the
downtown will not be an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if the
streets
become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train across
major streets.
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will bisect
the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line
will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway.
The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners' front
yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long
left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will increase the traffic
capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to fill it. There will be
more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on Wayne than
without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to effectively
narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to be the
Green Trail bike path.
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto
Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line with
traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and the
Wayne Avenue Garage.
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA's
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County's data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA suggests that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. In addition, there will be greatly increased noise
in the community as a result of the braking of trains, amplified
announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains near the
station.
MTA's traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the least
of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can
travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
Sincerely,
Stephen Bergman
701 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Nathaniel
Berman
1111 Army Navy Drive, Apt. 1014
Arlington
VA
22202

Berman_Nathaniel.pdf (91 kb)
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Tomas
Bermudez

MD
TOMASBER.DC@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Our whole family uses the trail every single day to get on with our daily
activities. It would be unacceptable to have such a beautiful thing ruined
by not giving the appropriate consideration to other viable a convenient
alternatives for the Purple Line. Construction of a lightrail as proposed
will eliminate the trail as we know it, destroy thousand of tree's and a
viable habitat for different species of birds. Come and see for yourself
how difficult this would be for all users and neighbors. This is a flawed
proposition given the other available alternatives. Yes, to mass transit,
no to the destruction of the trail!!! Take a closer look at the costs and the
alternatives.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Warren
Bernard

MD
WEBERNARD@YAHOO.COM
This e-mail is to protest the use of taxpayer dollars for yet another
boondoggle of no clear benefit, either financially or from a practical
standpoint.
From a financial standpoint, this will cost lots more than the $1.5 billion
or so that people claim. These types projects always cost more for
various reasons, so any economic model based such assumptions will
be proven wrong.
But even more important is the ongoing operational cost of such a
system. The assumption models have been "juiced" to show a
preference of additional riders for the light rail over the bus route, even
though full trips between New Carrolton and Bethesda show the same
elapsed time in the models. The models were once again 'juiced' to
show an operational income gain for the light rail by 'juicing' the ridership
from 47,000 people per day to 68,000, when indeed there is no factual
basis for such an assumption about increased ridership.
Once its shown that the ridership figures are not met, which always
happens in such projects, this light rail system to benefit maybe 50,000
people will become an operational drain on the State of Maryland's
budget. Will will then have to continually fund operational shortfalls,
instead of such things as police, fire and teacher salaries, a ridiculous
choice to have to make. I, for one, would much rather have more police,
firemen and teachers than to have to subsidize a boondoggle project like
this long term.
In addition, there will be a significant operational cost in the disrupted
traffic flows of major arteries such as Connecticut Ave. This will force
motorists to spend more money on fuel as they wait to see the light rail
pass in front of them. Not very ecological, and not very logical.
Why not just buy 50,000 Prius at $20,000 a piece and give them away?
Its the same amount of money, reduced gas emissions, no ongoing
operational cost and leaves the Crescent Trail intact.
Do not waste my tax dollars on this project. It benefits too few people,
costs too much in capital and will be a permanent drain on the operating
dollars of the State of Maryland.
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Jason
Bernhardt-Lanier
8116 Chester Street
Takoma Park
MD
20912
JASON.BERNHARDTLANIER@GMAIL.COM
We need a light rail - NOT other forms of transit.
I support investing in the future.
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Jason
Bernhardt-Lanier
8116 Chester Street
Takoma Park
MD
20912
jason.bernhardtlanier@gmail.com
Bernhardt-Lanier 35683.pdf (105 kb)
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Carl J.
Berninger

Bethesda
MD
CBERNINGER@MINDSPRING.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
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Brian
Berns and family
4918 Brookeway Dr
Bethesda
MD
BRIANBERNS@GMAIL.COM
My family lives in Bethesda and we use the CCT nearly every day, by
bike and on foot. I use it to bike to business meetings. My wife uses it to
walk with her elderly father. The trail connects us to DC and Silver
Spring in a way that cannot be achieved by automobile or train. We are
not opposed to the Purple Line, but we feel strongly that it must not
destroy the fundamental character of the existing CCT. Please preserve
the CCT! Thank you.
Sincerely,
Brian Berns and family
4918 Brookeway Dr., Bethesda
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Catharina
Bernstein
3533 Hamlet Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Bernstein 35013.pdf (116 kb)
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Karen E.
Bescher
2400 Clarendon Blvd., #1012
Arlington
VA
22201
KBESCHER1@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have ridden this trail many times and cannot begin to quantify the value
of this beautiful trail - for exercise, for getting outside during my mostly
urban-inside days, and for the aesthetics of nature. If we lose it - it's
gone forever. PLEASE RIDE IT WITH YOUR CHILDREN JUST ONCE!
... just once explore its beauty ... I ask you, please, don't let this land go!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Martha F.
Beshers
3535 Chevy Chase Lake
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
IRVANDMARTHA@COMCAST.NET]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and

in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Martha F. Beshers

3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive, Apt. 311
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Martha
Beshers

MD
IRVANDMARTHA@COMCAST.NET
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Frank
Bevacqua
11601 Bucknell Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
BEVACQUAF@WASHINGTON.IJC.ORG
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:

I am writing to express my support for the Light Rail Transit, Medium and
High Investment Alternatives identified in the AA/DEIS for the Purple
Line.

While more costly than the Bus Rapid Transit Alternatives, the Light Rail
Transit Alternatives will provide greater benefits to Maryland residents
for years to come. It is a worthwhile investment in our future.

Thank you for your consideration,

Frank Bevacqua
11601 Bucknell Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Jennifer
Beveridge
4724 Branchville Road
College Park
MD
20740
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Beveridge, Jennifer_Atkinson, Charlotte.pdf (66 kb)
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Ajay
Bhatt
3313 W Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ABHATT@SOUTHEASTERNCONSTRUCTION.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We are at a critical moment in the history of our area. A mass transit
commuter line is proposed in what is now the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring.

This section of trail is a local, if not national treasure. It is an area with
mature trees and abundant wildlife amidst the capital of our country. It
serves the old and the young. Bicyclists, walkers and runners. It forms
a continuous loop of green space from the C&O canal to Rock Creek
Park. The canopies of tall trees allow us to breathe in fresh air and
quietly exhale in relaxation from our hectic lives. It is our respite from
the hustle and bustle.

Please do not build the “Purple Line” in this space.

People will come and go, new technologies will flourish, seasons will
pass. May we forever hear these winds of change whistle and bristle
through the millions of leaves and branches that shelter this slice of
Heaven-On-Earth.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Andrew
Bhattacharya
8722 Colesville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
akvico@yahoo.com
I support a light rail purple line!!
Andrew Bhattacharya
8722 Colesville Road Apt 310
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Andrew
Bhattacharya
8722 Colesville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Please support the Purple Line, I need it to get to work, I have no car
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Joe
Bickley
4709 Fordham Rd
College Park
MD
20740
joseph_bickley@yahoo.com
If the purple line is going to cost 1.8 billion dollars, why don't we buy
90,000 electric cars for $20,000 each from GM and give them to citizens
of PG and Mont Co's. This will reduce emissions since all these people
will cease to produce CO2 in all their travels.
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Eleanor Deane
Bierbower
8101 Merrick Road
Bethesda
MD
20817-3835
EBIERBOWER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Most weekends you would find my family on the Capital Crescent Trail
biking from on end to another. My husband often runs along the trail
from just beyond Chevy Chase to Bethesda. It is a treasure and
something that makes Montgomery County unique in its dedication to a
wonderful environment in an urban setting.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dr. William
Bimson

MD
MILITARYDOC@HOTMAIL.COM
Subject: Purple Line AA/DEIS
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
Last week the Montgomery County Planning Department staff added to
the growing list of endorsers of the medium Light Rail option using the
Master Plan alignment and I am writing to express my support for many
of the conclusions of the staff. We specifically support the following
conclusions of the planning staff:
• Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
• Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including through
the Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring;
• Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
• We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
Sincerely,
Dr William Bimson
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Sherry
Bindeman
4715 Essex Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
KAHNS5@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is a treasure in our community. My family,
friends, and I use it frequently for recreation, exercise, a feeling that
we're far away from the urban life we normally lead. The natural
environment in this area is something that makes the area
extraordinarily beautiful and desirable. But this natural bounty is
increasingly threatened by what is becoming over-development.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Wendy
Binder
600 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
AFFLO@UMD.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : >My name is Wendy BInder. I am a resident of Silver Spring and have
lived at
>600 Dartmouth Avenue since 1990. I am submitting these written
comments
>to be included in the complete record
>for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. I would like to begin
by
>letting you know that I am in agreement with the detailed written
comments
>submitted by Seven Oaks
>- Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
>
>Although I have a "No Train On Wayne" sign prominently displayed in
my
front
>lawn, I want to let you know that the operative word on that sign for me
is
"on."
>I support public transit in general and the Purple Line specifically. I am
against
>a train ON Wayne but would strongly support a train UNDER Wayne. It
is my
>understanding that existing data supports the feasibility of a system
that
>tunnels under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne
Avenue from
>Cedar Street to Mansfield Road. Furthermore, I understand that not
only
would
>such an approach be cost effective enough to qualify for federal
funding, it
>would likely improve ridership and decrease travel time.
>
>The tunnel UNDER Wayne approach would improve the efficiency of
the entire
>line while maintaining the beauty and tranquility of downtown Silver
Spring
and
>nearby communities.
>
>The following are a list of my concerns about what would happen in my
>neighborhood should there be a train above ground on Wayne Avenue
in
>downtown Silver Spring:
>
>My quiet little street is currently a popular detour for fast moving cars
who
>want to avoid the traffic on Wayne. I fear that an above ground Purple
Line on
>Wayne will make streets like mine much more popular for people who
want to
>avoid what will be a much more complex traffic pattern. It has been my
>experience that when Wayne is closed temporarily for local events, the
traffic
>on Dartmouth Street is bumper to bumper. Current "cut through"
streets will
>become major thoroughfares for people trying to escape brutal new
traffic
>patterns. Not only will this be annoying, it will be dangerous for the
many
>small children that live and play in my neighborhood.
>

>Long trains (180 feet long, or more than half a football field in length!)
>crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of Wayne and
Fenton
>diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the entrance to the
Whole
>Foods shopping center parking lot - on the average of every three
minutes
>from one direction or the other during three-hour peak periods and at
speeds
>of no more than 5 to 15 miles per hour - will create even worse traffic
>conditions in downtown Silver Spring than exist today and threaten the
vitality
>of the recently revived downtown.
>
>Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a station at
Fenton
>Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for development
downtown.
>Substantial and highly successful development so far
>in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has been
very
>successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station only a 5to10>minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver Spring
>CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring Transit
Center,
and
>there will no point in any yet undeveloped portion of the CBD that is
more
than
>a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver Spring Transit
>Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only a 4-block, 6minute
>walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover, the downtown will
not be
>an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if the streets
>become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train across
major
>streets.
>
>The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will bisect
the
>community and will run on what will be the only essentially residential
road in
>the entire 16 miles of the project.
>
>A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds
of
>the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line will run
from
>Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway. The land for
the
>widening will come mainly from homeowners' front yards both within
and
>outside of the right of way. This widening, primarily for long left turn
lanes
at
>signaled intersections on Wayne, will increase the traffic capacity on
Wayne
and

>the traffic volume will grow to fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne
with a
>surface Purple Line on Wayne than without it. Previously, the County
had
>approved plans to effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a
lane with
>what was to be the Green Trail bike path. I hope you can imagine the
>disappointment and incredulity of having a long-term plan for a bicycle
path
>(which would do much for the neighborhood in terms of reducing
pollution)
>replaced by a train.
>
>The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to
the
>large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle School and Sligo
Creek
>Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted onto
>Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
>
>Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line
with
traffic
>to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and the
Wayne
>Avenue Garage.
>
>There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA's
projected
>daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation
and
>common sense and is more than the number of homes, almost all of
which
are
>single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The County's data shows that
there
>are only 4 boardings in the morning peak hour for the Ride On #15 bus
at
Dale
>(and very few at nearby stops) and 145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone,
where
>most the boardings are from high-density residential dwellings that are
nearer
>to the next planned Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place)
than to
>the Dale Drive station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA
suggests
>that with tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple
>actually increases significantly. In addition, there will be greatly
increased
>noise in the community as a result of the braking of trains, amplified
>announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains near the
station.
>
>MTA's traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of
>these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can
travel at
45
>miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on Wayne is 30

mph, and
at
>various times near schools, 25 mph.
>
>Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
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Sheila
Bingham
3601 NE 140th Terrace Court
Edmond
OK
73013
samf@cox.net
Where can I find the street names that the Purple Line will be running
along?
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Jeremy
Birch
805 Malta Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JBIRCH28@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jeremy Birch
805 Malta Lane
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-213-5019
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Jesse M.
Birndorf
2906 Aquarius Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20906
JBIRNDORF@HOTMAIL.COM
I live by the Glenmont metro and would greatly benefit from the purple
line.
Thank you,
Jesse M. Birndorf
2906 Aquarius Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20906
C: 301-325-8825
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Valerie
Birsun Bramson

MD
555BIRSUN@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley
As a concerned citizen, I am a resident, a taxpayer and most
importantly, nature lover and protector of my community, by bringing a
metro line to Georgetown Trail, will violate our right to enjoy the benefits
the trail offers to us, to our children, as well as to public who use the trail
to simply commute. We use the trail for biking, my son and our
neighbors and their children; we like walking on this path while others
run; it is the only piece of serene, calm green piece of land that is left in
Bethesda. How much more can we build to destroy quality of our daily
lives? The Rail would add congestion to our city that is presently,
unbearable. It will heighten unwanted activity in our communities and
will bring unnecessary crime to nearby businesses. We cannot over
extend our county services for projects’ that will disrupt communities and
interfere with our daily lives. Most of us use the trail to de-stress, to
enjoy the nature, to exercise and to spend time with family and friends.
Pleas STOP this non sense. STOP destroying what belongs to public.
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Agaba
Bisengo

Silver Spring
MD
AGABABISENGO@YAHOO.COM
Dear Madam or Sir,

We need a light rail: now I can actually take classes at University of
Maryland with very easy access in transportation.

Sincerely,
Agaba Bisengo: residence in Silver Spring, MD.
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Dan
Bisers
University of Maryland
College Park
MD
20742
I am a student at UMCP. I urge you to choose the high investment light
rail option. Light rail will provide a real alternative to driving and improve
the communities in which it stops. It is a real investment in our future.
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Eli
Bishop
1409 3rd Street SW
Roanoke
VA
24016
BISHOP.ELI@GMAIL.COM
To Whom It May Concern,
In August my girlfriend and I rode on this trail for the first time. We
couldn't believe such an awesome trail existed and that so many people
were benefiting on that day from the exercise and family time. In our
city, we are just getting a greenway, and they aren't even connected
together yet to form the length of the Capitol Crescent. I can't wait to
come to DC again to ride this trail, yet it may not even exist by the time I
get back there? This is a grave mistake. Tens of thousands of people
use this trail a week, and there are MANY other options for building a rail
line that will not disturb this sacred space.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ann W.
Bittman
8101 Kerry Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ABITTMAN@HDMANET.ORG
To Whom it May Concern:

I am a resident of Chevy Chase, Maryland, and I vigorously oppose the
Purple Line. I am not affiliated with any developer, and I am not a
member of any club affected by the Purple Line. My only interest is as a
resident of Chevy Chase, who has two small children whose family uses
the Capital Crescent Trail regularly. If the Purple Line is allowed to
proceed, it will completely destroy one of the few public treasures in that
area of Montgomery County -- the Capital Crescent Trail. We regularly
ride bikes, walk and run along the trail, often stopping to show our
children the natural beauty and eco-system surrounding the trail. Please
don't destroy this wonderful resource; we have so little left.

I also regularly use Connecticut Avenue and East-West highway and am
very familiar with the traffic thereon. I believe that the benefits of the
Purple Line are substantially outweighed by the costs -- financial costs
as well as the heavy cost to the environment and our enjoyment of our
natural environment.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert J.
Bittman
8101 Kerry Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BBITTMAN@WASHDC.WHITECASE.COM
To Whom it May Concern:
I am a resident of Chevy Chase, Maryland, and I vigorously oppose the
Purple Line. I am not affiliated with any developer, and I am not a
member of any club affected by the Purple Line. My only interest is as a
resident of Chevy Chase, who has two small children whose family uses
the Capital Crescent Trail regularly. If the Purple Line is allowed to
proceed, it will completely destroy one of the few public treasures in that
area of Montgomery County -- the Capital Crescent Trail. We regularly
ride bikes and hike along the trail, often stopping to show our children
the natural beauty and eco-system surrounding the trail. Please don't
destroy this wonderful resource; we have so little left.
I also regularly use East-West highway and am very familiar with the
traffic thereon. I believe that the benefits of the Purple Line are
substantially outweighed by the costs -- financial costs as well as the
heavy cost to the environment and our enjoyment of our natural
environment.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gina and Erix
Bjornlund
8017 Aberdeen Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
GBJORNLUND@GMAIL.COM
I am writing to ask that you please use your position to make sure that
the purple line is not built on/near the Capital Crescent Trail. As a
lifelong resident of Montgomery County and a use of the trail for walking,
running, biking and commuting. I use the trail at all hours of the day and
all of the four seasons. I am always pleased at how many people are
also enjoying it. In the early morning hours I can ride with commuters
and early exercisers. Later in the day plenty of runners and walkers as
well as kids commuting to and from school fill the trail. All three of my
children learned how to ride a bike on the trail and now routinely ride
from Bethesda to Georgetown and more on the trail. And we can not
forget the dog walkers who use the trail day and night. I am struck by
the incredible range of age, race and fitness that the trail users are.
There is something for everyone on the trail!
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. One of the great things about the
trail now is the peace that envelopes you when you use it. As a runner I
also find it one of the few places I can use in the heat of the summer
because of the wonderful old trees that moderate any hot muggy day!
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail so that we, and generations to
come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the
growth and development that takes place around us. This is a real
Washington treasure and must be preserved!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dr. Thomas
Black
5814 Johnson Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20817
I'm Thomas Black. I'd like to start a transit organization in the State of
Maryland (inaudible) purple line. I think it's very important that we get the
purple line going primarily for the sake of the environment.
It seems that most companies around here want to use buses and
(inaudible) carcinogenic (inaudible) and this is not good.
With respect to the purple line, it will serve as many people trying to go
from Prince George's County to Montgomery County in a fast and
efficient manner.
The bus rapid transit would not serve this purpose primarily because of
the toxic exhaust that would be given off and also because it would be
(inaudible).
No matter how many lanes you separate for a bus, rapid transit is still
bus transit. You could merely separate lanes out for (inaudible) bus lines
and save money in terms of doing, wasting money on something that's
already there.
So with regard to the purple line, I think it's important that not only do we
get this one line going, but also other trolley lines going in both
Montgomery and Prince George's County.
This is what I hope will happen. I offer my services in terms of operating
the company. I have already talked to the Director of, John Procari
concerning this matter, and he may be in touch with me.
My email address is iahwehireh@aol.com, telephone number is 301564-0347. My name is Thomas Black. Thank you.
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Martha
Blair Fitzgerald

Chevy Chase
MD
FITZFAM1@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to request that you vote AGAINST the Purple Line DEIS. I
have been running on this trail for the past 15 years with a group of 10
women. We are out there every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday at
6am every single week. This trail is one of the things that makes this
area great. Bethesda was recently featured in December 2008 issue of
SELF MAGAZINE as "Best Overall" in the COUNTRY as The Healthiest
City. The Capital Crescent Trail was specifically sited as the top feature
of Bethesda. Why do you want to destroy it????
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Crystal
Blair
5209 Stoney Meadows Drive
Forestville
MD
20747
I oppose the process more so than the purple line itself. This process
seems to be driven more by Montgomery than Prince Georges and that
really concerns me. We need more input from PG period!
4.pdf (884 kb)
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catherine
blais
8 East Granville Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
catic@starpower.net
It has never made sense to me that I could not easily get from Silver
Spring to Bethesda without either a bus and looong Metro ride or two
busses.
I strongly support the affordable and convenient commute that the
Purple Line will offer to so many riders who need to travel in either
direction.
I also strongly support the decrease in traffic on the Beltway that this will
bring.
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Nathan
Blake
7317 Takoma Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I live in Takoma Park and I support building an at-grade light rail Purple
Line, on its own right-of-way for most of the route, and completing the
Capital Crescent trail alongside the route between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. This is the best long-term solution and investment on the table.
Bus Rapid Transport will not be sufficient for our needs in the future.
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Lawrence
Blank
5420 Beech Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
LWBLANK@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. THE TRAIL IS
ALSO A GREEN COMMUTER ROUTE.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Peter
Blank
University of Maryland
1B Plateau Place
Greenbelt
MD
20770
pb@umd.edu
I'm writing to strongly support the purple line. I believe it should be the
high investment light rail option. As a graduate student at the University
of Maryland, the purple line LRT will allow students, faculty, and staff to
get to and from the University faster and connect the University better to
the greater Washington area. As a resident of Greenbelt MD, I believe it
would link Greenbelt and College Park to areas such as Bethesda and
Silver Spring in a way that is currently too slow by bus. The purple line
will be an outstanding example of our intentions to expand mass transit
opportunities, not encourage more driving. The purple line will take
people off of the roads, relieving traffic congestion and burning less
fossil fuels. Please, lets started building the Purple Line High investment
LRT NOW!
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Paula K.
Blasey
17 Masters Court
Potomac
MD
20854
gammyp@verizon.net
Blasey 35420.pdf (76 kb)
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Paula
Blasey
17 Masters Court
Potomac
MD
20854
GAMMYP@VERIZON.NET
Please save the Crescent Trail. Our family has used the trail for years
and we have enjoyed walking, biking and finding serenity. What a
shame to
destroy a green area that so many people use!!!!
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Thomas M.
Blasey

Potomac
MD
TOM.BLASEY@ITT.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Subject Line: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the Trail
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a lifelong resident of lower Montgomery County, and a regular
visitor to the Capital Crescent Trail. I am outraged by the thought of
trains or buses along this local treasure. Implementing a train or bus line
along the Trail can be accomplished only by destroying everything that is
valuable about the Trail. A USEFFUL TRAIL CANNOT COEXIST WITH
A LIGHT RAIL LINE OR BUS ROUTE along the Trail. It simply will not
be pleasant or attractive (and may be unsafe) for anyone to
walk/jog/bike with babies, dogs, or friends next to a train line or through
frequent clouds of bus exhaust.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural green
space for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas M. Blasey
Potomac, MD
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Kaki
Blevins

MD
KAKI.BLEVINS@VERIZON.NET
Blevins_Kaki.pdf (26 kb)

Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a Bethesda resident whose building, the Riviera of Chevy Chase, lies directly alongside the Crescent Trail. I enjoy using ht
for recreation during the week and on weekends for walking and bike riding. I am continually amazed at the wealth of wildlife t
lives in such close proximity to our neo-urban community of downtown Bethesda. Spending time on the trail fills me with a gre
sense of appreciation for the green spaces that make the Washington DC area such a beautiful area in which to live and work.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail be
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small chi
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the r

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would b
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It wou
an environmental and recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreatio
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s
“Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Catherine W. Blevins
4242 East West Hwy
Apt 413
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Keith
Blizzard

Chevy Chase
MD
KEITH.BLIZZARD@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

There has to be a more sensible solution to the Purple Line. Trails as
“greenways” are such a precise resource and its current use as a hikingbiking trail is invaluable and can never be replaced. This trail was
developed a 100 years ago as a rail line and would be impossible be
replicated in today’s world.
Let’s not use this greenway for yet another vehicle pathway. We have
plenty of those throughout our congested area. Instead, let’s employ
Bus lanes and Smart-lights on the current roadways, keeping the buses
on the roads and leave this community asset in its current state.
My family and I use the trail every week with more than 10,000 hikers
and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Keith Blizzard
Chevy Chase, Maryland
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Aaron
Bloom
8322 Draper Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I believe the expansion of mass transit in the Silver Spring area is crucial
to the proper management of automobile congestion. PLEASE BUILD
THE PURPLE LINE.
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Jason
Blum
2517 Holman Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jason_blum@yahoo.com
The Columbia County Club must return the land it stole to the people.
Golf courses are toxic to the environment to begin with. No more cars.
The time for public transportation is NOW! I demand the Purple Line
and I vote.
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Rick
Blum
8810 Maywood Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rickblum@verizon.net
Please add me to updates on the Purple Line.
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Rick
Blum
8810 Maywood Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rickblum@verizon.net
I live near the Talbot Ave bridge overpass and am interested in the
design of the new pedestrian crossing in that area and general design
for our the Purple Line through our Rosemary Hills/Lyttonsville
neighborhoods.
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Michael
Blumenstock
416 Ridge Road, Apt 1
Greenbelt
MD
20770
XALF@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Barry
Boden

Montgomery County
MD
BBODEN@STARPOWER.NET
To Whom It May Concern,

I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational green space anywhere else. Our family lives 3
blocks from the trail and we find it an extremely precious property of
undeveloped land in the Chevy Chase area. We frequently use the trail
for biking, walking, and jogging. It would be a tragedy to remove this last
bit of nature from the rapidly developing hub city of Bethesda.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains passing
every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail" experience. It
would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that adds so much
value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the many
communities that benefit from it.

I believe that a better means of transportation is to have the trail go
underground as a subway from Silver Spring to downtown Bethesda.
Another alternative is to run the light rail to the NIH/Naval Hospital site to
decompress traffic at this busy commerce center.

Thank you,
Barry Boden
Montgomery County resident
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R.
Bogut
4813 Cumberland Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Bogut.Robert.pdf (27 kb)
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Susan
Bokern
4715 Jamestown Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
SUSANBOKERN@EARTHLINK.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS
To: MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
I live near the Capital Crescent Trail and walk it frequently. I would hate
to see it destroyed. It gives me and my family great pleasure. It is one of
the reasons why we live in Bethesda, MD. In a city (the D.C. Metro Area)
that is gaining population with buildings going up everywhere, the Trail is
one of the sanctuaries in which to escape busy city life, and it makes
living here much more enjoyable - and, frankly, more civilized. All the
great cities in the U.S. and around the world have parks and trails for its
populace to enjoy. They are key to living in a civilized environment.
I couldn't imagine me walking, or brining children or pets, on the Trial if a
train is going to pass by every few minutes, only feet away from walkers,
bikers, roller skaters passing each other. The result would be a very
dangerous situation.
While I understand the need to create a better and more energy efficient
means of transporting people around the Metro Area, there are other
locations, such as along the existing Beltway, and underground areas to
consider. I used to live on Connecticut Avenue in D.C. and watched the
Metro system being built underground. That caused minimal disruption
to the thousands of people who lived on the Avenue and the
underground system works well.
To use the Crescent Trail for purposes of an above ground Metro Train
line would be a travesty.
Sincerely,
Susan Bokern
4715 Jamestown Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
Copies:
Congressman Chris Van Hollen
Governor Martin O'Malley
County Executive Leggett
Chairman Hanson
Council President Andrews
County Councilmember Roger Berliner
County Councilmember Marc Elrich
County Councilmember Nancy Floreen
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Leanne
Boland

MD
LAMB4115@AOL.COM
I live at 4115 Leland Street and am a resident of The Town of Chevy
Chase. I am opposed to the construction of the purple line. I love the
trail and do not want a rapid transit system placed anywhere near it.
I prefer the idea of expanded bus service and the dedication of a new
travel lane on East West Highway. Such a system should be tried
before
wasting time on further discussion of a purple line.
Thank you,
Leanne Boland
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Leanne
Boland
4115 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. L. Boland.pdf (1 mb)
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Hilary
Bombard
8804 Chalon Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
GOGIRL7688@AOL.COM
To whom it may concern,
I oppose running the Purple Line along the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring. Save the Trail and the surrounding trees as a natural
tranquil greenspace. Please construct the Purple Line either tunneled
underground or in another location.The Purple Line Light Rail is a BAD
idea. Please stop this now. It is a bad idea in a bad economy. Surely we
can make better decisions than this with taxpayer dollars!
If a Purple Line Light Rail is built, our Trail will be closed for three years,
and when it re-opens , there will be no trees, about a 10' separation
between the trains and the Trail, and there may be no Tunnel access for
the Trail (or the Trail will be routed above the trains!) And trains will be
parked next to Gifford's Ice Cream and the Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance.
Development around any light rail project would create a "Trojan horse"
for dense commercial zones that would destroy the community on the
trail and the trail itself. Why would you want to destroy this community
resource?
Overbearing commercial spaces and a loss of the trail as a community
resource are inevitable if Chevy Chase Lake gets light rail. That loss is
hard to measure in dollars, but it is unquestionably a "priceless"
resource. Sacrificing it is a bad idea. This is precious green space.
When we lose it, it is gone forever. How can you possibly think about
bulldozing it? This plan is wrong.
Public sector financing for light rail from fares would not be enough to
pay for the possible cost of the project, estimated as high as $1.6 billion.
One hundred million dollars a mile for something we're going to have to
subsidize in perpetuity is simply irresponsible. Especially in this
economy, this is not the time for such a wrong-headed use of public
funds.
Please stop this now.
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Mike
Bombard
8804 Chalon Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
MIKEMBOMBARD@AOL.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
I oppose running the Purple Line along the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring. Save the Trail and the surrounding trees as a natural
tranquil greenspace. Please construct the Purple Line either tunneled
underground or in another location.The Purple Line Light Rail is a BAD
idea. Please stop this now. It is a bad idea in a bad economy. Surely we
can make better decisions than this with taxpayer dollars!
If a Purple Line Light Rail is built, our Trail will be closed for three years,
and when it re-opens , there will be no trees, about a 10' separation
between the trains and the Trail, and there may be no Tunnel access for
the Trail (or the Trail will be routed above the trains!) And trains will be
parked next to Gifford's Ice Cream and the Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance.
Development around any light rail project would create a "Trojan horse"
for dense commercial zones that would destroy the community on the
trail and the trail itself. Why would you want to destroy this community
resource?
Overbearing commercial spaces and a loss of the trail as a community
resource are inevitable if Chevy Chase Lake gets light rail. That loss is
hard to measure in dollars, but it is unquestionably a "priceless"
resource. Sacrificing it is a bad idea. This is precious green space.
When we lose it, it is gone forever. How can you possibly think about
bulldozing it? This plan is wrong.
Public sector financing for light rail from fares would not be enough to
pay for the possible cost of the project, estimated as high as $1.6 billion.
One hundred million dollars a mile for something we're going to have to
subsidize in perpetuity is simply irresponsible. Especially in this
economy, this is not the time for such a wrong-headed use of public
funds.
Please stop this now.
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Marcia
Bond
10607 Glenhaven Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
marciadbond@gmail.com
I am writing in support of a Purple Line light rail system. We have too
much concrete and too many cars now, please dont add more! If you
have used the light rail system in Denver or Cleveland, you will know
what efficient people movers they can be!
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Duane
Boniface
14012 Shippers Lane
Rockville
MD
20853
BONIFACE@EARTHLINK.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I have often enjoyed the Capital Crescent Trail, be it for
bicycle rides or walks, or for a weekend jog. Numerous colleagues in
the Bethesda area routinely comment on its use during the work day for
jogging as well. Perhaps more importantly, the trail provides some
scarce greenspace for use by the entire community, which has
invaluable ecological considerations, which we are all collectively
dependent upon.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
I urge you to consider the opportunity cost of the massive investment in
the proposed Purple line- so many other potential projects, including
investments to expand capacity on existing mass transit capabilities, as
well as investments in maintaining existing infrastructure among many
others.
Finally, I would strongly urge you to revisit estimates of usage of the
proposed Purple Line. While it is easy for citizens to claim that they
would use such public transportation, estimates built off of these
historically exaggerate usage. It would be a shame, if not criminal, if
some of our precious remaining green space were destroyed for a transit
benefit that never materialized. We know for a fact that more than
10,000 people use the Trail each week- is it reasonable to expect that
more people will use the Purple line, which would be the equivalent of
adding halp again to the daily number of riders at an average station.
Please don’t take this as being anti-mass transit- I am and remain an
avid proponent (and user) of mass transit, but I do believe that the
social, energy and environmental efficiencies can be achieved without
destroying the limited greenspace we have.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Keith
Boniface, MD, RDMS
7901 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
KBONIFACE2004@GMAIL.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am a relatively new resident of suburban maryland, having lived in
NYC and Boston prior to moving to the area in 2001. For me, the
Capital Crescent Trail has been a sign of the forward thinking of our
past leadership who reclaimed this stretch of land years ago for
greenspace. Manhattan would not be Manhattan without the expansive
greenspace of Central Park. Boston also has benefited from the
genius, vision, and passion of Olmstead, with the "Emerald Necklace"
stringing its way through the city and surroundings. The Capital
Crescent Trail fulfills the same role in the life of our citizens,
providing a site for the people to meet, enjoy recreational
activities, and come a little closer to nature. You, the current
leadership, have a responsibility to maintain that stewardship of the
greenspaces in our community while evaluating all possible Purple Line
alternatives (including a bus line that would service the new hospital
formed as a result of the BRAC realignment) to the destruction of the
Capital Crescent Trail as we know it.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gioia
Bonmartini Brophy

MD
GIOIABONMARTINI@AOL.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
I am dismayed that the council and Montgomery County are
contemplating eliminating the crescent bike-walk trail in order to put in
place the purple line. It seems to me that such a move is shortsighted.
Once a "greenway" is eliminated, it will be GONE. Futur generations will
not benefit from the lovely and healthy attributes of having the greenway.
The crescent trail needs to be preserved. Eliminating any portion of the
crescent trail will make our community more disjointed and have one
more reason to isolate itself. Currently bike commuters use the path
(two of our neighbors) -- we use if for all 5 of our family, plus many many
of our friends do.
Thank you in advance for your careful deliberations. I hope you will not
eliminate the crescent trail, or any portion of it.
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David
Bono
1700 K St., NW
Washington
DC
20006
ML320JUNK@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am in very strong support for the light rail/high investment option of the
proposed Purple Line, because it represents an integrated approach
towards the appropriate incorporation of bike transportation into larger
transportation improvement plans. I cycle the Capital Crescent Trail
("CCT") almost every day on my commute back and forth to and from
work. So I can see how vital it is to improve the CCT. Thanks to your
comprehensive and inclusive approach to planning, the Maryland Transit
Administration has the opportunity to make those improvements as part
of the Purple Line light rail/high investment option. I urge you to take
that opportunity without delay.
That said, there is room for improvement in the current proposal.
1) The Trail Should Be 12 feet, Not 10 Feet -- I have seen the rapid
growth of use along the CCT, nit just from cyclists, but from runners,
strollers, roller bladers, dog walkers, and families with children as young
as infants. From my perspective, I can confidently predict that such
enthusiastic use will also extend to the rest of the CCT once
improvements (such as paving) are completed. A 10 foot wide trail
would force conflicts on these various types of users. To avoid such
conflicts, the CCT shoud be 12 feet wide, at a minimum.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
In sum, I support the the Purple Line light rail/high investment option and
urge these changes as well.
Thank you for your work in applying a "share the road" philosophy to the
a rail corridor. I support "Share the Trail."
David Bono
1700 K St., NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20006
202-973-7600
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Robbie
Boone
3028 Porter Street, NW #304
Washington
DC
20008
RPBOONEIII@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it's important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Theodore S.
Boone
7001 West Greenvale Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
theodoreboone@comcast.net
Dear Sir or Madam - I have lived with my family in Montgomery County,
MD for almost 10 years. The time for the Purple Line in Light Rail form in
now. Please move forward on the project with further delay. Thank you.
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Theodore
Boone
70001 W. Greenbelt Pkwy
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Theodore Boone. B-O-O-N-E. I live with my family at 70001
West Greenbelt Parkway in Chevy Chase, Maryland. My wife Ivette and
my three children Isabel, Alexander and William, ages 10,6 and 3. We
plan to stay in this area for a long time, we like it very much.
I and my family, we very much support the light rail option. Frankly, I
also appreciate your patience and I'm not sure I have too much to add
for the eloquent words that have recently been said. I have lived in
Europe for many years in Budapest, Hungary, it has an extensive Metro
system, an extensive light rail and street car system. Lived there for
about 4 years, it's heavily used, very popular, and what was said, much
more popular than a bus system. Likewise, I've lived in Munich,
Germany, with a light rail system, a street car system, a Metro system,
again, heavily used, very popular.
One of the things in thinking about this that I found fascinating is in a
way, Chevy Chase already had a light rail system. I have a book here
called Chevy Chase, A Home Suburb for the Nation's Capital. And it has
a picture of a street car on the front of it and inside, and when I submit
my written testimony I'll provide you with this because unfortunately I
didn't have time to make a copy, it says chapter four, the infrastructure of
Chevy Chase.
There's a picture of Chevy Chase Circle with a street car on it and
nothing else but grass and I think one house there. And the caption
says, view of Chevy Chase Circle, looking west towards Western
Avenue, first decade of the 20th century. Newlands, one of the key
developers of Chevy Case, succeeding in transforming a cornfield into a
residential community of leafy maturity in a period of less than two
decades. And part of that was clearly the street car that ran from
downtown D.C. To Chevy Chase.
The rail line will connect not only the Metro links but what we have found
in the 10 years that we've lived here in the flourishing of Silver Spring,
the flourishing of Bethesda, in our experience, those two areas together
in a way that would be helpful and beneficial for many in the community.
I thank you very much for your time and I'd also like to thank those that
also came here this evening to provide their remarks. Thank you.
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Michael
Bopf
5023 Acacia Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
mike.bopf@gmail.com
I would simply like to state my strong preference for the Light Rail option
over the Rapid Bus option. I feel that Light Rail is a much better longterm solution which will entice many more riders than Rapid Bus and will
provide a much better transit experience. Thank you.
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Marc
Borger
10774 Brewer House Road
Rockville
MD
20852
marcborger@yahoo.com
Borger 35334.pdf (98 kb)
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Marcy
Borneman

Silver Spring
MD
20904
marcy20046@yahoo.com
Against it.
We have buses that get us to the location.
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Christopher J.
Bort
1706 Myrtle Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
CHRISBORT@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I urge you to consider an alternative, such as an underground system or
a rapid bus route, to putting a light rail on the Capital Crescent Trail
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I depend on this leg of the trail for
my daily bicycle commute from my home in Silver Spring to my office in
Langley, VA and back. Losing the trail would force me and a large and
growing host of area bicycle commuters onto (shudder) Jones Bridge Rd
and other dangerous alternatives.
Those who don't understand the objections of regular trail users like me
ought to come visit the trail on a weekday morning, especially (but not
only) when the weather is nice. Just since last summer, when gas prices
hit their peak, followed by the onset of the economic crisis--and with the
overlay of everyone's more acu te "green" consciousness--bicycle
commuting has greatly increased. And of course bicyclists aren't the only
ones: pedestrian commuters, dog-walkers, students, servicemen from
Walter Reed doing their daily run, all use the trail.
So while the area needs a better way to get to and from Bethesda and
Silver Spring, I would point out that many of us have already found one
in the Capital Crescent Trail, and we would implore you not to put a train
on it. Thank you for your consideration,
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Bill
Borwegen

Silver Spring
MD
BILL.BORWEGEN@SEIU.ORG
As an avid biker who frequently uses the Capital Crescent Trail, I am
writing to wholeheartedly support the construction of the light rail purple
line along the originally intended alignment along the Capital Crescent
Trail.
Nearly every weekend that I ride my bike on the trail, I am incessantly
harassed by countless NIMBYs in Chevy Chase who set up a table and
stand in the middle of the trail blocking my way and yelling to me about
what a tragedy it would be to build the trolley line next to the trail. They
then demand that I sign their misguided petition which I refuse.
However as you know, studies have clearly demonstrated that a bike
trail and rail line can safely and easily coexist.
The true tragedy would be for our governmental and political leaders to
be cowed by the well heeled country club lawyers to the detriment of our
middle and lower income residents in our communities who would most
benefit from this rail line.
While they may have more dollars to fight this needed project, we clearly
have more voting citizens on our side.
On January 14th, please do the right thing for all of us - bikers and
hikers included. Vote to build the purple line as a rail line along the
original alignment.
Thank you for this consideration.
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Joyce
Bosc
Joyce Bosc
806 Dale Drive
Silver spring
MD
20910
jbosc@boscobel.com
I would like to receive more information.
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Joyce
Bosc
8606 Second Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Good afternoon. My name is Joyce Bosc, J-O-Y-C-E, B-O-S-C. I'm a
business owner in downtown Silver Spring for 30 years. Seventy percent
of my employees telework or take public transportation, as do I. We are
a green business.
First of all, I am pro-change, pro-environment, pro-economic equity and
pro- smart transportation. I'm also a homeowner in Silver Spring for 15
years.
I'm still in the information gathering stage, which is why I'm here today.
From what I've heard and read, I'm in favor of the light rail system, not
buses and not all 16 miles, however, as proposed.
To explain why, I may be addressing an issue that, as Bill Maher would
say, would be politically incorrect. I realize I may be a minority voice, but
there is a 500-pound gorilla in this room.
On Wednesday's public hearing at the University of Maryland, the vast
majority of people came from Prince George's County, many from New
Carrollton of course, they are in favor of the purple line.
My question is the route from College Park to New Carrollton. Let's get
this topic on the table.
On a government website, Wmata.com, they had statistics on the top ten
Maryland Metro stations ranked by crime. The 500- pound gorilla in the
room.
In order, the Metro stops crime rankings are, number one, New
Carrollton. Two, Largo. Three, College Park. Four, Addison Road. Five,
Suitland. Six, Southern Avenue. Seven, Greenbelt. Eight, Shady Grove.
Nine, Branch Avenue. Ten, Silver Spring.
So why would Silver Spring, number ten, want to connect to the number
one Metro station in crime in Maryland?
I would like to see what your study concludes on light rail's impact on not
only the crime rates, but our downtown Silver Spring impact as many
folks have discussed today, our home values, noise pollution, property
taxes and the safety of our children and our elderly. Those folks who
cannot present themselves today at a function like this, at a public
hearing.
Yes, I am in favor of a light rail system from College Park to Bethesda,
but not all 16 miles as currently planned. Thank you for allowing me the
opportunity to speak today and I appreciate all of your time and hard
work.
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Glen D.
Bottoms
4911 Loosestrife Court
Annandale
VA
22003-4048
GSBOTTS@COX.NET
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
Last week the Montgomery County Planning Department staff joined the
growing list of endorsers supporting the medium Light Rail option using
the Master Plan Alignment. I am writing to express my strong support
for many of the conclusions of the staff. I am specifically supporting the
following conclusions of the planning staff:
•
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and
Silver Spring;
•
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including
through the
Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring;
•
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton
Village area,
integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
•
We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to finalize
the particulars of the Light Rail Purple Line project on an expedited
basis, quickly forward an application to the Federal government for
design and construction, while simultaneously pushing for the swiftest
possible timeline for apprioval and funding. This region desperately
needs just this type of transportation infrastructure project to provide true
mobility for all its citizens.
Sincerely,
Glen D. Bottoms
4911 Loosestrife Court
Annandale, VA 22003-4048
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As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Eileen Bottrell
9902 Inglemere Drive
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Timothy
Boucher
8722 Preston Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TIMBOUCHER@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor
Martin O’Malley,
MTA
Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County
Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am a regular (every day, twice a day) user of the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesday and Connecticut Avenue. In summer I use it to bike
to and from work, and in winter I use it to walk and from to the Bethesda
Metro. My wife and I also use it to walk into Bethesda to go to
restaurants and so forth. I am not in opposition to mass transet, as I use
it almost everyday. However, I am in opposition to planing light rail along
one of the very few and last remaining tree-lines greenspaces so close
to town. Walking or biking it provides me with some much needed
excersise and more importantly much needed stress relief at the end of
my day. Don't for one minute think that walking or biking on a narrow,
dangerous, shadeless lane, with trains passing by 10 feet away, every 3
minutes will replace the tranquility I seek let alone be safe (not to speak
of other people trying to use the trail at the same time).
Once again, I am not opposed to mass transit - I live close by Jones
Bridge Road, and would not be opposed to a rapid bus transit route to
Medical Center - one that makes sense given the expansion of that area,
and is fiscally responsible given the current economic climate.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Timothy Boucher

8722 Preston Place
Chevy Chase, MD
20815
Below are some further points about the DEIS that also need your
consideration please.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allowfor
an objective,
efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects
seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The
adverse environmental and community impacts are severely understated
in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History
in the DEIS

There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light
rail called for a single track light
rail because the corridor is so narrow. While there is frequent
reference to the right of way being a former transit corridor, there is
no mention that the freight train that previously ran in the corridor, ran
only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a single track, and was
screened
by forest on both sides.
With the Purple Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be
replaced by two tracks and a trail, with no trees, and with trains
passing every three minutes.

2.
Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably,
there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has been
documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and
this number
has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities,
and abilities.
This heavy trail use is especially significant in light of the fact
that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there
is no mention in the DEIS of the need
for greenspace and natural recreational trails in the years to come
with Smart
Growth and increasing urban density. The
population of the Bethesda
CBD will double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace
and
recreational trails. The Trail to
Georgetown is already saturated and dangerous -- with accidents
becoming common.
3. Loss
of Forest
The
DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of
way will be destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is
inexplicably negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the
impact of the loss of these trees to the environment, to trail users,
and to the communities surrounding the Trail. According to
American
Forests, at least 17 acres of tree canopy will be destroyed.
These 17 acres of mature trees are some of the last remaining forest in
lower Montgomery County and they are important for sediment control,
clean water, clean air, carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and
providing a buffer for communities.
4.
Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously
misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and to state

that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not supported
in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be
confined inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in
both
directions every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along
the inside border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently
falling onto the tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the
right of way will require major retaining walls since the terrain in
almost never level and tends to rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5.
Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail
users of varying speeds and abilities, small children, elderly,
strollers,
etc., -- going in two directions, passing each other in both directions. To
be fenced into a narrow bike lane with high
speed bikers passing too, would be
harrowing at best.
6.
Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The
neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North
Chevy
Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be divided by a
transitway. These neighborhoods share
the same middle school and high school. Children go back and forth,
and use the Trail to get to Westland
Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the Leland
Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A transitway in
this location seriously is destructive to community cohesion and is
inexcusable
transportation planning.
7.
Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few
places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring communities.
Currently there are many gates and open access points to the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in
dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc.Young people will try to climb
fences, for example, to cross directly
to B-CC High School in East Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West
Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town of Chevy Chase.
Currently,
there are many gates, and youth come through these regularly.
In
the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a

transitway, so close to homes and a popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many
of these homes are less
than 30' from where light rail trains would pass; how many are less than
50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis of the impact
on the property values of the homes along the corridor.

In conclusion,the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the
Capital Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the
study, it causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the
study which are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership,
time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route
for the Purple Line. Loss of this significant, irreplaceable
greenspace is unacceptable. Choosing this route will meet with
substantial
and growing opposition from Trail users and communities far and wide,
and this dissent will hurt any chances for FTA funding. I urge
our public officials to
give a fair and more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid
Transit route and any other possible routes that should be studied as
well.
When
the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how
wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor did they
need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should
best be located.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Timothy Boucher

8722 Preston Place
Chevy Chase, MD
20815
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Sally
Boulter
4914 Flint Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
SALLY_BOULTER@HOTMAIL.COM
I am writing to urge you to preserve the Capital Crescent trail as a haven
for walkers and bikers. My family and many others in our neighborhood
use the trail for recreation and exercise. Commuters from our
neighborhood bike to work. The trail is one of the DC area's great
assets. Please be mindful of the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers
who use it each year as you consider the competing needs of our
community.
Thank you,
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Gerald
Bour
9619 Culver Street
Kensington
MD
20895
geraldbour@verizon.net
I have followed the discussions and commentary about the Purple Line
for a long time. It is my opinion that the Purple Line should be built.
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Mary Beth
Bowen
4312 Albemarle St NW
Washington
DC
20016

Bowen 35263.pdf (87 kb)
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Stephen and Donna
Bower
8101 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SPBOWER@GMAIL.COM
As a family that bikes and walks the trail, but supports public transit and
believes the E-W loop of the Red Line needs connecting, we hope a
logical route would take the service to Bethesda Medical Center, an
expanding part of town, and not down the old railway line (which is
green, peaceful, and used by so many for recreation)
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Bower
8101 Connecticut Avenue, #N702
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. Bower.pdf (842 kb)
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Connie J.
Bowers
13920 Overton Lane
Colesville
MD
20904
CONNIE.BOWERS@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Connie J. Bowers
13920 Overton Lane
3rd Floor
Colesville, MD 20904
301-879-6966
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W. Alexander L.
Bowles
4304 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
SANDMAN21046@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family has been using the Capital Crescent Trail for more than
twenty years. We have been fighting the conversion to a "trolley line" at
least that long. I grew up next to the track and it has been a verdant
pathway for me since 1960 when it was still being used for the very slow
coal trains traveling to the Georgetown Federal Power Plant. It is
inconceivable to me that you can't see the harm that would be done by
destroying this linear park. The need to put in public transportation to the
NIH/Navy Med facilities is so obvious it would lead me to a negative
conclusion regarding your vision, judgment and courage to make any
other decision. And the need for more development in Bethesda is
ridiculous. Just what we need; more empty buildings, more
condominiums with no tenants, more traffic congestion, and an under
used transit system not supported by anything more than taxpayer
dollars. It is not now and never will be anything but a black hole for
money to disappear into with no return. The ridership figures so far
presented are purely fictional and unsupportable by any factual
information. No one has yet provided any real legitimate information
about ridership, just blue sky estimates that are totally unrealistic.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicity, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. And more than
16,500 people have signed petitions against using the trail for anything
other than its current useage.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Constance
Boyce

MD
CBOYC001@YAHOO.COM
We need a light rail, not a bus for the purple line! Let's do it! Let's take
action to reduce carbon emissions!
Constance Boyce
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Don and Donna
Boyce
8919 1st Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Michon Bunch.pdf (117 kb)
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Laura
Boyer

Silver Spring
MD
PKBOYER@EROLS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I personally use the Capital Crescent Trail every single week, rain or
shine (sometimes blizzards!), summer and winter, to meet and connect
with friends, as we run, jog, and keep track of our mileage. Sometimes
we are training for a half marathon or 10 mile race, sometimes I ride
bikes with my children, but the Capital Crescent Trail is something that is
so much a part of our lives, our experience here, and our community,
that it would be devastating to lose it!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lochlann
Boyle
9106 Bradford Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
lochlannboyle@hotmail.com
I used to live near Ottawa (Canada) when the city made the illconsidered decision to opt for rapid bus lines over a light rail system.
The results were disastrous. The much-hated Bus-Rapid Transit (BTR)
system costs far more than estimated and ridership numbers have
steadily declined. After spending close to a billion dollars on the BTR
system, city officials are now considering switching to the light-rail
system that residents initially lobbied for. A light rail system is more
reliable, more environmentally friendly, creates a longer sustainable
infrastructure, is more appealing, generates more business, creates
more livable communities and ultimately people prefer riding the train.
Please consider the long-term implications of this decision and help
create a great light rail system in Maryland.
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Jane B.
Boynton
7804 Exeter Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
BOYNTONJANE@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I work at Washington Episcopal School which is on the Capital Crescent
Trail and members of our school community use the trail all the time faculty, students, parents. Please put the Purple Line elsewhere so we
can preserve this popular and crowded trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between B
ethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Todd
Bracken
7500 woodmont ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
ToddBracken@gmail.com
Just want to be on the mailing list...
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James
Brader

MD
jcbrader@msn.com
I strongly support building the Purple Line.
V/R
JCB
James Brader
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kevin
bradford
20118 larkspur ct
germantown
MD
20874
this should have been done years ago, too much time has already been
wasted.
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Jeanine
Braithwaite
7616 Epsilon Drive
Derwood
MD
20855
JEANINE.BRAITHWAITE@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Maryland,
Please realize that we, the commuters of Maryland, urgently need a light
rail system to connect across the upper county from Bethesda to New
Carroltown. The ICC will do nothing to reduce traffic and those of us
who care about the environment will not drive on it. Please act on the
recommendations of the planning committee and fund the purple line. I
am tired of my tax dollars going to roads instead of what we really needfast reliable mass transportation.
Sincerely, Jeanine Braithwaite
7616 Epsilon Drive
Derwood MD 20855
day 202-458-2724
please no evening calls
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Marisa
Branca
4977 Battery Lane, Apt 701
Bethesda
MD
20814
MARISA_BRANCA@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

On January 8th of this month, there will be a vote on having either a light
rail installed along the Capital Crescent Trail or Rapid Bus Transit along
Jones Bridge Road as a potential solution to our traffic problem along
the beltway. I am writing to ask for your vote against the light rail
construction.

I personally currently use the trail as a walking "getaway." I enjoy, and
am privileged to have, the feeling of being in the middle of nature with
the convenience of being close to a thriving city. The Trail offers a breath
of fresh air, and a moment of tranquility during our hectic schedules and
lives. It offers the perfect balance and is one of the benefits of living in
this beautiful metropolitan area.

Great urban areas have great parks: Central Park, Hyde Park, Golden
Gate Park, Grant Park and our very own Rock Creek Park. This
irreplaceable forest and continuous natural trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else. Having a light rail running beside the trail would inhibit
the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters from all around the region from enjoying
its beauty.

In additional to recreational grounds for not having a light rail, the
construction of the Purple Line would wreck havoc on the natural
ecosystem surrounding the trail. The very trees which purify our air
would be cut down to make way for tracks and wildlife would be
displaced; it would be an environmental disaster. Trains or buses would
pass about 10 feet from hikers and bikers every three minutes making it
unsafe for trail users who would have to pass each other on a narrow
path which would remain.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere in
order to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail for the more than 10,000
hikers and bikers, of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities, who use
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Springs weekly!

I know that by working together we can achieve an alternate solution to
the light rail which will help solve our traffic congestion while at the same

time promoting and saving our natural resources. The "Purple Line
Loop", the proposed hard rail underground Metro extension, along the
Beltway, connecting Silver Spring and Bethesda Medical Center, would
be a efficient use of both State and County funding by providing a single
transit system solution.

Thank you for your time and consideration in helping to safeguard the
Capital Crescent Trail for future generations.
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Richard
Brancato
4304 Leland St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRANCATORW@HOTMAIL.COM
The study finds that BRT alternatives are considered "slightly more costeffective than the LRT Alternatives, with the Medium Investment BRT
Alternative being the most cost-effective under this measure. Medium
Investment LRT is the most cost effective of the LRT Alternatives."
Given that these alternatives are not significantly different in this study of
cost-effectiveness then you should do further analysis to study which
LRT or BRT alternative reduces our dependence on foreign petroleum
products and has the most intermodal connectivity. Detailed analysis of
a Medium Investment BRT or Medium Investment LRT alternative that
uses electrical, alternatively fueled, natural gas or hydrogen fuel cell
motive power, with the goal of transitioning to an all electric or hydrogen
fuel cell fleet, should be completed. A futher detailed analysis should
also examine the maximization of connections to other transportation
modes or facilities (Metro, Ride-on, MARC, Amtrak, park & ride lots,
bicycle transit stations).
Also, an analysis to produce a rough/order of magnitude estimated total
life cycle cost to the tax payer, including any debt service, should be
done for the various means of funding and financing the alternatives.
The total life cycle cost analysis should include the range of funding and
financing alternatives such as from fares, from public-private
partnerships, and/or from bonding and loan (such as infrastructure
banks) mechanisms and/or direct or partial local or State payments . All
of these should be done first without the assumption of a direct Federal
grant (just in case a Federal grant is not forthcoming).
Richard Brancato
4304 Leland St
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
brancatorw@hotmail.com
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Carole
Brand
7011 Fulton Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
csbrand@verizon.net
Brand_Carole.pdf (71 kb)
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Carole
Brand
7011 Fulton Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Brand 35860.pdf (117 kb)
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nick
brand
-7011 fulton street
chevy chase
MD
20815
n.brand@verizon.net
December 15, 2008
Dear Mr. Madden,
We live less than a mile from the Georgetown Branch in Chevy Chase,
and our 3 kids crossed it every day to get to BCC high-school and I have
ridden portions of that trail ever since it was opened.
However, it's been a real shame that the full purpose for which the line
was bought by the county - a rail and a trail, has taken so long to get
done!
The best new project in the state for ridership, cost effectiveness, social
mobility, improvement of traffic and air quality this line needs to be done
soon, and as a modern light rail line, not a busway!
I'm sure you're aware of all the new quiet low floor boarding vehicles, the
lines through golf courses as in Newton, MA. The line is the logical
place to put it, not Jones Mill Road or some other trafficked road. Needs
to be on its own right of way whereever possible, dependable and quick.
I hope the MTA and the Governor will join the Montgomery County
council an most of our local delegates in supporting it and getting it
funded.
Regards,
Nick Brand
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Ed
Brandt
3302 Cummings Lane
Chevy chase
MD
20815
ed.b.brandt@gmail.com
I support the light purple rail. I live in chevy chase and commute by bike
daily using the capital crescent trail. I have no problem cycling along a
light trail...it's cars that are the enemy of cyclists.
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Robert
Branson
5013 Scarsdale Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
RBRANSON@IRONPOINTPARTNERS.COM
Having just returned from a Bike trip to Patagonia I can attest that the
preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail is significantly more important
than allowing its destruction to foster the aims of developers.
The stations are already served but the availability of suitable recreation
alternatives would be destroyed by a Trolley.
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Rachel
Braun
2107 Spencer Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
RACHELBRAUN@VERIZON.NET
I support the Purple Line.
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Robert
Bravo
4224 Round Hill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
GRBRAVO@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Congressman Van Hollen
I’m sure you have heard much about this trail and what is proposed for
the future Purple Line. As a user of this trail and someone who is going
to be affected by BRAC (Army Captain). At a glance of the proposed
route and of the trail, it does not make sense to place a rail line through
this beautiful forested region. When so much development is taking out
stands of trees throughout the county, this stretch of woods between two
heavily congested areas just doesn’t make sense to me. There would be
no shade while running or riding your bike through there. The solitude
one can get by immersing yourself in the woods will be lost because you
will have a noisy train running near by. It will be a stretch of hot
concrete/paved asphalt, not very user friendly. The Purple Line is
suppose to serve the NNMC campus and if it sticks to buses and to the
roads it saves this stand of trees, homes, and much needed money that
is not a readily handy, especially now and days. Who stands to gain
financially from this? Who stands to lose? What will be lost? Please use
common sense when making and finalizing your decisions. Don’t let
development for the sake of development drive your decisions. If money
wasn’t an option I would propose to drive the Purple Line underground,
that makes more sense to me.
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Steven
Breckbill
Takoma Paperhangers, Inc
7104 Woodland Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
If we can spend hundreds of billions on a road (inter-county connector),
we should also invest in a rapid transit option that will actually decrease
auto traffic- build the high-option LRT with the tunnel under Wayne.
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John
Breckenridge
910 M St Apt 609
Washington
DC
20001
JOHNB256@EARTHLINK.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail throughout the year, bicycling almost
every weekend as part of my wellness program. The natural scenery is
just as therapeutic as the bicycling exercise. It would be a shame to
replace the natural scenery with the proposed rail system. Please find
another way to deal with the region’s transportation issues!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mindy Portney and
Philip Breen
3609 Dupont Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
We support building the Purple Line as light rail. We are long-time
county residents, and we need to bring our county closer together!
Ceruzzi_Paul_Comment Cards.pdf (55 kb)
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Mike
Brennan
3507 Glenmoor Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MICHAEL.L.BRENNAN@VERIZONBUSINESS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews

I am writing to plea with you to not approve the Purple line to go on the
trail. This trail is used as a walking, running and biking sanctuary that we
busy Marylanders who live in that area use regularly. The destruction of
more trees is not we need to be doing at this point from an
environmental perspective.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Bill
Breslin
9700 Cable Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
BILLYBREZ@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live in Kensington Maryland with my wife and three children. We
regularly use the trail and it will be a shame to lose it for a "light
rail" system that, in my impression, will not truly benefit the area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training,
and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on
a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding
recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Katie
Breslin
9700 Cable Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
KATIE_BRESLIN@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live with my husband and three children in Kensington, MD. Each week
we walk, ride and enjoy the trail. There is no where is like the trail in the
area where you can have unfettered access to wildlife and the ability to
exercise. The light rail option would be a mistake and if completed will
not provide the alleged benefits.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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May
Breslow
8828 Brierly Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRESLOW@EROLS.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family loves the Capital Crescent Trail. We use it several times a
week, bicycling to downtown Bethesda and spending the whole
afternoon in Bethesda, then bicycling back. The most beautiful part is
the trees. There are precious few trees left in this area, and every tree
that is killed breaks my heart. They are essential to our planet and our
serenity.
If a train is built, I would not be able to live in this area, because the
noise pollution would be too much for me.
PLease dont build the train.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
We would not be able to use it.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
May Breslow
8828 Brierly Road
Chevy Chase MD 20815
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Rastislav
Brezny
223 Grant Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
rasto@fotogr.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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patrick
brice
patrick brice
8405 piney branch road
takoma park
MD
20901
patrickbricephd@me.com
How does this differ from express buses that could accomplish almost
the same thing with little additional costs? Also, how can you design this
to go through the middle of the UMD, where students walk constantly
with no regard for traffic? Not only does that seem incredibly dangerous,
but it would destroy a beautiful campus.
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Joseph
Brigati
8054 Glendale Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOSEPH.BRIGATI@KLGATES.COM
Dear Governor, County Executive and Council Members--The 19
members of my family (all living in the vicinity) use the Capital Crescent
Trail every weekend for recreational activities and exercise. It is a
unique resource that is irreplaceable. Tens of thousands use the trail for
that purpose every year and in all kinds of weather. Its value as such
will be destroyed by construction of the Purple Line--very few members
of the community will endure the noise and disruption of walking and
biking right next to an active bus or rail line, not to mention the
destruction of the pastoral surroundings that will be required to
accommodate the Line. Besides the loss of this invaluable resource, the
development that is projected to follow along the path of the Purple Line
is highly undesirable, at least from the prospective of residents in Lower
Montgomery County. I live below the Beltway along Connecticut
Avenue, which has become virtually impassable north and south in the
morning and evening rush hours. Further development along that
corridor will inevitably add to that congestion, and the DEIS
acknowledges that the Purple Line will do nothing to ease congestion
along its east-west path, so the traveling public will all be net losers. I
could go on for pages but I know that the negative aspects of the Purple
Line are being more fully developed by others so I will spare you further
detail here. Thank you for your consideration. Very Truly Yours, Joseph
Brigati, 8054 Glendale Rd., Chevy Chase, MD, 20815.
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Ray
Briscuso
4500 Maple Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
RAY@BRISCUSOLLC.COM
Dear Public Officials,
The Purple Line need not and should not be built over the crescent trail
that runs thru downtown Bethesda. This part of the trail is used yearround by many families and individuals and is far too divisive to proceed.
If you are convinced that public transportation is needed to connect
Bethesda and Silver Spring and that efficient bus service will not do,
than a far better alternative is to run a light rail along Jones Bridge and
connect into the METRO station at NIH/Medical Center. I know of little if
any citizen opposition to this layout. I fear the only persons that would
oppose this alignment would be the Apartment and Office owners in
Chevy Chase Lake. These people are probably huge campaign donors,
but please do not allow them to destroy a wonderful neighborhood,
recreational trail and source or exercise and foot and bike traffic enjoyed
by so many. If anyone needs to get from Bethesda to Silver Spring,
College Park or other destination, why not have me do so via Medical
Center and not Bethesda? I WOULD THINK this alignment might qualify
for additional Federal/BRAC funding.
Thank you for listening,
Ray Briscuso
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Elana
Brochin
7015 5th St. NW Lower Level
Washington
DC
20012

Brochin_Elana.pdf (112 kb)
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Barbara
Brocker
Allegro Global Procurement Solutions, Inc.

MD
BARBARAB@ALLEGROGPS.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As residents of Chevy Chase, me, my spouse, three children and two
dogs regularly use the capital crescent trail for biking, running, walking
the dog and safely traveling to downtown Bethesda. We are not alone.
From my kitchen window every morning, I watch people using the trail
for a wide variety of activities including exercising and commuting both
by bicycle and foot to work. This is a county-wide and community
resource in an otherwise traffic-bound, commercially-cramped area. It
is unconscionable to me that this resource would be stripped of
hundreds and trees and merged with a train system, particularly when
there
are viable alternatives to this. Closing the tunnel means individuals will
no longer have safe options for traveling through this area to DC or even
traveling locally by foot and bicycle. We've seen the tragedies in cities
when bikes, pedestrians and traffic are forced to mix on crowded roads-there is no way mixing bikes and other commuters with a fast moving
train on a trail is any better.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park.
The popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over
10,000 weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. When the Master Plan was written 18
years ago,
had our public officials known then, what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the
environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they might have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
section from Bethesda to Georgetown. Moreover, at that time, had our
public
officials known about the BRAC relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and
the need to find transportation solutions for the new National Naval
Medical Center in Bethesda, they might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result
in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to trail users
around the region. At a time when the nation has numerous initiatives
aimed at creating more pedestrian and bike friendly "green spaces", it's
perplexing that
Montgomery County would take a step in the opposite direction by
continuing the path of a clearly outdated plan. Please save this natural
greenspace for generations to come. Public transportation is important
(I take Metro regularly as do many of my neighbors and former
neighbors in Silver Spring); however there are a number of Purple Line
options which will allow for the support of public transportation without
compromising
valuable and limited greenspace in the county.
We want a better Purple Line -- please re-think the current plan. Thank
you for your consideration.
Regards,

Barbara Brocker
President
Allegro Global Procurement Solutions, Inc.
barbarab@allegrogps.com
240-687-2280
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Catherine J.
Brockman

MD
jane.brockman@juno.com
Brockman 35442.pdf (100 kb)
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Johanna
Brockman
202 10th St SE
Washington
DC
20003
JBOCKMAN@GMU.EDU
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
Please create the Purple Line as light rail and not as a bus
line. Many many people just don't take buses, and buses are just
not as efficient for commuters. Seattle just created a terrific
light rail line, which is greatly welcomed. Create the right
system that will really help with transportation!
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Johanna Bockman
202 10th St SE
Washington, DC 20003
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ichael
Broderick
17723 Garrett Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
MIKE@RUNNINGSTRONG.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Greetings
I am writing as a citizen, voter and health advocate to urge you to
preserve the wonderful resource for health and fitness which so many
now utilize in Montgomery County that is the Capital Crescent Trail. As a
long time member of the Montgomery County Road Runners Club,
runner and coach, I have had the opportunity to witness first hand the
great numbers of county residents who regularly utilize the trail for a
wide variety of activities from hiking, jogging, dog walking, baby walking,
bird watching, bike riding and just taking time to spend in a natural
setting away from traffic, asphalt and pavement. I have been privileged
to help lead previously sedentary persons on the path to better health
and fitness through regular exercise in the form of walking and running
along that trail. It would be a terrible loss of an accessible and free
resource for health and fitness to lose that trail for a rail line.
I can tell you from years of coaching and leading running groups that
there is nothing like a trail without automobile traffic to make healthful
activities like running and walking more accessible and inviting to
people. At at time when we have such concerns with increasing obesity
rates and concerns with pedestrian accidents and fatalities, adversely
impacting both of those areas by closing or significantly limiting access
to a traffic free natural path is, I submit, a terrible public policy decision.
That section of trail is a critical link for runners, walkers and bikers
between Bethesda and Rock Creek Park and has been a vital part of
many local road races which have raised considerable money for local
causes and in which Montgomery County has been a partner with the
Montgomery County Road Runners. These races, which can be done
with much less impact on traffic than those which require the use of local
roads, are a great healthy activity and would be shut down or
dramatically and adversely affected by any conversion of the CCT to a
light rail line.
I have led many group training programs for runners which have used
that trail extensively, and can assure you that it is a far superior location
for runners and pedestrians seeking to exercise than using sidewalks
and neighborhood streets where much greater safety concerns are
prevalent. There are dwindling numbers of locations where our citizens
can take advantage of opportunities to be outside in peaceful and
relatively natural surroundings away from cars, loud noises, flashing
lights, commercial development and all of those things that urban living
entails. This is one such important resource and due to its link from
Bethesda to Rock Creek and those natural trails is an vital resource to
be preserved.
Please do not underestimate the importance of this resource to our
community-it is of much greater significance than you can imagine.
Please save this resource for all of us and those who will come after us.
Once its gone we'll never have the chance to get it back.
Thank you for your consideration.
Michael Broderick
17723 Garrett Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
240-338-2210
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Abraham
Brody
9130 Walden Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ABRODY@MACMAPS.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
--provide a means to save time between Bethesda and Silver
Spring in Travel time, and if built according to Sierra club
specs:
http://www.sierraclub.org/dc/sprawl/purple-line/purple-line-maplarge.html
we could get to Tysons corner in 15 minutes or less! Don't you
want every part of the area connected?
--Reduce traffic on the Capital Beltway at all times.
--Save money that should not be used to tear down houses for the
Intercounty Connector.
--Reduce the number of code red days.

Sincerely,
Abraham Brody
9130 Walden Road
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Abraham
Brody

MD
abrody@macmaps.com
Dear Mr. Madden,
I hear you are a feedback person to discuss the Purple Line with. I
wanted to address to you a concern of mine about the Purple Line, and if
you could pass this on to the legislatures who want to get this
idea in the open, maybe it might help. I spoke with Maryland Senator
Raskin about an idea for the Purple Line which would be much better
than current designs, cheaper, and easier to build that initially
considered, and would offer much greater flexibility with the location
for the line. Monorail! Before you laugh, it has been
successfully implemented in a third world metropolitan city 10 times as
large as DC, in a five year package under budget, and with prefab
parts, and without taking ANY right of way. How? Columns in the
median only take up a foot of space in the median, and can rise arches
over the roadway to hold the rail. You ask about eyesores? Use
mirrors, or coloring similar to surrounding environment and it will be
less of one. You ask about switching rails? This metropolitan
city has a system with rubber switch ramps. Additionally, where the
Purple Line is hitting a brick wall when it comes to building down Wayne
Avenue in Silver Spring because it can't dig deep enough to get to Piney
Branch, a monorail system can do that without any worry about being
too deep, and the tunnels will be smaller than if a standard gage track is
used.
ith Monorail, you'll get your pathway through the Chevy Chase Country
Club and get your Capital Crescent trail without taking up either valuable
tree space, or trail space.
The city that has done this is Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia. We have a
thing or two to learn from them, and I'd like to see it built here for our
Purple Line. WThis is why it should be seriously be considered.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Abraham Brody
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Abraham
Brody
9130 Walden Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
abrody@macmaps.com
Dear Purple Line,
One option which hasn't been seriously considered is Monorail. Kuala
Lumpur, a capital of a third world nation managed to in 5 years build the
least expensive public transit system in the world per capita, while not
cutting trees, breaking into right of way of trails and roads, using prefab
parts, and tracks that actually can switch. Monorail can look elegant if
you paint the columns. It can rise and descend on much steeper
inclines than light rail, and will offer the ability to more cheaply move
people around. Please consider it.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Abraham Brody
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Craig
Brooks
7008 Beechwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CBRO@ETELEPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews:
I have lived in Chevy Chase since 2003. Prior to moving to Chevy
Chase, I lived in Kensington for 16 years. My family and I are frequent
users of the Capital Crescent Trail, as well as the Georgetown Branch
extension. To us, the Trail is an oasis of tranquility; a place to relax and
enjoy the natural beauty of Bethesda and Silver Spring.
Although I recognize the need for transportation improvements between
Bethesda and Silver Spring, I urge you not to support any rail option
along the Capital Crescent Trail or Georgetown Branch. We in the
Bethesda, Chevy Chase and Silver Spring areas have seen acres and
acres of green space lost to development. It would be inexcusable to
allow this vital natural resource to be sacrificed.
Other routes have been proposed that would allow the Trail to remain
untouched. I urge you to consider these (or other) alternatives and
reject the Purple Line route through the Capital Crescent Trail and
Georgetown Branch extension. Thank you.
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John
Brophy, Jr.

MD
J.BROPHY@ARPC.COM
Dear Councilmembers,
I am emailing about my concern regarding the creation of the Purple
Line and its effect on Metro ridership. Per the Washington Post this
morning, Metro is struggling and the Purple Line threatens to reduce its
ridership even more. Metro is talking about cutting services. It takes 37
minutes to get from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Metro's Red Line and
47 minutes to get from New Carrollton to Bethesda using Metro's Red
and Orange Lines based on Metro's own schedules. How much time is
the Purple Line going to save riders, and at what cost? It seems
unfathomable that we would inflict more damage to Metro, the region's
crown transportation jewel, with so little savings. If this is about
developing the areas around the light rail stations that would arise, also
mentioned in the Post today, then that should be the stated reason
behind it. Then it is a different discussion, and the questions about
bringing more density to the green areas around the Purple Line region
between Silver Spring and Bethesda need to be addressed. Give the
money to Metro and have them put more cars on the Red Line to
shorten travel times. Give the money to Metro for maintenance. The
Purple Line makes no sense when we already have Metro's mass transit
hubs in New Carrollton, College Park, Silver Spring and Bethesda, and
reasonable node-to-node travel times as well!
Thank you for your consideration,
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C.J.
Brown
4404 Kinmount Rd.
Lanham
MD
20706
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Comment Cards. CJ Brown_PL just makes sense.pdf (143 kb)
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Carin
Brown
504 Elm Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
CARINBJ4@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Carin Brown
504 Elm Ave.
Takoma Park, MD 20912

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------The information contained in this communication (including any
attachments) may be confidential and legally privileged. This email may
not serve as a contractual agreement unless explicit written agreement
for this purpose has been made. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you
have received this communication in error, please re-send this
communication to the sender indicating that it was received in error and
delete the original message and any copy of it from your computer
system.

__________ NOD32 3667 (20081205) Information __________
This message was checked by NOD32 antivirus system.
http://www.eset.com
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Doug
Brown
PNC Bank
4514 Woodfield Road
Kensington
MD
20895
doug.brown@pnc.com
I support building the Purple Line with the LIGHT RAIL option along the
Gerogetown Branch Trail
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Dr. Edward A
Brown
6422 Goldleaf Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
EABROWN@MITRE.ORG
I am writing to you today because I am concerned for the future of the
Capitol Crescent Trail. I use the trail at least several times a week for
both jogging and biking. It is a great “sanity saver” in today’s
complicated and uncertain world. And even though it is at times
crowded (for which I would like to see it widened, upgraded and paved
over its whole length, which evidently isn’t in the cards right now), the
thought of losing it, either partially or completely, or having it severely
intruded upon by the proposed purple line, literally causes me great
angst as I do not know what I would do to substitute for the joy and
peace of mind that it brings to me.

I believe that the CCT is an asset unique to our community. Of all the
other places I’ve lived, visited, or passed through in my time, I can’t
remember ever seeing such a facility in place devoted in such a way to
the public’s rest and relaxation and benefit. And of course, in addition to
the trail itself, there is the forest land that it runs through. The idea of
losing all those beautiful trees is terrible. Please pay heed to Joyce
Kilmer’s famous poem and save the CCT.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dr. Edward A. Brown
6422 Goldleaf drive
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Dr. Edward A.
Brown
6422 Goldleaf Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
eabrown@mitre.org
I am a regular user of the CCT. I looked at the Fast Facts sheet on the
Trail and I have one quick question: The fact sheet says the trail will
continue to use the existing Bethesda tunnel. So then where will the
light rail go as it comes into downtown Bethesda? The tunnel is
obviously not wide enough for both the train and pedestrians/bikers. Are
there some details available for what the last part of the route into the
Bethesda terminus will look like? Thank you.
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Chris Weiss and
Jenny Brown
409 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CHRISWEISS@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
We are users of the Capitol Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. Our family enjoys hiking and biking on the trail on a regular
basis. It's one if the few tranquil green spaces we have left in the area
where we can exercise without being subjected to the fumes and noise
of the traffic in the area.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for us to be passing others on a narrow bike lane -about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. Please use your wisdom, vision
and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kenneth
Brown
5903 Aberdeen Rd
Bethesda
MD
20817
brownks@si.edu
Of course the bike people want to build on the purple line to improve
resources for commuting and recreation. However, the purple line will
not solve many of the commute problems. The scale of these is too
diverse. And that is where emphasis should be. To make changes that
will cause commuters to leave the car at home. The purple line just
doesn't hack it. Granted, what's needed is a light rail. One around the
beltway. Connected to metro.
Chicago did it on 290 the eisenhower from O'hare to the loop elevated
traine line. It has been recognized for it's farsighted plan that gets people
off the 12 lanes of stalled traffic and shutdowns in snow. It works in
Chicago, and it could here too.
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Mary
Brown
8830 Piney Branch Road, #910
Silver Spring
MD
20903
mbrown248@aol.com
Brown 35680.pdf (106 kb)
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Susan & Mike
Ingram & Brown

MD
MIKECB@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The trail has been an important part of our lives. Being able to walk to
town and friends houses, as well as hiking and biking for recreation, is a
right and a privilege that needs to be preserved.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Susan Ingram and Michael Brown
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Paul
Brown
4710 Willard Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAUL_NATASHA@YAHOO.COM.SG
I am writing to express my support for the construction of the Purple Line
from Bethesda to New Carrolton. The line should be constructed as a
light rail line, which would provide the maximum flexibility for
environmentally-friendly transit. I realize some neighbors in Chevy
Chase oppose the Line. A similar occurence took place in South
Pasadena, California, when the Gold Line was constructed on an
abandoned railway right-of-way through town. However, the line is now
accepted, and the quiet trains now link South Pasadena and other
communities to downtown LA, keeping cars off the congested freeways.
Also, residents here need to keep in mind that the whole point of original
"Rails to Trails" program was premised on a quid-pro-quo: that the
abandoned or no longer used rail lines right-of-ways would be "banked"
so that the right-of-ways could be kept available for future rail transport
use in the future, and in the meantime, the right-of-ways could be used
as trails. Folks need to remember this. I am certain that a solution can
be found which converts the Bethesda to Silver Spring portion as as rail
line (again), but also provides a trail along the right of way.
The Purple Line should be seen as the first stage of an eventual "Circle
Line" around inner Washington. A number of other cities have such
lines -- London, Paris, Moscow. Singapore is constructing a circle line.
We should envisage an eventual line from New Carrollton to Alexandria
and Bethesda to Tysons. It would get more folks out of cars - folks who
will not put up with the now very lengthy option of commuting (for
example) from Bethesda to Tysons via Metro Center, and then bus (or
the future Dulles line).
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.
Paul Brown
4710 Willard Ave Apt 610
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Roberta K.
Brown

MD
DIVERBOBBI@AOL.COM
Please use an alternative route for the Purple line. I walk on the trail five
days a week, and it provides a relatively quiet place for a walk in this
crowded area where we live. It has been a place of respit for the last 17
years. Thank you for reconsidering the placement of the Purple line.
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Rodrick Edmund
Brown
4208 East Capitol Street NE
Washington
DC
20019
reb9282@hotmail.com
What is the expected opening date of the Purple Line?
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Rodrick Edmund
Brown
4208 East Capitol Street NE
Washington
DC
20019
reb9282@hotmail.com
Cannot wait to see it come to life.
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Pam
Browning
Organizer, Petition to Save the Trail
4317 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
pbrow@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : Growing Popularity of the Trail
In 2006, in a study that was given a special award of merit by the
Planning Board and the County Council, the Coalition for the Capital
Crescent Trail found that there were 10,000 uses of the Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring weekly. And those of us who use the Trail
regularly have seen that between 2006 and 2009, the usage of the Trail
has grown exponentially.
And Trail users come in all sizes, races, nationalities, and abilities.
The Trail is not paved like the Trail to Georgetown, and yet, despite the
rough crushed stone surface, the elderly, families with strollers, young
children riding their first bikes, athletes in training, bird watchers,
teenagers, extended families, and cyclists (risking flat tires) all use the
Trail.
Trail Users Come from All Over the Region
The Capital Crescent Trail is one of the most popular Trails in the nation,
with over a million uses annually. The section between Bethesda and
Silver Spring is an essential link in the web of Trails that connects Mount
Vernon, Alexandria, Arlington, Georgetown, Bethesda, Rock Creek Park,
Kensington, Rockville, Silver Spring, the District, and more.
Hence, Trail users come from all over the region. A sampling of Petition
signatures gathered along the Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring
revealed that 40 percent came from the greater Bethesda-Chevy Chase
area, while 60 percent came from outside this area – 28 percent came
from Silver Spring, Kensington, Rockville and other Maryland
communities, 19 percent came from the District, and almost 10 percent
came from Northern Virginia.
Environmental Impacts of Building the Purple Line Along the Trail
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) confirms that the light rail would:
• Permanently remove all the surrounding trees in the right-of-way.
(According to American Forests, 17 acres of trees would be destroyed);
• Run trains with a “goal”, (no guarantee) of only 10’ separation between
trail users and trains;
• Convert the Trail to a dangerously narrow bike lane – 10 feet wide with
2’ shoulders in a confined, fenced in area. To widen this path, according
to the State’s engineers, would require decreasing the 10’ separation
between trains and trail users, steeper retaining walls and decreased
landscaping.
• Run trains passing in both directions every three minutes. (With 6minute headways (separations) between trains going in one direction,
trains will pass trail users and homes every three minutes in both
directions;
• Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel;
• Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance.
It appears to me that there is no transit system anywhere in the United

States that runs so close to homes and a popular trail, as frequently and
as fast, as the proposed Purple Line.
And yet, the DEIS simply does not weigh the impacts of the Purple Line
on the Trail or the community, simply because the Capital Crescent Trail
right of way between Bethesda and Silver Spring was purchased for a
rail and a trail -- twenty years ago. Moreover, the DEIS says the Trail
used to be a freight rail line, so installing a light rail system is not a
change of use for this corridor. Thus MTA apparently believes there is
no legal imperative to assess the environmental impacts of the Purple
Line on the Trail or the community.
Even if MTA were legally exempt from examining the true environmental
impacts of the Purple Line on the Trail and the community (which I
seriously doubt is a correct legal interpretation of the law), I am sure the
public, our elected officials, and the media would nonetheless like to
know what the real impacts of the Purple Line will be.
It is true that up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran, at most, once
a day, at about 15 mph—on a single track – along a narrow berm,
buffered by forest. But that is a far cry from a double tracked light rail
running alongside a trail very close to homes, passing every three
minutes from both directions, without any trees left as a buffer.
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, the Purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley"
between Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so
narrow. A DEIS was done of single tracking in 1996, but ridership did
not justify the cost.
Now, the Master Plan does not call for a double track light rail.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
without concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and
apartments and without concern for the preservation of the Capital
Crescent Trail as we know it.
Yes, the Georgetown Branch corridor was purchased for transit and a
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. But it does not follow, that
that could not be changed. In the District, the right-of-way was
purchased, with the help of a philanthropist, for use simply as
greenspace and a Trail.
Twenty years ago, when future transit use of this corridor was written
into the master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee
just how popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become
as a natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving these 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
And even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital

Crescent Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a
trail, the State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or
buses along the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process".
Unfortunately, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair, nor
complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives that
would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the Capital
Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one
to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are
technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates
to transit along
the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes in
both directions.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Remarkably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and that
this number is growing rapidly. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a
trail, that doesn’t absolve the State from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting transit in this location.
3. Loss of Forest and Trees
According to the DEIS, all the trees in the Trail right-of-way will be
removed and they will not be replaced (section 4-22).
However, incredibly, the draft Environmental Impact Statement, fails to
quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss of these trees to the
environment, to trail users, and to the communities surrounding the Trail.
According to the DEIS, “The delineation and surveying of significant
trees will occur following the selection of a preferred alternative.”

(section 4-62) This blatant omission gives the appearance of conscious
bias in the DEIS, and an effort to avoid educating the Board, the public,
elected officials, or the press regarding the significant loss of trees.
According to American Forests, 17 acres of tree canopy will be
destroyed by the Purple Line. (See attached American Forests’
analysis).
It would appear that these 17 acres of mature trees are part of the
Coquelin Run and Rock Creek Park watersheds that feed into the
Chesapeake Bay. They are some of the last remaining forest in lower
Montgomery County and they are important for sediment control, clean
water, clean air, carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing
a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual renderings of the future "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, when the trees in the right-of-way are
removed, neighbors will need security and privacy fencing because their
homes are very close to the rail and the Trail. (See Postcards, p. 130131).
Hence, trail users will be confined inside a solid fenced in corridor with
trains passing by in both directions every three minutes. Fencing will
also be necessary along the inside border of the Trail to keep trail users
from accidently falling onto the tracks or from crossing intentionally.
Most of the right of way will require major retaining walls since the terrain
in almost never level and tends to rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location is seriously destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning. Most communities
are working to eliminate errors like this that were made in the past.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the tracks in
dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb
fences, for example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East
Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center
in the Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and
youth come through these regularly.
Recently there have been light rail accidents in Boston and in Phoenix,
and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in Montgomery
County.
This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail

above the Trains in the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The dangers of
crossing Wisconsin Avenue have only increased over the years.
The high-cost light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the
Tunnel would also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone
except perhaps high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly,
etc. would find the ramps at both ends and this Tunnel passage difficult.
Renderings of the ramps have not been made that would reveal what a
gross eyesore these would be to the community.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream
and the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail
Track" for trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance
and safety of this open space, which is an important amenity in the
heart of downtown Bethesda.
11. Impacts on Homes and Condominiums
Thousands of residents live in homes and condominiums along the Trail.
The Purple Line will run less than 30 feet from some of these homes.
See pages 130-131 of Postcards, to see photos of just a few of these.
It is disturbing that the Environmental Impact Statement does not
quantify how many homes and condominiums would be affected by the
Purple Line along the Trail, or how close the rail would run to these
residents. The incompleteness of this basic information gives the
appearance of bias in the study. For example, for comparison, how
many homes would be affected by routing the Purple Line along Jones
Bridge Road as compared with routing the Purple Line along the Trail?
It appears that the number of residents along Jones Bridge Road is just
a fraction of the number of residents along the Trail. For a fair
environmental comparison of the two options, this should be examined.
There is no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes
along the corridor.
Yet a review of transit systems nationwide, conducted by Tom Autrey,
staff of the Planning Board, found that homes adjacent to light rail
systems suffer from declining home values.
Conclusion
The DEIS has not been a complete and fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail to both trail users and the community. Given this
apparent bias, it causes one to have grave concerns about other areas
of the study which are technical and not so transparent, such as
ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
Our public officials should give a fair and more thorough study of the
Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and other possible routes,
such as East West Highway and the Beltway, including the Purple Line
Loop plan. (See attached documents regarding the Purple Line Loop.)
There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the BRT alternative on Jones Bridge Road or East West
Highway. This is an opportunity to provide for good east-west transit in
the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties in a
cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.

In the meantime, the State should also study meaningful long-term
transit solutions such as connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a
true Metro connection (not light rail) along the Beltway or underground to
improve our existing Metro system.
Members of the Purple Line Advisory Committee have repeatedly
requested that the Board re-examine the Purple Line Loop option, in
light of BRAC, and more than 500 emails were sent to the Governor and
the Planning Board during the BRAC comment period in early 2008,
requesting that the State examine the Loop Plan.
What has been lacking by County and State transit planners is the will to
examine in a meaningful way any Purple Line alternatives other than
along the Trail. For the last twenty years, county and state transit
planners have not weighed the real value of this community greenspace,
the continuous natural trail, the contiguous green habitat and the
irreplaceable forest buffer. And thus, these planners have not seen any
need to find alternative transit routes.
And without the will or visionary leadership, a solution has never been
fully explored. Studies of alternatives along the Beltway, Jones Bridge
Road, and even tunneled underground have been given short shrift, and
East West Highway has never been examined. In contrast, the Trail
route has been studied endlessly, first as a single track trolley, and when
that didn't work, expanded, to be painfully shoe-horned in as a double
track light rail.
The Capital Crescent Trail is the jewel of Montgomery County. If the
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring becomes a transit corridor,
there will be less recreational greenspace available for this increasingly
urban area, and neighborhoods will be degraded.
Incredibly, the state claims the Purple Line along the Trail is important
for "smart growth." But It is not smart growth to destroy our most
popular community greenspace and to to clearcut a unique and
irreplaceable swath of forest that represents an incredibly important
buffer in this urban area. .
There has been no effort by the County or State to evaluate the
importance of this Trail now or the need for such free recreation
greenspaces in the years to come.

Attachments :

An absolutely ironclad principle of smart growth in urban areas is the
preservation and enhancement of greenspace for its environmental
benefits, recreation, community space, and habitat for plants and
wildlife.
Thank you for your consideration.
Browning_Pam.pdf (52 kb)

Purple Line Comments for MTA
Pam Browning, Organizer,
Petition to Save the Trail
4317 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-654-0183
pbrow@verizon.net

Growing Popularity of the Trail
In 2006, in a study that was given a special award of merit by the Planning Board and the County
Council, the Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail found that there were 10,000 uses of the
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring weekly. And those of us who use the Trail regularly
have seen that between 2006 and 2009, the usage of the Trail has grown exponentially.
And Trail users come in all sizes, races, nationalities, and abilities.
The Trail is not paved like the Trail to Georgetown, and yet, despite the rough crushed stone
surface, the elderly, families with strollers, young children riding their first bikes, athletes in
training, bird watchers, teenagers, extended families, and cyclists (risking flat tires) all use the
Trail.
Trail Users Come from All Over the Region
The Capital Crescent Trail is one of the most popular Trails in the nation, with over a million
uses annually. The section between Bethesda and Silver Spring is an essential link in the web of
Trails that connects Mount Vernon, Alexandria, Arlington, Georgetown, Bethesda, Rock Creek
Park, Kensington, Rockville, Silver Spring, the District, and more.
Hence, Trail users come from all over the region. A sampling of Petition signatures gathered
along the Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring revealed that 40 percent came from the
greater Bethesda-Chevy Chase area, while 60 percent came from outside this area – 28 percent
came from Silver Spring, Kensington, Rockville and other Maryland communities, 19 percent
came from the District, and almost 10 percent came from Northern Virginia.
Environmental Impacts of Building the Purple Line Along the Trail
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail are huge.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) confirms that the light rail would:
x

Permanently remove all the surrounding trees in the right-of-way. (According to
American Forests, 17 acres of trees would be destroyed);

x

Run trains with a “goal”, (no guarantee) of only 10’ separation between trail users and
trains;

x

Convert the Trail to a dangerously narrow bike lane – 10 feet wide with 2’ shoulders in a
confined, fenced in area. To widen this path, according to the State’s engineers, would
require decreasing the 10’ separation between trains and trail users, steeper retaining
walls and decreased landscaping.

x

Run trains passing in both directions every three minutes. (With 6-minute headways
(separations) between trains going in one direction, trains will pass trail users and homes
every three minutes in both directions;

x

Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the trains in the Tunnel;

x

Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while awaiting
maintenance.

It appears to me that there is no transit system anywhere in the United States that runs so
close to homes and a popular trail, as frequently and as fast, as the proposed Purple Line.
And yet, the DEIS simply does not weigh the impacts of the Purple Line on the Trail or the
community, simply because the Capital Crescent Trail right of way between Bethesda and Silver
Spring was purchased for a rail and a trail -- twenty years ago. Moreover, the DEIS says the
Trail used to be a freight rail line, so installing a light rail system is not a change of use for this
corridor. Thus MTA apparently believes there is no legal imperative to assess the environmental
impacts of the Purple Line on the Trail or the community.
Even if MTA were legally exempt from examining the true environmental impacts of the Purple
Line on the Trail and the community (which I seriously doubt is a correct legal interpretation of
the law), I am sure the public, our elected officials, and the media would nonetheless like to
know what the real impacts of the Purple Line will be.
It is true that up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran, at most, once a day, at about 15
mph—on a single track – along a narrow berm, buffered by forest. But that is a far cry from a
double tracked light rail running alongside a trail very close to homes, passing every three
minutes from both directions, without any trees left as a buffer.
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way, and in the 1990's,
when future transit use was written into the master plan, the Purple Line was conceived as a
single track "trolley" between Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
A DEIS was done of single tracking in 1996, but ridership did not justify the cost.
Now, the Master Plan does not call for a double track light rail. However, since that time, plans
for the Purple Line have evolved into shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked
transit system, without concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as we know it.

Yes, the Georgetown Branch corridor was purchased for transit and a Trail between Bethesda
and Silver Spring. But it does not follow, that that could not be changed. In the District, the
right-of-way was purchased, with the help of a philanthropist, for use simply as greenspace and a
Trail.
Twenty years ago, when future transit use of this corridor was written into the master plan, it was
difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee just how popular and valuable the Capital Crescent
Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving these 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County,
and had they known the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the Capital Crescent Trail
from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC relocation of Walter
Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation solutions for the new National Naval Medical
Center in Bethesda, they might have planned differently.
And even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent Trail right-of-way
may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the State is NOT absolved from doing a complete
and objective evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses
along the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an objective,
efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit projects seeking funding under
the Federal New Starts process".
Unfortunately, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair, nor complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the DEIS -- for
all of the rail and bus alternatives that would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown
Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one to
have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so transparent,
such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates to transit along
the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail called for a single track
light rail because the corridor is so narrow. While there is frequent reference to the right of way
being a former transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously ran in the
corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a single track, and was screened by
forest on both sides. With the Purple Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be

replaced by two tracks and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes in
both directions.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Remarkably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has been documented to
have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and that this number is growing rapidly. Trail users
are of all ages, races, nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to Georgetown, and
bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace and natural recreational
trails in the years to come with Smart Growth and increasing urban density. The population of
the Bethesda CBD will double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and dangerous -- with accidents
becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a trail, that doesn’t
absolve the State from doing a complete and objective evaluation of the environmental impacts
of putting transit in this location.
3. Loss of Forest and Trees
According to the DEIS, all the trees in the Trail right-of-way will be removed and they will not
be replaced (section 4-22).
However, incredibly, the draft Environmental Impact Statement, fails to quantify these trees or
weigh the impact of the loss of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the
communities surrounding the Trail. According to the DEIS, “The delineation and surveying of
significant trees will occur following the selection of a preferred alternative.” (section 4-62)
This blatant omission gives the appearance of conscious bias in the DEIS, and an effort to avoid
educating the Board, the public, elected officials, or the press regarding the significant loss of
trees.
According to American Forests, 17 acres of tree canopy will be destroyed by the Purple
Line. (See attached American Forests’ analysis).
It would appear that these 17 acres of mature trees are part of the Coquelin Run and Rock Creek
Park watersheds that feed into the Chesapeake Bay. They are some of the last remaining forest
in lower Montgomery County and they are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air,
carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual renderings of the future "trail" along the light rail are seriously misleading. There
can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide
canopy is not supported in fact. To the contrary, when the trees in the right-of-way are removed,
neighbors will need security and privacy fencing because their homes are very close to the rail
and the Trail. (See Postcards, p. 130-131).

Hence, trail users will be confined inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both
directions every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside border of the
Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the tracks or from crossing intentionally.
Most of the right of way will require major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level
and tends to rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and abilities, small children,
elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions, passing each other in both directions. To be
fenced into a narrow bike lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale, North Chevy Chase,
Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods
share the same middle school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the Leland Community
Center, not to mention each others homes. A transitway in this location is seriously destructive
to community cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning. Most communities are
working to eliminate errors like this that were made in the past.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring communities. Currently there
are many gates and open access points to the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the tracks in dangerous ways, jumping
fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for example, to cross directly to B-CC High
School in East Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the
Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come through these regularly.
Recently there have been light rail accidents in Boston and in Phoenix, and a few months back a
boy was killed by a CSX train in Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so close to homes and a
popular Trail.
9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail above the Trains in
the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly across Wisconsin Avenue
at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car
crossing at Wisconsin Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The dangers of
crossing Wisconsin Avenue have only increased over the years.

The high-cost light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would also
seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps high speed bikers. Families
with children, the elderly, etc. would find the ramps at both ends and this Tunnel passage
difficult.
Renderings of the ramps have not been made that would reveal what a gross eyesore these would
be to the community.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream and the Landmark
Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail Track" for trains -- or a
roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance and safety of this open space, which is an
important amenity in the heart of downtown Bethesda.

11. Impacts on Homes and Condominiums
Thousands of residents live in homes and condominiums along the Trail. The Purple Line will
run less than 30 feet from some of these homes. See pages 130-131 of Postcards, to see photos
of just a few of these.
It is disturbing that the Environmental Impact Statement does not quantify how many homes and
condominiums would be affected by the Purple Line along the Trail, or how close the rail would
run to these residents. The incompleteness of this basic information gives the appearance of bias
in the study. For example, for comparison, how many homes would be affected by routing the
Purple Line along Jones Bridge Road as compared with routing the Purple Line along the Trail?
It appears that the number of residents along Jones Bridge Road is just a fraction of the number
of residents along the Trail. For a fair environmental comparison of the two options, this should
be examined.
There is no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
Yet a review of transit systems nationwide, conducted by Tom Autrey, staff of the Planning
Board, found that homes adjacent to light rail systems suffer from declining home values.
Conclusion
The DEIS has not been a complete and fair study and appears to be biased in understating the
adverse impacts of transit along the Capital Crescent Trail to both trail users and the community.
Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study
which are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way be
finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line. Loss of this significant, irreplaceable
greenspace is unacceptable. Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing

opposition from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt any chances
for FTA funding.
Our public officials should give a fair and more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus
Rapid Transit route and other possible routes, such as East West Highway and the Beltway,
including the Purple Line Loop plan. (See attached documents regarding the Purple Line
Loop.)
There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full consideration of the BRT
alternative on Jones Bridge Road or East West Highway. This is an opportunity to provide for
good east-west transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties in a
cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other alternatives, and at the same time
addressing the transportation and traffic needs posed by the BRAC.
In the meantime, the State should also study meaningful long-term transit solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a true Metro connection (not light rail) along the
Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Members of the Purple Line Advisory Committee have repeatedly requested that the Board reexamine the Purple Line Loop option, in light of BRAC, and more than 500 emails were sent to
the Governor and the Planning Board during the BRAC comment period in early 2008,
requesting that the State examine the Loop Plan.
What has been lacking by County and State transit planners is the will to examine in a
meaningful way any Purple Line alternatives other than along the Trail. For the last twenty
years, county and state transit planners have not weighed the real value of this community
greenspace, the continuous natural trail, the contiguous green habitat and the irreplaceable forest
buffer. And thus, these planners have not seen any need to find alternative transit routes.
And without the will or visionary leadership, a solution has never been fully explored. Studies of
alternatives along the Beltway, Jones Bridge Road, and even tunneled underground have been
given short shrift, and East West Highway has never been examined. In contrast, the Trail route
has been studied endlessly, first as a single track trolley, and when that didn't work, expanded, to
be painfully shoe-horned in as a double track light rail.
The Capital Crescent Trail is the jewel of Montgomery County. If the Trail between Bethesda
and Silver Spring becomes a transit corridor, there will be less recreational greenspace available
for this increasingly urban area, and neighborhoods will be degraded.
Incredibly, the state claims the Purple Line along the Trail is important for "smart growth." But
It is not smart growth to destroy our most popular community greenspace and to to clearcut a
unique and irreplaceable swath of forest that represents an incredibly important buffer in this
urban area. .
There has been no effort by the County or State to evaluate the importance of this Trail now or
the need for such free recreation greenspaces in the years to come.

An absolutely ironclad principle of smart growth in urban areas is the preservation and
enhancement of greenspace for its environmental benefits, recreation, community space, and
habitat for plants and wildlife.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alexandra
Brozena

MD
ABROZENA@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I used the trail all the time when my boyfriend's mother lived in Chevy
Chase. It was a nice walk for the two of us, gave us access to the metro
on foot (which is extremely important since parking is always limited),
and linked us to all the fun in downtown Bethesda. It's a very calming
atmosphere, and the trees are essential to this. Even though I don't use
the trail anymore, I know how many people did. It always felt safe
because so many people used it everyday, as a place to exercise, meet
up with friends, and simply get around town. There are just too few ways
we are allowed to travel by foot around the DC area, and although a
purple line would be very helpful with our overall transportation needs,
you shouldn't forget how important the ability to WALK is for developing
communities. Otherwise, we are all just strangers moving along too fast
to ever really notice one another.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Brandon
Bruce

MD
21774
brbruce0@gmail.com
Should be a lightrail, also, why can't we add this to the current metro
system? Would be much better, and it would not bother anyone in
regards to the bike trail.
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Gloria
Bruce
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Bethesda
MD
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Marney
Bruce
4541 Windsor lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
We need light rail now. Bus 'rapid transit' won't cut it and will be much
more harmful to the environment.
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Marney
Bruce
4541 Windsor lane
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. M. Bruce.pdf (1 mb)
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Anabella
Bruch
9409 Wadsworth Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20817
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
We need this and we need it now.
Respectfully,
Anabella Bruch
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Jonathan
Bruck
Jonathan Bruck
1903 Flowering Tree Terrace
Silver Spring
MD
20902
jonathan.bruck@gmail.com
I'm a resident of Montgomery County and hope you will support a rail
version of the purple line. I live in Silver Spring, and have had to turn
down jobs in Bethesda because the metro commute was too long.
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Ida
Brudnick
900 N. Randolph St. #717
Arlington
VA
22203
ibrudnick@yahoo.com
I would like to have seen at least one of the public hearings near
metrorail. Three were accessible by bus. Wmata.com could not give
directions to the other. If the bus were efficient or reliable, however, we
wouldn't need to discuss the purple line.
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arlene
bruhn
7820 Glenbrook Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
a.p.bruhn@verizon.net
Why are no times of day posted with the meeting place? What is your
goal? Unintentional oversight? APB
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Submission Content/Notes : I am Arlene Bruhn. I live at 7820 Glenbrook Road in Bethesda, 20814.
(301-986-5927)

I examined the DEIS to learn how the Purple Line impacts the
Georgetown Branch of the trail.

I discovered the DEIS does not provide a conventional environmental
analysis for Bethesda. Instead the writers defer to the Montgomery
County Council and explain that because the Council purchased the trail
for transit, DEIS will not discuss it. It is therefore up to the Council to
reopen the subject. (See DEIS, Chapter 4)

When the trail was purchased several years ago, the Council lacked
environmental knowledge. It was then fashionable for people to
characterize environmental concerns as exaggerated rantings of tree
hugging hippies. It was mostly thought that the trail was merely a bunch
of trees -- expendable or which could be easily replaced or located
elsewhere.

But trees are not forest. The Georgetown Branch is, in fact, a manylayered forest. Urban forest has a greater impact than a grove of trees.

Forest in relation to waterways and highly paved infill communities
controls water quality. Forest loss means more polluted runoff.
From a biological standpoint, the Georgetown Branch controls the
quality of water flowing into local streams and Rock Creek. It
reduces erosion and lowers water temperatures for aquatic life.

The Georgetown Branch is also part of an irreplaceable wildlife habitat
and foraging corridor providing roaming routes for birds and
animals connecting to Rock Creek. So if the Georgetown Branch
experiences clear-cuts for light rail installation and is isolated by fencing
for safety reasons, a large group of animals and birds will be deprived of
their habitat.

Urban forest cleans our air and removes CO2. Today we recognize that
GHG reduction is critical. In fact, it's the focus of Governor O'Malley's
climate change initiative.

So why are we cutting down forest when Installation of light rail, even
BRT, will remove trees and effectively increase GHGs? That's
right, increase GHGs. Trees are the one predictable offset to GHGs.
The old trees of the Georgetown Branch sink several tons of GHGs
annually. By removing forest, we increase GHGs. And it's not a
linear equation. We will also be growing heat islands by paving a 60foot width of the trail with asphalt. Paving raises ambient temperatures.

So in summer adjacent apartment dwellers and home owners will crank
up their ACs as outside temperatures rise dramatically. In other words,
what we offset in GHGs by the removal of a cars from the highway will
be effectively wiped out by increased need for AC by residents along the
rail route.

This does not add up to GHG reduction, nor does it represent effective
use of our money.

The theory is, of course, that if we build light rail, the people will come.
GHGs will decline because people will leave their cars at home. The
theory is that people will come because rail or BRT will save time. It will
be fast, comfortable and efficient.

Will better transit save significant time on the Bethesda/Silver Spring
route? With stops at Connecticut Avenue and possibly Rosemary Hills,
the time savings will be no more than five minutes. That's right, five
minutes. In my mind five minutes is negligible. Even ten minutes -- is it
worth millions?

At the end of the day, it's about tradeoffs. The question is even if light
rail saves us five minutes per trip, will it significantly reduce GHGs? I
doubt it. Is the theoretical savings in time so important that are we
prepared to sacrifice the trail -- namely the Georgetown Branch forest
and the entire ecosystem it represents? On balance, the argument is
untenable. A hydrogen hybrid bus or fuel cell driven hybrid bus would
better serve our community.
Some environmental loss is inevitable, but do we really have to ruin
so much? That's where we are pretty much headed now. The
question
is, 'Can't we be smarter about transit ?'
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Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
VICTORIA A. BRUNO, 725 DARTMOUTH AVE, SILVER SPRING, MD,
20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring IF it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
residential community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the
slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.
There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement showing that it is feasible to design a
system with tunneling for this segment so as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is a
quarter of a billion dollars less than the “high-investment” light rail
alternative that MTA has evaluated and only a
fraction of the $5.2 billion cost of the Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written
comments of others in the community have explained are not assessed
in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings
with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
residential community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary
station at Wayne and Dale.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
In addition to the above, I have the following comments:
o Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during
three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
o Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a station
at Fenton Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for
development downtown. Substantial and highly successful development
so far in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has
been very successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station
only a 5-to-10-minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver
Spring CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring
Transit Center, and there will be no point in any yet undeveloped portion
of the CBD that is more than a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver
Spring Transit Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only
a 4-block, 6-minute walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover,

the downtown will not be an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if
the streets become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train
across major streets.
o The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
bisect the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.
o A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line
will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway.
The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’ front
yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.
o The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
o Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line
with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and
the Wayne Avenue Garage.
o There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most of the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA indicates that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. In addition, if there is a station at Dale, there will
be greatly increased noise in the community as a result of the braking of
trains,
amplified announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains
near the station.
o MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars
can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.
As a local resident who will be directly affected, I strongly oppose an
above-ground route along Wayne Ave. If this project is as important as
many of our public officials have stated, then it is time for each of them
to step up to the plate and do the right thing for EVERYONE, riders and
local residents alike. It is wrong to sacrifice one for the sake of the
other. Put it underground.
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Victoria
Bruno
725 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Victoria Bruno, V-I-C-T-O-R-I-A, B-R-U-N-O. I am a private
citizen. I live at 725 Dartmouth Avenue in downtown Silver Spring.
As I said, I live in downtown Silver Spring. I want to see our city thrive as
much as anyone. I believe in the value of public transportation.
But at a price tag of $1.5 billion, I'm astonished at the gross shortcoming
(inaudible) consideration for devastating the (inaudible) peace and
safety of our neighborhoods.
What the purple line won't do, it won't take cars off the road. By MTA's
own admissions and its own data, it indicates that just 15 to 20 percent
of the purple line riders will come from cars. - a few thousand cars will be
removed - off the roads as a result of (inaudible) I think $1.5 billion to
take a few thousand cars off the road projected out to 2030 is just
irresponsible.
It won't reduce traffic congestion. MTA says that (inaudible) is not the
primary goal. That's its only admission that it is not (inaudible) and it will
not reduce significantly traffic on the existing (inaudible)
It will only (inaudible) and the purple line will be extremely slow through
downtown Silver Spring. Again, $1.5 billion of taxpayer money to save 8
to 10 minutes over existing public transportation is just irresponsible.
What the purple line will do, it will displace existing bus lines and bus
lots, making it more difficult to get people to access public transportation.
It will increase traffic congestion, horrendous traffic congestion, on the
blocks in downtown Silver Spring.
A shared traffic line will further congest the area as trains and cars
compete for road space. This will confuse drivers and accidents will
happen. Wayne Avenue will be substantially widened to accommodate
the extra traffic lanes and the stop platforms. This widening will increase
traffic capacity on Wayne, traffic will expand to (inaudible) and Wayne
will have more cars and not fewer cars as (inaudible)
Street widening will also result in diverting more cars into the
neighborhoods. The spillover traffic is absolutely irresponsible and
unacceptable. It is not adequately controlled on neighborhood streets on
existing
(inaudible) and there are no indications there will be any guarantee to
protect the neighborhoods (inaudible) neighborhood streets.
There will be elevated noise levels on Wayne Avenue and in the
neighborhood streets that (inaudible). Two traffic and parking lanes
(inaudible) be taken away to create dedicated train lines and what was
originally intended to be a green space for the citizens (inaudible) will
instead be used for a train and a station.
All of this will result in extreme compromising of safety of our students
and the people who live in this area. I personally as a person who lives
in this area and has children in this neighborhood have a deeper
concern for the safety of the students walking to and from the
elementary school and middle school and I'm deeply concerned about
the future of (inaudible) area.
This is a private, residential area and it will only lead t private interest
development in our neighborhood.

I'd like to end by saying have attended meeting after meeting over these
many years, I have listened to everything the MTA has to say. I have
come to believe that MTA has become so invested in this effort in what
we would all hope for in a perfect world, hope for in a perfect world, but
they have lost sight of the reality.
The devastating (inaudible) and I say to our officials, please don't
(inaudible). Thank you.
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Stephen
Brush
UMCP faculty
Institute for Physical Science & Technology
College Park
MD
20742
p2s1859@gmail.com
I have worked on the University of Maryland College Park (UMCP)
campus for 40 years as a faculty member. I retired in 2006 but still
maintain an office there and go to the campus about once a week to get
material for my research.
As you know the original College Park Metro Station was supposed
to be located on the UMCP campus, but because of opposition from the
administration the location was changed and is now much less
convenient for students, faculty, and staff. The administration ignored
the views of those who wanted the station to be on campus (I was one of
them). This was a very bad decision and we have suffered ever since
as a result.
Now we have another opportunity to get rapid transit on our campus not as good as a Metro station, but certainly much better than we have
now. I am strongly in favor of any proposed route that would have a
station on the UMCP campus.
Again we have opposition from the UMCP administration. Why?
Because they fear that vibration from the trains or buses would interfere
with scientific experiments. This is a very weak argument. Any
experiments that are so delicate would already have been moved away
from the center of the campus because they would be damaged by the
current heavy traffic of cars, buses, and trucks on campus.
I asked the chairs of the Physics and Chemistry departments to
explain to me their opposition to the proposed Purple Line route, and tell
me exactly what experiments, currently being done near that route,
would be affected. I received no reply from either of them.
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Heather
Brutz
6010 35th Ave.
Hyattsville
MD
20782
brutzh@gmail.com
I am unable to come to any of the public meetings about the Purple Line
due to evening classes, but I wanted to give my opinion. I don't own a
car, and the Purple Line would make my life much easier. It currently
takes me between an hour to two hours to get to Bethesda from
Hyattsville. It would be much faster with the Purple Line.
Many poor people cannot afford cars. The Purple Line would greatly
help them. There are many jobs in places like Bethesda, but poor people
can't afford to live there. This would help them get to work.
Finally, I want to state my support for light rail. Buses are slow and get
stuck in the same traffic jams as cars. Right now, the bus lines that
travel between Bethesda and Silver Spring are totally full to capacity
during rush hour. Light rail would be faster and would be able to carry
more passengers. More people will want to take the light rail if they think
that they can avoid problems with traffic. That will not be true for buses.
Sincerely,
Heather M. Brutz
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Alex
Bryant
2208 Washington Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
alexbryant@prodigy.net
It can not be finish quick enough
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Carolyn
Bryant
5206 Chandler Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
I support the Purple Line LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT! This is obviously the
best long-term solution, much better than part-bus, part-rail.
A small number of wealthy Chevy Chase residents should NOT be
allowed to veto the light rail solution just because it goes through their
private golf course! --Carolyn Bryant, Bethesda
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Kathy
Bryant
7406 Columbia Avenue
College Park
MD
20740
KBRYANT20740@YAHOO.COM
I am 100 percent in favor of Light-Rail Purple Line. I would never, ever
use Rapid Transit or bus.
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Bill
Buchanan

MD
wmbuchanan@gmail.com
Buchanan 35742.pdf (97 kb)
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Elizabeth M.
Buchanek
7917 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
E.BUCHANEK@RCN.COM
Dear Governor O"Malley and other esteemed leaders who are
considering
the future of the Purple Line;
I live directly on the Georgetown branch of the Capital Crescent trail
and marvel at the steady stream of bobbing heads of strollers. hikers
and bikers as they pass by my window. Daily, my husband and I walk on
the trail for recreational purposes and also as a way to get to Conn.
Avenue and Bethesda for shopping. Two times per week, I take longer
walks with friends who come from DC to join me for a chance to explore
this unusual tree-lined marvel. Surprisingly, the trail gets crowded
now, without any public transit. There are times when there is hardly
enough space for all of us to make way for groups of runners and
competitive cyclists. I have witnessed a number of bizarre accidents
due to the current overcrowding. There is clearly not enough space to
think of placing a transit with 2 tracks AND place for additional
recreation in this narrow space, much less room for a 1 track transit.
I suspect faulty thinking.
Why have government studies so greatly underestimated the adverse
environmental effect that will result from cutting down the existing
trees?
Furthermore, why are you considering putting a rail in this tranquil
surround just 30' from the edge of my home when the big transportation
change coming to this area will be north of here at Naval/Walter Reed
complex? An alternate northern route has to make more sense.
Elizabeth Buchanek
7917 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Frank
Buchholz
8814 Sundale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
buchholzfd1@yahoo.com
Your web site is incomprehensible. Please send me a detailed map of
the proposed route.
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Robin
Buck
Robin Buck Design
3125 Hawthorne Drive NE
Washington
DC
20017
robinbuck@yahoo.com
The future is now. It's time to think and BUILD a greener transportation
network.
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Stephen
Buck
6124 Durbin Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
rowyourboat@verizon.net
Please opt for light rail and use tunnels and bridges to the degree
possible. I have no problem with your using the Capitol Crescent Trail.
And please, do not let the present economic problems influence a
project that is for 50-100 years. Saving a few millions now will just mean
spending hundreds of millions more for later fixes. And whatever
"savings" there are now by going for the cheapest option will be more
than offset by the costs in health and to the ecology by not funding mass
transit, which is always cheaper in the long run than one person per car.
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Jean
Buergler
7207 Oakridge Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
buergler@mail.nih.gov
I am a resident of the Town of Chevy Chase which is doing it's best to
fight the Purple Line. I have lived in Chevy Chase since 1989 and
FULLY SUPPORT the Puple LIne. I want to be sure you understand
that just becuase the town is fighting this vital transportation project not
everyone in the town is against it. I was at a Town meeting a couple of
weeks ago. of the 15 people who spoke about the Purple Line, 13 were
against it - all of whom lived either on Elm Street or Oakridge Lane both streets run parallel to the proposed Purple Line & would obviously
be directly affected by the trains running behind their property. (What
were they thinking when they bought their properties????? It's not like
the easment hasn't been there for a LOOOOONG time). Two of us
spoke FOR the Purple line. Both of us live on Oakridge Ave. No one
else from the town showed up at this meeting besides the Town Council
members. I'm not sure what that means but I do NOT think it means that
they are against the Purple Line. I think it means they are not concerned
one way or the other. I just want to be sure you understand that just
because the Town of Chevy Chase is spending hundreds of thousands
of dollars to try to prevent the Purple Line from coming along the
Georgetown Branch abutting the town, that everyone in the town is
against it. I FuLLY support the construction of the Purple Line to ease
parking in Bethesda, to reduce traffic through the East - West corridor,
and to reduce greenhouse gasses produced by the millions of cars that
travel back & forth to work each day.
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Brian
Bullock
651 Azalea Drive
Rockville
MD
20850
bfb20706@msn.com
Of the alternatives being considered or the purple line (i.e. light rail and
rapid bus lines), light rail is a much more sensible alternative. Although
the initial costs are higher (tracks, electricity, etc., Light rail cars are not
susceptible to traffic tie-ups that we know already exist. They are a
cleaner mode of transportation, being powered by electricity (which CAN
be bought from clean sources). Light rail is also cheaper to operate, as
the cost per unit energy for electricity is lower than that of liquid fuels.
Their drivetrains are also cheaper to maintain, due to fewer internal
moving parts. As for rider participation, it is well documented that people
prefer trains (light or heavy) to busses. I know that I, for one, have no
problem riding Metro, but will not ride the bus, given the choice between
the bus and my car.
When performing your cost/benefit analysis. Please keep these factors
in mind. I would say that the most important factor to weigh should be
the likelyhood of continuing ridership...people making the CHOICE to
ride the Purple Line over using their personal vehicles. That will be the
true measure of success for the Purple line.
Sincerely,
Brian
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Brian
Bullock
3130 63rd Ave.
Cheverly
MD
20785
bfb20706@msn.com
This line should be built sooner than later. Personally, I would have
preferred the Purple Line to ICC, but since the ISS is already underway,
the Purple Line should be the region's next transportation priority.
Thereshould be light rail. Although a light rail system would cost more to
build, it is more likely to be successful due to the on-time reliability of
light rail systems and lack of susceptibility to traffic and weather
conditions. Additionally, studies have shown that, in general, people
prefer trains to buses.
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Michon
Bunch
5061 New Hampshire Ave NW, #303
Washington
DC
20011
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This line would be so
convenient.
Comment Cards. Michon Bunch.pdf (117 kb)
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Malcolm
Bund
6615 Radnor Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
MBUND@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Malcolm Bund
6615 Radnor Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-320-1611 and cell phone 301-346-6181
mbund@verizon.net

Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley, County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson, Council President Mike Knapp, MTA Planning
Director Diane Ratcliff

Subject: Please preserve the Crescent Trail!
I live in Bethesda and use the trail like 10,000 other people (guess). I
walk and bike ride on the Trail in safe and quiet manner and feel calm
and grateful that, as an urban dweller, I have this serene opportunity.
Surely there is a better way to accomplish the people moving needs of
the County than run a train or bus along the Capital Crescent Trail.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would tempted to move to
Virginia (or Montana) if area surrounding the mature forest is destroyed
for a light rail Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources by putting the Purple Line
either underground or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Malcolm Bund

Malcolm Bund, Managing Director
Bengur Bryan LLC
mbund@verizon.net
Office: 301-320-1611
Cell: 301-346-6181
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Chatkan
Bunnag
9017 Garland Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20901
thebaddog@aol.com
The purple line would do wonders for the regional traffic and commuting
problems. It would give myself and many of my neighbors out of our
cars. Currently, it takes a long time to go from this area to
Rockville/Shady Groove by metro because we have to go all the way
into the city before going out to our destinations (30-45 minute car ride
versus a 1.5 hour metro ride). The problem I see with the current plan is
parking along the purple line. Will there be parking garages/area for
people? How about adding biking/scooter parking spots in a protected
area? Or do you see a more sophisticated bus system to feed these
lines?
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Andres
Buonanno
E. Parkhill Drive
Bethesda
MD
buonanno@mail.nih.gov
Dear Diane,
We need a light rail purple line, and not a modified substitute using
buses.
I am a Bethesda resident. Pollution, and to a greater extent congestion,
are already unbearable in Bethesda. We simply cannot afford to have
more vehicles on our roads, irrespective if it is special designated lanes
for specialized buses.
A LIGHT RAIL SYSTEM is the only option that makes sense, and any
decision to use the buses based on saving some dollars now is short
cited.
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Andres
Buonanno
9235 Parkhill
Bethesda
MD
20814
andres.buonanno@rcn.com
Buonanno 35871.pdf (105 kb)
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Patricia
Burda
4108 Woodbine Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Wrttn Tstmny. P. Burda.pdf (1 mb)
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Aaron
Burger

MD
wburglett@gmail.com
My name is Aaron Burger and I am a sophomore at Montgomery Blair
High School , and a frequent user of public transportation in Montgomery
County. My family lives in Chevy Chase.
I am writing because in addition to supporting the Purple Line
adamantly, I would like to know if there is any place for me in the
process of making it a reality. For the last few years I have become more
and more dependent on the Montgomery County Public Transportation
and Metro's rail and bus systems. I also have experience as a cyclist
and use the trails in Montgomery County to get to places as far away as
Clarksburg. This independence came as a result of the higher gas prices
and my father's reluctance to drive me to activities.
Because I attend the math and science magnet program at Blair, my
friends are spread across the county in every corner. Due to my use of
public transportation to get to their houses, I feel I began to gain an
understanding of the layout of the entire county. I wrote this article for
the Montgomery County Gazette detailing my experiences:
http://www.gazette.net/stories/08202008/montcol175306_32481.shtml . I
can even construct scaled maps of Montgomery County (with most
major roads and areas included) from memory.
In addition to the Purple Line, I would also be interested in any summer
internship programs --paid or unpaid--at MTA. I have already
participated in information handouts at metro stations but would like to
go further.
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David
Burgett
5443 Mohican Road
Bethesda
MD
20816-2173
DWBURGETT@COMCAST.NET
I urge the Planning Board, County Council, and all who have a role in
the
Purple Line decision to preserve the Crescent Trail solely for recreation.
It is a unique and priceless resource -- a lengthy and nearly-pristine
pedestrian and bicycle trail in the midst of a dense urban/suburban
community, easily accessible to hundreds of thousands of residents. It
is
the kind of resource that is impossible to create today -- it can only be
preserved where it already exists.
I do not discount the transportation need, but the alternatives are viable
and any disadvantages are well worth the benefits of the Trail.
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Eric
Burka
7107 45th St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
eric@Jburkastudios.com
Burka 35756.pdf (126 kb)
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Kristin
Burka

Chevy Chase
MD
KRISTIN@BURKASTUDIOS.COM
I am writing to ask that you please consider alternatives to the light rail
option on the Trail. We moved from DC to our house in the Town of
Chevy
Chase so that we could be close to the city but also be a couple of
blocks from the Trail. We have three small children who walk with their
Grandmother to McDonalds via the Trail every Sunday. We bike and
walk our dogs on the Trail many times a week. Losing this wonderful
piece on nature would be very
sad for us and our children. There are other options please consider
them.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10¹
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10¹ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster and no doubt would pose a threat to the children
living so close to a light rail line.
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Jim
Burke
6 Wessex Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JBURKE@S-3.COM
Dear Mr. Chairman, ike.leggett@montgomerycountymd.gov; Phil
Andrews, Montgomery County Council President, at
councilmember.andrews@montgomerycountymd.gov; and Diane
Ratcliff, MTA Director of Planning, at Purpleline@mtamaryland.com.
I am a resident of Sligo Park Hills in Silver Spring, adjacent to downtown
at the end of Sligo Avenue. I am also employed by Social & Scientific
Systems, Inc., an established Silver Spring large business and employer
and work in downtown Silver Spring. I strongly support building the
Purple Line. This vital east-west connection will reduce automobile
traffic, improve access to employment centers along the route, and,
most important, further commercial revitalization centered in downtown
Silver Spring. I also support a light rail transit mode that follows the
Georgetown Branch right-of-way into Silver Spring along the CSX rightof-way and proceeds directly into the new Paul S. Sarbanes Transit
Center, currently under construction in downtown Silver Spring.
Silver Spring is in need of an east-west transportation solution.
Attempting to cross Silver Spring, going east or west, by car has become
a problem at all times of the day. It often takes anywhere from 15 to 25
minutes to travel 1 mile. Adding cars or buses will only exacerbate the
problems. The economic costs of the gridlock are enormous and
threaten the future development of Silver Spring. I am constantly
concerned that large employers will leave the Silver Spring area if
infrastructure investments do not keep up with population growth. This
investment in our community, though large, would ensure growth and
prosperity for the local area and region.
Thanks for your time and consideration.
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Malcolm
Burke

MD
MALCOLM.BURKE@MAIL.DOC.GOV
urge State and Montgomery County officials not to route the Purpleline
along the Georgetown Branch Trail. This trail is a jewel of the County
and should not be destroyed. I favor a rapid-bus transit line along
roadways, with a route along Jones Bridge Road to the expanded
medical center.
Malcolm Burke
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Melissa
Burke
6 Wessex Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. No bus! Light rail only.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Joe
Burkhart
7102 Lenhart Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOE.BURKHART@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Officials, County Executives and Council
President Andrews:
I am writing to voice my strong support for the preservation of the Capital
Crescent Trail. I can't imagine replacing a neighborhood and community
treasure with an environmentally damaging Metro Rail line.
My family lives off Beach Drive and the trail is not only an enjoyable
route for us to walk and bike, but a lifeline to Bethesda by foot. Please
consider all of the Montgomery County residents who would be
ill affected by a closure of the trail and massive new construction.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Shannon
Burkhart
7102 Lenhart Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SBURKHART2004@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Officials, County Executives and Council
President Andrews:
I am writing to voice my strong support for the preservation of the Capital
Crescent Trail. I can't imagine replacing a neighborhood and community
treasure with an environmentally damaging Metro Rail line. My family
lives off Beach Drive and the trail is not only an enjoyable route for us to
walk and bike, but a lifeline to Bethesda by foot. Please consider all of
the Montgomery County residents who would be ill affected by a closure
of the trail and massive new construction.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Dan
Burnett, MD, MPH
4709 North Chelsea Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
DANDS92@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley and other representatives,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail regularly as both a recreational outlet
and as a means to accomplish green and health-promoting commutes
from the Bethesda area to both the Silver Spring area and to the
Downtown DC area. It is truly a gem which I urge you to _not_ destroy
with a poorly thought out Purple Line
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is an incredible urban resource with tranquility and natural
beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us. I urge you to pursue the best long-term solution…consistent
with the original forethought of the wonderful DC Metro system…an
underground Purple Line along the route of either Jones Bridge Road or
I-495.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Dan Burnett, MD, MPH
4709 North Chelsea Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Susan
Burnett
Windsor Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
susanbb24@yahoo.com
Dear Elected Officials,
I realize this must be a very hard decision for you as I know I have
struggled with making my decision, too. But when I think that the trail
may not be open to me and my family walking or biking through this
otherwise HIGHLY congested area, I become very upset and sad.
I know that the train will help relieve some of that congestion, but there is
no provision for an alternative biking/walking trail that is even remotely
safe and/or desirable. A trail along side the train would be too narrow,
too noisy; we might as well use East/West Highway for all the peace and
safety the train trail would provide.
Please keep the trail as wonderful and peaceful and useful as it is.
Using the Jones Bridge option would be better, and it could link in more
of the Bethesda urban areas of the Woodmont Triangle and continue to
the Elm Street area.
We are very appreciative of the time you all have put into this
controversial issue.
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Maya
Burns
4804 Morgan Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MAYA.IAN99@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sirs/Madams:
Please note my family's strong objection to light rail trains and the
destruction of the Capital Crescent Trail. Rapid transit buses are
cheaper, faster, better for the environment, and better for long-term
growth.
Do not cave in to the developers. We do not need another shopping
center development, the existing ones are not at capacity.
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Leah
Burnside
2105 Hermitage Road
Wheaton
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Pope_Margaret Comment Cards.pdf (68 kb)
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Dallas
Burtraw
7407 Birch Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Burtraw_Dallas.pdf (71 kb)
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Business
Owner
Business Owner
Business Owner
Riverdale
MD
20737
I would like to see a report on the consideration of running the Purple
line on the other side of Riverdale rd. Doing this will save numerous
business’s and roads. The other side of the road would have less
impact of the livelihood of thousands of families. We do not want the
streets of 67th Ave and 66th Ave impacted.
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Wilfried
Busse
6415 Shadow Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
WILB1947@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss20to the surrounding communities and
to trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Wilfried Busse
6415 Shadow Rd.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Lucas
Bussey
3321 Sir Thomas Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20904
lrbussey@gmail.com
I would definitely be for a light rail line for the proposed purple line. It
would make it more efficient and time-saving to get around in the silver
spring/rockville/bethesda area. Right now it is very difficult to get around
quickly and the Purple line in combination with the ICC will make
commuting in the silver spring area much more enjoyable and will help
local business thrive.
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Lisa
Byrne

MD
20853
A light rail purple line would make it easier for me to take advantage of
lower rents in the Glenmont area while working in the Bethesda area.
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Susan
Cahill-Tully

MD
SUSAN.CAHILL-TULLY@LONGANDFOSTER.COM
There is no good that would come of placing the purple line where the
Capitol Crescent Trail exists. It is unfair and extremely short sided that
the state of Maryland would impose this on our community. The bus
service that runs to and from Bethesda/ Silver Spring is one I use on a
regular basis and it runs smoothly. Please have the courage, wisdom
and vision to find an alternative to putting the purple line on the Capitol
Crescent Trail. It will ruin one of the best assets of our community…one
of the prime reasons I moved into my neighborhood.
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Susan
Cahill-Tully

MD
SCTULLY@AOL.COM
I do not have the time to be eloquent but I do not want to regret not
taking the time to share a few quick thoughts with you about the Capitol
Crescent Trail.
1. The obvious...it is wonderful greenspace and should not be destroyed
for a purple line that IS NOT NEEDED...hello? Where is Al Gore when
we need him? In the day and age when we should all be concerned
about our environment the bright and wise politicians of Montgomery
County are going to ruin our precious trail with a purple line.
2. This trail is used by the young, old and in between.
...all cultures
...all sexes
...all ages
...all animals, plants and minerals
3. This trail is used for
...commuting to school
...commuting for work
...commuting to the store
...recreation
...exercise programs
etc.etc.etc
4. As a real estate agent I can tell you first hand that many clients move
to this area because of the easy access to the trail.The trail is one of the
positive aspects of the community. I believe the purple line will hurt the
value of the community and as well as the value of the real estate in it's
immediate path. For the record, my home is not near the trail.
5.Where is the money going to come from to fund the Purple Line?
...our school budget?
...increased taxes?
...more speed cameras?
...HOW ABOUT YOUR SALARIES?
Find another solution for the perceived transportation problem from
Silver Spring to Bethesda....
..I use the current bus route without any problem..As someone who uses
that route frequently to make a living ,there is not that much congestion
compared to other areas. Again, the bus route works great.
I would love to know how many people have complained about that
simple easy bus route.
I will look forward to voting against all of you should your vote for the
purple line be yes.
Thank you for your time,
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Colyn
Cain
4309 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
COLYN67@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I live in East Bethesda with my husband and two daughters. We live
within close proximity to the Capital Crescent Trail and use it weekly for
family walks. We chose to live where we do partly because there are
green spaces like the trail that offer tranquility and natural beauty amid
urban surroundings. Placing Light Rail trains on the Capital Crescent
Trail will destroy everything we enjoy about the trail. I feel the Purple
Line DEIS statement failed to truly assess the impact of clear-cutting 17
acres of precious trees within an urban setting and also failed to properly
assess the impact on the residents that live on and near the trail. My
husband and I fear running Light Rail trains through our neighborhood
every three minutes will destroy the quiet respite of our tree lined street.
I had hoped to maintain an active lifestyle with my young daughters for
many years by walking and biking on the Capital Crescent Trail. If the
Purple Line exists in the form of Light Rail trains running along the
Capital Crescent Trail we may be forced to abandon the house and
neighborhood we dearly love.
Sincerely,
Colyn Cain, PhD
4309 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Michael Calabrese and
Barbara Pape
4809 Drummond Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CALABRESE@NEWAMERICA.NET
Dear Representatives:
The proposed Purple Line connection between New Carolton and
Bethesda is needed and supported by Bethesda communities. But it
does not have to be built on the Capital Crescent Trail and should not be
built on the Capital Crescent Trail. Even if the loss of the Trail as a
natural asset is ignored, building the Purple Line on the Trail will not take
as many cars off our highways as other alternatives will, will cost more to
build than other alternatives and will cost more to use than other
alternatives.
We are both very active in local politics -- and we will mobilize our
neighbors' pocketbooks and shoe leather against you if you support this
anti-environmental crusade against the Crescent Trail. It's ludicrous that
a Democrat would even consider destroying the one rails-to-trails
corridor in our area that facilitate both bicycle commuting (reducing
traffic and oil consumption) and outdoor exercise that can accomodate
families and citizens of any age. Indeed, whether or not this debate
drags on, we urge you to complete the paving of a bike lane between
Wisconsin Ave and Connecticut -- the entire Crescent is smooth and
safe (with a lane lines) from Georgetown to Wisconsin Ave, but not
beyond!
Almost every day we use the trail to commute by bike to work, and to
exercise. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joseph B.
Callahan
4654 Upton Street, NW
Washington
DC
20016
JCALLAHAN@PPWASHDC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Please don’t take away the trail. KEEP THE “PURPLE PEOPLE
EATER” AWAY - I’m a husband and father of 3 very active boys that
depend on a safe trail for biking and running and enjoying safety in a
busy area.
The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental
and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Angela Calle, Jaime Henriquez and
Robert Eckert
9241 Three Oaks Drive
Silver Spring
MD
21401

Henriquez 35040.pdf (63 kb)
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Leon
Calomiris
4408 Jones Bridge Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20814
leospartiate@yahoo.com
As a 14 year resident of Jones Bridge Rd., I think we have been
burdened enough. NIH and Bethesda Naval have become bunkers and
all the traffic has spilled over onto Jones Bridge and Rockville Pike.
Once Walter Reed comes it will get worse. Now you want to put a bus
service that will clutter 2 lanes of a 4 lane street. I will definitely oppose
this as do most of my neighbors!
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Leon
Calomiris
4408 Jones Bridge Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
LEOSPARTIATE@YAHOO.COM
Hello,
As a 15 year resident of Jones Bridge Rd., I would like to voice my
objection to the proposed light rail (purple line) on Jones Bridge Rd.
During my residence, I have already witnessed increased traffic due to
the fencing off of NIH and Bethesda Naval Hospital. Traffic already
spills out onto Jones Bridge Rd. while commuters are waiting to get
through check points. This starts at 6 am. I imagine when Walter Reed
moves in, the traffic will get exponentially worse. I'm against the purple
line in general, fearing it will bring more congestion, noise, and crime
into an already congested area but a bus line will make it unbearable.
The residents of Jones Bridge Rd. and its side streets have shouldered
a big enough burden over the years. Please don't make matters worse
for us. Thank you.
Leon Calomiris
4408 Jones Bridge Rd
Bethesda, Md. 20814
301-718-8509
leospartiate@yahoo.com
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Gary
Cameron
604 Woodside Pkwy
Silver Spring
MD
GCPHOTO1@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : TO:
Dianne Ratliff
Director of Planning
MTA
FROM: Gary A. Cameron
Homeowner, 604 Woodside Pkwy., Silver Spring
Ms. Ratliff:
I am submitting the following comments to be included in the complete
record of the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring, if it is TUNNELED UNDER
DOWNTOWN SILVER SPRING and a HALF MILE OF WAYNE
AVENUE from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent
neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the
downtown, and the community of a surface route that will otherwise
likely to be the slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of
the system.
Ms. Ratliff, my key points are that WITHOUT this tunneling, especially in
the area of Georgia Avenue, the situation is going to worsen, NOT
improve. At rush hour peaks, and those hours are extending every year,
trains crossing Georgia Avenue on the average of every 3 minutes will
back up traffic even further than what exists now. PLEASE, someone,
physically go out and sit in Georgia Avenue/Fenton, Colesville Rd.
north/south, east-west traffic during rush hour peaks and see what is
there now, AND THEN add surface trains and the back up they will
cause. This is not an improvement. These light rail trains must be under
ground.
Another key road is Wayne, IF surface light rail is allowed. Widening
Wayne, and NOT going underground, is just going to add more traffic
volume. Keep the light rail underground here too.
I have lived on Woodside Pkwy. since 1984. The improvements of
downtown Silver Spring have really helped our community in so many
ways. But there are MANY things that should remain the same to retain
that community. Above ground light rail is going to be an incredibly brutal
division on Wayne Avenue. Also, I have seen children in my community
and on our street for years from the old Blair H.S. to the new elementary
and middle schools. Building a station on Dale Drive near and around
these kids cannot be in their best interest. How can the MTA guarantee
that during construction, and after, that children walking to and from
school will not be harmed? Go underground.
Please, if the MTA is going to build a Purple Line, build it RIGHT! Go
underground, under Georgia, under Wayne and past the schools. Long
after we are gone, and the light rail exists, we will be measured on this
project.
Sincerely yours,
Gary Cameron
604 Woodside Pkwy.
Silver Spring
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Arch
Campbell
11 East Kirke Street
MD
arch.campbell@gmail.com
Campbell 35424.pdf (87 kb)
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Kirk
Campbell
5225 Pooks Hill Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814
KIRKCRUACHAN@YAHOO.COM
Hi Ms. Diane Ratcliff,
I am a Bethesda resident and support the construction of the Purple Line
for a number of reasons.
I believe it will be a clean alternative to commuting by car, will relieve
traffic congestion, and will facilitate travel between Bethesda and many
points eastward around the beltway.
Kirk Campbell
5225 Pooks Hill Rd, Apt 521N
Bethesda, MD 20814
For change you can participate in-Join me and run a marathon with Iqraa (Read):
www.marathoncharitypartners.org
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Michael
Campbell
4601 Windsor Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
mgcampbell@mmcanby.com
I understand that when the railroad abandoned the path now used for
the Capital Crescent Trail, there was a reservation of rights to return the
path to a rail line. But times have changed. Green space is more limited
and people are seeking places to get outside and exercise. The trail is a
valuable asset for walkers, joggers and bikers. By constructing a rail line
on the trail you will destroy that asset. Build the rapid bus line instead.
(I live 2 blocks from Jones Bridge Road.)
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Attachments :

Tereza
Campos
8104 Tahona Dr. #110
Silver Spring
MD
20903
I am in disagreement with the Purple Line because it will increase the
rents in the apartment we live in. We don’t have many resources and the
most impacted are the ones with scarce resources. Please keep in mind
our necessities. Thanks.
Tereza_Campos.pdf (43 kb)
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Kenneth P.
Cantor
708 Bonifant St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910-5534
KENCANTOR@EARTHLINK.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
KENNETH P. CANTOR, 708 BONIFANT ST., SILVER SPRING, MD
20910-5534.

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am a strong supporter of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid
transit, through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the “high-investment” light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel under the CBD of Silver Spring will
eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment
– impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in the
community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that enhances the
entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby community.
I wish to add the following points, each of which shows a disadvantage
for the surface option or an advantage for tunneling, and collectively
demonstrate the destructive effects to the downtown Silver Spring
community of the surface option for the Purple Line.
My current (automobile) commute takes me south on Georgia Avenue
through the CBD of Silver Spring during the evening rush hour.
Currently, without a Purple Line grade crossing, there are inordinate
delays on this route during rush hour. Trains crossing Georgia Avenue,
entering the intersection of Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth
stream of traffic, and passing the entrance to the Whole Foods shopping
center parking lot – on the average of every three minutes from one
direction or the other during three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no
more than 5 to 15 miles per hour – will create much worse traffic
conditions in downtown Silver Spring than exist today and threaten the
vitality of the recently revived downtown.
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field

observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA suggests that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. Thus, MTA's own data show clearly that a Dale
Drive station, practical only if the surface option is taken, is not needed.
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line
will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway.
The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’ front
yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line with
traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and the
Wayne Avenue Garage.
MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Among
these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can
travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.
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Fred
Cappa
8720 Leonard Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20910
fredcappa@hotmail.com
for project newsletter
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Attachments :

Wilfredo
Cardona
2112 Lewesdale
Hyattsville
MD
20783
Translated:
About the purple line, it benefits us so much because we will be able to
travel from one place of the project to another which us very important.
Wilfredo_Cardone.pdf (28 kb)
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Glenn L.
Carle

MD
GSCARLE@COMCAST.NET
Sirs:
I ride on the Crescent Trail 5-6 times a week, for 5-6 hours, biking about
50 miles. The trail, its quiet, its green, and its beauty, is one of the
reasons I moved to Bethesda, and one of the attributes that make the
community more than a mass of modern, bloodless, and cold buildings,
lacking soul and making the community too much like Northern Virginia.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda
and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing
strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists,
teens
going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail
users
come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line
is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for
Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’
from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous
natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so
that
we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Glenn L. Carle
Tel. 301-760-7351
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MD
GSCARLE@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Your Name
Your Address
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LaMar
Carlson
Joan Alderman
PO Box 1665
Olney
MD
20830
lctdbd@yahoo.com
I own one of the proposed houses along the Lyttonsville/Brookville 2
proposed route which would put the tracks 4 feet from my back door. I
haven't been to any of the meetings, can you send me any information
or packets that are available?
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LAMAR
CARLSON
8815 LEONARD DRIVE
SILVER SPRING
MD
20910
LCTDBD@YAHOO.COM
LYTTONSVILLE/BROOKVILLE 2
CFG-03-03
My home is 8815 Leonard Drive, Silver Spring. If you take 15 feet of my
back yard, you will be 4 feet from my home.
Please give me a call
301-713-3405 x 194
thanks
LaMar Carlson
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Ira and Kitty
Carnahan
4119 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
IRA_CARNAHAN@TROWEPRICE.COM
We are writing to express our strong opposition to the proposal to build a
rail line along the Capital Crescent Trail.
We use the trail regularly and, like so many our neighbors, value it
greatly.
We believe that developing the trail it to put in a rail line would a costly
mistake. It would adversely affect the character of our neighborhood, it
would be environmentally harmful, and it would be extremely expensive.
We urge you to please consider other, less harmful alternatives.
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Ursula
Carpenter
4797 Crescent Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
URSULACARPENTER@YAHOO.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!

Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Please don't deprive us of our beloved and much-needed Capital
Crescent Trail!

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Stephen and Wendy
Carpenter-Israel
8609 Darby Place
Bethesda
MD
20817
BROKER@BUYERSAGENT.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, Mr. Leggett & Planning Board Members et al.

We have lived in the West Bethesda Community for our whole lives - we
are both now 49. We attended Walt Whitman HS in the 70's and have
seen our community grow in so many positive ways. We have been in
the real estate and construction businesses throughout our careers and
have intimate knowledge of the community and have enjoyed the trail
since way back when it was still "The Tracks".

We agree with and understand the need to move people efficiently
around the area but would like to chime in and say that even in the most
difficult of financial times we should not be short sighted in our decisions
about the areas long term needs and prospects. We hope that you will
consider the idea that spending the money(borrowing) now to build an
underground Purple Line will provide the maximum benefit for the
longest possible term with the least amount of damage to the
environment and to the widely used Trail.
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Cathy
Carr
805 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I live on Dale Drive just south of Colesville Rd in the downtown Silver
Spring area. Traffic has increased greatly in the 15 years I've lived here.
I support the Purple Line because we need all the help we can get in
reducing traffic and providing transportation options.
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Peggy
Carr

Bethesda
MD
theupdrops@msn.com
I strongly support the light rail option for the Purple Line and am
disgusted with Chevy Chase/ country club opposition. What a narrow
minded position !

Peggy Carr
Bethesda
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Steve
Carrier

MD
STEPHANPCARRIER@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
Please use buses for the purple line instead of destroying the Capital
Crescent Trail. I believe in public transportation, but not at the expense
of our parks, especially when the parks can be saved so easily and
economically. As Montgomery County grows, our quality of life will
depend on saving parks, not destroying them.
Steve Carrier
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William J.
Carrington, Ph.D.
Bates White, LLC

MD
WILLIAM.CARRINGTON@BATESWHITE.COM
Dear Gov. O’Malley:

I think the purple line would be a great addition to the transportation
options in Maryland.

William J. Carrington, Ph.D.
Principal
Bates White, LLC
(p) (202) 747-1121
(c) (202) 415-1939
(f) (202) 408-7838
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William and Patricia
Carrington
5500 Cornish Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
THECARRINGTONS@MSN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ginger & John
Carroll
9210 Crosby Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CARROLL.JG@GMAIL.COM
Our family supports these conclusions of the Montgomery County
Planning Department staff:
* Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring
* Only rail can carry the heavy passenger loads foreseen for the Purple
Line
* Include a stop integrated with the new Silver Spring library
* Complete the trail as part of the project
We hope you agree and will work to move the Light Rail Purple Line
into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
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John
Carroll
9210 CROSBY RD
SILVER SPRING
MD
20910-1522
CARROLL.JG@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the MTA should
change the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the
Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
John Carroll
9210 CROSBY RD
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910-1522
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Paul
Carroll
8709 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAUL.CARROLL@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing you to urge you to reconsider any notion to place any form
of mass transit on the Capital Crecent Trail. This trail is a priceless
resource in Montgomery county. It has been said that it is the single
most used recreational facility in the entire county, and I believe it! I
regularly use the trail for my morning run, walk and bike along it with my
kids and retreat to it when I need to wander and think in a peaceful
setting. The shear number of people who use this resource dwarfs the
numbers of people who are trying to get a "Purple Line" implemented.
To truly serve the needs of the people of Montgomery county, I urge you
to vote against any placement of transit into this environment!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, the military
personel for their PT training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robin
Carruthers
3603 East West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Okay. My name is Robin Carruthers. R-O-B-I-N, C-A-R-R-U-T-H-E-R-S.
I live in East-West Highway in Chevy Chase but I'm not really here as a
resident of the area, as a specialist in transportation systems.
For any transport system to bring the benefits that it's expected to bring,
it's got to function as a transit system. The, as I see it, the option three
bus rapid transit system won't work. It's too close to the existing bus
system in its performance, characteristics, and to attract more
passengers either from the existing buses or from, from their cars just
won't work.
The intersection, particularly, with Connecticut Avenue is an at-grade
intersection, again, won't work. You're trying to put an at- grade rapid
transit system crossing a major highway at-grade and that doesn't work
either in Connecticut, Bethesda or anywhere else in the world. If you
wanted to make the option three compatible with the other options, you
would no longer be a low cost option. It will come close to the cost of the
other alternatives that are being offered.
For any public transit system to work, financially, economically, it needs
to generate new business opportunities. And these, this need hasn't
been built in the designs of any of the options. I work on bus rapid
transit, light rapid transit systems throughout the world. The ones which
don't attract private investment, which don't generate business
opportunities don't work. So, I strongly recommend that the concept of
all the options for the Purple Line be reconsidered to give the opportunity
for generating as much public private investment into the system and
into the development which they generate.
Third, I'd like to draw attention to the fact that bus rapid transit, which I
support where it'll work is very good at attracting passengers from bus
systems but is not very good at attracting passengers from private car. If
you want to attract people from private car, I'm afraid you do need a light
rapid transit system. It's the only way that you can do it and even then
the system has to be really well designed to do it. So anything which in
any of the Purple Line options which detracts from the efficiency as a
transit system will detract from the system as a whole and it probably
won't work.
So, I strongly recommend that all the options be reconsidered to
maximize their potential for actually bringing real economic growth and
anything that detracts from the best transit performance be disregarded.
Thank you very much.
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Charles
Carson
516 Colecroft Ct
Alexandria
VA
22314
charles.carson@gmail.com
Part of the reason I moved to Virginia (and my current roommate moved
out of Maryland) is that we feel areas in Arlington and Alexandria (where
we live now) are more transit-friendly, walkable developments. Arlington
made the investment to put heavy rail in the Rosslyn-Ballston corridor,
and it is paying huge dividends now. I strongly encourage MTA to think
long-term. I think rail is a much better option for the Purple Line.
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Mary Lou
Carta
618 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MARYLOUCARTA@MRIS.COM
Mary Lou Carta
618 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
The idea of more transit and traffic on Wayne Avenue is totally adverse
to me. We have for many years had buses up and down our street and
now, with the building downtown and especially the Whole Food and
Strosnider congestion up the street, we definitely do not need or want
rapid rail at street level. Tunneling would be a better solution although
we are not comfortable with that either. There are two schools on this
route and young people's safety always comes first. Also, I am definitely
opposed to any widening of Wayne Avenue. It seems to me that the
county's land was taken when the street was widened some years back.
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Thomas
Carty
9903 Stoneybrook Dr.
Kensington
MD
20895
TCARTY1@GMAIL.COM
I live just up the hill from the trail and frequently ride my bike on the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Thomas Carty
9903 Stoneybrook Dr
Kensington, MD 20895
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Dr. Giovanna
Casagramde
4242 East West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GCASAGRANDE@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I ENJOY THE CRESCENT TRAIL WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY,
ESPECIALLY DURING THE WEEKENDS, PLEASE PROTECT IT!!
Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
with trains passing in both directions every three minutes -- without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dr. Giovanna Casagrande

4242 East West Highway
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Patrick
Casey
4803 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PATRICK.CASEY@USDOJ.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line - Destruction of the Capitol

Crescent Trail

Dear Sirs:
I am writing in reference to the ongoing debate and news articles
regarding the proposed construction of the Purple Line on the Capitol
Crescent Trail. I live within one block of the Norwood Park/Little Falls
Trail that connects to the Capitol Crescent Trail near the BethesdaChevy Chase Pool. I have lived at this location since 1991 and my
family and I have enjoyed using the Capitol Crescent Trail since it was
converted to a hiker/biker trail. My neighborhood running group and I
ran on the Crescent Trial railroad tracks before they were removed and
have continued to use the paved and unpaved trail ever since. It is an
oasis within our community that is a special place not available in other
communities.
My wife, son, and I use the trail almost daily for running, biking,
commuting to work, and to destinations in Georgetown, the Potomac
River, the C&O Canal, Bethesda, Rock Creek Park, and Silver Spring.
We walk our dog on the trail almost every day. We use the trail to go
shopping, to go to restaurants, and to commute from the Metro station in
Bethesda. My son used the trail to walk or bike to Westland Middle
School and currently uses it to walk to/from Bethesda-Chevy Chase
High School. Our area friends meet annually for a family Capitol
Crescent Trail run on Thanksgiving morning.
I have seen literally thousands of other users, of all ages on the Capitol
Crescent Trail, especially on weekends. A favorite biking route we
enjoy, involves riding on the trail from Bethesda to Georgetown, then
back through Rock Creek Park to the Crescent Trail, and home again to
Chevy Chase. Due to the announced closing of access roads and
anticipated crowding of the Metro system, I plan to use the trail to bike to
the historic inauguration next week.
Using this wonderful natural resource for a transit rail system, will
destroy the existing environmentally friendly trail uses. I’ve heard no
support for the proposed purple line construction on the existing trail
from any of my neighbors. I’ve seen no statistics showing the benefits of
this specific form of transportation to commute from Bethesda to
Glenbrook or vice versa. I’ve seen no cost benefit analysis that shows
that the destruction of this natural resource is a cost that is vital to the
communities near the Capitol Crescent Trail. The loss of the natural
hiker/biker trail would be tragic, irresponsible, and irreversible.
Ultimately, building the proposed Purple Line on the trail will result in
further development pressures to extend and construct additional mass
transit on the rest of the Capitol Crescent Trail from Bethesda to
Georgetown. The end result will be an even greater loss to the
communities bordering and near the natural Capitol Crescent Trail,
which will no longer be safe, enjoyable, or environmentally useful.
I respectfully request that you support preserving the Capitol Crescent
Trail and consider that constructing the proposed Purple Line on this
existing beautiful and natural trail will destroy an irreplaceable and
precious resource in our community.
Sincerely,

Attachments :

/s
Patrick M. Casey
Casey_Patrick.pdf (15 kb)

4803 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

January 13, 2009

Re: Purple Line - Destruction of the Capitol
Crescent Trail
Dear Sirs:
I am writing in reference to the ongoing debate and news articles regarding the
proposed construction of the Purple Line on the Capitol Crescent Trail. I live within one
block of the Norwood Park/Little Falls Trail that connects to the Capitol Crescent Trail
near the Bethesda-Chevy Chase Pool. I have lived at this location since 1991 and my
family and I have enjoyed using the Capitol Crescent Trail since it was converted to a
hiker/biker trail. My neighborhood running group and I ran on the Crescent Trial railroad
tracks before they were removed and have continued to use the paved and unpaved trail
ever since. It is an oasis within our community that is a special place not available in
other communities.
My wife, son, and I use the trail almost daily for running, biking, commuting to
work, and to destinations in Georgetown, the Potomac River, the C&O Canal, Bethesda,
Rock Creek Park, and Silver Spring. We walk our dog on the trail almost every day. We
use the trail to go shopping, to go to restaurants, and to commute from the Metro station
in Bethesda. My son used the trail to walk or bike to Westland Middle School and
currently uses it to walk to/from Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School. Our area friends
meet annually for a family Capitol Crescent Trail run on Thanksgiving morning.
I have seen literally thousands of other users, of all ages on the Capitol Crescent
Trail, especially on weekends. A favorite biking route we enjoy, involves riding on the
trail from Bethesda to Georgetown, then back through Rock Creek Park to the Crescent
Trail, and home again to Chevy Chase. Due to the announced closing of access roads and
anticipated crowding of the Metro system, I plan to use the trail to bike to the historic
inauguration next week.
Using this wonderful natural resource for a transit rail system, will destroy the
existing environmentally friendly trail uses. I’ve heard no support for the proposed
purple line construction on the existing trail from any of my neighbors. I’ve seen no
statistics showing the benefits of this specific form of transportation to commute from
Bethesda to Glenbrook or vice versa. I’ve seen no cost benefit analysis that shows that
the destruction of this natural resource is a cost that is vital to the communities near the
Capitol Crescent Trail. The loss of the natural hiker/biker trail would be tragic,
irresponsible, and irreversible.

Ultimately, building the proposed Purple Line on the trail will result in further
development pressures to extend and construct additional mass transit on the rest of the
Capitol Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown. The end result will be an even
greater loss to the communities bordering and near the natural Capitol Crescent Trail,
which will no longer be safe, enjoyable, or environmentally useful.
I respectfully request that you support preserving the Capitol Crescent Trail and
consider that constructing the proposed Purple Line on this existing beautiful and natural
trail will destroy an irreplaceable and precious resource in our community.

Sincerely,
/s
Patrick M. Casey
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James
Cassaberry

MD
JCSHAWBEAR@YAHOO.COM
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
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Ava
Catanuela
605 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
RJEAC@YMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning, Maryland Transit Administration
From: Ava Castañuela, 605 Dartmouth Avenue, Silver Spring, MD
Subject: Written Comments on Purple LIne AA/DEISS
My name is Ava Castañuela and I live at 605 Dartmouth Avenue, in
Silver Spring.
I would like to express my preference for an underground segment of the
Purple line route under downtown Silver Spring, then a half mile under
ground from Cedar Street to Mansfield Rd with no station at Dale Drive.
As you are well aware, this idea does not include any digging under
Sligo Creek, therefore the argument that tunneling under Sligo Creek
has no credibility. Also, my preference includes not building a station at
Dale Drive. Below, I have explained my reason:

In Silver Spring the Metro Station (soon to be the Silver Spring
Transportation Center), downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue are
the most congested and most traveled areas the Purple Line would
impact. By building a surface route, lanes would have to be added and
this would increase traffic making the already congested commute even
worse. Those already impatient with the route would become even more
impatient. It is important to realize that some commuters do not use
public transportation because it is slower and less convenient than using
their own vehicles. Adding more lanes is not going to make them change
their minds regarding public transportation just because it is a direct
route to downtown Silver Spring, the Metro station, or environmentally
sound. If, on the other hand, the route were tunneled under ground, the
studies show that ridership would increase because of decreased
commuter hours, thereby moving traffic above ground more efficiently.

A surface route and the added traffic that would come with it would also
increase safety concerns the community is already trying to resolve. The
risk would increase for those already in danger including school children
(those walking and using school buses), vehicles traveling this route, the
light rail itself and those living along the route. Currently, some traffic
flows from Wayne Avenue onto the side streets from Wayne to Dale
Drive because commuters want to avoid the Wayne/Dale intersection.
Commuters dodging the intersection are those lacking patience and
they tend to speed up the side streets to try to make their commute
faster. This side street traffic would only increase, not decrease.
Community members living on the side streets of this surface route
would not only see an increase in traffic, along with the speed, but it
would put them at increased risk of personal injury.

It is my understanding that, according to the MTA data released after the
Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the
tunneling option is more cost effective, because it would increase
ridership and travel time. The current financial problems that affect
everyone this year and into the future will make it extremely difficult to
acquire the federal funding needed for the surface route. Financial
experts are also predicting that the crisis will last several years at least,
not just one or two. It is imperative that a tunneled route be planned so
that federal funding can possibly be approved more quickly than if the
funding request be that of a surface route and more expensive. In the
long run everyone wins. The community wins for reasons stated in this

document. The Federal government wins because it would help fund a
cost effective and environmentally sound transit system that is much
needed in a highly populated area.

I have heard that many in the community feel this light rail system would
increase home values. At the current rate that home values are
decreasing this project sounds like a good idea. But I feel putting it on
the surface would actually decrease home values. The increase of lanes
along Wayne Avenue would rob some community members of pieces of
their lawn. This land is valuable. The noise and the less than attractive
view of the rail system would decrease home values for everyone living
in its vicinity.

Thank you for your consideration.
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James
Castellan
7789 Kawshek
Hanover
MD
21076
CASTELLAN.J@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
James Castellan
7789 Kawshek Path
Hanover, MD 21076
410-551-6458
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Elizabeth
Cattaneo
716 Auburn Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
My family support a light rail Purple Line, with the following components
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Jean
Cavanaugh
9207 Worth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JEANCAVANAUGH@FASTMAIL.FM

Submission Content/Notes : Written Comments on Purple Line AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY Jean Cavanaugh, 9207 Worth Ave., Silver Spring, MD
20901
TO: Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
only if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and ineffective segment of the project.
There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement tending to show that it is feasible to
design a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective
for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time,
and user benefit hours – for a cost significantly lower than the
high-investment light rail alternative that MTA has assessed. Moreover,
a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for
this segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of those
in
the community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even
those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives.
Follows is my testimony as prepared for delivery Saturday, Nov 22 at
Montgomery College, Takoma Park, MD.
"My name is Jean Cavanaugh. I live at 9207 Worth Ave. in Silver
Spring.
I am the Secretary for the Seven Oaks-Evanswood Civic Association. I
am speaking today on behalf of SOECA and the majority of our
community.
At a vote last spring, our association voted against an at-grade Purple
Line down Wayne Avenue. Our association uses and supports mass
transit
and supports the tunneling of the Purple Line under Wayne Avenue.
Purple Line that is light rail would be slow and cumbersome, with little
saving in travel time compared to current Metro routes. Tunneling the
Purple Line would offer a faster route for commuters and travelers and
be a sensible alternative to driving.
Tunneling the Purple Line under Wayne Ave. would preserve the
character
of our neighborhood. The Purple Line as a light rail system will widen
sections of Wayne Avenue to the width of Colesville Road, making it
difficult for kids to cross to school or neighbors to walk to visit each
other.
A wider Wayne Avenue would encourage more cars. The drivers of
these
cars will try to get around the 180 foot light rail trains by cutting

through our neighborhood, endangering pedestrians and children.
If the Purple Line were light rail, the county will allow re-zoning to
higher density residences and business at the stations in the
residential areas along Wayne well before the Purple Line will ever be
built. It will be difficult for our infrastructure to support high
density development in our neighborhood.
If the Puple Line were underground, we wouldn't need a Purple Line
station right in the middle of our neighborhood and our zoning would
remain as it is.
The tunneling option would eliminate the need to widen Wayne and
allow
MTA and the County to implement traffic calming measures.
Tunneling would eliminate much of the noise pollution that comes with
Light Rail.
Wayne Avenue is the only residential street the Purple Line light rail
option uses. The residents of our community have spoken out against
an
at grade Purple Line. If tunneling is feasible on another close by
portion of the Purple Line route, we insist the tunneling option be
considered through our neighborhood."
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Thomas R.
Cech
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
4000 Jones Bridge Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Howard Hughes Medical Institute.pdf (137 kb)
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Lejla
Celebic
7500 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
LEJLA_CJ@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
This is not the first time that I am writting to you. I use the Trail on
regular basis, with two of my sons, ages 3 and 6 years old. This is the
only place where they an ride bikes without fear of incoming traffic.
Moreover, my younger son has an autism and it is very sensitive to
noises. With number of kids who have an autism increase every year
rapidly please take in consideration that this trail is also the only place
without the traffic noises (train noises). Also, while there is other option
for purple line, once the tril is distroied there will be NO option for us.
The residents and user of this one of last oasis on green wallking in this
area.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lejla Celebic
7500 Woodmont Avenue
Betehsda, MD 20814
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Sue
Celeste
4616 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
SUECELESTE@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My 14 year old daughter and I live walking distance to the Capital
Crescent Trail and use it frequently to walk our dogs, ride our bikes, and
just spend quality family time together.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jamie
Cepler

NY
12401
jcepler1@gmail.com
In a perfect world, the high investment LRT would be the best option for
everyone. Unfortunately, if the available money will not cover that, then
the project should go down in scope, hopefully without compromising the
integrity of the project.
Whatever the final decision is, the transit line should be constructed to
make it simple to add infill stations at a later time.
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Jamie
Cepler

MD
20854
jcepler1@gmail.com
The purple line's alignment in College Park is only about 2 miles from
the beltway/95 interchange and park and ride. A short transitway could
be built in the powerline right of way between a transit station at the park
and ride and another transit station at university boulevard.
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Jamie
Cepler
8114 Whites Ford Way
Potomac
MD
20854
jcepler1@gmail.com
I was wondering, if the Purple Line is going to be built as Light Rail, if
provisions will be made at either end (ie stub tracks) to make it possible
to extend the line in the future?
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Paul
Ceruzzi
3303 Ferndale St
Kensington
MD
20895
PAUL125A@YAHOO.COM
Dear Sir or Madam:
I am writing to express my support for the light-rail option for the Purple
Line. It is by far the best alternative.
I might add that a few years ago I spent a summer working in Boston,
and living in the suburb of Brookline. This suburb is in many ways the
equivalent of Chevy Chase in demographics. I commuted daily on the
Green Line light rail, through the Back Bay Fens, a beautiful park
designed by Frederick Law Olmstead. There was no sense that that rail
line "ruined" the park in any way. And the local residents were strong
supporters of both. Perhaps the residents of Chevy Chase could visit
Brookline and see that they have little to fear.
Thank you,
Paul Ceruzzi
3303 Ferndale St.
Kensington, MD 20895
301-949-9864
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Paul
Ceruzzi
3303 Ferndale Street
Kensington
MD
20895
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Contrary to what "Save the
Trail" people say, the Bike Trail will benefit from Purple Line light rail,
since the construction will finally allow trail to reach Silver Spring.
Ceruzzi_Paul_Comment Cards.pdf (55 kb)
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Ken
Chaison
5005 Wickett Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20814-5714
kenchaison@yahoo.com
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail must be preserved as a national treasure.
Destruction of trees and wildlife is an offense against nature and totally
irresponsible with all that we know now about global warming and
protecting the environment.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joelle
Chall

MD
JOELLETRIBBIANI@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
I myself am relatively new to Montgomery County, but have really
enjoyed the trail and its natural beauty. I really prefer to run and bike in
nature instead of breathing in the air while running or biking around cars.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Rolande Valerie
Chalmers
2132 Chippawa Place
Silver Spring
MD
20906
Good morning. My name is Rolande Valerie Chalmers. Rolande, R-O-LA-N-D-E, and my last name is Chalmers, C-H-A-L-M-E-R-S.
I am a student of Montgomery College and I will be talking on behalf of
Montgomery College students. I live at 2132 Chippawa Place, Silver
Spring, Maryland 20906.
I am here today to talk on behalf of the students of Montgomery College
and also on behalf of Emet Nawalo and the Student Senate Secretary
and I'm here today to say a few words in support of the purple line.
We agree, we are for the purple line because the purple line will reduce
the time it takes for students to commute from Takoma/Silver Spring
campus to Rockville, as well as the University of Maryland at Shady
Grove.
I had the chance to conduct a survey with the Senate and we got some
positive feedback on all the students that did say indeed that they
approve the purple line.
I know students, her name is Rayran and she said that her, the purple
line could save her more time to study and get a better education.
I will talk on behalf of Mercat Hupsa who said that the purple line would
give her more time to spend with her children at home.
While discussing this issue with students on campus, we find out that
many students are discouraged - Rockville due to the long commute
time.
Having the purple line will break the barrier by allowing alternates to
explore and access different disciplines offered on all campuses.
The purple line will also allow Montgomery College to diversify more
than it is already. The purple line could also save time by commuting
from Takoma Park to Rockville. It takes about more than an hour to take
the bus and the Metro and we believe that having the purple line could
save us a lot of time. Thank you.
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tim
chambers
5433 whitley park terrace
bethesda
MD
20814
TIMOTHY.CHAMBERS@GMAIL.COM]
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
tim chambers
5433 whitley park terrace
bethesda, MD 20814
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Andrea Chamblee and
John McNamara
727 Hillsboro Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902-3255
achamblee@yahoo.com
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail. I bike and walk the
trail, and even when I drive by it I am affected by the tranquility I share
with other users.
I am only one of more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- who use the Capital Crescent Trail every
week. You have already received many letters explaining its value and
importance to the region

I am a strong supporter of mass transit, but for mass transit to be
successful it must be incorporated into the community of all users. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
DANGEROUSLY CLOSE to children and handicapped, adults of all
ages, hikers and bikers every three minutes. Already the lanes are
narrow too often, and it would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail
users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Maria Pilar
Chamorro
Carmelite of Vedrurrez
8138 15th Ave. #203
Hyattsville
MD
20783

Chamorro, Maria Pilar.pdf (43 kb)
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ShuPing
Chan
3911 Jones Bridge Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
For the record, Shu-Ping Chan, S-H-U, P-I-N-G, C-H-A-N.
Also for the record I'm here with 6-year-old son, Adin Chan. Hopefully by
the time he's ready to go to college if he is accepted at the University of
Maryland he will be taking the purple line to school here.
We live in Montgomery County, Chevy Chase. We signed up for Chevy
Chase, or we tried to sign up for Chevy Chase for the hearing yesterday
but was not able to, so we drove the one hour and 15 minutes from
Chevy Chase to College Park to be part of this hearing because it is
important to us certainly.
We live on Jones Bridge Road, we are a homeowner there, and we are
in strong support of the purple line, but we are in strong opposition of the
purple line being on Jones Bridge Road to highly distract the 60 or 70
residences and homeowners in that area.
The Chevy Chase Valley Community Association, which is bound on the
north by the beltway, to the east by Connecticut Avenue, to the south on
Jones Bridge Road and to the west by basically the Bethesda Naval
Hospital and there is a Montgomery County Park nearby, North Chevy
Chase Park.
But there is about 50, 60 or 70 houses there that would be highly
impacted if the purple line does go through Jones Bridge Road whether
it is the light rail option or the bus option, especially the bus option.
Basically the residents there are trapped in there now. Access to
Connecticut and access to Jones Bridge is extremely difficult and trying
to get in and out, especially during rush hours either in the morning or in
the afternoon is extremely difficult.
We support the purple line. We support the purple line all the way to
New Carrollton. But we oppose the purple line on Jones Bridge Road
and there are alternatives, more environmentally friendly alternatives,
more noise friendly alternatives and logistical alternatives as well that
would not displace those 60 or so homes, homeowners there.
Because as Adin, he wants to play out in his front yard, and if there is a
purple line right out there, it would be highly dangerous for his safety and
the safety of many other families and children in that area. Thank you.
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Peter
Chang

MD
pachang31@mac.com
Hello,
My name is Peter Chang, I have been working at Naval Surface Warfare
Center for 24 years and living in Silver Spring for 21 years. I am in favor
of the purple line connecting downtown Silver Spring and Bethesda with
a parallel bike path on the Georgetown Spur. I favor the
construction of below- or above grade crossings at Jones Mill Rd. and
Connecticut Ave. and favor retaining the Air Rights tunnel beneath
Bethesda. I ride my bike to work between Silver Spring and Carderock
3-5 times per week and think that this would be a wonderful way to
promote more bicycle commuting between the two hubs. I would also
favor an above ground light rail system parallel to the bicycle path.
My family and I would use the rail system often to travel between Silver
Spring and Bethesda.
Sincerely,
Peter Chang
301-588-6614
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Nuno
Chao
501 Hungerford Dr., Unit 105
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Michon Bunch.pdf (117 kb)
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Anne
Charrier

Potomac
MD
A.CHARRIER@COMCAST.NET
Dear Esteemed Representatives,

One more voice from your constituency – I urge you please to preserve
the Capitol Crescent Trail for me and all of us in Montgomery County to
enjoy for generations to come. Right now it is a beautiful, clean, and
safe place to walk and bike. Putting in the Purple Line will ruin it – the
impact of clear-cutting trees, of creating a constant source of vibration
and noise pollution, not to mention air pollution, will be disastrous.

To destroy this lovely area of serene and much-used public park-land
would be the height of “penny-wise / pound-foolish” policy. In this era of
out-of-control expansion, we must be careful to preserve those rare
areas of grace and beauty for us all to continue to enjoy, to give a breath
of fresh air in the midst of development.

Thank you for your deep consideration of this issue. It is VERY
important to me and us all.
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Veda R.
Charrow, Ph.D.

Chevy Chase
MD
VCHARRO@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live in the Town of Chevy Chase, several blocks from the Capital
Crescent Trail. I am always amazed at the beauty of the Trail; it is like a
linear park, and walking along it, one gets the sense that one is far from
traffic and city. I appeal to you to save the Trail.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers--of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities--use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. (In fact, I was
amazed to learn that a great many people--many of them lower income-who live in Silver Spring but work in downtown Bethesda bicycle along
the trail to get to work every day.)

The Trail is loved for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple Line
is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. The only replacement
vegetation that would not interfere with a light rail's catenary lines would
be shrubs; it would be neither safe nor pleasant for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane-- not to mention 10 feet from
trains or buses.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster if the Trail were turned into a
light rail right-of-way.

Please use your wisdom, vision, and courage to put transit elsewhere
(along the Beltway right-of-way, for example) and to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”--so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Wilbur P and Katherine F
Chase
9629 Old Spring Road
Kensington
MD
20895

Chase 35000.pdf (76 kb)
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Sike
Chen
1001 Rockville Pike
Rockville
MD
20852
SIKECHEN@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Sike Chen
1001 Rockville Pike
Apt 204
Rockville, MD 20852
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Sheldon
Cheney
3813 Trego Road
Keedysville
MD
21756
SCHENEY@myactv.net
If you are building along the old B & O Railroad line, why stop at
Bethesda? Go all the way to Georgetown. That line ended under the
Whitehurst Freeway, but, the Purple Line could go a few blocks further
to the Foggy Bottom Metro station. Have stops at River Road, Mass.
Ave, National
Imagery & Mapping, Palisades, Georgetown Univ. Since the right of
way may be narrow, consider narrow gauge streetcars with 3 seats
across instead of 4, as they have in Augsburg, Germany.
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Sheldon
Cheney
3813 Trego Road
Keedysville
MD
21756
SCHENEY@myactv.net
Supplementary comment.
Some of the German streetcars have seven segments so they bend
easily. One can walk the length of the train on many of them. I rode
from Reidenheim on the south side of Stuttgart to downtown Stuttgart.
The train was above ground. After leaving the station, it went into a
tunnel. Minutes later, it was above ground, going throught woods.
Then, underground. Then down a street in town with a fence separating
it from automobile traffic. Then underground and into a big station in the
middle of Stuttgart. We should use such systems as models. ALSO soaring Diesel prices should point you in the direction of electric
powered trains.
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Alice
Cheng

MD
BACHENG@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My husband and I use Capital Crescent Trail almost every day.
Whenever our family or friends come, Capital Crescent is our favor place
to visit every time. Capital Crescent Trail is part of our life. We and our
neighbors enjoy walking on it, running on it, talking with each other on it,
watching children growing up on it.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dinah
Cheng

MD
CHENGD@STATE.GOV
I support building the Purple line as light rail.
Dinah Cheng
__________________________________________
U.S. Department of State
Bureau of Diplomatic Security
Office of the Chief Technology Officer
Software Branch (DS/CTO/SMD/SFW)
SA-20 1801 N. Lynn Street
Rosslyn, VA 20522
571-345-2265
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Monique
Childress
McKissack & McKissack
1401 New York Ave NW
Washington
MD
20005
moniquec@mckissackdc.com
I would like to receive a project newsletter.
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Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Alex Chin-Lee
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Chin's
Family
142## Catamount Court
Silver Spring
MD
20906
EML78212@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Chin's family
142## catamount ct
silver spring md 20906
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Jay
Chmilewski

MD
jchmilew@umd.edu

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Mr. Madden:
The problem of transportation is fast becoming one of our nations most
important issues. With oil prices rising, global warming threatening the
earth, and increasing transportation times ruining our cities efficiencies,
we need leaders to take charge. I'm simply writing you because of the
proposed Purple Line here in Maryland. There is a huge problem here
in College Park, where I currently reside, in which it's almost impossible
to travel east and west. This causes many to use their cars instead of
more efficient and environmentally friendly public transportation. Along
with the environmental consequences, the travel times east and west
can be extreme during rush hour.
I am writing you to express my support for the High Investment Light Rail
Transit (HILRT) alternative for the proposed Purple Line. After reading
the recently released report analyzing the various options to solve this
transportation problem, it is apparent that the HILRT option is superior.
This system is necessary because it is the least dependant on traffic
congestion on the roadways. By being on a separate grade, the light rail
bypasses traffic and is not significantly slowed during rush hour. This is
very important, especially for the future development of Washington DC
and the outlying suburbs in cities like College Park. If you opt for a
system that is less separated, and thus more dependant on vehicle
traffic congestion, the system will become increasingly deficient as the
population increases. On the other hand, if the High Investment Light
Rail Transit system is built, it will be able to adapt to increasing
populations much more easily.
Lastly, this alternative is the best option when considering environmental
concerns. The system will be the most efficient, making the fewest
stops, thus using the least amount of electricity. In a society that is
realizing the negative effects of coal, oil, and natural gas consumption,
you should be very concerned with creating a purple line that uses the
smallest amount of these fossil fuels. By building the heavy investment
light rail system, you would be making the best decision in regards to
global warming as well as health risks related to the mercury, ozone,
Nitrous Oxide, Sulfur Dioxide, and small particulates that are emitted by
local power plants. Also, because this system will be the fastest, more
people would be willing to use it.
This will also decrease the number of cars on the road, also reducing air
pollution emitted by gas-powered cars.
I know the High Investment system would be the most expensive plan,
but I believe it is worth the extra cost. It will be the fastest system, the
most adaptable system, and the best for the environment. I think these
benefits far outweigh the costs. In fact, I would be willing to pay
increased taxes, or higher fares for this system and I think many others
would as well. When you're making decisions on this project keep in
mind that your constituents and neighbors care about the environment
and about making our city more efficient. We want the High Investment
Light Rail Transit system.
Sincerely,
Jay Chmilewski
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Sundar
Chockalingam
10614 Beechknoll Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
Please mail me info. regarding the proposed Purple Line Project.
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Joe
Cholka
707 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JOE.CHOLKA@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Written Comments on Purple Line AA/DEIS
Submitted by:

Joe Cholka
707 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring , MD 20910

To: Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit, but
only if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and ineffective segment of the project. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement tending to show that it is feasible to
design a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective
for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time,
and user benefit hours – for a cost significantly lower than the highinvestment light rail alternative that MTA has assessed. Moreover, a
tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this
segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of those in
the community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even
those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives.
What follows is a copy of the testimony I gave at the November 22
public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park :
My name is Joe Cholka and I live on Bonifant Street one block from
Wayne .
I am opposed to any Purple Line route (either light rail or bus rapid
transit) that is at street-level along Wayne Avenue or through
downtown Silver Spring . Any Purple Line route should be tunneled in
this segment because the segment through downtown Silver Spring
CBD and the residential areas east of Silver Spring are generally
recognized as the most difficult areas for the Purple Line to get through.
The AA/DEIS did not address a number of negative impacts a surface
level route will cause in Silver Spring . Let me give a few examples:
Neither the AA/DEIS nor its Technical Reports summarize the
substantial widening on Wayne or address or document the locations or
the extent of the widening of Wayne Avenue that a surface level route
will need, other than in the engineering drawings. The Seven Oak –
Evanswood Citizens Association has analyzed the engineering
drawings and representations MTA has made at meetings and
concluded that nearly 2/3 of one mile on Wayne Avenue from Fenton
Street to the eastern side of Sligo Creek Parkway will be widened for
left-turn lanes, the station at Dale and other reasons. These changes are
significant and will clearly have adverse impacts.
It is not clear that the AA/DEIS Noise and Vibration Technical Report
calculated the overall noise levels with the “wheel squeal” problems
factored into those measurements along the many curves on Wayne
Avenue. As the report indicates “wheel squeal” is worse around curves
and Wayne Avenue is a winding road with sharp curves. It is also not
clear that the noise study accounted for any breaking or signaling
devices, such as clanging bells or beeping horns, as the train nears the

Dale station or any amplified announcements from the vehicles or at the
station.
The AA/DEIS does not address or even identify other significant adverse
impacts of the surface route along Wayne Avenue and in the Silver
Spring Central Business District. For instance, there is no mention of
traffic access to the parking lot at Silver Spring International Middle
School or to the Whole Foods parking lot, or the traffic backups at the
entrance to the public parking garage on Wayne Avenue . Yet MTA
expressed concern about all of these issues at community meetings.
There are many other adverse effects of a surface route on Wayne
Avenue and through downtown Silver Spring . Yet the AA/DEIS seems
to conclude that there are very few problems with this segment.
However, those impacts exist and are serious enough to justify full
consideration of tunneling.
One thing the study did say puzzled me: that TSM, or enhanced bus
service, at only $82 million would result in 8,200 new transit trips
($10,000 per new trip)– but spending $1.3 billion for medium-investment
light rail would result in 19,200 new transit trips (over $68,000 per new
trip)– only a bit more than twice the new trips of TSM. Can the number
of new trips and the cost per trip possibly be correct?
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Joe
Cholka
707 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Joe, J-O-E, Cholka, C-H-O-L-K-A. I live on Bonifant Street, one block
from Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring. I am opposed to any purple line
route, either light rail or bus rapid transit that is at street level along
Wayne Avenue or through downtown Silver Spring.
Any purple line route should be tunneled in this segment because a
segment through downtown Silver Spring CBD and the residential areas
east of Silver Spring are generally recognized as the most difficult area
for the purple line to get through.
The AADEIS did not address a number of negative impacts a surface
level route will cause in Silver Spring. Let me give you a few examples.
Neither the AADEIS nor its technical report summarize a substantial
widening on Wayne or address or document the locations or the extent
of the widening on Wayne Avenue that a surface level route would need,
other than in some engineering drawings.
The Seven Oaks Evanswood Citizens Association has analyzed the
engineering drawings and representations MTA has made at meetings
and concluded that nearly 2/3 of one mile on Wayne Avenue from
Fenton Street to the eastern side of Sligo Creek Parkway will be
widened for left turn lanes, the station at Dale, and other reasons.
These changes are significant and will clearly have adverse impacts.
It is not clear to me that the AADEIS noise and vibration technical report
calculated the overall noise levels with the wheel squeal problems
factored into those measurements along the many curves on Wayne
Avenue.
As the report indicates, wheels squeal worse around curves and Wayne
Avenue is a winding road with sharp curves. It is also not clear that the
noise study accounted for any signaling devices such as bells or horns
as the train nears the Dale Station or any amplified announcements from
the station or vehicles in the station.
The AADEIS does not address or even identify other significant adverse
impacts of the surface route along Wayne Avenue and in the Silver
Spring central business district.
For instance, there is no mention of traffic access to the parking lot at
Silver Spring International Middle School, nor to the Whole Foods
parking lot or to the traffic backups at the entrance of the public parking
garage on Wayne Avenue.
Yet the MTA expressed concern about all of these issues at community
meetings.
There are many other adverse effects of the surface route on Wayne
Avenue and through downtown Silver Spring. Yet the AADEIS seems to
conclude that there are very few problems with this segment.
However, those impacts exist and are serious enough to justify full
consideration of tunneling. One thing the study did say puzzled me. It
said the TSM or enhanced bus service at only $82 million would result in
8,200 new transit trips. It's about $10,000 per new trip.
But spending $1.3 billion for the preferred medium investment light rail
would result in 19,000 new transit trips. That's basically double, and the
cost of that new trip on that option is $68,000 per trip. Thank you.
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Timothy
Choppin

MD
TCHOPPIN@MAYERBROWN.COM
I write to you as a user of the Capital Crescent Trail who supports the
placement of the Purple Line as a light rail system along the current
Georgetown Branch line.
I am in full agreement with the position of the Washington Bicycle
Association (WABA) and the following points it advocates:
Build the Light Rail Option
WABA believes that the trail improvements that will come with the Purple
Line -- especially the construction of the long-planned segment into
downtown Silver Spring and the protected intersection crossings that will
come with a light rail line -- make this a win-win project for both trail
users and the people who will ride the new transit line
Keep the Trail in the Tunnel
By keeping the trail route in the Bethesda Tunnel, the current location of
the Georgetown Branch Trail, the new trail would avoid an at-grade
crossing of Wisconsin Avenue. MTA should change the designs of all
light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
Widen the Proposed Trail
The proposed trail along the Purple Line is planned to be only 10 feet
wide, which is too narrow for the anticipated number of users the rebuilt
trail would see. The trail design profiles presented in the Purple Line
DEIS show that it is possible to build a 12’ wide trail within the corridor
with only a minimal cost increase and impact on the trail buffer space.
Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue
In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail users also
need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and Elm Street
Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations. Both routes should
be built because they serve different needs.
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Lynn
Choquette
7704 Glendale Rd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
L_CHOQUETTE@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley:
I am very much opposed to the Purple Line with its light rail component
destroying the Crescent Trail and diminishing the quality of life for those
of us who live in Chevy Chase and Bethesda. I do not agree that
shaving a few minutes off a commute merits the misery wrought by such
a venture.
Furthermore, I believe that this project is of such a scope that it should
be decided by voters, not by officials. There should be referendum that
allows citizens to decide whether we choose to advance this effort. It
should not be left to elected officials in Maryland or Washington, DC to
make this decision that will affect the quality of life of our community.
Please consider putting your political muscle behind stopping what has
begun to feel like an inevitable march towards approval of this project. It
is wrong-headed.
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David
Chorrinsky
15709 Sycamore Grove Ct.
Rockville
MD
20853
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Schnieder_Sam_Comment Cards.pdf (40 kb)
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Melanie
Choukas-Bradley
author of City of Trees (University of Virginia Press)
7100 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CHOUKAS@EROLS.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
<>

Council President Andrews,

I am a resident of Chevy Chase, a naturalist and natural history author
who walks, bikes and jogs on the Capital Crescent Trail almost daily.
Although I am a fervent supporter of mass transit, I am heartbroken over
the plan to sacrifice the natural beauty and culture of the Capital
Crescent Trail. If there is one thing that trumps mass transit, it is the
pageant of people walking and biking to their destinations, carrying their
groceries home, and catching up with old friends while strolling under
the beautiful mature trees that line the Trail. In the spring, summer and
fall, native wildflowers of many species line the Trail, and in the winter
the Trail becomes a destination for cross country skiers, who glide
through the shadows of snow-clad branches.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michelle
Chovan
3907 Spruell Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
Michelle_Forrest@comcast.net
Dear Mr. Madden,
I'm writing to urge you to support building the Purple Line in its light rail
form. Light rail will be the most efficient way of expanding public
transportation in Montgomery and Prince George's Counties.
It will cost money, but the long-term benefits to the environment, to
residents, to businesses, and to alleviating traffic congestion will far
exceed any monetary investment.
In this day and age, when almost all acknowledge the importance of
reducing auto traffic, greenhouse gas emissions, and U.S. dependency
on foreign oil, anything other than connecting Metro's red line with light
rail transit would be shortsighted and just plain stupid.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michelle Chovan
3907 Spruell Drive
Kensington, MD 20895
Michelle_Forrest@comcast.net
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John
Chrislip
4977 Battery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
john_chrislip@aporter.com
I am concerned that the proposed Purple Line will bring the criminal
element from Prince Georges County, Wheaton-Silver Spring-Aspin Hill
to Bethesda -- to the detriment of its residents. I've lived in Bethesda for
more than 25 years and would not like to contemplate being forced to
move because of a rising crime rate.
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Tyler
Christensen
604 Deerfield Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Christensen_Tyler.pdf (107 kb)
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Louis G.
Christopher
4915 Cumberland Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LOUIS.CHRISTOPHER@CUSHWAKE.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isaiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. My wife and I have
lived within two blocks of the Trail for the 16 years we have been
married. We have three children ages 13,11 and 8. All of our family
members use the trail for recreation and transportation each and every
day. Our oldest can bike to her 98 year old great grandmother's
apartment which is 1 mile from our house and 1 block from the trail. We
chose our three houses based on their convenient access to the trail.
The quality of many families lives and our environment will be greatly
impacted if the light rail is funded and constructed.
Why are business concerns more important than family concerns? We
can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful,
tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
How is this the right decision for many families that use the trail and live
on / by it?
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. In the 16 years we have used it
daily we have noticed the dramatic increase in trail users of all ages,
races, nationalities, and abilities.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will

double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidentally falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
Certainly it will make it impossible for children to enjoy in a safe manner.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,

Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Louis G. Christopher
4915 Cumberland Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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John
Churan
4320 Starr Jordan Drive
Annandale
VA
22003
FAMJAM56@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the MTA should
change the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the
Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
John Churan
4320 Starr Jordan Drive
Annandale, VA 22003
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John
Churchill
11309 Ashley Drive
Rockville
MD
20852
J.CHURCHILL2@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear

Governor O’Malley,

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Council Members;

I use the Capital Crescent Trail to bike between Rockville through Rock
Creek Park and on to Bethesda quite often and feel that the trail is the
only safe way to travel from Rock Creek to Bethesda. Alternates are
Jones Bridge Road or Connecticut Avenue and East West Highway;
neither is safe for bike riders.

Regardless of what its proponents say, building the Purple Line along
the Capital Crescent Trail would ruin the trail for biking and walking use.
It would cause the removal of trees and vegetation that add great value
to the trail and provide shelter for birds and other wildlife. The area
needs more parks like the trail, they provide for recreation and help to
bring people and families out of their houses, together with their
neighbors, and provide a sense of community. This would be lost with a
rail system on the trail; families would just not use it and have no local
alternative.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural

resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Monique
Cicerchia
5101 River Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
MI1SA@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and c ourage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Monique Cicerchia
5101 River Rd apt 402
Bethesda MD 20816
T: 301 6565234
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Monique
Cicerchia
5101 River Road apt 402
Bethesda
MD
20816
MI1SA@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing ea ch other on a narrow bike lane
-- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Spartaco
Cicerchia
5101 River Road
MD
ARES98@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Crescent Trail is a vital part of the community. It is core of activities
that involve
people of all ages and it is crucil that you make sure you keep it
available for the future.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Spartaco Cicerchia
5101 River Road
(240) 731 5435
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Spartaco
Cicerchia
5101 River Road apt 402
Bethesda
MD
20816
ARES98@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as t his region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Andrea
Cimino
5113 Crossfield Ct
North Bethesda
MD
20822
amcimino9@aol.com
I strongly support the building of the Purple Line in Montgomery County
and PG County. I share a car with my partner so I would greatly benefit
from the Purple Line. Today I did not have access to our car so to get
from North Bethesda in Mont. Co. to PG County I had to take the Metro
into DC and then back out to PG County. Being able to take the Purple
Line would have significantly cut my journey time.
I think the Purple Line is a wise alternative to the ICC and would help
Maryland meet it's greenhouse gas reduction goals by reducing the
amount of cars on the road, as well as reduce pollution and help people
who have limited car access get around the two counties.
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Steve
Cimino
8505 16th Street#710
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SPCIMINO@VERIZON.NET
The technology currently exists to dig, in one sweep, a tunnel that can
accommodate two tracks, moving in opposite directions. It's a
tremendous cost savings over traditional tunnelling methods that require
separate tunnels for each direction. Check out this link:
htpp://www.Tyson's Tunnel.org
Let's stop the needless misery. The purple line can be tunnelled and
integrated neatly into the current heavy-rail metro system. No roads will
be gouged up, no trails will be paved, no front yards will be shortened,
no trees will be mowed down, no buildings will be demolished, no
squeaky streetcars will disturb anyone's peace.
The Obama administration is poised to pour billions of dollars into
infrastructure projects. Let's give them a sparkling purple jewel on the
crown of our excellent Metro system. We can dig it cost-effectively and
rejoice as a region for being on the cutting edge of underground mass
transit.
Steve Cimino
8508 16th Street #710
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Meg
Clabault
404 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Meg Clabault, M-E-G, C-L-A-B-A-U-L-T. I live at 404 Mansfield Road,
Silver Spring, 20910.
I am pro-purple line light rail. I think it is really important that it doesn't
become a bus route like the Silver Line did in Boston. That's about all I
have to say.
I also think that there should be no parking on Wayne Avenue, even if
there is a rail there. But absolutely no parking on Wayne.
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Bob and Sara
Clark

Bethesda
MD
SEANORITAS@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We are a family of five, two working professionals and three college-age
young girls. We moved to Bethesda 19 years ago sacrificing every
penny to squeeze into what we thought would remain a wonderful place
to raise our family, do business and enjoy life. We bike regularly, but
mostly walk, through our town. The Crescent Trail is that last little piece
of heaven we look forward to to get away from the stress that comes
with our responsibilities. WE PAY HIGH TAXES as a means to endorse
and maintain our healthy values and way of life, and we ask that you
please consider the tremendous adverse impact the proposed plan for
the purple line would have on our community.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jerry
Clark
3322 Stephenson Place, NW
Washington
DC
20015
GERARD.CLARK@SKADDEN.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Please do not destroy the Capital Crescent Trail. My family and I are
heavy users of the Trail. We treasure the fresh air, exercise and peace
we get from hiking and biking on the Trail. The Trail is a tremendous
amenity for the neighborhood. We need this greenspace. The last thing
we need in this part of the County is more cement, steel and noise.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10 feet from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's Central Park -so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Maureen D. Clark and
Jeffrey I. Gerson
1 Tegner Court
Rockville
MD
20850
We support building the Purple Line as Light Rail.
Clark_Maureen Comment Cards.pdf (37 kb)
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Nicholas
Clark
1225 I St SE
Washington
DC
20003
I wish to voice my support for the Light Rail option, over BRT. As a long
term investment, rail will serve the purple line much more effectively.
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Thomas
Clark

MD
iahwehireh@aol.com
As a Montgomery County resident who hopes to organize and to operate
an extensive trolleycar service for Montgomery County, I request an
appointment to give formal testimony ay your public hearing on 18
November between 18:00 hours and 21:00 hours. Concerning such an
appointment or for alternate scheduling, you may contact me at
iahwehireh@aol.com.
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Elaine
Clarke
1916 Dundee Road
Rockville
MD
20850
I support the Purple Line as light rail on the master plan alignment
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I also support the trail along side
thie route and urge that it be a 12 foot trail. East of the Silver Spring
Metro station I support the route that best meets the purpose and needs
study.
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James
Clarke
1916 Dundee
Rockvile
MD
20850
Good evening. My name is James Clarke. J-A-M-E-S, C-L-A-R-K-E. And
I live in Rockville, Maryland. I am here tonight to strongly support the
Purple Line as a light rail along the full 16 mile route that best meets the
purpose and needs as defined by MTA.
As a cyclist, I am strongly in favor of the route as shown in Montgomery
County's adopted Master Plan between Bethesda and Silver Spring for
both the light rail and bicycle path. The only way the Capitol Crescent
Trail would be completed from Bethesda to Silver Spring will be if the
Purple Line is built as light rail along the county's master, the county's
adopted Master Plan route. I was pleased to see the Washington Area
Bicyclists Association press release announcing their support for this
proposal.
As you can see by my white hair, I am now a senior citizen and I'm at the
age where driving reflexes are slow. What the Purple Line will provide
for me, for my wife and I, is an alternative to driving the beltway when we
go to Silver Spring for dinner and a movie at the AFI.
For me, it will also provide a way to get from the university, to get to the
University of Maryland in College Park without having to drive, having to
drive the beltway when I want to use their library. Plus, I won't have to
spend half an hour to 45 minutes searching for a parking space on
campus.
Plus, as one who occasionally has to go from Bethesda to Silver Spring,
I won't have to spend 30 to 45 minutes standing on a J bus. A 9 minute
rail trip will be a great alternative.
As a life member of the Sierra Club and for a number of years I had the
privilege of working for the club as both a volunteer and a professional
staffer. During my time with the club and still today I believe that one of
the biggest environmental problems we face is that we have too many
cars driving too many miles. We need to provide alternatives to driving
just about everywhere one needs to go as we go about our daily lives.
The Purple Line as light rail will provide an alternative to driving that I
hope is the first of many future rail lines serving the Metropolitan
Washington area. Thank you for the opportunity to provide my
comments.
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MAUD
CLARKE
129 FINALE TERRACE
SILVER SPRING
MD
20901
I support the light rail option for the Purple Line. This is a needed
addition to area transportation options and a green one.
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Colette
Claude Cowey
4932 Sentinel Drive, #206
Bethesda
MD
20816
CCCOWEY@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
Montgomery County Planning Board Chairman Hanson,
Montgomery County Executive Leggett,
Montgomery County Council President Andrews and Council
Members,

In making a decision on the Purple Line transit investment, I would urge
you to consider thoughtfully the "value of the green" in terms of the cost
of destroying a vast swath of greenspace in the center of Bethesda, as
well as in terms of the direct cost of bus vs. light rail.

Some of you have walked the Crescent Trail between Wisconsin and
Connecticut Avenues and appreciated its tranquil presence, so close to
major transportation arteries. You might even have encountered a
raccoon or possum, or seen children collecting berries to make ink for an
art project (as mine did when they were young). Have you ever thought
of this space as the urban park it is, a haven in the midst of a rapidly
growing area? Let's not kid anybody: light rail in downtown Bethesda
will destroy the Crescent Trail as a recreational area for families now
and in the future. Who can enjoy walking in close proximity to fastmoving trains? It will also significantly degrade the vibrant intersection
at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues to have it used as a turn-around
for rail cars.

The cost factor alone would seem to indicate that the bus option should
be the preferred one. Is our State or our County able to commit the
resources needed for light rail in this time of economic implosion and in
view of many other spending priorities? Perhaps it's time to be more
realistic, to build something we can afford rather than something that
may never happen because our grasp has far exceeded our reach. If
financial considerations are not among the top criteria for selecting the
transit system, what is?

As you make your decision on the type of transit system to provide for
the County, please ask yourself if it really is in Montgomery County's
long-term interest to destroy so much mature vegetation that cannot be
replaced. I hope your answer will be to preserve green space and to
use greenbacks conservatively.
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Mark A.
Clauss
7919 Sleaford Place
Bethesda
MD
20814
CLAUSSM@EXECUTIVEBOARD.COM
As Alexa, my 7 year old daughter, told Councilman Roger Berliner at his
recent town meeting at CC Elementary, “PLEASE SAVE OUR TRAIL!”
(Councilman perhaps you remember the cute redhead?)

Our family uses the trail on a weekly basis, both of my children, Alexa
(7) and Jack (5) have learned to ride their bikes on the trail and with the
busy congestion of living in Bethesda, this trail is really the only place we
feel safe riding as a family.

Having a train run along side the trail and losing all of the trees is not
really an option either, I don’t think we’d use the trail under those
circumstances and know many of my neighbors in “East Bethesda” feel
the same way (we are located a block from BCC High School and 3
blocks from the trail.)

I’m sure there is an alternative that doesn’t take away some of the last
remaining green space in our lovely Montgomery County.

Thank you for your hard work here, I can appreciate that it is difficult to
please everyone, I just hope that in this case the people are heard and
we can preserve the treasure that the trail is!

Feel free to call my cell if you’d like more input – 301.908.6090.
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Kevin
Clay
3310 University Boulevard West
Kensing
MD

Have you ever seen downtown Bethesda? There are very few trees,
parks and open spaces. Basically, Bethesda is just concrete. And
Bethesda has the metro. The purple line is great concept, however, it
does not take into account the environmental impact. Moreover, the
purple line does not take into account state and county deficits. Right
now, more study of the project is needed especially - similar to the ICC
project. Also with deficits of both state and county, the project needs to
be deferred.
2.pdf (929 kb)
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Kevin
Clay
3310 University Boulevard W
Kensington
MD
20895
Kevin Clay, K-E-V-I-N C-L-A-Y. Okay. I'm 3310 University Boulevard,
West and that's Kensington, Maryland 20895. Have you ever seen
downtown Bethesda?
There are very few trees, parks, and open spaces. Basically, Bethesda
is just concrete and it has the Metro.
The Purple Line is a great concept,however, it does not take in to
account the environmental impact. Moreover, the Purple Line does not
take in to account the State and County budget deficits.
Right now, more study of the project is needed especially the
environmental impact, something similar to the ICC Project.
Also, with the deficits of both the State and County the project needs to
be deferred. Thank you.
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Catherine
Clifford

MD
KMCCLIFF@MSN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is the kind of prescious and rare natural
resource in an urban setting--easily available to everyone--that is
irreplaceable once lost. The very nature of the trail and its benefits to the
thousands of people who use it depend on a sense of natural beauty,
serenity, and insulation from development. That, in turn, is dependent on
the presence of old trees and plenty of them; quiet; the lack of manmade intrusion.

As a former New Yorker, with its wonderful resource of Central Park, I
was delighted to discover a small bit of a replacement for that once I
moved to Maryland. Yes, Rock Creek Park is terrific, but there are
actually relatively few trails or roadways there that offer the same kind of
multi-use, easy access without automobile traffic that the Capital
Crescent Trail does. Even if the pathway itself remains, the nature of it
will be so altered as to destroy the essence of it. When there is a very
useful, practical, viable alternative, I think that putting in a light rail along
what is now an urban oasis is the sort of folly in the name of progress
that history looks back on with incredulity.
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John
Clifford

MD
JCLIFFORD@BSFLLP.COM
build it and they will come
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Patricia
Clifford
11911 Hitching Post Lane
Rockvile
MD
20852
PATRICIA@MINKOFF.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Save the Capital Crescent Trail - please! I use it at least once a week
and enjoy its beauty. Please do not destroy with the Purple line. Please!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Patricia Ann Clifford,
11911 Hitching Post Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

December 16, 2008
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Patricia Clifford
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Tara
Clifton
5515 Huntington Pkwy
Bethesda
MD
20814
TARATARATARA222@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to request that the Capital Crescent Trail be preserved and
that the Purple Line be implemented without damage or degradation of
the trail.

My husband and others commute via bicycle on the trail. This alleviates
congestion. Commuting on the trail is actually shorter than by car on the
road which is another incentive. He would not commute by bicycle if
busy rush-hour roads were the only option.

Together we use the trail frequently for errands and pleasure bicycle
riding. We ride to the Silver Spring Farmer's market on weekends and
picnic on the way back on the side of the trail.

The existence of the trail is not the only factor. A sidewalk next to a
busy highway seems to be a good comparison of the proposed trail if the
light rail system is put in place.

The trail is our park. Please preserve our park.

Thank you for your time,
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Linda M.
Clime
4938 Bradley Boulevard
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Clime_Linda.pdf (24 kb)
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Jon
Clingenpeel

MD
JEEP4U2@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of=2 0the mature trees surrounding the Trail would
be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michelle
Clive
143 Little Terrace
Silver Spring
MD

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Michelle Clive, M-I-C-H-E-L-L-E, Clive, C-L-I-V-E. I live at
143 Little Terrace in Silver Spring. I am a half block away from Wayne
Avenue and I live very close to Wayne and Dale. I went to school at the
old Blair High School right on Wayne and Dale.
I am here to testify in favor of the purple line. I am in strong favor of the
medium investment light rail line. I would also support the high
investment light rail line, but absolutely light rail.
I am very personally invested in this because this is where my family is.
We have lived in this community throughout my entire childhood and
someday I will inherit our house.
This line would be incredibly beneficial to my family. I also know that a
number of people who are friends in our community are in very strong
support of this line. We see how much this would improve our ability to
get back and forth between where we live and the whole rest of the
community that's not currently connected by anything in the Metro
system.
Having used the red line frequently to get to the entire other side of the,
of Montgomery County definitely led to many times growing up when we
just decided to use a car instead.
You know, I'm basically here speaking on behalf of my own personal
experience, but I think that it's reflective of the opinions of many other
people based on what I'm hearing.
Just knowing that I have similar needs and lead a similar life to others, I
think that the purple line is on a fantastic route.
It would connect the college community University of Maryland to
everybody else out here in the rest of Montgomery County.
Silver Spring also, my hometown, has seen massive economic
development in the past 10, 20 years, and this development is only
going to continue with the building of the Silver Spring library and our
community center.
The traffic congestion since the economic development really took off
with the construction of downtown Silver Spring with the fountain and the
many chain stores there. It has been just massively detrimental to our
community.
The traffic is insane. I have never seen it at this level before. I think that
light rail transit is not really an option, it's an absolute necessity.
I also would just like to testify that I'm concerned as a member of the
Park Hill Civic Association. I am not authorized to represent that
association, but I'm concerned that the leader of that association is going
to misrepresent us, some of our community members views in public
testimony today stating that the majority opposes the purple line when in
fact it is just that currently a small majority is in favor of the light rail and
we don't have, we didn't have a distinction in our vote on the opposition
to that line.
So I just wanted to express as a member of that association also that I'm
strongly in favor of the purple line.
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Kevin
Coates
Coates Consult
5011 Rugby Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
kevin.coates@verizon.net
I went to the Purple Line meeting last night and spoke
extemporaneously for less than the 3 minute testimony allocated. As I
was leaving, several people pulled me aside asking for more
information. They were amazed that an urban maglev system was not
being considered given its many positive attributes. So am I.
What concerns me most about this process is that whoever is making
technology recommendations is not as well informed as they should be.
Their assumptions regarding maglev technology are outdated in the
extreme; especially, regarding the sole source or proprietary technology
objections. Three manufacturers from three countries (Japan, Korea,
and China) are building nearly identical urban maglev systems.
In addition, there seems to be an overwhelming (and short-sighted)
concern for first cost issues with very little regard for environmental,
safety, reliability or life cycle cost sustainability issues. Whether it is LRT
or BRT, taxpayers will end up subsidizing sizable yearly O&M costs for
these complex mechanical systems. It is the superior O&M cost benefit
that drove engineers to doggedly pursued maglev transport for the last
80 years.
Now that we can actually buy one of these proven systems for our
region, I keep getting lame excuses as to why maglev is not being
selected. Somebody somewhere made this decision and it is clear to me
they are short-changing the people of Maryland. In a world that will soon
experience severe fuel shortages, we need vision here, not short-sighted
old-think based upon quickly evaporating transport ridership
assumptions. The Purple Line process began before the looming world
energy crisis was general knowledge. Given this very real paradigm
shift, we need to reexamine Maryland transit system requirements with a
greater emphasis on O&M. But how?
Please let me know how I can help improve the process.
Best regards,
Kevin
Kevin C. Coates
Coates Consult
www.coatesconsult.us
5011 Rugby Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel. (301) 652-8782
Cell (202) 425-7776
kevin.coates@verizon.net or
kccoates@yahoo.com
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Kevin
Coates
3011 Rugby Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
Hi, my name's Kevin Coates and I'm a Bethesda resident for many
years. Oh, K-E-V-I-N, Kevin, Coates, C-O-A-T-E-S. I live in Bethesda
and I use the trail quite a bit and I definitely consider myself an
environmentalist. I also happen to be a magnetic levitation train
consultant. And I know for a fact that the urban Maglev system in
Negoya has been running for three years with 99.97 percent reliability to
the second on time performance. And I am absolutely astounded that
this state, this county and this country has not built this system yet.
We have the opportunity with the Purple Line to build a Maglev system
that operates at 60 miles per hour, top speed, with no sound, no
vibration, operates in all weather conditions, and does not impact the
use of the trail. And I don't, you know, I'm up here speaking
contemporaneously because I didn't have prepared remarks, but I look
at things like operating a maintenance cost and I take them very
seriously. The initial cab cost for this Maglev system run about the same
as an LRT. And I've ridden on LRT's all around this county. Their own
O&M costs are double that of the Maglev system in Negoya.
So, you know, it's not just building the system that we need to be looking
at. We need to be also looking at what's it gonna cost the tax payers to
run this system year after year? And all we have to do is look at the
Metro system in Washington, D.C. and look at how much the
maintenance costs are now costing this system to upgrade their track
system and everything else.
There's only one moving part on a Maglev system; it's the vehicle. Yes,
you have doors that open and close. But for all intents and purposes,
there's one moving part. There's no brakes, there's no electric motors
because the vehicle is one half of the motor. And I think that we need to
take another look at this technology and I think that the safety record is
something else that we need to pay attention to. And I also think that
the, the idea of having an exclusive right-of-way and not having an atgrade system which has to share its right-of-way with vehicles
completely removes the reliability problems that an LRT is going to
introduce.
So, you know, basically, I think you get the idea where I'm coming from
and I don't think I need to talk any more on it. Thank you.
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Kevin
Coates
5011 Rugby Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
kccoates@yahoo.com
Coates 35528.pdf (125 kb)
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Mary and Billy
Cobbett
4500 Chase Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
cobbettm@cc.nih
Cobbett 35529.pdf (96 kb)
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George D.
Cody
8509 Farrell Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GCODY@CIW.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,

I write to you in regard to the upcoming vote as to where to route the
proposed Purple Line. I implore you to not select the Captial
Crescent Trail as the route selected. My family lives east of Rock
Creek Park in Rock Creek Forrest and use this trail daily. We use
this trail when we go shopping at Chevy Chase Market, visit Bethesda
for any one of a number of activities, and for purely recreational
purposes. On any given day we pass 10's to sometime a 100 people
doing the same thing. Given the traffic congestion that all of us
face and the wake up call that we all received with 4 $ /gallon fuel,
it is truly a fantastic asset to our community to have access to this
trail.
Routing the proposed Purple Line on the Capital Crescent trail will
change all of this. Currently on a busy day there are between 3 to
four "lanes" of users, bicyclers going in opposite directions along
with runners and causal strollers. The trail also provides ready
access for High School students attending Bethesda Chevy Chase High
school. I can assure you that the full width of the trail is
completely utilized. Whereas I have heard that the proposed plan
would accommodate trail users, I cannot imagine how this could
possibly occur. Presumably any train would be at least 8 feet wide
and I can't imagine that for safety reasons pedestrians and bicylists
would be allowed to travel any where near this train.

I recall before I moved here, hearing from friends in Virginia
praising the fantastic trail system available to residents there.
With the finished extension of the Capital crescent trail to west
Silver spring, we now have something like what our neighbors down
south have. Finally, the greatest explosion of traffic will no doubt
occur through the expansion of the Naval Medical Facility. Clearly
when deciding where to route any new mass transit primary
consideration should be towards where the maximum flow of traffic will
go, and in my view the Naval medical facility is a more logical
destination that provides additional metro access at the red line stop
at NIH. This is something that can be readily accomplished with the
proposed BRT.
I hope that you will consider your choices with these points in mind.
Once the Capital crescent trail is gone it will not be replaced.
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Pamela Sumner
Coffey

MD
pscoffey@hotmail.com
Dear MTA,
Please note I strongly support the Purple Line. I live in Takoma Park,
MD and commute to downtown, DC.
I think the Purple line makes a lot of sense and represents a great longterm investment for growth and a decrease in congestion.
Sincerely,
Pamela Sumner Coffey
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gabrielle
coffin
707A delaware ave sw
washington
DC
20024
abbycoffin@gmail.com
I attend Montgomergy College takoma park/SS campus, i will be
graduating in fall of 2011. I would love to have a purple line, I regularly
travel from SS metro to Rockville metro station. I think it would be a
great resource for all Montgomery college students who take public
transportation and need to travel between the rockville and SS
campuses, or between either campus and work. Yes there are buses
that travel between the two, but the rail line is much faster!
thanks,
gabrielle coffin
707A delaware ave sw
washington dc
20024
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Edward
Cohen

MD

Submission Content/Notes : Good afternoon. My name is Edward Cohen, E-D-W-A-R-D, C-O-H-E-N.
I live at 808 Cathedral Street, Apartment 2F, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.
I'm a member of the Red Line Citizens Advisory Council appointed by
the legislature and the Charles Street Trolley Steering Committee,
neither one of which has taken a position on the red line and neither one
of which has jurisdiction with regard to this project.
I'm here today to support high investment light rail for the red line with
tunneling underneath of Silver Spring. I would like to point out why it is
necessary to have a high quality system, and I would refer to what I
experienced today.
Today I came to this location from Greenbelt Station after getting down
there on an express bus and light rail from Baltimore, and from
Greenbelt Station it took me 87 minutes to get here.
Eighty-seven minutes just to get from Greenbelt Station to here on
transit. And I was very fortunate because down at Kenilworth Avenue,
near East/West Highway, I got off the bus and the bus going, coming
over here was right there.
If it had not had a long line loading people up, I would have had to wait
for the next bus. If the arrival of my express bus to Greenbelt Station had
not been timely, I would have had to wait 43 minutes there. So I could
have waited 160 minutes or 2 hours and 40 minutes just to travel on two
buses to get from Greenbelt Station to here.
If the light rail were built as high end light rail, then that travel time would
be about to 45 minutes, including transfer and waiting time on the
transfer on the bus. So that is a significant savings.
LRT light rail has been shown to be something that can guide
redevelopment, but bus rapid transit has not shown that potentiality in
any way that people can measure.
There is also an issue about the cost effectiveness and how it relates to
rail versus bus. The federal government does not allow what empirical
studies have shown, and that is that there should be a premium for rail in
terms of estimating ridership. Anywhere between 15 and 55 percent but
the Bush administration forbad that in the cost effectiveness ratings that
they require the MTA to use.
A world class transit system such as the one in Paris is designed with
Metro lines going into the center, but light rail going outside the city, and
that is exactly the design that would work here.
It is also important to understand that faster running times lead to higher
capacity and lower operating costs.
Finally, we should make sure that we do not build a system that does not
have adequate capacity because if we open it and then demand the
seats for capacity, we will not have built the system that we need. Thank
you.
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Edward K.
Cohen
TRAC
808 Cathedral Street
Baltimore
MD
21201

Submission Content/Notes : Good afternoon. My name is Edward Cohen, E-D-W-A-R-D C-O-H-E-N.
I live at 808 Cathedral Street, Apartment 2F, Baltimore, Maryland 21201.
I am a member of the Red Line Citizens Advisory Council in Baltimore
that was created by the Legislature in 2007. I'm here to give testimony
on the Purple Line, not representing the Red Line Council because we
have no jurisdiction over this project.
However, it is a project that affects people not just in suburban
Washington but throughout the Metropolitan Area of Baltimore and
Washington. It would provide access to people coming from Metropolitan
Baltimore on MARC Trains to get from New Carrollton Station to College
Park and Silver Spring and from College Park Station to get to New
Carrollton, to Silver Spring, and to Bethesda.
It would also provide easier access to people from Baltimore going to
Rockville. And there are a number of people from the Baltimore area
who work in all of those locations.
I personally support High-End Light Rail Transit for this project. Using a
tunnel under Silver Spring that would come out on Wayne Avenue and
than travel east going through the northern route of the University of
Maryland campus and then down to the East Campus area.
The reason that I support High-End LRT is because I understand from
what we have seen at the Red Line Council hearings that the cost
effectiveness formula that the Federal Government uses is a biased
formula and that it undervalues high-end investment.
In general, it penalizes higher investment in the formulation, but as long
as you meet the cost effectiveness criteria, and all of these alternatives
do, than your project can get in and qualify for federal funding.
One of the problems with lower-end investment is that it causes
congestion at areas where there is already congestion and where there
is cross traffic. And the cost effectiveness formula does not take in to
account the loss of time for people in private vehicles. It only accounts
for any loss of time for people on crossing roadways who are onboard
buses.
This is clearly a bias. So with the biases that exist, including a bias in
favor of rubber against rail, if you look at the numbers than actually this
is the best project. It will have a number of impacts.
Not just reducing travel time and therefore taking cars off of the Beltway,
but it will also significantly reduce overloads on the existing Metro
system, on the Green, the Orange, and most especially on the Red Line.
If we have a system in place that is low-end BRT, the savings in time will
not be enough to have a real impact on ridership on the existing Metro
System. And so for all of these reasons I support High-End LRT for the
Purple Line. Thank you very much.
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James
Cohen
4532 Fairfield Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
jim.cohen@noaa.gov
Hello, I am a resident of Glenbrook Village, a neighborhood east of
Wisconsin Avenue and south of Jones Bridge Road in Bethesda. I'd like
to know why light rail apparently isn't being considered for the Jones
Bridge/Woodmont section of the project. Does this mean that if light rail
is selected, those areas wouldn't be served by the Purple Line? Given
the upcoming massive transfer of jobs to the Naval Hospital, it seems
like that is a vital segment of the project. Given this transfer of jobs, I'd
also like to know whether there's any possibility that consideration might
be given to putting a station at the southern entrance to the Naval
Hospital at Jones Bridge Road and Maryland Avenue. Presumably, the
Purple Line would replace the J1 bus, which serves many residents of
my neighborhood (including myself). I fear that if the closest access is
on the far side of Wisconsin Avenue, many will stop using the service
and return to their cars, making what is already expected to be a traffic
nightmare even worse.
Jim Cohen
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James
Cohen
4532 Fairfield Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
jim.cohen@noaa.gov
I live in East Bethesda and commute every day to Silver Spring on the
J1 bus. I am very much opposed to any busway along Jones Bridge
Road because of the adverse impact this would have on traffic and on
residents. Jones Bridge Road is already quite congested, and with the
additional traffic due to the consolidation of Walter Reade at Bethesda
Naval, that congestion is only going to get worse. To reduce the
capacity of Jones Bridge Road by 50% to accommodate a busway is
nothing short of madness; the traffic will extend for miles around at all
hours of the day and night. Residents of the adjacent neighborhood will
be prisoners in their houses.
In addition, as someone who has to cross Jones Bridge Road every day
Monday through Friday, during winter in the dark, the hazard of trying to
make this crossing with frequent buses speeding by at 40 mph or more
in addition to the regular traffic would be dangerous in the extreme.
Indeed, it would probably be infeasible. Assuming there would still be
local bus service, how would people getting off westbound buses on the
north side of Jones Bridge Road reach the neighborhood on the south
side safely?
The Jones Bridge Road alternative is simply not feasible. It would be a
shame to lose the Trail, but safety and extreme traffic congestion have
to trump aesthetic concerns. If there is to be a Purple Line, it needs to
be light rail on the Trail.
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Laurie
Cohen
3518 Turner Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LAURIESCOHEN@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My husband, two children (ages 2 1/2 and 4 1/2) and I enjoy the Capital
Crescent Trail on a daily/weekly basis -- whether for bike rides, nature
hikes or little jogs. It is a part of our daily life and provides not just a
healthy outlet for us, but a outlet in which our family can share many
experiences together.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert H.
Colcock
Hanson Oaks Homeowners Association
4112 Hanson Oaks Drive
Landover Hills
MD
20784
My main concern is that the in-ground rails and necessary drop down
gate will completely cut off in AND out traffic to our community. Also,
there are school bus stops at this corner also. This is a crossing to the
recreation center and park. Since this is at such a drastic downhill, curve
and uphill again there have already been numerous accidents centering
at this intersection (Ellin Road and Hanson Oaks Drive) with a rail line
here added there should be a traffic light and a marked pedestrian
crossing as well. Pedestrians (school children and children crossing to
the Rec.center) have very limited visability crossing there.
Colcock_Robert.pdf (137 kb)
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Alex
Cole

MD
ALEXCOLE@MRIS.COM
Dear Sirs and Madames,
Hello. My name is Alex Cole. I'm a senior at Bethesda Chevy Chase
High School who is gravely concerned about the Capital Crescent Trail
situation. Everyday, I commute to school on the trail and run on the trail
with my fellow Bethesda Chevy Chase HS cross country runners. I
consider this trail my home away from home. The trail provides me a
recreational place where I can simultaneously see the green trees, enjoy
nature, and escape from the stress of the hectic world and college
applications.
The Capital Crescent Trail is a wonderful recreational place that
provides a green area to the community. The Trail is a playground for
the local residents. It is a playground where children learn to bike and
where adults relearn how to enjoy the environment. It would be a
catastrophe to see the Capital Crescent Trail bulldozed. Do you, elected
officials, really want to destroy a community playground?
I understand that constructing the Purple Line has numerous positives
for the community. It is an intelligent way to reduce traffic congestion,
provide convienent public transportation and fight global warming.
Actually, I advocate the construction of the Purple Line. However, there
must be a certain ramification. The Purple Line must be built
underground! It will be a win-win situation for the community if the Purple
Line is built underground because it will not hinder the existence of the
Capital Crescent Trail. If the Purple Line is built underground and the
Trail still remains open, the community still has its playground and the
community now has a new means of transportation. The underground
Purple Line and the undisturbed Capital Crescent Trail will help fight
global warming. Bikers will still be able to commute to work and
residents will be able to commute on public transportation, rather than
drive their own personal environment-killing cars. The community has
nothing to lose if the Purple Line is built underground and the Trail
remains undisturbed. However, the community will lose everything if the
Capital Crescent Trail is shut down.
Please, make sure the Capital Crescent Trail is undisturbed by the
construction of the Purple Line. I want my seven year old brother to have
the same oppurtunity to bike to school when he goes to Bethesda Chevy
Chase HS. His future and the Trail's future rest in your hands. Please
make the right decision for him, the community, the Trail and me. Put the
Purple Line underground.
Thank you for your time.
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Elizabeth A.
Cole
6833 Easter Ave., Apt 26
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Bus already exists and is
undependable and reliant on traffic. Light rail would really connect the
area in a modern, reliable way and save more people from dependency
on cars.
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Josh
Cole

DC
20001
Please build the Purple line. It will make my commute easier and add an
important link through the Md. suburbs. -Josh Cole
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Roger
Coleman
801 Philadelphia Ave
Silver Spring
MD
MUSICGUY55@HOTMAIL.COM
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. My family and I use
this trail as a bike route frequently and believe that it encourages walking
and biking in an increasingly urban area with limited space for these
healthy activities.We can put transit in another location, but we can't recreate this beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace
anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
Please consider the input from the people who use the trail and benefit
from its existance.
Thank you,
Roger Coleman
801 Philadelphia Ave
Silver Spring MD
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Laura and James
Colgary
8639 Terrace Garden Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
gosubs@hotmail.com
I am concerned about the impact the purple line would have on my
property. Our home is one of the townhouses on the corner of Jones
Bridge Road and Wisconsin Avenue. The proposed plan Jones Bridge
Road 1 CFG 02-02 shows a circle of impact at the intersection that
encompasses my home. What specifically will the impact be?
Thank you in advance for your prompt response to my question.
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Alvaro
Colindres
8111 12th Place
Hyattsville
MD
20783
Translated:
It will benefits us greatly to have more access points.
Alvaro_Colindres.pdf (22 kb)
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Stacey
Colino
4211 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
staceycolino@earthlink.net
I am opposed to building the Purple Line on the Georgetown Branch trail
for several reasons--the cost, the environmental impact, a lack of
evidence that it's worth the damage and expense in terms of potential
ridership. But to me, the primary reason is this: We are in the midst of a
nationwide obesity epidemic, and experts from the CDC and other
government organizations blame this in part on a scarcity of
opportunities for physical activity in suburban neighborhoods. (I know
this because I am an award-winning health journalist and I have written
extensively about obesity in the U.S.) Here, we have a golden solution
right in our backyards--a trail that is widely used for walking, jogging,
biking, skating, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing by kids and adults
alike. And now the MTA is considering doing away with the trail, instead
of letting the trail serve as a positive, health-promoting model for other
areas of the country to follow, in addition to letting the trail continue to
boost the health of people in this community. When it comes right down
to it, preserving the trail really is a quality of health issue, as well as a
quality of life issue. Please preserve it as it is today—for the sake of all
of our health.
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Stacey
Colino
4211 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
STACEYCOLINO@EARTHLINK.NET

Submission Content/Notes : My family and friends regularly use the Georgetown Branch Trail for
recreation and transportation to downtown Bethesda and I am writing to
express by strong opposition to building a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
I am opposed to this plan for several reasons--the cost, the
environmental impact, a lack of evidence that it's worth the damage and
expense in terms of potential ridership. But to me, the primary reason
is this: We are in the midst of a nationwide obesity epidemic, and
experts from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and other
government organizations blame this in part on a scarcity of
opportunities for physical activity in suburban neighborhoods. (I know
this because I am an award-winning health journalist and I have written
extensively about obesity in the U.S.) Here, we have a golden solution
right in our backyards--a trail that is widely used for walking,
jogging, biking, in-line skating, cross-country skiing and snowshoeing
by kids and adults alike. And now the MTA is considering doing away
with the trail, instead of letting the trail serve as a positive,
health-promoting model for other areas of the country to follow, in
addition to letting the trail continue to boost the health of the
people in this community. When it comes right down to it, preserving
the trail really is a quality of health issue, as well as a quality of
life issue.
We can put transit in another location but we cannot re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural gem of recreational green space anywhere
else. Adding a narrow, dangerous bike lane about ten feet from passing
trains is not a worthy compromise because it will not be tranquil but
dangerous. When the county purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way
in 1988, and when future transit use was written into the master plan
in 1990, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a
natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail. Had our public officials
known then what we know now, there very well may have been
significant
support for purchasing the right of way solely for park use. It would
be a real mistake—a tragedy, really—to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds value to the lives of everyone who uses it and lives in close
proximity to it. Please preserve the Trail as it is today—for the sake
of all of our health and well-being.
It is time to take a new, fresh and unbiased look at where transit
should best be located, especially given the plans for the new
National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda. I urge our public officials
to give a fair and more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus
Rapid Transit route and other possible routes that should be studied as
well. In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way be eliminated—once and for
all—as
a route for the Purple Line. Loss of this significant, irreplaceable
greenspace is unacceptable to the health and well-being of our
community, a reality that may very well hurt any chances for FTA
funding. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Stacey Colino
4211 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(301) 907-0946
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Juan
Collazos
009 SUS, 1000 Hilltop Rd
Baltimore
MD
21250
A purple railroad would be extremely benefitial in decreasing the usual
congestion found during rush hours.
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Anne
Collier
8004 Glendale Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ANNE@ARUDIA.COM
My husband and I as well as our friends and neighbors regularly use the
Capital Crescent trail for biking and walking.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10¹ from
hikers
and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for
Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10¹
from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous
natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region¹s ³Central Park² -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around
us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Phil
Collins
9832 Darcy Forest Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
PHILIPMARTINCOLLINS@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, for years, my family and I use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. Not only do we use this trail but it
is used and enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Philip
Collyer

Chevy Chase
MD
PHIL.COLLYER@GMAIL.COM
I urge you all, as a long-time citizen of Montgomery County, to be smart
about relocating the Purple Line. The Capital Cresent Trail is a special
resource to all those who use it and those who live near by. Please
don't allow it to be taken from us. There are viable alternatives and you
know it.
Thank you,
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Haig
Colter
8200 Wahly Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
HAIG69@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Haig Colter
8200 Wahly Drive
3rd Floor
BETHESDA, MD 20817
3013354704
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Ed
Comer
6200 Robinwood Road
Bethesda
MD
COMER.ED@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my strong support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line.
As a local cyclist who commutes on the Crescent Trail I am pleased that
the Maryland Transit Administration has included an improved Capital
Crescent Trail as part of the designs. I also believe that a light rail
option can coexist with using the trail for walking and bike riding.
While I am very supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line,
I ask that the following changes be made to the the Purle line proposal.
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel under Wisconsin Avenue in Bethesda.
The MTA should change the designs of all light rail options to support a
trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
I do not think these additions will add much cost to the project.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ed Comer
6200 Robinwood Road
Bethesda , MD 20817
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Addie
Compton
3649 Greenvale Road
Baltimore
MD
21229
The Purple Line, as a light rail system, is critical for the continued
economic growth of Montgomery and Prince George's Counties in
particular and the state and region as a whole. It would ease traffic,
remove pollution, and generally also benefit the environment. Currently, I
will not consider a job in Montgomery County because I will not drive
495 or the overburdened local roads to get there.
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Ellen
Condon
10003 Portland Place
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Condon_Ellen.pdf (99 kb)
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James
Conklin
721 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : I'm James Conklin, J-A-M-E-S, C-O-N-K-L-I-N. As a resident of Silver
Spring for almost years, I speak in favor of the light rail option for the
purple line for two primary reasons.
First, I'm convinced that global warming is both real and the most
significant challenge facing mankind today. Second, I believe that the
increasing population in this area will cause unbearable traffic gridlock if
we do not succeed in persuading many people to travel by good public
transportation instead of individual vehicles.
The proposed purple line light rail option addresses both issues. Light
rail is more energy efficient from the start and runs on electricity that can
be generated in environmentally sustainable ways.
Light rail is a more pleasant ride than bus which will encourage more
people to use it. It is faster. If designed as planned, I believe that it will
have less deleterious impact on the automotive traffic than bus transit
would.
It is less polluting to the neighborhood air, with providing a pleasant and
convenient alternative to the automobile for some commuters, light rail
will help to reduce automobile traffic into Silver Spring and other
communities along its route.
It will provide an affordable and faster alternative to commuting by car. If
properly designed, its noise levels should be well below the ambient
travel noise along Wayne Avenue and not much above the ambient
street noise for residents along the Georgetown and Capital Crescent
Trail part of the route.
The surface route will provide convenient stops to serve the Silver
Spring community which would be absent with an underground route.
It is critical that the implementation of the light rail purple line not be
delayed. Both to reduce greenhouse gas emissions quickly and so the
benefits for the neighborhood and commuters may be had sooner rather
than later.
It's immediate construction will also be beneficial to the financial well
being of the area, providing much needed employment to compensate
for a loss of jobs during the economic downturn.
Finally I should note that the light rail purple line option is backed by the
Washington Area Bicyclists Association.
However, the acquisition of the additional CSX right-of-way along the
trail is critical for the effective integration of bicycle, pedestrian and
public transit.

Attachments :

Together, which together can provide safe and healthy commuting
alternatives. Thank you very much.
Purple Line Testimony.James B. Conklin.doc (26 kb)

Testimony Offered in Favor of the Purple Line Light Rail Option
James B Conklin, Jr.
November 22, 2008
My name is Jim Conklin. As a resident of Silver Spring for almost 20 years, I speak
in favor of the Light Rail option for the Purple Line for two primary reasons. First, I am
convinced that global warming is both real and the most significant challenge facing
humankind today. Second, I believe that the increasing population in this area will cause
unbearable traffic gridlock if we do not succeed in persuading many people to travel by
good public transportation instead of individual vehicles. The proposed Purple Line light
rail option addresses both issues.
Light rail is more energy efficient and from the start runs on electricity that can be
generated in environmentally sustainable ways. Light rail is a more pleasant ride than
bus, which will encourage more people to use it. It is faster. If designed as planned, I
believe that it will have less deleterious impact on automotive traffic than bus transit. It
is less polluting to the neighborhood air. By providing a pleasant and convenient
alternative to the automobile for some commuters, light rail will help to reduce
automotive traffic coming into Silver Spring and other communities along its route. It
will provide an affordable and faster alternative to commuting by car. If properly
designed, its noise level should be well below the ambient traffic noise along Wayne
Avenue and not much above the ambient street noise for residences along the
Georgetown and Capital Crescent Trail part of the route. A surface route will provide
convenient stops to serve the Silver Spring community, which would be absent with an
underground route.
It is critical that implementation of the light-rail Purple Line not be delayed, both to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions quickly and so that the benefits for the neighborhoods
and commuters may be had sooner rather than later. Its immediate construction will also
be beneficial to the financial well-being of the area, providing much needed employment
to compensate for loss of jobs during the economic downturn.
Finally, I should like to note that the light-rail Purple Line option is backed by the
Washington Area Bicyclist Association. However, the acquisition of the additional CSX
right of way along the trail is critical to the effective integration of bicycle, pedestrian,
and public transit, which, together, can provide safe and healthy commuting alternatives.
Thank you.
James B. Conklin, Jr.
721 Dale Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-587-6210
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Genevieve P. and James R.
Connell
3531 Hamlet Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JNJCONNELL@AOL.COM
Dear Sir:
I am against light rail on the trail. To destroy all of the mature
trees surrounding the trail is an environmental and recreational
disaster. As Senion Citizens, we walk the trail; its tranquillity
means a lot to us. Why can't you strike a balance on this issue by
keeping the trail and putting bus rapid transit on the streets where
transportation belongs?
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Saunya
Connelly
616 Ingraham Street NW
Washington
DC
20011
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Michael J.
Connor
1810 North Wooster Avenue
Dover
OH
44622
mjconnor_rr@hotmail.com
As an occasional visitor to the area to be served by the Purple Line I
urge you to support its construction as a rail line. My visits are by public
transit when possible and the lack of the this line has caused me to
drive, an unnecessary waste of my time and fuel.
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Brad
Conrad
5607 Seminole Street
Berwyn Heights
MD
20740
BCONRAD@UMD.EDU
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Brad Conad
5607 Seminole St.
Berwyn Heights, MD 20740
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Alan
Constantian
608 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Aconstantian@gmail.com
I went to the SSIMS PTA presentation on 3/9 undecided about the Dale
Drive station. After hearing the information and reviewing the special
study, I am a strong supporter of the station to be built and used from
Day 1 of the Purple live. My family with young children lives on Dale
Drive-- 2 blocks up. If you build it, we will use it. If we have to walk to
Fenton we won't. We'll either take the car or we would walk to the Metro
stop at Silver Spring.
If you are going to build the tracks in our neighborhood, we want a stop
nearby that allows us easy access.
Please build the station and save money and car noise and pollution.
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Jean
Constantine-Davis
18705 Willow Oak Drive
Derwood
MD
20855
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Constantine-Davis, Jean.pdf (59 kb)
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Maureen
Conway
7519 Holly Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I strongly support the proposed light rail Puple Line plan along the
Georgetown Branch alignment. This plan would provide much needed
transit service in the East-West corridor across Montgomery and Prince
Georges county in an environmentally and community friendly manner.
The area already has extensive bus service and significant congestion
on east west commuting routes. A high quality transit solution that will
attract ridership is urgently needed, and the proposed plan can be
accomplished, while still affording community members use of the
Capital Cresent Trail.
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Bejamin H.
Cook
400 Symphony Circle #424
Hunt Valley
MD
21030
BEN_COOK33@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Elected Officials,
While I am generally not the type to write letters, I had to take some time
and address the issue of the Purple Line.
I am one who is generally in favor of development and I also support the
need for adequate forms of transportation as it directly effects my
livelihood (I insure large public transportation companies), but this
Purple Line needs to not happen.
There are very few areas in the MD/DC community left where a family
can go take a stroll and really be safe from cars and roadways, and the
Crescent Trail is certainly one of those.
When I think of what it means to Bethesda and how it truly pulls that
whole area together, I cannot imagine a train nearby. It would absolutely
be devastating. I can tell you that the Trail is one of the major factors in
us settling in this area. Please make no mistake about it, the Purple Line
will be a disaster for that town.
Please, I encourage you to take a step back and realize that one of the
true natural gems of our state will never be the same (not even close),
should you decide to proceed with this Purple Line. Take your family
down there and imagine a train 10' from the trail. It will ruin the natural
environment and everyone knows that.
Please use your wisdom and best judgment to help preserve of the best
natural settings in a busy area.
Thank you for your time.
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Erene P.
Cook
400 Symphony Circle #424
Hunt Valley
MD
21030
ERENEP@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have lived in Montgomery County all my life (until recently moving) and
for the last 15 years I have enjoyed, along with my family, the beauty
and escape that is the Capital Crescent Trail. Bethesda is an overpopulated city with a lot to offer it's local and non-local residents from
shopping, restaurants and even a beautiful outdoor getaway - our trail.
THOUSANDS of people enjoy and experience a healthy lifestyle by
utilizing this trail and if you destroy it Bethesda will lose it's ability to
provide this coveted asset. I personally have trained for a marathon on
this trail and although I recently move to Baltimore - I still look forward to
running on this trail any time I am in town. It is also a trail that I feel safe
on which is hard to say for most trails in general.

Many generations to come should have the opportunity to enjoy
Bethesda for both of its assets - entertainment and healthy living.
Instead of meeting to discuss how to move forward with the Purple line you SHOULD be meeting to discuss how to preserve this jewel not
destroy it.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Geoffrey
Cook
5225 Westpath Way
Bethesda
MD
20816
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Because
1) it will reduce road traffic
2) save time for commuters
and 3) environmentally efficient
* Formerly President of Fort Summers Citizen Association. Member
Western Montgomery Citizens Advisory Board
Amaya_Fidelina Comment Cards.pdf (61 kb)
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James
Cook
13432 Cloverdale Place
Germantown
MD
20874
I would prefer that the Purple Line be part of the actual metrorail system,
using Metrorail trains, but, baring that, I would support the light rail
option. In either case, I would like to see express buses to and from the
upcounty areas and the closest Purple Line stations.
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Kathy Cooke and
Peter Skomoroch
1545 19th St N, Apt B
Arlington
VA
22209
KATHY_COOKE@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My boyfriend and I have been using the Capital Crescent Trail on a
regular basis since we moved to the area four years ago. We have
ridden our bikes or jogged on most of the trails in the D.C. metro, and
the Capital Crescent is the most beautiful one of them all; it is possible to
forget for a while that you are in a busy city since much of the trail is
fairly wooded. The view of the forest is beautiful, and I have often come
across deer and even the occasional fox on the way to Bethesda Town
Center and beyond to Silver Spring. Every time I have been on the trail,
I have noted how well used it is by hikers and bikers alike. I have seen a
multitude of families out walking, parents peddling with their children,
elderly people out for their daily constitutional, excited dogs with their
owners, various athletes getting their workout, or people biking to work
with laptops and extra clothing in their bike bags.
I understand that you are considering building a Purple Line using light
rail on the Capital Crescent Trail, and that all of the existing trees would
be removed, leaving a narrower trail flanked by constantly passing trains
and/or buses; I am very upset by this possibility, and I think it makes no
sense, especially when there are other possibilities, such as a Bus
Rapid Transit line between Silver Spring and Bethesda or connecting the
two legs of the Red Line with a metro along the Beltway or underground.
The main perks of the trail for its users are that it is beautiful, quiet, safe,
environmentally sound, and free from fumes. The proposed plan will
eliminate all of that. I understand that the proposed plan has the
"benefit" of raising development ceilings so developers can build more
density along the line; however, I am not sure how much of a benefit that
is to the people who live in this area and whose interests you have been
elected to represent. The interests of developers and the general
populace are not synonymous, especially on this issue. This area is
already overcrowded, I have seen several neighboring counties who
have massively overbuilt in recent years to the detriment of the current
populace, many units are standing empty, and the ones that have been
filled only contribute to additional traffic congestion and an increased
lack of available parking. Yes, even if people live near public
transportation, they usually still have cars. Although I am not eligible to
vote in Montgomery County, I know many people that are, and they feel
the seem way about this issue as I do. If I were able to vote in
Montgomery County, I would not reelect anyone who voted in favor of
the proposed plan, and I think many other people feel as strongly about
this issue as I do. If you proceed with the destruction of the Capital
Crescent Trail, one of the few areas we have that resembles a decent
public park and recreation area, all I can say is good luck next election.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Kathy Cooke and Peter Skomoroch
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Karen S.
Cooper
416 Pershing Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
COOLCOOPS@JUNO.COM
To whom this may concern:
We live at 416 Pershing Drive. We will only support light rail that
includes a stop at Wayne and Dale. We will have to put up with
enormous disruptions to build the Purple Line and want to
enjoy the benefits too. A stop over a half a mile away is not convenient.
After all, the whole point of building this system is to make it easy to
access and use.
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Edwim R. and Sue B.
Coover
6816 Brookville Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EDCOOVER@VERIZON.NET
Dear Sir or Madam,
My wife and I support the Purple Line as a much-needed addition to
down-county transit. We live in the town of Chevy Chase Section 3
where opinion is frankly divided on the Purple Line, but in accord on
the increasing traffic congestion, the difficulty in parking, and
concerns about air quality. Be skeptical of those who would
characterize the various Chevy Chase towns as solidly opposed to the
Purple Line. If a workable compromise can be reached with current
recreational facilities, many may favor of it.
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Michael
Coplan
7003 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
COPLAN@UMD.EDU
The Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring is once
of the last remaining natural park areas in southern Montgomery County
and is a region of undisturbed nature in an increasingly heavily
urbanized county. The proposed light rail along the trail will irreversibly
replace the natural park with an inefficient,
expensive, and wasteful train system that will take many years to
construct. Please examine alternatives including express bus service
that can be implemented rapidly, with far less cost, and much less
damage to our irreplaceable natural resources.
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Tina and Michael
Coplan
7003 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TCOPLAN@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
While east-west mass transit is a fine idea—and one of us works in
College Park—the price is too high in dollars and destruction of
irreplaceable resources with the proposed Purple Line. We urge you to
support the Jones Bridge Road alternative.
Gov. O'Malley has written eloquently about the importance of preserving
Maryland's quality of life, identifying the importance of protecting our
environment side by side with economic development.
He wrote: “We face the tremendous challenge of managing growth and
development in a more sustainable way to preserve and protect our
natural resources and the quality of life that we enjoy as Marylanders.”
Please preserve the natural landscape that is the Georgetown Branch of
the Capital Crescent Trail. Don't let it be destroyed for us and future
generations on the hollow promises that not much will change.
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Tina and Michael
Coplan
7003 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Coplan 35526.pdf (112 kb)
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Tina
Coplan
7003 Meadow Ln
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I'm Tina Coplan. T-I-N-A, C-O-P-L-A-N. I live at 7003 Meadow Lane in
Chevy Chase. In presenting his vision for the state this year, Governor
Martin O'Malley identified the importance of protecting our environment
side by side with economic development. He wrote: we also face the
tremendous challenge of managing growth and development in a more
sustainable way to preserve and protect our natural resources and the
quality of life that we enjoy as Marylanders.
With a similar view, Montgomery County's legacy open space program is
designed to protect the county's natural resources and provide for green
urban communities. On its website, the legacy open space program is
described in part as a 100-million-dollar, 10-year commitment of public
and private dollars for the protection of irreplaceable, unprotected open
space. In response to the growing concern that open space is linked to
quality of life.
The county program goes on to say voters across the county have
expressed strong support for the protection of farm land, water quality,
trails, sensitive natural area and scenic open space. These open space
resources, it says, not only provide quality of life and community
character but support economic well being as well.
It is not necessary to purchase open space for Marylanders to continue
to enhance the quality of their lives with this linear park along the Capitol
Crescent Trail. To destroy this treasured resource for a very expensive
transit system when there is a better transit alternative available is
shortsighted and contradicts state and county goals. I urge you to
support the Jones Bridge Road alternative.
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Sarah
Cormier

MD
SARAHBCORMIER@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a concerned citizen who values green space, trees and that
intangible peacefulness one gets from being close to nature. Why ruin
one of the most beautiful spaces in our area? If you haven't read the Dr.
Suess' "The Lorax," I suggest you do so.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Linda
Cornelius
5320 McKinley Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
I would like to encourage the building of a light rail line rather than a
rapid bus line, when the purple line is built. I have lived in Europe where
I often rode both trolley buses and trams. The trams (light rail) are
preferable for rider comfort because the passenger is less affected by
swaying and by acceleration and de-acceleration. It is easier to stand
with a child and a bag of groceries on a tram than on a trolley bus. The
floor of the vehicle stays more level.
I do regret that the neighborhood where the crescent trail runs appears
to be likely to be cut in two by the light rail line. When you walk along the
crescent trail now, you will see many little foot paths and home-made
gates which allow residents and neighbors to pass both onto the trail
and across the trail at many, many points. Fencing the rail line with an
uncrossable fence will interfere with those natural pedestrian pathways
and will cut off neighbors and friends from each other. This seems so
unnecessary.... in Europe, I lived with my two young children on a street
which had a tram line running down the middle of it. They learned to
treat the tram line just like the rest of the street, ie, to look for vehicles
before crossing. Of course, it is easier to cross a tram line than a street,
as it is entirely predictable where the vehicle will go. I see no need to
create an uncrossable fence between the trail and the tram line. A
simple, low fence with openings every 30 feet or so would be enough to
delineate the rail and trail areas but would not prevent pedestrian cross
traffic. Any child old enough to no longer be holding the hand of an adult
would be able to stay on a path so marked.This is no different than a
sidewalk along a street. There is no uncrossable fence between the
sidewalk along Wisconsin Avenue and the Street.
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Michele
Cornwell
13602 Sloan Street
Rockville
MD
20853
Michele Cornwell, I-C-H-E-L-E, C-O-R-N-W-E-L-L. I live in Rockville,
Maryland and I went to the University of Maryland in the mid 80s,
graduate school, and I was lucky enough that my parents could afford to
help me live off campus but in College Park.
I now have four sons, all four of whom are in junior high school, all four
of whom who are hopefully going to come here to college. The idea
knowing that I'm not going to be able to do what my parents did, putting
them on 495 back and forth is a horrendous idea.
It would be so much easier to take them to the metro, let them hop on
the line to Bethesda and then take the purple line over to college and it
would make all the sense in the world for the future of my family and for
the future generations.
It's something that we need to do and we need to do it now. If they won't
start it in Bethesda, then start it here in Prince George's County. Thank
you.
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Cheryl
Cort
1438 Florids Ave, NW
Washington
MD
20009

Submission Content/Notes : Good morning. My name is Cheryl Cort, C-H-E-R-Y-L, Cort, C-O-R-T
and I'm testifying as an individual.
I live in D.C. but I work a lot in Prince George's and Montgomery County
and I'm an alumna of the University of Maryland/ College Park. I've
worked for many, many years on helping to direct growth to transit
stations in our existing communities and helping to protect our forest and
farmland along the Chesapeake Bay and the Purple Rail Light Rail Line
are a very important part of this.
I'm here to express my enthusiastic support for the Light Rail Alternative
that directly connects downtown Bethesda and New Carrollton. This
transit investment is critical to the success of our region, offering better
transportation choices and directing future growth to Inner Beltway
communities and business districts.
In an era of rising energy cost and global warming, reducing our overreliance on driving by giving us better transportation choices is
imperative. The long delayed Purple Line Light Rail is a greatly needed
and an important step to address our environmental crisis.
The investment in high-quality rail transit in our Inner Beltway
communities of Prince George's and Montgomery is one of the critically
important steps that we need to take to combat global warming and
deliver greater cost savings and improved quality of life for the families
of our region.
The higher level investment in Light Rail will help anchor our older
communities and bring new housing and business opportunities. I
strongly support increased investment in conventional and rapid bus
service in suburban Maryland and the region. It's a perfect compliment to
supporting the Purple Light Rail service.
With the high-quality Light Rail investment, which offers to strengthen
property values and business opportunities, I ask that the State also help
contribute to ensuring that low-wage workers, renters, and small
businesses are provided protections and assistance to help them stay in
communities that will be served by the Purple Line.
We are working to ensure that Prince George's County provides housing
preservation help to renters and assistance to small businesses so that
everybody can share in the benefits of higher quality transit and shorter
travel times along the Purple Line. We ask that the State set aside funds
to assist the County in this effort.
Overall, I enthusiastically support the Purple Line Light Rail Option that
offers the most direct connection between New Carrollton and downtown
Bethesda.
In an era of constrained budgets and the urgent desire to find more
energy efficient and environmentally friendly transportation and land use
options, the Purple Line Light Rail should be the top priority for Maryland
and our region. Thank you.
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Cheryl
Cort
1438 Florida Ave, NW
Washington
DC
20009
cheryl_cort@hotmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Re:

Comments on Purple Line AA/DEIS:

Support for the Purple Line Medium Light Rail Alternative
Connecting Downtown Bethesda and New Carrollton

I want to express my enthusiastic support for the medium investment
Light Rail alternative for the Purple Line that directly connects downtown
Bethesda with New Carrollton. This transit investment is critical to the
success of our region, offering better transportation choices and
directing future growth to inner Beltway communities and business
districts. I endorse the general proposed alignment that directly connects
downtown Bethesda at the Metro station to Silver Spring (including a
station at the new library), Langley Park, University of Maryland Campus
Drive, Riverdale Park and New Carrollton transit center.

As a frequent traveler in Montgomery and Prince George’s County by
transit, I stand to directly benefit from this light rail line. Improving transit
in this corridor will enable me to continue to travel by transit rather than
purchase a car. In an era of rising energy costs and global warming,
reducing our over-reliance on driving by giving us better transit choices
is imperative. Transportation alone accounts for about one-third of total
greenhouse gas emissions and is among the fastest increasing sources.
Over the last few decades, the amount of driving our region’s residents
did -- vehicle miles traveled -- increased three times the rate of
population growth. A primary cause of this disproportionate increase in
driving is due to the spread-out patterns of development and community
designs that require more and longer vehicle trips. These sprawling
patterns of growth also destroy farmlands and woodlands that help store
carbon. Rising rates of driving are responsible for most of the growth in
greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector.

The investment in a high quality light rail transit line in our inner beltway
communities in Prince George’s and Montgomery County is one of the
critically important steps in improved transportation we need to take to
combat global warming and deliver greater cost savings and improved
quality of life for the families of our region. The higher level investment
in light rail will help anchor our older communities and bring new housing
and business opportunities. The permanency of high quality light rail on
this alignment will foster job growth in east Silver Spring and Prince
George’s County and help connect workers to jobs throughout the
region.

I strongly support increased investment in conventional and Bus Rapid
Transit in suburban Maryland and the region. It is a perfect complement
to supporting the Purple Line light rail service. I believe that this transit
project should be light rail in this case given the job centers, travel
market, redevelopment potential of the communities around the
alignment and high connectivity to other transit services and the core of
the region.

While a high quality light rail investment offers to strengthen property
values and business opportunities, which is good, we ask that the State
help contribute to ensuring that low wage renters and small businesses
are provided protections and assistance to help them stay in
communities to be served by the Purple Line. While a healthy mix of
incomes is good for neighborhoods, ensuring that low wage families can
continue to live and work near the Purple Line requires intentional policy
and funding actions at the local and state levels. I am working with
concerned group to ensure that Prince George’s and Montgomery
Counties provide housing preservation help to renters and assistance to
small businesses so that everyone can share in the benefit of higher
quality transit and shorter travel times from the Purple Line. We ask that
the State set aside funds to assist the County in this effort as the project
advances. Also, I ask that the State provide a local hiring requirement
for construction of the project and support workforce development
programs to achieve the goals of a local hiring requirement.

Overall, I enthusiastically support the Purple Line light rail option that
offers the most direct connection between New Carrollton and downtown
Bethesda. The high quality light rail service offers great benefits to our
region in terms of providing more efficient and affordable transportation
choices, redevelopment opportunities and environmental protection from
reduced sprawl and driving. In an era of constrained budgets and urgent
desire to find more energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly
transportation and land use options, the Purple Line light rail should be a
top priority for Maryland and our region.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Ellen
Cosgrove
2511 Hayden Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
ECOSGROVE1@VERIZON.NET
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
Let me take Metro instead of drive the Beltway to work!!
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Ellen Cosgrove
2511 Hayden Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Sarah
Cotterill
9624 Evergreen St.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support the Purple Line light rail for transit, and I support the option that
uses the Wayne
Avenue and Capital Crescent right of way. I
strongly urge you to pass this measure.
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James
Cottle
7309 Lynnhurst St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jcottle@starpower.net
Re: My feelings about the Purple Line
I have a hard time understanding the need for construction of the Purple
Line when access via the subway is already available between College
Park, Silver Spring, and Bethesda. There are few important access
points between those major stops that efficient bus service couldn't
serve just as well as the Purple Line.
If the Purple Line were pushed through on the proposed route, taking
over the Georgetown Branch of the Crescent Trail, it would be another
instance of the Maryland State Government and local governments
giving little or nothing specifically to the bicycle community in return for
the tax dollars generated from the sale of bicycles and bicycle-related
products.
Very little is ever done to greatly improve the convenience and safety for
bicycle riders in the Maryland/D.C. suburbs, which is evidenced by the
failure to create safe road crossings on the Crescent Trail in Maryland
and the failure to complete the part of the Georgetown Branch with a
surface conducive to all types of bicycles.
The bicycle is considered a legitimate form of local transportation around
the world, but not in the D.C. Metropolitan Area. At a time when there is
an urgent need to address the problem of clean air and good physical
health, there should be a mandate by the Maryland State Government to
create safe bicycle routes that encourage people to use the bicycle for
local travel where they are not constantly threatened by vehicular traffic.
This could be done at a small percentage of the cost of creating the
Purple Line. It could also be done without drastically disrupting
established neighborhoods as the construction of the Purple Line will do.
In my opinion, constructing the Purple Line would not improve the
connection between Prince George's County, Silver Spring, and
Bethesda enough over the present subway connections to merit the high
cost to taxpayers and the disruption of communities and personal lives
that it will cause.
The creation of a safe bicycle route would be more cost effective, have
less of a negative environmental impact, encourage good heath, and set
a trend recognizing the bicycle as a legitimate means of local
transportation.
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Robert
Cottrell
7541C Weatherworn Way
Columbia
MD
21046
ROBERT.COTTRELL@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Capital Crescent trail is one of the most beautiful places in
WAshington DC / Bethesda, Maryland. It makes urban living enjoyable
as a place to stretch your legs and get some fresh air. I also believe that
is is good for the economy as it promotes businesses in and around the
trail by creating an enjoyable outdoor public area. On most occasions I
have used the trail, I have seen groups gathering together for a run or
bike ride and families enjoying walks and much needed together time. It
is a destination and should be used as a model for planning urban
areas. I believe this area should be preserved and expanded for future
generations to enjoy as I have.
If you do not believe me, do what I do and take a ride from Georgetown
through Bethesda and down Rock Creek. During this trip, you will get to
enjoy the sites and beauty of the Capital area as no other experience will
deliver. It is rare treat to find a city with such outdoor opportunities.
Please consider other public transportation options and preserve this
experience for the public.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Robert Cottrell
7541C Weatherworn Way

Columbia MD 21046
Your Name
Your Address
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Richard
Coughlan
9511 Midwoood Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I'm Richard Coughlan, R-I-C-H-A-R-D, C-O-U-G-H-L-A-N. I live at 9511
Midwood Road in Silver
9 Spring.
I have lived at that address since 1996. Prior to that I was a resident of
Baltimore City and I wanted to let everyone know that I had the
opportunity for many years to ride on the light rail line in Baltimore City
and I thought it was a great addition to the public transport system for
Baltimore.
It was a very long rail line. It ran from Hunt Valley which is a suburb of
Baltimore County north of the city all the way south to BWI Airport. It was
not only useful for commuters who traveled to work between the city and
the suburbs, but also for people like me who do a lot of traveling on
airplanes and didn't really feel like driving to the airport to leave our car
in a parking space.
So getting on the light rail in the city, the terminus was about a mile from
my home. It was very convenient. I think that this proposed light rail line
for this area will be similarly excellent and well received. Thank you very
much.
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Laura
Coughlin
4412 Chalfont Pl
Bethesda
MD
20816
LAURIECOUGHLIN@AOL.COM
To All Concerned:
My husband and I are writing to express our strong opposition to the
Proposed Purple Line construction in Montgomery County. As residents
of Bethesda, we use the Crescent Trail very often for exercise, to walk
our dog, to enjoy a hike with our grandchildren and now that my
husband's office has recently moved to Bethesda, he would like to use it
to and from work. Part of why we love where we live is the access to the
extended Crescent Trail.
In this day and age of trying to preserve our environment, be more ecofriendly and encourage a more healthy life-style, to destroy a part of this
beautiful trail would be very counter productive and irresponsible. There
are definitely more feasible and environmentally correct alternatives to
this proposal.
Sincerely,
Laura P. & Timothy C. Coughlin
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Tiemoko
Coulibaly
2013 Grace Church Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Tiemoko2005@yahoo.com
Hello,
I bought few months ago a house located on 4th street and Grace
Church Rd, next to the railroad.
My address is 2013 Grace Church Rd, Silver Spring, MD 20910 (North
Woodside).
I am not very familiar with the Purpleline project and I would like to know
how it will affect my house and area.
Could you tell me if the purpleline will use the railroad just in front of my
house ? If yes, could you tell me how my house will be affected (noise,
value, security, etc.)? Are you going to open a metro station next to my
house, etc?
Please send me all information about the project and how it will affect
my location. Thanks in advance
Best Regards
Dr. Tiemoko Coulibaly
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Anna
Couvillon
12243 Tildenwood Drive
Rockville
MD
20852
COUVILLA@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Anna Couvillon
12243 Tildenwood Dr
Rockville, MD 20852
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Susan
Covell Sands
10213 Parkwood Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
SUSANCOVELL@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Maria L.
Covell
4309 Glenrose Street
Kensington
MD
20895
TIM_COVELL@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Dear Sirs / Madams,

Please do NOT use the Capital Crescent Trail as the route for the Purple
Line. I have lived in Montgomery County my entire life and have
enjoyed spending weekend afternoons with my family biking on the Trail
for years. We MUST make every effort to maintain and protect open,
natural treasures such as the Trail as urban sprawl removes the last
natural spaces for more and more houses, strip malls, bus stops, and
noise. Add a rapid transit bus lane to existing roads where people
already expect transit to travel. Do NOT forever ruin the Trail!!

Unfortunately the developers, who own land along the Trail and will profit
handsomely from having the Trail “developed” to include the Purple Line,
have vast resources to lobby for its completion. They won’t earn a dime
if an alternate route is used. Do not be fooled by the supposed “support”
for the Purple Line along the trail – it is funded by rich developers. As a
citizen, all I can do is write this email BEGGING you not to destroy this
wonderful treasure my family has enjoyed for decades.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matt
Covell
5828 Winegrove Ct.
Derwood
MD
20855
MATT.COVELL@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Timothy M.
Covell
Capital City Events, Inc.
10400 Connecticut Ave.
Kensington
MD
20895
TIM@CAPITALCITYEVENTS.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Please do NOT use the Capital Crescent Trail as the route for the Purple
Line. I have lived in Montgomery County my entire life and have
enjoyed spending weekend afternoons with my family biking on the Trail
for years. We MUST make every effort to maintain and protect open,
natural treasures such as the Trail as urban sprawl removes the last
natural spaces for more and more houses, strip malls, bus stops, and
noise. Add a rapid transit bus lane to existing roads where people
already expect transit to travel. Do NOT kill the Trail!!

Unfortunately the developers, who own land along the Trail and will profit
handsomely from having the Trail “developed” to include the Purple Line,
have vast resources to lobby for its completion. They won’t earn a dime
if an alternate route is used. Do not be fooled by the supposed “support”
for the Purple Line along the trail – it is funded by rich developers. As a
citizen, all I can do is write this email BEGGING you not to destroy this
wonderful treasure my family has enjoyed for decades.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Tim

Timothy M. Covell
President
Capital City Events, Inc.
10400 Connecticut Ave., Suite 600
Kensington, MD 20895
(301) 564-6200 ext. 300
(301) 946-4474 Fax
(202) 285-5800 Mobile
Tim@CapitalCityEvents.com
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Tom
Cox

MD
TOMCOX01@AOL.COM
To Those In a Position to Make a Differerence,
I am writing to express my concern regarding the proposed Purple Line
route to run through the Capital Crescent Trail.
As someone who has lived their entire life in and around Kensington, the
trail holds a special place in my heart and memories. As a child I rode
my bike to meet friends along the trail. As a young man recently
married, we regularly walked our golden retriever puppy along the trail
every weekend (we still do, but he is now an older, 100lb pup). I have
recently started training for triathlons and regularly run from Chevy
Chase Supermarket to Barnes & Noble or ride my bike down to
Fletcher's boat house.
I am not alone. More than 10,000 other local citizens of all ages, races,
and nationalities (and voters) regularly use the trail.
Leaving aside my own personal experiences and perspective, the
bottom line is that the trail is truly one of the most beautiful sections of
the county, which would be forever scarred by the Purple Line.
Please find another solution!
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Micheal
Coyne
706 Gist Avenu
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MERLOCOYNE@AOL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the MTA should
change the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the
Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Michael Coyne
706 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-588-7673
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Kristi
Craig

MD
KRISTI.CRAIG@SBA.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Sir or Madam:

I am writing to you as a concerned citizen, pleading for your support in
opposition to the purple line being built in the form of light rail along the
Capital Crescent Trail. The Capital Crescent Trail, in its current form, is
a treasure shared by all of the people who use it. If you have not had
the pleasure of riding a bike, running or walking along the trail, please
know that it is a long, quiet, tree-lined retreat from the congestion and
stress of the DC metro area. One can go miles in some areas without
seeing a car or bus, much less a speeding commuter train. My entire
family, including my small children, uses the trail frequently.
Bethesda/Chevy Chase is rapidly developing and that development is
consuming more and more valuable green space each day. Are you
aware that according to the US Surgeon General’s recent “Call to
Action”, the number of children and adolescents in the US considered
overweight has nearly tripled over the last two decades? And type 2
diabetes, which is closely linked to obesity, has increased dramatically in
children and adolescents in recent years. The first reason cited by the
Surgeon General for this increase is a lack of physical activity.
Communities need to provide a safe environment for children to play
actively. How can we as parents help our children to lead healthy active
lives, if local government will not support the continuation of safe areas
to exercise and play outdoors? I am begging you to stand up for the
trail and withstand the pressure of developers because you know it is the
right thing to do for our kids. Force local officials, who are willing to
trade our children’s health and longevity over the long term to save a few
hundred million dollars today, to find another solution and finance it.
Several local leaders have proposed viable alternatives to relieving
congestion that don’t involve elimination of green spaces in our
communities, including moving the route to rapid bus transit along Jones
Bridge Road. This proposal would truly relieve existing congestion
between Silver Spring and NIH. I am begging you to consider the other
available options for the purple line. And, for the record, I am not a
member of Columbia Country Club.

Sincerely,

Kristi Craig

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kristi W. Craig, CFA
Senior Investment Officer, SBIC Program
Office of Program Development
Investment Division, US Small Business Administration
202-205-7546 office

202-481-1522 fax
240-876-1431 mobile
kristi.craig@sba.gov
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James
Crandall

MD
20910
jamescrandall@hotmail.com
Mr. Madden:
I am concerned about spending $1.8 billion for the purple line. Some
sources have put purple line daily ridership at 47,000. If the 47,000
number is right, the capital costs would be $38,300 per ride/day. Given
two trips per day for a full-time commuter, this would rise to $77,000 per
rider. Why should taxpayers pay $77,000 for someone else’s
transportation? At a 5% discount rate, this comes to $3850 per year
(assuming an infinite life of the assets), or roughly $5-$6 per trip just for
the capital costs. Now, add the operating costs and we're talking about
more than $10 per ride. Wouldn't it be a lot cheaper and a better
allocation of resources to build (or improve) roads and let people drive
their own cars?
Curious,
James
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Martin
Crane
414 Fellsworth Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Martin Crane, M-A-R-T-I-N C-R-A-N-E. I live at 414
Ellsworth Drive in Silver Spring.
We've lived there since 1998 which is very near the intersection of Dale
and Colesville. Our daughter attends Sligo Creek Elementary School
which is located along the Purple Line corridor at Dale and Wayne.
I support the Purple Line Light Rail Option because I see it as the best
way to see green and sustainable transit in our region. During his
campaign, President-Elect Obama set a goal of energy independence in
10 years. I see the Purple Line as part of that goal and I want to help him
achieve it.
Why light rail and not bus? Well I think bus/rail transit would obviously
add buses to the corridor and would contribute to exhaust emissions and
runoff, regardless of whether those are fueled by diesel, natural gas or
hybrid.
One of the issues, and I don't know if it's still under consideration and I
hope it's not, I don't support any underground alternative in my
neighborhood because that alternative bypasses our neighborhood. It
doesn't serve it.
Doing nothing is not an option. Bus service in the Purple Line Corridor is
projected to deteriorate as congestion mounts in the coming years. The
quality of life in our community can only be preserved if we provide
alternatives to residents for their cars.
I'm from Detroit, but I think of cars as appliances. We should no more
encourage people to drag their automobiles to each and every
destination in our communities than we would encourage them to bring
their refrigerators or their washing machines. They should be in their
driveways.
A good parallel is Georgetown, if you think about. They rejected a
Metrorail 30 years ago and now they regret their opposition. Parking and
traffic has become increasingly intolerable there as visitors and residents
bring more cars into the area.
We're presented with the same choice and we need to make the right
one. I remember when I was younger and I saw these depictions on TV
of the city of the future with cars traveling efficiently into the metropolis
on elevated highways.
Well what they never showed us was where all those cars parked once
they got there. They never showed us what traffic would be like once
they arrived. Well, welcome to the future. I'm tired of sitting in traffic and
widening lanes, just to make room for more of it is no solution.
The Purple Line will offer a less stressful, environmentally sensitive way
to avoid congestion for people who work, shop, and dine in our
communities. By taking up to 20,000 cars off the road the Purple Line
will relieve traffic and reduce carbon emissions.
As this area grows, more and more people will be traveling to, from, and
within our neighborhoods. Let's give them a smarter, greener, and more
efficient way to do that by constructing the Purple Line Light Rail. Thank
you.
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David
Cranor
General Dynamics
432 11th ST SE
Washington
DC
20003
volcrano@gmail.com
Two errors I noted.
The first was about the Trolley Bridge Site (18PR257). You wrote, "Field
observations during an earlier survey revealed that the bridge decking
was gone and that the metal structure was suffering from severe
corrosion." But since that time the bridge has been restored and
incorporated into the Paint Branch Trail.
You also omitted the College Park Trolley Trail from the list of trails the
line would pass within 500 feet of.
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Vivian
Crayton
3613 Chevy Chase Lake Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
vivcrayton@verizon.net
I have some concerns about the Purple Line station at Chevy Chase
Lake. Do you know when the next Jones Bridge Road/Woodmont
community meeting will be held?
I always seem to get the newletters AFTER the meetings are over!
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Vivian
Crayton
3613 Chevy Chase Lake Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
vivcrayton@verizon.net
I live on Chevy Chase Lake Drive, along the trail that will be turned into
LRT when the Purple Line is completed. I have three concerns:
1. Parking - our street converts to one-side-only parking during business
hours. The spaces are quickly filled in by people visiting the office
building at the end of the street...how much worse will this be if people
park on our street all day to ride the Purple Line? Residents won't be
able to park, as there's not enough lot parking. Are there plans to
include free parking for riders at the Chevy Chase Lake stop? If not,
how will you address all-day rider parking in residential neighborhoods?
2.We have several nesting pairs of Yellow Crowned Night Herons here.
You might already know that...I know that they're protected, and I'm not
sure if you'll have to take certain measures in ensure that noise and
traffic don't interfere with them.
3. How loud will the light rail be? Our apartment sits 20 feet from the
current trail. I can't imagine anyone being able to live here if the Purple
Line is very loud (I'm talking about brakes and actual operation).
Can you please e-mail me answers to these three concerns?
Thank you,
Vivian Crayton
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Attachments :

Alisha
Creel
627 Potomac Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Alisha Creel.pdf (93 kb)
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Laura, Brad, Rebecca, and Lauren
Creer

MD
BCREER@VERIZON.NET
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jim
Crilley
8027 Glendale Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JCRILLEY@HRRETAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Sir/Madam

My family (wife, three children) lives in Chevy Chase and I work in
Bethesda.
For years we have used the Crescent Trail for family walks, bike rides to
Georgetown etc. I regularly use it to walk to work.
The trail, which is used by thousands of people for commuting and
recreation, is a wonderful asset to the communities in lower Montgomery
County.
The Purple Line would destroy thousands of trees and the peaceful
linear park-like setting of the Capital Crescent Trail.

I understand there is a need to improve transportation in our region.
There is more North/South traffic is our area and it is as bad or worse as
the East/West traffic.
I have heard numerous people speak on behalf of the residents of Silver
Spring, Takoma Park and New Carrollton. It seems that some politicians
feel the Purple Line is the panacea and that Bethesda is the land of
opportunity. New developments in Prince Georges County like National
Harbor, Kontara, Woodmore Town Center and the Greenbelt Town
Center will employ thousands of people that were included in the MTA
ridership estimates. If people can work closer to where they live don’t
you think they will choose to do so?

In the meantime, a quick and inexpensive measure to improve
East/West traffic would be to reduce the fare on Metro and Ride On
buses between Bethesda and points east.
Please look into the level ridership of these bus routes; I do not believe it
is very high. A reduced fare structure should improve ridership.

The Purple Line sounds good from a “social engineering” aspect but it is
far too expensive at $100 Million per mile.
Additionally, I recall the MTA’s own report stating that the Purple Line
will reduce traffic by only 5%.
How can you consider a transportation system that is not going to
significantly reduce traffic?

Years ago I recall reading about an elevated rail system along the
beltway from New Carrolton to Bethesda.
It could be further extended to Tyson’s Corner. Although more
expensive, such a system should be studied further.

Given the financial crisis that our county, state and federal governments
are facing, endorsing the Purple Line is using good judgment, fiscal or
otherwise.
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Delanson
Crist
6205 West Halbert Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
LANCEDCRIST@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a daily user of the Capital Crescent Trail, through a combination of
my biking to work and my recreational running and cycling. I treasure
the CCT's uniqueness in the DC metro area.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Doris
Criswell
15 Farmington Ct.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
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Rochelle
Crockett
8103 Blake Court
Bowie
MD
20720
rochelle_crockett@comcast.net
Crockett 35733.pdf (106 kb)
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David
Crosson
1218 Pinecrest Circle
Silver Spring
MD
20910
dcrosson@starpower.net

Submission Content/Notes : An Open Letter to Those Deciding the Fate of the Purple Line
Why We Should Build It and Why It Should Be a Light-Rail System
By David Crosson
At its core, building a Purple Line and having it be a light-rail system is
all about physics and what we said as a nation when we elected Barack
Obama our next president.
Let’s start with physics.
Since at least the invention of the wheel, humankind has had a pretty
good sense that movement requires energy expenditures and that these
correlate quite precisely with resistance. In simplest terms, this means
the more a vehicle weighs, the more fuel it needs.
In 2006 – the last year for which we have data from the federal
Environmental Protection Agency -- the weight of the average vehicle on
America’s roads was 4,142 pound — 500 pounds (or 12 percent) more
than a decade earlier.
Surely, this weight gain qualifies as another event in the general
rounding of America. Unfortunately, it’s not the only obesity afflicting our
transportation system. The overall number of vehicles cruising our
highways and byways is up. It now exceeds 250 million and has been
growing by about 3.7 million annually since 1960. The number of miles
driven by the average American vehicle is also up, by about 3.6 percent
annually since the early 1980s.
With the number of people occupying this average vehicle now hovering
in the range of 1.6, compared with 2.2 in the late 1960s, the amount of
fuel needed to move a single individual in this average American vehicle
also needs to move 2,600 pounds of vehicle. By contrast, the fuel
needed to move an individual in a half-full tramcar of the kind visualized
for a light-rail Purple Line will only need to move an additional 1,800
pounds of vehicle. Is the difference here the proverbial 800-pound gorilla
in the debate over building a light-rail Purple Line?
Not exactly. If the Purple Line is built as a light-rail system, the 68,000
passengers who are expected to take trips on the line each day will not
all be abandoning an average American vehicle to do so. Some will
simply be riding the rails instead of a bus, but those who do give up their
cars will help us realize substantial energy savings.
At the same time, the Purple Line as a light-rail system also enjoys a
very real edge in terms of its energy saving potential over the bus rapid
transit system still under consideration. How so? The light-rail system is
expected to draw 16,000 more passengers each day than the bus rapid
transit alternative. Again, physics rules. Higher ridership reduces vehicle
weight thus garnering energy savings.
So where does Barack Obama fit in this equation? When we elected
him, I think we were voting, fundamentally, for change -- not only in the
way we think as a people but also in the way we behave.
Locally, our embrace of Obama has coincided with a number of
realizations about the worth of a Purple Line as an alternative to the
status quo for Washington’s inside-the-beltway commuters. Much as we
might have reservations about the reliability of our Metro subway
system, I think it’s also occurred to us to be thankful that the 750,000
people the Metro carries each workday aren’t out on our roadways
instead.

I also think it’s been dawning on us now that continuing with the way
things are on our roadways – where we are moving ever more people
more miles in more vehicles that are heavier and probably going slower
than ever before -- simply makes no sense.
In addition, I believe we’ve also kept enough of a grip in the midst of this
recession to realize that an economic slowdown, while curbing our
growing gridlock, should not be embraced as a remedy for our traffic ills.
In fact, as a light rail system, the Purple Line will go a lot farther in curing
both out economic and traffic slowdowns than the bus rapid transit
alternative. The latter may be cheaper to build but it simply doesn’t offer
the same opportunities as light rail for improving our transportation
infrastructure and helping to jump start our economy in the process.
In recent months, light-rail has looked increasingly attractive because
the system runs on electricity, which reduces the toxic emissions wafting
from our clotted main transportation arteries into our neighborhoods. To
the extent that we live and work surrounded by traffic of increasing
density, we are imperiling our health with every move we make, every
breath we take.
Increasing numbers of us also have been seeing the importance of
dedicated lanes for ensuring the reliability of any new mode of public
transportation on our roadways. Increasingly, too, we’ve been
recognizing that the sheer number of motor vehicles on our roads is a
notable source of carbon dioxide emissions and the chief cause of global
warming.
While there are many justifications for building the Purple Line as a light
rail system, ultimately, I think, it will be built because those of you who
are deciding the issue probably have already experienced the kind of
exasperation with gridlock that might even change the minds of those
least inclined to support the Purple Line.
You know whom I’m talking about… those guys driving alone behind the
tinted glass of their big black, hermetically-sealed Cadillac Escalades,
the ones that measure their fuel in gallons per mile rather than miles per
gallon. What I’m thinking is that even those guys might be so done with
moving their behemoths between jobs and home at a snail’s pace that
they might actually grab a regular tram ride instead.

Attachments :

David Crosson is a resident of Silver Spring. He’s commuted to work
and home in assorted directions and by assorted means — car, bike and
Metro— over the course of the past 13 years.
Crosson_David.pdf (18 kb)

An Open Letter to Those Deciding the Fate of the Purple Line
Why We Should Build It and Why It Should Be a Light-Rail System
By David Crosson
At its core, building a Purple Line and having it be a light-rail system is all about physics
and what we said as a nation when we elected Barack Obama our next president.
Let’s start with physics.
Since at least the invention of the wheel, humankind has had a pretty good sense that
movement requires energy expenditures and that these correlate quite precisely with
resistance. In simplest terms, this means the more a vehicle weighs, the more fuel it
needs.
In 2006 – the last year for which we have data from the federal Environmental Protection
Agency -- the weight of the average vehicle on America’s roads was 4,142 pound — 500
pounds (or 12 percent) more than a decade earlier.
Surely, this weight gain qualifies as another event in the general rounding of America.
Unfortunately, it’s not the only obesity afflicting our transportation system. The overall
number of vehicles cruising our highways and byways is up. It now exceeds 250 million
and has been growing by about 3.7 million annually since 1960. The number of miles
driven by the average American vehicle is also up, by about 3.6 percent annually since
the early 1980s.
With the number of people occupying this average vehicle now hovering in the range of
1.6, compared with 2.2 in the late 1960s, the amount of fuel needed to move a single
individual in this average American vehicle also needs to move 2,600 pounds of vehicle.
By contrast, the fuel needed to move an individual in a half-full tramcar of the kind
visualized for a light-rail Purple Line will only need to move an additional 1,800 pounds
of vehicle. Is the difference here the proverbial 800-pound gorilla in the debate over
building a light-rail Purple Line?
Not exactly. If the Purple Line is built as a light-rail system, the 68,000 passengers who
are expected to take trips on the line each day will not all be abandoning an average
American vehicle to do so. Some will simply be riding the rails instead of a bus, but
those who do give up their cars will help us realize substantial energy savings.
At the same time, the Purple Line as a light-rail system also enjoys a very real edge in
terms of its energy saving potential over the bus rapid transit system still under
consideration. How so? The light-rail system is expected to draw 16,000 more
passengers each day than the bus rapid transit alternative. Again, physics rules. Higher
ridership reduces vehicle weight thus garnering energy savings.
So where does Barack Obama fit in this equation? When we elected him, I think we
were voting, fundamentally, for change -- not only in the way we think as a people but
also in the way we behave.
Locally, our embrace of Obama has coincided with a number of realizations about the
worth of a Purple Line as an alternative to the status quo for Washington’s inside-thebeltway commuters. Much as we might have reservations about the reliability of our

Metro subway system, I think it’s also occurred to us to be thankful that the 750,000
people the Metro carries each workday aren’t out on our roadways instead.
I also think it’s been dawning on us now that continuing with the way things are on our
roadways – where we are moving ever more people more miles in more vehicles that
are heavier and probably going slower than ever before -- simply makes no sense.
In addition, I believe we’ve also kept enough of a grip in the midst of this recession to
realize that an economic slowdown, while curbing our growing gridlock, should not be
embraced as a remedy for our traffic ills.
In fact, as a light rail system, the Purple Line will go a lot farther in curing both out
economic and traffic slowdowns than the bus rapid transit alternative. The latter may be
cheaper to build but it simply doesn’t offer the same opportunities as light rail for
improving our transportation infrastructure and helping to jump start our economy in the
process.
In recent months, light-rail has looked increasingly attractive because the system runs
on electricity, which reduces the toxic emissions wafting from our clotted main
transportation arteries into our neighborhoods. To the extent that we live and work
surrounded by traffic of increasing density, we are imperiling our health with every move
we make, every breath we take.
Increasing numbers of us also have been seeing the importance of dedicated lanes for
ensuring the reliability of any new mode of public transportation on our roadways.
Increasingly, too, we’ve been recognizing that the sheer number of motor vehicles on
our roads is a notable source of carbon dioxide emissions and the chief cause of global
warming.
While there are many justifications for building the Purple Line as a light rail system,
ultimately, I think, it will be built because those of you who are deciding the issue
probably have already experienced the kind of exasperation with gridlock that might
even change the minds of those least inclined to support the Purple Line.
You know whom I’m talking about… those guys driving alone behind the tinted glass of
their big black, hermetically-sealed Cadillac Escalades, the ones that measure their fuel
in gallons per mile rather than miles per gallon. What I’m thinking is that even those guys
might be so done with moving their behemoths between jobs and home at a snail’s pace
that they might actually grab a regular tram ride instead.
David Crosson is a resident of Silver Spring. He’s commuted to work and home in
assorted directions and by assorted means — car, bike and Metro— over the course of
the past 13 years.
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Jose
Cruz
8112 Tahona Drive, #521
Silver Spring
MD
20903
Translated:
We are concerned about the increase in the costs of residential and
commercial properties.
Jose_Cruz.pdf (26 kb)
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Kristi
Cruzat
5321 King Charles Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Genevieve
Cullen
4004 Ellicott St NW
Washington
DC
20016
GCULLEN@ELECTRICDRIVE.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
As you move forward in establishing a long-term plan for sustainable
transportation, I urge you to resist the push to trade the Crescent Trail
for a light rail system. I live in the District now, but have spent all of my
life enjoying the Crescent Trail. But the value of the Trail is clearly more
than recreational.
The undeveloped green space of the trail is a truly finite resource that is
essential to our air quality as well as our quality of life. The light rail
proposed would be primarily be a redundant transportation option,
according to the studies of projected ridership, not a long term solution
to congestions and commuting problems. What if the City of New York
had decided that getting commuters across town ten minutes faster was
more important than maintaining Central Park? The Park is the lungs of
New York City and the surrounding communities. The Crescent Trail
serves the same function here.
Have we learned nothing from the problems created by degrading the
Chesapeake Bay? Hocking the Crescent Trail to buy a bit of time before
dealing with real challenges of Washington metro area transportation is
an irrevocable mistake. There are other options.
Maryland – and the entire metro area – need to take on the real
challenges of 21st century transportation (community planning, clean
transportation and congestion management, to name a few).
Please do not destroy forever the Crescent Trail to serve short term
goals.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Maura
Cullen

MD
Maura@aecfconsult.org
Cullen 35614.pdf (86 kb)
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Patrick
Cullen
Ariel Coinsulting
1015 15th St NW
Washington
DC
20005
ptrckc5@aol.com
After so many years why are there more questions. Will this destroy the
trail? Ovbviously at least until it is built. I have heard that there is
planned trail next to the rail line butit is not in theplans and is not funded.
So based on past experience the trail is gone wit its tree cover potential
for escape. Then hter is the persistent questions regarding the cost. So
much of what I read does not help me reconcile 2 billon dollars and the
convenience a single seat ride form east to west. No one is projected, in
the inflated numbers of riders, to leave there cars. The people who are
riding the present system will be the people who ride this one. Not one
care off the road. Plus, the LRT operates at grade at all major
intersections. Oh my.
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Don
Cuming
7814 Stratford Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
CUMINGD@AOL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Don Cuming
7814 Stratford Rd
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Terry
Cummings
3221 Hayloft Ct
Woodbine
MD
21797
TCUMMINGS@CBF.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because we need more transportation
options and less cars. Build the Purple Line. Stop the delay build it today!
Terry C.
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Charlotte
Cunningham
2727 Washington Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
FXCJR@EROLS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrew
My family lives close to the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda
and Silver Spring. We use it daily as a safe and quiet way to bike or walk
into Bethesda. My children use it to bike to school and athletic events.
The trees provide beauty and shade for our walks. If the Purple Line is
built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. We would no longer have a
safe or tranquil way to walk or bike to Bethesda. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Farris
Curry
Lofts24
900 D Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
farrisc@accentdesigns.com
We (Lofts24) are on the list to be included in focus group meetings on
the Purple Line. However, we have not received any information to
date. Please email me at below address to be sure we are represented
at October 07 focus group meetings to discuss the route of the Purple
Line through downtown Silver Spring. We are VERY interested in this
issue and strongly support a below-ground route. Thank you.
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Jade
Curtis
4109 Edgevale Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CURTIS23@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and
family and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the
environment, etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around
the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Curtis
4109 Edgevale Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
R.CURTIS23@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every day we see hikers and bikers using the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
This Trail is enjoyed by everyone, and they come from all over to
imbibe the nature and the calm.
It is loved for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, nearly all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be removed and in my neighborhood, many of those trees
are in the backyards of
my neighbors. The railroad allowed these residents to lease about
15' of the right of way, and for the last 50 years the trees and
shrubs in that 15' zone have become the backyard landscapes for many
people. In several
cases the property line is 20' or less from their homes.
The trains would pass about 10’ from any trail user every few
minutes. This is not the kind of tranquility sought
after by urban designers, park designers or landscape architects. It
would eleminate a terrific urban amenity
that other cities around the world give their eye teeth to have.
Dense urban areas need parks and green spaces to balance our
sometimes over-built environment. Often times it's what is not built
that makes a community or city really livable. This urban forest
and Trail provide a rare green space that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Please use your courage to put transit underground or elsewhere and
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and many other generations to come, will be able to
enjoy this natural resource.
Let's think long and longer term.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Elisabeth
Curtz
7309 Piney Branch Road
Takoma Park
MD
20912
CURTZELI@GMAIL.COM
I'm a regular walker on the Capital Crescent Trail from Silver Spring to
Bethesda. I'm also a supporter of getting a Purple Line up and running.
Routing the Purple Line along the trail would be a huge mistake; we
need to find a way to facilitate public transportation and keep people out
running, walking and biking.
The Capital Crescent Trail offers more than just a route for pedestrians
and cyclists. It's a leafy oasis of calm in the middle of an urban
environment. With soaring rates of obesity and stress related illnesses
we need to cultivate healthy, more leisurely alternatives. We need to
find a solution to routing the purple line that makes it harder to drive a
car, not harder to take a walk.
Elisabeth Curtz
7309 Piney Branch Rd
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Michael
D'Achille
4217 Everett Street
Kensington
MD
20895
MICHAEL.DACHILLE@ASSURANT.COM
Dear Governor O?Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family & I use the trail for bike trips often, My father in law uses it
to bike to work. It is a local treasure that is too important to be
damaged by placing the light rail in its place. It is place of peace and
quiet where there is too little to be found around here.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10? from
hikers
and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive
for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about
10? from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational
disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region?s ?Central Park? -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around
us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Leonard J.
Dack
6429 Goldleaf Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
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Leonard
Dack

MD
LJDACK@AOL.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
This is to advise you that I strongly oppose the building of the Purple
Line along the Capital Cresent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring.
I regularly use the trail for recreational use. I am an avid biker and jogger
and use their trail often with my family and friends. I reside in Bethesda
and would consider moving if the Purple Line is built along the trail.
Thank you for your time.
Leonard Dack
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Leonard
Dack
6429 Goldleaf Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
LJDACK@AOL.COM
This is to advise you that I oppose the building of the Purple Line
adjacent to the Capital Crescent Trail.
I am a resident of Bethesda, Maryland. I, as well as my family and
friends, use the trail frequently for biking, jogging, walking, etc. Please
do not build the Purple Line by the trail.
Thank you.
Leonard Dack
6429 Goldleaf Drive
Bethesda, Maryland 20817
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Glenn
Daigon
10428 Rockville Pike, Apt. 101
Rockville
MD
20852
gdaigon@hotmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Jeff
Dailey
2200 Pennsylvania Ave NW
Washington
DC
20053
jdailey@velaw.com
Hi there!
I was wondering how I might be able to get digital copies of all the
"Aerial Photographs" linked here: http://www.purplelinemd.com/mapsgraphics/aerial-photographs
The coding of your website isn't allowing a way to save the images
through the Flash player...
Thanks,
Jeff Dailey
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Terry
Dailey
4894 Chevy Chase Blvd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TERRY.DAILEY@MERCER.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
My family and I use the Capital Crescent Trail several times a week for
walking, running and biking. We are terribly concerned that the Purple
Line will ruin that great resource. If you have ever spent anytime on the
Trail you would see how widely it is used and what a great treasure it is
and that we need to find an alternative for the Purple Line.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Linda and Bill
Daisley

MD
LINDADAIS@MSN.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Do not ruin what little green space we have left. Once it is built upon,
you cannot reclaim it. The transportation issues involved here do not
merit the spending the huge amounts of money to accomplish it and ruin
everything in its wake.
As a taxpayer of many years, I urge you not to make a mistake and
authorize the Purple Line.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration. Once you remove the "green" you
cannot replace it and for what long lasting advantage???
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John Daken

7981 Eastern Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I am writing to express my support for the purple line, and particularly for
the Georgetown Branch ROW. I support light rail over bus.
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Maureen
Daley
13025 Bellevue Street
Beltsville
MD
20705
MDALEY69@AOL.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Maureen Daley
13025 Bellevue Street
Beltsville, MD 20705
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Richard
Damania
7008 Exeter Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
RDAMANIA@WORLDBANK.ORG
Dear Sir/Madam
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is
enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families
with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school,
athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all
around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10? from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10? from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region?s ?Central
Park? -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Zal
Damkevala
815 Thayer AVenue
SIlver Spring
MD
20910
zaldamkevala@gmail.com
I think the Purple line is a great idea. I would recommend creating
atleast three track lines, as this will ensure that when
repairs/maintenance work is carried out, trains going both ways are not
forced to share the same track. This is one of the main problems I see
with the existing service.
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Russell
Damtoft
5320 McKinley St.
Bethesda
MD
20814
rwd515@rcn.com
I enthusiastically support building the Purple Line as a light rail line
alongside the Georgetown Branch trail as quickly as possible. It is
necessary to relieve congestion, to reduce emissions, to get people to
jobs, and to tie the two high-growth engines of Montgomery County,
Silver Spring and Bethesda, together.
Rail is vastly preferable to bus. I have traveled often to cities with light
rail systems, and have lived in one. People ride well-designed rail
systems because they want to. If reasonably comfortable and reliable,
they carry a cachet this will attract people of all social classes, even
when driving is an option. People ride buses, on the other hand, only
when they have no other better option. We have an opportunity to make
a better lower county, and we should seize it.
Members of my family travel regularly between Silver Spring, normally
by car and occasionally by bus. We would make this trip far more often
if a direct rail connection existed.
I would also urge you to begin work on the system as soon as possible.
We need this line now, not in five years. Please don't let the process
drag on any longer than it absolutely must.
Those who object to a rail line destroying the ambiance of the
Georgetown Branch trail have a point and should be listened to carefully.
But the trail was originally built as a rail corridor, and the greater good
requires it be used for that purpose again. Access to the trail should be
preserved for all neighborhood residents, and the ambiance should be
preserved to the extent possible.
Finally, I would urge you not to over-engineer the system. Simple,
relatively narrow (to the extent possible within the constraints of the
ADA) rail cars without bells and whistles are preferable to overbuilt cars
such as we see in Baltimore.
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Dandois

MD
DANDOIS@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : As a life long resident and taxpayer in Montgomery County and living in
Bethesda since 1976, close to the Crescent Trail, I am opposed to the
use of the hiker/biker trails for a Purple Line Train system.
I would prefer the less costly and almost immediately available
alternative of a rapid bus system linking those transit-underserved
communities in Prince Georges County with downtown Silver Spring and
Bethesda.
I hope you take into consideration the thousands of persons who use
these hiker/biker trails daily as commutes and for evening and weekend
family enjoyment. We need to preserve our green space for as long as
we
can. Land, like water, is an invaluable, irreplaceable natural resource
and asset, and one not to be squandered unwisely. Once it is gone, it
is gone forever. Further, we do not have the capability to replace,
restore or refurbish those trees that will be clear cut if the Purple
Line comes to fruition.
The green space provides not only a haven for the two legged species
but
are a habitat for many types of birds and other tiny creatures of
nature, whose very being depends on trees, shrubs, grasses and just
the
space to survive.
While I do not consider myself a "tree hugger" I have been involved in
the community for decades and am a local Scout leader. Our Outdoor
Code is:

*As an American I will do my best to*
*Be clean in my outdoor manners*
I will treat the outdoors as a heritage.
I will take care of it for myself and others.
I will keep my trash and garbage out of lakes, streams, fields,
woods, and roadways.
*Be careful with fire*
I will prevent wildfire.
I will build my fires only where they are appropriate.
When I have finished using a fire, I will make sure it is cold out.
I will leave a clean fire ring, or remove all evidence of my fire.
*Be considerate in the outdoors*
I will treat public and private property with respect.
I will use low-impact methods of hiking and camping.
*Be conservation minded*
I will learn how to practice good conservation of soil, waters,
forests, minerals, grasslands, wildlife, and energy.
I will urge others to do the same.
I think The Outdoor Code is one that all the members of the government
entities responsible for the decision-making processes surrounding the
dilemma of rapid-bus vs Purple Line need to take to heart.
I appreciate this opportunity to join in the chorus of outcries against
the Purple Line and hope the powers in being will do the right thing for
our environment and our heritage, our community, and our children and

grandchildren.
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Adam
Daniel
8416 Queen Annes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Hello. My name is Adam Daniel. I live near the corner of Wayne and
Dale with my wife and 18-month-old son.
Out our back window we can see buses going along Wayne and we will
hopefully one day see the purple line and perhaps a few fewer buses.
I'm a member of the Seven Oaks Citizens Association by the way, as
well as Silver Spring Advocates. I favor building the light rail as
described in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
The reason I favor light rail over bus rapid transit is one major reason is
better long-term capacity so that as we see presumably ridership
increasing over the years, we will see an investment in a system which
can support more passengers per vehicle paying off by helping us avoid
a situation where the frequency of buses does become a detriment to
traffic.
In addition, the projected higher ridership makes it worthwhile. Some
people have mentioned or diminished the value of the projected 20,000
or so riders that would be coming out of their cars every day onto a light
rail system. I think it would be a very substantial accomplishment.
Between the medium and high light rail options, I tend to lean toward the
medium because I would like to see a light rail stop right in downtown
Silver Spring, apart from the slightly removed location of the Silver
Spring transit center itself.
Some people have said that that stop would be problematic for the
library. I have seen mock ups of the integration scenarios and I
personally think there could be no better community investments than
this mass transit stop integrated with the public library.
I think government planning and community amenities couldn't get much
better than that.
I'd also just like to point out that for all the talk of folks in communities to
the east and detrimental impacts to them we've seen so far those people
themselves coming out overwhelmingly if not universally in favor of this
light rail system.
I'd like to see it built now. It has been a long time in coming already and I
agree with all of our elected officials who universally came out and said
let's do it now. Thank you very much.
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Mary Jo
Danton
9802 Bristol Square Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
MARYJODANTON@COMCAST.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I am writing in support of the Purple Line as a Light Rail!!
Infrastructure funds are increasingly scarce ? so we must invest
transportation funds wisely. Our taxpayer dollars should fund
projects that serve the greatest number of people, promote
sustainable economic development, and save us money by providing
better travel choices. Light rail is the best near and long-term
investment because it can serve more riders now and in the
future, and better promotes economic revitalization. Also, I
would rather ride a train, such as the rest of the Metro rail,
as opposed to a rapid bus line. In addition, trains are less
likely to induce motion sickness, which can happen with buses.
The Purple Line is also key to protecting Maryland's
environment. Reducing the number of cars on our roads and using
the rail to support walkable, transit accessible communities
will protect our air and water quality and the Chesapeake Bay.
And with climate change as our greatest environmental challenge,
the addition of the Purple Line to the Metrorail network of
transit communities will allow Marylanders (and visitors) to
live and travel with much lower greenhouse gas emissions.
I know I would visit the Silver Spring area and beyond much more
often if the Purple Line Light Rail were operational.
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Ramon E.
Daubon
4822 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KFDAUBON@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am a frequent weekend user, biker and walker, of the Capital Crescent
Trail. I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. Especially at a time of
serious budget constraints and sharpened priorities, this is a
misconceived project that we do not need.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is=2 0crushed stone, not paved like the Trail
to Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon

sequestration, sha ding the Trail, and providing a buffer for
communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be

biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally20eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Ramon E. Daubon
4822 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase MD 20815
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Ricardo
Davico
6208 Carrollton Terrace
Hyattsville
MD
20781
rdavico@comcast.net
I just wanted to say that I am glad to see the organization finally getting
this project on track. It has taken a long time, but hopefully the light rail
will become a reality so as to relieve the congestion, pollution and
overall destruction to the community being caused by increasing traffic
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Stuart
Davidovich
4310 Knox Road, #4107
College Park
MD
20740
sdavidov@umd.edu

Submission Content/Notes : Purple Line DEIS Comment
Why Put the Purple Line on Campus Drive?
January 12, 2009
Submitted by: Stuart Davidovich
Address: 4310 Knox Rd. #4107 College Park, MD 20740
1. Campus Drive bisects the center of campus. It is a busy street and the
Purple Line proposal would allow the university to realize its dream of
closing it to most traffic. It is the heart of university and having a stop
there would help unify the campus.
2. The Student Union is the center of campus life and a stop there would
reinforce that function. Light rail is quiet, pollution-free and pedestrian
friendly. A trolley runs right through the Portland State University’s
student center, and the stop is flanked by outdoor café tables and a
place to socialize.
3. The university’s concerns about Electromagnetic Interference (EMI)
and Vibration can be addressed in design and planning. Light rail is
operating successfully near major universities and research facilities
around the world. Mitigation strategies are available, and it is not clear
how many research activities in the immediate vicinity of the proposed
alignment will even require them.
4. Most university science buildings are more than 200’ away from
Campus Drive. The Microbiology Building is an exception. Some
distances are:
a. Microbiology – 90’
b. Biology-Psychology – 370’
c. Plant Sciences - 390’
d. Site of new Physics Building – 1150’
e. Old Physics Building - 240’
f. Martin Hall – 712’
g. Marie Mount Hall –(location of Linguistics Lab) - 675’
5. The Purple Line will provide for a complete makeover of Campus Drive
– new streetscape, sidewalks, landscaping, bike lanes and lighting. This
will have a major positive impact on top of that of the transit service
which will address a growing traffic problem.
Problems with the Preinkert Alignment
The Campus proposes that the Purple Line and all buses run along an
alignment that passes between LeFrak Hall and the South Campus
Dining Hall. A central campus stop would be at Preinkert Hall.
1. There is little space between these two buildings – about 60’. This
proposal would have metrobuses, campus shuttle buses, The BUS, and
the Purple Line all passing through this narrow choke point. The idea
has not been vetted in the university community and makes little sense.
Few people are aware that the university administration thinks it can shift
all bus traffic onto this alignment which would have a significant negative
impact on the historic core of campus which is centered on the Morrill
Quad, location of Morrill Hall and Shoemaker Hall.
2. There is currently no traffic passing through this area. The
implications of this proposal in terms of traffic and pedestrians has not
been evaluated by either the university or MTA.
3. The cost of relocating the major bus area from Campus Drive to
Preinkert is not included in the MTA estimate.
4. The cost of demolishing Preinkert and relocating occupants of the
building is not included in the MTA estimate.
5. The Preinkert location is far enough south of the campus center of
gravity to demonstrate lower ridership than the campus drive location.
This has not been evaluated by MTA.
6. There are facilities along the Preinkert alignment that are close to it
and would need to be relocated – most notably the MEG lab in Marie
Mount Hall.
7. Changes would be required to several major buildings to relocate

Attachments :

loading docks and otherwise clear the way for the Purple Line.
8. It is not clear that the campus shuttle system would function well for
students without some use of Campus Drive.
9. Even if most buses would be relocated to Preinkert, delivery trucks
and other large vehicles would sometimes need to use the road for
construction or deliveries.
10. The Preinkert alignment also comes across campus drive adjacent to
the University Chapel. It crosses the Chapel lawn, impacting the historic
setting for this attractive outdoor space.
stuart_deis1.pdf (72 kb)

PurpleLineDEISComment
WhyPutthePurpleLineonCampusDrive?
January12,2009

Submittedby:StuartDavidovich
Address:4310KnoxRd.#4107CollegePark,MD20740
1. CampusDrivebisectsthecenterofcampus.ItisabusystreetandthePurpleLineproposal
wouldallowtheuniversitytorealizeitsdreamofclosingittomosttraffic.Itistheheartof
universityandhavingastoptherewouldhelpunifythecampus.
2. TheStudentUnionisthecenterofcampuslifeandastoptherewouldreinforcethatfunction.
Lightrailisquiet,pollutionfreeandpedestrianfriendly.Atrolleyrunsrightthroughthe
PortlandStateUniversity’sstudentcenter,andthestopisflankedbyoutdoorcafétablesanda
placetosocialize.
3. Theuniversity’sconcernsaboutElectromagneticInterference(EMI)andVibrationcanbe
addressedindesignandplanning.Lightrailisoperatingsuccessfullynearmajoruniversitiesand
researchfacilitiesaroundtheworld.1Mitigationstrategiesareavailable,anditisnotclearhow
manyresearchactivitiesintheimmediatevicinityoftheproposedalignmentwillevenrequire
them.
4. Mostuniversitysciencebuildingsaremorethan200’awayfromCampusDrive.The
MicrobiologyBuildingisanexception.Somedistancesare:
a. Microbiology–90’
b. BiologyPsychology–370’
c. PlantSciences390’
d. SiteofnewPhysicsBuilding–1150’
e. OldPhysicsBuilding240’
f.

MartinHall–712’

g. MarieMountHall–(locationofLinguisticsLab)675’
5. ThePurpleLinewillprovideforacompletemakeoverofCampusDrive–newstreetscape,
sidewalks,landscaping,bikelanesandlighting.Thiswillhaveamajorpositiveimpactontopof
thatofthetransitservicewhichwilladdressagrowingtrafficproblem.

1

See,forexample:http://www.gulfcoastinstitute.org/university/LightRail_Universities.pdf.

ProblemswiththePreinkertAlignment
TheCampusproposesthatthePurpleLineandallbusesrunalonganalignmentthatpassesbetween
LeFrakHallandtheSouthCampusDiningHall.AcentralcampusstopwouldbeatPreinkertHall.
1. Thereislittlespacebetweenthesetwobuildings–about60’.Thisproposalwouldhave
metrobuses,campusshuttlebuses,TheBUS,andthePurpleLineallpassingthroughthisnarrow
chokepoint.Theideahasnotbeenvettedintheuniversitycommunityandmakeslittlesense.
Fewpeopleareawarethattheuniversityadministrationthinksitcanshiftallbustrafficonto
thisalignmentwhichwouldhaveasignificantnegativeimpactonthehistoriccoreofcampus
whichiscenteredontheMorrillQuad,locationofMorrillHallandShoemakerHall.
2. Thereiscurrentlynotrafficpassingthroughthisarea.Theimplicationsofthisproposalinterms
oftrafficandpedestrianshasnotbeenevaluatedbyeithertheuniversityorMTA.
3. ThecostofrelocatingthemajorbusareafromCampusDrivetoPreinkertisnotincludedinthe
MTAestimate.
4. ThecostofdemolishingPreinkertandrelocatingoccupantsofthebuildingisnotincludedinthe
MTAestimate.
5. ThePreinkertlocationisfarenoughsouthofthecampuscenterofgravitytodemonstratelower
ridershipthanthecampusdrivelocation.ThishasnotbeenevaluatedbyMTA.
6. TherearefacilitiesalongthePreinkertalignmentthatareclosetoitandwouldneedtobe
relocated–mostnotablytheMEGlabinMarieMountHall.
7. Changeswouldberequiredtoseveralmajorbuildingstorelocateloadingdocksandotherwise
clearthewayforthePurpleLine.
8. Itisnotclearthatthecampusshuttlesystemwouldfunctionwellforstudentswithoutsomeuse
ofCampusDrive.
9. EvenifmostbuseswouldberelocatedtoPreinkert,deliverytrucksandotherlargevehicles
wouldsometimesneedtousetheroadforconstructionordeliveries.
10. ThePreinkertalignmentalsocomesacrosscampusdriveadjacenttotheUniversityChapel.It
crossestheChapellawn,impactingthehistoricsettingforthisattractiveoutdoorspace.
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Doug
Davidson
9624 Old Spring Road
Kensington
MD
20895

Comment Form. D. Davidson.pdf (897 kb)
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Melissa
Davidson

MD
MGDAVIDSON@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Cornelius
Davies
4920 Earlston Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
DAVIES4920@YAHOO.COM
Dear Sir,
There is no doubt that the beautiful trail/park from Rock Creek to
downtown Bethesda will be destroyed by the Purple Line. I do not live
near it but use/enjoy it as do thousands like me.
I believe in the need for better mass transit. But I am upset because
alternatives to the trail route have not been fully considered. Things not
fully considered could include: expansion of Bethesda Naval Hospital,
a better bus system (as in European cities), use of (wide) East West
Highway, or a future Metro extension adjacent to the Beltway to link with
the Metro extension to Dulles airport. And consider the effect of the
terminus in downtown Bethesda.
The Capital Crescent Trail runs thru an irreplaceable park. Would you
run mass transit thru Rock Creek Park ??
Let’s be honest. The main benefactor of the trail route is the Chevy
Chase Land company, not the citizens.
Please, for the sake of our children, consider an alternative to the Purple
Line to Bethesda.
Thank you for your support of our common good.
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Alan M.
Davis
2501 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington
DC
20007
adavis@urbanrealtydc.com
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Crescent Trail is a public right of way that needs to be preserved
and the Purple line should be routed along Jones Branch Road. The
Trail is a wonderful pedestrian route that I personally use. Given the
residential uses surrounding the Trail it would be downright foolish to run
a train on the Trail when alternatives exist. Every week, more than
10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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George
Davis
818 Delafield St NE
Washington
DC
20017
the4th@gmail.com
I am a DC resident, but the Purple Line will greatly affect me given my
proimity to Silver Spring and my involvement with the University of
Maryland. I hear about BRT and light rail, but what about other options?
Maybe monorail perhaps? The Schwebebahn in Germany is very
successful, low environmental impact and has lasted for 100 years.
Seattle's monorail is very successful as well. Maryland is the showpiece
for may great transportation projects in the region. I believe the state is
capable of thinking out of the box. Perhaps monorail will silence the
critics and give the multimodal transportation solution this region needs.
I am already on the mailing list. Thank you.
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Graham
Davis

Kensington
MD
GDAVIS_00@YAHOO.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kathryn
Davis
3600 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KNDAVIS05@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

Hello my name is Kathryn Davis, I have lived in the Hamlet (the
neighborhood behind the Chevy Chase firehouse-Connecticut and East
West highway) my whole life. I personally use the Capital Crescent trail
to walk into Bethesda with friends and family, not only for exercise but
also as a child before I could drive we would walk or ride bikes. I also
use the trail going to silver spring in order to walk to my grand parents
house. Despite my car, walking or biking on the trail is still my favorite
way to get to Georgetown. Not only do I use the trail weekly, but my
cousins who live out of state love coming to visit and going for walks on
the trail as it was apart of their childhood as well. While I see the great
benefits of having the purple line, and believe me being so close to my
house would indeed be a benefit, I do not think these benefits outweigh
the negative effects the purple line would bring.
If the line does go through, the trail that I grew up on, the one that I have
grown to know and love over the past twenty two years will be
destroyed.If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster. With the ever growing
obesity rate in America, why are we taking away one of the most
beautiful and natural places to exercise? Why are we making it unsafe
for children to explore their neighborhoods on their own?
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your time,
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Neil
Davis
1 Kentbury Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
My name is Neil Davis. Okay. My name is Neil Davis, it's N-E-I-L, D-A-VI-S. I live in 1 Kentbury Way, Bethesda, Maryland, 20814. I'm
representing myself. I live about 100 feet, maybe 100 yards, maybe 200,
100 to 200 feet away from the proposed rail on the rail trail. There's a
row of housing between me and the trail.
I basically would support a bus route either going to the medical center
or alternatively, I would support dedicated bus routes. I think it's the high
options, high option BRTs, either going to the medical center and then
coming down to Bethesda. Or alternative going through the trail
crossing, crossing Connecticut and then going up to the medical center.
So, in essence, even though I'm, affected by the
trail, by one of these routes, I'm still in support of it basically. I think we
need some public transportation. That would not have been my position
five years ago or even three years ago. But I think it's time to go to public
transportation in the area.
Specifically, if a bus route comes to the existing Crescent Trail area, I
think it's, I think keeping the trail on the northern side is a good idea and
that it would use the natural contour of the land to, to minimize noise and
should be able to be done at the least cost.
One of the reasons I support the bus options is that I think its, its cost
effective over the light rail system. I think I, it's almost half the cost. And I
think we'll be more likely to get federal funds for that reason and
probably be supported by the state.
I think the other important issue is, is that we would have a tunnel under
Connecticut Avenue or bridge above it. I know there's additional costs,
there should be one for the trail and a separate bridge for public
transportation so that's segregated. I know that adds an extra cost to the
project but I think it's going to make it more palatable to the different
people that use it.
If the Jones, if the Jones Bridge Road option is used with the bus, I think
we need a dedicated bus route, a dedicated lane and you should be able
to get access to the military property...property part of the BRAC options.
I've spoken with one of your consultants and I understand that it's
difficult, that the bridge would have to pretty long, especially if there were
property involved. Underground it would be even more difficult but I think
that these should be explored. That's it. But whatever, whichever
direction or option is chosen, I think it's very important to minimize noise
and the visual scene of the train, the bus or whatever it is on these
dedicated areas. I think the minimalization of noise can be done by
barriers that are about four feet high and it would redirect the noise to up
versus out for the properties. The natural contour of land can do the
same thing. It costs a few extra dollars to accommodate the local region,
the local neighbors but it's well worth it.
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Patricia
Davis
Patricia M. Davis, C.S.A.
7606 16th Street, N.W.
Washington
DC
20012
notary1081@gmail.com
I truly believe we need a light rail line from Prince Georges to
Montgomery. I spent years driving the beltway between Greenbelt and
Montgomery for work. It sickens me how much those commutes
contributed to greenhouse gases. Purple Line rail is needed now!!
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Paul W.
Davis
6913 Dartmouth Avenue
College Park
MD
20740

Davis_Paul.pdf (611 kb)
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Shalyn
Davis
2242 Washington Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Light rail not underground or above street level can/will cause a lot of
problems with traffic and pedestrians. I am from Houston, Texas and
can verify. There have been coutless accidents/deaths regardng the
installation of the light rail. Had the light rail been built either 1. above
streetlevel to not hender drivers or 2. built underground so pedestrians
are not in harms way, the light rail would actually have been a success.
Please take this *warning* into consideration and do thorough
investigation of this alternative transportation before utlizing it.
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Suzanne
Davis
3827 Village Park Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-5746
stchs5@fedavis.com
Davis 35450.pdf (108 kb)
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Timothy H.
Davis
Loiederman Soltesz Associates, Inc.
4266 Forbes Boulevard
Lanham
MD
20706

Loiederman Soltesz Assoc.pdf (163 kb)
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Tony
Davis
722 Gist Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
tdavis@onebox.com
Comments regarding the Purple Line
I've been following the proposed Purple Line project for several years,
and attended the Nov. 22 public forum at Montgomery College. I was
struck by the unanimity of purpose among the elected officials there,
who spoke convincingly in favor of constructing the Purple Line (and in
favor of the light rail option). But I was also pleasantly surprised by the
strong public support from the citizens who spoke there. It's clear to me
that this project is long overdue and will provide great benefits to the
region at a cost that is not excessive. Since so many people have
commented on the advantages of building the Purple Line, I won't repeat
what I've already heard others say, but I would like to bring up a couple
of points that I haven't heard mentioned.
First, I must admit that the Wayne Ave. alignment does not seem ideal
for light rail, for reasons that were explained by several people
commenting at the Nov. 22 forum. It seems to me that more attention
should be focused on the alternative Thayer/Silver Spring alignment,
which appears to be more direct, serves a number of large apartment
buildings and a school (like Wayne Ave.), and interacts less with traffic.
Moreover, the proposed Fenton & Wayne station in the Wayne Ave.
alignment just seems silly; it's only three blocks from the Silver Spring
metro station, and will only slow the line down. I urge you to consider
the advantages of the Thayer/Silver Spring alignment, as an option
under the high-investment LRT. I would add that high-investment LRT
appears to be the best way to plan effectively for our future; we've seen
significant increases in Metrorail and bus ridership lately, and it would be
a shame to underbuild the Purple Line. Even if its initial ridership is n
ot at the capacity of a high-investment option, I would not be surprised
to see a large spike in usage someday that will make us all grateful we
planned for increased capacity. We have an opportunity to build it right.
A second issue that I've not heard mentioned much is bicycles on the
Purple Line. This is particularly important as much of the line will run
alongside or near to a bike trail. It would be a shame, for example, to
limit bicycles on the Purple Line to non-rush hours, as is the case on
Metrorail. Likewise, it would be an unfortunate impediment to bicyclists
if it is difficult to enter a boarding area with a bicycle, or if loading a
bicycle on the vehicle is unnecessarily cumbersome, or if capacity for
bicycles is insufficient. I urge you to build into the design of the system's
vehicles and stations facilities for bicyclists; this is a great potential
synergy in transportation.
Lastly, I'd like to thank the MTA and others who have clearly made great
efforts to reach out to the public during several stages of this process
and provided much useful information about the project and the various
options for building it. I hope to see steady progress on it and to be a
rider someday!
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Frank
Dawson
4004 Everett Street
Kensington
MD
20895
DAWSONFW@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jeff
Day
9908 Kensington Pkwy
Kensington
MD
20895
JDAY@BNA.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,

I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line.
As a bike commuter who uses the trail I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
-- Jeff Day
9908 Kensington Pkwy.
Kensington, MD
Jeff Day
Reporter
9908 Kensington Pkwy.
Kensignton, MD 20895
301 942-8569
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Regine
de la Cruz
2111 Ellis Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rdelacruz@hntb.com
I am interested to track the progress of the purple line. As an area
resident, I am interested in seeing this project move forward.
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Boris
de Souza

MD
BDESOUZA2004@GMAIL.COM
Sir,
I live in maryland, and write to voice my strong support for the Light Rail
option for the Purple Line connecting New carrolton with Bethesda.
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Peter
Dean
8519 Freyman Dr.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Peter@Greatlandlord.com
I live near the Rock Creek trestle on the east side of the park and our
family very much enjoys the bike path. That said, I look forward to the
completion of the Purple line as a light rail with a bike path. I do hope the
path is on the south side of the tracks as it will then be available to the
residents in our area.
In fact I would hope that a light rail stop will be placed near the current
access point at the end of Grubb Rd as there are both the current
apartments and the county bus and maintenance yard which could be
redeveloped into a more dense use that would take advantage of the
light rail. Wherever the stop near us is placed I hope there will be very
good facilities for bike parking to encourage neighborhood usage.
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Peter
Dean
The Apartment House, Inc.
8500 New Hampshire Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20903
GM@GreatLandlord.com
I manage Suburban Hill apartments at New Hampshire Avenue and
Piney Branch Rd... We look forward to the completion of the Purple line
as a light rail with a bike path.
If the stop on University Blvd., just south of Piney Branch Rd is placed
where it appears to be currently planned I hope that an access path
could be developed between the school and the apartments. This would
facilitate residents in our neighborhood who currently must either go up
or down Carroll when they exit the neighborhood which is primarily on
11th Ave.
In any case, I hope there will be very good facilities for bike parking to
encourage neighborhood usage. Ideally these would include good
protection from both weather and thieves. I understand that there will be
a lot of stops but ones like this which are surrounded by significant
residential areas can certainly benefit from good bike parking and
access.
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Alexander
Dearmon
500 Tulip Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20917
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Pope_Margaret Comment Cards.pdf (68 kb)
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Thomas
Decaro
611 Greenbriar Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Ladies and gentleman, my name is Thomas Decaro, T-H-O-M-A-S, D-EC-A-R-O. I have been living at 611 Greenbrier Drive for over 20 years.
That is right about a block off of Wayne Avenue. I hope this hearing will
be more than just a rally for mass transit of the purple line.
The issue for many of us is not whether to build mass transit because
there is a tremendous amount of support for it and it's a good idea in
general, but which system is the most sensible and most wisely
designed?
The issue is not the concept, but whether a specific plan is a good one.
I'm here to ask you to do the planning in the right way.
My community east of downtown Silver Spring has expressed serious
reservations about the, what we believe to be an ill- conceived plan to
put the purple line street level down Wayne Avenue. We are talking
about the rail option.
Wayne would be essentially the only residential road in the 16 miles of
purple line that would have, that would be impacted directly. We believe
that the downtown and the residential neighborhoods east of the
downtown present unique issues requiring tunneling of the rail option.
Since tunneling should be through downtown Silver Spring transit center
through the eastern side of the business district and then under Wayne
Avenue from Cedar Street to the vicinity of Mansfield Road, which is
about an additional « mile of tunnel.
The reasons are to protect the recently revived downtown from being
strangled by increasing gridlock. While the purple line may take cars off
the road in general, the capacity on White Avenue will drive cars further
into the neighborhoods and increase the congestion in downtown Silver
Spring itself we believe.
Two-thirds of Wayne Avenue, if you want to put it at grade, will have to
be widened, shrinking a lot of homeowners' front yards and greatly
decreasing the traffic capacity on Wayne Avenue which is critical right
now.
Also access to existing businesses are going to have to be radically rethought. We have churches, we have the Sligo Creek Elementary
School, Whole Foods and the St. Michael's school and church which will
be greatly impacted if Wayne Avenue surface area is taken up.
We would like to eliminate the threat to the green trail because of the
widening, necessity to widen. Avoid traffic access safety and noise
issues off of Wayne Avenue. If you have a train going down Wayne
Avenue which was not designed for trains, unlike perhaps San Francisco
or Philadelphia where I grew up.
So I don't think the issue should really be whether the tunnel is the right
way to go. I think everybody agrees that the tunnel is definitely the
preferable option.
What we really need is to find a way to make the tunnel work. People
say it's going to cost you much. I don't think that's really true. If you look
at all the studies, I think it is a viable alternative. Thank you.
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Thomas
DeCaro

MD
TFD@EROLS.COM

Submission Content/Notes : TESTIMONY/WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY THOMAS DeCARO, SILVER SPRING
To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning, Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. Please note
that I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community. It is clear from a careful review of the published studies of
this issue and, more convincingly, by a simple walk along the proposed
route, that a surface route will very likely be the slowest, most inefficient,
and traffic-jamming segment of the system. I also believe that there is
insufficient justification for a station at the intersection of Dale Drive and
Wayne Avenue, although it is only a couple of blocks from where I live,
and I oppose such a station. Moreover, please note that I am in
agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by Seven Oaks
– Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
What follows is a somewhat longer version of the testimony I gave at
the November 22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma
Park:

My name is Tom DeCaro. I am a resident living at 611 Greenbrier Drive
for more than 25 years, in the neighborhood directly to the northeast of
downtown Silver Spring. My house is about a block off of Wayne
Avenue near where Greenbrier Drive intersects Wayne.
At the hearing, I stated that I hoped the hearing would be more than an
uncritical rally for mass transit or the Purple Line. The issue for many of
us is not whether to build a mass transit system from east to west, but
which system is the most sensible and most wisely designed. The issue
is not the concept, but whether a specific plan for implementing the
Purple Line route is, or is not, a good one. The issue is not whether to
build a mass transit facility or not, but how to do it right. It is obvious for
anyone with any familiarity with the layout of the neighborhoods
surrounding the Silver Spring business district that the recommended
alignment which would utilize the surface of Wayne Avenue past two
schools, a large nursing facility, large churches, a very popular and welltrafficked Whole Foods shopping center, and hundreds of homes set in a
traditional neighborhood, will have a serious and significant impact on all
of the surroundings. If the Purple Line is to be implemented through this
corridor, it must be aligned so as to minimize the adverse impacts on
this unique segment of the proposed transitway. This will require careful
consideration of a number of options in keeping with the goal of
implementing the Purple Line while preventing what would amount to the
virtual destruction of, or at the least the serious adverse impact to the
area involved.
My community east of downtown Silver Spring has expressed serious
reservations about what we believe is an ill-conceived plan to route the
Purple Line at street-level through downtown Silver Spring and on
Wayne Avenue. Wayne would be the only essentially residential road in
the 16 miles of the Purple Line. We believe that the downtown and the
residential neighborhood east of the downtown present unique issues
requiring tunneling. Such tunneling should be through the downtown

from the Silver Spring Transit Center to the eastern side of the business
district and then under Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to the vicinity
of Mansfield Road for an additional half mile.
We have sought tunneling for this portion of the route for these reasons:
To protect the recently revived downtown that the County has heavily
invested in from being strangled by the increased traffic gridlock caused
by a slow-moving train crossing major roads through the heart of the
business district many times an hour through long rush hours.
To avoid widening nearly two-thirds of the one mile of Wayne Avenue,
on which the Purple Line would run at surface – shrinking many
homeowners’ front yards and actually increasing the traffic density on
Wayne through the middle of the neighborhood by a significant amount,
to a point where it would be almost unmanageable
To protect access to and from the parking lots of the Whole Foods
shopping center, St Michael's Elementary School and Church,
Springvale Nursing Home, and the Sligo Creek Elementary School and
Silver Spring International Middle School and other churches, schools
and businesses and residences
To eliminate the threat to the construction of the Green Trail through
Silver Spring proper, for bikers and the ability to build it in a way that
protects the safety of both bikers and pedestrians
To avoid access, traffic, safety, and noise issues for many homeowners
on Wayne, two churches, three schools, and an assisted living facility –
all on Wayne.
Any Purple Line should be built through the Silver Spring Transit
Center, but it needs to be tunneled under the downtown and Wayne
Avenue. Recently released information by MTA after its study was
published now suggests that there are possibilities for designing the
Purple Line in such a way that tunneling under the downtown and
Wayne, when merged with MTA’s medium-investment alternative for
either light rail or bus rapid transit, can be not only cost-effective, but
also result in increased ridership and better travel time and user benefit
hours. With this combination of a route, traveling through Silver Spring,
not just as an origin or destination, will be a much more attractive option
for riders. Tunneling in Silver Spring would be good for not just the
community and the vitality of the downtown in Silver Spring, but for the
entire Purple Line. The community would look forward to working with
MTA and County officials in making such a hybrid route a reality.
The only real objections to implementing the tunnel which have been
disclosed in the published reports are: (1) it is not technically feasible
and (2) it is too expensive. Initially, citizens were told at meetings that it
would be impossible to implement a tunnel because of insurmountable
technical problems. At this point, however, it is clear that extending the
proposed tunnel under the Wayne Avenue right of way to near the
Mansfield intersection avoids problems with subsurface conditions which
would exist if the tunnel were extended under Sligo Creek. Because of
the manner in which the tunneling option has been presented, I want to
be sure that this point is clear. To my way of reading, this point is not
sufficiently clear in any of the reports which have been published or
circulated. The Mansfield terminus of the tunnel which we are proposing
does not have any of these technical problems, and, in fact, has not
been shown to be technically challenging.

With respect to the second point, although the tunnel may be initially
perceived as being more expensive than a surface route, this first blush
rejection needs to be more carefully studied. As we all know, a plan for
a project like the Purple Line, and its ultimate realization, are usually
very different. As the problems we have been trying to bring to your
attention become more evident in the process of construction, it is
possible, even likely, that eminent domain money will be required in
excess of what is projected to acquire the front yards and even in some
cases the homes of Wayne Avenue residents as well as Wayne Avenue
businesses, churches and nursing facilities.
There is also the undisclosed cost of remediating the traffic situation
which will be caused by an above-ground alignment. Since the
projections in the various reports do not show that the traffic on Wayne
Avenue will be diminished by any significant percentage by diverting
auto traffic onto the Purple Line trains, additional remediation, beyond
that which is disclosed in the published reports, will become necessary
when serious gridlock results from the surface route implementation, ie
removing 50% or more of the current Wayne Avenue traffic capacity.
The studies seem weak to me on what happens to the cars which are no
longer able to use Wayne Avenue during peak periods. At these
periods, Colesville Road is in serious gridlock. The tunnel option
eliminates this problem.
The tunnel will allow the Purple Line to speed up considerably
throughout its entire route. Surface traffic on Wayne Avenue is slow,
and even dedicated lanes for a train or bus will have to slow down
considerably to transit this stretch resulting in a system-wide bottleneck.
This will cost ridership, a cost which will be paid during the entire life of
the system.
The tunnel will also preserve the carefully designed aesthetics of the
area. The above-ground route will likely require sound barrier walls
which cannot be constructed aesthetically. The sound barrier and other
safety barriers will ironically form a kind of above-ground tunnel.
The revised cost of the tunnel is much less than the initial estimates of
its cost. Tunneling will add less to the project compared with standards
for measuring cost overruns on similar public works projects, while
eliminating many sources of cost overrun such as eminent domain and
traffic remediation. It would be ironic if public money has to be spent on
traffic remediation to implement a transit system, the justification of
which is to reduce vehicular traffic.
If the problems I touch upon are to be corrected later by tunneling years
after the project opens, this will result in unacceptable cost and
disruption to the system. The time to implement the tunneling options is
now.
Finally, if a surface route is chosen, this will not demonstratively save a
single dollar. Rather, it will shift the cost of the Purple Line to the
revitalized downtown and to the churches, assisted living facilities,
schools, businesses and homes along this short but critical segment of
the proposed route. In the situation in which we find ourselves,
realistically, there are other alternatives to a surface route. These other
alternatives are needed in order to preserve the positive economic and

social impact of the revitalized Silver Spring downtown. This is not a
situation where the above-ground route down Wayne Avenue is not the
only feasible alternative, or where the project could absolutely not be
built unless it is aligned at-grade down Wayne. In the absence of such
necessity, it is critical to optimize the Purple Line transit profile and also
to preserve fairness and justice to those affected by seriously
considering the implementation of viable alternatives.
Avoiding the tunnel may seem to initially save cost estimating work and
engineering work and it may seem to speed up the approval process,
but in the end the above-ground route has obvious and significant
adverse impacts not only on the Purple Line goals of speed and
efficiency but also on Silver Spring as a whole and on the Wayne
Avenue surroundings. It is not clear from what I have seen that any
increased cost to build a tunnel would not be offset by much more
significant benefits. My point is that none of these "hidden" costs, or
demonstrable benefits, are clearly evaluated in any of the studies under
consideration. As a result, the tunneling option unfairly loses out.
Thank you.
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Justin Anthony
Dede
1703 East-West Highway, Apt 406
Silver Spring
MD
20910
dede.justin@gmail.com
Dede 35676.pdf (112 kb)
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Sloan
Deerin

MD
SLOAN.DEERIN@DO.TREAS.GOV
Please don’t put the purple line through the trail. I love the green space.
My three kids and I use the trail everyweek-end.
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Jeffrey
Dehoff

Bethesda
MD
20814
JEFF32JEFF@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the trail nearly everyday to enjoy a bike ride to escape from the
traffic and stress of work. Some days I don't know how I'd make it
without this chance to briefly "escape" urban life and clear my head.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Grace
Deitemyer
342 W. Edmonston Dr
Rockville
MD
20852
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Deitemyer_grace_and_I support_This line will.pdf (56 kb)
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Judith
Deitz
1213 Ballard St
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Please make funding the Purple Line a priority - using the light rail line
as directly as possible from Silver Spring to Chevy Chase to downtown
Bethesda. It will serve so many of us who need it!
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Tanya
DeKona
7407 Buffalo Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
As a resident of lower Montgomery County, I'm very excited about using
the a purple line. It would be heavily used (and is greatly needed) in
Silver Spring and Takoma Park.
I hope you will support the positions of Action for Transit. I agree
wholeheartedly with their points. The light rail would be compatible with
pedestrians, no problem.
It would be an excellent use of taxpayer funds, and a source of pride for
you, and Montgomery Counties many area citizens.
Sincerely yours,
Tanya DeKona
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Emilio
del Campo
6809 Greyswood Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
EDELCAMPO999@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Emilio del Campo
6809 Greyswood Rd.
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
240-417-0896
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Alicia
Delahunty
8116 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda
MD
20814-1450
VALUABLESSONS@YAHOO.COM
Wednesday
14 January 2009
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Our family uses the Capital Crescent Trail almost every day in the
summer to bike to the Montgomery County Public Swimming Pool on
Little Falls Parkway. It is a quick and car-free trip from our home on Old
Georgetown Road, along Woodmont Avenue's bike-only lane, and on
the the trail. We cycle together or meet up there from work, and cycle
home together. We stop and pick the raspberries in season!
Any time of the year, the Capital Crescent Trail lets us bird watch. You
would not believe what you can see along the trail just below Little Falls
Library, 5501 Massachusetts Avenue. The birds just love the water
there. The kids who dirtbike on the jumps they have built there don't
show up till noon!
Occasionally, I use the Capital Crescent Trail to go to the noon weekday
Mass at Our Lady of Lourdes Church when I starting from Bethesda
Avenue. Heading south on Veteran's Day, my husband and myself
walked from our house and down the trail to Georgetown (8+ miles). We
ate a late lunch and took the Metro back to Bethesda. What a treat!
All this could come to an end. The Purple Line will prevent us from
enjoying ourselves without adding to our carbon footprint. The Purple
Line plans will put more cars on the road to the pool and more cars on
the road to the County Parks.
Please consider our quality of life...just look at Montgomery County from
Google Earth. You can hardly see the Capital Crescent Trail at
all...because it is such a tiny gem in an urban jungle!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Devin
Delany
6751 Kenwood Forest Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
devindelany@gmail.com
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gael M.
Delany
8 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GAELDELANY@GMAIL.COM
To whom it may concern:
I hope that you have heard the many comments from county residents
and users of the Captital Crescent Trail about how valuable a resource
we would lose if the county allowed a light rail system to eliminate this
beautiful recreational "highway" from county residents who enjoy the
availability and the beauty of such a wonderfully preserved natural
resource.
I have utilized this trail as a bike path from my residence in Chevy Chase
to Key Bridge in Georgetown during favorable weather as well as
simply walking to Bethesda aqlong this route for a movie and a meal
during the colder weather.
I just cannot believe that someone is actually considering altering our
landscape so dramatically for the remote possibility that we may
alleviate some traffic concerns while at the same time not taking into
consideration how many homes and families that may be affected by
providing this train service.
And has anyone looked at the financial costs, not just now, but in the
future, to maintain such a rail system?
I urge you tot, with your vote, to do no harm - to our county, to our
lifestyle and to our children and their children who some day might
enjoy this little piece of heaven that we are fortunate to be able to use
today.
Thank you.
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Shannon
Delany
8 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DELANYS@EMPEA.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I personally take advantage of the Capital Crescent Trail nearly every
weekend and many evenings weather permitting. It is a true testament
to our community that in the midst of this busy metropolitan area, we
have such an amazing and unique stretch of land where neighbors and
community members can walk, ride, run and enjoy such a fantastic,
sheltered and well-preserved trail. Do not destroy this please.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Laura
Dellatorre
14 Magic Mountain Court
North Bethesda
MD
20852
I support building an at-grade light rail Purple Line, on its own right-ofway for most of the route, and completing the Capital Crescent trail
alongside the route between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
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Demarcus

1215 East West Highway
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Marvin Majano.pdf (87 kb)
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Murat
Demiraydin
19030 Capehart Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20886-3935
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Constantine-Davis, Jean.pdf (59 kb)
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Bev
Denbo
6820 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20815
DENBOBJ@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley:
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett
Chairman Hanson
Council President Andrews

I have been following the development of the Trail as an incredible
natural resource and community asset since its inception -- from the very
first link in my former neighborhood near Massachusetts Avenue when
we marked the trees and walked with Park and Planning workers in the
woods between Massachusetts Avenue and MacArthur Boulevard.
There were many naysayers but the success of this first section of the
Trail was immediate. In the years following, the section between
Bethesda and the District was developed and again I was among the
walkers with Neal Potter one very warm day as he lead us from River
Road along the railroad tracks. They were removed, the trail was
constructed. Again, the success was immediate. For years, pedestrians
and bikers put their lives at risk until, after a major effort on the part of
the citizens and local government, we persuaded the State to construct
a bridge over River Road. Finally, safe passage to Bethesda. At the
urging of MNCPPC, the Army Map Service agreed to remove the
obstacle to a continuous route from Massachusetts Avenue to the
Arizona=2 0Avenue bridge linking the Trail to the tow path to
Georgetown. The last obstacle, the tunnel was finally opened for safe
crossing UNDER Wisconsin Avenue.
After years combined efforts by the community, the Trail has attracted
thousands of users to safe recreation and transportation to Bethesda
and Silver Spring enjoying the exercise, the outdoors, shopping, eating
and enjoying entertainment in the central business districts which the
county has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to promote and
enhance. Proposals and actions which would essentially undo the
progress of so many years work make no sense. Yes, there is a need
for efficient east/west travel between Bethesda and Silver Spring but not
at the expense of the incredible resource -- the Trail! The time is now to
rethink proposals made prior to recent circumstances which have altered
transportation demands to Bethesda. Using the Capital Crescent Trail
for transportation other than hikers and bikers makes no sense.
Recreation and rail or bus transportation ARE NOT COMPATIBLE along
the trail route. I cannot imagine people, children, dogs and bikers
sharing the "road" with trains or buses. All our efforts to provide a safe
area for recreation in our community will have been for naught.
I have recently moved to the downtown after 37 years living off
Massachusetts Avenue -- walking to Metro and shopping and movies
AND access to the Trail for walking and biking are truly wonderful. My
young grandchildren also live in the area and bike every weekend to
Einsteins for their Saturday bagel treat. Should trains or high-speed
buses be their constant "companions" on the Trail or should they have to
cross Wisconsin Avenue, it would no longer be a safe or pleasant outing
for the family.
Thank you saving the Trail -- we treasure the greenspace and all it offers
to the community.

Bev Denbo
6820 Wisconsin Avenue #8002
Bethesda, Maryland 20815
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Christine & Christopher
Marr & Denney
804 Buckingham Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ctine@ctine.com
Hello,

I am writing to submit testimony in support of the Purple Line light rail
and underground if possible. I would personally use the public
transportation 5 days per week to get to work, and to do errands and
worry free entertaining in Bethesda without having to have a designated
driver. Public transportation is important for ecologically responsible
commuting. The infrastructure, jobs and business it would bring to the
area would also be positive.

Many friends and neighbors have also expressed their support and
hopes that the purple line will be started soon as it is much needed.
Many families only have one car and two parents and teens working and
going to school.

Sincerely,

Christine Marr & Christopher Denney
804 Buckingham Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-434-2240
917-547-4173
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Martin
DePoy
3396 Stuyvesant Place, NW
Washington
DC
20015
MDEPOY@BOCKORNYGROUP.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matt
Dernoga
15611 Straughn Drive
Laurel
MD
20707
madrad2002@aol.com
Build the Purple Line, and don't build the ICC for goodness sakes. If you
give a damn about global warming, mass transit is the way to go.
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Ned
Desmond
7106 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
NDESMOND@GMAIL.COM
I am writing to in opposition to the Purple Line plan. There are many
good reasons to close down that option, and I list some of them below.
On a personal level, however, I would add that I moved to the area (I live
on 44th Street in Chevy Chase, MD) specifically because of the
Crescent Trail. I am a cyclist, and the trail is a fabulous bike path, and,
more importantly, my wife is blind, and she uses the path to take long,
peaceful walks well away from the areas aggressive traffic, as well as
gain easy access to downtown Bethesda via the tunnel for shopping and
so on. She will be robbed of all this if the Purple Line is built, and her
mobility and safety will be compromised. Imagine trying to cross
Wisconsin int he middle of the day with a blindfold -- that's what my wife
will face if that tunnel become unavailable to her.
Others may argue that there is a greater good to be served here, but I
think there are many, many people who rely on the Crescent Trail in one
way or another TODAY and they live RIGHT HERE, in this locale. It
would be unjust and unfair to essentially destroy a critical feature of this
community for the sake of vague, hard-to-demonstrate interests in other
parts of this county and other counties in Maryland, not to mention
certain business interests. I can assure you that any elected
representatives who support the Purple Line proposal will not receive my
vote or the vote of anyone in my family.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Juan Claudio & Paulina
Devincenti & Luco-Devincenti

MD
JUANCLAUDIO10@GMAIL.COM]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
For many years my wife and I have enjoyed the trail, almost twice a
week, and surely on Saturdays, biking from our home in Glen Echo,
back and forth to Bethesda. A cup of coffee and a bagel represent our
lunch, among window shopping and good reading at B&N.
Nice days, and when we feel more energetic (My wife is 68 and I am 74)
we keep biking under Wisconsin Avenue and connect with the Sports &
Health Club, and further up. It has become part of our lives. We
sincerely invite you to joint us at biking any Saturday morning and you
will see how enjoyable, mentally and physically healthy, it can be.
That is why we are writing to express our opposition to a Purple Line
along the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
We can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and

recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. . Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and

in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Juan Claudio Devincenti, RA, CVS
Paulina Luco-Devincenti
juanclaudio10@gmail.com
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John
Diamante
Former President, Forest Grove Citizens" Association
1614 Sherwood Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
johndiamante@aol.com
I strongly support the light rail option for the proposed east-west Green
Line system and route. The proposed express bus option is really a
non-option and a red herring cooked up by the opponents of any mass
transit link that impacts their special interests. These opponents, mostly
in Chevy Chase are concerned mainly about their Country Club
privileges without regard for the wider community interests and the fact
that the right of way is already available. Buses will only add to the
traffic gridlock, one way or the other. The light rail system is the only
effective choice, unless we go to a full undergrtound connection to
Metrorail.
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John
Diamante
Former President, Forest Grove Citizens' Association
1614 Sherwood Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
johndiamante@aol.com
CORRECTION TO MY REMARKS SUBMITTED EARLIER TODAY:I
strongly support the light rail option for the proposed east-west Purple
Line system and route. The proposed express bus option is really a
non-option and a red herring cooked up by the opponents of any mass
transit link that impacts their special interests. These opponents, mostly
in Chevy Chase are concerned mainly about their Country Club
privileges without regard for the wider community interests and the fact
that the right of way is already available. Buses will only add to the
traffic gridlock, one way or the other. The light rail system is the only
effective choice, unless we go to a full undergrtound connection to
Metrorail.
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Rev. Karen W.
Diamond
4825 Wellington Drive.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
revkwd@mac.com
Diamond 35495.pdf (89 kb)
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Nancy L.
Dianis
7710 Woodmont Avenue, #1107
Bethesda
MD
20814
NANCYDIANIS@WESTAT.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My husband and I recently moved to downtown Bethesda from
Columbia, Maryland. One of the factors influencing our decision to
relocate was the accessibility to the Capital Crescent Trail. In the past
we would load our bicycles onto the back of the car and drive to
Bethesda for an invigorating ride to Georgetown. It was a great way to
show our daughter and her friends the national monuments "up close
and personal" without the worry of traffic and parking the car, especially
during the Cherry Blossom Festival. Now that we live in the area in
addition to cycling we enjoy a 5 mile run several times a week along the
trail. Despite a few unfortunate incidents, the trail is a safe place to enjoy
the outdoors and partake in cardiovascular conditioning after spending
40 - 60 hours a week in a office or on an airplane. We consider The
Trail a nature oasis amongst the concrete and glass landscape of Silver
Spring and Bethesda.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Catherine
Dibble
Aiki Labs, Ltd.
3 Bethesda Metro Center
Bethesda
MD
20814
geographs@aikilabs.com
I am a Bethesda business owner who strongly supports building the
Purple LIne __Light Rail Version__, along with a safe and well-lit bike
trail for its entire length. I would commute using the bike trail and the
train, depending upon the weather, and I would provide full public
transportation benefits for each of my employees.
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Vanessa
Dick

MD
VANESSA1026@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
No Transit on the Capital Crescent Trail! Although I support the creation
of public transportation, I don't think it has to be at the expense of the
Capital Crescent Trail. The trail acts as a vital link between
neighborhoods and nature and the development plan as proposed would
compromise all the advantages that the trail currently offers. I, and my
neighbors, use it daily as an escape from the stress of the city and also
as car-free method of transit between Silver Spring and Chevy Chase.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Vanessa Dick
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Michael
Dickman
19437 Brassie Place #203
Montgomery Village
MD
20886
MBDICKMAN@YAHOO.COM
I support building the Purple Line as light rail
Michael Dickman
19437 Brassie Place #203
Montgomery Village MD 20886
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Christine
Dieterich
4450 S. Park Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CDIETERICH@IMF.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Karen B.
Dietrich
7901 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
KDIETRICHMA@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am resident of Bethesda. I rely on public transportation for my
commute, and, having grown up in Europe, I am a big fan of public
transportation. My husband's job requires him to commute several times
per month from Bethesda to Prince George's County, and he likely
would use the Purple Line to do so. That said, I must express my strong
opposition to what appears to be the preference of the Maryland Transit
Administration to build the Purple Line light rail on the Capital Crescent
Trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda.
Based on what I have read in the DEIS and heard at the MTA's public
meetings, the cost of the light rail options being considered are
astronomical and cannot possibly be justified in light of all of the
competing needs for government funding. At a cost of over 1.6 billion
Dollars, the light rail project could only be justifiable if it made an actual
difference in the lives of many, many residents of this area. The DEIS
demonstrates that it will not. While it may make the commute slightly
shorter for a limited number of residents (and both the ridership numbers
and the commuting times estimated by the MTA have been challenged,
particularly those for the Jones Bridge Road Rapid Bus Transit
alternative), the DEIS and MTA appear to be concede that the Purple
Line as currently conceived will not actually take many (or any) cars off
the road or ease traffic congestion in any appreciable way. Moreover,
the DEIS fails entirely to address the anticipated growth taking place
north of downtown Bethesda, not just at NIH and the National Naval
Medical Center but also in the corridor north along Wisconsin Avenue
into Rockville. Utilizing Bus Rapid Transit along Jones Bridge Road
would provide transit to more destinations, and do so at a lower cost and
with much more flexibility to accommodate future shifts in density, than
the proposed light rail, a 30-year old concept that does not address
current (or future) needs.
While the DEIS clearly sets forth the astronomical cost of the proposed
light rail in terms of Dollars, it completely (and irresponsibly) ignores the
costs in terms of our environment. Under the proposal, the Capital
Crescent Trail would essentially cease to exist as we know it. The clearcutting of thousands of mature trees (which provide oxygen and shade,
not to mention an asthetically pleasing landscape), the elimination of a
welcome refuge from urban life, the loss of a pleasant and safe route for
pedestrian and bicycle commuters -- these are costs that are
incalculable. Once destroyed, natural, open spaces like the Capital
Crescent Trail are difficult, if not impossible, to reclaim. The fact that the
drafters of the DEIS adopted a technical definition of the term "parkland"
-- for which the trail apparently does not qualify -- does not change that
to many of us, and our children, this public space represents one of very
few easily easily accessible green spaces. In the summer, the trail is
shady and many degrees cooler than any other route that walkers,
runners and bicyclists can take in or near Bethesda. All of these
benefits would be lost by clear-cutting the trees along the trail and
turning the trail into a glorified side-walk next to a high speed light rail.
I urge you to consider the foresight urban planners had in cities like New
York, Boston, and Berlin, to name just a few, where extensive park
systems and natural trails were preserved. Please do not squander a
precious natural resource utilized by so many in the interest of a slightly
more comfortable, and perhaps slightly faster, commute for those few
people who would choose to ride light rail but would refuse to sit on a
bus -- for perhaps a few extra minutes -- to the same destinations.
Particularly when doing so comes at the cost of over 1.6 Billion Dollars.
Very truly yours,

Karen B. Dietrich
7901 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-654-6401
kdietrichma@yahoo.com
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Margaret
Dietrich
4808 Moorland Lane, #307
Bethesda
MD
20814

Dietrich 35136.pdf (125 kb)
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Audrey
Diggs
6802 Storch Court
Lanham
MD
20706
audrey_diggs@yahoo.com
Diggs 35695.pdf (107 kb)
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Blair
Diggs
2309 Ross Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Comment Form. B. Diggs.pdf (978 kb)
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Dave
Dildine
2602 Avena Street
Silver Spring
MD
20902
ddildine@gmail.com
I am writing in favor of light rail. I have lived in Montgomery County my
entire life (Bethesda, Rockville, Chevy Chase and now Wheaton). I live
in Wheaton (0.5 miles from metro) and work in downtown Bethesda. To
take Metro I have to ride 22 miles to my office 3.5 miles from my house.
It is time to use the Georgetown Branch for the purpose for which it was
purchased (with my tax dollars) - as a commuter train right of way. I urge
you to build the Purple Line for the benefit of the citizens of Maryland.
Thank you.
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T Herbert
Dimmock
701 S. Charles St
Baltimore
MD
21230
thdimmock@hotmail.com
This project is sorely needed and long over-due. Please build it! In fact.
raising our gas tax to build more transportation infrastructure would be
wise. Years ago, Gov Schaeffer proposed that and when he showed
that the money would be spent all over the state he got strong support
(bipartisan!!)
This is smart growth
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Sola
Dingle
MC Dean
22461 Shaw Rd.
Dulles
VA
20166
bids@mcdean.com
I would continuous information on this project, and an ETA on the RFP
and an Invitation to bid.
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Anastasia N.
Dinsmoor
4242 East-West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TDINSMOOR@VERIZON.NET
Please, do not destroy our nature trail! Use the Jones Bridge option for
the Purple Line; this option would also help with the BRAC traffic, an
element introduced long after the Master Plan was created.
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Laura
DiSciullo
7050 Eastern Ave. NW #202A
Washington
DC
20012
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. The Purple Line would
help so many people reach their workplace, school, doctors, etc.
CM Hall_DiSciulla Laura.pdf (99 kb)
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Donna
DiTullio
10414 Heathside Way
Potomac
MD
20854
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Juliette May.pdf (71 kb)
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Brian E.
Ditzler
1225 Noyes Drive
MD
beditzler@gmail.com
Wrttn Tstmny. Brian Ditzler.pdf (2 mb)
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Brian
Ditzler
1225 Noyes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is spelled Brian, B-R-I-A-N, Ditzler, D-I-T-Z-L-E-R. I live in
Montgomery County and strongly support building the Purple Line light
rail transit system.
The Georgetown Branch right-of-way through Chevy Chase is the ideal
location for rapid transit connecting Bethesda with Silver Spring and
points east. Montgomery County has owned that right-of-way since 1988
and envisioned a trolley system and trail running on that property in their
Master Plan since 1989. Running the Purple Line over that right-of-way
would be the fastest way to travel between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
With medium or higher investment light rail transit, people could travel
the distance between Bethesda and Silver Spring in only 9 minutes, far
less time then it would take to drive or bus between the 2 downtowns,
which would greatly stimulate ridership and get more vehicles off the
road.
I grew up in Chevy Chase, and as a youth enjoyed going to Columbia
Country Club where my parents were golf playing members for four
decades. The golf courses had a train track or a paved trail running
through it for almost a hundred years. My mother says that having a train
track running to the golf course was not a problem, it was just the way it
was.
The publicly owned right-of-way through Columbia Country Club is a
hundred foot wide, its Foot wide in other places, which is plenty of space
for a two lane trolley track, a paved trail, a 10 foot landscaped buffer
between them in most places, plus green space on either side of the
trolley and trail. No property would need to be taken along that right-ofway in Chevy Chase. With improved transit and trail access, Chevy
Chase will be an even more desirable place to live.
My wife and I ride our bicycles on the Capitol Crescent Trail between
Silver Spring and Bethesda and can easily imagine having light rail
transit running beside us. People who say the Purple Line would
damage the Capitol Crescent Trail are spreading mis-truths. The Purple
Line is needed now and that need will grow over time.
People who live and work in the Washington area have the dubious
honor of having the second worse commutes in the country after New
York, according to data from the census bureau. The region already
exceeds federal standards for ozone and other air pollutants, especially
in hot spots of congestion where buses and trucks omit pollution.
A recent report from the Metropolitan Washington Council of
Governments predicts the region's omissions will grow by 33 percent by
2030, because of expected population growth. So with traffic congestion
and air pollution growing worse over time, transit systems like the Purple
Line will give us a greener future. They're critically important for our
health and well-being, to lessen global warming as well as economic
development. We have to remember there was substantial opposition to
creating the Washington Metro system and now everyone recognizes we
couldn't live without it. It's clear to me that we can't live without the
Purple Line light rail transit system. Say yes to the Purple Line light rail
for a better tomorrow.
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Brian
Ditzler
1225 Noyes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
BDITZLER@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line Recommendations
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
It was most encouraging to learn the Montgomery County Planning
Department staff has joined the growing list of organizations and
individual citizens who support the medium investment light rail option
for the Purple Line. It is the best approach for the much-needed eastwest public transit route across Montgomery and Prince George’s
counties.
There are a number of conclusions of the planning staff that I support.
Only light rail and not bus rapid transit would attract and be able to carry
the heavy ridership desired and predicted for the Purple Line. With
traffic congestion already bad and predicted to worsen in the future, and
light rail able to provide much faster travel times to more passengers,
the light rail medium investment option really would be the most practical
and cost-effective in the long run.
Using the Georgetown Branch right-of-way between Bethesda and Silver
Spring really makes the most sense. Montgomery County had the
foresight to purchase that right-of-way 20 years ago for a future trolley
system and trail. Growth of traffic congestion on existing roads in
subsequent years further reinforces the wisdom of that purchase and
original plan. I should note that my wife and I bike on the trail now, and
can easily imagine having light rail transit running beside us when we
bike the trail in the future.
I grew up in Chevy Chase and, as a youth, enjoyed going to Columbia
Country Club where my parents were golf-playing members for 4
decades. The golf course has had a train track or paved trail running
through it for almost 100 years. My mother says that having a train track
running through the golf course was not a problem and was just the way
it was. We need to resist the complaints of wealthy country club
members who want to continue using Montgomery County property tax
free as they have for the last 20 years. They evidently choose to ignore
worsening air pollution and traffic congestion as well as the benefits of
(and need for) more mass transit and economic development near
proposed Purple Line stops.
It’s also worth noting that the residents who live in North Chevy Chase
overwhelmingly oppose having a bus rapid transit system run along
Jones Bridge Road for a number of reasons, according to testimony
given at the DEIS Hearing in Chevy Chase that I attended on November
18.
The hiker-biker trail should be completed as part of the project to allow
more residents to bike vs. drive and get more cars off the road. Having
the trail be 12-foot wide wherever feasible and planting additional foliage
along it would make the trail more pleasant and popular.
Finally, I agree with the Planning Department staff that a stop should
serve downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village area where the
new Silver Spring Library is planned.
It is unfortunate that the time needed to prepare for building the Purple
Line make it unlikely this project will benefit from spending for green
infrastructure projects that is anticipated to occur during the next year or
two under the Obama Administration. However, we should all support
expedited construction of the Bethesda South Entrance to the Metro

which would benefit Bethesda and the Purple Line.
In closing, we have to remember there was substantial opposition to the
Washington Metro system, and now everyone recognizes we couldn’t
live without it. It’s clear to me we can’t live without the Purple Line light
rail transit system. Your support for it would be most appreciated now
and for decades to come.
Sincerely,
Attachments :

Brian Ditzler
Ditzler.Brian.pdf (14 kb)

1225 Noyes Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
January 1, 2009
Re: Purple Line Recommendations
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms. Ratcliff:
It was most encouraging to learn the Montgomery County Planning
Department staff has joined the growing list of organizations and individual
citizens who support the medium investment light rail option for the Purple
Line. It is the best approach for the much-needed east-west public transit
route across Montgomery and Prince George’s counties.
There are a number of conclusions of the planning staff that I support.
Only light rail and not bus rapid transit would attract and be able to carry the
heavy ridership desired and predicted for the Purple Line. With traffic
congestion already bad and predicted to worsen in the future, and light rail
able to provide much faster travel times to more passengers, the light rail
medium investment option really would be the most practical and costeffective in the long run.
Using the Georgetown Branch right-of-way between Bethesda and Silver
Spring really makes the most sense. Montgomery County had the foresight
to purchase that right-of-way 20 years ago for a future trolley system and
trail. Growth of traffic congestion on existing roads in subsequent years
further reinforces the wisdom of that purchase and original plan. I should
note that my wife and I bike on the trail now, and can easily imagine having
light rail transit running beside us when we bike the trail in the future.
I grew up in Chevy Chase and, as a youth, enjoyed going to Columbia
Country Club where my parents were golf-playing members for 4 decades.
The golf course has had a train track or paved trail running through it for
almost 100 years. My mother says that having a train track running through
the golf course was not a problem and was just the way it was. We need to
resist the complaints of wealthy country club members who want to continue
using Montgomery County property tax free as they have for the last 20
years. They evidently choose to ignore worsening air pollution and traffic
congestion as well as the benefits of (and need for) more mass transit and
economic development near proposed Purple Line stops.
It’s also worth noting that the residents who live in North Chevy Chase
overwhelmingly oppose having a bus rapid transit system run along Jones
Bridge Road for a number of reasons, according to testimony given at the
DEIS Hearing in Chevy Chase that I attended on November 18.

The hiker-biker trail should be completed as part of the project to allow more
residents to bike vs. drive and get more cars off the road. Having the trail be
12-foot wide wherever feasible and planting additional foliage along it would
make the trail more pleasant and popular.
Finally, I agree with the Planning Department staff that a stop should serve
downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village area where the new Silver
Spring Library is planned.
It is unfortunate that the time needed to prepare for building the Purple Line
make it unlikely this project will benefit from spending for green
infrastructure projects that is anticipated to occur during the next year or two
under the Obama Administration. However, we should all support expedited
construction of the Bethesda South Entrance to the Metro which would
benefit Bethesda and the Purple Line.
In closing, we have to remember there was substantial opposition to the
Washington Metro system, and now everyone recognizes we couldn’t live
without it. It’s clear to me we can’t live without the Purple Line light rail
transit system. Your support for it would be most appreciated now and for
decades to come.
Sincerely,
Brian Ditzler
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Betty
Djawdan

MD
bdjawdan@hillwoodmuseum.org
This should have been done long time ago. I strongly support a light rail
Purple Line.

Betty Djawan
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Heather
Dlhopolsky
10101 Grovernor Place
North Bethesda
MD
20852

Submission Content/Notes : Good evening. My name is Heather Dlhopolsky. Heather, H-E-A-T-H-ER, Dlhopolsky, D- L-H-O-P-O-L-S-K-Y. I reside at 10101 Grovner Place
in north Bethesda, right next to the Grovner Metro Station. I'm also an
employee of an approximately 150 person company located in
downtown Bethesda. I'm speaking from the perspective of someone who
both lives and works in the area that would be affected by the Purple
Line.
As such, I can say with absolute confidence the construction of light rail
transit along the Master Planned Georgetown Branch right- of-way is an
absolute necessity for residents, workers and visitors in the greater
Bethesda area.
For two years I commuted to Bethesda from my apartment in Prince
George's county. It took over an hour on the beltway to commute 20
miles from home to work. I wasn't trying to make that drive at 8 a.m. with
everybody else on the road. This was leaving my home at 6:30 in the
morning and it still took an hour to get to Bethesda at that time. Metro is
an option, but taking the green line into downtown Washington, D.C. and
switching to the Red Line in order to ride back out to Bethesda took just
as long as the beltway commute.
Let me tell you, this is not a way to live. And yet thousands of people do
it every day because they have no other option. The company that I
work for has a number of employees who commute to our office from
eastern communities. And these employees are terribly inconvenienced
by the lack of an east-west transit lane to downtown Bethesda.
We used to be located in Silver Spring, and even then the need for
better transit connecting Silver Spring to eastern communities was
evident. Now that we are located in Bethesda, it is even more difficult for
employees to commute from these eastern communities.
Our employees deserve better. They deserve the opportunity to use
transit as an alternative to spending countless hours stuck in traffic in
order to reach their place of employment. They deserve a chance to
have a better quality of life than they currently experience. And residents
and employees in greater Bethesda as a whole deserve better. They
need more choices.
The Washington, D.C. Metropolitan region offers a number of desirable
locations for people to live and work. And greater Bethesda today
successfully attracts wonderful residents and employees. But as traffic
and congestion worsen in coming decades, we need to offer our
residents, employees and visitors better transit options and a choice.
I know that some argue that construction of the Purple Line, as light rail,
along the Master Plan Georgetown Branch right-of-way will detract from
their experience on the Capitol Crescent Trail. Speaking this time from
the perspective of someone who runs on the Capitol Crescent Trail
nearly every day after work, I can tell you several things. First,
construction of the Purple Line will also conclude completion of the final
segment of the Capitol Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. And this segment will be a smoother, paved surface resulting in
a better jogging experience for me and everybody else out there.
As a young female jogger who often runs as night is falling, I will
appreciate the additional eyes and ears that will be on the trail as a
result of the use of the Purple Line just adjacent to it, creating greater
safety for trail users.
It's about quality of life. Construction of the Purple Line linking Bethesda

with neighboring communities in Montgomery and Prince George's
county is a quality of life issue for all residents and employees in this
area. It is absolutely vital if we are to continue to attract new residents
and visitors and progress from a society reliant on automobiles to one
better connected with neighboring communities and one another by
advanced transit system. For these reasons, I strongly urge construction
of the Purple Line as a light rail transit system along the Georgetown
Bridge right-of-way. Thank you.
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Brad
Dobeck
PrelawAdvisor.com
4751 34th Rd N
Arlington
VA
22207-4209
braddobeck@aol.com
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Nanette
Dobrosky
806 Mclendon Drive
Frederick
MD
21702
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I believe that the Purple
Line will relieve traffic.
Comment Cards. Nanette Dobrosky_Annon Card.pdf (65 kb)
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MaryEllen
Dolan
4308 Rosedale Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
DOLANME@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Do you live in downtown Bethesda? I do, I moved here twenty years
ago and have witnessed drastic growth and development in the area.
Nevertheless, I have always been able to use the Capital Crescent Trail
to get away from the traffic and development. My children (ages 10 - 17)
have grown up walking and biking this trail. Whether on a cold snowy
day or a scorching summer day,20the trail provides its users with a
serene and calming atmosphere. The natural beauty of this trail cannot
be replicated, the trees which would be destroyed cannot be replicated,
and the serenity which it provides cannot be replicated.
The closing of the Naval Hospitals grounds to the public and the addition
of the Walter Reed facilities have and will provide even more traffic and
less green space. Please, please preserve this last bastion of green
space in Bethesda and ensure that it will be a treasure for generations to
come.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Fred
Dombo

MD
FDOMBO@NOSSAMAN.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
We enjoy the serenity of the Capital Crescent Trail and the
environmental soundness of that path gives us great peace of mind.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marian
Dombroski
6205 Lombard Street
Cheverly
MD
20785
How are you doing? My name is Marian, M-A-R-I-A-N, Dombroski, D-OM-B-R-O-S-K-I. I'm a resident of Cheverly, Maryland.
I'm a member of the following groups but I'm not representing any of
them. The Town of Cheverly Maryland, P.G. County Boy's and Girl's
Club, Science Supervisory Committee to the Cheverly Green
Infrastructure Committee, Staff of Facilities Planning at the University of
Maryland. I'm also a member of the Cheverly Scavengers, which is a
group who rows on the east branch of the Anacostia River.
Let's see as an individual and as a mother of three and spouse of one, a
resident of Prince George's County I really support the Purple Line but
I'm really disturbed about the alignment, the route it takes east of the
University of Maryland, which I guess a couple of other people have
mentioned.
I'm kind of urging that if folks are happy with the other part go ahead and
start building tomorrow, but I really hope that we consider some of the
other issues.
We should address fostering the growth of local business, like Spanish
town that's developing in Bladensburg and the waterfront there.
Providing linkages between some of the historic close in suburbs and
linkages also to the University and some of the other places that have
been overlooked, like the Stadium and Prince George's Hospital.
Anyway, I'm hoping that we're going to learn from some of the mistakes
that were made when the Metro System was originally built. I was a
senior in high school actually and worked at the groundbreaking
ceremonies for the Metro Station in Alexandria and at that time people
didn't believe that anyone in D.C. was going to abandon their car and
step on a Metro Train.
It's really amazing to see in my adult life that Metro has actually
happened and such an incredible impact it's made. Neighborhoods that I
grew up in and know have been totally reshaped.
Anyway, I'm really concerned. I don't really understand why New
Carrollton is the terminus on this side of the Line. The only arguments
I've heard are to increase development in New Carrollton, which if
having a major rail stop hasn't fostered development I don't know what
else that you really need.
One of the reasons that I think the Light Rail is particularly attractive for
our area is that it is flexible. So that if we do find that some of the stops
are in the wrong location it's easier to change them. A heavy rail system
- anyway. Thanks a lot. I really hope you'll have some more hearings out
in this part of the county so that some of the other people who could be
potentially represented will have an opportunity to speak. Okay.
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Maureen
Dominguez
11480 Applegrath Way
Germantown
MD
20876
MDOMINGUEZ1984@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is important to me. My father loves to bike
ride and he and I ride this trail frequently, throughout all seasons. It is a
beautiful trail in the Washington area and it is my favorite to ride with my
dad, even though it is not as near as other trails we could ride, we
choose to ride on this particular one over others. I hope to one day ride
and walk this trail with my own children as well as my dad.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Meghan
Donahue
5715 Cromwell Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
MDONAHUE28@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to express my opinion about the light rail purple line. I
realize that it will be a difficult decision whether to move forward to
develop the purple line. The creation of the light rail line could answer
the problems of continued growth in the area. However, I believe the
benefits of creating a through traffic path from Georgetown to Bethesda
would not really solve the problem. It would add to more traffic because
those who use the capital crescent trail to get to work by bicycle would
need to find another route. While pedestrians and cyclists have the right
to the main roads, they are not always welcomed. I myself have been
thrown off my bike by people opening their car doors while I pass. I
have also been nearly hit as drivers are not really expecting a cyclist on
the road. The capital crescent trail is a safe way to get to work by bike.
The trail is packed on the weekends with families of all sizes and ages
walking or exercising. There is truly something magical about walking in
the woods and it is one of the reasons I bought my home in the area. It
would be a shame to take such a natural trail away from so many. I also
wonder about the environmental impact to the immediate area
surrounding the trail. Would not all of the vehicles hinder the growth of
trees? Would the noise disturb different animals? And would the
creation of the rail hinder the qualilty of life?
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Meghan Donahue
5715 Cromwell Drive
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Ted
Donatelli
Donatelli Development
7200 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
TED@DKDEVELOPMENT.COM
I am a lifelong resident of the State of Maryland and Montgomery County
and I strongly believe that the proposed Purple Line is a decent idea in
theory but a poor idea in reality. The economic and environmental
impact are immense and do not make complete sense. As you all know,
the trail is enjoyed by countless people each day – bike riders, joggers,
walkers etc.
Please reconsider the Purple Line – it just doesn’t make sense.
Thank you.
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Majory M.
Donn
19 Woodland Way
Greenbelt
MD
20770
Dear Mrs. Ratcliff:
I am very interested n the Purple Line but find I am unavailable all of the
scheduled open house dates.
We nee the Purple Line as quickly as it can be built. We have needed it
for a long time. And it needs to be light rail the whole way. Now that we
know the harm we are causing to the Earth by using fossil fuels, we
must avoid vehicles that use fossil fuel and emit CO2.
People are more apt to use – to switch from driving to – rail as compared
to any sort of bus. And surely you are not thinking of building only part of
it as rail. I’m afraid people will not use a system that requires them to
transfer from one type to another to get where they need to go. Many of
them will already have to transfer to Metro, so should not be expected to
transfer anywhere else.
Thank you.

Attachments :

Sincerely,
Marjory M. Donn
Marjory_Donn.pdf (41 kb)
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Michael
Donnellan
9113 Wire Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
E_IDENTITY@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I write to re-urge concerns about the proposed purple line light rail
system which I have raised in previous communications. As a regular
user of the Metro System (trains and busses) and the Capital Crescent
Trail (bicycle commuter from Silver Spring to Washington, D.C.), I
strongly oppose a light rail Purple Line. I do strongly support public
transportation and I understand that Montgomery County has a strong
need for better public transportation from East to West. However, a light
rail purple line routed is the wrong choice on every level.
I travel frequently for business purposes and have seen light rail
systems in other cities. These light rail systems are slow, cover
relatively short distances, are underutilized, and are inferior to Metro
style trains in every way. This area already has the Metrorail system
and we should construct additional rail that is of the same type. The
history of past investments in the Metro system proves that this region
has never regretted a single dime spent on Metro expansion. The needs
of commuters should be addressed now with construction of a rapid bus
transit system. Meanwhile, planning on a metro style purple line can
continue.
In general, an east/west "Purple Line" in Montgomery county meets a
real, short-term need for public transport in Montgomery County and
also has the long-term, future potential to become part of a "circle" line
around the district. Construction of a light rail purple line is inconsistent
with the short term goal of east west public transit because it would be
costly (relative to a rapid transit bus system), underutilized and slow
(relative to a metro style system). In addition, the light rail system would
be wasteful because it is inconsistent with the long-term potential
expansion to a full circle line. I understand that a Metro style purple line
would be expensive, but it would be a much better investment.
In addition to my concerns about light rail itself, I am also concerned
about the effect on the Capital Crescent Trail. I have used the Capital
Crescent Trail regularly as a bicycle commuter for at the last ten years
(and before that I used similar types of trails in other parts of the region).
I have always thought that the Capital Cresent Trail stood out among the
areas other trails as a unique greenway that seems to magically
transport a bike rider from Silver Spring to Georgetown--I always feel
surprised to arrive in downtown Georgetown after cycling through the
natural beauty of the trail. I think that the planned light rail purple line
would destroy the unique character of the trail and transform it into an
ugly, noisy, and potentially dangerous corridor. Along with thousands of
other Trail users, I would be distressed to see this natural Trail degraded
and the surrounding mature forest destroyed for the Purple Line.
In conclusion, I urge you to seek transit solutions that are consistent with
the existing Metro system and that preserve our valuable environmental
resources -- including our mature trees and natural Trail.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Catherine
Donnelly
4222 Sheridan Streer
University Park
MD
20782
KITTYDMD@GMAIL.COM
I am a resident of University Park MD and I am a strong supporter of the
Purple Line concept.
The Purple Line can have a strongly beneficial impact encouraging use
of public transportation. But this benefit is only attained if built as a light
rail train that reduces the time to travel between the Red Line
(Bethesda)/ Green Line (College Park) and Orange Line (New
Carrollton). The light rail option needs to be sufficiently faster than
current Metro options to entice drivers out of their cars. A rapid bus line
with many stops will not serve this purpose, though it would improve bus
service for non-drivers. Demographically speaking, a rapid bus chiefly
transporting non-drivers will not attract more affluent riders and may lead
to problems of vandalism, petty and not so petty crime on the Purple
Line. So a light rail will benefit a broader range of the population: nondrivers and drivers, and reduce the need to drive cross county as a
commuter or to shop or go to doctor's appointments.
I also support the WABA recommendations to ensure the safety of
bicyclists traveling parallel to the light rail pathway:
widen trail to 12 feet as possible, ensure that the bike trail continues
through the Air Rights tunnel, and avoid at grade crossings that are
hazardous to cyclists. Making the line supportive of cyclists again
reduces the number of cars on the road, and also gains the support of
cyclists singly and in organizations such as WABA.
My personal ability to use the Purple Line would be enhanced by
ensuring a footbridge/pedestrian path to the River Road stop from Route
1 (over the train tracks) or from Route 410.
Catherine Donnelly
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James
Donohoe
The Donohoe Companies
7204 glenbrook rd
bethesda
MD
20007
We need leadership and light rail here - not the path of least resistance.
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Michael
Donovan
6316 Carnegie Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
MIKEJARED@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

Personally I use the Capital Crescent Trail for commuting from Bethesda
to Georgetown during the week and I bike and run on it after work and
on the weekends.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lale
Door
2738 Linden Lane
Silver Spring
MD

My name is Lale Door. The first name is L-A-L-E, the last name is D-OR- R. I live at 2738 Mendon Lane, Silver Spring, Maryland.
I am for the light rail train. I think it's a, I'm for the purple line and the light
rail. I think it's good for our environment and also, you know, it's good to
increase or decrease congestion, traffic congestion (inaudible)
Particular as far as the purple line goes, I am for the train, the light rail
that goes from Bethesda to Chevy Chase and continues on. I support
the above ground lane - with the underground tunnel between
Manchester Road and Arnold Street Stations, that little bit of tunnel.
As to the rest, I don't know the benefits of, you know, any of the loops
that have choices there except to support the light rail.
I also am very happy that going with the light rail that they would
continue to develop or continue the Crescent Trail to Silver Spring.
(Inaudible) I would like to see done. Again, I don't know much about the
low investment, medium versus high investment portion of the route that
I support. I guess that's it. Thank you so much.
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Bill
Doorley
408 Lebanon Street, Unit #2
Melrose
MA
02176
LUKELUKE@MINDSPRING.COM
Good afternoon:
I'm writing on behalf of the Friends of the Trail organization to ask
you to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail by changing your
construction plans for the Purple Line.
Back when I was a student at American University, I used to walk what
is now the Capital Crescent Trail both for pleasure and
transportation. Since then, I've moved away from the DC area, but I
still like to walk or bike on the trail when I visit the city four or
five times per year. Having known the trail when it was still a rail
right-of-way, I can appreciate this unique, green corridor and how it
has changed the area. I'm sure that if the trail were preserved in
its present form, it would quickly develop into a "green" commuter
route and be an example to the nation.
I also have personal experience with light rail transit. It has a
romantic appeal to some, but the fact is that light rail is
inefficient, maintenance-intensive, and expensive to both build and
operate. My home town of Pittsburgh used to have one of the biggest
light rail (aka "streetcar") systems in the world, but now has only
two operating lines. The others were replaced by busses, which are
more flexible and less expensive to operate. Even after they were
completely rebuilt--at great expense--the rights of way are still
ugly, with trees hacked back to clear the unsightly catenary lines
and the intrusive forms of the lines and towers marching into the
distance.
If you must build a transit system along the Capital Crescent
corridor, may I suggest instead a single-lane busway. It could carry
inbound traffic in the morning and outbound in the evening. What's
more, a busway could accomodate existing transit (as well as police
and emergency vehicles), would not require the extensive destruction
of greenery, and would provide more space for the hikers and cyclists.
Please don't be dazzled by the image of gleaming trains running
swiftly and silently along the Capital Crescent Trail. That's the
fantasy of light rail. The reality is ugly and expensive, and it will
destroy a valuable resource for Maryland and the District.
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Sandra
Doren
9810 McMillan Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
sd62q@nih.gov
please get a purple line established with a bike trail still present
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Sandra
Doren
9810 McMillan Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
sd62q@nih.gov
Doren 35710.pdf (105 kb)
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C
Dorsey
8630 Fenton Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
cdorsey@kawiorfeldman.com
Please send me some videos of the proposed stations if possible. I
would like to back this project.
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Douglas and Sylvia
Dorsey
9208 Wendell Street
Silver Spring
MD
20901
dorsey9208@cavtel.net
The Arliss Street and Wayne Avenue station proposal in Silver Spring is
appaling. I have lived here for 30 years and this is even worse than the
Oak View/New Hampshire Estates school pairing Montgomery County
subjected the residents too back in the 1980's. On that one parents
responded with their feet, they moved. My wife and I will be doing that
this time. Your people are really screwing up this neighborhood in the
worst way.
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Keenan
Dotson
7130 Columbia Ave., Apt. 1
College Park
MD
20740
KDOTSON@UMD.EDU
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it just makes sense for UMD.
It will open up rapid public transport to a multitude of
Maryland residents to come and study at UMD. It will also ease
traffic congestion on campus and on Rte. 1/Baltimore Ave.,
especially on game days. It will also reduce the extensive
investment in campus busing from the Green Line station to
campus, help speed up everyone's commute to campus who takes the
Metro and keep them from having to wait in the rain and cold for
the bus to show up.
In addition, this route makes the current Metro system far more
usable and effective. Riders won't have to ride into DC just to
get onto different line. Instead there will be a direct public
transit route.
I also support the Purple Line because it will:
1. Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
2. Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
3. Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
4. Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
5. Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, 6.
Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved sidewalks
and crosswalks as well as the completion of the Capital Crescent and
Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Keenan
Dotson
7130 Columbia Ave., Apt. 1
College Park
MD
20740
kdotson@umd.edu
Dotson 35689.pdf (107 kb)
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Sarah
Dotson
2221 Washington Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SJDOTSON@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sarah Dotson
2221 Washington Avenue # 302
Silver Spring, MD 20910
6512532697
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Beth
Douek

MD
BETHDOUEK@MAC.COM
Dear Council Members,
Please prevent the destruction (even temporary) of our beautiful
trails. The problems that the Purple Line will create will far
outweigh any potential benefits. You must not let this plan go forward.
Thank you for your concern,
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barbara
dougherty
1614 belvedere blvd
silver spring
MD
20902
LIGHT RAIL! buses are a step backwards. don't let the country club
have their way - they aren't the ones taking the bus! as a person who
worked and went to school in bethesda while living in silver spring- light
rail would have been so great! another bus wouldn't change a thing.
even BRT - never works as great as you think it will.
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Leslie
Downey
510 Ashford Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LeslieDowney@starpower.net
Dear MTA,

Please fund the Purple Line, and select reasonable options for routing it
through dense urban environments. By “reasonable”, I mean that it
should not be too noisy, or slow down too much traffic or be slowed by
traffic. Routing it underground through these areas is the most sane
approach. It is time our communities had more transit options, both for
commuters and for the environment.

Thank you,

Leslie Downey
510 Ashford Rd.
Silver Spring, MD
20910
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Phil
Downey
510 Ashford Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
phildowney.jr@gmail.com
What are the facts regarding increased noise levels from the proposed
stop at Wayne and Dale? Members of our community assert that thewre
will be loud signal bells and PA announcements disrupting our peace
and quiet. What's with that?
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Christo
Doyle

MD
CHRISTO_DOYLE@DISCOVERY.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett,Chairman Hanson & Council President Andrews:
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the proposed Purple
Line.
My family and I live in Chevy Chase and use Crescent Trail often.
To lose this treasure would be a crime.
Please do everything in your power to prevent this from happening.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Garrett
Doyle
Garrett Doyle
2963 Albemarle St. NW
Washington
DC
20008
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Daniel P.
Dozier
5325 Yorktown Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
DDOZIER@PRESSPOTTERLAW.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews, and
Members of the County Council:

I am an active bicyclist and regular user of the Capital Crescent Trail. I
understand and share the concerns of those who do not wish to see the
treed bucolic nature of the trail disturbed for rapid transit.

However, I also understand and support the development of mass transit
options for car-free travel between Bethesda, Silver Spring and College
Park. The environmental consequences of taking no action to develop –
quickly and through-out the DC metro area -- significant mass transit is
worse than the impact that building mass transit will have on the trail and
elsewhere. So count me as a reluctant supporter of building a mass
transit line along the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. And count me as a supporter of building more bicycle trails
(separated from automobile traffic), bus-rapid transit, and any other
technique to move people with less environmental consequence.

Our elected public officials must provide leadership to solve our transit
problems – for the economic and environmental benefit of this region.
Climate change is too significant a problem to allow us to delay the steps
necessary to reduce the use of private automobiles. Mass transit (with
safe bicycle lanes, bus-rapid transit and whatever else reduces traffic)
must be built, and soon.

Local public officials have not provided the necessary leadership to
educate the public about the need for and benefits of smart growth.
Certainly specific concerns about growth in currently developed areas
must be addressed where possible, our political leadership should more
clearly and urgently speak about the significant changes in transit and
housing patterns that will be necessary to address global environmental
problems.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Daniel P. Dozier
5325 Yorktown Road
Bethesda, Maryland 20816
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Michael
Drayne
2019 Luzerne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
michaeldrayne@gmail.com
When do you anticipate hearing if the federal government will help
finance this project? When is groundbreaking and which segments are
slated to be started first.
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Michael
Drayne
2019 Luzerne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
michaeldrayne@gmail.com
What is the status of the request for federal funds for the project? As I
recall the governor submitted a request for federal money to help fund
the project. When can we expect to hear if the Purple Line will be eligible
for the money?
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Lisa
Drazin
Woodmont Asset Management, Inc.
6403 Kirby Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
LISA.DRAZIN@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Subject Line: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the Trail
Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I love the trail and use it constantly. During good weather, March
thorough November, I ride the trail on my bike three to four times each
week. I find the trail’s beauty very comforting during times of distress. I
think exercising on the trail is truly preventative health care and should
be seen as reducing the health care costs of the entire population who
uses it. So count the entire group of trail users, multiply by the amount of
health care expense not used during each year, multiply this amount by
the number of years that the group uses the trail and you will know the
trail’s real economic value.

For example, if the 100,000 people use the trail each year and they do
not spend on average annually $2,500 on health care each year for ten
years, the economic value of the trail is $2.5 billion in health care cost
savings over a ten year period. If 1 million people use the trail each year,
then ten year health care cost savings is $2.5 billion times 10 or $25
billion dollars over ten years.

Please save the trail; to save a life is to save the world.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously

ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.

7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Your Name
Your Address

Lisa Drazin
Woodmont Asset Management, Inc.
6403 Kirby Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
301 718 6400
Fax 301 320 1690
Lisa.drazin@verizon.net
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laura
drescher
232 manor cir
takoma park
MD
20912
I am carfree and I support the Purple Line! Light rail is more convenient,
more environmentally friendly, and more expandable than bus service.
Building the light rail line is investing in our future--we won't be sorry we
did it in 2030 when we run out of room for buses!
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Seth
Drew

MD
SDREW12@SIDWELL.EDU
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David
Driscoll
8305 Meadowbrook Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DIAMOND.DAVE@STARPOWER.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Janie and Brian
Druskin
7109 46th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JANIEDRSK@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I use the Capital Crescent Trail almost everyday for
getting to friends homes and exercise. It is an integral part of the fabric
of our lives in Chevy Chase.
Before the Ca pital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and20now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses
along the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regress ive transportation
plan that would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding
communities and to trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Janie and Brian Druskin
7109 46th Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Janie and Brian
Druskin
7018 46the Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JANIEDRSK@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I use the Capital Crescent Trail daily to get to work,
exercise and bike. It is of utmost importance to us to save it. Please
don't put a train on it.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational o
pportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jay
Dub
Connecticut
Kensington
MD
20817
JDUB@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
It is a $2 Billion sham.
Jay Dub
Connecticut
Kensington, MD 20817
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R. Dennis
DuFour

Chevy Chase
MD
ddufour@tdec.com
Governor O'Malley
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Member of the County Council,

Greeting from Chevy Chase, MD!

I am a lifelong resident of Chevy Chase (40 years) and remember as a
kid when there were coal trains on the Georgetown Branch. Almost
daily, my brothers and I would run from our house to see the train go.
Now known as the hiker/biker trail, I am fortunate to use it to walk to
work in Bethesda. Many of my neighbors do the same. Some walk,
some bike, some even roller skate. We are enjoying the hiker/biker trail
and wish you to consider other alternatives then replacing it with a rail
system. That will permanently damage the environment and eliminate a
healthly means of transportation.

Please consider other alternatives than this and thank you for your time.

With best regards, I am
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Jacqueline
Dufresne
11101 Georgia Avenue, #437
Wheaton
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Norma Torres.pdf (64 kb)
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Christopher
Duke

MD
CDUKEMD@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Fellow Marylanders,
The Purple Line train through the Crescent Trail is one of the dumbest
ideas I have encountered in a long time. In your future, residents who
live along the trail will be standing at their kitchen sinks and a speeding
sqealing train will fly by their noses 20 feet away in their former back
yards. They will then gather their kids for a nice relaxing bike ride along
the trail - what fun! No smog will be produced by the trains or the bikes the planet is safer! Then they will jump on the train for an evening of
shopping and dining in inviting P.G. County - a shared economic bounty!
Please make sure you build the most expensive version - Montgomery
County taxpayers want the best for everyone! Finally, the decrease in
car traffic along Connecticut Avenue will have to be seen to be believed!
Christopher Duke.
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Mary
Duke
McGraw Hill
2423 Hwy 16 E
Jackson
GA
30233
mary_ann_duke@mcgraw-hill.com
I would like to receive information regarding the Purple Line (Description
of project, Project Status, etc..).
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William Dukstein and
Steven Aurecchia

MD
GREENVALE@STARPOWER.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John
Duncan
7800 Buckboard Court
Potomac
MD
20854

Comment Form. J. Duncan.pdf (923 kb)
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Renee
Dunham
3840 Harrison St. NW
Washington
DC
20015
RGDUNHAM@EROLS.COM
With all respect for the need for rapid transit between Bethesda and
silver Spring, I urge you to leave the Crescent Trail available and safe to
bikers and walkers. Â One of the atractions of Washington DC and
vicinity to both insiders and touriests is the bike and walkability and
sense of community afforded by this trail through our beautiful, forested
environment. Â It is a precious gem.
I have recently returned from Portland, Oregon where townspeople I met
on the street and in the trains and buses all seem to come around to
talking with pride of their cycle and foot friendly town. Â I am able to tell
them that my own area has beautiful trails. Â
I am aware that construction costs of a commuter system are high and
believe that a solution can be found which does not destoy the Crescent
Trail that is working so well!
Sincerely,
Renee Dunham
3840 Harrison St. NW
Washington DC 20015Â
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Renee
Dunham
3840 Harrison St NW
Washington
DC
20015

Dunham 35208.pdf (120 kb)
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Evelyn
Dunkelberger
5311 Allandale Road
Bethesda
MD
20816-2802
DUNKELBE@MAIL.NIH.GOV
Hello,

I have lived in Bethesda for 36 years, since my husband and I moved to
Green Acres - near River Road and Little Falls Parkway. However, I
arrived late to the fitness world. I am currently a daily (in good weather)
and at least a weekly (mainly during winter) user of the Crescent Trail. I
bike from Bethesda to the Key Bridge and I consider this trail my ‘health
club’ and ‘therapist’. I am still fully employed (at age 62) and have
supported the county for almost four decades with taxes and votes for
like-minded council members.

If anything, there is a great need to widen the bike trail. Certainly it would
be foolish to narrow the bike trail or to remove this stellar urban green
area. My area is too congested now. Please do whatever you can to
stem the development of more of Bethesda. I want to continue to work
and live here - but my husband and I will make choices based on quality
of life.
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Peter K.
Dunkelberger
5311 Allandale Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
PDUNKELBERGER@MSDGLOBAL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental
and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Helen
DuPont

MD
HDUPONT@AOL.COM
Dear Friends,
This is late in the game, but I am requesting once again that you
reconsider the plan for the Purple Line to be superimposed on the
Capitol Crescent Trail. The trail is a treasure all its length, and a legacy
for future generations. Beyond the loss of the beautiful trees, and
concern about the close alignment to homes, we owe it to the next
generation to preserve this beautiful greenway for bikes and hikers. It is
a precious, heavily-used resource, and one of which Montgomery
County should be proud.
My husband and I participated in a U.S. Dept of Transportation survey a
couple of weeks ago that involved keeping a travel diary for an entire
day in detail, and then reporting in detail by phone to a live interviewer
exactly what we did, what time,and for what purpose to an interviewer.
She then asked us what our greatest concern was, using a list that
included safety on the highway, traffic congestion, and availability of
mass transit. She said the results were going to be sent to all the
surveyed jurisdictions. I said that I was concerned that no where on the
list was the option of more bikeways. I do not like to ride on the street,
but I would gladly ride to work (in Rockville) or to shop if more bikeways
were available. She said she would suggest that as an option, but the
survey is already being conducted and of course that suggestion will go
nowhere.
Thank you for considering all the options. Please preserve this
greenway.
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Jamie
Dupree

Kensington
MD
JAMIE.DUPREE@VERIZON.NET
I oppose the idea of a rail line along the Capitol Crescent Trail.
There is so little ground where the line goes through the back yards
of homes from Jones Bridge Road, across Connecticut Avenue,
through Columbia Country Club and then up to Bethesda.
There is no way you can have a double rail line plus a bike path.
Don't kid yourselves about that option. It would be awful for the
people who live along the rail line and for those who use the path.
A "landscaped buffer" would be a total joke.
I also have to question the data on ridership. I take the MARC
from Kensington to Union Station and back every day, and have
done that commute for 22 years now.
Focus your resources on MARC. Buy more buses and run them
more frequently from Silver Spring to Bethesda. Do not ruin the
Crescent Trail.
ALSO - think of this - you have a system that's designed to go to
the Bethesda Metro Station. In a few years, you are going to have
a mammoth new hospital at Bethesda Naval. You will need service
going there, not down Rockville Pike.
Money is tight right now. Spend $100 million on lots of buses.
Currently the MTA is cutting service on the MARC Brunswick Line.
We need extra cars on our line so I don't have to stand the entire
way to Union Station or be crammed in with my fellow commuters
like sardines. But we are always told "no" when we ask for more cars
on the Brunswick Line.
To see you wasting millions on the Purple Line, when buses could do
the
job is absolutely ridiculous.
Jamie Dupree
Kensington, MD
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Joe
Dura
3227 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOEDURA@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
In a time where Bridges to Nowhere cannot be tolerated, this is no time
to support the Purple “Lie.” In the spirit of reformed government in
support of constituents rather than special interests, please consider an
independent study of the transportation need in the greater DC area.

I say “Purple Lie” because the name “Purple line” is designed to fool
taxpayers into thinking it is a metro line. In fact the so-called Purple Line
is not a metro line and will not share tracks, cars, terminals, or fares. It
will never be the start of a circumferential Metro Loop around
Washington D. C. because it is not a part of Metro. Supporters say that
the “Purple Line” has been on the Montgomery County master plan for
years, but what was truthfully on the master plan originally was a single
track “trolley” that passed one way each half hour, not a double track
light rail passing by every 3 minutes well into the night. Furthermore, the
first Ridership Study indicated that this system would actually take very
few cars off the road, but instead it would only take rider off the busses
that already travel a parallel path a quarter of a mile south on East-West
highway. When this study came out it was immediately discarded and
replaced. It must have been an “Inconvenient Truth” that had to be
suppressed. The reasons are clear.

The real motivation for the “Purple Line” appears to come from
developers who would build a large commercial residential complex near
Connecticut avenue and Manor Road. Please stand up to the
developers that would gain billions of dollars at the expense of
commuters who would have to contend with the increased traffic they
produce. This amounts to another bailout of the very well off.
I believe that the best solution is first to determine why and where East
West public transportation is needed, then design a system to most cost
effectively solve that problem. Perhaps build a real metro line that runs
along either the already existing beltway or CSX railroad. This would be
much better than building a poor solution on one of the last green
spaces in lower Montgomery county, just because it is there.
Below you will find many additional facts in opposition to this “Purple Lie”

We can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else. A
narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains passing
every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail" experience. It
would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that adds so much
value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the many
communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:

1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.

2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,

neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.

7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.

In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.

In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.

I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the
Red Line Loop on the Beltway and any other possible routes that should
be studied as well.

When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joe Dura
3227 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Ellie
Durling

MD
ELLEBELLE1031@GMAIL.COM
Dear ___
I am an 8th grader at Washington Episcopal School. I live on the border
between Chevy Chase and Downtown Bethesda, a block away from the
Capital Crescent Trail. In recent years there has been a big controversy
as to whether Montgomery County should use the Capital Crescent Trail
for the new purple line of the Metro. I think that doing so would waste the
trail; cause the destruction of nature, keep the countless locals from
being able to utilize it, and would be a multi-million dollar project that our
state's sick economy can ill-afford.
My family has lived a block away from the Capital Crescent Trail for as
long as I can remember. My brother and sister have run on the Capital
Crescent Trail for years. My mother has biked on the trail since before I
can remember, and I have used the Capital Crescent Trail as a shortcut
to my school ever since I was declared old enough. The Capital
Crescent Trail is one of my neighborhood's greatest assets, giving kids a
place to go bike-riding besides the stationary bike in their basement. It is
a beautiful place to walk, and all that natural beauty would be
demolished if Montgomery County decided to go ahead and use the trail
for the new purple line.
Even more so, Montgomery County has been just as affected as the rest
of the country due to our nation's economic recession. Recently,
Montgomery County was forced to make major cuts to our public
schools. If we have to compromise our children's education due to lack
of money, should we really be spending additional millions on this
construction project?
I understand that a new purple line would help many people who have to
commute to Bethesda every day. However, I think that there are much
better ways we can help these people. By setting up a reliable bus
system, or changing the location of the purple line, we could not only
help those who's daily commute takes hours, but also save our precious
Trail.
For generations people have put efficiency and development over saving
nature. It's time we tried to save some nature. Thank you for your time,
and I hope you take what I say under consideration.
Sincerely,
Ellie Durling
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Cindy
Dyballa
515 Elm Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
C_DYBALLA@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I hope that the final EIS will fully address the positive
impacts of the Purple Line, such as the air and water quality
impacts of reduced traffic; and socioeconomic impacts of
providing a new transportation choice to underserved communities
on the east side of the region.

Sincerely,
Cindy Dyballa
515 Elm Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Beverly
Dziduch
717 Fletcher Place
Rockville
MD
20851
beverlydziduch@gmail.com
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Beverly Dziduch
717 Fletcher Pl
Rockville, MD 20851
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Caroline
Eades
University of Maryland
3215 Jiminez
College Park
MD
20742

eades.caroline.pdf (37 kb)
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Marge
Eagan

Silver Spring
MD
MARGE.EAGAN@EAGLTD.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive
Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10'
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Katherine Gaudet and
Brian Eardley
1715 Dublin Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
KGAUDET@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Board Members, Council
President Andrews and Council Members, and Congressman Van
Halen,

Please do not destroy the Capital Crescent Trail!!! It is an incredible,
functioning oasis in a major metropolitan area. It was an strong factor in
our decision to move to lower Montgomery County. As walkers and
cyclists we use this trail for recreation and exercise, to commute to work,
and to reach functions and events in Washington, DC. It is an important
part of our lives. It affords a beautiful protected path into the city. It is
cooler in the summers and out of the cold wind in the winters. It has
safe road crossings and wonderful things to look at along the way. We
take the trail to the Bethesda Landmark Cinema and to meals in
Bethesda. We ride bikes down to the Potomac and to the Zoo. We
travel it just for because it is a nice place to be. As long as there is an
alternative to the Purple Line (which there is), the Capital Crescent Trail
should be left in tact!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
We are sorry that we will not be able to attend the hearings, but please
accept this letter as a strong indication of our thoughts concerning the
preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Daniel J.
Earnest

MD
GEODAN1@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Sirs and Madams: Please count me among the many citizens of
Montgomery County who strenuously oppose conversion of a portion of
the Capital Crescent Trail to light rail use. As a person who lives in
Rockville and works in Silver Spring I well know the need for an EastWest public transit connection other than the existing bus lines.
However, the section of the trail in question is an irreplaceable resource
for our community and I would strongly encourage consideration of
alternative routing for a light rail connector, such as converting existing
road space along the MD 410 (East-West Highway) to rail use.
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Seth
Eaton
8771 Susini Dr
Laurel
MD
20723
eaton.seth@yahoo.com
The letter in Washington Post noted the environmental considerations
for Purple Line. If we consider greenhouse gases, less foreign oil and
cleaner air then light rail trumps bus rapid transit. Please choose light rail
whenever possible to make it environmentally sound and reject the
NIMBY opponents of the rail.
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Seth
Eaton
507 Ellsworth Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ellsworthdr507@mac.com
I own a home 3 blocks away from Wayne Ave and I strongly support the
rail option as the environmentally better option.
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Jonathan
Ebbeler
4711 Oliver Street
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
jebbeler@efusionconsulting.com
Mass transit has always produced a huge economic benefit to any
community it supports
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Robert
Ebbin

Frederick
MD
RME465@HOTMAIL.COM]
I'm writing to express support for the purple line light rail project. I think
it is critical that Maryland invest in transportation projects such as this
one to help alleviate the traffic crisis in Maryland. This project should
help make cross-county trips possible while removing cars from roads
that are virtually impassable during peak travel times. The connections
to other Metro lines, Amtrak and MARC will also be a huge help. I
believe rail is the better long-term solution than buses because buses
would be much slower and less beneficial to the environment.
I realize Maryland is dealing with budget shortfalls that will make it
difficult to fund this or other important transportation projects (particularly
the widening of I-270 to Frederick). However, after decades of saying
"yes" to residential and commercial development, the state must also
say "yes" to providing the infrastructure required by the growing
population. Access to transportation is vital to the economy of the state
and the quality of life of the residents.
Thank you for your consideration.
Robert Ebbin
Frederick, MD
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Felicia
Eberling
1001 Spring Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
First name is Felicia, that's F-E-L-I-C-I-A. Last name is Eberling, that's
E-B-E-R-L-I-N-G. The address is 1001 Spring Street, Apartment 924,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
I have been living in downtown Silver Spring since 1984. I take public
transportation regularly ever since I moved to this area in 1977.
I use the subway and the buses. When they talk about a purple line, I
think it's great because usually a red line you have to go all the way
around the horseshoe just to get to Rockville is a pain and the buses are
- it's crowded and congested. So I think the purple line is a good idea.
The question is not so much do we need to have a purple line, but how
should we have it? What form should it take and can we afford it?
So my personal first choice is of course a real subway line tunnel but
we're never going to have that. So my second choice would be light rail
and my third choice would be buses, but it's a very third choice.
The thing that thrills me about the purple line is not only being able to get
from downtown Silver Spring to like Rockville or out that way, but also to
be able to just hop on the purple line and to go Langley Park which right
now is a real hassle to do.
So one way or another, I as a resident of downtown Silver Spring really
would like to see the purple line happen. I see no reason not to have
light rail and I can live with the buses, but my choice is really light rail at
this point. Thank you.
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William
Eck
10428 Julep Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902

eck.william.pdf (8 kb)
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Christopher
Eco
4549 Windsor Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814

Eco 35859.pdf (116 kb)
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Carole
Edelstein
3403 Thonapple Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CREUSCHLE@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Please vote no to the Purple Line, and save the Capital Cresent Trail!

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Timothy S.
Eden
The Meridian Group
3 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 610
Bethesda
MD
20814
TIMEDEN@MERIDIANGROUPINC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a resident that uses the Crescent Trail often for biking or walking. I
also use Metro frequently and understand the need for Mass Transit.
However, I feel strongly that this would not be a cost effective way to
expand Metro and that it would have a materially negative impact on the
environment and significantly reduce the quality of life for the
neighborhoods that would be impacted. Further, Metro Bus adequately
services this transportation corridor, and with the health of Metro in
doubt due to ongoing maintenance costs, it would not seem prudent to
add another line in the near future when the bus system can be
expanded so easily.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Amanda
Edmonds
4420 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
ABEDMONDS@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews
Please do not build the Purple Line over the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. My family uses this portion of the
trail almost every day, and I know many others who can say the same.
The trail is a jewel--it is quiet and beautiful and it draws our community
together in a way that cannot be replaced if you tear it down and put up
a Metro line. It gives people of all ages a safe, car-free place to exercise
and enjoy the outdoors, and it encourages carbon-free, healthy
commuting. How lucky we are to have this in our area! I wish more
communities were as fortunate--it would make such a difference in
public health, both physical and mental.
Many days, I see an elderly man who uses a walker out on the trail. He
moves very slowly, but it's clear that he loves his nature walks and he's
willing to use every ounce of effort to get outside and enjoy our beautiful
tail. My 15 month old son is pretty similar--his walking is unsteady, but
the trail motivates him like nothing else! I see so many new parents out
on the trail, and you can tell they are so grateful for the opportunity to get
the stroller off the sidewalk and introduce their little ones to nature.
Please exercise your power to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail. It will be such a loss to all of us--and to future
generations--if you decide to remove this remarkable natural resource
from our area.
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Amber
Edwards
2213 shorefield rd
silver spring
MD
20902
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Kenya Marie
Edwards
P.O. Box 3543
Gaithersburg
MD
20885
KME19732003@YAHOO.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Kenya Marie Edwards
P.O. Box 3543
Gaithersburg, MD 20885
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Kevin and Angela
Edwards

Bethesda
MD
KEDWARDS@BECHTEL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, and
Council President Andrews:

My family and I recently relocated to Bethesda from Frederick County
and have been a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail. In fact, my
family, weather permitting, frequently does bike rides on the trail as a
family outing. In addition, my wife and I use this trail to train for various
marathons as well as just getting out for a quiet stroll. Since moving to
Bethesda, it is clear that the community thrives on outdoor activity,
adventure and outings involving pets (pets are a big deal in our
community). We will be at a loss if the Capital Crescent Trail was taken
away from the community. This trail is a “passage to heaven.”
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Tilden and Mary
Edwards
9615 Page Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
tildene@erols.com
Please support the Purple Line: it represents the badly needed
transportation of the future for so many people, and relieves the everyworsening congestion on the beltway. Thank you.
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William
Edwards
4519 Dresden Street
Kensington
MD
20895
WILL@30POINT.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Council President Andrews:
I am writing to you as a longtime user of the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Jones Mill Road. I use the trail to bike to work –
from Kensington to Bethesda and back again – and I am deeply
concerned that using the trail for the Purple Line would take away from
one of the most enjoyable recreation areas in our vicinity.
I have spent hours reviewing the various proposals and feel confident in
saying that placing the train tracks next to the bike/pedestrian path –
elevated or no – would seriously jeopardize my and others’ enjoyment of
the trail (during construction and after it is completed). Given the BRAC
relocation program at the Medical Center and the dreadful traffic
congestion that has been promised (with little chance of more resources
being allocated to alleviating this issue amid the recession), I fear that
you are going to push a number of bikers back into their cars, adding to
the quagmire already existing at intersections such as Cedar Lane and
Rockville Pike. As the trail is currently situated, I have seen a number of
close calls between bikers and pedestrians as there already is not
enough room to accommodate a growing sphere of people who want to
exercise or use environmentally responsible means to get to work.
To boot, I’m not crazy about the loss of all of the trees that will need to
be chopped down to make room for the ill-advised train. I’m not sure
how you split hairs there. Trees and bikers both cut down on
greenhouse gases.
I am also a frequent user of Ride-On buses, and I fail to see how all of
this money should be spent to shorten some commuters’ travel times by
a mere matter of minutes. The bus system works, and with additional
resources and express buses, it will work even better.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ann
Effer
7812 Turning Creek Ct
Potomac
MD
20854
ANNEFFER@VERIZON.NET
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ann Effer
7812 Turning Creek Ct
Potomac, MD 20854
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Hillary B.
Egeth

MD
HILLARY.B.EGETH@IRS.GOV
We need a light rail, not a bus. There have been so many times I've
ridden the metro from Shady Grove to New Carrollton and it's taken me
almost an hour, where if the purple line was there, it'd take me 1/2 the
time. I have my primary care physician there. I don't like to use my car
to drive to Silver Spring because it's hard to use the electronic devices to
pay and there's a lot of traffic. We need to go green by having this
purple line.
Thanks for listening to me
Hillary B. Egeth
TE/GE Times Editor
TE/GE Communications and Liaison (1750 Pa. Av.)
SE:T:CL
202-283-9948 (office)
301-330-9282 (home)
202-283-9956 or 9973 (FAX)
hillary.b.egeth@irs.gov (office)
hillary.goodman@comcast.net (home)
Cubicle 6P7
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Parvin
Eghtesadi

MD
EGHTESADI@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : (If you have the time, please write a personal letter. If not, please feel
free to use this letter. Thank you! )

Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Grant
Ehat
JBG Rosenfeld Retail
4445 Willard Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
It would be fantastic for the region and the local jurisdictions to have a
rail line connecting Prince Georges and Montgomery County
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Gerald
Ehrenstein
7502 Nevis Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
DEBANDGER@EARTHLINK.NET
To: Maryland Transit Administration
I would like to add my support for the Purple Line. Getting people
out of their cars and into public transport has multiple benefits:
provide transport options
reduce traffic congestion
reduce global warming
increase exercise
move toward energy independence
Building the Purple Line as soon as possible should be a high priority.
Gerald Ehrenstein
7502 Nevis Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
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James Or Sylvana
Ehrman

MD
SJEHRMAN@MSN.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Dear Ms Ratliff,
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
Our nation is experiencing its worst economic crisis since the Great
Depression. There’s much blame to be shared but the overriding cause
appears clear: Corporate concern to reap short-term benefit -regardless of what ultimate consequences might cost.
Maryland officials are in a final phase of determining how the Purple Line
will be built. We’ve heard much about the cost disparity between
tunneling under, versus installing light rail at-grade, on Wayne Avenue -the former allegedly being at unacceptably higher cost than the latter.
Paying less may be the easier choice, with clear short-term budget and
perhaps political appeal. But there also will be longer-term
consequences, whose costs to the County and our immediate
community could parallel the disastrous effects our nation faces from
short-term decision making in corporate board rooms.
My wife and I join our voices to those of our neighbors on and near
Wayne Avenue: For the sake of our community and all who transit
through it -- both today and twenty or thirty years from now -- please
base your decision on what will be best in the long run. Give us a Purple
Line whose Wayne Avenue segment will be as much a community and
County asset in the more distant future as when it is built. Please build a
Purple Line whose tunneled segment hastens traffic through our
community without disrupting or endangering the lives of those who live
above it.
James/Sylvana Ehrman
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James
Ehrman
612 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
SJEHRMAN@MSN.COM
Honorable Martin O’Malley
Christmas Day, 2008
The State House
Annapolis, Maryland
Dear Governor O’Malley:
On December 23 a major water main break occurred in Montgomery
County. The following day you visited the River Road site and were
quoted as saying (Washington Post of December 25), “it underscores
the importance of investing in the things our parents and grandparents
built for us.”
Governor O‘Malley, I ask that you imagine yourself as Governor of
Maryland forty or fifty years from now. Imagine confronting a problem of
bottlenecked cross-county traffic in Silver Spring where, with each
passing year, more and more vehicular traffic pours onto the Purple
Line’s at-grade route through downtown Silver Spring and along Wayne
Avenue. Will you be thanking your predecessor and other traffic
planners of the Century’s first decade for their foresight in opting for atgrade over tunneling?
Or would you prefer they had thought ahead and invested in a traffic
solution that even their children and grandchildren would consider a
County and community asset for posterity?
Sincerely,
James Ehrman
612 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
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Ronald
Eichner
3914 Legation St, NW
Washington
DC
20015
RON@NEWLEGACYPARTNERS.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Lee
Eiden

MD
EIDENL@MAIL.NIH.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, Executive Councilmembers, and
representatives,
I wrote to each of you some time ago with respect to the Reed
St.abandonment in Bethesda, that "[i]n abandoning Reed St., the
County is abandoning our way of life, and degrading our quality of life.
Budget shortfalls should induce us to spend less money on the hidden
costs of overdevelopment (shrinking tax base as homes become worth
less due to loss of quality of life, need for additional services, etc).
Instead, with the proposed abandonment, the Council has opted to incur
even greater expenditures in support of development, when we surely
know by now that the economic analysis favors saving money by pulling
back on overdevelopment, rather than encouraging it. With Mr. Berliner
also signaling that this is not the right time for other green initiatives, and
the anti-green abandonment proposal, your Council appears to have
come a long way, in the wrong direction, since the days of your personal
stalwart defense of the Trail, surely one of our County's greatest
treasures. Please consider re-dedicating yourself to our quality of life
and urge the Council to do likewise."
I believe these sentiments need to be re-articulated to each of you--they
apply as well to upcoming actions regarding the final stages of planning
for the Inner Purple Line. As I think you now know well, I am a
Montgomery County resident who views the Capitol Crescent Trail as a
'mini-Central Park'--an irreplaceable natural amenity that makes living in
Montgomery County special, just as having Central Park in the middle of
all the urban density makes New York special (and tolerable!). The idea
of putting a rapid transit rail through the Capitol Crescent Trail is to me
and hundreds of trail users such a non-starter that over the years it has
almost been difficult to take the efforts to dismantle the Trail seriously-but now the proposal to do so is before you! I remember very well all of
Mr. Leggett's efforts over the past 20+ years, in securing the trail as a
continuous amenity for the County, and later working with Doug Duncan
and others to improve it and most importantly to preserve it.
Please do not allow the Capitol Crescent Trail to be co-opted for the
Inner Purple Line! There were plenty of reasons to save the Trail before.
Now, with the BRAC bringing Walter Reed to Bethesda, there are even
more compelling reasons to make sure the Purple Line connects
Bethesda Naval to Silver Spring, rather than by-passing Bethesda Naval
(and ruining a precious ribbon of greenspace in the process!).
It's been said that history judges us not only by what we build, but by
what we preserve. The Capitol Crescent Trail is a wonderful amenity, but
it is a profoundly valuable legacy.
Thank you, once again, for your efforts on behalf of keeping this sliver of
natural beauty across our county safe and thriving for the future!
Best,
Lee Eiden
P.S. I am copying this letter to the rest of the Eiden 'voting block', my
wife Maribeth and sons Nick and Max. Thanks again for your efforts to
preserve the Capitol Crescent Trail!
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Lee
Eiden

MD
EIDENL@MAIL.NIH.GOV
To Whom It May Concern,
Since I have written to you on this subject several times before, let me
summarize my concerns pithily:
1. It is important to Save the Trail, provide metro access to Bethesda
Naval, provide safe and unimpeded bicycle and pedestrian access on
the
Capitol Crescent Trail which helps keep cars off the road, and keep
costs
of the Inner Purple Line reasonable. To do this, bus transit on Jones
Bridge Road, rather than the segment of the Capitol Crescent Trail from
downtown Bethesda through Chevy Chase, is a must.
2. The option above is, in the views of many citizens, more-or-less a
no-brainer. So say I, and so say three other household voters, Maribeth
Eiden, Nick Eiden and Max Eiden. Hundreds of other voter/petitioners
agree.
I am especially concerned about Mr. Leggett's comments in the Post
today
that imply that continuous light rail is the 'overwhelmingly' preferred
option although he himself is undecided. This strikes me as a way of
masking the issues most pertinent to commuters to Bethesda Naval
hospital,
users of the Capitol Crescent Trail, and residents of Bethesda. We well
understand that all the citizens of Montgomery County should support
that
which is best for the County as a whole. However, using a broad brush
in a
rush to capture Federal dollars that the state of Maryland will be
hard-pressed to match is not the most thoughtful solution. Please be
advised that we have thoroughly researched the issue, have been privy
to
the considered opinion of third-party transportation consultants, and are
passionately committed to the preservation of this green space,
Montgomery
County's own and only 'Central Park'.
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Ellen
Eisele

MA
EEISELE@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I was shocked and saddened to hear the news of Purple line and the
Capital Crescent Trail. I was born and raised in Chevy Chase and
remember when the train used to pass by down the tracks. I also
remember when the train stopped running and the tracks were
abandoned for years. As an adult, I have walked, jogged and biked on
the trail. I have explored the trail with my children. I watched as my
neighbor would bike to work each day from Chevy Chase to the Library
of Congress on the Crescent Trail. The dedication and perseverance of
the community brought the Capital Crescent Trail to life. It is a unique
and valuable resource that must be protected.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ellen Eisele
formerly of 3501 Thornapple Street, Chevy Chase
currently of Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts
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David
Eisemann
601 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
davebikes@yahoo.com
I am a resident of downtown Silver Spring in full support of building the
purple line. However the street I live on, Dartmouth Ave, is a direct cut
through from Wayne Ave to Dale Drive. I believe purple line
construction will divert significant traffic onto my street, bypassing the
Dale Drive/Wayne Ave intersection, even though the Traffic Analysis
Technical Report section 4.3.2 says it will be a minimal amount. Please
consider making my street, Dartmouth Ave, a cul de sac to prevent cut
through traffic and preserve the safe character of the neighborhood.
Thanks.
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Sandy
Eisen
4344 Morningwood Drive
Olney
MD
20832
SANDY.EISEN@GMAIL.COM
I support the purple line light rail. It's one significant step towards getting
car off the roads and pollution out of the air.
Thank you.
Sandy Eisen
4344 Morningwood Drive
Olney, MD 20832
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Elliot
Eisenberg
9637 East Bexhill Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
eeisenberg@nahb.com
Eisenberg 35555.pdf (113 kb)
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Lloyd
Eisenberg
3805 Dunlop Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EACONSUL@EROLS.COM
Building the purple line as planned will be a disaster. You are using
out dated 20th century progressive thinking to solve an American
Problem. In twenty years you will have an insignificant number of riders
on the Purple Line. Americans (new and old) want autos. If you believe
that the working population will use this billion dollar fiasco into the
middle of the 21st century, please look at #495 and #95. Americans
want
to drive cars and you would put billions into destroying what can never
be recaptured. Shame and folly for your lack of thinking. Think about
resolving the auto traffic because there will be more of it over the
next 20 years.
Lloyd Eisenberg
3805 Dunlop St.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Raymond
Eldridge
6579 Hil Mar Dr.
Forestville
MD
20747
raymond.eldridge@yahoo.com
I am for the light rail version of the purple line. It needs to eventually
stop at both Andrews Air Base and the National Harbor.
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Shemeka K.
Eldridge
416 E Woodlake Court
Glen Burnie
MD
21061

Scan.eldrige.pdf (64 kb)
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Sarah
Eligen

Silver Spring
MD
SELLGEN@YAHOO.COM
I support the purple line as light rail.
thanks,
Sarah Ellgen
Silver Spring, MD
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Margaret
Elizalde
13611 Colefair Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20904-5414
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This light rail is long
overdue and much needed. Thank you!
Amaya_Fidelina Comment Cards.pdf (61 kb)
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Jonathan
Elkind
415 Ellsworth Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jonelkind@yahoo.com
Has MTA conducted studies of potential ridership of the Purple Line
and/or potential for the reduction in east-west traffic as a consequence
of the building of the Purple Line??
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Christopher
Ellepola
4506 amherst rd
college park
MD
20740
I support the Purple Line in the fullest extent of its possible heavy-rail
stations to be connected. I support the Campus Drive alignment at
UMD, but would settle for Preinkert as well if that is what it takes to
construct the Purple Line.
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Adele
Ellis

MD
ADELRICHELLIS@YAHOO.COM
Please note the attached testimony on behalf of the Purple Line. Thank
you.
COMMENTS ON THE PURPLE LINE PLANNING.aellis.doc (32 kb)

COMMENTS ON THE PURPLE LINE PLANNING & PROCESS 2000-2008
IN MONTGOMERY & PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTIES, MARYLAND
By
BYRNE HACKETT KELLY, RLA, ASLA,
Member of the MNCPPC Master Plan (Purple Line) Advisory Group-MPAG
Former Chair: Transportation and the Environment Committee, PG-C. of C.
Founder, the Purple Line Network 1999

I have resided in Takoma Park, Maryland since 1983, as a renter, a homeowner, citizen, public school parent, and as a
professional Environmental Planner and Landscape Architect,
I purchased my first and only home in unincorporated Hyattsville, Chillum in 1989,
two blocks from New Hampshire Avenue and Eastern Avenues, one lot from the City of Takoma Park.
Without ever having to move, I now live in the City of Takoma Park, Montgomery County, Maryland.
Therefore, I am truly Bi-County, bi-lateral, and multi-partisan. Unfortunately, MNCPPC is bifurcated.
That may be one of the inherent strengths, or weaknesses, endemic to two of the wealthiest and political powerful
counties in Maryland. For within the Beltway, reside the some of the richest, and the majority of the poorest, and racially
diverse citizens within the planning areas having the highest of densities. Often, during the planning process it is the
voices and needs of those citizens and immigrants that are drowned out by those who can afford to make themselves
heard.
The Maryland Transit Authority, and MNCPPC has provided as equitable a series of opportunities as they are required to
do under the State and County’s guidelines. But there are many who work two or more jobs, or are single parents, or do
not speak the language, or for many a reason, both simple and complex, are left out of the planning process. Many of
those are the residents that cannot afford a car and rely on mass transit. Langley Park, where University Boulevard and
New Hampshire Avenues intersect, a mile north of where I reside, where the two counties meet, is demonstrative of this
fact, that is also where there is the highest bus ridership and transfer points in Maryland.
Other sets of citizens dependent on transit are the middle school, high school, community college, and university
students. Is their collective voice being heard over the Columbia Country Club, or the Village of Chevy Chase? Does our
planning process truly include them? Perhaps statistically it does, politically, and financially it may fall short.
What we do have working in our favor, statistically, is ridership numbers that out-compete many of the other projects
seeking to merit the requisite Federal Funding necessary to build such a major infrastructure project. We also have a long
segment of the proposed Purple Line Route that once carried coal trains, and was Master Planned to be a transit line as
well as a trail, that gives us an edge in the Federal queue, while it also creates significant environmental and political
hurdles to achieving our planning goals.
So at this juncture in the planning process, should we continue to seek Federal approval and gain access to limited
Federal funding programs, or abdicate to the special interests of the wheel heeled and vocal minorities?
Or, should we seek to solve the challenges and short-comings of the currently proposed design alternatives by electing to
show our unified support under the following conditions, and reasons suggested here (and welcomingly introduced by
others, who join in this dialogue) so that we qualify for the Federal and State financing before it disappears.
I strongly propose we continue to go forward with qualifying and competing in the Federal “Starts” process.
I also propose we:









Demand that cost effectiveness include real estate value analysis, (before, during, and after construction).
Demand a more rigorous environmental analysis including mitigation, air quality, and no net loss of trees and
green-space, or a permanent reduction in the quality of the existing trail.
Demand a more rigorous traffic analysis such as impacts to car, bus & train travel, (esp. CBD of Silver Spring).
Demand a more in-depth analysis of bicycle ridership resulting from the improved proposed bike trail connectivity.
Require aerial, cut & cover, and deep tunnel options be economically compared by segment utilizing the smartest,
and greenest design standards, including End-On Construction Methodology on the Capital Crescent Trail
Explore alternative state and local funding options after securing the maximum base amount of funding from the
Federal government, such as a regional (transit) tax, increasing fossil fuel taxes, higher parking fees.
Complete an integrated cost effectiveness analysis comparing the No-build to the most appropriate build
scenarios to determine if by building a system that satisfies the majority of those most directly affected is in the
long term, the most valuable way to succeed with this very significant transportation project.
Include a stop at the proposed Silver Spring Library, consolidate the Dale Drive stop and the Manchester Rd
Stops to one stop next to the SSI sports field, and add a stop on University Blvd. At Carroll Avenue.
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Ebonique
Ellis
2480 16th Street, NW
Washington
DC
20009
My first name is Ebonique, E-B-O-N-I-Q-U-E and my last name is Ellis,
E-L-L-I-S. I am Ebonique Ellis. I live in Adams Morgan in D.C. I came
with a prepared speech but after hearing all this affects, I think that it's
better that I just speak as a D.C. resident.
As a person that lives in Adams Morgan and comes out to Silver Spring
frequently, I don't get a chance to go out to New Carrollton and
Bethesda because they're inconvenient. I think the Purple Line will
change that and take my business from Adams Morgan into the
Maryland suburbs, which is important.
You can see in places like Pentagon City, where I do frequently go to
their mall. It would be different if I had a chance to go to the Bethesda
Mall. It'd be more convenient and would grow the Maryland area.
As black person that just recently graduated from Howard University, I
think it's important that New Carrollton, a majority black area, has a
chance to have public transit and get new jobs in the area. And seeing
that their income is nearly $20,000 less than everyone else in the
surrounding areas, I think it's really important that we have the chance to
get new jobs in this area. So, thank you.
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Elaine
Ellis

MD
HA2010@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : 1 January 2009
WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY:
Elaine H. Ellis, Resident
RE: Issues Relating to Routing Purple Line Through Downtown Silver
Spring and Wayne Avenue

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
My name is Elaine Ellis. For past twenty-six years, I have resided at
111 Ellsworth Drive, Silver Spring, MD. I am opposed to any surfacelevel trains running through residential neighborhoods in Silver Spring
and on Wayne Avenue. I support and agree with written statement
submitted by Mark Gabrielle, President of Seven Oaks-Evanswood
Citizens Association (SOECA).
Reasons for my objections are listed below.
MTA Refusal for Analysis of Tunnel Under Wayne Avenue. Despite
numerous requests at community meetings over the past two years,
MTA has refused to hold serious discussion about a tunnel under Wayne
Avenue.
Flaws in MTA analysis. MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of
major ways. Not the least of these, the analysis is based in part on an
assumption that cars can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although
the speed limit on Wayne is 30 mph, and near schools 25 mph.
Estimates in ridership also seem to be inflated. I have seen no data
about parents and "working mothers"on new ridership. Parents
represent a significant number of drivers that planners have ignored in
their estimates. Mothers who drive pre-schoolers to day care or young
children to school are not likely to abandon the comfort of their cars and
transport their children via Purple Line rail or bus, especially during
weekdays.
Widening Wayne Avenue. A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result
in widening of nearly two-thirds of the one-mile of Wayne from Fenton
Street to other side of Sligo Creek Parkway. Widening this road would
simply have the opposite effect. Within a few years, Wayne Avenue
would look like Colesville Road and become another highway bisecting
our neighborhood. The land for this expansion will come mainly from
sixty (60) to seventy (70) private property homeowners’ front yards both
within and outside of the right of way. This widening, primarily for long
left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will increase the traffic
capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to fill it. There will be
more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on Wayne than without.
Previously, the County had approved an environmentally friendly plan to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was
known as the Green Trail bike path.
Increased Gridlock in Downtown. Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue,
entering the intersection of Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth
stream of traffic, and passing the entrance to the Whole Foods shopping
center parking lot and St. Michaels Church will create HAVOC. Trains
running every 3-5 minutes in both directions during rush hour at speeds
of 5 to 15 miles per hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in
downtown Silver Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the

recently revived downtown. Neither a surface route through downtown
Silver Spring nor stations at: 1) Dale Avenue, 2)Fenton Street , 3) new
Silver Spring Library and 4) Silver Spring Transit Center are necessary
for development of downtown. How does Silver Spring demonstrate a
need for more stations than any other segment of the entire sixteen-mile
Purple Line route? Substantial and highly successful development has
already taken place in most sectors of downtown Silver Spring and this
has occurred with the existing transit system.
Noise Impact in Residential area. Squeal of metal wheels will be
ongoing day and night. This will be disturbing and bring unnecessary
levels of noise to quiet long-established residential neighborhoods.
Covering the wheels may partially diminish the sound, but will not
eliminate noise of trains running hourly.
Visual Blight on Neighborhood. Surface level trains will also be a visual
blight and decrease properly values for homes within sight of these rail
trains.
Sligo Creek Parkway. Hundreds of trees will be cut down to expand
Wayne Avenue road surface. Hard surfaces increase run-off of road oil
into Sligo Creek and the watershed. Widening Wayne Avenue will not
help the environment.
Demolitions. To widen Wayne Avenue on the segment beyond Sligo
Creek Parkway between Flower Avenue will be difficult to accomplish
without demolitions. The analysis is not clear about this. This area is
filled with apartment buildings and offers low income families one of the
few remaining havens of affordable housing in Silver Spring. It would be
a travesty to lose any affordable housing in Montgomery County to build
a rail line that has been marketed to help this population.
A tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for
Wayne Avenue segment. Tunneling will offer a well-designed Purple
Line that enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and would
be compatible with the adjacent residential community. Cost should not
be the determining factor that political leadership weighs to chose the
Purple Line route. Quality is equally important. Our neighborhood
should not be sacrificed for a plan that does not enhance day-to-day
quality of life for future generations.
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Robert A.
Ellis
5109 River Hill Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
RELLIS4410@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sir or Madam: I live in Bethesda and have access to the Capital
Crescent Trail. I bike the trail often and would not be pleased if you
should ruin it with this proposed Purple Line. Please find another route.
So much is being taken from us in these tumultuous times. Do not
denigrate or take the trail from us as it exists today.
Do the right thing and preserve this good thing that is provided to us by
living in Bethesda.
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Ruth G.
Ellsworth
10917 Horde Street
Silver Spring
MD
20902
RSELLSWORTH@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Mr. Moon,
In response to your request I have written and mailed a letter in
support of the Purple Line. I located the address from the Internet since
none was furnished. I hope it reaches the proper person. The letter
follows:
Ruth G. Ellsworth
10917 Horde St.
Silver Spring, MD 20902
January 7, 2009
Mr. Michael Madden, Project Manager
Maryland Transit Administration
6 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21202
Dear Mr. Madden:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line with the following
components:
First, it provides a direct link between Bethesda, Silver Spring, College
Park and New Carrollton Metrorail stations with stops in Chevy Chase,
Long Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor. At
present these destinations can only be reached circuitously on the Metro
line or via the Beltway. The Beltway is overloaded and no longer
promises a quick trip from one destination to another. The Purple Line
will provide a direct link, the first step to turning a circle into a web and
will save time and fuel.
Being an old timer, I remember the street cars that served us back in the
‘40s and 50s. The street cars rode on their own rails which were kept
clear of automobiles avoiding the back-ups caused by traffic congestion.
This was particularly advantageous in event of an auto accident. The
tracks were kept clear and the street car could go on its way while the
auto drivers sat, burning fuel and their own tempers.
A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of way
is recommended.
This will provide an ideal opportunity for completion of the Capital
Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the transit line on the Georgetown
Branch railroad right of way between Bethsda and Silver Spring and
important pedestrian safety upgrades elsewhere along the project
corridor.
The community- and environmentally-friendly design will mitigate
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Needless to say, addition of the Purple Line would help solve our
number one traffic problem in this area -- congestion. The majority of
people are in favor of the Purple Line because WE NEED IT!
Sincerely,

Attachments :

Hope it helps. Ruth Ellsworth
Ellsworth_Ruth.pdf (51 kb)
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Pete
Elms
4215 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PETE@LESSNET.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As an avid user of the CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL I implore you to
reconsider using this priceless resource for the creation of the Purple
Line. I am a supporter of the Purple Line but truly believe there are
better locations for this transportation solution. I am also extremely
concerned about the impact on the wildlife that is so abundant in and
around the trail; wildlife such as fox, deer, and even a hawk that
appeared 2 years ago and is seen periodically feeding on captured prey
in my backyard. Destroying this natural resource seems to fly in the face
of the County's and State's commitment to environmental improvement
and a "greener" Maryland.
How can destroying thousands of trees be good for the environment?
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Bryan
Elrod
12911 Bluhill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
Please, build the light rail line along the abandon rail lines. The bus rapid
transit system will NOT work on the roads as they will not provide a
dedicated lane for buses. This would then mean the buses would be
stuck in the same traffic problems as everyone else and NO ONE will
use the BRT system if that is the case.
The light rail system, using the Capital Crescent Trail right-of-way, has
been in the planning stages far too long (20 years) and needs to be
implemented NOW.
As a county resident for 40+ years, we NEED this system. The Metro
doesn't provide good east-west transportation options and a BRT system
would not work with the road system and traffic congestion.
I am a resident of Silver Spring and I vote in every election. I will be
following this issue closely. And I will vote AGAINST any politician who
drags their feet on this issue another year. Enough! Build the Light Rail
System NOW!
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Linda
Elswick
16780 River Road
Poolesville
MD
20837
IPSA@IGC.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Provide additional needed public transit and help reduce
dependence on cars -- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars
off the road and significantly improve travel time along the 16
mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Linda Elswick
16780 River Road
Poolesville, MD 20837
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Eileen
Emmet

Silver Spring
MD
EEMMET@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It Concerns:

I hope you will accept this because your website says there are 8 hours
left to comment.

If the goal of the purple line is to make east/west connections and to get
people out of their cars for commuter and daily trips, may I suggest
another alternative I think will pick up more riders, link more
communities, be less costly, spur more smartgrowth development, have
a lower environmental impact, and in general be easier to implement
because the wide roadway cross section is already in place: run the line
along University Boulevard.

The Boulevard connects mid-century development nodes (commercial
centers and crossroads) and residential areas that have been
underdeveloped for years, where smaller denser neighborhoods exist.
For the most part, it has gentle grade elevations that would be easy to
construct as either a rail or bus route. Stops could be placed
approximately one-half mile apart, easy walking distance for passengers
who might want some options to get on/off the line, to walk from stop to
stop. University Boulevard carries many cars, but it also has sidewalks
in place. Adding a bus/rail line would increase the density and easily
make the route into a multi-modal corridor, perhaps take some of the
short, daily, non-transport trips off the Beltway. If you compared the
opportunites of this route to the current options, you will find that you can
close your eyes and easily envision the route -- much the same way that
you can close your eyes and envision the MD 355/Wisconsion Avenue
route of the Meto line. And, when people can recall a route and the
locations of stops, that's one less challenge to changing behavior to
public transit. Another argument is that the University Boulevard loop
has more schools, churches, recreational facilities, single-family and
multi-family neighborhoods, commercial centers and transfer locations,
by far, than the routes that are currently being veted, and people in
those areas would welcome transit stops.

I urge you to step back, and look at the bigger regional picture. Create a
"purple circle" from Wisconsin Avenue, via Jones Bridge or Cedar Lane
to Connecticut Avenue in Kensington, the Marc train, Wheaton at Viers
Mill and Georgia Avenue and the Metro, Arcola Avenue, Four Corners,
the Beltway, to Piney Brancy, Caroll Avenue, new Hampshire Avenue at
Langley Park, to Riggs Road, Adelphia Plaza, Adelphia Road, the
University of Maryland, College Park, Metzerott Road, Route 1, Rhode
Island Avenue, the Marc on Greenbelt Road, Beltway Plaza Mall at
Berwyn Heights/Kenilworth Avenue, Golden Triangle Office Park/the
Beltway, Greenbelt at Southway/Balt/Washington Parkway, Eleanor
Roosevelt Hight School Cipriano Road/NASA, to the Lanham/Annapolis
Road to Amtrak at New Carrolton.
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Eileen
Emmet
10708 Lorain Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
eemmet@msn.com
Please point me to the information where the State or others studied a
Montgomery County route from Prince Georges along University
Boulevard to Kensington, and from Kensington via any route to the Rt.
355 Red Line. I'm interested in reviewing such a study and analysis iand
learning whether such an option had public or political support or not.
Also, if such a study existed, please point me to the cost estimating
information as well. Thank you.
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Peggy
Emmet
5100 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PDEMMET@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley
MTA Planning Direcytor Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson
Council President Mike Knapp
I am seriously in opposition to a Purple Line on the Capoital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
Another method regardless of cost needs to be planned and executed. I
now live in Chevy Chase, not on the part of the trail to be effected, but
closer to Bethesa Row. As retired seniors, my husband and I walk the
trail to the heart of Bethesda and we are trumatized by the ill effects of
the trolley line ending at Bethesda Row and the possibility of the stack
up of trolleys there in the off hours into the Bethesda Row area.
In addition, I drive thru downtown Silver Spring in the late afternoons
negotiating EW Highway East, Colesville Rd North, Wayne Avenue East
and West, Spring Street and Second Avenue areas at least twice a week
to transport grandchildren from school to activites, to piano lessons, to
Brookeville Rd to gymnasstics classes, up Colesville Rd to piano
lessons, Adding the way too many trolley stops you have indicated on
the various maps in Silver Spring will slow down the supposed quicker
access for those traveling from the East side of Silver Spring, and make
the intersections on Wayne and Georgia, Wayne and Sligo Creek Pkwy,
Wayne and Colesville, Wayne and Spring St, Connnecticut and Trail, etc
an absolute nightmare. It is so very bad NOW, those crossings will only
make the traffic in those areas FAR FAR WORSE......
Add those disruptions to the slowing down the traffic flow from
Colesbille to 16th worse, and in reverse, I think you are leaning too
much toward the testimony of many developers in disguise at the
hearings, whose goal is to elevate their investments in the real estate
located in those areas, where they expect to develop highrises and
commercial corridors around the many stops.,
I grew up in Silver Spring near Colesville Rd and Dale Drive and Wayne
Ave, 3 of my daughters still live in that area, I negotiate all those roads
repeatedly each week, as do my children and grandchildren, just the
drive from
Flower Ave thru Silver Spring is a struggle and many of us who take
those routes would not take the purple line, as we are transporting
children and grandchildren to spots of the beaten track, not accessible to
purple line. routes, Many domestic workers are taking those routes by
auto, but would not change to purple line, as they leave one place and
go to another only by CAR.
What is really needed is a new Metro line from East to West to tie into
Bethesda Medical Center and then south to downtown Bethesda, let this
proposed Purple line lapso and WAIT for a better financial time to initiate
an underground Purple Line to cross those same areas, the office
workers and full time workers would take those routes, the trolley line
won';t be successful enough to warrant the cost.
In addition, Governor O'Malley has just purchased many many acres of
land in various counties to keep as parkland, why would the state of
Maryland waste our tax dollars on destroying and up-routing the many
trees along the trail when so many of the taxpayers get the quiet and
enjoyment of walking and riding the trail.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Peggy Emmet
5100 Dorset Avenue #403
Chevy Chase, Md 20815
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Carolyn
Englar

Olney
MD
20832
cenglar@gmail.com
I think the purple line would be a great way for Montgomery County to
reduce our carbon footprint. And it would make commuting much easier
for county residents.
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cliff
enz
712 schindler dr
silver spring
MD
20903
nanotheater@gmail.com
Please keep the Silver Spring Purple line, above ground and soon
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donald
epps
1110 fidler lane
silver spring
MD
20910
donaldepps20@yahoo.com
i think this is a very great idea and will cut back on traffic and gas. it will
help me get to work 1 hour & 30 minutes early. it will bring more money
to the county and strenthen the economy.
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Helen C.
Epps, PH. D.

MD
HCEPPS@JUNO.COM
I am a user of the Capital Crescent Trail, riding my bicycle and
occasionally walking sections of it on the weekends. I am a sometime
ride leader for the Potomac Pedalers Touring Club and a more regular
hike leader for the Sierra Club Potomac Region Outings Club. Like many
others, I particularly revel in the beauty that can be found there, so close
to the metropolitan attractions. It can be a place of solitude, where one
can commune with nature, appreciate the river, the seasons and the
wildlife.

If the Purple Line is built along the Trail, the mature trees will be
removed. The train or busses will pass Trail users only 10 feet away.
There would be much more congestion both on the Trail and around it,
making it a far less desirable venue for recreation and commuting.

The green spaces in the DC Metropolitan area are a part of what makes
it so desirable a place to live. SELF magazine recently recognized
Bethesda as the #1 city in the USA for women to live, and the Crescent
Trail was part of this determination. Please find a way to locate what I
will acknowledge is much needed public transit elsewhere and preserve
this lovely corridor.

Sincerely,

Helen C. Epps, Ph.D.
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Helene P. & Leonard G.
Epstein

MD
LENNY33@VERIZONMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews:
My family and I are avid trail users. We depend on the trail for
recreation, excercise and stress-reduction in a ever more stressful world.
we also use the trail as a traffic-free entrance to the Bethesda restaurant
and shopping area. Since we live adjacent to the trail and see the
beautiful trees from our windows, we value the effect of shared
landscape that the trail currently offers.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Helene P. Epstein & Leonard G. Epstein
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James
Epstein
4 Barclay Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
JEPSTEIN@EFOCAPITALMGMT.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
As a developer of and advocate for mixed-use, pedestrian
friendly development, I am a strong supporter of public
transportation such as the Purple Line.
Not only does this kind of public transportation reduce
automobile traffic, it will greatly improve travel time across
this part of Maryland while protecting our air and water
resources. Fundamental to encouraging people to leave their cars
at home is to have easily accessible and attractive
transportation alternatives. The Purple Line will deliver just
that, especially for those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region.
The Purple Line will also greatly enhance the ability of
communities to achieve their revitalization goals. I would be
hard pressed to find a single developer or community that does
not appreciate the power and potential that public
transportation brings for redevelopment close to those
facilities.
The development pattern throughout the region that has been
spurred in and around many of the Metro system's stations is a
powerful example to the rest of the country that it is possible
to create vital and liveable communities where great public
transportation options are available. Building the Purple Line
is a must. No, I'd go even further: it's a no-brainer.
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Yanka
Epstein

MD
YANKAEPSTEIN@GMAIL.COM
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jared
Erwin

MD
JARED.ERWIN@GMAIL.COM
To me it seems obvious that we should add the purple line.
I have previously lived in both Salt Lake City and Minneapolis when
each city was considering a light rail. Both cities ended up putting in the
line, and in both cases ridership was over double the estimates.
Public transport usage is at all time high across the country, continuing
to rise even with falling gas prices.
It is an investment in a communities future.
It is a positive impact for the environment and help reduce global
warming.
Why would we not do this?
Thank you,
Jared Erwin
Gaithersburg, MD
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Rosa
Esquerre
4108 Edgevale Ct.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ROSAESQUERRE@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews

This email is to request that you save our Capital Crescent Trail. My
home is adjacent to the trail and for years its has been used by my
family especially my grandchild. The green space has brought us not
only a wonderful place, but also an irreplaceable natural area enjoyed by
people in our communicty and beyond. Building a light rail along the trail
would indeed destroy this precious area, and would not only impact this
generation, but also many generations to come.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers--of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities--use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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James
Esterson
Mediachase (my employer)
9501 Old Georgetown road
Bethesda
MD
20814
james.esterson@gmail.com
On my route to work every day, I take 3 different routes of mass transit.
I first take the J2 to the Red Line(medical center), then transfer to the
Orange Line(metro center), where I end up in L'Enfant for work. I feel
like I know the metro system very well. At my previous job in downtown
Bethesda (I still took the J2 to work), frequently the buses on the J2
route between Bethesda and Silver spring were full. To this day, that
bus line has been of the highest occupancy I have seen of any buses in
the DC metro area. I would like to come out in support of expanding the
Metro Line system generally speaking, and specifically I support the
construction of the purple line between Bethesda and New Carrollton by
way of Silver Spring. I would be in support of an increased sales(or
other) tax for this purpose, as this project would be for a greater good.
Thank you for your time.
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Sharon J.
Evans
Cohen Milstein Sellers& Toll PLLC
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington
DC
20005
SEvans@cohenmilstein.com
I support a light rail Purple Line.

Sharon J. Evans
Legal Secretary
d: 202.408.3756
Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll PLLC
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 500 West
Washington, DC 20005
t: 202. 408.4600
f: 202.408.4699
www.cohenmilstein.com
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William
Ewing
2117 Darcy Green Place
Silver Spring
MD
20910
wjewing@gmail.com
I believe that light rail is the only solution that adequately addresses our
needs - the bus alternative would serve fewer people, would take longer
to traverse the distance, and - in the long run - cease to have any utility
at all compared the longevity demonstrated by light rail both here and in
other cities around the world.
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Amarachi
Ezichi
7804 Royal Fern Court
Clinton
MD
20735
amarachi_ezichi505@yahoo.com
I want to know all the aspects of the purple from start to finish. Please,
keep me posted on the details.
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Amarachi
Ezichi
7804 Royal Fern Court
Clinton
MD
20735
amarachi_ezichi505@yahoo.com
We know it's gonna be a light rail but which transit agency will own the
purle line?
Washington Metro or MTA Maryland Transit ?
And is it true that MTA Maryland Transit will own the purple line ?
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Elizabeth
Ezzelle

MD
elelove@verizon.net
Ezzelle 35282.pdf (103 kb)
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Tom
F

MD
TOPAF04@YAHOO.COM
I think building the purple line would be redundant because Metro and
existing bus routes provide the same service. With a huge budget deficit,
I think it would be unconscionable for Gov. O'Malley to use public funds
on this project. Building the purple line would also have an adverse
impact on the environment. Save the taxpayers' some money and forget
this misguided idea.
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Patrick
Fagan
8801 Kensington Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Patrick Fagan, P-A-T-R-I-C-K, Patrick, Fagan, F-A-G-A-N.
For 17 years I have been the owner of a house that abuts the junction of
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road and Kensington Parkway
and therefore have a certain expertise on the Connecticut Avenue traffic.
And a real vested interest in the smoothest flow of both north-south and
east-west traffic.
The rapid bus service would narrow the commuter lanes on Jones
Bridge Road and thus extending the back up during rush hours. It would
add to the bottleneck of the junction of Connecticut Avenue unless a
pass-over or underpass be constructed, with its intended ramps,
massive costs and total dislocation of the immediate neighborhood,
none of which are in your plans because I know they were rejected there
earlier.
Should the Jones Bridge Road lanes be widened enough to
accommodate the rapid bus service and the future traffic flow, then our
local primary school will be seriously affected and the land may even be
revoked, thus disrupting not only our physical but our social community.
On top of that, a rapid bus service is totally incompatible with the school
crossings of young children, a pattern that's held for generations of
attendees of North Chevy Chase Elementary School.
Purple Line has the best impact on our locality, all things considered,
and results in much lower noise and no exhaust. The rapid bus system
would add both noise and local exhaust pollution. Property values will
increase for quite some distance around the Purple Line, adding to state
and county income, while the rapid bus system will reduce relatively the
property values and reduce the income for both state and county.
The true cost, by the way, of comparison for both these systems is cost
per passenger mile over the next 30 or 50 years. To get some idea of
the difference between the two systems, I'd like to, well anybody could
consider should you propose today that the Red Line that's in existence
even at no cost be changed for a rapid bus system, who would want
that? It would be ludicrous.
So, over all, the Purple Line is the best for the common good of all
locally. Even for the residents of the Town of Chevy Chase and definitely
for the residents of North Chevy Chase and those north of east-west
highway. For the children and parents of North Chevy Chase Elementary
School. For the values of properties affected. For the impact of exhaust
and noise on local residents.
For the long-term desirability of light rail over rapid transit for commuters,
drivers and residents. For the impact on the tax basis of the county and
the state. And last, but not least, for the economic good of communities
out as far as Prince George's County.
Something a bit removed from our normal considerations in this part of
the city but now confronting us with the decision to help or to hinder
them in their development.
All these, I suggest, indicate that the light rail is the positive future, while
rapid bus will be a continuing and increasing negative hassle for
residents, their political representatives, commuters, and our
neighboring county. I trust you will do the obvious. Thank you.
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Mary
Fahler Hogwood
1 Ingleside Ct.
Rockville
MD
20850
MARY@PPIR.BIZ
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is Bethesda’s link to DC. I personally enjoy
biking into Georgetown via this trail. During my rides, I see countless
others who utilize this trail to run, walk, bike, rollerblade, etc. I see
parents taking their children for exercise. I see animal lovers walking
and socializing their dogs. To use this HIGHLY utilized trail for the
purple line would be a GREAT misuse of power. You guys are smart,
figure out another place to put it. We were here first.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Amanda
Fahler
14418 Parkvale Rd, #3
Rockville
MD
20853
amanda.fahler@gmail .corn
Fahler 35593.pdf (109 kb)
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Joseph
Fainberg
4000 Virgilia St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
fainberg@jhu.edu
I strongly support light rail as the transportation mode. It is fast, quiet
and environmental friendly.
I believe the rapid bus option will delay travel and add to congestion and
I do not support this option.
I believe the light rail will support the Univ. of Md in its education and
cultural services to the community and will be used by a wide variety of
MD residents.
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Joseph
Fainberg
4000 Virgilia St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
fainberg@ieee.org
I strongly support the light rail Purple Line. I believe this will be well-used
because it is fast, quiet and does not add traffic and smog to over
crowded roads.
It will be a great incentive to encourage people and students to use
public transportation in this region, particularly to and from the Univ. of
MD. It will provide a large degree of safety to the Crescent Trail which is
greatly under utilized during week days.
At this time when new money may become available to support US
infrastructure, it will provide good jobs and add value to real estate
throughout the region.
Joseph Fainberg
4000 Virgilia St.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Andrew
Falk

MD
ASFALK@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have been a long time resident of the Bethesda/ NW Washington area,
and have come to see the Capital Cresent trail as part of the
neighborhood I love. From taking bike trips with my father when I was a
youth, to commuting to Georgetown or further north in Montogomery
County, the Capital Cresent has been a fundamental part of staying
active and athletic, and exploring my community in a safe and fun way.
The Capital Cresent trail has offered me many unique opportunities, and
I wish for all those same opportunities to be available to others, whether
growing up or growing old.
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As a former student of Stone Ridge School in Bethesda and a resident
of Hyattsville in Prince George's County, I support the Purple Line for
two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation more
convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school, work,
their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Taking the metro home
on the red and green lines, through downtown Washington, would take
over an hour.
Also, this proposition will be good for the environment because it will
help lessen the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads,
preserving our planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Alyson Faller
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Erica
Faller
3932 Madison Street
Hyattsville
MD
20781
I would have loved to have the purple line while I was still in high school.
Commuting everyday from Hyattsville to Bethesda, I would have to go
into the city and back out again. It is time to improve DCs public
transportation; it is really a shame to have so few lines in such an
important city. The purple line will service mostly the suburbs, but it
promotes healthy growth everywhere. In addition, it will help clear up
the beltway and reduce pollution. It is a long time investment, but is
worth it!
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Thomas
Farasy
Terra Verde Communities, LLC
3044 Brownstone Court
Burtonsville
MD
20866
tomttc@msn.com
Interested in receiving updates on the Purple Line
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Amanda
Farber
4603 Cheltenham Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20814
AMANDAFARBER@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Officials,

My name is Amanda Farber and I live in East Bethesda. I grew up just
down the road and now my family and I are very lucky to live in such a
great place. We appreciate all this area and Montgomery County has to
offer and we appreciate you, our hardworking public officials, who
frequently have to make pretty difficult decisions about the area!! I am
writing because my family and I use the Bethesda - Silver Spring section
of the Capital Crescent Trail frequently for walking and biking and I am
urging you to consider other options besides using this route for the
Purple Line. I understand the need for improved transit - but the trail, its
trees and its contribution to the quality of life in this area is truely
irreplaceable!!! I cannot imagine using the trail without the old growth
trees beside it and a train running past. I simply would not feel safe and
it would not be enjoyable. I also travel on Wisconsin Avenue almost daily
and see the major conjestion that occurs around NIH, which will only get
much worse with BRAC. Thus, I urge you to consider routes and modes
of transportation that would better serve the NIH area also. With all that
is at stake, and with all that could be lost, I thank you tremendously for
your consideration of these concerns.
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Carol
Farthing
406 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CAROLF@SLI.ORG
I have lived at 406 Dale Drive for 10 years, and I am strongly in favor of
an underground route for the Purple Line under Wayne Avenue. I
attended a number of meetings to solicit the views of the community and
was frustrated that the tunnel was not being considered and MTA
seemed to have made up their minds in favor of an above ground route.
I understand that recently it was determined that the tunnel under
Wayne from Cedar to Mansfield is feasible and cost effective. The
tunnel under Wayne will make all the difference between a Purple Line
that respects and unites the community versus a Purple Line that is
fragmenting both literally and figuratively.
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Josephine
Farwell
11406 Veirs Mill Road
Wheaton
MD
20902

Farewell.Tina.pdf (18 kb)
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Funke
Fasalojo

MD
FFASALOJO@IMF.ORG
Please make sure the purple line gets built. We need a light rail, not a
bus. It just makes good sense.
Thank you.

'Funke Fasalojo
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Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Erica Fatal
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Howard
Fausold
10032 Renfrew Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I strongly support the selection of the light rail option for the proposed
Purple Line. As a former resident of Pittsburgh, PA, I have experience
with both the dedicated bus and light rail systems which operate there.
The bus system is fine if, and only if, it operates on its own right of way
with Grade Separated Intersections. Clearly this is not feasible for the
Purple Line. The light rail system does not create objectionable noise,
and is fast and comfortable. I am also a frequent user of the Georgetown
Branch portion of the Capital Crescent Trail. I, too, would regret the loss
of tree cover along a rail-with-trail. However, I can certainly tolerate what
I consider relatively minor disruption to the trail experience to gain a
needed and significant transit improvement. Don't listen to the NIMBYs!
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John
Fay
12505 Kuhl
Silver Spring
MD
20902
My name is John Fay, J-O-H- N, F-A-Y. I have supported what has
become the purple line since I moved to Montgomery County about 20
years ago. I was with the Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail when
we worked to get the county to purchase the Georgetown Branch rightof-way from CSX.
I helped maintain the trail while the rails were still in place and hiked
from the Potomac to Bethesda with the late Senator Ed Muskey.
Later came the idea of a purple line from Bethesda to New Carrollton
and ultimately crossing the Woodrow Wilson Bridge.
What a vision. Connecting people and jobs in a seamless route without
getting bogged down in traffic or having to go through Washington.
All this while reducing air and water pollution. And it should be light rail.
I grew up a block from a trolley line in Roanoke, Virginia. Behind me on
the trolley line lived the owner of the one of the city's most successful
businesses.
In the next block on the trolley line lived the president of the Norfolk and
Western Railroad. The only problem that I remember was that you
couldn't hear it coming.
We kids would put our ear on the track to detect some sound or
vibration. No luck.
One of the trolley lines crossed the base of Mill Mountain toward the
best section of town. For a couple of blocks it went down an alley
between rows of houses. I never heard of any complaints or anyone
being hurt and it made for a great trip.
Far from being a bad time to invest in light rail, now is the perfect time. It
is the type of project needed to get industry going and to put people
back to work as part of the nation's recovery program in the Obama
administration.
I emphasize that this would be a long term investment, not an expense.
We still have the products of Franklin Roosevelt's WPA and C.C.C.
programs from 70 years ago. Bridges, roads, parks, dams and stadiums
around the country.
Let's do it now. Thank you.
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John
Fay
12505 Kuhl Road
Wheaton
MD
20902
JHFAY@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Ms. Ratcliff:

Please support the medium light rail (LRT) alternative for the Purple Line
from Bethesda to New Carrolton, including the Georgetown Branch from
Bethesda to Silver Spring. This will finally provide effective public
transportation from east to west in the lower part of Montgomery County
and provide further connections to Prince George’s County, connecting
people with jobs in the major hubs of Bethesda, Silver Spring and the
University of Maryland.

The LRT Purple Line will foster transit oriented development particularly
in areas that have lagged behind much of western Montgomery County
and thus provide people in these areas with a bit of economic justice.

The environmental and energy impact will be substantial compared to
existing motor vehicle and bus use. LRT provides a much more efficient
use of energy than internal combustion-powered vehicles. While most
electricity is still produced by burning coal, the future holds promise that
renewable, non-polluting sources will provide the greatest part.

I am dubious of MTA operating cost figures. Baltimore’s experience,
upon which MTA bases many of its calculations, is an unreliable source.
We should look instead to other modern systems in use in Denver,
Portland, etc. LRT vehicles last many years longer than buses. What
did MTA estimate? Buses are smaller; therefore, more are required to
move the same number of people and more drivers are needed.

For years, opponents of proposed LRT systems here and elsewhere
have doubted estimates of use; however, in almost every case there
were many more riders than earlier estimated, Charlotte being the most
recent example. Not so with buses. The Purple Line will provide a
necessary part of a transportation system that must be shifted from
personal auto use to public transportation, biking and walking.
Congestion will be reduced when people realize that they don’t have to
rely on personal motor vehicles.

As much as possible of the line should be on the surface in its own right
of way on a narrow green road bed. This encourages ridership and
makes stations easier to provide. MTA should not emulate state and
local highway builders that maximize the destruction of trees and other
property in their path. Sufficient oversight must be maintained such that
every sub-contractor knows what the rules are. It can be done right.
After all, this is not a brand new idea.
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Jon and Nina
Faye

Hyattsville
MD
NS_FAYE@YAHOO.COM
My spouse and I adamantly oppose the Silver Spring to Prince Georges
County end of the proposed Purple Line as a waste of money,
duplication of transit, environmental destruction, and disruption of settled
neighborhoods. We live in Hyattsville and I have commuted at various
times over the years to Silver Spring. The Green Line was a vast
improvement over the F4 bus and serves the entire area very well.
Improve bus service on University Blvd. if that is a problem. What has
been needed for decades is a connection between downtown Silver
Spring and Bethesda/Rockville. I cannot even imagine the mess that a
light rail line would make of Wayne Ave. and the area certainly does not
need more uncontrolled, high-density development. The development
around the Prince Georges Metro Station has been a disaster for the
community, with a serious deterioration in quality of life, safety (vehicle
and foot traffic design stupidity), and increased congestion of traffic in
the entire surrounding area, which needed traffic relief, not more of the
same. We can only surmise that the PG Purple Line is being driven by
developers, like so many other negative things. As to buses in our area,
we see a multitude driving around empty or almost empty every day.
The Green Line fully services this area; we do not need or want the
Purple. Sincerely, Jon and Nina Faye, Hyattsville
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Annalisa
Fedelino
4624 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
AFEDELINO@IMF.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. We jhave also been using it extensively
with our kids, who love to bike along it.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David
Feehan
1626 White Oak Vista Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Feehan_David.pdf (32 kb)
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Rita
Feinberg
604 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
RITACF@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : TO: Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

FROM: Rita Feinberg
604 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Dear Ms. Ratliff:

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the “high-investment” light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written
comments of others in the community have explained are not assessed
in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings
with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary station at
Wayne and Dale.

I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.

Following are additional points of information regarding this matter:
o
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during

three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
o
Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a
station at Fenton Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for
development downtown. Substantial and highly successful development
so far in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has
been very successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station
only a 5-to-10-minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver
Spring CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring
Transit Center, and there will no point in any yet undeveloped portion of
the CBD that is more than a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver Spring
Transit Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only a 4block, 6-minute walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover, the
downtown will not be an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if the
streets become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train
across major streets.
o
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
bisect the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.
o
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’
front yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.
o
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
o
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple
Line with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot
and the Wayne Avenue Garage.
o
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA suggests that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. In addition, there will be greatly increased noise
in the community as a result of the braking of trains, amplified
announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains near the
station.
o

MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not

the least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that
cars can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit
on Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.

Thank you,

Rita Feinberg
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Debbie
Feinstein
6129 Durbin Road
Bethesda
MD
20817-6106

Feinstein 35266.pdf (175 kb)
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Debra and Howard
Feldman
4505 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DEBBIE_FELDMAN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Debra and Howard Feldman
4505 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815
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Gregory
Feldman
5805 Highland Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GFELDMAN@MERLIN-INTL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live ¼ mile from the Crescent Trail and myself, my wife and children
use the trail daily for exercise—biking and running.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Harry
Feldman
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
I am 11 years old. I am really scared to walk on East West highway.
Some children were killed near where I would have to walk. It is not
safe.Please no rail behind my house
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Luke
Feldman
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
I am a 10th grader at BCC and I oppose the light rail cutting off the
Edgevale Street and Edgevale Court access to the trail (my house
would back to the tracks) and being able to walk safely to school through
East Bethesda. School starts at 7:20am and with activities after school,
if the rail was built, me and the other students here would need to walk
on the highway during rush hour; much of the year it is completely dark
then, making it more scarey and dangerous. I implore you to see for
yourself just how dangerous it is to walk on the East West highway
especially during rush hour. A year ago some BCC students were killed
exactly in the section of road I would have no alternative but to walk on
to get to school. I am also really scared for my little brother who has
ADHD who would have the same walk as me.
This is a unique, horrible problem of the rail in this segment. As a
student studying government, I can only say that I hope you were
unaware of the very dangerous ramification of putting the light rail
behind Edgevale's 21 homes and cutting off our access to the trail and
safe neighborhood streets of East Bethesda. Please think through how
this would put the men, women and children who live here, on a daily
basis, in true physical - mortal - harms way. I know you will be surprised
by what I have said and feel confident you will do everything to keep
about 100 people safe. There are safer plans, cheaper plans.
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Paul
Feldman
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM
Dear Gentlemen and Ladies,
I am writing to highlight a serious and dangerous problem for my
neighborhood with the light rail system considered along the Crescent
Trail. I do not think this concern as been considered and hope you will
give it your thorough attention.
Edgevale Street and Edgevale Court form a cul-de-sac of 21 homes off
East-West Highway between the golf course and Sleaford Rd. There is
only one road in. When there is snow, it is plowed onto the highway
sidewalks, making walking impossible. When there is an accident, light
failure, or other emergency, this segment of the highway becomes
blocked, making driving impossible. If access to the trail is eliminated, in
the snow and emergencies, all residents of Edgevale's 21 homes would
become prisoners, trapped in our own homes (or unable to get home.)
This would happen several times a year.
Even more importantly, on a daily basis, residents would be forced to
make our way on foot along the East-West Highway. Between Edgevale
and the high school the highway is a hilly, winding road. It is very
dangerous and scarey to walk along this unprotected highway sidewalk
with cars zipping along it's curves literally inches from you. Please
especially consider the children who would have to walk there; the
possibility of accident or being hit by a car dramatically increases for
children. Please also consider the dangers for women, such as my
female family members, who would have no options but to walk alone
along a highway. The reality is that there was a horrible fatal accident
just a year or so ago in this section - please see the cross memorials at
the spot. This is not an acceptable plan.
A light rail cutting off our access to safe passage across the trail is a
cruelty to the families of Edgevale, one which could require us to endure
forever a disproportionately dangerous and distressing daily
transportation reality. There are other alternatives without such dramatic
consequences and at least one at a lower cost. Please do not shoulder
us with a system that we do not have the money to spend. Thank you
for your consideration.
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Phil
Feldman
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
I am writing to oppose the light rail proposed on the Cresent Trail. I do
not think that you, the deciders of the Purple Line, know the ramifications
of the light rail on my unique community and why other options should
be considered. Please hear me out.
I am a 19 year old college student who lives on Edgevale St. off the
East-West highway between the Columbia golf course and Sleaford.
We have a mixed community of almost 100 people, which includes
elderly people (the oldest almost 100 and several battling cancer and
Alzheimers,) working people, students, and babies (the newest arriving
this past July.) We are mostly born here, but count a Palestinian and
Israeli as good neighbors. We are a slice of middle class America in
this simple 1949/50's ranch neighborhood.
My home backs onto the south side of the proposed rail, which means
our Edgevale yards would be sealed off from the current Trail by a solid
4' tall sound barrier wall with no points of egress. We all count on access
to the trail to walk safely across the trail and to East Bethesda for our
daily activities. Without this access we have only one other option,
which is to walk on the East-West highway. Come see for yourself just
how dangerous it is to walk on this segment of the East West highway.
A year ago some people were killed exactly in the section of road all 21
families of Edgevale Street and Court would have no alternative but to
walk on to get to Bethesda and the Bethesda Metro. At this segment, it
is a cramped, winding highway, with a skinny sidewalk for pedestrians.
I am afraid for my mom to have to walk alone along the highway, risking
everything to go to the library or bring home a loaf of bread.
Putting a rail here is a real disaster for our small but vibrant community
of almost 100 people. Forcing so many people who live here to walk, on
a daily basis, on a highway is a nightmare. There are safer plans,
cheaper plans.
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Steven
Feldman
4805 Crescent Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. The state should move
ahead quickly.
Feldman_Steven.pdf (29 kb)
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Bill
Felling
5113 Wilson Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
mrbill@alum.mit.edu
I urge you to approve the light rail alternative for the inner purple line. I
believe light rail will serve the transit needs of the county much better
than a bus alternative. If you're serious about mass transit, go rail.
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Carletta
Fellows
4501 Harwich Terrace
Upper Marlboro
MD
20772
cfellows4501@verizon.net
I would like to receive information about the status and progress of the
Purple Line
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Anne-Marie
Fendrick
4306 Sleaford Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. A-M.Fendrick.pdf (950 kb)
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Lila
Fendrick
3518 Bradley Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Fendrick Lila.pdf (120 kb)
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John
Fenimore

MD
JOHN.UNDERPROTEST@GMAIL.COM
I support the metro light rail system for the proposed purple line
extension and would like to make it known as such. Thank you.
-John Fenimore
2.725 K left to go...
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Piers
Fennell

MD
PIERSAF@YAHOO.COM
Please do not destroy all of those trees along the cresent trail to build a
light rail. It would make much more sense to build the line further out
and closer to the beltway.
Why would you destroy hundreds of trees and a vital community
resource to build a light rail along the cresent trail when one could be
build without the loss of trees and without the loss of an important
community assets (cresent bike and hike trail) when the light rail could
connect silver spring to medical center metro stops? It doesn't make
sense. Please construct the light rail between medical center and silver
spring.
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Jared
Fernandez
6121 Centreville Hall
College Park
MD
20742
jmgf17@yahoo.com
The greater DC area would benefit so much more with the construction
of a metro line for the purple line as opposed to a bus route. I've heard
that there is some opposition among those in the western region of
southern Maryland, but we should look past the affluent voices and look
at all the people it would truly help in the area.
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Samuel
Fernandez-Turton
2305 Warren Ct
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SAMUELFTI@YAHOO.ES
Dear

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Samuel Fernandez-Turton
2305 Warren Ct.
Silver Spring, 20910, MD
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Ingrid
Fernando

Bethesda
MD
IFERNAN2@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ingrid Fernando
Bethesda, MD
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Ingrid
Fernando
10508 Montrose Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
IFERNAN2@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gentry
Ferrell

College Park
MD
GCFERRELL@GMAIL.COM
As a resident of Maryland I wish to express my support for the Purple
Line. Public transport is vital to a healthy economy, clearer roads,
reduced traffic, and improved air quality.
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Randi
Field
9307 Long Branch Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20901
scribers@erols.com
I fully support the light rail purple line as an environmentally responsible
traffic solution.
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Muni
Figueres

MD
MUFIGUE@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michael
Figueroa
2010 Hanover Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
duneshack@gmail.com
A better route would be for the Purple line to run north from the
Bethesda station, parallel to the Red Line, then following 495 east to
connect with the MARC corridor, which would bring the Purple Line
directly to the Silver Spring Transit Center. This route would have the
benefit of using existing transit corridors while preserving valuable urban
parkland along the Georgetown Branch Trail. There could be a Purple
Line stop at the Naval Medical Center which would serve thousands of
employees there.
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Ross
Filice
3714 Chesapeake St. NW
Washington
DC
20016
rwfilice@gmail.com
Hi I think it would be great if the Purple Line also had a branch to the FDA
in White Oak which isn't too far north of the proposed line.
thanks much,
Ross Filice
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Submission Content/Notes : Hi - I'm wondering if there is any way the purple line could be extended
(or spurred) up New Hampshire Ave to the FDA. It seems like that
would add a lot of ridership.
thanks,
Ross Filice
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Andrew
Finley
7810 Stable Way
Potomac
MD
20854
DREW.FINLEY@EY.COM
To - Maryland State and Montgomery County Government Officials
Re - Purple Line Alternatives
To Whom It May Concern I am writing to express my views regarding the Purple Line currently
under consideration. As a Montgomery County resident, I have followed
the multitude of articles, discussions and debate around the various
alternatives. While I support the concept of a Purple Line, I do not
support the current light rail line currently being proposed through the
Silver Spring-Bethesda area. The "light rail" approach does not draw the
right balance between the various competing interests when viewed in
light of the other alternatives (e.g., environmental impact, costs,
ridership). Specifically, the destruction of the Capital Crescent Trail, and
other treed areas in the Silver Spring-Bethesda corridor is too high a
price to pay. Add in the significant costs over other alternatives, and this
just isn't the right solution for Montgomery County. I believe of the
current alternatives I've seen discussed, the rapid bus line is the
preferred approach. Its costs are significantly less, and it doesn't have
the severe environmental impact of a "light rail" line. Frankly, in these
challenging times, I don't see how our government leaders justify
pursuing the most expensive option, when there are options that are less
then half the cost and yield the majority of the benefit.
I also think it may be worth further examining the alternative discussed
several years back for a heavy rail line that connects the metro station
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I don't know the costs or other
impacts of this approach, so I don't have a view as to whether it is a
better approach. I do think it is worthwhile to evaluate the option. I think
our government should fully examine all relevant alternatives to
determine the best approach before it commits to over a billion dollars of
taxpayer money.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Amy
Finnegan

MD
shantiyoga2@earthlink.net
Finnegan 35353.pdf (166 kb)
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Natasha
Finnegan
10903 Orleans Way
Kensington
MD
20895
nefinnegan87@gmail.com
The purple line is terrible! It will take away one of the few trails available
to us! Don't do it! Think of the trees!
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Natasha
Finnegan
10903 Orleans Way
Kensington
MD
20895
NEFINNEGAN87@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Hi,
I am always for more public transportation. In fact, I have emailed all of
you in regards to as such. I am writing again because, while I believe in
public transportation, it is for the benefit of nature and the greenspace in
our world. Where I live in Montgomery is mostly crammed suburbia,
every green space I grew up with having met its end for symphony halls
and large extravagant houses. I plead with you now to save a small
running trail that is on its way to becoming a light rail, i.e. the purple line.
This is not the answer. We need this running trail, we already have
methods of transportation available. Instead of building a costly light rail
system, why don't we just add more buses? It would save nature a little,
and the CCT trail is one of the few in my area; please don't take it away
and give us more poisonous air.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Yvonne
Finnegan
10903 Orleans Way
Kensington
MD
20895
YFINNEGAN@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
Honored elected officials and others:
The project of building a light rail on the Capital Crescent Trail between
Silver Spring and Bethesda is ill-conceived and utterly depressing to me
and to all the trail users that I know.
It is ill-conceived because it will fail in the long term to solve the
problems it is supposed to address, i.e., high-speed transportation
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. Let the so-called experts and
developers who stand to profit from this throw their numbers and their
vague expectations at you, but don't let the dollar signs in their eyes
dazzle you; the truth is that the only viable option in the long term is
building a peripheral underground Metro line linking the inner suburbs;
another line linking the outer suburbs will be necessary too, eventually.
This is what we will need in 2050; why not plan it now?
The so-called Purple Line as it is envisaged, i.e., a light rail on top of the
trail, is not a seamless option. It is a cheapskate option. I am not sure
what the demand is for travel between Silver Spring and Bethesda, but I
do not see why it can't be addressed, until an underground Metro line is
built, by putting more buses on the roads. There are already plenty of
roads. There are already plenty of bus lines. There are precious few
trails.
For the record, I am a big fan of public transportation. For years I lived
without a car, and I take Metro or buses or I walk whenever feasible. But
this particular project is not acceptable. It is a patch-up quick fix that will
no doubt put money in some people's pockets in the short term but
deprive the rest of us of something invaluable for the very very long
term.
Here are my personal reasons for being utterly depressed by the
prospect. I am a runner, and I bike and I walk. Exercise and the
rejuvenating effects of the outdoors are very important to me. I use the
trail all the time. It is an important link in the 20-mile loop that distance
runners use, going from Bethesda down to Georgetown, back up Rock
Creek Park and joining the Georgetown Branch portion of the CCT back
to Bethesda. It is quiet and beautiful, lined with very tall, mature trees,
edged with shrubbery. Dear officials and decision-makers, please come
run on the trail with me for those three and a half miles--or just walk--and
you will understand why sticking a light rail here is unconscionable. For
those of you who think it's just a plot by some rich people to save a
country club, think again. I am not a country club person. I run or I walk
because I can afford to do those activities. I wish you could see what I
see on my runs. I see a very old gentleman who takes his walk daily,
slowly progressing with his walker; he always smiles. I see families with
very small children riding their bikes--the dangers here are few, the
families can relax. I see people walking their dogs. I see people running,
people power-walking, people talking, sitting on benches. I see birds and
squirrels and the occasional tortoise. But there is so much more that I
don't see: the oxygen that the trees provide; the lower temperatures that
the foliage provides in the summer; the animals that keep a low profile.
Is all this to be sacrificed because some people want to get from here to
there faster and our Nation's Capital can't put together an intelligent
transportation system?

This is such an urbanized, congested, noisy area. We must preserve the
small enclaves of nature that still exist. Once they are gone, they are
gone. We are the wardens of our own backyards. And you may call me a
Nimby, I will be proud of it. Who else will cry out for this little patch of
land? People in Ohio? And if it disappears, where will I go to run or
walk? Will I get into my car and drive to Pennsylvania? Up 270 to get to
less congested areas? Down in Virginia where there are plenty of trails?
Can't Montgomery County see the value in respecting its own land?
I am counting on your wisdom to make values-based decisions and not
to give in to myopic views of potential short-term profit. Please think
about what values you prefer to operate under, and save this vital piece
of green space for people to enjoy.
Thank you for your attention.
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Ken
Firestone
226 Park Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
kenf01@gmail.com
The purple line should be light rail. Over the long term this will be the
least costly, and serve the most people.
And, it shoiuld run on Wayne ave. after leaving the Silver Spring Metro
Station.
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Anna
Fishbein

MD
AFISH_97@YAHOO.COM
hello my name is anna and i really would love you to save the trail! i
might just be 11 years old but i know the thousands of people use this
trail for bicking and walking and it would be a shame if we destroyed
that. im sure you could make the purple line some where else but we
just cant move this trail it is perfect where it is. i hope that you can
change your mind and please decide to save the trail!
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Larry
Fisher
4009 East-West Hwy
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LRFISHER98@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I strongly object to the plans to destroy the Capital Crescent Trail as
currently configured. Making the Trail a major commuting route with
mass transit vehicles will certainly destroy the County's benefits of the
Trail to all. My children (3) and I have loved having an open,
multipurpose natual Trail where we have biked and hiked for many
years. Don't destroy the Trail and turn it into a mass commuting route!
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and no w is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Larry Fisher
4009 East-West Hwy.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Lawrence R.
Fisher
4009 East West Hwy.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LRFISHER98@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I and my family of three children use the Trail extensively and I don't
think that it makes any sense to destroy this terrific recreational facility.
Frankly, it would be more sensible to route any transportation line to the
NIH and the developing Naval Bethesda Medical center. This where the
new jobs will be and where the Purple line should terminate. Why make
downtown Bethesda even more crowded, especially when the new job
grow with be to the North?
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- and my family and I
see all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents20pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit to the North
with the development of the new Medical Center and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Shalomf
Fisher
118 White Birch Court
Greenbelt
MD
20770
SHAL_FISHER@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Samuel
Fishman
482 Montgomery Lane, #402
Bethesda
MD
20814

Fishman_Samuel.pdf (38 kb)
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Heidi
Fishpaw
10508 Amherst Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Traveling a very short
distance to Bethesda or Rockville is much too time consuming on public
transportation: metrorail and buses!
Comment Cards. David Newman.pdf (65 kb)
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John H.
FitzGerald
3803 Raymond Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOHN@FITZPROP.COM
To whom it may concern:
I am writing as a resident of Chevy Chase, Maryland about the
proposed construction of the Purple Line. In the ten years I have lived
within 5 blocks on the trail, I have used this resource almost once a
week. I frequently jog and bicycle on the trail between the village of
Chevy Chase and down and through downtown Bethesda. Due to its
gentle slope and linear design, the trail is very safe and lends itself to
these activities exceedingly well. My two sons, six and eight years old,
both learned to ride a bike on the trail and we make trips to the Bethesda
via the trail often.
This is a very popular recreation area that will be sorely missed if it is
eliminated.
I am also concerned about the natural habitat that would be lost during
and after the railway construction. There is an abundance of wildlife that
live in this area adjacent to the trail that would struggle to find areas to
live, feed, and procreate. This includes hawks, song birds, deer, and
varieties of squirrel, field mice, and rabbits that I see have seen often.
I find it hard to believe that it is the intention of Montgomery County to
remove recreation space and natural habitat for wildlife from the limited
space of the suburban area of Bethesda and Chevy Chase.
While one could argue that there is there is limited need to help reduce
cross county traffic, I do think this project would truly relieve congestion
for all of the county. I understand that the proposed light rail line would
cross Connecticut Avenue on grade and it would necessary to stop
traffic at regular intervals to allow the trains to proceed. This area is
currently a bottleneck of traffic and this would exasperate a traffic
problem that is already bad and getting worse as Kensington, Silver
Spring, and Wheaton continue to grow in population and density. One
should also keep in mind that Connecticut Avenue is a major arterial
road from the Capital Beltway to downtown Washington DC and I
believe stopping traffic frequently during rush hour would be a serious
mistake.
I argue that the loss of this valuable resource is far greater than the
benefits the citizens would receive from this very expensive project. At
this difficult economic time, I think it is inprudent that Montgomery
County would commit the limited tax dollars that we have to such a
project. The questionable gains to relieve traffic from the this rail line, I
do not believe warrant the strain this would place on the treasury of our
county and state.
I respectfully request that the Council vote in opposition to the proposed
Purple Line. Our trail is irreplaceable and I believe other options to relive
congestion such increased bus service would be much less expensive
and they would not destroy our limited recreation space and natural
habitat.
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John
Fitzgerald
4750 Chevy Chase Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I strongly support the light rail option for the purple line. It will would be
much more efficient, effective and more heavily utilized. This should be
viewed as an investment not a cost, and yes as a Montgomery County
resident I would be willing to pay higher taxes to ensure the light rail is
properly funded. Cutting corners with mass transit minimizes the extent
that people will use it. The light rail cars will be able to move more
passengers in less time and have less interaction with existing traffic,
which if I am not mistaken is the goal of mass transit. Thank you for your
time.
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Peter J.
FitzGerald, Jr.
FitzGerald Properties
1447-G1 Dolley Madison Blvd.
McLean
VA
22101
CHIP@FITZPROP.COM
Dear Sir / Madame,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Karen
Fitzgerald
710 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Karen Fitzgerald, K-A-R-E-N, F-I-T-Z-G-E-R-A-L-D. I live on 710 Wayne
Avenue to the east of the edge of downtown Silver Spring. I 'm also the
Chair of the Seven Oaks Evans Wood Citizens Association Task Force
on the purple line, and for the past year have been on the Montgomery
County Planning Board's purple line functional master plan advisory
group.
I have been following MTA's planning of the purple line very closely as
well as the progress of the recently released AADEIS. All of this informs
my speaking to you today about what a street level - Wayne and through
the downtown actually means for those of us who live there.
Wayne is first and foremost a residential street where my husband and I
are raising our two young sons. Along Wayne between Fenton Street
and Sligo Creek Parkway there are 60 single family homes, two
churches, three schools and an assisted living facility with 155 residents.
Putting a surface route on Wayne literally and figuratively divides in two
our thriving neighborhood, one that has been essential to the revival of
the downtown that is adjacent to it.
I know I speak for many of my neighbors along Wayne. I am submitting
with this testimony a petition signed by many residents on Wayne
Avenue, including more than 80 percent of the homes there objecting to
the street level purple line along Wayne and asking the state to tunnel
the purple line through the downtown and our residential neighborhood.
MTA has planned to widen 2/3 of one mile on Wayne on which a service
route would run for long left-turn lanes and a station at Dale Drive. So
much widening would - both in and out of the right-of-way will be taken
from my front yard and those of many of my neighbors.
Curbs would be backed up on to shrinking lawns nearer to front doors.
Moreover, the long left turn lanes at several intersections at MTA will
add to ensure smoother running of the train will actually increase traffic
capacity and therefore the number of cars on Wayne.
One place after another on Wayne there will be problems caused by the
street level purple line. Many of these were identified by MTA over the
last year, however virtually none of them are mentioned much less
assessed in the AADEIS.
Just one example. MTA says it will need to close the Wayne Avenue
access to the large parking lot of the Sligo Creek Elementary and Silver
Spring International Middle Schools, schools that serve more than 1,000
families at Wayne and Dale Drive due to widening of Wayne and to put a
station in.
As a result, traffic for the schools will be rerouted onto Dale and the
neighborhood side streets behind the school. MTA has not notified the
administrators and the PTAs of the two schools or the neighborhood
along Dale or behind the schools of this proposed change.
Therefore, those most affected have not had the opportunity to give
feedback. Moreover, this impact is not mentioned anywhere in MTA's
report, and that also means that there is no analysis of the traffic impact
on Dale and neighborhood side street.
I love my neighborhood and I look forward to using the purple line, light
rail or bus rapid transit, but one which is tunneled under my
neighborhood and the downtown next to me. Thank you.
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Karen FitzGerald, 710 Wayne Avenue, Silver Spring MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

Dear Ms. Ratliff,
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I live at 710 Wayne Avenue, to the east of the edge of downtown Silver
Spring. I am the Chair of the Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens
Association's Task Force on the Purple Line and a member for the last
year of the Montgomery County Planning Board's Purple Line Functional
Master Plan Advisory Group.

I have been closely following MTA's planning of the Purple Line and the
progress of the recently released Alternatives Analysis and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. All this informs my thoughts on what a
street-level route on Wayne and through the downtown actually means
for those of us who live there.

I support the Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit, but only if
it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne
Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent
neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the
downtown, and the community of a surface route that will otherwise
likely be the slowest and most inefficient segment of the system. Since
the release of the AA/DEIS, there is data from MTA suggesting that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment that will be
cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership,
travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4
billion, which is considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line
Metro project that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved
for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse
impacts of a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies
and written comments of others in the community have explained are not
assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in
meetings with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple
Line that enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the
nearby community.

Wayne Avenue is first and foremost a residential street, where my
husband and I are raising our two young sons. Along Wayne, between
Fenton Street and Sligo Creek Parkway, about eight-tenths of a mile,
there are 60 single-family houses, two churches, three schools, and an
assisted living facility of 155 residents. Putting a surface route on

Wayne literally and figuratively divides in two our thriving neighborhood,
one that has been essential to the revival of the downtown that is
adjacent to it.

I know I speak for many of my neighbors along Wayne. When I testified
at the MTA hearing on November 22nd at Montgomery College, I
submitted a petition, signed by many residents on Wayne Avenue –
including more than 80 percent of the homes on Wayne -- objecting to a
street-level Purple Line along Wayne, and asking the State to tunnel the
Purple Line through the downtown and our residential neighborhood.

MTA has planned to widen two-thirds of the one mile on Wayne on
which a surface route would run, for long left-turn lanes and a station at
Dale Drive. So much widening –– and some of it to 70 feet, the width of
Colesville Road – will mean land, both in and out of the right of way, will
be taken from my front yard and those of many of my neighbors. Curbs
will be backed up onto shrinking lawns nearer to front doors. Moreover,
the long left turn lanes at several intersections that MTA will add to
ensure smoother running of the train will actually increase traffic capacity
and therefore the number of cars on Wayne.

One place after another on Wayne Avenue, there will be problems
caused by a street-level Purple Line. Many of these were identified by
MTA over the last year. However, virtually none of these are mentioned,
much less assessed, in the Alternatives Analysis and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Just one example: MTA says it will
need to close the Wayne Avenue access to the large parking lot of the
Sligo Creek Elementary and Silver Spring International Middle schools –
schools that serve more than 1,000 families -- at Wayne and Dale Drive
due to the widening of Wayne at that point to put in a station. As a
result, traffic for the schools will be rerouted onto Dale and the
neighborhood side streets behind the school. MTA has not notified the
administrators and PTA's of the two schools or the neighborhood along
Dale and behind the schools of this proposed change. Therefore, those
most affected have not had the opportunity to give feedback. Moreover,
this impact is not mentioned anywhere in MTA's report, and that also
means that there is no analysis of the traffic impact on Dale and
neighborhood side streets.

Throughout this planning process, I have been appalled at the lack of
honesty on the part of MTA in discussing with members of this
community the many real and concrete ways that a street-level Purple
Line will harm this neighborhood. For more than a year, MTA told us
that they couldn't possibly include a tunnel, because doing so would ruin
the all-important cost-effectiveness numbers for FTA. Then, MTA told
us they "studied" a tunnel, but wouldn't release the numbers, saying that
they had "talked to people" and were convinced that a tunnel wouldn't
work. Now that there are numbers that show that not only does a tunnel
not harm cost-effectiveness, but that it also improves ridership and travel
time savings-- two additional important factors that FTA looks at -- we're
seeing a new set of arguments for why there should not be a tunnel
through downtown Silver Spring and under Wayne Avenue, and these
new arguments seem to have nothing to do with transit and everything to
do with development. In fact, when Secretary of Transportation John

Porcari spoke at the Brookings Institution in early December, he
emphasized the potential for the Purple Line to spur development, over
anything to do with transportation.

After closely following the planning the Purple Line for three years, I still
cannot confidently answer the question: What is the purpose of the
Purple Line?

Sincerely,

Karen FitzGerald
710 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Dear Ms. Ratliff,
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I live at 710 Wayne Avenue, to the east of the edge of downtown Silver
Spring. I am the Chair of the Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens
Association's Task Force on the Purple Line and a member for the last
year of the Montgomery County Planning Board's Purple Line Functional
Master Plan Advisory Group.
I have been closely following MTA's planning of the Purple Line and the
progress of the recently released Alternatives Analysis and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. All this informs my thoughts on what a
street-level route on Wayne and through the downtown actually means
for those of us who live there.
I support the Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit, but only if
it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne
Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent
neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the
downtown, and the community of a surface route that will otherwise
likely be the slowest and most inefficient segment of the system. Since
the release of the AA/DEIS, there is data from MTA suggesting that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment that will be
cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership,
travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4
billion, which is considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line
Metro project that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved
for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse
impacts of a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies
and written comments of others in the community have explained are not
assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in
meetings with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple
Line that enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the
nearby community.
Wayne Avenue is first and foremost a residential street, where my
husband and I are raising our two young sons. Along Wayne, between
Fenton Street and Sligo Creek Parkway, about eight-tenths of a mile,
there are 60 single-family houses, two churches, three schools, and an
assisted living facility of 155 residents. Putting a surface route on
Wayne literally and figuratively divides in two our thriving neighborhood,
one that has been essential to the revival of the downtown that is
adjacent to it.
I know I speak for many of my neighbors along Wayne. When I testified
at the MTA hearing on November 22nd at Montgomery College, I
submitted a petition, signed by many residents on Wayne Avenue –
including more than 80 percent of the homes on Wayne -- objecting to a
street-level Purple Line along Wayne, and asking the State to tunnel the
Purple Line through the downtown and our residential neighborhood.
MTA has planned to widen two-thirds of the one mile on Wayne on
which a surface route would run, for long left-turn lanes and a station at

Dale Drive. So much widening –– and some of it to 70 feet, the width of
Colesville Road – will mean land, both in and out of the right of way, will
be taken from my front yard and those of many of my neighbors. Curbs
will be backed up onto shrinking lawns nearer to front doors. Moreover,
the long left turn lanes at several intersections that MTA will add to
ensure smoother running of the train will actually increase traffic capacity
and therefore the number of cars on Wayne.
One place after another on Wayne Avenue, there will be problems
caused by a street-level Purple Line. Many of these were identified by
MTA over the last year. However, virtually none of these are mentioned,
much less assessed, in the Alternatives Analysis and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Just one example: MTA says it will
need to close the Wayne Avenue access to the large parking lot of the
Sligo Creek Elementary and Silver Spring International Middle schools –
schools that serve more than 1,000 families -- at Wayne and Dale Drive
due to the widening of Wayne at that point to put in a station. As a
result, traffic for the schools will be rerouted onto Dale and the
neighborhood side streets behind the school. MTA has not notified the
administrators and PTA's of the two schools or the neighborhood along
Dale and behind the schools of this proposed change. Therefore, those
most affected have not had the opportunity to give feedback. Moreover,
this impact is not mentioned anywhere in MTA's report, and that also
means that there is no analysis of the traffic impact on Dale and
neighborhood side streets.
Throughout this planning process, I have been appalled at the lack of
honesty on the part of MTA in discussing with members of this
community the many real and concrete ways that a street-level Purple
Line will harm this neighborhood. For more than a year, MTA told us
that they couldn't possibly include a tunnel, because doing so would ruin
the all-important cost-effectiveness numbers for FTA. Then, MTA told
us they "studied" a tunnel, but wouldn't release the numbers, saying that
they had "talked to people" and were convinced that a tunnel wouldn't
work. Now that there are numbers that show that not only does a tunnel
not harm cost-effectiveness, but that it also improves ridership and travel
time savings-- two additional important factors that FTA looks at -- we're
seeing a new set of arguments for why there should not be a tunnel
through downtown Silver Spring and under Wayne Avenue, and these
new arguments seem to have nothing to do with transit and everything to
do with development. In fact, when Secretary of Transportation John
Porcari spoke at the Brookings Institution in early December, he
emphasized the potential for the Purple Line to spur development, over
anything to do with transportation.
After closely following the planning the Purple Line for three years, I still
cannot confidently answer the question: What is the purpose of the
Purple Line?
Sincerely,
Karen FitzGerald
710 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Judith
Flaherty
9712 Corkran
Bethesda
MD
20817
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Juliette May.pdf (71 kb)
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Eli & Lucy
Flam

MD
ELILU@JUNO.COM
As residents of Greenbelt with family and friends in Bethesda-Chevy
Chase, my wife and I strongly support creation of the Purple Line as an
environmentally-sound link between Montgomery and Prince George's
counties.
Eli & Lucy Flam
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Thomas
Flammia
604 Cloverfield Pl
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TOMEBOY@GMAIL.COM
I don't understand why you can not just build the Purple Line in the
middle of the Beltway. Elevate the track, or make it a monorail. Instead,
you want to destroy The Capital Crescent Trail, and make a mess of
Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
My wife and I enjoy biking on it from March through November.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mike
Flanigan
4218 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NAGINALFJM@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
The Capital Crescent trail is too valuable a regional resource to replace
with a very expensive rail line of questionable value. In a region where
green space is already declining at a steady pace, the Capital Crescent
Trail provides a narrow strip of green that people can enjoy. It is already
in use as a means of transport for thousands of bikers, hikers, and
walkers.
There are more viable, less expensive alternatives to the plan to tear up
thousands of beautiful trees and replace them pavement and rail. I
expect you to be good stewards of our tax dollars during these
challenging economic times, not spending them on a flawed light-rail line
that will benefit too few riders and will enrich developers who plan to
destroy even more green space along the trail.
I use the trail frequently, and will be extremely disappointed if it is
effectively destroyed. Having a little parkland that is available for getting
around the area means a lot to me.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Daniel
Flatow

MD

Daniel Flatow. First name is D-A-N-I-E-L, last name is F-L-A-T-O-W.
Okay. 8201 (inaudible) Street, Apartment (inaudible) Silver Spring
20910.
So I just want to say that I am anxious for something to be built and
working because I find given a choice that a train or a rail or every rail,
light rail, whatever, is more reliable than bus service.
Therefore, when I am near a station of such a train service and only
trains ride away from home base or where I have to go, I feel, you know,
less lost, less, you know, away, you know, more at home than if I have
to take a bus to get there.
You know, sometimes I feel so tempted, you know, you know, going
from downtown Silver Spring to downtown Bethesda it is much more
direct to take a bus. You might even say faster. But the thing is
sometimes I take the rails anyway simply because well, I just feel they
are more reliable and also sometimes the weather of course you need to
do it.
So I just hope that something can be built as soon as possible and
operational as soon as possible. In particular for me the Bethesda to
Silver Spring part of it would be most useful.
It would, compared to the Metro rail, it would be more direct than having
to go all the way to downtown Washington. Okay.
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Submission Content/Notes : Please see the letter sent to Governor O'Malley that I've cut and pasted
below.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this issue.
Sincerely,
Bob Fleshner

ROBERT FLESHNER
7025 ENDICOTT COURT
BETHESDA, MD 20817
301-229-9523
The Honorable Martin O'Malley
State House
Annapolis, MD 21401
Re: Comment on Purple Line DEIS-No Transit on the Trail
Dear Governor O'Malley:
I use the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT) on a regular basis both personally
and professionally. As a long time runner and cyclist, I use the trail for
recreation. When I worked in downtown DC from 2001-2005, I
commuted via
bicycle on the CCT. Now that I am a race director and personal trainer, I
take clients running and walking on the trail on a very consistent basis.
When I use the CCT, I see MD residents of all ages, races and physical
ability using it. We all share a love for the trail's tranquility and
beauty. If the Purple Line is built on the CCT all of the mature trees will
be permanently destroyed. You can believe all you want that trains and
recreational users can share the CCT, but it's simply not true. Should
the
State determine that it is going to be build the Purple Line because it is
necessary to ease congestion, you must understand that the trade off is
that
you will destroying one of the State's great treasures. Co-existence is
simply not possible.
Please consider what is best for us and for future generations. We need
to
preserve the rare open space that we have. Building the Purple Line will
not be a step in the right direction as far as the livability of this area
is concerned.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Robert Fleshner
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Robert
Fleshner
7025 Endicott Court
Bethesda
MD
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Fleshner 35214.pdf (100 kb)
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John
Floyd II
Royal Blue Ltd.
805 5th Street
Laurel
MD
20707
royalbluelimited@aol.com
Hello Mr Madden. We've been waiting a very long time for this project to
proceed and it mustn't be delayed any longer nor should it be watered
down into what's referred to as "Bus Rapid Transit". When B&O
Railroad's Georgetown Branch was rail-banked over a quarter-century
ago, it was understood that the line's right-of-way would be preserved for
future transit use. Please do not cave in to the Chevy Chase "NIMBY"
interests! Build the Purple Line as a proper light rail service along its
original route as intended. The longer this vitally-needed transport line is
put off, the higher the cost and greater the traffic congestion. Please,
build the Purple Line NOW! Thank you kindly, Captain John Floyd II,
Royal Blue Ltd.
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Mark
Fluggs
4416 Rosedale Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
MARKFLUGGE@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Climate Change Consultant Mark Flugge
Climate Change Consultant
4416 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Chris
Flynn
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CHRIS.FLYNN@AM.JLL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

For the past 10 years I have used the Capital Crescent Trail between
Chevy Chase and Bethesda on a daily basis, either daily exercise,
teaching my children to ride a bike, or go to Bethesda to shop, eat or see
a movie. The proposed purple line changing this trail would make it
more dangerous for any of these uses. Leave the trail alone and use the
outer purple line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Chris Flynn
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Francis
Flynn
3217 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
FRANK@GPTHREE.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
Myself and my family use the Capital Crescent Trail several times a
week. Almost daily my wife and myself use the trail to exercise and to
walk our dogs. We also use it instead of driving to run errands to the
grocery store, bank, and Starbucks that are located along Connecticut
Avenue. Often we will use it to walk or bike to Bethesda and beyond.
Our son uses it to get to and from BCC High School activities and to visit
friends that live toward Silver
Spring. This trail is a beautiful asset to our community. The beautiful
trees and views through the park are one of a kind. My favorite is from
the
trestle that crosses over Rock Creek.
I grew up along the trail and my family has lived here since 1961. We
moved back into my childhood home 10 years ago because our home
backs up to Rock Creek Park and all of the lovely trees and wildlife. All
of this will be lost if the Purple Line is built along this route. Traffic and
congestion will increase in our already busy area. I for one will stop
using the trail if I have to walk by trains. This will also increase risk to our
children who play in these areas and have to cross these tracks daily. I
will
consider moving out of the area since we will have lost all of the reasons
we moved back.
Please consider other alternatives to this present alignment.
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Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family and I (my wife and I have 3 boys ages 3.5, 2 and 1) moved to
Kerry Road about a year and a half ago. A large part of that move was
based on the Capital Crescent Trail because where we moved from we
could walk to nearly everything and did not have to schlep our kids into
cars to get a bite to eat. We use the Capital Crescent Trail in the same
way. We use it to walk to Bethesda at least once per week and more in
the spring, summer and fall. In addition, I run on the trail and would hate
to see it taken away for transportation purposes. I have lived in
Montgomery County all my life and do see the need for expansion of
roads/metro systems such as when the red line came in as well as the
inter-county connector (We used to live in Gaithersburg and are familiar
with this issue as well.) I attended the University of Maryland and was
there when the Metro came to College Park. In each of those instances,
the need for metro/road development seemed to be a necessity. Here,
there must be an alternative to building a light rail system in place of the
trail. How about trying a bus line first and then, if not successful but the
demand is there, go to plan B, instead of going all in on the first shot.
Seems like there are less intrusive and less costly mechanisms to solve
the perceived problem you are trying to address.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Patrick and Jessica
Flynn
8042 Glendale Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
flynn14@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Three years ago my wife and I purchased a house 1/2 mile from the
Capital Crescent Trail where it intersects with Connecticut Avenue. We
did this for many reasons but specifically so we could spend our spare
time using the the Trail (I was a user of the trail coming to Bethesda from
Downtown previously). Since then we have added one daughter and
are expecting a son in March. We find ourselves on the Trail a
minimum of 4 days per week, even in the Winter time! Our visits are
spent walking the dog, running with the jogging stroller, biking and
generally "moseying" down to Bethesda and taking in the fresh air. Not
infrequently we will feed our daughter snacks or lunch along the path. I
write this to paint a picture of some of the real people who are using the
Trail who do not want to see it effected by the Purple Line.
The Purple Line will destroy all of the tranquility, beauty, silence and true
purpose of the Trail. If all of the trees are removed for a train line they
will never be brought back...all of the peace, serenity and joy the trail
offers will be gone forever. Could you honestly expect people to pack up
their families and get on the trail to play, walk, jog, and stroll alongside
trains? Can you just see the image of little boys and girls walking up to
a fence along the trail and watching trains speeding by? What a sad
vision for this County and State.
My guess is many of those who are in favor of the Purple Line have
never stepped foot on it. I invite anyone who has not spent time on the
Trail to meet my family down there on a Saturday morning (breakfast on
me!)...we can stroll into Bethesda and you will truly get the feel for what
the Trail is all about; then we can take a few minutes to sit on a bench
and imagine doing all of that with trains speeding by! It certainly take all
of the enjoyment out of the activity that's for sure. And the most
senseless part is that there are very good, if not superior, alternatives!

There are many transit ideas that come and go, this is one that needs to
be taken off the table forever. Let's be smart and utilize other methods
which are less damaging to the residents, environment, users of the trail
and the local budget.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Ariel
Fogel
11111 Buckwood Lane
Rockville
MD
20852
Please! the purple line would really improve many people's lives and
provide an economic and green solution to the problem of commuting
from the red line to college park. In addition, it would create new job
opportunities for people in both areas
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Richard
Foltin
17 Scotch Mist Ct
Potomac
MD
20854
RTFANDOJF@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Richard Foltin
17 Scotch Mist Ct
Potomac, MD 20854
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Jessica
Fomalont
8493 Greenbelt Road, Apt T2
Greenbelt
MD
20770-2546
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Joseph, Frank_Fomalot, Jessica.pdf (73 kb)
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Vinicio
Fonseca
Odebrecht
1701 Pennsylvania Ave, Suite 300
Washington
DC
20006
VFONSECA@ODEBRECHT.COM
We must find another place to build the purple line. Our families would
be grateful for that.
Thanks.
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Yvonne
Foong
11114 Orleans Way
Kensington
MD
20895
YFCYBER@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yvonne Foong
11114 Orleans way
3rd Floor
Kensington, MD 20895
3012523555
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Cynthia
Forbes Cameron
1112 Holton Lane
Takoma Park
MD
20912
cmonkeydog1@hotmail.com
I strongly support light rail for the Purple Line. If a bus line is created, I
seriously doubt I would ever ride it. I'd much rather drive my own car
than sit on a bus. Light rail will be faster, cleaner, more modern, more
attractive, and overall more appealing.
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Beth
Forbes

MD
EAFORBES@AOL.COM
I have 3 comments on the DEIS for the Purple Line.
1) It seems as if the MTA has skewed the user statistics for the study by
limiting the NIH/BNMC users to those employees who currently live
along the Purple Line's route. If the Jones Bridge route is chosen,
current employees will move -- and the new employees will locate
themselves -- along the Purple Line's route. To use the current
addresses of the employees to justify an alignment which will be used
for many decades makes it seems as if the study was designed to favor
the routes which would not provide a direct connection to the NIH/BNMC
area.
2) Children in East Bethesda, especially those in middle school, use this
trail to travel to the Leland Recreation Center, their friends' homes, the
movie theaters, and pizza and ice cream stores without having to cross
the busy state highways. Without the ability to cross the trail where they
need to, the children will be forced to walk along and cross state
highways.
3) The Capital Crescent Trail is a linear park used by thousands of
people every week. People who live in the city need adequate public
transportation. They also need parks. We can have both a beautiful
park and adequate public transportation if the Jones Bridge Drive
alignment is chosen.
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Attachments :

Sharon
Ford
5209 Ashleigh Glen Court
Glenn Dale
MD
20769
I am opposed to this project based upon the limited participation that
Prince George's County has played in this process. This process
appears to have been driven exclusively by Mont. County w/ the
exception of College Park.
I am specifially concerned about the potential impact the light rail will
have on schools along the proposed line.
19.pdf (904 kb)
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E.M.
Forrest
5115 Dudley Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
I live in Bethesda and I think that the Purple Line will be an asset to our
county and will help Montgomery County and Maryland be green.
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Kate
Fothergill
4618 Rosedale Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
KFOTHERG@JHSPH.EDU
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to ask you to save the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region. In fact, we have had visitors from overseas who have noted how
impressed they are that we make such green trails a priority in the U.S.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Phillip
Fought
8201 Ellingson Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PHILFOUGHT@RCN.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
I have been cycling to work for 5 years, but from time to time I use public
transportation. I feel improved public transport is the best option for our
environmental future.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Phillip Fought
8201 ellingson drive
3rd Floor
chevy chase, MD 20815
301-906-1213
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Mary
Fowler
4974 Sentinel Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
MARYFOWLER@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear Governor, Montgomery County Executive and Other Officials
involved in Purple Line Decision-making:
My husband and I are frequent users of the Trail for recreation--we enjoy
daily walks on the Trail, which offers a peaceful setting in the midst of
the Maryland suburbs surrounding the nations capital. It is great having
woodlands so close at hand; walking the trail is an opportunity to destress and re-invigorate.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mary Fowler
4974 Sentinel Drive
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Pamela
Fowler
7320 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GARDNER.PAM@GMAIL.COM
I have lived in Chevy Chase Maryland for most of my 58 years, and
cherish its green tree canopy and community respect for green spaces. I
am appalled at the rush to clear cut trees and bring the Purple Line
within 10 feet of the Crescent Trail: what are we thinking here?
Maryland has ruined the Chesapeake Bay for generations to come by
disregarding environmental priorities. Development is spoiling much of
our state's precious woodland, farmland, and waters. Bethesda, which
was a comfortable small village when I was a child, has become a small
city, with all the drawbacks (crime, pollution, congestion) as well some of
the benefits (access to shopping, mostly) that accompany high density
urban areas.
Let us not abandon our good sense once again; Maryland needs to step
up to the challenge of the 21st century and be a leader in enlightened
development. Sacrificing the Crescent Trail and its protective zoning to
the hypothetical small advantage to some citizens in terms of
transportation speed between Silver Spring and Bethesda makes no
sense; what may partially benefit a relatively small demographic will rob
everyone of a unique resource.
There are options on the table, like the Jones Mill Road bus service,
which offer a sane and safe compromise.
Please, please consider carefully before you betray so many voters'
confidence in Maryland's legislative progressivism and the wildlife and
plant life which will go down before the construction vehicles brutalizing
our landscape.
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Vincenzo
Fragomeni
13808 Turnmore Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
Vfragomeni@gmail.com
Fragomeni 35370.pdf (105 kb)
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Aaron
Frankl
4317 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
AFRANKL@STANFORD.EDU
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10’
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joe
Frankl
4317 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
JOEFF53@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff, County
Executive Isiah Leggett, Chairman Royce Hanson, Council President
Mike Knapp,
With the increasing urbanization of lower Montgomery County and smart
growth, it would be short-sighted to destroy an irreplaceable green
corridor such as the Capital Crescent Trail for the Purple Line. A
treeless bike lane next to a transitway is no replacement for tranquil
greenspace. While we can put transit in another location, we cannot put
this beautiful trail anywhere else. Think of the long term benefits for
generations to come in saving this exceptional natural Trail that is used
by tens of thousands of walkers and bikers of all ages and abilities.
Loss of this safe and inviting trail will result in less exercise and fresh
air for everyone -- especially for families, children, and the elderly.
I urge you to re-think the Purple Line. It's time to stop putting developers
first and recognize that greenspace is a priority in lower Montgomery
County. The public wants this, and now we need our elected officials to
put their minds to it. We need to consider the Jones Bridge Road
alternative, which is given short shrift in the Purple Line DEIS, and we
should consider any other alternatives that have been shoved aside with
the pre-conception that the Purple Line has to be on the Trail simply
because twenty years ago our public officials could not conceive of how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become.
We can have transit and save this greenspace if there is the will to do
this. I urge you to show some visionary leadership and help us
accomplish this goal.
Sincerely,
Joe Frankl
4317 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD
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Joseph
Frankl

Chevy Chase
MD
JOEFF53@VERIZON.NET
Dear Sir/Madam:
In your consideration of the Purple Line--location and mode--please
keep in mind that project manager Mike Madden testified before the
Montgomery County Council that most trips on the proposed Purple LIne
were projected to be short trips--to get to Metro stations. Is it fiscally
responsible to spend $1.5 billion (which is undoubtedly a lowball figure)
for a light rail when an improved bus system could serve this function at
far lower cost?
Furthermore, the DEIS simply disregards the Georgetown
Branch/Capital Crescent Trail as an environmental asset to be taken into
consideration. And, it relies on "junk engineering" by ignoring the
environmental harm caused by the generation of electricity to power the
system. (Oh, but that's caused by burning coal in places like West
Virginia, so why should we care?)
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Leah B.
Frankl

MD
LEAH.FRANKL@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sandra
Franklin
14 Monroe Street #202
Rockville
MD
20850-2530
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Juliette May.pdf (71 kb)
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Shannon
Franks
6212-D Westchester Park Drive
College Park
MD
20740
shabba4000@aol.com
I would be a great supportor of the construction of the Purlple line and
hope that it is build.
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Bill
Franz

MD
B.FRANZ@VERIZON.NET
Keep the Purple Line on the current streets.

Please save this wonderful jewel!

The Georgetown Branch serves as a spot of serenity within the growing
urbanization of Bethesda.

Run transportation to the new Walter Reed Hospital! That’s where most
riders will be going!
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Lee
Frazier
6407 62nd Place
Riverdale
MD
20737
ISLEEFR1@VERIZON.NET
the peple in collage park want it.Where they live. the collage park
campus do not want it.
I live riverdale hills .We get to are home is off ofrt 410 or
riverdale.When it rain cars are line up from b&wparkway to rt 201 at
5mile per hr.Riverdale RD.can not any more car.
The state said that will be no money till year 1020. Wise spen
moneynow?
my nane is.
Lee Frazier
6407 62nd PL.
Riverdale md.
20737
E mail isleefr1@verizon.net
thank you.
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Brian
Fredieu, Esq.
4700 Bradley Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
FREDIEU4@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear MTA officials,
I wanted to write to you to let you know I urge you to support the
development of a "purple line" connecting the two legs of the Red Line
as well as other lines. I live in Chevy Chase and work in Silver Spring.
Taking the Metro to work is highly inconvenient and too long a commute.
Instead I either bus or drive to work. Adding a "purple line" would
significantly reduce traffic along East West Highway and reduce the
strain on commuters traveling North on Wisconsin Ave and Connecticut
Ave who are trying to reach 495. This would result in less traffic, less
cars on the road, less pollution and safer commutes. Also, it would
increase revenue to Silver Spring and Rockville as their Downtown
Areas would be more readily accessible to those who live on the outer
reaches of the Metro in Montgomery and Prince George's County. It
would also reduce traffic in my neighborhood. NOAA is the largest
employer in Silver Spring, provide employees an alternative, easier and
more convenient way to travel to work would be very beneficial to
thousands of people.
Thank you,
Brian Fredieu, Esq.
4700 Bradley Blvd
Chevy Chase, MD
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Megan
Freeland Raymond
5525 Pembroke Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
MEGANRAYMOND@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Subject: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the Trail
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a resident of Bethesda who uses the Capital Crescent Trail on a
regular basis. The trail is one of the primary reasons I chose to locate in
Bethesda rather than in Northern Virginia. I originally "discovered"
Bethesda because of my grandmother, Caroline Freeland, after whom
the park/playground in downtown Bethesda was named. Decades ago,
she was the chair of the Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission and a member of the National Capital Planning
Commission and the C&O Canal National Historical Park Commission. I
have stayed here, in large part, because of the easy access of the trail. I
can only imagine that she would have been as distressed as I over the
proposal to put rail transit along, perhaps, Bethesda's most valuable
gem, the Capital Crescent Trail. I run on the trail on a regular basis. I
have also gone inline skating on the trail and used it to bicycle to
Georgetown. It is a welcome green space and tranquil space in an
increasingly crowded metropolitan area. Tearing down trees and
running frequent trains along the trail would destroy the tranquility of the
trail and the enjoyment I get from its use. I would not use a trail with a
train running frequently along it. The trail also functions as a wonderful
destination that brings people together (e.g., running groups)- it is one of
those rare and incredibly valuable public spaces.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David
Freeman, PsyD
Community Connections, Inc.
801 Pennsylvania Ave., SE
Washington
DC
20003
DFREEMAN@CCDC1.ORG
We need the LIGHT RAIL Purple LINE!

David Freeman, PsyD
Associate Clinical Director
Community Connections, Inc.
801 Pennsylvania Ave. SE #201
Washington, DC 20003
202-281-2934
dfreeman@ccdc1.org
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George
French
510 Albany Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Submission Content/Notes : George French from Takoma park. G-E-O-R-G-E, F-R-E-N-C-H. I have
many concerns about the proposed purple line project. I believe the
trolley would introduce more congestion, more development and more
traffic to the region in an escalating spiral of unsustainable growth.
The pressure to develop high density around transit stations is
significant. We see it happening at the Takoma Metro Station where
Wamada is selling off parkland and jeopardizing transit access and
future expansion to accommodate developer EYA who is planning to
build 86 townhouses with 2-car garages.
This is also evident at the Silver Spring Metro station where among a
dozen new development projects developer home properties just
received planning board approval to tear down 182 units of the historic
and affordable Fauklin Garden Apartments and replace them with 1,060
units of high density residential towers with hundreds of parking spaces.
All the mature trees and natural vegetation and the original contours of
the land will be scraped flat. The DEIS shows the purple line's inability to
alleviate traffic congestion. This project is just an excuse for increased
development.
One of the goals of the Long Branch Task Force is the redevelopment of
that area and some members are pleased about the prospects of the
purple line acting as a catalyst for growth.
But what is at stake? Is this vibrant, multi-cultural community of heritage
shopping centers containing small, independent ethnic businesses and
affordable garden apartments.
The same is true of the predominantly Hispanic community of the
Takoma Langley Crossroads where residents and business owners are
fearful of gentrification that redevelopment would bring and the purple
line would boost. See last week's Gazette article.
The purple line is pitting community against community and neighbor
against neighbor. Takoma Park vetoed the study of the purple line
alignments through the city. We should be sympathetic to our neighbors
in Silver Spring Park and in other East Silver Spring communities.
Who better to judge the negative aspects and questionable benefit of
this colossal project than the people who would be most impacted?
I have noted vast numbers of yard signs along the proposed alignments
in opposition. I would hope people would put themselves in the shoes of
the majority of people who face the greatest impacts.
I'm concerned that the MTA has pumped up ridership figures to
unrealistic levels, and when these figures don't meet expectations, there
will be additional pressure to develop the purple line corridor and
beyond.
This is not smart growth, it is compounded growth. There is no compact
that - density around here to prevent sprawl in the up county. The ICC
will assure sprawl in the midcounty areas.
We have a terrific bus system at a reasonable fare. We have no idea
what the trolley fare would cost. If you live between purple line stops,
your bus service may be diminished with buses running less frequently
and transporting you to the nearest trolley station instead of the transit
center and an extra transfer in both directions.

I'll end by saying I'm taking all this into consideration and I support the
no build or a modified TSM alternative.
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Danielle
Fresquez
12502 Villlage Square Terrace
Rockville
MD
20852
INDIAN_WILLOW87@YAHOO.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Danielle fresquez
12502 village sq terr #302
rockville, MD 20852
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Julie
Friauf
3109 Woodhollow Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JULIEFRIAUF@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I enjoy riding our bicycles on the trail where the Purple
Line has been proposed to run. The greatest thing about this trail is that,
despite living inside the Beltway in the heart of a very large city, I can
ride my bicycle among trees, birds, and other wildlife, and feel like I am
out in the country. I used to live in Los Angeles, California, where the
city planners did not set aside very much parkland or biking trails for
people to commute to work or for leisure time. That's exactly why I like
this area so much more. One of my favorite summertime activities is
riding my bicycle from my house over to Bethesda to enjoy dinner there.
My family gets exercise, both going and coming home, and I don't have
to worry about finding a parking space. I am also proud that my family is
not polluting the air when we do this.
If the Purple Line is run along the trail, the bike ride won't be enjoyable
with all the trees and wildlife gone. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE don't
run the train alongside the trail! The Purple Line needs to either go
underground, like they did with the Metro Red Line running up to
Glenmont, or along the Beltway, between the inner and outer loop, like
they do in Los Angeles.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ken
Friauf
3109 Woodhollow Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KAF@A1IS.COM
January 10, 2009
To whom it may concern:
I believe that the best option is an underground rail system, not one that
would use the Capital Crescent Trail. If you look at many of the large
cities in the world, mass rail transit is underground. Some cities I have
visited where the subway was below ground: Moscow, Leningrad,
Munich, Paris, and Washington DC. When I visited Leningrad even at
10 pm, if you waited 2 minutes, yes, 2minutes, you waited a long time for
a subway train, for one was coming at least every 90 seconds. Who
needs a car with that kind of service?
The advantages of going underground are:
Very little weather related problems such as ice and snow, and it is
immune to traffic problems such as cars blocking the way.
Noise disturbance to existing residential neighborhoods is minimized.
Metro on both sides of the red line is underground except for where
there was a frequent functioning and still functioning railroad right of
way. The Capital Crescent Trail, though a railroad right of way, was
seldom used in the last thirty years, before being turned into a hiker /
biker path that is used by many, many people including me.
If the volumes of letters, emails, and signatures provide a clue, the
Capital Crescent Trail is well liked and used by many people as it stands
today. Putting the rail line underground will preserve the peaceful, treelined path for future generations to come.

Attachments :

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. Please vote to preserve
the Capital Crescent trail as it stands today.
Friauf_Ken.pdf (9 kb)

January 10, 2009
To whom it may concern:
I believe that the best option is an underground rail system, not one that would use the
Capital Crescent Trail. If you look at many of the large cities in the world, mass rail
transit is underground. Some cities I have visited where the subway was below ground:
Moscow, Leningrad, Munich, Paris, and Washington DC. When I visited Leningrad even
at 10 pm, if you waited 2 minutes, yes, 2minutes, you waited a long time for a subway
train, for one was coming at least every 90 seconds. Who needs a car with that kind of
service?
The advantages of going underground are:
Very little weather related problems such as ice and snow, and it is immune to
traffic problems such as cars blocking the way.
Noise disturbance to existing residential neighborhoods is minimized. Metro on
both sides of the red line is underground except for where there was a frequent
functioning and still functioning railroad right of way. The Capital Crescent
Trail, though a railroad right of way, was seldom used in the last thirty years,
before being turned into a hiker / biker path that is used by many, many people
including me.
If the volumes of letters, emails, and signatures provide a clue, the Capital
Crescent Trail is well liked and used by many people as it stands today. Putting
the rail line underground will preserve the peaceful, tree-lined path for future
generations to come.
Thank you for taking the time to read my letter. Please vote to preserve the Capital
Crescent trail as it stands today.
Sincerely,

Ken Friauf
3109 Woodhollow Drive
Chevy Chase, Maryland
20815
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Aron
Friedman
3223 Farmington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ARONATRR@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Crescent Trail to ride my bike to work, which allows me to save
gas, avoid dangerous traffic on the roads and enjoy the scenic beauty of
the trail. It also reduces the traffic on the roads for other commuters as
well as my carbon footprint, which helps the whole world. There is no
easy way to ride a bike in that direction without the trail. East West
Highway doesn't even have a sidewalk the whole way and riding on the
narrow sidewalk is very dangerous with pedestrians, cars pulling out of
driveways and cars turning from side streets without looking for
oncoming cycle traffic. Therefore, loss of the trail will put me back in a
car on the road having a negative effect for everyone.
My family also enjoys using the trail to walk, run or bike on the
weekends and it is an easy way for us to get to Bethesda without having
to use or park a car there.
Studies have shown that even though the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring is unpaved, more than 10,000 walkers and
bikers traversed it weekly -- as of 2006 -- and that number is growing
steadily. Trail users come in all sizes, ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. Families with small children on bikes, parents with strollers, the
elderly, teenagers, dog walkers, high speed bikers -- all use the Trail.
Trail users come from all over the region.
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge:
The impact of cutting down all the trees and running trains or buses
about 10' from families, children and the elderly is huge.
The impact of permanently closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail use, or
at best, putting the Trail above the trains in the Tunnel is huge.
The impact of parking trains awaiting maintenance next to Giffords Ice
Cream and the Landmark Theater -- or running buses through there -- is
huge.
Even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent
Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the
State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective evaluation
of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses along
the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". And yet, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair nor
complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives that
would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the Capital
Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one
to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are
technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of

way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a
natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Now, it is time for our public officials to take a new, fresh and unbiased
look at where transit should best be located, and reflect the current
transportation needs of the entire county.
There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the Bus Rapid Transit alternatives on Jones Bridge
Road in the AA/DEIS: the opportunity to provide for good east-west
transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
in a cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.
In any event, it is essential that our public officials grasp the value that
residents place on preserving our irreplaceable trees and beautiful
recreational greenspace in lower Montgomery County.
Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates to
transit along the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow. While
there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former transit
corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously ran in
the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a single
track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple Line,
this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks and
a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and

dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a
trail, that doesn’t absolve the State from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting transit in this location.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A
transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community cohesion
and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,

Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail
above the Trains in the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The high-cost
light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would
also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps
high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly, etc.would find this
Tunnel passage difficult.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream and
the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There Using the
open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail Track" for
trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance and safety of
this open space, which is an important amenity in the heart of downtown
Bethesda.
11. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how many
of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where light rail
trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis of the
impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave
concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so
transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the
Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Aron Friedman
3223 Farmington Drive

Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Diana
Friedman

Takoma Park
MD
20912
Love the purple line!! Go forward. You can put it in my backyard if you
want. Please put it on Wayne--do Not tunnel through Silver Spring
avenue unless you compensate those people for their backyards. Make
lots of stops. Make it affordable. Streetscape University boulevard and
Wayne avenue and put in bike paths so people will get out of their cars.
Show Washington DC what public transit can do for the suburbs
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Jane M.
Friedman
4823 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
UMINES@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
and Council President Andrews:
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Please understand that I am not opposed to modernized and speedy
transportation between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I strongly believe
that the best way to build that transportation is either underground or by
bus from Silver Spring to NIH or to the Bethesda Metro area.
Bringing a light rail along the Crescent Trail into the center of
downtown Bethesda, endangering the lives of bikers, not to speak of the
Trail itself, is a very bad idea.
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Julie
Friedman
12401 Eastbourne Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Public transit is the most
efficient, least pollution type of transportation, and uses up less land
than building new roads.
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Robert
Friedman
7911 Lynbrook Drive.
Bethesda
MD
20814
RDFRIEDMAN@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp, and others,
I am a resident of Montgomery County, and I write to express my
support for maintaining the Georgetown Branch Trail as a great public
amenity. I use the trail on a regular basis, mostly walking and bicycling.
I value my neighborhood in large part because it affords me access to
this trail.
I have followed the discussion over the Purple Line for a number of
years now, and remain convinced that the trail has been consistently
undervalued at every stage of the development of this project. Instead
of giving it its true worth, evaluations routinely relegate it to an
afterthought. The current DEIS is no exception. Where is the
consideration of the number of users that the trail has, its worth to the
neighborhoods it crosses, and the effect that will be produced by the
destruction of trees necessary to build the Purple Line? A trail that
accompanies the rail is no substitute for this wonderful linear park that
has attracted so many users over the years.
To have a green space like this in dense urban neighborhoods, is
nothing short of a treasure. As our urban neighborhoods grow, a
recreational trail like the one that now exists becomes even more
important. Every person from outside our metropolitan area who I have
introduced to the trail has raved over its beauty and wished they had its
equal in their neighborhood.
I urge you to find a way to save this great trail. Once gone, it is lost
forever.
Thank you for your consideration,
Robert Friedman
7911 Lynbrook Dr.
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Julius W.
Friend
7215 Rollingwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JWFRIEND@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sirs:
As a bicyclist who uses the Crescent trail between Jones
bridge road and Bethesda 3-4 times a week, I am deeply concerned
about
the plans to destroy the trail in order to build a rail line. It is
nonsense to maintain that the rail line and the trail are
compatible--the trail is narrow, bordered by trees and with high
ridges behind. The new combined trail/rail line would at best be a
featureless box.
Can we afford a rail line that is estimated to cost $1.2 billion,
when we know how costs expand? The present bridge across Rock
Creek
cost several hundred thousand dollars.One fit for light rail would be
double or triple that by itself.
The proposed rail line dumps users in Bethesda; a bus line would
bring them to the Medical Center and connect with its Metro line. Yes,
it would be slower, but it is also slower to go from Woodmont Ave. to
the Medical Center.
Neither solution is ideal. But ecology, cost, practicality all
call for the bus line. Think about it.
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Mathias
Frisch
7609 Marbury Rd
Bethesda
MD
20817
mfrisch@umd.edu
Both my wife and I commute from Bethesda to the University of
Maryland at College Park (as do several of our colleagues). We usually
take the metro, despite the lengthy commute time into DC and back out
again.
During the few times when we take the car, we are amazed at the traffic
on the beltway between College Park and the Bethesda exits. The
Purple Line seems desperately needed, not least to reduce CO2
emissions contributed by the Wash Metro Area.
We can't wait for the Purple Line finally to become a reality!
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Mathias
Frisch
7609 Marbury Rd
Bethesda
MD
20817
mfrisch@umd.edu

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a LIGHT RAIL Purple Line.

I am a resident of Montgomery County and work at the University of
Maryland. I would use the Purple Line as my primary method of
commuting.
(Currently I am frequently taking the metro through DC, sometimes I am
driving for time reasons, which I would stop completely once the Purple
Line is built, and occasionally I commute by bike along the Georgetown
Branch Trail).
I want to add the following comments:
1) I am well familiar with the Georgetown Branch trail, and greatly
appreciate the existence of this off-road trail. I do not think the trail
would be degraded in either its recreational value or its value as an
environmentally friendly commuter route, if a light rail was built alongside
it. (After all, the trail is not a backcountry trail!) I do, however,think that
the trail would suffer tremendously if a BUS route was built alongside the
trail. Buses are noisier and pollute locally. Light rail could ideally be
powered by electricity generated from 'green' resources.
2) I am well familiar with light rail--I spend many summers in Munich,
Germany, which has an extensive light rail system (in addition to an
extensive subway and suburban train system.) The light rail runs at
grade, often on streets and even through the downtown pedestrian mall.
It is extremely safe, quiet and clean and does in no way deteriorate or
negatively impact the roads and places it runs through. (There is also
light rail in the neighbouring city of Augsburg running right through the
historical section of town, dating from the 16th and 17th centuries--in no
way does the light rail impact the neighborhoods it runs through
negatively, but it greatly enhances the city's livability.)
I suspect that many of the opponents of light rail are opponents simply
out of ignorance and have no first hand experience with light rail, and
have no experience with how quiet, clean, and safe light rail is.)
3) I have extensive experience with using public transport. To my mind
there is a huge difference in comfort and the quality of service between
even the best bus service and light rail. I have tried using the bus
service from Bethesda to College Park, and aside from the commute
time (which would not be an issue if a dedicated bus route were built)
the ride itself is a pretty awful experience--riding over potholes (of which
there are many!) is accompanied by loud clanking noises and the ride is
overall far less smooth and enjoyable than a ride with light rail. I like to
do some work during my commute--one of the advantages of using
public transport over driving, and working on the Bethesda-College Park
bus is simply not possible.
I for one would not be inclined to use a bus as regularly as I would use
light rail. (There must be research on this,but I suspect that a dedicated
bus route would result in a far smaller reduction in vehicle traffic than a
light rail.)
4) In light of my previous remark, I think a light rail would be a far more
forward looking alternative, a transit option truly for the 21st century that
makes a significant contribution to reducing greenhouse-gas emissions,
while a dedicated bus route would be a timid stop-gap measure.
Sincerely,
Prof. Mathias Frisch
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Ashley
Frost
430 Ridge Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770
afrost@smcmail.com
Frost 35863.pdf (105 kb)
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Sandei
Frye
217 Lakeside Drive, T3
Greenbelt
MD
20770
goldeiham@aol.com
Frye 35547.pdf (106 kb)
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Lily
Fu
13301 Keating Street
Rockville
MD
20853
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Alisha Creel.pdf (93 kb)
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Jeff
Fuge
Jeffrey C. Fuge & Associates, Inc.

MD
FUGE@EROLS.COM
PLEASE SAVE THE TRAIL AND OUR MONEY
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Nadine
Fugier
4225 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NFMEL@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!

Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
&nb sp;
I live right behind the trail and love walking my dog there. I enjoy the
quietness it provides, I enjoy watching people biking and walking along
the beautiful path, Ienjoy the beautiful trees...
There are actually hundreds of them who use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every day. They are elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Deborah Huguely
Fulmer
MARRIOTT INTERNATIONAL
1 Marriott Drive
Washington
DC
20058
DEBORAH.HUGUELY@MARRIOTT.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
A residence of Bethesda, I have the wonderful opportunity to enjoy the
Capital Crescent Trail weekly with my family. Whether it be on walks or
a ride on our bikes, my husband and I take our 20 month daughter out
on the trail to explore, get some exercise and fresh air. After breakfast
on the weekends, she walks to our back doors and states “trail”. This is
her way of expressing that she is ready for an adventure on the trail. I
would hate to lose the opportunity our family has to explore and be
together if the Purple Line comes to fruition.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Todd
Fulmer

Bethesda
MD
TFULMER@SANFORDCAPITAL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

A residence of Bethesda, I have the wonderful opportunity to enjoy the
Capital Crescent Trail weekly with my family. Whether it be on a walk or
a ride on our bikes, my wife and I take our daughter out on the trail to
explore, get some exercise and fresh air. We usually use the trail every
weekend and would hate to lose the opportunity our family has to
explore and be together if the Purple Line comes.
I also use the trail to commute to work, it’s a short 10 minute bike ride or
a 20-25 minute walk. I am originally from the rural neck of Pennsylvania,
-so for me to enjoy the little woods/ park trail to and from work is very
relaxing. If the purple line takes its place over the trail, I think I would
rather sit in traffic for 2 hours than listen to a metro screaming over my
head.
I also believe that Chevy Chase/ Bethesda/ Silver Spring are beautiful
cites in their own right and with an above ground metro running through
them become a lot less appealing. Don’t ruin the beauty of 3 cites, a
beautiful Trail, Golf courses, and Rock Creek Park. Trust me this is the
last thing people who reside in these cites want to see.
I have also had some employees that travel from the Silver Spring area
to Bethesda and have never complained about the commute. Also in my
travels on East-West Highway I hardly every find traffic problems
traveling each way. There are a lot of other traffic problems around
Maryland that deserve more attention than Silver Spring to Bethesda.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Monica
Fulvio
103 E. Indian Spring Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20901
mfulvio@gmail.com
I would love to see the dedicated-rail light rail version of the Purple Line
built. I would use it for trips I already make on public trans- like
commuting to work- and would be more inclined to visit Bethesda &
Rockville from where I live in Silver Spring.
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Monica
Fulvio
103 E. Indian Spring Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
mfulvio@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Purple Line People,
I'm writing to express my support for the Purple Line-- preferably the
high-investment light rail with a dedicated lane option.
I use public transit to get to work at Thomas Circle, but I currently have
to take a very time consuming bus or get a ride to the Silver Spring
Metro station; I don't own a car. The Purple Line would allow
me to get to work more easily, and without using a car. I also
would like to be able to get to Bethesda & Rockville via public transit...
in less than an hour.
Our future is in public transit, and the addition of the purple line would
make DC's already fairly strong public transit system far more accessible
to Maryland residents-- especially those who don't currently have the
good fortune to live right next to the Red Line.
Best regards,
Monica Fulvio
103 E Indian Spring Dr
Silver Spring, MD 20901
If you are able to make it, please attend SATURDAY's Purple Line
hearing in Takoma Park/Silver Spring.
As you may have already heard, the Town of Chevy Chase has spent
nearly $400,000 out of the town's tax coffers to hire consultants to try
and derail this critical piece to solving our region's environmental, traffic
and transportation challenges. Now that we have gained substantial
momentum toward making the Purple Line a reality, they have now
authorized nearly $100,000 to hire a big law firm to obstruct the project.
This proves what we have suspected all along -- that the Town's
proposal to re-route the Purple Line along Jones Bridge Road using a
bus-system instead of light rail, is a stalking horse for killing the project.
We fully expect the opponents to have a large presence this Saturday.
We need all who support making the Purple Line a reality to come out
and stand with us. Details on the event are copied below -- but if you
cannot make it, please at least send a letter to testimony@purpleline.info
with "Purple Line DEIS" in the subject line and your name/address in the
body, explaining why you support the project.
Thanks for your support!
David Moon
Campaign Coordinator
Purple Line NOW!
Saturday, November 22
Montgomery College
Takoma Park/Silver Spring Campus
Falcon Hall
7600 Takoma Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
Open House Starts: 12:30 pm
Public Hearing: 1:00 - 5:00 pm
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Jennifer
Furlano
4017 8th Street, NE
Washington
DC
20017
JENNIFER.FURLANO@GALLAUDET.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

When the weather gets warm, I go out to bike for fun and for
communiting to work. I often ask friends to try many trails with me.
They gladly go with me. Often they bring their friends and children and
surprise how beautiful and safe the trails are. The cars stop at every
cross trail so we feel comfortable bringing the young children. We feel
that should be preserved for our many generations to come. Thank you.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Allan
Fye
112 Pasture Side Place
Rockville
MD
20850
I think that the high-end light rail version is the best choice. It provides
teh quickest times and can operate in its own right-of-way. The link is
long overdue and beats driving in crazy, agressive traffic on the beltway
and other local streets. Please fund and build this even though we are
in tight financial times. Stuff like this will help end the recession and
leave a long-lasting, positive impact for our area.
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Gregory G.
Gagarin
Knorr Brake Corporation
9220 Levelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD

Wrttn Tstmny. GG.Gagarin.pdf (3 mb)
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Gregory
Gagarin
Park View Citizens Assoc.
9220 Levelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Gregory Gagarin. That's G-R-E-G-O-R-Y, G-A-G-A-R-I-N. I
live at 9220 LeVelle Drive in Chevy Chase since 1960. In 1972, I started
Knorr Brake Cooperation, a subsidiary driven company in Rockville and
was appointed as president. Within the next years, our company
supplied braking systems to 90 percent of the new street car projects in
the United States and we have grown since then.
I compliment Mike Madden and the staff of MTA for the AADEIS. It's a
tremendous amount of work as done on this report and let's hope it
brings us closer together through an operating Purple Line, which I have
been hoping for for the last 20 or more years.
I'd like to go back to the history. In the District of Columbia, Capitol
Transit, later known as D.C. Transit, were private companies. By federal
government edict, D.C. Transit had to convert to buses in the early 60's.
At that time, I had an office on 13th and Pennsylvania Avenue. My
secretary lived in the Adams Morgan section.
The day of conversion from the streetcar to bus and from then on, her
commute in that short, relatively short distance, took 15 minutes longer
each way. The bus had no advantage over the trolley car at that time
and I don't see it today. On environmental considerations, air quality,
regardless of the fuel used and internal combustion engines used on
buses omits a gas. A trolley car driven by electric motors does not
pollute. The noise. Noise made by a light rail vehicle is mainly comes
from the air compressor and from wheel- rail interaction.
Federal standards require that noise generated by an LRV may not more
than your home air conditioner at the property line. The LRV today is
silent. Trees. The right-of -way owned by the B & O Railroad was kept
clear. Since the state is taking over, little or any maintenance has been
done.
So, with the little time left, I'll say this. That I had, the BRT on Jones
Bridge Road can not improve people mobility. Between Jones Mill and
Wisconsin Avenue, 1.8 miles, there are five traffic lights, an elementary
school, 15 street intersections, many of which are dead-end, thus
requiring left turns to enter or to leave. Therefore, BRT should not even
be considered for this route.
The LRV's using the exact existing right-of-way from Bethesda to Silver
Spring would improve the hiker/biker recreational path and reduce travel
time, be more attractive. We support the LRV plan. Thank you.
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Kit
Gage
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
kgage@verizon.net
Dear friends
I’ve lived generally in the DC and Montgomery County environs most of
my adult life, since 1973. So I lived in DC before the subway and have
seen the enormous difference made by having a subway rather than just
buses. I used to use buses to commute. But after the subway,
whenever I have been able to, I use the subway for commuting and for
trips to congested downtown areas where it’s difficult to park.

The difference between bus and subway use is tremendous, in traffic
congestion, in quality of life, in perception as well as reality. Having a
dedicated line is key I believe. Currently, even though there are buses
between Silver Spring and Bethesda, and between Silver Spring and
College Park (and very long way around subways), I never use the
buses as it’s just as easy and much quicker to drive. But if there was a
dedicated light rail line I believe I would take those to either destination,
and especially as I get older. It’s getting particularly congested to drive
from our home to College Park, and that will only increase, rendering a
quick rail line route of particular utility in that direction and serving a
particularly needy community with less access to private vehicles.

Montgomery County talks about emphasizing mass transit, but until
there is a convenient, quicker and more energy efficient alternative to
driving, that connects the major population hubs, people won’t tend to
use it. We can make a plan even in these tough economic times that will
benefit large segments of the area for decades to come by this single
decision.

Thank you for your serious consideration of light rail.

Kit Gage
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Kit Gage and
Steve Metalitz
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
KGAGE@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Subject: Purple Line AA/DEIS
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:

We were delighted that the Montgomery County Planning Department
staff joined the large list of those who support using the medium Light
Rail option, and using the Master Plan alignment for the possible Purple
Line in Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties.

In particular, we agree with using:
The Georgetown Branch alignment between Silver Spring and
Bethesda,
A completed hiker-biker trail which would include the Air Rights
Tunnel in Bethesda and the Transit Center in Silver Spring – the latter
being a particularly critical feature,
A downtown stop in Silver Spring near Fenton Street that would
be integrated into the future Silver Spring Library.

We disagree with a decision not to recommend a stop at Wayne Ave
and Dale Drive, as we believe it would be an important addition near the
elementary and middle schools at that intersection, and would be well
served by surrounding neighborhoods.

Please help us encourage Governor O’Malley to facilitate the
development of this Light Rail Purple Line project.

Sincerely,

Kit Gage
Steve Metalitz
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Joel
Gagliardi
6204 Forest Road
Cheverly
MD
20785
GAGLIARDI_JOEL@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line.
I live in Prince George's County and would use the line
primarily to travel locally to Riverdale, the University of
Maryland and Langley Park. On rare occasions I may travel to
Silver Spring on this line.
I think this line will provide sensible travel options for
Montgomery County residents who would like a stress-free commute
to such high-quaility as the University of Maryland and the
M-Square research park, NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center, the two
FDA campuses in Riverdale, USDA-APHIS, the IRS and the many
other public and private employers along the proposed line.
For purposes of encouraging use adoption, and reliability, the
system should rely on rail and if possible not be subject to the
vagaries of on-road traffic such as trucks, passenger vehicles,
school buses and local package and business deliveries.
To reiterate, I would use this line mostly for travel in Prince
George's County and so construction should focus on the New
Carrollton, Riverdale and College Park/University of Maryland
stations FIRST with potential for extension elsewhere. This leg
will provide necessary access for commuters who take MARC and
AMTRAK and provide additional connection to two airports, DCH
and BWI using only train travel.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide comments.

Sincerely,
Joel Gagliardi
6204 Forest Road
Cheverly, MD 20785
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Laura
Gaige

MD
BLUBCHFISH@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Capital Crescent Trail User
Laura
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Ms. R.
Gaines
P.O. Box 185
Eatontown
NJ
07724
rgaines@brookdalecc.edu
I am interviewing for a teaching job in La Plata, Maryland. If hired, I
would like to live in the Bowie area, close to family. Aside from driving,
how would I commute to La Plata?
Does Maryland transit go that far?
Thank you for your assistance.
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Ken
Galbraith

MD
KENNETH.GALBRAITH@VERIZON.NET
Dear Sir, Madam, Governor, and all concerned Legislators,
Please do not destroy the Capital Crescent Trail by putting the Purple
Line on it. I and my family use the trail regularly and we treasure it
greatly. The Purple Line will mar this wonderful asset beyond
recognition and thereby diminish the quality of life for those of us who
live, work and play in lower Montgomery County.
We have plenty of roads, but only one Trail. Let's put the Purple Line on
one of them and Save the Trail.
This will be a voting issue for me. I will vote against anyone who comes
within a country mile of this horrendous deal.
Save the Trail,
Ken Galbraith
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Ken
Galbraith

MD
KENNETH.GALBRAITH@VERIZON.NET
Everyone,
Once again I would like to beseech you to put the Purple Line on
existing roads or underground. Please do not put it on The Capital
Crescent Trail. That would destroy the trail.
We have only one hiking/biking trail that connects Silver Spring to
Bethesda and beyond. We have lots of roads. Let's put the Purple Line
where it belongs: on roads or underground. Let's not destroy the one
and only Capital Crescent Trail.
Once again: this is a voting issue for me. Any legislator who destroys
the Trail will go on my permanent "vote against" list.
Save The Trail
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Morgan
Gale
7010 Wake Forest Dr
College Park
MD
20740
Morgan Gale, M-O-R-G-A-N, G-A-L-E. A 9.5 year resident of Prince
George's County. I have been in the Washington region since 1963.
There is one thing that needs addressing. It's the ability to travel just that
route between Bethesda going over to New Carrollton.
It makes it exceedingly difficult to do shopping in areas that you want to
go to in a timely manner.
Additionally, the alignment that the University would prefer seems to be
universally opposed by everybody but the University which seems rather
strange.
Transit alternatives need to address where most people go on campus
where the current Campus Drive is. If they want to make a case that
they should have an alternative alignment, they have not made it to date,
either publicly here or anywhere else.
The alignment that goes down Paint Branch Parkway and goes down
River Road will address some businesses and some new buildings that
have been built there which need access to public transportation
because they have adequate parking, and those are a lot of cars on the
road that don't need to be there.
So this alternative is a very good one. I personally support the light rail
solution because if, for lack of a better word, it's sexy, it's fun. It actually
encourages people to ride.
Buses serve a useful service, but they don't have that certain --. Thank
you.
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Meghan
Galer

MD
MEGHAN.GALER@GMAIL.COM
To: My Elected Officials and Other Concerned Parties
I'm writing to you because it would absolutely break my heart to see a
light rail system built along the Georgetown Branch Trail. The trail
means a lot to me. It is where I began my 40 pound weight loss, fell in
love with running, trained for a 150K Bike Tour to benefit Multiple
Sclerosis, and enjoy walking into Bethesda for summer nights out with
friends. I live on Chevy Chase Lake Drive, in what I like to believe is the
absolute BEST location around Bethesda because although I'm within
walking distance from a little hustle and bustle, my street is quiet and
peaceful. Though I currently rent, I've seriously considered buying on
my same street. A light rail system there would make my backyard ugly,
and it would be so loud that I would have to move, so I have held off. I
would wholeheartedly support an underground purple line. I know I've
only got one vote, and one vote might not matter very much to you, but if
you support the light rail system over the Branch Trail, you will definitely
lose my vote. Please don't ruin my neighborhood. Preserve the Branch
Trail.
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Ann
Gallagher

MD
ALG@GEORGETOWN.EDU
Please do not destroy the beautiful Capital Crescent Trail. Let us
continue to enjoy this wonderful resource even as the developers
advance
all around it.
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Kevin
Gallagher
3707 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. K. Gallagher.pdf (927 kb)
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Kevin
Gallagher
3707 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
KEVIN.GALLAGHER@HOSTHOTELS.COM
I am writing to ask each of you to save the Capital Crescent Trail.

The Trail is a wonderful natural resource and the proposed Purple Line
will destroy it. The Trail is an incredible refuge only minutes away from
my house. It is the place that I take my disabled son whenever possible
– we stroll through the trees and are grateful that such a peaceful place
exists in our community.

Proponents of the Purple Line deride people like me. They call us
“NIMBY’s.” I will admit that my family is exceptionally lucky that the Trail
is virtually in our back yard. But my family is not alone in cherishing this
incredible resource – over 10,000 people use the Trail each week.

Purple Line proponents have characterized this project as
environmentally friendly and an effective way to reduce traffic. The
Purple Line is neither. Please don’t be fooled for a single moment that
the Purple Line project will preserve even a shred of what makes the
Trail so unique and magnificent. Obviously, trains running every three
minutes will change the environment dramatically. To make way for the
trains, every single mature tree along the route will be removed
permanently. And bordering this once pristine area will be high rises
developed at Chevy Chase Lake by the Purple Line’s biggest proponent,
the Chevy Chase Land Company. The result will be far more congestion
along the Connecticut Avenue corridor than we already experience,
which is hard to even imagine. Moreover, even the MTA’s own EIS
admits that the Purple Line Project will not reduce vehicular traffic.

Please take a step back and evaluate what our community loses and
what our community gains with the current Purple Line proposal. We
know that the loss of the Capital Crescent Trail would be a tragedy for all
of us. What we gain from the Purple Line is far more questionable –
particularly in light of its clear adverse impact on the environment and its
ineffectiveness in reducing traffic. Let’s save something that we know is
valuable. Change the Purple Line project. Save the Trail. Thanks very
much.
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Kathy
Galleher
KMG Consultation
5010 Somerset Road
Riverdale
MD
20737
kmgconsultation@yahoo.com
I strongly favor the establishment of the purple line. I would like to
advocate for a light rail rather than a bus line, since the traffic on 410 is
already abysmal, and bus service would not alleviate this.
My reasons for wanting the Purple Line are that it will help us change
to a rapid transit culture and hopefully slow down the effects of global
warming, and that it will improve quality of life for many residents, who
can use a light rail rather than stewing in traffic on a daily basis. I have
been frustrated by how difficult it is to use metro to access Bethesda
from this area. The detour through town is too time-costly to make it
practical. But the proposed Purple Line solves this problem in a simple
way. Eventually I would love to see a Purple Line that is a true "Metro
Beltway" with a limited number of major stops so that Beltway
commuters could find a time-effective alternative to driving. Thanks for
listening to my concerns.
Kathy Galleher
Riverdale Park
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Alyson
Faller
3932 Madison St
Hyattsville
MD
20781
A purple line is necessary for a sustainable city and for any community
committed to a healthy environment and a responsible future. Any form
that the purple line takes would be a blessing. However, trams would be
wonderful. I have lived in cities with trams and find them charming,
efficient, clean, and incredibly fun to travel on (even for a long daily
commute). Finally, I know that the MTA will consider safety and costs
(including the cost to the environment) in deciding what form the line will
take and am very excited that this project, which was proposed so long
ago, is getting more of the attention it deserves.
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Shinae
Galli
6009 Walton Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20817
To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Shinae Galli
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Peter
Galvin
9633 Parkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
PD.GALVIN@VERIZON.NET
After reviewing the options available, I wish to register my support for the
high investment light rail option. It has the higest ridership and most
user benefits, and the extra cost will be a sound investment in
infrastructure. Completion of this project will greatly facilitate
commuting for work, education and recreation, while limiting future
roadway
demand and carbon emissions.
I want to congratulate your team on its fine work. I regret the process
was
extended for years by the prior governor and county excecutive, but we
are
fortunate that it will be completed at a time when federal funds for
infrastructure may actually become available. I urge you to come to
closure
on this matter promptly so as not to lose this rare opportunity to update a
transportation system designed for another era.
Peter Galvin
9633 Parkwood Drive
Bethesda, Md. 20814
301-493-4312
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Theresa
Galvin
4100 Blackthorn St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Galvin 35267.pdf (116 kb)
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Jody
Ganiban
4549 n chelsea lane
bethesda
MD
20814
ganibar@hotmail.com
What need is met by an inner purple line? Where will the commuters
come from? Will the commuters be abandoning cars in order to use the
inner purple line? Will the inner purple improve the hiker biker trail? Will
the inner purple line extend the miles of the hiker biker trail?
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Rick
Gannon
3211 Rolling Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RGANNON@HAGNER.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We bike, hike and run on the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David J.
Garbarino
BB&T Bank
7220 Wisconsin Avenue,
Bethesda
MD
20814
DJGarbarino@BBandT.com
To Whom it May ConcernI am emailing you to indicate my staunch support of the effort to build the
"Purple Line" light rail in Southern Montgomery County. I am in no way
speaking on behalf of BB&T or any of its affiliates, but send you this
email from my work address out of convenience. Convenience,
becoming a better consumer of energy and a desire to cut down on our
traffic are the main reasons I am in support of this effort. I travel the
route laid out at least twice a week and sometimes as often as 5 days a
week. I can assure you that metro access along this route without the
inconvenience of being routed downtown would cause me to ride the
new route once per week at a minimum. Thank you for hearing my
voice.
David J. Garbarino
Senior Vice President
Area Executive
7220 Wisconsin Avenue, 4th Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814
Phone (301) 347-4107
Mobile (240) 483-2788
Fax (301) 961-9630
Assistant (301) 961-9637
www.bbt.com
BB&T, Best Bank in Town Since 1872!
Payment Services | Risk Management | Capital Formation | Personal
Banking | Employee Benefits
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Kristina
Garcia
7036 Strathmore Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GARCIAK@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive
Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
My young family and I love the capital crescent trail. We live a few
blocks from the intersection of the trail with Woodmont Ave. and
Bethesda Ave. There are not a lot of places around here that we can
walk
or bike to from our home, with our 5 and 3 year old. Downtown Bethesda
has become an urban jungle and this is the only real jungle left nearby.
The trail offers a place that we can get back to nature in the middle of
a very congested and city-like environment. My kids love it and my
husband and I love it! We use it for exercise, outdoor jaunts with the
kids, and sometimes it serves just as a peaceful place to get back in
touch with nature and to get some quiet time away from life's daily
grind. We pay a lot of tax dollars to live in this area, and the trail
is one of the major draws, otherwise, this is just another over
developed city the Washington DC metropolitan area.
I am not at all surprised to learn that every week, more than 10,000
hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to
and from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users
come from all around the region.
It troubles me greatly to learn that if the Purple Line is built here,
all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently
removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and
bikers
every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for me and
my family to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’
from trains or buses. I feel that it would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
I believe that this is a great area because of the juxtaposition of the
city attractions and the natural beauty of the trail. Many great urban
areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural
trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else. If the trail is encroached by mass
transit, the peace and tranquility will be lost and this great urban
area will be just an urban area.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration and have a great day :-)
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Kristina
Garcia
7036 Strathmore Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GARCIAK@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you Mr. Andrews for your response;
I understand that the intention in 1990 of the Georgetown Branch Master
Plan, was that the right-of-way between Silver Spring and the Bethesda
Central Business District would be used for both a transitway (busway or
light rail line) and a hiker-biker trail.
However, in light of the fact that nearly 20 years has passed, and in that
time, downtown Bethesda and Silver Spring and the area between has
become over developed (to a level the council may not have been able
to foresee) and quite city-like, I think the plan deserves a revisit and
possibly a complete change.
I have lived in the Silver Spring and Bethesda areas for over 10 years.
The traffic between the two areas is quite tolerable and it is a simple
matter to use E-W highway to travel. Why not just add a few more
buses on that route at rush-hour to get folks to leave their cars at home?
If that solution works, then we are saving tax dollars and precious green
space! No need to stick to a plan if it becomes obvious that a better
solution is available. Sometimes it is best to keep it simple...
Thank you for your time and attention,
Kristina Garcia
7036 Strathmore St.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Montgomery County Council wrote:
Dear Citizen:
Thank you for your recent correspondence raising concerns about the
proposed Purple Line being planned by the Maryland Transit
Administration (MTA). The Council appreciates having the benefit of
your views.

In 1988 the County acquired the Georgetown Branch right-of-way from
Silver Spring to the District of Columbia line at the Dalecarlia Reservoir.
In 1990 the Council adopted the Georgetown Branch Master Plan,
stating that the right-of-way between Silver Spring and the Bethesda
Central Business District would be used for both a transitway (busway or
light rail line) and a hiker-biker trail, and that the portion between the
Bethesda CBD and the Dalecarlia Reservoir would be used solely as a
hiker-biker trail. In the early 1990s the County constructed the
permanent trail west of the Bethesda CBD. At that time the County also
built an interim trail east of the CBD, a temporary condition until the
transitway and permanent trail were built.

Although all current members of the County Council have previously
expressed support for the Purple Line as a largely at-grade light rail line
from the Bethesda CBD to New Carrollton, the Council has not yet voted
on this issue. On January 22, 2009, the Council's Transportation,
Infrastructure, Energy & Environment Committee will hold a worksession
on the details of the Purple Line, including the mode and alignment.
Once the T&E committee makes its recommendations on the mode,
alignment and associated details, the matter will come before the full
Council on January 27, 2009. The Council will vote on the T&E
Committee's recommendations, and then draft a letter to the MTA
regarding the Purple Line. The ultimate decision on the Purple Line is

the State's, although we have been assured that it will give serious
consideration to the County's input on this matter.

If you would like additional information on the Purple Line, including
videos, renderings, and the Draft Environmental Impact Statement,
please visit the Maryland Transit Administration’s website at
www.purplelinemd.com.

Thank you for sharing your concern with the Council.

Sincerely,

Phil Andrews
Council President

039712

Garcia wrote:
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
My young family and I love the capital crescent trail. We live a few
blocks from the intersection of the trail with Woodmont Ave. and
Bethesda Ave. There are not a lot of places around here that we can
walk or bike to from our home, with our 5 and 3 year old. Downtown
Bethesda has become an urban jungle and this is the only real jungle left
nearby. The trail offers a place that we can get back to nature in the
middle of a very congested and city-like environment. My kids love it and
my husband and I love it! We use it for exercise, outdoor jaunts with the
kids, and sometimes it serves just as a peaceful place to get back in
touch with nature and to get some quiet time away from life's daily grind.
We pay a lot of tax dollars to live in this area, and the trail is one of the
major draws, otherwise, this is just another over developed city the
Washington DC metropolitan area.
I am not at all surprised to learn that every week, more than 10,000
hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is
enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families
with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school,
athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all
around the region.
It troubles me greatly to learn that if the Purple Line is built here, all of
the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed,
and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every
three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for me and my

family to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from
trains or buses. I feel that it would be an environmental and recreational
disaster.
I believe that this is a great area because of the juxtaposition of the city
attractions and the natural beauty of the trail. Many great urban areas
have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural trail
provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be
replicated anywhere else. If the trail is encroached by mass transit, the
peace and tranquility will be lost and this great urban area will be just an
urban area.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration and have a great day :-)
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Ada
Garcia-Casellas

MD
ADA.GARCIA-CASELLAS@MONTGOMERYCOLLEGE.EDU
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John
Gardiner
5507 Albia Rd
Bethesda
MD
20816
JPGARDINER@COMCAST.NET
To All:
My wife runs on the trail every morning and we walk to Behtesda to with
the kid every Sat to eat Breakfast.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Carol R.
Gardner

MD
gardnercomas@starpower.net
ategory: Suggestion
Mode of Service: Light Rail
Nature of Suggestion: Other,
Comments: Dear MTA:
I strongly support the building of an at-grade Purple Line in its own
right of way. Now is the time to move forward with this plan, which will
save us all time, money, and resources over the long term. I also
support a hiker-biker trail running alongside the light rail right of
way.
I urge you to move forward on the Purple Line now.
Thanks for your attention.
First Name: Carol
Middle Initial: R
Last Name: Gardner
E-mail: gardnercomas@starpower.net
Daytime Phone Number: 301.565.3464
Evening Phone Number:
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Arjun
Garg
9727 Conestoga Way
Potomac
MD
20854
A_GARG@YAHOO.COM
I am a Montgomery County resident who regularly uses public
transportation. I write to voice my support for building the Purple Line as
light rail, not a bus system. Light rail is a far more attractive option for
passengers and will have much greater impact. For better or worse,
riders see the bus as an inferior, inconvenient form of transportation.
Please do not skimp on this project, and do not let obstructionists try to
hold it back and thereby doom it to failure. There's only one shot to build
a successful Purple Line, so it should be done properly as a full-fledged
branch of the Metrorail system, not a rinky-dink afterthought bus line that
people will shun.
Sincerely,
Arjun Garg
9727 Conestoga Way
Potomac, MD 20854
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Betty
Garrand

MD
BETTYGARRAND@AOL.COM
While I agree with the need for improved east-west transportation, I also
strongly support green space and recreational space for developed,
urban areas.
Yes, the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring
appears to be a ready-made route for a trail way, but consider the
people impact, not just the cost.
This trail is one of the most used recreational corridors in the entire
Washington metropolitan area. There is no way you will convince me
that it will be as attractive and useful with a train running next to a hiker
or bicycler nor with the vegetation cleared. Your proposal is just neither
environmentally nor people friendly. And why shouldn't urban areas get
to keep their limited open space to counter balance the stress of urban
living? We certainly pay our share of taxes.
If you have to solve a transportation problem, why not focus Maryland's
limited resources on the north-south 270 corridor. Wouldn't adding a rail
extension in the median strip move more people more efficiently and
reduce pollution?
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Ann
Garrett
8417 Piney Branch Road
Takoma Park
MD
20901
ann_g@verizon.net
when do you anticipate releasing your preferred alternative?
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Christian
Garrido

North Bethesda
MD
20852
XTIANGAR@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My wife and I moved from New Jersey to Bethesda, Maryland in 2005.
One of the great things we loved about Montgomery County are the well
kept trails.
Every week, we are among the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers that
use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Karina
Garrido
3703 36th Street
Mt. Rainier
MD
20712
Will there be any connections with the WMATA metro system? If so,
where and how? If not, why?
I think the purple line is the new line that will help those living in the area
where the metro system has reached and give more access to trains
rather then buses.
Also will there be a new bus system along with the new rail system?
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Susan L.
Gartner, Ph.D.
11972 Grey Squirrel Lane
Reston
VA
20194
SLGARTNER@MSN.COM
Dear Transit Planner,
Normally I am in favor of mass transit. Â However, I oppose the current
plan to build above ground train service on the Crescent Trail.
At present the Crescent Trail provides a wonderful green space and a
fine path for commuters as well as hikers, runners and bikers. Â
Unfortunately, adding a double track for the trains would destroy this
space. Â The Crescent Trail is too narrow in several places (ie.
Montgomery Lane and East-West Highway) for both trains and
pedestrians. Â In addition, the train crossing at Connecticut Avenue
would inhibit traffic on this major street into Washington. Â For these
major reasons I oppose the Purple Line as planned. Â If the train could
be built underground and connect directly to the Bethesda Metro Station
I would favor the plan. Â However, it looks like that approach is too
expensive right now.
Instead, a rapid bus service between Silver Spring and the National
Medical Center would help traffic to the NIH and the increased number
of vehicles resulting from the relocation of Walter Reed. Â I understand
that the bus would be half the cost of the train and would be much more
flexible. Â The bus service could be started very quickly and the buses
might run on natural gas or eventually hydrogen. Â To me it makes more
sense to start with the bus service.
Please take these arguments into careful consideration and, if possible,
let me know of your decision.
Thank you.
Susan L. Gartner, Ph.D.
11972 Grey Squirrel Lane
Reston, VA Â 20194
703-435-2730
slgartner@msn.com
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carol
garvey

MD
20854
LIGHT RAIL is best. Even with a dedicated lane, a bus will be affected
by motor vehicle accidents and other impediments to rapid travel.
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Patrick and Patty
Garvey

MD
garvp175@verizon.net
My wife and I, both voters in Montgomery County, are against the light
rail option of the Purple line.
We live over near River Road. Â We don't have a back yard against the
trail. Â But we want to save the precious tree lined Capital Crescent Trail
for out door enjoyment.
We have read closely the Purple Line proposals and options. Â The
Light Rail option is not a 50 year answer. Â The light rail will be one
transit system not compatible with METRO cars.
The Light Rail will be expensive since no other Maryland rail cars will be
like those of this Purple line option. Â There is no analysis that this Light
Rail will be like the one in Baltimore which again does not have a 50
year life cycle.
Maryland and Montgomery County have tight budgets, this Light Rail
expensive option offers little more "service" than the bus option but is
quite higher in construction and yearly operating costs. Â Inexpensive
public transit is what users want. Â The Light Rail will cost quite a lot
more per ride than Bus Service. Â Making reliable bus service is the best
option for the county. Â The County and Metro know how to run and
maintain buses. Â The Purple lIne Light Rail will be a new type of
operation, very limited in scope and operations, not a smart move in
providing long term public transit. Â Why would State legislators want to
subsidies a limited Light Rail line servicing only 50-60,000 uses? Â They
won't at the State level.
I know the County respects its citizens, but the voters spoke loud and
clear in the Fall 2008 elections that taxes are too high. Â Picking a
Purple Line option which is the most expensive will NOT sit well with
County taxpayers especially once County subsidies are required to keep
the light rail operational.
Please save green space. Â
Please select an option that the general fund and the County residences
will not be hit with higher operational subsidies. Â I want you to help
Metro to operate in the black from Montgomery County support. Â
Please save the Capital Crescent Trail for out door enjoyment. Â The
CCT is a treasure for us all, not just a few thousand transit riders. Â You
can't replace large old growth trees nor the quiet outdoor experience
ofhe current CCT.
Â
Please endorse a bus service for the Purple Line. Â We wanted you to
know not all are actually for the Purple Line Light Rail.
Please consider long term costs and operations. Â Light rail is not the
right option.
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Patrick J.
Garvey
5105 Saratoga Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20816

Comment Form. P.J. Garvey.pdf (975 kb)
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Brenda
Gaskill
7311 Glenside Drive
Takoma Park
MD
20912
moogas@starpower.net
In order to make our system of public transportation most efficient, take
more traffic off the roads and improve the flow of remaining traffic, I am
in favor of the high investment light rail option. No bus option - silly.
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Connie
Gass
6410 W Halbert Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
CONTICKI@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Five years ago last Spring my family came from England to live in
Bethesda. We were all very excited but apprehensive, having grown up
on a TV diet of American cop shows, strip malls and fast living. On our
first afternoon here, we went for a walk, and discovered the Capital
Crescent Trail. We were entranced. I grew up in London and lived most
of my adult life there and in other British cities. There is nothing like the
Capital Crescent Trail in England. Nowhere have I found anything to
compare with it's sheer beauty and vitality.
From that first afternoon the trail became part of our life. I started to run
on it and trained for my first marathon, my daughter joined me and is
now a passionate runner too. My husband cycles it and my children
could safely and independently get into Bethesda to meet friends.
We are not alone. Every week over 10,000 hikers and bikers of all
shapes and sizes use the Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
They come from all around the region. The young and the old, bird
watchers, cyclists, daily commuters and athletes in training.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. It is a vital
green lung in an urban area under ever increasing pressure from
development. If the Purple Line is built here all the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be lost and trains or buses would pass about
10' from hikers and bikers - every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users and would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. New York has its Central Park;
London its Hyde Park. This irreplaceable forest and continuous trail
provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be
replicated anywhere else. Please use your wisdom, vision and courage
to put transit elsewhere and preserve the Capital Crescent Trail so that
we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Connie Gass
6410 W Halbert Road
Bethesda
MD 20817
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April
Gassler
10911 Drumm Ave.
Kensington
MD
20895
aprilhope45@yahoo.com
I think the purple line would be a great idea. As it stands now,
commuters must use Metro Rail and go through the District to get
between eastern and western Montgomery county. The current bus
routes connecting the eastern and western parts of the county are also
very slow and inefficient for commuters, particularly when it requires two
different buses to reach one's destination.
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Robin
Gaster
North Atlantic Research
8200 Queen Annes Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rgaster@north-atlantic.com
Hi
where can I find the new ridership estimates online?
thanks
R
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Robin
Gaster
North Atlantic Research Inc.
8200 Queen Annes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rgaster@north-atlantic.com
Hi Mike
I'm still looking for answer to a previous question: where can I find the
assumptions and data that underpin your recently released traffic
estimate for the Purple Line.
I'm a strong supporter of the line, but I find publication of a bare number
with no supporting material to be - frankly - disingenuous. Either you
have good analysis behind this number - in which case you should
publish it - or you do not - in which case you should withdraw the
number.
It is no excuse to say that ridership depends on the alignment, Of course
it does - but YOU released a number. Now you should back it up.
always happy to chat.
Robin
301-589-5965
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Katherine Gaudet and
Brian Eardley
1715 Dublin Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
KGAUDET@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Board Members, Council
President Andrews and Council Members, and Congressman Van
Halen,

Please do not destroy the Capital Crescent Trail!!! It is an incredible,
functioning oasis in a major metropolitan area. It was an strong factor in
our decision to move to lower Montgomery County. As walkers and
cyclists we use this trail for recreation and exercise, to commute to work,
and to reach functions and events in Washington, DC. It is an important
part of our lives. It affords a beautiful protected path into the city. It is
cooler in the summers and out of the cold wind in the winters. It has
safe road crossings and wonderful things to look at along the way. We
take the trail to the Bethesda Landmark Cinema and to meals in
Bethesda. We ride bikes down to the Potomac and to the Zoo. We
travel it just for because it is a nice place to be. As long as there is an
alternative to the Purple Line (which there is), the Capital Crescent Trail
should be left in tact!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
We are sorry that we will not be able to attend the hearings, but please
accept this letter as a strong indication of our thoughts concerning the
preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Elena
Gavidia
The Riviera
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ELENAGAVIDIA@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a daily user of the Capital Crescent Trail in Bethesda, I use it every
day for exercise and pleasure. Just the other I was walking with some
friends on the trail, suddenly a family of deers crossed the trail: mom
and dad and the children (six in total), it was so refreshing, they looked
at us, we looked at them and then everybody went about their business.
Please do not build the light rail on our beloved trail.

Studies have shown that even though the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring is unpaved, more than 10,000 walkers and
bikers traversed it weekly -- as of 2006 -- and that number is growing
steadily. Trail users come in all sizes, ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. Families with small children on bikes, parents with strollers, the
elderly, teenagers, dog walkers, high speed bikers -- all use the Trail.
Trail users come from all over the region.
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge:
The impact of cutting down all the trees and running trains or buses
about 10' from families, children and the elderly is huge.
The impact of permanently closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail use, or
at best, putting the Trail above the trains in the Tunnel is huge.
The impact of parking trains awaiting maintenance next to Giffords Ice
Cream and the Landmark Theater -- or running buses through there -- is
huge.
Even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent
Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the
State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective evaluation
of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses along
the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". And yet, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair nor
complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives that
would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the Capital

Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one
to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are
technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a
natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Now, it is time for our public officials to take a new, fresh and unbiased
look at where transit should best be located, and reflect the current
transportation needs of the entire county.
There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the Bus Rapid Transit alternatives on Jones Bridge
Road in the AA/DEIS: the opportunity to provide for good east-west
transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
in a cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.
In any event, it is essential that our public officials grasp the value that
residents place on preserving our irreplaceable trees and beautiful
recreational greenspace in lower Montgomery County.
Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates
to transit along the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a
trail, that doesn't absolve the State from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting transit in this location.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail
above the Trains in the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The high-cost
light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would
also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps
high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly, etc.would find this
Tunnel passage difficult.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream
and the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail
Track" for trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance
and safety of this open space, which is an important amenity in the
heart of downtown PleBethesda.
11. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave
concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so
transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the
Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elena Gavidia
The Riviera
4242 East West Hwy
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Liz
Gayaldo
1702 Noyes Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LIZGAYALDO@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Mr. Ratcliff,

Our family uses the Capital Crescent Trail every weekend from March
through November. It provides our daughter with a safe biking
experiencet and promotes a community of folks who care about fitness,
fun and the environment.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gary
Geck
26 Pine Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
gary.geck@rcn.com
I recommend the high investment LRT option using the Thayer Street
version. Please do this right, so it lasts several hundred years.
Gary Geck
26 Pine Ave
Takoma Park, MD
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Marc
Geffroy
Seneca Properties, Inc.
4929 Bethesda Avenue, Suite 200
Bethesda
MD
20814
marc@senecaprop.com

Submission Content/Notes : Re It would be foolish to destroy the Georgetown Branch of the Crescent
Trail for a light rail; it would be smarter to use the dedicated bus plan

I have been a resident and a tax payer of Montgomery County since
1990; I have commercial property and owned a service business in
Bethesda that has several employees since 2001. I vote in elections. I
have several complaints with how Montgomery County and Maryland is
run by the politicians especially compared with northern Virginia and this
Purple Line debate is certainly one of them. There really shouldn’t be
any debate on this matter as the solution is glaringly simple.

Here is why: as I see it essentially, the “relevant” debate for improving
mass transit between the Silver Spring and Bethesda CBDs and creating
an efficient and needed “lateral” link between their respective Metro Red
lines, is which of these two options is best:

Ø
Option A: dedicated “rapid transit” bus lanes within the
existing East-West Highway corridor. This plan, long favored by former
County Executive Doug Duncan, would require a minor widening of this
major artery. The key questions for evaluating this option are:
development/ construction cost? operating cost? time to complete (land
acquisition and construction)? I don’t have these figures but my sense is
that Option A costs (creation and operating) would be far, far lower than
Option B. Timewise, I would guess that the land acquisition might take a
while versus Option B but that the time to build would be much shorter.
So someone needs to do some research on this Option to finalize these
numbers. But clearly, Option would cost less than Option B and from a
strategic perspective, Option A would destroy no parkland and no
existing house yards, create no additional public safety risk, and move
the same number of people. Would a dedicated bus line take less time
than a light rail? I don’t know. That’s another good question. I know that
Option B would have to cross Connecticut Avenue at street grade and
make stops at Chevy Chase Land Company’s (“CCLC”) planned high
rise commercial/ residential hub on the northeast quadrant of the Chevy
Chase Lake and Connecticut avenues intersection. The existing bus
fleet would service the dedicated lane route.

Ø
Option B would construct an above ground light rail
train route occupying the land currently used by hundreds of citizens
daily as a 30’ (?) wide bike path parkway know as the Georgetown
Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail plus an abutting 100’ wide section
that is currently used by a number of homes by easement for yards and
greenspace. This swath of land would be reconfigured to allow for a 10’
(?) wide bike path to co-exist with the train tracks. I haven’t had the time
to research the cost and time to build data for Option B in time for this
letter but my gut is that they are much higher than Option A. My sense is
that Option B would carry a much higher operational cost as well. My
layman’s sense is that a side-by-side train-people path will have
accidents. Further, the fact that the train will have to cross Connecticut
Avenue tells me that it will cause accidents and additional congestion
there as well. This option will destroy many mature growth trees, thereby
contributing to both global and Montgomery County warming and lessen
the natural beauty of the area. Option B essentially destroys the
Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail as a bike trail and park.

To argue otherwise is spurious.

My Observation: Even with the open questions above left unanswered,
the calclus is pretty simple: Option A would cost significantly less (and
this at a time when the Country, the State, and the County are all facing
huge budget deficits; the former is facing an unconscionably growing
debt legacy for our kids) to build and operate, and would deliver the
same number of trips, perhaps with quite similar trip times. Option A will
kill and injure fewer people. Option A uses an existing road. Option A will
not destroy trees, parkland, or people’s yards. I hope that you vote
against destroying the trail and for a more prudent dedicated bus line to
improve the link btw Silver Spring and Bethesda. How you vote will very
much effect my future support of your political career and my opinion of
your character, intelligence, and wisdom.
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Mary
Geffroy
4808 Essex Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-5548
mary@senecaprop.com
Geffroy 35625.pdf (132 kb)
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Nancy
Gehman
Nancy Gehman Design
627 Bennington Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ngehman@verizon.net
I support the purple line for several reasons:
1. to help reduce pollution caused by cars idling in traffic. Idling for more
than 10 seconds burns gas almost twice as fast as driving and produces
almost double the amount of toxic emissions per second than a vehicle
moving at average speed.
2. to help reduce traffic congestion on Dale and Colesville (streets that
affect me most). Since the new Silver Spring, I would guess that traffic
on Dale and Colesville has more then doubled. I think it will continue to
get worse unless we move rapidly to increase pubic transportation.
3. make public transportation to Bethesda and Rockville an option for
people in Silver Spring. Going downtown and back out is not an efficient
use of my time.
4. to protect the Bay, our air and water quality.
As the beltway and Metro has become increasingly congested, I urge
you to invest in the best option for getting more cars off the road—high
investment light rail.
Nancy Gehman
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Shelly
Gehshan
4517 W. Virginia Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
ml.gehshan@verizon.net
Dear Mr. Madden, I think it is critical that we build the Purple Line.
Transit will aid congestion and slow climate change. I think concerns
about the Capital Crescent trail can be balanced with the Purple Line. I
support using the trail site for it, widening the area, and replanting trees
that we lose during construction. I live in EBCA, and do not agree with
my neighborhood association's position on this. Our community needs
more ways to get around than cars. Please build it!! Thanks, Shelly
Gehshan
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Edward
Geier

Bethesda
MD
20816

Comment Form. E.Geier.pdf (270 kb)
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Edward
Geier
5681 Bent Branch Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
EDWARD.S.GEIER@SMITHBARNEY.COM
To whom it may concern.
Save the trail.
Save the money and use a bus route.
Do not wreck out urban paradise/
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Eric
Geist
9014 Walden Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
egeist1@verizon.net
Build the Purple Line using the light rail option.
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Matthew D.
Gelfand
4202 Rosemary Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MGELFAND@LYNXINVESTMENT.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews and others,

I am a resident of Chevy Chase MD and am an enthusiastic supporter of
preserving the Capital Crescent Trail untainted by the imposition of a
trolley rail into the midst of this beautiful, open green space. I and my
family often use the trail for walking and bicycling all through the year
and at many times of the day. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10 feet from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. The reality is, the introduction of the trolley along
the Capital Crescent Trail will destroy this park as a recreational area.
In addition, imposing tail tracks for storage of trolley cars at the
intersection of Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues will destroy this now
open area as a recreational space. If you doubt the value of this open
space, I encourage you to visit it any weekend or any weekday evening
in other than inclement weather, and even then. You will have to be
impressed by how many people enjoy this open space as it is. Using the
open space at the intersection of Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as
storage for trolley cars will create an unappealing narrow alley way
where now there is a community gathering place used by 100's and
1000's of people every weekend and evening.
Great urban areas have great parks. The irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail and the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont
Avenues provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Finally, I would add that in the last 10 to 15 years, developers have
added literally thousands of apartments and hundreds of thousands of
square feet of new commercial space in the Bethesda - Chevy Chase
area. But the County has added not a single square inch of new
recreational space. Our community needs recreational areas as a vital
amenity necessary to our community's quality of life as much as it needs
transportation and commercial development, but the balance has swung
way too far in the direction of the latter at the expense of the former.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
(there are several other viable plans that do not involve destroying open
green space) and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s
“Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to

enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development
that takes place around us.
I support mass transit and parks. Our community can have both.
Thank you for your consideration.
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W. Gordon
Gemeny
P.O. Box 163
Dowell
MD
20629
gemeny@prodigy.net

Submission Content/Notes : January 12th, 2009
Ms. Diane Ratcliff, Director,
MTA Director of Planning,
Via E-Mail:
Purpleline@mtamaryland.com
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
In my letter of December 15th, 2008, “For the Record” regarding the
Purple Line (copy attached), I expressed concern and urged that MTA
make certain it had considered the employment projections for the New
Carrollton Metro Site as contained in the forthcoming TDDP and TDOZ
now in final preparation at the Prince George’s County section of
MNCPPC. Now, in skimming the voluminous Analysis/Environmental
Impact Statement (AA/DEIS), MTA has made, I am quite concerned that
my fears may have been well founded.
If my presumption is correct, and Table 1-5 on page 11 of Chapter 1 of
the AA/DEIS is the base for 2030 ridership projections for the three listed
sites, then at New Carrollton you are showing a growth of only 576
Dwelling Units with only additional employment of 6,634 persons at New
Carrollton between 2007 and 2030.
On the other hand, the primary basis for the MNCPPC TDDP/TDOZ, will
be the 2004 New Carrollton Transit Oriented Development Study, made
by PB PlaceMaking and BAE for MNCPPC, and funded by MTA. That
Study on page 39, contemplates 6,600 new housing units and (on page
40) 27,600 permanent new jobs at the New Carrollton Metro Site.
Even though New Carrollton represents only a small portion of the
population to be served by the Purple Line, this discrepancy, though PB
PlaceMaking/BAE did not indicate the year for it’s projection, is huge.
So huge, in fact, that even when “boiled down” to the estimated ridership
these increased numbers would represent, there would be a very
measurable increase in the FTA Cost-effectiveness component,if used.
If FTA 5309 New Start Funds are limited, and the Competition is
“tough”, those few points could well be the difference between success
and failure.
Very truly your,
W. Gordon Gemeny
W.
Gordon Gemeny,
P.O.
Box 163.
Dowell.
MD, 20629
Ms. Diane Ratcliff, Director,
15th, 2008
MTA Office of Planning,
6 St. Paul Street,
Baltimore, MD, 21202

December

Re: MTA
Proposed Purple Line
“For the
Record”
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:

It is essential that the Maryland Transportation Administration (MTA) opt
in favor of the Light Rail, preferably the High Investment Alternative, for
the proposed “Purple Line”.
There is far too much uncertainty in the future fuel cost and availability to
invest hundreds of millions in a bus system which could become
uneconomical, if not impossible, to operate almost over night. Further,
we must consider the impact on usage that would rise dramatically if
gasoline were to return to four or more dollars a gallon, even if available
and drivers parked private cars, switching wholesale to mass transit..
An exchange of missiles between Iraq and Israel, or some other
incident, could immediately disrupt a major portion of the entire
Developed World’s oil supply. Continuing growth of developing nations,
most especially India and China, may cause demand to exceed world
production capacity, resulting in both short supply and exorbitant cost.
America can be self sufficient with electric energy, generated by a
combination of conventional, wind, geothermal, and nuclear sources.
But, we cannot continue to export hundreds of billions of dollars annually
to the Middle East to purchase oil (if it remains available at any cost)
without bankrupting our Country. We must begin to drastically reduce
our dependency on imported petrochemicals as fuel for our
transportation.
Can we afford to invest in a “diesel bus based BRT system”, a little
cheaper now, only to find in a decade or so that we made the wrong
choice? Consider the cost and disruption if the bus lanes and rolling
stock on which we would have spent many hundreds of million dollars,
and become dependent, would have to be scrapped, to be replaced by a
new, freshly carved electric rail LRT based service.
The British coined an expression for this: “Penny wise and Pound
foolish”.
We should take cognizance of the statement of the Urban Land Institute
in their 2007 Study of the New Carrollton Metro Site: “Things NOT done
wrong are just as important as things done right".
We should heed that advice. If the Federal Transportation
Administration (FTA) 5309 New Starts funding cannot be secured for
the LRT proposals, we should take the “Do Nothing” or “TSM”
approach, reserve the right-of-way, and wait a decade or so watching as
the need grows. As the New Carrollton Metro Site begins to evolve; the
cost and availability of oil remains unstable and the need for the Purple
Line becomes even more critical, we can then spend an extra Billion or
two in additional costs and “do it right”.
Let’s look specifically at the New Carrollton Metro Site that I feel should
be renamed and “branded”, maybe, NEW PRINCE GEORGE’S, MD,
lifting the image of the entire County.
We can assume that MTA’s projections for future riders at the more
mature commercial and residential areas, Bethesda, Chevy Chase, and
Silver Spring, at the Western End of the Purple Line are reasonably
accurate. But, have we properly gauged the 2030 impact of the
forthcoming New Carrollton Transit District Development Plan (TDDP)
and Transit District Overlay Zone (TDOZ)? If that Site grows no more in
the next 32 years than in the past 32, its effect will be negligible; if,
however, it has the explosive growth for which it now appears to be ripe,
its impact on Purple Line ridership projections will be huge.
In 1977, with the AMTRAK Station about to open and construction on

the Orange Line to New Carrollton nearly complete, Shell Oil became
Contract Purchaser of a large parcel adjoining the Station, zoned “I-1”,
and submitted Application 4-77051 to MNCPPC, a
Subdivision Plan for Industrial Development and warehousing. I wrote to
the County Executive and County Council, in March, 1977, and provided
Testimony to MNCPPC on April 14th, l977, in opposition to that Plan.
The previous year I had visited a new Business District, La Defense,
which was growing in France, some 8 kilometers West of Paris, at a rundown industrial district in need of total reconstruction; but, at a location
where rail, high speed Subway and modern highways to Downtown
Paris were already available. La Defense had opened, in 1958, first with
an Exhibition Hall (“CNIT”) built entirely with major industry funds and
containing 850,000 sq ft of exhibit space. At that first visit, 18 years after
its founding, it had already grown to include 8,500,000 square feet of
office space, and 4,694 apartments, with 18,000 parking spaces, roads,
rail tracks and Metro Station all hidden beneath an Esplanade devoid of
cars, parking, trucks and busses, with towering office buildings bordering
both sides.
I felt that the New Carrollton Site contained all the attributes of the La
Defense Site, but with the added benefit that it was nearly virgin, and
“reconstruction” was not a concern. I recommended that MNCPPC and
the County at least investigate the possibility of zoning to develop it
along lines more or less like La Defense and establish a model 21st
Century City; a Mass Transit oriented, Business and Residential Center,
not just more warehousing.
I do not recall the final disposition of Shell Oil’s plans, but Shell
eventually disappeared from the scene; there was no serious effort to
investigate or plan that 21st Century Center, and the site, except for
scattered development and a large commuter parking lot and garage,
remained substantially undeveloped for nearly the next 30 years.
Meanwhile, La Defense has continued to grow, according to or
exceeding its plan, and today, in late 2008, has 140,000 employees.
30,000 live in what has become Europe’s largest Business Center.
More Residence and Office Towers line its Esplanade, now almost a
mile in length; now expanded to hide 46,000 parking spaces, with still
not a car in sight.
Across the Potomac, in Northern Virginia, Tysons celebrates its 40th
Birthday, where what started out as only a large shopping mall, with little
advance planning and no mass transit. It has now grown to a complex
with 120,000 employees and 17,000 residents. Each day sees a
Gordian Knot of traffic jammed roads and hundreds of acres of parking,
as officials struggle to retrofit a 6 Billion Dollar rail based Mass Transit
system.
Over the years, several relatively modest attempts were made to define
the potential for major development at the New Carrollton Metro Station.
Significant, in depth, study was not made until after the 2002 Revised
General Plan for Prince George’s designated the Metro Terminal and
vicinity as a high density, transit oriented, Metropolitan Center.
Subsequently MNCPPC secured the services of PB PlaceMaking in
preparation of a 2004 “Transit-Oriented Development Strategy Planning
Study”. Now a revised Development Plan (TDDP) and Transit District
Overlay Zone (TDOZ) is to be considered for final approval by the
Planning Board and subsequently by the District Council by mid-2009.
MTA may already have advance information on details of those Plans
that are scheduled for Public Release about the time of the January

14th, 2009, closing of the record for public testimony on the Purple Line.
The substantially larger size of both La Defense and Tysons should be
considered as “Comparables” serving to validate any lesser growth
estimates for the New Carrollton Site.
MTA must understandably use projections based on year 2030 usage in
accordance with Federal Transportation Administration (FTA)
requirements for funding consideration under the Section 5309 New
Starts process. Certainly, that funding is essential.
New Carrollton is the one location along the Purple Line where a
tremendous surge in both population and employment can be
reasonably anticipated and justified. MTA would seemingly be foolish
not to look at the PB PlaceMaking and MNCPPC expectations for the
New Carrollton Metro Core in making the Best Defensible Estimates in
its projections.
While FTA may use the year 2030 projections as the standard for cost
comparisons, they certainly realize that there will be a need for
transportation well beyond 2030. What is put in place today will pave
the way for the system, bus or rail, far beyond 2030 (which after all is
only some 22 years away). The path laid now should be expected to
remain, though perhaps expanded, long beyond our lifetimes, at least to
the end of the 21st Century.
We must overlook the current Economic Slump which has come to the
fore in the past several months, and which hopefully is simply one of the
normal Business Cycles which occur periodically, and will be corrected
in the relatively short term.
And, finally, we must consider the bipartisan support that Northern
Virginia has received from Senator Warner and Representative Moran
and their apparent success in receiving funding from FTA for the Tysons
Metro Extension.
We should similarly call upon our Maryland Delegation in both House
and Senate for their support. We must remember, especially, that the
Majority Leader is the Second Most Powerful Member of the House,
second only to the Speaker, and that the Metro Center is separated
from his District only by the width of Annapolis Road,. It is vital to his
constituents, the citizens of New Carrollton, as well as to all Prince
George’s County.
Very truly yours,

Attachments :

W. Gordon Gemeny
Phone: (301) 580-3666
Gemeny@Prodigy.net
Gemeny_Gordon_11209.pdf (110 kb)
Gemeny_Gordon.pdf (3 mb)
Gemeny_Gordon letter.pdf (28 kb)

W. Gordon Gemeny,
P.O. Box 163.
Dowell. MD, 20629
December 15th, 2008

Ms. Diane Ratcliff, Director,
MTA Office of Planning,
6 St. Paul Street,
Baltimore, MD, 21202

Re: MTA Proposed Purple Line
“For the Record”

Dear Ms. Ratcliff:

It is essential that the Maryland Transportation Administration (MTA) opt in favor of the
Light Rail, preferably the High Investment Alternative, for the proposed “Purple Line”.
There is far too much uncertainty in the future fuel cost and availability to invest hundreds
of millions in a bus system which could become uneconomical, if not impossible, to operate
almost over night. Further, we must consider the impact on usage that would rise
dramatically if gasoline were to return to four or more dollars a gallon, even if available
and drivers parked private cars, switching wholesale to mass transit..
An exchange of missiles between Iraq and Israel, or some other incident, could immediately
disrupt a major portion of the entire Developed World’s oil supply. Continuing growth of
developing nations, most especially India and China, may cause demand to exceed world
production capacity, resulting in both short supply and exorbitant cost.
America can be self sufficient with electric energy, generated by a combination of
conventional, wind, geothermal, and nuclear sources. But, we cannot continue to export
hundreds of billions of dollars annually to the Middle East to purchase oil (if it remains
available at any cost) without bankrupting our Country. We must begin to drastically
reduce our dependency on imported petrochemicals as fuel for our transportation.
Can we afford to invest in a “diesel bus based BRT system”, a little cheaper now, only to
find in a decade or so that we made the wrong choice? Consider the cost and disruption if
the bus lanes and rolling stock on which we would have spent many hundreds of million
dollars, and become dependent, would have to be scrapped, to be replaced by a new, freshly
carved electric rail LRT based service.
The British coined an expression for this: “Penny wise and Pound foolish”.
We should take cognizance of the statement of the Urban Land Institute in their 2007 Study
of the New Carrollton Metro Site: “Things NOT done wrong are just as important as
things done right".
We should heed that advice. If the Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) 5309
New Starts funding cannot be secured for the LRT proposals, we should take the “Do
Nothing” or “TSM” approach, reserve the right-of-way, and wait a decade or so watching
as the need grows. As the New Carrollton Metro Site begins to evolve; the cost and
availability of oil remains unstable and the need for the Purple Line becomes even more
critical, we can then spend an extra Billion or two in additional costs and “do it right”.
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Let’s look specifically at the New Carrollton Metro Site that I feel should be renamed and
“branded”, maybe, NEW PRINCE GEORGE’S, MD, lifting the image of the entire County.
We can assume that MTA’s projections for future riders at the more mature commercial
and residential areas, Bethesda, Chevy Chase, and Silver Spring, at the Western End of the
Purple Line are reasonably accurate. But, have we properly gauged the 2030 impact of the
forthcoming New Carrollton Transit District Development Plan (TDDP) and Transit
District Overlay Zone (TDOZ)? If that Site grows no more in the next 32 years than in the
past 32, its effect will be negligible; if, however, it has the explosive growth for which it now
appears to be ripe, its impact on Purple Line ridership projections will be huge.
In 1977, with the AMTRAK Station about to open and construction on the Orange Line to
New Carrollton nearly complete, Shell Oil became Contract Purchaser of a large parcel
adjoining the Station, zoned “I-1”, and submitted Application 4-77051 to MNCPPC, a
Subdivision Plan for Industrial Development and warehousing. I wrote to the County
Executive and County Council, in March, 1977, and provided Testimony to MNCPPC on
April 14th, l977, in opposition to that Plan.
The previous year I had visited a new Business District, La Defense, which was growing in
France, some 8 kilometers West of Paris, at a run-down industrial district in need of total
reconstruction; but, at a location where rail, high speed Subway and modern highways to
Downtown Paris were already available. La Defense had opened, in 1958, first with an
Exhibition Hall (“CNIT”) built entirely with major industry funds and containing 850,000
sq ft of exhibit space. At that first visit, 18 years after its founding, it had already grown to
include 8,500,000 square feet of office space, and 4,694 apartments, with 18,000 parking
spaces, roads, rail tracks and Metro Station all hidden beneath an Esplanade devoid of
cars, parking, trucks and busses, with towering office buildings bordering both sides.
I felt that the New Carrollton Site contained all the attributes of the La Defense Site, but
with the added benefit that it was nearly virgin, and “reconstruction” was not a concern. I
recommended that MNCPPC and the County at least investigate the possibility of zoning to
develop it along lines more or less like La Defense and establish a model 21st Century City; a
Mass Transit oriented, Business and Residential Center, not just more warehousing.
I do not recall the final disposition of Shell Oil’s plans, but Shell eventually disappeared
from the scene; there was no serious effort to investigate or plan that 21st Century Center,
and the site, except for scattered development and a large commuter parking lot and
garage, remained substantially undeveloped for nearly the next 30 years.
Meanwhile, La Defense has continued to grow, according to or exceeding its plan, and
today, in late 2008, has 140,000 employees. 30,000 live in what has become Europe’s largest
Business Center. More Residence and Office Towers line its Esplanade, now almost a mile
in length; now expanded to hide 46,000 parking spaces, with still not a car in sight.
Across the Potomac, in Northern Virginia, Tysons celebrates its 40th Birthday, where what
started out as only a large shopping mall, with little advance planning and no mass transit.
It has now grown to a complex with 120,000 employees and 17,000 residents. Each day sees
a Gordian Knot of traffic jammed roads and hundreds of acres of parking, as officials
struggle to retrofit a 6 Billion Dollar rail based Mass Transit system.
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Over the years, several relatively modest attempts were made to define the potential for
major development at the New Carrollton Metro Station. Significant, in depth, study was
not made until after the 2002 Revised General Plan for Prince George’s designated the
Metro Terminal and vicinity as a high density, transit oriented, Metropolitan Center.
Subsequently MNCPPC secured the services of PB PlaceMaking in preparation of a 2004
“Transit-Oriented Development Strategy Planning Study”. Now a revised Development
Plan (TDDP) and Transit District Overlay Zone (TDOZ) is to be considered for final
approval by the Planning Board and subsequently by the District Council by mid-2009.
MTA may already have advance information on details of those Plans that are scheduled
for Public Release about the time of the January 14th, 2009, closing of the record for public
testimony on the Purple Line. The substantially larger size of both La Defense and Tysons
should be considered as “Comparables” serving to validate any lesser growth estimates for
the New Carrollton Site.
MTA must understandably use projections based on year 2030 usage in accordance with
Federal Transportation Administration (FTA) requirements for funding consideration
under the Section 5309 New Starts process. Certainly, that funding is essential.
New Carrollton is the one location along the Purple Line where a tremendous surge in both
population and employment can be reasonably anticipated and justified. MTA would
seemingly be foolish not to look at the PB PlaceMaking and MNCPPC expectations for the
New Carrollton Metro Core in making the Best Defensible Estimates in its projections.
While FTA may use the year 2030 projections as the standard for cost comparisons, they
certainly realize that there will be a need for transportation well beyond 2030. What is put
in place today will pave the way for the system, bus or rail, far beyond 2030 (which after all
is only some 22 years away). The path laid now should be expected to remain, though
perhaps expanded, long beyond our lifetimes, at least to the end of the 21st Century.
We must overlook the current Economic Slump which has come to the fore in the past
several months, and which hopefully is simply one of the normal Business Cycles which
occur periodically, and will be corrected in the relatively short term.
And, finally, we must consider the bipartisan support that Northern Virginia has received
from Senator Warner and Representative Moran and their apparent success in receiving
funding from FTA for the Tysons Metro Extension.
We should similarly call upon our Maryland Delegation in both House and Senate for their
support. We must remember, especially, that the Majority Leader is the Second Most
Powerful Member of the House, second only to the Speaker, and that the Metro Center is
separated from his District only by the width of Annapolis Road,. It is vital to his
constituents, the citizens of New Carrollton, as well as to all Prince George’s County.
Very truly yours,
W. Gordon Gemeny
Phone: (301) 580-3666
Gemeny@Prodigy.net
Encl.
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Marie
Gemmell
19733 Drop Forge Lane
Gaithersburg
MD
20879
mariegemmell@gmail.com
As a resident of Montgomery County I think the purple line would be a
huge value to our community and to help traffic/congestion and our
enviorment
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Jill
Gendelman
9 Dairyfield Court
Rockvile
MD
20852
JILL@GENDELMAN.US

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, and
Council members,

The crescent trail has served my family and friends well, offering us a
serene and beautiful place to enjoy, and a refuge away from the noise
and traffic of everyday life. As I watch all the open space around me
slowly turn to Town homes, and Apartments (Montrose and Seven
Locks), Offices and Restaurants (Tower Oaks Blvd.), I am saddened to
think we will lose the crescent trail, as well
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural green space in
lower Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs
of putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing
the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda
to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural green
space for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jill Gendelman
9 Dairyfield Court
Rockville, MD 20852
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Donna
Gentry
13 James Spring Ct
Rockville
MD
20850
donnagentry@gmail.com
We need the Purple line to facilitate connections between Rockville and
University of Maryland to attend classes and football games.
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Maureen D. Clark and
Jeffrey I. Gerson
1 Tegner Court
Rockville
MD
20850
We support building the Purple Line as Light Rail.
Clark_Maureen Comment Cards.pdf (37 kb)
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Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Gerson
3148 Castleleigh Road
Silver Spring
MD
20904

Gerson_Donald.pdf (600 kb)
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Edward
Gertler
530 Ashford Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
e_gertler@yahoo.com
Dear Sir,
As a 54-year resident of downtown Silver Spring, I support the
establishment of a purple line and favor the light rail option. I would
welcome any of the proposed routes through Silver Spring, and would
welcome a station near Dale Drive, should the Wayne Avenue route be
chosen. As for Bethesda to Silver Spring, it should follow the
Georgetown Spur bed. While I support the concept of rail trails and have
belonged to Rails to Trails Conservancy for many years, the bottom line
is that these right of ways have been "banked" on the understanding that
the railroads could reclaim them. So it is appropriate to use that route. If
you can make both the trail and purple line fit, that is great. But if not,
then the rail line should take priority.
Thank you for the opportunity to present my views.
Edward Gertler
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Gerald and Joan
Gervino
4844 Chevy Chase Boulevard
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOAN.GERVINO@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett
Chairman Hanson
Council President Andrews
Members of the Montgomery County Council

Since the opening of the Capital Crescent Trail, one of the great treats
for us is a walk all the way to Connecticut Avenue. The idea that we will
lose this special rail to trails walking and biking path is anathema to us.
Our Crescent Trail is has been one of the most important quality of life
additions to the area since we moved here 35 years ago.
As you surely know, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail each
week between Bethesda and Silver Spring. You can see senior citizens,
parents with strollers and small children, and casual bike riders and
serious cyclists. Trail users come from all around the region and include
out of town visitors, not only folks from the neighborhood.
As the area becomes more developed with more people living nearby
and additional congestion on the roads, this wonderful path can be a
healthy way for everyone to enjoy the outdoors and retreat from the
hustle and bustle of traffic. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the
mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and
trains or buses would frequently pass close to hikers and bikers. It would
be neither safe nor pleasant for Trail users to be in the midst of trains or
buses.
Please find an alternative location for the Purple Line and save the
Capital Crescent Trail -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this special resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for considering our viewpoint.
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Daniel
Geselowitz

Bethesda
MD
GESELOCOHEN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Government Officials,
I am writing to voice my opposition to the "Purple Line," in particular in
the form of light rail that would occupy the right-of-way of the Capital
Crescent Trail. In addition to my concerns about ruining the Trail, I
believe that the Purple Line is a boondoggle that would inevitably waste
taxpayers' money and damage the infrastructure and economy of
Montgomery County.
Even if there is a potential ridership market for the Purple Line, it
would be enormously cheaper to perform the service with rapid buses.
Moreover, the ridership projections are questionable, and it would clearly
make sense to at test market the concept for a few years with buses, to
determine if the projected ridership figures are at all accurate, before
planning a major construction project.
I would also note that I have little faith in the county's ability to
maintain the Purple Line, given what I have seen of the Ride-On bus
service, which I have used almost every day for over 10 years. I believe
that before any money is spent on the Purple Line, the county should be
required to operate the Ride-On bus service in a manner befitting this
county.
As important as it is to invest in infrastructure at this time, such
investment must be used wisely. Money should be first spent in
maintaining and improving existing services, and not thrown at projects
such as the Purple line, which appears to be designed only to make
money for special interests at the expense of existing infrastructure and
public services.
Thank you.
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Dan
Gettinger

MD
GETTINGERDAN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
My name is Dan Gettinger and I strongly encourage you to prevent the
construction of the Purple Line along the Capitol Crescent Trail. While I
was at B-CC I used the trail daily, like so many other high school
students, to bike to school and into Bethesda. The Capitol Crescent
Trail has been a wonderful part of living in Chevy Chase. It is beautiful
but above all it is the safest option for bikers and walkers in a city where
there are no bike paths and the commuter-packed roads remain
unfriendly. Dozens of students and young people use the path daily to
get to school or to go into Bethesda and on the weekends it is filled with
families.
I have several good memories of campaigning for you in 2006, when I
was a junior at B-CC, and using the trail to canvass Chevy Chase.
The Capitol Crescent Trail is a jewel of our neighborhood and safe
haven for commutors. Please don't let that change!
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Gabe
Ghanadan

MD
20817
gabe.ghanadan@gmail.com
I speak for many people by saying that many residents and tourists have
for long wished to have a convenient Metro and/or other transportation
stop in the Glen Echo residence. It is not only a place of high residence,
but also a spot for tourist attractions such as the Glen Echo Park and
C&O Canal. I, and the residents and tourists, ask that a stop could be
added to the Purple Line near Glen Echo, just added on from Bethesda
station. It would make transportation very easy for residents and tourists.
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Preeya
Gholkar
500 Elm Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
pgholkar@gmail.com
Please send add me to your mailing list.
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Russell
Gibbs

MD
RUSSELL.GIBBS@NRC.GOV
We need a light rail from Bethesda to College Park as a minimum.
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Walter J.
Giblin, M.D.

MD
WJGiblinMD@aol.com
THIS MATTER IS OF GREAT URGENCY! Every week more than
10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The trail is enjoyed by all from the elderly
to small children. If the Purple Line is built here, there would be
permanent destruction of our trees and natural resources. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.

If this must be done, the newer rapid bus is the only course we would
support. It is cheaper, effective and would not destroy the environment
connect to the National Naval Medical Center/Metro. This solution has
worked in other cities and countries.

PLEASE PRESERVE OUR GREENSPACE!

Thank you for you immediate attention in this matter.
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Jonathan
Gilbert
505 Bonifant St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jmaxg@rcn.com
I am writing to express my support for the Purple Line and particularly for
the light rail option.
As some who regularly commutes by bus between Silver Spring (at
Wayne Ave. & Dale Dr.) and Bethesda and occasionally between Silver
Spring and the University of Maryland, I can attest to the fact that the
current bus system is inadequate for current ridership and certainly
unable to attract many new riders without expansion. Already, the actual
travel times between Silver Spring and Bethesda by bus are often far
longer than should be expected according to the WMTA. My commute
yesterday morning, for example, took 1 hour from the time I arrived at
the bus stop to the time I arrived at Bethesda metro. Busses often arrive
inconsistently, to the point that (as yesterday) two buses on the same
line were traveling next to each other and not staggered at 10 minute
intervals as intended. Additionally these buses are often overcrowded to
the point that drivers will occasionally ignore people waiting at stops
because the bus is already filled to capacity. During inclement weather, I
have had commutes that lasted nearly 2 hours, with much of the delay
caused by slow traffic and long waits at intersections like that at EastWest Highway and Connecticut Ave.
As much as I am personally inconvenienced by the current
transportation routes, I am even more concerned that my 2-year old
daughter, who has significant physical disabilities, will have access to a
clean, reliable, accessible, and quick transport system. The bus system,
while it can accommodate people with disabilities, is often difficult for
them to navigate because of overcrowding and delays involved in
boarding. MetroAccess system has problems as well. Neither would be
able to transport her to College Park or Bethesda or point in between
with the ease and reliability of a light rail system.
My wife and I both implore you to act quickly and decisively so that my
daughter will have access to a better transportation system.
While a rapid bus system would be a improvement over the current
system, I beileve light rail is the best option and, given the increased
ridership it will promote, the most cost-effective in the long-term.
Jonathan M. Gilbert
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Jonathan
Gilbert
505 Bonifant St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jmaxg@rcn.com
As a resident of Silver Spring who lives close to the proposed stop on
Wayne & Dale, I wanted to say I strongly support light rail route on
Wayne. Unfortunately, those of us who support the line don't have a sign
campaign, etc. and so I hope that the voices of those who opposed the
line are not the only ones being heard.
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Mayor Andrew
Hanko
City of New Carrollton

MD

I don't see Delegate Ivy, but I am Andrew Hanko, H-A-N-K-O, the Mayor
of the City of New Carrollton. I would like to at this time, tell you how
happy we are that we are able to host this very important hearing. And
as the Mayor of New Carrollton I support the concept of the Purple Line,
although, there are a number of concerns and issues still to be
addressed and decided.
I support the goal of the Purple Line which is to provide a faster, more
reliable Transit Service which will provide better connections along a 16mile line to the New Carrollton Metro Station Transportation Hub and
make it easier for riders to get jobs, shopping, schools, entertainment,
and other services.
The icing on the cake, so to speak, will be any reduction of the traffic on
the Beltway, which we all know is horrendous between New Carrollton
and
Bethesda. From my perspective as Mayor, the Purple
Line begins in New Carrollton and ends in Bethesda.
One of my concerns, as I mentioned at the beginning, that the Mayor
and the Council have and that is we hope that they will use Veterans
Parkway from Metro Station, down the tracks up Veterans Parkway and
that is the major concern that the Mayor and the Council have at this
time.
We will be in touch with you and we will keep all of our options open, but
at this time we do support, enthusiastically, the Purple Line. Thank you
very much.
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Kay
Gilley

MD
kaygilley@earthlink.net
I am most interested in the proposed Purple Line, since I commute from
Van Ness-UDC to College Park daily. The new line appears as if it
would significantly reduce my daily commute.
In addition, while I prefer to take Metro instead of driving and would take
Metro everywhere if it so allowed, I usually do drive when I go to Silver
Spring because I can drive it in 15 minutes and Metro requires 40
minutes.
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Michael
Gilmore
1811 Alberti Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
MDGILMOR@YAHOO.COM
I'm writing to urge you to reconsider the Purple Line being placed on the
Capitol Crescent Trail. As it now stands, that is one of my few safe
alternatives to catching the Crescent into downtown, a ride I make many
times in the spring through the fall for exercise and the environment. It
also leads ot one of my longer trail rides, as I catch either the Custis and
Lee to the W&OD or the Mt. Vernon Trail to Mt. Vernon.
Riding on roads is getting more dangerous with more vehicles and
crazier drivers behind the wheels of those vehicles. I urge you to
consider laternatives to the Purple Line - and leave my peaceful,
stressless, tree-lined trail alone!
Michael Gilmore
1811 Alberti Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Brent
Gilroy
8913 Ellsworth Ct.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
brentgilroy@starpower.net
It's time to move ahead with the Purple Line in whatever is the fastest
and most cost-effective manner for the long run. While some of my
neighbors oppose an above-ground line along Wayne Ave., I believe
that option -- if it is best in terms of engineering and financing -- must be
followed rather than holding up the project for many years, PROVIDED
every possible effort is made to mitigate negative outfall from the
construction/operation of the line.
I have lived in Silver Spring for 23 years and seen the area finally begin
to rebound economically; early completion of the Purple Line is essential
to maintaining that progress and to providing fast, environmentallyfriendly transportation for a population that inevitably will grow over
coming decades.
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John D
Giorgis
2809 Denley Pl
Silver Spring
MD
20906
jdgiorgis@gmail.com
I would like to sign up for the newsletter.
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Elizabeth A. Mumford and
Joe G. Gitchell
4301 Stanford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
eam222@verizon.net
Dear Mr. Leggett, Mr. Hanson, Council Members, Planning Board
Members:
We have wrestled with our thoughts about the potential alignment of the
Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail because we believe in mass
transit, particularly in inner urban areas (which we consider
Bethesda/Silver Spring to be). Our conclusion is that since other viable
options exist to connect important commuter communities (NIH is always
a logjam already), destroying natural habitat around the trail and the
stream is a net loss for the metropolitan area. Certainly, we see no logic
to destroying so much natural habitat before giving a more efficient rapid
bus transit system our best efforts over a period of 10 years or so (i.e.
giving the investment a serious chance). Other solutions can still be
considered at that point in time, while re-creating the current habitat
would take many decades.
Having lived in Tokyo, which is choked with traffic, we are certain that an
efficient and reliable bus system is possible; posted schedules are
consistently met within a minute or two. Destroying the swath of
environment that surrounds the current trail does not make sense to us.
We believe that as a society we are approaching a turning point at which
we truly begin to value alternative energy sources and protection of the
environment.
We appreciate your consideration of our viewpoint.
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Ed
Gitterman
4710 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814

8.pdf (4 mb)
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Ed
Gitterman
4710 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
Ed, E-D, Gitterman, G-I-T-T-E-R-M-A-N. As a - I'm sorry. 4710 Bethesda
Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland.
As a regional transit user and former Big Apple resident, I dropped my
support for the Bi-County Purple Line for the following reasons. 1) Was
political stalling on the State level. 2) Was community diversity over the
Purple Line on the local level. 3) Is that in a semi-hostile environment for
Mass Transit, speed the studying and the completing projects as
important because car usage can climb faster then transit projects are
completed due to political roadblocks and government red tape.
Now let me add that the Purple Line is an ongoing media soap opera
that should have been cancelled years ago. Plus, it's a special interest
project that should have been finished years ago. So what is the quick
and easy alternative to something years away after gas prices go down
and a lot of red tape?
Well, a) is to add off-peak and weekend service to Metro Bus Route J4
and FY10 and b) is to extend said route and FY10 to New Carrollton on
the alignment used by Metro Bus Route F6. Now, once and if a Purple
Line should become reality, than the prescribed bus bridge would be
discontinued.
But personally I would prefer capital dollars from the U.S. Government
go for a) the Silver Lining Project in Northern Virginia b) the Corridor
Cities Transitway Project in Montgomery County and c) is the second
subway project in the Big Apple, my hometown.
I believe that Rapid Transit Light Rail or BRT Lines work best when a)
they run above or below a street level and b) they run to and from the
central business district of a major city like D.C. So what you're
proposing is the Maryland version of New York's Brooklyn/Queen's G
Line or possibly a suburban Purple Line to nowhere.
So having said that, I'm going to try to wrap up with a brief request and
closing remarks for everybody. I am first asking that all replies to my
testimony, and you probably got lost while I was making it, be held for
and made in editorial form to the Washington Post Newspaper. But
aside from that let me express my support for the inter- county connector
highway because, development growth plus suburbia's love of
automobile travel has made this highway a necessity.
Remember folks. You don't have to get behind the steering wheel to love
traveling by car. Think about it and I will submit this testimony for the
public record. Thank you.
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David
Givens
105 Lucas Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
DAVID.GIVENS3@VERIZON.NET
Diane Ratcliff
MTA Director of Planning

Dear Ms. Ratcliff:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed
Purple Line.

Any additional direct rapid transit connections should be for
buses only.

I am opposed to light rail for the following reasons:
·

Bus routes are already well-established.

·

The area is already well-served by MARC as well as WMATA.

·
Population density is so high in these areas of Montgomery and
Prince Georges counties that the disruption to residences and
businesses is not worth the expenditure.
·
The impact on plant and animal life in these communities will be
very negative and measureable.
·
Erosion and groundwater runoff of chemicals from construction
and additional permanent light rail installations will harm the environment
for all.

Sincerely,

David Givens
105 Lucas Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Dannielle
Glaros
4800 Sheridan Street
Riverdale
MD
20737
Good morning. I'm Dannielle Glaros, D-A-N-N-I-E-L-L-E, Glaros, G-L-AR-O-S. I'm a resident of Riverdale Park and I'm here in support of the
Purple Line and particularly the Light Rail Alignment.
I actually will be within about a half mile of one of the future Purple Line
stops. There's tremendous excitement in our community about the
possibility of the Purple Line.
I want to spend most of my time, I think a lot of people highlighted the
environmental reasons, the fact that we have such a transit-oriented
population here in Prince George's County. The fact that it will link key
job centers in this county, New Carrollton, M Square, University of
Maryland, it would also with Montgomery County. So I'm not going to
dwell on those but I want to speak mostly about some of those specific
alignment issues.
In particular, I want to hone in on the intersection of 410 and Kenilworth
Avenue and really encourage the State to look at the high-end
alternatives for Light Rail through that intersection and also, perhaps,
even consider an aerial option.
That intersection has a tremendous amount of traffic and we really need
to figure out, very smartly, how we can move through that intersection,
maintain the Light Rail movement through there and ensure that there's
not significant time delays.
And I also would encourage the same thing to happen along
410/Veterans Parkway as it moves along in the direction of New
Carrollton. There's a tremendous amount of congestion there currently.
A lot of roads pouring out on there and there's already a great deal of
traffic accidents along that route. So I would specifically encourage the
State to hone in on that area in Prince George's County and really
consider the High- End Light Rail Alternatives in those areas.
Also I would encourage the State, as much as possible, when they're
looking at the stop on River Road to not only focus on M Square and the
office development, which is happening there, but also providing a stop
that's best suited also for the residential neighborhood both in Riverdale
Heights and in Riverdale Park communities.
Again, thank you for your time and thank all the staff for all of their
tremendous work on this project. This really is the future for this County
and for the State. It's a critical network that has to be built. There's no
real choice. We really need to move forward with this project. Thanks.
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Darren
Glasgow
BF Saul Company
7501 Wisconsin Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
darren.glasgow@bfsaulco.com
If it is mail only, please do not send. Please only send electronically.
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Ashton
Glassell
8101 Connecticut Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. a. Glassell.pdf (922 kb)
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Gabrielle
Glasser
3301 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GABBYGLASSER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Council President Andrews,
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail where I walk with my
husband and dog. One of the main reasons we purchased our home
was its proximity to the trail and the beautiful trees which enhance our
neighborhood. Adding a rail through our neighborhood will ruin its
trainquility and destroy a unique and important resource of our
community. We strongly oppose a light rail via the Capital Crescent
Trail. There are other, more economic and less intrusive, options which
should be pursued.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Gabrielle Glasser
3301 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Josh
Glasser
3301 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JGLASSE3@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Council President Andrews,
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail where I walk with my
wife and dog. One of the main reasons we purchased our home was its
proximity to the trail and the beautiful trees which enhance our
neighborhood. Adding a rail through our neighborhood will ruin its
trainquility and destroy a unique and important resource of our
community. We strongly oppose a light rail via the Capital Crescent
Trail. There are other, more economic and less intrusive, options which
should be pursued.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Josh Glasser
3301 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Matt
Glasser
7205 4th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MGLASSER@WORLDBANK.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O?Malley, County Executive Leggett, Planning Director
Ratcliff,
Chairman Hanson, and Council President Knapp,

I have been following the debate about the Purple Line with mixed
emotions. On
the one hand, I understand the importance of mass transit, and of
improving
east-west links in lower Montgomery County. On the other hand, our
rapidly
urbanizing neighborhoods have too few recreational opportunities, and
the
destruction of a popular trail would be a tremendous loss for
Montgomery County.
We must exercise sound stewardship over the resources we have, for
our own sake,
and for the sake of those who will come after us.

My own kids love riding their bikes on the trail, and stopping to look at a
frog
or a spider-web. The Elm Street Park and the trail on the Capital
Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way offer them a taste of nature on
their
doorstep. I myself have seen a fox darting between the trees. Every
day brings
hundreds of walkers and bicyclists to the trail. Old and young, everyone
benefits from this remarkable resource.

It is critically important that we find a way to improve mass transit without
sacrificing the trail, the Elm Street Park (as shown in one alternative in
the
EIS), or other green space. An alignment along the existing roadways
makes much
more sense than introducing trains or buses into parks and trails.

While the concept of a Purple Line is sound, the benefits do not justify
the
destruction of a popular, well-used recreational assets. Please insist
that the
Purple Line be built without destroying the trail or the Elm Street Park.

Matt Glasser

7205 46th St

Chevy Chase MD 20815
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Norm
Gleichman
7113 Central Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
My name is Norm Gleichman, N-O-R-M, G-L-E-I-C-H-M-A-N. I'm a 26year resident at 7113 Central Avenue, Takoma Park, which is in the
Long Branch/Sligo neighborhood. Zip code is 20912.
I'm speaking in support of the purple line light rail option. The points I
want to make are first, the importance of remembering that we are
building this for decades into the future. Whatever we build now we're
going to have to live with for a long time to come and we have to think
big and think about the increased number of riders that will be served by
the system that we're building now.
That means we have to look beyond short term considerations such as
the economic conditions and crises that we're undergoing right now,
parochial interests of individual neighborhoods, individual streets,
keeping our eyes on the prize which means to me how do we move the
largest number of people as quickly as possible from east to west and
west to east?
If you look at the figures that the MTA has provided, it is clear that the
highest cost a bus rapid transit system moves fewer people per day,
removes fewer people from cars and reduces auto trips to less than the
lowest cost light rail system.
So in terms of the choice between light rail and bus rail, the answer
seems evident from the figures that the MTA has provided. Light rail is
also clearly faster than any of the bus rail options. So particularly in view
of the improved political climate in Washington, the increased chances
that we're going to get generous funding from the federal government as
a result of the Obama administration and Democratic leadership in
Congress, I urge the MTA to think big, to seize the moment and to
support the light rail option. Thank you.
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Helen
Glenn Court
8201 Grubb Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
HELEN@GLENNCOURT.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive
Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews:
I write with a keen interest in preserving the Capital Crescent Trail,
which I use regularly, and is indeed a large measure of why I chose to
buy property in this immediate area. On it --never mind recreational
biking-- I walk to my bank, my Starbucks, my local library, my grocery
store. It enables me to think and act green. It enables me to NOT use
my
car for every errand. It enables me to make the most of the community I
chose to invest in and choose to live in. Take away the Capital Crescent
Trail, and I rethink how ideal a community it in fact is.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10’
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Vijay
Goel
22206 Fair Garden Lane
Clarksburg
MD
20871
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Amaya_Fidelina Comment Cards.pdf (61 kb)
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Mark Y
Goh

MD
myg@umiacs.umd.edu
To Whom it may concern
This letter is in support of the Purple line to be included in the public
record. I live in Washington DC and take the metro daily to College Park
(UMD) and I would take the purple line daily if it were available. Not only
will it cut down my commute to work, I believe that
it will also encourage other employees that also live in DC to take
METRO to work instead of driving.
Thank You,
Mark Y. Goh
Computer Engineer
Institute for Advanced Computer Studies
University of Maryland
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Mark
Goh
3945 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington
DC
20008
markygoh@gmail.com
I support developent of the Purple Line light rail option. Thank you
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Sandra
Golas
710 Bay Front Ave
North Beach
MD
20714
sgolas@hotmail.com
A train/metro is a great idea. It would be even better if it was extended
to the Nutley Metro Station!
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Al
Goldberg
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814

Goldberg.pdf (102 kb)
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Bruce
Goldberg
800 Schindler Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20903
BRUCEGOLDBERG@PRODIGY.NET
Hello,
As a longtime resident of Silver Spring and a rail transit advocate I very
much support the light rail option for the much needed Purple Line. It is
clearly time to stop talking about it and to move it forward.
However, as one who bicycle commutes several times a week between
the Silver Spring area and downtown DC via Bethesda using the
Georgetown Branch Trail and the Capital Crescent Trail, I am very
concerned about the impact the light rail plans will have on the growing
legion of bike commuters and recreational cyclists along the current
Georgetown Branch. The 10 foot wide trail planned adjacent to the
Purple Line is woefully inadequate. Bicycle trail standards today call for
at least a 12-foot width, and many new trails are wider than that.
The experience of the 12-foot wide Capital Crescent, where the mix of
cyclists, joggers, roller bladers, walkers, and other recreational users
has created dangerous overcrowding, is a clear indication that a 10-foot
trail adjacent to the Purple Line will discourage use of this great
recreational and alternative (bicycle) commuting resource. Especially
after the trail is completed into downtown Silver Spring and paved,
usage will be heavy--probably similar to that on the Capital Crescent.
Please make sure that the trail is at least 12 feet wide, and ideally 16
feet wide.
Thanks for considering my comments.
Bruce Goldberg
800 Schindler Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20903
301-434-9077
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Lisa
Goldberg
417 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
lisag67@gmail.com
Please allow us to review these slides as a full presentation instead of
downloading them individually, which takes forever. Also, the size of
these downloads is unusually high. Could you post them on
Slideshare.net?
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Barton
Goldenberg
3402 Woosley Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BARTONGOLDENBERG@NETZERO.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My wife, my two children and I have been using the Capital Crescent
Trail for more than 20 years. It is one of our biggest enjoyments and
part of why we continue to live in Chevy Chase/Montgomery County.
We are asking that you keep the trail just the way it is and that you do
not place the Purple Line on or near the Capital Crescent Trail.
As you know every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all
ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Paul
Goldman
1230 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20910
goldmanp@gmail.com
My name is Paul Goldman. I live in the Woodside Park neighborhood of
Silver Spring -- a 15 minute walk from the Silver Spring metro station.
As someone who frequently travels from Silver Spring to Chevy Chase,
Bethesda, College Park, and New Carrollton, I write to urge
MTA to approve a construction of a light rail Purple Line between
Bethesda and New Carrollton. I would like to see the light rail system
have the following characteristics.
1. It should run along the Georgetown Branch alignment between
Bethesda and Silver Spring.
2. The light rail line should be generally at-grade and run primarily on its
own right of way.
3. The light rail line should have frequent service that links the Bethesda,
Silver Spring, College Park and New Carrollton Metro stations and have
stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch, Langley Park, the University of
Maryland campus, and Riverdale Park.
4. The hiker-biker trail should be included as part of the project. The trail
should run through the Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the
Transit Center in Silver Spring.
5. It should include a stop that serves Downtown Silver Spring and the
Fenton Street Village area. The stop should be well coordinated with the
new Silver Spring library project.
It has been over 20 years since a light rail line between Bethesda and
Silver Spring was first proposed. In the interim, Baltimore has obtained
significant light rail service. In a time of concern about energy efficiency,
global warming, and urban sprawl, the Purple Line offers a way to
constructively deal with these issues.
Thank-you for the opportunity to comment on this important project.
Sincerely,
Paul Goldman
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Scott
Goldman
10426 Inwood Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20902
sbgoldman@yahoo.com
The importance to the region that the Purple Line represents cannot be
underestimated. This project is critical to enabling east - west
movement between Montgomery and Prince George's county. Please, I
urge that Maryland transit officials working with local communities move
this project forward with all due urgency. This is of critical importance to
our region and if initiated will be a huge success. Please do not let
sectarian interests (Town of Chevy Chase) bully or delay what is
legitimately a project that will serve thousands of people daily. These
interests while they need to be heard are only interested in preserving
their own selfish interests.
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Robert
Goldstein, M.D.
6615 Hillmead Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
BOBMACP02@YAHOO.COM
The Honorable Martin O’Malley
State House
Annapolis, MD 21401

RE: Comment on Purple Line DEIS – No Transit on the Trail

Dear Governor O’Malley,

I use the Capital Crescent several times a month throughout the year.
So do my friends, my family, and my patients. The Trail is a wonderful
unique resource, promoting relaxation and healthful physical activities
for the entire community. The Trail’s woodland environment is an
important, beautiful addition to the areas it crosses and to Montgomery
County.

Construction of the Purple Line along the site of the Trail would be
enormously destructive. All of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass a few
feet from the few hikers or bikers who persist in using the degraded
pathway. It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to pass
each other on a narrow bike lane so close to trains or buses. The
proposed alterations would result in an environmental and recreational
disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision, and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve
this region’s outstanding “Central Park.” Preserve this precious natural
resource for us and succeeding generations, allowing the many County
residents and visitors to enjoy this linear park, regardless of the growth
and development that takes place in the immediate surroundings.

Thank you for your consideration and action.
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Michael
Goldstein
8409 Lilly Stone Dr
Bethesda
MD
20817
MIKEGOLDSTEIN@VERIZON.NET
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a long time cyclist and user of the Capital
Crescent Trail I am pleased that the Maryland Transit Administration has
included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the designs.

While I am supportive of the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask that
the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:

1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. The current Capital Crescent Trail
at 10 feet wide is too narrow.

2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.

3) Build Two Trail Routes: 1) Through the Tunnel and 2) Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the Bethesda tunnel, trail users need the
alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and Elm Street Park to
have access to local Bethesda destinations.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Nelson
Goldstein
664 Ivy League Lane
Rockville
MD
20850
goldstein321@yahoo.com
Goldstein 35754.pdf (106 kb)
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Alberto
Gonzalez

North Bethesda
MD
20852
ALBERTO.GONZALEZ@OCI.FDA.GOV
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My wife and I moved from San Juan, PR, to Bethesda, Maryland in
2005. One of the great things we loved about Montgomery County are
the well kept trails.
Every week, we are among the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers that
use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Piero
Gonzalez
2203 Bucknell Terrace
Silver Spring
MD
20902
rumba101@gmail.com
I am really interested in seeing a purple line light rail. It is shameful that
our country doesn't have a better public transportation system. This is
truly the best way to cut down emissions and make the region, and
country, greener
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MD
20854
keith.goodman@fairfaxcounty.gov
I attempted to download the Traffic Analysis Technical report and
received the message that the file was damaged and could not be
repaired. Could you check on this?
Thanks
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Robert
Goodman
Robert Goodman
8101 Eastern Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
cybrarian9@aol.com
Using a below ground train as is consistent with the rest of the Metro
system is my first preference. However, if this is not possible, then I feel
the only remaining option for the Purple Line to be the most efficient and
cost effective system is to use above ground trollies or train lines as
opposed to any form using dedicated bus lines and bus lanes. A bus will
be no faster and no more effective than driving to work. I commute from
downtown Silver Spring to the NIH via East West Highway and Jones
Bridge Road. Putting a bus on Jones Bridge Road as opposed to a trolly
or train on the current trail system is not effective or efficient. Traffic
backs up on that road in all directions from East West Highway, Jones
Mill Road, and Connecticut Avenue. A buss would be sitting in the same
traffic because the road is a one lane road in each direction and lights
are not timed to allow long stretches of cars to come through them.
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Paul
Goodwin
3927 South Dakota Avenue, NE
Washington
DC
20018
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Yes, ASAP!
Comment Cards. Parchment.pdf (53 kb)
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Karen
Goozner
Karen Goozner
9404 Pin Oak Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
kgoozner@starpower.net
I am in favor of the Purple Line. I have lived in Boston, New York, San
Francisco, Tokyo, and Chicago. I have traveled to Paris, and London.
Washington and it's inner ring will benefit in terms of permanent jobs,
enhanced quality of life, better access to local downtowns which will
facilitate retail, commercial and entertainment development, reduce
pollution and dependence on fossil fuel, reduce illness from pollution,
reduce stress and mental illness from long, horrible commutes, and will
leave a legacy to those who come after us of intelligent, sustainable,
attractive nurturing of the urban center and the ring communities.
Please make this happen!
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jane
gorbaty
resident in EAST SILVER SPRING CIVIC
grove street
silver spring
MD
20910
silverspringjane@yahoo.com
Hi Mike, would you consider sending out a note in response to the article
in the Washington Post today. thanks, Jane G. (the house that might get
torn down)
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Jane
Gorbaty
8208 Grove Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SILVERSPRINGJANE@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Hello, here are some of my questions.
Three high end tunnel options (3) of the 5 alignments go through or
under my house. The cut and cover (through my house) was taken off
the table.
Jane Gorbaty
8208 Grove Street , Silver Spring, Md 20910
Diane Radcliff
MTA Directory of Planning
6 St Paul Street
9th floor
Baltimore md
21202
email
web site
www.purplelinemd.com
email
purpleline@mtamaryland.com
--- On Thu, 12/11/08, Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com wrote:
From: Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com
Subject: Fw: [EastSilverSpringCivic] Purple Line - tunnel under the
houses on Grove street - questions
To: "Royce Hanson" mcp-chairman@mncppc-mc.org>, "Bill Barron"
Bill.Barron@mncppc-mc.org, Rollin.Stanley@mncppc-mc.org
Date: Thursday, December 11, 2008, 2:04 AM
Good morning, I sent this to the below. I wanted to send this to you fyi.
Maybe you have some ideas.
Rollin, It was nice meeting you for the first time on Saturday
Dr Royce, I was nice talking with you again, and meeting your wife.
Thanks for any tips.
Jane Gorbaty
--- On Thu, 12/11/08, Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com wrote:
From: Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com
Subject: Fw: [EastSilverSpringCivic] Purple Line - tunnel under the
houses on Grove street - questions
To: "Jamie Raskin" info@jaminraskin.com, "Ben Stutz"
ben.stutz@montgomerycountymd.gov>, "dale tibbits home"
datibbitts@aol.com, "ervin"
councilmember.ervin@montgomerycountymd.gov, "elrich"
councilmember.elrich@montgomerycountymd.gov, "Tom Hucker"
tomhucker@gmail.com, "George Leventhal"
councilmember.leventhal@montgomerycountymd.go
Cc: "sheila hixson" sheila.hixson@house.state.md.us, "floreen"
councilmember.floreen@montgomerycountymd.gov, "HeatherNew
MizeurNew" heather@mizeurgroup.com, "dist20breakfastclub"
dist20breakfastclub@yahoo.com
Date: Thursday, December 11, 2008, 2:02 AM

Hi, I sent this to the below I know a few of you are on Purple LIne Now, so I'm forward this to you
as well & some folks from the Dem 20 breakfast.
Can you have some of your folks try to look up some answers please ?
THANKS
Jane
--- On Thu, 12/11/08, Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com wrote:
From: Jane GGG silverspringjane@yahoo.com
Subject: [EastSilverSpringCivic] Purple Line - tunnel under the houses
on Grove street - questions
To: queenannes1@yahoogroups.com, "Purple line now Harry Sanders"
sandersh@verizon.net, "Thomas Autrey" thomas.autrey@mncppcmc.org, "essca civic" eastsilverspringcivic@yahoogroups.com, "Purple
line now -Webb Smedley" WoodsideCivicAssn@gmail.com, "Mike
Madden mta" mmadden@mtamaryland.com, "Joe Romanowski"
romanowski@rkkengineers.com
Date: Thursday, December 11, 2008, 1:54 AM
Good Morning,
I just heard that the tunnel under some houses on Grove street is back
into focus.

Would those of you in "the know", on Tom Autry's working group, and on
the "Purple line now" committee please help us find out:

1) What should be done to mitigate any noise both during operation &
during construction
2) any vibrations (ditto)
3) any wierd unintended results to a house & property
4) Would residents need to move out for a time, to prevent being injured
in an unintended accident - example: breaking a gas line, sewage line,
house collapse? sink hole? Yes we have had them in the
neighborhood - probably from water leakage from the storm sewer.
5) Does MTA cover expenses if a resident must move out? Does
property go into storage?
6) What are the rules/laws on ground rights when a tunnel goes under
someone's home?
7) Do Homeowners need an attorney for “ground rights”?
8) How will "Purple line now" help residents in this situation.
9) If MTA decides the they need to take a house, How will “purple line
now”
help residents with an attorney, which is required ? Mike Madden has

said that
a resident MUST have an attorney to negotiate the $$, they will not
negotiate without one.
10) What are the guidelines for selling the house to the state? I couldn't
find anything on the state web site. Is the money for the house going to
be enough to buy a house in the same neighborhood?
11) What happens if the house actually does collapse? How will the
state cover this and fix it, or does the homeowner have to do it on their
own.

Thanks for any of the details - none of these were in the report (which
costs $120 a copy)

--- On Wed, 12/10/08, Don Slater slater402@verizon.net wrote:
From: Don Slater slater402@verizon.net
Subject: Re: [queenannes] Coming to Consensus on the Purple Line
To: queenannes1@yahoogroups.com
Date: Wednesday, December 10, 2008, 2:16 PM
I am not as close to Wayne Ave as those who live right on the street
or Carol, whose property backs up to Wayne, but I do share your
concerns about the noise. The LRT vehicles operate very quietly, but
we have all seen the postings about wheel squeal. And we have all
heard it on the Metro Red Line between Union Station and Judiciary
Square. There are several ways to relieve wheel squeal and the MTA
has mentioned all of them, including some fairly exotic wheel
configurations. The two most important considerations are the curve
of the track and the speed of the vehicle. The two tightest curves
in the SSTC to Sligo Creek segment of the PL are in and out of the
library site. Either way, the vehicle is slowing for the stop or
accelerating from a standstill. This will mininize, if not remove
completely, the wheel noise. The rest of Wayne Avenue to the creek
is not made up of tight turns.
I have been through a couple of sets of feelings about the PL and its
potential impact on DTSS and our neighborhood. I am fairly certain
that we will be better off with the PL than without it, regardless of
mode or alignment. When I looked at the early Wayne Ave alignments
(it was one of four) I was quite distressed to see that MTA was
proposing a dedicated lane alignment on Wayne, eliminating 2 lanes of
traffic in rush hour and all parking. My wife and I attended many
MTA presentations and at all of them, we spoke with MTA people about
the use of shared lanes as we knew them in Philadelphia from my
childhood to the present. Much to our relief and surprise, the Low
and Medium LRT proposals became "shared lane with left turn"
concepts. Growing up with streetcars, we never felt that they
divided the neighborhood. Actually, it was quite the opposite.
People rode them across town or three blocks. They were incredibly
convenient. While I am aware of the issue of "station density" in
East Silver Spring, I would still like to have a stop at Wayne and
Dale. It is not as important as the library stop, which will serve
the business district and support Fenton Village, but it will give us

a nice benefit. I also feel very strongly that we will never be able
to make a case for someone to put a LOT of money into the Old Blair
Auditorium without a Dale Drive stop. There is just not enough
parking and the stop represents a realistic alternative to driving.
The upcoming decision on the mode and the alignment will not stop the
design or engineering process. I would suggest to everyone to pay
attention to notices of hearings and try to be as informed as
possible.
Best regards,
Don Slater
402 Mansfield
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Aaron Michael
Gordon
Rosetta Stone
3344 Prospect ST NW
Washington
DC
20007
aaroniuspolonius@hotmail.com
The Purple Line must be built, and must be built as light rail, for a variety
of reasons both large and small.
In the first place, as the northern suburbs of the District continue their
evolution from car-centric to New Urban communities (complete with
"fake" downtowns and density,) their linkage between one another is
essential. It indicates that the communities united along this route are
part of the same place, which is Metro Washington. The Purple Line also
corrects stupidity built into the original Metrorail system (who thought
that not having a direct connection between Bethesda and Silver Springs
was remotely a good idea?) It also indicates that both Maryland and DC
are living in reality: that the "suburbs" of today are really city centers in
their own right, much like the "suburbs" of Paris.
The Purple Line also corrects another mistake made in Maryland, or at
least mitigates it: the vast spaces between stations and the insistence
(at least until recently,) on a suburban model of development. Contrast
the Red Line from Bethesda to Shady Grove with the Orange Line
Rosslyn-to-Ballston run and you will see a missed opportunity. Despite
the poor design, Silver Spring, Bethesda and Rockville have formed their
urban centers, with Hyattsville and others coming to the party. Maryland
should encourage and celebrate this development with the Purple Line.
The Purple Line should also be light rail, as rail suggests permanence
more than buses do. In addition, light rail can haul more people than
buses can, and if we've learned anything from Metro, it's that Metro DC
will use mass transit; it will become crowded, and there are no easy
solutions once the system is in place without enough capacity.
Finally, the Purple Line as a light rail system will act as a national
example of how to take the New Urban trend to the next step. The
Rosslyn-Ballston corridor isn't a fair example for most mass transit
agencies to judge: Metro is an expensive, vanity system (with vaulted
stations, carpeting and seats with actual cushions.) If this weren't the
capital, Metro would resemble MARTA in Atlanta or Miami's Metrorail:
the bare minimum.
However, most metropolitan statistical areas around the country have
been creating New Urban developments in their respective regions.
What none have been able to do is link them all together, to create a
continuous line from New Urban downtown to New Urban downtown.
The Purple Line, with its more realistic price-tag, will demonstrate that
this can and should be done nationally. Like Boca Raton's Mizner Park,
or Baltimore's Harbor, the Purple Line has the potential to be more than
the sum of its parts, more than the practical ambitions of its citizens.
Done right, it can inspire and guide the world into the future of urban
development. Yet another thing that Maryland did first, and did right.
So build it. Make it rail. And move forward into the future.
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Joseph
Gordon
1611 Ballard Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Hi. Joseph Gordon, J-O-S-E-P-H, G-O-R-D-O-N. Thanks for staying
here so long. I am strongly in support of light rail. Either of the options I
think being fine.
I actually in some sense have lived the purple line. About eight years
ago I lived in College park, well, actually in Hyattsville. I worked
downtown full time and went to school full time which meant taking a lot
of night buses, becoming very acquainted with the fact that College park
did not have a central bus rail so I had to go to one station and then take
a bus to downtown and that was quite difficult.
Then I moved to Takoma Park, lived right near where Flower Ave. and
Piney Branch that was mentioned earlier at one of the highest traffic bus
areas.
If you want to hear squealing, be near a bus stop. It was really, really
loud, and I had to take a bus from there to the Metro, so I got
comfortable with that.
Now my wife and I live in, on 1611 Ballard Street, right next to the rails.
In fact, we're sort of in my backyard of people. We hear the trains.
I think it's interesting, people who are asking for a tunnel, one thing that I
can attest to being right where the tunnel, where the Metro goes
underground is that at night they honk almost every single time they go
underground. So in terms of noise, that's something to consider.
Also the fact that it shakes your house a lot more when they're
underground actually than when they're above ground. At least in our
experience, which is right next to us.
I think the light rail is a great option. I've lived in cities, I was there in Salt
Lake City when they built their very first rail and we heard arguments
that everyone wouldn't use it.
I don't think that's a credible argument there. They got double the
ridership they ever though they would and certainly it's not a credible
argument here.
I can't think of a single section of rail that anyone would regret having
built here. So, you know, and I think that it is hard, I haven't seen a rail
system that has had the impacts on communities that were bad with light
rail.
It seems to me it has always worked out and made things better. I do
think you have to consider people as you do it of course. But when I
think 10 years, 20 years from now, we'll have it, we're going to have light
rail, there will be expanded rail, but it is a question of how we do it and I
think that the thing that I wanted to say before the time goes out.
I sat through the explanation and I have worked on environmental issues
and looked at EIS's on a variety of issues. So I was really surprised and
impressed at the level of thought and detail and care that the people
who put the particular options that we have. I mean, it is a really difficult,
many - to manage, not just engineering but obviously the political and
social issues and I think you put together a really good proposal for light
rail and I hope that we move forward with it. Thank you.
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Stephen L.
Gordon
InSite Builders L.L.C.
5001 Baltan Road
Bethesda
MD
20816-2401
stephen@insitebuildersllc.com
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
We need our open space and we need a way to get around town in
means other than by cars, buses and trains.
Thank you for your consideration.
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James F
Gormally
806 E. Franklin Ave
Silver Spring
MD
JFGORMALLY@YAHOO.COM
10/25/08
I am one of a few who bike to work; 4.5 miles from Franklin Ave to
Walter Reed Army Med Ctr. I use Wayne Ave. I do not have the time to
wade through the plan so I apologize in advance if you have taken
bikers into account.
1) will the Wayne Ave route allow bikers to travel along sidewalks safely
given that kids use the sidewalk for the school at Wayne and Dale?
2) in general, consider the impact of the alternative routes on bicyclists.
I support the purple line, and hope you get it done.
James F. Gormally
806 E. Franklin Ave
Silver Spring, MD
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David
Gottfried
5400 Uppingham Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
dgottfried@weslyan.edu
Gottfried 35673.pdf (106 kb)
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Gail
Gottlieb
7102 14th Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
mg_gottlieb@yahoo.com
I strongly support building the Purple Line. Public transportation is key to
reducing negative environmental effects and making life better for area
residents. Bus lines are no substitute for rail transit and the minimal
disruption of some parkland and biking trails is far outweighed by the
benefits of the new transit line. Please build the Purple Line (below
ground, if possible) without delay.
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Denise C.
Goulet
10229 Crosscut Way
Damascus
MD
20872
DGOULET@MBOLAW.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family and I use the Capital Crescent trail for biking and hiking. The
trail is a wonderful resource for people who live in an urban region
because it provides a sense of being in the country while providing a
safe, off-street environment in which to bike. A woman I know went
biking on city streets in Pheonix a few years ago. She was hit by a
driver who ran a red light. She is now paralized from the neck down and
spends each day in a wheel chair trying to figure out how to live the rest
of her life. She had been a theater director and actress; now she is
relegated to simply writing plays when she able to get assistance.
Having a safe, off-road place to bike is so important and there are so few
places in an urban area. Even though we live 25 miles to the northwest
of DC, we travel that distance just to be able to bike in a safe location
with our children. Our children especially love going from Bethesda to
Georgetown because of the urban life at each end of the trail while we
parents love the tranquility of the trail itself as it traverses wooded areas
of beauty and tranquility.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Beatrice
Grabowski, PHD

MD
BGRABOWSKI@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear MTA
I am writing in support of the light rail option for the Purple line.
Personally, I like riding the bus. I grew up riding buses in Chicago, but
that was in the day of low traffic congestion. You could get anywhere
on the bus and they ran frequently (every 5-10 minutes). Unfortunately,
that is not the case here. If you miss your bus, you may need to wait
another half hour. If traffic is slow, so is the bus.
Three good reasons to build light rail:
First: A light rail will be dedicated and will run reliably whether traffic is
congested or not.
Second: Even buses that burn natural gas or biodiesel still emit global
warming gases, whereas electric vehicles could potentially run on wind
and solar power.
Third: People like trains better than buses.
If you build it, they will ride it.
Cheers,
B. Grabowski
Beatrice Grabowski, PhD
Science Writer and Editor
bgrabowski@earthlink.net
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Denise A.
Grady

MD
DGRADY9540@AOL.COM
Dear Metro:
I wanted to send this e-mail to express my approval of the purple line
and making the commute to Rockville a lot easier than catching the red
line and going all around robin hoods barn to get back into Maryland
when you get on at the Silver Spring Metro center.
Right now if you catch the metro in Silver Spring to get to Rockville you
have to go downtown into DC and back out into Maryland which takes
approximately 1 hour of travel time during non-rush hour. I can't even
imagine catching that line during the morning rush.
I give my support to building the red line and servicing maryland better.
Sincerely,
Denise A. Grady
240-293-6496
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James H
Graeter
11013 Homeplace Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
jgra1112@gmail.com
We are against the Purple Line - Thecrescent Trailand Bikeway used by
large volumes of people and should be saved in its present form
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Tami
Graf
13382 Rousby Hall Road
Lusby
MD
grafty52@gmail.com
Graf 35362.pdf (90 kb)
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Martha
Grageda
9314 Piney Branch Road
Silver Spring
MD

My name is Martha Grageda. M-A-R-T-H-A, G-R-A-G-E-D-A. I live at
9314 Pine Branch Road in (inaudible) I am very thankful for this
opportunity to express what I feel about the purple line. I think it's a great
thing for people like myself who do everything by public transportation.
Actually it takes me from 7:00 in the morning until about 10:00 in the
morning to go from my apartment to my doctor's appointment at Old
Georgetown Road.
I know I'm not alone in this situation because most of the people I meet
on the bus are regulars, as I am. I rely completely on public
transportation.
I think the purple line would be one of the best solutions for those of us
who do not drive and that need to get from say from this part, from Silver
Spring all the way out into the Bethesda area.
I'm in Silver Spring, zip code is 20903. I need to take three buses to get
to where I'm going. If I miss one, I am in trouble. I think I would be in
favor of the light rail instead of bus.
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Robert E.
Grant
4406 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
ROBGRANT9@MAC.COM
Dear Elected Representatives:
I have previously written on this issue to Governor O'Malley and Mr.
Leggett, but received no response from the former and only an
automated acknowledgment from the latter.
I am writing as a resident of East Bethesda about the Purple Line. I
understand that the Planning Board will vote tomorrow on the route for
the proposed Purple Line.
I use the Capital Crescent Trail several times a week for recreational
walking and biking, and to commute to my office on Connecticut Avenue
in Chevy Chase. While I understand that there are development and
business interests that favor construction of the Purple Line on top of the
Crescent Trail, I fail to understand why so little consideration has been
given to the Jones Bridge Road alternative route. Routing the Purple
Line (whether light rail or bus rapid transit) along Jones Bridge Road
would not only save thousands of trees, preserve a key component of
the Capital Crescent Trail, and offer lower construction costs, it would
alleviate many of the traffic concerns associated with the BRAC
expansion of Navy Medical. I urge you all to give strong consideration to
the entire project, but particularly to the Jones Bridge Road route, which
I believe is the best alternative.
Respectfully submitted,
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Ashlea P.
Graves
Office of Representative Al Green

MD
ashlea.graves@mail.house.gov
I love to shop in Friendship Heights but I live in Silver Spring. I don't
have a car either so I have to take the metro. If the commute wasn't so
long, I'd go more often. The purple line would make this commute for red
line riders much easier and in my case, it will make my shopping day
more enjoyable. Also, because it would be so easy to travel between
both sides of the red line and the northern side of the green line, places
like PG Plaza, Cleveland Park, Woodley Park, Farragut North, DuPont
Circle and local universities would also benefit from more visitors,
tourists and better business.
I vote yes for the purple line.
Ashlea P. Graves
Office of Rep. Al Green
P: 202-225-7508
F: 202-225-2947
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Ann
Gray
15072 Haslemere Ct
Silver Spring
MD
20906
ANNSGRAY@GMAIL.COM
Please support the Purple Line, including the light rail option.
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Kerri
Gray

MD
KERRIGRAY@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live in Chevy Chase and am a regular user of the Capital Crescent
Trail. I also commute every day to work on East West Highway between
Chevy Chase and Bethesda. I am well aware of the traffic situation in
this area. I am not willing to trade a shorter commute for the loss of
important public greenspace and an area that brings hours of enjoyment
and outdoor time to me and my family every year.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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W Cabell "Cab"
Grayson

MD
CGRAYSON@CBREINVESTORS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
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Bradley
Green
1101 L Street, NW
Washington
DC
20005
brad@bradgreen.net
Light rail will attract a lot more riders than a bus. Also, a shared ROW
with the hiker-biker trail will enable the trail to have an exclusive ROW all
the way to Silver Spring. That routing is also superior to the Jones
Bridge Road alignment in that it serves downtown Bethesda. I am a
biker and i will not mind riding along side a light rail line.
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Bradley
Green
1101 L Street, NW
Washington
DC
20005
brad@bradgreen.net
I strongly support the light rail option along the Capital Crescent Trail
corridor between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I frequently bike along that
portion of the trail. Further, I have no doubt that I will continue to enjoy
using the trail after the completion of the adjacent light rail.
Light rail will attract more riders than bus rapid transit. Further, it is a
more direct link between Bethesda and Silver Spring than the Jones
Bridge alignment.
Finally, the opponents claim that light rail would harm the trail. Even if
this claim was true, very few people would be adversely affected. This is
because this portion of the trail is very lightly used, especially as
compared with the Bethesda to Georgetown portion of the trail.
I believe, instead, that building light rail will actually benefit the trail, if the
project also includes paving the trail and extending it on a dedicated
alignment to downtown Silver Spring.
Light rail along the Capital Crescent Trail, then, is a win-win proposal. It
will efficiently move people between two large population and business
centers. And it can bring many more riders to a lightly used trail.
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David P.
Green
8512 Flower Ave, #5
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Rosemary Peterson.pdf (90 kb)
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Doug
Green
4523 Maple Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
My name is Doug Green, D-O-U-G, Green like the color. I'm a resident
of east Bethesda. My family is heavy trail users. My wife is a substitute
teacher and often bikes to her jobs at Rosemary Hills and other schools
using the trail so she's probably one of the few who is actually a trail
commuter. Nevertheless, like many of our neighbors, we are supporters
of the light rail line along the Capitol Crescent Trail.
The reason that we are in favor of that is because we have relatives in
Portland, Oregon, we go there often and we have seen just how well
their light rail system works for the community and how much it is not
only an amenity but a loved amenity.
I agree with the previous speaker that buses will not carry the same
weight in people's minds. I have visited transit systems in Europe,
particularly in Amsterdam and what was then West Berlin and seen how
well the light rail exists with all other types of urban activities, particularly
biking, heavy rail when it's well integrated and even with cars in a
downtown setting.
We will, we are an urban area, as much as we need the parks and other
amenities we also must have the mass transit that reflects the density of
this area. For that reason, my family and many of our neighbors in east
Bethesda strongly support the light rail option. Thank you.
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Linda S.
Green
11600 Lockwood Drive, Apt. 201
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Parchment.pdf (53 kb)
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Stephen A.
Green, M.D.

MD
SGREEN.GEORGETOWN@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Stephen A. Green, M.D.
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Matt
Green
10114 Gates Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Norma Torres.pdf (64 kb)
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Julie Greenberg and
George Wyeth
4717 Flaston Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Letter. J. Greenberg. G. Wyeth.pdf (1 mb)
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Shelly
Greenberg
7603 Granada Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
INFO@MOREYOGA.COM
I am outraged to learn that 17 acres of trees are will be cut if the Purple
Line is built. I have lived in Bethesda for 38 years and am a regular user
of the Capital Crescent Trail. I insist that you do everything in your power
to put a stop to the Purple Line.
Shelly Greenberg
7603 Granada Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-320-3630 ph.
301-320-0868 fax
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Neil R.
Greene, AIA
5514 Charles Street
Bethesda
MD
20814

Greene_Neil.pdf (198 kb)
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Jane
Greene
1802 East West Hwy
Silver Spring
MD
20910
janegre@yahoo.com
Would you please tell me where the 16th Street/Woodside Purple Line
stop is going to be? The maps on your site are not that clear to me.
Thank you.
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LaTosha
Greene
5293 85th Avenue
New Carrollton
MD
20784
latosha.greene@nrc.gov
I support the Purple Line to go into effect. This is such a great idea to
me.
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LaTosha
Greene
5293 85th Avenue, Apt 202
New Carrollton
MD
20784
latosha.greene@nrc.gov
Greene 35715.pdf (109 kb)
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Margaret H.
Greene
6813 Tulip Hill Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20816
MHGreen01@aol.com
Wrttn Sttmnt. M. Greene.pdf (2 mb)
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Margaret
Greene

Bethesda
MD

Good evening. My name is Margaret Greene, M-A-R-G-A-R-E-T,
Greene, G-R-E-E-N-E. Final E. My husband and I bought a house in
Bethesda in 1971. It's near the intersection of Massachusetts and Gold's
Burrow Road. And I am speaking in support of the light rail option for the
Purple Line which will also complete the Capitol Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring.
I came to Washington in 1958 to work for the federal government. I was
living on P Street in Georgetown when the last trolley went by our house
on its way to Cabin John. My Tulip Hill home overlooks the Glen Echo
park where recently a 1950's trolley was put on display on a small piece
of remaining track. The track was abandoned in favor of buses 48 years
ago.
What we wouldn't give now to have a light rail system that ran from
downtown D.C. Out to Cabin John, as it did until 1959. And imagine a
light rail trolley running all the way out to Great Falls, as it did before
World War I.
My point is, think long-term. I can tell you, 50 years goes by very quickly.
Don't invest in the second rate solution, the bus solution, which will
prove inadequate in years to come. Build the basis for a system which
can be easily expanded to serve our projected population growth for
many years to come. The enormous success of Metro during the last 30
years has brought renewed appreciation of what a light rail system could
do for our area.
Moving large numbers of people quickly and quietly on a dedicated rightof- way, concentrating development, reducing air pollution and related
respiratory problems and conserving gasoline. All this with less impact
on surrounding neighborhoods and building additional roadways.
With the generous 66 to 125 foot wide right-of-way, there's ample room
for both the 25 foot wide light rail line and the foot wide trail. While
preserving many trees and adding landscaping. Light rail trains are quiet
and pollution free and will run on a grassy track, appropriate, a track bed
that's grassy, appropriate for the linear park nature of this project. The
light rail project will enhance the Crescent Trail by providing overpasses,
underpasses, and the completion of the route making the trail safer and
more useful to many residents of our county.
It's obvious that while the light rail trolley line is compatible with the
Crescent Trail, buses running along the same alignment are not. With
the construction of the light rail Purple Line, the majority of our citizens of
every age will benefit from reliable and reduced travel times for work,
school and recreation. Let's invest in the future now. Thank you.
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David
Greenstein
4006 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DAVID@GREENSTEINLAWOFFICE.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley
(I know you said that you played on the trail when you were a kid and it
was active line, but it would not be like that now and my family and
friends use it almost daily, including in winter)

MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so

close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
David Greenstein
4006 Laird Place
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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David
Greenstein
4006 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DAVID@GREENSTEINLAWOFFICE.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ (a
"goal," not a mandate) from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It
would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jenna Nober
Greenstein
4006 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JNOBER@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to express my frustration with the lack of attention
being paid to the Jones Bridge Road option. That option is far
cheaper and actually connects to the employment centers. More or
faster buses on Jones Bridge Road would provide a much simpler way
of
getting people to and from their jobs. My largest problem with the
rail proposal is that it will not directly connect to the main
sources of employment, namely NIH and NMC. I believe the idea that a
hugely expensive system would be built that skirts the employment
centers is ridiculous. Have you ever been in that area at rush hour?
The cars are going to the big employment centers, not to the office
buildings in Bethesda, by and large. People are simply not going to
take a train, an elevator, walk down platforms and then take another
train - then walk from the station to their offices and homes. The
time involved with all those steps will make the trip too long. You
don't need to be a civil engineer to figure that out. It just defies
logic to me. My family and I use the trail daily, if not more than
daily. I run on it in the morning, where I see lots of kids commuting
to BCC on their bikes. We take our kids on it constantly, looking at
birds, trees and meeting neighbors. I understand the need for more
public transportation, but feel the trail does not solve the problems
at hand.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Claudia
Greer
4311 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
CLAUDIAGREER@YAHOO.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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George
Greer
7516 Dundalk Rd
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I strongly support a light rail rather than a bus option for the Purple Line.
It makes good sense in the long term and will creat more jobs in the
short term.
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Tom
Greer

MD
GREERBIKE@YAHOO.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
Please do not change the Cap Cresetn trail.
I use the trail daily to walk and bike ride.
I am leagally blind and enjoy the trail because its safe.
I have been hit by cars on four occations.
I purchased my home to live within walking distance of the trail.
I have enjoyed the trail for over 10 years.
To change the trail would be a serious loss.
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E. M.
Gregerman

MD

E.M. Gregerman.pdf (52 kb)
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Santos
Gregorio
Nicholzon St.
Riverdale
MD

Yo pienso que es bueno.
Translated:

Attachments :

I think it is good.
Santos_Gregorio.pdf (18 kb)
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Henry
Gregory
4504 Cheltenham Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814

Gregory_Henry.pdf (62 kb)
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Jon
Griffin

MD
jon@passagemaking.net
Griffin 35674.pdf (297 kb)
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Dan
Grimley

MD
DAN.GRIMLEY@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews and all Montgomery County Council
members

I don’t know who on this list is for or against the purple line light rail
proposal. I realize there are various interest groups pushing their
agendas and each of you is trying your best to arrive at an appropriate
decision. With that said, this trail is critical to the quality of life within
Chevy Chase/Bethesda and adjoining communities. We who use this
trail want it for future generations and I assure you that we will
remember who voted to destroy it and who voted to protect it. I
respectfully suggest everyone figure out a way to transport a few
thousand people a day from Silver Spring to Bethesda without
destroying one of the few walking and biking trials down county. Those
of us who live in lower Montgomery County put up with high taxes,
poorly planned development, congested roads and trailers instead of
classrooms for our kids. Elected officials shouldn’t be taking a track of
land that was donated by C&O Railroad as a biking and walking trail that
will at best enrich developers such as the Chevy Chase Land Corp.

The light rail idea is admirable, but not reasonable. I have some
questions. How will it affect traffic on the roads it crosses? More traffic
lights for commuters? How will it tie into the existing Metro rail stops so
people can easily transfer? An extra two or three minute walk to leave
the metro station? How will Metro maintain a completely different rail
system? Are there not different cars, tracks, mechanical skill sets, etc?
Metro can’t even maintain the current system so how will they ensure
this system is maintained? Will there be a maintenance fund to ensure
this line isn’t Metro’s stepchild? The light rail and bus proposals will not
solve our traffic congestion issues nor create sustainable jobs.
President elect Obama has suggested that government act boldly. I
would hope this group consider acting boldly. Below are some
recommendations.

I say put the Purple line underground and build it like every other mile
Metrorail line inside the beltway. Run it from College Park to Silver
Spring to Bethesda to Tyson’s Corner. Now you will have a line that will
meet the transportation needs of our community. A line that runs from
Tyson’s to College Park will provide a much larger ridership base and
will actually get people off the Beltway. It will meet up with line (recently
approved) in Virginia that runs out to Dulles from Tysons. Bethesda will
become a major hub where two lines meet. Tyson’s will also be a hub.
That makes sense since both areas are employment centers. The
Tyson’s to Bethesda line could be built with one or two stops between
them (Cabin John/ McLean). This would provide much faster access to
D.C. for people in Tyson’s and vice a versa. Friendship
Heights/Bethesda to Tyson’s would be a very popular business meeting
route. Silver Spring, Bethesda and College Park would be tied into
Virginia without the need to go into the city and back out. The next

generation of Metro stops needs to adjust to the travel patterns of those
who live in the D.C. area. Go to London and you will not see a hub and
spoke rail system because as cities grow the hub and spoke no longer
has the same value. You can’t assume everyone will live in the suburbs
and work in DC. There are employment hubs that need to be tied
together without traveling into D.C..

I would also suggest building another bridge across the Potomac at
White’s Ferry. The intercounty connector (370) could then run to
White’s Ferry and on to Interstate 66 in Virginia. This would pull traffic
off the beltway in Montgomery County and provide better access to
international airport for those upcounty. This is the time for large impact,
large scale infrastructure projects that can have generational impacts not
low impact light rail projects.
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Gregory
Grine
4117 Dunnel Lane
Kensington
MD
20895

Grine 34909.pdf (88 kb)
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Jay
Groff

MD
JAYGROFF@VERIZON.NET
(Via E-mail)
To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning, MD Transit Administration
Dear Ms. Ratliff,
Please include the following comments in the complete record for the
public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I live (803 Woodside Parkway) and work (8484 Georgia Avenue) in
Downtown Silver Spring.
Because the traffic congestion is really bad now, and because Wayne
Avenue is a major artery in relieving this congestion...
I fully support extending the underground tunnel to Mansfield Road.
I also believe that more people would ride the Purple Line if there were
fewer stations in Downtown Silver Spring.
I support limiting the number of stations in Downtown Silver Spring to the
Metro Station only. This would create a faster commute through Silver
Spring and encourage more cross-county ridership.

Thank you,
Jay Groff
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Lauren
Groff

MD
LAURENGROFF@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : (Via E-mail)
To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning, MD Transit Administration
Dear Ms. Ratliff,
Please include the following comments in the complete record for the
public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
As a long-time (23 years) resident and business owner in downtown
Silver Spring (resident address: 803 Woodside Parkway; business
address: 8484 Georgia Avenue), I have been closely following the
discussion and plan development of the downtown Silver Spring
segment of the Purple Line.Â
I am in firm agreement with a significant member majority of my
neighborhood citizens' association, SOECA (Seven Oaks/Evanswood
Citizens' Association, in that it is absolutely essential to extend a tunnel
from downtown Silver Spring an additional one-half mile under Wayne Â
Avenue, from Cedar Street to Â Mansfield Road.Â
This decision would be a win-win for both our adjacent community and
the Purple Line ridership goals. Besides mitigating what would otherwise
be the many severely negative impacts of routing a surface line through
our residential neighborhood, a longer tunneled route would clearly
improve Purple Line travel time (no traffic lights) and ridership appeal.
The misguided consideration that a station stop at Dale Drive and
Wayne Avenue would be useful to our neighborhood is completely offbase. We are too close to downtown Silver Spring for this stop to attract
significant numbers of riders; plus it would further slow down the Purple
Line's travel time.
We already experience horrible traffic in downtown Silver Spring. I
cannot even begin to imagine how much worse the entrance and exits to
the Whole Foods parking lot would get with a surface line. Increased
traffic would undoubtedly threaten the downtown Silver Spring
commercial interests as well. I already avoid certain routes (and,
consequentially, adjacent businesses) because the congestion is just not
worth dealing with. After all the investment to revitalize downtown Silver
Spring, jeopardizing the very businesses we have worked so hard to
attract simply makes no sense.
In addition, cut-through neighborhood traffic is already a constant
problem. "No entry" street signs are simply ignored, and the increased
vehicular traffic congestion that a surface line would engender would
obviously worsen this situation.Â
These examples are just the tip of the iceberg of a long list of adverse
neighborhood consequences of an at-surface line.Â I vehemently urge
all our decision-making officials to invest in the tunnelling route under
Wayne Avenue for a Purple Line that would minimally hinder our
community while maximizing the potential for its long-term success.Â
All can agree that we will be dealing with the impact of this decision, for

better or worse, for decades to come. I have recently read that there is
new MTA data that supports this option as as being cost effective for
federal funding approval. I am absolutely certain that it would be a shortsighted mistake to exclude this extended tunneling under Wayne
Avenue.
Respectfully,
Lauren Groff
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Glenda
Grogan

Silver Spring
MD
GLGROGAN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Council Member Berliner,
Council Member Elrich,
Council Member Floreen,
Council Member Knapp,
Council Member Praisner,
Council Member Andrews,
and Congressman Chris Van Hollen,
I have lived in this area for about 20 years because of the wonderful
trails, parks, and tree-lined neighborhoods it offers. I frequently walk or
bike on the Capital Crescent Trail and consider it to be one of the
treasures of our region. Because of this, I have attended several
meetings and expressed my concern about building a light rail system
along the hiker-biker trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. It is
discouraging to me that my feedback along with thousands of others
seems to have been ignored so far as the proposal continues to threaten
the quality of the hiker-biker trail, tree canopy, and surrounding
neighborhoods.
Please construct the Purple Line the right way by putting it underground.
This is the best way to integrate it fully with the existing metro system.
Putting light rail along the Capital Crescent Trail is unacceptable as it will
require cutting down most of the trees which make it such a beautiful,
user-friendly trail. Although mass transit is important, the place to put it
is along existing transportation systems or underground--not in people's
backyards.
Placing rail along the trail will have a devastating environmental impact
and result in a huge reduction in the quality of life for those of us who
live near it. The congestion of the roads leading to parking facilities, the
loss of trees, the diminished safety and appeal of the hiker-biker trail,
and the lack of integration between the light rail and the underground
metro system make light rail an inadequate solution to traffic congestion.
Thank you for your careful consideration of the issues surrounding the
construction of the Purple Line and your commitment to preserving the
beauty and serenity of the Capital Crescent Trail.
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RL
GROHS

MD
EMST@VERIZON.NET
DURING RUSH HOUR WHY NOT HAVE BUSES THAT ARE 1/2 THE
SIZE OF THE
TOO BIG BUSSES...
TOO MUCH GAS...SAVE MILLIONS,,,THE SUBWAY IS TOO
EXPENSIVE
AND RUN TWICE AS OFTEN AND GUESS WHAT...
I MISSED MY BUS BY 3 MINUTES SO WHAT
EMPLOY MORE DRIVERS BY SAVING GAS
6 TO 9 AM AND 3 TO 6 PM...RUN AT NIGHT TOO.
SAVE BIG GAS DOLLARS RUN SMALLER BUSES
ALL DAY LONG
NO ONE WANTS TO DESTROY A NATURAL TRAIL
EXCEPT MORE MONEY.
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john
gross
7307 oakridge ave
chevy chase
MD
20815
fobjohn@yahoo.com
Despite what you may read in the newspapers or elsewhere I and many
of my friends and neighbors here in the Town of Chevy Chase FULLY
SUPPORT the Light Rail version of the Purple Line.
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John
Gross

Chevy Chase
MD
FOBJOHN@YAHOO.COM
Public Servants
When it comes to the Light Rail Purple Line please understand that the
"Save the Trail" folks and the Town Council do not speak for all
residents of the Town of Chevy Chase. Many of us --- more than the
Town Council seems to think -- fully support the Purple line LRT and a
compatible hiker trail, and we vote too, in Town elections too.
NOTE: I have been told by many of the hikers (and I have seen it
myself) that the bikers are more of a threat to them than a light rail train
is, or is it would be. Either way I suspect.
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Naomi
Gross
4104 Blackthorn Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. N. Gross.pdf (932 kb)
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William
Gross
Nuclear Energy Institute
1176 I Street, NW, Suite 400
Washington
DC
20006
WRG@NEI.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : Dearest community members;

I have been a pedestrian and commuter user of the Capital Crescent
Trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda for several years.

I use the trail to commute by bike from Forest Glen to 18th and L where I
work. Though that route is 6 miles longer than the strait-shot 16th street,
it is safer, prettier, and allows me to enjoy some quality out-door time in
before and after a hectic day.

I also use the trail to train for races. In the past 6 years I have used the
trail to train for the Baltimore, Richmond (twice), and Charlottesville
(twice) marathons, as well as a 50 mile ultramarathon. I am currently
training for a spring 50K, and run on the trail several times weekly for
that purpose.

Needless to say, I spend many hours on the Capital Crescent Trail. The
trail provides a safe place to enjoy raw natural beauty, right in our back
yard.

As a homeowner in Silver Spring, and a former resident of Bethesda, I
know well the desire for a new transit system from Silver Spring to
Bethesda. But using the Capital Crescent Trail as a route for increased
transportation is a very poor option.

I cite a few reasons:
1)
I have frequently taken the currently available metro busses that
run from Silver Spring station to Bethesda. Even during rush hour these
busses are never nearing capacity.
2)
The move of Walter Reed to the US Navy Medical Center will
increase demand not to Bethesda station, but to Medical Center Station.
3)
Destroying quality green-space for another transit system is a
trade-off that is environmentally unsound on its face.
4)
There exist dozens of options that would allow saving this pristine
parkland while increasing capacity between Silver Spring and
Bethesda/Medical Center.

We are in a time when local and state budgets, global climate change,
and our nation’s health are primary issues on voter minds. Employing a
solution that, for example, preserves health-promoting green-space,
employs existing infrastructure, and uses natural-gas driven busses
would be seen by constituents as:
·

Financially sound

·

Environmentally conscious

·

Public-health informed

I urge you to take an early morning over the next week to head over to
Bethesda. If you have kids, spouse, dog – bring one and all. Grab a
cup of hot-cocoa or coffee and head out for a stroll along the trail.
Spring, fall, summer or winter, the trail is a beautiful place to recharge
your battery. Listen to the birds, observe the old-growth oak, elm, and
poplar that grow along the sides. Smell the fresh, clean air. I assure
you will understand the passion of trail lovers from whom I’m sure you
have received a great deal of correspondence.

Please do what you can to help preserve this space.
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Neal
Grotenstein

MD
MC4360@YAHOO.COM
Hi
Two rising things are traffis density and American's % body fat.
THe previous generation was healtheier than this one, even though
medical technology has advanced.
Thus, a way is needed to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail in the
context of the Purple line.
America should be among the world's healthiest nations. THe cost of
keeping the bike trail in operation is far less than the cost of healthcare
from a sedentary lifestyle.
I've lived in several MD places sionce 1970. I bike roads and trails.
I'm 64 with low heart rate, blood pressure, and cholosterol. I'm Jewish,
so we know I don't have natural phydical anything. THus, I'm healthy
from activity.
Help us all be green and healthy; $ well spent.
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Gary
Grotsky

MD
GKGROTSKY@NETSCAPE.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and=2 0bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Brenda
Groves
Best Pawn
6609 Riverdale Road
Riverdale
MD
20737
brenda@bestpawn.com
want to keep abreast of decisions
re:Purple Line especially
engineering aspects.
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Brian and Amanda
Grow
3257 Harrison Blvd #4b
Ogden
UT
84403
AMANDACGROW@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My husband and I currently live in Ogden Utah. We recently visited the
DC area and spent a beautiful day riding bikes with friends who live in
the area along the Capital Crescent trail. It is a beautiful refuge from the
surrounding cities and we thoroughly enjoyed our time on the trail. It
would be a shame to lose such a beautiful and historically significant
trail. Please consider another place for the train line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Eugene
Grunby
10009 Betteker Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
GGRUNBY@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
Our failing economy and the consequences of using gasoline (a carbon
based fuel) have dramatized the need to support and encourage bicycle
trails. But trails need to be maintained, made safer and should
interconnect so they are a sensible alternated form of transportation and
enjoyment. PLEASE VOTE FOR THE CHANGES BELOW THAT ARE
NEEDED TO BUILD A SUCCESSFUL INFRASTRUCTURE.
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Eugene Grunby
10009 Betteker Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
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John
Gubbings
10326 Thornbush Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
jgubbings@verizon.net
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Jon
Gubits
4879 Battery
Bethesda
MD
20814
dejuang@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : I submit the following letters, some published and some unpublished, as
a comment for your review. Also please review the comment at the end
of the letter compilation.
thank you for your time,
Jonathan Gubits
http://www.gazette.net/gazette_archive/2001/200108/montgomerycty/lett
ers/45274-1.html
Solid proposals, not abstract ideas needed to solve traffic woes
Feb. 23, 2001
The chairwoman of the Montgomery County Group, Sierra Club,
engages in a war of survey results and fails to suggest any specific
transit/ land use solutions to congested roads ("Support for alternatives
to roads," Feb. 2, 2001).
She blames The Gazette survey and resulting editorial for not showing
greater support for transit/ land use planning instead of building more
roads.
But the chairwoman does not propose any specific transit projects or
recommend any specific land development permit applications be
rejected on grounds of clogging roads. She simply attempts to build
support for transit/ land use planning as an abstract ideal and focus all
efforts on stopping any more roads.
People in Montgomery County, who spend more time getting to and from
their jobs or errands that cannot be time-shifted outside business hours,
want some projects built or some action taken. Not just paeans to an
abstract ideal of transit/ land use planning or endlessly studied little-built
road improvements.
Environmentalists should stop being obstructionist toward roads
(reactive) and start being proactive by proposing transit improvements
on a specific project basis and put as much time, effort and money
behind advocacy of specific projects as they have exerted against any
road improvement. And before readers discount this letter with a
reaction like, "Local communities affected must be the only source of
ideas for specific public transit projects," remember that by advocating
against new road construction a person is preempting local prerogative
as much as this letter's request for advocacy of specific projects.
Environmentalists have succeeded in stopping the Intercounty
Connector [as of time of ltr Feb 23, 2001 but not ultimately] in more than
just civic debate. Now put forward the specific project alternatives just as
forcefully.
Jonathan Gubits, Bethesda
PS to above letter:
The Purple Line (high investment light rail alternative) is the best specific
project alternative to any more new road construction in its study
corridor.
Jan 10, 2006 ltr to Gazette unpublished
to the editor,
Council Member at-large Steven Silverman wants to step into current
Executive Doug Duncan's shoes. So does former at-large Council
Member Isiah 'Ike' Leggett.
The need for housing exists for more than just entry level, as the Jan. 4,
2006 letter "Will voters want more of the same?" puts it, county and
private employees. Even people earning close to the still-surprising 'six
figures' have trouble finding housing in the county they work in. Such
housing near jobs reduces longer commutes that make transit trips less
preferable to driving. Expanding the infrastructure needs funding and
approvals (to get funding) from outside the county. And remember the
long public involvement processes that create the infrastructure, not only

Strathmore concert hall or new jail, cost overruns.
Even maintaining and expanding the school facilities, public transit,
roads and utilities Montgomery County already has becomes a source of
division over specific plans with simultaneous agreement at a lessspecific level. The Montgomery County nationally recognized, but
recently condemned in implementation, policy of scattering to all
neighborhoods housing more affordable to more of the workforce is
widely supported. The need to get more people out of their cars and into
expanded bus and rail transit is generally accepted as reducing road
traffic. Getting land parcels used for housing and business into closer
proximity (smart growth/walkable communities/mixed-use and income
transit-oriented redevelopment) is accepted as a traffic reducer. The
additional monies for the transportation and school core facility
expansions need as much of a balance of contributions from county and
other governments as the 'balance jobs and housing (between
Montgomery and other jurisdictions)' non-specific position.
Those who argue that Montgomery County population growth isn't
wanted by 'the people' only those who 'profit from it' or not inevitable
because the people will decide (through revived public involvement
processes heeded by elected officials) should support solutions as
specifically and intensely as they oppose others. A current example is to
support keeping the Dickerson and Boyds MARC stations open with
expanded service. If the people, by voting for a change (presumably for
Leggett) from Duncan policies alleged to be continued by Silverman,
other counties is where the regional population growth will go but the
new people will still come to Montgomery for work and pleasure. At
least they will until exasperated to stay closer to home by bad
transportation logistics resulting from 'slow' or 'well-planned,
infrastructure supported, job and housing balanced' growth.
But at least Montgomery County's car-oriented, single-use land, lowdensity and 'ag' character (in the desirable position of greater proximity
to the Nation's capital than 'outer' jurisdictions) will be preserved while
similar character in other jurisdictions is lost by 'balanced job and
housing' build-out elsewhere. If Montgomery County is resented
elsewhere in Maryland now (difficulty getting state school and other aid)
such slow growth policies effectively driving people out will only make
state resentment worse. Make the 2006 Montgomery County elections a
contest of specific ideas not a 'do-over' of 2002 where people are
mobilized by anger, not ideas, to give 'developers' their 'come-uppance.'
Jonathan Gubits
ltr to Gazette unpublished
to the editor,
Many people who demand underground construction for the purple
line are using the demand as a more positive spin for complete
opposition to the location under OR next to a bike trail. The added cost
for underground construction would make the purple line less
competitive, in the FTA federal funding process, with proposed light rail
lines in other metropolitan areas also trying to offer people more
attractive transportation choices that lead to less car use. The Metro
extension to Dulles Airport has had trouble getting funding merely for
pedestrian bridges across rt. 7 that would allow people to board more
easily as well as getting underground construction, through that built-up
shopping and office area only, much less the entire line.
Realistic choices for purple line construction, with rail not bus-rapidtransit, are the shallower tunneling method known as cut and cover
(where trees can be replanted and grow-that's the beauty of trees) or
above ground where the master plan maps I have looked at show

enough space exists for rail and trail. Currently there is no trail between
downtown Bethesda and downtown Silver Spring. The Georgetown
Branch Interim (future Capital Crescent) trail ends into secondary streets
north of the CBD.
People who already choose to go to Bethesda for work, or for its
thriving 'dinner and movie' nightlife, by car because of difficulty reaching
the metro station from their job or leisure destination may be enticed in
the future to use the Red (or Purple) Line(s) and/or buses because of
the more attractive, and yes, redundancy, of transportation choices.
Such choices will include a new entrance to the existing Bethesda metro
station at rt. 355 and Elm St. with a trail tunnel opening. Traffic calming
measures such as the web of 'one way' and 'do not enter' and 'resident
permit parking restrictions' in low density, single-land-use streets
adjacent to current CBD transit hubs will not need as much enforcement
as the 'cut-through traffic' and 'non-resident' street parking problems will
finally be mitigated by making it easier for people to use transportation
choices besides the car.
The additional rail stations created by building the Purple Line would
shorten existing bus route lengths. The present bus routing policy of
funneling bus passengers to and between rail stations would be more
effectively implemented because shorter bus route lengths take less
time to travel and times of bus vehicle turnarounds could be reduced.
This could reduce trip frequencies without purchasing, with more tax
dollars, as many new vehicles. The shorter bus route lengths would
make it easier to improve frequency of service as well as improve hours
of service allowing nighttime leisure trips, as well as daytime work and
non-work trips, to be shifted from car to transit. People might be more
comfortable with taking a bus and train because they would be less
afraid of being stranded, and left with the last resort of an expensive
taxicab ride home, by missing the last scheduled bus or train trip of the
night.
Jon Gubits
ltr to Gazette Dec 19, 2006 unpublished
to the editor,
Federal Realty Investment Trust, the admirable developer of Bethesda
Avenue into a transit-oriented development retail and, to a lesser extent
housing, destination is pursuing a misguided policy in trying to attract
shoppers this holiday season. The misguided policy is offering storevalidated and valet parking. Validated or valet parking only increases
competition for parking spaces. The competition for parking spaces
underlies much of the slower growth resistance to further transit-oriented
development that was manifested in the [2006} election results for
County Executive and County Council.
FRIT could have chosen instead to join Chevy Chase Cars and
Lionsgate Condominiums in sponsoring the Bethesda Circulator to allow
enough trips to maintain the 8 minute frequency as a traffic mitigation
measure with a clear transit preference. Further, Federal Realty could
subsidize local delivery to a location of the customer's choosing of items
purchased at its tenant stores instead of validating parking garage
tickets or offering valet parking. Delivery services provide better jobs
than valet parking. Maintaining the 8 minute frequency of the Circulator,
made difficult by traffic in the Bethesda CBD, could encourage more
shoppers to try reaching Bethesda by transit even by parking at outlying
metro stations closer to the shoppers' homes. This would be a more

likely fulfillment of promises that developing more business and housing
near transit would reduce traffic.
Jonathan Gubits
Feb 14, 2007 ltr to Gazette published
People are more likely to ride transit if it's rail than if it's a bus. Rail
passengers frequently have more mobility choices than bus passengers
(often car ownership or access) and they exercise them more often.
Past ridership studies for the purple line focused on trips commuting
between home and work. That methodology excludes riders using
transit for non-work or education trips. The purple line would
complement University of Maryland-College Park Green line rail access
but 30,000 to 40,000 student trips are not counted because they aren't
commuting to a job per se. We tell children that primary and secondary
school is their job. Higher education is the primary job of UMCP
students.
Jonathan Gubits
Bethesda
Feb 14, 2007 ltr to Gazette unpublished
The Chris Curtis cartoon of Feb 7, 2007 where a golf cart passenger
states "By jove, I say it's time we made Frosh an honorary club member"
could not have been more inaccurate. By asking Columbia Country
Club to let the purple line "play through" State Senator Brian Frosh has
not only assured he will not be a member, honorary or otherwise, but he
will not even be offered use of their facility for fundraisers.
Opponents of combining the purple line with the Georgetown Branch
of the Crescent trail such as Doug Duncan, Robert Ehrlich, Sally
Sternbach (2002 District 5 county council candidate) and current county
executive Isiah Leggett have all had fundraisers at Columbia Country
Club. Leggett, to his credit, is reconsidering his position to the point of
signing a County Council letter to Montgomery County State Delegates
and Senators asking them to prioritize transit improvements over road
improvements.
http://gazette.net/stories/042308/bethnew195150_32365.shtml
April 30, 2008 unpublished ltr to Gazette re article linked above
letter: In "Country Club letter riles Purple Line advocates," (April 23,
2008) Mier Wolf, a Town Councilmember in Chevy Chase, denied any
official contact between the Town and Columbia Country Club related to
the Club's recent attempt to organize community opposition to the Purple
Line light rail-trail combination. Mier Wolf failed to mention, and the
Gazette article mentioned above failed to report, that he is also president
of the Greater Bethesda Chevy Chase Coalition. One of the "citizen
groups and town governments" in the GBCCC is Columbia Country
Club.
Jonathan Gubits
Bethesda
May 24, 2005 ltr to Gazette published
The letter ["More green, not purple, for Bethesda" April 27, 2005]
claiming that many who support the trail have nothing to do with the
Columbia Country Club and only want to preserve some remaining
Bethesda green space is not the full story about the country club and the
Purple Line.
It is true that some who oppose the Purple Line have nothing to do with
the country club. It is equally true that the club has much to do with the
two citizen organizations that oppose the Purple Line by way of funding
(for campaigns and organizations) and board memberships.
A former country club president and board member sits on the board [as

of time of letter publication] of the Greater Bethesda-Chevy Chase
Coalition (provider of those "save the trail" signs). Maryland Ethics
Commission finance reports, required to be filed by lobbying
organizations such as the Committee to Save the Trail-Georgetown
Branch, have shown that the country club is their largest funder. COSTGB officers also serve on the GBCCC board. In total, the country club
has spent about $500,000 in its activities aimed at blocking the Purple
Line.
Jonathan Gubits, Bethesda
ltr to Gazette published June 18, 2008
BRT not such a bargain
http://www.gazette.net/stories/061808/montlet170218_32356.shtml
Operating costs of building tracks and electric lines associated with light
rail transit may indeed add to capital construction costs (‘‘Advocate says
bus rapid transit beats light rail options” June 11, 2008 article).
Costs of maintaining dedicated road lanes for bus rapid transit vehicles
also add to capital construction costs. BRT road maintenance costs,
ostensibly a transit expense, can be included in budgets as road, not
transit, expenses because of similar materials and labor skills.
Including the costs of transit maintenance in road budgets makes BRT
look deceptively cheaper than light rail that can distort decision-making
processes about transportation system improvements.
Jonathan Gubits, Bethesda
http://www.gazette.net/stories/072707/polilet220625_32365.shtml
Better collaboration is needed
July 27, 2007 ltr to Gazette published
Johns Hopkins University-Montgomery County, the Food and Drug
Administration and the East County development team, at either end of
the planned Intercounty Connector, could collaborate better
(‘‘Cooperation needed for region to succeed,” June 29, 2007 letter).
Using the ICC still requires gas or gas-electric cars, or diesel-electric or
natural gas buses.
A better regional vision for 2030, a time long past peak oil production,
would connect large universities and workplaces like JHU-MC, UMCollege Park and FDA by electric light rail Purple Line and Corridor
Cities Transitway with electric streetcars to complete door-to-door trip
connections.
Demand for electricity would create demand for generation methods,
helped by academic-business collaboration, that reduce global warming.
Jonathan Gubits, Bethesda
ltr to Gazette July 25, 2007
http://www.gazette.net/stories/072507/montlet220045_32359.shtml
More high tree canopy, bird habitat and carbon dioxide global warming
emissions would be lost and caused by the new Intercounty Connector
toll road, if built, than by the Purple Line.
To use the ICC, people would still need to drive. For the Purple Line,
trees would be lost for construction.
No compelling argument has been made for where or how to obtain
added money for underground light rail construction. But to use the
Purple Line, people would drive less.
People need to separate their visions of temporary construction impact
from long-term operational impact of transportation improvements. A

highway (ICC) [Added Nov 17, 2008: or lanes for BRT buses next to a
bike trail as well as additional lanes to existing roads for BRT buses] has
a clearly more adverse impact on communities than a rail line. That is
why people pay more for housing near public transit than near a road or
road intersection.
Jonathan Gubits, Bethesda
Some people may mention that the Purple Line is supported by
developers seeking to build more housing and commercial buildings that
will displace existing residents (gentrification). Preserving affordable
housing and producing more is partly a separate issue from improving
public transit. Getting enough residents and workers in, ideally,
walkable proximity to transit stations is the relationship of residential
construction planning to transit. Maintaining a diverse income mix
among new residents with current residents is a separate problem. The
fear of losing affordable housing should not be used to block public
transit improvements.
The issue of developer interest related to the
Purple Line simply is a choice either to build more housing in West
Montgomery County (Bethesda and North Bethesda/Rockville) for the
workers needed to fill the jobs coming or to improve the public transit for
easier commuting from somewhere else.
Opponents of the Purple Line as light rail in Chevy Chase have
changed their position when it comes to sharing the trail with transit
since 2004. In a Sept 30, 2004 hearing before the Montgomery County
Planning Board on routes for the purple line east of Silver Spring John
Warnock, then pres. of the Greater Bethesda Chevy Chase Coalition
(savethetrail.org) stated in written testimony:
"We are opposed to building any kind of transit system on the Capital
Crescent Trail. There is no need for it, there is no way it can be built
without destroying both the trail and the communities through which it
would pass, and there is not enough money now or anywhere on the
horizon available to build and then operate such an elaborate system as
the Purple Line."
But by 2008 the Town of Chevy Chase (where most GBCCC members
live in or near to) paid Sam Schwartz Engineering LLC for a study that
supports bus rapid transit on part of the trail between Silver Spring and
Jones Mill Rd while routing the buses along Jones Bridge Rd and
Woodmont ave instead of next to the trail. One must ask if it is indeed
the Georgetown Branch-Capital Crescent Trail in its entirety, or only the
part nearest the Town, which is of priority to GBCCC members relying
on the Town of Chevy Chase-funded study as a proxy, for 'saving.'
Such position changes exemplify the concept of NIMBY-based
opposition buried with pretexts.
The Purple Line built as light rail is supported by a majority of
Montgomery and, particularly, Prince George's County citizens testifying.
Please don't allow the money and lobbying clout of a vocal minority to
dictate transportation improvements for the majority of citizens in both
counties and even some people living amongst the vocal minority in and
near the Town of Chevy Chase.
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Jonathan
Gubits
ACT
4879 Battery Lane, 2
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. J. Gubits.pdf (1 mb)
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Paul
Guinnessy

MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : That's Paul, P-A-U-L, Guinnessy, G-U-I-N-N-E-S-S-Y. I'm a resident of
Silver Spring for the last nine years and I'm speaking in a personal
capacity and am also a physicist.
But first of all to raise a point that somebody else raised earlier, if you
really do want to get people out of their cars, the simplest way to do so is
to raise gas to $9 a gallon like it is in Europe.
As we saw this summer, increase the price of gas, car usage drops.
Now, I want to talk about the acoustic study which is in the recent
proposal, and it seems to be a best case scenario which doesn't include
the noise associated with the train, just the sound of the train itself.
So, for example, it doesn't include warning bells, it doesn't include
station announcements at stations, it doesn't really include much detail
about the wheel squeaks that you would get because Wayne Avenue
has a significant number of curves going around it.
So I think all those issues need to be brought out and formulated a lot
more because the noise environment from these trains is going to be
significant.
Moreover, the study seems that cars and buses remain at the same
decibel level over the next 30 years, while recent - trends suggest that
these are the opposite. You look at the Chevy - for example, silent.
This suggests that the acoustic nature of the light rail option would
dominate the environment.
The Wayne Avenue alignment also has a large number of houses
overlooking the road from the hills of which the noise environment along
there would be louder than acoustic studies suggest because the sound
reflects off the hills.
An above ground alignment will cause massive traffic disruption and
make the quality of life poor for existing residents. For those reasons, I
oppose the purple line as an above ground alignment as it is designed.
The only reason for pushing light rail along Wayne Avenue or the station
at Wayne and Dale would change the residential nature of the
community, cause disruption to the middle school and elementary school
would be significant.
I'm gravely concerned that the conflict of interest between our public
officials and developers over the purple line - zoning concerns.
Finally, I keep hearing about how pedestrians and cyclists would benefit
from the purple line, but there are no guarantees that pedestrians would
get the benefits promised to them.
You may not get a ridership of 60,000 riders per day, but you could get
20 percent of that simply by doing significant investment in the foot paths
around Silver Spring and to College Park that would improve cycle
lanes.
I'm quite shocked as a European who lives in America just how poor the
quality of your sidewalks are in this area, particularly along Wayne
Avenue. So why is it cycle lanes and foot passages are such an
afterthought?
An investment of $100 million in this community between Bethesda to

College Park would get a significant ridership with minimal cost and
improved - thank you.
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Thomas
Gullo
2500 Clarendon Blvd. #736
Arlington
VA
22201
TOMGULLO+WABA@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Thomas Gullo
2500 Clarendon Blvd. #736
Arlington, VA 22201
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Adria
Gunter
1800 Drexel Street
Hyattsville
MD
20783
chonkiz@aol.com
Will this construction in any way be affecting the Riggs Hill Condominium
Development? It sits near the corner of University and Riggs Rd and is
directly behind the National Wholesale Liquidators store.
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Brent and Laura
Gurney
5405 Kirkwood Dr
Bethesda
MD
20816
BRENT.GURNEY@WILMERHALE.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to express my deep opposition to the proposed Purple Line.
I very concerned about the impact the proposed Purple Line will have on
the Capital Crescent Trail. Since we moved to Bethesda several years
ago, we have been non-stop users of the trail. We use it every weekend
and many days during the week. We use if for biking, running, and
walking. My children ride there bikes to downtown Bethesda and back.
It is a huge attraction for out of town guests. It is a unique feature for a
urban/suburban community. It makes our community distinctive to have
such an outdoor wonderland in our midst. Placing a rail line next to,
along and/or adjacent to the trail will destroy that feature. I implore you
to demonstrate the vision that will keep this singular urban park
unimpaired. I strongly oppose the Purple Line.
Besides my family, every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of
all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Brent and Laura Gurney
5405 Kirkwood Dr., Bethesda MD 20816
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Brent and Laura
Gurney
5405 Kirkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
BRENT.GURNEY@WILMERHALE.COM
We are writing to re-state our opposition to the Purple Line. Though we
have written before, we understand that the Planning Board will vote on
Thursday, and send its recommendation to the County Council. We
would therefore like to reiterate our opposition. We are particularly
concerned that the Purple Line will remove or greatly diminish the trees
and tree canopy, convert the trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane
along a transitway. This is of particular concern since we have 3
children who are frequent users of the trail. We urge you to use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
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Lev
Guter
7310 New Hampshire Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Guter_Lev.pdf (102 kb)
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Joyce and Robert
Gwadz
7108 Fairfax Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
JGWADZ@DOWLOHNES.COM
Gentlemen and Mesdames:
We are writing to express our support for the Light Rail option for the
Purple Line as the most effective and the most environmentally
responsible option. We use the Trail as well for walking and biking, and
we believe that light rail and recreational trail activity can safely co-exist
with benefits for all. In our view, the Light Rail transportation is vastly
superior to bus transportation, and the Light Rail option will provide far
better service to our communities (and to the many commuters who
would use it) than the bus alternative supported by Light Rail opponents.
Opponents of Light Rail seem to have been far more vocal than
supporters. We hope you recognize that many of us in the communities
support the Light Rail option and do not want to see the bus option
implemented.
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Eric
Haag
3400 Purdue Street
Hyattsville
MD
20783
My name is Eric spelled with a C, and my last name is spelled H-A-A-G,
Haag.
I am a biology professor nearby here at the University of Maryland and
I'm also a resident of the University Hills neighborhood of Hyattsville,
which is located very near their proposed Adelphi Road station on the
purple line.
I am generally a great supporter of the purple line and I have two
specific points to make.
First of all, in this era of budget shortfalls, there will be a lot of pressure
to build this system as cheaply as possible. I feel strongly that we must
resist this pressure and think about quality and long-term investment.
While a bus-based system would certainly be expedient, it is fraught with
hidden costs. These will include longer travel times, potential
competition with auto traffic and greater emissions.
I therefore urge adoption of the medium or high investment LRT option.
My second point is that as an employee of the University, I support the
Campus Drive alignment. We need service where people actually need
to be. I'm confident that a design can be achieved that will be both safe
and attractive and I look forward to using that alignment every time I
need to visit colleagues at the National Institutes of Health, access
Amtrak service in New Carrollton or make a routine shopping trip.
I think the main point I want to make here is we want a quality system,
even if it takes longer to complete it. That's what I have to say. Thank
you.
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Grayce
Haanes-Olsen
709 Forest Glen Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ghaanes@verizon.net
I have been a resident of Silver Spring for 35 years and have observed
many changes. I believe the Purple Line will help alleviate the huge
traffic problems we have and be a good thing for environment, since
there will be fewer cars on the road.
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Thomas G.
Hagerty
7504 Tarrytown Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
THAGERTY@SEMMES.COM
Plainly stated, it will ruin our neighborhood. However, of importance also
is the failure of MTA to take into consideration the fact that you are about
to introduce a proposed budget which contains two(2) BILLION dollars
worth of cuts. To proceed with the incredibly expensive plan to build the
Purple Line now through our beautiful town at an outrageous cost in the
face of the phenomenal anticipated cuts is fiscal idiocy, if not suicide. If
you want my vote when you run again, fund the bus route alternative
instead of destroying the neighborhood where the home in which I, my
wife and 2 children live is located. I worked for a very long time in order
to afford to buy our home and it sickens me to think that the peace and
quiet which we love could be taken away forever by the construction of a
mass transit line only a few yards from it.
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Patrick
Haggerty

MD
pat@patrickhaggerty.com
Haggerty 34805.pdf (67 kb)
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Kurt
Haglund
8204 Kerry Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KURT.HAGLUND@AM.JLL.COM
Dear Governor and public officials:

I oppose the alternative of a light rail on the Purple Line on the
Georgetown Branch Trail.

I have used the trail for running, biking, and “hiking” with my children for
over a decade, along with thousands of other people.

What a wonderful asset to the citizens of the counties that live near
Washington, DC.

We have a very congested, traffic-filled region, and the bucolic trail
system provides a sense of uniqueness and relief to what will
increasingly be an urban environment. Why exacerbate congestion in
our environment with a above-ground train replete with screeching
brakes, dangerous trains, and fewer trees (how “green” is that solution)?

Don’t we have enough of those neighborhoods – where people
eventually hate to live – that are filled with buildings, cars, noise, trash
and congestion?

I believe that a purple line alternative is required, but certainly we can do
better than picking the easy choice, with lowest cost, and near-sighted
views of the benefits. I believe that spending less on the bus solution –
or more on a solution that won’t ruin the trail experience and the
neighborhoods surrounding the trail – is better than comprising on the
current light rail on the trail solution.

Certainly we can do better.
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Robert
Hahn

MD
20814
I am writing to express my opposition to the Purple Line. I feel that
Bethesda is already over-crowded. Why is it necessary in Maryland to
over-develop every area, so that every community loses its local charm?
I just don't see the need or the point.
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Betsy
Haibel

MD
BETSY.HAIBEL@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Sir or Madam:
I'd like to express my strong support for a light rail Purple Line, rather
than a bus rapid transit system. Although BRT is cheaper, LRT is more
cost-effective.
The Purple Line's raison d'etre is more efficient public transit along the
Bethesda-Silver Spring-College Park corridor, and this is an important
Maryland goal for three reasons--first, it'll make things easier for those
who already use public transit to traverse that corridor, second, it'll
increase transit ridership along that corridor, which will have a positive
environmental impact and lessen Beltway traffic; third, it'll help revitalize
Takoma-Langley-College Park through development around the
stations.
Each of these three sub-goals will be more effectively accomplished by
light rail.
First, convenience for existing transit : LRT's the clear winner here.
Currently, it takes about 35-40 minutes to get from Bethesda to Silver
Spring via the Red Line, and about 15-20 minutes on the Jx buses
(depending on time of day, and excluding delays). BRT is estimated to
take 25 minutes and LRT 9. In terms of raw travel time, BRT is actually
*slower* than one of the existing transit paths! Although it's possible that
BRT could be effectively faster than the Jx buses, due to more frequent
departures and fewer traffic delays, it's unlikely to ever be all that much
faster. LRT will be.
Second, luring people off the Beltway and onto transit: Again depending
on time of day, it takes anywhere from 10 minutes (if there's no traffic
whatsoever) to 45-50 (rush hour) to get from Bethesda to Silver Spring
by car. LRT will therefore almost always be faster than driving. BRT
cannot claim that. BRT also has an image problem--a) buses are seen
as more lower-class than cars, b) there's a perception that while rail lets
you slide past traffic, buses just let you stew in it from a different vantage
point. These image issues are a large part of why BRT systems nearuniversally report lower-than-predicted ridership figures. LRT wins here
too.
Third, east Montgomery/PG County revitalization: because rail requires
more initial infrastructure investment, it's seen as more of a commitment
than BRT, and businesses are therefore more likely to invest in the
areas surrounding stations. Columbia Heights has been well-served by
buses for a while, but businesses didn't start flocking there until the
Green Line was completed. Furthermore, gentrification-powering
yuppies are far likelier to use rail than buses, and investors know that.
The only arguments BRT has going for it are its price tag and the
perception that it'll impact the Capital Crescent Trail less. The latter is
almost all perception, and the bit that isn't is eclipsed by LRT's other
environmental advantages; the former argument is shortsighted, as BRT
isn't worth its cost.
---Betsy Haibel
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Nicola
Hain
3905 Nicholson Street
Hyattsville
MD
20782

Hain_Nicola.pdf (751 kb)
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Sigrid
Haines
227 Little Quarry Road
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
SCHAINES@LERCHEARLY.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sigrid Haines
227 Little Quarry Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
301-657-0152
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Mary Ann Wagner
Hains
5804 Tangelwood Dr
Bethesda
MD
20817
MWAGNER@XIOSTRATEGIES.COM]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- -including my family
of 6 -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring.
We enjoy the Trail is for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. We believe this would be neither
safe nor attractive for users. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Mary Ann Wagner Hains
5804 Tangelwood Dr
Bethesda MD 20817
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Donald
Hairston

MD
DONALDFHAIRSTON@HOTMAIL.COM
I was approached this morning about the possible creation of a purple
transit line. I actually had heard a rumor of such a line in the works and
was quite happy to hear about it. I hope this lines gets completed which
could possibly open up more work spots and/or more schooling
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Attachments :

V.
Hairston
Hason Oaks Association
4110 Hanson Oaks Drive
Landover Hills
MD
20784
As a long time resident of Hanson Oaks, I am strongly opposed to the
Purple Line on Ellin Road!! If the designers, engineers or other officials
who are responsible for the final decisions and/or the day-to-day
decisions would walk through this neighborhood as opposed to doing
aerial views, they would see and acknowledge that not only is this a bad
suggestion-it is totally out of reality. Hanson Oaks Drive is the ONLY
entrance and/or exit to the community. If there is an accident, neither
fire, police or any other emergency vehicle would be able to gain
entrance. There are many school children (all ages) that catch buses at
that corner. In some instances, school buses enter our development.
The thought of one of these children being hurt as a result of this
proposed line will be on the conscience of all who voted for it!! Again my
vote is NO, NO, NO!!!
Hairston_V.pdf (95 kb)
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Nathalie
Halimi
8619 Rayburn Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
NATHALIEHALIMI@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Nathalie Halimi
8619 Rayburn Road
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
3015640629
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C.M.
Hall
9120 Rhode Island Ave
College Park
MD
20740
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
CM Hall_DiSciulla Laura.pdf (99 kb)
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Leslie
Hall
1203 Highland Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support the light rail option for the Purple Line. Think long-term!!!! We
need this infrastructure.
-Leslie Hall
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Judith
Hallett
University of Maryland, College Park
5147 Westbard Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20816
jeph@umd.edu
I am eager to see the Purple Line become a reality as soon as possible.
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Cheryl Lynn
Hallivis
1014 South Belgrade Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
CHALLIVIS@ROSENBERG-ASSOC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Crescent Trail is a treasure to all of us and our children. We need
a safe and green place to bike, jog and hike. Please, don't destroy
this Trail, which brings joy and peace to so many in Maryland and DC.
Please find land that has already been leveled for the Purple Line. I
would like to add that I am very much in favor of the Purple Line, as I
feel that it would be environmentally responsible in the long run, as
fewer commuters will need to drive cars to work. But please, find a
path that has already been developed. Thank you very much for your
time
and consideration. I know that you are very busy, and that this is a
very important issue.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10'
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration.
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Jonathan
Halpern
3600 Kenilwoth Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. My name is William H. Halpern,
otherwise known as Bill Halpern, 9222 Manchester Road, Silver Spring
Maryland where I have lived for 40.5 years.
I have been a member of the Seven Oaks Seven Woods Citizens
Association for 40.5 years and I have been the elected Treasurer of the
association for the past seven years.
I have also served as its President twice, Vice President, delegate to the
- Civic Group and the Montgomery County Civic Federation and was a
member of the Citizens Advisory Task Force which aided the Planning
Board and the County Council in the development of the Silver Spring
and North Silver Spring sector plans.
Our association has overwhelmingly made it clear that it opposes the
purple line route that is not tunneled under Wayne Avenue. Any purple
line that is built needs to be tunneled in this segment of Silver Spring to
avoid substantially adverse impacts of the surface route on traffic, on
resident property values, on the neighborhoods as a whole and on
downtown Silver Spring.
I urge the state and county to work with our citizen's association in
ensuring that there is a well planned route tunneled under Wayne
Avenue. Thank you very much for your time.
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Derek
Halverson
1657 Yale Place
Rockvile
MD
20850
NEONCOAX@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
Currently I am renting but in the future I would like to be able
to purchase a home.
A purple line in the future would allow me to get to work from a
number of additional location in a timely manner, which would be
greatly useful due to home prices in this area.
I imaging others would also appreciate the opportunity and the
line would see increasing travelers as people move to the new
areas.
Derek Halverson

Sincerely,
Derek Halverson
1657 Yale Place
Rockville, MD 20850
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James T.
Ham
614 Sligo Ave., #111
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Ham. James T.pdf (14 kb)
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Myriam
Hamdallah
1825 T Street NW #404
Washington
DC
20009
MYRIAMH@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My friends, family and I use the Capital Crescent trail Spring, Summer,
Fall and even Winter on nice days. It is my favorite cycling trail. We are
fortunate to have great weather and geography for such a nice trail. The
importance of having this resource and outlet for fun and stress release
in our busy lives and demanding jobs should not be underestimated. In
addition, bikers, hikers and others contribute to the success of
businesses along the route. Bethesda for example is often buzzing with
activity from users of the trail. It would be a shame to ruin this path that
connects us.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lauren
Hammer
102 Sunnyside Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Dear Folks,
I strongly endorse a light rail option for the purple line. Given the rapidly
increasing population in lower Montgomery County, the increasing
pollution and traffic from cars and buses, the efficiency of moving many
people with the least amount of resources *over time*, the popularity of
light rail in the other cities where I have experienced it (San Francisco,
Melbourne Australia, Vienna Austria, Bonn Germany) and the comfort
and ease of use, I wholeheartedly support the creation of a light rail
purple line in our Metropolitan area.
Thank you,
Lauren Hammer
Silver Spring, Maryland
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Charles W.
Hampp, Jr.
18901 Bloomfield Rd
Olney
MD
20832
HAMPPC@COMCAST.NET
The Capital Crescent Trail is an important resource for me and my
family. Nearly every weekend, my son and I ride our bikes the length of
the trail as part of a ride that takes us from Kensington via the Rock
Creek Trail to Georgetown and back via the Capital Crescent Trail. It is
a relaxing ride and scenic ride that we greatly enjoy. In addition to the
beauty of the ride is the safety of riding on a trail that is free of vehicle
traffic.
As the need for safe recreational opportunities grows, it would be
unfortunate to eliminate one of the most popular resources. I
understand there are other bike paths, but in my opinion, a stripe of
paint on the side of a busy street doesn't constitute a safe place to ride.
The trails are the only truly safe places to ride. Other trails are planned,
but the current economic situation makes them easy targets
for elimination or delay so the elimination of this unique resource would
be even more tragic.
Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail so that we, and generations
to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the
growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Charles W. Hampp, Jr.
18901 Bloomfield Road
Olney, Md 20832
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Susan
Hanan

MD
sghanan@aol.com
Hanan 35458.pdf (77 kb)
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Stephen
Hanks
7981 Eastern Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
STHANKS@EARTHLINK.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for the light rail option of
the proposed Purple Line. As an active senior and local cyclist I am
pleased that the Maryland Transit Administration has included an
improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the design. I try to use my
cycle on all my local errands both for my health and to be as green as I
can, but traffic on major roads makes it difficult.
I support the the light rail option for the Purple Line but I ask that a few
changes be made to the draft environmental impact statement:
1) Please widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will
likely see heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the
current Capital Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Please keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the
designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda
Tunnel so we can avoid dangerous crossing road traffic.
3) Please build 2 Trail Routes: through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. Trail users need the alternate surface route along Bethesda
Avenue and Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda
destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Stephen Hanks
7981 eastern ave., Ste. C11
3rd Floor
silver Spring, MD 20910
301-588-2326
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John
Hanley
9803 Cable Drvie
Kensington
MD
20895
jmhanley1@yahoo.com
I am opposed the the Purple line light rail and am in favor of Jones
Bridge Bus Option. How much will the State and County subsidy the
daily riderships to make the light rail affordable?
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Rich
Hanlon
4505 Hidden Hollow Drive
Ellicott City
MD
21043
richard.hanlon@noaa.gov
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Rich Hanlon
4505 Hidden Hollow Drive
Ellicott City, MD 21043
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William
Hanna
1226 Arch
College Park
MD
20742
bhanna@umd.edu
A great gain for suburban Maryland and the region should not be
blocked by a few small pockets of selfish people yelling "Not In My
Backyard." Move forward with light rail (alas, hard rail is too expensive
these days), and help the region improve mobility and reduce auto
congestion and pollution.
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William
Hanna

Bethesda
MD
BILLHANNA1@YAHOO.COM
Key people re the Purple Line,
I write to support the construction of a light-rail Purple Line from
Bethesda to New Carrollton using the Georgetown Branch alignment
east from downtown Bethesda. Clearly, this will help people get to work
and play without using the automobile, and it might even ease some
traffic on 410 and I495.
The one possible negative is gentrification with displacement,
and this must be addressed in the planning by making sure that real
affordable housing is protected or replaced.
It is not a negative that the hiker-biker trail will be close to the
light rail; there will be plenty of protection and space for both. And it
certainly is not a negative that a small portion of a golf course may be
compromised. We must work for the greater good, so dont listen to the
NIMBY folks. Vetoes by small minorities should be heard but not
surrendered to.
Sincerely, Wm. Hanna
Bethesda
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Christopher
Hanson

Bethesda
MD
20814
chanson662@aol.com
The purple line is greatly needed to help alleviate commuter traffic
across southern Montgomery County. This will provide a suitable
alternative for those wishing to ride the Metro, but not wanting to take
the red line from one end to the other.
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Frank and Berit
Harden

MD
FB.HARDEN@VERIZON.NET
Keep up the good work.
A proposed rail line is a past due solution.
Make it happen as soon as possible.
You have our support
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Duane
Hardesty

MD
DUANEHARDESTY@HOTMAIL.COM
I am sending this email in support of the Purple line proposal that would
connect Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park, and New Carrolton. I am
personally very interested in this line because i would like to pursue an
advanced degree at UMD. Currently, the commute is too far to achieve
while working full-time in Rockville.
Please fund this project and build the Purple Line.
Sincerely,
Duane Hardesty
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Melissa
Hardin
3601 Connecticut Avenue NW
Washington
DC
20008
MELISSA.HARDIN@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As a former resident of Manhattan, I am particularly drawn to the
extensive green space in the Washington, DC metro area. The Capital
Crescent Trail is not only a beautiful trail, it is crucial route between and
among the many natural, beautiful parts of the region. Walking, running
or biking on the trail it is possible to forget that one is in a major
metropolitan area. That is incredibly rare, and I'm writing to ask that you
protect it as you consider planning for the Purple line.
My 71-year old father is an avid cyclist who lives in NYC and travels
down here frequently to visit me. The Capital Crescent Trail is one of
the routes I regularly take him on, and he always comments on this
unique and beautiful feature of the area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Timothy R.
Hardt
627 Blossom Drive
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This is a win-win and
needs to be done.
Magnuson_Lyle Comment Cards.pdf (42 kb)
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Bernice and John
Hardy
7601 Marbury Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
HARDYNORSKIE@MSN.COM
We are much against tearing up the beautiful countryside to construct
this purple line, there just must be a better way to move traffic! Please
reconsider this plan!!
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Bernice and John
Hardy

Bethesda
MD
20817

Hardy 35389.pdf (89 kb)
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Sally Hargus and
Douglas Midthune
3011 Findley Road
Kensington
MD
20895
SJHARGUS@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My husband and I live in Kensington, and use the Capital Crescent Trail
often when we bike to Bethesda. The trail is a treasure, with the gigantic
old trees providing shade and beauty all around us. Don't put this
beautiful place in jeopardy by building the Purple line right next to it.
Please preserve and protect this beautiful trail for our children and future
generations. We support the Purple Line but not at the expense of our
parks and recreational areas.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Blaney
Harper
4002 Rosemary Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BHARPER@JONESDAY.COM
I am a resident of the Town of Chevy Chase Maryland. I submit the
following comment on the potential contruction of the purple line as I
believe this proposed transit line is a large and costly mistake which
does not advance the interests of the residents of the State. First, I
agree wholeheartedly with the many comments that the current
alignment of the purple line between Silver Spring and Bethesda is
wrong because it destroys one of the few outdoor and natural park areas
in our vicinity -- that is the widely used trail. It is no argument to say that
a train and a trail can co-exist, they cannot, you know it, the train will
wipe out any use of the trial as a safety matter. It is simply hard to
believe that those who say they are out to protect our environment
believe that destroying a natural trail is an appropriate means to that
end.
Second, in addition to the above, it is simply fiscally irresponsible to
spend hundreds of millions of transit dollars on a light rail application
between two points (Silver Sping and Bethesda) which are already
served by a full (red) subway line. This situation becomes even more
foolish when one takes into account that Maryland has trouble funding
the existing obligations to the redline. I take the redline essentially every
day and it is a simple trip from Bethesda to Silver Spring. It may take
some more time, but that delay is not lack of service. Putting in a full rail
line simply for the convenience of a small number of passengers, given
our current fiscal situation and lack of money for existing road projects
that would actually do some good for the overall traffic situation, is not
and cannot be justified.
I hope that my comments will be considered and that this purple
line will not be pursued as it is a profligate expense that is not justified.
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Scott
Harper
2713 Jennings Road
Kensington
MD
20895
SCOTTGHARPER@YAHOO.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Scott Harper
2713 Jennings Road
Kensington, MD 20895
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Timothy
Harper
9531 East Stanhope Road
Kensington
MD
20895
TIMH@LNF.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I currently live in Kensington and had worked in Bethesda for fifteen
years. I have enjoyed the use of the Capital Crescent Trail in all of its
stretches from the Silver Spring area all the way beyond Massachusetts
Avenue. It is a wonderful quiet getaway that many are using for
enjoyment and safe transit to work.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. It seems that our
country has continually made a strong effort to preserve valued, unique
green space and this is so opposed to that effort.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Aaron
Harrington

MD
aharrin1@umd.edu
Dear Mr. Madden,
I am a student at the University of Maryland and was unable to come
to the Purple Line discussion that occurred the other night at Ritchie
Colosseum. I would just like to express my views on the matter and
since
you were quoted in saying "...but it would be even better to have
individual students involved." This is my extent of getting involved. I have
attached a short article that kind of bring up some points to think
about. Thank you for your interest in student's opinions and I hope that
MTA makes the most beneficial choice for everyone on deciding the rout
for the proposed purple line.
Thank you,
Aaron Harrington

Attachments :

-Aaron Harrington
Aerospace Engineering '09
University of Maryland
Purple Line.pdf (10 kb)

Purple Postulate
After a year of listening to arguments of where the MTA should put the Purple Line,
whether it should be up Campus, Preinkert, or now Chapel Drive I am starting to see
things from different angles. I feel that the MTA and the University are only just
beginning to realize the far reaching consequences of any route that may go through
campus. As a senior aerospace engineering major, I sympathize with researchers on
campus. We are among the top schools in the world and ranked 53rd in the latest 2008
U.S. News and World Report rankings of "National Universities" across the globe, and
ranked 18th nationally among public universities. We didn’t get here by accident. We
have some of the best faculty and staff in the world working here. Researchers are not
forced to stay at UMD, they can go somewhere else and do their research and they may
decide to do so if their research is compromised by vibration and electromagnetic
interference. No matter where MTA decides to put the purple line, someone is not going
to be happy. I know I am going to get a lot of flak from what I am about to suggest, but I
am going to say it anyway. Why not run the purple line on the outskirts of campus either
by Comcast Center or Knox Road? Blasphemy I know; who wants to walk all the way
over there? The proposed date for completion of the purple line is a long ways off. Other
than current freshman and sophomores who are going to grad school, we students won’t
have to worry about walking. I overhear people complain about the inconvenience of the
College Park Metro Station constantly. Oh yes, it is so inconvenient being close to D.C.
and a vast public transportation system provided to us so cheaply by UMD DOTS and
WMATA. Faculty and Staff may have to put up with a 15min walk if the purple line is on
the outskirts of campus, but it would be out of any major research centers on campus. The
research that is happening on campus IS going to change the world. I know because I
have seen what professors are working on. Are we going to sacrifice that research for a
luxury and convenience?
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Nathan
Harrington
209 Harrison Street
Rockville
MD
20580
nbharrington@yahoo.com
The Purple Line must be built. It must be a light rail and it must follow the
Capitol Crescent Trail. Anything less will not be sufficient to meet our
growing transit needs.
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Dorothy
Harriot
9902 Marquette Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
DOROTHY@DIABETESACTION.ORG
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mike
Harris
321 University Blvd W
Silver Spring
MD
20901
harrism@cavtel.net
I support a light rail Purple Line.
=====================================
Mike Harris - 240-450-0597 - harrism@cavtel.net
321 University Blvd W Apt 113; Silver Spring, MD 20901
==================================
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Oliver
Harris
5303 Massachusetts Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20816
OOHARRIS1@GMAIL.COM
As a Bethesda resident, I support the Purple Line and hope you will do
same.
Regards,
Oliver
-Oliver Harris
5303 Massachusetts Ave,
Bethesda, MD 20816
202-251-9372
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Richard
Harris
4314 Rosedale Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
RHARRIS@REDSHIFTVENTURES.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ken
Harrison
6022 Cedar Wood Dr
Columbia
MD
21044
ken.harrison@gmail.com
Confused about the Jones Bridge Rd/LRT intersection. I am a
prospective buyer of a home closest to that intersection. I would
appreciate the current thinking, as I cannot make a decision otherwise.
The alternatives matrix would suggest that the trail and LRT would go
*under* Jones Bridge Rd. Would the existing Jones Bridge Rd vertical
alignment remain the same?
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Joseph
Harry
4308 Lynbrook Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
JOSEPH.HARRY@TRIOH.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
and Council Members:
I am writing concerning the Capital Crescent Trail and the proposed
Purple Line. My family and I use the Trail on a regular basis. We enjoy
biking, walking, and relaxing on "our trail". It is a sanctuary for us from
the hustle and bustle of urban life in Bethesda. Whenever friends and
family visit, we always take at least one trip on the Trail, either for
relaxation or just as an enjoyable way to walk to downtown Bethesda.
Visitors often comment on how fortunate we are to have such a beautiful
natural resource at our disposal, especially in such an urban area …
many other urban locations aren't so fortunate. It really makes the
neighborhood a wonderful place to live.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John D.
Hartigan
8101 Connecticut Avenue, Apt. N608
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Wrttn Sttmnt. J.D. Hartigan.pdf (3 mb)
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John
Hartigin
8101 Connecticut Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Good evening. My name is John Hartigin. J-O-H-N, H-A-R-T-I-G-I-N. I
live at 8101 Connecticut Avenue here in Chevy Chase.
The Purple Line is a great idea but doing it right requires three things.
First, it has to quality for 50 percent federal funding. Second, it has to
provide decent service between New Carrollton and Silver Spring. And
third, it has to provide decent service between Silver Spring, NIH and
downtown Bethesda. Unfortunately, none of the bus and rail build
options cover in the MTA's alternatives analysis passes all these tests.
To start with, the high and low investment LRT's flunk the federal funding
test because their annualized user benefit cost would exceed the
maximum allowable 24 dollars per hour. Even worse, all 6 of MTA's build
options flunk the service test. The low investment BRT is too slow to
pass the service test because it would take 71 minutes to get from New
Carrollton to Silver Spring. And the other five build options flunk the
service test because they wouldn't meet the needs of the 27,000
workers and visitors who travel to NIH and the adjacent naval hospital,
the most prominent medical center in the United States if not the world,
every weekday.
Instead, they force NIH-bound riders to disembark in downtown
Bethesda, switch to the Red Line, probably pay another fare, and spend
at least minutes going the rest of the way, three minutes getting to the
Red Line train platform at Bethesda, plus three minutes waiting for a
train, plus three minutes riding the train, plus three minutes getting up to
the street from the NIH train platform.
However, there's a simple way for MTA to overcome these drawbacks.
All it has to do is create a highspeed bus line that takes the medium
investment BRT route from New Carrollton to Silver Spring and the low
investment BRT route from Silver Spring to NIH and downtown
Bethesda.
As my written statement explains, this hybrid would provide users a oneseat, single-fare ride with maximum running times of 54 minutes from
New Carrollton to Silver Spring, 16 minutes from there to NIH via Jones
Bridge Road, and 5 minutes from there to downtown Bethesda via
Woodmont Avenue.
Not only that, its annualized user benefit cost would only be $12.87 per
hour. So it would easily qualify for federal funding. With all those
advantages, I believe it would be the best of all possible Purple Lines.
Thank you for giving me this chance to recommend it.
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Diane
Hartley
Clark Construction Group
7500 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
diane.hartley@clarkconstruction.com
Please add me to your mailing list
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The Hartman Family

7214 Ridgewood Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRIDGET@SPEAKEASY.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As regular trail users, our family writes in strong support of the
preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring, a major urban greenway in lower Montgomery County. Don’t let
your legacy be the destruction of the Capital Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Nancy
Hartman

Bethesda
MD
ALLAGASH55@COMCAST.NET
Don’t eat up precious green space in Montgomery County! The purple
line is important , but not at the jeopardy of one of our County’s
treasures. If Justice William O. Douglas had the strength, the
commitment and the foresight to preserve a natural space for all to
enjoy, imagine the heroes you could be to help preserve the Crescent
Trail. Don’t allow politics to stand in the way of doing the right thing.
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Jacob
Haselswerdt
1110 Fidler Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jake.has@gmail.com
I am writing in strong support of a light rail purple line to connect Silver
Spring, where my wife and I live, with downtown Bethesda. My wife
works in Bethesda and would make daily use of the proposed line (she
currently drives), and it would go a long way towards relieving the traffic
pressure on roads like East-West Highway, to say nothing of the
environmental benefits.
A bus line would be too slow to make a difference and would add
nothing we don't have already (the J buses). Furthermore,
impermanent bus routes do NOT foster economic development the way
permanent rail lines and stops do.
I sincerely believe that a light rail Purple Line would make Maryland a
better place to live. Thank you for considering my comments.
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Pao Lin
Hatch
4806 Erskine Rd
College Park
MD
20740
paoball2000@yahoo.com
Dear Mr. Madden
I am a resident of college park, regular rider of metro but occasional
driver since I need to go to Rockville on occasion.
What a relief and a joy a 'purple line' would be! You would be able to
solve three pressing problems in the metropolitan area simultaneously:
1) reduce congestion, 2) reduce carbon dioxides in the atmosphere, and
3) improve peoples' quality of life and property values.
This is a no-brainer! Approve the 'purple line' !
In response to any petty opposition, the needs of the many clearly
outweigh the annoyances of the few! Chevy Chase residents are just
being elitist and selfish to deny the metropolitan area this benefit!
thanks,
Pao Lin Hatch
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Emily
Hatton

Chevy Chase
MD
20854
EROSEH@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The entire purple line plan strikes me as odd. It is just that simple. No
matter how many times people explain their points for constructing it, the
idea still does not make sense to me. Why would you replace with trail
with a narrow bike path when you can just create a buss line? It would
save money, trees, and the trail as well as decreasing traffic. The purple
line would eventually result in denser residence along Connecticut
Avenue, which would mean more cars on the road.
I run along the trail everyday, (and every other day during the winter),
and I hope you consider my opinion, the opinion of the residents of
Chevy Chase, the opinion of trailer users, when making the decision
about the purple line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Emily Hatton
Chevy Chase, Md 20854
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Tony
Hausner
Indian Spring Citizen Assoc
203 Brewster Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Tony Hausner, T-O-N-Y, H-A-U-S-N-E-R. I'm with the Indian Springs
Citizen's Association and two countywide task forces.
I'm continuing now. I'll briefly compare medium light rail versus bus since
those are the two best options. Light rail is significantly better than bus
on travel times, ridership, converting car drivers to transit riders which is
one of the more important aspects, pollution, noise levels, economic
development, property values and jobs for low income populations.
Beyond 2030, bus capacity will be exceeded, a significant limitation, and
light rail advantages will increase over time relative to bus. Just a few
details, for instance.
Light rail, the medium light rail has 62,000 riders in 2030 versus 52,000
for bus rapid transit. Light rail converts car drivers to transit, 19,000
versus 15,000. This is particularly important for air pollution.
I want to indicate that most of the groups that are supporting the purple
line - light rail and will not support buses. Thank you.
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Jared
Hautamaki
342 N. Summit Ave. #202
Gaithersburg
MD
20877
oedrex1@yahoo.com
I think youre wasting dollars by not investing in heavy rail on the Bltway
from Grovesnor to Forest Glen and beyond. You save money and time
by placing it in the right of way, you don't deal with traffic and
neighborhoods and its faster. I would use a heavy rail Purple Line to
connect to New Carrolton when going to BWI, but would not use Bus
Rapid Transit at all.
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Chris
Hawkins
11211 Little Fox Lane
Germantown
MD
20876
HAWKSTER7@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

I am an Active Duty Naval Officer with over 21 years of service. I came
to the DC and Maryland area in June 2006 as I heard of the beautiful
scenery that is right out my front door. I plan to retire here and this is the
first place that my parents have visited me that they actually said they
would not mind leave Washington State. I love the cycling & walking
trails and hope that we do not loose a trail such as the Capitol Crescent
Trail. I do understand that public transportation is a must as we are
continuing to grow. Yes, there is an expense to keeping it underground
vice building it on the surface. We already have many miles of the track
underground so the technology is there and the quality construction has
more than proven itself. If we want to save this Earth, we as citizens
and you as the Government need to do our parts to preserve what is left
to ensure our future generations have a place to call home that is green
rather than see pictures of what it was "back in the day." Go ahead and
make the rail but do it underground. We need every possible tree and
plant to scrub the pollutants from the sky and to keep the smog look of
Los Angeles and other big cities away from here. Trust me, I have seen
the other big cities with smog and it is nasty and unhealthy. I am curious
to know if any of you live near the trail or even use it. Maybe if you or
your families did, you would think twice. I am sure that you would tell
your kids to "go and play in the tracks" each and every day. In closing,
please consider what your plan will do as I have no desire to have my
city or sections of it looking like the fast paced country of China. There
are options and it is up to you to support what the citizens have paid you
to do. If you take this trail away, it only opens more areas to basically be
stip-mined.
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Attachments :

Sue
Hawkins
4078 Hanson Oaks Drive
Hyattsville
MD
20784
I am opposed to the purple line coming down Ellen Road to New
Carrollton Subway, there is only one way out of Hanson Oaks, I have no
problem with it coming from Harkins Road from 450. Morning and
evening rush hour on Ellen Road along with school buses makes for a
difficult way out of Hanson Oaks.
Thank you.
Hawkins_Sue.pdf (75 kb)
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LHAWORTH@MCFARLANDASSOCIATE.COM
Submission Content/Notes : I am in favor of building the Purple Line. I have been following this and I
think it would be good for community to put in more public transit. We
really need to reduce the number of cars on the road, and buses are a
very slow way to get around. I have lots of experience with this. I solely
use Metro – I have no car. Please contact me with any
questions/updates. The address/number below is my work information.

Larry Haworth
McFarland & Associates, Inc.
8601 Georgia Avenue
Suite 601
Silver Spring, MD 20910
lhaworth@mcfarlandassociate.com
(301) 589-0780
Fax: (301) 589-2567

A Merging of Humanity and Technology
Dedicated to improving the quality of life for the underserved
by enhancing access to information and services.
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Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition will be good for the environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations. Please consider the positive future impacts
of the Purple Line when making this decision.
Sincerely,
Nosheen Hayat
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Burke
Hayes
8220 Kerry Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BHAYES@FBR.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My kids and I use it every weekend to go for a run or teach them to ride
in a safe environment.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chris
Hayes
140 Grafton Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. C. Hayes.pdf (914 kb)
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Jada
Hayes
7420 Westlake Terr #510
bethesda
MD
20817
HAYESJA15@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : 12/05/08

Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

This letter is to request that the Capital Crescent Trail is left intact. My
husband and I use the Capital Crescent Trail many weekends and
sometime during the week. The Capital Crescent Trail has become a
part of our lives and an important part of our fitness regimens.

My husband and I are healthier because of the trail. We ran our first half
marathon, together, the Parks Half Marathon, and the race used the part
of the trail that is the proposed site of the purple line.

We enjoy the santcuary of the trail whether we bike, run, or walk on the
trail. Because of the trails access and safety, we are able to exercise
and enjoy nature; the trail is a peaceful and rustic part of a busy
downtown Bethesda area. Please keep the Capital Crescent Trail
intact.

Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,

Jada Hayes
7420 Westlake Terr #510

Bethesda, MD 20817
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Mike
Hayes
2118 Darcy Green Pl
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This would be a great
addition!
Comment Cards. Natthavee Khamphong.pdf (80 kb)
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Charles
Haywood Sr.
President, Haywood and Associates
6900 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 300
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-6116
chaywoodsr@haywoodmtg.com
Haywood 35410.pdf (100 kb)
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Peter F.
Healey

MD
PFHEALEY@MSN.COM
Gentlemen and Gentleladies,
My family and I use the Crescent Trail every single day and we love it.
Please, please do not take it away for the Purple Line which is far too
expensive, especially in light of the economic meltdown, and will simply
destroy the Trail and make it a dangerous place rather than one of
natural beauty to be enjoyed by all.
Respectfully yours,
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Anna
Heard
6616 Piney Branch Road NW
Washington
DC
20012
Anything that will cut down on auto traffic is a welcome addition to the
DC metro area. Public transportation needs to grow to adjust to growing
traffic congestion to address smog issues and make life generally more
pleasant. A bus would help a little, but a LIGHT RAIL would be much
much better. A quiet light rail wouldn't even be a huge intrusion along the
CC trail. And although construction would be a bother, you have to give
something to get back!
Sincerely,
Anna Heard
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Nathan
Heard
6616 Piney Branch Road NW
Washington
DC
20012
NATE_HEARD@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I think by now you have heard the many persuasive arguments in
favor of a light rail line so I won't detail them here. Thanks
for considering my opinion during this comment period.
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Jackie and Larry
Hefter

MD
LARRY.HEFTER@FINNEGAN.COM
To All Concerned,

We are frequent users of the Capital Crescent Trail and recent residents
of downtown Bethesda. We consider the Trail to be one of the treasures
of our area and a significant factor in our deciding to relocate to
downtown Bethesda. We frequently use the trail for hiking and biking
and get great joy in taking our six grandchildren on the Trail. They get
quite excited when we invite them to walk or bike the trail with us. We
also spend considerable time at or near the Bethesda Landmark
Theater. Therefore we are quite concerned about the adverse changes
that will be made if the Purple Line is constructed as planned. The
present plans, as we understand them, will destroy much of the nature
surrounding the Trail and eliminate the respite it gives us from our
normal everyday life. We also are concerned that it will destroy the
wonderful community feeling we enjoy meeting friends and conversing in
the area near Barnes & Noble and Mon Ami Gabi.

We agree a transportation line from Bethesda to Silver Spring would be
desirable but implore you to relocate the Purple Line so that the Capital
Crescent Trail is preserved.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Betsy
Heidenberger

MD
BETSYRACKET@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to you to express my concern on the Purple Line discussion.
I live just behind the trail which I use daily on several occasions, as well
as my neighbors. I could not even begin to imagine what would happen
to my lifestyle and others with the construction of the Purple Line. It is
enjoyed by thousands daily and to demolish this trail, I can only imagine
the horrible consequences.
In addition, I strongly feel there is no guarantee that individuals will
change their mode of transportation and use such a mass transit. Why
ruin such a natural setting with such high costs with no guarantee this
will be benefit anyone but just a minority of individuals?
I strongly oppose the Purple Line construction and I am speaking on
behalf of every resident who lives in my neighborhood.
Thank you for saving our trail.
Sincerely,
Betsy Heidenberger
301-951-0778
betsyracket@verizon.net
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Steve
Heidenberger
10524 Detrick Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
STEVE@HCI-CONSTRUCT.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I am a frequent user of the trail. The trail is one of the few trails we have
in the area that can be used for walking, biking and running. I recently
met someone from California and they told me they were amazed how
few dedicated areas we have for runners and biking. Every week, more
than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Erin
Heise
1115 Wildpark Ave.
Gaithersburg
MD
20879
erinjolene@hotmail.com
Heise 35572.pdf (108 kb)
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Maxwell A.
Helfgott, M.D.

MD
mhelfgott@hotmail.com
Helfgott 35865.pdf (92 kb)
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Lori & Lee
Hellkamp & Perla

MD
LAHELLKAMP2@HOTMAIL.COM
Hello,
We are residents of Silver Spring and wish to express our support for the
purple line. We prefer the light rail option to the alternative options being
considered (bus, etc.).
Thanks very much,
Lori Hellkamp & Lee Perla
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Chris
Hennemeyer

MD
CRSHTREP@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I'm a regular user and huge fan of the Capital Crescent Trail. Like me,
every week more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Crescent Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing
strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists,
teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us. The short-term sacrifice of our limited local beauty in the
interest of more commerce and sprawl will be regretted in short order.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Pedro
Henriquez
8114 15th Street, Apt. #3
Hyattsville
MD
20783
Translated:
We do want the Purple Line near our community because of many
latinos.
Pedro_Henriquez.pdf (23 kb)
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Victor
Henriquez
1551 N Falkland Lane 231
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My first choice is to have it underground but since that will be more
expensive and we need something soon, I would prefer the BRT. Metro
should look for more opportunities to use rapid transit busses around the
Washington area.
If it is going to be light rail above ground, then it has to have priority over
the cars and a dedicated rail path should be used.
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Patricia
Herbert
3024 Porter Street, NW
Washington
DC
20008
PATRICIAPLAN@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, DANGEROUS, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
Everyone wants to save fuel and energy, yet cyclists are penalized and
punished both when we travel the roads, or use trails for sport.
I absolutely IMPLORE you not to advocate the building of yet another
motorized rail system to take over this beautiful and priceless portion of
land.
I am begging you, this is the most unique and beautiful gift that the
people of the city of DC have for their enjoyment. PLEASE DON'T
DESTROY IT.
Sincerely,
Patricia Herbert
3024 Porter St. NW
Washington DC, 20008
phone: 305-393-6727
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Candy Perque
Herlihy
5315 Locust Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
CPERQUE@WORLDBANK.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O?Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The trail is a major asset and a huge factor in my life. I use it to
commute, do all of my exercising there, go
walking with friends and family. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers
and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is
enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families
with small children, casual cyclists,
teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains
or buses would pass about 10? from hikers
and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive
for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10? from trains or buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail
as this region?s ?Central Park? -- so that we, and generations to come,
will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Candy Perque Herlihy
5315 Locust Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Attachments :

Lucia
Hernandes
8104 Tahona Dr. #131
Silver Spring
MD
20903
Translated:
We are in favor of the purple line but I am concerned as a tenant about
the prices of the rents for residential and commercial properties.
Lucia_Hernandes.pdf (29 kb)
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Robert D.
Hershey
3508 Dundee Driveway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. R. Hershey.pdf (929 kb)
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robert
hershey
3508 dundee driveway
chevy chase
MD
20815
I support light rail. Bus alternative on Jones Bridge Road is
unacceptable.
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Linda and Jay
Herson
4450 South Park Ave.,
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HERSON@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear MTA Planning Director:
As a residents of Chevy Chase, we have come to love and frequently
use the Capital Crescent Trail for a pleasurable walk in nature while still
living in a large urban area. As a native Washingtonian, I (Linda) recall
the excitement in Montgomery Co. when this trail opened. The Capital
Crescent Trail, revered for its tranquility and natural beauty, was built to
replace the old rail line for people of all ages to "get back to nature." It's
been incredibly successful; thousands use it weekly for walking, hiking,
and biking.
We are also an ardent fan and frequent user of Metro's subway and
buses, and avoid driving my car in lieu of public transporation whenever
possible. However, we were very disturbed to learn that our Crescent
Trail will be impacted greatly by the proposed Metro Purple Line. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe
nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster and we're less likely to use it again.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to change the plan for the
Purple Line so that we may preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Linda and Jay Herson
4450 South Park Ave., Apt 1503
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301 654-6528
herson@earthlink.net
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Elisabeth
Hertzberg
5108 Westpath Ct
Bethesda
MD
20816
LISAANDCARTER@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. In addition, my
family and I use the Trail on a weekly basis - for exercise, as a means
into downtown Bethesda without having to drive, and as a nice place to
get out and walk our dogs or ride our bikes.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Elizabeth
Hertzberg
5108 Westpath Ct.
Bethesda
MD
20816-2319
lisaandcarter@verizon.net
Hertzberg 35584.pdf (120 kb)
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Jim
Hibey

Kensington
MD
HIBEYJ@HOWREY.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, other
Councilmembers, and Congressman Van Hollen,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Bill
Hickay
10616 Drumm Ave
Kensington
MD
20895

Comment Form. B. Hickay.pdf (1 mb)
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William
Hickey
33 Wood Lane
Rockville
MD
20850

Hickey 34818.pdf (199 kb)
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Peter C.
Hicks
UBS Financial Services
7700 Wisconsin Ave. Suite 300
Bethesda
MD
20814
PETER.HICKS@UBS.COM
As a resident of Edgemoor in Bethesda since 1977, I have seen many
changes. One change I don't want to see is a light rail line going from
Bethesda to New Carrolton. Only the developers want this—and they
obviously don't travel on Old Georgetown Road around 6 PM on
weekdays. Higher density for them, higher profits for them and more
pain for us. Enough!!!!
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Robert
Hicks
2017 Lyttonsville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
As a former Chair of the Silver Spring Citizens Advisory Board and
former state DOT executive (DDOT), I support the high investment LRT
alternative which will bring longer term benefits to Maryland.
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Dario
Hidalgo, PhD
5302 Iroquis Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
dhidalgo@wri.org
As a transit professional working in sustainable development and a
resident of Bethesda, Maryland, I am in favor of enhancing transit in the
region, and I consider Bus Rapid Transit provides the best choice for the
Purple Line Project being discussed:
1. It is more cost effective and much less risky.
2. It can be designed in a way that reduces the need for transfers, so
total travel time will be less for most riders. Feeder routes can continue
in the busway, providing better connectivity and convenience than the
LRT.
3. It reduces Green House Gases. Electric trains are fed with a coal
intesive grid and result in greater GHG emissions.
4. It provides equal economic growth opportunities around stations than
the LRT. It creates jobs not only for construction, but for operations.
5. It can be commissioned faster and at a much lesser captial and
operational costs. It is the best use of scarce local, state and federal
funds.
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Adam M.
Hidey

MD
adam.hidey@gmail.com
Category: Suggestion
Mode of Service: Light Rail
Nature of Suggestion: Other,
Comments: Hi, I'm a concerned UMD student who has been following
the debate over the proposed Purple Line. I just wanted to say that I
strongly support the Campus Drive alignment, as it's central placement
would make it more accessible than the Preinkert Drive alignment. In
addition, I take issue with the University's current complaint that the
Campus Drive route would negatively impact research equipment. The
Preinkert Drive alignment runs closer to research buildings (such as
Marie Mount and Samuel J. Lefrak Halls) than the Campus Drive route
does. It would actually be harder to mitigate vibrations and
electromagnetic interference along the Preinkert Drive route. Lefrak and
Marie Mount both have sensitive research equipment, and the line runs
practically right outside Lefrak. I just wanted to say that I don't
understand the University's opposition to such a convenient form of
public transportation, and I support the Purple Line and the Campus
Drive alignment. Thank !
you.
First Name: Adam
Middle Initial: M
Last Name: Hidey
E-mail: adam.hidey@gmail.com
Daytime Phone Number:
Evening Phone Number:
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Mary
Hiebert

MD
MARYHW@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is my backyard, I live right in front of the trail,
and have to say that I do like my backyard and would like to keep it. As
kids my little brother and I would enjoy bike rides down to Bethesda and
walks down it with our dog. Many of my friends use that trail to get to
school every day. And my mom will take the trail to get to work when it's
nice out. On nice days my friends and I will walk down the trail to go
hang out in Bethesda, and get ice cream at Gifford's. So much wildlife
lives in the tree forest surrounding the trail. I have seen many, many
deer come up out from the trail into my backyard, there was once a
family of Piliated Woodpeckers that lived in the bamboo by the trail, and
we've even spotted a bright red fox and it's den very close to the trail.
So please, build the purple line somewhere else, the Capital Crescent
Trail is a part of so many peoples lives. The animals and wildlife that
live there are irreplaceable. I ask you please to let us keep our little
piece of nature that we love so much.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michelle
High
4607 Norwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MICHELLEHIGH@RCN.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, Councilmembers, and Purple Line Planning
board
members and officers,
I am writing to urge caution with regard to the Purple Line
construction from the point of view of appreciation of the Capital
Crescent Trail. This is a rare gem of a resource and peaceful getaway
in an ever-more congested urban area, and it should be preserved as
such. I support a purple line generally, but priority attention should
be placed on developing plans to avoid disruption of the CC Trail. The
articles I've read about racism, elitism, etc., are absurd and
offensive. Since when is Bethesda shut off from the rest of the area?
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Refael
Hileman
828 Violet Place
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Hello. My name is Refeel Hileman, spelled R-E-F-E-E-L, H-I-L-E-M-A-N.
And I live in east Silver Spring. Please note that I am addressing only
the proposed light rail projects at great level in my remarks because they
would have been pushed by MTA.
I have very strong feelings against the Purple Line light rail project as
proposed. However, unlike opponents of this project who take issue with
the part of the project they feel is particularly inappropriate, my primarily
concern is with the project as a whole. Simply put, this project causes far
too much hardship on the lives of people in our communities, both in its
construction and in its operation. It offers almost no benefit in return and
it is truly amazing that it is even under consideration.
Why does this happen? Because when planning large projects, not
enough attention is paid to the direct impact on people's lives. The focus
is on the narrow project goals defined by the project's sponsors and
staff, goals that often are defiant or have a pre-determined outcome. The
simple, direct impacts on people are forgotten. I have personal
experience living in other places where ill-considered light rail projects
were inflicted on the public and I have seen the suffering that this
causes. It is horrible to imagine the same happening here.
In Jerusalem, they brought in hordes of outside consultants and
engineering firms from overseas to plan and run their light rail project.
Not only has the project run far past its schedule and over budget as do
most, it has torn up downtown Jerusalem for years making a mess of life
for residents and business owners. The situation is such a fiasco that the
newly elected mayors vow to cancel the rest of the project.
In Seattle, as here, they tried for years to gain consensus on the light rail
system for the region. I was a very strong supporter of this project. In the
end, though, the powers that be decided that they could not get the
funding for the system they wanted and to instead build what they could.
I am all for idealism, yet they are spending years of construction tie ups
and billions of dollars on a system that will not get cars off the road.
Moreover, a large part of the system that was supposed to be
underground was put at street level through a low-income neighborhood,
disenfranchising the residents and disenchanting commuters to ride a
slow train that has to contend with traffic.
With a proposed Purple Line here, we are being asked to spend billions
of dollars and endure years of construction headaches and heartaches
for a project that provides hardly any benefit. Much of its ridership will
cannibalized from existing bus routes. Is this worth the cost? It will take
very few, if any, cars off the road. The already existing traffic jams that
on their own are growing worse would have trains running through them.
The traffic jams created by the trains are not even being studied in
planning this project. Can you believe that? Why does MTA not care
about what happens to us? The truth is, I am a very strong supporter of
the Purple Line but for the Purple Line that we need. Not this travesty
that has been foisted upon us.
What we need is simply a Purple Line that is underground and directly
connected to the Metro system. That solution would provide substantial
benefit to our communities and eliminate most community objections.
There is a place for no idealism to inspire us to bigger and better things
but there's also a place for judgement to realize when the emperor has
no clothes. I urge our leaders to come to their senses and reject this
project which is all pain and no gain. Thank you.
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Refael
Hileman

MD

Wrttn Tstmny.R. Hileman.pdf (2 mb)
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Andrew
Hill

Chevy Chase
MD
ANDYHILL@MCENEARNEY.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley, MTA Planning Director and Elected
Officials,

I am writing in hopes that you will not place transit of any form along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. There are
other, more feasible options that would NOT involve the destruction of a
wonderful, tree-lined stretch of green space that has evolved into a
precious piece of land for all area residents to enjoy. I am an avid trail
user and have been for years even when I lived in downtown DC. I see
thousands of people a week, people of all ages taking advantage of one
of the last remaining pieces of nature that many of us have. When the
Master Plan was written our public officials could not have known just
how popular and unique the Capital crescent Trail would become. If you
have not experienced the trail on a brilliant summer morning, beautiful
fall afternoon or gorgeous spring day you are missing one of the greatest
treasures we have.

Obviously transportation is an important subject and one that needs to
be addressed in some fashion. As our communities grow and
population increases more and more local residents will turn to public
transportation as an alternative to their cars. However, it is for this
reason that we owe it not only to ourselves but to future generations to
preserve what little green space we have in this region. How can we
seriously say that the removal of thousands of mature trees, the
destruction of a stretch of land that is used by more then 10,000 people
a week will have no adverse environmental effects. Contrary to what the
DEIS is trying to say the effects would be devastating and irreversible.
Once the Capital Crescent Trail is destroyed we will NEVER get it back!

In the end this is not a rich vs. poor issue, not a class issue as the
Washington Post would like us to believe, not a country club or NIMBY
issue. This is about finding a transportation solution that fairly preserves
a precious piece of land, is financially responsible and actually serves
the greater good. None of this accomplished by running trains, busses
or anything else along the Georgetown Branch section of the CCT as
described in the recently released DEIS. It was obvious that those who
evaluated this proposal are not familiar with the area, popularity and use
of the trail or fairly evaluated options that preserve the CCT. For
example:

1.
History of the DEIS: There is no mention that the original plan
called for a single track rail way due to the lack of space and narrow
passage ways. The current proposal for light rail on the trail is for a
double track and with no trees and trains passing every 3 minutes.
2.
Popularity of the Trail and a Desperate Need for Green Space:
The Capital Crescent Trail has a documented 10,000 users a week and
those are 2006 numbers. As an avid trail user I can attest first hand that
those numbers have increased over the past two years and will ONLY
CONTINUE TO GROW. There is no mention in the DEIS of the need for
green space.
3.
Loss of Forest and Tree Cover: It is clearly stated that tree in the
right of way along the trail will be destroyed and there are no plans for

tree canopy. How can the DEIS not understand the value of these
mature trees when it comes to sediment control, clean air and water,
shading, carbon sequestration and as a buffer for neighboring
communities. It is estimated that the residents of Montgomery County
will lose 17 acres of mature trees, much of which is the last remaining
forest in lower Montgomery County. How can this project be called
environmentally friendly.
4.
Safety Concerns and Home Values: The trail is used by students
year round as a right of way to get to school. In addition it poses a
severe safety threat not only to children who might climb the fences but
also to the homes that sit along the trail. The DEIS makes no reference
to the fact that under the current proposal trains would run as close as
25 feet from houses, many of which have children playing in the
backyards. It is inexcusable to have a study not mention the potential
safety risks and liabilities inherent with trains or buses along the trail and
the impact to home values in the immediate area. I am a residential real
estate agent who works in Montgomery County and it is preposterous to
me that the DEIS and the MTA does not believe there will be an impact
to home values in the surrounding neighborhoods. How can our decision
makers not believe that safety and financial repercussions are not
relevant to any proposed transportation projects?
5.
Loss of Trail Access: As it stands now there are several access
points along the trail. Many of these will be lost forever.
6.
Safety Concerns for the Narrow Bike Lanes: as it stands right
now the trail is crowded with runners, walkers, small children, elderly,
strollers, etc., going in two different directions. The DEIS seems to have
no issue with then adding a narrow bike lane with high speed cyclists
and ALL OF THIS NEXT TO TRAINS RUNNING EVERY 3 MINUTES.
We are asking for disaster and should not be surprised when there are
severe accidents due to poor planning on the MTA’s part.

In conclusion it is obvious that the DEIS and the MTA have not fairly
studied all of the options, does not understand the enormous impacts
the destruction of the trail will cause to the not only county residents but
to those people in Washington, D.C. and VA. This study appears
biased, narrow minded and at the very least incomplete. I am not sure
why but the MTA seems unwilling to say that transportation along the
Georgetown Branch of the CCT might have been the idea 25 years ago
but that it DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TODAY!!! We have been given
inflated ridership numbers, deflated costs and the promise that this is the
“smart “ thing to do. With whatever your feelings are towards
transportation it is finally time for the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way finally be eliminated as a possible route for the
purple line. I would hope that our elected officials have the ability to
admit that this particular proposal does not serve the greater good, does
not make financial sense and would destroy forever something that
thousands and thousands of residents have come to treasure. How will
you explain to your children and grandchildren in 30 years that the
reason there is no place left for them to run or bike is because we came
up with a flawed transportation project back in 2008? I urge all of you to
look more closely to an alternative such as the Jones Bridge Road/Rapid
Transit route that actually will serve the community, BRAC and at the
same time persevere what little green space we have.

I have attached my testimony form the recent public hearings held at the

4-H Center.

Sincerely,

Andrew Hill

Chevy Chase, Maryland

Andy Hill
McEnearney Associates
4315 50th Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20016
301.646.3900 cell
202.552.5619 office
202.552.5669 fax
andyhill@mcenearney.com
Attachments :

www.mcenearney.com
PURPLE LINE TESTIMONY.ANDY HILL.pdf (31 kb)
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Andrew
Hill
McEnearney Associates
4315 50th Street NW
Washington
DC
20016
ANDYHILL@MCENEARNEY.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, Montgomery County Planning Board, MTA
Officials and County Council Members,

I have written to you a few times over the past several months about
preserving the Capitol Crescent Trail. Undoubtedly you are hearing
from a number of Metro area residents as a potential decision is made. I
am sure some of the correspondence are in favor of building a rail
system along the Capitol Crescent Trail. By now the pros and cons of
this plan have been debated many times over. People have expressed
their opinions, argued the merits, weighed the costs of light rail along the
trail versus BRT, talked about the future growth of our region and so on.
The fact is that nothing I can say here will be new, nothing I can ask for
will be any different and no pleas I can make will change your mind.

With all of that being said I do not envy the decision that our elected
leaders have in front of them. Whichever way you decide to vote,
whatever plan you chose to endorse a large group of Maryland residents
will be unhappy. However, those Maryland Residents like myself who
wish to save the CCT and the thousands you have heard from are
speaking up in order to save something special that belongs to
everyone. If you have not visited the Capitol Crescent Trail on a brilliant
spring day I encourage you to do so. See the families out enjoying what
little green space we have left, walking their dogs, playing with their
children, riding their bikes or in general visiting a little slice of heaven.

When the stretch of land now known as the CCT was purchased some
20+ years ago it was intended for transportation, nobody is doubting
that. However, there was no way anyone could have imagined what it
has evolved into, what a remarkable asset to not only our community but
to our region it would become. I encourage you to have the courage to
step away from and out of date and over priced concept that is light rail
along the Capitol Crescent Trail. I am in no way an expert on
transportation. I am however smart enough to know that we in this area
are fortunate enough to have this remarkable stretch of land that is
protected by thousands of trees many of which are older then any of us.
Please be the first group of leaders to confidently say that we need to
remove forever the idea of trains, busses or any form of transportation
along the trail. I will not argue that such a decision will be met with
anger, contempt and frustration but in the end you will be doing the right
thing. When your children’s children are strolling along the Capitol
Crescent Trail in 25 years they will know it was because of you and your
courage to step away from a costly 1.5 billion dollar project that future
generations of Washingtonians have this spectacular piece of nature to
use each and every day.

I have enclosed a few pictures of the Georgetown Branch section of the
Capitol Crescent Trail. Every tree you see is in the right away and will
be destroyed. Once those trees and the Trail are gone we will NEVER
get them back!

I thank you for your time and hope that you will make the right decision.

Attachments :

CCT August 2008 100.jpg (121 kb)
CCT August 2008 110.jpg (119 kb)
CCT August 2008 166.jpg (76 kb)
CCT August 2008 238.jpg (135 kb)
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Andy
Hill
3229 Coquelin Ter
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Andy Hill. A-N-D-Y, H-I-L-L. Hopefully you got that one. As I said, my
name's Andy Hill and I'm here like many others tonight in hopes to
preserving the Capitol Crescent Trail. Many years ago when the trail was
born out of an abandoned railroad track nobody could have imagined
just how much of an important part of our lives it would have become.
While its original conception may have been in question, its reason
being, its reason for being debated by some, I don't think there's
anybody that can argue what it has involved into.
As a regular trail user, I see young children learning to ride their bikes,
families walking together, people commuting to work, or, in its most
basic form, a place for everyone to go and get away from the stress of
their day to day lives.
For many it is a place, it is the only place we have and as the area
continues to grow, that will become the sad but realistic truth for more
and more people. Nobody questions the fact that transportation is an
important issue in our society. Nobody will argue that traffic congestion
has increased as our area has grown. However, there has to be a
practical answer that does not involve taking away something so basic
and so pure.
I am hoping that the MTA, our county and state elected officials will
choose a route that makes sense and is a practical solution to our
problems. I would hope that the plan does not involve the removal of
thousands of trees, many of which have been here longer than most of
the people in this room. I would also hope that it has the ability to realize
that transportation of any form along the trail would devastate a
magnificent piece of nature.
When this generation of decision-makers looks back on what it has done
and what it has accomplished, I truly hope that it will be able to say it
made the right decisions. On top of that list will be leaving as it is, a
stretch of land that is used by 10,000 plus people a week. I would also
hope that it would realize it has the opportunity to do something here
that would be remembered by generations to come. Because when I
have children, I would love to have nothing more than to take them on
the trail to ride bikes underneath hundred year old trees and tell them
just how lucky we are to have this amazing stretch of Earth to use each
and every day.
So in closing, I hope that you will do the right thing and choose a plan
that does not involve running buses, trains or anything else along the
trail. It is up to all of us to leave something as wonderful as the Capitol
Crescent Trail as it is for many generations to come because once we
destroy it we will never, ever get it back. Thank you very much.
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Drew
Hill

Montgomery County
MD
ANDYHILL3652@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA and County Elected Officials,
I am writing you in hopes that you will NOT place transit of any kind
along the Capitol Crescent Trail. We all understand that the original idea
was to place transit (single commuter train) along what is now the CCT
nobody could have imagined what it has become and just how precious
a stretch of land it has evolved into for many metro area residents. We
have to have the ability to understand that times change so therefor we
have to be able to modify out of date ideas. For many in this area the
Capitol Crescent Trail is our only source of parkland. It is a place where
you can walk for miles underneath mature trees, a place within our city
that small children can learn to ride their bikes, a place where families
can spend a splendid summer afternoon or in its most basic form a place
where you can get away from your everyday worries.
Despite what this has become in the media this is not a rich vs. poor
issue, a country club or anti-transportation issue. This is about coming
up with a transportation plan that makes sense and serves the greater
good. Everyone will agree that we live in a congested area where traffic
is often times at a standstill. This is even more of a reason to preserve
what little green space we have. How will we explain to future
generations that we once had a scenic 16 mile stretch of land where you
could run, walk, ride bikes or enjoy some of the best nature this area has
to offer but that now it is gone and we are forced to walk along trains
running every 7-10 minutes at 60 plus miles per hour.
The proposal laid out in the DEIS is flawed. It does not take into account
or down plays several things (see list below). As a Maryland tax payer it
baffles me that these are being overlooked and we as citizens are told to
"not worry about it". I have been a regular trail user since I was in high
school and it makes me sad that we are not willing to modify an out of
date 20 year old concept and that the MTA seems unwilling to seriously
look at any other idea. The plain fact is that the MTA is the project
sponsor. Their job is to push through a plan, many times the most
expensive plan and to the detriment of the surrounding communities.
They are not elected officials, they do NOT have the best interest of the
state taxpayers in mind. If they did they would realize that putting
transportation of any kind along the trail just does not make sense.
Anyone who has reviewed the DEIS has to realize that there are several
flaws in the plan to run trains along the Capitol Crescent trail. These are
not small things but rather larger items that seem to be blatantly ignored.
1. Cost: How do we justify a 1.6 billion dollar plan when our state is in an
economic crisis and has been for many years
2. The Purple Line is being called environmentally friendly when actually
it would mean the removal of thousands of trees, irreversible damage to
the environment and to the air quailty of surrounding neighborhoods.
3. It is on record that this is NOT a project that is intended to get people
out of their cars. Seriously, why are we trying to build it then?
4. Where are the stops going to be?
5. There will be no parking at any of the stations so how are people
suppose to get to the stations?
6. We are going to run trains at grade along Connecticut Avenue. That
is going to lengthen the commute for those people traveling north/south
since they will have to stop for crossing trains.
7. WHO IS GOING TO PAY FOR THE TRAIL TO BE REBUILT? We as
trail supporters are being told that the trail will be rebuilt and better then

it was. Why is there no specific plan for who is going to rebuild it?
8. Will families really want to walk with their children just feet from where
trains are traveling 60 plus mph? There is not mention of any safety
concerns, why?
These are just a few of the many holes in the proposed plan. I beg you
to come up with a plan that makes sense, is financially responsible and
most importantly PRESERVES A VALUABLE STRETCH OF NATURE
that is the CAPITOL CRESCENT TRAIL. Once we destroy the trail we
will never get it back!
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Fred C.
Hill
Sangamore Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
FREDHILLJR@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lori
Hill
15003 Pine Top Lane
Burtonsville
MD
20866
LORIHILL@COMCAST.NET
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Lori Hill
15003 Pine Top Lane
Burtonsville, MD 20866
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Mark
Hill
6803 Rhode Island Ave.
College Park
MD
20740
MARKHILL@UMD.EDU
To whom it may concernI would just like to state my support for the implementation of the
Purple Line. I am a resident of College Park, and a faculty member of
the University of Maryland. I feel it is very important for the
environment of the area and the ease of traffic flow to advance the
use of light rail service in this area. Please do not let a vocal
minority stand in the way of such important progress.
Sincerely,
Mark Hill
6803 Rhode Island Ave.
College Park, MD 20740
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Susan
Hill

Chevy Chase
MD
SUEHILL@MCENEARNEY.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, County Exec Leggett, County Council
Members and MTA Planning Officials
I am writing to oppose placing any sort of a transit line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. You have received
thousands of emails, calls and letters describing how special this space
is to the people of Bethesda, Chevy Chase and Silver Spring, about the
loss of trees, etc. so I won’t repeat these. There are several practical,
pragmatic reasons that no one is talking about that I hope all of you will
keep in mind when dealing with this issue.
One of life’s big lessons is that “things” change constantly and that is
definitely true here. When the land was acquired many years ago for
first a trail and later public transportation, the Bethesda/Chevy
Chase/Silver Spring areas were much less densely populated than they
are today. There was green space throughout the county and you could
get to it easily. In 2009, Bethesda and Silver Spring have grown to sizes
none of us would have believed 20 years ago, thanks to the density
pushed by the County. The needs of the residents have changed. The
only easily accessed green space we have is the Trail and the heavy
usage (10,000+ folks a week on average) indicates the value. If you
take it away, we have nothing and we’ll never get it back. There is no
other space to build a new Trail. The MVA should change the plan.
When the land was acquired many years ago, the BRAC proposal and
the resultant traffic chaos that is being created in the Bethesda
Naval/NIH corridor could not have been imagined. The MVA should look
at reality of usage and consider the Jones Bridge alternative before that
section of Bethesda ends up totally gridlocked on a daily basis.
Twenty plus years ago we weren’t thinking very much about global
warming, climate change, pollutants in the air, etc. and the loss of trees
and green space was a modest issue. Now we are up to our eyebrows
in environmental challenges – challenges that at the end of the day are
going to be more important than whether people can take a train from
Silver Spring to Bethesda and back – challenges that are not going to go
away. Yet placing the Purple Line on the Trail will clear cut miles of
mature trees, remove greenery, gut the middle out of an open, aircleaning golf course (not a member, don’t play, but am grateful for the
space), provide shade, etc. It is time to rethink this plan.
The Bethesda-Chevy Chase section of the County pays a big chunk of
the highest property taxes and income taxes in the County. That does
not entitle the residents of that area to any better treatment than any
other resident of the County. It should, however, entitle us to be treated
as well as other residents when making momentous land use decisions.
If the MVA were building a subdivision rather than a transitway in the
County, they would be required to keep open space, build tree buffer
zones, create parkland and walking trails, etc. for the residents. The
County Council just amended the building regulations to stop residents
from losing light and air around their houses and so forth. So why is this
part of the County being treated differently?
The ridership figures for the Purple Line were based on statistical
models from Houston, Texas – not the Mont. Cty area. To my
knowledge there are no actual surveys of ridership that have been done
for the section of the Purple Line from Bethesda to Silver Spring and
back. During the past months, I’ve asked almost everyone I come in
contact with – vendors, nannies, clients, friends, contractors, artists, car
sales people, cleaning services, nurses, young, old, etc. – if they would
use the line. Very few tell me they would. In theory, the idea is great. In
reality here is the kind of thing they tell me: I need to get my kids to day
care and pick them up – need the car. I can’t get to my job once I got to

Bethesda. I live too far from the Metro and it takes too long to get there.
I work in several places and move around during the day. . . . and so
forth and so forth. Until MVA can testify to surveys of ridership actually
conducted in Montgomery County, the Purple Line between Bethesda
and Silver Spring should be put on hold.
Using the Crescent Trail means that a train will go across Connecticut
Avenue at Chevy Chase Lake every six minutes. Connecticut Avenue is
the primary north south corridor to feeds everyone from Olney, parts of
Rockville, Kensington, etc. south toward the lower county and DC and
folks from the south up to the Beltway. It is a virtual parking lot for much
of the evening(going north) and morning (going south) rush hours. Why
would you choose a plan that you think might possibly help cross county
traffic but you know is going to turn the north-south traffic (traffic that is
documented!) into a parking lot. The development that the Chevy Chase
Land Company hopes to put in that area if the Purple Line is built there
is going to increase that problem.
It appears that there are something like 4-6 public transportation projects
in the US that have been build in the past few years with the promise of
walking trails along side the lines being the carrot to get resident
support. At the end of construction, none of them have trails! There
isn’t enough room for both a trail and trains on many stretches of the
Beth/Silver Spring line. I think we all know that, if a choice had to be
made, the train will win and we will loose our trail or a trail will be in a
form that is not safe to use.
Loss of value to the property owners along the Purple Line in
Beth/Chevy Chase/Silver Spring seems to never be mentioned. I have
been a realtor in Bethesda/Chevy Chase/Silver Spring for over 20 years
and I can tell you flat out that those folks are going to see a drastic loss
of the value of their homes if the Purple Line is built on the Trail. That
fact can be statistically documented! How does the MVA intend to
compensate these folks who, by chance, now happen to be in a position
where they will be financially harmed?
In conclusion, a plan that sounded good 20 years ago makes no sense
today. I would hope that the public officials of Montgomery County and
the state of Maryland would have the courage to step up and admit that
putting public transit along the Capital Crescent Trail does not serve the
greater good, will cost a tremendous amount of money that we don’t
have and would destroy a natural asset that cannot ever be replicated in
the lower County.
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Maxine
Hillary
8119 Sligo Creek Pkwy
Takoma Park
MD
20912
maxinehillary@verizon.net
When is the Arliss Station due to start construction and when will it
finish? When does the Purple Line go online? If you have a mailing list,
please, e-mail only.
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Joy
Hilton
4242 East West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HILTOJ@S-N-H.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a long term resident at The Riviera in Chevy Chase and have
shared the Capital Crescent trail with many others for years. Is there no
commitment left to "quality of life" and not just ripping out the natural
beauty and tranquility that implementing the Purple Line would remove?
I beg you to reconsider your plan!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transit
way
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joy Hilton
4242 East West Highway, #620
Chevy Chase, Md 20815
mailto:jhilton@s-n-h.com
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Anne
Himmelfarb

MD
SCHWARB1@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every day, and sometimes twice a day, I walk my dog on the Capital
Crescent Trail. It is a beautiful, peaceful, useful place as it is--for walkers
like me and for bikers. As I walk the portion from mile 0 to Grub Road or
Jones Bridge Road, I ask myself how two light rail tracks can be put in
place here without completely destroying the character of the trail. The
answer is clear: it can't. Obviously most of the trees will come down, and
the beautiful, peaceful, useful place will be gone.
Buses on East
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Your Name and Address
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Gerald
Hines
10030 Ellard Drive
Lanham
MD
20706
HINESGW@COMCAST.NET
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Gerald Hines
10030 Ellard Drive
Lanham, MD 20706
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Kenneth R.
Hinga, Ph.D.
7402 MacKenzie Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
KENHINGA@MAC.COM
I highly support the creation of a light-rail line as envisioned by the
proposed purple line.
Investments in public transportation are needed to both improve our dayto-day lives, and make an impact on fossil fuel usage. The improvement
in day to day lives comes especially bymaking the repeated daily
commute both possible and pleasant by public transportation. this helps
free up the roads for the custom non-repetitive trips.
Adding to the public transportation grid will make many more public
transportation trips possible, thus leaving more cars in driveways, and
more people able to do without a car entirely.
This use of public transportation clearly has benefits to what is going to
be the biggest environmental of our time, mitigating and adapting to
climate change.
While I use the bus daily as a leg on my commute from Bethesda to
downtown, the bus is no substitute for a good rail system. Having
experienced trolly-type systems in a number of cities, it is clear that they
are much more receptive to the users, than are bus systems.
The layout of the purple line would also seem to offer many opportunities
to realign the local bus service to be much more efficient.
Ken Hinga

Kenneth R. Hinga, Ph.D.
7402 MacKenzie Court
Bethesda, MD 20817
h 301-767-0858
c 301-538-7452
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Anthony
Hinnant
New Grounds Merchandiser_Anthony Hinnant
Contact email address
Upper Marlboro
MD
20772
newgroundsstaffing@gmail.com
Add me to your emailing listing. Thank you Anthony Hinnant Marylander
newgroundscontact@yahoo.com
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steve
hintersehr
1275 Bartonshire Way
Rockville
MD
20854
Too expensive, too disruptive, will not be effective. If you have this much
money to spend lower our taxes.
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Cary
Hinton
4301 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
Good afternoon. My name is Cary Hinton. That's spelled C-A-R-Y, H-I-NT-O-N. I'm a resident of East Bethesda. I'll state the obvious. The project
goals and objectives that have been outlined by the MTA, frankly in my
opinion have not been satisfying.
I'd like to at least address two of the project goals. First being improved
transit linkages to existing and planned economic development areas in
the corridor improve access to jobs in the corridor.
Those issues of course have been addressed by other speakers, but
what they have not addressed is that what is frankly the largest
employment project in the downtown area if not all of Montgomery
County is the proposed expansion, I should say planned expansion of
the Bethesda Medical Center to accommodate the employees that will
be coming from the Walter Reed Medical Center.
As the draft EIS noted, there are approximately 2,500 employees that
will be relocated to Bethesda. In addition, there will be a significant
number of visitors, literally thousands of additional visitors that will be
coming to the hospital as well as frankly an increase in the number of
outpatients that will be visiting that, I should say undertaking treatments
at that center.
Frankly from my perspective, it is logical that the state, the county and
the federal government would be putting in significant sums of money for
a transit system that will not accommodate access to the center.
There has been a significant amount of publicity about the potential
traffic impacts from the expansion of the center on both Wisconsin
Avenue as well as Jones Bridge Road. In fact, we are already seeing
signs of the delays on Wisconsin Avenue that extend back into
Bethesda's central area during rush hour.
The expansion of that medical center is going to only exacerbate that.
Unfortunately, the draft EIS was short shrift to this impact. They have
noted only 60 additional potential new riders of the system.
That brings to my mind questions about the viability of the ridership
studies throughout that report. I would suggest that a more significant
analysis needs to be made of both the bus rapid system as well as the
light rail system along the Jones Bridge corridor so that the new
employees and visitors to that center can adequately be accommodated
by this system. Thank you for your time.
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Eric
Hirschhorn
3204 Farmington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EHIRSCHH@WINSTON.COM
My family and I are longtime and devoted users of the Bethesda-Silver
Spring section of the Capital Crescent Trail that effectively will be wiped
out if the Purple Line is constructed there. Especially in the hard
economic times we are facing, the minimal benefit of the proposal (in
terms of ridership) does not justify the cost--which includes loss of the
trail as well as the financial outlay--of the project.
Please don't approve the option that would swallow our trail.
Thanks & rgds,
Eric Hirschhorn
3204 Farmington Drive
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Joel S.
Hirschhorn, Ph.D.
3231 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SPRAWLKILLS@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Public Officials:
As a very long time resident living close to the trail along which the
purple line would be constructed, I write to express my extremely strong
opposition to this terrible project. The trail is a wonderful community
asset that I and my family use virtually every day for recreational
walking.
As a former full professor of engineering I have followed this project and
have seen no compelling data whatsoever to justify it. There is no
accurate and reliable data to support the project and its very high cost
plus its incredibly negative impact on residential areas. It would be an
environmental disaster and in the long run it would never see enough
use to justify its high cost and negative impacts.
I beg all of you to oppose the purple line. In these hard economic times
this is one project that should be cut. What makes a lot more public
transit sense is some form of express buses along existing streets.
Sincerely,
Joel S. Hirschhorn, Ph.D.
3231 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Alex
Hirtle
4816 Madison Street
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
AJHIRTLE@CO.PG.MD.US
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that my
comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved sidewalks
and crosswalks as well as the completion of the Capital Crescent and
Silver Spring Green Trails. The region needs lightrail, especially an eastwest corridor to relieve the traffic that congests the Beltway and Rt. 410.
A rapid bus system is not a good substitute for this; I implore MDOT to
begin building the Purple Line as soon as possible.
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Jed
Hishmeh

MD
INFO@WOODSTOCKDESIGN.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the capital crescent trail weekly to commute & exercise (going from
Bethesda, to Gtown, and back around through Silver Spring (about 25
miles). It's honestly the one place left in Bethesda to get away from the
city, without getting in my car and driving 30 minutes.

The purple line would be a nightmare for bikers, hikers, and the like.
You would be destroying what little we have left to enjoy.
Look at other great cities and take note of what needs to be done here,
not just development as we have been doing in this region for too long.

Thank you for your consideration.
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richard
hitchens
3418 mcshane way
baltimore
MD
21222
getting from baltimore to silver spring, a major job center would be made
easier. it is currently a nightmare to do it via train or using the beltway in
a car. take the purple line to tysons and really help traffic.
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L
Hobson

MD
20815
I am very opposed to the Purple Line because of it will destroy the
beauty and enjoyment of the Capital Crescent Trail.
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Andrew
Hoddick

MD
AHODDICK@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
My name is Andrew Hoddick and I live in the 700 block of Wayne
Avenue in Silver Spring. I would favor the Purple Line, whether light rail
or bus rapid transit, through my Silver Spring community if there were
any evidence that it would meaningfully reduce traffic congestion or
carbon emissions or both. Unfortunately, based on the MTA data in the
Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the Purple
Line is not intended to and will not reduce traffic or emissions. Under
some scenarios, according to the AA/DEIS, emissions would actually
increase with the Purple Line! Given this lack of positive results, why
make the investment at all? Can MTA find no alternative that could
meaningfully reduce traffic and/or emissions?
Under any scenario, the Purple Line will be a huge investment. It will
disrupt neighborhoods and schools and cost tax payers at least several
hundred million dollars, very likely more than a billion dollars. At such a
cost, tax payers, commuters, and residents along the route all deserve a
meaningful return for their investment. Shifting those who currently ride
buses along the planned route(s) into light rail or bus rapid transit riders
simply is not worth that cost.
The Purple Line I want to support would draw commuters out of their
cars and into an alternative that would be an attractive, fast cross-county
transit route, a real alternative to the buses and cars in use today. I
could support spending more than even the high-end estimate of $1.5
billion if the Purple Line could change commuter behavior by providing a
meaningful difference from the "do nothing" alternative. But, according
to the AA/DEIS, none of the current alternatives does that.
I would encourage MTA to study meaningful solutions that reduce transit
time and improve ridership. More dedicated transit routes, including
tunneling along portions of the routes currently under consideration,
appear to be left out of MTA's analysis. By not considering such options,
MTA appears to be robbing the Purple Line of its impact and reducing
the benefit to all of the stakeholders involved - the commuters, residents
along the route, and the greater public who will be asked to share the
costs.
I encourage the MTA and any of you who can impact the analysis and
planning of the Purple Line to make the undertaking worth while. I want
to support an investment in the Purple Line, a Purple Line that can draw
individuals out of their cars and into an alternative that reduces traffic
and emissions and delivers on the promise of what mass transit should
be.
Andrew Hoddick
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Larry Miller and
Elaine Hoffman

MD
LMILLER880@AOL.COM
I have never written a letter concerning matters such as this before. I'm
not an activist nor do I generally get involved with environmental issues.
However, I grew up in Bethesda (Walt Whitman class of '65) and raised
my children here. The Crescent Trail as it exists is truly a gift to the
thousands who use it. My wife and I bike, walk and run on the trail every
chance we get. When we have out of town guests or our kids visit, we
get on the trail. We meet friends on there literally every weekend when
the weather permits. It's part of what makes Bethesda so special. I
can't imagine having the Purple line infringing on such a fantastic public
attraction, please don't ruin it. I do hope you take this into consideration
when you vote.
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J. David
Hoffman

MD
JDAVIDHOFFMAN@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Sirs/Madam
I am an active Capital Crescent Trail user - I run, rollerblade, and bicycle
on the trail. I also often use it to walk or bike into the heart of Bethesda
rather than drive and try to park there - thus saving the fuel and saving
the environment. I suspect many others do the same significantly
offsetting any potential environmental benefits.
It seems to me that there are so many other better uses of the money
and likely better ways to achieve the objectives. I have heard many
ideas ranging from an outer beltway to enhanced bus lines running
along East West Highway. Wouldn't it be better to have electric or
natural gas powered buses traveling in separate lanes along this East
West highway corridor!!! It would cost billions less than a Purple Line,
serve the environment better, provide flexibility (much less fixed cost) to
adjust the use of this mass transport option - and if the usage does not
materialize (and I think the usage expectations are highly suspect) then
the lanes could be turned back over to auto traffic - hopefully with fuel
cell or other more environment friendly autos by the time the Purple Line
would even be done anyway.
0A
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trai l. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

J. David Hoffman
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Mary Anne
Hoffman
7104 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : I'm Mary Anne Hoffman. I live at 7104 44th Street in the town of Chevy
Chase. I have examined the DEIS to learn how the Purple Line will
impact the Georgetown Branch of the trail. My family uses the trail
weekly for recreation, for running, for jogging, for pushing my grandson
in his stroller, and to my amazement, I've discovered the DEIS does not
provide a conventional environmental analysis of the impact transit
would have on the trail.
Instead, the writers of the DEIS defer to the Montgomery County
Counsel and explain that because the counsel purchased the trail for
transit 20 years ago, the DEIS just won't discuss it. It's therefore up to
the counsel to reopen the subject.
When the trail was purchased several years ago, the counsel lacked
environmental knowledge. It was then fashionable for people to
characterize environmental concerns as exaggerated rantings of tree
hugging hippies. It was mostly thought that the trail was merely a bunch
of trees, expendable or which could be easily replaced or located
someplace else. But trees are not forests. The Georgetown Branch is, in
fact, a mature, urban forest. Urban forest has a greater impact than a
stand of trees. One mature tree can soak up a ton of water every day.
The loss of a forest of mature trees means more polluted run off. The
urban forest along the Georgetown Branch controls the quality of water
flowing into local streams and rock creek. It reduces erosion and lowers
water temperatures for aquatic life.
The forest along Georgetown Branch is also part of an irreplaceable
wildlife habitat and some migration corridor for that wildlife to Rock
Creek Park for more than 25 bird and animal species. So if the
Georgetown Branch is clear cut, if it's bulldozed for light rail installation
or for bus rapid transit and is isolated by fencing for safety reasons, a
large group of animals and birds will be homeless, derived of their
habitat.
Urban forests also clear out our air and remove CO2. Today we
recognize that ground house, gas house, green house gases, reducing
green house gases
is critical. In fact, it's a focus of Governor O'Malley's climate change
initiative. So why are we cutting down a forest when installation of light
rail or even bus rapid transit on the Georgetown Branch will remove
trees and increase green house gases? Trees are the one predictable
offset to greenhouse gasses.
We have 15 acres of mature trees along the Georgetown Branch. Their
leaves absorb and filter out an estimated 1700 pounds of nitrogen oxide,
sulfide oxide, ozone and carbon monoxide a year, that's nearly a ton of
greenhouse gases trees are helping us with right now. Removing the
forest will increase the greenhouse gases.
It will also be growing heat island by paving a 60 foot width through the
trail with asphalt. Temperatures will go up 20 degrees in the
summertime. So in the summer, nearby apartment dwellers and home
owners will have to crank up their AC's as the outside temperatures rise
dramatically. This doesn't add up
to greenhouse gas reduction, nor does it represent effective use of our
money.
At the end of the day, it's about trade-offs. The question is, even if light
rail saves five minutes a trip between Silver Spring and Bethesda, will it
reduce greenhouse gases? Not with trains powered by coal-generated
electricity. Not with acres of mature trees gone forever. Is the theoretical
savings in time that proponents say transit will bring so important that

we're prepared to sacrifice the trail, its forest, and the entire ecosystem it
represents?
A hydrogen hybrid bus or fuel-cell driven hybrid bus would better serve
our community. So take a look at bus rapid transit on Jones Bridge
Road. DEIS hardly gives it a look. Can't we be smarter about transit?
Can't we demand a better Purple Line?
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Mary Anne
Hoffman
7104 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Hoffman 35248.pdf (108 kb)
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Matt
Hoffman
5316 Wakefield Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
MATT@FORUM-REALTY.COM
As a Bethesda resident and current daily red line communter, I am
opeful that you will build this rail system. We need more public
transportation options for moving around this region that are rail-based
and NOT road-based.
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Scott
Hoffman
6518 78th St
Cabin John
MD
20818
SCOTT@HOWARD-HOFFMAN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Back in the 1970's my mother was part of getting one of the original bike
paths installed between Spring Hill and Sumner in Bethesda, MD. Many
of the neighbors where angry with my mother and the others who
pushed for the bike path. Once the bike was installed, all the neighbors
found what a wonderful path it is and thoroughly enjoyed the path to
walk the dog ride a bike or just take a walk. This path later lead to the
Crescent Trail bike path that thousands enjoy daily.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Wm A.
Holbrook, MD
3713 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. Wm Holbrook, MD.pdf (1 mb)
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Michael T.
Holbrook

Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MIKEHOLBROOK@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

My family I have been a resident of Montgomery county for four years.
We love the area, particularly the downtown Bethesda and Chevy Chase
areas. I work long hours and have limited time to spend with my son
and exercise. But when I do find the time, my son and I often take walks
up and down the trail to Bethesda, the park and the Bethesda pool. One
of our favorite parts of the trail is passing through the area between
Bethesda Row and Connecticut Ave. My son loves to watch the runners
and bikers fly past him.

In addition, the trail is one of the only places of escape from the busy
metropolitan area. When I exercise, I like to head out on the trail and
enjoy the peaceful unencumbered surroundings.

Please do not put a train over our trail.
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Michelle
Holbrook

MD
MICHELLEHOLBROOK@GMAIL.COM
I am writing to let you know of my and my families interest in keeping the
portion of the Capital Crescent Trail from being turned into a train line. I
am totally against turning the trail into a metro line. My family and I
enjoy walks, jogs, and bike rides down the trail, and love the atmosphere
and scenery on that portion of the trail. It is very important to the
community for the trail to remain in tact, and it would be horrible if there
was a train passing through these neighborhoods. The trail goes directly
behind many many homes. I can't imagine how horrible it would be to
have trains running constantly directly behind your home. The trail is a
beautiful part of Bethesda and Silver Spring, and needs to stay a part of
the community.
Please help us Save The Trail!
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Griffin
Holland
8101 Condo Association
8101 Connecticut Avenue, C-607
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. G. Holland.pdf (960 kb)
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Kent
Holland
1133 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington
DC
20036
KHOLLAND@PLESSER.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett, Chairman Royce Hanson, Council
President Mike Knapp, Council Member Roger Berliner, Councilmember
Elrich, Councilmember Nancy Floreen, Councilmember Praisner,
Councilmember Andrews, and the Honorable Joan Kleinman
My name is Kent Holland, and this is the fourth time I’ve written
regarding my opposition to the Purple Line Trail. Why am I opposed?
Because I live in Chevy Chase, about 50 yards from the trail. I run every
morning at 6:30 a.m. on the trail, it’s quiet and beautiful setting a balm to
my nerves, living in this crowded city. My two sons learned how to ride
their bikes on this trail, and use the trail practically every weekend.
Now that the DEIS report is out, it’s clear that momentum is building to
put the trail through our neighborhood, and in the process, destroy it.
I’m actually voting against my self interest: I’m sure my property values
will go up with the Chevy Chase Land Company builds a mini-Friendship
Heights in my neighborhood and there’s a new Metro stop a 3 minute
walk from my house. But who’s in charge here, the developers or the
taxpaying citizens? How much growth can our community stand?
Bethesda has grown tremendously in the past 10 years, a boon to all of
us in the region. But how many more cars, shoppers and growth can we
take? The Purple Line is going to ENCOURAGE more automobiles and
congestion, not relieve it, at least on Connecticut Ave and East West
Highway.
I’m a single issue voter, and this is my issue, as are many of us who
want to save the Trail. When it comes to Coucilmembers, those
elections are decided by a razor thin margin. I would suggest thinking
again about throwing your collective lots in with developers and against
a grass roots organization that has mobilized tens of thousands of
people in the region who aren’t going to buy sunny assurances of
developers that the Trail will remain the same. It won’t. You know it, and
we know it.
I don’t want my kids woken up by trains whooshing by every 3-5 minutes
(sound barriers are a joke, and we all know it). I don’t want my kids
having to play next to trains roaring by at 40-60 miles an hour, its
already dangerous enough with Connecticut Avenue nearby. I don’t want
trees that give us shade and oxygen cut down and replaced by tiny
saplings.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kent Holland

Kent Holland
Plesser Holland Associates | New York + Washington
1133 Connecticut Ave. N.W. Suite 1130 | Washington, DC | 20036
P. 202.629.3450 | M. 917.561.9684

kholland@plesser.com | www.plesserholland.com | Beet.TV
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Nancy
Holland
4517 S. Chelsea Ln.
Bethesda
MD
20814
NANCY_HOLLAND@AO.USCOURTS.GOV
Diane Ratcliff,
I'm a reside at 4517 S. Chelsea Ln. in Bethesda and support the
light rail option. I know the light rail will have an adverse effect on our
residential neighborhood as it will necessitate cutting trees and add
noise pollution, etc. However, I strongly believe that we have delayed
too long in providing mass transit options and we have to act now and
act with vision.
Good luck. I know you are in a thankless job having to negotiate so
many competing interests.
Nancy Holland
4517 S Chelsea Ln.
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Rich
Holland

Tyson's Corner
VA
RICHARD_HOLLAND@ML.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to encourage you and the other leaders of Maryland to use
your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
I can’t imagine taking my children to hike or bike on one of the few
remaining trails in Maryland only to have a loud, obtrusive light rail car
disrupt our time together away from the hustle and everyday life. Can we
not preserve what is in such short supply, a peaceful refuge to enjoy
without driving an hour outside of town?

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Please do not move forward with this disaster of a plan. Consider other
alternatives!!!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Anne and Roger
Hollander and McCreery
6904 Carmichael Ave
Bethesda
MD
20817
annekhollander@gmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
We are writing to strongly urge you to support the Light Rail "Purple
Line" which would connect important parts of the Washington, DC
metropolitan area using a low-polluting alternative to cars. Our
environment and our citizens really need this improvement to occur
NOW, not later! We appreciate your serious and prompt action on this
important improvement to public transportation in our area.
Anne Hollander and Roger McCreery
6904 Carmichael Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Linda
Hollenberg
212 Leighton Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
hollenl@msn.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
Don't let the NIMBYs in Silver Spring and Bethesda sink the most
important and vital proposed transportation project. The needs of
millions outweigh the selfish interests of the 100s.
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Sean
Holloway
2814 Jutland Road
Kensington
MD
20895
smh_19@verizon.net
WE NEED THE PURPLE LINE!!!
Please get this done as fast as humanly possible!!!
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Amy
Holman

Silver Spring
MD
20910
AMYH90@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern:

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Place through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.

There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the “high-investment” light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding.

Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface
route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments
of others in the community have explained are not assessed in the
AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with
community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community.

I would also like to point out a few more factors which would argue for
tunneling the Purple Lane through Silver Spring to Mansfield Road:

o
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during
three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.

o
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
bisect the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.

o
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’

front yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume -- already
heavy -- will grow to fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a
surface Purple Line on Wayne than without it. Previously, the County
had approved plans to effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a
lane with what was to be the Green Trail bike path.

o
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school. As
one of these homeowners, I want to preserve the integrity of my
neighborhood.

o
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple
Line with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot
and the Wayne Avenue Garage. This is already a slow, dangerous
intersection complicated by heavy pedestrian traffic due to Whole Foods,
the church and the school.

o
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings for the Ride On #15
bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and 145 at the Sligo Creek
stop alone, where most the boardings are from high-density residential
dwellings that are nearer to the next planned Purple Line station to the
east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive station. Moreover,
recently released data from MTA suggests that with tunneling and no
station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually increases
significantly.

o
MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars
can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph. In any
circumstances, Wayne is too congested, too narrow, and too urban to
support those speeds.

I appreciate your consideration.

Amy Holman
427 Pershing Drive
Silver Spring MD 20910
tel: 301 814 4225
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Kathleen
Holmay
9607 Kingston Road
Kensington
MD
20895
Kathleen@Holmay.US
I support a light rail Purple Line with a dedicated pathway -- Kathleen
Holmay
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Kathleen Holmay - 301-942-9595
9607 Kingston Road - Kensington, MD 20895
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Ethan P.
Holmes
10024 Vanderbilt Circle
Rockvile
MD
20850
EHOLMES@EEI.ORG
We need the infrastructure, the jobs and the eco-friendly travel option in
Maryland.

Yours,

Ethan P. Holmes
10024 Vanderbilt Circ. 12
Rockville, MD 20850
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Amy
Holmwood
Potomac Partners Insurance Resource
6500 Rock Spring Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
AMY@PPIR.BIZ
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Honigman
Arent Fox LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington
DC
20036
HONIGMAN.ROBERT@ARENTFOX.COM
I live in Potomac and support the Purple Line light rail project.
Robert Honigman
Arent Fox LLP
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20036
Tel: 202-857-6041
Fax: 202-857-6395
Cell: 301-351-2867
e-mail: honigman.robert@arentfox.com
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Patricia
Hooke
7504 Maple Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PATTYHOOKE@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week our family uses the Capital Crescent Trail as either a
walking trail,or bike trail. It is the best way to get back and forth from
downtown Bethesda with two small children!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jennifer
Hooshangi

Rockvile
MD
JHOOSHANGI@ONE-ECONOMY.COM
Dear MTA officers,

I am writing this letter to say that I support building the purple line as
light rail.

Best regards,
Jennifer Hooshangi
Rockville, Maryland
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Catherine
Hopkins
2400 Virginia Avenue NW, Apt. C512
Washington
DC
20037-2620
olivehopkins@hotmail.com
Hopkins 35788.pdf (111 kb)
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Marie-Josephe
Horner, MSPH
Epidemiologist

MD
MARIE.JO123@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Bethesda and surrounding areas will need to expand public
transportation to accommodate growth in this region. However, to
expand transportation in the form of the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail would be a travesty. As a public health scientist, let me
stress that we must not underestimate the effects of the built
environment on public health. Please let us not compromise our few
green spaces for the Purple Line.

Has any analysis been conducted to predict the impact of the proposed
Purple Line and destruction of the trail on our city's health in terms of
pedestrian safety, adult obesity, childhood obesity, or mental health
outcomes? These are just a few outcomes one may wish to consider.
Bethesda is the home of the NIH. Let us continue to set an example for
the rest of the country by prioritizing our green spaces for the benefit of
our population's health. I have attached a elegantly written document
published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, entitled
"Creating A Healthy Environment:The Impact of the Built Environment on
Public Health".

Here is a brief excerpt:
"When people consider factors adversely affecting their health, they
generally focus
on influences, such as poor diet or the need for more exercise. Rarely
do they
consider less traditional factors, such as housing characteristics, landuse
patterns, transportation choices, or architectural or urban-design
decisions, as potential health hazards. However, when these factors are
ignored or poorly executed, the ecosystems in our communities
collapse, people suffer the consequences. We have always known that a
2-hour commute to work each day on America's freeways is not a
pleasant experience; it is also becoming clear that it is an unhealthy
experience. We see evidence every day that Americans exercise less
often and suffer higher levels of stress than they did in the past. Yet we
often fail to make the connection between these all-too-common facets
of everyday life and how unhealthy we are. As America increasingly
becomes a nation that permits and even encourages thoughtless
development and unmanaged growth, the impact of these factors grows
clearer,
and we ignore them at our peril."

Attachments :

Please don't build on the Capital Crescent Trail!
healthy environment.pdf (815 kb)

Creating A Healthy
Environment:
The Impact of the
Built Environment on Public Health
“In its broadest sense, environmental health comprises those aspects of human
health, disease, and injury that are determined or influenced by factors in the
environment. This includes not only the study of the direct pathological effects of
various chemical, physical, and biological agents, but also the effects on health of
the broad physical and social environment, which includes housing, urban
development, land-use and transportation, industry, and agriculture.”
—Healthy People 2010,
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 1

Richard J. Jackson, MD, MPH
Chris Kochtitzky, MSP
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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Preface
Here at the start of the 21st century our understanding of which factors promote health and which
damage health has grown considerably. The diseases of the 21st century will be “chronic” diseases, those
that steal vitality and productivity, and consume time and money. These diseases-heart disease, diabetes,
obesity, asthma, and depression- are diseases that can be moderated by how we design and build our
human environment. It is now accepted that, in addition to direct hazards from infectious diseases and
environmental toxins, human behaviors play a critical role in determining human health. As we begin to
include consideration of these factors into our health-related decision-making, we must additionally guard
against using too narrow a definition of the environment. Every person has a stake in environmental public
health, and as environments deteriorate, so does the physical and mental health of the people who live in
them. There is a connection, for example, between the fact that the urban sprawl we live with daily makes
no room for sidewalks or bike paths and the fact that we are an overweight, heart disease-ridden society.
Obesity can increase the risk of (adult-onset) type 2 diabetes by as much as 34 fold, and diabetes is a
major risk factor for amputations, blindness, kidney failure, and heart disease. The most effective weight
loss strategies are those that include an increase in overall physical activity. In a recent type 2 diabetes
trial, weight loss and physical activity were more effective in controlling the disease than medication. In
addition, for treatment of relatively mild cases of anxiety and depression, physical activity is as effective as
the most commonly prescribed medications. It is dishonest to tell our citizens to walk, jog, or bicycle
when there is no safe or welcoming place to pursue these “life-saving” activities.
Respiratory disease, especially asthma, is increasing yearly in the U.S. population. Bad air makes lung
diseases, especially asthma, worse. The more hours in automobiles, driving over impervious highways that
generate massive tree-removal, clearly degrade air quality. When the Atlanta Olympic Games in 1996
brought about a reduction in auto use by 22.5%, asthma admissions to ERs and hospitals also decreased
by 41.6%. Less driving, better public transport, well designed landscape and residential density will
improve air quality more than will additional roadways.
In order to address these critical health problems we must seize opportunities to form coalitions between
doctors, nurses, and public health professionals and others such as architects, builders, planners and
transportation officials, so that we are all “at the table” when environmental decisions are made. Such
decisions include whether to install sidewalks in the next subdivision. It means thinking about what
constitutes safe and affordable housing, safe neighborhoods, providing green space for people to enjoy
where they live and work, and rethinking how we travel from one place to another.
Land-use decisions are just as much public health decisions as are decisions about food preparation.
What, for example, are the implications for children with asthma of building yet another expressway? We
must also question whether a fatality involving a pedestrian isn’t actually the result of poor urban planning,
thoughtless land use, or inferior urban design rather than “simply” a motor vehicle crash. We must be
alert to the health benefits, including less stress, lower blood pressure, and overall improved physical and
mental health, that can result when people live and work in accessible, safe, well-designed, thoughtful
structures and landscapes. We must measure the impact of environmental decisions on real people, and
we must begin, in earnest, to frame those decisions in light of the well being of children, not only in this
country but across the globe.
Richard J. Jackson, MD, MPH
Director, CDC’s National Center for Environmental Health
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Introduction

○

○

hen people consider factors adversely affecting their health, they generally focus
○

○

○

on influences, such as poor diet or the need for more exercise. Rarely do they
○

○

consider less traditional factors, such as housing characteristics, land-use
○

○

○

patterns, transportation choices, or architectural or urban-design decisions, as potential health
○

○

hazards. However, when these factors are ignored or poorly executed, the ecosystems in our
○

○

○

communities collapse, people suffer the consequences. We have always known that a 2-hour
○

○

commute to work each day on America’s freeways is not a pleasant experience; it is also
○

○

○

becoming clear that it is an unhealthy experience. We see evidence every day that Americans
○

○

exercise less often and suffer higher levels of stress than they did in the past. Yet we often fail
○

○

○

to make the connection between these all-too-common facets of everyday life and how
○

○

unhealthy we are. As America increasingly becomes a nation that permits and even encourages
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and we ignore them at our peril.

○
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○

thoughtless development and unmanaged growth, the impact of these factors grows clearer,

A brief summary of other health impacts of
urban sprawl is also included, with a final
section that describes some steps that both the
planning community and the public health
community can take to ensure that public health
concerns figure prominently in decisions made
about the built environment.
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substantially improve the health and quality of
life of the American people. Therefore, in this
monograph, we focus mainly on the following:
✺ The relation of land-use decisions to air
quality and respiratory health;
✺ The built environment (including all manmade physical components of human
settlements such as buildings, streets, open
spaces, and infrastructure) in terms of
whether it promotes or discourages physical
activity;
✺ The impact of urban design on the number
of pedestrian injuries and deaths, particularly
among children;
✺ The choices communities make about the
built environment that improve mobility and
the quality of life for their elderly and
disabled residents; and
✺ The ways that various land-use decisions
affect community water quality, sanitation,
and the incidence of disease outbreaks.
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We believe that applying public health criteria to
land-use and urban design decisions could

○

○

○

In recent years, public health organizations have
emphasized that public health agencies and
programs must not only control disease, but
also work to prevent it. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has defined health as “a
state of complete physical, mental, and social
well-being, not just the absence of disease or
infirmity.”3 The National Academy of Science’s
Institute of Medicine has asserted that the public
health system should “fulfill society’s interest in
assuring conditions in which people can be
healthy.”4 Environmental public health initiatives
have historically been among the most effective
approaches for assuring healthy living conditions. In 1854, Dr. John Snow was credited with
taking bold action when he suspected that
contaminated water from a public pump on
Broad Street was causing a deadly cholera
outbreak in London. As a result of this discovery
and Dr. Snow’s actions to remove the handle on
the pump, the cholera outbreak ended. Much of
the improvement in disease death rates in the
last century can be attributed to basic environmental public health actions such as Dr. Snow’s
that resulted in improved sanitation, cleaner air
and water, injury prevention, and protection of
citizens from dangers posed by industrial
pollution in their communities.
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○

Land-use planning and zoning have their roots in
a desire to protect the public’s health. As far
back as 1926, the U.S. Supreme Court, in
Village of Euclid vs. Ambler Realty Co., cited
public health protection as one of the basic
responsibilities of local governments, thus giving
them a legal mandate to restrict or control landuse decisions in a community.2 In this monograph, we address some of these land-use
decisions, discuss how they affect our health,
and offer some suggestions on how public
health professionals can collaborate with their
colleagues in land-use planning and urban
design to help ensure the health and quality of
life of the people in their communities.
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Research presented on the impact of automobiles and the transportation sector on human
health at the Third Ministerial Conference on
Environment and Health held in London in 1999
indicated the following:
✺ Motor vehicle traffic is the main source of
ground-level urban concentrations of air
pollutants with recognized hazardous
properties. In Northern Europe, this traffic
contributes practically all CO, 75 percent of
NOx, and about 40 percent of the particulate
matter (PM10) concentrations.
✺ Approximately 36,000 to 129,000 adult
deaths a year can be attributed to long-term
exposure to air pollution generated by traffic
in European cities.12
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vehicles accounted for about 58 percent of
carbon monoxide (CO) emissions in the United
States, nearly 30 percent of nitrogen oxides
(NOx), roughly 27 percent of volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and about 9 percent of
particulate matter (PM). NOx and VOCs
contribute to ground-level ozone pollution,
which is known as smog.10, 11
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Also presented at the conference were results
from a recent study of the health effects of air
pollutants from traffic in Austria, France and
Switzerland and their related costs. This study,
using comparable methods, found that air
pollution caused 6 percent of total mortality in
the three countries, more than 40,000 deaths
per year. About half of all mortality caused by air
pollution was attributed to motorized traffic.
This corresponds to about twice the number of
deaths due to traffic accidents in these countries.
When researchers analyzed the data from the
study they found that automobile-related
pollution was responsible for more deaths than
traffic accidents. The economic burden of the
health impact of automobile pollution was
estimated at more than EUR 27 billion
(approximately $23.8 billion in U.S. dollars).12
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This increase in driving time results in an
increase in air pollution and in the incidence of
respiratory diseases. Despite tremendous
progress in reducing U.S. air pollution since the
passage of the Clean Air Act almost 30 years
ago, cars and trucks are still a major source of
pollution, because even though individual cars
pollute less, the number of cars and trucks and
the number of miles people drive increases.9
According to a recent report completed by the
Congressional Research Service, in 1997, on-road
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○
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S

prawl — uncontrolled, poorly planned,
low-density, and single-use community
growth — depends on individual motor
vehicles to flourish. As people move farther and
farther from cities, they inevitably will travel
longer distances to work, shop, and play. From
1960 through 1990, the percentage of workers
with jobs outside their counties of residence
increased by 200 percent, while the proportion
of workers commuting within their counties of
residence declined.5 This trend contributed to an
increase in the number of vehicle miles traveled
in passenger cars — an increase of more than
250 percent (915 billion miles) from 1960
through 1997.6 This dependence on the
automobile has only accelerated in recent years.
For instance, according to the Sierra Club, the
average American driver spends 443 hours each
year behind the wheel — the equivalent of 55
nine-hour days or 11 work weeks.7 Residents of
cities that have grown more over the last decade
have also experienced a greater increase in the
average time spent traveling in a car than
residents of cities where growth has remained
stable. From 1992 through 1996, the increase in
the number of annual person-hours of delay
spent in an automobile in Los Angeles was 9
percent; in Atlanta 44 percent; in Orlando 62
percent; and in Kansas City 81 percent.8
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Land-use and Its Effects on
Air Quality and Respiratory
Health

Data from studies conducted in the United
States strongly suggest significant links between
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Children with asthma are believed to be
particularly sensitive to air pollution.13 As many
as 25 percent of children in America live in areas
that regularly exceed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) limits for ozone,
more than 25 percent of which comes from auto
emissions.13 Asthma rates among children in the
United States more than doubled from 1980
through 1995, from 2.3 million17 to 5.5 million.18
Reducing children’s exposure to environmental
pollutants such as ozone will reduce the
frequency and severity of their asthma attacks,
will reduce their dependence on medication for
asthma management, and
will improve their overall
lung function.13 The
significant contribution of
automobile use to the
overall air pollution
problem seems clear. As
the American population
drives longer distances, these
problems will most likely only
worsen. Therefore, it seems
imperative that new
transportation options be developed and
implemented in order to help alleviate the
public health problems related to worsening
air quality in the United States.

○

For instance, in the summer of
1997, smog pollution was
responsible for more than 6
million asthma attacks, 159,000
visits to emergency rooms for
treatment of asthma attacks, and
53,000 asthma-related hospitalizations.14 Results of a study
conducted by the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) during the 1996
Olympic Games in Atlanta, at
which time vehicular traffic was
kept at artificially low levels by city authorities,
showed that the peak daily ozone concentrations
decreased 27.9 percent and peak weekday
morning traffic counts dropped 22.5 percent; at
the same time the number of asthma emergency
medical events dropped by 41.6 percent. Nonasthma medical events did not drop during the
same time period.15 Results that support the
Atlanta findings were found in a 1999 study of
adverse health effects associated with ozone in
the eastern United States. This study, conducted
by ABT Associates, found that during a single
ozone season, asthma attacks that were directly
attributed to excessive ozone pollution numbered
approximately 86,000 in Baltimore, 27,000 in
Richmond, and 130,000 in Washington, D.C.16
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○

air pollution and negative health outcomes such
as asthma. The President’s Task Force on
Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks to
Children reports that:
“Many common air pollutants, such as ozone,
sulfur dioxide, and particulate matter are
respiratory irritants and can exacerbate asthma.
Air pollution may also act synergistically with
other environmental factors to worsen asthma.
For example, some evidence suggests that
exposure to ozone can enhance a person’s
responsiveness to other inhaled allergens.
Whether long term exposure to
these pollutants can actually
contribute to the development of
asthma is not yet known.”13
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and parks) and fears about safety. Overall, CDC
reports that higher levels of perceived neighborhood safety are associated with higher levels of
physical activity, with the differences being
greatest among racial or ethnic minorities and
people older than 65 years of age.21 Thus, people
are more likely to use parks, paths, and
bikeways when they are easy to get to and are
safe and well maintained.
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The built environment presents both opportunities for and barriers to participation in physical
activity, thereby influencing whether or not we
exercise. According to a recent survey about
research studies,20 one of the more important
determinants of physical activity is a person’s
immediate environment (one’s neighborhood).
One study examined environmental variables,
such as the presence or absence of sidewalks,
heavy traffic, hills, street lights, unattended
dogs, enjoyable scenery, frequent observations
of others exercising, and high levels of crime.
Positive environmental determinants of physical
activity included enjoyable scenery (presence
associated with more activity), whereas the
greatest perceived barrier was the lack of a safe
place to exercise.20 Research by CDC and others
21, 22
has also indicated that two of the main
reasons given as reasons for not exercising are
lack of structures or facilities (such as sidewalks
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P

eople who participate in regular physical
activity reap substantial health benefits.
According to the Surgeon General the
most significant are as follows:
✺ Lower mortality rates for both older and
younger adults. Even moderate increases in
activity are helpful;
✺ Lower risk for heart disease and stroke;
✺ Prevention or delay of the onset of high
blood pressure and actual lowering of blood
pressure among people with hypertension;
✺ Decreased risk for colon cancer;
✺ Lowered risk for noninsulin-dependent
diabetes;
✺ Weight loss and redistribution of body fat;
increase in muscle mass;
✺ Relief of the symptoms of depression and
anxiety and improvement of mood; and
✺ Apparent improvement in health-related
quality of life by enhancing psychological
well-being and by improving physical
functioning among people with poor health.19
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The Built Environment and
Physical Activity

Conversely, people tend to get less exercise as
outlying suburbs are further developed and the
distances between malls, schools, and places of
employment and residence increases. Many
theories have attempted to explain the radical
changes in the health status of American
society, but one of the strongest theories is the
significant decline in activity levels among
Americans today compared with levels from 50
or 100 years ago.23 According to the U.S.
Surgeon General’s Report on Physical Activity in
America,19 changes in our lifestyles and
communities have played the greatest role in the
decline of activity levels among Americans.
Millions of Americans drive to and from work
and use a car to run almost every errand. In
1977, children aged 5 to 15 years walked or
biked for 15.8 percent of all their trips; by 1995,
children made only 9.9 percent of their trips by
foot or bicycle — a 37 percent decline.24 Results
of a study in South Carolina showed that
students are four times more likely to walk to
schools built before 1983 than to those built

Figures 1-3 show the alarming increase in
obesity prevalence among adults in the United
States during a single decade.
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factor in the incidence of overweight and
obesity. From 1976 through 1994, the prevalence
of U.S. adults who were overweight or obese
rose from 47 percent to 56 percent, and by 1999
had risen to 61 percent.26 More disturbing,
however, was the fact that the prevalence of
overweight children and adolescents almost
doubled during this same period.27 Some
researchers have estimated that as many as
300,000 premature chronic disease deaths each
year are due to obesity.28
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Major health care costs are also associated with
the lack of physical activity and concomitant
rises in obesity rates. In 1995, the direct health
care costs of obesity were estimated at $70
billion.29 Adding to that figure the estimated
direct health care costs of physical inactivity
($37 billion),29 we can conservatively attribute an
overall health care burden of more than $100
billion to obesity and low levels of physical
activity in the United States each year.
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Figure 1
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Sedentary living habits also contribute to poor
health outcomes because they are a significant
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In addition, many different types of urban design
encourage sedentary living habits. For example,
parking lots are built as close as possible to final
destinations in order to increase convenience and
safety for motorists. While older cities and towns
were planned and built based on the practical
idea that stores and services should be within
walking distance of residences, the design of
most new residential areas reflects the supposition
that people will drive to most destinations.
Work, home, school, and shopping are often
separated by distances that not only discourage
walking but may even necessitate the use of a
car in order to reach any destination safely.
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more recently.25 This would seem to point to
some basic change in the “walkability” of newer
schools, possibly because these schools aren’t
as geographically close to the students they
serve or because the school’s property and its
environs were designed to meet the needs of
automobiles rather than the needs of pedestrians
and bicyclists.
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Figure 3
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Figure 2
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Several regulatory and design strategies can be
applied to make communities safer for both
child and adult pedestrians and bicyclists. These
strategies include (1) setting and enforcing lower
speed limits in residential areas; (2) protecting
pedestrians in crosswalks by using traffic
signals; (3) instituting and enforcing “trafficcalming” measures, such as traffic circles or
speed bumps; (4) providing sidewalks and
pedestrian walkways; (5) providing crossing
guards and bike paths in areas where most
pedestrians are children, (e.g., near schools,
parks, and playgrounds) and (6) providing
overpasses, underpasses or tunnels for
pedestrians and bicyclists to bypass particularly
dangerous roads and intersections. Inherent in
each strategy is a refocusing of design goals
toward pedestrians and, to a degree, away from
motorists.
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A study conducted in New Zealand asserted that
there are several potentially modifiable environmental risk factors for
injury to child pedestrians.
Particularly strong
associations were found
between the risk for
pedestrian injuries and
high traffic volume. The
risk for injury to children
living in neighborhoods
with the highest traffic
volumes was 13 times
that of children living in
the least-busy areas.
Restricting curb parking at
specific crossing points
may be an effective
approach to reducing
children’s injuries in this
arena.31
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nother important issue is the impact of
urban design on a number of injuries
involving pedestrians and bicyclists.
According to a recent report by the Surface
Transportation Policy Project, in 1997 and 1998,
13 percent of all traffic fatalities — 10,696 people
— were pedestrians. Approximately 1,500 of
these victims were children, while 22 percent
were older than 65 years of age, even though
only 13 percent of the population is elderly 30.
Although Americans make fewer than 6 percent
of their trips on foot, 13 percent of all traffic
fatalities occur among pedestrians; of the
pedestrian deaths for which information is
recorded, almost 60 percent occurred in places
where no crosswalk was available.30 The report
concluded that the most dangerous metropolitan
areas for walkers were newer, sprawling, southern
and western communities where transportation
systems are more focused on the automobile at
the expense of other transportation options.

○

○

Urban Design and Pedestrian
and Bicyclist Safety
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Thus, lack of physical access in a community
becomes a factor leading to illness and even
death.33 Efforts to address these barriers through
“universal design” have begun to show significant
success. The concept of universal design maintains
that — “…all products, environments and
communications should be designed to consider
the needs of the widest possible array of users.
Universal design is a way of thinking about
design that is based on the following premises:
varying ability is not a special condition of the
few but a common characteristic of being
human, and we change physically and intellectually throughout our life. Usability and aesthetics
are mutually compatible.34
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For elderly citizens and people with disabilities,
these issues are not simply about convenience
or even quality of life; rather, they are critical
health issues. Without access in the community,
these groups cannot adequately participate in
physical activity, establish a community of
support, or get to or use health care facilities.
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Often, something as simple as the lack of a
sidewalk or curb cut keeps people with disabilities
from getting any physical activity at all. A study
in Houston, Texas, for example, found that three
out of five disabled and elderly people do not
have sidewalks between their residences and the
nearest bus stop.33 An even greater percentage
of these households lack depressed curbs in
their neighborhoods (71 percent) and bus shelters
by the nearest bus stops (76 percent). Although
close to 50 percent of the elderly and disabled
live within two blocks of a bus stop, the lack of
sidewalks, curb cuts, and bus shelters actually
makes use of the transportation system by these
people impossible. Fewer than 10 percent of the
disabled and elderly use public transportation in
Houston. In addition, fear of crime prevents
close to two-thirds of the elderly and disabled
from walking to the bus stop at night.33
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F

ree and easy movement through public areas
in the communities where we live is something most people take for granted and, if
asked, would probably claim as a right. However,
people with disabilities often find that they cannot
move easily from place to place and that they
have trouble gaining access to medical and other
basic health care and social services. People with
disabilities are even more vulnerable to “environmental barriers” than children or the elderly.
Environmental barriers are defined as the “physical
attributes of buildings, facilities, and communities
which by their presence, absence, or design
present unsafe conditions and/or deter access
and free mobility for the physically handicapped.”32
These attributes can include the absence of ramps
for wheelchairs, lack of depressed curbs (periodic
breaks in curbs that act as ramps), narrow
doorways that cannot accommodate various
assistive devices (such as wheelchairs, motorized
scooters, walkers, etc.), and lack access to mass
transit routes or other public services.
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Environmental Barriers for
the Elderly and People with a
Disability

As land-use and urban-design decisions are made,
planners, architects, and engineers must keep in
mind the needs of all community members. It is
easy to see that if citizens in an urban setting
such as Houston have encountered environmental barriers to mobility and accessibility, people
living in suburban or rural settings may face
even greater challenges. Residents of the urban
areas of most major cities in the United States
such as Houston have access to some type of
mass transit and can also find residential
housing that permits some amount of pedestrian
access to needed shopping and service facilities.
In suburban parts of these cities and certainly in
more rural areas of the country, mass transit is
nonexistent, and distances to commercial facilities
make pedestrian access impossible. Such
circumstances can therefore make life very
difficult for anyone who cannot drive or does
not have easy access to an automobile, with the
pronounced hardships experienced by the elderly
and disabled.

An additional threat to water quality posed by
sprawling uncontrolled growth is the overuse of
septic systems in low-density suburban and rural
residential development that results in groundwater contamination. For instance, according to the
1990 United States Census, approximately 26
percent of Florida’s population was served by
onsite sewage treatment and disposal systems
(OSTDS). More than 1.8 million systems were
estimated to be in use statewide. Since 1990,
approximately 40,000 new systems have been
installed each year. By comparison, in 1998, the
Department of Health only issued 3,651 OSTDS
abandonment permits where establishments
were being connected to a central sewer system.
It is estimated that OSTDS discharge 450
million gallons per day of partially treated,
nondisinfected wastewater.38
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1994 were preceded by extreme rainfall events.
Outbreaks due to surface water contamination
were most strongly and most immediately
related, while outbreaks due to groundwater
contamination were most often delayed by a
month or two. These findings can, in some
part, be attributed to the increase in impervious
surfaces in areas of population concentration,
thereby rendering the land incapable of
absorbing and filtering the amount of water that
falls during these extreme weather events.37
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According to research published in
2001 by Johns Hopkins University,
more than 50 percent of waterborne
disease outbreaks between 1948 and
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U

ncontrolled growth and the loss of
greenspace that often accompanies it
can drastically affect both surface and
groundwater quality. Between 1970 and 1990,
central Puget Sound experienced a 38 percent
increase in population, while the amount of land
developed in that same period rose by 87
percent. This large-scale alteration of the natural
landscape had profound effects on water
resources and quality. Under natural conditions,
rainfall is either intercepted by vegetation or
percolates slowly through the soil to receiving
waters. In urbanized areas, rainfall that once
filtered slowly downhill becomes surface runoff.
It flows across compacted earth and impervious
man-made surfaces (e.g., asphalt, concrete,
rooftops often covered with oil and other
pollutants) and is channeled into storm drains.
This disruption of the natural hydrologic cycle
causes stormwater runoff to reach streams and
rivers more quickly than these water bodies can
absorb it and also before it has had an adequate
chance for filtration of pollutants through the
ground (the flush of auto contaminants from
malls and other large parking areas that runs
into surface water bodies during the initial period
of a heavy rainfall contributes significantly to the
non-point source loading of pollutants entering
streams).35 Undisturbed forested lands generally
have the highest capacity to absorb
water and subsequently the lowest
rates of stormwater runoff. In
contrast, impervious surfaces have
the highest runoff rates. The volume
of stormwater that washes off oneacre parking lots is about 16 times
greater than that of a comparable size
meadow.36
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The Impact of Uncontrolled
Growth on Water Quality
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blowing dust, and pesticide overspray
potentially can have negative health effects
on the occupants of the residential
development.43
✺ As sprawl-type development pulls people
and resources away from central cities,
those left behind can experience many
negative consequences. School districts
pressed to save money are often enticed by
donations of unknowingly contaminated
property or seek out the cheapest land they
can find. Some of these properties, called
“brownfields,” are touted as the answer to
all of the problems facing financially
strapped school districts. Brownfields,
defined by EPA as abandoned, idled, or
underused industrial and commercial
facilities where expansion or redevelopment
is complicated by real or perceived environmental contamination,44 can, in some
instances, be the only type of property a
school district feels it can afford. The land
is cheap, and in some cases EPA may enter
into agreements with prospective purchasers
of property, providing a covenant not to sue
for existing contamination.45 Some groups
feel that the supposed community benefit of
cleaning up and reusing an abandoned site
is outweighed by the risks posed if, when
these sites are redeveloped, they are only
cleaned up to standards set for commercial
or industrial property, rather than residential
property standards which are more
stringent.46

Washington Post
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and-use decisions and the built
environment affect the way humans act
and interact, with myriad impacts on public
health. Sprawl and overdevelopment is closely
correlated with a range of harmful public
impacts:
✺ In a study of conflict and violence in and
around public housing in Chicago,
researchers found that the residents of
buildings with surrounding greenspace had a
stronger sense of community, had better
relationships with their neighbors, and
reported using less violent ways of dealing
with domestic conflicts, particularly with
their partners.39
✺ Urban heat islands increase the demand for
cooling energy, increase the health risks
associated with heat-related illnesses and
deaths, and accelerate the formation of
smog. Heat islands are created when natural
vegetation is replaced by heat-absorbing
surfaces such as building roofs and walls,
parking lots, and streets. This phenomenon
can raise air temperature in a city by
between 2-8°F.40, 41
✺ Sprawl increases the risk of flooding.
Development pressures lead to the destruction of wetlands, which are natural floodabsorbing sponges. In the last 8 years,
floods in the United States killed more than
850 people and caused at least $89 billion
in property damage. Much of this flooding
occurred in places where weak zoning laws
allowed developers to drain wetlands and
build on floodplains.42
✺ Residential development next to farmland
can pose unique health and quality-of-life
concerns as well. In this “zone of conflict,”
which might extend one-third of a mile from
residential development, the spillover effects
of agriculture, such as excess noise,
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Other Potential Health
Effects of Land-use
Decisions
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Planners, Architects,
Engineers, and Public Health
Professionals Can Make a
Difference

In a recently published list of the 10 most
important public health challenges for the new
century, CDC Director Jeffrey Koplan, MD,
included at least four that are significantly linked
to some of the land-use and urban design issues.
They are: (1) integrating physical activity into our
daily lives; (2) cleaning up and protecting the
environment; (3) recog-nizing the contributions
of mental health to overall health and well-being;
and (4) reducing the toll of violence in society.28
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The challenge facing those with responsibility for
assuring the health and quality of life of
Americans is clear. We must integrate our
concepts of “public health issues” with “urban
planning issues.” Urban planners, engineers, and
architects must begin to see that they have a
critical role in public health. Similarly, public
health professionals need to appreciate that the
built environment influences public health as
much as vaccines or water quality.

Specific actions from the public health sector to
address these issues might include the
following:
✺ Supporting research to determine the impact
that changes in the built environment can
have on public health, such as the addition
of greenspace, sidewalks, and bike paths,
and the reduction in impervious surfaces.
Just as traffic studies are completed to ensure
that road capacity can support new growth,
so too should the public health community
conduct research to determine the air quality
impacts that increasing numbers of
automobiles in use in a community have on
its air quality. Just as engineers use data
that have been collected over time in other
places to determine the diameter of sewer
pipe needed to serve a section of a

○

River Valley High School and Middle
School stand on the former site of the
US Army’s Marion Engineering Depot,
part of which served as a dumping
ground in the 1950s. In 1990, community members formed a group in
response to alarming rates of leukemia
and rare cancers among former students.
Their efforts led to an investigation that
revealed widespread campus contamination. Today, no one may exit back doors
of the middle school or access several
playing fields. Recently a bond issue
passed to fund a new school, but
students remain on the contaminated
site until completion.46
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Marion, OH
Military Dump
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School Case Study
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making land-use planning decisions, so too is
there an expanded role for urban designers and
planners to begin to view themselves as a
previously untapped force for public health. It is
time for the planning community to remember
its roots in public health protection — to
remember that in the beginning many, if not
most, land-use decisions were made to separate
people from land-uses and industrial processes
that posed a threat to their health or safety.
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Just as there is an expanded role for health care
workers and public health professionals in
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The public health and medical community must
play an active role in the land-use and development decisions made in their community. It is
their role to make policy makers and planners
aware of the health impacts of the decisions they
make. It is also critical that when they find that
no data or analyses exist to answer the questions
that they raise, they push researchers and policy
makers to collect the information they need and
conduct the research to ensure that all of the
impacts of various land-use decisions are known
before irrevocable actions are taken.
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community, so too should public health
officials use data on pedestrian injury
patterns to create new urban design
techniques.
✺ Participating in local planning processes,
such as comprehensive planning meetings,
zoning hearings, and urban planning
workshops known as charrettes (intense,
community-based, local planning and
problem-solving workshops where local
leaders and decision-makers develop
consensus vision of the desired future of
their community). Just as the developers,
the neighbors, the school board, and the
planners have their say in land-use
decisions, so too should physicians and
public health officials have the opportunity
to provide input. It is their role to ask the
questions such as “Why aren’t there any
sidewalks in a new subdivision?” or “What
is the air quality impact that is expected
from a widening of the local highway?” and
to press for evidence to substantiate any
claims upon which any new growth and
development are based.
✺ Working with planners and other land-use
professionals to provide them with the
strong public health arguments they need to
support “smart-growth” designs and
initiatives.

To reclaim their role as public health protectors,
the planners and urban designers might take the
following actions:
✺ Balancing the potential public health
consequences of their choices with other
considerations. “Smart growth” doesn’t
mean “no growth,” but it does mean
planned, controlled growth. The health
impacts of land-use decisions need to
receive at least as much consideration in
development decision-making processes as
economic impacts.
✺ Designing communities around people rather
than around automobiles. Reviving the
concept that the end result of urban design
should be improved quality-of-life and that
where people live as it relates to where they
work, shop or go to school can have a
dramatic impact on their health and quality
of life.
✺ Changing existing zoning codes to
encourage multiuse land-development
patterns that make it possible to work,
shop, and go to school within walking
distance of people’s homes. The influence
of last century’s community designers on
our communities and on the behavior
choices that we make everyday was
seriously underestimated. The obesity
epidemic in the United States was never
imagined by those who made it difficult, if
not impossible, to walk to the grocery store
and to school and who also made it far
easier to drive to the shopping mall or the
movie theater across town then to walk to

To meet these challenges, we need a broader
view of those factors influencing public health
and a much better understanding of the
interdisciplinary nature of the problem. We need
a collaborative and concerted effort to influence
both public health policy and other public policy
on these issues in order for positive changes to
take place that will improve the health and
quality of life for all Americans.
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Public health professionals and those in
architecture, urban design, and planning have
much in common. The challenge now is for each
profession to learn from each other how best to
address the needs of the communities they
serve, to determine what answers each has that
the other needs, to create a common language,
and to initiate the opportunities to use it.
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such neighborhood establishments.
✺ Changing existing building codes to
encourage building and site design that is
accessible to people who have various
degrees of mobility. It is a clear, if largely
unrealized, fact that the more each member
of society is able to participate and
contribute, the better off society is. [Not
only would those who were previously
hampered by the inaccessibility feel better,
but they also need less help to participate in
society and be more able to contribute to
their communities.] And all of this could be
possible if appropriate design choices are
made which, in most cases, would not cost
appreciably more or negatively affect others.
✺ Encouraging greenspace development that
promotes community, reduces violence, and
improves mental health. The mental and
physical health benefits of community parks
and other green spaces have been
demonstrated. The question that remains is
whether communities want to spend money
up front to create an environment that
prevents violence and increases psychological well-being or whether they want to
spend money after the fact to address the
violence and stress which results from
communities without parks and communal
areas.
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Mark and Nancy
Horton
4221 Sleaford Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
mnhorton@comcast.net
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. We jhave also been using it extensively
with our kids, who love to bike along it.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Shelly
Horwitz
Principal Financial Group
6550 Rock Spring Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
Please approve the light rail option, this is unequivocally the right
transportation for the community.
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Susan
Hostetler

MD
HSUSANART@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I do hope you will consider an alternative to the proposed Purple Line
which would destroy a natural canopy of trees and make that area of the
Capitol Crescent Trail a dangerous place for those who use it. I would
like to see the Capitol Crescent Trail and the trees that line it preserved
for all who use it daily and those who use it in pursuit of pleasure and
well-being.
At this point in time, we need to preserve our green spaces and look for
alternatives.
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Louis
Hostler
2133 Bucknell Terrace
Wheaton
MD
LHOSTLER@BREAD.ORG
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Louis Hostler
2133 Bucknell Ter
3rd Floor
Wheaton, MD 20902
301-942-9381
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Louis
Hostler
Bread for the World
2133 Bucknell Ter
Wheaton
MD
20902
lhostler@bread.org
Dear Mr. Madden,
I think it is very important that the state move forward on constructing the
Purple Line light rail. It has taken far to long get to this point as it is. To
delay construction any longer is not an option.
One concern I have about during construction is what accomodations
are going to be made for bike commuters that use the trail to get to and
from work. I am one of those commuters. I certainly hope the plan
includes a safe detour for cyclists during constuction. Of course, I
anticipate the construction of a biker/hiker trail that will run parallel to the
Purple Line from Silver Spring to Bethesda. Better yet, a trail from the
New Carrolton station to
Bethesda would be even better.
Sincerely,
Louis Hostler
2133 Bucknell Ter
Wheaton, MD 20902
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Michael F.
Hotchkiss
5804 Brookside Dr
MD
MHOTCHKISS@SANDSCAP.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As an informed and attentive voter, I would like to express me very
strong concern and opposition to the plans to convert the Capital
Crescent Trail to Purple Line. I view the CCT as one of the true gems of
our town and neighborhood and strongly oppose development plans that
would compromise this functional AND recreational space. The
Washington DC area is noted for its successful preservation of parks
and recreational spaces that provide meaningful value to local residents.
Losing this space will:
-

negatively impact my families quality of life

-

impact our property values

-

negatively impact the downtown area of Bethesda

I want to stress that this is a very visible project and one that will be
reflected in future elections. I believe this is an opportunity to respond to
the public support to stop this development plan that will have such a
negative and unwanted impact on the very residents you represent.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
For this very visible and important issue, we very much appreciate your
support.
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Robert
Houston
HER Enterprises
P.O.Box 6641
Capitol Heights
MD
20791
thomas18972003@yahoo.com
Please inform me when the next meeting will be and send newsletters
and information regarding the projects future and when will construction
begin. Thank you.
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Eve
Howard
6139 31st Street, NW
Washington
DC
20015
ENHOWARD@HHLAW.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family of 5 uses the trail for jogging and biking. My kids learned to
ride their bikes on the trail. It is a great outdoor asset for our family,
neighbors and neighborhood.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Eve Howard
6139 31st Street, NW
Washington, DC 20015
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Loni
Howard
9804 Gable Ridge Ter #D
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Michon Bunch.pdf (117 kb)
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Eleanor
Howe
Eleanor H.S. Howe, Ph.D.
8607 Second Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
eleanorhowe.phd@verizon.net
Would you please add me to your list of folks to invite for community
focus groups for downtown Silver Spring, where I work? I'm currently on
a list for East S.S. (where I live). Thanks!
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Norman
Howell
P.O. Box 3743
Silver Spring
MD
20918
NORMAN1152@AOL.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Norman Howell
P.O. Box 3743
Silver Spring, MD 20918
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Richard
Hoye
104 Lucas Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814-1453

Hoye_Richard.pdf (108 kb)
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Priscilla
Huang
8359 Colesville Road
Silver Spring
MD

I Support the Purple Line Because.... I want fast, reliable transit service
that has a nominal environ. impact. I would prefer a light rail transit
system. I am a registered voter.
enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:

1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;

2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;

3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
PL cards.pdf (318 kb)
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Bob
Hubbard
8417 Roberts Rd
Ellicott City
MD
21043
BHUBBARD@CHERNER.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Bob Hubbard
8417 Roberts Rd
Ellicott City, MD 21043
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John
Hudalla
10736 Wayfarer Road
Germantown
MD
20876
hudalla@yahoo.com
Why would the state build the purple line--which would serve areas
already within proximity to Metro--before the Corridor Cities Transitway-which would serve areas with no easy Metro access? I believe the first
priority should be CCT, if any light rail project is to be built. Clearly, CCT
would have a greater impact.
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allison
hughes
Allison Hughes
6705 Rhode Island Ave
College Park
MD
20740
allisonih@gmail.com
I am very much in favor of the purple line. it will greatly improve our
quality of life and we will use it a lot!
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Christopher and Elizabeth
Hughes
3902 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LIBBYHUGHES@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We are residents of the Town of Chevy Chase and are writing to object
to the proposal to create the Purple Line transit system along the
existing Captital Crescent Trail. We understand and believe in the
importance of mass transit, but feel that destroying this hiking/biking trail
for that purpose is a mistake.
Every week, we join the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all
ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- using the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by many and
Trail users come from all around the region, not just this neighborhood.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
We urge you to use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit
elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Scott
Huguely
Galliher & Huguely

MD
scott.huguely@galliher-huguely.com
Huguely_Scott.pdf (45 kb)
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David
Humerick

MD
DHUMERICK@MSN.COM
The purple line needs to be built NOW! Public transportation ridership is
up and will continue to grow. This area's growth shows no signs of
stopping and is recession-proof. Let's build it!!
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Fern Y.
Hunt
802 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : I am the owner of a single family house 802 Thayer that is quite close to
Grove Street and the proposed tunnel route that is part of the Silver
Spring/Grove/Wayne alternative being considered by the MTA. My
house like many others is an 80 year old bungalow that is located in a
stable, diverse, relatively low crime neighborhood. I have lived in this
house since 1981 and have been an active member of the East Silver
Spring Civic Association for almost that long. It was the character of our
neighborhood and our activism that helped make the revitalization of
Silver Spring possible and like most people in this district I basically
support the Purple Line. However I want to express to you my opposition
to this alternative and my disappointment with the way it was presented
to the public.
I will first discuss my problems with the presentation:
1. I did not see a model analysis of ridership, time of travel or operation
costs that would justify the consideration of this alternative
2. The very first thing to do when considering impact would be to assess
the effect of noise and vibration during the construction and later during
the operation of the train. No measurements (needed to use the FTA
guidelines for noise impact) were taken along Grove and Thayer or any
where else along thie tunnel route. Indeed considering the age of the
houses, water, sewer pipes and other infrastructure it would be essential
to have this information for homeowners.
3. No information about the impact of the construction and operation on
the foundation of the houses on or near the path has been given in the
DEIS.
4. No information was provided concerning the impact on air quality
around the houses on or near the tunnel route. In particular, we were not
told if and where ventilation shafts would be located on Grove Street, or
the nature of the gases that would be emitted during construction and
later operation.
5. How will potential problems such as these just listed be monitored
after the rail line is built?
6. What are the terms for compensation for damage to our houses during
construction and operation? This is of particular importance to me as I
am next door to a house on Grove Street and potentially may not be
covered by a compensation plan.
My opposition to the Silver Spring/Grove/Wayne tunnel alternative and
the Silver Spring/Thayer alternative stems also from the damage and
disruption to the life of our fragile residential neighborhood. We are
economically and racially diverse. The proposed construction and
decline in the environment will I believe cause those who are
economically able to leave this area and weaken the very characteristics
that have made the area attractive.
I understand the desire of the County to create greater density in Silver
Spring but I believe it can be done without disturbing and undermining
the existing residential community.
Finally I was told by Michael Madden about a similar tunneling project
that was done in Northeast Washington DC in connection with the Green
Metro Line.
I would appreciate being put in touch with any of the homeowners who
were effected by this construction or any similar construction.
Thank you,

Attachments :

Fern Y. Hunt
802 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Hunt_Fern1.pdf (32 kb)
Hunt_Fern.pdf (37 kb)
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Lynne
Hunter
3312 Hampton Pt. Dr. Apt B
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Marvin Majano.pdf (87 kb)
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Anne Marie, Grace, Mary Ann and Kent
Huntington

MD
MHUNTINGTON@MORGANLEWIS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We urge you to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail. We regularly use
the trail for biking and walking the dog. It is a great way to exercise and
enjoy nature close to town.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Anne Marie (10), Grace (7), Mary Ann, and Kent Huntington
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Mary Ann
Huntington
3511 Windsor Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HUNTINGTON15@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
Dear Governor O'Malley:

I am writing to you to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail.

I have two girls, ages 7 and 11, and they would be devasted to loose the
Trail. We frequently use the Trail for biking and hiking. It is a lovely way
to expose children to the outdoors and to regular exercise without them
even realizing that it is health.

The Trail preserves the environment for our children, and hopefully, our
children's children. It is convenient to Chevy Chase and downtown
Bethesda, yet it provides a quiet, green place for anyone to enjoy.
Many, many people use the Trail on a daily basis for exercise. Have you
gone by on a Saturday to see how many people are using the Trail?
You might be surprised.

Moreover, in today's fast-paced, stressed out environment, it is
becoming increasingly important for people to have easy (and free)
access to exercise. There are numerous articles and studies discussing
the problem of obesity in Americans. So why would we replace land that
is used regularly for exercise and peace of mind, and replace it with
mass transportation? This is not about the haves and the have-not's like
some would have you believe -- this is about saving the environment
and promoting and encouraging a healthier youth. I urge you to to save
the Trail.

We can put transit in another location, but we cannot re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neith er objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the

DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the ter rain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition

from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

NOTE:
PLEASE BEGIN YOU LETTER BY DESCRIBING HOW YOU USE THE
TRAIL WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILY, FOR RECREATION AND/OR
COMMUTING, WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU, THE COMMUNITY,
AND THE ENVIRONMENT. IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE FANCY, JUST
SINCERE. YOUR OWN WORDS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF YOUR LETTER, BECAUSE THEY SHOW THAT YOU CARE AND
TOOK THE TIME TO WRITE.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provi de a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this

number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the ter rain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access

Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Your Name
Your Address
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

NOTE:
PLEASE BEGIN YOU LETTER BY DESCRIBING HOW YOU USE THE
TRAIL WITH FRIENDS OR FAMILY, FOR RECREATION AND/OR
COMMUTING, WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU, THE COMMUNITY,
AND THE ENVIRONMENT. IT DOESN'T HAVE TO BE FANCY, JUST
SINCERE. YOUR OWN WORDS ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF YOUR LETTER, BECAUSE THEY SHOW THAT YOU CARE AND
TOOK THE TIME TO WRITE.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provi de a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in

light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the ter rain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to

the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Huntigton

3511 Windsor Place
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mary Ann Huntington
Your Address
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Fred
Hutchinson
3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
fredhutch@verizon.net
1. We own a condo at the Hamlet House (address below) and the
proposed Purple Line will be about 75 feet from our living room. How
will the noise be abated and will the trees have to be removed on the
south side of the line next to our building?
2. It seems to me that the station planned at Chevy Chase Lake will only
increase traffic congestion rather than ease it. Chevy Chase Land is
now planning to develop the area next to the station which can only lead
to more congestion and worsen the traffic tieups between Jones Bridge
Road and Kensington. I bought the condo due to the quiet
neighborhood and surrounding tree canopy - I am now concerned that
this will all be lost.
Thank you, Fred Hutchinson
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Wendy
Hutchinson
3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
WAHUTCHINSON@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live in Chevy Chase on Chevy Chase Lake Drive and the condominium
building where I live is less than fifty yards from the trail. Woods back up
onto the trail so it is relatively secluded. If these trees are torn down for
the rail line, there will be a direct view of the train from the condominium
building which wouldn't be pleasant at all, not to mention the noise.
More importantly, all the wildlife that inhabit our wooded area will be
compromised. We have abundant wildlife that live and pass back and
forth over the trail. This includes deer, fox, raccoon and a great number
of species of birds. I thought that there was supposed to be a focus on
saving the natural environment. Chevy Chase is a pristine area with lots
of woodland. I appreciate the need to get cars off the road but fail to
understand the need to ruin more of the County's already shrinking
green space for the sake of progress. There are other alternatives for
routing the Purple Line.
In addition, there isn't a lot of crime in the Chevy Chase area, and
building the Purple Line and the associated passenger stops could invite
just that.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Glen
Hutton

MD
GHUTTON@FASEB.ORG
To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to state that I am against the current plan to use the
Capitol Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda as the route
for the purple line. I use the trail for family walks, and bike riding, and to
walk my two dogs. I have lived in this area since 1963 and I feel as
though the trees along the trail precious. The fact that the trail is always
shady and cool even during the heat of summer is very special. The
Crescent Trail is one of the calmest walks because of the path being
used for freight trains for so many years made the banks and setup of
the yards and buildings around the trail a very special advantage for
biking without the constant turning of the trail in Rock Creek Park.
I understand the need for improving traffic flow economically. I
think the first step, which would cost practically nothing, should be to
open up the neighborhoods to through traffic instead of stopping
passage through rich neighborhoods i.e., Bethesda, Chevy Chase,
Kensington, etc.. Only after abolishing restrictive traffic policies would I
consider supporting other plans. A plan that left the nature trail
experience in-tact like an above ground monorail I could support. I have
been informed by the “Save The Trail Petition Organization that “If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe
nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.”
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, natural beauty, and its
ability to be used by bikers, pedestrians (solo and in groups), and animal
caretakers peacefully using the Trail together. Thank you for reading my
e-mail and considering the points I have expressed.
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Ta-Mao (Eric)
Hwang
14318 Cartwright Way
North Potomac
MD
20878
HWANGTM@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ta-Mao (Eric) Hwang
14318 Cartwright Way
North Potomac, MD 20878
240-994-4881
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Lewis
Hyer
4000 Cathedral Ave, #429B
Washington
DC
20016
LHYER@CSC.COM
I ride my bike along the Capital Crescent Trail.
The Trail is an important oasis of tranquility in a crazy, busy metropolis
- a chance to exercise in an environment relatively untouched by traffic
or
noise where one can recapture some sanity.
The Purple Line is important. I (and many others) would benefit from it.
And the route along the Trail is convenient. But none of these outweigh
the
cost of losing this resource.
Please locate the Purple Line away from the Trail. There is more to life
than convenience.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kevin
Iaquinto
2 Avalon Court
Bethesda
MD
20816
KIAQUINTO@YAHOO.COM
RE: NO TRANSIT ON THE CRESCENT TRAIL!
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Phil Andrews,

I frequently walk my kids and dog along the Capital Crescent trail, truly
one of the unique elements of Bethesda life that I enjoy, and really helps
to make it a unique place among near-city suburbs. I write to you today
to strongly oppose any plans to place a Purple Line light rail along that
track and destroy the natural resources, quality-of-life and safety
associated now with that trail.
Putting a rail in along the trail will endanger and disrupt the peace of
those thousands of families who use the trail for excercise and quiet
recreation.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail. I, along with thousands of other Trail users,
would be greatly distressed to see this natural Trail degraded and the
surrounding mature forest destroyed for a Purple Line.
Thank you for your consideration and your vocal opposition to this
measure. I look forward to hearing where you stand on this.
Sincerely,

Kevin Iaquinto
2 Avalon Court
Bethesda, MD 20816
home 301/320-3413
fax 301/320-3414
cell 571/830-9049
kiaquinto@yahoo.com
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Maryilyn
Ibach
8625 Geren Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
MIBA@LOC.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : January 9, 2009
Diane Ratcliff
MTA Director of Planning
6 Saint Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
re:

comments on the Purple Line rapid transit line
against Alternative 8, Silver Spring/Thayer Avenue - Light Rail
Transit
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
I have lived in Silver Spring for 30 years, first at the Blairs, and
for the past 28 years at Top of the Park, in the Long Branch
neighborhood near Sligo Creek Parkway. Manchester Road and Piney
Branch
Road are the closest major roads in my area.
I am writing to say that I support building the Purple Line, but not
Alternative 8, the Silver Spring/Thayer Avenue alignment, which requires
an aerial bridge to pass directly behind my house. The reasons involve
the higher cost of the line, the congestion that will result, reduced
driving access to my home, but most of all the visual and aural
disruption of the aerial bridge over Sligo Creek on my home.
I am about to retire, and have made an effort to plan financially to
stay in my house after retirement. If Alternative 8 is chosen, my
property would be compromised by high levels of noise and vibration, a
constant visual motion at eye level in my back yard about 55 feet from
my house, and the the removal of mature trees below my hill on Piney
Branch. Even with a noise barrier, the presence of the rail and the 10to 12-foot high trains would be a constant visual and aural distraction,
as I would see and hear the trains from my second story window. At
the two public hearings I attended, Mr. Maddex indicated that the row
backing along Piney Branch Road comprising 8619-8633 Geren Road,
Silver
Spring, Maryland would not be “taken” but remain. However, the
homes, especially the ones towards the east near Manchester Drive,
would
have their back yards compromised significantly by the aerial bridge,
and be exposed to the sounds of the train after it turns along Piney
Branch. In once case, the line of disruption would be less than three
feet from a patio at 8633 Geren! The property values would decrease
significantly for all of these homes, including mine.
In short, I would not be able to retire; instead, I would have to sell
my home of 28 years, thereby losing a significant amount of my property
value because of the undesirability of being 55 feet from a transport
line, and move away from Silver Spring. In effect, the Purple Line will
have huge consequences for me. I would have to continue to work, my
commute will be even worse, and I might have to leave the county.
REDUCED DRIVING ACCESS:
Along with other commuters, I am also concerned about the congestion
in
my area. The proposed change of traffic patterns which will result in
the loss of left-hand turns driving in and out of my development if
Alternative 8 is chosen. With the increased traffic in our
neighborhood, losing the ability to turn left out of Manchester Road to
enter Piney Branch Road, and losing the ability to turn left from Piney

Branch Road into Manchester is significant. There are over 300
residents along the southern end of Manchester Road who regularly use
this intersection.
Along with other neighbors of my condominium, I support the
Montgomery
County Planning Department position stated late December that found
that the Silver Spring Thayer Design Option station and alignment option
unacceptable. And I also support the Planning Department
recommendation
that the State analyze travel demand and other issues on the east side
of the line through East Silver Spring and Takoma-Langley.
The disruption to the area resulting from construction delays or
mishaps, utility disruptions or changed traffic patterns needs to be
studied more carefully.
Because my development is totally reliant on electricity, and we often
have trouble with Pepco bringing the area back up when there have
been
power outages, a project of this nature would have significant impact on
our quality of life.
Therefore, I request that the Silver Spring-Thayer Alternative 8 be
removed from further consideration.
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Beyhan
Ibici
1106 Carson St.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Beyhan Ibici
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David
Ikels

MD
20817
Let's invest our billions in something else. Please!
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Sat Jiwan
Ikle-Khalsa
6719 Conway Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912-4802

Ikle-Khalsa_Sat.pdf (160 kb)
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Ken & Glenda
Ingham
11308 Rokeby Avenue
Garrett Park
MD
20896
GLENDAINGHAM@COMCAST.NET
This is a letter in strong support the Purple Line. There is no efficient,
reliable, high capacity transit between Bethesda and New Carrollton.
The Purple Line would fill this need. Further, the Purple Line would
provide east-west connectivity to the radial Metrorail lines (Red, Green,
and Orange) as well as the MARC Commuter Rail lines (Brunswick,
Camden, and Penn) and to Amtrak's Northesast Corridor intercity trains.
The Purpe Line would provide enhanced transportation choices,
improved travel times, improved air quality, and reduced traffic (in terms
of reduced congestion, auto trips, and vehicle miles traveled).
Furthermore, it would support local plans for economic development,
community revitalization, and transit-oriented development.

Please take this matter under your serious consideration and support the
Purple Line. Thank you.

Ken & Glenda Ingham
11308 Rokeby Ave., Box 258
Garrett Park, MD 20896
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David
Ingraham

MD
20874
I go to high school in Rockville. A program at my school accepts people
from all across the county, lots of whom live in the Silver Spring area.
Rockville metro is a very short walk from my school, and lots of students
take the metro to go home, some because it is more convenient than
school bus, and others because they are staying to study, etc. For any of
my Silver Spring residing classmates, the metro ride will take them all
the way through DC before going to Silver Spring (which takes them well
over an hour or two). Some can take the bus, however lots of times
(especially during rush hour when people are going home late after
staying for an activity) the time this takes can be easily as much as the
metro ride. For them, and for myself to work on projects with them, the
purple line is an ideal solution. One more brief scenario is that at a statewide camp I went to, I met a resident of Prince George's county. Neither
of us drove, and so although the distance is not that far, it is a
tremendous difficulty for us to visit one another. Due to this physical gap,
our friendship faded and died. In conclusion the purple line solves many
problems, and would be an ideal solution for all of them.
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Susan & Mike
Ingram & Brown

MD
MIKECB@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The trail has been an important part of our lives. Being able to walk to
town and friends houses, as well as hiking and biking for recreation, is a
right and a privilege that needs to be preserved.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Susan Ingram and Michael Brown
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Pia
Iolster-Izquierdo
8713 Hempstead Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20817
piolster@starpower.net
I am writing to to support the construction of the light rail Purple Line. As
a Bethesda resident who frequently has to travel to Silver Spring on the
beltway and who has friends, babyistters and/or housesitters who need
to travel with public transportation to/from Bethesda from/to Wheaton,
Kensington, Takoma Park and College Park I believe the Purple Line
would significantly improve transportation in this area, reduce congestion
and greatly reduce commute time for everyone.

Pia Iolster-Izquierdo
8713 Hempstead Avenue
Bethesda MD 20817
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Sands K.
Irani, MD

MD
SANDSIRANI@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Sirs:
I am an avid cyclist and also enjoy jogging and walking. I have ridden
my bicycle on many of the Rails to Trails in the greater WashingtonBaltimore area. There are many fine trails in Virginia and in a way they
are ahead of us here in Montgomery County and Maryland. I live near
the NIH and work at the George Washington University and find the Trail
a wonder way to commute. I often ride to Silver Spring.
For the money it would take to convert the Trail for the Purple Line a
much easier route and less expensive would be by bus along Jones
Bridge Rd. to the NIH and new Naval Hospital complex. Stops would be
much easier to fashion.
Please keep the traffic on the road and let us enjoy tranquil bicycle
rides.
Thank you,
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Andrew
Irving
3 Crescent Road Unit G
Greenbelt
MD
20770
sirving@att.net
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road;
-- Provide much better access to the University of Maryland than
now exists;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Andrew Irving
3 Crescent Road Unit G
Greenbelt, MD 20770
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Fota
Ishaq
8328 North Brook Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
FISHAQ@AMEXDC.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Fota Ishaq
8328 North Brook Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Jennifer
Ivey
1116 Rhode Island Avenue, NW
Washington
DC
20005
JENNIFER.IVEY@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I'm a frequent user and lover of the Capital Crescent Trail. I often run on
the trail, both alone and with a local running group. I also do training
bicycle rides on the trail on a regular basis, as well as leisurely walks
along the trail on the weekends. I feel safe on the trail, even alone, in it's
current state. I truly think that adding the Purple line next to the trail will
completely change it, and not for the better. I truly hope you will
consider the real implications to trail users in the future.
Like me, every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Xavier
Ivey
609 Concerto Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Marvin Majano.pdf (87 kb)
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Sriram
Iyer
6026 Loganwood Drive
N. Bethesda
MD
20852
We need a rail line, not a bus line. It must not tie up traffic on major
intersections with Wisconsin Ave, Connecticut Ave, Colesville Road, etc.
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David
Jackson
2025 Lyttonsville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
davidyjackson@gmail.com
Would the retaining wall on LPA-11.pdf block access to the pedestrian
trail from Lyttonsville Road and / or Grace Church Road?
Local residents want access to the trail as well as the station.

Also the street that is labelled S Springwood Dr should be N Springwood
Dr.
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David
Jackson
2025 Lyttonsville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
davidyjackson@gmail.com
For the station at Woodside please include some retail at the site. It
would be bad design to remove all those useful retails store and not
replace at least some of the retail. Local residents need local retail
within easy walking distance.
Thank You.
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Nick
Jackson
5008 Acacia Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
NKJACKSON5560@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Nick Jackson
5008 Acacia Ave.
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-530-0051
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Oscar F.
Jackson
5202 Upshur Street
Bladensburg
MD
20710
ojackson2781@comcast.net
Just Info on what is happening. Thanks
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Dave
Jacobin
B.F. Saul Mortgage Company
7501 Wisconsin Ave, 5th Floor
Bethesda
MD
20814
dbjacobin@bfsaulmortgage.net
Jacobin 35596.pdf (104 kb)
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Ronnie
Jacobs Sr
6841 Nashville Rd
Lanham
MD
20706
RJSRPGC@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Ronnie Jacobs Sr
6841 Nashville Rd
Lanham, MD 20706
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Cindy
Jacobs
9503 Midwood Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jacobilsky@verizon.net
I strongly support the light rail option. I have lived in Silver Spring for
about 15 years, and feel sure that a light rail purple line would bring
tremendous benefits to the area and the environment.
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Myra
Jacobs
3201 Turner Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MYFJAC@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters.

Access to the Trail is unrestricted, and users come from all around the
region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Too much of our green, open space has already been lost due to the
greed of landowners and developers, combined with short-sightedness
and sometimes lack of diligence of our local government regulatory
bodies.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition will be good for the environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Austin Jacobson
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Lisa
Jacobson
8804 Walnut Hill Rd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
lisa_jacobson@yahoo.com
Thank you for the mailing and for posting this information on the web, as
I was unable to attend the public meeting in May in Bethesda.
I am very concerned about the BRT option as it would only provide
minimal benefits and severely impact my neighborhood. With LRT, my
husband and I would be much more likely to use it to commute and it is
a long-term investment that is worth the changes that it would bring.
Thank you and please keep me informed of future meetings and
timelines.
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Headley
Jacobus

MD

Headley, H-E-A-D-L-E-Y, Jacobus, J-A-C-O-B-U-S. I live at 5029 Burwin
Road, College Park. So I'm a grad student at the University of Maryland.
I don't own a car here. I am solely dependent on public transportation to
get both to my job in Anacostia and also to get around College Park,
which is actually very difficult because College Park is built around
owning a car.
The arteries both 193 and Route 1 here are significant barriers for
walking or biking because they are major roadways.
I have to use rail like the Metro or buses to get simple things like
groceries. I have to go to Prince George's Plaza and back. You know,
these sort of things, I hear a lot of people talking about taking cars off
the road.
There is a significant population of people who don't even own cars that
have huge routes out of the way just to get simple basic necessities
because they don't have cars.
I believe that anything that helps ease or provides public transportation,
quick public transportation around the outside of DC which is not being
served now is a benefit to those people who don't own cars but still
provide economic benefit to the community. Thank you.
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Peter
Jaffe
3408 Woolsey Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Hello, my name is Peter Jaffy. J-A-F-F-E. I live at 3408 Woolsey Drive in
Chevy Chase, Maryland, 20815. I'm testifying in favor of the Purple Line.
I think the Purple Line is extremely important to cut down on traffic and
pollution in the area and the alternative of having a bus route along
Jones Bridge Road does not address the problems at all. I believe that
that is being composed by people in the Chevy Chase town community
simply to keep a train out of their backyard. And I think that these are
people who sincerely believe in the environment and sincerely want to
do the right thing.
I would gather that many of them drive Prius cars and otherwise have
other pollution saving devices, but when it comes to having something in
their own backyard, that's where they draw the line. And that they've
spent a lot of money trying to keep a very important public transportation
system out of the neighborhood.
The traffic along East-West Highway and the traffic along Jones Bridge
Road is highly exceeds the limits of those roads. The backup at rush
hour on East-West Highway, which is near by house, is extensive. And
that backup affects me just as much as the Purple Line would affect the
people that it would be near. In fact, it affects me very much more
because it's a constant noise and constant pollution.
Moreover, the Purple Line reaches much farther than Jones Bridge
Road does, all the way to New Carrollton and it connects three very
important Metro stops. I think those are vital to the health of the
environment and the health of our community. Thank you.
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Gail
Jaffee

North Bethesda
MD
GGJAFFEE@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to you in opposition of putting trains on the Georgetown
Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail. The stretch of trail from Jones Mill
Road to downtown Bethesda is a true gem for those of us who love the
outdoors. It provides precious green space amid the hustle and bustle of
the crowded, compact area just outside the city. To put trains there
would be to destroy the little breathing room that we have.
To me, the signs reading "Pur ple Line, Greener Future" should be
interpreted a different way. The developers who hung the giant sign with
that motto atop their high-rise building are implying that the trains would
be better for the environment -- all while destroying thousands of trees
and important ecosystems. The real meaning of "green" in this case, I
believe, is the kind of green that would line the developers' pockets
should this proposal go through.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michelle Koidin
Jaffee
8700 Brierly Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MKOIDINJAFFEE@AOL.COM
To whom it may concern,
I am writing in opposition of building a Purple Line on the Georgetown
Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail.
As a runner, dog walker and mother of 2-year-old twins, I treasure the
green space of the trail and use it every day. Recently, I trained for the
Marine Corps Marathon exclusively on the trail. When my daughters
were given a preschool assignment to collect fall foliage, we walked on
the trail from Jones Mill Road to Connecticut Avenue. They wandered
along at their slow pace, gazing up at the tall trees.
Having spent hours and hours on the trail, it is impossible for me to
imagine trains running in both directions in such a small space. Those
who claim the trail could co-exist with double train tracks ... well, I guess
I just don't understand how they reach that conclusion. Perhaps if it were
a single-lane trolley as originally envisioned. If this project moves
forward, I believe the trail and the peace that it provides will be
destroyed.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michelle Koidin Jaffee
8700 Brierly Court
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Armiger
Jagoe
8101 Connecticut Avenue, N-704
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Jagoe_Armiger.pdf (24 kb)
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Armiger
Jagoe
8101 Connecticut Avenue, N-704
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ALJAGOE@COMCAST.NET
In my eighties, I am concerned about the Montgomery County I will be
leaving for the generations that will be following me. In spite of vast
foreseeable upulation growth, I don't want their inheritance to be more
highways and moving-people devices which will eventually become
ineffective and obsolete.
Rather, I would like for us to follow the example of the citizens of
London, who for centuries have preserved greenspaces throughout the
city. Is it fair for one generation to destroy a treasured area which Nature
has developed for over 100 years?
Let's think about day after tomorrow.
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Katherine
Jahnig
6101 Kennedy Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KDELANOJ@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I live on the Capital Crescent Trail. I not only use it every day, but I see
it every day and watch how so many others use it. It is a wonderful
treasure in our region. The purple line will destroy the beauty of the trail
and destroy the park land that has become such a popular way for many
area residents to travel and exercise by walking, biking, and running.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else. Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put
transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Katherine Jahnig
6101 Kennedy Drive
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Maureen
Jais-Mick
7017 Exfair Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
JAISMICK1@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : December 14, 2008
purpleline@mtamaryland.com

To Whom It May Concern,

I have lived in Bethesda since 1976. Everyday my dog and I walk along
the Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail for our morning
exercise before work. I also use the Trail to run errands and visit friends
because I’d rather bike to businesses on Connecticut Avenue than get in
my car. What makes the Trail so precious is that it is quiet and it is green
– 17 acres of green.

I was a resident 18 years ago when the Master Plan was written – when
we thought it might be cute to have a little one-track trolley run on the
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. To have that little trolley
morph into two tracks of light rail/bus rapid transit with vehicles going in
both directions every six minutes was NEVER the intent of the Master
Plan. Moreover, had the public officials and the citizens who worked on
the Master Plan known about the BRAC relocation of Walter Reed
Hospital to the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they would
have planned differently.

Things have changed during the past 18 years -- thousands of us enjoy
the Trail for recreation; we better understand of the environmental
benefits of preserving green space, especially when we are increasing
residential and businesses density around our Metro station; and we
know that BRAC is bringing more people to our area.

Now it’s time to re-think the Purple Line and eliminate plans to put trains
or buses along the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive
transportation plan that would result in a devastating loss to the
surrounding communities and to trail users around the region.

On November 14th, Governor O’Malley unveiled Maryland: Smart,
Green & Growing. At the ceremony, John Griffin, Secretary of the
Department of Natural Resources, pointed out that “Forests are the
region’s most strategically important natural resources.” I agree.

Please save this popular tranquil Trail and its many benefits for
generations to come.

Sincerely,

Maureen Jais-Mick
7017 Exfair Road
Bethesda MD 20814
jaismick1@verizon.net
Edgemoor Neighborhood (west Bethesda)
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Miebeth
Janssens
4612 Fairfield Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
MIEBETHJ@YAHOO.COM
RE: Diesel Busway Option Jones Bridge Road
To Whom It May Concern:
The Town of Chevy Chase’s high-speed Diesel Bus-Way Option is the
Wrong Choice to solve our traffic and congestion problems. It will make
Jones Bridge Road a nightmare for East Bethesda residents.
Jones Bridge Road is now inundated with construction trucks going to
the Bethesda National Medical Center under BRAC mandate, as well as,
with every day commuters. Trucks use the neighbourhood streets,
Glenbrook, Brandt Place, Fairfield, Windsor, and Lynbrook, as a TurnAbout or traffic circle.
There will be over one million new patients plus near 3000 new staff or
more at the National Naval Medical Center in a couple of years.
Our East Bethesda neighborhood will be impossible to get in and out of.
The noise and pollution will increase. It won’t be family friendly.
The Crescent Trail/Old Georgetown Branch is a resource of the
taxpayers of the County and should be used for a commuter rail to
relieve congestion.
The trail and the trains can co-exist if designed properly and efficiently.
Jones Bridge Road can’t tolerate any more congestion. It is backed up
for ¼ mile now during rush hours at both ends, the Wisconsin Ave. (355)
end and the Connecticut Ave. end.
Please, Please, we need a commonsense solution to our traffic
problems, lets improve our situation not make it worse.
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Lubomir
Jantac
3820 Bonny Bridge Pl
Ellicott City
MD
21043
LJANTAC@FM.UMD.EDU
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Lubomir Jantac
3820 Bonny Bridge Pl.
Ellicott City, MD 21043
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William
Jarvis

MD
WILLIAM.JARVIS@LOCKHART.COM
Dear Purple Line Decision Makers . . .

Please do not take any action that would eliminate the stretch of the
Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda. As all of
you know, there are currently far too few “usable” greenspaces in our
community. By “usable”, I mean greenspace that is more than a ball
field or a patch of trees on a grassy triangle left-over from development.

The Capital Crescent Trail invites an intimate interaction between
Maryland residents and nature, allows a peaceful yet dynamic coexistence between walkers, runners, and bikers, and shelters all of the
above from the crush of traffic and development that has pervaded this
area of Maryland. The Trail is a true asset to Montgomery County – with
mature trees that cannot be replicated – and should not be dismissed as
expendable, replaceable, or the unfortunate casualty in your decision as
between tough alternatives.

I urge each of you to explore more alternatives for the Purple Line.
Please preserve this valuable asset.
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Matthew
Jasinski
6305 Stoneham Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
The purple line would be a very useful transportation link between the
two ends of the red line.
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Deborah
Jefferson
3825 Lansdale Ct.
Burtonsville
MD
20866
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Krysten & Chris
Jenci & Rosettie
6913 Oakridge Ave.
Chevy Chase,
MD
20815
KRYSTENANDCHRIS@JUNO.COM]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
In April of 2008, the Washington Post Montgomery Section asked
residents to submit essays about what makes Montgomery County a
great place to live. I submitted an essay about how much I love the
Capital Crescent Trail and how much it means to my family. The Post
featured the essay and a picture of my son and I on the trail because
they said it really captured what they were looking for - a resident who
treasured a resource that was only offered in Montgomery County. The
Trail is one of my favorite things about my neighborhood - please help
us to maintain the peace and beauty that the trail offers to all residents
of Montgomery County. The link to the article follows (and is also copied
to the end of this e-mail). Please help us maintain this amazing and rare
resource - please don't allow transit on the trail!
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/04/23/AR2008042302090.html
In addition to my family, every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers
-- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel'
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Krysten Jenci & Chris Rosettie

6913 Oakridge Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Nneka
Jenkins
293 Red Clay Road
Laurel
MD
20724
nnekaf@msn.com
I would like to be kept abreast of new developments with this project.
Can I receive updates by e-mail?
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Peter
Jenkins
4507 Maple Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
pjenkins@defenders.org
Yes, please build this line ASAP. The Capital crescent trail railroad right
of way makes the most sense. I say this as a bike commuter on this trail.
With proper design, sound walls, some home condemnation to remove
the most affected properties, and a bike trail next to the sound wall
(outside it) it will be fine. The terribly overcrowded Bethesda Metro
Station urgently needs a south entrance, that connects to the Purple line
at the existing tunnel under Wisconsin Avenue. This is vital for workers
to get into overcrowded Bethesda and avoid making the intolerable
traffic jams there now into total gridlock. Swift connection to the Medical
Center NIH station is vital, but it makes no sense to run the line on
Jones Bridge Road. The intersection of Connecticut and Jones Bridge is
all residential, but where the Capitol Crescent trail hits Conn it is all
commercial. That area would thrive with a Metro stop there at Chevy
Chase Lake and a large parking garage would allow a large reduction in
cars on crammed Connecticut to the south, Build it now! should have
been done 5 years ago. In England or Europe it would have been.
Thanks
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Jeanne
Jennings
4617 Clemson Road
College Park
MD
20740
JENNINGS.JEANNE5@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern;
The building of the Purple Line will indeed provide an east-west link,
reduce traffic congestion and most importantly offer needed public
transportation. Reducing the need to drive in our urban area is a
forward-thinking proposal, addressing our needs for the future with great
responsibility. Ignoring this need is not facing our future reality.
Please use our tax dollars to improve public transportation and build the
light-rail alternative to the Purple Line.
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Patty
Jensen

MD
JENSENBP@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family has lived in Bethesda for 25 years and have watched the area
be developed. Many are in a continuous effort to balance quality of life
with the demands of expansion. The Planning Board over the past
several years has not done its part to help conserve the integrity of our
community.

The Capital Crescent Trail if one of the teasures of this community.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Kathy
Jentz
826 Philadelphia Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
It's Kathy Jentz, K-A-T-H-Y, J-E-N-T-Z. I am a resident of East Silver
Spring and a small business owner. I have lived in and around
downtown Silver Spring for the past 17 years. In all that time, I have
been entirely car free.
I have ridden both the Metro and the bus system, but I am mainly a
pedestrian. I am speaking today to request light rail as the only viable
option.
We already have tried the bus rapid transit. It's called the J4. I have
waited for that 40 minutes at a time and given up on it several times. It is
a total and complete failure when coming from College Park to Bethesda
and trying to do it in less than maybe an hour.
I have also tried the Metro alternatives and also been abandoned at
stops in between, had -problems and I can only see the light rail as
being the viable option.
I see the purple line not just as an alternative for Montgomery County
and PG residents, but also for our neighbors in the district who will be
using it as well.
I think we should think outside the box. There are different uses for the
purple line than just going east/west. It will alleviate many of the
downtown core crowding problems.
Those of us who live on the ends of the red line or the green line wont'
have to go downtown to come out and get to the other sides of those
lines.
I would also like to comment on the stigma of riding buses that I see. I 'm
often the only white person or white face I see on a bus. I've talked to my
neighbors and none of them will take the bus because there is just a
long time stigma attached.
That is one more reason why a light rail is a better alternative for getting
people moving, not just cars, but getting people moving.
I have ridden the light rail in Portland, Zurich, Tampa, Charlotte,
Philadelphia, Zagreb, as the last speaker just mentioned, and New
Orleans. I found all the systems to be quiet, easy, safe, efficient and
obviously virtually pollution free. Thank you for your time.
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Kathy
Jentz
Washington Gardener Magazine
826 Philadelphia Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
WGardenermag@aol.com
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I want to second all of Harry Sanders comments (copied below). I have
been waiting over a decade for the county to build the Purple Line and
provide this much needed service. I am car-free and am tired of having
transit-riders and pedestrians treated as third-class citizens in this
county. It is time for a shift in thinking and priorities. We need to
embrace the future and strive to move people and not cars.
>>Last week the Montgomery County Planning Department staff added
to the growing
list of endorsers of the medium Light Rail option using the Master Plan
alignment and I am writing to express my support for many of the
conclusions of
the staff. We specifically support the following conclusions of the
planning
staff:
• Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
• Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including through
the
Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring;
• Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area
integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
• We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as
a priority infrastructure project.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail
Purple Line into construct ion on the swiftest possible timeline.<<
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Leslie
Jeweler

MD
LESLIEJEWELER@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Leslie Jeweler
60 year resident of Montgomery County
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Albert
Jin, PhD
708 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DRJINAJ@GMAIL.COM
Date: Thursday, January 1, 2009
Re: WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
From: Albert Jin, Ph.D., 708 Wayne Ave, Silver Spring, MD 20910
To: Diane Ratliff, Director of Planning, Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple line ONLY IF it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood, so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
quality of the entire Purple line. A surface route on Wayne Ave will
be the slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the
entire system. MTA data since the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement suggest that a system
with tunneling for this short segment can be designed cost effectively
for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel
time, and user benefit hours. A tunnel is the ONLY way to eliminate
the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment – as
already explained by so many others and previously mentioned by MTA
in
meetings with community representatives. Moreover, this underground
shortcut can make a speedier and greener Purple Line and enhances
the
entire project for all the residents and commuters (riders and drivers
alike).
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Please respect the wisdom of our local citizens!
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H. Daniel
Jobe, II
6500 Capitol Drive
Greenbelt
MD
20770

Jobe 35256.pdf (112 kb)
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Lisa and Daniel
Jobe

MD
DANIELJOBE@ECAPITOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
and Council Members

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Erin & Christopher
Johansson
634 Wayne Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
To Whom it May Concern:
We live on Wayne Ave in Silver Spring, and the proposed light rail would
run in front of our house. We are strongly in favor of this above-ground
option. As our experience living near a light rail line in San Francisco
demonstrated, the train could make the street safer and could function
well in a neighborhood with pedestrians, homes, cars and businesses.
Currently, Wayne Avenue is plagued by erratic, speeding, aggressive
drivers that don't respect the residential surroundings. We do not feel
safe walking our toddler down the sidewalk in his stroller as these cars
speed by. We believe that having a light rail line would bring order to the
street, in addition to getting many of those drivers out of their cars and
onto the train. We are also in favor of the investment the MTA has
planned for beautifying the street with tree plantings and accomodating
the green trail.
We are members of the Seven Oaks Evanswood Community Assn and
Silver Spring Advocates.
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Erin
Johansson
634 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Erin, Johansson. E-R-I-N, J-O-H-A-N-S-S-O-N. My name is Erin
Johansson and I live in Silver Spring on Wayne Avenue. I'm a member
of the Seven Oaks Neighborhood Association as well as Silver Spring
advocates, but I'm here to speak on behalf of myself and my husband,
Chris, and my young son, Gavin and my other son on the way.
We are all as a family strongly in favor of the purple line which as
proposed, one of the alignments would go in front of our house, the light
rail option.
My son likes choo-choo trains, but my husband and I are for it because
we lived in San Francisco for a number of years, a block off of a light rail
line, and we thought it really worked for the street, which was heavily
traveled with pedestrians, a certain fair amount of cars, businesses and
residents.
It worked really well. It was a really controlled street. It was safe. It was
safe to live on, to walk along. The trains were relatively quiet. Certainly
much quieter than the buses that go down Wayne Avenue right now.
So when we moved here and we heard about the proposed light rail line,
we were really enthusiastic because while we love living on Wayne and
living in Silver Spring, a big downside is the traffic on the street.
It is a very unsafe street, especially in rush hour. Pushing my son in the
stroller on the sidewalk as cars whiz by, a lot of aggressive drivers,
passing buses around corners and just driving erratically.
We think as we saw in San Francisco, that a train would really calm
traffic and make it a much safer street to live on.
We are also very pleased with the idea that the state would put money
into building, planting trees and making it a nicer street, a more attractive
street to live on.
So overall, we think it would be a great project. I am also speaking on
behalf of my two next door neighbors on Wayne Avenue, Mary and Terry
Rhodes and Faith Butler and her children who couldn't be here to testify
but who are also strongly in favor of the purple line.
Mary and Terry, like my husband and I, lived in a city in Portland where
they experienced how wonderful the light rail line was. So that's it.
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to give my two cents.
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Diane
John

MD
DCJOHN@MAC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Jayne
Johns
12017 Deka Road
Clinton
MD
20735
I wish to submit the following comments on this project: opposed to the
purple line due to its impact on schools on the route. As a former
teacher, I think this will have a negative impact on the learning
environment of the students of Prince George's County.
1.pdf (895 kb)
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Angela
Johnson
8902 Pennsylvania Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
angelasherell@verizon.net
Would like to see clear detail map of all potential routes to see how it will
impact my property. Maps online confusing and not clear. Also a (301)
English comtact number would be great
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Angela
Johnson
8902 Pennsylvania Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ajohnson@aed.org
Is this meeting specific to this neighborhood?Monday, December 3,
2007
East Silver Spring Elementary School
631 Silver Spring Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Elizabeth
Johnson
4413 Ridge Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
betsy_johnson@comcast.net
I live in the Town of Chevy Chase and support the Purple Line on the
proposed alignment. I would also, however, urge you to recognize that a
light rail line along a natural corridor would be the best of all possible
worlds and that saving large trees to the extent possible and putting the
rails in pervious surface is a must. Thank you.
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Floretta
Johnson
5718 66th Avenue
Riverdale
MD
20737
NYXblack@aol.com
I am a resident of the Eastpines Community in Riverdale, MD. The
Eastpines community association informed the residents that the purple
line would be coming through our community and that some of our
homes would be demolished within the next 3 to 4 years. I want to know
if this is factual and would my home located at 5718 66th Avenue would
be affected by your plan.
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Frank
Johnson
8410 Cedar Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I'm Frank Johnson. That's F-R-A-N-K, J-O-H-N-S-O-N. I live in Silver
Spring, 8410 Cedar Street in Silver Spring, 20910.
My statement is our local government desperately needs to address the
transportation problems facing our region. The purple line running above
ground is not the solution.
The above ground purple line would be a significant improvement over
current bus lines that are already operating. I don't see this as
happening as in the information that I have read.
The 15 ride on bus which currently rides from Silver Spring to Langley
Park currently runs every 5 minutes during rush hour. I don't think the
purple line would run anymore frequently. It just doesn't seem like it's
going to be an improvement.
Travel time is going to be significantly improved over the bus time. Your
estimates say that they might improve a little bit. I haven't seen any
information backing up those estimates.
The greatest traffic passing through Silver Spring is going in and out of
Washington running north and south. The purple line will have no effect
on that traffic.
I think there is a fairness issue involved here also. Why is it that every
other part of the Metro system passes underground through residential
neighborhoods or on established train line right of ways?
Why should the people of Silver Spring have to suffer by having an
above ground train running through their neighborhoods creating
(inaudible) traffic problems. An above ground purple line will actually
have a negative effect on future transportation initiatives. If we allow the
purple line to run on county roads through dense residential areas,
neighborhood groups will immediately organize against any
transportation initiatives that they think will pass through their
neighborhoods.
Please, let's get it right. Let's form a comprehensive transportation
solution that is part of the Metro system and not just some cheap
(inaudible) that doesn't adequately address our problems. Thank you.
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Gregory
Johnson
1350 Pennsylvania NW, Suite 317
Washington
DC
20004
GREGORYA.JOHNSON@DC.GOV
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Jim
Johnson
Long Branch Neighborhood Initiative
8511 Flower Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Submission Content/Notes : Jim Johnson, J-I-M, J-O-H-N-S-O-N. I'm past co-Chair of the Long
Branch Neighborhood Initiative, a union of ten civic associations in Long
Branch. What is unusual about it is that many of our member
associations consist primarily of homeowners.
I am a tenant, and so are nearly half of the residents of Long Branch. Let
me tell you a little bit about Long Branch. It's roughly 3 square miles in
area, has nearly 30,000 people living in it, a little more than 11,000
households, which is more households than College Park, Greenbelt or
Riverdale.
Our population is about 1.5 times the size of the City of Takoma Park.
So where do all these Long Branch tenants live? Roughly along the
routes that have been proposed for the purple line.
These are some of the most densely populated neighborhoods on the
east coast.
I served on the advisory board for our 2000 Master Plan. We took note
that large parts of our community consist of older, deteriorating
apartment properties that do not conform to modern zoning standards.
They don't have sufficient green space or parking.
In fact, in my neighborhood, people living in one of our larger complexes
park as more as four blocks away from their apartments, arriving late at
night from work and walking through the dark street.
This kind of environment is ideal for light real threading its way through
the density, picking up and depositing passengers at convenient
locations that are not far from their homes.
Regarding the three Long Branch stops that have been proposed. My
one suggestion is to place the Arla Station as close to the Flower/Piney
Branch intersection as possible so as to facilitate the commercial
revitalization of that historic corner and to bring the stop closer to the
people who will come on foot along Flower from Houston and Roanoke
Avenues deep in Takoma Park. This would be consistent with the goals
of our master plan.
I am a bus rider. I know that traffic is bad because I sit in the same traffic
as the rest of the people who are usually alone in their cars. We may
indeed have an excess of population, but we most certainly have too
many cars.
I have heard a lot of people say that if the purple line is constructed, only
those people who now ride the bus will use it. I think that's illogical. Folks
who ride buses often have to stand in bad weather at a bus stop just
next to a dangerous roadway. Anyone with a choice would prefer to be
in a car.
But compare that with riding a continuous route on a dedicated right-ofway. People will get out of their cars for that. Light rail is the way to go.
Other concerns for Long Branch - increasing density. In my opinion,
these are issues that can only be handled through the planning and
zoning process. We in the city community have been imploring for
Montgomery County to plan for these kinds of pressures, but the county
has ignored our calls.
As matters stand, the purple line will make it easier for our hardworking
residents to get to their jobs, for students to get to school. It will make
our community safer, and these are reasons enough to be for it. Thank

you.
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Jim
Johnson
814 Bayfield Street
Takoma Park
MD
20912-7353

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Jim Johnson, sometimes listed officially as James Johnson.
If anybody needs to know the full record, it's James Daly Johnson, D-AL-Y is my middle name. First name J-A-M-E-S, of course James or
sometimes Jim, J-I-M. Middle name D-A-L-Y, Daly, last name J-O-H-NS-O-N, Johnson.
My address is 814 Bayfield Street, Takoma Park, Maryland 20912-7353.
I am the owner of that house.
Is there any other information you need before I start? Okay. Thank you.
I was at a previous purple line open house and I got to look at some very
preliminary plans, architectural drawings. My house is at the intersection
of Bayfield Street and University Boulevard. So there is an alignment of
the purple line or a proposed alignment of the purple line that goes right
in front of my house.
So I have been very in tune to this and I think the purple line is a great
idea. So one of the things that I wanted to say is that I support this and I
really hope that the purple line ends up not only being installed, but also
running right in front of my house.
So I'm really thrilled that this is done and I appreciate the work that
everybody is putting into it.
What I saw in the plan also gave me a concern that I wanted to share
here today too, and I'm asking for feedback on as well as just letting my
elected officials know how I feel and letting everybody in the
development know how I feel.
The plan that I saw made it look, I talked to somebody there, an
engineer, who helped explain the plan to me that I saw at this previous
purple line open house.
It looks like what the engineer explained to me was 2 to 6 feet of my
front lawn is going to be taken in the widening of University Boulevard
for this purple line.
That doesn't shock me. That doesn't surprise me. I knew that University
Boulevard might have to be widened or something like this might have to
happen.
So, but I'm here to express a desire to be kept closely in the loop as this
plan evolves. In particular, I want the people concerned to know that
myself and my neighbors, I have several neighbors within a block who
would all be giving up 2 to 6 feet of their front lawn, so I want us all to be
very well kept in the loop and kept apprized of these plans as they
evolve.
There is across the street, there is a parking lot for an apartment
development. I can see that they are planning to take some of the
sidewalk over there, too. They are going to widen University Boulevard
in that direction, too.
I can see that they are even taking more of that. They are taking I think
more than six feet of that parking lot. So, and I appreciate the balance of
priorities there. I realize that, you know, they have to draw the bounds
there somewhere and I can see they are choosing to widen University
Boulevard by taking more of the parking lot than they are of my front
lawn.
Naturally I want to ask the question, is it possible to take even more of
that parking lot and less of my front lawn?

I also, so that's point number one. Is it possible to sort of widen
University Boulevard more in the direction across the street and less in
the direction on my side of the street. That's question number one.
Question number two is there is a big difference between 2 feet and 6
feet of my front lawn. I actually think I wouldn't mind giving up a couple
of feet on my front lawn because I really want the purple line in.
I want to be on record as saying that. Giving up 2 feet of my front lawn
so that the purple line can happen, especially the rail option of the purple
line there on University Boulevard, I would be comfortable giving up a
couple of feet of my front lawn so that the purple line and especially the
rail option for University Boulevard could happen. That would get my
support.
But I'm also here to say that there is a big difference between 2 feet and
6 feet. I would really like to know as soon as possible and not just know
as soon as possible, I would like to be part of that process. I don't know
too much about that process, but I would like to be part of that process
that decides whether it's 2 feet or 6 feet and weighs the different options.
So that's question or point number two. A lot of difference between 2 feet
and 6 feet in terms of what I'm giving up in my front lawn and I need to
be put in the loop on what the process is and how it is going. It is
mysterious to me at this point.
So that's point number two. Point number three is I'm concerned that it
won't even be 6 feet, that it might become 8 or 10 or 12 feet of my front
lawn that is taken, and I really, really need someone to talk to me about
that, and to my neighbors about what, you know, I need some
assurances that that's not going to happen.
You know, I need someone to get ahold of me on that or tell me how to
proceed with the process on that, myself and my neighbors.
So, again, though, I think this is a terrific idea. I realize that it's probably
going to be great for my property values as long as not too much of my
front lawn is given up.
I guess there is one additional question that I have that is also a point
that I'm making. I realize that this is all right-of-way. I realize that a good,
I think it's 12 or 15 feet of my front lawn where it borders University
Boulevard, I realize that it is State of Maryland right-of-way.
So I realize that my, you know, my rights are limited in this way. So I'm
acknowledging that. But I still very much want to be kept in the loop and
in particular when the purple line, if and when the purple line takes some
of my front lawn, I would like to make sure that whatever I have is
grandfathered in.
You know, I expect to have a fence there at the 15 foot mark, 12 or 15
foot mark, wherever the right-of-way ends on my front lawn, there is a
fence line there. There is already a fence there and I expect that fence
will still be there.
I would like some assurances that I'm not going to have to move that
fence, that, you know, we will create a narrower right-of- way in that
stretch to represent the amount that has been taken from the existing
right-of- way as opposed to moving the right-of-way further into my
property.

So that's point number four is a request and a question, is that the rightof-way be narrowed as opposed to moved when, you know, if and when
this piece of my property is taken.
I guess that's about it speaking off the top of my head. Again, I'm really
happy about the project. I really think that, I really think we should go for
the rail option because I think it will be more successful and - use and it
will make a bigger dent in global warming.
So I really think one way or another we need to go this way. I'm really
glad we're going this way. I'm really glad we're going with more mass
transit and I'm happy to do my part but I need to be in the loop here.
That's it.
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Jim
Johnson
814 Bayfield Street
Takoma Park
MD
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Julia
Johnson
7001 East Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
j20815@verizon.net
Johnson 34517.pdf (69 kb)
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Katherine B.
Johnson
9706 Tusculum Way
Bethesda
MD
20817
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I was delighted to read Governor O'Malley's 12/3/08 email promising to
retain/preserve/defend Maryland's parks and open spaces (GreenPrint).
To consider closing the Capital Crescent Trail, which is the only park in
suburban Montgomery County not designated as a park and slated for
rapid transit development, would be hypocritical. This trail with its
beautiful trees, quiet open space is enjoyed by people of all ages. It is a
delight to see youngsters on their tricycles, teens and adults on their
bikes, people running and walking, all in a beautiful quiet, shaded trail.
I urge you to SAVE THE TRAIL and put rapid bus transit on an existing
roadway.
A trail and a train are not compatible.
Thank you for considering these remarks.
Sincerely,

Attachments :

Katherine B. Johnson
9706 Tusculum Way
Bethesda, MD 20817
Johnson 35252.pdf (95 kb)
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Michael F.
Johnson

MD
MIKE@ARTDESIGNBUILD.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,et al
As a long time resident of East Bethesda and frequent user of our
Capital Crescent Trail, I feel I have to speak up against the current rail
proposals along the trail. I believe that anyone who has ever seen the
trail on a spring day, crowded with families, bikers and runners. Or early
any weekday morning, serving as a major commuter conduit down to the
center of the city. I believe that no one seeing that could consider taking
away all that pedestrian access, recreation and the trees and habitat that
has been there for decades. There is no valid argument for coexistence
of rail and pedestrian. The trees will be gone, 64 road crossings
renovated, 31 private homes demolished, sound walls built. Pretty awful
vision of the future. Silver Spring residents have come late to the party,
since quite a bit of the trail on that end runs through industrial areas but
they are waking up in their opposition. On the Bethesda end, it's all
residential neighborhoods impacted. We want the BRT, it's so much
better environmentally and serves the needs of the community and the
BRAC better. Please consider our use of the trail and our neighborhoods
and the environment when debating the various proposals.
Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown right of way, and in
the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master plan, the
purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between Bethesda
and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow. However, since
that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into shoehorning into
this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system, with trains passing
in both directions every three minutes -- without concern for hundreds of
nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments and without concern for
the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Michael F Johnson
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Michaela
Johnson
1214 Noyes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
We need to do everything possible to make our county greener. A
carefully planned Purple Line would do that .. please support it.
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Paul
Joice
US Dept of HUD
1600 North Oak St.
Arlington
VA
22209
pjoice@gmail.com
I work for the US Department of Housing and Urban Development. At
HUD, we have high hopes for the future of our country, and think that
our current patterns of land use and development don't have to continue.
If we are going to kick the carbon habit and stem sprawl, it will come
from a combination of private choices and public investments in
transportation and housing.
Please hold up the transportation end of that bargain. Bus rapid transit
will not encourage high density walkable development. Light rail will.
Maryland used to be a leader in SmartGrowth; don't lose that reputation.
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Paul
Jolly
7612 Glenbrook Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
PJOLLY@USA.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Paul Jolly
7612 Glenbrook Road
Bethesda, MD 20814
301/652-3197
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Anne
Jones
414 St. Ives Drive
Severna Park
MD
21146
ANNEJONES414@COMCAST.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-I support this as long as the environment is carefully kept in
mind!
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Carol
Jones
730 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Carol Jones. That's C-A-R-O-L, J-O-N-E-S. I am Carol Jones. I oppose
any purple line that does not tunnel under Wayne and downtown Silver
Spring.
I have lived one block from Wayne and downtown Silver Spring for 15
years and I am thrilled at the revitalization of downtown Silver Spring.
I am also an Environmental Economist, and I have been researching
sustainable development issues for 25 years.
I strongly support public transportation if it gets people out of cars and
into public transport and does not create more traffic problems than we
already have.
In particular, I want public transportation to protect the revitalization of
downtown Silver Spring which we fought so hard for, and to reduce
greenhouse gases and other pollutants which depend upon not only the
volume, but also the length of trips that cars make.
A major problem area in achieving these goals is the current set of
options for downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue.
The surface route through downtown Silver Spring will likely be the
slowest segment in the line.A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
Low performance in Silver Spring will reduce demand for all of the purple
line relative to its potential.
Further, with the current surface route in downtown Silver Spring and
Wayne, gridlock will be worsened and will threaten the viability so hard
fought for our downtown revitalization.
Also, the traffic will compromise the safety of students at the middle
school and elementary school at Dale and Wayne. We believe that
including a tunnel under Wayne and downtown Silver Spring as part of
the hybrid alternative will both increase the quality of service and thereby
will increase ridership and revenue.
As a result, we believe it can be cost effective, and further that it will be
more effective in terms of reducing pollution because it will not be
worsening the gridlock in downtown Silver Spring and it will protect the
gains that we have made in revitalization. Thank you.
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Elaine
Jones
4036 Hanson Oaks Drive
Landover Hills
MD
20784
The purple Line coming down Ellin Rd in PG County is a threat to the
Hanson Oaks and Old Arwick Ardmine Community. The Purple line is
coming in front and behind our homes. We only have one way out and
in . Ellin Rd is a very busy road to the subway, cars drive very fast going
and coming from the subway. It's hard for us to get out now by the
diagram the Purple Line will be right in fromt of our only way in and out
and by our understandiing a pole will be coming down the road every 3-6
minutes. How can we live like that. There are no homes on Harkins Rd
it will not disturb people living. We have so much noise from Amtrak
Marc train, subway and Rte 50. We do not need another disturbance in
our neighborhood.
I live in PG County off of Ellin Rd & Hanson Oaks Drive. Eyerytime you
hear about the Purple Line it was in reference to the Beltway. I've been
to a couple of meetings. The last diagram was very disturbing it's right in
our back yard. We only have one way to get in and out of our
community. We have children, school buses, families that will be
affected by this. There is so much noise in the community from Rte 1,
Amtrak, subway, Marc train, metrobus. Harkins Rd have no homes
there. It seems that our community is being ignored The only concern is
bringint the Purple Line from Montgomery County to PG County and vice
versa as quick as possible but not thinking how it going to affect
everyone else in small communities.
Jones, Elaine.pdf (45 kb)
Jones, Elaine2.pdf (56 kb)
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Jacqueline
Jones
12010 Centerhill ST
Wheaton
MD
20902
JRJONES040256@AOL.COM
I SUPPORT BUILDING THE PURPLE LINE AS LIGHT RAIL.
JACQUELINE JONES
12010 CENTERHILL ST.
WHEATON, MD 20902
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Kristina
Jones
9120 Walden Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
tinajones007@hotmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
The following is form letter stating the very sensible and
pragmatic reasons to support the Purple Line. As a public health
professional I add one more reason:
-- There is mounting evidence that the epidemics of obesity and
inactivity - and the significant downstream consequences of
these conditions (diabetes, heart disease, cancer, etc.) are
mitigated in areas with access to public transportation. Access
means convenience, not a bus that comes once every half hour and
stops at every corner enroute. High rates of preventable chronic
diseases like inactivity, diabetes, heart disease, etc. drain
the economic vitality of a region. Therefore, preventing and
controlling these epidemics is both humane because it prevents
human suffering and pragmatic because the regional economy is
positively effected. Access to rail mass transit is a proven
effective means for intervening on a population level to
increase the major health indicator of physical activity.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Kristina Jones
9120 Walden Rd.
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Kristina
Jones

MD
20901
I support an at-grade rail for the puple line. It's the most pragmatic if one
thinks long-term (decades). Personally I am much more likely to choose
purple line rail instead of driving but I honestly cannot say the same
thing about a bus that would take as long or almost as long as driving.
Rail can move more people faster. Plus it's simply more attractive as an
option over driving than riding a bus.
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Lois
Jones
4615 DeRussey Pkwy
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LOISSMITHJONES@AOL.COM
Dear Sirs:
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10? from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10? from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region?s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mitch
Jones
10609 Drumm Ave
Kensington
MD
20895
mwjrva@msn.com
We need a light rail (not bus)
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Carol A.
Jones, PHD
730 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CAROLJONES@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY : Carol A. Jones, PhD, 730 Dartmouth Ave, Silver
Spring, MD
20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
only if it is *tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue*
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and most ineffective segment of the project.
MTA data have become available since the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (discussed further in my comments
below)
tending to show that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling
for this segment to be cost effective for federal funding approval
and to improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – for
a cost significantly lower than the high-investment light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the
many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment.
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS, which I also
presented at the November
22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park.
My name is Carol Jones, 730 Dartmouth Ave, Silver Spring MD.
My main point today is that I oppose a Purple Line that does not tunnel
under Wayne and downtown Silver Spring (SS). To ignore this option is
to
miss a significant opportunity to increase the quality of Purple Line
service and thereby to increase ridership and revenues, as well as to
avoid
harm to the very things public transportation is intended to achieve:
support environmentally sound development.
I have lived one black from Wayne and downtown SS for 15 years and
am
thrilled at the revitalization of downtown SS. I am also an environmental
economist who has researched sustainable development issues for 25
years.
I strongly support public transportation IF it creates new trips, reduces
time for public transportation trips (shifting from one mode to another),
gets people out of cars and into public transport, AND does not create
more
traffic problems than without it. In particular for public transportation to
be a solution, it needs to protect the revitalization of downtown SS and
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other pollutants by not
exacerbating the gridlock currently constraining access.
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link.
The weak link in achieving these goals is the current set of options for
downtown SS and Wayne Ave. The surface route through downtown will

likely be
the slowest segment of the line. The effects will be widely felt: it will
impair the quality of service for all potential users of the Purple Line and
it will dampen the attractiveness of downtown SS to potential customers,
in
addition to having negative impacts on the local residential communities.
• The slow speeds will reduce ridership - relative to its potential throughout much of the Purple Line length.
• Further, gridlock will be worsened, threatening the hard won success in
creating a vibrant downtown. Cars currently sit at downtown
intersections
for 2 and 3 light cycles – the resulting increase in downtown congestion
will increase the waiting, which will worsen the resulting air pollution,
including greenhouse gas emissions.
• Traffic will compromise the safety of students at SS International
Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School at Dale and Wayne.
I believe including a tunnel under Wayne and downtown SS as a part of
a
hybrid alternative will increase the quality of service, and consequently
increase ridership and revenues. As a result, I believe it can be
cost-effective. Further, it will benefit many SS customers/users and
businesses, and SS residents, by reducing pollution and protecting the
gains
in revitalizing downtown SS.
Thank you.
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Richard
Jones
4702 Dover Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
1990LT5@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley, Director Ratcliff, County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, Council Member
Berliner,
Council Member Erlich, Council Member Floreen, Congressman Van
Hollen, Council Member Knapp, Council Member Praisner
I strongly oppose the proposed Purple Line route over the Capital
Crescent Trail. As a senior heart patient I depend on the Trail as a safe
convenient way to get the exercise I need. The Trail provides
greenspace which is shrinking year by year. Please take whatever steps
are necessary to protect this unique space.
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Samuel
Jones
9147 September Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20901
xetsam@comcast.net
Check with State Highway Admin to build a new tunnel at intersection of
University Blvd and Piney Branch Ave that will on Piney Branch hill as
new rail route will on the intersection and turn left onto Piney Branch
southward that became the new bridge until next intersection of Piney
Branch and Arliss Street as same evaltion level. The open end tunnel
will be under the rail bridge area plus adjust lanes at Arliss intersection.
It likes as the Randalph Road Bridge at US 29 and MD 108 at US 29
near Elicutt City plus John Hopkins Bridge and several bridges that
helps our traffic better and smooth. It reduces dangerous heavy traffic
intersection of Piney Branch and University Blvd because of this new
short tunnel. Throw a rock to two heads of bird at same time that saves
alot of money plus walkers more safety feelings at 7-11 store. Sam
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Samuel
Jones
9147 September Law
Silver Spring
MD
20901
Hello. My name is Samuel Jones, S-A-M-U-E-L, J-O-N-E-S. I live east of
Silver Spring, Maryland. I I've on University Boulevard near Piney
Branch, near the intersection right there.
I have lived there many years and I have witnessed just the extreme
traffic that's there and the congestion. You have 495 going to University
Boulevard. I mean, it's just like a standstill there.
I mean, it is about 3 miles just full of traffic in the morning, in the
evening. I mean, I notice it a lot. So I suggested, what I would like to
suggest is that we near Piney Branch intersection there is a hill.
So, and the hill possibly, you know, you can create a tunnel there. So
you would have like an underpass where the road can go through and
on top would be the light rail.
I'm thinking that could, you know, relieve the traffic that's there.
Like I said, the traffic can go through there, an underpass. It could be
convenient, and so I'm thinking the State of Maryland and the MTA
should work together on looking at that, you know, kind of like killing two
birds with one stone. It would help relieve congestion and traffic and
transportation.
Of course there are local businesses and plazas that are there, so, you
know, people could get there easily and quicker so that's my suggestion.
Thank you.
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Samuel
Jones
9147 September Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20901
xetsam@comcast.net
At intersection of University Blvd and Piney Branch should be change to
a new tunnel on Piney Branch and new rail trail becomes as bridge to
intersection of Aliss and Piney Branch that allows smooth traffic better.
Other reason is the intersection as the hill up/down without any stop.
Sam
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Tom
Jones
Jones & Brown Productions Inc.
10319 Westlake Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
TOM@JONESANDBROWN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Save The Trail! It is a unique and treasured green space that everyone
in the area uses. We bike and walk on it regularly and if you have ever
been onit on a pleasant day you would realize it is utilized by tons of
people. You cannot cut down trees practically anywhere these days and
you want to eliminate this beautiful green space for mass transit? When
there is a perfectly good option sitting on the table? That makes no
sense.. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matthew
Jordan
1715 Columbia Road. NW
Washington
DC
20009
MPJORDANDC@YAHOO.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Matthew Jordan
1715 Columbia Rd. NW
Apt. 301
Washington, DC 20009
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Anne
Jorstad

Hyattsville
MD
20782
mousqueen@netscape.net
I very strongly support The Purple Line, as it would make life so much
easier and safer for students at the University of Maryland, and most
people in the surrounding community. Being able to get to Silver Spring
and Bethesda quickly and efficiently would reduce significant amounts of
traffic, as well as reduce driving while under the influence. And I can
only imagine that providing a form of public transportation that would
take people from College Park and Silver Spring to SR-270 in a
reasonable amount of time would significantly reduce traffic on the
beltway, which would be greatly appreciated by anybody who commutes
anywhere in the DC area. I am sure all of this has been said before, but
I wanted to add myself as another mark in the I-strongly-approve-pleasemake-this-happen column. Thank you!
(I am a graduate student at UMCP.)
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Frank
Joseph
5617 Warwick Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Joseph, Frank_Fomalot, Jessica.pdf (73 kb)
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Celesta
Jurkovich
4603 Morgan Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CJURKOVICH@VERIZON.NET
To Purple Line Decision-makers:
I am a resident of Chevy Chase West, the community located west of
Wisconsin Avenue, in the area between Bethesda and Drummond,
Somerset, and Friendship Heights. I am also an officer in my community
association so have been actively following the debate on a very
important decision which you will be making: how to move forward with
a public transportation improvement between New Carrollton and
Bethesda, via Silver Spring and College Park. Because of my location, I
am most concerned about the Bethesda to Silver Spring portion of the
proposed Purple Line which will dramatically affect the Capital Crescent
Trail.
In our community, the Trail is already a much used public right of way.
Children and adults use the Capital Crescent Trail to commute to work
and to school. Of course, thousands more use the Trail for recreational
activities bringing great commercial activity into Bethesda from
throughout our area.
I have three primary concerns about converting the trail to light rail. I
cannot envision how the Trail and light rail can co-exist safely and with
any ambiance to continue drawing people to use it when the two uses
must be stacked on top of each other through the tunnel. In addition,
along the rest of the Trail, trains would pass about ten feet from users
every three minutes, eliminating the tranquility of the activity, the very
reason people often use the Trail. I urge you to get a realistic and
complete understanding of what the Trail user will see BEFORE making
a decision to alter it.
Secondly, the required removal of trees will completely change the Trail
and eliminate the greenway that now exists. The new plan will not
realistically allow for planting trees, in spite of the sketches provided by
light rail advocates. The Capital Crescent Trail is a major park in our
area which should be preserved, especially as population density
increases in Bethesda.
Thirdly, the cost of light rail is much greater than other alternatives which
would provide similar public transportation services. Again look to the
experiences of other urban areas with light rail. It is an expensive but
often underused amenity while bus lanes are less expensive and, given
improvements in technology, just as fast.
The citizens of Montgomery County are counting on your vision and
courage to evaluate the competing transit proposals to preserve the very
reasons we choose to be County residents - the surroundings our area
provides.
Thank you for your consideration of my views.
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Nadir
Jusufbegovic
7500 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
NADIR_JUSUFBEGOVIC@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As a Trail user, I use the Trail for recreation and it is one of few places to
go and become part of the nature. On weekly basis my family (2 kids) go
on long walks. Moreover, it is place where my kids learn the value of
being in the nature and being the part of the nature. How is that posiable
if we have trains running ablove our heads every 5 minutes or more.
What kind of exapmle do with present to younger generations when we
go ahead a cut all trees that were growing there for decades. Please
take this heavly in your considarations.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Nadir Jusufbegovic
7500 Woodmont Avenue
Betehsda, MD 20814
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Eric
Juzenas
800 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ejuzenas@cftc.gov
Several years ago, a resident on Dartmouth Street succeeded in getting
Cedar street turned into a one way street. This significantly increased
traffic on Bonifant. Any above ground alignment on Wayne Avenue will
only make it worse.
Wayne does seem like a good route, but please, put it under ground. I
am strongly opposed to an above ground alignment through established
residential areas.
-eric.
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Jeremy
Kadden

Washington
DC
JEREMY.KADDEN@GMAIL.COM
I love to bike on the Capital Crescent trail. It is an extremely important
resource for our community and I can't imagine not having it. Please
save it from destruction.
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Brian and Ellen
Kadow
3603 Thornapple St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRIANAKADOW@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
2009
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

January 7,

My wife and I own a home at 3307 West Coquelin Terrace, Chevy
Chase MD located four doors west of the Jones Mill Crescent Trail
crossing. My home backs and abuts the Capital Crescent Trail right of
way. This was our first home where we resided after we were married
in 1966. My parents retired in this home for 10 years and my wife I plan
to retire there within the next five or so years if the trail is not
substantially changed. We obviously would not retire there if there are
trains and or buses running every three minutes on dual tracks and in
an enlarged right of way with large abatement walls replacing the natural
landscaping.. The acquisition of this right of way at the time was
embraced by the residents, who were told this would be a low density
recreation trail project enhancing the quality of life of residents and those
who used it. My how times change. The proposal made 20 years for this
right of way was for a trail and a single line trolley. What was not
factored in was the unanimous popularity of all those who have used this
county recreational treasure and it becoming an integral part of their
lives.
We have enjoyed the use of the Capital Crescent Trail for decades
biking, walking and jogging having access from the trail to Lake
Needwood in Gaithersburg, traveling to Georgetown, the Washington
Monuments, Alexandria, VA and to Mount Vernon.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster if the Purple Line were permitted to use the Capital
Crescent Trail. With its minute right of way between Bethesda and Silver
Spring the Capital trail would do considerably more harm than good.other routs must be considered. You will find out fast that placing
joggers, walkers, children and pets at risk due to inadequate right of way
space coupled with rail or trolley tracks or bus routes is a recipe for
disaster.
The east west movement of traffic is being addressed successfully with
buses that use East West Hwy. These buses leave and arrive in the
heart of Bethesda and in the heart Silver Spring very close to the Capital
Crescent Trail in both locations. I just don’t understand the rationale for
such a project when Montgomery County is in a serious recession
cutting back across the board including the reduction of its 12 Ride On
bus routes. Spending 1.8 Billion dollars on what many consider a flawed
project without the rudimentary impact studies is not responsible
leadership. There appears to be a disconnect between the county’s
leaders and reality. Simply stated if this money has to be spent it should
be on a project or other routes that have considerably more positives
than negatives, unlike this Purple Line proposal.
One should also consider the cloud of uncertainty hovering over the

Attachments :

Montgomery County residents that come in direct contact with the Purple
Line impact area i.e. those who back up to this right of way or those who
are located in very close proximity. This endeavor will have a negative
impact on these residents for those who rent and those who have to sell
their property to relocate. In other words the sales and rental prices in
my opinion will be severally negatively impacted and will be more than
likely overlooked.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
It is not my intent to bore you with facts that you have heard many times
through the http://savethetrailpetition who did a very capable job in
presenting the Save The Trail constituency views. My intention was to
present my concerns as a 70 year old owner of a property that is on the
front lines of this controversy.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kadow_Brian_Ellen.pdf (20 kb)

Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!

January 7, 2009

Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My wife and I own a home at 3307 West Coquelin Terrace, Chevy Chase MD located
four doors west of the Jones Mill Crescent Trail crossing. My home backs and
abuts the Capital Crescent Trail right of way. This was our first home where we resided
after we were married in 1966. My parents retired in this home for 10 years and my
wife I plan to retire there within the next five or so years if the trail is not
substantially changed. We obviously would not retire there if there are trains and or
buses running every three minutes on dual tracks and in an enlarged right of way with
large abatement walls replacing the natural landscaping.. The acquisition of this right
of way at the time was embraced by the residents, who were told this would be a low
density recreation trail project enhancing the quality of life of residents and those who
used it. My how times change. The proposal made 20 years for this right of way was for
a trail and a single line trolley. What was not factored in was the unanimous
popularity of all those who have used this county recreational treasure and it becoming
an integral part of their lives.
We have enjoyed the use of the Capital Crescent Trail for decades biking, walking and
jogging having access from the trail to Lake Needwood in Gaithersburg, traveling to
Georgetown, the Washington Monuments, Alexandria, VA and to Mount Vernon.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail
is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple Line is built here,
all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster if
the Purple Line were permitted to use the Capital Crescent Trail. With its minute right of
way between Bethesda and Silver Spring the Capital trail would do considerably more
harm than good.- other routs must be considered. You will find out fast that placing
joggers, walkers, children and pets at risk due to inadequate right of way space coupled
with rail or trolley tracks or bus routes is a recipe for disaster.

The east west movement of traffic is being addressed successfully with buses that use
East West Hwy. These buses leave and arrive in the heart of Bethesda and in the heart
Silver Spring very close to the Capital Crescent Trail in both locations. I just don’t
understand the rationale for such a project when Montgomery County is in a serious
recession cutting back across the board including the reduction of its 12 Ride On bus
routes. Spending 1.8 Billion dollars on what many consider a flawed project without
the rudimentary impact studies is not responsible leadership. There appears to be a
disconnect between the county’s leaders and reality. Simply stated if this money has to
be spent it should be on a project or other routes that have considerably more positives
than negatives, unlike this Purple Line proposal.
One should also consider the cloud of uncertainty hovering over the Montgomery
County residents that come in direct contact with the Purple Line impact area i.e. those
who back up to this right of way or those who are located in very close proximity. This
endeavor will have a negative impact on these residents for those who rent and those
who have to sell their property to relocate. In other words the sales and rental prices in
my opinion will be severally negatively impacted and will be more than likely
overlooked.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail
provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
It is not my intent to bore you with facts that you have heard many times through the
http://savethetrailpetition who did a very capable job in presenting the Save The Trail
constituency views. My intention was to present my concerns as a 70 year old owner of
a property that is on the front lines of this controversy.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to
come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Brian and Ellen Kadow
3603 Thornapple St., Chevy Chase, MD 20815
* The italicized portion of this letter are my thoughts. The non italicized appeared in the
Saving the Trail Petition which I certainly agree with.
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Edward
Kadunc
4301 Massachusetts Ave NW
Washington
DC
20016
EDWARDKADUNC@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Edward Kadunc
4301 Massachusetts Ave NW
Apt 5003
Washington, DC 20016
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Gail
Kailo
4404 Ambler
Kensington
MD
20895
GAIL.KAILO@COMCAST.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Gail
Kailo
4404 Ambler
Kensington
MD
20895
gail.kailo@comcast.net
Kailo 35713.pdf (105 kb)
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Jennifer
Kalmanson
6604 McCahill Terrace
Laurel
MD
20707
JENNY_KALMANSON@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jennifer Kalmanson
6604 McCahill Terrace
Laurel, MD 20707
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Phillip
Kalmanson
6604 McCahill Terrace
Laurel
MD
20707
PHILLIPK11@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am an ardent supporter of the construction of the Purple Line light rail
system with a bicycle and walking trail constructed along the entire
length of the proposed Purple line.
I am aware that this multi-use aspect will lead to greater cost and
complexity but I believe that serving the needs of the rail, cyclist, and
pedestrians can be achieved and that the whole community will benefit
from it. This proposed trail can be shared among the various users.
I urge you as a key decision maker to support my view as well.
As a specific point, the Purple line bicycle and pedestrian trail should be
an extension of the Capital Crescent trail. By linking a future Purple line
trail with the Capital Crescent trail a environmentally friendly, community
building, and healthier option will be provided to country residents.
Furthermore, the usefulness of both trails would be significantly
improved if linked than if they were not linked together.
Once again. I support the Purple line with the bicycle and pedestrian
trail along its entire length with a connection to the Capitol Crescent trail.
I urge you to support this as well.
Sincerely,
Phillip Kalmanson
Phillip Kalmanson
6604 McCahill Terrace
Laurel, MD 20707
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Nehal
Kamani
6 Seneca Forest Court
Germantown
MD
20876
NKAMANI@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is my favorite in Montgomery County. I used
it to train for the Marine Corps. Marathon in 2006. It provides a great
atmosphere to run in. There are other alternatives to this Purple Line
than destroying a nature. Please chose nature over money.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Nehal Kamani
6 Seneca Forest Court
Germantown, MD 20876
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David
Kameras
313 Ellsworth Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
dkameras1@verizon.net
I would like to voice my support for proceeding with the Purple Line
using dedicated light rail, with Bethesda routing via the Georgetown
Branch Trail. Washington's close-in suburbs are more than a hundred
years old, and resemble cities in both density and job opportunities.
Cities and suburbs throughout the world and as close as Baltimore
demonstrate that light rail, motor traffic and pedestrians can coexist if
well-planned. Higher-speed transit is desperately needed for crosscounty and inter-county commuters, especially those who lack private
transportation alternatives and those who work multiple jobs. Pursuing a
bus option would do little to relieve traffic congestion, reduce fuel
consumption or cut commuting time.
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Steve
Kane
6624 Poplar Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
skane3@gmail.com
Kane 35692.pdf (108 kb)
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Aileen
Kantor
7706 Oldchester Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
AILEEN@PRHEALTHCARE.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Howard
Kaplan
3604 Dundee Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HOWARDKAP@VERIZON.NET
In endorsing the Light Rail version of the Purple Line (16 Nov. '08)
the Post talks about the virtue of connecting Bethesda to New Carrollton
but leaves out an important and very expensive consideration; the fact
that it will all have to be done again. Granted, it's important to
provide rapid, mass transit whenever and wherever we can, but aligning
the rail line as proposed ignores that what is needed and, ultimately,
will have to be built, is a system that serves the entire metropolitan
region connecting all the existing Metro spokes: Red, Blue, Yellow,
Green and Orange lines and providing rapid interconnectivity for the
populations of Alexandria City, Arlington, and Fairfax, not just
Montgomery and Prince Georges counties.
Also ignored is the fact that the Bethesda portion of the plan was
essentially drawn up some 25 years ago and doesn't address the the
demands being imposed by current developments, especially the move
of
Walter Reed to Bethesda.
Yes, the project will promote much development and the elected
officials are beginning to salivate over the low hanging federal funds.
But, we've waited this long and we can provide a viable, workable and
affordable system using buses while we go back to the drawing board
and
get it right the first time around.
Howard Kaplan
3604 Dundee Dr.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(301)656-6544
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Howard
Kaplan
3604 Dundee Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Wrttn Sttmnt. H. Kaplan.pdf (1 mb)
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Howard
Kaplan
3604 Dundee Drive
North Chevy Chase
MD
HOWARDKAP@VERIZON.NET
As the Purple Line Light Rail Transit moves up the decision ladder, I ask
you to please step back and look at the larger, long term implications of
what is involved. I see two issues that need addressing. One is the
more immediate issue of local, inter and
intra-county traffic. The other would be the larger and more complex
issue of regional, intra and interstate traffic.
Accepting that both have to be addressed, the question to me is,
can these be addressed in a way that would minimize duplication,
maximize utility, minimize costs and allow for each to complement the
other?
Unfortunately, with the Purple Line Light Rail, the answer is no. This
option would have major impact, limited utility and high cost. And,
because of its limited utility, it would not forestall the building of
the much needed inter county, interstate rail line, the true Purple Line.
But it will spawn "fixes" such as H.O.T. lanes on the Beltway, express
buses between Bethesda, Walter Reed and Tyson's Corner and other
such patches that ultimately solve nothing.
I also question the need to create corridors where they don't exist
and to by-pass existing ones. The aptly named East-West Highway
already
accommodates buses and, if needed, could be fitted out for Bus Rapid
Transit. Buses could be scheduled to run more frequently for longer
hours. More routes could be added. And all of these could be adjusted,
at low cost, when and if needed. At the same time, the longer range
need of the regional transit system, paralleling the Beltway, could be
addressed.
But to expend the capital to build a permanent, limited use.
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Roger
Kaplan

MD
RPKAPLAN@YAHOO.COM
to whom it may concern:
as someone who uses the capital crescent trail for biking and hiking
many weekends during the summer, spring and fall months, i find it
disturbing that the powers that be want to close it for a number of years
while they build the purple transit line. somehow, i think they could avoid
that construction and allow this trail to be used by many citizens,
including myself, for leisurely activities and enjoyment. TO CLOSE IT
FOR ANY PERIOD OF TIME IS A BAD IDEA.
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Glenda
Kapsalis
223 Grant Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
The Purple Line Light Rail will greatly benefit all our neighborhoods. It is
the most environmentally friendly way to achieve less congestion in our
area. We are looking forward to it!
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JOAN
KARASIK

MD
jpkarasik@verizon.net]
As a long-time advocate for persons who have disabilities, I wish to
stress the need for convenient public transportation for folks who cannot
drive. Getting to jobs, getting to recreation, getting to friends – all these
are important and will be facilitated by the completion of the Purple Line.
Joan Karasik
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Robert B.
Karp
6219 Stoneham Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
FOURKARPS@AOL.COM
Thank you so much for taking the time to read this email.
Please remember how special the Capital Crescent trail is to the entire
community. I ride my bicycle on the trail three times a week year round
and appreciate the opportunity to avoid the dangerous roads, and
instead enjoy the beauty the trail provides.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. The Trail is revered for its tranquility
and natural beauty.
If the Purple Line is built along the Trail, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Sincerely,

Robert B. Karp
6219 Stoneham Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Robert
Karp

Bethesda
MD
FOURKARPS@AOL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alice
Kassinger

Chevy Chase
MD
alice.kassinger@gmail.com
To all concerned:
I am a sixteen year old junior at the national cathedral school, but I live
in Chevy Chase, and use the trail often. As a kid, my family would take
weekend bike ride on the trail, and still today my friend and I bike to
another friend's house in Virginia using the trail.
I understand all the jobs and people who will be able to get to Bethesda
from Silver Spring are dying to get the purple linie instated, I also
understand how important their desires are; however, I also urge you to
consider my desires, as well as my family and friends.
There are other options besides destroying the Trail--options that would
not cause nearly as much disruption, though perhaps would cause the
commute time to increase. Please, please, PLEASE explore these
options further. They are just as good for the environment, and just a
good for transportation.
Please don't take this family tradition, and all its memories, away from
me.
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Alice
Kassinger

MD
ALKASSINGER@CATHEDRAL.ORG
To all those concerned:
I am a sixteen yrs old who uses the trail with my frinds to get to each
other houses. When I was younger, my family would do weekend bike
rides on the trail, as well.
There are other options- bus lines, ect- that can be implemented.
PLEASE don't take this trail and all its memories away from me.
Thank you,
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Linda Sobel
Katz
1424 Highland Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
linda @love-your-planet.com

Submission Content/Notes : Diane Ratcliff
MTA Director of Planning
6 St. Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
One of the most significant transportation achievements during my halfcentury of living in Montgomery County was the arrival of the Metro Red
Line in downtown Silver Spring. I still remember the opening day
ceremony in 1978 with remarks from Metro representative Cody
Pfanstiehl and the civic pride and sense of promise that overwhelmed
the crowd of residents and community and business leaders. We were
stepping into the future and fulfilling the destiny of a great world capital.
With the convenience of Suburban Maryland's first Metro Station about a
mile from my Woodside Park home, I was able to take a brisk walk, then
a 12-minute ride to Capitol Hill which wasn't just a destination on a map,
but a link to opportunities to improve our nation and build relations with
other countries.
Mass transit offers more than a ride. It makes it possible to bring people
together and open up prospects in education, work, housing, and
positive social experiences. It generates jobs, livable communities, and
helps us save money, reduce auto emissions and develop cleaner
energy.
Now, here we are 30 years later and we have another real chance to
embrace the 21st century with the advent of the Purple Line light rail. It
is our moment to envision what is best for our nation’s capital region –
and what will set a more sustainable standard for ourselves and our
future generations.
We have an enlightened governor and lieutenant governor along with a
determined Prince George’s County delegation who are willing to
provide state leadership and demonstrate to our federal representatives
that the Purple Line light rail is doable and desirable. Our Montgomery
County elected officials must likewise match the enthusiasm of our
Maryland colleagues and show strong will and wise leadership that
focuses beyond parochial interests.
While our faltering economy became the central issue during our
presidential campaign, make no mistake – climate change is our
greatest challenge to Maryland, our nation, and world. We must
summon the moral leadership and responsibility to do what’s right to
reduce greenhouse gas, conserve energy, and protect our imperiled
planet.
It is our turn to move forward into a greener future. Let’s begin now with
building the Purple Line!
Sincerely,
Linda Sobel Katz
1424 Highland Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-565-0657, 301-801-2689 cell
linda @love-your-planet.com
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Linda Sobel
Katz
1424 Highland Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
linda@love-your-planet.com
One of the most significant transportation achievements during my halfcentury of living in Montgomery County was the arrival of the Metro Red
Line in downtown Silver Spring. I still remember the opening day
ceremony in 1978 with remarks from Metro representative Cody
Pfanstiehl and the civic pride and sense of promise that overwhelmed
the crowd of residents and community and business leaders. We were
stepping into the future and fulfilling the destiny of a great world capital.
With the convenience of Suburban Maryland's first Metro Station about a
mile from my Woodside Park home, I was able to take a brisk walk, then
a 12-minute ride to Capitol Hill which wasn't just a destination on a map,
but a link to opportunities to improve our nation and build relations with
other countries.
Mass transit offers more than a ride. It makes it possible to bring people
together and open up prospects in education, work, housing, and
positive social experiences. It generates jobs, livable communities, and
helps us save money, reduce auto emissions and develop cleaner
energy.
Now, here we are 30 years later and we have another real chance to
embrace the 21st century with the advent of the Purple Line light rail. It
is our moment to envision what is best for our nation’s capital region –
and what will set a more sustainable standard for ourselves and our
future generations.
We have an enlightened governor and lieutenant governor along with a
determined Prince George’s County delegation who are willing to
provide state leadership and demonstrate to our federal representatives
that the Purple Line light rail is doable and desirable. Our Montgomery
County elected officials must likewise match the enthusiasm of our
Maryland colleagues and show strong will and wise leadership that
focuses beyond parochial interests.
While our faltering economy became the central issue during our
presidential campaign, make no mistake – climate change is our
greatest challenge to Maryland, our nation, and world. We must
summon the moral leadership and responsibility to do what’s right to
reduce greenhouse gas, conserve energy, and protect our imperiled
planet.
It is our turn to move forward into a greener future. Let’s begin now with
building the Purple Line!
Linda Sobel Katz
1424 Highland Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-565-0657, 301-801-2689 cell
linda @love-your-planet.com
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Diane
Kaufman
10013 Weatherwood Court
Potomac
MD
20854
DKFELDENKRAIS@COMCAST.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Diane Kaufman
10013 Weatherwood Ct.
Potomac, MD 20854
301-279-7448
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Marc
Kaufman
Nixon Peabody LLP
401 9th Street, NW - Suite 900
Washington
DC
20004-2128
MKAUFMAN@NIXONPEABODY.COM
I use the Capital Crescent to commute to work on my bike, get my
exercise and enjoy weekends with my family. The purple lie as proposed
would not allow me to enjoy the trail as I do now and would affect myth
commute to work. We should encourage cycling as an integral part of
our transportation plan and not only as an afterthought that falls away in
favor of roads and even mass transit.
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William H.
Kaupert, Jr
9222 Manchester Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
IRKAUPERT@AOL.COM
Attn Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these comments to be included in the complete record
for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I have been a Silver Spring homeowner at the above address since
May 1968. I was a member of the Citizen's Committee which
participated in the development the North Silver Spring Sector Plan. I
served 4 terms as President of the Seven Oakes-Evanswood Citizens'
Association of Silver Spring and presently serve as it's Treasurer. I have
also been a delegate to the Allied Civic Group and the Montgomery
County Civic Federation, the two Civic Associate Umbrella organizations
for Montgomery County. My reason for listing these positions of
community service is simply to demonstrate my commitment to the
reasonable development of Silver Spring.
Although I am opposed in principle to a Purple Line as a costly and
unnecessary expenditure of the public's money, I am in favor of a Purple
Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit, through my community of
Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half
mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the
adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse impacts on
traffic, the downtown, and the community of a surface route that will
otherwise likely be the slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming
segment of the system. There is MTA data since the release of its
Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement showing
that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment so
as to be cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the
ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately
$1.4 billion, which is a quarter of a billion dollars less than the “highinvestment” light rail alternative that MTA has evaluated and only a
fraction of the $5.2 billion cost of the Dulles Silver Line Metro project that
the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal funding.
Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface
route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments
of others in the community have explained are not assessed in the
AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with
community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary station at
Wayne and Dale.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
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Sujay
Kaushal
University of Maryland Chesapeake Biological Lab
1 Williams Street
Solomons
MD
20688
kaushal@cbl.umces.edu
Please build and support the purple line. I am a professor in the
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science, and improving
mass transit will be critical for reducing emissions from automobiles,
reducing stress from beltway traffic, and a step towards providing
sustainable infrastructure for Maryland residents.
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Patricia K.
Kavanaugh

MD
PKAVANAUGH@BLESSEDSACRAMENTDC.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley:

I am to shocked to read that there is a possibility the Governor, the
Maryland Planning Board and the County Council could possible
consider voting for the Purple Line Light Rail knowing very well the
devastating consequences this project will leave on the beautiful natural
habitat that exists on the trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda. This
trail is used by more than 10,000 individuals a week for recreation and
also to commute from home to work and other destinations. I do not
know how much the general public knows specifically about the Purple
Line Project, but when I have discussed this project with people from all
over the DC metro area, they are baffled and angry that this green space
could be taken from them. Anyone familiar with the width of the Capital
Crescent Trail knows that a light rail system could not possible co-exist
with individuals recreating on the trail. The debris alone will be thrust out
from under the light rail cars and at anytime could seriously hurt anyone
near the rail line.

I recently read an article in the Washington Post that stated that some
officials on the County Council or the Maryland planning board
considering the Purple Line Light Rail to be developed so passengers
riding the line will feel almost as dignified as if they were riding on a
Metro car vs. a Bus System that would provide the same transportation.
How can that possible be a consideration when the alternative is to
destroy one of the last beautiful open spaces that exists in urban
Bethesda and Silver Spring.

I think it is time for individuals who are in a position to vote on such an
important issue that will impact our county forever consider other
alternatives that will not destroy our beautiful environment. I understand
that developers have a lot of clout within in the county and it’s agencies
but their vision is motivated by profit so please elected officials,……..
show courage and put the transit elsewhere and save this land for the
citizens of Montgomery County and their future generations.
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Patricia K.
Kavanaugh

MD
PKAVANAUGH@BLESSEDSACRAMENTDC.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : January 13, 2009

To MTA Planning Director Ms. Ratcliff:
I am shocked to read that there is a possibility that the Governor, the
Montgomery County Planning Association and the County Council could
consider voting for the Light Rail Purple Line knowing very well the
devastating consequences this project will have on the beautiful natural
habitat that exists on the trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda. It is
used by more than 10,000 individuals a week not only for recreation but
also to commute from home to work and other destinations. I do not
know how much the general public knows specifically about the Purple
Line Project, but when I have discussed this light rail with individuals
from all over the DC Metropolitan area, they are baffled and angry that
this green space could be taken from them.
The Light Rail Purple Line is at least 4 times browner and dirtier that the
other proposed solution to our transit problem, the Bus Rapid Transit.
The Light Rail Purple Line also gets half the mileage as the Bus Rapid
Transit. Anyone familiar with the width of the Capital Crescent Trail
knows that a light rail system could not possible co-exist with individuals
recreating on the trail. The debris alone will be thrust out from under the
light rail cars and at anytime could seriously hurt anyone near the rail
line.
On one occasion at a community meeting held to discuss and view plans
for the Light Rail system I, confronted one of the engineers who
designed the Light Rail. I questioned the viability of the rail and bike path
sharing the 10 foot wide path (narrower in many areas) and his response
was this statement, “ I do not get paid to figure that into the equation, my
and my agencies sole responsibility is to design the light rail system and
sell it to the general public.”
I recently read an article in the Washington Post recounting a statement
from one of our
elected officials considering the Light Rail Purple Line vs. the Bus Rapid
Transit system. The official encouraged the Purple Line Rail
development reasoning passengers riding the Light Rail Purple Line
would feel almost as dignified as one who rides a Metro car as opposed
to the Bus Rapid Transit. (proven to be tremendously less expensive
and cleaner Transit system)
(2)

I think it is time for officials in the position to vote on such an important
issue that will impact our county forever, seriously consider the Bus
Rapid Transit system that is less costly and will not destroy our beautiful
environment. I understand developers have clout within the county and
county agencies but their vision is motivated by profit! Please elected
officials show vision and courage, put the Bus Rapid Transit System in
place and save the Capital Crescent Trail for citizens of Montgomery
County and future generations.
Sincerely,

Attachments :

Patricia K. Kavanaugh
Kavanaugh_Patricia.pdf (49 kb)

January 13, 2009

To MTA Planning Director Ms. Ratcliff:

I am shocked to read that there is a possibility that the Governor, the Montgomery County
Planning Association and the County Council could consider voting for the Light Rail Purple Line
knowing very well the devastating consequences this project will have on the beautiful natural
habitat that exists on the trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda. It is used by more than
10,000 individuals a week not only for recreation but also to commute from home to work and
other destinations. I do not know how much the general public knows specifically about the
Purple Line Project, but when I have discussed this light rail with individuals from all over the
DC Metropolitan area, they are baffled and angry that this green space could be taken from
them.
The Light Rail Purple Line is at least 4 times browner and dirtier that the other proposed
solution to our transit problem, the Bus Rapid Transit. The Light Rail Purple Line also gets half
the mileage as the Bus Rapid Transit. Anyone familiar with the width of the Capital Crescent
Trail knows that a light rail system could not possible co-exist with individuals recreating on the
trail. The debris alone will be thrust out from under the light rail cars and at anytime could
seriously hurt anyone near the rail line.
On one occasion at a community meeting held to discuss and view plans for the Light Rail
system I, confronted one of the engineers who designed the Light Rail. I questioned the viability
of the rail and bike path sharing the 10 foot wide path (narrower in many areas) and his
response was this statement, “ I do not get paid to figure that into the equation, my and my
agencies sole responsibility is to design the light rail system and sell it to the general public.”
I recently read an article in the Washington Post recounting a statement from one of our
elected officials considering the Light Rail Purple Line vs. the Bus Rapid Transit system. The
official encouraged the Purple Line Rail development reasoning passengers riding the Light Rail
Purple Line would feel almost as dignified as one who rides a Metro car as opposed to the Bus
Rapid Transit. (proven to be tremendously less expensive and cleaner Transit system)

(2)

I think it is time for officials in the position to vote on such an important issue that will impact
our county forever, seriously consider the Bus Rapid Transit system that is less costly and will
not destroy our beautiful environment. I understand developers have clout within the county
and county agencies but their vision is motivated by profit! Please elected officials show vision
and courage, put the Bus Rapid Transit System in place and save the Capital Crescent Trail for
citizens of Montgomery County and future generations.

Sincerely,

Patricia K. Kavanaugh
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Galib
Kawaja

MD
gkawaja@Aitheras.com
I currently work in New Carrollton and have to go to College Park to
work at the NARA II. The purple line still allow me to that the train from
Edgewood, MD to work instead of driving. In fact, some of the people
who live in Edgewood, Bel Air would could change save time and money
by not getting on the red line but getting off in New Carrollton and take
the purple line. work work at Bethesda would save time.
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Galib
Kawaja
106 Chell Road
Joppa
MD
21085
KAWAJA1@COMCAST.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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David
Kay
198 Halpine Road #1146
Rockville
MD
20852
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I fully support this cause,
keep up the good work!
Kay_David Comment Cards.pdf (65 kb)
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Robert
Kaylor
3616 Shepherd Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BOBKAYLOR@MSN.COM
Madams and Sirs:
I wish to register my opposition to the proposal to build a Purple Line
metro route on the Capital Crescent Trail site. If you allow this, you will
be destroying a valuable resource that is utilized and enjoyed by many
members of the community. And for what? More mindless development
that will help to destroy the character of our community and damage its
environment in a manner that will be irretrievable. There are better ways
to solve the transit problem, such as better bus service on existing roads
that will not destroy trees, homes and parkland (the trail IS a park,
although it may not have official status as one). We need all the green
areas that we can get, and destroying this one will be step backward. As
a Maryland and Montgomery County voter, I urge all of you to oppose
this proposal.
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Gabriela
Keane

MD
GABRIELAKEANE@AOL.COM
hi, i am 15 year old girl who is also an avid runner. the capital
crescent trial is a wonderful place for my friends and me to go for
runs on the weekend or take walks with my family. if you build the
purple line, you will be destroying a place that has become a
sanctuary for many people. think about a place that you love to go to,
maybe a beach or lake, and then imagine somebody coming and
destroying
your peaceful place. well, that is what you are doing to the capital
crescent. i hope you take the time to read this, and think about what
i have said.
thank you for taking the time to read this
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Martin
Kearns
1378 Kersey Lane
Rockville
MD
MARTYKEARNS@GMAIL.COM
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I am writing to express my support for the medium Light Rail option
using
the Master Plan alignment and many of the conclusions of the staff.
I support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
• Only light rail, and not bus rapid transit.
• Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
• Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on Bethesda and
Willow
Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the CSX right of way into
the
Transit Center
• Aim for a 12 ft trail width wherever feasible
• Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and integrated with the
new
Silver Spring library;
I also support the expedited construction of the Inner Purple Line as a
priority infrastructure project under the Stimulus program being
developed
by the new Obama administration.
Hopefully, you will join others in encouraging Governor O'Malley to
move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
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Kevin
Keating
MD
KEVIN.W.KEATING@SMITHBARNEY.COM
Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am a Trail user. I commute from the Chevy Chase area into
Washington DC and ride my bike on the trail 3 times a week. It is a
beautiful resource that would be ruined with a Purple Line.
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Kevin Keating
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Carol
Keefer
6911 Carleton Ter
College Park
MD
20740
I support the Purple Line, particularly the light rail version.
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Kevin
Keeley
6404 5th Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
KKEELEY74@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
On a more personal level, I also support the Purple Line because
it would significantly improve my quality of life, as it would
provide additional transit options for my family. As Takoma Park
residents who work in downtown Bethesda and Silver Spring and
have a son in daycare in Chevy Chase, my wife and I would use
the Purple Line regularly.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Jennifer
Kefer
307 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JENNIFERKEFER@YAHOO.COM
I am a resident of downtown Silver Spring and I recently testified in
support of an above-ground alignment of the Purple Line along Wayne
Avenue.
I also support a stop at Dale and Wayne. I am a strong proponent of the
Purple Line and think it will be an asset to our community. I am
attaching
a copy of my written remarks for your review. Thank you for taking the
time
to read my commentary.
Best,
Jennifer Kefer
307 Mansfield Road
Kefer_Jennifer.pdf (21 kb)

Purple Line AA/DEIS Public Hearing
November 22, 2008
Testimony of Jennifer Kefer
307 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(301) 588-8142
Thank you for providing this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Purple Line. I am an
attorney with years of practice defending the broad scope of our nation's environmental
laws. I currently work as the Climate and Energy Coordinator for the Coalition on the
Environment and Jewish Life. I am also a resident of downtown Silver Spring. I
enthusiastically support the Purple Line. Today, I write to urge you to support the Purple
Line – as a light-rail system along the Wayne Avenue alignment. I further urge you to
include a stop at Dale Drive. Otherwise, residents will incur the costs of transit without
the benefits.
Some suggest that bus rapid transit is a viable alternative to light rail. This is simply
untrue. As the EIS reports, BRT is both noisier and slower than light rail as well. Most
importantly, BRT will simply not attract as many users as light rail (e.g. 51,800 trips per
average weekday under medium investment BRT versus 62,600 for medium LRT).
Strikingly, despite the reduced BRT ridership (as compared to light rail), BRT
alternatives would reach their capacity limits sooner than light rail, requiring continued
investment and expansion over time.
Last year, scientists from 130 nations declared with 100% certainty that climate change is
real – and with greater than 90% certainty that human beings are causing it.1 They won
the Nobel Prize for that pronouncement. Those same scientists have told us that we can
only address this crisis by dramatically reducing our emissions of global warming
pollution. In fact, we must reduce emissions by more than 80% by 2050 to avoid the
most catastrophic effects of climate change. This is a task of almost unimaginable scope.
And though people may disagree about the details, transit must be a part of any
successful climate change strategy. In Montgomery County, that means we can take a
critical step in the right direction by supporting the Purple Line.
The United States constitutes 5% of the world's population – yet produces nearly 25% of
its greenhouse gas emissions. Fully one-third of those emissions come from
transportation, mostly from personal vehicles driven every day. What's more, according
to the EPA, transportation is the second largest and fastest growing source of CO2
emissions in the United States. 2 And personal vehicle use accounts for nearly two-thirds
of transportation emissions. We can reduce those emissions by getting people out of their
cars and onto public transit. But to do that, we must expand our transit system. Indeed,
the Purple line is projected to take up to 20,000 cars off the road, relieving traffic and
carbon emissions.
1
2

IPCC, Summary for Policymakers, Fourth Assessment Report, 2007 (http://www.ipcc.ch/).
U.S. EPA Summary of 2006 Domestic Greenhouse Gas Emissions By Sector.

Getting people out of their cars is the best way to reduce fuel use. According to ICF
International, a typical transit rider consumes roughly half as much gasoline as a driver
without transit access. 3 ICF also reports that existing transit in the United States already
saves 1.4 billion gallons of fuel each year. We can increase those savings by continuing
to invest in clean, green transit systems—systems like the Purple Line.
Traffic pollution will only worsen absent a solid investment in our public transportation
infrastructure. As the Washington Post reported last weekend, increasing growth in
Montgomery County is projected to cause an "already agonizing commute [to] worsen
dramatically in coming years." 4 And idling cars have even greater emissions.
I don't deny that the Purple Line is expensive. Yet, this cost comes with tremendous
savings. In fact, ICF International reports that a two-adult household can save more than
$6,000 each year by using public transportation rather than relying on their own two
cars. 5 Moreover, this is money well spent. In fact, investment in transit stimulates the
economy by boosting industries that are hardest hit by economic downturns, such as
construction and building materials. In fact, the Surface Transportation Policy
Partnership reports that every $1 billion invested in public transportation creates between
41,000 and 47,500 green collar jobs – 19 percent more than new road and bridge
construction. 6 In short, this is an economic investment that will pay back real dividends.
The Purple Line is a critical investment that we must make to ensure the continued
vitality of Silver Spring and the continued protection of our planet.

3

Public Transportation and Petroleum Savings in the US: Reducing Dependence on Oil. ICF International,
January 2007.
4
"Full Speed Ahead: The Long-Proposed Purple Line Reaches a Critical Juncture," Washington Post, Nov.
16, 2008, Page B06.
5
Id.
6
Cited in Friends of the Earth, "Factsheet: Driving Down Gasoline Costs – Public Transportation and
Livable Communities" (available online at http://www.foe.org/pdf/Gas_Prices_Transit_FS.pdf).
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Jennifer
Kefer
307 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD

Kefer_Jennifer.pdf (185 kb)
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Charis
Keitelman
3817 Village Park Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CKEITE@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to beseech you to vote AGAINST locating the Purple Line
along the Capital Crescent Trail. My family uses the trail year round for
walking, bicycling, and jogging. Some of my fondest memories with my
children include our summer bike rides from our home in Chevy Chase
into Bethesda to enjoy a Clay Boys and sit in front of Barnes and Nobles
and people watch before turning around and riding home again.
PLEASE do not deprive us of this fabulous and beloved trail.
I am sure you are well aware of all of the environmental reasons to
preserve the trail and the surrounding trees. I am asking that you also
take into account the priceless intangible benefits to the community.
This is our trail—we love it and we use it.
Sincerely,
Charis Keitelman

Charis Keitelman
3817 Village Park Drive
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(301) 951-8668 (home)
(301) 951-6466 (fax)
(301) 461-2361 (cell)
ckeite@yahoo.com
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Samir
Kelada

Washington
DC
SAMIR.KELADA@GMAIL.C
Hi,
I want to tell you that I fully support the idea of the purple line metro light
rail!
Samir Kelada
Washington, DC
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Rachel
Keller
4600 Connecticut Ave
Washington
DC
20008
RKELLER78@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Rachel Keller
4600 Connecticut Ave
Apt 315
Washington, DC 20008
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M.
Kelley
2112 Coleridge Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is M. Kelly. Initial M., K-E-L-L-Y. I have the unique position of
being a resident of Montgomery County for 37 years of the Forest Glen
area for 28 years. I'm President of the Forest Glen Citizens Association
for the last 20 of those years.
I am not speaking for the association, I am speaking for myself.
However, we polled the association members and the vast majority are
in favor of the purple line rail.
We have unique placement in our community that's adjacent to the
beltway with all the pollution, all the noise and all the things that typically
go on around the beltway during peak hours.
Since the building of the Capital Beltway, there has been massive up
county growth and development in both counties. Congestion has
worsened greatly during the peak hours. East/west development has
sadly lagged behind.
So the beltway is very overused, which leads to our particular position of
being in the line of fire for losing our homes to widening the beltway
project that came on the table with transit for Maryland in 2004.
So the disruptive idea of widening the beltway has led us to really take a
serious look at the purple line. Its benefits for all the communities in both
counties, and to also take a look at it as a solution for the congestion, for
the pollution, for all the things that we've all lived through and found very
distasteful.
As a result, I endorse light rail for the purple line. Don't forget about the
number of bus accidents that have occurred when buses are wielding
corners in Washington and how many you've heard recently.
The purple line light rail is futuristic. It has low emissions, it is a
collaborative effort and it's a very sensible solution in my opinion. Thank
you.
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Byrne H.
Kelly
THE GREENFIELDS COMPANY, Inc.
The Studio @ 307 Circle Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
byrnehk@starpower.net
Dear Elected Officials

As a Washingtonian and a Marylander since 1957 (I was born in
London. England)
I have been involved in and with the right to vote and be heard since the
1960's when I first marched on Washington with MLK.

So in order to be heard (and I hope to hear back from you) I am sending
you the attached Comments on the Purple Line Planning Process.

I look forward to your insight and replies.

sincerely:

Byrne H. Kelly,

Attachments :

President: THE GREENFIELDS COMPANY, Inc.
Environmental Planner, Registered Landscape Architect
Member, American Society of Landscape Architects
The Studio @ 307 Circle Avenue, Takoma Park, MD 20912
301-270-4626 w+fax. 240-678-9121 cell
COMMENTS ON THE PURPLE LINE PLANNING.pdf (19 kb)

COMMENTS ON THE PURPLE LINE PLANNING & PROCESS 2000-2008
IN MONTGOMERY & PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTIES, MARYLAND
By
BYRNE HACKETT KELLY, RLA, ASLA,
Member of the MNCPPC Master Plan (Purple Line) Advisory Group-MPAG
Former Chair: Transportation and the Environment Committee, PG-C. of C.
Founder, the Purple Line Network 1999

I have resided in Takoma Park, Maryland since 1983, as a renter, a homeowner, citizen, public school parent, and as a
professional Environmental Planner and Landscape Architect,
I purchased my first and only home in unincorporated Hyattsville, Chillum in 1989,
two blocks from New Hampshire Avenue and Eastern Avenues, one lot from the City of Takoma Park.
Without ever having to move, I now live in the City of Takoma Park, Montgomery County, Maryland.
Therefore, I am truly Bi-County, bi-lateral, and multi-partisan. Unfortunately, MNCPPC is bifurcated.
That may be one of the inherent strengths, or weaknesses, endemic to two of the wealthiest and political powerful
counties in Maryland. For within the Beltway, reside the some of the richest, and the majority of the poorest, and racially
diverse citizens within the planning areas having the highest of densities. Often, during the planning process it is the
voices and needs of those citizens and immigrants that are drowned out by those who can afford to make themselves
heard.
The Maryland Transit Authority, and MNCPPC has provided as equitable a series of opportunities as they are required to
do under the State and County’s guidelines. But there are many who work two or more jobs, or are single parents, or do
not speak the language, or for many a reason, both simple and complex, are left out of the planning process. Many of
those are the residents that cannot afford a car and rely on mass transit. Langley Park, where University Boulevard and
New Hampshire Avenues intersect, a mile north of where I reside, where the two counties meet, is demonstrative of this
fact, that is also where there is the highest bus ridership and transfer points in Maryland.
Other sets of citizens dependent on transit are the middle school, high school, community college, and university
students. Is their collective voice being heard over the Columbia Country Club, or the Village of Chevy Chase? Does our
planning process truly include them? Perhaps statistically it does, politically, and financially it may fall short.
What we do have working in our favor, statistically, is ridership numbers that out-compete many of the other projects
seeking to merit the requisite Federal Funding necessary to build such a major infrastructure project. We also have a long
segment of the proposed Purple Line Route that once carried coal trains, and was Master Planned to be a transit line as
well as a trail, that gives us an edge in the Federal queue, while it also creates significant environmental and political
hurdles to achieving our planning goals.
So at this juncture in the planning process, should we continue to seek Federal approval and gain access to limited
Federal funding programs, or abdicate to the special interests of the wheel heeled and vocal minorities?
Or, should we seek to solve the challenges and short-comings of the currently proposed design alternatives by electing to
show our unified support under the following conditions, and reasons suggested here (and welcomingly introduced by
others, who join in this dialogue) so that we qualify for the Federal and State financing before it disappears.
I strongly propose we continue to go forward with qualifying and competing in the Federal “Starts” process.
I also propose we:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Demand that cost effectiveness include real estate value analysis, (before, during, and after construction).
Demand a more rigorous environmental analysis including mitigation, air quality, and no net loss of trees and
green-space, or a permanent reduction in the quality of the existing trail.
Demand a more rigorous traffic analysis such as impacts to car, bus & train travel, (esp. CBD of Silver Spring).
Demand a more in-depth analysis of bicycle ridership resulting from the improved proposed bike trail connectivity.
Require aerial, cut & cover, and deep tunnel options be economically compared by segment utilizing the smartest,
and greenest design standards, including End-On Construction Methodology on the Capital Crescent Trail
Explore alternative state and local funding options after securing the maximum base amount of funding from the
Federal government, such as a regional (transit) tax, increasing fossil fuel taxes, higher parking fees.
Complete an integrated cost effectiveness analysis comparing the No-build to the most appropriate build
scenarios to determine if by building a system that satisfies the majority of those most directly affected is in the
long term, the most valuable way to succeed with this very significant transportation project.
Include a stop at the proposed Silver Spring Library, consolidate the Dale Drive stop and the Manchester Rd
Stops to one stop next to the SSI sports field, and add a stop on University Blvd. At Carroll Avenue.
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Byrne H.
Kelly
The Greenfields Company
307 Circle Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
BYRNEHK@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Esteemed Public Servants
As the "Public Interest" is paramount, relative to your purview, I truly
hope you need no additional convincing that the majority of your local
(Montgomery and Prince George's Counties) public taxpayers and
voters are in support of building a Light Rail, Purple Line.
By now, you are also well aware that last week the Montgomery County
Planning Department staff added to the growing list of endorsers of the
medium Light Rail option using the Master Plan alignment and I am
writing to express my support for many of the conclusions of the staff.
I specifically support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
• Using the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
• Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including through
the Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring;
• Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
• I also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project.
I hope you will join me in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
We Marylanders need to get in the Federal New Starts queue as soon
as possible.
In addition, I personally strongly urge you to have the MTA
consider, analyze and cost where and how some segments along the
Georgetown Branch might be single tracked.
This might be done by either going into and over-under (with some semielevated segments) option,
or just using single track segments in the most environmentally sensitive
portions
with frequent enough pullover sidings to allow efficient headways to be
maintained.
As a member of the Purple Line Master Plan Advisory Group,
I have observed that the cost and good design of aerial has not been
given fair consideration by the MTA and their consultants.
I also request that you require the study, analysis, and costs of aerial
segments from the east end of the G-T Branch to
and through the Sarbanes Transit Center, up Bonifant possibly with a
station in the existing parking deck over Bonifant.
Then continuing east, I recommend it should fly over Georgia Avenue
east on Bonifant to a second level station in the proposed New Library at
Bonifant and Wayne. It should stay aerial across Fenton, diagonally over
to Wayne, where it could come down to the ground (or even into a
tunnel) just west of Cedar Street.
Good design could be a series of light-weight arched steel trusses in the
Art Nouveux style as exhibited
at the Chicago World Fair Great Hall of Industry, the Eiffel Tower, and
throughout the Paris Metro.
Aerial does not have to be massive reinforced concrete pylons and
beams that our Metrorail rides on.
It can graceful, lighter looking, with a divided and open deck design.

I would be pleased to be given the opportunity to provide you with a
schematic design of just how beautiful and functional it could be
designed.
Thank you for taking the time to seriously consider these matters.
Byrne H. Kelly
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Byrne
Kelly
307 Circle Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Bryne Kelly, B-Y-R-N-E, K-E-L-L-Y. Thank you for being
here, but then that's your job. You guys already want this because you
planned it.
I'm on the Master Plan Advisory Group for Montgomery County and not
everybody from that group is unified. I live in Takoma Park near Langley
Park off New Hampshire Avenue where most people tend to be in
support of this.
There is definitely an income difference between people who support
this and people who oppose this, and then there is Silver Spring, we are
all in the middle.
At, I guess the question is at this juncture in the planning process,
should we continue to seek federal approval and gain access to limited
federal funding programs or abdicate to the special interest of the well
heeled and vocal minorities or should we seek to solve challenges and
shortcoming of the currently proposed design alternatives by electing to
show our unified support under conditions and reasons I'm about to
suggest so that we qualify for the federal and state financing before it
disappears?
I strongly support the light rail on the conditions I propose we continue to
go forward with qualifying for the very limited and who knows if it's going
to evaporate, Federal Stars Program?
One hopes that the new administration will be strengthening. That is
being optimistic. Reality often keeps optimism in check.
So I propose that we look at and demand the cost effectiveness, include
real estate value analysis before, during and after construction. We need
better traffic studies, Mr. Madden, we haven't had enough.
We need to have a more rigorous environmental analysis, including
mitigation, air quality and no net loss of trees and green space or a
permanent reduction in the quality of the existing trail.
This can be achieved through looking at end on, over/under construction
or single tracking portions of the trail where possible but maintaining
headways. We should look at the most environmentally sensitive areas
and see if we can single track through them so we limit the disturbance.
Also, we need to look in more depth of bicycle ridership and how that will
be improved. We have not looked at aerial, aerial construction over the
CVD, elevating next to the Whole Foods and coming down at the transit
center or a long tunnel that doesn't make a - route but goes from the
transit center under the ridge which is Georgia Avenue to the valley
which is Sligo Creek with an underground station.
How will we pay for these things? Well, there are many ways to pay for
this and we have to get pretty radical and creative. So let me just blow
you out of the water and say this.
Let's legalize drugs, decriminalize it, make money off of them, get rid of
all of the criminal elements and put the money into infrastructure and
building up our society and our mass transit. Thank you.
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Francesca
Kelly
7907 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
My name is Francesca Kelly, F-R-A-N-C-E-S-C-A, last name Kelly, K-EL-L-Y. I live at 7907 Kentbury Drive in Bethesda. I believe in public
transport. We've lived, my husband and I and our family have lived for
almost 20 years in various countries in Europe as part of the foreign
service and public transport there is much more prevalent except the
spread in urban areas than here in the states.
But what you don't generally see in Europe are trains
going to parkland. They are almost always built on asphalt or roadways.
That's because the purpose of public transport is to alleviate congestion
and pollution caused by automobiles to provide many more people with
the way of going on their way. If that's what you're trying to build the
Purple Line for then it makes sense to build the transit on an already
existing roadway, such as Jones Bridge Road or East-West Highway or
another road.
It's backward thinking in this day and age to build something under the
guise of forward thinking, such as public transportation but to take away
17 acres of mature parkland that provides a habitat for all sorts of
varieties of plants and animals. It's forward thinking to replace the cars
on the road with public transportation but replace it directly on the
roadway, on an already paved asphalt road.
But I'd like to also address the big picture. Frankly, to me, this train
project seems a little bit, not to be the most cost effective solution, that
will reach the most people. I almost feel as if we can afford this so let's
do it whereas we can't afford a bigger, more efficient project.
I wish our officials would dream a little bit bigger. What the region really
needs is an extensive addition to the underground Metro that will
connect Dulles, Tyson's Corner, Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and even BWI Airport. This is a project that could be funded by Virginia,
by Maryland, by D.C. and by federal monies. It would affect so many
more people in the end. Thank you.
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Francesca
Kelly
7907 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
fkellysun@aol.com
What recourse do residents have whose quality of life will be greatly
diminished by the Purple Line (if it's built on the Capital Crescent Trail)?
In our family's case, we will "lose" about 8 feet of "our" backyard, which
is fine, as it is technically County land and not ours, and the County is
most welcome to what's theirs. But that means that the train will come
very close to our house - fewer than 50 feet, possibly fewer than 30 feet.
Our quality of life, our property value and even the very foundation of our
home will be compromised. I invite you to take a walk on the Trail
between East-West Highway and Columbia Country Club (I'm not a
member). The houses that back to the Trail in that area are very close to
the Trail and it doesn't seem possible that the space can be wide
enough to accommodate a double track and a bike path. I am worried
that you will take down all the trees and ruin the Trail, then be told by
engineers that, "Oops, we must have miscalculated. Can't put the Purple
Line here after all." Or, that you will leave off the promised bike path
because of lack of room." Please, please take a walk on the Trail before
you approve the plan as it stands now, so that you make a fully informed
decision.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Francesca Kelly
7907 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Ian
Kelly

Bethesda
MD
20814
ikelly731@aol.com
Your environmental impact study seems to make no mention of the
acres of mature trees that would be cut down to build the Purple Line
along the Georgetown Branch transitway. The trail is a tremendous
natural resource, and the trees add to it. Did I miss something? Do you
plan to reveal this at some point? thanks
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Ian
Kelly
7907 Kentbury Dr,
Bethesda
MD
20814
IKELLY731@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail (a cyclist), and a
resident of East Bethesda, and am writing to express my opposition to a
Purple Line along the Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We
can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful,
tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else. Streetcars
belong on streets, not on hiking and biking trails.
The Trail is a cherished natural resource in a dense residential section of
Montgomery County that has few parks, and little greenspace. The Trail
provides a much needed shaded recreational space, and is a habitat for
thousands of birds and other wildlife. The Draft Environmental Impact
Statement was "intended to allow for an objective, efficient, and fully
informed evaluation and rating of the transit projects seeking funding
under the Federal New Starts process," but it was anything but objective.
It was a whitewash of the damage that would be done to our
neighborhood and the environment. It treated the Trail not as a
community resource, but as the MTA’s own private throughway, with
little to no reference to the clear-cutting of thousands of mature trees
that have grown along the trail in the twenty-plus years since the singletrack Georgetown Branch line ran on it. Frankly, it is an insult to our
intelligence to call it an “environmental impact” study.
In sum, the adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For
example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon

sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and reasonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.

In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Ian Kelly
7907 Kentbury Dr.
Bethesda MD 20814
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Joyce
Kelly
704 Kennelbec Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Great idea
Kelly, Joyce_Pinckney, Andrea.pdf (47 kb)
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Laurie
Kelly
136 Grant Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
LAURIE.KELLY@PGCPS.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
The Purple Line is essential to the Takoma Park/Langley Park
area, which is greatly underserved. We need light rail instead
of express bus because:
-- The majority of the working class uses public transportation.
They need the best mode available;
-- It WILL be faster despite minor differences in measured trip
times because it will use a dedicated lane along the whole
route;
-- It will be cleaner for the air, water and soil;
-- We desperately need the associated transit center to be built
at the Takoma-Langley Crossroads. The transit center will save
the lives of pedestrians using extremely crowded bus stops by
getting riders off of the 6-lane arterials, onto the crosswalks,
and into the center.
-- Light rail will reduce traffic congestion, further improving
pedestrian safety as well as travel time;
-- Encourage revitalization of our community with new
transit-oriented development;
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks, crosswalks and paths.

Sincerely,
Laurie Kelly
136 Grant Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Lynn and Chris
Kelly

MD
WE5KELLYS@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family loves using the Capital Crescent Trail - for bike riding, hikes
and walking out two dogs. It is a great shortcut to Bethesda and
destinations there - a lovely, quiet respite of delight in the middle of
Bethesda Chevy Chase.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Suzanne
Kelly

MD
SUZYWKELLY@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Several times a week I either walk or ride my bike along the Capital
Crescent Trail..it is a wonderful resource for me, my family and my
friends and for the entire community. In this time of diminishing
Greenspace, why would we want to destroy more of it?
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of=2 0all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lance
Kelson
1609 Winding Waye Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20902
LANCEKELSON@YAHOO.COM
Greetings.
I would like to express my strong support for a Purple Line light rail.
The ICC is more-of-the-same production of impervious surfaces that
result in more environmental pollution without relieving area congestion.
It is a boon to developers who have their short-term profit sights on the
next project. They don't care about the overall welfare of our society.
Understandably, they just want to make money. We need to direct them
to the best-value efforts.
Buses also contribute to road congestion, although they have a place for
mass transit. However, I feel that long-term benefits are greatest with
the Purple Line light rail alternative for high volume east-west travel in
Montgomery County.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lance
Kelson
1609 Winding Waye Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20902
LANCEKELSON@YAHOO.COM
Kelson 35397.pdf (109 kb)
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Joe
Kenary
8511 Longfellow Pl
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Yes, my name is Joseph Kenary, J-O-S-E-P-H, K-E-N-A-R-Y. Thank you
very much for having me speak tonight. I speak for myself only but also
for my wife but I expect many of us from what I've heard tonight.
I want to say something a little different than you've probably heard, ad
infinitum, and I didn't say ad nauseam. I said infinitum. There's a
tendency, I think, to lapse into a formulaic process, riders, numbers of
riders, the length of the trip, that sort of thing. I know they target, almost
like you relapse into an assumption that everybody's going to go from
New Carrollton to Bethesda, nothing in-between, when they're talking
about, for example, length of time of ride and that sort of thing.
I'd ask you to consider this. What are we really doing in this process?
And I think the, really what we're dealing with is quality of life because, in
essence, everything we do is quality of life, whether it's eating a cheese
sandwich or working out or working. Whatever we do, it's quality of life
and that's the ultimate issue. And there are many claims on quality of life
and there are trade-offs to quality of life, the most absurd example is a
smoker has a nice quality of life for about five minutes, perhaps, but the
cost is excessive. So, but that sort of extreme example, consider the
Purple Line's cost beyond the dollars.
I believe that the burden of proof is on its proponents. And the reason I
say that is because I think it's obvious but it's almost in matters of
transportation, mass transit is sort of the motherhood side of the issue
and you have to try to show why it shouldn't be done. And I think it has
to be subject to critical examination, using that standard of quality of life,
just like anything else.
The full cost, of course, as you know, goes beyond the construction cost.
The cost I obviously want to focus on, probably, as you may expect, is
the Crescent Trail. Suffice it to say, it's an unreplaceable asset. It's that
simple. I don't have to go through the quality of walking and exercise.
Everything that quality of life advocates and our government health
departments advocate, so there's another agenda here as well that's
valid. Let me just, like an aside, I looked at a website of the proponents
and they cast Columbia Country Club as a villain in this matter. A little bit
of what Winston Churchill used to call the politics of envy. I'm not a
member, but I love that green space. I can look at it and I don't have to
play golf on it.
Mark Twain said golf was a good walk spoiled, and so it benefits us all.
And please remember, quality of life is the overarching issue. Thank you
very much.
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Joseph
Kenary
8511 Longfellow Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. J. Kenary.pdf (911 kb)
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Mary Lou
Kenary

Chevy Chase
MD
LULUK1941@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
I do not want to rehash points you have heard and read ad infinitum. In
the transportation world, mass transit, especially rail transit is the
³motherhood² issue. Who could oppose it? I focus on two points that
may
affect how you think about the Purple Line issue as much as what you
think
about it.
Whatever is done, it should not
(1) deface Connecticut Avenue with an unsightly overpass, and
(2) destroy the unreplaceable Crescent Trail.
In any other context, neither would be tolerated. Think about it ‹ in the
Nations Capital and its immediate environs, no avenue is defaced by an
overpass, let alone a rail overpass. Picture for a moment how it would
look. (There is one exception ‹ the old CSX overpass over Mass. Ave
and
River Road, but of course it dates to the nineteenth century ‹ before
there
was a Mass. Ave in Maryland)
As for the unreplaceable Crescent Trail, think about this - can you
imagine an efficient surface rail line carrying passengers from
Montgomery
County to downtown Washington ----- through Rock Creek Park?
Unthinkable.
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Marcia
Kenep
18609 Walkers Choice Road #2
Gaithersburg
MD
20886
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. These is no convient way
(publicly) to get from MC to PG County.
Kay_David Comment Cards.pdf (65 kb)
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Jean
Kennedy
7707 Chatham Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My first name is Jean, J-E-A-N, my last name is Kennedy, K-E-N-N-E-DY. I would like to testify, I'm both a green person and a public
transportation person. The environment and public transportation are
both important to me. And I think they should be as well to our
representatives and the people who are in charge of this project.
Therefore, I think they have been remiss in not considering an
alternative to putting this rail next
to the trail.
Cutting down a thousand trees, going into people's backyards, they
haven't even calculated the noise abatement, walls that would have to
be built because the trees and bushes are down, and it's so unfair. I
have a friend who lives right in that area and literally, this would be in her
backyard. The noise every 10 minutes. It is totally unfair.
Especially since there is another alternative which is a traffic thruway
which is Jones Bridge Road. It would take many more passengers who
are going to go to the Naval Hospital and NIH corridor.
There are not that many people who want to go back and forth between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. Traffic flow is really to those big employers
and also getting to the University of Maryland coming down from upper
county and transferring over to go to the University of Maryland. Not a
shopping thingy for Bethesda or Chevy Chase on Connecticut Avenue,
Mr. Sol's place, not Sol, whatever the name is, land company who wants
to develop that little place for she-she shopping, none of whom will use
the rail. They'll use their own BMW's. Anyway, and to go on to the
University of Maryland, the various campuses. So please, I request that
it get heavy consideration be given to the Jones Bridge Road as
opposed to along a trail that we absolutely love, everyone in our
neighborhood. Thank you.
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Jean
Kennedy
7707 Chathom Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. J. Kennedy.pdf (942 kb)
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Jean
Kennedy

MD
JEANKENNEDY@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor, County Council Chairman and Members, and Purple
Line Planners:
Because we elected you to make the wisest choices that will both
benefit the most citizens, but not harm other citizens' property or destroy
public green space, we expect you to find a way to have a purple line
that will NOT run 80ft from houses or 10ft next to a much used county
walking/bike trail! When a designated "travel corridor" already exists
(Jones Bridge Road) - it is a "demonic" decision to run a train right
through a neighborhood! And it is a WRONG and short-sighted choice!
to clear-cut a GREEN TRAIL when every amount of green will be
needed 50-100 years down the road!
A BIG decision needs a BIG vision and BETTER consideration of
BETTER existing alternatives!!

Jean Kennedy, neighbor of homeowners along the TRAIL...
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Patricia
Kennedy
4707 Chevy Chase Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Kennedy 34879.pdf (79 kb)
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Mark
Kennet

MD
MARKKENNET@YAHOO.COM
Dear Sir or Madame:
I am writing to ask that you consider the possibility of alternatives to
destroying the Capital Crescent Trail in addressing the needs of mass
transit. While I admit that at first face the economics do seem to suggest
that using the CCT space for rail will be less expensive than either
tunneling or diverting to another route, it may be worth considering that
this is a false application of benefit-cost calculus, because it does not
take into account either the losses to be suffered by trail users, of which
I am one; or the losses suffered by those who have bought property
along the trail route with the expectation that the trail would remain
relatively pristine.
The second point would appear to be obvious, and I won't discuss it
further since it does not pertain to me (I am not one of those property
owners) other than to insist on pointing out that it is a real loss and is
patently unfair to those citizens.
However, I do not believe it is possible to overstate the importance of the
first point. Even if I accept that the current design plan will allow the
inclusion of a trail alongside the Metro tracks, and that this trail will be
just as good as the current one (which of course is false), we will still
suffer the loss of the trail for a period of years while the metro tracks are
built. While it is difficult to calculate the implied benefits of a public
facility like the CCT, it is probably not unreasonable to assume that
users would be willing to pay something similar to the park entrance fees
in parks like Rosaryville, about $3 per person. If we multiply that by the
number of weekly users, lost private benefit is in the $30,000 range, or
about $1,560,000 per year. There are undoubtedly some public benefits
as well, since much of the bicycle traffic is commuter-related (as in my
own case), and having the trail available means that we will not
contribute
to air pollution and we may be delaying the onset of resourceconsuming diseases by commuting by bicycle rather than a more
sedentary approach.
I believe that it would be in the best interests of all concerned if
decisionmakers took a longer-run view and considered an underground
Purple Line that was fully integrated with the Metro system. The current
plan does not appear to address the real transportation needs and has
the additional costs that nobody pays for outlined above. An
underground link, on the other hand, would likely be more successful in
carrying passengers and would eliminate the externality and fairness
concerns.
Thank you very much for listening.
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Helen
Keplinger

hkeplinger@comcast.net
MD
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Dianne M.
Keppler

MD
DMKEPPLER@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:
My name is Dianne Keppler. My husband, our two preschool aged
children, and I live in Montgomery County, right next to the Capital
Crescent Trail. We use the trail daily: I use it to walk to the Bethesda
metro to commute to and from work, my husband uses it to bike and run,
and our whole family uses it to walk our dog and to go to the shops and
restaurants in Bethesda. Clearly, the trail is important to our daily lives.
The trail is also important to our community. I see students from
Bethesda Chevy Chase high school using the trail to walk to and from
school. I have even made friends and acquaintances thanks to a mom's
running group I started, which met regularly at the trail entrance in
Bethesda.
I'm writing to comment on the Purple Line plans which would place a
double track train on the trial. Until 1985, a freight train ran a few times
a week, at about 15 miles per hour on a single track along a narrow
berm. A buffer of forest insulated that train from neighboring homes and
businesses. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the Purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning to this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system, with
trains passing in both directions every three minutes.
First, I do not think it is physically possible for a double tracked train to
be shoehorned onto the trail. The draft EIS shows that the Purple Line
as planned needs 66 feet of space. There are multiple points on the
trail, particularly between East-West Highway and Bethesda, where the
trail is less than 66. These are not highlighted in the draft EIS, which
raises questions about the reports accuracy and thoroughness in
assessing the actual impact of the Purple Line. In any event, no amount
of analysis and studies by consultants will make that physical space
wider.
Second, the Purple Line as planned will result in noise and disturbance
for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments.
Third, it will be dangerous for the thousands of trail users in our
community, especially for families who use the trail for recreation and
students who walk to the local high school. Can you imagine letting a
toddler ride a tricycle on a trail next to trains whizzing by every three
minutes?!
Finally, the plan would clear cut the trees along the trail, destroying the
Capital Crescent Trail as we know it. The Purple Line's proponents
argue that light rail is green. Nothing is greener than a canopy of trees,
especially when so many more cost effective and environmentally
sensitive alternatives exist to serve the real and growing transit needs of
Montgomery County like BRAC.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads, such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway, or tunneled underground. Why
would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have other
options?

Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Dianne M. Keppler
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John
Keppler
7508 Lynn Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOHN.KEPPLER@INTRINERGY.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Ladies and Gentlemen:

The primary responsibility of government is to protect its citizens. The
Light Rail Alternatives proposed in the draft EIS of the Purple Line fail in
all material respects. First, by co-locating the Purple Line with the
Capital Crescent trail which is used by more than 10,000 hikers, bikers,
runners, walkers, and children each week, you risk the lives and safety
of these individuals with trains running at 50+ miles per hour passing
every three minutes. I understand that the continued maintenance of the
trail as a pedestrian throughfare is a condition of the right of way so
clearly more thought needs to be given to the route. Second, by the
claim that the light rail alternative creates less pollution than the bus
rapid transit solutions is scientifically inaccurate and has a very greater
environmental detriment to citizens and community. The MTAs analysis
ignores the significant point source emissions increase of the inefficient
and coal-fired electricity generation required to power the trains. This is
a net-increase in the carbon footprint and environmental impact over any
of the non-light-rail proposals.

No one disputes that traffic and pollution are key challenges. The Purple
Line will not positively impact either. As the draft EIS notes, the majority
of the ridership contemplated already use mass-transit. This won’t get
people out of cars. It won’t improve traffic. It won’t improve the
environment. What it will do is provide a windfall to the development
community at the expense of one the last urban greenspaces in
Montgomery county. We deserve better.

The BRAC activities at NIH/Bethesda Naval Medical Center provide
meaningful opportunities (an estimated 500,000 incremental patient
visits annually) to improve both traffic and environmental impact by
considering substantial infrastructure improvements to serve the growing
traffic density. The Purple Line needs to consider this alignment as it
would accomplish the same East-West movement contemplated by the
current Purple Line alternatives but with far more leveraged impact. If
not, you risk a legacy as the architect of a $1.6 billion monument to the
failure of government to effectively serve the needs and priorities of its
citizens.

Sincerely,

John Keppler
7508 Lynn Drive
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-654-5993
P please consider the environment before printing this email
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John
Keppler
7508 Lynn Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOHN.KEPPLER@INTRINERGY.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Montgomery County Planning Board:
Tomorrow you will be faced in deciding the future of one of the last
vestiges of urban greenspace in Montgomery County by voting on the
preferred route for the proposed Purple Line. By the MTA’s own
admission in its draft environmental impact statement, the Purple Line
will not meaningfully increase usage of public transportation (most of its
ridership is derived from those already using Metro and public transit),
nor will it decrease traffic on already congested roads. Any of the light
rail alternatives which have been evaluated make the co-existence of
transit and a hiking and biking trail laughable – this is in direct conflict
with the right-of-way purchase objectives contemplated of the Capital
Crescent Trail. What a light rail Purple Line will do, however, is destroy
thousands of trees, a trail which over 10,000 people and children use
each week, destroy millions of dollars in housing value (and tax base)
and eliminate one of the last urban greenscapes in Montgomery. Of
course what the major proponents of the Purple Line don’t emphasize, is
the financial windfall which will accrue to the developers with additional
development ceilings granted because of the transit proposal.
Ultimately, given the stakes and the stakeholders here, this amounts to a
public taking for a private purpose. Most states have had the common
sense to reign that in…shouldn’t you?
You have a responsibility and Montgomery County planners to plan for
the environment, the community and the future. With the potential for
robust federal support of infrastructure projects, we can do better and
make a meaningful dent in the problems of traffic, the environment, and
public transit. A light rail purple line fails as currently proposed. What
does make sense, however, is to evaluate a light rail alternative to
address the real – and new -- challenges which the BRAC work and
NIH/Bethesda Naval Hospital have created. These weren’t on the
horizon when the current alternatives and alignments were proposed.
They should be now. I strongly urge you to do the right thing for
Montgomery County and do not put light rail on the trail.
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Mike
Kershow

MD
MIKERSHOW@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley and County Executive Leggett:
As you and members of the Montgomery County Council near the
conclusion of your deliberations on the Purple Line proposal, I urge
you to reject the proposal to use portions of the Capital Crescent
Trail for this rapid transit project.
It is truly astounding to me that use of the Trail for this purpose
was ever on the drawing board, and more astounding still that elected
officials who rightly pride themselves on the development of
progressive policies would give serious consideration to the plan. As
we near the end of a presidential administration that has been only
too happy to open some of our nation's most unspoiled wilderness to
exploitation in the interests of "energy security" -- even still, the
cries of "Drill Baby Drill" raised by supporters of the losing
presidential candidate linger -- our state and county should not be
about sacrificing one of our best natural treasures on the altar of
the county's mass transit needs.
I am a frequent user of our Metro system and strongly support
improvements in our state and county's mass transit infrastructure:
such improvements are central to any "Green" transportation policy.
But I am also a frequent user of the Trail and believe that it would
be the height of absurdity for the state and county to implement a
"Green" transit policy by destroying what is today an unspoiled
natural treasure in the midst of our increasingly urbanized community.
Please find another way. The Trail must be saved.
Sincerely,
Michael R. Kershow
-Mike Kershow
mikershow@gmail.com
301.367.2019 (mobile)
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Laurin
Keto
1500 Sharon Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Keto 35003.pdf (91 kb)
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Beth
Kevles
4407 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BETHKEVLES@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff , County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, and
Planning Board Members,
Montgomery County needs an East-West transit connector, a Purple
Line.
I am, however, concerned that the type and route are being pushed
through without sufficient attention to facts.
1. The BRAC is not included in the figures presented in the Draft
EIS. When the BRAC opens, far more riders will need direct (one seat)
access to it than will need direct access to the southern half of
downtown Bethesda. An alignment along Jones Bridge Road will serve
the BRAC directly, and the road won't even need to be widened!
Traffic along Jones Bridge Road will be impacted by the BRAC opening
regardless of what alignment the Purple Line takes, but that traffic
can be mitigated if public transit is made more convenient for the six
thousand employees and visitors who will go there daily. If the
Purple Line can continue down Woodmont to the Bethesda Metro
Station,
then the north Woodmont area can also be served by the Purple Line.
From there it can continue on to the southern half of downtown
Bethesda if that seems suitable, effectively connecting three
destinations that are not, at present, well served by public
transportation.
2. The relative environmental impacts of light rail and bus rapid
transit are incorrectly laid out in the draft EIS. Modern rapid
transit buses are far cleaner than the cleanest light rail. (Other
parties have sent in the correct, detailed numbers comparing the two.)
Regardless of the alignment, bus rapid transit is more
environmentally sound. That it is less expensive to build and less
expensive per-rider in the long run is icing on the cake.
3. There will be huge negative impacts on north/south traffic created
by a light rail Purple Line, most of which can be avoided by using Bus
Rapid Transit. This is because the Master Plan permits densification
along a train route that it does not permit along a bus route (even
Bus Rapid Transit). Visualize, if you will, the traffic through
Friendship Heights both during and outside of rush hours. Imagine
that kind of traffic along each north/south intersection with the
Purple Line. Do upcounty residents who commute through the Purple
Line's prospective routes know what a light rail could do to their
commuting time?
Thank-you for taking these comments into consideration,
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Dia
Khafra
705 Queen Annes
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Dia Khafra. My first name is spelled D-I-A. My last name is
K-H-A-F-R-A. I live at 705 Queen (inaudible) Silver Spring 20910.
This morning my family and myself in order to access (inaudible) it takes
at least 5 to 7 minutes because of the stream of traffic that builds up at
the intersection (inaudible) from Cedar Street (inaudible)
It is very difficult sometimes to (inaudible) because of the horrendous
amount of traffic. Again, (inaudible) shopping facilities in Silver Spring
and I just wanted to (inaudible) extreme gridlock. I have seen people
almost be killed (inaudible) as well as Wayne Avenue by (inaudible) I
think principally because of the traffic lights at the intersection (inaudible)
My main problem with the purple line passing on the surface is that it will
increase the gridlock in downtown Silver Spring and it will be
counterproductive because you'll have far more traffic stoppage, you'll
have far more emissions affecting the schools in the area.
(Inaudible) It would obviously be taken (inaudible) which I don't think,
that is not something that I am happy with. I don't think (inaudible) That's
the main elements of what I wish to say.
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Natthavee
Khamphong
14126 Chadwick Lane
Rockville
MD
20853
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. 100% support. I know I will
save a lot of time to go to UMD by Purple Line. At least I don't have to
spend time in DC.
Comment Cards. Natthavee Khamphong.pdf (80 kb)
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Rohit
Khanna
4704 Falstone Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RKHANNA2@WORLDBANK.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement
(DEIS) for the Purple Line project.
Unfortunately, the DEIS does not appear to be an objective analysis, but
rather
an advocacy piece. In particular, I would highlight three areas where the
DEIS
falls short in supporting informed decision-making:
First, there is no quantification of the impact of the loss of vegetation
along
the Georgetown Branch right-of-way. The report states that this analysis
will
be done after further planning. I cannot understand why, since the
proposed
routes and design are fairly well determined in the report. It is
extraordinary
that the DEIS is so cavalier about the removal of "mature vegetation".
The only
conclusion one could come to is that the authors of the DEIS did not
want to
highlight potential negative attributes of the Purple Line. The DEIS'
claim
that LRT/BRT would help restore Chevy Chase to its original "trolley
suburb"
character appears to be a case of marketing, rather than fact-based
analysis,
considering how much greenery, commercial development and traffic
have changed
since the 1950s.
Second, the DEIS is unclear about the noise impacts of the Build
Alternatives.
There are references to FTA thresholds, but I could not find an actual
quantification of the noise levels in decibels of the Build Alternatives. It
would have been helpful to have had a quantified comparision with other
noise
sources, such as existing vehicular traffic, lawn equipment, and
construction.
The DEIS conclusion that there would be no noise impact lacks
credibility,
especially when one considers that the LRT will start at 5 am on
weekdays; on
weekends, the trains will run until 3 am. What is the noise threshold for
residential areas pre-dawn and post-midnight?
Third, the DEIS is not persuasive in presenting the case for a trail and
BRT/LRT
to co-exist. Some design features are introduced to buffer hikers/bikers
from
the trains or buses, but there are no examples provided of similar
designs in
other cities. Photographs of such cases and actual experience would
have been
more useful.
Notwithstanding these issues, it would be helpful to know why the
County
Planning Board staff (and organizations such as Purple Line, Now!) are
promoting
LRT when the DEIS explicitly states that the BRT alternatives would be

more
cost-effective than the LRT alternatives. Why shouldn't scarce tax
dollars be
used for the most cost-effective option?
Finally, it is regretable that we are being forced to choose between
maintaining
a wonderful green space and much-needed mass transit. The Purple
Line is
dividing the environmental community, who are torn by the trade-offs. In
the
meantime, the real culprits -- automobile drivers -- face no hard choices.
How
about making car drivers give up road space for mass transit? Why not
change the
terms of this debate by making driving less attractive on the east-west
corridor? Let's talk about putting a BRT or LRT on existing roads,
reducing the
number of lanes for cars (and parking), so that mass transit becomes the
preferred mode of transport. We should sacrifice cars for mass transit,
not
walkers and bikers and trees for mass transit.
Those who care about climate change and environmental quality would
support
maintaining green areas AND promoting mass transit, not sacrificing one
for the
other. And the most effective way to deal with traffic congestion is to put
a
price on driving; public transport on its own usually cannot compete.
Therefore, I would argue that the current proposals presented in the
DEIS, and
the proposal for the LRT alternatives, constitute poor public policy and
an
inefficient use of resources.
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Kelley
Khatchadourian

MD
Khatchadourian.Kelley@bls.gov
Good morning,

I am writing to show my support for the construction of the light rail
Purple Line. A light rail line between Bethesda and New Carrolton would
ease congestion on a heavily traveled section of the Beltway and would
provide alternative transportation options for traveling in this direction. I
prefer a light rail to bus transit as buses are slowed by heavy traffic.

Thank you,
Kelley Khatchadourian
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Vince
Kiernan
3606 Farragut Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
VKIERNAN@MCRI.COM
I am writing to express my feelings about the prospects of running the
proposed Purple Line on the existing Capital Crescent Trail. It is with
amazement that I have monitored this debate for years and can’t
understand how this is the “best solution.” The negatives simply
outweigh the supposed benefits. First, the Capital Crescent Trail is part
of one of the best used and loved commuting and recreational assets in
Montgomery County. This asset would be destroyed. Second, the
above ground proposal will not ease traffic congestion as many have
claimed because it will cross several main road arteries to(e.g.
Connecticut Avenue) and from DC which, in turn will slow traffic on these
streets. It will simply relocate the congestion. What happened to the
tunneling alternative? This seemed to have dropped out of the
discussion a long time ago. I have yet to see a comprehensive analysis
of this alternative. Granted, it would likely be more expensive but we
are talking about building in an already highly congested area. This
option just makes too much sense to ignore. Third, it will severely
impact property values along its route, not to mention a catastrophic
drop in quality of life for the unlucky residents in many neighborhoods
along its path.

The Purple Line is not the solution.
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Irma
Kikvidze

MD
IRMA_KIKVIDZE@YAHOO.COM
Hello,
Thank you for your work.
It is a great idea to establish the Purple Line.
I even suggest more - to connect it to the left side of the Orange Line
(East Falls Church or preferably West Falls Church), so the people could
be able to reach the airport soon.
Wish you good luck,
Kind regards,
Irma
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Dennis
Kilcullen
10308 Montgomery Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
DKILCULLEN@VMWARE.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

MY family of 6 and I regularly use the trail for family bike rides, j ogging
and just walking on in order to spend some quiet time together. Please
DO NOT ruin this special place by bringing the Purple Line here. It would
be a travesty for the entire area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, and families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from s chool, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. Great urban areas have great parks. This
irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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jay
kim
9209 creekbed ct
columbia
MD
21045
i support purple line!
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Peter
Kimm
8501 Horseshoe Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
PMKIMM@GMAIL.COM
I have been a resident of Montgomery County, Maryland for over 40
years and a serious biker for more than a decade. I have literally biked
hundreds of miles on the Capital Crescent trail including a significant
number of miles between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The trail is a thing
of beauty and an important and irreplaceable natural resource. It's loss
or degradation would be a disgrace.
There are alternatives to light rail for this link, most notably better bus
transportation, which I understand would cost much less. Please use
your power to prevent the worst from happening.
Peter Kimm
8501 Horseshoe Lane
Potomac MD 20854
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Gretchen
Kindle
7924 allard ct apt 202
glen burnie
MD
21061
successfourlife@hotmail.com
I think adding a Purple Line to the Metro Rail service is a great idea.if the
plans have been approved, It would cut my commute time from 1:00 to
30 minutes.
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Edward
King
7981 Eastern Avenue #407
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Good afternoon. My name is Ed King, E-D, K-I-N-G. My wife, Joan, will
be testifying next. She and I are both members of Silver Spring
Advocates. We live within walking distance of here, just about a mile in
Eastern Village Cohousing, a green community.
I support the purple line light rail system. Increased mass transit is
essential to help this nation address the energy and atmospheric
problems we had more or less unwittingly brought upon ourselves.
Mass transit is and should be the wave of the future. For Montgomery
and Prince Georges County, the purple line is a key missing piece of the
larger system.
I want to focus on the fact that some people in Chevy Chase contend
that the purple line should not be placed alongside the Capital Crescent
Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
Leaving aside the fact that these claims often emanate from the area of
the golf course, I want to focus on what they say. That is the insistence
that a line would somehow make that trail undesirable for joggers and
bicyclists.
Ironically although these claims are being made ostensively on behalf of
bicyclists, they are not being made by cyclists. The leading bicycle
advocacy group in the area, Washington Area Bicycle Association,
studied them and found that those negative claims are simply incorrect.
They added we see no fundamental incompatibility in placing a trail next
to a rail line.
For some time I have been considering this question. Joan and I have
biked the Capital Crescent Trail over to Bethesda, we have seen that the
right-of-way areas that are not reduced by encroachment provide ample
room for bikes and walking along the side of the rail line without
crowding.
Some say the noise of the rail line would be too much. That contention I
believe stems from confusion about what this light rail line will be.
Many people still have the mistaken impression that the purple line will
be the same as the current Metro system. I have seen and heard light
rail lines in San Jose, California and Charlotte, North Carolina that are
similar to the proposed purple line system.
Those are, and the purple line light rail line will be much smaller, quieter
and more attractive than our present Metro and far more compatible for
joggers, walkers and bikes.
I have also biked, jogged and walked on the bike and jogging path
immediately adjacent to the red line on Takoma and Fenton near here
between the Silver Spring and Takoma Park stations.
Passage of the Metro trains even does not require conversations be
stopped and a passing Metro is hardly even noticed by a bicycle.
The distances between walkers, the Metro in that area along Takoma
are roughly equivalent to those anticipated in a 100-foot wide right-ofway Crescent Trail. So I can say from personal experience that one's
enjoyment of walking, riding or even conversing is not disturbed by
passage of the Metro.
The key point is the purple line light rail will be lighter. I join the

Washington Post in its November 16 editorial in urging full speed ahead.
Thank you.
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Joan
King
7981 Eastern Avenue #407
Silver Spring
MD
20910
J-O-A-N, K-I-N-G. Thank you so much for giving me the opportunity to
testify today. As my husband said, I'm Joan King, a senior citizen living
in a multi- generational green co housing condominium community on
Eastern Avenue just on the edge of downtown Silver Spring.
We gave up our car 2.5 years ago because we believe that we must do
our part in saving our planet for our six grandchildren and their children
and grandchildren. Since that time, we have walked a tremendous
amount. We also ride buses and take the Metro whenever we go outside
of the Silver Spring area.
We feel very strongly that we need a light rail purple line to connect
Bethesda, Silver Spring, Langley, College Park, Riverdale Park in New
Carrollton.
I stress that we need light rail rather than bus rapid transit because of
the difference in travel times, pollution levels and noise levels, all of
course are worse on buses. But most important, if we want to get people
out of their cars, which we do and onto mass transit, they won't do it for
buses.
I guess I say this because I have been riding buses for almost three
years and I can tell you it is not always pleasant.
The route that my husband and I prefer for the light rail is above ground,
the Bonafont Wayne route with the stop near Dale where three of our
grandchildren live. I just think how wonderful it will be that they can hop
on the rail and go to College Park, to the library, and maybe it can even
benefit us when we are no longer able to walk.
I do understand how hard this proposed purple line light rail is for people
in the community. Any kind of change is difficult.
When we lived in Honolulu almost 10 years ago, a light rail similar to this
was being proposed for the street our condo was on. My initial reaction
was oh, no. You know, I don't want it. It's going to be noisy.
Well, I just didn't understand. I went to Cheretts, I went to meetings and
was persuaded that for our planet, mass transit is necessary.
So all I can do is hope that our neighbors who are afraid of the light rail
purple line will come to understand what an important step this is in
getting people out of their cars. Thank you for listening to my testimony.
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Marylyn
King
23517 Buckridge Dr
Damascus
MD
20872
MARYLYNGK@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I can't drive and must rely on metrorail.
Therefore, I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Enable me to obtain employment in more areas than I currently
can.
-- Make trips to my daughter at UMD - College Park easier than
they currently are.
*** All the pre-stated reasons below ***
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Marylyn King
23517 Buckridge Dr
Damascus, MD 20872
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natalie
king
23517 buckridge drive
damascus
MD
20872
NATALIE-KING@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
natalie king
23517 buckridge drive
damascus, MD 20872
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Richard
King
1507 Gallatin Street NW
Washington
DC
20011
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Zipin_Jessica Comment Cards.pdf (66 kb)
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Jonathan
Kippax
1186 Plaza Cir
Joppa
MD
21085
shortyjay123@yahoo.com
I think you are going to do this, you should actually some how connect
DC and Maryland together. The MARC train only operates on weekends
and it would be nice to take the kids to the museums or the national zoo.
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James
Kirchner
4205 Everett St.
Kensington
MD
20895
JAMES.KIRCHNER@WILLIS.COM
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I am a long time Washingtonian and have used the Capital Crescent trail
my entire life (47 years). It has become a part of my family's life as well.
We use the trail weekly for running, walking & biking with our children. It
would be heartbreaking if this prized possession is done away with.
Please do note vote to extend the purple line through this sanctuary.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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The Kirkland
Family
Various
4601 Presidents Drive
Lanham
MD
20706
tkirkland@realtor.com
We live in Bowie but travel to work in Bethesda and school at Univ of
MD. We would like to know what if anything we can do to speed up the
process for the Purple Line. It is sooooo overdue.
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Rachel
Kirkland

Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I would use this every day!
Comment Cards. Lourdes Baire.pdf (72 kb)
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Timothy J.
Kirlin

MD
TKIRLIN@ACIINDUSTRIES.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I ride and run on the trail while training for tri-athalons. Also, my wife and
I take our three young boys for bike rides on the trail. When they were
younger we used ran with a baby-jogger. We often run into Bethesda to
get bagels and coffee and go to Barnes and Noble.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Kirmse

MD
RKIRMSE@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mark
Kissel
3404 Woolsey Drq
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
4mekissel@gmail.com
I have a question: what is the average width of the right-of-way for the
purple line between Connecticut Avenue and Bethesda?
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Paul Y.
Kiyonaga
7502 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PKIYONAGA@KIYOSOL.COM
Dear Representatives:

As a long-time resident of Chevy Chase, MD with four children, who
uses the Capital Crescent Trial weekly, I cannot tell you how
disappointed I am that the Purple Line is still being considered. As a
taxpayer, I find it irresponsible to use quickly-diminishing funds to pursue
this project, particularly when demonstrably viable, less costly, less
environmentally destructive options exist.
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John
Kleiderer
325 Plymouth Street
Silver Spring
MD
20901
jpkleiderer@yahoo.com
I have a question for clarification actually, rather than a comment. My
question is about the location of the Arliss Street station.
As you know, there are two routes being considered -- one that travels
from Silver Spring along Wayne Ave to Flower and then Arliss Street,
and the other travels from Silver Spring along Piney Branch. My
question is about where the station will be located if the route travels
along Piney Branch.
Would the station still be located on Arliss, or would it actually be on
Piney Branch but at/near the intersection of Arliss? And if the station
would still be on Arliss, how would the route get to Arliss from Piney
Branch? Would it travel from Piney Branch to Flower and then to Arliss
and then back to Piney Branch?
Thank you for clarifying this question for me.
Sincerely,
John Kleiderer
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Beverly
Klein
8101 Condo Association
8101 Connecticut Ave, #C-600
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. B. Klein.pdf (864 kb)
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Lorraine Gill
Klein

MD
RAINEYGILLKLEIN@GMAIL.COM
We love our trail! Please protect it from the Purple Line.
Lorraine Gill Klein
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Lorraine Gill
Klein

MD
RAINEYGILLKLEIN@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
Please save our beautiful trail. Don't allow the Purple Line to decimate
our beloved bike path and make it dangerous for our children to ride and
ugly to view.
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Jake
Klim

MD
JKLIM007@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My name is Jake Klim. I am a semi-elite runner who lives in North
Bethesda. I run for the Georgetown Running Company and my
teammates and I constantly use the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT) for
training. Thousands of other runners (not to mention walkers, bikers,
moms and strollers) do as well. As inevitable growth and construction
emerge in our area, we MUST find ways to keep green areas/trails like
the CCT protected from this development. It would be a travesty if the
Purple Line was built alongside this gem. Most of us spend all day in the
hubbub of urban life and the CCT is a retreat for so many at the end of a
long workday or during the weekend. I often brag to my friends in New
York, Boston and elsewhere about the runner-friendly areas here in
Montgomery County; it is truly a huge accomplishment to have areas like
the CCT and it would be a major blow for our community if we lose them!

I implore you to seek an alternate route when planning construction of
the Purple Line (including underground). Thank you.
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Catherine
Klion
7211 Delfield Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CKLION@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am one the the 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- that every week use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on
a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jason
Klippel
Ross Development and Investments
7910 Woodmont Ave
Bethesda
MD
20902
jklippel@rossinvestments.com
Michael,
We are seeking the latest and greatest map identifying the proposed
location of the purple line station. Would you a map available or a
recommendation?
Thanks, Jason Klippel
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Michael
Knable
4300 Montgomery Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814

Knable 34964.pdf (208 kb)
Letter. Bethesda Behavioral Sciences.pdf (38 kb)
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David
Knight
PO Box 636
Bowie
MD
20718
davidknight44@comcast.net
Knight 35703.pdf (109 kb)
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DeDario
Knight

MD
DEDARIO_KNIGHT@YAHOO.COM
I would like to request the purple line, I'm very happy and interested in
having it!
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Rogina
Knight
PO Box 636
Bowie
MD
20718
tenacityet@aol.com
Knight 35705.pdf (103 kb)
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Norman G.
Knopf
4701 OverbrookRoad
Bethesda
MD
20816

Knopf 35197.pdf (96 kb)
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LaShawn
Knowles

MD
LaShawn.M.Knowles@hud.gov
I am in support of the Purple Line from New Carollton to Bethesda. This
mode of transportation will assist thousands of workers to get from PG to
Montgomery County without clogging up the Beltway. This will also
alleviate thousands of cars on the beltway which will decrease the use of
gasoline and accidents and save in the usage of gasoline which will help
our global economy.
Sincerely,
LaShawn Knowles
PG County Resident
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Elizabeth
Knox
7108 Holly Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Knox_Elizabeth.pdf (60 kb)
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Linda
Knutsen
351 Wentworth Drive
Falls Church
VA
LJKNUTSEN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Councilmembers,
I am a frequent Capitol Crescent Trail user. I am a middle-aged woman
who began cycling with friends and relatives only 5 years ago, and we
use this trail at least weekly, or more often. Access to it has dramatically
improved my physical health and well-being. It is a **wonderful** trail,
with no worry about car traffic, and is beautiful. To lose this great
resource would be devastating to me and to the many, many others who
use it constantly. I, along with thousands of other Trail users, will be
very distressed to see this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding
mature forest destroyed for a light rail Purple Line.
I support light rail and any mode of transport that will reduce our
dependance on fossil fuels, but in this case, I believe we can find
another, even more cost effective solution that does not impact so
heavily on our existing, *and diminishing,* valuable natural environments
in the city. So I STRONGLY urge you to seek transit solutions that
preserve our quality of life and protect our valuable environmental
resources – including our mature trees and natural trails.
Thank you so much for your serious consideration.
Sincerely,
Linda Knutsen
351 Wentworth Drive, Falls Church, VA
cc:

Pam Browning, Organizer, Save the Trail Petition
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Marilyn
Knutson

Germantown
MD
20874
KCM5265@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff

County Executive Leggett,

Chairman Hanson,

Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Susan
Ko
7111 Woodmont Ave
Bethesda
MD
20815
Please build the light rail Purple Line! I live in Bethesda, right near the
capital crescent trail, and commute to the Prince George's Plaza and
College Park area where I work for the University of Maryland. I
previously rode one of the express J4 buses for more than a year. Slow
and unreliable due to traffic patterns. The current College Park campus
access is quite inconvenient for both students and faculty and it would
be great to have light rail stop centrally located on campus. Even though
there are shuttle buses, the traffic pattern between campus and the
college park metro station is consistenly congested and slow. An
express bus route from Bethesda is not a viable alternative and the
Chevy Chase crowd are being dishonest by suggesting it (I doubt that
any of those folks have ever commuted by bus)--the roads are clogged
and it is not practical to build a dedicated bus line for that distance. Light
rail is preferred by commuters. I also don't agree with the Chevy Chase
folks who say that having a light rail near the capital crescent trail will
somehow spoil it--the trail is not in a rural, sylvan sort of area at all! Parts
of it actually cross major steets and it is a pleasant but urban sort of trail.
There is currently a car dealer at trail head in Bethesda and the train
yard would be at what is now a parking garage and tunnel. This is not a
case of despoiling a parkland. The Chevy Chase country club people do
not represent the views of most Bethesda area residents who would be
delighted to have light rail in their neighborhood. Try doing a survey of
residents by mail and I'm sure you will discover that's the case.
Thanks!
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Douglas
Kodish
9110 Brien Place
Frederick
MD
21704
ckodner@yahoo.com
Purple Line- not needed. You are already adding a cross-county Hwy.
connector. Not that much business, or that many jobs are from East to
West (or visa versa). What is needed is a metro line going up and past
Frederick City to relieve congestion on I-270 and the problems the new
conncetor will cause around Gaithersburg!!
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Tom
Koehler, CFA
Freed Advisors Wealth Management
2 Wisconsin Circle - Suite 530
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
tkoehler@freedadvisors.com
Dear MTA,

Please I urge you to do everything in your power to save a vital part of
the areas heritage and fragile ecosystem. I say no to the Purple line as
proposed. Yuck.
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Arthur and Zoila
Kohler
701 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
KOHLERAC@STARPOWER.NET
As concerned residents in Silver Spring, Iwe respectfully submit my
case against certain aspects of the Purple Line project. we are only a
part of that great number of other Montgomery County residents who
question the Purple Line but whose voices have not been heard. Instead
, media has not made true objective analysis, but merely echoed the
arguments glorifying and overstating its benefits, produced by a wellfinanced public relations effort. We, the opposed, have not only ben hard
put to be heard, we have been smeared as the elite, minority haters and
deluded.
We are Arthur and Zoila Kohler
701 Wayne Avenue, Silver Spring Maryland, 20910; (301)5890487
Rest assured, we are normal residents of downtown Silver Spring trying
to preserve the community. We represent all income levels, races, and
so on. Our arguments to revise the Purple Line plan are legitimate.
To oversimplify, our main request is for tunneling when needed on
Wayne Avenue to preserve downtown Silver Spring. Over the past six
years much has been done to revitalize our community as well as
fostering business. We are puzzled as to why Silver Spring leaders have
reversed their original efforts and have not supported a revised Purple
plan.
Arguments have been made that tunneling under such areas Wayne
Avenue is too expensive. The whole Purple Line project can well be
rejected on such a premise. TAs to expense, there is a rough parallel
we believe to the placing of high electricity power lines throughout the
region..
Of course, putting such underground was too expensive. We took the
cheaper route. So now we suffer. are stuck, far greater costs, damage
and problems--probably even lives lost- with vulnerable above ground
utility pole systems ..
Please listen to our legitimate arguments. Listen to your constituents.
Modify the Purple Line plan.
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Peter H.
KoKopeli

Bethesda
MD
20817
HOBBES@SPEAKEASY.NET]
To Whom it May Concern:,
I have been a regular commuter on the existing Capitol Crescent Trail
(Bethesda to DC) since before it officially opened. I am writing to
express my strong support for the light rail option of the proposed Purple
Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland Transit
Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part
of the designs.
I would propose the following changes:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow. Whereever possible add separate
pedestrian lanes.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
PETER H. KOKOPELI
6202 WILMETT ROAD
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-493-5305
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Cheryl
Kollin
7902 Kentbury Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20814
CKOLLIN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
I live across the street from the proposed Purple line and use the trail
several times a week for recreation and to commute to Downtown
Bethesda. Every day I see that our neighborhood is getting more
developed, as homes are torn down and McMansions go up. Trees and
open space are lost in the process. The Georgetown Branch trail
becomes even more precious and a vital resource to the community.
The ecosystem services provided by the trail’s tree canopy slows
stormwater runoff and protects air and water quality. The trail is very
popular and well used.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County preserves most of the trees
and the natural trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cheryl Kollin
7902 Kentbury Dr.
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Alexandra
Koneff
6103 Benalder Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
KONEFFDX@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Folks,
THIS MAKES NO SENSE!!!
We just spent LOTS of our hard-earned taxpayer $$ to convert these
trail into useable space for US CITIZENS.
There are PLENTY of alternate means of transportation to the same
destinations without building an expensive addition to the already-hurting
metro-rail system while AT THE SALE TIME, DESTROYING our fine
bike trails.
Seriously,....lets use a little common sense and fiscal responsibility in
these tenuous economic times!
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Douglas A.
Koneff

Bethesda
MD
20816
KONEFFD@STATE.GOV
Dear All:
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring, as well as the Trail between Bethesda and Georgetown. I
commute daily on the Trail and my family has enjoyed the Trail
recreationally for years.
Please carefully reconsider the plan to place the Purple Line along this
section of the Trail. It would be an environmental and recreational
disaster. Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest
and continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Charlie
Koo

Bethesda
MD
ckoo@hedprogram.org
Absolutely YES for a Purple Line! Makes economic and environmental
sense.
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Charles
Koppelman
2500 Q St NW
Washington
DC
20007
I live in DC and work in Montgomery County. I would highly benefit from
a Purple Line extension!
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Cindi
Kornhaus

Silver Spring
MD
LOO277@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail to ride my bike to work from Silver
Spring to Bethesda when the weather is nice. I enjoy the bike ride
because it energizes me in the morning, and de-stresses me on my way
home.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17 ac
res of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cindi Kornhaus
Silver Spring, MD
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Diane
Koslow
5206 Massachusetts Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20816
drkoslow@yahoo.com
Koslow 34700.pdf (67 kb)
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amy
kostant
7317 Maple Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
amy@sciencecom.org
I support public transportation, but I am opposed to the purple line being
placed on the trail. This is not a good solution to our transportation
problems.
Beyond the real concerns about cost-effectiveness and likelihood of
success in reducing traffic congestion, I’m not at all convinced that a
light rail and a recreational trail can exist safely side-by-side. This would
be a big mistake for our public health.
With obesity and depression such major - and expensive – public health
problems, why would we opt to lose the best solution we have to those
problems, especially for something that is not cost effective and is not
likely to solve the transportation problem? For optimal physical and
mental health, people need a place to get outdoors and exercise,
breathe fresh air and connect with nature. There’s nothing comparable in
our community, and there are better options that take into account the
relocation of Walter Reed as well.
I urge you to more fully explore other options and to consider the costs
to our county other than monetary.
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Amy
Kostant
7317 Maple Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
AMY@SCIENCECOM.ORG
To All Concerned,
I don’t live directly adjacent to the trail, but I and my family and many
others in our community use the trail on a regular basis. I am a lifelong
environmentalist and for the past 12 years I have worked full time in the
public health community. I am a very strong supporter of public transit,
but I am also a strong supporter of public health.

The trail is an excellent defense against the epidemic, serious and
expensive health problems of both obesity and depression. I urge you to
protect our irreplaceable trees and green spaces as a public health
measure. People need places to walk, run, bike and even sit - places
away from the noises and speed of transit, places where they can
observe and be part of nature. This is not compatible with the plan for a
light rail on the trail. Such a train would render the trail essentially
useless in public health terms.

Please consider the far more reasonable plan to put transit on roads -such as Jones Bridge Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or
tunneled underground. Why would we destroy our very limited green
spaces -- places that allow for exercise and well-being -- when we have
other options?

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Amy Kostant
7317 Maple Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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David S.
Kosterlitz
6209 Hollins Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
DAVID.S.KOSTERLITZ@VERIZON.NET
Hi,

Rail and Trail CAN coexist. Build the Purple Line and at the same time
complete the capital crescent trail through to Silver Spring.

Thanks,

David S. Kosterlitz
6209 Hollins Drive
Bethesda, MD 20817

(301) 564-5734
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Nicolas
Kotschoubey
8830 Piney Branch Road
Silver Spring
MD
20903
n.kotsch@ix.netcom.com
As a former resident of Belgium, I have experience that light rail
(Brussels trams) is an extremely practical, non-polluting, quiet and
convenient mode of transportation. The Purple Line would be a welcome
addition to the county. Many thanks.
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Cary
Kountoupes
7806 Maple Ridge Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
CARYKOUNTOUPES@GMAIL.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Upon further research and reflection, I have reached the conclusion that
my earlier opposition to the Purple Line was based on misleading
information.
For whatever the opinion of someone who has recently changed his is
worth, I support the Purple Line, and I wish that I could take back the
email I sent a few days ago.
I have confidence that those in positions of decision making will do the
right thing with little regard given to bad arguments.
My apologies for the earlier correspondence.
Cary Kountoupes
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Elizabeth
Krainman
7602 Glenside Drive
Takoma Park
MD
20912
ekrainman@gmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Elizabeth
Kramer
WABA
8101 Connecticut Avenue, N606
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. E. Kramer.pdf (905 kb)
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Susan
Kramer
4903 Edgemoor Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
SUSANMK1@YAHOO.COM
My Dear Elected Representative:
I beg you not to take away the Capital Crescent Trail to build the Purple
Line. I use the trail every single day, and depend on it to ease my stress
from living in what has suddenly become a very loud and very congested
place. Already, many of the reasons I moved from DC to the smaller,
less stressful Bethesda have disappeared. Taking the trail away from
me too will take away one of the few remaining pleasures of living in this
small city! Putting a single bike path next to a screeching train line is not
an equivalent or desirable alternative. It is just willful ignorance to
believe this is an acceptable resolution.
Additionally, with the crime rate having increased by 7.7% in
Montgomery County in just the past year, I strenuously object to any
methods of increasing such easy and impersonal access into and out of
my city. An express bus line accomplishes all the things you say you
want the Purple Line for, but at less expense and disruption, not to
mention the wishes of the current residents of the area.
Bethesda is already a magnet for growth and given its current
preponderance of service businesses, is doing very well without further
"development" which only crams in MORE people! Of course the
businesses want the line, because THEY DON”T LIVE HERE – I DO!
You have a responsibility as an elected public servant to put the quality
of life of your constituents above the almighty dollar. Please think about
that as it relates to your tenure. If you vote to put light rail in and take
away the existing Capital Crescent Trail, you will not only lose my vote
forever, but I will actively campaign against your re-election.
Please contact me for further information.
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Jessica
Krash
Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
JKRASH@GWU.EDU
I am writing in support of light rail along the purple line. I think a bus will
just get stuck in traffic. Good, frequent, inexpensive public transportation
is part of being civilized. I think the light rail will be quiet (and sadly
infrequent enough) not to bother the bike trail users, and I don't think we
should cave in to the special interests of exclusive country clubs! -Jessica Krash, Langdrum Lane, Chevy Chase
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Krauth, CPA
2709 Spencer Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KRAUTHS@NTSB.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Ms. Suzanne Krauth
2709 Spencer Road
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815
301/588-2599
Ms. Diane Ratcliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
6 St. Paul St., Ninth Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
December 1, 2008
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
I am writing to discuss my concerns with current plans for the Purple
Line.
First, I am a strong advocate for public transportation. In nearly twenty
years of working in the DC Metro area, I have always used mass transit
to commute to and from my workplace. My husband and I own a home
just off East/West Highway near the Silver Spring metro station. My
current commute involves taking the J-2 bus to the metro station and
commuting downtown.
For many years I commuted to downtown DC by way of downtown
Bethesda. This involved driving to downtown Bethesda to drop my
children at daycare and then continuing downtown by Metro. I know the
intersections at East/West Highway and Connecticut Avenue very well.
Although we live slightly over a mile from downtown Bethesda, the rush
hour commute took a minimum of twenty minutes. This is due to the
need to wait for a very long traffic light at Connecticut Avenue.
This leads me to my concern with plans for the Purple Line. Namely, I
believe that the state is preparing to obligate $1.6 billion dollars for a
transportation project that cannot possibly live up to its billing. A light rail
system is subject to the same constraints that any car is subject to: it
cannot proceed into traffic on Connecticut Avenue until the traffic stops.
It cannot proceed into any intersection along the way from New
Carrollton to Bethesda until traffic stops. This creates a tremendous
amount of wasted time for car or light rail. Further, as a daily user of the
bus system, I can tell you that in this area it works not perfectly, but fairly
well. I do not wait long for a bus and typically I can get a seat, even
during rush hour, whether I am trying to catch a bus from Bethesda or
Silver Spring.
This area is suffering from a lack of pedestrian and cyclist commuting
arteries. At various times I have commuted to Bethesda using the
Capital Crescent trail. A number of others in my neighborhood have
commuted daily by bicycle to Bethesda for many years. With installation
of the light rail system a pedestrian and cyclist commuting trail is lost.
There are alternatives to the Purple Line such as a bus bridge or even
tunneling underground. These should be the alternatives on the table.
The cost of the light rail system is not just $1.6 billion. The cost in noise
pollution, destruction of original forest trees and overall quality of life is
immeasurable and the damage is irreparable. Moreover, I cannot see
how the current plan will deliver shorter commute times.

Sincerely,

Attachments :

//s//
Suzanne L. Krauth
Purple Line comment.krauth.pdf (8 kb)

Ms. Suzanne Krauth
2709 Spencer Road
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815
301/588-2599
Ms. Diane Ratcliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
6 St. Paul St., Ninth Floor
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
December 1, 2008
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
I am writing to discuss my concerns with current plans for the Purple Line.
First, I am a strong advocate for public transportation. In nearly twenty years of working
in the DC Metro area, I have always used mass transit to commute to and from my
workplace. My husband and I own a home just off East/West Highway near the Silver
Spring metro station. My current commute involves taking the J-2 bus to the metro
station and commuting downtown.
For many years I commuted to downtown DC by way of downtown Bethesda. This
involved driving to downtown Bethesda to drop my children at daycare and then
continuing downtown by Metro. I know the intersections at East/West Highway and
Connecticut Avenue very well. Although we live slightly over a mile from downtown
Bethesda, the rush hour commute took a minimum of twenty minutes. This is due to the
need to wait for a very long traffic light at Connecticut Avenue.
This leads me to my concern with plans for the Purple Line. Namely, I believe that the
state is preparing to obligate $1.6 billion dollars for a transportation project that cannot
possibly live up to its billing. A light rail system is subject to the same constraints that
any car is subject to: it cannot proceed into traffic on Connecticut Avenue until the traffic
stops. It cannot proceed into any intersection along the way from New Carrollton to
Bethesda until traffic stops. This creates a tremendous amount of wasted time for car or
light rail. Further, as a daily user of the bus system, I can tell you that in this area it
works not perfectly, but fairly well. I do not wait long for a bus and typically I can get a
seat, even during rush hour, whether I am trying to catch a bus from Bethesda or Silver
Spring.
This area is suffering from a lack of pedestrian and cyclist commuting arteries. At
various times I have commuted to Bethesda using the Capital Crescent trail. A number of

others in my neighborhood have commuted daily by bicycle to Bethesda for many years.
With installation of the light rail system a pedestrian and cyclist commuting trail is lost.
There are alternatives to the Purple Line such as a bus bridge or even tunneling
underground. These should be the alternatives on the table. The cost of the light rail
system is not just $1.6 billion. The cost in noise pollution, destruction of original forest
trees and overall quality of life is immeasurable and the damage is irreparable.
Moreover, I cannot see how the current plan will deliver shorter commute times.

Sincerely,

//s//
Suzanne L. Krauth
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Richard
Kress
1400 E West Hwy, Apt 406
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I Support the Purple Line Because....
1. Light Rail is better for neighborhoods than heavy rail.
2. Light Rail is better for people who get motion sick in buses than bus
rapid transit.
3. The Purple Line will slash travel times to Bethesda and New
Carrollton
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:

1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;

2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;

3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
PL cards.pdf (318 kb)
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Richard
Kress
1400 East West Highway, #406
Silver Spring
MD
20910
tram22@earthlink.net
Kress 35866.pdf (127 kb)
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Caleb
Kriesberg

MD
CENWOOD@AOL.COM
Mr. House:
It was valuable meeting with you briefly today at the Hearing. In
accordance with procedure for witnesses, as I understand -- and
especially because I did not finish reading my entire text in public before
time ran out -- here, attached, please find the text of my statement.

Attachments :

Thank you,
-Caleb Kriesberg
phone: 301-305-5572
Testimony at State PL Public Hearing.pdf (29 kb)

State Testimony for Public Hearing

I am Caleb Kriesberg, of 815 Thayer Ave. I am a renter in the
apartment buildings at Thayer and Fenton. I am a member of
Montgomery County Park and Planning’s volunteer Master Plan
Advisory Group, but I speak only for myself here.
Some participants of this debate may conclude that some people
are afraid of change. I hope such participants are not afraid to
change some of their own transit preferences.
I am recommending, in part, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).
I grew up in Bethesda, have lived in College Park and Takoma Park,
and don’t own a car, but I do drive. Public transportation works
for me fine just as it is now. I have also enjoyed riding on the
express shuttle bus between Silver Spring Metro station and the
University of Maryland.
If we look at the quality of life priorities first, we see transit
alternatives and proposals differently than we do now. What we
have been asking first, instead, are only the transit questions –
how can we reduce travel time, increase ridership, and decrease
construction cost – and only after we satisfy all these criteria
have we turned, in an afterthought, to the environmental factors.
Though many of these factors can be interrelated, I think quality
of life of residents should usually take precedence over
convenience of travelers.
For pedestrians and residents, I advocate the Purple Line as Bus
Rapid Transit as opposed to Light Rail, for increased pedestrian
safety, less visual impact on communities, less wheel noise, and
less impact to homes and businesses. (MTA’s own “Evaluation
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Table” says that there would be more noise problems with a Light
Rail than with a BRT.)
Maybe the Purple Line could include one additional, dedicated lane
on East West Highway and also on Jones Mill / Bridge Roads. The
trends here are, and I think will continue to be, for people to be
living mainly near downtown Silver Spring and working near
downtown Bethesda, so the rush hour traffic congestion is and
would be mainly going west in the morning and returning east in
the evening. Only one, additional, reverse, dedicated lane might
be needed. The same principle might work for Woodmont Avenue
in Bethesda.
I am not a traffic engineer, but neither is MTA a community
planner. Many stakeholders have seen the community planning
component of this process as not robust and timely enough. I
think we could get answers that represent the best compromise
for the opposing factions and various neighborhoods.
In this spirit, I commend the suggestions of Sam Schwartz
engineering, employed by Bethesda to think and advise on both
community and transit. I am not a golfer; my family does enjoy
bicycling on the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and
Bethesda. Schwartz engineering has recommended Bus Rapid
Transit on Jones Bridge Road and, I believe, a portion of the
Capital Crescent Trail. I believe this is one of the alignments
offered by the State, and that Schwartz engineering suggests
some helpful modifications to MTA proposals. This
recommendation of BRT is consistent with some if not most of
the civic associations in Silver Spring, as well. For those who
might want to learn more about BRT – and I hope also for College
Park residents in Prince Georges County – Schwartz and other
transit experts, including MTA, explain that BRT can be
Page 2
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attractive, run on hybrid electricity, and hold almost as many
passengers per car as Light Rail. In addition, the MTA DEIS,
interpreted to me by an MTA planner, indicates that the level of
pollution by Light Rail and by BRT would be essentially the same.
If I were to make my choice regarding the Purple Line
alternatives, my first choice might be “No Build” or
“Transportation Systems Management”. The MTA DEIS indicates
that the regional pollution, using current measures, would be
essentially the same whether the Purple Line were built or not –
belying claims that it would be a great aid in combating climate
change. My second choice might be from among the alignments
offered. For Montgomery County, for example, I might prefer
high investment BRT for the Silver Spring and east area, because
that would avoid much of the congestion on Wayne Avenue, and
has fewer stations – but I don’t think my neighbors and I could be
well enough informed from the DEIS about what the impacts of
tunneling under houses might be. Still, it would be easier to
afford tunneling – maybe even to Mansfield – with a BRT than
with a Light Rail, because the BRT would be about $50 million less
in capital costs. For Bethesda, I might prefer low investment
BRT, which I believe is Sam Schwartz’s and the Town of Chevy
Chase’s recommendation. Not only would this option save much of
the Capital Crescent Trail trees there; in addition, Trail and
bicycling groups should know that, according to a chief Park and
Planning officer, the Capital Crescent Trail would still be
completed to Silver Spring Metro, crossing 16th Street safely,
and linked with the Rock Creek Trail with low investment BRT.

In short, it is BRT for me. Thank you.
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Caleb
Kriesberg
815 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : I'm Caleb Kriesberg, C-A-L-E-B, K-R-I-E-S-B-E-R-G of 815 Thayer
Avenue.
I'm a renter in the apartment buildings at Thayer and Fenton. I'm a
member of Montgomery County Park and Planning Volunteer Master
Plan Advisory Group, but I speak only for myself here.
I'm testifying here because offering my informed opinions before the
state seems to be a civic activity and responsibility separate from my
advising the county.
Some participants of this debate may conclude that some people are
afraid of change. I hope such participants are not afraid to change some
of their own transit preferences.
I'm recommending in part bus rapid transit. I grew up in Bethesda, have
lived in College Park and Takoma Park and don't own a car, but I do
drive. Public transportation works fine for me just as it is now fortunately,
and I also have enjoyed riding the shuttle express bus from the Silver
Spring station to University of Maryland.
If we look at the quality of life priorities first, we see transit alternatives
and proposals differently than we do now. What we have been asking
first instead are the transit questions, how we can reduce travel time,
increase ridership and decrease construction costs.
Only after we satisfy all these criteria have we turned in an afterthought
to the environmental factors.
Though many of these factors can be inter-related, I think quality of life
of residents should usually take precedence over convenience of
travelers.
For pedestrians and residents, I advocate the purple line as bus rapid
transit as opposed to light rail. For increased pedestrian safety, less
visual impact on communities, less wheel noise and less impact to
homes and businesses, the MTA chart evaluation table indicates for
noise, BRT moderate noise impacts for light rail between 14 and 18
locations identified as potential sites for wheel squeal. So it seems to
indicate more noise for light rail than for bus rapid transit.
Now, maybe the purple line could constitute one additional dedicated
lane on East/West Highway and also Jones Mill Bridge Roads. The
trends here are, I think, and will continue to be for people to be living
mainly near downtown Silver Spring and working near downtown
Bethesda, so the rush hour traffic, congestion is and would be mainly
going west in the morning and returning east in the evening. Only one
additional reverse dedicated lane might be needed.
The same principle might work for Woodmount Avenue in Bethesda.
I'm not a traffic engineer, but neither is MTA a community planner. Many
stakeholders have seen the community planning component of the
process as not robust and timely enough. If we ask quality of life
questions first, I think we are more likely to get answers that make sense
or most justifiable for the most people.
In this spirit, I recommend the suggestions or commend the suggestions
of Sam Schwartz Engineering employed by Bethesda to think and
advise on both community and transit.
I'm not a golfer. I don't play golf and my family and I do enjoy riding

bicycles on the Capital Crescent Trail.
But I think he has good suggestions and helpful modifications about bus
rapid transit that would appeal to the civic associations in Silver Spring
as well.
I just one more brief paragraph here.
All right. I recommend high investment BRT for Silver Spring and low
investment BRT for Bethesda. Thank you.
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Caleb
Kriesberg
Fenton St. & Thayer Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CENWOOD@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Select Purple Line studiers:
Season's Greetings.
I am a member of Montgomery County Park & Planning's volunteer
Purple Line Master Plan Advisory Group, with interest in both Bethesda
and Silver Spring. I hope you can consider my thoughts on some ways
to safeguard quality of life of residents along the Purple Line (PL)
corridor.
I am a renter in East Silver Spring, don't own a car, my family enjoys
bicycling between Silver Spring and Bethesda along the Capital
Crescent Trail; I also have family in Bethesda.
Many of us studying the PL are trying to preserve a canopy of native
shade trees on both sides of the Capital Crescent Trail, and I am
supportive of proposals and efforts to that effect. I have read with
interest the idea of the Purple Line Loop as well as Sam Schwartz's
proposals for Bethesda.
Mindful that many residents of Prince George's County prefer light rail
(LR) to bus rapid transit (BRT), that the Montgomery County Planning
staff estimates that BRT would have insufficient capacity between Silver
Spring and Bethesda, and that I have interest in preventing community
and Trail impact from catenary wires (which the BRT does not use),
below are some ideas about PL, as well as other opinions shared by
Trail users and other residents:
LR Design - Without Continuous Catenary Wires: This LR train
described in the e-mail message below, from a Montgomery County
official, apparently does not need, always, catenary wires. If there were
no wires along the Trail, many varieties of mature native shade trees, in
a linear forest, might in future return there.
Both BRT & LR, and Ridership: Alternatively, couldn't the PL be light rail
everywhere except between Silver Spring and Bethesda? I am not
persuaded that there would be any significant loss of ridership, or
problem with cost or social justice, in switching modes at that station.
BRT and Capacity: As a specific example, why not have BRT on both
Jones Bridge and on the medium / high investment routes along the
Trail, maybe with one, added, alternating lane for each route, or using a
shared lane on Jones Bridge, whichever Jones Bridge residents prefer?
What if riders traveling from Silver Spring to Bethesda had their choice
whether to go to the Medical Center or to Bethesda Metro station?
Maybe the PL might not need to have any north-south connection
between the Medical Center and Bethesda Metro. Would having both
east-west routes available increase ridership to the necessary amount,
or, if it meant more buses, reduce the demand per bus? If there were
BRT only between Silver Spring and Bethesda, might single-tracking on
the Trail be possible?
Trail Width Status Quo: I am content with a Trail width of 10 feet. I think
it need not be wider. For me, retaining vegetation, especially trees, is
more important than widening the Trail, and many other Trail users
agree. I was wondering about the "shoulder" sometimes seemingly
confused with a "buffer". If the Trail is only the current,10' wide, it
should have about two feet of soft shoulder on either side accessible to
bikers and other Trail users.
No Silver Spring Library Station: My objection to one of the surface
alignments comes from my preference, and those of many at the Silver
Spring Library planning meetings, not to have a station under our
neighborhood library, just as Takoma Park and Long Branch don't have
stations at or under their libraries. It would produce crowding in the
library building, especially with shopping there, and in the library, too.
The planned surface routes probably would have wheel squeal near the

condos and library. If there were some way to have a surface route
there with no library station stop, that would be preferable to most in the
local community. I believe that a station at the Silver Spring library is not
necessary for riders or businesses.
Many planners or advocates seem to want to emulate other cities people
have visited in this country or abroad. But our task should be to adapt
the resources and way of life residents of Bethesda and Silver Spring
already enjoy, and to respect and enhance them, rather than destroy
them in order to try to imitate Portland, Oregon or places in Europe. We
should make the best Bethesda and Silver Spring we can, including its
current strengths. Specifically, instead of valuing a society mainly of
fast-moving, comfortable shoppers or visitors, we should, in making
balanced decisions, also respect the needs of residents and
communities.
Thank you for your attention, Happy holidays,
-Caleb Kriesberg
East Silver Spring
Fenton St. & Thayer Ave. 20910
In a message dated 12/10/2008 7:44:29 A.M. Eastern Standard Time,
Gary.Erenrich@montgomerycountymd.gov writes:
I am sending you a link to Alstom’s hybrid lrt vehicle. It looks like they
started producing these vehicles in 2001 for Germany. There are other
lrt vehicles in Europe with hybrid motors as well.
http://www.transport.alstom.com/pr_transp_v2/2001/32005.EN.php?lang
uageId=EN&dir=/pr_transp_v2/2001/&idRubriqueCourante=13931
Gary
Special Assistant to the Director for WMATA Affairs
Montgomery County Department of Transportation
101 Monroe Street, 10th Floor
Rockville, MD 20850
240-777-7156 Office
240-777-7178 Fax
gary.erenrich@montgomerycountymd.gov
-----Original Message----From: Cenwood@aol.com [mailto:Cenwood@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2008 6:48 AM
To: thomas.autrey@mncppc-mc.org; jromanowski@rkk.com; Erenrich,
Gary
Cc: Katherine.Holt@mncppc-mc.org
Subject: after recent Purple Line Work Session. . . .
. . . ..
LR Design: I was intrigued, and I think Joe was also, with a
comment I heard Gary make in conversation with me afterwards, and
that I then conveyed, about a light rail with no catenary wires. I suppose
that could allow large shade trees eventually to grow along the Trail to
Bethesda, and would have less visual impact on the neighborhood in
East Silver Spring. Tom and Joe and a fellow MPAG member had three
different interpretations of what that light rail transit would be like; Joe
was interested in knowing whether such a light rail could work in the PL

corridor environment, particularly regarding travel time. Gary, could you
describe it? . .
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Evan Jane
Kriss
4615 North Park Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KRISSE@WASHPOST.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Evan Jane Kriss
4615 North Park Avenue #1412
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Rachel
Kriss
2025 Kalorama Road NW, Apt 1
Washington
DC
20009
RACHEL.KRISS@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Elizabeth Cheng
Krist

MD
EKRIST@NGS.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Director Kleinman,
and Council Members Berliner, Elrich, Floreen, Knapp, Praisner, and
Andrews:
Please help keep the Capital Crescent Trail the welcoming, safe, and
lovely refuge it now is for the thousands of residents who use it every
week. My friends and I have biked the Trail for years, both recreationally
and to shop in Bethesda. My daughter and her friends walked it
constantly before they could drive, as a safe alternative to crossing
Wisconsin Avenue. I hope we don't lose this wonderful asset at the
heart of our community. It's one of the features that makes it worth living
in this area.
Thank you for your help and commitment.
Elizabeth Cheng Krist
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Cathy
Kristiansen
729 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910-1522
CEEKAYE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY: Cathy Kristiansen, 729 Dartmouth Ave, Silver Spring,
MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Dear Ms. Ratliff,
I hereby submit these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. What follows
is a somewhat longer version of the testimony I gave at the November
22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park:
-----------------------TESTIMONY OF CATHY KRISTIANSEN
My name is Cathy Kristiansen, at 729 Dartmouth Avenue, one block
from Wayne and close to downtown. I've lived at this address with my
husband since March 1997 and we have two pre-teen children.
I originated the “No Train On Wayne” signs, which are evident in the
community on Wayne, Dale, and many neighborhood side streets. “No
Train On Wayne” does NOT mean no mass transit, no Purple Line, or no
Purple Line in this community. It means that when it comes to one of the
most problematic areas of the Purple Line, it is imperative to do it right.
We believe this means tunneling under Wayne and downtown. This is
NOT a novel concept. It was certainly was done for Metro in
neighborhoods and business districts throughout DC.
The pretty pictures and all the figures planners produced - as well as
assertions about the Purple Line being necessary to save the world from
climate change - are well and good, even if exaggerated. No one will
deny that the Purple Line has benefits. But keep in mind that the Purple
Line is neither Metro nor Metro-like rapid transit. In fact, MTA projects
that only a small portion of the ridership will come from cars. In addition,
based on official figures, it will take 8 to 10 minutes longer on the Purple
Line from end to end, that is, Bethesda to New Carrollton, than the
current rush hour trip by metro that even includes a change at Metro
Center.
I state all this not for the purpose of saying “don't build it,” but to say,
“take a step back and consider much more carefully the line's Silver
Spring segment.” As currently planned at street level, the Silver Spring
segment will be the weakest link, the slowest link, and the most trafficjamming link in the 16 miles of the line. If the system falls far short of
what we need, then doesn't it behoove us to do it right and tunnel it
under Wayne and downtown, so as to benefit the entire Purple Line, the
Silver Spring community, and all those who use the Silver Spring
business district or just want to get through it quickly?
MTA's study documents say little about the impacts of two major things I
will mention here.
First, nearly two-thirds of that portion of Wayne on which the Purple Line
would run, from the business district to the eastern side of Sligo Creek
Parkway would be widened. The widening would include:
o virtually all of the block from Fenton to Cedar, and continuing for
more than150 feet east of Cedar

o continuous widening at Dale for approximately 1,200 feet in length
o and continuous widening at Sligo Creek Parkway for approximately
1,350 feet in length.
Second, imagine the impacts on traffic and accessibility in downtown
Silver Spring of 180-foot-long trains crawling through busy intersections,
including at Georgia Avenue and Fenton St., and past the congested
Whole Foods lot entrance, 20 times an hour during 3-hour peak periods
in morning and evening. Common sense tells those who live near, or
travel through, the business district today that these trains will
significantly worsen already horrendous congestion for blocks on
Georgia, Fenton, and Wayne, and threaten the vitality of a downtown
that has been heavily invested in. This is a recipe for disaster, not a
panacea for our traffic woes. But this fact has not been acknowledged
or adequately studied by MTA.
And therefore, in closing, I ask that the State and County tunnel the
Purple Line under Wayne and downtown Silver Spring, whether light rail
or bus rapid transit, because we know it is possible to do it in a costeffective, beneficial way.
Thank you.
---------------------------------------Cathy Kristiansen
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Cathy
Kristiansen
729 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
CEEKAYE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Silver Spring Segment of Purple Line Plan: AA/DEIS Written Comments
of CATHY KRISTIANSEN
My name is Cathy Kristiansen, at 729 Dartmouth Avenue, Silver Spring,
one block from Wayne and close to downtown. I've lived at this address
with my husband since March 1997 and we have two pre-teen children. I
have used public transit extensively all my life.
NO TRAIN ON WAYNE
I originated the “No Train On Wayne” signs, which are evident in the
community on Wayne, Dale, and many neighborhood side streets. “No
Train On Wayne” does NOT mean no mass transit, no Purple Line, or no
Purple Line in this community. It means that when it comes to one of the
most problematic areas of the Purple Line, it is imperative to do it right.
We believe this means tunneling under Wayne and downtown. This is
NOT a novel concept. It was certainly was done for Metro in
neighborhoods and business districts throughout DC.
The pretty pictures and all the figures planners produced - as well as
assertions about the Purple Line being necessary to save the world from
climate change - are well and good, even if exaggerated. No one will
deny that the Purple Line has benefits. But keep in mind that the Purple
Line is neither Metro nor Metro-like rapid transit. In fact, MTA projects
that only a small portion of the ridership will come from cars. In addition,
based on official figures, it will take 8 to 10 minutes longer on the Purple
Line from end to end, that is, Bethesda to New Carrollton, than the
current rush hour trip by metro that even includes a change at Metro
Center.
I state all this not for the purpose of saying “don't build it,” but to say,
“take a step back and consider much more carefully the line's Silver
Spring segment.” As currently planned at street level, the Silver Spring
segment will be the weakest link, the slowest link, and the most trafficjamming link in the 16 miles of the line. If the system falls far short of
what we need, then doesn't it behoove us to do it right and tunnel it
under Wayne and downtown, so as to benefit the entire Purple Line, the
Silver Spring community, and all those who use the Silver Spring
business district or just want to get through it quickly?
MTA's study documents say little about the impacts of two major things I
will mention here.
First, nearly two-thirds of that portion of Wayne on which the Purple Line
would run, from the business district to the eastern side of Sligo Creek
Parkway would be widened. The widening would include:
o virtually all of the block from Fenton to Cedar, and continuing for
more than150 feet east of Cedar
o continuous widening at Dale for approximately 1,200 feet in length
o and continuous widening at Sligo Creek Parkway for approximately
1,350 feet in length.
Second, imagine the impacts on traffic and accessibility in downtown
Silver Spring of 180-foot-long trains crawling through busy intersections,
including at Georgia Avenue and Fenton St., and past the congested
Whole Foods lot entrance, 20 times an hour during 3-hour peak periods
in morning and evening. Common sense tells those who live near, or
travel through, the business district today that these trains will
significantly worsen already horrendous congestion for blocks on
Georgia, Fenton, and Wayne, and threaten the vitality of a downtown
that has been heavily invested in. This is a recipe for disaster, not a

panacea for our traffic woes. But this fact has not been acknowledged or
adequately studied by MTA.
NO STOP AT DALE/WAYNE
On a separate, but related issue, I feel strongly against having a light rail
station at Dale Drive and Wayne Avenue, whether underground or
above. Not only would this be extremely disruptive and dangerous for
vehicular and foot traffic around the two schools there, necessitate road
widenings, and take away school property, but noise levels would disturb
many nearby residents and slow down the travel time. Most important,
though, is that the stop is not warranted given the potential ridership
using that stop. The MTA has acknowledged that their estimate of 1,400
riders is faulty, to say the least. It just doesn't make sense that from 200300 households nearby, so many would suddenly jump on the train at
that spot.
In closing, I ask that the State and County tunnel the Purple Line under
Wayne and downtown Silver Spring, whether light rail or bus rapid
transit, because we know it is possible to do it in a cost-effective,
beneficial way. And I ask that no train station be built at Dale and
Wayne.
SOECA POSITION
I would add that as a SOECA resident, I am in agreement with the
detailed written comments submitted by Seven Oaks - Evanswood
Citizens Association (SOECA) on December 11, 2008.
Thank you.
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Kathrine
Kristiansen
729 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : C-A-T-H-Y, K-R-I-S-T-I-A-N-S-E-N. My name is Cathy Kristiansen at 729
Dartmouth Avenue, one block from Wayne and close to downtown.
I originated the no train on Wayne signs which are evident in the
community on Wayne, Dale and many neighborhood side streets. No
train on Wayne does not mean no mass transit, no purple line or no
purple line in this community.
It means that when it comes to one of the most problematic areas of the
purple line, it is imperative to do it right. We believe this means tunneling
under Wayne and downtown. This is not a novel concept.
It was certainly done for Metro in neighborhoods and business districts
throughout DC.
The pretty pictures and all the figures planner produce, as well as
assertions that the purple line is necessary to save the world from
climate change are well and good, even if exaggerated.
Noone will deny that the purple line has benefits. But keep in mind that
the purple line is neither Metro nor Metro-like rapid transit. In fact, MTA
projects that only a small portion of the ridership will come from cars.
In addition, based on official figures, it will take 8 to 10 minutes longer on
the purple line from end to end, that is Bethesda to New Carrollton than
the current rush hour trip by Metro that even includes a change at Metro
Center.
I state all this not for the purpose of saying don't build it but to say take a
step back and consider much more carefully the Silver Spring segment.
As currently planned at street level, the Silver Spring segment will be the
weakest link, the slowest link, and the most traffic jammed link in the 16
miles of the line.
If the system falls far short of what we need, then doesn't it behoove us
to do it right and tunnel under Wayne and downtown so that the benefit
is to the entire purple line, the Silver Spring community and all those
who use the Silver Spring business district or just want to get through it
quickly.
MTA studied documents saying little about the impacts of two major
things I'd like to mention. First, nearly 2/3 of Wayne along with the purple
line would run from the business district to the eastern side of Sligo
Creek Parkway will be widened.
Second, imagine the impacts on traffic and accessibility in downtown
Silver Spring of 180 foot long trains crawling through busy intersections
and past the congested Whole Foods lot 20 times an hour during 3-hour
peak periods in the morning and evening.
Common sense tells us who live nearby or travel through the business
district today that this will significantly worsen already horrendous
congestion for blocks on Georgia, Fenton and Wayne and threaten the
vitality of downtown that has been heavily invested in.
This is a recipe for disaster, not a panacea for our traffic woes, but this
fact has not been adequately acknowledged or studied by MTA.
Therefore, in closing, I ask that the state and county tunnel the purple
line under Wayne and downtown Silver Spring where the light rail or bus
rapid transit because we know it is possible to do it in a cost effective,

beneficial way.
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Kevin
Krug

Bethesda
MD
KEVINKRUG@MAC.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kevin
Krug
9321 Adelaide Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817

Krug_Kevin.pdf (87 kb)
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John
Kucia
4812B College Ave #11
College Park
MD
20740
jkucia@umd.edu
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
On a personal note, I recently had the opportunity to spend six weeks in
Italy, with the opportunity to experience their transportation system. It
was wonderfully flexible, easy to use, and the light rail in Rome made
excellent use of a city with high density and narrow streets. The
Washington, DC street density is far less than that of Rome-- I think we
have plenty of room for a light rail system. It's also a better alternative to
driving a car around-- I really hate breathing exhaust fumes, know what I
mean?
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David
Kuhns

Silver Spring
MD
DAVID.GSC@GMAIL.COM
Gov. O'Malley,
Please support the constrution of the PURPLE LINE connecting
Bethesda to New Carrolton.
Traffic on 495 has become disgusting, and without a well planned public
transportation alternative, businesses and residents will think twice
before locating along this route.
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Rebecca
Kullback
8512 Salem Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
KULLBACKR@METCOUNSELING.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Our family uses the Capital Crescent trail daily to bike to work and for
recreation. Building this light rail would completely alter our lifestyle and
that of most of our neighbors.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Isaac
Kunnirickal
712 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is, first name is3 Isaac, I-S-A-A-C, last name is Kunnirickal,
spelled K-U-N-N-I-R-I-C-K-A-L. My address is 712 Wayne Avenue, W-AY-N-E, Wayne Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
I'm here to testify against the surface plan to put a train on the surface. I
do recognize that, you know, public transportation is important and that's
one of the reasons I moved so close downtown, so I can walk to the
Metro.
The point is right now we have so much traffic. It's a small street. It can
be a beautiful street. We do have to recognize that Silver Spring is an
important city in Maryland. It has already been overbuilt, the downtown
traffic and not to mention the crime.
We all know what happened recently when a bus, the same bus which
goes in front of my house, a couple of blocks from my house, people had
killed a 15-year-old boy who had just gone downtown and was coming
back going to his house in Langley Park.
So crime is increasing. I have been mugged on the street walking from
the Metro. So in sort of bringing in more people from the rest of the area
is important, but we should also think about the consequences that it will
definitely have an impact on the neighborhood.
As for this, Wayne Avenue is so congested. There is too much bus
traffic, and the bus traffic I understand is the buses are not going to be
eliminated.You are going to put rail, light rail on the surface.
You know, I am originally from India and I have been in the cities in
India, Calcutta, New Delhi, Bombay, and let me tell you. Summertime
when you're walking through Silver Spring, that's what it reminds me of.
Now, DC, I used to live in DC, 16th Street. They didn't put anything
there. They eliminated, made the bus traffic minimal. DC is a pretty
liberal city with an emphasis on public transportation.
But when it comes to their streets and their neighborhood, they want to
protect it and not make it, you know, - oriented traffic pattern. DC is a
prime example. They have a Metro, but they kept the Metro and
everything off 16th Street.
If you've got to get to 16th Street, you drive or you walk or you take a
bicycle. But any plans to do otherwise has to be really seriously
considered. Thank you.
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Isaac
Kunnirickal
712 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JOSEFON@POL.NET
Dear Ms Dianne Ratliff,
I am a resident of Wayne avenue in Silver Spring who supports purple
line on Wayne Avenue only if it is constructed below the surface as that
is the only responsible and sensible way to address the congestion and
and traffic nightmare that we are facing in Silver Spring and the county
at large. Wayne Avenue, as it is, is bursting at the seams with traffic
from buses, trucks and other vehicular traffic. To add another mode of
transport on the surface, with dedicated lanes, to existing traffic on
Wayne Avenue is to destroy any quality of life for people who live on
Wayne Avenue.
Wayne Avenue is a historic avenue in Silver Spring and can be enjoyed
by everyone only if existing surface traffic is reduced and not increased.
This ishould be quite obvious to anyone who really wants to help with
the traffic congestion and resulting pollution that exists in Silver Spring
currently.
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Swapna
Kura

MD
SWAPNAKURA@GMAIL.COM
We need a light rail, not a bus. Adding a Purpleline reduces commuting
time and energy.
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Pam and David
Kurland and Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAMELA.KURLAND@HHS.GOV
Dear MTA Director of Planning:

We strongly urge you to recommend to Governor O’Malley that the
purple line NOT be built on the Capital Crescent Trail in Chevy Chase.
As nearby residents, we use that trail several times a week with our
seven and four year old children to get to downtown Bethesda. The
designs we have seen would prevent us from walking safely on the trail,
and would take away one of the best trails in the area. We were hoping
that when the kids got a bit older, they could bike on the trail, which will
not be feasible if this train is built on it. We recommend that it either be
put underground, or by NIH and Jones Bridge near the expanded Naval
facility.

Thank you for your consideration of this issue.

Pam Kurland and David Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase, Maryland
20815
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Pamela Kurland and
David Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAMELA.KURLAND@HHS.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews

I am writing to urge you to locate the purple line in another location. My
family – including my 4 and 7 year old – uses the trail every weekend
and my husband and I use it to walk to the metro from our home. The
location of the purple line train on the trail will mean that we can no
longer permit our children to venture near the train and that this walking,
running, biking route will be taken from the community -- at a time we
should be encouraging more trails and physical activity, rather than less.
It should be relocated at a location that would not impact the existing
Capital Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration of this issue which is vital to the
community.
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Mindy
Kursban

Bethesda
MD
MKURSBAN@AOL.COM
I am a resident of Bethesda. In warmer months I commute to work to
Silver Spring on my bike using the georgetown branch of the capital
crescent trail. I support the building of the Purple Line along the trail but
hope that the bike trail will be maintained there as well. I don’t think a
bus line is a viable option that will result in getting cars off the road.
Thank you for moving forward with this project.
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Nicholas
Kurtz
6613 Eastern Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I am a resident of Takoma Park and have previously lived in Silver
Spring. I am writing to support the light rail option. A light rail along the
university corridor that connects it to Silver Spring, Bethesda and UM
could be revolutionary for the area. The potential gains out weigh the
complaints of those in Bethesda about losing the long branch trail.
Especially since the trail could still be preserved along with the light rail
and the land was purchased for this exact reason long ago. I would
spend more time in Bethesda if it was on the light rail. Currently I never
go there because it to too far on the metro. I am a RN and make a
decent salary and current spend my money in Silver Spring or DC.
Thank you. Nick Kurtz
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Beth
Kuzminski Stouffer
5513 Roosevelt Street
Bethesda
MD
20817
BETHSTOUFFER@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Quon
Kwan
14913 Bauer Drive
Rockville
MD
20853
qykwan@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Review Comments on the Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the Purple Line
Introduction
Three principal comments are made, which focus on the difference in
the effects of bus rapid transit (BRT) and light rail transit (LRT) on (i)
stormwater management, (ii) transit vehicle emissions, and (iii) cost of
fuel.
Stormwater Management
There are issues with AA/DEIS treatment of stormwater management.
The AA/DEIS fails to note that impervious surfaces (i.e., paved roadway)
are required for BRT operation but not LRT operation. This means that
stormwater management, i.e., a system of collection, filtration, and
release as well as a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit is required for BRT but not LRT. LRT runs mostly on
rails on top of ties lying on a trackbed of gravel. The trackbed of gravel
is a pervious surface. Pervious surfaces allow stormwater to trickle
through (percolate) the soil without eroding the soil, which is better for
soil conservation, surface water, ground water, aquatic life, and wildlife
habitats.
Stormwater run-off from BRT needs to be managed because the diesel
hybrid electric buses over time leak diesel fuel, engine oil, transmission
fluid, power steering fluid, and hydraulic fluid. All of these fluids are
basically hydrocarbon in nature and are potentially hazardous to the
environment. Diesel fuel is combustible and contains some
carcinogens. Engine oil and the other automotive fluids are known to
contain toxic heavy metals (e.g., nickel, zinc, and manganese)
originating from mechanical wear and tear that contaminate the
environment and can leach into ground water.
Stormwater run-off from LRT on the other hand does NOT include ANY
fuel because of electric operation, thus, obviating the concern for fuel
leaks and contamination of the environment from releases of fuel. LRT
does not use engine oil, transmission fluid, or steering fluid, which again
obviates the concern from automotive fluid leaks and contamination of
the environment from such releases. Instead of automotive fluids, LRT
uses lubricants, which tend to be solids (e.g., silicone, graphite); if the
lubricants are liquid – they tend to be gels or greases. The only leaks
that appear from LRT are leaks of condensation from the air conditioning
system, which is water, an innocuous liquid.
Thus, the AA/DEIS needs to take into account the following: First, LRT
imposes less adverse impact on the environment than does BRT with
respect to soil conservation, surface water, ground water, aquatic life,
and wildlife habitats. Second, BRT requires stormwater management
system, including a NPDES permit. Third, BRT imposes more cost than
LRT because of the cost of designing, constructing, operating, and
maintaining a stormwater management system.
Transit Vehicle Emissions
There are issues with the AA/DEIS treatment of emissions from the
transit vehicles. The AA/DEIS egregiously fails to mention that LRT
vehicles are zero-emissions vehicles (this is how California Air
Resources Board) would classify LRT vehicles. [We are talking
specifically about the vehicles -- not the source that generates the

electricity, of course.] On the other hand, BRT vehicles are vehicles
that emit pollutants – so-called emissions vehicles. The difference
between an emissions vehicle and zero-emissions vehicle is highly
significant in light of the fact that the transitway passes in front of five
schools and five trails. One of the five schools is comprised of the
University of Maryland; however, four of the five schools are elementary
schools. This means that a sensitive population, young children, would
be directly and immediately exposed to exhaust emissions from BRT.
On the other, hand, because LRT vehicles are zero-emissions vehicles,
the young children would suffer no harm in the absence of exhaust
emissions. Even more significant is that the transitway traverses four
trails and is parallel to one trail, namely, the Georgetown Branch Trail,
for a distance of five miles. Because BRT vehicles are diesel hybrid
electric, they will be emitting exhaust to which hikers and bikers will be
subject to exposure. On the other hand, because LRT vehicles are
zero-emissions, they emit no exhaust to which the hikers and bikers will
be subject to exposure. Furthermore, because hikers and bikers are
actively engaged in physical activity, they will be breathing BRT vehicle
exhaust emissions at high respiratory rates.
The AA/DEIS fails to mention that diesel exhaust (albeit from a diesel
hybrid electric bus) is carcinogenic and contains hazardous hydrocarbon
compounds and fails to calculate the effect of the diesel exhaust on the
populations of young children and active hiker/bikers and compare that
effect to LRT. Effects from diesel exhaust, in addition, to increased rate
of cancer risk, include increased rates of asthma and other respiratory
ailments.
Moreover, exhaust emissions from transit buses are the single highest
source of complaints received by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) -- this is why the imposed much stricter emissions
standards for diesel engines used on transit buses than the same
engines used on trucks. EPA did not relax the emissions standards just
because the propulsion system being used is diesel hybrid electric.
A third implication that the AA/DEIS fails to take into account is exhaust
emissions in tunnels. Because BRT operation involves emissions
vehicles and LRT does not, BRT operation in tunnels requires more
careful consideration of ventilation systems than do LRT operation in
tunnels. Tunnels are being proposed in at least five locations along the
transitway, including Silver Spring, University of Maryland campus, and
Riverdale Park. This consideration could lead to higher capital,
operating and maintenance costs of BRT over LRT in tunnels.

Cost of Fuel
Third, there are issues with the AA/DEIS calculation of operating and
maintenance expenses. Such expenses are predicated on the cost of
fuel. The AA/DEIS used 2007 prices for the cost of diesel fuel -- not the
2008 prices. The 2008 price for diesel fuel has severely escalated to the
point where the Denver Regional Transit District changed their 18-mile
North Metro Corridor from diesel to electric trains. Using electric trains
would save the project (1) between $100 and $121.3 million, depending
on the diesel price assumption, in fuel costs and (2) an additional $18
million for a wall along the entire route to mitigate noise from diesel
trains.
Respectfully submitted,

Quon Y. Kwan
Quon Y. Kwan
14913 Bauer Drive
Rockville, MD 20853
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Lois
La Grenade
1220 Blair Mill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LLAGREN@VERIZON.NET
I write in support of the light rail option for the Purple Line. I use public
transportation exclusively and am convinced that light rail is the best
option in terms of a balance between cost and number of passengers
transported per trip.
Lois La Grenade
1220 Blair Mill Road,
Silver Spring
MD 20910
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Jaleh
Labib
The Riviera
Chevy Chase
MD
JALEHLABIB@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a resident of the Riviera of Chevy Chase Condominium and have
used the trail behind our building for over 16 years now. I use the trail to
exercise, I use it to get to various areas in the neighborhood without
having to go through the traffic or just for its relatively serene and
pristine atmosphere. The trail has been an important element in my
choice of residence.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural green
space for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Jaleh Labib
The Riviera - Unit 510
Chevy Chase, MD
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Jaleh
Labib
The Riviera
4242 East-West Highway, Unit 510
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JALEHLABIB@MSN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews ,

I have written to you more than once but I can't keep from repeating
myself. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Priscilla
Labovitz
7303 Birch Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
LABOVITZ@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear MTA,
I live in Montgomery County, near Silver Spring, and favor a light
rail Purple Line. I have reservations because it is expensive, but I
fear that if one of the various bus options is adopted, they won't be
used and we won't reduce traffic or auto use. Good luck making your
decision.
Sincerely yours,
Priscilla Labovitz
7303 Birch Ave.
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Courtenay
Labson
3503 Shepherd Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LABSONS2@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the trail regularly – at least a couple times a week – as a safe,
pleasant running path. I am so grateful to have access to such a
resource.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Christopher
Lage
611 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CHRISTOPHER.LAGE@EEOC.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. My name is
Christopher Lage, and I reside at 611 Dale Drive, in Silver Spring,
Maryland.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit.
Even though I understand that the purple line may have a limited
positive impact on reducing car ridership or carbon emissions, I believe
the line is an important tool for long-term transportation solutions and
fostering the development of close-in communities. My support is
conditioned on the construction of the line under downtown Silver Spring
and under Wayne Avenue to Mansfield Road. After attending multiple
presentations from the MTA and reviewing relevant materials, I am
convinced that the Purple Line would bring few benefits to my
community, which is already well served by its proximity to metro and, to
some extent, by existing bus routes, and that the line would mainly
benefit riders from other communities. Yet my community would bear a
disproportionate share of the adverse effects from a surface route
through downtown Silver Spring and along Wayne Avenue. Specifically,
constructing the Purple Line at surface through downtown Silver Spring
and along Wayne Avenue would have serious, detrimental effects on
traffic, access to schools and businesses, and the desirability of coming
to downtown Silver Spring for those who would not be traveling on the
purple line. Anyone who has driven along Wayne Avenue between
Georgia Avenue and Sligo Creek Parkway during rush hour knows that
long trains crossing the intersections at Georgia and at Fenton would
seriously disrupt rush hour traffic, disrupt the ability to enter/exit the large
county parking garage on Wayne, and disrupt or render impossible the
entry/egress at the Whole Foods parking lot. I am also concerned about
the impact within the community of a purple line running at surface on
Wayne between Cedar Street and Sligo Creek Parkway (the residential
portion of Wayne Avenue). While the addition of a purple line on the
surface of Wayne Avenue would reduce some bus traffic, it would not
likely reduce car traffic, and the total number of vehicles along the route
would drastically increase. This would increase traffic and transform the
character of the street. In this respect, I note that the purple line would
be carrying thousands of riders on Wayne Avenue, who but for the
purple line would be traveling on different routes to reach their
destinations. Finally, construction at grade through downtown Silver
Spring and along Wayne Avenue would make this segment of the line
the slowest and most inefficient segment of the system.
Unfortunately, the traffic data presented by the MTA does not assuage
my concerns. The traffic study data appears to be based on incorrect
speed limit assumptions. Moreover, it seems to be based on best
possible scenarios, when it seems clear that on a daily basis the purple
line would completely block traffic flow due to unexpected problems,
such as train back ups, mechanical problems, car grid lock, and so on.
It is realistic to expect these things to happen daily, as they do on Metro.
When metro experiences disruptions, they generally affect only the
metro passengers. When the at-grade purple line experiences a
disruption, it will affect every vehicle in the surrounding area and
temporarily paralyze the downtown Silver Spring area. I am also
unaware of any viable solutions to the entry/egress issues. I once heard
Mike Madden state that the entry/egress to the Whole Foods parking lot
could be moved to the existing egress on Fenton. This proposal does
not appear to be well thought out. Anyone who has driven on that block
would know that this proposed solution is not feasible and would

exacerbate traffic problems on Fenton Street.
I am convinced that the placement of stations at Fenton Street and Dale
Drive would have serious adverse effects on the community. A station
at Fenton would exacerbate the traffic problems discussed above.
Moreover, it is hard to understand the reason for placing a station just a
few blocks from Metro, and I do not see how this could be cost effective
by any definition of that term. A station at Dale would be even more
problematic, because of its close proximity to two schools (Sligo Creek
ES and SSIMS). More specifically, a station at Dale would make the
task for the crossing guards even more difficult, thereby causing safety
concerns for children crossing the street. It would also require relocation
of the entrance to the SSIMS parking lot. I once heard Mike Madden
state that MTA was considering moving the entrance to Schuyler Rd (a
residential street). This is another proposal that does not appear to be
well thought out. Schuyler Road is the very location where the buses for
Sligo Creek ES arrive to drop off/pick up. As a parent of students at
Sligo Creek ES who walks along that stretch of Schuyler every day, I
can say without equivocation that this proposal would not be feasible
and would create a horrendous safety problem. Aside from the issue of
adverse effects, I cannot understand why a station at Dale would be
desirable or cost effective. It would certainly slow travel time, while
picking up virtually no riders. On this last point, I note that MTA's
ridership estimates for use of that station far exceed the total number of
households in close proximity to that intersection (and there are only a
few businesses within walking distance of that location). This fact calls
into question the reliability of those estimates and for that matter all other
ridership estimates used for this project.

It appears that there is a solution that would eliminate the negative
effects described above while improving purple line travel time and
ridership. Data released by the MTA since the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement suggests that it is
feasible to design a cost effective system with tunneling for this segment
and that such tunneling would increase ridership and improve travel time
and user benefit hours. Because stations at Fenton and Dale are
superfluous and undesirable, the cost associated with constructing them
should not be considered in determining the real cost of tunneling
through downtown Silver Spring and under Wayne to Mansfield versus
surface routing. The tunneling option may not be a panacea. However,
because MTA has not given this possibility serious study, it is difficult to
comment on whether it may have unintended, negative consequences.
Whatever these consequences may be, it is difficult to imagine that
tunneling would create the panoply of problems which a surface route
would create. I strongly urge the decision-makers to take a long-term
view of what is best for the community and for lower Montgomery
County as a whole when considering this project. As I stated at the
outset of this email, the purple line has the potential to be a great tool for
long-term transportation solutions and fostering the development of
close-in communities. Let's do it right.
Christopher Lage
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Cary
Lamari
N/A
15411 Baileys Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20906
carylamari@yahoo.com
I support the Purple line, I am former President of the Montgomery
County Civic Federation, we held a public forum in 2002, and voted to
support the Concept of a Purple Line, I think its time to come together
and work with communities to make this projec a reality, with the
environment being degraded more each day, with fuel becoming a
uncontrollable resource with fuel prices up to ridiculous high proces and
then down damaging our ecomony we must go forward with progressive
ideas like the Purple line ASAP
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Joshua
Lamb, MD

DC
LAMBJOSHUA@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a resident of Washington, DC, and an avid cyclist. I am writing to
express my concern over the proposed Purple Line that would destroy
our Capital Crescent Trail. This trail is truly one of the most remarkable
features of our great metropolitan area. I use it several times a week as
a cycling route and would be extremely disappointed to have the trail
replaced by a train track. While I commend the interest in expanding our
public transportation, I would ask that an alternative route be used to
connect the rich Maryland suburbs to their jobs in my city. Few other
cities have such a remarkable trail for hiking, running, and cycling.
Please don't take it away from us.
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Chris
Lamond
5005 Worhtington Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
WCLAMOND@GMAIL.COM
In addition to losing the Trail for the 3-5 years it takes to build
the purple line, I have little confidence the Trail will be rebuilt
and I don't really want to use a trail 5 feet from a light rail
running past me every 7 minutes! If you read the MTA's draft EIS on
the Purple Line, if very clearly says that Montgomery County will have
to pay the costs associated with rebuilding the Trail. The MTA says
they will rebuild it bc it is easy for them to say that now,but they
said they aren't going to pay for it in the DEIS. Which means we will
lose the trail forever.
The purple line is a bad idea for many reasons: 1) there are no
conditions for parking lots at any stations so it doesn't take any
cars of the road, 2) it expands our carbon footprint, 3) it runs at
grade at connecticut avenue every seven minutes, that traffice will be
awesome! Seriously, you plan to stop traffic every 7 minutes? 4) we
lose the trail, 5) the developers behind the project at Chevy Chase
Land company want to recreate a Freindship Heights area in Chevy
Chase
- and they will be the only one who benefits, 6) the new employees as
a result of BRAC will not benefit at all and 7) it costs way too much
money for too little benefit.
I encourage you to do some of your own independent analysis of the
project. The MTA is not an independent/neutral source of information,
they are the project SPONSER and, therefore, only promote the side of
the story that helps their effort to build the purple line.
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Christopher
Lancette
730 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CLANCETTE@GMAIL.COM
Dear State and Local Officials,
I write to you this evening with a very short request to reject the
proposals for the Purple Line. Though I am a supporter of mass transit
and often favor capacity-building infrastructure projects, the Purple Line
is a bad idea for the following reasons:
1. Building the Purple Line is not a cost-effective solution. Bus rapid
transit would be far less costly to taxpayers and be road ready much
more quickly.
2. Building the Purple Line will destroy neighborhoods and communities.
I'm a former Atlanta resident I've seen transportation infrastructure
projects bury neighborhoods and destroy quality of life.
3. Building the Purple Line would stop bicyclers from using the trail for
commuting and for recreation. I'm an avid biker yet one who also drives
to work because I don't care to confront rush hour traffic. I certainly
wouldn't use a trail that comes as close to the trains as the Purple Line
idea proposes. Trains move too quickly and are too loud for bikers to be
able to relax. Riding next to trains would be like living at the edge of an
airport. There simply aren't enough places left in major cities for walking
and riding bikes. One of the reasons I moved to the metro DC area, in
fact, was to have access to more such places than I had in Atlanta. They
barely exist in Atlanta.
Please turn down the Purple Line project. There are smarter, less costly
ways to increase mass transit use without destroying the quality of life
that we all love.
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Linette
Landa

MD
shantiyoga@schooloflife.org
Landa 35796.pdf (131 kb)
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Melissa
Landau Steinman
575 7th Street, NW
Washington
DC
20004
mlsteinman@venable.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a Chevy Chase resident and a "neighbor" of the trail, although I live
a short distance away. I have lived in Chevy Chase for nearly 14 years
now and I have used the trail constantly and in countless ways -- walking
my infant children on it, taking them to the parks that lie just off of it for
outings as they grew, walking to Bethesda with friends for dinner, for
nightly runs and bike rides, and exploring other paths in the other
direction, towards Silver Spring. As my children are getting older, I have
enjoyed nightly bike rides side-by-side after work, and starting a running
program with my 10 year old son. The trail is a special place, and it is
invaluable, and irreplaceable, as a community resource. Moreover, one
of the reasons why it is so valuable is that it not only beautiful, it is safe,
without cars and trucks, and the addition of a noisy train running back
and forth every few minutes is neither beautiful, calming nor safe.
I frankly cannot believe that the government in Maryland is as close as it
appears to be to destroying this beautiful natural resource when there
are any alternatives at all to be considered. This plan simply does not
make sense to me as sensible and long-term transit solution. It will
destroy a beautiful natural resource while providing the least possible
efficiency of the alternatives available, when the County has other needs
(such as the NIH and Walter Reed) right now. And I speak from
personal experience when I say that a light rail crossing Connecticut
Avenue every three minutes at one of the worst traffic bottlenecks in the
area can only worsen the situation.
For some reason, the light rail discussion has been portrayed as a battle
between socioeconomic classes, the "haves" of Bethesda and Chevy
Chase and the "have nots" of Silbver Spring and other cities on the
eastern end of the proposed line. This isn't about property values or
"NIMBYs," and we all know there are corporate concerns weighing in on
both sides. In the end, this is about whether it is worth it to destroy a
beautiful natural resource to create a public transportation solution that
won't really solve much, when there are other solutions that will do the
job equally well or better without destroying mature trees and a
gorgeous trail. Because whatever arguments have been presented
about how a bike trail would remain next to the Purple line, the reality is
that very few people will want to use a trail where all of the mature trees
have been permanently removed, and trains or buses are passing about
10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe
nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Please vote to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- ions to come, will be able
to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development
that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Eric
Landau
1107 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ELANDAU@STARPOWER.NET
I wish to comment in favor of routing the Purple Line along the more
northern of the two proposed alternate routes through Silver Spring.
Based on my observations walking and driving through the
neighborhood, it seems quite clear that the three proposed stations
along Wayne Avenue (or even just the two at Fenton Street and Dale
Drive!) will serve more households and attract more riders than would
a single station at Sligo and Thayer Avenues.
This suggestion is not based on my personal preference, as my most
convenient access point to the Purple Line will be at the Transit
Center regardless of which route is built.

Eric Landau
1107 Dale Drive
Silver Spring MD 20910
elandau@starpower.net
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Alan H.
Landay
4401 Bayne Street
Rockville
MD
20853
ALAN_LANDAY@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail for walking, running, bicycling, and
getting places in a fun and environmentally friendly way. I was also an
early and long-time member of the Coalition for the Capital Crescent
Trail (CCCT). As a member of CCCT, I put in time, effort, money, and
advocacy to help develop this beautiful, recreational gem in Montgomery
County. I would hate to see it compromised by a misplaced Purple Line.
I realize Montgomery County has significant transportation needs and
the Purple Line sounds like a good idea. Please implement that idea in
a way that is not harmful to the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kathryn
Lane
8804 Chalon Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
KATHMCLEAN@AOL.COM
The Purple Line Light Rail is a BAD idea. Please stop this now. It is a
bad idea in a bad economy. Surely we can make better decisions than
this with taxpayer dollars!
If a Purple Line Light Rail is built, our Trail will be closed for three years,
and when it re-opens , there will be no trees, about a 10' separation
between the trains and the Trail, and there may be no Tunnel access for
the Trail (or the Trail will be routed above the trains!) And trains will be
parked next to Gifford's Ice Cream and the Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance.
Development around any light rail project would create a "Trojan horse"
for dense commercial zones that would destroy the community on the
trail and the trail itself. Why would you want to destroy this community
resource?
Overbearing commercial spaces and a loss of the trail as a community
resource are inevitable if Chevy Chase Lake gets light rail. That loss is
hard to measure in dollars, but it is unquestionably a "priceless"
resource. Sacrificing it is a bad idea. This is precious green space.
When we lose it, it is gone forever. How can you possibly think about
bulldozing it? This plan is wrong.
Public sector financing for light rail from fares would not be enough to
pay for the possible cost of the project, estimated as high as $1.6 billion.
One hundred million dollars a mile for something we're going to have to
subsidize in perpetuity is simply irresponsible. Especially in this
economy, this is not the time for such a wrong-headed use of public
funds.
Please stop this now.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Lane
8804 Chalon Drive
Bathesda MD 20817
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Paul G.
Lane

Bethesda
MD
PAUL.LANE@FINRA.ORG
I want to save the Capital Crescent Trail and its beautiful surroundings
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. Please consider building the
Purple Line in another location or tunnel it underground. At least once a
week, and usually on weekends, I enjoy the trail with my family or alone
for a walk, bike ride, or run. It's a wonderful refuge in our otherwise busy
community.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Linda
Lannom
Linda Lannom
4127 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
llannom@law.gwu.edu
I have not owned a car myself since 1984. My husband's car is owned
by us jointly, but I have never driven it. Indeed, it has been many years
since I have driven any car. I rely on walking, public transportation, and
taxis to navigate the metropolitan area. I strongly believe that more
people ought to do the same. Nevertheless, I am very much opposed to
the construction of the proposed light rail version of the Purple Line. It
would destroy the path that is a crucial component of my daily commute-as well as many others' commute-- to and from downtown Bethesda, I
believe that it would be quite noisy, and its construction would offer me
no benefit in return because I have no reason to commute west.
Although I am opposed to the proposed light rail system, I am not
opposed to an underground rail system, which I understand is viewed as
prohibitively expensive, nor to a Purple Line bus. The latter would be
less expensive than a light rail system and would have the benefit of
more directly serving Navy Medical and NIH, which are important
sources of employment now, and likely to become even more important
in the future. What's the problem with a bus? I take buses. I worked in
Rockville for 20 years and took a bus and Metro to and from work every
day. Rather than trying to convince people that the expensive, noisy,
path-destroying, and loathed-by-the-Town-of-Chevy Chase light rail is
the way to go, why not spend some resources convincing people that
taking buses is a good thing to do? Oh, and please build more roofed
bus shelters with benches while you're at it. Thank you for the
opportunity to comment.
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Jennie
Larkin
9309 Ewing Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
LARKINJ2@NHLBI.NIH.GOV
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support the Purple Line. As a local cyclist I
am pleased that the Maryland Transit Administration has included an
improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the designs.
I ask that the following changes be made to the draft environmental
impact statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet.
Once the trail is completed it will likely see heavy use by all types of trail
users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital Crescent Trail is too narrow.
Widening the trail is critically important to ensuring optimal use and
safety by cyclists and pedestrians.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel.
The MTA should change the designs of all light rail options to support a
trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue.
In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail users also
need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and Elm Street
Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jennie Larkin
9309 Ewing Dr.
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-435-0513
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Gloria
Larravide
Amber Yugi
1131 university blvd. w.
silver spring
MD
20902
glarstout@yahoo.com
I have been trying to contact you about an issue. I called and was
referred to site I can't remember right now-( traffic something-public
works) and there was no way to transmit my comment so I am making it
here.
On Little Falls Parkway, Montg. Co. Bethesda area, there is a bike path
that crosses. As a driver, I feel the drivers need a stop sign there. The
biker, runners have multiple stop signs but you have some that don't
stop, some who are allowed to cross by a driver but with two lanes, the
other lane doesn't always see what the one lane sees until you are
almost at a collision with the ped/biker. A four way stop sign here would
stop and prevent a biker/ped from getting hit.
It will happen because I almost hit a short woman who was allowed
passage by my left lane and since she was short and I had arrived later
to the intersection I just saw her as she was passing the stopped driver
and I had no reason to stop traffic-wise until she ran in front of me and
this caused me some distress. I wondered wether I had violated a traffic
sign/signal but there was no light and no stop sign where I was only a
zebra and this was right after a very sharp turn from a street that made a
T with the parkway so I really was being asked to stop at a Zebra at the
last minute because she was hidden by the other car. It was very
unusual and precarious seeing as I could have been in a bad situation
and the runner/biker in the hospital or worse. I was fortunate, as a rule I
drive slow. Please put a put a four-way stop there.
Many runners are plugged up to music and they are already dangerous
but the parkway is like a mini-speedway and others go faster than I do
on this street. I fear for the peds/bikers on that path at that junction.
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Gloria
Larravide
1131 university blvd. w.
silver spring
MD
20902
glarstout@yahoo.com
I have been wanting to submit to you
an idea to un-congest our beltway.
I was thinking of the target, concentric circles, and think that a concentric
circle around our beltway that is larger, obviously outside of it, venturing
into the exterior, would make an excellent detour for the drivers going
north and south on 95 making our beltway really only for traffic that is
local or for those coming into the area from 95. But this concentric circle
idea would permit those cars going from NY to FLA a way to avoid us
and our traffic, rush or otherwise.
I also think that this would allow areas that are less visited by travelers a
chance to receive some revenue in gas stations and food/hotel
business.
The concentric circle would be a little closer to the beltway in areas that
are restricted by geography- like the ocean - but none-the-less the relief
from miles of bumper-to-bumper traffic on 495 would be not only safer
but better should a mass evacuation occur in our area. Should an
emergency prompt a mass evacuation today we would be log-jammed
on 495 due to the over-crowding in Montg. Co due to the over-building
we have seen in the recent 15 years. Our area is so heavily congested
now that should we all have to leave at the same time and add that to
the never-ending coming and going of north-south traffic on 95 we would
literally be stuck on the road and just be idling there not moving
anywhere.
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Paul and Lenore
Larson

MD
LENOREL35@YAHOO.COM
We urge you to choose the bus transit option for reasons of economy
and preservation of the Â Crescent trail. You have the power to preserve
and protect a priceless and IRREPLACEABLE Â resource, and turn the
tide against further degradation and exploitation of the quality of life of
citizens in both counties affected. Please do not fail us.
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Scott
Lasensky
809 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
slasensky@gmail.com
Dear Mr. Madden,
Is it true the Dale Drive station remains "under study" -- and has not yet
been included in the final plan? If so, we'd like to provide further
comment, as members of the adjacent community. Could we contact
you or the whomever in your office authored the Dale Drive station study
paper from the fall? with thanks, Scott and Elise Lasensky
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Monir
Lashgari
11502 Regency Dr.
Potomac
MD
20854
LASHGARIM@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff

I am a Trail user. My family of 4 and I use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring for running, hiking and biking very
often and enjoy the nature during our activities. This allows us to have
access to a nearby trail which encourage us to use it on a regular basis
and sustain a healthy life.
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a light rail Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Monir Lashgari

11502 Regency Dr.
Potomac, MD 20854
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Lori
Lashley
Extended Stay Hotels
201 Professional Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20877
llashley@extendedstay.com
I would like to discuss project time line, phases, and how ESH might
facilitate construction crews.
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Judith
Lasley

MD
JHAWKLASLEY@COMCAST.NET
Dear State and County Executives:

I have worked in the Air Rights Building on Montgomery Avenue in
Bethesda for more than eight years. The Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring is a wonderful trail to do a noon-time walk,
get away from the stresses of the office, and enjoy the quiet of nature. It
would be a travesty to bulldoze all of the lovely, mature trees along the
Crescent Trail to make room for the Purple Line. Worse, once you have
destroyed all of the trees, it would change the trail forever. No longer
would I be able to enjoy a quiet, peaceful walk on a lovely trail within a
block from my office. Please reconsider the plan to remove the mature
trees and consider running the Purple Line underground between
Bethesda and Silver Spring.
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Susan B.
Lass
4313 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
LASS@FHLB-OF.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration
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Richard
Latimer
4701 Sangamore Rd, Suite S250
Bethesda
MD
20816-2553

Latimer 35243.pdf (98 kb)
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Frank
Latino
Itochu Int'l
335 Madison Ave
New York
NY
10017
Hi. Good evening. I'm Frank Latino, F-R-A-N-K, L-A-T-I-N-O, just the
way it sounds. I'm, I actually live in Connecticut, I'm a consultant and I'm
following the last speaker here. I work for (?) International and we
represent the marketing for the HSST system, the urban Maglev system
that's in operation in Nagoya. And just to follow up, I've been following
this project and looking to see what's going on in the way of technology
selection and what has happened. I guess this is some early review of
different technologies and sort of immediately gravitated to the more
regular choices, BRT or LRT. And I really think there is an option here.
And light fast Metro, elevated grades separated and we have a
technology that is, is on the forefront of development. We have one
that's proven, our system is running, it's running for three and a half
years. Its running absolutely spotless of safety and maintenance record.
And there is following it, there are systems being developed around the
world including in the U.S. that could run on the same or similar
guidelines so it's not a system that's so proprietary that you can't
consider looking at something that's new, something that's better,
something that's greener for a very special area. I'm not very familiar
with the area, I don't live in the area but now that I've been around it a
little bit, I can see that it's a very special place and you should have a
special train and that's what we have.
And we think we could be fully competitive with LRT depending on how
it's built and how you look at the price of it. If I see the problems that I
hear about, noise, I hear about people worried about the pedestrian
impact and the traffic and safety issues and we can solve all that with
something that could be very unobtrusive in terms of an elevated
guideway. And that's what we would look at to be something like a dualmodel beam guideway which would be much less obtrusive, far less
obtrusive than a catenary wire.
So, that's our suggestion is that, that you not shut off the technology.
Look, at this stage, I know it seems like you're heading along the
traditional approach to selection, just keep an open mind at least to
spend a very little bit of money to take a look at alternatives and this
would be one of them and we would very much like to have the chance
to do just that and show you how you could have a very quiet system,
very green, have very little impact on traffic, safety, and things like your
trail. Anyway, thank you for the time.
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Richard
Latty

Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RLATTY@CAVTEL.NET
The Capital Crescent Trail is a regional treasure. I chose this adjective
for accuracy, not impact. The Trail is a corridor of greenery, old growth
trees and wildlife where citizens and visitors of the area commonly enjoy
fresh air and absence of automobile exhaust and noises. Whether we
are on the trail for recreation or transportation – our experience improves
our disposition, health and outlook. The corridor through which the Trail
passes is ideally suited for the Trail. We could not buy these attributes
even if we were to secure the funding. The attributes of the Trail corridor
have developed through natural forest succession through the ages. We
could not move the Trail or restore it in the event of discovering our
error.
I know something of this kind of issue. I grew up in Florida when the
Army Corps of Engineers executed the Cross-Florida Barge Canal and
straighten the Mayaka River to “enhance” Miami water supply. Both of
these were determined to be disasters post facto. But it was too late.
The Oklawaha River was crystal clear with undisturbed late succession
forests along it’s bank. After the canal dredging the Oklawaha was no
more – the water was muddy, the old growth forest and orchids were
drowned and lay dead for tens of miles. It will take hundreds of years to
recover. Why would any citizenry want this? The Mayaka was later “recurved” in order to restore the natural hydrological storage capacity – the
initial and subsequent results killed the Mayaka for years to come. Why
would any citizenry want this? I have lived in Bethesda/Chevy Chase for
21 years. The Crescent Trail and the C&O Trail are local treasures that
improve the quality of our lives.
There is no such thing as a free lunch! There is absolutely no question
that the Purple Line will require the local community to sacrifice
something in order to provide the corridor and facilities required. Simply
put, the Capital Crescent Trail is not an acceptable cost. If it were the
only place for the Purple Line, then we are better off without the Purple
Line. We have other mass transit options to travel from Bethesda to
Silver Spring. We do not have substitutes for the Trail.
Thank you for your attention on this matter. Your representation on this
matter will determine my vote and support.
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Francisco
Lava

Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Alisha Creel.pdf (93 kb)
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David
Lavan
6600 32nd Street NW
Washington
DC

Comment Form. D. Lavan.pdf (946 kb)
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David
Lavan
O'Melveny & Myers LLP
1625 Eye Street NW
Washington
DC
20006-4001
DLAVAN@OMM.COM
The Capital Crescent Trail has been an important part of our family's
ability to enjoy nature in an increasingly urban setting. Losing it for a
train line that is supported by 20 year-old studies and at an expense that
neither the state nor the country can afford would be tragic.
My family is not the only one that enjoys the trail. Every week, more
than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. Say what you want, but they don't
make new green space. This irreplaceable forest and continuous
natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to locate transit in any of
the more viable options - Jones Bridge Road, adjacent to the beltway or
on East-West Highway. Preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Boo
Law
7603 Winterberry Place
Bethesda
MD
20817

Law 34929.pdf (111 kb)
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Aaron
Lawee
639 Mississippi Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Lawee_Aaron.pdf (99 kb)
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Linda
Lawhornbrown

MD
Linda.LawhornBrown@noaa.gov
Hi, I'm a resident in PG County and I support the purple line. My
agency, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
at the Dept of Commerce, has 8,000 plus employees in four high rise
buildings in Silver Spring (right next to the SS metro station). The purple
line would be so convenient for me when I need to go from my home
in New Carrollton to our 2nd office in Silver Spring. Also, it would benefit
other NOAA employees as well as future NOAA employees, not to
mention it would mean less congestion in the beltway. Thank you.
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Frances and Robert
Lawrence
8716 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Lawrence 34915.pdf (87 kb)
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Robin and Keith
Lawson
4607 Chase Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
RGLLAWSON@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
We live just a few streets away inside the neighborhood that backs up to
the Capital Crescent Trail. Needless to say, we make use of this trail.
What we like most about this trail is the peace and tranquilty that it
provides. Amidst all the hustle and bustle of busy downtown Bethesda
and the surrounding area, it's a pleasure to have a place to walk, jog or
ride a bike among all the greenery and have just a little quiet and
solitude away from it all.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jean
Le Dem
7204 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jeanledem@yahoo.com
I am writing to express my firm opposition to the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am disappointed that the
Maryland Transit Administration is considering as its first option to spoil
one of the best environmental asset inside the Washington beltway. It is
completely inaccurate to say that the light rail can coexist with the trail.
Anybody with the experience of some portions of other trails in the
region, including those close the I-66 highway know perfectly that
supporting the noise emitted by trains every other minute at a few feet of
distance from our bicycles, eliminating most of the beautiful trees that
border the present trail will definitely ruin our bicycle experience. 20
years from now, such a decision would be blamed by our children as
short -seeing. People should not be given the choice between masstransit and protecting our hiking and biking environment. Something else
has to give in: another underground purple line fully connected to the
Metro system.Or, if really MD citizens consider themselves as so poor
that they cannot afford this option that other industrialized country would
have considered for part of its capital city, individual car driving should
give in and the rapid bus designated option, should be chosen.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jean Le Dem
Daily bike commuter on the capital crescent trail since 2000 and
member of the WABA
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Jean
Le Dem
7204 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JEANLEDEM@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my firm opposition to the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am disappointed that the
Maryland Transit Administration is considering as its first option to spoil
one of the best environmental asset inside the Washington beltway. It is
completely inaccurate to say that the light rail can coexist with the trail.
Anybody with the experience of some portions of other trails in the
region, including those close the I-66 highway know perfectly that
supporting the noise emitted by trains every other minute at a few feet of
distance from our bicycles, eliminating most of the beautiful trees that
border the present trail will definitely ruin our bicycle experience. 20
years from now, such a decision would be blamed by our children as
short -seeing. People should not be given the choice between masstransit and protecting our hiking and biking environment. Something else
has to give in: another underground purple line fully connected to the
Metro system. Or, if really MD citizens consider themselves as so poor
that they cannot afford this option that other industrialized country would
have considered for part of its capital city, individual car driving should
give in and the rapid bus designated option, should be chosen.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jean Le Dem
7204 44th Street
3rd Floor
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-951-7305
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Jean
Le Dem
7204 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JEANLEDEM@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to you as a resident of this neighborhood since 1992 and a
daily bike commuter and user of the capital crescent trail. I urge you to
take a step back and think about your vision of the great Washington 20
or 30 years from now. The capital crescent trail is a fantastic green
space in the middle of the city. Future generations would make you
accountable of this loss if you choose to irreversibly destroy it by
developing a light train on it. Your responsibility will be all the more
higher that there were alternatives. Reading the Washington Post this
morning, it becomes clear that those who want the light rail option are
not making a rationale calculation based on a cost-benefit analysis (so
many million dollars for so few additional passengers !). They want to
promote the image of a " modern" light train and use this opportunity for
development.
This is pure illusion. Modern trends, reinforced by energy constraints
and global warming will lead to more dense urban areas in the next
decades, while residents would starve for undeveloped areas close to
their living areas to keep contact with nature, and will look for safe and
pleasnt alternative ways of commuting such as biking. The bus
alternative is less costly and will allow at some point to shift to an
underground solution. The much costier and bigger infrastrucutures for
the light rail will stay for ever as a scar in this great urban tissue.
Please don't waste an incredible asset, do not listen to what the
Washington Area Bicycle Association tells you, which is not shared by
many bikers: the use of the capital crescent trail will decline as fewer
people will accept to use a narrow, dangerous, and treeless trail with
trains passing every three minutes at rush hour.And there will be a huge
backlash when residents will realize what has been done of this natural
treasury.
If this trail happened to be in the city of Paris where I was born, I can
assure you that no politician would dare touching it. In France, light
trains are developed today on roads and streets with the aim of
reallocating the space used today by cars so that the heart of cities can
be more livable for residents.

I would urge you to be ambitious for your county and your state and
decide for the bus option (a transitory solution for the next decade) and if
needed, an underground train for the future.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Lyston
Lea
3405 Megans Way
Olney
MD
20832
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Norma Torres.pdf (64 kb)
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Thomas
Leachman
103 Newlands Street
Chevy Chase
MD
TBSL@AOL.COM
Dear Elected Officials: Please vote against building the Purple Line. It
will be extremely costly ($100 million per mile !?!) and will not
economically support itself. We need not create any further fiscal
burdens & operational deficits going forward, particularly of this scale.
Also, the trail is very nice the way it is, with mature trees and
greenspace that will be drastically impacted given the right-of-way width
and planned construction that will ruin the landscape. If built, the Purple
Line will have a negative impact on the surrounding communities. I
hope you will stop this initiative. Please vote NO. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Thomas Leachman
103 Newlands Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Roberto
Leaf
207 Saybrooke View Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20877
roberto.leaf@gmail.com
Leaf 35496.pdf (102 kb)
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Anthony
Leahy
3402 Turner Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. A. Leahy.pdf (958 kb)
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Matthew
Leakan
19505 DuBarry Drive
Brookeville
MD
20833
MLeakan@rodgers.com
Please put me on your mailing list.
Thanks!
matt
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Liz, John, Catherine, and Jack
Leary
8503 Longfellow Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LIZLEARY@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Our family frequently uses the Capital Crescent trail to bike to
Georgetown, walk to Bethesda for lunch, dinner, ice cream or the
movies. We really enjoy the fact that it is in our backyard and hope that it
will continue to be a park that we can utilize for family and friends. The
idea that this may be taken away from us is not a viable option. WE
need to keep the trail at all cost and find an alternative route for the
Purple Line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Leary
758 Irving St., N.W.
Washington
DC
20010
ROBERT@ROBERTLEARY.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
robert leary
758 Irving ST NW
Washington, DC 20010
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Wilder J.
Leavitt
5324 McKinley Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
WLEAVITT@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I have lived in Bethesda since 1996 and I am a frequent user of the
Capital Crescent Trail. I use the trail for recreational biking, running and
walking and as a thoroughfare between Bethesda and Silver Spring and
Washington, DC. With the shrinking green space in the Bethesda/Chevy
Chase area, I believe it is vital to preserve this community resource.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Wilder J. Leavitt
5324 McKinley Street
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

Wilder J. Leavitt | 5324 McKinley Street, Bethesda, Maryland 20814 | tel.
(301) 493-6164 | fax. (301) 493-6164
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Alisa
Lebowitz
7102 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ALISALEBOWITZ@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Please preserve our green space! There are many reasons why the
Purple Line should not be located along the Capital Crescent Trail that
you have heard. Therefore, I will just give you a few personal reasons
as to why it would be a terrible plan for my family and community.
Please consider these reasons in addition to the all of the other facts
before you consider implementation.
My family with three young children and many neighbors in Chevy
Chase use the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and
Bethesda several times per week to walk our dog, ride bicycles and
travel to downtown Bethesda safely. The greenspace and natural
recreational trails are one of the main reasons we chose to raise our
family here. A narrow bike path bordered by fences would be unsafe.
Please see the attached photos of my children riding and falling along
the path that would not be wide enough for us to use under the Purple
Line plan! Also, the removal of 17 acres of canopy trees would
negatively affect the quality of the air we all breathe and the already
prevalent water drainage problems. The plan would also take away the
only grassy, open space in downtown Bethesda at Bethesda and
Woodmont Avenues. Bethesda is already too congested and overdeveloped. Lastly, in several years my three children will be required to
walk to and from Bethesda Chevy Chase High School. It will be much
safer for them to cross the trail as opposed to walking through downtown
Bethesda or over train tracks!
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail so that we, and generations to
come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource.

Attachments :

Thank you for your consideration.
reedstreet-15.JPG (170 kb)
reedstreet-16_000.JPG (196 kb)
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Laura
Lederman
3916 Underman Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LAURA.LEDERMAN@GMAIL.COM
To: MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
6 Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
I am writing to oppose the proposed light rail line along the Capital
Crescent Trail.
What will happen if the Montgomery County succeeds in placing light rail
along the trail?
1. It will render the Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail
(CCT) unsafe and unpleasant. Most of the CCT between Connecticut
Avenue and Bethesda measures 66 wide or less, compared to a 100
foot-wide right of way elsewhere on the proposed route. The right of way
narrows to just 32 feet at teh entrance to teh Bethesda tunnel under
Wisconsin Avenue. If the proposed light rail is built, this section will be
only 8 feet wide, unsafe for both runners and cyclists in an already
crowded part of the trail.
2. If will provide an undeserved windfall to developers at the expense of
our green space. The Chevy Chase Land Company advocates this
project becuase it hopes to increase development density along
Connecticut Avenue. This will further decrease public green space and
increase traffic in an already heavily congested area.
3. It will miss an opportunity to mitigate the traffic nightmare along
Wisconsin and Jones Bridge Road (JBR) becuase of the National
Medical Center project under BRAC. For my family alone the destruction
of the trail will mean my husband and son will have to commute by car,
rather than by bicycle or foot. That is TWO additional cars on the road.
MTA itself acknowledges that this $1.6 to $1.8 billion project will not
relieve traffic congestion.
4. It will destroy tree cover and green space and add more emissions
than a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) option. The state's Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) confirms that the light rail option will result in
the clear cutting of surrounding trees. In addition, the DEIS also states
that the light rail option will produce higher CO@ emissions as
compared to the BRT option. Finally, trains awaiting maintenance in the
Woodmont east area will occupy the only grassy patch in downtown
Bethesda!
There are precious few open green or public spaces in the Bethesda
Chevy Chase area. Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as it is a
unique and ireplaceable resource. Again, I opposethe light rail option for
the Purple Line. Please pursue other alternatives.
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Anne
Lee
24917 Woodfield Road
Damascus
MD
20872
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I have to take 3 buses to
get to work and takes 2 and 1/2 hours with so many stops and waiting
time.
Comment Cards. Anne Lee.pdf (35 kb)
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Austin
Lee
Spring Beer&Wine
8645 16th Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Austinlee78@hotmail.com
I'm one of business owner on Spring Center mall at 16th street, silver
spring. What's going to happen to us when purple line station is built
here?
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Bobby Y.
Lee
Sage Title Group, L.L.C.
4733 Bethesda Avenue - Suite 101
Bethesda
MD
20814
bobby@sagetitlegroup.com
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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D
Lee

MD
20815
I support the Purple Line!
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J. Sue
Lee

MD
JSUELEE@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Daniel
Leggett
8737 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DLEGGETT@RCN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear State and Local Officials:
Public leaders must give serious consideration to several items
regarding the Purple Line that have not yet received due attention. First
and foremost, the Purple Line AA-DEIS fails to fairly address and
represent the impact of a transit way on the Georgetown Branch right-ofway from Bethesda to Silver Spring. Second, the difference in costeffectiveness of the alternatives is very large and can not be brushed
aside based on notional preferences. Third, the Purple Line should
support western extension of rapid transit to the Tyson’s Corner / Dulles
Airport corridor.
Georgetown Branch Impact
The environmental impact of establishing a transit way on the
Georgetown Branch right-of-way (GB) from Bethesda to Silver Spring
does not receive the rigorous treatment one would expect for what is
widely considered park land. Further, the impact of a transit way plus a
trail versus the existing conditions on the GB has not been adequately
presented in a manner that is readily understandable by the public.
GB IS Park
Although the Georgetown Branch looks like park land and is used like
park land, it is not considered park land for this project. This is based on
an arbitrary declaration that the purchased with the intent to use for
transit and therefore ‘Section 4f’ does not apply. Thus, the use of the
GB for transit gets much less scrutiny in the DEIS. Also, the GB is not
considered for forest impact in the DEIS.
The Georgetown Branch r.o.w. east of Bethesda has exactly the same
historical use and current use as the Georgetown Branch r.o.w. west of
Bethesda. The only distinction is the land to the west is technically park
land (the Capital Crescent Trail) and the land to east is technically not
park land. I argue that the Georgetown Branch r.o.w. east of Bethesda
is de facto park land. It defies reason that land in the Georgetown
Branch r.o.w. from Bethesda to Silver Spring should be subjected to a
much lower standard in the DEIS than would be applied if a transit
project were being studied for the adjoining CCT.
I would further argue that what seemed like a good idea twenty years
ago is not a good idea in light of current circumstances. In 1988, when
the county purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way, and in 1990,
when future transit use was written in to the master plan, it was difficult
for leaders and citizens to foresee how popular and valuable the
CCT/GB would become as a PARK. Also, the original concept for transit
was a 'trolley' line between only Bethesda and Silver Spring that would
have been only single track much of the way. Had we known then what
we know now, there very well may have been significant support for
purchasing the GB r.o.w east of Bethesda solely for park use. It has
been about twenty years since the public has had significant input as to
the use of the GB r.o.w. Much has changed, and that must be
considered in current decisions.
(Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966
requires that the proposed use of land from a publicly-owned parkland,
recreation area, wildlife and/or waterfowl refuge, or any significant
historic or archaeological site, as part of a federally funded or approved
transportation project, is permissible only if there is no feasible and
prudent alternative to the use. Final action requiring the taking of such
land must also document and demonstrate that the proposed action
includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property resulting

from such use.)
Public Presentation
I have attended several of the focus group and open house meetings
through the course of the project. I have read the AA-DEIS and some of
the associated technical reports. I have yet to see a fair and meaningful
representation of what the Purple Line plus trail would be like compared
to the existing conditions. There a number of section examples that
show simplified renderings. There are many pages of drawing showing
preliminary versus existing elevations. There are idealistic renderings of
a trail and a transit way. But there is no presentation that has
comprehensive and accurate depictions of current and proposed
conditions at key points along the GB. How can the trail-using public
make a good judgment on such a paucity of information?
Cost-Effectiveness
Certainly, cost is a major factor in this project. If cost were not a factor,
the Purple Line would go underground from the east side of downtown
Silver Spring through to Bethesda and much of the opposition would
disappear. The most cost effective alternative is by far the Medium
Investment BRT. It is less than half the capital cost of the Medium
Investment LRT, which is being pushed by many leaders at this time.
Spending $600 million more for a marginal increase in ridership can not
be justified by any measure. Further, the combination of MI BRT with
BRT on Jones Bridge Road instead of the GB would be cost effective
AND minimize impact on PARK land.
Westward Extension
While not officially in the scope of the Purple Line project, connection of
lower Montgomery County to Tyson’s Corner via a rail or BRT link
should be considered by stat local leaders. It would be a failure of
leadership to not consider this important factor. LRT on the GB offers no
prospect of westward extension to Tyson’s. BRT has some prospect,
although crossing the Potomac may be problematic. Looking to the
future of the DC metro region, it is apparent that a heavy-rail metro line
linking Bethesda to the Tyson’s-Dulles corridor would be a logical path
forward.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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H.J.
Lehman
816 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JLHEMAN28@EXCITE.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
H.J. Lehman
816 Gist Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Mishian
Lehmann

MD
MISHIAN.LEMON@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it may concern:
I am a frequent trail user that would be devastated if the decision to build
the purple line over it would be made. Thousands of people use this trail
for the beauty, the excersize, and the fun. This is not the only place the
purple line can be built so if you would please conisider another location
me, as well as the thousand other trail users, would really appreciate it!
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Beverly
Lehrer
1220 Blair Mill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
BLEHRER2@VERIZON.NET
I am writing in support of creation of the Purple Line, particularly the light
rail option. The Purple Line would provide much needed rapid east-west
transportation between New Carrollton and Bethesda.

However, I also feel that, as the project moves forward, it is important to
consider the impact on local communities, particularly the low-income
communities and small businesses in affected areas.
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Pat and Lewis
Leibowitz
3712 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. P.L. Leibowitz.pdf (840 kb)
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Pat and Lewis
Leibowitz
3712 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
PLEIBOWITZ@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Purple Line is the largest example in our local area of the triumph of
hope over experience and wisdom. Our elected leaders seem to think
that the Purple Line is more important than the enjoyment of open
spaces between Bethesda and Silver Spring. Or they have convinced
themselves that people will continue to use the trail when it competes
with a train every few minutes.

If there were no alternative, we might have a debate. Here, there are
alternatives to destroying the TRail (make no mistake--the Purple Line
will destroy the Trail) but they are being ignored. Why? Because of
money? To set an example? We honestly do not know the answer.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. Trail users come from all around the region. They will drive or
ride from all over the area to enjoy the unique combination of old
neighborhoods and open spaces preserved carefully over the years.
Where else can they do this?

The Trail is revered for its and natural beauty, which would be destroyed
by the constuction of the Purple Line. If the Purple Line is built along the
TRail's path, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
removed. It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or
buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Accordingly, the Trail would be destroyed. This forest and natural Trail
that goes all the way to Georgetown are irreplaceable.

Please be smart and senstive to what you are doing. The mass transit
you want does not have to go along this Trail. Don't destroy it. Preserve
the Capital Crescent Trail. It is a treasure of our State.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Stuart
Leinwand
Stuart & Associates
21011 Ridge Rd.
Freeland
MD
21053
Public transportation is a MUST!!!
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Noa
Leman

MD
NOALEH3@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Almost every week, among thousands others I bike with my family on
the Capital Crescent Trail from Silver Spring down to Georgetwon and
back. Sometimes we enjoy longer rides to Alexandria and ofter we meet
a new friend along the way. The Trail is a respite an island away from
the stress of city life. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
We agree that alternative transit must be available, but we don't
understand why that needed transit must choke another alternative
transportation route - the better one in fact. Please use your wisdom,
vision and courage to put transit without destroying the treasure of the
Capital Crescent Trail. Please preserve it as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Christine
LeMieux
15000 Saddle Creek Dr.
Burtonsville
MD
20866
I fully support the light rail Purple Line and request that you too make the
decision to move forward with this project. For the benefit of our
community and our environment please take these points into
consideration:
-Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park and
New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
- Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the transit
line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between Bethesda
and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades elsewhere
along the project corridor;
- A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Thank you - Christine LeMieux
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Iris
Lemos
4701 Willard Ave, #1616
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
IRISLEMOS@COMCAST.NET
To Whom it may Concern

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michael and Penelope
Lemov
6303 Wynkkoop Blvd.
Bethesda
MD
20815

Letter. Michael and Penelope Lemov.pdf (62 kb)
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Miguel
Leon
1432 K Street, Apt 201
Hyattsville
MD
20783
Translated:
It is very necessary so that we can travel faster please.
Miguel_Leon.pdf (25 kb)
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Sharon M.
Leon, Ph.D.
Center for History and New Media
4400 University Drive, MSN 1E7
Fairfax
VA
22030
SLEON@GMU.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I used the Capital Crescent trail to both run and bike. I bike for pleasure,
but mostly I use the trail to train for road races, doing my hill work and
long runs on the weekends. My brother's house is near Connecticut
avenue and the trail allows us to come together on the weekends -- even
when I start at the base in Georgetown.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mark, Inna, Misha, and Sammy
Lerner
4505 Avamere St.
Bethesda
MD
20814-3930
INNALERNER@AOL.COM
We want the Purple Line---the light rail, not the bus. It won't ruin the golf
course. It will help us to go between school (JPDS), which is near Silver
Spring, and our house in Bethesda. It will help us get to stores. Mark,
Inna, Misha, and Sammy Lerner 4505 Avamere St. Bethesda, Md.
20814-3930
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Richard
Lerner
1907 Stratton Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Kay_David Comment Cards.pdf (65 kb)
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Shari
Lerner
4620 North Park Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SLERNER@ORIZON-INC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing you today to support the Capital Crescent Trail Tunnel in
Bethesda. As an avid user of the tunnel for both walking and bike riding
purposes, I am strongly against the closing of the tunnel for any amount
of time in order make Bethesda more crowded with buildings and less
safe for children and adults alike. I have often come out of the tunnel
imagining how nice it would be if there was a Green space/park right
outside of the movie theatre and Gifford's Ice Cream where people could
sit and enjoy the atmosphere Bethesda has to offer.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Douglas E. & Marilyn K.
Lesar & Mann
2507 Campbell Place
Kensington
MD
20895
DLESAR@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS
Ladies and Gentlemen:

We are frequent users of the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT), especially the
section between the Rock Creek Trestle and Bethesda. This trail is an
urban gem, graced by tall trees the provide blessed shade in the hot
months. It is a small but precious oasis of tranquility in a region
increasingly choked by suffocating automobile traffic. We are just two of
many of the 10,000 some weekly enjoyers of the CCT.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane.
With shade and quietude gone, the trail would be no better than a
sidewalk on K street and in our view would be no longer be worth using.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. And with global
warming, every carbon-absorbing tree that can be preserved is akin to a
spring in a desert. And keep in mind that the priorities of special interests
like the Chevy Chase Land Company lie elsewhere -- private profit; not
the welfare of The Commons.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the CCT so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Douglas E. Lesar,
Mann
2507 Campbell Place
Kensington, MD 20895
Your Address
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Nancy
Letsinger
6410 Ruffin Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NLETSINGER@MITRE.ORG
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail is an invaluable asset to our family and our
community. The proximity of the trail was a key reason that we chose to
live in our neighborhood, and we use it often for hiking and biking.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Allan M.
Leventhal
9219 Manchester Rd.,
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ALLANLEV@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED By Allan M. Leventhal, 9219 Manchester Rd., Silver
Spring, MD 20901

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit, only
if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and ineffective segment of the project. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement tending to show that it is feasible to
design a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective
for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time,
and user benefit hours – for a cost significantly lower than the highinvestment light rail alternative that MTA has assessed. Moreover, a
tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this
segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of those in
the community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even
those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives.

Construction of a mass transportation system requires
considerable public expense and careful planning that must be faithful to
long-range population and transportation forecasts. While I am a strong
believer in mass transportation the present plan for the Purple Line
through Silver Spring is longer on problems than solutions.
I have lived in Silver Spring at the same address for more than 40
years. My wife and I have been thrilled by the redevelopment of the
downtown. But every advance has a cost and the price already being
paid in Silver Spring is terrible traffic jams on the major arteries in the
downtown area in the mornings and afternoons. Getting through Silver
Spring has become an ordeal for commuters -- and for residents.
What are the major thoroughfares through central Silver Spring?
Georgia Avenue and Fenton Street are the prime north-south routes.
The Purple Line, as presently designed, requires crossing these two
arteries at grade level. A slow moving, lengthy train crossing these
thoroughfares every few minutes at rush hour will be a nightmare for
drivers, who are already stressed.
Wayne Avenue is the primary east-west alternative to Colesville Road.
Keeping traffic moving on Wayne Avenue is as important as on
Colesville Road. Wayne Avenue has become problematic because
entry and exit from the Whole Foods parking lot and the Wayne
Avenue Garage produces a line of cars on Wayne Avenue, bottling up

traffic at rush hour along Wayne Avenue. These problems are occurring
adjacent to the intersection of Wayne Avenue and Fenton Street where
the Purple Line train will turn, setting the stage for far worse problems in
the future if a train traverses this intersection.
Interference with automobile traffic on Georgia Avenue, Fenton Street,
and Wayne Avenue -- traffic which will surely increase in volume in the
future -- will not only be a curse for those who must drive through the
area, it will seriously compromise the viability of downtown Silver Spring.
To ignore the consequences of a train at these busy intersections will
lead to gridlock in central Silver Spring for many hours each day.
Concerns for funding should not outweigh what is needed for a
system to be successful. While it is more expensive to tunnel under
downtown Silver Spring and part of Wayne Avenue or Thayer Avenue,
for those of us who are aware of the traffic conditions now and in the
future in Silver Spring, little exercise in judgment is required to
understand the necessity of paying the cost for the Purple Line to be
truly an enhancement rather than a penny wise and pound foolish
mistake.
Thank you.
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Allan
Leventhal
9219 Manchester Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Allan Leventhal, A-L-L-A-N, L-E-V-E-N-T-H-A-L. I live at
9219 Manchester Road in Silver Spring.
Construction of a mass transportation system requires considerable
public expense and careful planning that must be faithful to long-range
population and transportation forecasts.
While I am a strong believer in mass transportation, the present plan for
the purple line through Silver Spring is longer on problems than
solutions.
I have lived in Silver Spring at the same address for more than 40 years.
My wife and I have been thrilled by the redevelopment of the downtown.
But every advance has a cost, and the price already being paid in Silver
Spring is terrible traffic jams on the major arteries in the downtown areas
in the mornings and afternoons.
Getting through Silver Spring has become an ordeal for commuters and
for residents. What are the major thoroughfares through Silver Spring?
Georgia Avenue and Fenton Street are the prime north/south routes.
The purple line as presently designed requires crossing these two
arteries at grade level. A slow moving, lengthy train crossing these
thoroughfares every few minutes at rush hour will be a nightmare for
drivers who are already stressed.
Wayne Avenue is the primary east/west alternative to Colesville Road.
Keeping traffic moving on Wayne Avenue is as important as on
Colesville Road.
Wayne Avenue has become problematic because entry and exit for the
Whole Foods parking lot and the Wayne Avenue garage reduces the line
of cars on Wayne Avenue, bottling up traffic at rush hour along Wayne
Avenue.
These problems are occurring adjacent to the intersection of Wayne
Avenue and Fenton Street where the purple line train will turn, setting
the stage for far worse problems in the future if a train traverses this
intersection.
Interference with automobile traffic on Georgia Avenue, Fenton Street
and Wayne Avenue, traffic which will surely increase in volume in the
future, will not only be a curse for those who must drive through the
area, but will seriously compromise the viability of downtown Silver
Spring.
Concerns for funding should not outweigh what is needed for a system
to be successful. While it is more expensive to tunnel under downtown
Silver Spring and part of Wayne Avenue or Thayer Avenue, for those of
us who are familiar with traffic conditions now and in the future in Silver
Spring, little exercise in judgment is required to understand the necessity
of paying the cost for the purple line to be truly an enhancement rather
than a penny wise and pound foolish mistake. Thank you.
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Carol
Leventhal
9219 Manchester Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
CLLEVEN@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Written Comments on Purple Line AA/DEIS
Submitted by Carol Leventhal
9219 Manchester Road
Silver Spring, Maryland 20901
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Please include my written testimony in the complete record for the
public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. This testimony is slightly
longer than the testimony I gave at the public hearing held at
Montgomery College in Takoma Park on November 22nd.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
only if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue
through adjacent neighborhoods, so as to avoid significant adverse
impacts on traffic, the recently restored downtown, and the community in
what will otherwise be the slowest and least effective segment of the
project. There is MTA data since the release of its AA/DEIS that shows
the feasibility of designing a system with tunneling for this segment
that would be cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve
ridership rates, travel time and use benefit hours, for a cost
significantly lower than the high investment light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed. A tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a
surface route for this segment, impacts that testimonies and written
comments of those in the community have explained are not assessed
in
the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA officials in
meetings with community representatives.
TESTIMONY OF CAROL LEVENTHAL

I am Carol Leventhal, a 40+ year resident at 9219 Manchester Road in
Silver Spring.
We can have a first-rate east-west mass transit system, the Purple Line
that people first envisioned many years ago. But we need to look at how
it can be strengthened. A good place to start is in downtown Silver
Spring and Wayne Avenue, where a surface route would result in the
slowest segment of the 16 miles.
At no more than 5 to 15 miles per hour, long Purple Line vehicles
crossing Georgia Avenue and entering the heavily congested Wayne
and
Fenton intersection will crawl downtown every three minutes from one
direction or the other during long rush hours. If traffic is already
horrendous in the redeveloped downtown, then this surface route will
threaten the downtown’s vitality.
For Wayne, MTA has proposed that two-thirds of a one mile stretch on
which the Purple Line will run be widened, primarily for long left turn
lanes. Keep in mind that Wayne will be the only essentially residential
road in the 16 miles of the Purple Line. It is not a major boulevard or
a railroad right of way. Virtually all of the block from Fenton to Cedar
will be widened, and then for another 150 feet past Cedar. There will be
1,200 feet of continuous widening at Dale Drive, and another 1,350 feet
of continuous widening at Sligo Creek Parkway. This will have a harmful
effect on the community, shrink front yards, and ultimately increase

traffic volume on this residential road through the middle of the
community. It cannot be camouflaged by planting trees, as some have
proposed.
MTA appears to have made major errors in its calculation of daily
station boardings for an unnecessary and undesired station at Dale
Drive
assuming that residents in many high-rise apartment buildings near
Sligo
Creek Parkway will want to walk farther to Dale Drive than to the
Manchester Place station. There cannot be more riders at Dale than
there
are homes nearby. MTA has given the Dale station as a major reason
why
it wants a surface route on Wayne, rather than tunnel under Wayne.
Medium-investment light rail will be 8 to 10 minutes slower from
Bethesda to New Carrollton than it now takes on Metro’s Red Line from
Bethesda to downtown DC with a change to the Orange Line back out to
New
Carrollton. MTA says that relieving traffic congestion is not a primary
purpose of the Purple Line, its statements consistently support that
lack of objective, and its study confirms this problem. Isn’t the point
to make a more efficient mass transit system, both overall and in Silver
Spring?
I urge the State and County to tunnel any Purple Line, whether light
rail or bus rapid transit, under both Wayne Avenue and downtown Silver
Spring.
I submit for the hearing record a petition of 563 people who reside on
or in the neighborhoods near Wayne Avenue or who use the facilities of
this community. This is the result of just two weeks of canvassing, with
only a fraction [about half] of the neighborhood households contacted.
We are continuing this petition effort."
Thank you.
PLEASE NOTE:
Attachment submitted at the November 22nd public hearing was a
petition
bearing the signatures of 563 persons who are residents and users of
facilities in the community on and near Wayne Avenue and downtown
Silver
Spring. Copies of the petition will be sent by mail to the copied
recipients of these comments.
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Carol
Leventhal
9219 Manchester Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Carol Leventhal, C-A-R-O-L, L-E-V-E-N-T-H-A-L. I am a long time 40
plus year resident at 9219 Manchester Road. We can have a first rate
east/west mass transit system, the purple line that people first
envisioned many years ago.
We need to look at how it can be strengthened. A good place to start is
in downtown Silver Spring and Wayne Avenue where a surface route
would result in the slowest segment of the 16 miles.
At no more than 5 to 15 miles per hour, long purple line vehicles
crossing Georgia Avenue and entering the heavily congested Wayne
and Fenton intersection will crawl downtown every three minutes from
one direction or the other during long rush hours.
If traffic is already horrendous in the redeveloped downtown, then this
surface route will threaten the downtown's vitality. For Wayne, MTA has
proposed that 2/3 of a one- mile stretch on which the purple line will run
be widened primarily for long left-turn lanes.
Keep in mind that Wayne will be the only essentially residential road in
the 16 miles of the purple line. It is not a major boulevard or railroad
right-of-way. Virtually all of the block from Fenton to Cedar will be
widened, then for another 150 feet past Cedar, 1,200 feet of continuous
widening at Dale Drive and another 1,350 feet of continuous widening of
Sligo Creek Parkway.
This will have a harmful effect on the community, shrink front yards and
ultimately increase traffic volume on this residential road through the
middle of the community. It cannot be camouflaged by planting trees as
some have proposed.
MTA appears to have made major errors in its calculation of daily station
boardings for an unnecessary and undesired station at Dale Drive,
assuming that residents in many high rise apartment buildings near Sligo
Creek Parkway will want to walk farther to Dale Drive than to the
Manchester Place Station.
There cannot be more riders at Dale than there are homes nearby. MTA
has given the Dale Station as a major reason why it wants a surface
route on Wayne rather than tunnel under Wayne.
Medium investment light rail will be 8 to minutes slower from Bethesda
to New Carrollton than it now takes on Metro's red line from Bethesda to
downtown DC with a change to the orange line back out to New
Carrollton.
MTA says that relieving traffic congestion is not a primary purpose of the
purple line. Its statements consistently support that lack of objective and
its study confirms this problem.
Isn't the point to make a more efficient mass transit system both overall
and in Silver Spring? I urge the state and county to tunnel any purple
line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit under both Wayne and
downtown Silver Spring.
I submit for the hearing record a petition of 563 people who reside on or
in the neighborhoods near Wayne Avenue or who use the facilities of
this community. This is the result of just two weeks of canvassing with
only a fraction, about half of the neighborhood households contacted.
We are continuing this petition effort. Thank you.
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Marci
Levin
7413 Oak Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. M. Levin.pdf (1 mb)
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Marci
Levin
7413 Oak Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
301-562-2006
Dear Governor
As a devoted user of the Capital Crescent Trail, as well as a driver
frequently stuck traffic on the East- West Highway, please respond to
the two questions
1 Why isn’t the Purple Line connecting the Silver Spring Metro station
with the Bethesda Metro station?
2 If the Crescent Trail is converted to transit (and trail) use, where are
people who want to use the transit system to park cars?

Attachments :

I look forward to your response No elected official has answered these
Levin 34802.pdf (79 kb)
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Susan
Levin
8405 Farrell Dr.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LEVINSR@EARTHLINK.NET
Hello I'm an avid user of the Crescent Trail in Chevy Chase and I cherish the
natural beauty of the train as I jog and bike along it. There are so few
green places in which to exercise. Aside from the beauty, the trees
contribute shade and most importantly, oxygen to our environment. I
understand the need for increased clean transportation but I don't think
the costs to taxpayers are worth it. And the opportunity costs of lost
trees and beautiful, green areas is priceless.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Edith
Levine
3731 Kanawha St NW
Washington
DC
20015
ELEVINE@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Edith Levine 3731 Kanawha St NW DC 20015, Also Mtgy Cty Property
Owner
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J.
Levine

Potomac
MD
JERIMOTHHILL@MSN.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I thoroughly enjoy using the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda
and Silver Spring when I'm visiting friends in the area. It provides respite
from the surrounding busy thoroughfares and would be greatly missed if
altered to provide transit. I've also used Metrobus to get between these
locations and have found it to be an excellent system.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matthew
Levinger
3221 Brooklawn Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LEVINGER@RCN.COM
As a Chevy Chase resident who uses the Capital Crescent Trail both for
recreation and for occasional bicycle commuting, I strongly urge
Governor O'Malley to decide in favor of the Purple Line light rail option.
Although the Capital Crescent Trail will become slightly less bucolic, I
consider this a small price to pay in return for the major benefits that the
Purple Line will bring in terms of better mass transit connections,
reduced traffic, and less pollution from automobiles.
Having lived for more than a decade in Portland, Oregon, I have seen
how light rail can foster "smart development" in ways that even the best
high-speed bus system is unlikely to match. I believe that the Purple
Line promises to make my own neighborhood more geographically
attractive to potential residents, as well as to help revitalize blighted
areas of Prince George's County.
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Matthew
Levinger
3221 Brooklawn Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
levinger@rcn.com
Levinger 35539.pdf (107 kb)
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Stacy
Lewis French
7508 Glendale Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
STACYFRENCH@STARPOWER.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a runner, triathlete, and mother of two. I regularly use the trail to run
and bike. Almost every weekend, as a family, we head out on the trail on
our bicycles. Our family loves it! We are exercising outside in a safe
environment, free from smog, and the danger of cars. We often
comment on the natural beauty we observe. We have seen fox, cats,
dogs, hawks, and even a deer. Can’t we KEEP SOME GREEN SPACE?
We do people feel THE NEED TO DEVELOP EVERY BIT OF SPACE
with LARGER HOMES AND MASS TRANSIT? Please avoid another
environmental disaster and preserve the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gregory A.
Lewis
510 Pershing Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LEWISYING@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY GREGORY A. LEWIS, 510 PERSHING DRIVE,
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am a long time supporter and user of public transportation, including
the Metrorail and Metrobus systems in the Washington DC metropolitan
area. It is the means by which I commute to work each day. I also firmly
believe more needs to be done to promote mass transit to address the
environmental, economic, and national security costs associated with
motor vehicular transportation.

For that reason, I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus
rapid transit, through my community of Silver Spring with one significant
caveat: that it be tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile
of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the
adjacent neighborhood. Tunneling that relatively short length of the
proposed Purple Line path is necessary to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community of a surface route
that will otherwise likely be the slowest, most inefficient, and trafficjamming segment of the system.

Significantly, MTA data since the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement indicates that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment in a way that
both (1) is cost effective for federal funding approval and (2) improves
the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours.

The cost of such an approach? Approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding.

Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface
route for this segment, including impacts not assessed in the AA/DEIS.
What are these impacts?

o
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot on the average
of every three minutes from one direction or the other during three-hour
peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per hour will
create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver Spring than exist
today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived downtown.

o
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
bisect the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.

o
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners'
front yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.

o
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.

o
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple
Line with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot
and the Wayne Avenue Garage.

I ask that you take the necessary steps to avoid these significant
adverse effects by incorporating a tunnel under Wayne Avenue through
downtown Silver Spring to Mansfield Road. This project can be an
important means of addressing the future transportation needs of this
region of the state, but only if it is done in a way that respects the quality
of life of our community.

Thank you for your consideration.

Regard,

Gregory A. Lewis /s/
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T. Reid
Lewis
5804 Ogden Court
Bethesda
MD
20816
reidlewis@mac.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
While I favor mass transit in general, I oppose the Purple Line as
conceived because will ruin the unique, irreplaceable Crescent Trail.
Converting the Trail to mass transit is one step removed from paving the
whole County which is another way to reduce traffic congestion.
Put the Purple line down the center of East West Highway to emphasize
to drivers that the should be riding instead of sitting in traffic.
My family uses the trail regularly and its a big factor in our lives:
the trail gets us out side
we see friends and neighbors on the Trail
kids and adults like exercise on the Trail
adults can get a much needed escape with a peaceful time on the trail
we use the Trail to get to shopping without driving without parking
we use the Trail to get to the County pool
we use the Trail to get the C&O Canal
we value the trees and green vegetation on the Trail
Any use of the Trail for mass transit would destroy it for these purposes.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains passing
in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But the
DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS There is no mention in the DEIS that the original
plans for a light rail called for a single track light rail because the corridor
is so narrow. While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a
former transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that
previously ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15
mph, on a single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With
the Purple Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by
two tracks and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three
minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace Inexplicably, there is

no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has been documented to
have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this number has been
growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in light of the fact
that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to Georgetown,
and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without significant risk to their
tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of
way will be destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is
inexplicably negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the
impact of the loss of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to
the communities surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests,
at least 17 acres of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of
mature trees are some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery
County and they are important for sediment control, clean water, clean
air, carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for
communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane MTA's visual and written
images of the "trail" along the light rail are seriously misleading. There
can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and to state that trees from
neighboring yards will provide canopy is not supported in fact. To the
contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way, neighbors will put up security
and privacy fencing because their homes are very close to the rail and
the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined inside a solid fenced in
corridor with trains passing by in both directions every three minutes.
Fencing will also be necessary along the inside border of the Trail to
keep trail users from accidently falling onto the tracks or from crossing
intentionally. Most of the right of way will require major retaining walls
since the terrain in almost never level and tends to rise steeply or fall of
precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane The Trail is
already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and abilities, small
children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions, passing each
other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike lane with high
speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion The neighborhoods of East
Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale, North Chevy Chase,
Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be divided by a transitway.
These neighborhoods share the same middle school and high school.
Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to get to Westland Middle
School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the Leland
Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A transitway in
this location seriously is destructive to community cohesion and is
inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access Except at a few places, trail access will be lost
for the neighboring communities. Currently there are many gates and
open access points to the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail Loss of Trail access will lead
youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc.

Young people will try to climb fences, for example, to cross directly to BCC High School in East Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway,
and the Leland Center in the Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are
many gates, and youth come through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes,
condominiums and apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to
describe how close these residences would be to the transitway. The
DEIS should state how many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50',
30' etc. from where light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to
have no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes
along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
- Reid
T. Reid Lewis
5804 Ogden Court
Bethesda, MD 20816 USA
Tel: +1.301.229.0328
Fax: +1.703.294.5362
Personal Email: reidlewis@mac.com
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Sherry
Lewis-Khanna
4704 Falstone Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SHERRY.LEWIS-KHANNA@MAIL.DOC.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to provide comments on the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the Purple Line project.
Unfortunately, the DEIS does not appear to be an objective analysis, but
rather an advocacy piece. In particular, I would highlight three areas
where the DEIS
falls short in supporting informed decision-making:
First, there is no quantification of the impact of the loss of vegetation
along the Georgetown Branch right-of-way. The report states that this
analysis will be done after further planning. I cannot understand why,
since the proposed routes and design are fairly well determined in the
report. It is extraordinary
that the DEIS is so cavalier about the removal of "mature vegetation".
The only conclusion one could come to is that the authors of the DEIS
did not want to
highlight potential negative attributes of the Purple Line. The DEIS'
claim that LRT/BRT would help restore Chevy Chase to its original
"trolley suburb"
character appears to be a case of marketing, rather than fact-based
analysis, considering how much greenery, commercial development and
traffic have changed since the 1950s.
Second, the DEIS is unclear about the noise impacts of the Build
Alternatives. There are references to FTA thresholds, but I could not find
an actual quantification of the noise levels in decibels of the Build
Alternatives. It would have been helpful to have had a quantified
comparison with other noise
sources, such as existing vehicular traffic, lawn equipment, and
construction. The DEIS conclusion that there would be no noise impact
lacks credibility,
especially when one considers that the LRT will start at 5 am on
weekdays; on weekends, the trains will run until 3 am. What is the noise
threshold for residential areas pre-dawn and post-midnight?
Third, the DEIS is not persuasive in presenting the case for a trail and
BRT/LRT to co-exist. Some design features are introduced to buffer
hikers/bikers from
the trains or buses, but there are no examples provided of similar
designs in other cities. Photographs of such cases and actual
experience would have been more useful.
Notwithstanding these issues, it would be helpful to know why the
County Planning Board staff (and organizations such as Purple Line,
Now!) are promoting
LRT when the DEIS explicitly states that the BRT alternatives would be
more cost-effective than the LRT alternatives. Why shouldn't scarce tax
dollars be
used for the most cost-effective option?
Finally, it is regrettable that we are being forced to choose between
maintaining a wonderful green space and much-needed mass transit.
The Purple Line is
dividing the environmental community, who are torn by the trade-offs. In
the meantime, the real culprits -- automobile drivers -- face no hard
choices. How
about making car drivers give up road space for mass transit? Why not
change the terms of this debate by making driving less attractive on the
east-west
corridor? Let's talk about putting a BRT or LRT on existing roads,
reducing the number of lanes for cars (and parking), so that mass transit
becomes the

preferred mode of transport. We should sacrifice cars for mass transit,
not walkers and bikers and trees for mass transit.
Those who care about climate change and environmental quality would
support maintaining green areas AND promoting mass transit, not
sacrificing one for the other. And the most effective way to deal with
traffic congestion is to put a
price on driving; public transport on its own usually cannot compete.
Therefore, I would argue that the current proposals presented in the
DEIS, and
the proposal for the LRT alternatives, constitute poor public policy and
an inefficient use of resources.
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Yixin
Li
2703 Navarre Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
liyx@mail.nih.gov
Dear Michael, as we talked on the phone, please send me the detail
route map nearby West Coquelin Terrace.
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Yun
Li
11117 Rutledge Dr.
N Potomac
MD
20878
yun.li@usda.gov
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Yun
Li
USDA
1400 Independece Ave. SW
Washington
DC
20250
yun.li@usda.gov
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Soyini
Liburd
5703 Lustine St
Hyattsville
MD
20781
soyinidenise@yahoo.com
I live near route 1 and East West Hwy and I'm a little disappointed that
the purple line is not coming nearer to that route 1 business corridor. I
guess UM has preference but is it possible to perhaps swap out M
Square for the Riverdale Marc station as a stop?
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Jules
Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JULESLICHTENSTEIN@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O'Malley,

December 10, 2008

MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

My wife and I use the Capital Crescent Trail, including the
section from Bethesda to Silver Spring, for short walks and long hikes,
for biking and, when it snows, for cross country skiing. My children used
a right of way across the Trail (adjoining the Town of Chevy Chase
easement) to walk to Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School when they
were in the 10th through 12th grades. My wife uses the right of way
across the Trail at the end of Pearl Street to get to the Bethesda Sport
and Health fitness center on Montgomery Avenue .

The section of the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring is the most accessible recreation facility we have. We can
walk to it. To get to other hiking trails we must get in the car and drive.
We especially like and use the Capital Crescent because it has trees on
both sides so we can use it in hot weather, which is most of the weather
here. It would be a great loss to us to lose this part of the Trail. I also
think it would be a significant loss to the environment because all of the
trees would be removed. I want the Trail to be preserved. We in the
downcounty area have relatively little open space and parkland, unlike
the upcounty area.

In addition, the major travel destination will be the new Walter
Reed facility. The Purple Line should terminate at this location and
avoid the difficult transfer at the Bethesda Station. With the change in
the employment center to the new Walter Reed, it is neither necessary
nor efficient to use the Capital Crescent Trail for the Purple Line.

So I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring . We
can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful,
tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else. A narrow,
dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains passing every
three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail" experience. It would be
tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that adds so much value to the
lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the many communities that
benefit from it.

I also object to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. The
Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an

objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:

1. History in the DEIS

There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light
rail called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.

2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace

Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the
Trail has been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006,
and this number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages,
races, nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially
significant in light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved
like the Trail to Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it
without significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for
greenspace and natural recreational trails in the years to come with
Smart Growth and increasing urban density. The population of the
Bethesda CBD will double in 15 years and these residents will need
greenspace and recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already
saturated and dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest

The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane

MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail
are seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks,
and to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane

The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds
and abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two
directions, passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a
narrow bike lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing
at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase ,
Edgevale, North Chevy Chase , Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace,
would be divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same
middle school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the
Trail to get to Westland Middle School , Bethesda-Chevy Chase High
School , and the Leland Community Center , not to mention each others
homes. A transitway in this location is seriously destructive to
community cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.

7. Loss of Trail Access

Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the
neighboring communities. Currently there are many gates and open
access points to the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail

Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in
dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb
fences, for example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East
Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway , and the Leland Center
in the Town of Chevy Chase . Currently, there are many gates, and
youth come through these regularly. In the last two weeks there have

been light rail accidents in Boston and in Phoenix, and a few months
back a boy was killed by a CSX train in Montgomery County. This is
simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so close to
homes and a popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.

In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.

In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.

When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time
did not know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would
become. Nor did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time
to take a new, fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be
located.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jules Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St .
Chevy Chase , MD 20815
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Jules
Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JULESLICHTENSTEIN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Sirs and Madames:

A Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail isn't greener. Bus
Rapid Transit burns compressed natural gas and emits carbon dioxide
(CO2). Light Rail Transit runs on electricity generated mostly by burning
coal and some natural gas, both of which emit carbon dioxide.[1] The
Trail doesn't emit any carbon dioxide. The Trail is covered 85 percent by
trees and vegetation that absorb CO2.

A rail Purple Line on the Trail will actually contribute to global
warming. The plans are to cut down all of the trees and vegetation on
the Trail and pave it over with concrete for the Purple Line. Cutting
down trees and vegetation is deforestation. Deforestation is a major
cause of global warming.

The Capital Crescent Trail is greener and shouldn't be used for
the Purple Line.

Jules Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[1] Pepco fuel mix 55.3% coal and 7.1% natural gas, July 1, 2007-June
30,2008. (MD12/08 RG01-21).
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Lynn
Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LSL22@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Opposition to the Purple Line in the Town of Chevy Chase

The costs of the proposed route of the Purple Line in the Town of
Chevy Chase outweigh its benefits. The route no longer serves the
transportation needs of the area as the main center of employment and
of visits to the area will be the new Walter Reed Hospital complex (Naval
Medical Center). It would also destroy 17 acres of trees and vegetation
and the portion of the Capital Crescent Trail that is in the Town of Chevy
Chase.

First, the proposed terminus no longer meets transportation
needs. After the Purple Line was proposed to terminate in Bethesda,
the Federal Government decided to move Walter Reed Hospital to the
Naval Medical Center. That location will now be receiving the most
commuters, visitors, and customers (patients) in the Bethesda-Chevy
Chase area. The proposed terminus in Bethesda is no longer
appropriate. It does not take people where they want to go. The
demand for transportation to Walter Reed (Naval Medical Center) is now
much greater and the Purple Line should be planned to meet this need
with a terminus at Walter Reed.

Second, the proposed route in the Town of Chevy Chase
degrades the environment. The AA/DEIS is unreasonable and cannot
be relied upon because it ignores the actual effects of the proposed
Purple Line on the environment in the Town of Chevy Chase.

The AA/DEIS does not consider the environmental effects of the
Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail in the Town of Chevy Chase
because, it states, it is not legally required to. This ignores the fact that
Montgomery County owns the old railroad right of way because a large
number of County residents urged the County to buy it for recreational
purposes. It also ignores the fact that this portion of the Capital
Crescent Trail is existing open space and part of a continuous trail that is
used by the public for recreation. This portion of the Capital Crescent
Trail is far more accessible and usable to residents of the downcounty
area than the upcounty parkland that the County owns.

The proposed Purple Line in the Town of Chevy Chase would
have severe environmental effects—it would make this portion of the
Capital Crescent Trail un-usuable for recreation and destroy all of the
vegetation including many large canopy trees. It would go directly
counter to the Town of Chevy Chase’s efforts to preserve and enhance
its canopy trees. The proposed route in Chevy Chase would
permanently degrade the environment.

For these reasons, I oppose the segment of the Purple Line
proposed to use the Capital Crescent Trail in the Town of Chevy Chase
and request that a different route be chosen.

Lynn Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

11/18/08
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Lynn
Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LSL22@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : I’m writing as a resident of the Bethesda-Chevy Chase area for over 30
years to urge you to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail and not to use it
for the Purple Line. My reasons are that the Trail should be preserved
as a recreational and environmental resource; trips from Silver Spring to
Bethesda can be accommodated by better bus service and don’t justify a
rail line on the Trail; the terminus of the Purple Line should be the new
Walter Reed National Military Medical Center in order to serve the
majority of riders; a rail line with an on-grade crossing on Connecticut
Avenue (and other north-south streets) will increase travel time for the
majority of travelers who are going north-south; and, generally, more
people will be harmed by this kind of Purple Line than will benefit from it
and the Trail will be permanently destroyed if it is used for the Purple
Line. These reasons are discussed in more detail below.

As a long-time resident, I have seen the population of the
downcountye area increase over the years in keeping with Montgomery
County’s policy of making the downcounty a high density area. As more
and more people come to live in the downcounty area, more recreational
resources are needed. The Capital Crescent Trail provides such a
resource that is easily accessible to all with hiking, biking, walking, roller
blading, cross-country skiing close to where downcounty residents live.
The Trail accommodates all users from those in strollers to the elderly in
wheel chairs. This resource should be preserved.

The Trail is also an environmental resource. It provides canopy
trees which are a must in our hot, humid area and other vegetation.
Preserving the Trail is preserving a part of our environment.

Based on my 30 years of experience as a resident, I believe that
the Purple Line will not take cars off the Beltway. I believe that, instead,
it will be used primarily by people who now take buses, with most of
those buses currently originating at Silver Spring. I believe trips from
Silver Spring to Bethesda can be satisfied by an enhanced bus system,
either Purple Line or otherwise, and do not justify the expenses of a
Purple Line rail system or the destruction of the Capital Crescent Trail.

As a metro user, I think that riders on a Purple Line that
terminates in Bethesda will have a difficult transition to the metro
system—they must descend to the Bethesda Metro station and ascend
from it on escalators that are ten stories high and are not always
working. It is physically demanding to ride these escalators in bad
weather and it is very difficult to climb them when they are not working.
Those riders who want to go to the new Walter Reed, and these will be
the majority, will find such a connection difficult and time-consuming. So
I believe that the Purple Line should terminate at Walter Reed, in
keeping with the needs of the majority of the people who will be riding it.

If the grade crossing of the proposed Purple Line rail line is ongrade at Connecticut Avenue (that is, at street level),[1] I believe that the
heavy north-south flow of traffic on Connecticut Avenue will be disrupted
and that it will take more time for commuters and others to travel northsouth on Connecticut Avenue. Thus, while a rail Purple Line may

reduce travel time for some travelers going east or west, it will increase
travel time for travelers going north or south on Connecticut Avenue
(and on other north-south streets as well). North-south travelers greatly
outnumber those going east to west, so that the rail Purple Line on the
Capital Crescent Trail would benefit a small number of east-west
travelers at the expense of a far larger number of north-south travelers.

As a long-time resident, I think, generally, that while some people
might benefit from a rail Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail, many
more people will be harmed by this kind of Purple Line.

If the Purple Line is built on the Capital Crescent Trail, the
destruction of the Trail will be permanent. There will be no way to regain
this recreational and environmental resource. Please choose to
preserve the Trail and adopt an alternative for the Purple Line that does
not require use of the Trail.

Lynn Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[1] I couldn’t tell from looking at the DEIS whether the grade crossing of
the proposed Purple Line rail line is on grade a Connecticut Avenue.
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Lynn
Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LSL22@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
This e-mail addresses what alternative is greener--reduces
carbon dioxide (CO2) the most. I believe a rail Purple Line, whether
Light Rail Transit (LRT) or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), on the Capital
Crescent Trail (Trail) will not be appreciably greener and therefore does
not justify using the Trail for a rail line.

Right now, the Trail is green. In fact, it absorbs CO2 rather than
emitting it. About 85 percent of the 100 foot right-of-way of the Trail is
covered with trees and other vegetation. The trees and vegetation
absorb CO2, so the Trail reduces CO2 emitted by sources like cars. If
the trees and vegetation are removed from the 100 foot right of way and
paved over with concrete for LRT or BRT, they will no longer be able to
remove CO2 from the air and they will also release the CO2 they now
contain into the atmosphere.

Unlike, the Trail, the LRT and BRT both use fossil fuels and both
emit CO2. The BRT uses compressed natural gas.[1] The LRT runs on
electricity. [2] They might or might not emit less CO2 than cars needed
to carry a similar number of passengers, depending on the amount of
fuel needed and other factors. But even if they did produce a reduction
in CO2 emissions as far as fuels are concerned, that reduction is largely
negated by the loss of CO2 absorption by the trees and vegetation that
will be removed from the Trail. The net result would be very little
reduction in CO2 from a rail line on the Trail. The LRT and BRT simply
won't reduce CO2 emissions enough to be worthwhile when the
deforestation of the Trail is considered.

Moreover, the BRT has no need to use the Trail. It has rubber
tires and can run on roads. If the BRT runs on roads and uses
compressed natural gas, then any reduction in CO2 emissions it
achieves would not be offset by the deforestation of the Trail. The same
is true for a Purple Line bus that runs on compressed natural gas. For
these reasons, I believe a BRT that runs on roads or a bus using natural
gas are greener than using the Trail for either LRT or BRT.

Thanks for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lynn Lichtenstein
4209 Rosemary St.

Chevy Chase, MD

20815

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[1] Natural Gas emits about 25 percent less CO2 than gasoline. The
BRT is also said to use a low emission hybrid electric motor, but I did not
see any figures for the level of these emissions.

Attachments :

[2] In our area, 55.3 percent of electricity is provided by coal and 7.7
percent is provided by natural gas. (2007 State of Market Report, vol. 1,
p. 14, PJM Interconnection, Market Monitoring Unit (March 11, 2008).
(Do search at www.pjm.com.)) Coal emits about 30 to 35 percent more
CO2 than gasoline.
Lichtenstein 35558.pdf (152 kb)
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David
Lickwar
dmlickwar@gmail.com
Hyattsville
MD
20782
I support the Purple Line in the form of metrorail. It will greatly reduce
traffic on roads crossing the county, which will result in less wear and
tear on roadways in addition to helping the environment. If those
residents in Montgomery County lived out in PG like I do, they'd support
this plan, too.
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David
Liddel
10921 Piermont Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902
David Liddel, D-A-V-I-D, L-I-D-D-E-L. My address is 10921 Piermont
Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland. My apartment number is 233. Silver
Spring, Maryland 20902.
I think the purple line would be good because it would save me - and
allow people to use it to go to and from Bethesda and Silver Spring and
wherever it goes a lot faster than minutes on the Metro system. The light
rail would be better based on (inaudible) other than that, I don't know if I
can (inaudible) easier to build. Okay.
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Normanl
Liebow
Retired
403 King Farm Boulevard
Rockville
MD
20850
LIEBOW@COMCAST.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Normanl Liebow
Retired
403 King Farm Boulevard # 402
Rockville, MD 20850
301977-7677
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Yasmina Mudarres and
R. Andrew Lied
3414 Shepherd Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
YMUDARRES@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We are writing to share our opposition to locating the Purple Line along
the Capital Crescent Trail and adjacent to the Sligo Creek Elementary
School (SCES) in Silver Spring. As long-time Trail users and parents of
2 young children at SCES, we are gravely concerned by the detrimental
impact of the Line on the quality of our community.

As it concerns the Capital Crescent Bike Trail, the development of the
Purple Line would result in the loss of a rare and valuable green belt for
our community. Our family resides in Chevy Chase and we frequently
use the trail to cycle to Bethesda and Silver Spring. It helps us stay
healthy, enjoy precious family time as well as enjoy the shops,
restaurants and cinemas located in the downtown areas without
contributing to traffic and pollution. Needless to say, should a light rail
be located on the trail, only ten feet from the bike lane, with trains
passing every three minutes (as outlined in the recent environmental
study) we would certainly no longer use the trail and to the family's great
chagrin, we would also severely cut back on our support of local
businesses including our favorite Giffords ice cream and Quartermaine
Coffee.

As to the location of a station at street level on Wayne Avenue and Dale
Drive in Silver Spring, we share equal reservations. As previously
stated, both our kids attend SCES and we are already all too familiar
with the existing congestion and traffic problems in the area--not to
mention the impact on the security of pedestrians and difficulty to ensure
safety of both an elementary and middle school with multiple public
entrances. Both our kids take a Montgomery County School Bus from
Chevy Chase to Silver Spring each day and often arrive late at school
because of traffic. Their daily school bus commute will certainly be
lengthened by increased congestion around the Wayne Avenue station
as well as on Connecticut Avenue due to the new Lake Area
development plans. Parking at the school is already a nightmare and
without plans to satisfactorily address congestion issues, we fail to grasp
how the light rail will make a positive impact on the school community,
most of whom are still too young to travel by public transportation alone.

Great urban spaces are defined by accessibility. Unfortunately it seems
to us that the Purple Line will damage rather than address accessibility
for our community. Worst still it will have an irrevocable impact on a
beautiful green recreation area. We urge you to reconsider the current
placement for the Purple Line and work to safeguard our community
resources for generations to come.

Thank you for your consideration,
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Mary
Liepold
1711 Sanford Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
Ignore the NIMBYs! Public transportation is only going to become more
essential as time goes by. I use Metro every day, and I am for the Purple
Line.
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Charles J.
Lietwiler
11123 Schuykill Road
Rockville
MD
20852
CLIETWILER1@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dr. Royce Hanson, Chairman
Maryland National Park and Planning Commission

Dear Chairman Hanson:

Earlier this month, the Montgomery County Planning Department
staff added their voice to the growing list of endorsers of the medium
light rail option using the Master Plan alignment. I am writing to express
my support for many of the conclusions of the staff. The planning board
will be reviewing the report on 1/8/2009 and I understand that the
County Executive will be issuing a statement on the project soon
thereafter, with the Council taking a position on January 27th.

I specifically support the following conclusions of the planning
staff:

Only light rail can carry the heavy passenger loads foreseen for the
Purple Line.
Completion of the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air rights tunnel and on an off-road
corridor along the CSX right-of-way into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring. The trail should be 12-feet wide wherever feasible.
Provision of stops in downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
I also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
entrance to the Red Metro Line as a priority infrastructure project under
the stimulus program being developed by the incoming administration of
President Obama.

Based on the ridership results of light rail lines constructed in other
American cities, I expect the Purple Line to carry a significantly larger
number of passengers than projected. Light rail will help focus highdensity development along its route, something that cannot be achieved
by so-called “bus rapid transit”. Light rail will improve the mobility of the
population in the down-County area and can serve as the basis for an
expanded light rail network for the entire County.

Please encourage Governor O’Malley to move the light rail Purple Line
into the construction phase as soon as possible.
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Charles J.
Lietwiler
11123 Schuykill Road
Rockville
MD
20852
CLIETWILER1@COMCAST.NET
Gentlemen:
I am writing to voice my support for light rail as the mode to be chosen
for the Purple Line project. The results of light rail lines built over the last
thirty years demonstrate that they are more attractive to potential users
than any kind of bus service. Actual use has exceeded projected
ridership in most cases.
The cost of operation per passenger mile has been significantly less
than for bus service. This is due to the higher average speed of light rail
service and the large capacity of the light rail vehicles. The combination
of these factors has enabled transit systems to provide more subsidized
bus service without increasing the level of subsidies on a per-unit basis.
The greater permanence of rail facilities has encouraged investors to
provide higher density development in the vicinity of light rail stations.
This increases the tax base and produces more tax revenues to local
governments who operate light rail systems.
The higher investment needed for light rail is offset by the longer life of
the facilities. This allows the investment to be amortized over a longer
period of time, lowering the annual amount that has to be depreciated.
Light rail service has a positive effect on the public's attitude about mass
transit in general. Apathy or antagonism to transit service is replaced by
a supportive attitude. This provides support for further investment in
improved transit services.
For these reasons, I urge that light rail be selected as the mode of
choice for the Purple Line project.
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Jimmy A.
Light, MD, FACS
Washington Hospital Center

MD
JIMMY.A.LIGHT@MEDSTAR.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In 1988,
when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way, and in
the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master plan, the
purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between Bethesda
and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow. However, since
that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into shoehorning into
this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system, with trains passing
in both directions every three minutes -- without concern for hundreds of
nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments and without concern for
the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as we know it. We have
lived in the Town of Chevy Chase for the last 12 or so years, and have
come to recognize the Trail as an important green zone buffer. I use it
regularly for walking, running, jogging, and frequently am in Bethesda at
the exact location where the tunnel ends. It's a busy hub of pleasurable
commercial activity with restaurents, theaters, bookstores, etc. It's hard
to imagine that ambience continuing with busy trains running by only a
few yards away. There's certain to be an economic impact and loss of
tax revenue if this area is compromised.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground. Why
would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have other
options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. I was
at both Walter Reed and the Naval Hospital for 20 years, ending a few
years ago. My medical career also involved NIH; so I'm quite familiar
with the Jones Bridge road. I could not agree more about the increased
congestion merging these two facilities will bring. It seems only too
logical to have a mass transit system serving this North Bethesda Area,
rather than routing it thru the south end of town. This plan is half the cost
of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for funding other transit
needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees and the natural Trail,
and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all the way into Silver
Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jimmy A. Light, MD, FACS
Director of Transplantation
Washington Hospital Center
Phone: 202-877-6029
Fax: 202-877-3378
Pager: 1-866-474-7676
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John
Lillibridge
9811 Marquette Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20817-1764

Comment Form. J. Lillibridge.pdf (965 kb)
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Janelyne
Lim
708 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
GOLDENFOREST9@YAHOO.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring ONLY if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. MTA data
since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact
Statement suggest that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling
for this segment as to be cost effective for federal funding approval and
to improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of
approximately $1.4 billion. Moreover, a tunnel is the ONLY way to
eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment
– impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in the
community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And this short tunneling will make a good and speedy
Purple Line that enhances the entire line, and all the residents and
commuters.
A surface route through downtown Silver Spring is the worst thing for
development of the downtown. Neither a station at Fenton Street nor a
station at Dale Drive, is needed and cost effective. MTA must improve
its analysis and design for this silver spring segment, or its job on the
Purple line will become a case study for bad public works!

I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Please respect the collective wisdom of the Evanswood Citizens!
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Soketeang
Lim
8615 Springvale Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SOKTEANG@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring ONLY if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. MTA data
since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact
Statement suggest that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling
for this segment as to be cost effective for federal funding approval and
to improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of
approximately $1.4 billion. Moreover, a tunnel is the ONLY way to
eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment
– impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in the
community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And this short tunneling will make a good and speedy
Purple Line that enhances the entire line, and all the residents and
commuters.
A surface route through downtown Silver Spring is the worst thing for
development of the downtown. Neither a station at Fenton Street nor a
station at Dale Drive, is needed and cost effective. MTA must improve
its analysis and design for this silver spring segment, or its job on the
Purple line will become a case study for bad public works!

I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Please respect the collective wisdom of the Evanswood Citizens!

Best Regards,

Sokteang Lim
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Barbara
Limbert
4605 Norwood Dr.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BLIM@JDGSEARCH.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Council Members,
Ms. Kleinman

I am writing about the pending decision regarding the route for the
Purple Line.

I know you are getting a great deal of emails, and you probably can't
read them all. But this is an INCREDIBLY IMPORTANT issue.

I live very close to the corner of Bethesda Ave. and Woodmont. Every
weekend, it is PACKED with people: walking, sitting having coffee,
playing with dogs and children. This may sound "hokey", but it is a
VERY welcome change from the stresses of the outside world. It makes
Bethesda feel like a warm, friendly, welcoming community. And this is
not only good for the residents; it is GREAT for BUSINESS. Whether it
is good weather or bad, the restaurants are PACKED. The "park" is
packed with walkers, bikers, or people just "hanging around". And it isn't
just Bethesda residents. People all from all around. Some are tourists.
It has become a DESTINATION in and of itself.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
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Jane
Lincoln

MD
RDLINCOLN@VERIZON.NET
My husband and I feel strongly that this trail, which is enjoyed by many
thousands of people (and wildlife), and exists in the midst of a residential
area, needs to be preserved. The Purple Line needs to be located in a
place which is already commercially developed. There is so little green
space in this area, we would hate to see the little remaining, destroyed.
Thank you for your time and attention.
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Jane
Lincoln

MD
jelincoln@verizon.net
Lincoln 35390.pdf (92 kb)
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Richard S.
Lindahl
108 East Lenox Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RICH.LINDAHL@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Councilmember Berliner,
Councilmember Elrich,
Councilmember Floreen,
Councilmember Knapp,
Councilmember Praisner

As a resident of Chevy Chase, I have had numerous occasions to enjoy
time with my family walking and biking on the Capital Crescent Trail. It
is a wonderful natural resource and a true taste of the woods for those
living inside the Beltway in Maryland.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Emily
Lindenberg
1427 N. Nash Street #25
Arlington
VA
22209
ELINDENBERG@PSMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail all year round with my boyfriend and
our friends whom all have a love for biking, hiking and jogging. One of
our first dates was jogging up the trail and brunching in Bethesda
before heading home. On my birthday last year, we biked all the way up
the trail and picnicked in the woods. We enjoy the tranquil
surroundings the trail provides, and the dense foliage keeps the trail
cool even on the hottest summer day. The trail provides a safe
commuter
trail for our friends as there is no need to dodge cars, trains or
busses that speed by and don't always remember to yield to bikers or
pedestrians as they too are racing to work. Please, I implore you to
leave this trail as it exists today - a hiking, biking, and jogging
trail for active Virginians, Marylanders and Washingtonians. The loss
of this local gem would be a tragedy to our area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Howard
Lindenberg
29 Royal Dominion Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
hs-lindenberg@msn.com
The region's mass transit needs demand the purple line. Please make it
happen.
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Howard
Lindenberg
29 Royal Dominion Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
Dear MTA:
I believe it extremely important that we build the Purple Line, as an atgrade light rail line on its own right of way between the Bethesda, Silver
Spring, College Park and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations. The project
should include environmentally-friendly design that mitigates negative
impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Thank you for your attention.
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MICHAEL
LIPITZ
4322 CLAGETT ROAD
UNIVERSITY PARK
MD
20782
I support a light rail Purple Line, with the following components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park and New
Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus), Riverdale Park
and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Charles
Lipper
2701 Cortland Place NW, #2
Washington
DC
20008
CLIPPERAUDIO@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have been cycling on the Capital Crescent Trail for roughly 5 years
now. The path, in it's current state, has been a fantastic place for
relaxation, reflection, and tranquility as well as the only safe bike path
that passes from DC into Montgomery County and back into DC. I can
only imagine the amount of damage that would be done to the trail
(including surrounding homes, parks, and businesses) by construction of
an above-ground rail line.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Alexandria
Lippincott
6502 40th Avenue
University Park
MD
20782
alexlippin@aol.com
I am a resident of University Park, MD and would welcome the purple
line to connect, through efficient, safe and clean public transportation to
points west (Bethesda) and east (new carrollton). I use the greenline
every workday to go downtown - and I walk to it from home. Thus, I am
also interested in safe and efficient pedestrian access to/from and in and
around metro stations. I use PG Plaza metro and would like the
pedestrian access to the station to be more direct. TI am sorry I am not
available to participate in the public hearing. Please know that I am
extremely interested in this improvement. Of course, I want the integrity
of the surrounding communities to be maintained as much as possible. I
invision connecting the purple and green lines at College Park metro.
Thank you.
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Carol S.
Lite
708 Bonifant St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910-5534
CAROLITE4@EARTHLINK.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
CAROL S. LITE, 708 BONIFANT ST., SILVER SPRING, MD 209105534.

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am an enthusiastic supporter of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus
rapid transit, through my community of Silver Spring, but only on the
condition that it be tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half
mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the
adjacent neighborhood. Tunneling will avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community of a surface route
that will otherwise likely be the slowest, most inefficient, and trafficjamming segment of the system. There is MTA data since the release of
its Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement
suggesting the feasibility of designing a system with tunneling for this
segment as to be cost effective for federal funding approval and to
improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of
approximately $1.4 billion, considerably lower than the “high-investment”
light rail alternative that MTA has assessed. A tunnel under the CBD of
Silver Spring will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route
for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of
others in the community have explained are not assessed in the
AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with
community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community. A cost-benefit analysis that considers ALL of the impacts of
a surface system and the multiple benefits of tunneling through this area
would, I have no doubt, come out strongly in favor of tunneling.
I wish to add the following points, which collectively point to the
destructive effects to the downtown Silver Spring community of the
surface option for the Purple Line, and the many advantages afforded by
tunneling.
o As a former (now retired) teacher at Sligo Creek Elementary School, I
am concerted that a surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne
Avenue entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International
Middle School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being
rerouted onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the
school. There will be great inconvenience and possibly danger to school
children crossing Wayne from our neighborhood East of Wayne.
o Currently, even in the absence of a Purple Line grade crossing across
Georgia Avenue, there are inordinate delays on this route during rush
hour. Trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during

three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create much worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
o There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA suggests that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. Thus, MTA's own data show clearly that a Dale
Drive station, practical only if the surface option is taken, is not needed.
o A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’
front yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.
o Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line
with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and
the Wayne Avenue Garage.
o MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in numerous ways. Among these, the
analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can travel at 45
miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on Wayne is 30 mph,
and at various times near schools, 25 mph.

Carol Lite
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Douglas
Liu
8311 Meadowlark LN
Bethesda
MD
20817
Dear Mr Madden
I would like you to know that I strongly support a rail version of the
purple line. We need to reduce congestion in the region as well as
provide jobs. I am a resident of Bethesda and would use the system to
move across the county
Sincerely - Douglas Liu
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Ellen
Liversidge
8722 Manchester Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ebliversidge@earthlink.net
I am glad to see that Wayne Ave. finally has yard signs, saying "No train
on Wayne." This road already has 1. every ambulance, firetruck, and
police car- siren blaring 2. Constant buses, most of them turning the
corner in front of our co op apartment building at Wayne and Manchester
3. Heavy traffic
I feel this is a set-up. Why isn't Colesville being considered instead of
our already overburderened street? Whatever you put on here, if you
do, will reduce - that's REDUCE- the quality of life for everyone who lives
here. Why are you picking on us, inflating the figures of how many
people you think will use whatever should get put up? Why are you not
publicizing your plans to every property owner on our street, such as a
flyer in every door? And why are our fears and alarm not being
considered? Wayne is not the easiest street to organize as there are a
lot of rental apartment buildings up towards Flower Ave. Does this mean
we don't count, since other streets have just plain been ruled out due to
politics.
Do not wreck our street. It is already overburdened.I only went to one
meeting and voiced my concerns. A VERY rude gentleman, who did
NOT live on our street, told me to "sacrifice for the good of the cause."
This is what I feel the MTA is trying to do to us....pick on a street which
does not have strong political backing and WRECK IT.Let me also add
that I don't appreciate the organization you have set up to promote the
purple line. I think it's called "Go Purple Line".
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Cameron
Lock

DC
20011
Please build the purple line with the extension of the capital crescent trail
alongside. Anyone who has lived in Bethesda and gone to school in
College Park knows what a horrible commute it is--it forces people who
much prefer public transportation to drive there and further pollute the
metropolitan area.
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Alexander
Lofft
Martek Global Services
7920 Norfolk Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
alofft@martekglobal.com
Excellent project. As a manager in a Bethesda based business, I see
that this will save me and my colleagues a lot of time getting across town
to appointments and to/from home. I have seen successful deployments
of light rail in other metro areas (eg Salt Lake City) that, despite some
resistance, have been operating to great acclaim.
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Linda
Loggie
9230 Weathervane Place
Montgomery Village
MD
20886
LKLOGGIE@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Linda Loggie
9230 Weathervane Pl
3rd Floor
Montgomery Village, MD 20886
301-869-9030
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Mojgan
Logman

MD
M.LOGHMAN@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
PLEASE KEEP THE CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL AS IT IS.
We live in the city and The trail is an important way for our kid's to get to
school and around our area safely and independently.
With all the built environment around us, Crescent trail is our heaven, it
sustains us and balances our lives.
I would like to suggest to bring our well being in this equation.
I thank you for your support in this matter.
Sincerely yours,
Mojgan Logman
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Nellie L.
Longsworth
5202 Carlton Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
NELLBABE@AOL.COM
I am a weekend walker and am so proud that we have a beautiful, safe,
and well—maintained trail that is close to many communities and
downtown. It is a another good reason why I bought my home in
Bethesda. I also applaud tthe volunteers who have given it so much
attention over the years and - it keeps getting better!

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Nellie L. Longsworth
5202 Carlton Street
Bethesda, MD 20816
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John
Loonsk
2778 Unicorn Lane NW
Washington
DC
20015
LOONSK@COMCAST.NET
Ladies and gentlemen,
My family is a frequent user of the crescent trail for exercise as an
alternative to driving. While we realize that mass transportation is
important to advance, please put it elsewhere or underground so that
you do not destroy this treasure of northwest DC and Maryland.
Thank you for your consideration,
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Nick
Lopata
Long and Foster Silver Spring, Downtown
8701 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
NICHOLAS.LOPATA@LONGANDFOSTER.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My friends and I use the trail quite frequently throughout the spring,
summer and fall for biking. It's a great trip from Silver Spring all the way
down to Georgetown. The wooded and shady trial is tranquil, relaxing
and safe. I feel that the plans as they are proposed would destroy this
great trail and the enjoyment that so many of us benefit from.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Carlos
Lopez
1018 Terrace
MD
20903
Translated:
We need the purple line to travel easier to our jobs and to discover
places beyond the area we live.
Carlos_Lopez.pdf (27 kb)
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Daniela
Lopez
Inter-American Investment Corporation
1350 New York Ave., NW
Washington
DC
20577
dlopez@iadb.org
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Louis M
Lopez

Germantown
MD
mlopezusa@aol.com
Dear Sirs:
Why has there been no consideration to extend across the Potomac and
connect to the orange line? At present the purple line only addresses
cross county traffic. In my view, the real problem is the cross river traffic.
There is an ever growing amount of congestion across the American
Legion bridge. It seems to me that if there was another means for people
to cross the river( I personally know many people who travel from
Montgomery County to Virginia to work) this would reduce traffic overall,
and at the least give people an option to travel into Virginia.
Since there seems to be so much opposition to a second river crossing
for automobiles this option would address two problems at once.
I urge you to consider my suggestion.
Thank You,
Louis M.Lopez
Germantown,Maryland
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Eduardo
Lora
7701 Cayuga Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20807
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Kay_David Comment Cards.pdf (65 kb)
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Katherin
Lorenzana
2419 Lyttonsville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as Light Rail.
Comment Cards. Alisha Creel.pdf (93 kb)
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Laura
Lorenzen
9602 Garwood St.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
lslorenzen@hotmail.com
I am writing to let you know I strongly support the Purple Line light rail
option. This is the most-consumer and environmentally-friendly option.
People will not use bus lines; a light rail line that is user friendly will
alleviate traffic congestion and give commuters an option to travel
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I hope that you will support this
option.
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Thomas
Lotze
(None)
7015 Wake Forest Dr.
College Park
MD
20740
I am a Calvert Hills resident, and strongly support the light rail Purple
Line. I know that there are always difficulties in new construction, and
often difficulty (especially now) with funding. But I truly believe that
improving our public transit will have lasting and significant effects on
our community. I think that this is significantly better for our local
economic and environmental health than other options, even the ICC. I
strongly encourage you to keep fighting for the Purple Line as a top
priority.
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Doug
Love
3-D Plateau Place
Greenbelt
MD
20770

Love_Doug.pdf (2 mb)
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Jeffrey A.
Lowery
11347 King George Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
JEFFREYLOWERY@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to support the cause of saving the Capital Crescent Trail
from being damaged/altered or otherwise tampered with on account of
the construction of the Purple Line. I live in Silver Spring and bike to
Bethesda often from Spring through the fall, and in order to avoid as
much auto traffic as possible, I use the trail from Connecticut Ave
through the tunnel to Bethesda. I would be against any construction and
tampering with this scenic and historic Montgomery County landmark.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Stephanie
Lowet
4104 Blackthorn Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
s_lowet@comcast.net
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Marion
Lubbert
9706 Parkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
I am in favor of the light rail Purple Line.
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Lisa
Lubin
1201 East West Hwy
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LUBINLF@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Lisa Lubin
1201 East West HWY
#323
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Jill
Lucas

MD
JLUCAS5200@YAHOO.COM
Dear council members,
This is a great natural asset in our county, used and enjoyed by so many
of us. Please save.
Jill Lucas
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Seth
Lucash
7908 Lynbrook Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
SETH.LUCASH@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family uses the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring every week. We use it to bike, run, or walk into town to visit
downtown Bethesda--for a meal, to go shopping, or to get exercise. We
are extremely concerned about the current Purple line plans and ask you
to seriously re-consider it's location.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. The value of the
community, the property, and the safety, welfare, and happiness of all
that use it are at risk with the current Purple line plan.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Juan Claudio & Paulina
Devincenti & Luco-Devincenti

MD
JUANCLAUDIO10@GMAIL.COM]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
For many years my wife and I have enjoyed the trail, almost twice a
week, and surely on Saturdays, biking from our home in Glen Echo,
back and forth to Bethesda. A cup of coffee and a bagel represent our
lunch, among window shopping and good reading at B&N.
Nice days, and when we feel more energetic (My wife is 68 and I am 74)
we keep biking under Wisconsin Avenue and connect with the Sports &
Health Club, and further up. It has become part of our lives. We
sincerely invite you to joint us at biking any Saturday morning and you
will see how enjoyable, mentally and physically healthy, it can be.
That is why we are writing to express our opposition to a Purple Line
along the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
We can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and

recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. . Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and

in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Juan Claudio Devincenti, RA, CVS
Paulina Luco-Devincenti
juanclaudio10@gmail.com
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Thomas
Luebke
7017 Poplar Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Dear Mr. Madden:
I am writing to express my emphatic support for a light rail Purple Line in
Montgomery and Prince Georges County. In the current age we are
now entering—one of global climate change, rising energy costs, and
greater consciousness about the importance of transit in reinforcing our
communities—it is imperative that state and local governments address
these challenges. The Purple Line has long been proposed to create a
much-needed link across the suburban Maryland, connecting the
Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park and New Carrollton Metrorail
Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch, Langley Park, the
University of Maryland campus, Riverdale Park, and other communities
along the transit corridor; and its necessity has only grown over time.
As a resident of Montgomery County and the director of a federal design
review planning and agency in the District of Columbia, I cannot urge
strongly enough the importance of creating the Purple Line as quickly as
possible with the following components:
1) a light rail line that is generally at grade and primarily on a dedicated
right-of-way;
2) the completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right-of-way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring with important pedestrian safety upgrades
along the project corridor; and
3) a community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. As a public
official, I would advise that NOT to implement the Purple Line at this time
would be an unthinkable miscarriage of the public sector’s commitment
to the ecological, economic, and social future of our region.
Sincerely,

Thomas Luebke, AIA
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Thomas
Luebke, AIA
7017 Poplar Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Luebeke_Thomas.pdf (86 kb)
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Clemencia H.
Lujan
3313 W Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CLEMENCIAHL@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Cresent Trail is a treasure our family. I moved here from
New York City to get a better quality of life for myself and my family,
away from noise and busy streets to a safe, quiet and green residential
neighborhood with a major plus that our back yard backs to the Capital
Cresent Trail, which we get to use every day along with the thousands of
people that we see throughout the day. With the kind of economy that
we have today the value of our house has already dropped more then
$100,000. in value. I can't begin to imagine how much more money we
will be losing by having a light rail or bus passing 45 feet from our
bedroom's, living room and kitchen every three minutes. Our back yards
will no longer be a quiet safe haven for us and our kids. The kind of
safety that I feel now for our family will be lost. Our neighborhoods will
go down in value, we will have more theft, the noise will be horrible
regardless of its title "Light Rail" our health will be affected. The loss of
all the trees make us so sad and angry because they are so beautiful not
to mention that they also create a sound barrier from I-495. What a
disaster it will be for all of us in our neighborhood and the trail users if
the Capital Cresent Trail will be used for public transportation purposes.
PLEASE PROTECT OUR NEIGHBORHOOD AND OUR GREEN
SPACE.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jordan
Luke

Arlington
VA
JORDALUKE@EARTHLINK.NET
Gentlefolks:
I live in Virginia; I have no vote in Montgomery County, Prince
Georges County, nor even in Maryland. But my wife
and I bike on the Capital Crescent Trail for recreation, connecting to
it from the great network of biking trails in Virginia.
When we have ridden the Capital Crescent trail we have stopped at
restaurants in the Wisconsin Avenue area, and we
have enjoyed the ambience of the run over to the upper reaches of Rock
Creek Park.
Your Trail is part of a regional network of biking trails to which
all three jurisdictions have contributed. They are not
simple commuting routes -- they are parkways that enrich the value of
our leisure time and help keep us healthy. They
collectively make biking attractive for all of us.
Turning the Capital Crescent Trail into a gritty, gray route along a
mass transitway would be an excellent way to
convince us to go elsewhere. Our financial contribution to Bethesda
may be relatively small, but our support for biking
in other neighboring jurisdictions is part of what makes the quality
of life in Montgomery County what it is. And it would
be hard to argue that Montgomery County's contribution matches either
that of the District or the various Virginia
jurisdictions in the area bike trail network.
Please don't back away from the quality of life issues implicated in
this matter. Please be willing to commit real
live resources to keeping the Capital Crescent Trail quiet and green.
And thank you for taking the time to read this.
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Mark and Jean
Lutes
7900 Sleaford Place
Bethesda
MD
20814
LUTESFAM@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews, et al

This may not be a popular perspective, but you should be aware that
every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
We walk it frequently. Our four kids walk it. Please save it...
The Trail is reve red for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane.
It should be enhanced not challenged by rail lines.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to continue to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Christine
Lynn
6310 Alcott Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
CHRISTINE.LYNN@NASDAQOMX.COM
I can’t imagine living in Bethesda and not having the Crescent Trail
available to me and my family. I have been running on the Crescent Trail
weekday early mornings for almost 10 years. Like so many other area
residents. It is a part of our daily routine. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental
and recreational disaster. Never mind the traffic in the newly renovated
Bethesda township area.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lynn

Silver Spring
MD

I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I support the Purple Line.
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Philip
Lyon
5127 Worthington Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
WILSONPHILIPS@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the MTA should
change the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the
Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Built Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Philip Lyon
5127 Worthington Drive
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Pablo Salinas
Macario

MD
OTHISMOS@GMAIL.C
To Whom It May Concern:
We need a light rail between Bethesda adn New Carrollton.
Sincerely,
Pablo Salinas Macario
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William
MacCartee
4905 Del Ray Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
BMACCARTEE@MONUMENTBENEFITS.COM
Please do NOT build on the Capital Crescent Trail. Too many trees have
already been taken out of our community. I own a business in downtown
Bethesda.
Thank you
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Don
MacGlashan
4114 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GROUSE75@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor,
There is so little park land in the lower part of Montgomery County, that
to destroy a section of the Capital Crescent Trail seems a travesty. All
that green, quiet space wiped out for a noisy, dirty rail system that will
run through a residential area does not seem like good planning to me.
Yes, we do need more mass transit, but if it's to be rail, then put it under
ground where it should be; otherwise use bus rapid transit, a system that
makes more sense given our current financial circumstances.
The state's environmental impact study about the Purple Line certainly
points out some very worrisome aspects of this project, namely:
• Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
• Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow, 10 feet wide bike lane
along a transit way. Ten feet is too narrow to have two way bike traffic
and walkers.
• Run trains about 10 feet from trail users -- passing every three
minutes in both directions.
• Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel. The tunnel is presently used for people getting to
and from the shopping areas. My wife and I, both 78, use it frequently to
avoid the traffic congestion on the streets. Its loss could increase safety
for people like us.
Please look at this whole project again and propose something more
beneficial to the environment, the retention of parkland, and pedestrian
safety while concurrently improving our mass transit system.
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Margaret
MacGlashan
4114 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PMACGL@VERIZON.NET
Dear Mr. Ratcliff,
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jack
Mackey
1339 Q Street NW
Washington
DC
JMACKEY@WASHMG.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I lived in the Montgomery County, Maryland from 1971 until 1999, when
I moved into the District of Columbia. From 1985 until today, I have run
and bicycled on the C&O Canal and (since its opening) the Crescent
Trail. I use the Trail at least weekly during the warm weather months,
and I consider it one of the best amenities of this area.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jack Mackey
1339 Q St NW
Washington DC 20009
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Richard L.
MacPherson
3917 Calverton Drive
Hyattsville
MD
20782
My name is Richard MacPherson. R-I-C-H-A-R-D, M-A-C-P-H-E-R- S-ON. I am a lifelong resident. I live in Hyattsville, Maryland and grew up in
Langley Park in the early 50s.
I have opened a number of businesses in our nearby community and
appreciate the opportunity and have worked on a number of projects
here.
This is the revitalization that we've all needed for a long time. We have
been hamstrung, we are trapped by our beltway where one would think
would be the outreach to be able to get throughout the entire community,
but in essence we've been trapped for east/west access.
This will be a God saving thing and it can't happen soon enough. I
frequently speak for our North College Park business neighbors and
certainly we need it to revitalize and help bring the connectivity between
north and south and especially our east and west neighbors which we
don't get to enjoy on a regular basis.
We certainly have seen what's happened. We have inherited a growing
traffic challenge over these past many years and it's not getting better.
With the number of new projects that are slated, it would be
incomprehensible not to have this viable solution.
I realize with projects of this size there is always collateral damage. It's
always going to be in someone's backyard, but it certainly seems to be
the most logical, reasonable solution to be able to assist and grow.
It's imperative to this community to be able to grow with this, and it can't
happen soon enough. I echo the sentiments earlier to be able to start it
on this side to the east would make significant impact immediately.
Additionally, I'm the Chairman of the Board of Prince George's County
Hospital. The employment advantages to be able to inject into our
county to be able to have this viable route would be a positive step
immediately.
Thank you for much for coming. I appreciate you having us.
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Brian
Madigan
5600 Wisconsin Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRIAN.F.MADIGAN@IRS.GOV
I heartily endorse the save the trail campaign.
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Renee
Magner

MD
RECURMAG@AOL.COM
Dear Sir/MadamePLEASE PLEASE PLEASE save the trail. I am a runner who uses the
trail 3-4 times weekly. My family regulary bikes into Bethesda. I am
begging to keep the trail as is! Thanks.
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Lyle
Magnuson
4608 Hartwick Road
College Park
MD
20740
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Magnuson_Lyle Comment Cards.pdf (42 kb)
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Richard
Mahaffey White (Navy)

MD
Richard rix.rox@verizon.net
I use the CAPITAL CRESCENT trail DAILY … jogging, cross-country
skiing, biking … please PAVE THE PORTION FROM BETHESDA TO
SILVER SPRING.
Using the Crescent trail, for a rail line is a HORRIBLE IDEA …
What small minded beaurocrat thought of using our ONLY BIKE PATH?
How short sighted can our leadership be?

HERE IS A GOOD IDEA … put the PURPLE LINE DOWN THE MIDDLE
OF EAST WEST HIGHWAY … this would accomplish two GOALS
Provide a rail line, with IMMEDIATE access to the businesses and
locations desired …
Restrict automobile traffic flow … come on … do this GREEN … one
goal of the cross county line, is to REDUCE AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC.

There are NUMEROUS, perhaps THOUSANDS of ROADS, use one of
them …
THERE is ONLY ONE BIKE PATH … YOU MUST NOT TAKE THE
ONLY ONE WE HAVE ...
BE SMART, DO NOT BE STUPID … Do your job, which is the
stewardship of PEOPLE, not automobiles.

Here is your chance to be SMART, and GO GREEN, not PURPLE (at
least, not on my bike path, put it on the ROAD, like any place in Europe)
… c'm'on, GET SMART … have some REAL PRIDE IN YOUR
JUDGMENT …
Best regards, Richard rix.rox@verizon.net
Captain Richard Mahaffey White (Navy), 301.229.2888;
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Jim
Mahaffie
6210 Wagner Lane
Bethesda
MD
20816
jmahaffie@mac.com
To all local policymakers:Â
I am a homeowner and father who lives off of MacArthur Blvd in
Bethesda. The Capital Crescent runs a few miles away from my home.
There isn't a weekend that goes by in the spring, summer and fall that
me, my wife, my kids and friends aren't on the trail, running, biking,
roller-blading or walking and enjoying the natural surroundings so close
in to our community.Â

The Purple Line, if built next to it, would destroy all that we love about
the trail.Â

Please don't do it. Preserve what we have. It's so precious and valuable
today.Â
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Dee
Mahan
7305 ALaska Avenue NW
Washington
DC
20012
emma1913@hotmail.com
I'm an avid biker, walker and user of mass transit. I'm all for expanding
metro. But today on NPR I heard a story about the PUrple Line taking up
the Capital Crescent Trail, one of the best things about living in DC! That
would be a real loss - seems a world capital ought to be able to
accommodate bikers and public transit (health and environmental
benefits to both). Please send me information on the proposed routes mail or email - can't really figure out options on this site. Thanks.
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Lugman
Mahmud
14550 Good Hope Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20905-6014
LAMAHMUD@GMAIL.COM
As a commuter, its never made sense to me why I have to take such a
long journey through downtown DC to get from glenmont to Bethesda to
go to a dinner & movie with my wife. We drive instead. We drive to
Rockville instead of catching a train. The purple line will do more for the
economics of these communities than the multibillion-dollar intercounty
connector. I believe that the purple line light rail will be an economic
boom for our area and allow the Rockville tech corridor & industries to
expand. It will also be a boon to the College Park area which will see
increased access. The New Hampshire avenue station will also
decrease traffic on route 29. Build it! Build it now! Maryland needs it.
Montgomery county needs it!
Thanks for listening,
- Luqman Mahmud
LAMahmud@gmail.com
301-384-4262
14550 Good Hope Rd,
Silver Spring, MD 20905-6014
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Christopher
Maines
9528 Ament Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

letter, christopher maines.pdf (44 kb)
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Marvin
Majano
3404 Stonehall Drive
Beltsville
MD
20703
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Marvin Majano.pdf (87 kb)
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Eva V.
Maka
13920 Castle Blvd, #703
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. David Newman.pdf (65 kb)
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Jennifer
Malatesta
1220 East-West Highway, Apt 711
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as Light Rail. As a person who uses a
wheelchair for mobility, the Purple Line would make my travel ten times
easier.
Comment Cards. Jennifer Malatesta.pdf (74 kb)
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Asia
Malik

MD
msasiamalik@gmail.com
To Whom It May Concern,
I think the purple line extending into PG and Montgomery counties is
nice and all. But are there any proposed plans for better transportation in
the Anne Arundel and Howard Counties? We have a horrible excuse for
a transit system out here. You have to travel great lengths and wait
extreme periods of time to get into Baltimore and into Washington DC.
Are there any plans for that?
Thanking you in advance for all of your help.
Sincerely,
Asia Malik
A concerned Laurel commuter
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Alex
Malison
600 Woodside Pkwy
Silver Spring
MD
20910
AXLEROD@AOL.COM
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am a strong believer in mass transit and have supported construction
of a "Purple Line" since moving into Montgomery County in 1994. The
project I have supported, however, was originally explained to me as
one that would expand service of the Washington area metro/subway
system with a line that connects Bethesday, Silver Spring and New
Carrolton.
I feel duped and deceived by the way this project has been changed
since the initial conception. It is no longer a plan I can support. Calling
the current project a "Purple Line" is comletely misleading because the
current project no longer offers rapid transit connections between three
existing subway stops.
I am opposed to any above ground route along Wayne Avenue and am
also
opposed to locating a station at Wayne and Dale. I understand that
MTA data suggests it is feasible to tunnel the segment of the Purple Line
that would run through downtown Silver
Spring and along Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road.
Tunneling through this residential area is THE ONLY design alternative
I support along the Wayne Avenue route.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seve n Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
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Arun
Mallikarjunan

MD
ARUN.M.ARJUN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the trail to commute to work everyday all throughout the year and I
almost always take friends who come visit me on a ride along the trail.
The trail is beautiful and I cant tell you how much I love it. It not only
provides me a safe and quick commute but also connects me to various
other trails in DC area. The calm and quiet nature of the trail is one of
the best selling points.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Andrew
Malone
1220 E West Hwy Apt 519
Silver Spring
MD
20910
alindemannmalone@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Purple Line. My
comments represent my own thoughts, not those of any organization.
However, my life has given me a great deal of exposure to the transit
conditions that would be addressed by the Purple Line. I have lived in
Silver Spring since 1985, first near what would be the Dale Drive stop if
the Purple Line runs along Wayne Avenue, then in downtown. Since
1998, I have commuted from downtown Silver Spring, via transit, to:
*The National Library of Medicine, taking the J1/2/3 buses;
*The University of Maryland (as a student), taking the UM Shuttle or the
F8 bus;
*An office in downtown Bethesda, taking the J2/3 buses;
*An office near College Park Metro Station, taking the J4 bus or the
Metro.
I also make numerous recreational/shopping trips along the Purple Line
corridor via buses such as the Ride-On 15 and 16, the C2/4, and the J
and F buses mentioned earlier, as well as via personal automobile. (I did
not have access to an automobile for regular use from 1998 to 2002, so I
became very well acquainted with the available transit options.) Finally, I
occasionally run the Capitol Crescent Trail from Silver Spring to
Bethesda, and I frequently run on several other trails that may be
affected by the Purple Line, notably Rock Creek Park, Sligo Creek Park,
and the Northeast Branch.
Based on this experience, as well as the information provided to the
public in the December 2007 and May 2008 informational sessions (both
of which I attended) and in the AA/DEIS, I support high-investment light
rail transit as the best option for the Purple Line, and I urge you to
designate it as the Locally Preferred Alternative. This option would
provide the shortest travel times, thus further tipping the scales towards
using transit for undecided travelers and providing the highest possible
level of service to current transit users. Removing the most possible
drivers from the road will maximize the potential environmental benefits.
Additionally, based on my experience living in the area for the past 23
years, I tend to think the projections of increased traffic times are
somewhat conservative. It is my subjective experience that travel times
between, for instance, Silver Spring and Langley Park are quite often
much higher than contemplated in the no-build alternative analysis, even
at what would normally be considered off-peak times (for example,
Sunday afternoons). If my assumption is accurate, the increased time
savings associated with having bridges over key intersections under
high-investment LRT would likely have even greater positive effects on
traffic and the environment.
The relatively permanent locations of the LRT stops would have the
effect of encouraging and concentrating development at those stations,
which is particularly important in the relatively undeveloped areas in
Prince George's County that the Purple Line will serve. LRT can be
expected to cause fewer adverse noise impacts than BRT, which is
important given the proximity of the Purple Line to numerous residential
areas.
Finally, LRT is consistent with the Montgomery County Master Plan. As
noted in the AA/DEIS, it would be the most effective in addressing the
mobility and accessibility objectives.
There appear to be several major issues that have occupied public
debate on the Purple Line, and I will offer my opinion on those issues
below, as well as on other issues that concern or interest me in the
AA/DEIS.

Between Bethesda and Silver Spring, I support using the Georgetown
Branch right-of-way for the purpose for which it was originally acquired,
which is LRT and a trail. Several factors make this the most appropriate
option:
*The interim trail is not paved and is thus unusable for certain purpose
(biking, etc.) when it rains. Part of the Purple Line plan is to pave this
trail.
*Aligned along the Georgetown Branch right-of-way, the Purple Line
would greatly improve the accessibility of the Capital Crescent Trail
(CCT) from Silver Spring. Currently, to get to the CCT from downtown
Silver Spring, one must navigate the treacherous intersection of Second
Avenue and 16th Street and follow a confusing succession of turns
before actually reaching the trailhead in Lyttonsville. Linking the CCT to
downtown Silver Spring would allow trail users to continue their travels
on the Silver Spring Green Trail to Sligo Creek Park or on the
Metropolitan Branch Trail. This is likely to greatly increase the use of the
trail, thus making the county's investment as effective as possible. From
Silver Spring, trail users would more easily be able to access Rock
Creek Park and the C&O Canal towpath. All of these are things I would
likely do a lot more if the trail is completed.
*The arguments from local homeowners and the Columbia Country Club
that having transit along this alignment would be inappropriate are not
impressive to me, given that if Montgomery County had not acquired the
right-of-way, freight trains might still be running along there. The
existence of the trail is owed to the intent of the County Council to
provide for both transit and a trail. That intention should be fulfilled in the
Purple Line.
*Bethesda is still where most of the jobs are. When I commuted via the
J2/3, it was my observation that most people traveling westbound were
traveling either to Bethesda Metro (or stops within four or five blocks of
the Metro station) or to Montgomery Mall. There was certainly no great
exodus of bus riders at Medical Center; often, I was one of only two or
three people who exited there, even on the J1. Most riders of the J1
appear to use it as a faster way to get to Montgomery Mall, since it
bypasses congested areas along East-West Highway and in Bethesda.
Because of the increased traffic the completed CCT would likely draw, I
would recommend that a 12-foot wide trail be constructed where
possible between Bethesda and Silver Spring, rather than the 10-foot
trail considered in the AA/DEIS. To help mitigate the visual effects
associated with running the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch
right-of-way, I support investigating the use of grass tracks and would
encourage MTA to think about creative means of landscaping with plants
similar to those already present in the area (for example, bamboo
stands).
Additionally, I would encourage planners to assess the costeffectiveness of running LRT from Bethesda to Medical Center. While
the jobs to be created at the Naval Medical Center do not seem to
warrant the BRT routing proposed by the Town of Chevy Chase, as
evaluated thoroughly in the AA/DEIS, there could be merit in providing a
one-seat ride to replace a segment of travel that would otherwise have
to be completed via a transfer to Metro or to the J2/3.
East of the Silver Spring Metro Station, I support the alignment along
Wayne Avenue, without tunneling between Cedar Street and Sligo
Creek Park. Based on existing traffic patterns and transit service, this
alignment would cause relatively minor disruptions. Wayne already hosts
the 15 bus, which runs every four minutes for portions of the morning
rush hour. It seems a bit credulous to suggest that LRT, which is actually

quieter than BRT, would have an impact on Wayne greater than the no
action alternative. The alignment along Thayer or Silver Spring would
change the character of those streets, which mostly do not have lane
markings, unlike the four-lane Wayne Avenue. Bus service along Thayer
is much less frequent than that along Wayne, meaning that the
community along Thayer would experience increased effects from transit
were the Purple Line to be aligned on Thayer. In addition, a Manchester
Road stop, which is proposed under the Wayne Avenue alignment but
not under the Thayer/Silver Spring alignment, would be well-used, based
on its current use by Ride-On riders, and thus would be another benefit
of the Wayne alignment. Finally, the Thayer/Silver Spring alignment
would require the aerial along Piney Branch Road, which would further
impact a single-family home neighborhood and adversely affect Sligo
Creek Park.
I realize the Thayer/Silver Spring alignment is cheaper than the Wayne
Avenue alignment, but the additional money would be well spent.
As noted above, I support high-investment LRT as the locally preferred
alternative. However, in the event that a medium-investment alternative
is chosen, the Stamp Union alignment in the University of Maryland is a
better choice than the Preinkert Drive/Memorial Chapel alignment,
because the UM Shuttle buses pick up and drop off at the Stamp Union.
To encourage transit ridership, it is in the community's interest to create
a hub at Stamp Union, where a student can (for example) pick up a
shuttle bus from the North Campus dorms to get to the Union and take
the Purple Line to Silver Spring or Riverdale from there. Having to walk
down to a station somewhere along Preinkert Drive, especially late at
night, would likely result either in a trip not taken or one completed via
auto. It is especially in the interest of the community to discourage
automobile traffic to and from campus late at night given the unfortunate
propensity of students to drive drunk. Given that the Preinkert Drive
alignment also costs more than the Campus Drive alignment, it's hard to
see the benefits of the alternative alignment.
To support this alternative, I support the plan to remove all but essential
car and truck traffic from Campus Drive and rerouting it elsewhere in
campus, thus making Campus Drive primarily a transit thruway.
More specific comments:
If a medium-investment option is chosen, I would encourage planners to
look harder at the fate of Bonifant Street. Currently there is a surface
parking lot owned by the county and one operated by a local restaurant;
if automobile traffic will be maintained on Bonifant, access should be
maintained. I'd support making that block of Bonifant pedestrian-only
rather than trying to maintain auto access, allowing for development on
the surface parking lots, especially given the future location of the Silver
Spring Library on that block, as long as the surface lot along the south
side of Thayer is maintained and signage were used to direct patrons to
that lot.
If the westbound left-hand turn movement is restricted at Mansfield Road
under a high-investment option, it's probably time to reexamine whether
that intersection needs to be signalized, or whether it could be a
flashing-yellow intersection that goes red when a pedestrian pushes the
button for a walk sign. My understanding is that the signal is primarily
intended to ensure that schoolchilden can cross Wayne Avenue safely
there.
I don't think MTA should concern itself with the adverse effect on the
Falkland Chase apartment complex, because that complex was

designated "historic" as a disguised land-use measure rather than due to
any outstanding architectural or historic merit.
Piney Branch Road should separated into two segments, the segments
affected by the Wayne Avenue alignment and the Thayer/Silver Spring
alignment. The first should be designated as having a medium degree of
visual sensitivity, and the second should be designated as having a low
degree of visual sensitivity, rather than simply designating the area
"medium to low." While Piney Branch as a whole has some single-family
residential development, and some of that area would be affected by the
aerial, the segment of Piney Branch affected by the Wayne Avenue
alignment is served by large volumes of buses and has plenty of
commercial development. It is difficult to see how the Purple Line would
appreciably change the visual environment along this segment.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. As I am already on your
mailing list, I look forward to receiving future communications regarding
the Purple Line and eventually to the construction of this much-needed
transit link between Maryland's inner-ring D.C. suburbs.
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Elizabeth
Malone
423 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
liz5025@aol.com

Submission Content/Notes : The Purple Line is both long planned for and much needed, as the
extensive DEIS documents. I strongly favor the at-grade light rail highinvestment option for the Purple Line. It provides the best benefits for the
investment dollars while avoiding some of the inevitable future traffic
congestion and contributing to the welfare of the communities it will
serve.
I live on Mansfield Road between Wayne Avenue and Dale Drive. I have
watched the growing stream of traffic on Wayne Avenue over the past
two decades and am puzzled by those who oppose the Purple Line on
Wayne. The future alternative to light rail on Wayne is more congestion,
unavoidable widening of the road and, without the mix of modes,
increasing danger from drive-through traffic as speeds and tempers get
worse on Wayne and drivers attempt to cut through neighborhoods.
I particularly oppose the bus rapid transit options. I am a regular rider of
the J4 (limited stop) bus, my route being between Silver Spring and the
University of Maryland College Park campus. A widely shared
perception, with much basis in fact, is that buses are neither so quick nor
so reliable as trains, with the added negatives of varying driver skills and
sometimes bad condition of the buses themselves. People simply will
not take buses in numbers anywhere near the ridership of trains.
Moreover, trains will be quieter and less disruptive of traffic. The J4, for
example, usually runs on time in the morning but is unreliable in the
afternoon. Furthermore, it only runs during rush hour and only at 20-30minute intervals. Many drivers are good, but some drivers routinely yell
at drivers, honk the horn frequently, and slam on brakes. The light rail
options are infinitely superior.
Furthermore, the Jones Bridge Road route for buses is untenable; those
who favor it must not navigate Jones Bridge Road at any time of the day.
The Georgetown Branch right-of-way is the obvious best route for the
Purple Line and was always planned to be just that. One can regret the
loss of amenities on the right of way without thinking that those
amenities should have precedence over good transportation options.
It is unfortunate that the debate has gotten somewhat polarized along
economic class lines. The Purple Line will benefit everyone. Two
professionals in my small office now routinely drive to work from
Bethesda but will definitely take the Purple Line train when it is in
operation. The very poor will likely continue to take the slower, cheaper
buses. Any benefits disproportionately accruing to less affluent people
are to be applauded and supported in an urban area that continually
shortchanges lower income people, for example, in housing.
The MTA is to be commended for a thorough DEIS and for the care it
has taken to communicate with stakeholders throughout the planning
process. I am confident that the MTA will work with residents like me and
my neighbors to mitigate negative effects along the route and to build a
Purple Line that will be a huge asset to the area.
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Henry & Julie
Malouf
5308 Carlton Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
HJMALOUF@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
As a native to Bethesda (45 years), I am writing to express our deeply
felt opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. My wife & I, as well as our 3 children (2, 6,
& 8 yrs) have enjoyed the various benefits of the trail for many years. It
is a wonderful refuge from the daily stress and a reminder of the quiet,
modest suburb that was Bethesda, MD. We strongly urge you to NOT
proceed with your proposed Purple Line. We can put transit in another
location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined, natural
recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be

destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and

apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Henry A. Malouf (Julie)
5308 Carlton Street
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Bethany J.
Mancilla
5411 Lambeth Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814
BETHANY.MANCILLA@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
I am writing to express my concern and sincere hope that the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring be preserved for the
beauty it provides to our community and enjoyment it generates for our
families today and in the future. Our family lives in Bethesda and we
regularly use the trail for weekend biking and mid-week runs. We have
often stopped to observe the wildlife that inhabits the area and take note
of the foliage as it changes through the seasons. I have four children
and know the importance of providing them a venue for getting outside
in a protected area where we can go as a family and be active and
witness others who share the same values. Putting in the proposed
Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail will destroy the park land
that we as a community so desperately need as a source of tranquility in
our over stressed and electronically driven lives. I teach my children the
importance of taking care of the environment and we are not opposed to
mass transit we are just urging authorities to choose an option that
would not destroy this preciously needed and limitedly available green
haven.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Bethany J. Mancilla
5411 Lambeth Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Galen
Mancino
9506 Warren Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Galen Mancino, that's G-A-L-E-N, last name Mancino, M-AN-C-I-N-O. I live at 9506 Warren Street in Silver Spring. I just want to
thank you for the opportunity to speak. I really appreciate public
comments and the process of it all.
I'd like to say that I strongly support the combination of the best
elements of the medium and high investment of the purple line light rail.
I just graduated from Northwood High School last year which is part of
the Down County Consortium in Montgomery County which is a true
testament to the growth of our density in the past five years and also the
future growth of this area.
The future progress of this Metro area severely relies on mass transit.
The problems we are here today to address are congestion on the roads
and the beltway, CO2 emissions and better transportation, catering to
improved environmental standards, and lastly, addressing a need that
everyone shares in this corridor. A need to get around easily.
There are some groups and individuals that would say now is not the
time. If such opinions reflected the general consensus, we may as well
forget about our future. The time to act is now.
There are people who will depend on the purple line light rail just as
much as our area depends on the Metro. We are talking about jobs,
going to school, supporting commerce and opening up mass transit not
only to places, but to the minds of many commuters who choose to drive
right now.
It hasn't been mentioned that the purple line would not only cater to
UMD service, but would also help students who choose to live here,
perhaps in Silver Spring or the area and go to American University.
I'd like to remind you that the purple line would connect to Bethesda,
which is only a few steps away from Tenley Town AU, therefore the
purple line would be beneficial to two college campuses.
This issue is not limited to moving people around. It extends to the belief
in building a greater community. We must stop estranging ethnic and/or
lower socioeconomic communities from our centers of education,
employment, opportunities and safer neighborhoods.
There are some who would believe that Montgomery County is not
diverse. This is false. Investing in the purple line in a light rail fashion
isn't just the smart growth or thinking green policies.
It is actively acknowledging that we as different people must come
together as one people, and this will only happen en route to a purple
line light rail. Thank you.
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Mike
Manganaro

MD
MIKE_7MAGS@YAHOO.COM
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Mike Manganaro
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Aliya
Mann
13414 Crispin Way
Rockville
MD
20853
ALIYAMANN12@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Aliya Mann
13414 Crispin Way
Rockville, MD 20853
301-538-3121
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Douglas E. & Marilyn K.
Lesar & Mann
2507 Campbell Place
Kensington
MD
20895
DLESAR@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS
Ladies and Gentlemen:

We are frequent users of the Capital Crescent Trail (CCT), especially the
section between the Rock Creek Trestle and Bethesda. This trail is an
urban gem, graced by tall trees the provide blessed shade in the hot
months. It is a small but precious oasis of tranquility in a region
increasingly choked by suffocating automobile traffic. We are just two of
many of the 10,000 some weekly enjoyers of the CCT.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10 feet
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane.
With shade and quietude gone, the trail would be no better than a
sidewalk on K street and in our view would be no longer be worth using.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. And with global
warming, every carbon-absorbing tree that can be preserved is akin to a
spring in a desert. And keep in mind that the priorities of special interests
like the Chevy Chase Land Company lie elsewhere -- private profit; not
the welfare of The Commons.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the CCT so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Douglas E. Lesar,
Mann
2507 Campbell Place
Kensington, MD 20895
Your Address
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Mark
Manning

MD
MARKMANNING1970@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA:
I live in Silver Spring, very close to the downtown area. Please build the
Purple Line.
* The Purple Line MUST be ligth rail, NOT buses.
* Tunnel to the maximium extent possible in downtown Silver Spring.
* Send the Purple Line down the Capital Cresent Trail. Do NOT let the
Chevy Chase Country Club dictate where to send the light rail.
* The Capital Cresent Trail is a railroad right of way. It was INTENDED
to have rail on it. Do not let the wealthy citizens of Chevy Chase block
the better good that will be achieved by using the Capital Cresent Trail
for the Purple Line.
* I agree to be taxed to pay for the Purple Line. Tax me, and I will gladly
pay if that will get the Purple Line build, with tunnels.
Sincerely,
Mark Manning
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Roberto
Manrique
4108 Edgevale Ct
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ROBERTOMANRIQUE@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,

This email is intended to request that you eliminate the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way as a route for the Purple Line. My
home and those of other neighbors in the community is directly adjacent
to the trail and having a light rail will impact our families, our daily lives,
our children's recreation activities, our children's safety, and our mental
and physical health. among others. It will also irreversibly impact the
environment.

Studies have shown that even though the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring is unpaved, more than 10,000 walkers and
bikers traversed it weekly -- as of 2006 -- and that number is growing
steadily. Trail users come in all sizes, ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. Families with small children on bikes, parents with strollers, the
elderly, teenagers, dog walkers, high speed bikers -- all use the Trail.
Trail users come from all over the region.
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge:
The impact of cutting down all the trees and running trains or buses
about 10' from families, children and the elderly is huge.
The impact of permanently closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail use, or
at best, putting the Trail above the trains in the Tunnel is huge.
The impact of parking trains awaiting maintenance next to Giffords Ice
Cream and the Landmark Theater -- or running buses through there -- is
huge.
Even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent
Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the
State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective evaluation
of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses along
the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". And yet, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair nor
complete. The adverse environmental and community impacts are
severely understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives
that would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the
Capital Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.)
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a
natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.

Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Now, it is time for our public officials to take a new, fresh and unbiased
look at where transit should best be located, and reflect the current
transportation needs of the entire county.

There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the Bus Rapid Transit alternatives on Jones Bridge
Road in the AA/DEIS: the opportunity to provide for good east-west
transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
in a cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.

In any event, it is essential that our public officials grasp the value that
residents place on preserving our irreplaceable trees and beautiful
recreational greenspace in lower Montgomery County.

Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates to
transit along the Capital Crescent Trail:

1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.

2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a
trail, that doesn’t absolve the State from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting transit in this location.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.

7. Loss of Trail Access

My family will be directly affected by this as today we have direct access
to the trail. Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the
neighboring communities. Currently there are many gates and open
access points to the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.In the last two weeks there have been light rail
accidents in Boston and in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was
killed by a CSX train in Montgomery County. This is simply not a safe
and resonable location for a transitway, so close to homes and a popular
Trail.

9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail
above the Trains in the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The high-cost
light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would
also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps
high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly, etc.would find this
Tunnel passage difficult.

10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream
and the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail
Track" for trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance
and safety of this open space, which is an important amenity in the
heart of downtown PleBethesda.
11. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.

In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave
concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so
transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.

Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the
Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Roberto Manrique
4108 Edgevale Ct.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Sandy
Mansaray
8736 Carroll Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20903
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Rosemary Peterson.pdf (90 kb)
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Sarah
Mansueti
6716 Western Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ktbh92@gmail.com
Dear Michael Madden,
We have some questions about the purple line. We were wondering
what your current status about the purple line is? l
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Pamela Kurland and
David Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAMELA.KURLAND@HHS.GOV

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews

I am writing to urge you to locate the purple line in another location. My
family – including my 4 and 7 year old – uses the trail every weekend
and my husband and I use it to walk to the metro from our home. The
location of the purple line train on the trail will mean that we can no
longer permit our children to venture near the train and that this walking,
running, biking route will be taken from the community -- at a time we
should be encouraging more trails and physical activity, rather than less.
It should be relocated at a location that would not impact the existing
Capital Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration of this issue which is vital to the
community.
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Pam and David
Kurland and Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAMELA.KURLAND@HHS.GOV
Dear MTA Director of Planning:

We strongly urge you to recommend to Governor O’Malley that the
purple line NOT be built on the Capital Crescent Trail in Chevy Chase.
As nearby residents, we use that trail several times a week with our
seven and four year old children to get to downtown Bethesda. The
designs we have seen would prevent us from walking safely on the trail,
and would take away one of the best trails in the area. We were hoping
that when the kids got a bit older, they could bike on the trail, which will
not be feasible if this train is built on it. We recommend that it either be
put underground, or by NIH and Jones Bridge near the expanded Naval
facility.

Thank you for your consideration of this issue.

Pam Kurland and David Marchick
4124 Aspen Street
Chevy Chase, Maryland
20815
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Andrew
Marcus
6907 6th St NW
Washington
DC
20012
andrew@amarcus.org
The Purple Line must be light rail, and it must be built NOW. Light rail
(or heavy rail) is the only transit mode that will be capable of delivering
the benefits that this region desperately needs right now. The light rail
must also be sufficiently grade separated to be able to zoom past traffic
and signals, unlike the Baltimore light rail through downtown. The
medium and heavy investment options support this, the light one does
not.
I know that there is strong opposition to certain alignments among
certain groups. In particular, the Wayne avenue tunnel proposals have
some merit, and do seem to be supported by the majority of their
community. I encourage that you take their complaints seriously, and
evaluate whether it does makes sense to extend the tunnel there, and
also to tunnel under the Wayne/Fenton intersect rather than traveling
through it. (The Jones Bridge road proposal, however, makes no sense
and should rightfully be abandoned).
But please do not let such complaints hold up completion of the project.
I believe that, with the globe warming and the DC area continuing to
drown in traffic, it is most important to get tracks in the ground as soon
as possible.
If you allow the project to get sidetracked or postponed by various
interest groups, everybody loses! Don't let that happen, and please do
everything in your power to fast-track the start date.
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Andrew
Marcus
6907 6th Street NW
Washington
DC

My name is Andrew Marcus, A-N-D-R-E-W, M-A-R-C-U-S. I live in
Takoma, DC. The address is 6907 6th Street NW in DC.
I believe that the purple line is a really good thing for this community and
it should be built as soon as that's feasible to do.
I believe that there is a lot, I'm aware of a lot of criticism and concern
about a lot of different things. I've heard some things about it splitting
communities, about it being loud, about it not being compatible with
bikes.
I believe that all of that is from people who don't really understand what
is being proposed. I have seen a lot of light rail systems that worked very
well. I lived in Amsterdam for awhile where they have a great tram
system. I have ridden the one in Portland and in Amsterdam there is
three cars that run down a pedestrian street and it doesn't split the
community. It actually gives it focus.
People gather on that street because there is a light rail there and there
is no cars on the street. There is some places where it does split the
community like Boston, the green line there at Commonwealth Avenue
there is a big gap and there is two sides of it. But that's the road that's
doing the splitting, it's not the light rail.
Light rails bring people together. They make it easier to get around.
They do spur development, which I understand that people are
concerned about, but there too I think that the development only
happens where the light rail stations are, and stations are only put where
there is already density.
So there shouldn't really be any problem with that. The development that
it spurs should be well directed, and if it's not then that's a problem. But
it helps that sort of thing.
I also put - for covering the light rail tracks through the Bethesda to
Silver Spring stretch with grass because it will make it more attracting.
You can't do that with a road, but you can do that with the light rail.
If both the trains aren't going through every minute, you know, there is
some head way between them, then bikers will enjoy a nice sort of park
that happens at the tracks.
I think that that would be a more pleasant experience than what is there
right now which is just sort of a concrete bike trail and fences. I think that
having a wider stretch is actually, it would be more attractive for bikers.
So I think that a lot of the arguments that are against the light rail don't
hold up if you think about what the project is actually going to produce.
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John
Marcus
5707 Trafton Place
Bethesda
MD
MARCUS@MMHDC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Civic Officials:
My family is frequent users of the Capial Crescent Trail. It is unique to a
city as busy as Bethesda/ Chevy Chase/ Silver Spring and family
members and guests who visit us from out of town how wonderful it is to
have an “outdoors” experience in a big city.
Why take the nature out of such a busy place? In many more ways than
one the trail gives us a chance to slow down. Losing it would be bad for
the environment of peace that exists along this ribbon of nature.
I respectfully write to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail. We can put transit in another location, but we
can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace
anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example: There is no
mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail called for a
single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow. While there is
frequent reference to the right of way being a former transit corridor,
there is no mention that the freight train that previously ran in the
corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a single track,
and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple Line, this
single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks and a
trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
The DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be biased in
understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital Crescent
Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it causes one to
have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are technical
and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.

Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John Marcus
5707 Trafton Place
Bethesda, MD
301 530-7285
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Pamela
Marcus
4410 Colchester Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
PAMELA.MARCUS@VERIZON.NET
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Amy
Marella-Carpenter
4221 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
AIMEEWEST@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Jan. 5, 2009
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to you because both public transportation and the Capital
Crescent Trail are important to me. I live in a neighborhood that not only
borders the part of the trail where the proposed Purple Line is planned to
go, but is also within walking distance to the Bethesda stop on the Red
Line Metro. When planning to move to this area from the West Coast
three years ago, the proximity to public transportation and green space
were factors in choosing our home. I use both of these public spaces
several times a week. Therefore, although I favor rapid transit
connecting the areas along the route of the Purple Line, I oppose using
public green space to put a train.
My four-year-old son and I use the trail three to four times a week. We
take nature walks looking for treasures (like rocks, sticks and pine
cones), we look for and watch birds and squirrels and I take him for bike
rides pulling him in a trailer behind my bicycle. We also use is as a
means of getting to neighborhoods on the other side of the trail from us
where his school is located, as well as to get to fun playgrounds and
many friends’ homes. He loves walking to school along the trail and
even on the coldest winter days asks if we can walk. I know that the
proposal includes plans for some kind of a trail next to the trains, but as
a frequent user of the trial I know there is not enough space in many
areas of the trail near our neighborhood (such as through the Columbia
Country Club or under East-West Highway) where there will not be
enough room to put a trial and a train. I can’t imagine trying to walk or
ride with young children with trains so close. It will be both frightening
and dangerous.
I am not opposed to new public transportation in our area. I think the
idea of connecting Bethesda to Silver Spring and New Carrollton is a
good one for everyone. However, I think finding the best solution, not the
quickest or easiest or the one everyone’s talked about for so long, is
what should be under consideration. I used to live in Seattle, which has
one of the most efficient bus systems in the country. Many of the busses
run on electric lines, so there is no issue with residents complaining
about loud engines or emissions. There are also specific streets in
downtown dedicated to busses at rush hours so they are not stuck in
traffic. I lived in a very nice area right on the route of one of these
busses and it was not a problem for me. I also admire the subway
system here in DC. The faster heavy rail trains that move underground
do not take away public green space and do not cut off neighborhoods. I
would not oppose the purple line’s proposed route if the train was below
ground and the trail was preserved.
Please consider a better plan for the Purple Line. Taking green space
away in an area where developers are constantly clearing trees to build
houses the entire size of the lot and every patch of grass that’s left in
downtown Bethesda is being developed, it would be advantageous for
the County and the State to try to protect a valuable green space. When
my son is an adult, I hope he will be able to take his children for walks
along the same trail he once loved as a kid. And I hope there are no
trains there when he does it.
Attachments :

Thank you for taking my opinion into consideration.
Marella-Carpenter_Amy.pdf (14 kb)

Jan. 5, 2009
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to you because both public transportation and the Capital
Crescent Trail are important to me. I live in a neighborhood that not only
borders the part of the trail where the proposed Purple Line is planned to go,
but is also within walking distance to the Bethesda stop on the Red Line
Metro. When planning to move to this area from the West Coast three years
ago, the proximity to public transportation and green space were factors in
choosing our home. I use both of these public spaces several times a week.
Therefore, although I favor rapid transit connecting the areas along the route
of the Purple Line, I oppose using public green space to put a train.
My four-year-old son and I use the trail three to four times a week. We take
nature walks looking for treasures (like rocks, sticks and pine cones), we
look for and watch birds and squirrels and I take him for bike rides pulling
him in a trailer behind my bicycle. We also use is as a means of getting to
neighborhoods on the other side of the trail from us where his school is
located, as well as to get to fun playgrounds and many friends’ homes. He
loves walking to school along the trail and even on the coldest winter days
asks if we can walk. I know that the proposal includes plans for some kind
of a trail next to the trains, but as a frequent user of the trial I know there is
not enough space in many areas of the trail near our neighborhood (such as
through the Columbia Country Club or under East-West Highway) where
there will not be enough room to put a trial and a train. I can’t imagine trying
to walk or ride with young children with trains so close. It will be both
frightening and dangerous.
I am not opposed to new public transportation in our area. I think the idea of
connecting Bethesda to Silver Spring and New Carrollton is a good one for
everyone. However, I think finding the best solution, not the quickest or
easiest or the one everyone’s talked about for so long, is what should be
under consideration. I used to live in Seattle, which has one of the most
efficient bus systems in the country. Many of the busses run on electric lines,
so there is no issue with residents complaining about loud engines or

emissions. There are also specific streets in downtown dedicated to busses at
rush hours so they are not stuck in traffic. I lived in a very nice area right on
the route of one of these busses and it was not a problem for me. I also
admire the subway system here in DC. The faster heavy rail trains that move
underground do not take away public green space and do not cut off
neighborhoods. I would not oppose the purple line’s proposed route if the
train was below ground and the trail was preserved.
Please consider a better plan for the Purple Line. Taking green space away
in an area where developers are constantly clearing trees to build houses the
entire size of the lot and every patch of grass that’s left in downtown
Bethesda is being developed, it would be advantageous for the County and
the State to try to protect a valuable green space. When my son is an adult, I
hope he will be able to take his children for walks along the same trail he
once loved as a kid. And I hope there are no trains there when he does it.
Thank you for taking my opinion into consideration.
Sincerely,
Amy Marella-Carpenter
4221 Leland Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Clyde
Mark
4500 Highland Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
CMARK@STARPOWER.NET
The Georgetown Branch of the Capitol Crescent Trail between Silver
Spring and Georgetown is used by families for weekend walks, joggers
and runners for their daily exercise, students for a look at wildlife,
flowers, and trees, and anyone in need of a respite from the urban
cacophony. I run on it every day and walk it for pleasure or as a shortcut
to the bank or the dry cleaners. I have seen a couple of deer, a raccoon ,
a fox, mockingbirds, wrens, hawks, and a number of puppies leashed to
owners more than willing to show them off. To destroy the trail, cut
thousands of trees, add another level of noise, chase away the wildlife,
kill the spring flowers by building the "Purple Line" on the trail denies
thousands of people the enjoyment of the trail and destroys a legacy for
future generations. Vote NO on the purple line route through the
Georgetown Branch.
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Ryan
Markley
4023 Jones Bridge Rd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RMERKLEY@PCRM.ORG
As a resident of Chevy Chase, I am voicing my strong support for the
creation of the Purple Line. It is long overdue that the Metro system
expand to reduce pollution and accommodate the growing population
around DC.
Ryan Merkley
4023 Jones Bridge Rd.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(585) 410-0773
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Joy
Markowitz
7415 Cedar Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I was not able to attend the hearing on November 22, but I want to voice
STRONG support for the light rail option. BRT is a short-sited solution to
a very long term problem.
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Marcia F.
Marks
5317 Cardinal Ct.
Bethesda
MD
20816
fragermark@mindspring.com

Submission Content/Notes : Governor Martin O’Malley
County Executive Ike Leggett
Montgomery County Council Members
Please think of future generations and DO NOT build the purple line on
the Capitol Crescent Trail. What you do now will be permanent and
never removed. You will destroy one of few stands of over 1000 full
grown trees and destroy a piece of land that will provide a sanctuary and
comfort to many future generations. It will also destroy a carbon sink and
absorber of carbon dioxide in this very polluted metropolitan area.
People are already made sick by poor air quality. A small light rail will
not change this pollution. Montgomery County’s tree canopy has already
decreased by 10-20%.
There is already an increasing trend to replace polluting vehicles using
alternative fuels. If you cut down the trees, it may take 50 years for them
to reach their current heights. According to some scientists, it takes 100
saplings to be planted at each person’s birth to provide enough oxygen
for a person’s lifetime.
As for disclosure, I do not live in the area where the purple line will be
built. We live south of Massachusetts Ave, and use the Little Falls Park
and Capital Crescent Trail on a regular basis. It is a major source of rest
and restoration for us, a peaceful salvation. Parkland in the middle of an
urban area is so important for people who cannot get to outlying areas
on a regular basis. Nature has a way of providing tranquility and
essential relaxation.
• As a former chair of the Family committee of the board of Family and
Children’s Service (of DC) we worked to “send a kid to camp”. We know
that the natural world is important to children’s mental health.
• It has been stated that a purple line will bring more development. Who
will benefit from the development? Certainly it will not be those in less
economically disadvantaged neighborhoods. It will be the developers.
• We have lived in the area for over 43 years. When the Metro was built,
extensive development followed; just as it will if a light rail is built. More
development, more pollution, more traffic.
• Being a graduate of Howard University School of Social Work and
spending my professional life working with the disadvantaged, I would
like to help people if it would really make a difference by building a
purple line. It will not.
When Justice Douglas saved the C & O Canal, he did so for all future
generations.
Please do not destroy this beautiful strand of land and preserve it for all
current and future walkers and cyclists.
Thank you for considering my comments and preserving the land for
future generations.
Attachments :

Marcia Marks, ACSW
Marks_Marcia.pdf (21 kb)

Marcia F. Marks
5317 Cardinal Ct.
Bethesda, MD 20816
301-229-6466
fragermark@mindspring.com
January 13, 2009
Governor Martin O’Malley
County Executive Ike Leggett
Montgomery County Council Members
Please think of future generations and DO NOT build the purple line on the Capitol
Crescent Trail. What you do now will be permanent and never removed. You will
destroy one of few stands of over 1000 full grown trees and destroy a piece of land that
will provide a sanctuary and comfort to many future generations. It will also destroy a
carbon sink and absorber of carbon dioxide in this very polluted metropolitan area.
People are already made sick by poor air quality. A small light rail will not change this
pollution. Montgomery County’s tree canopy has already decreased by 10-20%.
There is already an increasing trend to replace polluting vehicles using alternative fuels.
If you cut down the trees, it may take 50 years for them to reach their current heights.
According to some scientists, it takes 100 saplings to be planted at each person’s birth to
provide enough oxygen for a person’s lifetime.
As for disclosure, I do not live in the area where the purple line will be built. We live
south of Massachusetts Ave, and use the Little Falls Park and Capital Crescent Trail on a
regular basis. It is a major source of rest and restoration for us, a peaceful salvation.
Parkland in the middle of an urban area is so important for people who cannot get to
outlying areas on a regular basis. Nature has a way of providing tranquility and essential
relaxation.
x

As a former chair of the Family committee of the board of Family and Children’s
Service (of DC) we worked to “send a kid to camp”. We know that the natural
world is important to children’s mental health.

x

It has been stated that a purple line will bring more development. Who will
benefit from the development? Certainly it will not be those in less economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods. It will be the developers.

x

We have lived in the area for over 43 years. When the Metro was built, extensive
development followed; just as it will if a light rail is built. More development,
more pollution, more traffic.

x

Being a graduate of Howard University School of Social Work and spending my
professional life working with the disadvantaged, I would like to help people if it
would really make a difference by building a purple line. It will not.

When Justice Douglas saved the C & O Canal, he did so for all future generations.
Please do not destroy this beautiful strand of land and preserve it for all current and future
walkers and cyclists.
Thank you for considering my comments and preserving the land for future generations.
Marcia Marks, ACSW
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Alex
Markson

MD
ALEX@NOINC.COM
Do NOT ruin downtown SS with a street-level train going down Wayne
Avenue. It's just plain obnoxious and ridiculous.
its a main street in ss, full of houses, a whole foods, multiple schools, etc
http://www.soeca.org/page8/page8.html
that link details the voting results of the members neighborhood who you
want to put the purple line through.
to summarize, they are opposed to a street level train.
i have worked in Baltimore for 10 years... we have light rail here. that
sort of thing has ABSOLUTELY NO PLACE ON WAYNE AVENUE.
it's just absurd.
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Susie
Marlow
10428 Huntley Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20902
susievine@aol.com
I am a Silver Spring, MD resident and homeowner. I urge the MTA to
proceed with the development of the Purple Line. A more effective,
expedient, and affordable connection between PG County and Lower
Montgomery County and the Bethesda Area is desperately needed (and
long overdue) for those of us who live and work in the area.
Furthermore, in these lean economic times, the development of the
Purple Line is tax dollars well spent. I'm hopeful that the MTA does not
bend to the not-in-my-backyard politics that has dominated discussion of
this project and acts in the interests of a majority of the area's residents
and taxpayers.
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Martha
Marmo-Fernandes
6803 East Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MARTHA.CARLOS@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As a resident of this community for over 8 years, this trail has become
part of my life. I hope to share this resource with my young children and
eventually my grandchildren. One of the wonderful aspects of our
community is its sense of community despite being so close to a large
city. The trail helps foster that feeling in the residents, so please don't
take this resource away from me and my family. You are a very
intelligent group of people, I know you can find a better way.

If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental
and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lucretia
Marmos
4921 Cumberland Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. Marmos.pdf (70 kb)
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William
Marmos
4921 Cumberland Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Card. WM Marmos.pdf (32 kb)
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Sophia
Maroon
4805 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ssmaroon@aol.com
Maroon_Sophia.pdf (29 kb)
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Andy
Marques
6914 Westmoreland Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
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Christine & Christopher
Marr & Denney
804 Buckingham Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
ctine@ctine.com
Hello,

I am writing to submit testimony in support of the Purple Line light rail
and underground if possible. I would personally use the public
transportation 5 days per week to get to work, and to do errands and
worry free entertaining in Bethesda without having to have a designated
driver. Public transportation is important for ecologically responsible
commuting. The infrastructure, jobs and business it would bring to the
area would also be positive.

Many friends and neighbors have also expressed their support and
hopes that the purple line will be started soon as it is much needed.
Many families only have one car and two parents and teens working and
going to school.

Sincerely,

Christine Marr & Christopher Denney
804 Buckingham Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-434-2240
917-547-4173
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DREW and CAROLYN
MARROCCO
5192 Albemarle Street
Bethesda
MD
DREWWM@MSN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
We are residents of Westmoreland Hills in Bethesda and are regular
users of the Crescent trail. The trail is one of the things we find most
enjoyable about our community and we are opposed to any actions that
would detrimentally effect any part of it.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David
Marshall
8915 Battery Place
Bethesda
MD
20814
DB_T2003@YAHOO.COM]
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
** Significantly improve East-West travel times in the area. For
example, as the current schedule for the J2 Bethesda-Silver
Spring bus shows, it takes 25 minutes (or more when traffic is
very bad)to go from Bethesda to Silver Spring. Yet estimates
from the AA/DEIS show that both the Med and High Investment
versions of Light Rail will reduce travel time by 17 minutes,
over 60%, to just 9 minutes! (The proposed Purple Bus line would
only save six minutes.)
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
David Marshall
8915 Battery Place
Bethesda, MD 20814
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James
Marshall
724 South Saint Asaph Street
Alexandria
VA
22314
JAMARSHALL@GRBINC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail every week. Out of all the many trails in
the Northern Virginia & Maryland area, it is truly my favorite, and the one
I spend the most time on. It is important to me that this trail and it's
environment remains untouched by the Purple Line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Malcolm & Darcy
Marshall
3603 Dunlop Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MALCOLM.MARSHALL@CUSHWAKE.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

For the past 5 years, my family (3.5 year old daughter and 1.5 year old
son) have been avid users of the Crescent Trail. We going on weekly
walks on the trail and most recently taught our daughter how to ride her
bike on the same trail. Being located at the busy intersection of East
West Highway and Connecticut Avenue, the trail is an easy way for our
family to avoid any dangerous traffic to easily commute into Downtown
Bethesda and Silver Spring for family outings. We have noticed this to
be the same with other young families and feel is would be a travesty to
loose this "green" alternative. There are already safety concerns on the
trail and it would be a shame if the trails became unsafe and unable to
use on a daily basis.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Christopher H.
Marston

Silver Spring
MD
CHMARSTON@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I enjoy biking the Capital Crescent Trail every chance I get to go from
my home in Silver Spring to get to Georgetown and Downtown DC. I
have witnessed its growth over the last 15 years, and seen its popularity
soar along the Georgetown Branch west of Connecticut Ave to River
Road. I was excited when the county rebuilt the Rock Creek trestle, and
then improved the trail bed west of the trestle. These investments,
among others, have helped make the trail a real gem and a true respite
from the neighboring suburban traffic and development.
The plans to build the Purple Line over this right-of-way will irrevocably
change the CCT for ever. I don't think the Purple Line as currently
designed will meet the needs of the people and too many trees will be
lost. The narrow right-of-way proposed for the "saved" trail would
compromise the peaceful nature and beauty of the current trail.
I urge you to reconsider and save the beauty of the Capital Crescent
Trail and Georgetown Branch.
Thanks for your consideration.
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Cassia
Martin
7015 wake forest dr
College Park
MD
20740
cassia@gmail.com
Please, build the Purple line as light rail. (I suspect MD doesn't have the
money for heavy rail, sadly, though that would be even better.)
I live in College Park. A couple years ago I had a good job in Bethesda.
I had to leave that job nontrivially because there is no good transit
between the two spots. If the Purple Line existed, I might still work in
Maryland.
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Cooper
Martin
1227 Shepherd St NW
Washington
DC
20011
coop.martin@gmail.com
I am a former MD resident, now in DC. One of the main reasons for
making the move was to have access to better transit. I also work with
an organization that conducts sustainability assessments of cities
nationwide. I support the light rail option for the purple line because
chances like these do not come often and every indication is that the
ridership estimates for BRT versus rail are bogus. Look at the potential
for growth in this region. Listen to what the current national trends are
saying. We won't have another shot at this for 20 years. Two billion for
the county connector road and you're actually going to shortchange
transit?
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Delaney
Martin
4710 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DELANEYMARTIN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I love the trail for its beauty and convenience. Furthermore, I feel that a
subway would geopardize one of the few green spots in our area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dessirae
Martin
7831 Riverdale Road, Apt. 203
New Carrollton
MD
20784
lryn04@yahoo.com
Martin 35879.pdf (109 kb)
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Ellen
Martin
4710 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-5415

Martin 35467.pdf (148 kb)
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Miranda
Martin
4800 Guilford Road
College Park
MD
20740
Miranda is M-I-R-A-N-D- A, last name is Martin, M-A-R-T-I-N.
I'm a resident of College Park. I'm here as an individual to state my
unconditional support for the light rail buildout of the purple line.
We live in College Park primarily because of the presence of the green
line here. My daughter has been taking the train into town to go to
school for the last five years ever since she was 11 years old.
I hoped that by living near the Metro that meant I would not spend a lot
of time in my car, but as there were a lot of social activities in Silver
Spring and Bethesda, we spent a lot more time on the beltway than I
would have liked.
I am typical of the demographic that I promise you will be riding that line
every weekend when it's built. Thank you very much.
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Ron
Martin
7525 Riverdale Road, #1815
New Carrollton
MD
20784
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Martin_Ron.pdf (16 kb)
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Sydney
Martin
10721 Lady Slipper Terrace
Rockville
MD
20852
SYDNEY.MARTIN@ATT.NET
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ted
Martin
1812 Cody Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support light rail for the Purple Line, on its own right-of-way where
possible. I also support completing the Capital Crescent trail alongside
the light rail route between Silver Spring and Bethesda.
This is a very long-term investment. A Rapid Bus system could not
accommodate the coming growth over the next 30-50 years. Please
invest in light rail.
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Gabriel
Martinez
3322 University Blvd E
Hyattsville
MD
20783
gabriel_ms@hotmail.com
There are several issues that are evident which each implementation
Plan. The Medium Option is in my opinion the most feasible. Our
neighborhood comprised of dozens of properties is debating the issues
that will affect the neighborhood. I beleive that the project is necessary
but it should proceed without affecting the value of a well established
neighborhood. To be more specific, the option 2 and 3 which make
sense open the exit tunnel right in front of the entrance to our
neighborhood. A block down the Street there is no private properties,
and opening the tunnel passed the development would make more
sense to preserve property values without disrupting the area. The
opinion of myself and the neighborhood is to further discuss options on
this section of the project. Meetings with the neighborhood should be
coordinated to avoid any delays to the project in the future and get to a
concensus that will satisfy all parties.
Thank you.
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Yuval
Marton
8125 48th Avenue
College Park
MD
20740
So my name is Yuval, Y-U-V-A-L, M-A-R-T-O- N. So I live here and I'm a
student here on campus. I'd like to first to say that I think having the
purple line is a good idea, and then I'd like to express some concerns
and possible advantages for some of the alternatives around campus.
There are three alternatives that are on campus. The one that most
students knows is called I think the low investment BRT. The one that is
most south is the Chapel Option and there is one in the middle.
Both the lower options, the most southern ones which have the East
Campus stop I believe first of all from a residential point of view they
already serve the residential area that is actually also close to the
current College Park station, so they don't gain much by having another
station there.
However, the northern option has a stop that actually serves a new area,
both to the east of Route 1 and also lots of buildings on campus on the
other side of Route 1 like the Williams Building, Physics Building and
other buildings in the area.
So I think that the northern option is better from a residential point of
view.
From an academic and professional point of view, again the southern
options go very near, at least one building that I know that has a
sensitive equipment, brain imaging equipment that's very sensitive to
both vibrations and magnetic field changes.
I'm concerned that these options might make it really difficult to maybe
even impossible to use that equipment over there. So again, I think that
the low investment BRT option, the one that goes most to the north is
the better option.
As to whether it should be buses or light rail, I definitely think that it
should be light rail because buses will probably get stuck in the rest of
the traffic while rail will go faster. Thank you.
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William
Mascioli
2021 Luzerne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD

Hi. My name is William Mascioli, W-I-L-L-I-A-M, M-A-S-C-I-O-L-I. I live at
2021 Lucerne Avenue in Silver Spring.
I want to testify strongly in favor of the purple line development. I
believe that the county clearly needs improved east/west transit facilities
and that proliferation of roads and parking and all the stuff that goes
along with that is appalling.
Because of that, I would like to, I'm strongly in favor of the light rail
option, 6, 7 or 8. I believe that investment now will probably save us
problems in the future and that it would make sense to invest now in our
future rather than to try to cut corners now and not face up to the
problems and end up with a solution that doesn't really solve any
problems.
I think that light rail would be more environmentally efficient and clean
than a bus alternative. As far as the high or low investment options over
grade crossings, I don't really have any opinion. But I do think that if
investing in tunnels would increase the use of the purple line, that it
would make sense to invest in that and to increase the ridership instead
of again cutting costs and taking the chance that people don't use it or
that it runs into community opposition because of the issues along
Wayne Avenue.
Also I believe as President Elect Obama has announced today that he
wants to invest in infrastructure, that this is the kind of project that would
benefit the federal government to support. Thank you.
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William
Mascioli
2021 Luzerne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
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Bob
Mason
CC-M Inc.
7755 16th Street, N.W.
Washington
DC
20012
BOB@CC-M.COM
I bike and walk the Capital Crescent Trail and join others who appeal to
the State of Maryland to find an alternate route for the Purple Line. The
Trail is a model for other American cities and the enhanced quality of life
that such parks bring to city dwellers.
I strongly favor the Purple Line as a light electric transit connection on a
route separated from the Capital Crescent Trail. Here is a great
opportunity to improve transportation and preserve urban quality of life
represented by the Capital Crescent Trail.
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Geoffrey
Mason
7527 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
GEOFFREYMASON@RCN.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Geoffrey Mason
7527 Maple Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Martina Gillis
Massey

MD

Martina Gillis Massey, M-A-R-T-I-N-A, Massey, M-A-S-S-E-Y. At first I
would just like to say that we've heard a lot of testimony here today
about the impact for low income people. I would just like to say that the
purple line would not be the priority issue for low income folks other than
to make sure that there are job training programs in place so that they
can take advantage of the economic development that would come
along with the development of the purple line and I would hope that in
this planning process that we ensure that any source hiring is in place
and strictly enforced.
Just my own personal impact, I'd like to thank Jamie Raskin for
acknowledging that a small population will bear the brunt of the
construction and that's the folks along Wayne. I am personally at
Manchester Road.
It's a horrible gridlock in that area and so we would definitely benefit from
tunneling the light rail. It will take up to three minutes to exit from
Manchester Road onto Wayne Avenue in the morning and afternoon
during traffic time.
So we hope that that is taken into consideration and that also
extraordinary measures need to be taken to mitigate the negative impact
that it will have on the residents in that community and the walk between
Dale and Manchester Road is three blocks.
So that's not, should not be a huge issue in the decision making
process.
Also I am a parent of a daughter at Silver Spring International and the
parents nor the administration there have been informed about the
impact of the widening of Wayne.
I would actually ask today during the open house if Wayne would be
widened because it needs to be to make this feasible and I was told no.
So there isn't, that raises a red flag for me that accurate, timely
information is put out to the community members that are going to be
impacted by this purple rail and I actually do think it's a good idea, but
we just have to make sure that we do it right and smart the first time
around. Thank you.
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Nancy
Mathis
9215 Sligo Creek Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20901
NANMD@AOL.COM
Hello
My name is Nancy Mathis and I am a Silver Spring, Maryland resident. I
am a daily Red Line rider to downtown D.C. I moved to Silver Spring in
1999 from Cheverly, Maryland in PG County where I was a regular
Orange Line rider for 10 years. I wanted to state my opposition to a 21stop purple line light rail and support for a hybrid bus route instead.
My reasons for opposing the Purple Line rail: ill-defined purpose, cost,
destruction of homes and dislocation of people. A hybrid bus express
route could be started tomorrow and achieve the same results at a lower
price with no dislocation of people. In fact, I would beg you to first
consider instituting an express bus route just to see what the ridership
demand really is.
I'm confused about the ultimate purpose for the Purple Line. If the
purpose is to provide a shorter, more direct route from New Carrollton to
Bethesda, I don't see how a 21-stop rail line achieves that goal. People
can now go from New Carrollton's Orange Line to the Bethesda Red
Line station in 21 stops. I am concerned that the Purple Line has less to
do with efficient transportation and more to do with developers raking in
cash. I'm not opposed to economic development; but I think it can be
done without misusing $1.6 billion of taxpayers' money. That also is $1.6
billion that you do not have right now.
Again, if the goal is to reduce Beltway traffic, a new bus line could be
started immediately and an express route from station to station would
likely be faster than a 21-stop rail line. For those who argue rail is more
environmentally friendly I would note that the electricity has to be
produced somewhere and it too is not carbon free.
I also would urge you to consider the cost to the people of Silver Spring
should the train run through Wayne Avenue or any other route that
dislocates either people from their homes or their small businesses. Do
you really want to be disrupting the very people you are purporting to
help? I don't think so.
I realize that politically this train has probably already left the station. But
I don't see how a 21-stop rail line achieves any goals except to enrich
developers lining up at the public trough. Please consider an immediate
hybrid bus line (express), save us taxpayers $1.6 billion and move folks
quickly from New Carrollton to Bethesda. At a minimum, at least use a
bus line to see what the demand really is.
Thank you
Nancy Mathis
9215 Sligo Creek Parkway
Silver Spring, Md 20901
240-461-3400
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Karen
Mathura & Family
4616 Maple Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
KBYANK@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Council President Andrews,
The trail is extremely important to my family! We bike, walk and run on it
weekly, even in the winter and generally use the trail as an outdoor
"learning" spot.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Karen Mathura & family
4616 Maple Ave.
Bethesda. MD 20814
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Stephanie
Mattes
7823 Muirfield Court
Potomac
MD
20854
smattes@louisberger.com
Mattes 35381.pdf (106 kb)
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Suzanne and Jason
Matthews
5012 Ft. Sumner Drive
Bethesda
MD
ZANMATTHEWS@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
We have been residents of the Sumner neighborhood in Bethesda since
1987 and have enjoyed the use of the Crescent trail, along with many
others, throughout those years. In fact, one of the major reasons we
moved to our neighbor is because of this beautiful area around Capital
Crescent and Little Falls Park. This area is unique to Bethesda/DC as it
offers the only green park we have for miles around. It is used daily by
young and old alike. We, as a community, also maintain the area when
county/state funds are not available for the purpose.
We are writing to express our opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put
transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, treelined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else. Not only is the
plan ill-conceived and ignores the impact a light rail system would have
on this quiet area of Bethesda, we believe it is utterly irresponsible
considering the current economic crisis and budget shortfalls.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Green space
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Suzanne and Jason Matthews
owners of 5012 Ft. Sumner Drive
Bethesda, MD
(Current mailing address: 19 Narcissa Dr, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
90275)
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Lynda
Maudlin-Jeronimo
8105 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
SWIM1128WRESTLE920@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Phil Andrews,

I use the Crescent Trail for exercise, walking through Bethesda and
Chevy Chase portions. I also use the trail to walk into downtown
Bethesda or Chevy Chase Lake to go shopping, out to eat or go to the
movies. I am able walk to the trail from my house and leave my car at
home. It is such a pleasure to be able to walk, snow or shine, through
the trees and feel like I am in a park instead of a metropolitan area.
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lynda Maudlin-Jeronimo
8105 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda MD 20814
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Anthony
Mauger
10206 Frederick Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
MAUGERAI@YAHOO.COM
10206 Frederick Avenue
Kensington, MD 20895
Montgomery News
The Washington Post
It's glaringly obvious that the Purple Line should be underground and
part of Metro. That would solve the problem of the quite reasonable
objections from the "not in my back yard" folks. We are told there is no
money. Why not, when we pay sky-high Maryland State taxes? And
where did all the money come from to pay for the existing Metro?
Anthony Mauger
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Marie
Maurer
316 Beaumont Road
Silver Spring
MD
20904
MARIEDMAURER@YAHOO.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Without the Capital Crescent Trail I would have never been able to finish
my first Marathon at the age of 40. I live in Silver Spring and work in
Bethesda. I use the trail often. I use it beacause of its tranquility and
natural beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John F.
May
10112 Fleming Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Juliette May.pdf (71 kb)
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Juliette
May
11661 Lockwood Drive, #103
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I am very happy about this
purple line. We need more transportation on Sunday. Some of us are
getting home very late, because of transport
Comment Cards. Juliette May.pdf (71 kb)
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Penina
Maya

East Bethesda
MD

Written Comment. Penina Maya.pdf (2 mb)
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Diane
Mayer

MD
DIANE.MAYER@MARRIOTT.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am a lifelong resident of Montgomery County MD and as a resident of
Bethesda and currently Chevy Chase a user of the Capiltal Crescent
Trail. I am writing to express my support for public transportation
funding generally - my home is walking distance to a metro station for
that reason.
However I am greatly in opposition to the Purple line generally and
specifically to the route that would run on current Capital Crescent trail
for the following reasons:
*
the environmental impact study failed to consider the trail a park,
for technical reasons, despite it's obvious use that way by thousands of
people every day. It is the most critical green space in lower
Montgomery County. The purple line route will destroy it by clear cuting
thousands of mature trees. There is no funded plan to repair it. And if
there was it would be impossible: there is nothing relaxing or tranquil
about trains running a few feet from you every 5 minutes. the trail and
light rail cannot realistically co-exist.
*
The state's own study acknolwedges the purple line will not take
cars off the road. We have conjestion problems that this won't solve.
We have thousands of additional cars heading to this area due to BRAC
that this route fails to address. The riders this might benefit also have
other options (bus, subway, car pooling).
*
I'm not intersting in my tax $ supporting the Chevy Chase Land
company and other developers who are the only other beneficiaries.
*
While I appreciate the argument that says the county took
posession of the trail to use later for transit, that was a long time ago and
times have changed. We are not talking about a single line trolly
anymore. Now we have limited green space, real estate is so expensive
it cannot be purchased down county, and we have an obesity epidemic.
I'm amazed that the same county that banned trans fats would destroy
its greatest asset to encourage health and fitness. Who cares what the
plan was 25 years ago. You are responsible for the here and now and
both the near and long term future. Base your decison on current data,
not some out of date and out of touch plan.
*
At a hearing in Chevy Chase recently, all the state delegates lined
up in support, and the most repeated argument for their support seemed
to be "this is our best shot at federal transportation $." Well those are
my tax dollars too, and I dont' like hearing any elected officials, even
ones that supposedly represent me, grabbing for dollars just because
they are there, with little concern as to if the cause is worthwhile.
*
if we are going to spend precious tax money, do it right. Find a
way to do it without ruining the best park in the area. Why does it have
to be either or?
I respectfully ask that you not support any Purple line route that runs on
the Capital Crescent trail, and to not support the Purple Line at all if it is
not more effective at taking cars off the road and solving the looming
conjestion issues brought on by Walter Reed moving to Bethesda.
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Diane
Mayer
4602 Hanson Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Mayer_Diane.pdf (123 kb)
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Peter C.
Mayer
4602 Harrison Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Mayer_Peter.pdf (152 kb)
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Hanno
Mayo-Amilcar
Research Bureau of the Americas
241 Farragut Street, NW
Washington
DC
20011-4125

hanno mayo-amilcar.pdf (87 kb)
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Sara
Mazie
9115 LeVelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
saramazie@aol.com
I strongly believe in a light rail solution for the Purple Line. This is an
investment that will provide rewards for decades to come. Therefore,
althought the initial cost is higher than a bus oriented solution, the longrange benefits are much greater. I particularly am against the lowest
investment bus solution. I am very familiar with the intersection of Jones
Mill and Jones Bridge Road. Any bus solution using Jones Bridge from
Wisc. Ave to the intersection with Jones Mill would create horrible
backups in the traffic going both directions between E-W Highway and
Wisc. and on Conn. Ave. Special bus lanes at intersections and keeping
the lights green for the buses, would simply not work. Do it all now the
right way. It is too bad that some residents in Chevy Chase will have the
ligte rail going behind their homes, but there are not that many, there will
be very little noise, and almost all, if not all, bought their homes knowing
that this was government owned land for which such light rail was likely
in the future. the same is true for the Columbia Country Club, which
bought the land when CSX was still using the rail line.
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Mark E.
Mazo
3719 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MEMAZO@HHLAW.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley:
I write in the hope of persuading you not to run the purple line trolley
through the Crescent Trail in Montgomery County. I am not someone
who writes to government officials on matters of general policy. But I am
moved now because the State is considering actions that would directly
harm my neighborhood and the lives of everyone living in the vicinity of
the Crescent Trail.
By way of background, I live in Montgomery County near the Capital
Crescent Trail at Connecticut Avenue, and I work in downtown
Washington. I often use the trail to commute to work in downtown
Washington, my dog and I run on the trail several times each week, and
my grown children run on the trail every time they come home. Having a
magnificent "urban park" so close to our residential area is rare and
wondrous. We must value, cherish and protect that greenspace, which
brings beauty and grace to the people in Montgomery County,
particularly as the population density in Bethesda increases over the
next few years.
I have been following with dismay the proposals to build the purple line
trolley through the middle of our park. There are other places that
transportation infrastructure can be built, but there is nowhere that this
magnificent park can be duplicated. Replacing that park with a trolley
would harm the tens of thousands of people of all ages who use the park
regularly and would create a hazardous situation for the entire
community. Unfortunately, the DEIS study was a "pre-cooked" exercise
in which the so-called analysis was inserted to support the preconceived
conclusions.
Please, do not destroy this precious gem that brings beauty and grace
into our lives.
Best regards
Mark E. Mazo
3719 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Mark E.
Mazo
3719 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MEMAZO@HHLAW.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen:

Please, please, please do not run the purple line trolley through the
Crescent Trail in Montgomery County. Putting the trolley on the
Crescent Trail would directly harm my neighborhood and the lives of
everyone living in the vicinity.

I live in Montgomery County near Connecticut Avenue and I work in
downtown Washington. I often use the trail to commute by bike to work,
my dog and I run on the trail several times each week, and my grown
children run on the trail every time they come home. Having this
magnificent "urban park" so close to our residential area is rare and
wondrous. We must value, cherish and protect this green space which
brings beauty and grace to the people of Montgomery County,
particularly as the population density in Bethesda increases over the
next few years.

Transportation infrastructure can be built elsewhere, but this magnificent
green space cannot be duplicated. Ruining that green space with a
trolley would harm tens of thousands of people of all ages, backgrounds
and ethnicity who use the trail regularly, and it would create a hazardous
situation for the entire community. Unfortunately, the DEIS study was a
"pre-cooked" exercise in which the so-called analysis was inserted to
support the preconceived conclusions.

Please, do not destroy this precious gem that brings beauty and grace
into the lives of your voting constituents.

Best regards
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Jonathan E.
McBride
3704 Blackthorn Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-4942
JONMCBRIDE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, Montgomery
County Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President
Andrews, et.al. As I walked from my home along the Capital Crescent Trail from
Connecticut Avenue to Bethesda to shop day before yesterday,
something I frequently do, I was musing about how pleasant an
experience it was and how lucky we are to have that trail. It struck me
how diminished our quality of life would be if that trail were suddenly
crowded out and overwhelmed by public transit vehicles. A narrow,
congested, shadeless bike/walking lane about 10' from trains passing
in two directions every three minutes would not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of all of us who use it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
Thus I write to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring and to request that
you please put transit in another location. This beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace simply cannot be recreated anywhere
else. Please don't take it away.
From a process point of view, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(DEIS) was "intended to allow for an objective, efficient, and fully
informed evaluation and rating of the transit projects seeking funding
under the Federal New Starts process". But the DEIS does not appear
to have been objective, fair or complete. The adverse environmental
and community impacts are dramatically understated in the DEIS for the
Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
There is no mention in the DEIS that the Trail has been documented to
have 10,000 trail users weekly as of 2006, and this number has been
growing steadily. Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need
for greenspace and natural recreational trails in the years to come with
Smart Growth and increasing urban density. The population of the
Bethesda CBD supposedly will double over the next 15 years and these
residents will need greenspace and recreational trails as well.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is negligent in
failing to quantify these trees or to weigh the impact of the loss of them
to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities surrounding
the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres of tree
canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are some of
the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they are
important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.

4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail appear
to be misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and to
state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced-in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes.
Think about that. Please.
Fencing will also be necessary along the inside border of the Trail to
keep trail users from accidentally falling onto the tracks or from crossing
intentionally. Most of the right of way will require major retaining walls
since the terrain in almost never level and tends to rise steeply or fall of
precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children use the Trail to get to and from
Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the
Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A
transitway in this location would be seriously destructive to community
cohesion and would seem to be particularly short-sighted transportation
planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access would be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access would likely lead youth to try to cross the rail in
dangerous ways. Young people likely would try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently there are many gates which youth safely use
regularly.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; Do you think it is fair to have no analysis of
the impact on the property owners of the homes along the corridor?

Net net, the DEIS does not appear to have been a fair study and
appears to show bias by understating the adverse impacts of transit
along the Capital Crescent Trail. Given that bias, nagging questions
arise about the accuracy of other areas of the study which are technical
and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how overwhelmingly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would
become. Nor did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC.
I hope you'll agree to take a fresh and unbiased look at where transit
should best be located, and I hope that the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way will be finally eliminated as a
route for the Purple Line. I urge you and other Maryland and
Montgomery County public officials to give a fair and more thorough
study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other
possible routes that should be studied as well.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jon McBride
Jonathan E. McBride
3704 Blackthorn Court
Chevy Chase MD 20815-4942
301.656.1359
jonmcbride@aol.com
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Mark
McBride
8722 Milford Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
msmcbride@verizon.net
Dear Ms. Ratcliff,
Please place me on record of supporting the light rail option for the
proposed Purple Line in the Silver Spring/Chevy Chase area. This is the
only forward-looking transit option that appears to make sense for
addressing the transit problems of this area.
McBride_Mark.pdf (39 kb)
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Meghan
McCaleb
3147 Tennyson St. NW
Washington
DC
20015
meghanmccaleb@verizon.net
Mr. Madden -- just a few questions about the status of the purple line.
What is the potential time line for beginning construction? Has it been
determined if the Chevy Chase part will be through Columbia's Golf
Course or along Jones Bridge Road? How long will the construction
take in that area? We are thinking of purcahsing a home in that area
and are reluctant to do so without more information. Governor O'Malley
is a friend of my husband's and before we go to him, we thought we'd
start with you. Meghan McCaleb
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Ward
McCarragher
3229 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Hi. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to the hearing officer
regarding the Purple Line for both projects. My name is Ward
McCarragher, W-A-R-D, McCarragher, C-C-A-R-R-A-G- H-E-R.
I'd like to raise three points regarding the proposed projects. First, the
low investment BRT alternative, which is a medium investment BRT
alternative, as proposed by the town of Chevy Chase, a ludicrous option
that do not transportation solutions to the Bethesda, Chevy Chase
corridor. The cost of these alternatives is between 386 million dollars
and 597 million dollars for an 8-minute travel time improvement to the
Bethesda/Silver Spring segment.
The parts of the corridor, the BRT proposal actually makes traffic worse,
particularly at Jones Mill and Jones Bridge Road in which the grade
becomes impacted in terms of traffic capacity. It also adds direct
community effects. It requires the condemning of at least one house,
directly affects the north Chevy
Chase Elementary School and destroys the tree canopy on the trail to
Jones Mill Road.
From the hearing tonight, you are hearing great testimony in support of
this alternative. Not from members of the community who are directly
affected by it, but by those from the town of Chevy Chase who support
the alternative as the one alternative which doesn't affect them.
We have not heard any testimony from anyone who's in the Jones
Bridge Road community or the north Chevy Chase Elementary School
community who are potential users of this system spoken in support.
Second, five other alternatives also do not provide adequate
transportation solutions and gender vigorous community opposition.
MTA should consider a tunnel option for the Bethesda/Silver Spring
segment.
Maryland and Montgomery County have been unwilling to consider the
tunnel alternative because of costs, federal transit cost effectiveness
index. I believe both of these issues can be addressed. First, with regard
to costs, the draft Environmental Impact Statement has several
statements in it such as the tunnel requires a much higher expenditure,
end quote or quote, provides low operating speed or mobility benefits,
unquote, for which no evidence is provided. Clearly, there could be a
benefit to... a heavy rail line versus a two-to-three car LRT.
In addition, some of the right-of-way adjacent to the hiker/biker trail could
be sold to homeowners to increase county property taxes. Second,
regarding the cost effectiveness index. I believe that MTA is misguided
by focusing on that when there's been a recent statement according to
an article in the Passenger Transport stated that the Committee on
Transportation and Infrastructure House of Representatives in which the
chairman is reported to have stated cost effectiveness in the index,
quote, will be gone next year. CEI is out, done, through. I think this
indicates that Congress will more likely take a barter look at this issue
next year. And Maryland needs to focus on transportation for the future.
Not the artificial limitations imposed by the Bush administration. I urge
Maryland to reject the BRT alternative and to consider a tunnel
alternative.
Thank you for the opportunity to speak tonight.
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Caroline
McCarthy
Transwestern

MD
20814
caroline.mccarthy@transwestern.net
I am looking for updated information on the status/timing of the project
as well as proposed routes and steps needed for approval.
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Janey and Kevin
McCarthy
10109 Baldwin Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
JANEY_LANDIS@YAHOO.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kevin
McCarthy

MD

I support the proposal for a light rail Purple Line.
Thank you,
Kevin McCarthy
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T
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Lori
McCarthy
3607 Dunlop Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LORINMCCARTHY@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Brenda
McCarver
555 Thayer Ave, #304
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Marvin Majano.pdf (87 kb)
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Philip
McClain
1728 Poplar Lant, NW
Washington
DC
20012
Yes, please give us east-west mass transit, but bury the portion along
the hiker/biker trail and do not cut the trees.
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Bill
McCloskey
4709 Overbrook Road
Bethesda
MD
20816-3029
BMCCLOS325@AOL.COM
see that there is an e-mail campaign asking citizens to express their
opposition to the purple line.
Please put me down as being IN FAVOR of the purple line, including the
route that uses the trail.
Bill McCloskey
4709 Overbrook Road
Bethesda, Md. 20816-3029
301-652-7583
bmcclos325@aol.com
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Timothy
McConnochie
2320 Hildarose Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
tmcconno@gmail.com
I support the "high-investment light rail" option for the purple line. I am
a georgetown branch trail user, and having studied the light rail plans I
feel that the high-investment option would be a net positive to the trail
users experience. Furthermore, I believe that the reliability benefits of
the exclusive/dedicated right of way emphasized by the high-investment
option make it worth the additional costs in ways that are not fully
captured by the alternatives analysis. If sufficient funding for the highinvestment option is not immediately available, then I believe
construction should be delayed as long as necessary. Regarding the
BRT options, I feel that the addition of a large number of diesel-powered
(hybrid or otherwise) BRT busses along the georgetown branch right-ofway or on Jones Bridge road is unacceptable, for environmental (noise
and particulate emissions) and safety reasons, from the point of view of
trail users and local residents. Thus, I see the no-build alternative as
much preferable to any of the proposed BRT options.
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Jennifer
McCormick
7818 Friars Ct.
Alexandria
VA
22306
jmccormick55@hotmail.com
Such an outstanding plan. Piqued my interest when I first heard about
this upon moving to the region a few years ago. Most exciting. Misc
info.: Very much looking forward to moving near the Hyattsville Arts
District in two weeks. Employed as a Legal Assistant in Bethesda. 43
yoa.
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Leander
McCormick-Goodhart
Langley Park Plaza, Inc.
P.O. Box 8060
Hyattsville
MD
20787-8060

Langley Park Plaza.pdf (97 kb)
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Leander
McCormick-Goodhart
Langley Park Plaza
Post Office Box 548
Alexandria
VA
22313

Langley Park Plaza2.pdf (230 kb)
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Anne and Roger
Hollander and McCreery
6904 Carmichael Ave
Bethesda
MD
20817
annekhollander@gmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
We are writing to strongly urge you to support the Light Rail "Purple
Line" which would connect important parts of the Washington, DC
metropolitan area using a low-polluting alternative to cars. Our
environment and our citizens really need this improvement to occur
NOW, not later! We appreciate your serious and prompt action on this
important improvement to public transportation in our area.
Anne Hollander and Roger McCreery
6904 Carmichael Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Charlie
McCrudden
4610 Beechwood Road
College Park
MD
20740
My name is Charlie McCrudden. My first name is spelled C-H-A-R- L-I-E,
my last name is spelled M-C-C-R-U-D- D-E-N.
I live at 4610 Beachwood Road just a few blocks from here in College
Park. My wife and I moved here two years ago and we chose our
neighborhood because of its proximity to Metro.
We both fully support construction of the purple line and we further
endorse the light rail option. We moved here because we wanted to be
close to a metro stop for two reasons.
One was it would make our commutes downtown much easier. But
second, we also felt that it would help sustain our property values which
we didn't think it would be so necessary so quickly.
We feel that proximity to Metro and especially a light rail station is a
bonus. I believe, and my wife and I both believe that the same would be
true for the purple line.
It will elevate land values, drive economic development and improve the
overall quality of life for people who live in Prince George's and
Montgomery Counties.
Again, we support the purple line and the light rail options. I'm not going
to use all of my time and I'm not going to go into the arguments about
congestion and relieving and all that.
But we are very hopeful that this will be approved and move forward. I
also want to say that we frequently use the Metro on the weekends to go
to Silver Spring to just go out to dinner and it's nice to be able to use
public transportation to do that because it's quick and convenient and it's
very cheap. Thank you.
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Don
McCubbin
2909 Forsythe Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Okay. My name is Don McCubbin, D-O-N, M-C-C-U-B-B, as in boy, I-N. I
live at 2909 Farsythe Avenue in Silver Spring. And I am here to testify
that I really appreciate the current trail, the Georgetown Branch as is and
would like to not see the trees cut down to build the Purple Line. That's
all I gotta say.
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Claire A.
McCullough

MD
claireannmccullough@hotmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own
right of way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale
Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Linette
McDaniel-Corrigan

MD
20904
The Purple Line will save significant amounts of time and stress for eastwest commuters, and spare the whole area from increased congestion
and the attendant pollution and traffic accidents. More than once I've
wished it already existed, and I hope it becomes a reality soon.
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Evelyn
McDonald
8500 16th St., Apt. 219
Silver Spring
MD
20910

McDonald 35565.pdf (98 kb)
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Robert
McDonald
4808 Moorland Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
Robert.Ian.McDonald@gmail.com
Dear Mr. Madden,
As a resident of Bethesda, my wife and I would like to register our strong
support for the creation of the Purple Line, as a light rail following along
the current Capitol Crescent Trail right of way. My wife works in Silver
Spring, and it would make her commute easier. Moreover, as someone
who has studied and worked on mass transit planning projects, I can say
that the proposed Purple Lines has all the hallmarks of a well-planned
project. It is rare a city as developed as Bethesda and Silver Spring can
add a rail line without having to construct major bridges or underpasses,
and the city should take advantage of this major opportunity.
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Michael
McDonnell

MD
MICHAELSMCDONNELL@GMAIL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Hugh
McElrath
5708 39th Avenue
Hyattsville
MD
20781
MCELRAH@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Hugh McElrath
5708 39th Avenue
3rd Floor
Hyattsville, MD 20781
703 769-9510
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Martin
McFeely
El Rancho Foods d/b/a Taco Bell
One Palmer Terrace
Carlstadt
NJ
07072
marty@elranchofoods.com
Can you please put me on the list to receive a project newsletter? Thank
you!
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Jackie
McGeehan
7308 Rocky Road
Gaithersburg
MD
20882
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Take it out to Tyson's! :)
Magnuson_Lyle Comment Cards.pdf (42 kb)
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Joe
McGervey
8710 Leonard Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jmcgervey@hotmail.com
Are there any public meetings planned? I see nothing past Dec 2007 on
your website.
I live in the Rosemary Hills neighborhood of Silver Spring and didn't hear
about the community group meeting until after it happend.
Put me on you email list (if it exists).
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Joseph
McGervey
8710 Leonard Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jmcgervey@hotmail.com
On page page 4-7 of the DEIS the report states:
"Each of the Build Alternatives requires strip acquisitions along the CSX
right-of-way. Each Build Alternative would require property acquisition
from one residence and displacement of two other residences on
Leonard Drive."
What are the addresses of these homes to be affected on Leonard Drive
and has the county contacted the residents?
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Erica L.
McGill
5103 Allan Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
EMCGILL06@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Along with family and friends we use the trail regularly. It is a wonderful
way to get away from it all right here in the middle of our metropolitan
area! It was a haven I turned to for solace and exercise when I suffered
a back injury and walking was prescribed as part of my recovery. I grew
up knowing time on the trail was special, away from the distractions of
everyday life. Please don't let us lose this special place.
Every week, more than 10,000 hiker s and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescen t Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert F.
McGill
5103 Allan Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
RFMCGILL@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Along with family and friends we use the trail regularly. It is a wonderful
way to get away from it all right here in the middle of our metropolitan
area! It was a haven I turned to for solace and exercise when I suffered
a back injury and walking was prescribed as part of my recovery. Our
daughter grew up knowing time on the trail was special, away from the
distractions of everyday life. Please don't let us lose this special place.
Every week, more than 10,000 hiker s and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capi tal Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Julia
McGinn
8001 Eastern Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I think that this proposal for extending the light rail system across rail
lines in MD is a great sign of government working positively to increase
access to a wonderful service; a service that so many of us already
benefit from. I support this project.
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Michael B.
McGovern
Westmoreland Citizens Association
5414 Albemarle Street
Bethesda
MD
20816

Comment Form. M. McGovern.pdf (971 kb)
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Sharon
McGowan
8306 Haddon Drive
Takoma Park
MD
20912
smcgowan95@gmail.com
I would be interested in getting more involved in local discussions about
the proposed Purple Line. The proposed stations nearest to my home
are the Arliss and Gilbert stations. I would also like to obtain a "Purple
Line Green Future" sign if they are still available.
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Judith
McGuire
4003 Rosemary St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20816
JUDITHSMCGUIRE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Elected Officials and government staff,
I am a strong supporter of public transportation and an environmental
advocate. I'm a strong supporter of smart growth. My major concern is
global warming and getting people out of cars. But I believe the Purple
Line should be built but not as light rail along the Georgetown Branch
Trail but as bus rapid transit on Jones Bridge Road or East West
Highway. Too many issues have been raised by the analysis by Sam
Schwartz Engineering to be ignored (which that have been by the State,
County, and dedicated Purple Line staff). Why hasn't the initial options
analysis by the Purple Line staff been subject to serious critical review
and altered? The recent judgement by the Planning Board which argues
for light rail on Georgetown Branch solely on the basis of maximum
ridership during peak hours is wrong because that option in fact will
result in greater greenhouse gas emissions overall (more emissions and
fewer riders). The light rail will simply emit all its gases out of electric
power plants (not in our neighborhood). The allegation that people won't
ride buses is wrong. If buses are quick, clean, safe, and get us where
we want to go, we'll take them. I am all for giving buses priority on public
streets and making life miserable for cars. People won't get out of their
cars and use public transit until the traffic gets really bad and the public
transit gets really good.
The light rail on Georgetown Branch option will not only emit more
greenhouse gases, it will be more expensive, less flexible, and
exacerbate existing and future (i.e. post BRAC expansion of Bethesda
Naval hospital) traffic problems on Connecticut Ave. by enabling Chevy
Chase Land Company to expand the shopping area in Chevy Chase
Lake (with more luxury condos, no doubt, and insufficient workforce or
moderately priced housing).
Frankly, I think we're thinking too small about the Purple Line. We need
a regional, multistate, transportation system based on rapid bus
transport that goes all the way around the beltway and between the
termini of the various subway lines. Bus rapid transit is far more efficient
and flexible (and interchangeable among routes) than light rail. We also
need bikeways that go around the beltway, into and out of business
districts, and between subway termini. The purple line is both less
efficient, less flexible, more expensive, more greenhouse gas
generating, and more antagonistic toward bicycles. What could be
worse?
I am a regular walker and bicyclist on the Georgetown Branch trail but
my property values will not be affected if you put light rail on it. I just
think Sam Schwartz has raised serious issues about the analysis that
must be dealt with in the economic and environmental analysis.
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Jeanette
McHale
3322 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JEANETTEMCHALE@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
A couple of weeks ago I was taking one of our many family walks down
the Capital Crescent Trail and standing on the middle of the trail was a
four point Buck. I immediately thought of how sad it would be to have
light rail coming through this trail.
I urge you not to put transit on the trail. Not only for the environmental
impact but as someone who drives my son to school in Bethesda during
rushhour, because it is a waste of money. East West Highway is never
too conjested even during rushhour. In a time where you are asking
teachers to take pay cuts and considering raising taxes when people are
facing tough financial times - it angers me as a taxpayer that you would
waste our money on a transit line that will have low ridership.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jeanette McHale
3322 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Thomas
McHale
3322 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TOM.MCHALE@AMERICANCAPITAL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As a Chevy Chase resident and taxpayer I urge you to not put transit on
the Capital Crescent trail. Not only for the environmental impact but
because it is a waste of money. East West Highway is never too
conjested even during rush hour. I work in downtown Bethesda with
several Silver Spring residents who have a shorter commute than I do
and I only commute from Chevy Chase. In a time where you are asking
teachers to take pay cuts, the state is running a large deficit, and you are
considering raising taxes as people are facing tough financial times - it
angers me as a taxpayer that you would waste our money on a transit
line that will have low ridership and disrupt a great trail used by many
citizens such as myself everyday.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. And yet,
the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement confirms that
the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Harold
McIlwain
6202 Dennison Drive
Clinton
MD
20735
I am more for the light rail than against but have a lot of concerns. At the
hearing, 11/15/08, a majority of testifiers approved the light rail proposal.
But I did not hear anyone discuss the adverse issues that may occur.
I live close to capital at the Blvd and I wouldn't want the adverse issues
related to the metro station at the blvd. Because of the types of
businesses at the blvd, it draws an unwanted group of mostly young lowincome foot patrons. As a result, most homeowners & other consumers
refuse to patronize shops at the blvd. In order to prevent this same issue
regarding the light rail I HOPE that crime is looked out very closely and
that it (crime) will not cause this light rail proposal a nightmare.
18.pdf (927 kb)
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Richard and Janie
McKay
8911 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RSJEMCKAY@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
My family and I enjoy the trail on a weekly basis. We take bike rides to
Georgetown, the zoo and a multitude of other places via the trail. It is
one of the most beautiful trails. When we are riding along the trail it
makes us feel that we are no longer in the busy hustle and bustle of
every day life. It allows us to exercise and relax and see the beauty of
nature. Somehow it feels like we are on vacation when we are on the
trail. It is such a blessing to be away from all the traffic and noise. Its a
peaceful place to retreat to so you can reflect on your day. Having an
area like this without the interference of all the cars/trucks/buses and the
exhaust fumes that make it difficult to breathe, too loud to hear your own
thoughts much less a friend or family member to talk to over the noise.
Many of my neighbors use the trail to commute to work. We pass
people day in and day out walking their dogs, strolling with their children,
rollerblading down the path. My children use the trail during their
physical training for sports in school. It is a great place to go running.
We need this open space for everyone. There are so few places to be
able to go relax. Plus it also is a great way to go from the suburbs to the
district for sightseeing or whatever you need to do. Every week, more
than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, and abilities -- use
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. Not to mention it would no longer be a place of
retreat. This is the reason I like living in this area. It provides access to
many places without having to drive your car, riding a bus. A way to
travel without adding to the pollution.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John E McKinney
McKinney
9124 McDonald Drive
Bethesda
MD
jumck@erols.com
I support the purple line enthusiastically on the condition that
is be light rail, which contributes zero to local air pollution, and can
be powered by a vast variety of energy sources, including wind, solar
and nuclear. Noisy, stinking, diesel buses are just not suitable as
many-people movers. Perhaps they have some utility as low-capacity
movers, but certainly not in this application.
John E.
McKinney
9124 McDonald
Dr
Bethesda, MD
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Kristin
McKinney
2909 Forsyth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
KRISTIN_A_MCKINNEY@MCPSMD.ORG
My husband and I bike to work every day using the Capital Crescent
Trail going all the way from Silver Spring to downtown Bethesda. It is
one of the nicest parts of our day to be able to use the trail for our
commute and we cannot imagine how devastating it would be to destroy
its pristine environment. Whenever I talk about living in the DC area, I
always tell people about our great biking trail. There are viable
alternatives for the “purple line” that would not require degrading the
Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matthew
McKnight
4013 Oglethorpe Street
Hyattsville
MD
20782
macnachtan@hotmail.com
I would never describe myself as an environmentalist, but building the
Purple Line as a light rail addition to METRO is the right thing to do. Not
only is it the right thing to do for the environment, but it is the right thing
to do for the residents of PG County. Take a look at the people who are
opposed to building the light rail Purple Line; overwhelmingly white,
overwhelmingly wealthy, overwhelmingly worried about the “PG Trash”
washing up in Chevy Chase, Bethesda, and Silver Spring. Their motives
are all too obvious when the preservation of a “bike trail” is being touted
as the “greener” option when compared to adding a new line to the
METRO rail system. The number of cars that would be taken off the road
by building a light rail connector far outweighs the benefit of the bike trail
(which I believe could co-exist with the light rail anyway). It defies all
logic to accept that this is the REAL reason they are opposed to the light
rail. Improving bus service won’t cut it. The commute would still be too
long. My wife and I live in Hyattsville, not far from the PG Plaza METRO.
For two years she took that 75+ minute commute to Bethesda…all the
way in to Metro Center, then all the way out to Bethesda (and back each
day). Since the birth of our daughter, that long train commute is no
longer something she is willing to put up with…not when it means lost
time with her daughter. Not even with the gov’t willing to foot the bill for
her commute. She’s now driving. The light rail line would cut the 150+
minute round trip down to under an hour total each day. I can guarantee
she’d be back on the rails if the Purple line is built as a rail line. Not a
chance if it is a bus. How many others would do the same?
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Susan
McLaughlin, MD

MD
SSMCLAUGH@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : January 12, 2009

RE: Purple Line DEIS—Preserve our Greenspace

Dear Governor O’Malley
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews

I am writing as an ordinary citizen who supports the preservation of the
Capital Crescent Trail (The Trail) as an extraordinary ribbon of natural
beauty gently laid amidst our hectic suburban streets and
neighborhoods. The Silver Spring-Bethesda-Chevy Chase area has
always been a sought-after location not only because of the proximity to
D.C. and the nearby Beltway but also because of the quality of life
available, including many parks within which we can find solace and
refuge, a true antidote to the frenetic pace of life characteristic of our
hard-working Montgomery County culture. The Trail is paramount to
preserving this high quality of life. It is a true gem, given that it provides
a useful pathway for commuters and nature-lovers alike to travel
between Silver Spring and Bethesda, and on to Georgetown, but also
because it is uniquely beautiful and tranquil. Have you walked the path
between Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue on a Sunday with
its cathedral of trees, listening to the rat-a-tat-tat of a nearby
woodpecker? Have you traveled by bicycle with your children peddling
their new two-wheeler on the way to an ice-cream treat at Giffords?
Have you seen the faces of a whole host of Montgomery County citizens
on their Trail—young and old, from all walks of life---some ambling arm
in arm, others vigorously power-walking or jogging, out for a bit of
exercise and fresh air, as well as teens on their way to high school or
running cross-country? How can you say that this Trail will be the same,
after you cut down most of the mature trees that give the trail its unique
character, after you install a train in its hushed corridor that will pass a
mere 10 feet from our citizens every 3 minutes? Picture it…it will not be
safe or relaxing. If you have walked it, you will understand. Our Trail is
a unique green space that cannot be replicated elsewhere and is an
essential part of what makes our downcounty community so attractive.
I am a supporter of preserving the trail as it now stands for other reasons
as well. One aspect of the trail v. Purple Line debate that I have found
lacking is any discussion of what impact an on-grade level train route will
have on north-south traffic. I invite you to head south on Connecticut
Avenue during commuter hours on any work day and pay special
attention to the back-up at the intersections at Jones Bridge Rd., Manor
Rd., and East-West Highway. Even with the lights timed such that only
a few cars traverse westward on Jones Bridge across Connecticut
Avenue per light cycle, hindering east-west flow, there is still a significant
back-up on Connecticut Avenue. What will happen when this train
transects Connecticut Avenue every 3 minutes, bringing north-south

traffic to a stand-still? It seems short-sighted to pour so much money
into an on-grade level transit system that will soon be outmoded as
development proceeds.
In fact, if we are to be completely honest, the main impetus for the train
is not moving low-income workers into jobs in Bethesda (which is
frequently cited as a primary factor---if that were the case, the lower-cost
and equally efficient rapid bus on Jones Bridge Road would be
preferable), but to open up certain areas to more development, chiefly
the land owned by Mr. Asher and the Chevy Chase Land Company. Mr.
Asher needs a permanent transit stop at Connecticut Avenue and Manor
Road to pursue his development plans, which would lead to more
congestion and decrease our quality of life further. Considering the
impact of BRAC, the rapid bus line should be given priority over the
purple line on the trail. Why not preserve the trail and provide a flexible
east-west link that can be dove-tailed with a later outer purple line? With
the flexible rapid bus line on Jones Bridge Road, you can solve our
immediate transit problems that will arise on day one when all those new
employees descend upon the Naval Medical Center. It is one short hop
on the metro—or easy walk or trolley ride--from the Medical Center
Metro to central downtown Bethesda. I don’t buy the argument that the
Naval Medical Center terminus is not “in Bethesda.” I don’t think the
businesses at Woodmont Triangle would agree that they are not in
“downtown Bethesda.”
We should be planning for the future and not accommodating the needs
of a few developers in a time of economic uncertainty. Why not take the
long view and re-examine an outer Purple Line that would link the two
Metro Red Line arms, creating a truly seamless regional mass-transit
system, with the promise of an eventual extension into Virginia?
Consider funneling the money from the insular inner purple line to the
more time-tested option of expanding the Metro to accommodate all of
the county’s citizens. You will not only preserve the wonderful treasure
that is the Capital Crescent Trail but you will also be revered in the
future for making a courageous and wise choice with regard to our future
transportation needs in the county and beyond.
I thank you for your time and consideration. We are counting on you.
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Michel J.
McLaughlin
B.F. Saul Mortgage Company
7501 Wisconsin Ave, 5th Floor/West Tower
Bethesda
MD
20814
mjmclaughlin@bfsaulmortgage.net
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Firuzeh and Michael
McLean

Chevy Chase
MD
FIRUZEHAM@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing you regarding the potential LOCATION of the Purple Line.
My family and I live in Chevy Chase. We have 2 small boys (12 and 9).
We use the trail on a daily basis, since it is one of the very few places
left around here that one can walk or bike with kids with out the fear of
getting run over by a car. We also use downtown Bethesda to Shop, go
to the Book Store/ Libraries, movies, etc....Everyday we notice there is
less and less space for walking, biking, sitting in a green and peaceful
place. Those of us who live around here NEED the green space that the
trail provides. Our children need a place to walk, play, bike that is not
next to a train traveling at 60 miles per hour... I don't think this is too
much to ask. Do you?

I have a hard time understanding that you all, our public officials could
give the go ahead to destroy this amazing natural treasure....

Please think about the quality of life of your TAX Payers... These days
we have very little to look forward to, Please do not take away one of the
few simple pleasures we have left.

Please DO NOT put the purple line on the trail.
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Michael & Firuzeh
McLean
4227 Oakridge Ln
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
mmclean@orizon-inc.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Council President Andrews

We (McLean Family) are writing to you because we are members of the
Chevy Chase, Maryland community and are frequent users of the
Capital Crescent Trail (“Trail”). We purchased our home in this
community approximately 6 years ago in large part because of the
proximity to the Trail. It is unusual, in such an urban community, that
such a wonderful piece of land exists. We either ride or walk on the Trail
almost everyday – this opportunity has provided us with an outlet after
long days at work. To have something like this in an urban area that is
constantly growing is highly usual and it would be a shame not to
preserve something like this, not just for people residing directly in the
community, but also those who come from farther away to enjoy what
the Trail has to offer. It truly has a positive effect on both the mental and
physical well-being of individuals.

Studies have shown that even though the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring is unpaved, more than 10,000 walkers and
bikers traversed it weekly -- as of 2006 -- and that number is growing
steadily. Trail users come in all sizes, ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. Families with small children on bikes, parents with strollers, the
elderly, teenagers, dog walkers, high speed bikers -- all use the Trail.
Trail users come from all over the region.
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge:
The impact of cutting down all the trees and running trains or buses
about 10' from families, children and the elderly is huge.
The impact of permanently closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail use, or
at best, putting the Trail above the trains in the Tunnel is huge.
The impact of parking trains awaiting maintenance next to Giffords Ice
Cream and the Landmark Theater -- or running buses through there -- is
huge.
Even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent
Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the
State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective evaluation
of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses along
the Trail now.
The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". And yet, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair nor
complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives that
would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the Capital
Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one
to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are
technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a

natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have
supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Now, it is time for our public officials to take a new, fresh and unbiased
look at where transit should best be located, and reflect the current
transportation needs of the entire county.
There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the Bus Rapid Transit alternatives on Jones Bridge
Road in the AA/DEIS: the opportunity to provide for good east-west
transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
in a cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.
In any event, it is essential that our public officials grasp the value that
residents place on preserving our irreplaceable trees and beautiful
recreational greenspace in lower Montgomery County.
Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates to
transit along the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be

destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail
above the Trains in the Tunnel

The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The high-cost
light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would
also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps
high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly, etc.would find this
Tunnel passage difficult.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream
and the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail
Track" for trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance
and safety of this open space, which is an important amenity in the
heart of downtown PleBethesda.
11. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave
concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so
transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the
Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Michael & Firuzeh McLean
4227 Oakridge Ln.
Chevy Chase, MD. 20815

Michael McLean
Orizon, Inc.
51 Monroe St.
Suite 1600
Rockville, MD 20850

Tel: 301.309.2300
Fax: 301.309.1997
Email: mmclean@orizon-inc.com
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John
McMahon
14562 Kelmscot Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20906
My name is John McMahon, J-O-H-N, last name M-C, capital M-A-H-ON. I'm a resident of 45 years in Montgomery County and I wanted to
share with the proposers of the State of Maryland funding BRT, LRT and
the overwhelming evidence in the Washington Post article that the
squeal of the steel wheels on the steel rails was going to require a lot of
funding for acoustical containment treatment and I remember something
that happened 30 years ago that might help.
I was in a group of people that lived in Wheaton and we were being
prepared by the Metro Board of Directors on what to expect when Metro
was going to come up Georgia Avenue into the Glenmont area. And
one of the presenters was Carlton Sickles who was a United States
Congressman and was appointed by the governor of Maryland to be a
Maryland representative on the Board of Directors of the Metro.
And he was describing to us on a recent trip that had taken place
between a group of Metro Board of Directors up in Canada to look at the
and ride the subway systems recently installed up in Canada in Toronto
and in Montreal. And one of the things that
he mentioned that he thought was really surprisingly was how quiet the
Montreal system was and after further investigation found out that it was
because they use rubber tires on the Montreal system.
These were cast rubber tires engineered to do the job and they were
custom made to fit the application to which the Metro system in Montreal
put them. And he said it was surprising how quiet the train was as it
entered the station and left, where they were observing the operation of
the Montreal subway. And I haven't heard of that particular event being
repeated in any of the news accounts of where the LRT system
engineering is today. And I thought I'd share that information from my
Metro experience with the people here tonight. Thank you. That ends my
testimony.
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James P. and Marjorie E.
McMann
3516 Cummings Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MCMANNJ@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : My wife and I support construction of the Purple Line light-rail option for
the following reasons:

1. The light-rail line from the Bethesda Metro Station to the Silver Spring
Metro Station does not intersect with major roads and thus would
significantly reduce the amount of time spent traveling between these
two major employment areas.
2 Although the majority of riders on light-rail trains would be the lower
income riders who reside in Prince Georges County and the Langley
Park-Piney Branch area of Montgomery County and who now ride buses
that travel on East-West Highway, they would be augmented by higher
income riders (based on the Metro experience), thus significantly
increasing transit use.
3. A bus route on Jones Bridge Road to the Medical Center Metro
Station does not have similar advantages. Its supporters point to bus
systems in Brazil and elsewhere that use platforms to speed up boarding
and departing and state that buses could take priority over street traffic
when they cross Connecticut and Wisconsin Avenues. At rush hour
these roads already are jammed and traffic will increase with the
additional employees anticipated at the expanded Army/Navy medical
center, and in downtown Bethesda. It is totally unrealistic to expect that
buses can override the timed traffic signals that will attempt to handle
this increased traffic without major disruptions.
4. The opposition to a light-rail line is a classic case of NIMBY politics.
The most reprehensible opponent is Columbia Country Club. Its leaders
know that it is difficult to accept lower real estate taxes for the Club
permitted under Maryland law, while at the same time opposing a transit
line that would benefit the public as a whole; that is why they have
attempted to hide their opposition through the use of off-shore lobbying
organizations. If a light-rail line will have a major impact on the Club’s
golfers, then holes should be reconstructed and the line should be
screened with extensive landscaping (how does Kenwood handle
Goldsboro Road going through its course?); the travel of thousands of
commuters shouldn’t be disrupted for the benefit of a few hundred
wealthy golfers.
5. The second group of opponents is the owners of property adjacent to
the Crescent Trail. We hike this trail and admit that the hiking
experience would be affected by construction of a light-rail line. But the
Trail is there because the rail line right-of-way was preserved for future
transit. And Montgomery County law requires all purchasers of property
to acknowledge that they are aware of major projects potentially
affecting the property. Just because these owners (like those near the
Intercounty Connector) were told by realtors “It will never be built”, their
desires should not override sound public policy.
6. The third opponent is the Town of Chevy Chase, whose
government’s position does not represent all of its residents
(including some of our friends). The Town is opposed to more
extensive development of downtown Bethesda and is
concerned that construction of light-rail will lead to undesirable elements
flocking to Bethesda and terrorizing the patrons of its theatres and
restaurants. The first can be addressed by the County’s planning and
zoning process, which has done a good job to date. As for the second,
rowdy (and sometimes dangerous) youth are drawn to an area because

of what is there, not how easy it is to get there. We stopped going to
Georgetown years ago because of the crime risk, traffic, and lack of
parking – and Georgetown is the one DC community that opposed a
Metro stop for the very reason that the Town now objects to light-rail.

Select the light-rail option and get it approved by Federal officials as
soon as possible.
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Rich
McManus
2800 Terrace Dr.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MCMANUSR@OD31TM1.OD.NIH.GOV
At every opportunity for public comment on this project, I have
expressed opposition, and I do so again today. I live across the street
from the Interim Capital Crescent Trail and use it daily to commute to my
job at NIH. Simply put, there isn’t enough space for transit of any kind
on the trail. Homes and neighborhoods have been built up around the
proposed route of the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring,
making intrusion of transit completely inappropriate.

How about fixing east-west transit by doing something creative with MD
410, like above-ground monorail? Or better bus service?

I highly doubt there are many people who want to travel regularly
between New Carrollton and Bethesda, or many points between, who
aren’t already doing so by conventional means.

Here’s hoping this project fails to get federal funding and is abandoned
by the state of Maryland. It’s not needed, not wanted (except by
developers) and wantonly industrializes neighborhoods and communities
that currently prize the right-of-way as respite parkland.

All of the politicians with whom I communicate on this topic remind me
that the trail was never supposed to end up being beloved by adjoining
communities, and that the transit option always loomed. Let this note be
one more in a blizzard of barriers to the Purple Line. You couldn’t pick a
more contentious 16 miles of territory anywhere in the U.S. I hope the
opposition, and common sense, cancel the planning.

Sincerely,

Rich McManus
2800 Terrace Dr.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Andrea Chamblee and
John McNamara
727 Hillsboro Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902-3255
achamblee@yahoo.com
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail. I bike and walk the
trail, and even when I drive by it I am affected by the tranquility I share
with other users.
I am only one of more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- who use the Capital Crescent Trail every
week. You have already received many letters explaining its value and
importance to the region

I am a strong supporter of mass transit, but for mass transit to be
successful it must be incorporated into the community of all users. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
DANGEROUSLY CLOSE to children and handicapped, adults of all
ages, hikers and bikers every three minutes. Already the lanes are
narrow too often, and it would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail
users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Alice
McNeil
Ardwick-Ardmore Cititzens Associatons
Ardmore Road
Landover Hills
MD
20784
First name Alice, capital A-L-I-C-E, McNeil, capital M-C capital N-E-I-L.
I live at 7720 Old Ardwick Ardmore Road, Landover Hills, 20784. I greet
you this afternoon with a big hello. I support the Purple Line but
however, building the Purple Line at this time brings to my mind some of
our area's big issues.
Beltway traffic, noise and air pollution, commuter headaches, traffic
bottlenecks, uncertain gasoline prices, the economy, unemployment,
mortgage foreclosures, federal deficits, our loving public school budget
cuts, crime in the area, existing Metro's full note that is to be paid all to
(Belgium... inaudible), environment and all other messes that have been
created.
How can we, in good conscience, continue to create some more mess
by adding to the existing problems by plowing through our
neighborhoods. Uprooting homes, apartments, duplexes, parks, college
campuses, historic trees, green space, and with possibly train vibration
impacting on scientific research. Where will all these dollars come from?
The Ardwick Ardmore neighborhood is still waiting for sound barriers
after many, many requests. We have been waiting patiently since the
uprooting of our neighborhood in the 70's and 80's when a road was built
to nowhere. Each of these many requests has been denied because,
they say, the lack of funds.
You talk about noise pollution. We have it. We also have an impact on
parking problems that have been created by the New Carrollton Metro.
Parking that has created problems on our road, both sides of the road.
People parking at the Metro, walk the one half mile to park in our
neighborhoods on both sides of the street.
We have now been given some signs where they cannot park. But at
one point Sorry. But I do say that I am for the Line but I think things are
more important at this time, in our country, than the Purple Line. Thank
you.
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dale
mcneil
7405 18th ave
hyattsville
MD
20783
dalemcneil@tmail.com
when will the purple line project get started?
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James
McNelis
Joseph B Fay Co
711 Pittman Road
Baltimore
MD
21226
jmcnelis@jbfayco.com
Please keep me informed with project news letters and/or
announcements. Thank You
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Christine
McNerney
12606 Davan Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20904
C.MCNERNEY@ATT.NET
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.Christine McNerney12606
Davan Dr.Silver Spring, MD 20904
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John
McNerney

MD
JOHNMCNERNEY@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To all public officials involved in CCTrail decision: Please don't put a
train on the trail. That would be a terrible mistake. On a nice long walk
along the trail over the holiday, I thought of all the following to contribute
for your serious consideration. I've lived around downtown Bethesda for
28 years, am an avid user of the trail all the time. I live across the street
from the trail near BCC high school.
1. Downtown Bethesda has developed the vibrancy it has because of
the trail - if it becomes a train track it will hurt that vibrancy
immeasurably.
2. It's a recreational path by equity and adverse use. The dowtown and
neighboroods surrounding have developed based on the recreational
use. Say what you might otherwise, all relied on that use and are
entitled to continue to based on established past practice; equitable
principles prevent a change now.
3. I've lived in Boston, NY, been to Philly and a number of other great
urban places in the US and elsewhere. The trail is a first- class public
amenity, comparable to the best anywhere - linking G'town with Rock
Creek through a park is a great intrinsic benefit to the whole community please don't take that down.
4. Clearly, the NIH/Naval Medical/Walter Reed complex is where the
jobs are - the number of jobs and E-W commuters served there must be
vastly more than those going to downtown Bethesda. That's where the
transport relief should be aimed for now and the future, even up the
Pike. For that matter, if it's trains you want, 270 probably needs one
more than E-W highway.
5. I could never afford to join Columbia Country club and don't play my
golf there - but it's a beautiful course, and surely it has equitable
standing in this too. Even if you don't like golf, the green space is
invaluable - taking down all those trees would be a tragic mistake. It's
hardly a green solution to serve relatively few by destroying a highly
used park.
6. County planners aren't always right - i.e. the Food Court at Bethesda
Metro center, the Jetson-like buildings at Frndshp Heights Metro,
likewise parking garages over open streets (Mntgmy Lane in downtown
Bethesda -- I could cite quite a few more. With all the logic involved,
cutting down the trees, and destroying the Trail may have some sense in
a unartful planning calculus to recommend it - but it would be the wrong
thing to do from the perspective of all those with a high equity stake in
the matter - those who live around it and know the community and how it
works and has developed - and the many thousands more who use it
from all over the area, or who some day might come to enjoy a great
park in the inner urban core..
They aren't making parks and public amenities like this anymore.
Please find a way to take the needed transportation remedy to where it's
needed most - HIH/Naval medical. Use the rapid transit and save the $
until you can put the train underground,, or put a Disney monorail on the
Beltway, or trolley cars on E-W highway, or something - but please don't
put a train on the CC trail.
Thanks for your consideration. Good luck with this difficult decision.
John McNerney
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David
McPherson
8407 Cedar Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
GOSOX1918@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
David McPherson
8407 Cedar Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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David
McPherson
8407 Cedar Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
gosox1918@hotmail.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components: an at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way; service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park and New
Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in DTSS and at the intersection
of Wayne and Dale and other communities along the transit corridor;
completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the transit
line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between Bethesda
and Silver Spring and completion of the Greenway bike trail connecting
sligo creek with the ss transit center; a community- and environmentallyfriendly design that mitigates negative impacts in a cost-effective manner
without impeding the speedy implementation of this project.
David M. McPherson
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William B.
Mead
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
WBMEAD@AOL.COM
To: Diane Ratcliff, MTA Director of Planning
From: William B. Mead, 4821 Montgomery Lane Apt. 605, Bethesda
Md. 20814
Phone 301-657-2234
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
With three alternatives, the winner, it seems to me, should be bus
service using Jones Bridge Road and serving the new Walter Reed
complex. It is the least expensive, the least disruptive, and the most
useful. A railroad line along the trail would largely destroy a valuable
public possession. Bus service along Woodmont would turn the
Bethesda Row triumph into an urban nuisance.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,
William B. Mead
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Birgit
Meade
7405 Dartmouth Avenue
College Park
MD
20740
Good evening. Birgit is BI-R-G-I-T and last name Meade, M-E-A-D-E.
I have been a resident of the Washington area, I live in College Park for
15 years. I think it is an exciting area to live, but traffic congestion is in
my mind the single most negative factor to our life quality.
It is almost impossible to have during the week activities that are in
Rockville or Bethesda, so I think to address that problem we definitely
need the purple line. I agree with the previous speaker, we need to look
forward, have a high quality system that provides fast rides because that
is the only way to attract other drivers off the road and contribute to
environmental improvement and quality of life for all residents. Thank
you.
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Maury Mechanick, Deborah Lamb-Mechanick, and
Irving Mechanick
8905 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
lambmechanick@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : January 14, 2009
To: Maryland Transit Administration
Re: Comments on the Purple Line Project Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (AA/DEIS)
These comments are provided to express our gravest concerns about
proposals involving the future construction of a light rail transit (LRT)
system known as the Purple Line, now under consideration.
These LRT options under consideration each come with a very hefty
price tag, which is generally double that of the various bus rapid transit
(BRT) systems also under consideration, and which would fail any
reasoned cost benefit analysis. Moreover, as reported in the
Washington Post this past Friday (January 9, 2009, at A-1), Metro is
already facing a operating shortfall for 2009 of nearly $176 million,
resulting in consideration of substantial layoffs and service reductions.
Yet rather than focus on addressing these immediate concerns that
affect the fundamental quality of transit service today, the Maryland
Transit Administration is looking at costly proposals to build a LRT
system that fundamentally would constitute a train to nowhere.
What is most fascinating about this is how the purported rationale for
construction of a LRT system has continually shifted over the past
several years, as the shortcomings of each proffered rationale approach
have come to light. Is the main objective to provide improved
connections between New Carrollton, Silver Spring and Bethesda
(although all three locations are already served by Metrorail); is it to
provide better access to the Interstate 270 “High Tech Corridor”
(although the Purple Line in fact goes nowhere near the corridor and
transfer points at Gallery Place or Metro Center on the Red Line are
simply being replaced by a transfer point at Bethesda); or it to provide
better short distance transport for locations between New Carrolton and
Silver Spring and Silver Spring and Bethesda (without any clear
documentation of the inadequacy of existing short distance alternatives).
Most significantly, none of these rationales are geared to reducing traffic
congestion in the region and the expected impact along major commuter
corridors such as Connecticut Avenue will undoubtedly worsen if lower
cost LRT alternatives are adopted with street level train crossings.
Indeed, one of the key advantages of the BRT alternatives, which is the
flexibility to change routes are requirements change, which has the
potential to address real congestion concerns, is now touted as a
disadvantage, because developers would be less likely to invest since a
bus route in less permanent that a rail line. But if there is one lesson to
be learned from the Metro experience to date in the greater DC
metropolitan area, the loss of routing flexibility that goes with rail
(whether subway or light rail) extracts a terrible toll on the ability to
meeting evolving transportation demands. And unlike more remote
suburban areas, where substantial new housing is the key development
objective, that really is not the case with respect to the routing of the
Purple Line. Rather the developers that may be affected here are
purely commercial developers, and there is a substantial question as to
whether current commercial development along the contemplated Purple
Line route is so lacking that additional incentives or rewards are
necessary to prompt new development. Focusing on one of the most
pertinent examples – that of the Connecticut Avenue station – there is
already sufficient commercial development present involving a variety of
retail establishments, many of which are family-owned businesses.
Replacing that with new commercial development will disrupt the
provision of retail services in the immediate area for a number of years

while new construction is undertaken, and would most likely replace
these family-owned small businesses with a proliferation of national
chain stores. The prospect of this may seem quite attractive for
developers such as the Chevy Chase Land Development Company, but
whether this serves the interests of the surrounding community is
seriously open to question.
Indeed, we have apparently reached the sorry state toady of where the
key rationale at this point for LRT seems to be its relative “sexiness”
compared to the that of the less costly BRT proposals also under
consideration (see, e.g., Councilperson Floreen, who characterizes light
rail as “more snazzy” and bus rapid transit as a “second-class system” –
Washington Post, Jan. 8, 2009 at B-1). It is particularly disheartening to
see that, in the eyes of our elected officials, glitz has supplanted
functionality as a key policy determinant. Equally distressing is the
welcoming embrace by these same elected officials of the purported
greater availability of federal funds to underwrite the LTR approach as a
further rationale for its appeal – demonstrating that they are fully
prepared to be seduced by the ready availability of OPM (“other people’s
money”) as the basis for what is fundamentally a misguided policy
decision.
At bottom, the case against line rail is quite compelling. The
environmental impact will be substantial, the impact on traffic congestion
marginal, and reductions in current transit times for most passengers
would be minimal to non-existent, particularly as regards connections
through Bethesda, where the interface between the Purple Line and the
Red Line will entail a yet-to-be constructed southern entrance to the
Bethesda Metro station, relying exclusively on elevator access (and we
all know Metro’s excellent track record for elevator maintenance!).
Moreover, the LRT proposal most likely to be adopted would rely on a
street level crossing of Connecticut Avenue, one of the busiest
thoroughfares in the entire metropolitan area, leading to the possibility of
vehicular gridlock through significant portions of the morning and
evening rush hours on a daily basis (with LRT crossings of Connecticut
Avenue in one direction or the other as frequent as every three minutes
during rush hour periods in the morning and evening!). And while the
street level crossing of Connecticut Avenue is currently only an element
of the Low Investment LRT alternative, even if the Medium or High Cost
LRT alternatives were selected (an unlikely outcome given today’s
overall financial situation), the costly elevated crossing for Connecticut
Avenue would almost certainly be the first casualty of any cost over-runs
that would inevitably occur, given the inherent difficulties in managing
any program such as the Purple Line.
Lastly, the LRT proposals completely fail to take into account the most
significant near-term transportation priority now facing the BethesdaSilver Spring corridor, which is the impact of the BRAC-driven closing of
Walter Reed and the relocation of its major functions to the National
Naval Medical Center in Bethesda. The AA/DEIS prepared by the
Maryland Transit Administration blithely discounts the impact from this
as largely irrelevant in the 2030 timeframe, but as we all know, over the
next five to ten years, those impacts will be considerable. In light of this,
it is incomprehensible that the solution embodied by the Purple Line LRT
proposals would be to misroute the potentially significant influx of mass
transit passengers destined for Medical Center to the Bethesda Metro
Station, rather than directly to the Medical Center, as the LRT approach
envisions.
An outline of additional concerns regarding these issues, with cross
references to the AA/DEIS as appropriate, is attached for your
information as Attachment A.

In conclusion, the Purple Line LRT options are, by any measure, the
wrong solution for the wrong problem at the wrong time, and the
possible availability of federal funding in no way alters that assessment.
The DC Metro system faces a number of critical challenges over the
next quarter century, and devoting more than $1 billion dollars to an illconceived program such as the Purple Line light rail transit option will do
nothing to advance the interests of the affected residents of Montgomery
and Prince Georges Counties.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of these views.
Sincerely,
Maury Mechanick and Deborah Lamb-Mechanick
Irving Mechanick
8905 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Email: lambmechanick@verizon.net
Attachment A
ATTACHMENT A
Purple Line LRT – Wrong Solution to the Wrong Problem at the Wrong
Time
Although the Maryland Transit Administration has prepared an
Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environment Impact Statement (AA/DEIS)
considering various Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and Light Rail Transit
(LRT) alternatives, the analysis of the LRT proposals fails to
meaningfully address a number of key issues:
• Adverse Environmental Impact of LRT Alternatives
? Effective destruction of current green space including many mature
trees along the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and
Bethesda (AA/DEIS at 4-22)
? Negligible reductions in regional traffic volumes (AA/DEIS at 3-8)
? Acknowledged increased auto emissions from surface road congestion
due to any LRT surface level street crossings
? Potential impact of extended hours of operation (the same as Metro,
i.e., until midnight Sunday through Thursday and until 3:00 am on Friday
and Saturday) on noise pollution
• Increased Traffic Congestion Along Major Thoroughfares Resulting
from Surface Street Crossings
? The Low Investment LRT proposal would involve a street level crossing
of Connecticut Avenue; although the Medium and High Investment LRT
proposals currently contemplate an elevated crossing, in the event of
any cost overruns which are likely to occur, the elevated crossing at
Connecticut Avenue would likely be forsaken
? No meaningful assessment of increased traffic congestion resulting
from a street level crossing has ever been conducted; issue was
acknowledged but then discounted (AA/DEIS at 3-14)
? Planned schedule of operations would result in peak (rush hour)
crossing times of Connecticut Avenue every six minutes in each
direction, effectively resulting in a traffic flow interruption every three

minutes during the morning and evening rush hours
? Increased pedestrian traffic accessing the Connecticut Avenue station
would further exacerbate traffic congestion along Connecticut Avenue
? Similar considerations would apply to any other street level crossing
along the Purple Line under any of the LRT proposals, leading to
potential gridlock conditions particularly during rush hour periods
? Absence of parking facilities or Kiss and Ride drop-offs diminishes
attractiveness of any of the LRT proposals to vehicular-based
passengers, and population densities in the neighboring areas are
insufficient to generate large scale pedestrian ridership
• Passenger Travel Times Will Not Be Significantly Reduced
? The primary interface between the Purple Line and the Red Line at
Bethesda will be by elevator access as part of yet-to-be-constructed new
southern entrance to the Bethesda station; in the event of elevator
outages or backups, connecting passengers would have a one-to-two
block walk to connect from one line to the other line
? Given Metro’s overall poor track record for elevator access, additional
delays and backups are extremely likely to occur
? Potential Purple Line passengers who already have Orange, Green or
Red Line access are unlikely to see major reductions in travel time
to/from I-270 Tech Corridor or Medical Center destinations, given
Bethesda interconnection inefficiencies
• BRAC-Related Issues Are Not Addressed
? Potential BRAC impact is acknowledged but then discounted as
marginal by the year 2030 (AA/DEIS at 1-10); however, during the
intervening 20 year period, likely BRAC impacts on traffic patterns and
congestion will be substantial
? Rather than ameliorate BRAC concerns, LRT solutions exacerbate
them by routing passengers to wrong location – Bethesda rather than
Medical Center
? The inadequacies of the Purple Line/Red Line interface at Bethesda
will impede easy passenger connections to Medical Center
• BRT Solutions Do Not Suffer From Any of These Adverse Impacts
? BRT solutions are substantially less costly, and can be implemented, if
necessary, on a more incremental basis and with greater schedule
flexibility
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January 14, 2009
To: Maryland Transit Administration
Re: Comments on the Purple Line Project Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental
Impact Statement (AA/DEIS)
These comments are provided to express our gravest concerns about proposals involving
the future construction of a light rail transit (LRT) system known as the Purple Line, now
under consideration.
These LRT options under consideration each come with a very hefty price tag, which is
generally double that of the various bus rapid transit (BRT) systems also under
consideration, and which would fail any reasoned cost benefit analysis. Moreover, as
reported in the Washington Post this past Friday (January 9, 2009, at A-1), Metro is
already facing a operating shortfall for 2009 of nearly $176 million, resulting in
consideration of substantial layoffs and service reductions. Yet rather than focus on
addressing these immediate concerns that affect the fundamental quality of transit service
today, the Maryland Transit Administration is looking at costly proposals to build a LRT
system that fundamentally would constitute a train to nowhere.
What is most fascinating about this is how the purported rationale for construction of a
LRT system has continually shifted over the past several years, as the shortcomings of
each proffered rationale approach have come to light. Is the main objective to provide
improved connections between New Carrollton, Silver Spring and Bethesda (although all
three locations are already served by Metrorail); is it to provide better access to the
Interstate 270 “High Tech Corridor” (although the Purple Line in fact goes nowhere near
the corridor and transfer points at Gallery Place or Metro Center on the Red Line are
simply being replaced by a transfer point at Bethesda); or it to provide better short
distance transport for locations between New Carrolton and Silver Spring and Silver
Spring and Bethesda (without any clear documentation of the inadequacy of existing
short distance alternatives). Most significantly, none of these rationales are geared to
reducing traffic congestion in the region and the expected impact along major commuter
corridors such as Connecticut Avenue will undoubtedly worsen if lower cost LRT
alternatives are adopted with street level train crossings.
Indeed, one of the key advantages of the BRT alternatives, which is the flexibility to
change routes are requirements change, which has the potential to address real congestion
concerns, is now touted as a disadvantage, because developers would be less likely to
invest since a bus route in less permanent that a rail line. But if there is one lesson to be
learned from the Metro experience to date in the greater DC metropolitan area, the loss of
routing flexibility that goes with rail (whether subway or light rail) extracts a terrible toll
on the ability to meeting evolving transportation demands. And unlike more remote
suburban areas, where substantial new housing is the key development objective, that
really is not the case with respect to the routing of the Purple Line. Rather the
developers that may be affected here are purely commercial developers, and there is a

substantial question as to whether current commercial development along the
contemplated Purple Line route is so lacking that additional incentives or rewards are
necessary to prompt new development. Focusing on one of the most pertinent examples
– that of the Connecticut Avenue station – there is already sufficient commercial
development present involving a variety of retail establishments, many of which are
family-owned businesses. Replacing that with new commercial development will disrupt
the provision of retail services in the immediate area for a number of years while new
construction is undertaken, and would most likely replace these family-owned small
businesses with a proliferation of national chain stores. The prospect of this may seem
quite attractive for developers such as the Chevy Chase Land Development Company,
but whether this serves the interests of the surrounding community is seriously open to
question.
Indeed, we have apparently reached the sorry state toady of where the key rationale at
this point for LRT seems to be its relative “sexiness” compared to the that of the less
costly BRT proposals also under consideration (see, e.g., Councilperson Floreen, who
characterizes light rail as “more snazzy” and bus rapid transit as a “second-class system”
– Washington Post, Jan. 8, 2009 at B-1). It is particularly disheartening to see that, in the
eyes of our elected officials, glitz has supplanted functionality as a key policy
determinant. Equally distressing is the welcoming embrace by these same elected
officials of the purported greater availability of federal funds to underwrite the LTR
approach as a further rationale for its appeal – demonstrating that they are fully prepared
to be seduced by the ready availability of OPM (“other people’s money”) as the basis for
what is fundamentally a misguided policy decision.
At bottom, the case against line rail is quite compelling. The environmental impact will
be substantial, the impact on traffic congestion marginal, and reductions in current transit
times for most passengers would be minimal to non-existent, particularly as regards
connections through Bethesda, where the interface between the Purple Line and the Red
Line will entail a yet-to-be constructed southern entrance to the Bethesda Metro station,
relying exclusively on elevator access (and we all know Metro’s excellent track record
for elevator maintenance!). Moreover, the LRT proposal most likely to be adopted
would rely on a street level crossing of Connecticut Avenue, one of the busiest
thoroughfares in the entire metropolitan area, leading to the possibility of vehicular
gridlock through significant portions of the morning and evening rush hours on a daily
basis (with LRT crossings of Connecticut Avenue in one direction or the other as
frequent as every three minutes during rush hour periods in the morning and evening!).
And while the street level crossing of Connecticut Avenue is currently only an element of
the Low Investment LRT alternative, even if the Medium or High Cost LRT alternatives
were selected (an unlikely outcome given today’s overall financial situation), the costly
elevated crossing for Connecticut Avenue would almost certainly be the first casualty of
any cost over-runs that would inevitably occur, given the inherent difficulties in
managing any program such as the Purple Line.
Lastly, the LRT proposals completely fail to take into account the most significant nearterm transportation priority now facing the Bethesda-Silver Spring corridor, which is the

impact of the BRAC-driven closing of Walter Reed and the relocation of its major
functions to the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda. The AA/DEIS prepared by
the Maryland Transit Administration blithely discounts the impact from this as largely
irrelevant in the 2030 timeframe, but as we all know, over the next five to ten years, those
impacts will be considerable. In light of this, it is incomprehensible that the solution
embodied by the Purple Line LRT proposals would be to misroute the potentially
significant influx of mass transit passengers destined for Medical Center to the Bethesda
Metro Station, rather than directly to the Medical Center, as the LRT approach envisions.
An outline of additional concerns regarding these issues, with cross references to the
AA/DEIS as appropriate, is attached for your information as Attachment A.
In conclusion, the Purple Line LRT options are, by any measure, the wrong solution for
the wrong problem at the wrong time, and the possible availability of federal funding in
no way alters that assessment. The DC Metro system faces a number of critical
challenges over the next quarter century, and devoting more than $1 billion dollars to an
ill-conceived program such as the Purple Line light rail transit option will do nothing to
advance the interests of the affected residents of Montgomery and Prince Georges
Counties.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of these views.
Sincerely,

Maury Mechanick and Deborah Lamb-Mechanick
Irving Mechanick
8905 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Email: lambmechanick@verizon.net

Attachment A

ATTACHMENT A

Purple Line LRT – Wrong Solution to the Wrong Problem at the Wrong Time
Although the Maryland Transit Administration has prepared an Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environment Impact Statement (AA/DEIS) considering various Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) and Light Rail Transit (LRT) alternatives, the analysis of the LRT
proposals fails to meaningfully address a number of key issues:
x

Adverse Environmental Impact of LRT Alternatives
¾ Effective destruction of current green space including many mature trees
along the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda
(AA/DEIS at 4-22)
¾ Negligible reductions in regional traffic volumes (AA/DEIS at 3-8)
¾ Acknowledged increased auto emissions from surface road congestion due to
any LRT surface level street crossings
¾ Potential impact of extended hours of operation (the same as Metro, i.e., until
midnight Sunday through Thursday and until 3:00 am on Friday and Saturday)
on noise pollution

x

Increased Traffic Congestion Along Major Thoroughfares Resulting from Surface
Street Crossings
¾ The Low Investment LRT proposal would involve a street level crossing of
Connecticut Avenue; although the Medium and High Investment LRT
proposals currently contemplate an elevated crossing, in the event of any cost
overruns which are likely to occur, the elevated crossing at Connecticut
Avenue would likely be forsaken
¾ No meaningful assessment of increased traffic congestion resulting from a
street level crossing has ever been conducted; issue was acknowledged but
then discounted (AA/DEIS at 3-14)
¾ Planned schedule of operations would result in peak (rush hour) crossing
times of Connecticut Avenue every six minutes in each direction, effectively
resulting in a traffic flow interruption every three minutes during the morning
and evening rush hours
¾ Increased pedestrian traffic accessing the Connecticut Avenue station would
further exacerbate traffic congestion along Connecticut Avenue
¾ Similar considerations would apply to any other street level crossing along the
Purple Line under any of the LRT proposals, leading to potential gridlock
conditions particularly during rush hour periods
¾ Absence of parking facilities or Kiss and Ride drop-offs diminishes
attractiveness of any of the LRT proposals to vehicular-based passengers, and
population densities in the neighboring areas are insufficient to generate large
scale pedestrian ridership

x

Passenger Travel Times Will Not Be Significantly Reduced
¾ The primary interface between the Purple Line and the Red Line at Bethesda
will be by elevator access as part of yet-to-be-constructed new southern
entrance to the Bethesda station; in the event of elevator outages or backups,
connecting passengers would have a one-to-two block walk to connect from
one line to the other line
¾ Given Metro’s overall poor track record for elevator access, additional delays
and backups are extremely likely to occur
¾ Potential Purple Line passengers who already have Orange, Green or Red
Line access are unlikely to see major reductions in travel time to/from I-270
Tech Corridor or Medical Center destinations, given Bethesda interconnection
inefficiencies

x

BRAC-Related Issues Are Not Addressed
¾ Potential BRAC impact is acknowledged but then discounted as marginal by
the year 2030 (AA/DEIS at 1-10); however, during the intervening 20 year
period, likely BRAC impacts on traffic patterns and congestion will be
substantial
¾ Rather than ameliorate BRAC concerns, LRT solutions exacerbate them by
routing passengers to wrong location – Bethesda rather than Medical Center
¾ The inadequacies of the Purple Line/Red Line interface at Bethesda will
impede easy passenger connections to Medical Center

x

BRT Solutions Do Not Suffer From Any of These Adverse Impacts
¾ BRT solutions are substantially less costly, and can be implemented, if
necessary, on a more incremental basis and with greater schedule flexibility
¾ Perceived easier availability of Federal funding should never be an acceptable
rationale for a bad policy decision
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Angela
Meche Kilcullen

MD
AKILCULLEN@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
MY family of 6 and I regularly use the trail for family bike rides, jogging
and just walking on in order to spend some quiet time together. Please
DO NOT ruin this special place by bringing the Purple Line here. It would
be a travesty for the entire area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from s chool, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Avice
Meehan, Vice President
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
4000 Jones Bridge Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Avice Meehan, that's A-V-I-C-E, M-E-E-H-A-N. I'm the Vice
President for Communications and Public Affairs for the Howard Hughes
Medical Instituted.
We are located at 4000 Jones Bridge Road in Chevy Chase at the
intersection of Jones Bridge and Connecticut Avenue.
As a major employer in Montgomery County, HHMI stands to benefit
from either the bus rapid transit or the light rail alternatives now under
consideration.
Given our unique position, we have carefully studied all the available
options, including the alternative bus rapid transit analysis developed for
the Town of Chevy Chase by Sam Shorts, VLLC.
We even retained our own traffic consultant to assist us in the analysis.
I am here today to voice HHMI's strong support for the purple line light
rail option along the Georgetown Branch alignment.
It provides the most comprehensive and efficient east/west linkage
between the major activity centers in Montgomery County and Prince
George's County.
When it comes to medical research and HHMI I should note is one of the
largest philanthropies in the United States and we invest a considerable
amount of resources here in Montgomery County for science education.
When it comes to medical research, we invest for the long term. We
apply the same approach to the analysis of issues that come before us
as employers in the community.
Therefore, we favor transit improvements that will provide the greatest
long term solution in the most cost effective manner.
Light rail's low travel times and high ridership numbers as set forth in the
AADEIS are significant and we believe that this far- sighted investment
would more than pay for itself over time.
We are sympathetic to those who fear that the light rail along the
Georgetown Branch alignment could disrupt the current trail
atmosphere. Indeed, many of our more 250 employees at our
headquarters, as well as the hundreds of scientists and other guests
who visit our conference center each year are regular trail users.
We would expect the MTA to commit to completion of the trail and to
continue refining its plans for the purple line in order to enhance
recreational use. Yet we believe that the two uses can coexist and
coexist well.
Further, we believe that light rail and the trail together will provide a
significantly greater benefit to the region than the trail alone.
The light rail purple line will also provide superior transit services to our
employees and visitors, bringing transit to within 1/4 mile of our south
entrance while providing a substantial benefit to the region.
I again thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony and note that we
will also provide extensive written comments. Thank you.
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Michael
Meenan
2706 Blaine Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jmikemeenan@gmail.com
I support the construction of the purple line as a light rail project. The
station development will enhance local communities and increase the
tax base, something that will not occur with bus rapid transit stops.
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Alexander
Meitiv
7911 Woodbury Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Comment Form. A. Meitiv.pdf (921 kb)
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Jed
Meline
10403 Tenbrook Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JEDMELINE@YAHOO.COM
Please support the development of the purple line light rail system. It
will greeatly improve the living comnditions in maryland for decades to
come.
Jed Meline
10403 tenbrook drive
Silver spring. Md 20901
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Mahnaz
Memaran
7009 Needwood Road
Derwood
MD
20855
MMEMARAN@COMCAST.NET
Dear Dian
I support building the puple line as light rail. It has been already
postponed for years.
Mahnaz Memaran
7009 Needwood Rd
Derwood, MD 20855
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Steve
Mencher
7203 14th Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Who: ANC Chairpersons, Civic & Citizen Associations
am a resident of Takoma Park, and want to urge the fast building of the
Purple Line as a streetcar/light rail line.
thank you
Steve Mencher
7203 14th Ave
Takoma Park, md 20912
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nancy
mendez
9816 rosensteel ave
silver spring
MD
20910
WRIGHTONE@VERIZON.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
nancy mendez
9816 rosensteel ave
silver spring, MD 20910
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Laura
Merchant
4412 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
LAURA_MERCHANT@ITA.DOC.GOV
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I are constant users of the Capitol Crescent Trail. We
especially use the part of the trail being considered for the Purple Line.
The Capitol Crescent Trail is the one safe route my family and I can
enjoy to get to the downtown Bethesda area from our house. We run,
walk and bike along the trail at almost all times of the year. We
appreciate it because there are no cars, busses or other forms of
transportation to threaten our route to our destination. As you know,
Wisconsin Avenue is a heavily used street and avoiding it with small
children is a HUGE priority of ours. I am deeply concerned that the
introduction of light rail along the trail will decimate our only mass-transit
and car-free transportation venue. I have been monitoring this issue for
some time. I have heard presentations given by "experts". I have been
given no reassurance that pedestrian access along light rail tracks is a
safe or pleasant option. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. Great urban
areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural
Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot
be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gertrud D.
Mergner
104 Tulip Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Meigner_Gertrud.pdf (51 kb)
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Wolfgang J.
Mergner
104 Tulip Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
wolfgangjmergner@att.net
Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Wolfgang J. Mergner, MD, PhD
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Wolfgang
Mergner
104 Tulip Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Mergner_Wolfgang.pdf (97 kb)
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Maria
Merkowitz
9945 Cherry Tree Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Merkowitz_Maria.pdf (795 kb)
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Nick
Merritt
7702 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NMERRITT@SIIA.NET
Our family moved to Chevy Chase in 2001 and have fallen in love with
"the Trail". It is truly a gem in Maryland and my family and I would hate
to see it irreparably altered for the worse.
We strongly urge you to do the right thing and save the trail in its current
condition.
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Thomas
Mertz
1611 Carlyle Drive
Crofton
MD
21114
mcmertz@msn.com
Mertz 35745.pdf (106 kb)
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Kit Gage and
Steve Metalitz
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
KGAGE@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Subject: Purple Line AA/DEIS
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:

We were delighted that the Montgomery County Planning Department
staff joined the large list of those who support using the medium Light
Rail option, and using the Master Plan alignment for the possible Purple
Line in Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties.

In particular, we agree with using:
The Georgetown Branch alignment between Silver Spring and
Bethesda,
A completed hiker-biker trail which would include the Air Rights
Tunnel in Bethesda and the Transit Center in Silver Spring – the latter
being a particularly critical feature,
A downtown stop in Silver Spring near Fenton Street that would
be integrated into the future Silver Spring Library.

We disagree with a decision not to recommend a stop at Wayne Ave
and Dale Drive, as we believe it would be an important addition near the
elementary and middle schools at that intersection, and would be well
served by surrounding neighborhoods.

Please help us encourage Governor O’Malley to facilitate the
development of this Light Rail Purple Line project.

Sincerely,

Kit Gage
Steve Metalitz
8007 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Mark D.
Meyer

MD
MMEYER@ROSENBERG-ASSOC.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10'
from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and
to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Louise
Micallef

Chevy Chase
MD
MICALLEFJ@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsew here
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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George
Michopoulos
4301 Military Rd NW
Washington
DC
20015
ELLHNAS700@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Once every other week in the winter, me and the rest of the BethesdaChevy Chase High School Crew Team take a bike ride down the Capital
Crescent trail. We run on it weekly throughout the year, and it is one of
the most helpful training tools we have. We fully appreciate the
opportunities it provides us, and the effect that the Purple Line would
have on it would render most of these useless.

Besides just us, every week more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all
ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John
Midlen
7618 Lynn Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Good evening. I am John, J-O-H-N, Midlen, I-D-L-E-N. I live at 7618
Lynn Drive in Chevy Chase, Maryland. I purchased my home in 1974,
when the Georgetown Branch was an operating rail line with a single
track running from Silver Spring, Maryland to Georgetown in
Washington, D.C. Its purpose was to deliver coal to a steam plant that
heated various federal government buildings. The train ran about five
miles an hour and made the trip about twice a week. I would not have
bought on Lynn Drive had the Georgetown Branch operation been a
highspeed, frequent rail line. Now, my home does not abut the proposed
Georgetown Branch right- of-way light rail route but it's close enough so
that it will have a very adverse impact.
As I read through the Purple Line alternative analysis draft
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT executive summary, which
states that the AADEIS provides the information necessary to make an
informed decision, I was struck by the extraordinary number of issues
that, instead of being addressed, are said to await the decision of the
Purple Line locally preferred alternative before being analyzed. Now, the
LPA is the meaningful decision that will be made in this matter.
It's a foregoing conclusion that one of the build alternatives will be
chosen cause we would not be here going through this process if we
were intending to do nothing or if we were going to merely modify some
existing bus lines. It's the pick of the LPA that will chart the course for
transit between Bethesda and New Carrollton.
It's troubling that the MTA, the Secretary of Transportation, the
Governor, planned to make the most important decision in this process
with an incomplete record. In other words, once the decision is made,
they'll then look at the thorny issues and then cover their tracks after the
fact. I believe that not only should the DEIS be put out for comment and
include all relevant issues but the final ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT should be completed before the controlling decision is
made.
Needless to say, it too should address all relevant issues before the
decision as to which route or mode is chosen.
Thus, I would suggest as you pull back the DEIS, redo it, analyzing the
various issues which you concede are not a now analyzed and reissue it
before the major controlling decision, the LPA, is made. Thank you very
much.
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John
Midlen
7618 Lynn Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-6043
john@midlen.com
Written Comment. John Midlen.pdf (3 mb)
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John
Midlen

Chevy Chase
MD
JOHN@MIDLEN.COM
Only a fool would believe that MTA's AA/DEIS is a good faith, adequate
effort to weigh the environmental factors attendant to choosing a means
and route for the Purple Line. You know in your hearts it is, instead, a
duplicitous, disingenuous, devious effort to steamroll through a
preconceived conclusion--a railroad on the Capital Crescent Trail
notwithstanding it will destroy same (including its surrounding linear
park) and replace it with a downtown-like sidewalk. Reasonable people
may differ, but not about honesty and competence--both of which are
lacking in the AA/DEIS as is set out in so many of the various
Comments.
I urge you to take them to heart.
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Sally Hargus and
Douglas Midthune
3011 Findley Road
Kensington
MD
20895
SJHARGUS@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My husband and I live in Kensington, and use the Capital Crescent Trail
often when we bike to Bethesda. The trail is a treasure, with the gigantic
old trees providing shade and beauty all around us. Don't put this
beautiful place in jeopardy by building the Purple line right next to it.
Please preserve and protect this beautiful trail for our children and future
generations. We support the Purple Line but not at the expense of our
parks and recreational areas.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Judy
Mietz
4004 Everett Street
Kensington
MD
20895
DAWSONFW@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lucy Mikulak and
Haluk Ergun
7304 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. My husband and I use the
Metro a lot. The purple line make so much sense - please approve it for
our future - Thank you!
Comment Cards. Natthavee Khamphong.pdf (80 kb)
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Charles
Milbourne JR
5946 OSAGE Avenue
PHILADELPHIA
PA
19143
information on red and purple lines.
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Steven
Millard
8806 Flower Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
Sunspot01@comcast.net
I have been told through hearsay and various community meetings that
this will go right through my neighborhood, and that there are plans to
attempt to buy out the blocks and houses for this project. Is this true?
And where is a project map so that residents know where this Purple
Line is going to and from, and through which neighborhoods?
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Aruna
Miller
Montgomery County DOT
100 Edison Park Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
aruna.miller@montgomerycountymd.gov
Please add me to your e-mail and mailing distribution list.
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Barbara
Miller

Chevy Chase
MD
BARBARA.MILLER64@VERIZON.NET
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Barry A.
Miller
6011 Namakagan Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20816
BAM9877@NETSCAPE.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President
Andrews,Council Members:
First, I'd like to state that I do not live along the route of the currently
proposed Purple Line, so I am not a NIMBY.
However, I do have grave concerns about what the current plan for the
Purple Line will mean for bike (and other users) of the CCT between
Bethesda and Silver Spring.
As an avid cyclist and bike commuter, I feel that I am not part of the
problem, rather, I am part of the solution.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethn icities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dan
Miller
609 P St. NW
Washington
DC
20001
I am a strong supporter of the light-rail option for the Purple Line in
Maryland. Although I'm not a resident yet, I am frequently in Maryland
for business and pleasure. As such, I urge you to choose light rail. It is
the only solution that has enough capacity and speed to fully serve
Maryland during its entire lifetime, and will be a fundamental backbone
of transportation in Montgomery County. Bus rapid transit simply does
not have the necessary capability--we should build the light rail option.
Thanks for your time and consideration.
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Devon Lee
Miller
2720 Daniel Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DEVONMILLER@STARPOWER.NET
TO:
Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I want to add my voices to those you have already heard in opposition to
placing the Purple Line so that it impacts the Capital Crescent Trail. My
family uses the trail frequently for bike riding and dog walking. It is a
very special asset of the neighborhood. It is always busy with neighbors
enjoying being outside. It is what sets this area apart from many other
urban areas – and can be a draw for tourists to the neighborhood as
well.
I have learned that if the Purple Line is built here, the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
I agree that it would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane so close to trains or buses. At
a time of heightened environmental appreciation, it is all the more
important to preserve what we can of nature in our County.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that make this area unique. Visitors are always so
impressed to see the Trail that wends its way through our County. It
really makes this region special.
As someone who lives close to the Capital Crescent Trail, you might
think I would favor the Purple Line. But I would far rather have the
irreplaceable access to the beauty of the Trail, than the convenience of
the Purple Line.
Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as it is, and place the Purple
Line in a location more suited for public transportation. Do not destroy
this precious piece of park within the county.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Franklin G.
Miller
3910 Underwood Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
FGM3910@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley:
I walk on the Capital Crescent Trail at least twice a week. It is an
unusual and popular natural resource that should not be destroyed in
order to build the Purple Line. The use of the trail as a public green
space is not compatible with siting a rail line along it. As the area
becomes increasingly urbanized and congested, we need to preserve,
not destroy, natural areas open to the public. I urge you to find another
solution to transportation needs that does not locate the Purple Line
along the Trail.
Sincerely,
Franklin G. Miller
3910 Underwood Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Jenn
Miller
8601 Manchester Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I advocate rail, not buses!
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Jenn
Miller
8601 Manchester Rd, Apt. 501
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JENN@JENN98.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Jenn
Miller
8601 Manchester Rd, Apt. 510
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JENN@JENN98.COM
Miller 35707.pdf (108 kb)
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Judy
Miller
6510 Ridge Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
millerj@stanleyresearch.org
Dear Director Ratcliff,
I am writing to express my deep concern that the Georgetown Branch of
the Capital Crescent Trail is still being considered the primary option for
placement of the Purple Line.
I use the Georgetown Branch for recreation, but my main use is for
commuting to work by bike. I encounter many others on the trail during
my commute, and I know that it is used even more heavily during the
times I'm not on it. It is lovely and quiet, despite being close to EastWest Highway, and represents the best of what the DC area has to offer.
Washington has always seemed to me to be an ideal city: not too large,
situated on a wild river, with an abundance of trees, parks, and trails.
Placing light-rail transit along this scenic corridor will destroy it. The trail
might as well be permanently eradicated, as it will have lost all the
attributes that make it what it is. Even if you argue that some use can be
made of the trail following what will surely be years of construction and
disruption, what will be left will be unrecognizable. The only reason the
Georgetown Branch will still be used will be because it's part of a
network of trails connecting the C&O Canal towpath, the MacArthur bike
path, the Crescent Trail, and Rock Creek Park.
I seriously question proponents' statistics on possible gains that will be
achieved by placing the Purple Line next to the trail. It would be much
better to employ rapid-transit buses or other options along routes that
are already designed for motor vehicles.
Please consider very seriously the irreparable damage to the
environment and the quality of life of DC area residents that will result
from placing the Purple Line on the Georgetown Branch corridor.
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Julie M.
Miller
12303 Braxfield Ct. #3
Rockvile
MD
20852

Miller_Julie.pdf (34 kb)
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Larry
Miller
16609 Baederwood Lane
Rockville
MD
20855
PRPLTOUPEE@SPRINTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Capital Crescent Trail is a great resource that adds to the quality of
life for residents of Montgomery County such as myself. Preserving
places such as this and protecting them from noise as much as possible
will create long-term economic benefits to our County. My friends and I
often use the Capital Crescent trail for cycling and walking.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
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Larry Miller and
Elaine Hoffman

MD
LMILLER880@AOL.COM
I have never written a letter concerning matters such as this before. I'm
not an activist nor do I generally get involved with environmental issues.
However, I grew up in Bethesda (Walt Whitman class of '65) and raised
my children here. The Crescent Trail as it exists is truly a gift to the
thousands who use it. My wife and I bike, walk and run on the trail every
chance we get. When we have out of town guests or our kids visit, we
get on the trail. We meet friends on there literally every weekend when
the weather permits. It's part of what makes Bethesda so special. I
can't imagine having the Purple line infringing on such a fantastic public
attraction, please don't ruin it. I do hope you take this into consideration
when you vote.
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Lee
Miller
8218 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
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Mark W.
Miller
9909 Derbyshire Lane
Bethesda
MD
20817
252MARKMILLER@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor and Councilmembers:
I am one more person in favor of saving the Capital Crescent Trail the
way it is. Stop eliminating the greenspace and the natural environment
in Montgomery County especially in the close-in suburbs where there is
little left. Greenspace in an urban setting is an extremely valuable asset.
I am familiar with the construction of the ICC to the north and am
saddened by the incredible disruption and elimination of the natural
environment there. If new east/west transit is a necessity I ask that you
vote for the route and type that saves the most greenspace and natural
environment.
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Megan
Miller
2244 Washington Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MEGANMILLER502@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
For me personally as a Montgomery County resident, these actions
would help to make biking a more safe and direct (i.e., time-effective)
commuting option from my home in Silver Spring to my workplace in
Bethesda. I have tried biking a few times in the past, but have been
deterred by safety concerns or by being late due to taking an indirect,
but safer route. I hope that decision-makers will seriously consider
these actions in the interest of reducing roadway congestion/energy
usage/pollution and promoting healthy lifestyles for their constituents.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Megan Miller
2244 Washington Avenue, #201
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Melinda
Miller
10410 Parkwood Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
MFMRN@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear sir or madam,
I am a resident of Kensington, Maryland, and frequently use the Captial
Crescent Trail for biking. It is a beautiful trail, and my whole family feels
lucky to have access to this natural beauty within the Washington
Metropolitan area. Please do not allow this treasure to be destroyed with
a light rail Purple line.
We can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane

MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,

etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Melinda Miller, MSN, CRNP
10410 Parkwood Dr.
Kensington, MD 20895
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Melinda
Miller
6709 East Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MMILLER8963@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, my family uses the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. I jog, my kids ride their bikes or join us on
a family walk with the dog.

I am concerned that if the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from our path on a frequent basis. It would
be not be safe and would result in our no longer using this valuable
community resource.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide unique recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated.

Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration.
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Renee
Miller
726 Whitaker Ter
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as rail. Wayne Avenue is not wide
enough to support light rail. We need a tunnel there.
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Kevin
Mills
7213 Spruce Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Kevin Mills, K-E-V-I-N, M-I-L-L-S. 7213 Spruce Avenue in Takoma Park.
It should be a top priority of transportation planners and officials to
integrate and expand transit by (inaudible) options for downtown
Montgomery to give us the choice not to drive for our local travel.
I think it's crucial that we build the purple line. I support the light rail
option because the density along the route makes it the highest value
transit project in the entire Washington DC region. Especially in light of
population growth all along the route and the success of downtown
Silver Spring and Bethesda.
It is really untenable to expect transit riders to go downtown and travel
east/west and it's worth the investment to choose the light rail option.
Secondly, I want to address the trail issues. The Capital Crescent Trail
has been exceedingly successful as a transportation route and a
recreational amenity with well over a million users every year.
The purple line should be seized as an opportunity to complete the trail
into downtown Silver Spring to connect at the transit center and the
Metropolitan Branch Trail which is now under construction at Union
Station to Silver Spring. That would help complete the bicycle beltway.
We also need protected crossings at intersections such as Connecticut,
Jones Mill and Rock Creek and we want to, I want to keep the trail in the
tunnel, which is part of the high option for the light rail project.
And also I think it's important to widen the proposed trail to 12 feet and
finally in Bethesda to have both the trail through the tunnel as well as the
alternate trail route because those two different pieces of the trail would
serve different purposes. One bringing through riders and the other
connecting people to the commercial entities. Thank you.
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Susan
Mills

MD
MILLS777@CAVTEL.NET
Bethesda resident----save the trail!
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Michelle
Ming

MD
mreneming@gmail.com
Hello,

As a former Bethesda employee and current Lanham resident, I can
attest to the difficulty I had with getting to work by 9a.m. If I drove, I
would inevitably get caught in traffic. If I left at 6:30a.m or earlier, I could
get to work by 7:15a.m.--too early for work which started at 9. If I left
after 7:15a and got onto the Beltway, I could get to work by 8:45a. My
office was only 26 miles from my house but yet it could take anywhere
from 45 minutes to 2 hours to get to work. So...I started taking the Metro
only to have the trip still take at least 1 hour 20 minutes due to the need
to transfer from the Orange Line to the Red and the congestion during
rush hour (which caused me to pass up trains because they were too
full). A light rail Purple Line would make a great deal of sense for a
couple of reasons.

1) It would reduce the metro load at some stations and spread out
commuters
2) It would be more attractive to commuters since the rider will be able to
look out the window and see places they might want to stop and shop
helping local businesses
3) It is a smoother ride, less noisy (less automotive noise) and less
smoky than a bus.
4) Would reduce the number of people that would pass through train
changing stations like Metro Center or L'Enfant Plaza thereby reducing
congestion in those stations

I am sure that there are more great reasons than the ones I have listed
here but suffice it to say having a purple line would be great for the
area.

Sincerely,
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Sue Minkoff and
John Zweck

Columbia
MD
SMINKOFF@UMBC.EDU
Dear Governor OMalley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive
Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
I am writing to express my strong feelings about keeping the Capital
Crescent Trail intact and putting the Purple Line elsewhere. I have lived
many places, but the trail is special. Every weekend my husband and I
ride
our bikes from Bethesda to the zoo, to Georgetown and back up to
Bethesda.
Now that we have a son, he rides along with us in a carriage. It's one of
my favorite activities, and I look forward to spring all winter so that we
can do those rides. As important as public transit is, the Capital
Crescent Trail is truly unique and would be a great loss to the many
runners, bikers, walkers, and skaters who love the trail and would miss
it horribly if it is no longer available. One of the great joys of the
trail is how tranquil and quiet and secluded it is from traffic, noise,
etc.
Please Save the Trail and find an alternate route for the new transit
line!
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Deborah
Minning

MD
DMINNING@COMCAST.NET
Please save the trail. Thanks.
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Christopher
Minovich, CPA
109 Whitestone Way
Frederick
MD
21702
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Get it done.
Comment Cards. Jennifer Malatesta.pdf (74 kb)
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Emily
Mintz
6712 Sulky Lane
North Bethesda
MD
20852
The Purple Line is a critical part of the future of transit in the DC Metro
area. We must have a circumferencial rail system. Ideally, it will
evenually cross the Potomac along the alignment of the American
Legion Bridge and tie into Tysons Corner, providing a link between
Montgomery County and N VA, as well as to Dulles Airport (when that
rail link is completed). The Purple Line should be aligned along the
Capital Crescent Trail, utilizing right-of-way originally set aside for it. It
must be funded and built as quickly as possible.
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Submission Content/Notes : All purple line options using bus routes are unrealistic because they will
have either direct or indirect impact on our already over-transited roads.
The only solution that seems viable is the light rail.
M. Miraso
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Gabe
Mirkin

MD
GABE@DRMIRKIN.COM
Please save the Crescent Trail. It is the only place that bicyclists can
ride safely on weekdays. We have no other safe place to ride away from
cars.
Thank you.
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Amanda Schall and
Asheesh Misra
2030 Hanover Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Comment Form. A. Schall. A. Misra.pdf (990 kb)
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Marion
Mistrik
4513 Gladwyne Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
mgmistrik@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : Mr. Madden,
You asked for comments so I would like to express my suppport for the
Montgomery Planning Board decision to recommend that the purple line
be a rail line for the following
reasons based on my experiences as a commuter and as a resident of
Glenbrook Village since 1965.

1. SPEED. I carpooled for 25 years into DC in the vicinity of
the White House. My son took a semester off while in college to work,
carpooled with us going down but took Metro home. We left 17th and
New York Avenue at 5:05. He left 12th & Pennsylvania at 5:30 and
consistently was at home before I was , in spite of the fact I was the first
stop.
I took the Metro after the other members of the carpool retired and it was
20-25 minutes tops.

2. TRAFFIC. Considering the plans of Walter Reed merging into the
Naval Medical Hospital, the bus option has to be the fantasy of the
consultant that was paid $ 400,000 by the citizens of Chevy Chase.
These are my experiences. Walking from the Metro, one evening, 5
years ago,
I counted 36 cars in line waiting to make a left hand turn onto Jones
Bridge Road. Recently at 7:15 pm, in my car, I waited for 4 traffic cycles
to be able to make a left on that corner. In the morning at 8:00 am I can't
get out of Gladwyne Drive and make a left onto Jones Bridge Road to
355 for as much as 12 minutes because of traffic. Often I am required to
turn right and back onto Lynbrook to Windsor Lane to Glenbrook Pkwy
to get across Jones Bridge at the light, in the morning.

COST. My neighborhood and Chevy Chase Commons and Rock Creek
Knolls are undergoing major renewal. Original houses have been
replaced by larger homes and young families have made a substantial
financial commitment to live in these homes and these communities.
Given the impending increase in employees at Naval Medical and the
cost of the homes that would have to be torn down to make a dedicated
lane for the bus transitway, has to be factored
in as additional cost burdens to this alternate route,notwithstanding the
increase in traffic and quality of the environment on the existing
residents.

I have worked for a major trade association and I am familiar
with the ploy of hiring consultants to bolster your case in the legislative
area. However, I would recommend that MTA staff might want to forgo
that route but rather conduct a survey
among the residents abutting Jones Bridge Road to find out what their
experiences are. This morning at 9:15 I turned right onto Jones Bridge

Road going east towards Silver Spring. On the opposite of the road,
there was a steady stream of traffic going west along Jones Bridge,
Jones Mill Rd. with no let up until Beach Drive and 401.

These are not anecdotes but my personal experience. I hope MTA will
give some consideration to these factors when finalizing their decision.

I might add, that they may also consider the demographics of upper
Montgomery County. How are all those liitle children going to get to the
University of Maryland in the next 10 or 15 years?
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Colet
Mitchell

Bethesda
MD
MITCHELL.COLET@DOL.GOV
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Subject: Save the Capital Crescent Trail—NO Purple Line

The Trail is the only remaining green space in Bethesda, MD. It is a
small ribbon – a thread of nature ---running through an urban and
concrete area. Many residents are drawn to this remaining piece of
tranquility and nature each and every day. My children, dogs and
neighbors all enjoy the use of this green space. What would NYC be
without Central Park—this is Bethesda’s own piece of green.
The proposed Purple Line will destroy 17 acres of trees, convert our
Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway, run trains
about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in both
directions, permanently close the tunnel for trail use or put the trail
above the trains in the tunnel, and park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream
and Landmark Theater—a congregating area for families and residents.
This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
It makes infinite sense to connect the existing metro—I would not get off
the metro to board another separate system—it would take more time.

SAVE THE TRAIL FOR GENERATIONS OF ENJOYMENT BY ALL!!

Colet Mitchell
Bethesda, MD
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Colet
Mitchell

MD
MITCHELL.COLET@DOL.GOV
This is transit stupid. No one is going to bother to get off the metro to
get on another system. I just took the metro from Wheaton to Bethesda
and believe me--I would not get off the metro to get on another separate
system. Connect the metro!! Save the green space and trees!
-----Original Message----From: purpleline@mtamaryland.com
[mailto:purpleline@mtamaryland.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2008 10:56 AM
To: Mitchell, Colet - ODEP
Subject: Purple Line
The Maryland Transit Administration (MTA) thanks you for your input on
the proposed Purple Line. All comments will become part of the official
record and be included in the Final Environmental Impact Statement.
We appreciate your interest in the project and look forward to working
with you throughout the Purple Line planning process.
MTA Purple Line Team
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Colet
Mitchell

MD
MITCHELL.COLET@DOL.GOV
Please DO NOT ruin the trail with the purple line. It is the only green
space in Bethesda which is a concrete jungle. DO THE RIGHT THING.

The State's Environmental Impact Study confirms that a double track
Light Rail along the Trail will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow, 10'-wide bike lane along a
transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
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Thomas W.
Mitchell, Esq.
Bruce J. Klores Associates, PC
1735 20th Street, N.W.
Washington
DC
20009
TWM@KLORES.COM
To All of the above:
I live in Montgomery County near the Capital Crescent Trail. I have read
with disbelief and growing anger over the past few months about the
continued consideration of the destruction of the trail in order to
construct an above ground Purple Line light rail connection between
Silver Spring and Bethesda. The destruction of one of the most unique
public resources in the Washington, DC metropolitan area – which is
used by tens of thousands of residents every week, including me, my
family, neighbors and friends – in favor of an excessively expensive rail
project that will not by any account relieve roadway congestion, would
be a public disservice. The merits of placing a light rail line on the trail, if
any (assisting in the development of Silver Spring and PG County, not
reducing traffic), are clearly outweighed by the harm to our environment.
Moreover, nowhere else in the entire Metro system is there above
ground rail in such proximity to residential areas. The outrageousness
of the Purple Line light rail concept is further exposed by the better
alternative – a rapid bus line on an existing roadway that is nearly as
efficient as the rail concept.

Be an honest public servant. The link between the spokes of the Red
Line of the Metro system should be the rapid bus concept, and should
run along the Jones Bridge Road way. It is just as effective and far less
expensive than light rail on the Crescent Trail, and preserves the type of
unique natural resource that you and your colleagues profess so often to
want to protect.

I urge you to preserve the trail as it now exists.
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Janene
Mitchell
8507 Longfellow Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JANENE.MITCHELL@REZNICKGROUP.COM
Dear Govenor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrew and
other concerned parties:
My husband, four children, ages 14, 10, 8 and 8, and I enjoy the Capital
Crescent Trail on a regular basis. It is our primary source of recreation
and is wonderful for jogging, biking and relaxing nature walks. It is an
integral part of our community where we regularly meet with friends
and/or bump into them as we too use the trail. It is a wonderful escape
in our congested, densely populated, urban setting – one that is of
increasing importance and value in our ever growing area. It is enjoyed
by all ages and is even treasured by my 85 year old father and mother
on their visits to us who also appreciate its beauty, ease of use and
safety.
As a neighbor of the trail, I enjoy residing in this peaceful, quiet setting
with large beautiful trees. These were factors which attracted us to this
area, and I shudder at the thought of loud trains thundering by every few
minutes and the loss of our precious and dwindling natural resources.
On behalf of my family, we implore you to protect this beautiful resource
and to pursue other transportation alternatives to the Purple Line.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jessica
Mitchell
7306 15th Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
jessicanscott@comcast.net
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Jessica Mitchell
7306 15th Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Lisa
Mitchell
Potomac Partners Insurance Resource
6500 Rock Spring Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817
Lisa@ppir.biz
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sarah
Mitchell
4506 Cheltenham Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
SARAH.ATHOME@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sue
Mitchell
Hamlett House
3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Sue Mitchell. I live on Chevy Chase Lake Drive which backs
up to the trail. This is an important means of transportation. People that
walk/bike to work. It should be preserved at all costs and more efficient
and more economical choice would be one of two things to check into,
rapid transportation paralleling the beltway or rapid bus on Jones Bridge
Road. This would preserve the environment and transfer more people
more quickly. I would like to see accurate statistics on the amount of
people we expect to transport the 14 miles, say 10 to 20 miles from,
from 10 to 20 years from now. Thank you very much. Sue, S-U-E.
Mitchell, M-I-T-C-H-E-L-L. Okay? Thank you.
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Susan
Mitchell
4423 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814-4738

Mitchell 34551.pdf (66 kb)
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Tom
Mitchell

Annapolis
MD
TAKINGRISK@COMCAST.NET
Dear Honorable and Elected Officials;

Please reconsider the use of the current Hiker-Biker Trail to make way
for the Purple line.

·
Expansion of the trail will destroy wilderness on both sides of the
entire distance of the trail.
·
The Trail would be destroyed forever or you would create an
unsafe co-existence with the trains.
·
We have made a commitment toward saving open space and the
trail is an excellent example of that
·
Thousands of people use the trail everyday an oasis in this urban
jungle.

Thank you for not destroying the Trail.
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Freda
Mitchem
NA
3901 Woodlawn Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
fmitchem@usa.net
We would like more information about where the proposed Purple Line
has a station at Jones Bridge Road and Connecticut Avenue
intersection; and any changes to lanes along Connecticut Avenue. Also
interested in information on possible widening of Connecticut or adding
or lanes between the Jones Bridge Road Intersection and the Beltway
ramps to accommodate Walter Reed relocation to Bethesda Naval.
Thank you.
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Ulysses L.
Mitrakas
205 Dale Drive
Rockville
MD
20850-2816
I support building the Purple Line as light rail to keep vehicles off the
road
Comment Cards. Toro. Luz.pdf (25 kb)
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Craig
Moen
3203 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CMOEN7@COMCAST.NET
I live near the Crescent Trail. My family and I worked hard to get this trail
established from an abandoned railroad bed many years ago. It is the
only remaining urban trail left in Maryland. Aclaimed nationwide as a
beautiful example of natural old growth trees and convaence for hikers
and bikers to work and recreation. Most pregressive city's are trying hard
to meet the public demand for more greenspace to recreate... It would
appear we are becoming out of sync with the rest of the country.
Why would you even think of destroying our only remaining trail ? For
your own capital gain ?
Kickbacks from developers for contributions?
The present buses between Silver Spring/Bethesda average 20% usage
capacity. Empty buses... and yet you want to steal away what little
greenspace we have to commute and exersize on for a mega-ton train to
destroy what little exists? Mass transport thruways already exist.. use
them to transit maga-ton trains also.
Mega-ton trains will take the entire existing trail away..making for a
narrow, unsafe passage for hikers and bikers. With Mega-ton trains
whipping by... empty most of the time.
It appears that the local government is all about money... "generate
more tax dollars...take care of the developers so they keep feeding our
campaign funds..." Destroying our last remaining trail would make these
observations concrete. Without the trail... I have to use a car. Or I can
stand by and watch all the empty busses and mega-ton trains go by....
Make the right decision for our families to come... not the developers. It's
what we pay our inflated taxes for.
Thank you for your time,
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T.
Mohammed
2125 Guilford Road, #301
Hyattsville
MD
20783
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This line is a necessity for
the families of these communities. The financial savings alone is a
benefit.
Mohammed_T.pdf (18 kb)
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Catherine
Moir

MD
21401
Spend money on this when our roads and bridges are falling apart??
When we can't properly fund education?? What for??? Seems to be for
a very small part of MD when the rest of the state needs the money for
other, more important things.
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Idris
Mokhtarzada

Silver Spring
MD
20910
Please build the purple line!
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Andrew
Mollenauer
3011 Homewood Parkway
Kensington
MD
20895
MOLLENAUER@MSN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My name is Andrew Mollenauer, and I am a 6th grader at Newport Mill
Middle School in Kensington, Maryland. I use the Capital Crescent Trail
to go biking with my dad and uncle. We have ridden from Kensington all
the way down to the National Mall using the trail. It is an important link
from my community to historic sites in the city. It is important to me
because it gives me a chance to really enjoy the outdoors. Without it, I
and other members of the community would lose such a great
opportunity. A suggestion that I have for you is, instead, to put the
Purple Line train above East-West Highway, where it would have less of
an impact on the environment and the people who enjoy the beautiful
trail. By taking away the trail, you are taking away an opportunity for
people to get exercise, bicycle to work--which helps the environment-and simply enjoy the beauty of the trail. Places like the trail are few and
far between in our urban area. We should do all we can to preserve
them. I hope that you will take my thoughts and suggestions into
consideration as you struggle with this issue.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Meghan
Molloy McCaleb

MD
MEGHANMCCALEB@VERIZON.NET
I write this email to encourage you to please, please preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail. I have lived in the Chevy Chase area my entire
life and experienced what a special place it is. As businesses expand
and traffic worsens, a tranquil place to walk and ride bikes is coveted -and for me and my family, that is the trail between Chevy Chase and
Bethesda.
I noticed for the first time in many years, crime in Montgomery County
has risen. If the Purple Line is built through this area -- I am certain
crime will increase even more. Also, this area was just voted the
healthiest place to live in the United States by a major women's
magazine -- let's maintain that by preserving the Capital Crescent Trail.
Thank you.
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Mary
Moltumyr
11852 Redwood Dr W
Brandywine
MD
20163
mmoltumyr@akingump.com
The Purple line is a great investment.
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Raymond
Mondor
10114 Brunett Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
RAYMOND.MONDOR@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
Thank you for including an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the
Purple Line designs.
I ask that you build the trail 12' wide instead of 10' and keep the trail in
the tunnel.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Raymond Mondor
10114 Brunett Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Bill
Montgomery
4614 Harvard Road
College Park
MD
20740
I'm Bill Montgomery. I have lived here in College Park for about 25 years
now. M-O-N-T-G-O-M-E-R-Y.
I have lived here in College Park for about 25 years. I feel that the purple
line would be a real asset not only for our community, but for the entire
region.
It would serve the University very well. It would take a great number of
cars off of Route 1 which is a real problem for us here.
One of the things that I avoid a lot is to use the beltway, and
unfortunately I have to frequently and it would I believe take a great deal
of pressure off the beltway as well.
It would be a green investment for us. I feel it's a very good thing in that
way because it would take so many cars just off the road in general.
It would improve the, our lives and this sort of thing very much and I
would like to place a very strong plea that it will be built as soon as
possible. Thank you.
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Todd
Montgomery
Andropogon Associates
1612 pine street 6
philadelphia
PA
19103
todd.harrison.montgomery@gmail.com
Hello,
I was wondering where I might be able to find more information about
the grass-track option you are considering for the project and the
specific pros and cons that have been raised. Thanks!
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Ernest
Monti

MD
ERNEST.MONTI@NOAA.GOV
I don't object to the concept of a rapid transit as long as the
Georgetown Branch trail and the Capital Crescent trail can still be
utilized for hikers and bikers.
I would prefer a rapid bus system because it would be lest costly to
build and maintain.

Attachments :

A rapid bus system (using hybrid or electric buses) should also be more
affordable to ride.
Ernest_Monti.vcf (356 bytes)
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mary
monti
9110 second ave
silver spring, md 20910
MD
20910
montim@mail.nih.gov
I support the rapid bus transit system over the light rail system for the
following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

more cost effective to implement
less disruptive to the community.
more accessible to the riders.
Less costly for the riders who are low wage earners.
Less costly to maintain.
will require cutting down less trees than the light rail system.

I am curious whether the potential riders of this system have been
surveyed. Ultimately if they find that the cost of light rail is too
expensive, then ridership will be low unless the employers subsidize part
of the cost..
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Mary
Monti

MD
MONTIM@MAIL.NIH.GOV
Dear Director Ratcliff,

My husband and I regularly bike the Capital Crescent Trail. It is such a
beautiful trail that allows us recreation and exercise. If the light rail is
built, it will mean that many trees will be cut down and this trail will be
very narrow. I can’t imagine that this trail will remain scenic. Many trail
users will not want to use this trail as it will become just another urban
blight.

We do not believe that the light rail will get as many riders as hoped for
since the riders will not find the cost of transportation as cost effective as
the bus. We support rapid bus transit as it is half the cost of light rail,
allows for funding other transit needs in the County, and preserves most
of the trees. Another advantage of rapid bus transit is that it is not a
permanent structure like the light rail.
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Sally A.
Moody, Ph.D.
George Washington University

MD
SAMOODY@GWU.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley
I am writing to tell you that we need a LIGHT RAIL system for the purple
line. The proposed bus system will not be used by as many people, will
pollute more, and add to traffic problems in the area. I live in Rockville
and use the Metro to get to work every day. I limit my visits to the
University of Maryland because driving is such a hassle and the existing
Metro route takes way too long. I would use the Purple line if it were a
rail system.
Now is the time to get money for infrastructure from the Obama
administration and install the right system for the future. The bus system
will be a waste of tax payers money.
Sally A. Moody, Ph.D.
Professor of Anatomy & Regenerative Biology
Professor of Genetics
George Washington University
202-994-2878
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David
Moon
307 Allison Street, NW
Washington
DC
20011

Submission Content/Notes : David Moon, D-A-V-I-D M-O-O-N. Address. 307 Allison 11 Street, NW,
Washington, D.C. I'm here to testify as an individual in support of the
Light Rail Option for the Purple Line.
Though I'm currently a D.C. resident, I was raised and spent most of my
life in Bethesda. I work in Takoma Park, I've taken classes in College
Park, I have family in Rockville, Bethesda, Baltimore, Chevy Chase,
Gaithersburg. Basically all around the region and most of my travel is
east-west and so two observations just having to do this.
There's not a convenient option to do that by transit that doesn't involve
multiple bus, rail transfers or that takes you through the city on an
unnecessary, long detour in order to do that sort of travel.
The second observation is, having lived in several neighborhoods in
northwest D.C., is that I've come to believe that over the past few years
traffic in Bethesda, Rockville, Silver Spring, and Langley Park is getting
worse than traffic inside the city. Which is really an astonishing
development for this area.
And so that's why I'm supporting a Light Rail Option for this Purple Line
and hoping that it will get built because it will be twice as fast as Bus
Rapid Transit according to the DEIS estimates. And it would encourage
more ridership, including from people like me.
And I strongly disagree with those who believe that light rail trains are
ugly. I think they're modern, they're beautiful, and in cities that have
them, especially ones that put them in recently, they look great. So this
is an esthetic disagreement.
So, you know but these are all really selfish concerns. So if I actually
think about why the region would benefit from this, there are two things
that come to mind.
One is economic development. There's a lot of literature on this but
some estimates put 35,000 new jobs for every billion dollars in transit
investment, and greater predictability for business investment around
light rail stations versus bus stations.
So I think the region obviously needs a lot of this. And if you look at
areas like the Langley Crossroads Region, there is a lot of need for
business investment along the corridor. And I do spend lunch, basically
every day, along that corridor and I can tell you from direct experience
that it's needed.
And the second, for anyone who cares about climate change and the
environment like I do, building a Light Rail Purple Line would obviously
encourage Smart Growth.
I know a lot of people are concerned about trees getting cut down along
the Capital Crescent Trail, but I think they're missing the fact that Smart
Growth would save many more trees from being clear cut from sprawl
development in the excerpts, if we encourage Smart Growth
development along transit stations in the area.
So I'll leave it at that and I hope that the light rail plan is the go-forward
option.
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Diane L.
Mooney
7009 Hillcrest Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DIANELMOONEY@MSN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family - husband, two teen-age daughters and one young son - use
the Capital Crescent trail almost daily to bike and walk for exercise,
transportation and pleasure. We value it as a wonderful resource that
makes our local community a unique place to live.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Frank
Moore
7311 Glenside dr.
Takoma park
MD
20912
We should build the high investment light rail option that uses Silver
Spring and Thayer Aves. This is our chance to build for the future, we
should do it right.
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Laura
Moore
50 B Crescent Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Laura Moore, L-A-U-R-A, M-O-O-R-E.
I was president of the Graduate Student Government for two years until
this summer. A little under a year ago, the Grad Student Government
voted unanimously to support the Campus Drive alignment and I think
since then we've seen very strong student support for that, and for the
purple line in general.
So I just wanted to make the point that, you know, you have to in trying
to determine the opinion of the campus community you have to look not
just at the, sort of the official position of the administration, but also what
the students are saying, and the students have very clearly spoken in
favor of the purple line and are very much in favor of the Campus Drive
alignment.
I think the main reason is that is where we are. I mean, that is where
students go. That is where the bus stops already are. That's where the
bus routes already go, so it makes the most sense for, you know, a main
transit line to be going where the people are and where people need to
go.
Also it makes sense in terms of multi-modal transport to be able to take
the bus in, you get dropped off, you pick up the purple line and you go
onto your next location.
I think now we are seeing the negative impacts of having the green line
so far away from campus. I mean, the University runs buses I think
every 10 minutes back and forth between the campus and the green line
and I would just, I would hate to see the University make the same
mistake twice where we are putting a main transit center far away from
where it needs to be.
I also share concerns with other people in terms of the aesthetics and
the environment. You've already got a road on Campus Drive. It makes
the most sense to put the light rail tracks there as opposed to cutting
across Chapel Lawn and it would just, I think it would be bad for
aesthetics and it is also taking away the green space that we have on
campus.
I know there have been concerns about vibration, EMI. I did some
research into the vibration issue at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Actually their green line goes right through campus, right by
a nanotechnology lab.
I corresponded with the head of the lab and he said hey, we have more
problems with pedestrians and elevators and power supplies in the
building than we ever get from the train that comes through here. And
that's not light rail, that's good old fashioned heavy rail going through the
campus.
So I know there are concerns with that. Being a graduate student and
working on scientific experiments myself, I mean, you want that to be
protected. But I have full confidence that those issues can be addressed
and mediated.
So thank you and thanks for soliciting our input tonight. Thanks.
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Steve
Moore
4420 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
MOOREST@MAIL.NIH.GOV
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Daniel
Morales
Gilday Renovations
742 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I am a citizen of East Silver Spring through who's backyard the Purple
Line was to be constructed and I was still all for it. Please don't let the
vocal minority fool you, most people I know would love the rail at grade
because our whole area is going to come to a stand still if we don't build
a practical transit option to the ever increasing congestion.
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Harvard
Morehead
7 Renmark Ct
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
Harvard, H-A-R-V-A-R-D, just like the college, last name Morehead, MO-R-E-H-E-A-D, just like the two words. I would like to speak in favor of
the light rail option. Basically, every modern system, rail system, in the
last 20 years starting in San Diego, Salt Lake City, Portland, Houston,
you name it, has exceeded ridership and financial expectations. Very
often, at the end of the first year, those systems are at levels that would,
that were expected at five to 10 years. Bus systems, not so much.
Okay?
We've been here before. There was, as the lawyers like to say it, this
argument about buses versus light rail is stare decicis. It was proven in
court. It's a thing called the National City Alliance. Back when a
consortium of auto makers and, let's see, I believe it was General
Motors, Standard Oil and one of the tire makers, was proven in court to
be a conspiracy to destroy transit by substituting buses for what was
then street cars, now called light rail.
People don't like to ride buses. They love to ride street cars. And in
short, if this project is to succeed, it must be light rail. If it is to fail, the
best way to do it is to get buses on there. Thank you very much.
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Marcia H.
Morgan
4825 Drummond Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MARCIAHMORGAN@HOTMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chris
Moriarity
200 Spring Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
CHRISMOR@CPCUG.ORG
I am a member of the Washington Area Bicyclist Association and the
Action Committee for Transit. Both of these organizations advocate
light rail for the purple line instead of bus, and that also is my
preference.
Eventually, I would like to see the purple line extended as a light rail
line in both directions all the way around the District of Columbia to
form a "circle line" to connect all the "spokes" of the current Metro
system. A larger initial investment now in a purple line option such as
the "high investment" option is better in the long term if the purple
line eventually becomes part of a "circle line" for the DC Metro region.
I would prefer that the purple line be built as light rail with a 12
foot wide (rather than a 10 foot wide) bicycle trail adjacent to it,
including the path through the tunnel under Wisconsin Avenue in
Bethesda. This alignment is consistent with the concept of the
Metropolitan Branch Trail, which is to run adjacent to the Red Line when
it finally is completed.
I would prefer that the bicycle trail in Bethesda include both an
"express" option through the tunnel, and a "local" option along Bethesda
Avenue and Elm Street Park so trail users have easy access to local
Bethesda destinations, and there is easy access to the trail from
downtown Bethesda.
thank you
Chris Moriarity
200 Spring Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Megan
Moriarty
n/a
1535 W. Falkland Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
megan3532@gmail.com
As a frequent user of public transportation, I would like to express my
support for the Purple Line. Through my work as a community organizer
in rental communities, I have seen firsthand how the lack of a convenient
and efficient east-west public transportation connection affects low and
middle income families in Silver Spring.
I have, through my involvement with the Silver Spring Citizens Advisory
Board, also heard from many community members that express
concerns about the impact a transitway could have on their
neighborhoods. I urge MTA to continue working with the communities
involved and reach out to more renters to make sure all of their concerns
are adequately addressed in the final proposal.
Thanks,
Megan Moriarty
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Elizabeth
Morrison, M,D.
7700 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EAMORRISON@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I live and work near the Capitol Crescent Trail. I am utterly opposed the
building the purple line on the Trail. I use the trail for walking, bicycling
and commuting. I use with with family and friends. It provides a healthy
and attractive alternative to driving. Our part of Montgomery County can
ill afford to loose this valuable green space. A light rail would destroy my
ability to use the trail. Please either bury the purple line or use existing
roadways.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace

and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for

example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Morrison, M.D.
Office:
4701 Willard Avenue, Suite 212
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Home: 7700 Meadow Lane, Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Lindsay
Morris
639 Mississippi Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : That's L-I-N-D-S-A-Y, Morris, M-O-R-R-I-S. I live on Mississippi Avenue
in Silver Spring and additionally I'm a member of Jews United for Justice
which is the metro Maryland area and - organizer in Langley Park with Maryland.
I speak today in strong favor of the light rail purple line. I want to stress
the importance of taking certain measures to reduce the potential
negative impact that the purple line will have on the current
communities.
Personally I'm very excited for the prospect of the purple line because
then I can still easily and quickly get to work downtown Silver Spring
Bethesda and College Park without the need of my car, which would be
fantastic.
The purple line will also benefit communities by reducing the number of
drivers on the road, thus not only reducing traffic and air congestion, but
also make our communities cleaner and safer for our friends and
families.
It is important that we start reducing our carbon impact like many people
have talked about, and making, excuse me, and the purple line will make
it easy for all of us to be less dependent on our cars.
A second benefit of the purple line is for the people who have no choice
but to take the buses to get to their jobs and doctors appointments.
Sometimes they wait over 30 minutes in awful weather conditions. This
is something I experienced all last year.
The purple line will provide a fast and reliable transportation for
everyone. The last benefit I want to mention is that the purple line will
provide many jobs for our local residents.
This is especially important now that our economy is down. I'm talking
about construction jobs that will be needed when it's built.
Though I am very much in favor of the purple line, I'm very concerned of
the effect it will have on the current diverse driving communities,
especially in Long Branch and Langley Park.
I fear that as the purple line is built, along with community development,
the cost of rent will rise and cause mass displacement of the current low
income and middle income tenants and small family businesses, similar
to what people have seen in Columbia Heights with the displacement.
So one is forced to leave the only community that many of them know
and they'll have to start their life somewhere else, further from where
they worked and even further from the new purple line that would have
hopefully benefitted them.
So finally I speak on behalf of myself, my five house mates, the
members of Jews United for Justice and many of the residents and small
business owners in Langley Park when they say that we are in favor of
the purple line as long as the planning team and Montgomery County
and Prince George's County focus on developing affordable housing and
creating policy that protects tenants and small businesses.
We'll also be submitting testimonies. Thank you very much.
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Lindsay
Morris
639 Mississippi Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
linz.morris@gmail.com
I am a resident of East Silver Spring and involved in several community
organizations in Montgomery and Prince George's County. I am in full
support of the Purple Line as a light rail. However, I emphasize the
important of being responsible for the impact that it will have on the
current community, especially the small local business, and the low
income tenants. What is your plan for the mass displacement that will
occur due to the rise in prices of rent and the development projects
around the purple line? In Prince George's there is no tenant protection
law, and I believe this needs to be changed before the impact of the
Purple Line goes into effect. I applaud you for having a plan to replace
the trees that will be removed for the Purple Line, but I am disappointed
to see there is no plan to reduce the displacement in the communities.
We need to put energies toward affordable housing, assistance for
relocation, and support toward the local small businesses. Thank you
for your time.
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Anita
Morrison
9318 Worth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
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Foster
Morrison
Turtle Hollow Associates, Inc.
P.O. Boc 3639
Gaithersburg
MD
20885
TURTLEHOLLOWINC@CS.COM
There are several critical reason to build the Purple Line as light rail:
1. The line should have an exclusive right-of-way, in which case rail
offers many advantages: Better drainage of rainwater. Less susceptible
to accidents and delays, especially in the event of ice or snow fall. Short
single-track sections could save money and reduce environmental
impacts, such as the loss of trees. Tunnels are feasible. MU (multiple
unit - i.e., multi-car train) operation is possible. LRT trains are easy and
fast to couple and uncouple. Signaling systems can provide extra
safety. Unlike Metrorail and other "heavy" systems, LRT can utilize tight
turning radiuses.
2. Oil depletion. US production peaked in 1971. Mexico recently. Saudi
Arabia - sooner than you think. Prices will rise sharply when the US and
global economies recover. Electric power can be provided by abundant
(but dirty) coal or a number of clean alternative sources.
3. Rail vehicles can be wider than busses and are more comfortable and
stable. Double-ended rail cars are easy to reverse for short routes or
emergencies, but some trackwork to do this must be in the design.
Superior acceleration and no loss of performance due to air conditioning.
Magnetic track brakes for fast stops. With welded rail and resilient
wheels, the cars are almost too quiet: provide loud horns. High level
platforms feasible for high traffic stations -- faster and safer. Long
service life: SEPTA (Philadelphia) is operating extensively renovated 60year old PCC cars on Route 15 (Girard Ave.) Toronto is doing the same
on a new rail line.
Regards,
Foster MORRISON
Turtle Hollow Associates, Inc.
PO Box 3639
Gaithersburg, MD 20885-3639
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Ian
Morrison
11702 Saddlerock Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
ROYALMILEPUB@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ian Morrison
11702 Saddlerock Road
3rd Floor
Silver Spring, MD 20902
3019464511
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Jim
Morrison

MD
JMORRISON@LABORIE.COM
Please don’t use the Capital Crescent Trail for the purple line.
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Nancy
Morrison
PO Box 3639
Gaithersburg
MD
20885
turtlehollowinc@cs.com
Morrison 35750.pdf (106 kb)
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John
Morrissey

MD
JMORRISSEY@RUNBOX.COM
SAVE THE TRAIL
The Capital Crescent Trail is a valuable community resource. Please say
NO to the proposed Purple Line that will be run along this beautiful trail.
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Sarah
Morse
4920 Dorset Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MORSEKATHAN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Interested Parties,
I would like to lend my support of the Purple Line as a light rail
connecting Bethesda with Silver Spring, Takoma and eastward. I live in
the Town of Somerset, and I know that many in Chevy Chase are
opposed to the Purple Line. However, after driving kids to Silver Spring
to visit their friends for the past six years, I can tell you that the time for
the Purple Line is now. Please do not delay it any longer. When my
kids take the bus to visit their friends, it can take over 60 minutes and
that's just to get to the Bethesda Metro station. It's another 30 minute
walk for them before they arrive home. And many times, it isn't possible
to take the bus. And this is just to get to Silver Spring. Anyone wanting
to go further in the county faces huge obstacles. For two summers, my
daughter has taken classes at MC Takoma. She has to allow over an
hour to get there, with buses coming every half hour. With the Purple
line, this would be a short ride. Actually, the reason that she took
classes at MC instead of Maryland, was that it would be almost
impossible for her to get to UMD by public transportation without taking
most of the day.
So, please, do not delay the Purple Line any longer. In an urban area
like ours, public transportation should be paramont. Our children
deserve to be able to take public transportation to visit their friends and
attend MC or University of Maryland.
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Ben
Moskowitz
N/A
Kensington
MD
20895
benm@sas.upenn.edu
As the Student Member of the Montgomery County Board of Education
during 2007-2008, I had to travel the entire county. I also interacted with
many students at many of our different high schools. The Inner Purple
Line would have allowed me to more easily meet with my
constituents,who lived across the county from me. There are other youth
in this county who can similarly benefit from this viable, cost-effect,
environmentally-friendly, light rail, East-West link. Let's do right by them.
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Hannah
Moulton
7520 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
209122
HMOULTON@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Hannah Moulton
7520 Maple Ave
Apt 202
Takoma Park, MD 20912
3016410275
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Laura
Moya
611 Gilmoure Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
LAURITAXMG@YAHOO.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Laura Moya
611 Gilmoure Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Yasmina Mudarres and
R. Andrew Lied
3414 Shepherd Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
YMUDARRES@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We are writing to share our opposition to locating the Purple Line along
the Capital Crescent Trail and adjacent to the Sligo Creek Elementary
School (SCES) in Silver Spring. As long-time Trail users and parents of
2 young children at SCES, we are gravely concerned by the detrimental
impact of the Line on the quality of our community.

As it concerns the Capital Crescent Bike Trail, the development of the
Purple Line would result in the loss of a rare and valuable green belt for
our community. Our family resides in Chevy Chase and we frequently
use the trail to cycle to Bethesda and Silver Spring. It helps us stay
healthy, enjoy precious family time as well as enjoy the shops,
restaurants and cinemas located in the downtown areas without
contributing to traffic and pollution. Needless to say, should a light rail
be located on the trail, only ten feet from the bike lane, with trains
passing every three minutes (as outlined in the recent environmental
study) we would certainly no longer use the trail and to the family's great
chagrin, we would also severely cut back on our support of local
businesses including our favorite Giffords ice cream and Quartermaine
Coffee.

As to the location of a station at street level on Wayne Avenue and Dale
Drive in Silver Spring, we share equal reservations. As previously
stated, both our kids attend SCES and we are already all too familiar
with the existing congestion and traffic problems in the area--not to
mention the impact on the security of pedestrians and difficulty to ensure
safety of both an elementary and middle school with multiple public
entrances. Both our kids take a Montgomery County School Bus from
Chevy Chase to Silver Spring each day and often arrive late at school
because of traffic. Their daily school bus commute will certainly be
lengthened by increased congestion around the Wayne Avenue station
as well as on Connecticut Avenue due to the new Lake Area
development plans. Parking at the school is already a nightmare and
without plans to satisfactorily address congestion issues, we fail to grasp
how the light rail will make a positive impact on the school community,
most of whom are still too young to travel by public transportation alone.

Great urban spaces are defined by accessibility. Unfortunately it seems
to us that the Purple Line will damage rather than address accessibility
for our community. Worst still it will have an irrevocable impact on a
beautiful green recreation area. We urge you to reconsider the current
placement for the Purple Line and work to safeguard our community
resources for generations to come.

Thank you for your consideration,
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Marion H.
Mudd
9507 Wadsworth Drive
Bethesda
MD
20817-2417

Letter. M. Mudd.pdf (1 mb)
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Allan
Muise

Rockville
MD
20851
Dear Sir or Madam,

I think the DC Metrorail does indeed need a purple line and in fact needs
many more new lines and stops.

I lived in Paris, France for a year and a half. The Paris metro rail has 4
times as many lines and 4 times as many stations as the DC Metro rail.
While the DC Metro Rail can get you within 5 miles of wherever you
want to go, the Paris Metro Rail can get you within a quarter mile of
wherever you want to go!

To get from Bethesda to Silver Spring, just one town over, you have to
take the Metro Red line all the way into DC and then all the way back out
again!

The DC Metro Rail needs many more lines and stops!

Allan Muise
Rockville, MD
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Allan
Muise

Rockville
MD
AAMUISE@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Sir or Madam,
I think the DC Metrorail does indeed need a purple line and in fact needs
many more new lines and stops.
I lived in Paris, France for a year and a half. The Paris metro rail has 4
times as many lines and 4 times as many stations as the DC Metro rail.
While the DC Metro Rail can get you within 5 miles of wherever you
want to go, the Paris Metro Rail can get you within a quarter mile of
wherever you want to go!
To get from Bethesda to Silver Spring, just one town over, you have to
take the Metro Red line all the way into DC and then all the way back out
again!
The DC Metro Rail needs many more lines and stops!
Allan Muise
Rockville, MD
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Kurt
Mulholland
4519 Sleaford Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
KMULHOLLAND@URC-CHS.COM
Dear sir/madam,
I live in east bethesda and use the trail regularly to walk the dog and to
walk to work. On the weekends the trail is very busy, you have to really
keep watch so as not to be a hazard to runners of bicyclists. The point
being is that really the trail should be widened instead of destroyed.
Where
else will you put a nature trail in the middle of this growing urban area.
Probably not in the budget is it?
I strongly urge you place the rail or bus line somewhere else besides on
the
trail. It would be a tragedy to lose this great natural resource.
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Tiger
Mullen
333 Casey Lane
Rockville
MD
20850
TIGER@THOUGHTGEAR.COM
Please keep the Capital Crescent Trail – I walk along it or ride bikes
there every chance I get. I am hoping my children will be able to enjoy it
in the years to come.
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Christina
Mulligan
418 U St NW #2
Washington
DC
20001
ppl@cmmulligan.com
The purple line is a fantastic idea which should absolutely go forward. I
lived in College Park, MD for several years and I would have greatly
benefited from being able to access Silver Spring and Bethesda so
directly. Part of why I moved into DC was because it had easier access
public transportation; I might have stayed in Maryland if there had been
a purple line!
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Elizabeth A. Mumford and
Joe G. Gitchell
4301 Stanford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
eam222@verizon.net
Dear Mr. Leggett, Mr. Hanson, Council Members, Planning Board
Members:
We have wrestled with our thoughts about the potential alignment of the
Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail because we believe in mass
transit, particularly in inner urban areas (which we consider
Bethesda/Silver Spring to be). Our conclusion is that since other viable
options exist to connect important commuter communities (NIH is always
a logjam already), destroying natural habitat around the trail and the
stream is a net loss for the metropolitan area. Certainly, we see no logic
to destroying so much natural habitat before giving a more efficient rapid
bus transit system our best efforts over a period of 10 years or so (i.e.
giving the investment a serious chance). Other solutions can still be
considered at that point in time, while re-creating the current habitat
would take many decades.
Having lived in Tokyo, which is choked with traffic, we are certain that an
efficient and reliable bus system is possible; posted schedules are
consistently met within a minute or two. Destroying the swath of
environment that surrounds the current trail does not make sense to us.
We believe that as a society we are approaching a turning point at which
we truly begin to value alternative energy sources and protection of the
environment.
We appreciate your consideration of our viewpoint.
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Cecilia
Munoz
606 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : I'm Cecilia Munoz, C-E-C-I-L-A, M-U-N-O-Z. I live in Silver Spring,
Maryland. I have lived there for 17 years. I live on Dale Drive near the
corner with Wayne Avenue and as proposed, the purple line would run
right through my neighborhood, and I'm here to strongly support it.
I work as Senior Vice President for public policy at the National Council
of (inaudible) NCLR, which is the nation's largest Latino civil rights and
advocacy organization.
While I'm not here representing NCLR, I speak from the vantage point of
more than 20 years of experience as an advocate for the Latino
community, and particularly as an anti- poverty advocate.
I believe the purple line is a critical strategy for the economic, ethnic and
social integration of Montgomery and Prince George's Counties.
Access to efficient, cost effective public transportation is an essential
anti-poverty strategy because it facilitates getting workers to jobs.
I believe the construction of a light rail purple line is likely to have
positive impacts on poverty as well as economic and cultural isolation on
the eastern side of Montgomery County and Prince George's County.
According to the surface transportation policy project, while the average
American household spends around 19 percent of its income on transitrelated expenses, a household making less than $14,000 spends about
40 percent of its take home pay on transit and nearly 96 percent of funds
spent on transportation by the poorest American families go to private
vehicle expenses.
The lack of efficient options to travel from neighborhoods like Langley
Park to jobs in places like Bethesda is a serious barrier to building
wealth in low income communities, which also undercuts the economic
growth of the region as a whole.
It is vital to fully include communities like Langley Park and Long Branch
in the planning process for the purple line to ensure that it meets the
community's needs and to make sure that the process is accessible to
communities, entrepreneurs and leaders who communicate best in
languages other than English.
I believe that investment in the light rail purple line will send an important
message about the potential and vitality of economically distressed
communities like Long Branch and Langley Park.
These communities are worth investing in. They are wroth connecting to
more economically vibrant neighborhoods which provide jobs and
opportunities.
We are an ethnically and economically diverse area. This is one of the
region's great strengths. We need transportation mechanisms that foster
integration and equitable economic growth as well as reduce the
environmental effects of heavy traffic.
Finally, as a resident of Silver Spring, it's abundantly clear to me that a
light rail purple line is by far the most reasonable solution to the problem
of increasing traffic which represents a real threat to the quality of life in
my community.
Perhaps most importantly it is the most cost effective alternative on the
table which can take cars off the road by providing safe and efficient
travel from east to west, a route which residents like me typically

traverse by car.
Thanks very much for holding the hearing and I strongly support the
purple line.
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Cecilia
Munoz

Silver Spring
MD

Munoz_Cecilia.pdf (1 mb)
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Francesca
Muratori
5103 Allan Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
FMURATORI@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Along with family and friends we use the trail regularly. It is a wonderful
way to get away from it all right here in the middle of our metropolitan
area! It was a haven I turned to for solace and exercise when I suffered
a back injury and walking was prescribed as part of my recovery. Our
daughter grew up knowing time on the trail was special, away from the
distractions of everyday life. Please don't let us lose this special place.
Every week, more than 10,000 hiker s and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Theophile
Murayi

MD
tmurayi1@comcast.net
My name is Theophile Murayi. I live at 552 Windsong Drive, Aberdeen,
MD 21001 and I commute to work at Beltsville, MD every morning. My
train commute from Aberdeen to New Carrollton station is a delight.
However from New Carrollton, my bus connections are so slow, few and
often off schedule that it takes me 10 to 20 more minutes on average to
travel from New Carrollton to Beltsville than it takes me to travel from
Aberdeen to New Carrollton. That's absurd given that the distance from
New Carrollton to Beltsville is less than 1/5 of the distance to Aberdeen.
The way the current metro system was designed serves only people that
work downtown Washington DC ignoring eveybody else who works in
the outskirts of DC and in Maryland around DC. We're so many of us
and to force us to use unreliable buses when all it would take is a simple
connecting Purple line from New Carrollton to College Park or Greenbelt
then to Bethesda is simply backward and has no justification in my
opinion. Please build the purple line and help commuters save time and
aggravation and get to work on time every day. Thanks.
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Theophile
Murayi
552 Windsong Drive
Aberdeen
MD
21001
Tmurayi1@comcast.net
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Brian and Joy
Murphy
8503 Lynwood Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CHEVYCHASEMURPHYS@MAC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
My name is Brian Murphy. My wife and I have three young children, and
we use the capital crescent trail almost daily. Building the Purple Line on
the Capital Crescent Trail will not significantly reduce east-west or northsouth road traffic. It will cannibalize existing bus service, and destroy
green space and neighborhoods. The Purple Line advocates claim to be
green, but in reality thousands of trees will be clear cut without the
benefit of reduced traffic. The only long term needs met by the Light Rail
Purple Line are those of the Chevy Chase Land Company and their
desire to develop the Chevy Chase Lake property (which, incidentally,
will significantly increase traffic on Connecticut Avenue). If you explore
the claims of the Purple Line, and compare them to the actual expected
results, it is impossible to support the project.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
If the Purple Line will destroy green space, NOT reduce traffic, NOT be
scalable for future development, why build it? In 50 years, any Light Rail
alternative will be obsolete.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Brian
Murphy
8503 Lynwood Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRIAN.MURPHY@CONSTELLATION.COM
To whom it may concern:

Please find attached a written version of the testimony I gave at the
Purple Line hearing held on Tuesday, 18 November 2008.

Regards,
Brian Murphy
8503 Lynwood Place
Attachments :

Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Testimony_18Nov08.pdf (9 kb)

Good evening,
My name is Brian Murphy. My wife, Joy, and our children, Evelyn, Kathryn and Liam,
live in Chevy Chase, MD. We have lived in our home since 2005, and we have every
intention of making Montgomery County our home for the foreseeable future. Because of
our obvious vested interest in Montgomery County, we have come before you this
evening to testify regarding the proposed Purple Line.
Like all Maryland residents, we desire efficient government programs which best meet
the needs of all stakeholders. As the population in Montgomery, Prince George’s, and the
surrounding counties continue to grow, we support environmentally and fiscally
responsible mass transit solutions. In designing mass transit alternatives, I am sure we all
agree any proposed solution should do the following:
-

The solution should be scalable, in that it should have the capacity to expand and
evolve as our area continues to grow and change.
The solution should significantly reduce automotive traffic and congestion.
The solution should reduce overall travel times, and encourage use of mass.
transportation.
The solution should supplement, and not cannibalize, existing modes of mass
transit.
The solution should be financially and environmentally responsible, and
maximize return on taxpayer investment.

Although we all agree in principle for mass transit solutions and the goal of mass transit
in general, the proposed alignment of the Purple Line does not satisfy any of these
criteria:
-

-

It is not scalable, and does not connect seamlessly to Metro. Most importantly,
because of poor ridership projections (which are still questionable at best), more
stops have been added. Thus, travel times are higher, efficiency is lost, and any
vision of an inner Purple Line Loop which would connect to Northern Virginia is
all but impossible.
It does not significantly reduce automotive traffic.
It does not significantly reduce travel times. Again because of poor ridership
projections, more stops have been added, which drastically increases travel times.
It does not supplement, but cannibalizes existing forms of mass transit.
It is not environmentally responsible, and based on current projections, it is not
financially responsible.

The Capital Crescent Trail is a sanctuary within the beltway, and my family and I are but
a few of the 10,000 users who enjoy this resource each week. However, we fully
understand the importance of shared sacrifice for the common good. But to destroy such
a treasure with such a poorly conceived mass transit alternative would be a huge mistake.
Again, we are not opposed to mass transit, and support smart growth. By rejecting the

proposed Purple Line, we are rejecting poorly conceived solutions in favor of better
alternatives which take all stakeholders into account.
My wife and I are here with our children tonight for a simple reason. We love Maryland.
30 years from now, God willing, we don’t want to have to explain to our children (or
even their children) why in 2008, their government lacked the foresight to reject a project
which would irrevocably harm their community and its shared green space without
providing anything which resembled a commensurate return.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Although we would like to stay and hear
further testimony, I’m afraid we must now go home, feed, bathe, and put our children to
bed.
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Brian
Murphy
8503 Lynwood PL.
Chevy Chase
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Good evening. My name is Brian Murphy.
My wife Joy and our children Evelyn, Katherine and Liam - sorry. Brian,
B-R-I-A-N, M-U-R-P-H-Y. I'm told it's a popular name. You ready? Okay.
My name is Brian Murphy and my wife Joy and our children Evelyn,
Catherine and Liam live in Chevy Chase, Maryland. We have lived in our
home only since 2005 with every intention of making Montgomery
County our home for the foreseeable future. Thus, because of our
obvious vested interest in Montgomery County, I have come before you
this evening to testify against proposed light rail on the Purple Line.
Like all Maryland residents, we desire efficient government programs
which best meet the needs of all stakeholders. As the population in
Montgomery, Prince George's and the surrounding counties continues to
grow, we support environmentally and fiscally responsible mass transit
solutions. However, in designing mass transit alternatives, I am sure we
will all agree that any proposed solution should do the following: The
solution should be scalable and should have the capacity to expand and
evolve as our area continues to grow and change.
The solution should significantly reduce our mode of traffic. It should
reduce congestion. The solution should reduce overall travel times and
encourage use of mass transportation. The solution should supplement
and never cannibalize existing modes of mass transit. The solution
should be financially and environmentally responsible and maximize
return on tax payer investment.
Although we all agree in principal for mass transit solutions and the goal
of mass transit in general, the proposed alignment on the Purple Line
does not satisfy any of the criteria. Again, I'm talking about light rail. It is
not scalable. It does not connect seamlessly to Metro and most
importantly, because of poor ridership rejections which, I know, are still
questionable at best, more stops have been added. Thus, travel times
are higher, efficiency is lost and any vision of an inner Purple Line loop
which would connect to northern Virginia has all been impossible.
Do we really want to commit that we're never going to connect to
Tyson's Corner or Dulles? That's foolish. It does not significantly reduce
automotive traffic. It does not significantly reduce travel time. Again,
because of poor ridership projections, more stops have been added and
this drastically increases projected travel times. It does not supplement
but rather cannibalizes existing forms of mass transportation.
And finally, it is not environmentally responsible and based on current
projections, it is not fiscally responsible. The Capitol Crescent Trail is a
sanctuary within the beltway and my family and I are but a few of the
10,000 users who enjoy this resource each week. However, we fully
understand the importance of shared sacrifice for the common good. But
to destroy such a treasure with such a poorly-conceived mass transit
alternative would be a huge mistake.
Again, my family and I are not opposed to mass transit. We support
whole-heartedly any effort at Smart Growth. But by rejecting the
proposed Purple Line, we say that we can do better. We are rejecting a
poorly conceived solution in favor of better alternatives, which take all
stakeholders into account.
My wife and I feel strongly and we're here with our children tonight but
my time to testify is an hour late, and we noted that if we can't run a
hearing on time I know that 1.6 billion budget and the time lines of
building it are pipe dreams as well.

Thirty years from now, God willing, we don't want to have to explain to
our children why in 2008, their government lacked the foresight to reject
a project which would irrevocably harm their community and its shared
green space without providing commensurate return. Thank you.
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Brian
Murphy
4 Fayette Lane
Aberdeen
MD
07747
brian.murphy@us.transport.bombardier.com
Please add to mailing list
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Charles
Murphy
7200 Clarendon Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
VICENTEMURPHY@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail frequently to commute to work and for
the recreational opportunities it provides for my family of 5. Every week,
more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
At the same time, I believe that alternatives to the light rail built on the
Trail would be more effective and less expensive, without the negative
effects that conversion of the trail will bring to our neighborhoods.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Douglas
Murphy
7401 Ridgewood Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Just because I wasn't going to speak. D- O-U-G-L-A-S, M-U-R-P-H-Y.
I'm 52 and when my parents brought me home from the hospital they
brought me to the house a couple blocks from here. It's not all that close
to the Capitol Crescent Trail, so I don't think I'd be particularly impacted
one way or another but I'll state my bias right at first.
I've had an interesting time tonight trying to deduce why people were
stating what noble position they were advocating. I suspected it was a
much more mundane perhaps. I like trees, birds, peace and quiet. I don't
like heavy construction, so that's my bias. One thing I would say about
the trolleys that people are saying, the historic trolley, the one that ran
down Connecticut, when those were built, you have to remember people
didn't, cars were not generally owned back then. Women didn't drive.
The only way to build houses and get people there was to build a trolley.
In Berkeley, California, where I worked a number of years, that's how the
Berkeley Hills were developed. You couldn't drive a car up those steep
hills but they built little tiny trolleys. But the difference was those went in
first. Then went the houses. And those were small, like, you know, those
were, look at the thing on the magazines, little, tiny trolley, not a big
noisy construction.
So, I guess what I'm saying is in an already established county like ours
with a lot of people, businesses, people that have been there, if you go
to put a system in, you're not building, you know, you're not building a
pastureland, you're building in an existing area. And I think if you are
going to subject people to this kind of disruption, that kind of cost, you
have to really serve, you have to design it really well. I think Mr.
Carruthers was his name, made a good point.
That if this thing is done, it really has to serve the big needs and the
issue of not letting a few impede the benefit of the many, that's true, but
how do you define few and many? If it's just people who want to profit
from a station being here, it'll help my business, that's not really right,
you know? The county as a whole.
If Walter Reed, if NIH, or Walter Reed moving to the Naval Medical
Center is a big thing, then you really need to serve it. If getting from
Silver Spring or Prince George's to Dulles is an important thing, you
really need to address that. I don't think the need for, a substitute for
cars in an already developed area justifies the cost and the disruption.
That's all. Thank you. Sorry, it's the end of a long day.
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Frances
Murphy
204 Eldrid Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20904
murphy.frances@gmail.com
Murphy 35825.pdf (108 kb)
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Patrick
Murphy
Vanderweil
625 N. Washington Street
Alexandria
VA
22314-1913
PMURPHY@VANDERWEIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to urge you to consider alternate options for the proposed
Metro Purple Line through Bethesda via the Capital Crescent Trail. As
an avid runner, I use this trail at least twice per week and I highly value
its accessibility and natural setting.
In fact, I am a member of a local running team sponsored by the
Georgetown Running Company that trains on the trail throughout the
entire year. The Georgetown Running Company - Chevy Chase store
sponsors several evening runs from the store on this trail. Accessible
running trails are essential to both the health of residents and vitality of
this business. Additionally, the existence of a store like the Georgetown
Running Company brings many consumers to the Bethesda-Chevy
Chase area who otherwise would not visit. If not for the store, I would
rarely visit Maryland, much less spend money at restaurants and shops
in Maryland.
While I wholeheartedly support expansion of public transportation, I also
acknowledge that in order to develop a healthy community there must
also be faccessible acilities for the public to collectively use for leisure
and business. Parks and trails provide the opportunity for this
community connectivity and enhance the quality of living as much as
enhanced public transportation. Trails like the Capital Crescent Trail
also provide alternate, "green" methods of commuting like cycling.
Please note that proposals for a narrow trail next to above-ground rail
lines are not a sufficient substitute and do not provide the safety nor
simplicity of using the current trail. The quantity of people who use the
trail for running, walking, cycling, etc. requires a trail at least as wide as
the current trail without any interruptions. Picture my team running down
the trail 2 abreast, passing a walker, while an oncoming cyclist rolls by in
the opposite direction. This is a very common scene and narrowing the
trail would prevent us from training on it together.
I urge you to consider alternate plans for the metro expansion that would
save the Capital Crescent Trail. I do not believe this proposition to be a
choice between greenspace and public transportation. The only real
way to enhance Montgomery County's quality of life is to BOTH preserve
greenspace and improve public transportation. Please move the metro
underground or to another location and SAVE THE CAPITAL
CRESCENT TRAIL!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Stephen and Dominic
Murphy

Forest Glen
MD
SFMURPHY@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
My 13 year old son and I have been active biker trail riders for several
years. We ride from Chevy Chase thru Bethesda, past the Canal and
down to K Street and back, often treating ourselves to an ice-cream at
Gifford's in Bethesda on the way back. More than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
I am very much for sound public transportation planning in Maryland but
I also value family recreation time and exercise. When we as a nation
are suffering from obesity issues, it is critically important to be able to
provide residents with fun exercise activities the trail provides.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Thomas D
Murphy
7815 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
TMurphy@eaglebankcorp.com
As President of EagleBank, a community bank headquartered in
Montgomery County, I write this e-mail to completely support the Purple
Line. EagleBank has 2 branch offices in both Silver Spring and
Bethesda. We also have a major operations facility just outside of Silver
Spring. Many of our employees come from the areas that would benefit
from the Purple Line. Their current commutes are very difficult. The
addition of the Purple Line would improve the quality of their lives. Better
cross county transportation would also make our search for employees
less of a challenge. I also strongly support using the Georgetown Branch
as the right of way for the Line.

Thomas D. Murphy
EagleBank, We're Listening
President
Montgomery County
7815 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
Office: 240-497-2042
Fax:

301-986-8529

tmurphy@eaglebankcorp.com
www.eaglebankcorp.com
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Bruce
Murray
10700 Marietta St
Glenn Dale
MD
20769
rbcmurray@gmail.com
I'd like to receive a project newsletter
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Mary S. Andrews and
Peter J. Murtha
8710 Second Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
PMURTHA@VERIZON.NET
Murtha_Peter.pdf (2 mb)
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Amy
Musher
Prudential Carruthers Realtors
4502 East West Hwy
Bethesda
MD
20814
amy.musher@prudentialcarruthers.com
Can you tell me exactly what streets will be affected in the
Bethesda/Chevy Chase area?
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John
Mutzberg
4217 East West Hwy
Bethesda
MD
20814
j.mutz@earthlink.net
To Whom It May Concern,
Please avoid using the Capital Crescent Trail for the purple line. It is a
valuable resource. Open spaces are dwindling and with the frenzied
pace it
is a small oasis to have a park like this. The line will also drastically
reduce housing values along the route. With revenues dwindling, it
would be
much more economical to run buses along Jones Bridge Rd. Please do
not cave
in to developers who will exploit our dollars and our land.
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Barbara
Nagaraj

Rockville
MD
BEBRYNAN@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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William
Nagle
5415 Wilson Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
WSNAGLE@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I ride the Capital Crescent Trail every day. I fully concur with WABA's
stock position as articulated by them (below). Failing to incorporate their
views would be short-sighted and expedient. Please demonstrate
leadership for the greater good. These are good ideas. Thanks.
-----I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
William Nagle
5415 Wilson Lane
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814
202-380-6329
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Scott
Nainis

MD
SNAINIS@YAHOO.COM
Dear Purpleline Decision Makers,
I have been observing the decision making process for the future
Purpleline to connect the southern central part of Montgomery County
with eastern Montgomery County and Prince Georges County with the
proposed Purpleline.
I am concerned that the choice of routing the Purpleline through what is
now the start of the Capital Crescent Trail to downtown Bethesda is a
very poor choice. I firmly believe that the alternative choice of using
Jones Bridge Road for a BRT (or even LRT) makes much more sense.
From the reports I have read, the Purpleline routed through the Capital
Crescent Trail which was the old railroad line easement is:
Much more expensive both to build and to operate...about twice as much
Doesn't support as many riders within its path as does the Jones Bridge
alternative
Does not brings Medical Center employees directly to where they want
to go
Basically destroys the eastern end of the Capital Crescent Trail for real
use
Forces the destruction of literally hundreds of mature trees in Chevy
Chase/Bethesda MD
The Crescent Trail alternative for the Purpleline ultimately destroys a
nature trail that is used by tens of thousands of people (including my
family) and links the Beach Drive and the Rock Creek Park areas to
downtown Bethesda. This is a unique linkage of parkland that goes all
the way from DC and the Mall area up into Maryland making a ring that
goes though Bethesda and then back towards the Potomac back down
the river and back to DC at Georgetown.
The Jones Bridge Road alternative will bring riders directly to the
Medical Center area north of downtown Bethesda. With the great
expansion of employment in that area due to BRAC, the ability of the
Purpleline to serve employees' transportation is an important role to be
fulfilled.
Please seriously consider the alternative route before you make what I
believe is an expensive and disastrous mistake.
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W. Scott
Nainis
3515 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
snainis@yahoo.com
I believe that the Jones Bridge Road with a BRT on it is the best
alternative. It is much less costly to build and also to operate. It is
designed to take passengers to the Medical Center area...one which has
many employees from outside the immediate area needing
transportation. Also it would be very close to the Hughes Medical
Center on Connecticut. The Jones Bridge Road plan saves the
Crescent Trail from Beach Drive to Downtown Bethesda. This trail has
been a "found treasure" for many including my family. Putting in LRT or
even BRT on that segment would necessitate cutting down hundreds of
mature trees and depriving the area of a wonderful park. Yes, it is a
park in essentially all senses of the word. Officially it is an "abandoned
right of way", but it is and should be designated a park, just like Rock
Creek Park has many "branches" that jet out into the city.
Please give the Jones Bridge road BRT alternative serious attention. I
believe it is the best alternative available to us. It will server more people
better and cheaper overall.
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Daniel G.
Nalls
4206 Dunnel Ln.
Kensington
MD
20895
DGNALLS@AOL.COM
Attn Council Members,
Please do not consider the Purple Line as a viable answer to any traffic
or transportation problems in Montgomery County. I do not believe the
Purple Line will provide any relief and it would clearly deprive the good
citizens of Montgomery County a very special and relaxing escape to the
otherwise stressful environment throughout the county. The Crescent
Trail is a very unique attraction for the county and any temporary
benefits would soon be overwhelmed with the reality that the Purple Line
will not solve the problem, but would eliminate a great asset!
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Bonnie
Naradzay
9815 Rosensteel Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
BONNIE.NARADZAY@GMAIL.COM
Dear Maryland Government Officials:
Which one of you has ridden your bicycle or walked or run from one end
of the future Capitol Crescent trail between Silver Spring and Bethesda
to the other, or from Silver Spring to downtown Washington DC and
back again? If not, would you agree to do so before presuming to cast
judgment? This trail is something that works well, now.
I've lived in Montgomery County (the lower socio-economic part - Silver
Spring) for over thirty years. For untold years, I've biked the trail to
Bethesda as well as commuted to downtown Washington DC using the
Capitol Crescent Trail's important link between SIlver Spring and
downtown Bethesda to get everywhere. This trail is important to me; it's
part of the reason I still live in Montgomery Country rather than moving
into the city. I am 63 years old and live near the intersection of Forest
Glen and Georgia Avenue. When my two children were growing up,
they rode the trails with me as well. My daughter, who works downtown,
still rides her bike on the Trail to get to work. My son has moved to
Portland, Oregon, and has taken his love of bikeriding there. He
commutes to work there - 10 miles each way. Yes, this trail that links
SIlver Spring to downtown Bethesda is a precious heritage and a legacy.
Please do not take it away from citizens who are trying to make a
difference in the quality of life. Especially in these dire economic times,
please protect lower Montgomery County from further ravaging and
willy-nilly decisionmaking that imperils parkland setasides. There's a
larger picture here for you to see.
I am grateful for your forebearance.
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Michael
Nash
8601 Farrell Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Nash_Michael.pdf (45 kb)
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Mike
Nash

MD
MANCPA@GMAIL.COM
I am opposed to the Purple Line - light rail transit and the
destruction of the Capitol Crescent Trail and the noise (and other
pollution) to the suburban neighborhoods in its path.
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Navid
Nasr
1212 Myrtle Avenue, Apartment 102
Takoma Park
MD
20902

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Navid Nasr. First name Navid, N-A-V-I-D, last name is Nasr.
I have lived in the area in Southeastern Montgomery County for 19 years
between Silver Spring and Takoma Park. Currently I'm a resident of
Takoma Park.
I'm of the opinion that the purple line does have a great deal of
advantages. People have been searching for some sort of way, some
sort of easy east/west communication route between the two counties,
between PG and Montgomery County for a long time now.
The intercounty connector is something that people have had on their
minds for a long time. This I think is a better, greener approach to the
intercounty connector, the light rail purple line.
But I still have a couple of reservations and I'm aware that other people
have raised these reservations. But in talks with people in the
community and just with what I witnessed in Wheaton when the Metro
station was built, there are a couple of closely related, I want to say
objections, but worries that I have, and I know I share them with a lot of
people.
The first is whether the building of the light rail with the building of the
purple line will raise residential property rates to the extent that it will
drive out the people who live in those neighborhoods.
This is a concern that a lot of people, especially in the Takoma/Langley
corridor, which is where I live, have, and I am speaking from experience,
I saw firsthand when the Metro station was built in Wheaton, within a few
years people who had been living in apartments there with rents in the
neighborhood of $700 to $800 all of a sudden their monthly rent was
$1,200, $1,300 and they were priced out of apartments that in terms of, I
mean, nothing about those apartments have changed other than the fact
that now there was a Metro station next to them.
It was, unfortunately, a lot of people were priced out of their homes and
their apartments. The prices of homes also skyrocketed in the area. I
don't want to say artificially, just whenever there is infrastructure
improvements, prices do go up.
But the main concern here is that the fabric of the neighborhood isn't
altered to a great extent, but people who live there right now will still be
able to live there after the development of the purple line.
The other concern I had which is very closely related deals with rents for
businesses. There are a lot of, in the Long Branch area, in the
Takoma/Langley area, there are a lot of mom and pop businesses, a lot
of family owned businesses.
This was another thing that happened. Many of those had to close up
shop basically. So these two concerns, these two intertwined concerns, I
don't want to say, they don't change my opinion about the necessity of
the purple line, but just worries that I have that I share with a lot of other
people that I think people who are in charge of development of the
purple line should just take a look at.
I know they're aware, and I know other people have raised these
concerns. But it is still good to go on the record about this and to let
people know that these are a viable concern that people have and that
they need to be aware of them.
I guess that's it. 1212 Myrtle Avenue, Apartment 102, Takoma Park,
Maryland 20902.
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Michael
Natale
529 Dale Drive Apartments
213 Albemarle St.
Baltimore
MD
21202
mjnatale@verizon.net
I own an apartment building on Dale Dr. I have nine one bedroom units.
When I talk to my tenants they are all excited about the prospect of
having a Purple Line station at Dale and Wayne. They all say they
would use it.If the station is not built there, they would not walk to the
Silver Spring Library station or Manchester Road station. To far they all
say. I just thought I would pass that on because of the debate of having
the station at Dale and Wayne that is going on now. Thank you. M.
Natale.
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Tobias
Nathe
1326 Perry St., NE
Washington
DC
20017
TJNATHE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail from time to time to go running in a
beautiful environment with friends. As someone from NE, D.C., there
are not that many places to run in such a safe and attractive
environment. Please consider preserving its beauty and tranquility.
Thank you.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lise
Nau
4319 Clagett Road
University Park
MD
20782

Nau_Lise.pdf (471 kb)
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Nancy
Navarro
Montgomery County Board of Education

MD

Submission Content/Notes : Good afternoon. My name is Nancy Navarro, N-A-N-C-Y, N-A-V-A- R-RO. I am the President of the Montgomery County Board of Education. I
did not come representing the views of the Board of Education, I come
to you as an individual board member and also as a member of the
Latino community.
Before I was elected to the Board of Education in, appointed in 2004 and
elected in 2006, I spent over 10 years working as a community organizer
in this particular area in the Latino community.
I am here to tell you that although you may not see a predominance of
members of the Latino community in this particular audience, I'm here to
try to attempt to reflect on some of the conversations that I have had
over the years and just recently when many members, many working
families, single moms who are heads of households who have to travel
every day through the streets to get to work.
Actually if you just take a moment to reflect and look at the different bus
stops at different times of the day, you will see what the face of the
people who will benefit mostly from this particular proposal would be.
On my way here I happened to see a young Latino mother carrying her
infant child trying to cover that child with a jacket as she tries to rush to
meet the bus. That is the face of many of the people who will be
benefitting from this particular project.
I want to tell you that it's really critically important more than ever as I
reflect on my tenure at the Board of Education that we stop to think of
who we are in Montgomery County today.
If the school buildings are a microcosm of our larger community, I can
tell you that where you are right now, this is the area where you have the
highest concentration of children affected by poverty and therefore their
familiarities of mobility of children who do not speak English.
It is a highly concentrated area. I can tell you the Montgomery County
Public Schools right now is 60 percent minority. I can tell you that we
have over 35,000 students who qualify for free and reduced meal, and
that's an indicator of poverty.
What I'm here to tell you is that we need this particular project. We need
it to move forward. We need the purple line right now. Not only the
Latino community, but also other immigrant communities who have for
so many years benefitted the economic development of this county do
need and have the right to be able to access public transportation that is
conducive not only to better environmental, promotion of their
environmental issues, but also that is accessible, that it's affordable but
is convenient.
In closing, I want to tell you also that in terms of what this means for the
workforce, right now Montgomery County Public Schools has over 5,000
employees who live outside the county. They cannot afford to live in
Montgomery county and they have to commute every single day.
So this is something that would benefit the workforce of the largest
employer of the county as well as students as well as many members of
the community. We are in full support and we hope to be able to see this
come to fruition for the sake of all of our residents. Thank you so much.
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Valerie C.
Neal
2852 Vista Street, NE
Washington
DC
20018
The Purple Line could possibly natural habitats, parks and communities.
20.pdf (898 kb)
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Roslyn Brandon
Needle
6108 Stonehenge Place
Rockville
MD
20852
RBRANDON@CTSGUIDES.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
I am a Trail user. I have been in Montgomery County all my life – a
graduate of New Hampshire Estates Elementary School, Takoma Park
Junior High, and Montgomery Blair (class of ’64)! For the last 10 years I
have been biking down the crescent trail from Rockville. Down to
Georgetown and back. The Capital Crescent Trail is a critical part of my
route. I am never bored or tired of the splendor on this trail!
This is a magnificent trail and I would be heartsick to have a rail system
on this valuable and environmentally important piece of property. Surely
the government can find alternatives to their transportation strategy for
the 21st century.
I live in front of the Montrose Parkway – too much devastation to
green/forest. I see now the same issue with the trail. Destroying a
natural parkland that reflects tranquility and peace for those that enjoy
walking or biking on the trail. What price do you put on this? You can’t.
As public servants, I feel you should carefully consider the worth of this
environment for the average person, the tax payers – not the builders
and developers that have so influenced land use strategies for
Montgomery County.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Roslyn Brandon Needle
6108 Stonehenge Place
Rockville, MD 20852
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Jim
Neher
7103 Rhode Island Avenue
College Park
MD
20740
JIMNEHER@HOTMAIL.COM
To whom it may concern:
I would like to register my support for the creation of a Purple line train
that connects College Park METRO to Bethesda. I am a frequent user of
the trains and would use the Purple Line. I would certainly prefer that it
be light rail or subway as opposed to bus service. I am not much of a fan
of buses.
Thank you for registering my position.
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William
Neil
2008 Gainsboro Road
Rockville
MD
20851
w.neil@att.net
I am the author of a 67 page essay/small book called "A Citizens Guide
to the Missing Green Rail Vision for the MD/Metro DC Region." It is
available online at ourfuture.org. Based on 6 months of intensive
research into the failure of our region to build more rail of all types
(heavy (Metro and Commuter), light rail, trolley...I had the chance to both
visit the Purple Line proposals and the history of the national debate
between Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) and Light Rail. I also have read the
fine study of our national infrastructure crisis done by the Urban Land
Institute in 2007.
Based on all this background reading, I believe that the situation facing
us in Montg. and Prince Georges Counties calls for the High Investment
Light Rail option from your Evaluation Table.
This will move the largest number of people in the shortest time and pull
the greatest number out of cars. I think, based on national Light Rail
Performance, that you will be surprised that the actual riders will exceed
your projections, as they have done in many other places around the
country.
Because our nation faces economic depression and we will have a
national infrastructure bank very shortly, I believe Maryland will have
more, not less federal money for this project as long as we show
determination and our own willingess to fund it.
Let's get it done with Light Rail!
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William
Neil
2008 Gainsboro Rd
Rockville
MD
20851
Good evening. My name is William Neil, a resident of Twin Brooks
section of Rockville and I live an 8 minute walk from the Red Lines Twin
Brook Station, that's N-E-I-L. Okay. I support the alternative 8, the high
investment light rail option. I am also the author of a long essay called
The Citizen's Guide to the Missing Green Rail Vision for the Metro D.C.
Region and I also write about the financial crisis and that's on a lot of
people's minds tonight who think that we don't, can't afford a serious
light rail line in a region where we really need it.
When I moved to the area three years ago, I deliberately chose to live
near a Metro station and a rail line and not a bus route. Rail supplies
certainty of future use and certainty of future transit time. Buses simply
do not.
I've had the chance, because of my research, to examine the national
debate between light rail and bus rapid transit. In community after
community, citizens have chosen rail over buses. They are not
theoretically mutually exclusive choices.
But when you're talking about a high density and ridership potential that
your states reveal for the light rail options here, light rail is the correct
way to go and citizens have chosen that over bus rapid transit time after
time again and you use the bus rapid transit systems in areas where you
don't have the density of ridership. So, the two systems can work
together but in high density corridors, we want light rail.
I also, today, was at a conference at the Library of Congress and I heard
national congressional leaders and economists, some very famous
people, say we are headed and they will push for a national
infrastructure bank funded and capitalized starting at 100 billion dollars.
Why? Because the nation faces the greater financial crisis we've had
since The Great Depression, we're all Kanesians(?) now, so the worries
over two or three hundred million dollars at the local level are going to
come out at a national level for a very pragmatic reason is that we have
to make up for the lost spending that has fallen off the cliff with the drop
in consumer spending in September and October and we're going to
have to do that over a long period of time.
I would also leave the audience and invite them to research what
happened in the controversy between light rail and bus rapid transit in
Houston, Texas, over the past 10 years, when a certain famous and very
powerful congressional leaders overturned the citizen wishes working
with the local congressman to have the citizens voted for light rail, this
very powerful figure wanted to substitute bus rapid transit and due to
certain circumstances beyond his control, he lost his seat of power and
the citizens got their choice, when they had the choice they went back to
light rail. And by the way, the name of that Congressman was "The
Hammer" Tom Delay.
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Ninel
Nekrasova
5801 Nicholson Lane #1212
North Beach
MD
20852
NINEL_NEKRASOVA@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Curt
Nelson
3722 Bel Pre Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
CURTISNELSON@MAPMODTEAM.COM
Dear Ms. Ratcliffe,
I want to briefly go on record in opposition to the Purple Line rail
proposal as a regular bike rider and in snow skier on the trail between
Silver Spring and Bethesda. It would be a tragic loss to put a
commmuter train on that path. My mother lives adjacent to some of that
trail at 8101 Connecticut Avenue and I imagine you are awre of the
opposition from that association.
I live at 3722 Bel Pre Road # 12
Silver Spring, MD 20906
301-871-6923
Thank yoyu,
Curt Nelson
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Curt
Nelson
3722 Bel Pre Road, #12
Silver Spring
MD
20906
CHIP_GIBBA@YAHOO.COM
As a continuous user of the bike and hike and ski trail I am absolutely
opposed to the terrible idea of this rail plan!
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Curt
Nelson
3722 Bel Pre Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
chip_gibba@yahoo.co
Shame on anyone who is in favor of this ridiclous plan. Some relatives
here from Nevada marveled at the path and were horrified at the
prospect of ruining this fantastic green space. Maryland Government
should contract a bike rental/ and storage facility at key entry points
along the bike trail and scrap this disruptive, costly train fiasco. RIP
Harry Sanders, but he is no hero for fostering this purple line. It is should
be labeled "Black Eye".
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David
Nelson
2311 Spencer Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20910
nelson@plst.harvard.edu
As a local resident I am opposed to the proposed change that moves the
Purple Line maintenance yard from the Ride-On yard to the Lyttonsville
station. This will involve condemning several small businesses on
Brookville road. We need those jobs! I often walk past the Ride-On yard,
and it is not densely used. Also the change will make noise from yard
operations be more objectionable to nearby residents Why has this
change been proposed?
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Gerald
Nelson
1612 Ballard Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
nelson.gerald@gmail.com
I'd like to express my support for the speedy approval and completion of
the Purple Line, and as a light rail system, not buses. I have a personal
interest in the line, especially the sidewalk that would be developed in
front of my house. It would make my walk to the Silver Spring metro
station shorter. And my wife and I frequently make use of the bike
Georgetown Branch Trail and would love to see it improved.
But I support it because of its improvements to public transport in the
metro area. We cannot continue the current crazy use of automobiles
with ever lengthening commute times. The Purple Line wouldn't solve all
those problems but it would be a good start towards solutions.
Regards,
Jerry Nelson
-Gerald Nelson
1612 Ballard St.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
217-390-7888 (cell)
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j
Nelson
21266 Hedgerw terrace
Ashburn
VA
20146
bronxgir20002000@yahoo.com
The system needs all it can to make transportation available and easy
for working class.
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Nicole
Nelson

MD
20607
nicolenelson_1@hotmail.com
Dear Mr. Madden:
I am inquring about the Purple Line expansion to southern Prince
George's County particularly the Oxon Hill area. I wanted to know if
there are any preliminary plans to expand in that area, if so are the plans
available online. Thank you
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Susie
Nelson

Kensington
MD
NELSONSUS@VERIZON.NET
To Whom It May Concern,
My name is Susie Nelson, and I am a resident of Kensington, Maryland.
I am a regular trail user and often run on the Capital Crescent Trail
between Connecticut Avenue and the Washington, DC, line. I am
sickened by the fact that there is still talk regarding the fact that a purple
line train could go on the trail. I am sorry, but the trail and the train can
NOT exist peacefully together. My opinion is to take the train some
place else or run it under ground. There is very little green space left in
Montgomery County. Why destroy what we have?!! PLEASE!!
Thank you for your time in listening to my opinion.
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Linda
Nemec

MD
LINDANEMEC@GMAIL.COM
Please don't support any plans to create the Purple Line which will cut
down the trees along the current bike/hike trail and run the trains next to
the bike/hike trail. Who wants to walk or ride a bike on path now
reserved for a high speed vehicle? I live in Silver Spring and worked in
Bethesda for seven years. I often rode my bike from Silver Spring or
walked from Connecticut Avenue (dropped off by my husband) along the
path along with many, many others. In fact, I introduced my husband,
my son's friends and many other to the path as an alternate to driving,
thus keeping dozens of people of the roads.
This path is such a treasure and so many people use it to exercise, walk
dogs, and to commute (while getting exercise). We need to keep the
few trails we have in Montgomery County that encourage us to walk and
bike more often. The existence of the path got me biking again! Too
many green spaces and trees have been lost in Montgomery County
and for the good of the county and the health of its citizens, I am asking
you to protect this path.
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Diane
Nemeth
8424 Queen Annes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DNEMETH@QIS.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
Diane Nemeth, 8424 Queen Annes Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement showing that it is feasible to design a
system with tunneling for this segment so as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is a
quarter of a billion dollars less than the “high-investment” light rail
alternative that MTA has evaluated and only a fraction of the $5.2 billion
cost of the Dulles Silver Line Metro project that the Federal Transit
Administration recently approved for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel
will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this
segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in
the community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even
those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that enhances the
entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby community. In
addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary station at Wayne and Dale.

My yard backs up to the home located on the east side of Wayne
Avenue and Dale Drive. A surface route along Wayne will greatly impact
me and my immediate neighbors. A surface route on Wayne Avenue
will result in widening of nearly two-thirds of the just more than one mile
of Wayne on which the Purple Line will run from Fenton Street to the
other side of Sligo Creek Parkway. The land for the widening will come
mainly from homeowners’ front yards both within and outside of the right
of way. This widening, primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled
intersections on Wayne, will increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and
the traffic volume will grow to fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne
with a surface Purple Line on Wayne than without it. Previously, the
County had approved plans to effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by
replacing a lane with what was to be the Green Trail bike path. The
surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue entrance to
the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle School and
Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted onto Dale

Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line with
traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and the
Wayne Avenue Garage.

I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
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Noam
Neusner
3701 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NOAM@NEUSNER.COM
Councilmembers,

I’ve been a resident of the county for 10 years and have used the trail
regularly for nearly all those years – as a commuter, as a recreational
runner and cyclist, and as a place to teach my daughters to ride their
bikes.

I can tell you that the trail is one of the best features of living in
Montgomery County – losing it would diminish the enjoyment I have of
living in this community (which, I gently observe, is heavily taxed, so
trust me, I know I’m paying for the pleasure).

Taking any action that would damage this asset must be viewed very
seriously and cautiously. It is like you are talking about developing a mall
or a highway interchange on a major county park. Once you do it, it will
be very very hard to undo – impossible, really.

So the risk of action is enormous. You must balance that against the risk
of inaction – which mass transit experts say is also large.

I’m not so sure. I’m not a mass transit expert, but mass transit experts
have invested public monies in many projects which have not, as a rule,
worked. A healthy dose of skepticism about their predictions are
certainly in order. Moreover, given the public monies involved, we should
be looking specifically for low-cost, flexible options to expensive, fixedcosts spending projects. More buses, express buses all seem like better
options – and worth trying as an incremental “shovel-ready” idea instead
of the Purple Line.

Please consider this a strong “no” vote against the Purple Line.
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David
Newman
10500 Rockville Pike (#146)
Rockville
MD
20852
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. David Newman.pdf (65 kb)
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Marian
Newman
4821 Montgomery Lane, #406
Bethesda
MD
20814-6324
mnewmandc@gmail.com
Newman 35552.pdf (169 kb)
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Sarah
Newman
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
SARAHANEWMAN@YAHOO.COM
Please do not put the purple line through the capital crescent trail or
have a bus depot in front of the movie theater in downtown bethesda.
Bethesda is an amazing community which offers families the ability to
bike and walk in safe, beautiful surroundings. Putting a metro line
through this area, along with many dirty buses is a terrible idea and will
ruin the fantastic community.
Please redirect the line to NIH which has 150,00 employees who NEED
a metro stop.
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sharon
newman
10032 renfrew rd
silver spring
MD
20901
sharon.newman2@verizon.net
Dear Mr Madden,
I support the light rail option for the proposed Purple Line. I would like to
use light rail from Bethesda through to New Carrollton. I just don't
believe that the bus option will improve transportation.
I have taken the on-street buses to Bethesda from Silver Spring and the
trip can take an hour - way too long for the distance. I have taken buses
and Metro to catch the BWI Express Bus to and from the airport. Both
ways make the trip long. I also use the bike trail to Bethesda and would
be happy to share the road with light rail.
There are students in my Silver Spring neighborhood commuting to U. of
MD. I also attend events at the school and I would prefer not to drive
there.
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Kellie
Newton
7907 Lynbrook Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
KNEWTON@MCKENNALONG.COM
I am writing again to voice my opposition to putting the Purple Line on
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I am
urging the Governor, state and county representatives to use good
judgment as to the use of our tax dollars and to not be swayed by those
who have devoted their careers to trying to be the first to bring light
rail to the area, notwithstanding the fact that the cost doesn't now,
and never will, justify the ridership and the irreversible damage that
will occur to the green space in the County.
Light rail will not bring sufficient riders across the counties to
justify ruining the only green space in lower Montgomery County.
Ridership statistics do not justify spending $1+ billion for light
rail. Buses on the trail won't bring sufficient riders to justify any
significant spending. A permanent resolution that will bring many more
people across county is required for long-term usefulness. The only
viable solution is a connection of the Metro redline underground.
In the times that we live in, the government should be encouraging
people to get outside and exercise. The Capital Crescent Trail is an
oasis free from traffic. It is used by thousands of people, not only in
the neighborhood surrounding the trail, but by many, many other people
in the greater D.C. area. I use the trail regularly, not only to
exercise, but to walk to the grocery store, movies, etc. on weekends.
The Trail is also used by parents with their children, bird watchers,
kids walking to school and back, and daily commuters.
If the Purple Line is built as those who have devoted their careers to
the cause and the developer of Chevy Chase Lakes would like it to, all
of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently
removed,
and trains or buses would pass about 10' from hikers and bikers every
three minutes. That isn't safe. That isn't warranted.
I urge our elected officials to spend our hard earned money wisely. I
am tired of the people who claim that those of us who want to preserve
the trail in its current form are those of the "not in my back yard"
club. Well, I work hard and pay a lot of money to the state and county
in the form of tax dollars. I deserve to have something in my
neighborhood other than concrete and pavement. Please do not pave
over
paradise. It's wrong, especially for what the citizens of the state and
counties will be getting in return.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Submission Content/Notes : Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Thank-you,
Chi Nguyen
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Cindy
Nickerson
7512 Holiday Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20817
CJNICKERS@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : January 7, 2009
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring for RECREATIONAL USE ONLY! This trail is key to maintaining
the ‘livability’ of this area, and provides a unique resource that
encourages many people to exercise outdoors. My family – my 8 and 5
year old daughters, my husband and me – often bike along this trail,
which we can access by riding our bikes from home. If light rail or bus
use is constructed along the trail, who would choose to use it for
recreation, particularly if they exercise with children? Transit passing
within such lose proximity would certainly be scary for children, not to
mention adults.
We are not alone in our use and enjoyment of the trail. Every week,
more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and
abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird
watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and
from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come
from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development occurring around us.
I respectfully request that you reconsider other alternatives. In
particular, please consider encouraging the State to conduct an
Environmental Impact Study of the Metro Purple Line Loop plan and/or
an underground Metro, in light of the fact that (1) the Loop or
underground Metro plan may better address BRAC and NIH growth and
provide superior long term transportation solutions for the County; (2)
the State’s current fiscal situation means there are no funds available at
this time for constructing the Purple Line, allowing time to study these
options, and (3) there is strong community opposition to the proposed
Inner Purple Line (IPL) alternative, that would construct a light rail along
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Louisa
Nickerson
4808 Moorland Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
LTNDC@ATT.NET
Please build and operate the Purple Line as light rail, not bus rapid
transit. We need a form of transportation that will significantly
lessen the travel time between Bethesda, College Park, and points in
between. Based on the travel time estimates provided last year, only
light rail can accomplish this; BRT will make only a marginal
difference. Light rail is also more eco-friendly and more passengerfriendly. It's much easier to read on a train than on a bus, and
getting on is safer because, unlike a bus, a train doesn't send
passengers flying when it pulls away from a stop.
Thank you for considering my comment.
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Giovanni
Nicolacci

MD
GIOVANNI@DEFENSETRADINGCORP.COM
Don't mess up with our town!
Don't destroy our town. do not make
put the train next to the trail.
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Theresa
Nielson
2913 Woodstock Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
theresa.nielson@longandfoster.com
in support of the purple line. what can i do to help?
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Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition will be good for the environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Christine Nieva
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Dennis
Nieves
14K Ridge RD
Greenbelt
MD
20770
dennisnievesmd@gmail.com
it is a very smart thing to link MD and the DC area as I commute back
and forth between them each day I work. It would be a mistake not to
build the purple line!!
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William
Nolasco
11014 Burnley Ter
Silver Spring
MD
20902
William@fwofmaryland.com
Nolasco 35378.pdf (109 kb)
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Scott
Norton
7506 Tarrytown Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20185
SCOTTANORTON@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley and others with an interest in the Purple Line,

Every member of my family uses the Capital Crescent Trail perhaps 5
times a week. We use it to jog for exercise, walk our dog, take mental
breaks from work & study, run errands into Bethesda. We use it on foot
and on bicycle. When visitors come from out of town, we always take
them for walks along the Trail and proudly show them the green space
amidst a major metropolis.
The CCT is peaceful, green, and quiet now. If the Purple Line replaces
it, all those wonderful attributes will be lost forever.
I work at both NNMC & NIH and am fully aware of the imminent changes
that will accompany the BRAC. It makes much more sense to develop a
Purple Line that goes to the Medical Center (either by rail or by bus)
than to go via the CCT.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John and Elizabeth
Norvell
11525 Springridge Road
Potomac
MD
20854
NORVELLJ@MSN.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Bill
Norwood
6B Parkway
Greenbelt
MD
20770
My name is Bill Norwood, that' B-I-L-L, N-O-R-W-O-O-D.
I have private testimony on the purple line, especially as applied to its
coming across or near the University of Maryland campus.
I have heard a couple of testimonies today already about the negative
effects on research due to magnetic fields created by the vehicles and
also due to vibration created by the vehicles.
What I still need to hear is the experience of other universities who have
already had this trouble with existing transportation systems. So far I'm
only hearing a fear of problems.
The other thing I want to talk about is looking forward to more effective
technology. These days we know about vibration. As far as I know,
experiments should be placed in areas where vibrations aren't
(inaudible) as far as I know, magnetic shielding does exist.
People that know more than I would know whether the challenges would
be too great to introduce these technologies to protect the research. So
you'd have full benefit of the mass transit system across or very near the
campus.
It's a very important problem to cut down on private automobile use and
to facilities the (inaudible) public transit system. Thank you very much.
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Mark
Novicio
8413 Cunningham Drive
Berwyn Heights
MD
20740
Mark.Novicio@usdoj.gov
To whom it may concern,
I support the idea of the Purple line. It will save people time from
commuting from College Park over to Rockville or Gaithersburg. With
time saved, money will be saved also. More jobs will be created with
this kind of project.
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Mark
Novicio
8413 Cunningham Drive
Berwyn Heights
MD
20740
mark.novicic@usdoj.gov
Novicio 35655.pdf (110 kb)
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Janet
Novotny-Dura
3227 Coquelin Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NOVOTNYDURA@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to express my opposition to the Purple Line Mass Transit
Plan. The Purple Line plan would have a major negative impact on the
surrounding area yet have minimal positive impact on local
transportation.

The Capital Crescent Trail is very heavily used. Every week, more than
10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Elisabeth Higgins
Null
706 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ENUL@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Hi:
I live at 706 Bonifant Street and support the purple line, though I
would like to see it underground along Wayne Avenue. As a
handicapped
but ambulatory person who walks with a crutch, I do feel i can speak
for a lot of the frail elderly, parents carrying kids. etc. when I
urge you to place benches at the stops and to make sure those stops
are accessible by sidewalks. I cannot use the metro because the
distance from parking lot to trains have no benches and there are no
benches near the ticketing stations, which makes it hard for me to
get my pass or money out. I am not sure I can make it to the light
rail either as Bonifant has few sidewalks and neither to the side
streets to Wayne. This may be becuase of the beautiful shade trees no
one wants to remove, and i can see their point. Even access on the
sidewalks we have is rough and difficult, making a wheelchair ride
impossible unless one travels down the street. So my wishlist is for:
1) benches wherever possible and practical including along Wayne and
ancillary side streets
2)sidewalks renovated or added to where appropriate
3) better street lighting (ours flickers on and off a lot) in
contributing side streets as well as on Wayne (energy efficient
variety?)
4) lots of speed control on Bonifant and on side streets to stop
traffic acceleration and to make it possible for youngsters, frail
elderly, wheelchairs, and ambulatory handicapped to use the purple line.
5)If traffic is already heavy at the turn between Bonifant and
Fenton, please try to solve that problem.
6)An inset at the purple line stops so that people can be dropped off
there, including those who have to take out their crutches and
wheelchairs and walkers and don't wish to hold up traffic.
7)Additional parking off Bonifant so that the stores on that street
won't be harmed by the increased flow of vehicular traffic detouring
off Wayne. They removed all street handicapped parking spaces, so I
can no longer use these stores, much as i love them. It would be nice
to use the street for handicapped cars and loading vehicles while
funneling the other parked vehicles to an expanded lot-- particularly
the one next to the health store near Fenton which is already full
but could become a two-story lot.
I have lived here since 1995, long enough to see the changes. Many of
these I applaud, but i do know that the Bonifant traffic between
Georgia and Bonifant is already heavy but could become unbearable
without additional parking facilities.

Elisabeth Higgins Null
706 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring, MD. 20910
enul@starpower.net
301 587-2286
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Albert
Nunez
803 Thayer Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
solarnrgman@juno.com
Council Member - Montgomery County Council George Leventhal
100 Maryland Avenue
Rockville, MD 20850-2322
Dear Council Member - Montgomery County Council Leventhal,
I enthusiastically support the Inner Purple Line and add my name
to this petition. I support this vision of an Inner Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its
own right of way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring,
College Park and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in
Chevy Chase, Long Branch, Langley Park, the University of
Maryland (on campus), Riverdale Park and other communities along
the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail
alongside the transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad
right of way between Bethesda and Silver Spring and important
pedestrian safety upgrades elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that
mitigates negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without
impeding the speedy implementation of this project.
Sent by:
Albert Nunez, CEM
803 Thayer Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Ruth
Nybro
36 Kinsman View Circle
Silver Spring
MD
20901
RUTHNYBRO@GMAIL.COM
I'm writing to express my strong support for LIGHT RAIL as proposed
with the PURPLE LINE running between Bethesda and New Carrolton.
-Ruth Nybro
36 Kinsman View Circle
Silver Spring, MD 20901
301-755-5817
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Kathleen
Oberg
5707 Durbin Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
LEENY.OBERG@MARRIOTT.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
As a resident of Montgomery County for the last 15 years and hopefully
many more years in the future, I would like to express my personal
concern over the possible building of the Purple Line. Our county has
many needs and I believe the cost/benefit analysis does not support the
construction of the Purple Line. The costs are extremely high and the
benefits are not nearly commensurate in my view. Also, I believe there
are alternative solutions that cost far far less for not that much less of a
benefit to the general population of Montgomery County.
Additionally, the green space provided currently by the Capital Crescent
trail is invaluable – not only for providing a safe place for my children to
bike and for me to run, but in its tranquility and animal life. To think that
a railcar going next to the trail will be a similarly safe environment for the
thousands who frequent the Trail is frankly preposterous.
I appreciate your consideration of my view.
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Jim
O'Brien

MD
JIMOBRIEN@MRIS.COM
write in opposition to the Purple Line.

The government wants to spend a billion dollars transporting
blue collar workers into Bethesda.

Who hires blue collar workers in Bethesda anymore?

The town once had light industry. Auto dealers and repair shops, the old
Maloney Concrete plant, Bethesda Armature, a welding shop, small
engine repair shops, truck mechanics, plumbers, etc… The old railroad
ran right through this part of town.

Then, in the 70’s, county planners thought that a certain sprucing up
would do the town well. So they forced the blue collar businesses out
and designed what we now have. Medical, legal, financial, real estate,
government consulting and contracting, software development,
telecommunications. This is Bethesda.

Who hires blue collar workers in Bethesda anymore?
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Kate
Obrien
4424 Stanford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KLOBRIEN@JHSPH.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to you as a Montgomery County resident. I am strongly
opposed to placing the Purple Line route in the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesday and Silver Spring. I use the trail every day to walk
to work, to the gym and to do my shopping. On the weekends my family
and I use the trail for hiking and biking. In this era, we must do all that is
possible to protect the precious green spaces and outdoor opportunities
in our cities. I am all for public transportation, and for walking, biking or
running. I am all for a Purple Line but NOT one that takes away
precious trails. It is our obligation to act responsibly for the future of our
families and communities. Putting a light rail on the trail is NOT a
responsible decision. It is penny-wise and pound foolish. If placed on
the trail, we will never get back this space. The trail is too narrow to
meaningfully share the space between a light rail and the trail uses. It
also is foolish to put the Purple Line in a routing that does not directly
link up with the Medical Center up on Rockville Pike. This just makes no
sense to link Silver Spring to downtown Bethesda and in doing so ruin a
treasure to the community of both Bethesda and Silver Spring.
We must move forward with increased public transportation, but let us
do so with the long-term are the forefront of our planning. Using the
Capital Crescent trail for the Purple Line is not putting the long-term.
There are alternatives which make much more short-term and long-term
sense. These include a Purple Line that goes from Silver Spring to the
Medical Center, or a bus route, or a metro link that goes underground
not above ground. I STRONGLY urge you to become fully aware of the
opposition that is felt strongly within our communities both locally and in
the wider community to putting a light rail on the trail. People are fed up
with business interests hijacking their lives. This, in my view, is another
example where businesses (those who would profit handsomely on the
Connecticut corridor like the Chevy Chase Land Corp) are lobbying and
promoting heavily the light rail option. The citizens, the residents of this
area do not want this. This is a time when we are all feeling pummeled
by the hubris and single-minded greed of business interests. You are all
well aware that in this economic disaster of 2008 we have had little to no
voice, and have been so powerless to direct economic decisions that
nevertheless affect us profoundly. We, the long term community
members are the ones who suffer the consequences of business
motivations which are driven solely by financial profits. Let us please
broaden our understanding of “benefit” and factor in those benefits that
we all need more of----time with our families to walk, to ride, to play, and
places to do that. In a time of health crisis where over 40% of adults are
obese, and an epidemic of obesity is affecting our children, why, why,
why, would we want to impair, reduce or destroy a highly used, highly
accessible, highly valued outdoor, public space that is used by
thousands of people daily and weekly for exercise. This is what makes
our communities, not a light rail bisecting the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,

ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lisa
O'Brien
The MayaTech Corporation

MD
LOBRIEN@MAYATECH.COM
Hello, I live in Takoma Park and walk to work in Silver Spring; however,
my company is suffering in the downturn and I may need to find another
job. Bethesda holds opportunity for me, but I hate the idea of adding
one more car to the roads. The long metro commute from Takoma to
Bethesda is not practical, and the bus connections and traffic slow
downs do not offer a good alternative. The Purple Line is the perfect
solution. Plus, I would love to have easy access to all the other stops . .
. especially College Park and Riverdale.
Please approve the Purple Line!
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Paula
O'Brien
5707 Gloster Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
PAULAOBRIEN@MAC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett, Chairman Royce Hanson, Council
President Mike Knapp,
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put
transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful,
tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
My family and I enjoy walking and biking along the trail and enjoy
the peace and quiet afforded by communing in nature with fellow
pedestrians and bikers. My young children enjoy being able to
be free outside without the dangers we face in our sidewalk-less
Wood Acres neighborhood dodging cars. Please don't recreate
that situation on the trail.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a
tranquil "Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this
wonderful amenity that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who
uses it, and to all of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the
transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". But the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor
complete. The adverse environmental and community impacts are
severely
understated in the DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light
rail called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so
narrow. While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a
former transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train
that previously ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at
about 15 mph, on a single track, and was screened by forest on both
sides. With the Purple Line, this single track (which is now a trail)
will be replaced by two tracks and a trail, with no trees, and with
trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the
Trail has been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006,
and this number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all
ages, races, nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is
especially significant in light of the fact that the Trail is crushed
stone, not paved like the Trail to Georgetown, and bikers with narrow
tires cannot use it without significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD
will double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and

dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is
inexplicably negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the
impact of the loss of these trees to the environment, to trail users,
and to the communities surrounding the Trail. According to American
Forests, at least 17 acres of tree canopy will be destroyed. These
17 acres of mature trees are some of the last remaining forest in
lower Montgomery County and they are important for sediment control,
clean water, clean air, carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and
providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail
are seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the
tracks, and to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide
canopy is not supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of
the right-of-way, neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing
because their homes are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence,
trail users will be confined inside a solid fenced in corridor with
trains passing by in both directions every three minutes. Fencing
will also be necessary along the inside border of the Trail to keep
trail users from accidently falling onto the tracks or from crossing
intentionally. Most of the right of way will require major retaining
walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to rise
steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two
directions, passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into
a narrow bike lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be
harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided
by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle school
and
high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to get to
Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the
Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A
transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in
dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb

fences, for example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East
Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in
the Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth
come through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston
and in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train
in Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments
along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how many
of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no
analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the
Capital Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the
study, it causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the
study which are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership,
time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route
for the Purple Line. Loss of this significant, irreplaceable
greenspace is unacceptable. Choosing this route will meet with
substantial and growing opposition from Trail users and communities
far and wide, and this dissent will hurt any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of
the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time
did not know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would
become. Nor did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is
time to take a new, fresh and unbiased look at where transit should
best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Paula O'Brien
5707 Gloster Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Lisa
Obrine
7408 Maple Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
lisa@groovequestproject.com
Obrine 35550.pdf (111 kb)
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Mark
Obrinsky
4517 West Virginia Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
omarksky@gmail.com
I just want to add my voice to the many others in support of a light rail
Purple Line. We badly need better public transit around the inner
suburbs of the District. Bus service, while helpful, does not fill the bill -existing traffic congestion (especially at peak hours, though at other
times as well) makes bus transportation both too slow and quite
unreliable. A light rail system would not only meet the needs of mass
transit riders, it also has the potential to reduce traffic congestion.
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Megan
O'Bryon Haas
6916 33rd St., NW
Washington
DC
20015
MEGANOB4@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Crescent Trail is an integral part of my familiy's daily life. I walk the
trail all the time from Jones Mill Rd. entrace all the way into Bethesda.
We stop at the park, run errands in Bethesda and are very grateful for
the extremely natural surroundings as we go. There is nothing better
than enjoying our exercise and togetherness on a safe trail where traffic
is nonexistant and fumes from passing cars are not impairing our intake
of fresh air. This trail is flat enough that my son can ride his bike along it
without getting too tired (he is 3) and I can ride a bike pulling a small cart
for the littler kids in the back (if you have ever tried this you know how
exhausting it is and how important it is to have a flat trail to ride on). A
flat trail, away from traffic and one that connects the neighborhoods to
Bethesda and other commercial areas is so rare. As wonderful as the
other bike trails in the area are, they do not have these qualities
essential to families with young (or any) children.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Timothy
O'Connell
10109 Kensington Parkway
Kensington
MD
20895
tim.oconnell@hok.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Austin
O'Connor
4612 Fairfield Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
AUSTIN.OCONNOR@FCC.GOV
To Whom It May Concern:
The Town of Chevy Chase’s high-speed Diesel Bus-Way Option is the
Wrong Choice to solve our traffic and congestion problems. It will make
Jones Bridge Road a nightmare for East Bethesda residents.
Jones Bridge Road is now inundated with construction trucks going to
the Bethesda National Medical Center under BRAC mandate, as well as,
with every day commuters. Trucks use the neighbourhood streets,
Glenbrook, Brandt Place, Fairfield, Windsor, and Lynbrook, as a TurnAbout or traffic circle.
There will be over one million new patients plus near 3000 new staff or
more at the National Naval Medical Center in a couple of years.
Our East Bethesda neighborhood will be impossible to get in and out of.
The noise and pollution will increase. It won’t be family friendly.
The Crescent Trail/Old Georgetown Branch is a resource of the
taxpayers of the County and should be used for a commuter rail to
relieve congestion.
The trail and the trains can co-exist if designed properly and efficiently.
Jones Bridge Road can’t tolerate any more congestion. It is backed up
for ¼ mile now during rush hours at both ends, the Wisconsin Ave. (355)
end and the Connecticut Ave. end.
Please, Please, we need a commonsense solution to our traffic
problems, lets improve our situation not make it worse.
Austin O'Connor,
4612 Fairfield Drive,
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-718-7248
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earle
o'donnell
6108 neilwood drive
rockville
MD
20852
as a Montgomery County resident who takes the metro each day
downtown I believe in public transit and support the medium or high
investment light rail option
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John
O'Donnell
WANADA
5301 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Suite 210
Washington
DC
20015
jod@wanada.org
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Kehinde O.
Ogundimu
20422 Apple Harvest Circle Apt. L
Germantown
MD
20876
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This will save the
environment and improve productivity b/cos people will spend less time
commuting.
Comment Cards. Jennifer Malatesta.pdf (74 kb)
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Michael
O'Hanlon
8005 Newdale Road
Bethesda
MD
20814-4623

O'Hanlon 35261.pdf (100 kb)
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Andy
O'Hare

MD
OHAREFAMILY1@VERIZON.NET
Sir/Madam:
Attached please find comments on the AA/DEIS for the Purple Line.
Please call with any questions. I may be reached at (301) 718-1925.

Attachments :

Regards,
Andy O'Hare
OHare_Andy.pdf (45 kb)

8002 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda, MD 20814
January 14, 2008
Diane Ratcliff
MTA Director of Planning
6 St. Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
RE: Purple Line Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Analysis
(AA/DEIS)
Ms. Ratcliff,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the AA/DEIS. I reside in East
Bethesda, a community sandwiched between the two potential Purple Line right-ofways. I am a past member of the Board of the Coalition for the Capital Crescent Trail, a
prior President of the East Bethesda Citizens Association, a member of the Montgomery
County Park and Planning’s Master Plan Advisory Group (MPAG) for the Purple Line,
and a member of Columbia Country Club. Needless to say, I am well aware of the
multitude of perspectives, both pro and con, on the Purple line proposal.
I have resided in East Bethesda since 1991 and, as an avid runner, have spent
many a satisfying hour enjoying the peace and tranquility of the stretch of the Capital
Crescent Trail that traverses from Elm Street Park to Rock Creek Park and beyond. It
would truly be a travesty to lose forever this irreplaceable green-space, so rare inside
the Beltway and especially in a densely populated community like Bethesda-Chevy
Chase.
While I am very concerned about the trail, I am also a strong proponent and avid
user of mass transit. I work on Capitol Hill and commute to my office via the Red Line.
Indeed, the proximity of my community to the Metro was one of the big selling points.
Consequently, I am sensitive to the needs and potential benefits of an east-west transit
connection between Prince Georges and Montgomery Counties. This connection
should not be made, however, at the expense of the urban park-Capital Crescent Trail.
I am mindful of the previous deliberations contained in the Master Plan covering
this part of Montgomery County and am aware of the sentiments expressed by some,
particularly, developers from the Chevy Chase Land Company, that the only reason
Montgomery County purchased the right-of-way was to use it for transit. To this I say
simply, plans and needs can change and should reflect current realities, anticipate
future needs, and preserve that which should be preserved for posterity. Indeed, the
original plans for transit along the trail envisioned a single tracked trolley, not a double
tracked mass transit system. Similarly, the Master Plan did not envision any significant
changes to operations of the National Institutes of Health or the National Navy Medial
Center. Both facilities will soon experience large increases in employment and
patient/employee visits.

Diane Ratcliff
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I fully endorse the testimony delivered by David Saltzman of the East Bethesda
Citizens Association at one of the public hearings held on the AA/DEIS this fall (copy
attached). Mr. Saltzman outlined the long held opposition of the EBCA to use the
Capital Crescent Trail (Georgetown Branch right-of-way) for transit. He also noted
EBCA’s concern regarding the limitations on the proposed trail design and the lack of
any dedicated funding for constructing a trail, should transit be placed on the trail.
Notwithstanding the perspectives outlined above, I realize that there is a chance
that transit may be placed on the trail and there are several considerations and
preferred approaches which would be desired by me as a resident of East Bethesda
and the East Bethesda community at large. Many of these perspectives have been
previously conveyed to MTA in previous comments and at MTA workshops. They
include the following:
x
x

x
x

Location of the Trail: The trail should run along the north side of the right-of-way, as
proposed by the MTA in the AA/DEIS.
Trail Access from East Bethesda: Two access points to the trail should be
constructed along the right-of-way in East Bethesda as proposed by MTA, including
the present access points at Kentbury Way and Kentbury Drive and at Sleaford
Road and Kentbury Drive.
Width of the Trail: The trail should be a paved surface that is at least 12 feet wide.
Placement/Displacement of the Transit Right-of-way: The preferred approach would
be to place the transit line in a deep trench along the south side of the right-of-way
that could then be covered. If the cut and cover option is not possible, the transit
should run along the south side of the right-of-way and be offset from the elevation
of the trail by as much distance as possible, preferably more than 8-10 feet below
the trail, as a means of mitigating any potential noise and to limit access as a safety
precaution. Under this alternative, the transit surface should be grass to muffle the
transit noise. Overhead catenary wires should be avoided for either approach. The
electricity should be drawn from underground sources if at all possible.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share my perspectives on the Purple Line
AA/DEIS. I may be reached at (301) 718-1925 or oharefamily1@verizon.net to address
any questions regarding my comments on the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
Sincerely,

Andrew T. O’Hare




Statement of the East Bethesda Citizens
Association (EBCA)
Concerning the Purple Line AA/DEIS
David Saltzman, Vice President, EBCA
Member of Montgomery County Purple Line Advisory Group
November 18, 2008

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to express the perspectives of the East
Bethesda Citizens Association (EBCA) on the suggested Purple Line alternatives.

EBCA is one of the oldest and largest citizens associations in Montgomery County.
Established in the 1930's we represent over 1,200 households and approximately 5,000
residents.

Our community is sandwiched between the two potential transit alignments: the Master
Plan alignment on the Georgetown Branch Trail forms our eastern boundary, while the
Jones Bridge Road alignment forms our northern boundary. Consequently, the
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association is very concerned with potential Purple Line designs and how the MTA has
assessed the significant potential environmental impact on our neighborhood.

We believe that the MTA has failed to accurately assess the impact on our community.
The EBCA has long opposed any transit plan that degrades the utility of the
Georgetown Branch Trail, which is enjoyed by our residents as an urban green space
and nature corridor, as a linear park upon which many of our children first learned to
ride a bicycle, as a quiet jogging path, and as a commuter route for cyclists and walkers.
In many respects, the trail is East Bethesda’s public commons.

The specific LRT and BRT proposals in the DEIS along the Master Plan alignment
would not merely degrade the trail; they would obliterate it. The proposed replacement
trail is ill defined, under-designed, and most importantly, not funded. Thus, we cannot
yet endorse it as a worthy substitute.

The most shocking omission in the DEIS is the lack of dedicated funding for the trail,
which MTA assumes would come from Montgomery County. We now ask the county,
where is the money? Will it be enough to build a proper trail? Will it be enough
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maintain it, to light it, to landscape it, to build a few park benches along it? Or,
especially in these times of tightening budgets and rising taxes, will the county abandon
the trail idea altogether once the trees have been cut and the transit system is built?

Therefore, unless and until dedicated funds of sufficient magnitude are procured for the
construction and long-term maintenance of a proper trail, EBCA will continue to oppose
mass transit along the Master Plan alignment.

Regarding the proposed trail’s design, the DEIS refers to a county standard 10-foot
wide trail. Yet this is the same design of the current Capital Crescent Trail, which is
plagued by problems associated with overuse – crowding, accidents and confrontations.
EBCA therefore recommends the construction of a 16’ wide trail that would
accommodate separate bike lanes, which has been done in at least 5 other states.

The DEIS says also that the tree and vegetation cover along the new trail would be
provided by adjacent property owners. This is wishful thinking. One adjacent
homeowner may plant tall trees along the back of his property, while another may pave
the back of his lot and store rusting cars there.
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Finally, we believe that the MTA dismisses the many impacts our neighborhood would
suffer during construction, which includes our loss of the trail’s use for 4-6 years.

Therefore, at this time, we remain firmly in opposition to mass transit along the Master
Plan alignment.
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Thomas F.
O'Herron
1427 Crestridge Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TOMO1427@STARPOWER.NET
This is to register my strong support for the Purple Line light rail
transportation link. Southern Mongomery and central Prince George's
Counties need a rapid, efficient, environmentally friendly east-west link,
and the LIGHT RAIL version of the Purple Line seems to me to be the
best possible choice.
Continued investment in PRIVATE transportation -- roads for cars -won't reduce congestion, pollution, or dependence on fossil fuels;
investment in a sensible PUBLIC system like the Purple Line will.
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Thomas
O'Herron
1427 Crestridge Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
tomoherron@starpower.net
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail proposal. I travel often from
Silver Spring to Kensington, Bethesda, and White Flint by car; I'd use
light rail if it existed.
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Franziska
Ohnsorge
4213 Oakridge Lane
MD
FOHNSORGE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Mr. Ratcliff,
I go running along the Capital Crescent Trail every weekend. I am aware
of the recommendations of the DEIS.
The claims that the trail will be maintained next to a rail or bus line are
pure hypocrisy. May I suggest that you ask yourself honestly: Would you
really be going for strolls, walks, or runs next to a train track, with trains
whizzing past you every few minutes?! Would you even dream of taking
your children along such a path?! No!
A train or bus on the Capital Crescent Trail means the end of the trail.
Which raises the next question: destroying a popular trail and replacing it
with a little-used transit route--is that a good use of money? Where a
new metro line would be really needed is along the beltway where it
could ease rush hour traffic. Such a route would be a blessing to many
more people than the currently proposed purple line route. This
alternative option was not even considered, likely because the
administering bureaucrats considered it too expensive to even begin to
consider it. Hence, the political system, which can be influenced by
voters, never even got an opportunity to decide on more beneficial
alternatives.
I realize Mr. Obama is promising a bonanza of investment spending.
But, surely, even this easy money should be invested wisely.
I urge you to save our trail!
Best regards,
Franziska Ohnsorge
4213 Oakridge Lane
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Franziska
Ohnsorge
4213 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
FOHNSORGE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I go running on the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring every weekend. I regularly take the children for a walk there. The
trail is green, well removed from any cars, and safe. I am obviously not
the only one enjoying it because the trail is always busy.
This will be all gone if the train is built. There will be no question of
taking the children on the trail with trains whizzing past. I will, of course,
also no longer go running on the trail in such close proximity to trains.
I understand that every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use
the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. Killing
off the trail, which is the inevitable result of putting a train on it, is
destroying a great resource of Bethesda.
Without the Trail, Bethesda will be just another suburb--a concrete
desert. Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail in its current form as
the "lung of Bethesda"!
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Franziska Ohnsorge
4213 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Franziska
Ohnsorge
4213 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
FOHNSORGE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
Every weekend I use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring. I go for a run and I take our two children for a walk. It is
the only green space in easy walking distance and it is safe because of
the large number of other hikers and bikers. There is no question that a
train on the Trail would be the death of the Trail. I wouldn't dream of
taking the children along a trail that has trains whizzing past every ten
minutes. As for a weekend run, any residential area would be more
attractive than such a trail.
Please Save the Trail! With Bethesda becoming more and more
developed, it is the only remaining green and tranquil space.
Notwithstanding claims by the train's supporters, a train on this trail
would destroy this valuable public resource.
A train on the Trail would not even satisfy the public transit needs that
clearly exist. Greater public transit needs exist around the expanding
NIH and the Beltway than in the immediate vicinity of Bethesda. Urgent
maintenance repairs of the Metro system should also take precendence
over any new projects.
Thank you for your consideration!
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Daniel & Agnes
O'Laughlin

Bethesda
MD
DANAGNES1@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Dear Sir/Madam,

I write to add my family's name to those who thoroughly enjoy the
Capital Crescent Trail and will be most sad to see it destroyed. We have
an opportunity to preserve something great for use by our children and
their children. Let's do it!

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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David
OLeary
500 Albany Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
daveol@earthlink.net
The mid-range BRT option makes the most sense to me, considering
cost, projected ridership, and minimizing environmental impacts.
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David
O'Leary
500 Albany Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912

Comment Form. D. OLeary.pdf (2 mb)
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John M.
Oliver
5827 Utah Avenue, NW
Washington
DC
20015
JOHN.M.OLIVER@US.PWC.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lloyd and Nancy
Oliver
11 Farmington Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Oliver 34957.pdf (79 kb)
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Michael
Oliwa
5002 Dalton Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MJOALT1@MAC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to state that I am against any sort of mass transit -light rail or otherwise -- being built on or along the Capital
Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jon C.
Olmstead
CresaPartners
7475 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 1000
Bethesda
MD
20814
JOLMSTEAD@CRESAPARTNERS.COM
All - I am writing you in connection with the proposed development of the
Purple Line and its location. While I understand its purpose and ultimate
goal, I strongly urge to reconsider and try to find another way to
implement this plan that does not cause the type of disruption the
current proposed location will cause. Along with thousands of local
residents of Maryland and Washington DC consistently use the trail on a
consistent basis. To escape the noise, poor air & overall combustion of
running on the roads, I have used the trail for years to run and get away
from the daily pressures of our lives. Since moving to the Washington
DC area in 1997, I have used this trail for daily exercise including
training for both the Marine Corps Marathon and the Mystic Places
Marathon in Mystic, CT. My wife and my son have joined me in enjoying
the trail be it on bike, roller blades or being pushed in a stroller. It is truly
one of our favorite things about living here.
I respect and appreciate all of your efforts in determining how to further
plan and grow mass transit for the Washington DC region - I have been
in commercial real estate since my relocation here and understand its
importance. However, I hope that your committe is able to come up with
another solution.
I can be reached at the below number for further discussion.
Thank you for your attention to this matter -
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Maria and Chris
Olsen
4304 Stanford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MARIAOLSEN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Our family of four, as well as my group of runner moms use the trail four
or more times a week. My husband rides his bike to work on this trail
nearly every day. We use it for exercise, relaxation and enjoyment of
our natural surroundings. We need more green space in our
increasingly urban area.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marsha
O'Mara
10539 Beacon Ridge Drive
Bowie
MD
20721
MARSHA_OMARA@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!

Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews:

I run on the Capital Crescent Trail on some weekends to train for
upcoming races, for physical exercise, or just to be outside and reflect in
nature. Without the Capital Crescent Trail, I will lose this part of
Maryland’s natural beauty.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Sara
O'Neil-Manion, AIA
O'Neil & Manion Architects P.A.
6931 Arlington Road Suite 306
Bethesda
MD
20814
SONM@ONEILANDMANION.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
This is a letter concerning the proposed Purple Line Transit location.
Rather than running the Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail,
please consider running the Purple Line along Route 193 from College
Park through Langley Park, Four Corners and Wheaton, which could use
revitalization and then turning westward to Rockville along Viers Mill
Road. This should be either a middle of the street, electric rail car or a
median strip elevated monorail or mag-lev transit. This should use
dedicated right of way space along roadways and townships that need
positive development. This will also connect more arterial roads and
existing Metro lines to east-west mass transit than the proposed
Crescent Trail route. Nor will development within existing roadways
destroy the mature trees, or threaten waterways, which the Crescent trail
route does.
What is desperately needed is a mid-county connection mass transit to
College Park. A Rockville to College Park line provides a tremendous
boon to students and start-up technology companies, while providing
much needed attention to the neglected small townships along the way.
Consider the economic benefits to the County and State through
fostering an educational and technology ‘Green’ corridor connecting the
County seat of Rockville and the County's community college to the
State’s flagship university.
The proposed Silver Spring-Bethesda line would only connect two
already revitalized towns that have previously benefited from State and
County funds, where other locations have not. The Silver Spring to
Bethesda connection also has no long-term economic growth prospects
or benefit to its surrounds, which are primarily residential. Worse still, it
destroys the Crescent Trail, which is enjoyed by hundreds of thousands
of County and State residents for much needed exercise.
If the mid-county connection is done in a forward thinking manner it
could be accomplished without major destruction to trees and green
area. Use of existing paved right of ways makes sense given the need
to keep expenditures within reason. The more destructive the proposed
transit system construction is, the larger the expense will be.
Newer transit methodologies should also be considered. Systems and
locations that are environmentally destructive should not be considered.
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Drew
Onufer
4622 Norwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
donufer@ruckus.com
Dear Director Ratcliff –

As a frequent user of the capital crescent trail (along with 10K other
weekly visitors), I have to say I’m astonished that our local officials are
seriously considering the light rail option. My children also use this trail
to safely access downtown Bethesda and visit friends who live on east
side of Wisconsin Avenue. The rail option will effectively destroy the
trail.

1. Destroy the Trail -- The light rail option will destroy a beautiful path
in Montgomery County. Additionally, the remaining portion of the
Capital Crescent Trail will put 10K weekly path users within 10 feet
trains. What’s next? A bike path on the shoulder of the Beltway?

2. Cost/Benefit to Taxpayers – During a significant economic
downturn, do you really believe the rail option is the best use of the
taxpayer’s money? The bus option is superior in almost every facet.
The bus option would be closer to the largest employers at the Bethesda
terminus (Bethesda Naval Hospital and NIH) making it more convenient
for the majority of daily commuters. Does a rail option that is 300%
more expensive and mostly serves people who wish to dine in Bethesda
on weekends make more sense?

Please don’t let your public service record be tarnished as being
someone who was “a strong supporter for the Purple Elephant which
destroyed the Capital Crescent Trail.”
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Bill
Orleans
P.O. Box 292
Greenbelt
MD

Submission Content/Notes : Let me say that, while I'm putting my glasses on, I think this is an MTA
hearing, MTA being part of Maryland Department of Transportation.
I'd like to say for the record that the Secretary and the Governor should
both apologize for what they've been doing and they should suspend
building of that road and devote funds to real transportation.
It's an unnecessary road, it's a bad road. The money is wasted. They
should devote resources elsewhere.
I support the purple line. I support it in as high end rail as is possible. I
support it on the alignment from Georgetown Branch, 16th Street,
Wayne Avenue, Campus Drive, all the way to the point that it arrives at
Kenilworth Avenue. I do not support the proposed alignment from that
point.
It would be far better for the MTA, it would be far better for the
prospective ridership which would be greater than the potential if the
current proposed alignment is chosen if it were to continue south on
Kenilworth Avenue roughly to the Bladensburg Peace Cross area and
divert east on Annapolis Road, 450.
There is still the potential in the district's plans for light rail or street car in
that part of town. Rhode Island Avenue, Bladensburg Road.
The MTA if it would offer a plan to the SGA that would correspondingly
have a similar such system, a connection if you will from the district, it
would satisfy the desire of the FTA to have interjurisdictional access.
I think both would benefit from it. Finally, I was really excited tonight, I
think it was the gal in front of me. She's from College Park, she is
excited, this is an exciting era.
I'm excited when the MTA comes to town and says let's talk transit. I'm
also excited. I was particularly excited earlier tonight when the President
of Prince George's Community College spoke and others including
Council member Olson, stressing the need for planning to start now
beyond New Carrollton Station.
There are a number of alternative routes which we can devote later, but
certainly the field and the stadium on which Washington's professional
football franchise team plays is a logical station site. Adjacent to it is the
sports and learning complex.
A source of much government work, McCormick Place, Inglewood, is
another logical site. Largo Station is a site, Prince George's Community
College is a site, and from there it's a short trip to the county
government, Upper Marlboro, where there are 5,000 people employed
on a daily basis and many more number than that visiting on a daily
basis from then which you could hop to Andrews, including Westvalia
and Oxon Hill and National Harbor and across the bridge. Thank you
very much.
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Bill
Orleans
Post Office Box 292
Greenbelt
MD
20768

Submission Content/Notes : MR. BILL ORLEANS: Bill, B-I-L-L, Orleans, O-R-L-E-A-N-S and I believe
I'm addressing my comments to Mr. House? Is it?
MR. KENNETH HOUSE: To the hearing record in response to the
AA/DEIS
MR. BILL ORLEANS: But you're presiding today?
MR. KENNETH HOUSE: That's correct.
MR. BILL ORLEANS: Well, I'm addressing my comments to the record,
to yourself
MR. KENNETH HOUSE: Thank you very much. Thank you.
MR. BILL ORLEANS: And to the Secretary and to the Governor, as well.
Not here unfortunately. There was a time when all roads lead to Rome.
For the record, I'd like to suggest that in Maryland today, one road leads
to ruin. It's not too late to reconsider the completion of that road. It
should be rejected at this point.
I favor the Purple Line. I favor the Purple Line sooner than later. I
question some of its alignment east of College Park. My interest has
been in the controversies in Bethesda and Chevy Chase and the
controversies on the campus of the University of Maryland. I'm
interested and would desire there to be more of a controversy as the
Purple Line would leave College Park.
Nonetheless, I favor the Purple Line and what ever alignment is
ultimately chosen and I look for the first dirt to be turned before I die. I'd
like to be on that inaugural ride from Bethesda to New Carrollton.
I think, however, that it's not too late to reconsider the alignment from
College Park. As it stands now, it's going to divert east on East West
Highway, Riverdale Road, Veterans Parkway.
There are so few people that's going to benefit from riding, from being
picked up, at any station from East West Highway and Kenilworth to the
end point on Veterans Parkway, as to make it ridiculous if that's the
alignment that has been considered.
I'm told that in the past there may have been a consideration of
continuing the line down Kenilworth Avenue, MD 201, roughly to where it
could connect with MD 50, Annapolis Road.
There are more people living today in that alignment and prospectively
even more people once the line might be completed with appropriate
redevelopment of those two roads. Much more housing, much more
appropriate economic development, commercial office, commercial
retail, as to make any ridership figures
2 from east of College Park that may exist in the present study
alignment, it would overwhelm those numbers.
It makes sense for a whole variety of reasons and I'm looking forward to
at least a consideration of an alignment different than that exists now.
Let me repeat. I favor Purple Line. Hurry up. Thank you very much.
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Evelyn
Ortiz
LATINA Style Magazine
2319 Glenallan Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20906
bogey527@aol.com
We need a purple line to minimize travel time!
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Jeff
Oser
1235 Randolph St. NW
Washington
DC
20011
jeff.oser@gmail.com
Please build the purple line asap. For the record, I am a frequent Capital
Crescent Trail rider and do support the two side by side.
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A.R.
Osorio Jr
2829 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington
DC
20008
With the region reaching the capacity of what it's current transportation
infrastucture can carry we can no longer afford not to avail ourselves of
all the transit options out there. All of the regions transit was designed to
carry passengers in and out of, what was at the time, the only job center,
DC. Now our suburbs are in and of themselves job centers with little in
the way of physical connections. An east west regional transit link is
sorely lacking and would have the benefit of connecting the established
urban villages of Bethesda and Silver Spring with the job centers of
College Park and New Carrollton. It would only benefit the state to have
two of it's largest counties better connected. This project should be
viewed as a long term investment with the cost weighed against
decades of possible growth. Bethesda is a prime example of the
economic benefits that come with investment in mass transit, specifically
rail. Put simply trains are faster and carry more passengers than buses.
With clogged roads being the problem this project is supposed to
alleviate it doesn't make sense to put more vehicles (i.e. buses) on them.
Even in dedicated lanes buses would sit in traffic while moving less
people. The stigma attached to buses also discourages people from
riding. What this has come down to is whether or not a golf course
provides more economic benefit to Maryland than well connected urban
centers.
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Karen
O'Steen
10817 Graeloch Rd
Laurel
MD
20723
kposteen@comcast.net
O'Steen 35852.pdf (108 kb)
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Robert
Ostlund
4 Vandegrift Ct
Rockville
MD
20851
ostlund_family@msn.com
Dear Mr Madden,
It is hard to understand why anyone would not want the purple line. We
all know that the problem with METRO is that it was only disigned to get
people in and out of town. Our needs have changed and now we are
desparate for cross town traffic mitigation. Lets ease traffic on 495, east
west hwy, university blvd. lets build the purple line now!
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Bob
O'Toole
2721 Daniel Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. B. Otoole.pdf (272 kb)
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Judith
Ovalles
Student
12706 Holdridge Road
Silver Spri
MD
20906
I'm a Hispanic American and student, and I have lived in Silver Spring,
MD for most of my life. Initially the idea pf a purple line was unsettling,
simply because I was led to believe that homes and local trails would be
destroyed. After informing myself of the Purple Line plan and design I
was convinced that the purple line would benefit many, many people.
Especially many members of the hispanic community would be
specifically benefitted because a large portion of the hispanic population
in thsi area depends on public transit as their source of transportation.
Evidently, the purple line would benefit them greatly but unfortunately
there are still many members of the community who do not know what
the actual purple line design is, and because they don't know the
specifics they are ignorantly influenced my misinformation. I strongly
support the purple line and I would like to see the purple line project
funded, and ultimately realized!
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Ryland
Owen
2015 Luzerne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rowen@gprep.org
Please put all plans for the Purple Line into action as soon as possible.
This idea has been in the planning stages since my wife and I moved to
Silver Spring in 2001. Break ground now - it is urgent that this project
begin as soon as possible.
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Anna
Owens
Former Mayor of College Park
3513 DePauw Place
College Park
MD
20740

Owens_Anna.pdf (609 kb)
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John
Oweos
7501 Wisconsin Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Lourdes Baire.pdf (72 kb)
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Megan
Owings
RLLS
6305 Ivy Lane
Greenbelt
MD
20770
mowings@rlls.com
When/where will the next round of public meetings be?
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Erkin
Ozberk

MD
erkin.ozberk@gmail.com
Hi,
Please follow through with the proposed purple line. It is imperative that
we invest in our transportation infrastructure. Thanks for listening.
Erkin
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Laurent
Ozburn

Germantown
MD
KATNIP20886@YAHOO.COM
I enthusiastically support the Inner Purple Line and support the Light rail,
not a bus. Buses are subject to traffic conditions and will take longer
that the light rail. I use Metro everyday to get to and from work. A light
rail will encourage more riders and it can carry more riders. I support
this vision of an Inner Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent more reliable timely service linking the Bethesda, Silver
Spring, College Park and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in
Chevy Chase, Long Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland
(on campus), Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit
corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
BUILD THE LIGHT RAIL PURPLE LINE! IT IS ENVIRONMENTALLY
FRIENDLY!
Laurent Ozbun
Germantown MD
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Dean A.
Packard
The Packard Group
3 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 100
Bethesda
MD
20814
DEAN_PACKARD@ML.COM
I am writing today to voice my opposition to the purple line. We use the
capital crescent trail for biking and dog walking etc.
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Solveig
Padilla
4803 Wellington Drive, Unit 1
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SOLIPAD@JUNO.COM
PLEASE do not destroy a trail for ALL- from tots to seniors ! It is an
enormously popular feature of Bethesda. Don't make the heart of
Bethesda into a rail line. It is incredibly wrong to build the purple line !
The J - Metro buses to Silver Spring are convenient and fast. Too
crowded ?, put more buses on route.
One of thousands, I love the trail and use it to walk to Bethesda pool, to
CVS and shops, stroll with my granddaughter, walk&chat with my 86year neighbor, just plain walk and think. It's the best thing we have !
WE MUST KEEP CRESCENT TRAIL AS IT IS.
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Shapari H.
Pakroo

MD
SHAPARI.PAKROO@GSA.GOV
Mr. O' Malley:
Please do Not Destroy a Rare Natural Environment in Montgomery
County that
should be a "NATURED PRESERVED" for the future generations to
enjoy, into
another Polluted, Busy, Noisy, and Unhealthy train route.
Please do Not Ruin the Crescent Trial and Neighborhoods in its
surroundings, as we can not Undo the Damage done in the future years
when
we become More Wise, Educated, Aware, Conscious, and Concerned
about
Environment and the Quality of Air, Water, Earth, and in summary LIFE
and
Healthy Living.

Many thanks

Mr. Ratcliff:
Please do Not Destroy a Rare Natural Environment in Montgomery
County that
should be a "NATURED PRESERVED" for the future generations to
enjoy, into
another Polluted, Busy, Noisy, and Unhealthy train route.
Please do Not Ruin the Crescent Trial and Neighborhoods in its
surroundings, as we can not Undo the Damage done in the future years
when
we become More Wise, Educated, Aware, Conscious, and Concerned
about
Environment and the Quality of Air, Water, Earth, and in summary LIFE
and
Healthy Living.

Many thanks
Shapari H. Pakroo
Please build the Purple Line
in another location or
tunneled underground."
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Margaret
Pakulski
406 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MARGEP@SLI.ORG
To whom it may concern:
I have lived at 406 Dale Drive for 10 years, and I am strongly in favor of
an underground route for the Purple Line under Wayne Avenue. I
attended a number of meetings to solicit the views of the community and
was frustrated that the tunnel was not being considered and MTA
seemed to have made up their minds in favor of an above ground route.
I understand that recently it was determined that the tunnel under
Wayne from Cedar to Mansfield is feasible and cost effective. The
tunnel under Wayne will make all the difference between a Purple Line
that respects and unites the community versus a Purple Line that is
fragmenting both literally and figuratively.
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AMLESH
PAL
Government Official
AMLESH_PAL@YAHOO.COM
BHOPAL
IN
46202
AMLESH_PAL@YAHOO.COM
i have interested in your project
so.please.please.please.please.please.pleaseplease.y ou forward your
about this project information
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Grace and Brad
Palladino and Piepmeier
4524 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
PALLADIN20814@YAHOO.COM
As regular users of the Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail
we write to express our opposition to plans to run the Purple Line –
either as a light rail or a bus line – along this beautiful and well-used
green space.
In an area like Bethesda, which is growing more urban every day, the
trail offers a rare opportunity to walk or ride bicycles in a serene, treeshaded, area. We are always amazed and pleased to see how many
different groups enjoy the trail – there are elderly residents sitting on
benches relishing the peace and quiet, there are young families pushing
baby carriages, there are children riding bikes equipped with training
wheels, as well as adults getting some much-needed exercise or using
the trail to bike to work or to shop in downtown Bethesda. Snowfalls are
particularly wonderful on the trail, especially for those who enjoy crosscountry skiing.
We understand the importance of public transportation – one of us
doesn't even drive! But the proposed Purple Line will not solve the
region’s long-term transportation needs, will not directly connect both
arms of Metro’s Red Line, will not reduce pollution, and will result in the
loss of some 4,000 trees and the destruction of a well-used trail and a
naturally beautiful recreation area.
Given current state and federal budget deficits, we hope you will
consider improving existing bus service (like the J1 and J4 which both
offer efficient and reliable service between Silver Spring and Medical
Center, and Bethesda and College Park) before investing tax payer
funds in a project that will help developers more than it will benefit the
community.
Sincerely,
Grace Palladino and Brad Piepmeier
4524 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Grace
Palladino
4524 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. G. Palladino.pdf (956 kb)
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Tom
Palley
3708 Underwood Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. It looks great.
Palley_Tom Comment Cards.pdf (41 kb)
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Laurie
Palmer
9115 Sligo Creek Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20901
HWKAUFMAN@VERIZON.NET
I urge you to reconsider the Purple Line above ground in downtown
Silver Spring and along Wayne Avenue. The train will cause gridlock in
downtown Silver Spring and adversely affect the quality of life for
residents on Wayne and surrounding streets. Wayne will become a
hidious highway like Colesville Road. Children will take their lives in
their own hands as they try to navigate across the street among buses,
trains and cars. Please do the right thing - put the train underground.
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Raylene & Zilvinas
Paludneviciai
11-E Hillside rd
greenbelt
MD
20770
raylene.paludneviciene@gallaudet.edu
We use the metro often and would love to see the Purple line in action
as soon as possible, that would cut down on our commute time
considerably. You all have our support.
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Nicholas
Panebianco
8047 Alloway Ln
Beltsville
MD
20705-6322
silg1@verizon.net
Panebianco 35700.pdf (120 kb)
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Alex
Papageorge
7923 Chelton Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20814
ap52x@nih.gov
Please describe MTA’s solution to the problem of passenger connectivity
between the proposed Purple Line Bethesda terminus and the Bethesda
Multi-Modal Transfer station. The distance is two and one half blocks
between the Purple Line Bethesda terminus near Woodmont and Elm
and the Bethesda Transfer Station under the Bethesda Metro Plaza. I’m
not talking about passenger connection to the subway but to the other
forms of transport; Metro Bus, Ride On, Taxi.
Metro would never allow non-subway passengers to “cut-through” their
access-protected platforms as a short cut to the other forms of transport.
Nor does the MTA have such an agreement with Metro. Doesn’t this
passenger connectivity problem seriously challenge the ridership
potential at the proposed Purple Line Bethesda terminus?
I have asked for a description of a solution to this issue for about a year.
Please respond with some specificity.
Sincerely,
Alex Papageorge
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Alex
Papageorge
7923 Chelton Road
Bethesda
MD
20892
PAPAGEOA@MAIL.NIH.GOV
Purple Line Bethesda Terminus – passenger connectivity
After years of public forums on the Purple Line alignment, one must
conclude that the MTA has been intellectually dishonest in not
acknowledging the MTA’s failure to connect passengers between the
LRT Purple Line Bethesda Terminus and the existing Bethesda MultiModal Transit Station (Metro Bus, Ride On, Circulator, passenger car),
an eye opening distance of 2.5 blocks. This failed passenger
connectivity would meet neither Federal ADA requirements nor common
sense.
However, this glaring problem is unlikely to impede the MTA’s selection
of the much-favored alignment along an existing track bed while ignoring
the lack of passenger connectivity. Of course, the Bus Rapid Transit
alignment would take all passengers where they need to be, inside the
Bethesda Multi-Modal Transit Station.
Therefore, only Metro Subway passengers will be directly and
seamlessly served in Bethesda with a proposed elevator to the south
end of the subway platform. Yet, Metro is not part of the funding
equation unlike debt ridden Marylanders. Since Metro will not permit cutthrough connecting passengers trespassing through its crowded
platforms, all non-subway passengers will be stranded, separated by 2.5
blocks from connecting ground transport.
We taxpayers deserve a more intelligent twenty-first century transit
solution that does not destroy 17 acres of an urban park and leaves
passengers in Bethesda with no access to connecting service.
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Michael Calabrese and
Barbara Pape
4809 Drummond Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CALABRESE@NEWAMERICA.NET
Dear Representatives:
The proposed Purple Line connection between New Carolton and
Bethesda is needed and supported by Bethesda communities. But it
does not have to be built on the Capital Crescent Trail and should not be
built on the Capital Crescent Trail. Even if the loss of the Trail as a
natural asset is ignored, building the Purple Line on the Trail will not take
as many cars off our highways as other alternatives will, will cost more to
build than other alternatives and will cost more to use than other
alternatives.
We are both very active in local politics -- and we will mobilize our
neighbors' pocketbooks and shoe leather against you if you support this
anti-environmental crusade against the Crescent Trail. It's ludicrous that
a Democrat would even consider destroying the one rails-to-trails
corridor in our area that facilitate both bicycle commuting (reducing
traffic and oil consumption) and outdoor exercise that can accomodate
families and citizens of any age. Indeed, whether or not this debate
drags on, we urge you to complete the paving of a bike lane between
Wisconsin Ave and Connecticut -- the entire Crescent is smooth and
safe (with a lane lines) from Georgetown to Wisconsin Ave, but not
beyond!
Almost every day we use the trail to commute by bike to work, and to
exercise. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mark
Parchment
8001 Blair Mill Drive, Apt. #T3
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Parchment.pdf (53 kb)
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Raymond
Paretzky
8016 Hampden Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
rparetzky@mwe.com
I support light rail on the purple line. More public money should be spent
on mass transit. We need to plan for the future. Thank you.
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EUGENIA
PARK
1703 HIGHLAND DR
SILVER SPRING
MD
20910
eugenia.park@gmail.com
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
EUGENIA PARK
1703 HIGHLAND DR
SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
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Eugenia
Park
1703 Highland Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910-2220
eugenia.park@gmail.com
It is simply a disgrace that American are precluded, by a few rich, from
using public transportation. In the age of Global Warming, and simply
world's progressive use of public means of transportation, we cannot be
a modern people in a modern country. Please listen to the needs of the
majority: Purple Line is a need, not a frivolity. Approve the funding and
begin the construction!
Park 35645.pdf (91 kb)
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Michael
Park
3300 Chatham Rd
Hyattsville
MD
20783
SURENZA@GMAIL.COM]
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Michael Park
3300 Chatham Rd
Hyattsville, MD 20783
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Paul Joseph
Park
4405 29th st
mount rainier
MD
20712
PAULJOSEPHPARK@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
The purple line will be a great way to connect pg and montgomery
counties and drastically reduce travel time between College Park
and Bethesda.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
P. J. Park
4405 29th st
mount rainier, MD 20712
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Jutta
Parree
805 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jparree@yahoo.com
Parree 35491.pdf (104 kb)
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Submission Content/Notes : To Whom It May Concern,
As a student of Montgomery County Public Schools I support the Purple
Line for two major reasons. The Purple Line will make transportation
more convenient and reliable for students traveling to and from school,
work, their friends' homes, and entertainment centers. Also, this
proposition willbe good forthe environment because it will help lessen
the effects of global warming by taking cars off the roads, preserving our
planet for future generations.
Please consider the positive future impacts of the Purple Line when
making this decision.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Parry
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Richard
Parsons
15812 Amelung Lane
Denwood
MD
20855

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you. My name is Richard Parsons. Richard, R-I-C-H-A-R-D,
Parsons is P-A-R-S-O-N-S. I also have a couple copies of my written
statement that goes into more detail. I will just briefly summarize.
I've been an active leader here in the local and regional business
community for over a decade now, both here in Montgomery County and
in the Washington region. And I believe a strong business case can be
made for a light rail Purple Line on the Master Plan Alignment utilizing
the Georgetown Branch right-of-way that appears in our Master Plans
between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
In particular, I want to point out some of the results from some of the
transportation studies that have been done over the years because it
directly addresses some of the points that you just heard regarding the
Jones Bridge option.
I served on one of the task forces that actually did detailed traffic
modeling analysis of that alternative alignment. And I can tell you the
data is conclusive. It is not an option, it is not viable, it does not work. I
also agree that one of the comments made by Mayor Fosselman is
correct. An at-grade crossing at Connecticut Avenue also does not work.
There needs to be a grade separation there if we are to stay within the
Master Plan Alignment and avoid any significant traffic impacts.
As to the mode choice, I want to spend some time on that tonight in my
oral comments here because there's an important business case to be
made for light rail versus bus rapid transit and I think we can draw on a
lot of experience that I highlight in my written testimony with some
statistics from around the county.
But first, the Purple Line is not just about improving our local
transportation network here in Montgomery County. It's critical that we
view this decision on mode in the broader regional lens with which this
project really interacts. It provides key regional connections to places
like University of Maryland, Greenbelt, MARC station, New Carrollton,
the Amtrak Station, even FedEx Field. But it significantly adds to our
competitiveness as an attractive location to locate your business here in
Montgomery County because of those regional connections. And those
regional connections are highly impacted by changes in travel speed.
And if you look at the numbers in the ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT, the light rail far out-performs any of the BRT options
when it comes to travel speed.
And that's what's critical to making it useful to us as business
organizations, as businesses in this community who are trying to attract
quality employees. Not only do employees find light rail a more attractive
option from an aesthetic standpoint, the speed difference does also
mean that that magic window of a 45 minute reliable commuting radius
is dramatically larger with the light rail options than it is with BRT. So
that's a key consideration.
Second, on the shorter commute times for light rail also mean,
obviously, more ridership and I think you see that in the data as well.
Third, lower operating and maintenance costs have been proven in
jurisdictions around the county and I site some of those statistics over
the long run with light rail as opposed to bus rapid transit. So over the
long term it's a better bargain for tax payers.
Fourth, you get a much higher maximum carrying capacity. And as we
look out to 2030 and beyond and the life cycle of this project will extend
far beyond 2030, that higher carrying capacity is going to be needed,

according to all of the long range studies that I have seen. Thank you
very much and the rest of my comments can be read.
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Richard
Parsons

MD

Wrttn Tstmny. R. Parsons.pdf (5 mb)
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Richard
Parsons
15812 Amelung Lane
Derwood
MD
20855

Comment Form. R. Parsons.pdf (986 kb)
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Mark S.
Pascal

MD
MARKPASCAL@HOTMAIL.COM
Hello: As a concerned citizen of Silver Spring and member of the Seven
Oaks Evanswood Civic Association I am writing to express my postion
regarding the proposed Purple Line along Wayne Avenue. I will not go
into all the specifics and arguments of the proposal that I am sure you
already know quite well. I would simply like to state that I am against
ANY line that is to be above ground along Wayne Avenue. My vote is
for a TUNNEL UNDER WAYNE AVENUE as this option would maintain
the integrity of the neighborhood as well as allow traffic to flow more
smoothly. This issue has been discussed many times at our association
meetings, among friends and neighbors, and I my postion is not unique.
Thank you, Mark S. Pascal
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Alice
Pascalev
4511 Sleaford Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814-4629
ap-magicgirl-bg@yahoo.com
Pascalev 35583.pdf (148 kb)
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Alice
Pascalev
4511 Sleaford Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814
ap_magicgirl_bg@yahoo.com
Hi.
I am a student in 5th grade Chevy Chase elementary. I am doing a
research paper on the Purple Line. I personnaly believe that the Purple
Line should not be built, for I live very close to the part of the CC Trail
where it will be built.
I have questions:
-How will you make it so there will be minimal sound to the residents?
-Will you make enough space for the people on the trail?
Thank you,
Alice PAscalev
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Mario
Pascalev

MD
MARIO_PASCALEV@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To: MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
6 Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

Preserve Our Greenspace

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,

We love and enjoy to walk on the trail every weekend. My children, 10
and 5, love to walk with my dog, and most of all, the trail happens to be
three blocks from our house, and right next to our neighbors, practically
in their backyard. Me and my wife jog along this trail and would hate for
it to become a metro rail. We appreciate your cooperation!

------------

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Assya
Pascaley
4511 Sleaford Rd
Bethesda
MD
20814
APASCAL2003@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
I live in East Bethesda and use the Trail on a daily basis for family walks
to downtown Bethesda, for jogging, running and just walks to clear my
mind.
This trail makes Bethesda a unique place to live and visit because of the
green corridor and the quality of life it provides.
The Trail was the main reason I chose to buy a property in this particular
neighborhood. If the Trail is replaced by a light transit rail, I will most
likely move from the area. It is also predictable that the immediate
presence of the train will lead to a drop in the market value of adjacent
properties.
I am not alone in my strong support for the Trail. Every week, more than
10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Assya Pascalev
4511 Sleaford Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Chris
Pashby
4206 Colchester Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
chrispashby@yahoo.com
I am a regular user of the capital crescent trail and a supporter of light
rail. It would be a waste of my tax dollars if the purple line was BRT. I
would rather build nothing.
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Chris
Pashby
4206 Colchester Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
CHRISPASHBY@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Chris
Pashby
4206 Colchester Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
chrispashby@yahoo.com
Pashby 35570.pdf (108 kb)
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michelle
Pasta
8211 Cedar Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
mpasta2000@yahoo.com
Hi! I don't think this is Purple Line related (by the way I think PL is a
great idea). Can you please tell me what department is responsible for
answering res. questions about speed bumps or islands in the road and
please also tell me what agency can provide residents with the latest
draft of future street projects (ex. right on red or no U-turn ) topics like
that.
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Ted
Patch
106 Oxford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TPATCH@GREENPARKFINANCIAL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Please consider this email as support for not placing the Purple Line
along the Capitol Crescent Trail. Given all that is going on in the
economy, clearly the funds needed to construct a Purple Line could be
better spent elsewhere. I also feel strongly that the Trail in its current
form serves a beneficial public purpose and should be maintained as
such.
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Byron
Patterson
4813 Guilford Road
College Park
MD
20740

Submission Content/Notes : Yes, sir. Good evening, everyone. This is the first hearing I've been able
to be a part of dealing with the transit here in the Washington, DC area.
My name is Byron Patterson, that's B-Y-R-O-N, P-A-T-T-E-R-S-O-N. I'm
a resident of College Park and an artist. I have been involved with a lot
of community development projects.
I'm in favor of transit projects for public and I really admire that the
Washington, DC area has done so much to sort of connect communities.
But one of my major concerns from my experience is financial,
environmental bearings on such a project given that the line has, the
time spent for developing the project and the actual demographic, the
diversity and demographics throughout the line itself just doesn't seem
feasible to me.
That's because of the, I don't think that there is, I don't think you can
realistically work on, go through the, complete the lines in very important
areas without considerably changing zoning in the areas.
That would really affect the stability, environmental stability of
businesses, resources and residents within this line.
I'm saying the time line doesn't seem feasible from my observation. The
Veterans Parkway area. The Veterans Parkway area is adjacent to one
of Maryland Park and Planning's Parks and also one of the maintenance
facilities for Maryland Park and Planning.
That is a forest and park area. There is also around where the rail would
start in New Carrollton, there is quite a lot of forests around that area.
There is also of course the University of Maryland which some others
have raised concern about. The Georgetown Branch area which is a
safe haven for so many people for noise in that area. It just doesn't, you
know, it doesn't seem realistic that the, a rail should go in there that
would totally throw off that sort of, the balance there.
The other concern is the Littonsville area which seems to be in the
Walter Reed area of the Walter Reed facility, one of the Walter Reed
facilities in the Silver Spring area. There is a lot of natural trails and
nature trails in parts of Rock Creek park there which is a great concern.
I just want to say one other thing and I'll leave this alone.
Functionality of a lot of public transportation systems and our facilities
here in the city have taken so much work and we need to work even
further to make sure that we address the residential concerns, the
natural concerns for natural pedestrian walkways and also that they are
functional for the diversity and brings more to businesses to be able to
change and have access to be able to change the mode of time. So
hopefully the project will address those concerns. Thank you.
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Charles
Pavitt
812 Carter Road
Rockville
MD
CHAZZQ@COMCAST.NET
Dear Friends - My wife and I had the opportunity to visit the Trolley
Museum before its devastating fire. While there, we saw a map of a
trolley system that once linked all parts of the Washington metropolitan
area. One could then trolley from Rockville to downtown D.C. in half an
hour. One could even trolley all the way to the Bay, although to be
honest it took several hours.
What happened to the trolleys? Apparently, as with similar systems
around the country (e.g., Los Angeles) they were a victim of the eventual
dominance of the automobile. I'd like to think we've learned what a
mistake that was and how we've been paying for that mistake ever
since.
As the automobile era comes to close, we need to fix our mistakes. So
called "high-speed buses" keep us in the grips of the car; that gets us
nowhere. We need a light rail Purple Line.
Charles Pavitt
812 Carter Road
Rockville
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John
Payne
4802 Guilford Road
College Park
MD
20740
john.h.payne@aphis.usda.gov
Dear MTA:
I live less than 2 or 3 blocks from the College Park green-line Metro
station, so all of the proposed alignments of the Purple Line will pass
near to the home I own and occupy. As a citzen of Maryland, Prince
George's County and College Park, I enthusiastically support a light rail
Purple line. I support an alignment that would alow access to the central
core of the University of Maryland Campus on Campus Drive and would
stop at the College Park Green Line Metro Station and also near the
centers of Chevy Chase, Langley Park, and Bethesda.
I believe that for the line to be effective it should be placed on the
Georgetown Branch railroad right of way, but support the re-building of
an attactive and efficient Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail beside the
Purple Line. I would like to see a component of the Purple Line plan that
assures that the hiker-biker trail is re-lanscaped with substantial trees
and other carbon-sequestering plantings.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments.
John Payne
College Park
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Peal

MD
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Michael
Pearse

Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MPEARSE@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail from Wisconsin
Avenue to Connecticut Avenue. I like the trail the way it is and do not
want to see all the trees cut down to construct a light rail line. We do not
have much green tranquil space in my neighborhood and construction of
a light rail line would harm the tranquility of the trail.
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Steven D.
Pearson, MD, MSc, FRCP

MD
SPEARSON99@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
and other City Council Members,

I have been a resident of Chevy Chase for four years now and am
writing to convey my strongest hopes that you will consider other options
than the proposed Purple Line path that would require the disruption of
the Capitol Crescent Trail. My family and I use the trail literally every
day for jogging and for biking into Bethesda for shopping, dining, etc. I
can't tell you how much the Trail means to our quality of life, and I hope
you will take every possible opportunity to consider other options for
improving mass transit in our area. Improving commuting options is an
important social goal, but I hope we can achieve that goal without the
devastation to the natural beauty and integrity of the existing Trail.
Thank you very much for your consideration,
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Roy
Peck
16458 Emory Lane
Rockville
MD
ROYPECK@JUNO.COM
The Purple line is part of the needed infrastructure needed to keep
Montgomery County and Prince Georges County viable in the long run.
In the Short run, I would use the line to get from Aspen Hill to Rockville,
MD. The Red line currently serves this route but by virtue of going into
downtown D.C. and back, it takes too long and is very crowded in the
D.C. portions. The Purple line will reduce congestion from this source
within D.C. and be much more convenient for Marylanders.
I support the Purple line. Funding should be taken from the ICC,
because the ICC adds to total traffic and increases traffic on local roads
starting in some year before 2030 according to the traffic studies done
for the ICC FEIS.
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Gardner G.
Peckham

Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GARDNERPECKHAM@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
At a time when our President risks tarnishing his legacy by undermining
longstanding protection of our national parks and forests in the waning
days of his Administration, you, our elected officials have it in your power
to preserve or destroy a unique recreational treasure in my
neighborhood. Among other things, it will be a test of your wisdom and
restraint and how you decide to act will be remembered for a very long
time. Your first responsibility is to do no harm. Destroying the Capital
Crescent Trail would be irreversible and tragic and you can and must
prevent that from happening.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gardner G. Peckham
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Hope
Peek
8717 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HOPEANDERICPEEK@VERIZON.NET
To whom it may concern:
We know how important it is to implement some kind of transportation
alternative with the cost of gas, traffic, etc, but isn't it the purpose of a
transportation system to connect all lines? These ideas of Rapid Bus
Transit and Light Rail seem costly in the long run and could eventually
be white elephants. A suggestion of a BRT System running adjacent to
an elementary school does not make any sense for the safety of the
children or benefitting the environment. I think it would be more useful
to use the buses we already have in place, make these buses WiFi and
environmentally friendly, and dedicate some traffic lanes to these buses.
Until there are adequate funds in the budget for the purple line to be put
under the ground where possible and when MD can purchase the last
segment of the Metro, then and only then, should we implement a purple
line.
Just as New York City preserved Central Park, which has brought
prosperity to the city, our Parks can provide that for us here in the
Washington Metropolitan area. The endless number of people who use
the trails daily, and annual activities such as the Montgomery County 1/2
marathon is what bring the communitities together, particularly in tough
economic times that we are experiencing now. With budget deficits of
1.8 billion in Montgomery County that was reported on the news today,
how can we take away the pleasure of a walk in the park, and justify
giving the money to development? The people pushing for the purple
line are the people involved in development, not transportation. I have
lived in this neighborhood for 10 years now, and we only hear about the
development of the Chevy Chase Land Company when people refer to
the Purple Line.
Please, think it through, we demand a better purple line for the long haul,
not for development, not a light rail trail to coincide with parks and
recreation, but for a purple line that will connect to existing metro, so that
all metro lines can eventually be inter-connected in the Washington
Metropolitan area.
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Lara
Peirce

MD
20901
lara.peirce@gmail.com
Your maps make it impossible to know where the proposed line will
travel. The main map is from too far a distance without sufficient detail
to see which streets it will run along. Do you have any better maps
available?
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Constance
Pena
8410 Cedar Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Constance Pena, C-O-N-S-T-A-N-C-E, last name P-E-N-A.
8410 Cedar Street, silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
First, I would just like to say that I feel you all picked a very bad time for
this important hearing in Silver Spring. Many people are out of town or
are busy getting ready for Thanksgiving or to prepare to go out of town.
It seems like a strategic move to make sure that as few people as
possible were able to respond to this.
I live 50 feet from where the purple line station is planned on Wayne and
Cedar Streets. I'm against an above ground rail line running down
Wayne Avenue.
The disruption of the traffic on Wayne and the surrounding streets, the
increased noise and the lights make this a very inappropriate option for a
neighborhood of detached single family homes.
There will have to be some sort of apparatus to stop the traffic and the
trains, bells, lights, signaling the train coming, and for people living
adjacent to this line, that will be very disruptive, unattractive and noisy.
Montgomery County has created in Silver Spring a city type
development in the middle of a very stable community of detached
single family homes.
The tall, unattractive buildings and lights that are never extinguished at
night have ruined this community. Yes, people wanted amenities, but
noone was prepared or informed of the huge loss and quality of life that
Silver Spring now has.
Loss of open space, loss of open air space, loss of tree canopy,
increased noise, traffic, loss of darkness at night, has negatively
changed this community.
While I support public transportation in Maryland, the better option is to
run the line out 29 to Four Corners and then over to Langley Park and
Prince George's County.
I would like to add that your pictures showing buses and rail lines in
communities, nice big pictures like in Montpellier, France, I would like to
add that those are cities. They are not running through neighborhoods of
single detached homes.
Running the line out 29 to Four Corners, at least that way there I an
opportunity serve some of the people in the Route 29 areas and a line
out 29 could go at a later date.
Unless you're a planner that isn't paying attention, there are a mile long
stream of cars three lanes wide every morning and every rush hour out
Route 29.
So why Montgomery County and Maryland is putting time and money
into a system that does nothing to address this traffic is beyond me.
Better plan and system could be done that addresses this traffic
problem. Thank you.
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J. Aaron
Pendergrass
48 Oswego Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
The purple line will finally make the metro a viable means of general
transportation. The existing infrastructure is focused on the task of
moving people in and out of the city, but areas such as college park,
silver spring, and bethesda are no longer the peripheral suburbs they
were when the system was first designed. A good solution (rail) to the
mass transit needs will serve these communities for decades; a
compromise solution (brt) will barely provide the services we need today
and by the time it is complete will likely be completely inadequate. We
need a real purple line.
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John
Pendergrass
730 Dartnouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JAYPENDERGRASS@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY : John Pendergrass, 730 Dartmouth Ave, Silver Spring,
MD 20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
only if it is *_tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne
Avenue_*
through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse
impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the community in what otherwise
will likely be the slowest and ineffective segment of the project. There
is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (discussed further in my comments
below)
tending to show that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling
for this segment as to be cost effective for federal funding approval
and to improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – for
a cost significantly lower than the high-investment light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the
many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment.
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. What follows
is a complete version of my comments on the AA/DEIS, which, due to
the
time limit, I had to truncate in my oral testimony given at the November
22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park.
> I am John Pendergrass, 730 Dartmouth Avenue, Silver Spring. I live
one
> block from both Wayne Avenue and the Silver Spring Central Business
> District.
>
> I have practiced environmental law for almost 30 years, advising the
> government and parties of all interests. I have drafted and reviewed
> Environmental Impact Statements and based on my experience with
them
> this one is inadequate. It is presents contradictory information,
> undocumented conclusions, and flawed analyses. It fails to adequately
> assess adverse impacts, as required, and does not even identify a
> number of impacts that MTA has mentioned to the community. Thus it
> does not meet its purpose of informing the public and decision makers.
>
> For example, page 2-4 contains the only paragraph to discuss why
MTA
> did not fully study a tunnel, which the community had asked for under
> Wayne Avenue for only a half mile from Cedar Street to Mansfield
Road,
> extending a tunnel under the downtown which MTA was already
studying.
>
> * The report says that a tunnel would have major adverse impacts
>
to the residences on the south side of Wayne Avenue due to the
>
fact that a tunnel portal would require widening of the roadway

>
at that point, resulting in shrinking front yards and retaining
>
walls. What the report does not say is that the widening for the
>
portal ramp would be for a length of about 350 – 400 feet,
>
compared with a half mile on Wayne between Fenton Street and
>
Sligo Creek Parkway if the surface route would be built. Many
>
more homes would be impacted by shrinking front yards and
>
retaining walls by a surface route than by a tunnel, and other
>
adverse impacts of the surface route would be eliminated. The
>
AA/DEIS ignores or understates virtually all adverse impacts of
>
a surface route on Wayne. Moreover, nowhere in the entire
>
AA/DEIS or the technical reports is there any mention of the
>
adverse impacts on the downtown and the neighborhood, other
than
>
so-called “visual effects,” of a tunnel portal at Wayne and Cedar.
>
> * The report says the widening for a tunnel portal would take
>
property from Sligo Creek Park, but ignores the fact that the
>
surface route will also require widening Wayne Avenue for a
>
425-foot-long left-turn lane, and its phasing in will take
>
property from the Park.
>
> * The report says a tunnel would result in an expensive
>
underground station at Dale Drive, there would no travel time
>
benefits, and ridership without a Dale station would be lower.
>
It says the tunnel would not be cost effective. But, the
>
community asked for a tunnel under Wayne only as far as
>
Mansfield, not a station for a low-density neighborhood, with
>
other stations nearby. Most important, figures released by MTA
>
after the DEIS came out demonstrate there are ways to do hybrid
>
routes – or medium investment light rail, with tunneling – that
>
are cost effective and improve travel times and ridership
>
significantly, even without stations at Dale and Fenton Street,
>
which the community does not want. With a surface route still on
>
Wayne, but the removal of stations at both Fenton Street and
>
Dale the results were as follows: Travel time, user benefit
>
hours, and ridership all improved over the medium-investment
>
light rail alternative. In fact, where MTA had told the
>
community earlier that 2,375 riders would be lost by eliminating
>
stations at Fenton and Dale, this hybrid increased ridership by
>
2,100 riders. Most encouraging, the cost effectiveness for this
>
hybrid was only 7 cents above that for medium investment light
rail.
>
> We in the neighborhood have every reason to believe that if unbiased
> analyses are conducted for a properly designed tunnel under Wayne
for
> the additional half mile to Mansfield and without the unnecessary and
> unwanted station at Dale, ridership and travel times will improve
> somewhat more, and that the cost effectiveness will remain in the
> acceptability range required for federal funding.
>
> We think MTA made a mistake in not studying the extended Wayne
Avenue
> tunnel. The State and County can correct this error and work with the
> community to build a Purple Line that is tunneled under both the
> downtown and Wayne Avenue thus minimizing adverse impacts.
>
Thank you,
John Pendergrass
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John
Pendergrass
730 Danmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : John Pendergrass, J-O-H-N, P-E-N-D-E-R-G-R-A-S-S. I live one block
from both Wayne Avenue and downtown Silver Spring. I have practiced
environmental law for almost 30 years, advising the government and
parties of all interests.
I have drafted and reviewed environmental impact statements. Based on
my experience with them, this one is inadequate. It presents
contradictory information, undocumented conclusions and flawed
analysis.
It fails to adequately assess the adverse impacts as required and does
not even identify a number of impacts that MTA has mentioned to the
community. Thus, it does not meet its purpose of informing the public
and decision makers.
For example, page 2-4 contains the only paragraph to discuss why MTA
did not fully study a tunnel which the community had asked for under
Wayne Avenue for only a half mile from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road.
The report says a tunnel would have major adverse impacts on the
residences on the south side of Wayne Avenue because a tunnel portal
would require widening of the roadway at that point, resulting in
shrinking front yards and retaining walls.
What the report does not say is that widening for the portal ramp would
be the length of about 400 feet compared with a half mile on Wayne
Avenue between Fenton and Sligo Creek Parkway if the surface route
was built.
Many more homes would be impacted by shrinking front yards and
retaining walls by a surface route than by a tunnel. Other adverse
impacts of the surface route would be eliminated.
The DEIS ignores or understates or understates virtually all adverse
impacts on the surface route on Wayne, and nowhere in the DEIS or the
technical reports is there any mention of the adverse impacts on the
downtown and the neighborhood.
The report says widening for a tunnel portal would take property from
Sligo Creek Park but ignores the fact that the surface route would also
require widening Wayne Avene for a 425-foot long left-turn lane and its
phasing in will take property from a park.
The report says the tunnel would result in expensive underground
station at Dale Drive. There would be no travel time benefits and
ridership without a Dale Station would be lower.
But a community asks for a tunnel under Wayne only as far as
Mansfield, not a station for a low density neighborhood with other
stations nearby.
Most important, figures released by MTA after the DEIS came out
demonstrate there are ways to do a hybrid route that are cost effective
and improve travel times and ridership significantly without stations at
Dale and Fenton.
A tunnel downtown alone without those two stations actually results in a
more efficient purple line with more than 2,000 additional riders.
We have every reason to believe that if unbiased analyses are
conducted for a properly designed tunnel under Wayne Avenue for the
additional half mile to Mansfield, ridership and travel times will improve

and cost- effectiveness will remain in the acceptability range required for
federal funding.
We think MTA made a mistake in not studying the extended Wayne
Avenue tunnel. The state and county can correct this error and work with
the community to build a purple line that is tunneled under both
downtown and Wayne Avenue and minimizing adverse impacts. Thank
you.
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Maya
Penina
4321 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Penina Maya, P-E-N-I-N-A, M-A-Y-A. I speak on behalf of myself as an
individual, although I'm also a member of the Committee of Rethinking
the Purple Line, an organization that represents 18 local communities.
The Capitol Crescent Trail is a beloved park and irreplaceable urban
forest. My family chose to live in east Bethesda largely because of the
close proximity to downtown Bethesda and access to the glorious
hiker/biker trail.
We regularly enjoy riding our bikes into town with our children rather
than driving and parking on crowded streets. The bike path is both
transportation and recreation to us and to countless others in the
Metropolitan area.
Opposition to building a railway on the Georgetown Branch of the trail is
held by an enormous number of citizens from all across this region.
Despite the misleading assertion of the Washington Post editor's last
Sunday who implied that only a small group from Chevy Chase is acting
to protect our trail. I saw firsthand the broad base support that we have
coming from all across the region, Maryland, Virginia and D.C., when I
was involved in a recent petition drive to save the trail.
We easily gathered nearly a thousand new signatures in just one
weekend and many people were astonished to learn that 17 acres of
mature forest are slated to be clear cut to make way for the trains or
buses. Meanwhile, the most urgent transportation need of our
community and our Bethesda area, that of BRAC, the expanding military
medical complex remains an unsolved transportation challenge.
I grew up in Washington, D.C. and have lived in Western Europe,
Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Central Asia, as well as in New
York City. Every great city worldwide has great public spaces and parks.
As downtown Bethesda continues to develop and grow, a priority of ours
must be to preserve the few and precious green spaces we still enjoy,
the Capitol Crescent Trail, our irreplaceable urban forest, chief among
them.
I have been involved in planning for a wonderful, small park at
Woodmont East, the green space at the heart of downtown Bethesda,
next to the bike path tunnel. Real estate developers and representatives
of local communities have worked cooperatively to design a park that will
meet the needs of our local community and visitors to the area. If the
bike path tunnel becomes a train station as proposed and tail tracks
extend into Woodmont East as proposed, the security and maintenance
requirements of the trains will have a negative effect on the atmosphere
of the small, urban park and the surrounding city street scape. It will be
both unsafe and unpleasant for visitors to have trains prepared and
maintained at the heart of our small town center.
The plans for transit on the trail were established decades ago, before
the community established this bike path as a well loved park which ten
thousand people use weekly. I have met with middle school students
who reported that dozens of their friends travel by bike to school each
day, via the trail, avoiding the crowded rush hour streets. This is true,
too, for countless Metro area commuters.
Many of us would not be inclined to use the trail once the huge shade
trees are gone, the temperature rises by 20 degrees, possibly, and trains
rush by just a few feet from the bikers and houses. Okay.
Please help us preserve this trail for generations to come. Once it's
gone, we can never replace it.
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Eileen Penner and
Daniel Ritter
8815 Bellwood Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
EPENNER@MAYERBROWN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We use the Capital Crescent Trail almost every week to walk or bike
with our family and friends. The trail and the trees and foliage that
surround it are some of the key reasons we moved to and love
Bethesda. The pending plan to turn it into a light rail would destroy the
tranquility of the trail and uproot many of the trees. There has already
been too much destruction of green space in our area. Please vote no
on the plan to put light rail on the trail!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sandra
Pereira
2307 Dexter Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20902
SANDRA.PEREIRA@MNCPPC-MC.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Rodolfo
Perez
6 Manor Spring Court
Silver Spring
MD
20906
RODOLFOPEREZ@VERIZON.NET
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I understand the Montgomery County Planning Department staff has
endorser the medium Light Rail option using the Master Plan alignment
and I am writing to express my support for many of the conclusions of
the staff. I understand that The Planning Board reviewed the project’s
environmental report this week and that the County Executive will be
issuing a statement on the project soon thereafter, with the Council
taking a position on January 27th.
Specially, I support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
Only light rail, and not bus rapid transit, can carry the heavy passenger
loads foreseen for the Purple Line.
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on Bethesda and
Willow Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the CSX right of
way into the Transit Center in Silver Spring; aim for a 12 ft trail width
wherever feasible since a trail along the tramway will be as popular as
the trail west of Bethesda;
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library;
I also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project under the federal Stimulus
program being currently developed.
I hope that you will join me in exhorting Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
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hans
perkasa
1907 winexburg ct
silver spring
MD
20906
purple line would be awesome and it would benefit the community in
many ways.
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Emily
Perkins

MD
EMILYDPERKINS@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
I believe we need a Light Rail, not a bus, for Maryland. Connecting
Bethesda and New Carrollton, and all the places in between, would take
polluting cars off the roads, ease traffic congestion, and make life easier
for so many Maryland residents. I would appreciate all efforts towards
this end.
Thank you,
Emily Perkins
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Fletcher
Perkins
4200 Clagett Rd
Hyattsville
MD
20782
fletcher.perkins@gmail.com
I am a commuter from PG county to Bethesda. I deal with beltway traffic
every day. It is a 9 mile stretch that can take 50 minutes to travel.
I commute with my wife but we appear to be the only vehicle with more
than one person in it on the beltway. Something obviously needs to be
done.
All routes whether travelling the beltway or East-West highway are
equally conjested. Therefore I am highly sceptical of a bus route
solution. Unless the bus travelled a dedicated route and stops were
limitted this mode of transit would take too long and would encourage
commuters like my wife and I to continue driving. At least in the car we
have the relative comfort of our own space, radio etc. Additionally actual
commuting times on a bus are unlikely to be benefitted after parking and
waiting for the bus. Political demands for more bus stops may slow the
route over time.
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Matthew
Perl
5704 Lenox Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
MATTHEW.PERL@WWFUS.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The plan to construct the new Purple Line route along the Capital
Crescent Trail’s Georgetown branch will spell the demise for one of the
area’s greatest recreational assets and green spaces. Surely, an
alternative route can be found that will allow for a better balance in
meeting needs for expansion of public transportation while fostering the
quality of life for our diverse community.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Matthew Perl
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Lori & Lee
Hellkamp & Perla

MD
LAHELLKAMP2@HOTMAIL.COM
Hello,
We are residents of Silver Spring and wish to express our support for the
purple line. We prefer the light rail option to the alternative options being
considered (bus, etc.).
Thanks very much,
Lori Hellkamp & Lee Perla
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Rebecca
Perring
4000 Albemarle St NW
Washington
DC
20016
REBECCA@SMARTERGROWTH.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line and request that my comments
be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Perring
4000 Albemarle St NW
Suite 310
Washington, DC 20016
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Cheryl
Perry
8708 Irvington Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20817
CPERRYH@MAIL.NIH.GOV
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Cheryl Perry
8708 Irvington Ave
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-530-5423
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Jacqueline
Persons

New Carrollton
MD
jqecontact@email.com
I live in New Carrollton. The purple line will certainly cut down the
amount of cars on the road during rush hour traffic, and reduce the traffic
accidents. I am afraid while crossing the Riverdale during rush hour
because of the speed of the cars roaring up to Rt 450. The addition of
traffic lights and repaving the intersection of the two roads has not
reduced the speed of the cars. The monthly speed trap is sorely missed
on Riverdale Road. A viable alternative to driving is much needed. It will
also reduce the mad traffic from Silver Spring to Bethesda which is just
as heavy and dangerous.
It will reduce the congestion on the F4. I realize that efforts have been
made to reduce the crush and they are very much appreciated. The
purple line is a more permanent solution. This will provide late night
service in the area. It will eliminate the need for the bus transfer from the
F4 to the J2 to get to Bethesda. It will provide additional weekend
access to the University of Maryland. The Shuttle buses provided by the
school are packed.
There has been major increase in the population in this area. The
population uses public transportation. The Purple line will be heavily
used. It will improve the quality of living in this area by expanding our
transportation options to jobs and schools and colleges
Jacqueline Persons
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Don
Peterkofsky
4977 Battery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
DONP@DONP.INFO

Submission Content/Notes : To: MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
6 Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,

As residents in the area of the Capital Crescent Trail, we are shocked
and appalled to hear that a plan for a Purple Line in the vicinity of this
trail is under serious consideration.
We know that every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all
ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The intention of the trail and its surrounding area is to provide a refuge
of nature and quiet, and the Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural
beauty. If the Purple Line is built there, all of the mature trees
surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or
buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes.
It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each
other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
In addition, the idea of parking, storing, and repairing the transit cars
outside the tunnel in downtown Bethesda is ludicrous - this is an area
that has undergone an incredible urban redevelopment and
revitalization, and changing that landscape by parking mass transit
vehicles 10 feet away from sidewalk cafes, ice cream parlors, and movie
theaters would have a significant negative impact on residents, business
owners, and the work that has been done to create a beautiful and
walkable urban community and town center.
Great urban areas have great parks and town centers. This irreplaceable
forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding
recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision, courage and common sense to put
transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us. There are a number of other
viable options that could be pursued and implemented that would make
use of existing or less impacted transit ways, without destroying a
valuable natural resource.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Don Peterkofsky
''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''
don peterkofsky
4977 battery lane #1010
bethesda md 20814
301.654.1992 | 503.975.7470 (mobile)
donp@donp.info
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Rafe
Petersen
3200 Farmington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
rafe.petersen@hklaw.com
Please add me to mailing list
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Jonathan
Peterson
6415 North Capitol St. NE
Washington
DC
20012
I've lived in Takoma Park for the last 5 years and have been looking
forward to a rail purple line for all that time. I think it's very important for
the area to develop a rail transportation line. Thank you.
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Paul
Peterson
4520 Cheltenham Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20814
peterson@si.edu
Please don't remove our green space running/biking/walking trail that
passes from Bethesda to Silver Spring (Georgetown Branch Trail). I am
a long time user of this trail and it is one of the reasons I live in
Bethesda. I use the trail daily for runs to and from the Rockcreek path. I
hope you have attempted to determine the impact that you would have
on east Bethesda and environs. The county should know that a new line
is deperately needed at NIH/Bethesda Naval Hospital and not in
downtown Bethesda. A so-called "light rail" running along the
Georgetown Branch Trail will only benefit the contractor, his employees,
and politicians that support this measure. It will not alleviate traffic
congestion in downtown Bethesda since it cannot carry enough riders.
Politicians and government officials need to objectively look at the needs
of our community rather than the immediate monetary gains in terms of
Federal funding and short-term economic stimulation.
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Rosemary
Peterson
8101 Park Crest Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Let Maryland lead in green
initiatives such as light rail. I am opposed to a "bus"- see rail as less
congestion.
Comment Cards. Rosemary Peterson.pdf (90 kb)
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Carol
Petrash
3106 Edgewood Road
Kensington
MD
20895
CPETRASH@EARTHLINK.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Govenor O'Malley and Maryland Transit Authority,
My husband and I regularly walk and bike on the Capital Crescent Trail
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. We do so for recreation, to get to
school (we live in Kensington and teach in Bethesda), to go to the
movies or out for an ice cream, or just for fun! We have been doing this
for years and campaigned for the opening of the tunnel under Wisconsin
Ave. and for the trestle over Rock Creek. We donated money for this
endeavor as well.
It is hard to believe that the state is actually considering destoying this
recreational pathway by making it into yet another vehicle friendly east
west route through the downcounty area. There are already lots of
roads running east and west in the area - East West Highway and Jones
Bridge Road being two which border the Capital Crescent Trail.
However, THERE ARE NO OTHER RECREATIONAL TRAILS THAT
TRAVERSE THIS AREA!!! We always feel so happy when we can get
off the street and leave the traffic behind - one feels the possiblity of
peace and quiet, can move at a slower pace, and can enjoy the sounds
of the birds and the wind in the trees. It is re-creational in the highest
sense of the word and we can actually get where we need to go (to
work, shopping, visiting friends) in the most environmentally friendly way
possible.
It also seems so short sighted to use funds for a project such as this
which would greatly disturb very established neighborhoods and
irreparably damage and destroy mature trees, at a time when the
scientific community is recognizing their utmost importance, especially in
highly trafficed areas, in helping to combat global warming. We
desparately need an east west link for our Metro system - a real Metro
Purple Line - to make the entire Metro system more user friendly and
efficient - perhaps even connecting MD to the Tysons Corner area. I'm
sure that funds used for a project such as this would, though initially
being more costly, soon pay for themselves in increased ridership as the
system becomes more efficient and user friendly. For example, it is
difficult for me to take the Red Line to Bethesda, as at present, it
involves going all the way down into DC and coming back out again. A
purple line link would really make that trip more feasible. Also, with the
upcoming closure of Walter Reed and the increasing denisty of
deveolpment at the Bethesda Naval Hospital and NIH, the Metro Purple
line would make much more sense as it would more easily move
workers to and from these employment centers.
Please don't make penny-wise pound-foolish decisions. Our future, and
that of our children, should include nature accessible, re-creational
spaces down county such as the Capital Crescent Trail and
transportation solutions that will offer the most viable and efficient
options far into the future.
And please, don't make a decision about this trail if you haven't had the
opportunity to experience it's beauty first hand. I routinely quietly give
thanks to Justice William O. Douglas for having the foresight to walk the
C & O Canal (to which the Capital Crescent Trail connects!) so that he
could be inspired to work for its preservation. No one would now doubt
the wisdom in that decision. I'd be happy to take you on a walk on the
Capital Crescent Trail anytime!
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Petrash
3106 Edgewood Road
Kensington
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Jack
Petran
3106 Edgewood Road
Kensington
MD
20895
Jack Petrash, P-E-T-R-A-S-H. My address is 3106 Edgewood Road,
Kensington, Maryland, 20895. I can begin? I literally love going to work. I
really like my job but it's my commute that thrills me. It's the air in my
face, the fresh feel of the morning, the smell of pine needles, the deer
I've passed, the gold finches and the Baltimore Orioles that I've seen. I
love my ride to work because it's on a bike.
I started riding the Capitol Crescent Trail when my daughter was in
second grade. With her trailer bike safely attached behind me, we made
our way from our home in Kensington to the Waldorf School near
MacArthur Boulevard where I was a teacher and she was a student. We
loved our ride through downtown
Bethesda each morning, watching the delivery trucks unload and the
shops open. And we love watching the bike trail grow. We cheered when
they put the bridge over River Road and my wife breathed a sigh of
relief. We cheered again when they opened the tunnel under Wisconsin
Avenue and once more when the trail was connected with Silver Spring.
And as the bike trail was established, we saw it grow. To me, this was
another poignant example of build it and they will come.
Each morning I ride the trail and see students biking to Westland Middle
School and DCC High School. And as a teacher, I know they'll be more
alert and attentive in their morning classes. I pass joggers, roller bladers,
walkers of all ages, moms and dads with strollers and so many bicycle
commuters and I think of the savings. It's not just the savings in gas, not
just the reduction in car omissions, but the savings in thousands of
dollars in medical expenses made unnecessary because of healthy
exercise.
There is also the money saved in unneeded therapy because exercise
releases endorphins that make us feel better about our work and our
selves. In addition, there's the money saved in blood pressure and
cholesterol medications and anti- depressants. And
I'm sure in preventive surgeries.
I am so grateful for the Capitol Crescent Trail. At the end of each day
when I wait at the light to cross Connecticut Avenue and I look south
toward the steady stream of cars moving every so slowly up from the
district I feel deep satisfaction about my commute.
This trail has everything I need just as it is. It provides quiet time amidst
the trees, a protected
green space in the heart of our busy and sometimes stressful county.
The trail is perfect, except for one thing. I miss riding with my daughter,
who's now a sophomore in college. Thank you.
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Jack
Petrash
3106 Edgewood Road
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Jack
Petrash
3106 Edgewood Road
Kensington
MD
20895
NOVAINSTITUTE@VERIZON.NET
Dear Council Members,
This is really a human question. It is about what is good for
individuals, not what is good for business.
The individuals who use the trail, love the trail. I certainly do.
I ride the trail to work every chance I get, rain (well, light rain) or
shine.
I see many of the same people on the trail each day walking, biking,
jogging.
For those individuals, like myself, this is an important part of what
makes my day go well.
The exercise makes me healthy and the exercise makes me sound
emotionally.
As I have seen fox, hawks, deer, goldfinches, orioles, and trees, so
many trees.
I know those trees will go, as will the wildlife if you build the trail.
In the recent Newsweek article, "Fifty Ways to Improve Your Life in
2009", biking to work
was listed as number 1. I can't believe that you are simply going to
remove the bike trail
when there are other ways to connect Silver Spring and Bethesda, some
more far sighted
than simply gutting the Capital Crescent.
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Submission Content/Notes : Extended Testimony concerning the Purple Line for Bette Petrides
Citizens for a Better Bethesda
7518 Oldchester Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-320-9696
bette@wildbird.com
I would like to focus on several reasons why the choice of Light Rail for
the Purple Line is a poor option. These are Pollution, Energy
Inefficiency, Misleading/Inadequate information in the DEIS and
Problems in Bethesda arising from the current configuration. The LRT
simply does not make sense by the standards established in the DEIS. A
BRT works better by the DEIS's own standards.
Beyond that, if money becomes available, an ideal solution would be to
complete the Redline Loop as a Metro extended to Navy Medical in
Bethesda and begin rapid transit from the Shady Grove station.
Pollution:
The LRT needs coal-fired electricity, which is dirty and inefficient. County
buses run on natural gas, which is much cleaner and more efficient.
- Delivering 1 MBTU of energy to an LRT requires burning 3 MBTU of
coal, but only 1 MBTU of natural gas for a bus.
- Coal is filthy. The LRT emits 4 times as much carbon dioxide per mile
as the BRT. Coal also emits hundreds of times as much mercury,
sulfuric acid, and particulates, and causes acid rain.
- Although proponents argue that new technology will deliver cleaner fuel
by 2030, major backers of the new technology are scaling back their
efforts in the field. (Post, D1)
The LRT is brown! It pollutes more than the cars it displaces!
- Whereas only 8 new passengers are required per BRT busload to reach
energy savings resulting from not using their cars, the trains will always
generate more pollution than the cars they replace, even if completely
full. (Salzman)
Inefficiency:
- An LRT railcar gets half the mileage of a BRT bus.
- Because they are heavy and take much longer to brake and slow than
buses, LRT trains cannot be run close together. This places restrictions
on numbers of passengers that can be transported per hour. BRT
buses, however, can literally follow one another and thus carry more
passengers over time through the same space as can the LRT.
(Salzman)
- Road BRT is a flexible system that can serve sites throughout the
county, permitting expansion of rapid transit to Clarksburg, to
Germantown, to Navy Medical in Bethesda, and to Kentlands, as
necessary. The LRT is limited to stops along its track.
- Given current economic conditions affecting national, state and local
budgets, it is unlikely that money will be available for rail rapid transit for
the Corridor Cities Transit way anytime soon.
- DEIS numbers don't add up. The LRT can only carry 1800 people per
hour (2400 with standees) but is supposed to carry 6000 per hour
to/from Bethesda at rush hour. (Salzman)
- Traffic conditions are cited as reasons for using LRT over BRT,
however, one has to get to LRT before riding on it, requiring use of cars

and more parking, or time on buses, which would be more flexible in
their routes and could thus further reduce traffic.
Misleading/Inadequate information in the DEIS
- The DEIS does not consider the impact that BRAC will have in
Bethesda, nor the need of the area to mitigate BRAC through better
transit.
- Pictures used in the DEIS to presenting the argument for the LRT show
a single track, lined by deciduous trees, and rolling on grass. What is
being offered is two-tracked, and set in an industrial landscape.
Deciduous trees are unsuitable for use because their leaves can affect
the train track and interfere with transit movement.
Problems in Bethesda
- As Walter Reed is folded into the Naval Medical establishment,
the single biggest
traffic problem for Bethesda will be BRAC. In selecting to deal with
information
from three years previous to the report, the DEIS conveniently ignores
the existence and impact of BRAC on the community where roads and
intersections only just cope with current traffic..
- In doing so, it also ignores the needs of the thousands of service
people, many of
them handicapped, who will be served at the facility that need
convenient transportation that does not require them to drive.
- Parking the vehicles at the end of the rail tunnel in Bethesda currently
used by the
many pedestrians and bikers who use the Capital Crescent Trail is a
two-fold problem. One, it will turn an area that is now the epitome of
William Whyte’s urban space into an industrial area. (Whyte) As a
business owner, I also believe that it will have a negative impact on
businesses located in the area. Small businesses thrive in the
atmosphere Whyte outlined. Making the area look like a bus depot will
not enhance its atmosphere.

For these reasons, we should vote NO on the Purple Line LRT, save the
Capital Crescent Trail for those who now use it, and create a road transit
system using BRT that is environmentally sound, efficient and flexible
enough to serve the whole county.
Beyond that, if money becomes available we should seek to complete
the Red Line Loop of a Metro, end it at Navy Medical and pick up rapid
transit from the Shady Grove station of the Red Line.
Attachments :

Thank you.
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Extended Testimony concerning the Purple Line for Bette Petrides
Citizens for a Better Bethesda
7518 Oldchester Road
Bethesda, MD 20817
301-320-9696
bette@wildbird.com
I would like to focus on several reasons why the choice of Light Rail for the Purple Line
is a poor option. These are Pollution, Energy Inefficiency, Misleading/Inadequate
information in the DEIS and Problems in Bethesda arising from the current
configuration. The LRT simply does not make sense by the standards established in the
DEIS. A BRT works better by the DEIS's own standards.
Beyond that, if money becomes available, an ideal solution would be to complete the
Redline Loop as a Metro extended to Navy Medical in Bethesda and begin rapid transit
from the Shady Grove station.

Pollution:
The LRT needs coal-fired electricity, which is dirty and inefficient. County buses
run on natural gas, which is much cleaner and more efficient.
-

-

Delivering 1 MBTU of energy to an LRT requires burning 3 MBTU of coal, but
only 1 MBTU of natural gas for a bus.
Coal is filthy. The LRT emits 4 times as much carbon dioxide per mile as the
BRT. Coal also emits hundreds of times as much mercury, sulfuric acid, and
particulates, and causes acid rain.
Although proponents argue that new technology will deliver cleaner fuel by 2030,
major backers of the new technology are scaling back their efforts in the field.
(Post, D1)

The LRT is brown! It pollutes more than the cars it displaces!
Whereas only 8 new passengers are required per BRT busload to reach energy
savings resulting from not using their cars, the trains will always generate more
pollution than the cars they replace, even if completely full. (Salzman)

-

Inefficiency:
-

An LRT railcar gets half the mileage of a BRT bus.
Because they are heavy and take much longer to brake and slow than buses, LRT
trains cannot be run close together. This places restrictions on numbers of
passengers that can be transported per hour. BRT buses, however, can literally

-

-

-

-

follow one another and thus carry more passengers over time through the same
space as can the LRT. (Salzman)
Road BRT is a flexible system that can serve sites throughout the county,
permitting expansion of rapid transit to Clarksburg, to Germantown, to Navy
Medical in Bethesda, and to Kentlands, as necessary. The LRT is limited to stops
along its track.
Given current economic conditions affecting national, state and local budgets, it is
unlikely that money will be available for rail rapid transit for the Corridor Cities
Transit way anytime soon.
DEIS numbers don't add up. The LRT can only carry 1800 people per hour (2400
with standees) but is supposed to carry 6000 per hour to/from Bethesda at rush
hour. (Salzman)
Traffic conditions are cited as reasons for using LRT over BRT, however, one has
to get to LRT before riding on it, requiring use of cars and more parking, or time
on buses, which would be more flexible in their routes and could thus further
reduce traffic.

Misleading/Inadequate information in the DEIS
-

The DEIS does not consider the impact that BRAC will have in Bethesda, nor the
need of the area to mitigate BRAC through better transit.
Pictures used in the DEIS to presenting the argument for the LRT show a single
track, lined by deciduous trees, and rolling on grass. What is being offered is twotracked, and set in an industrial landscape. Deciduous trees are unsuitable for use
because their leaves can affect the train track and interfere with transit movement.

Problems in Bethesda
-

-

-

As Walter Reed is folded into the Naval Medical establishment, the single biggest
traffic problem for Bethesda will be BRAC. In selecting to deal with information
from three years previous to the report, the DEIS conveniently ignores the
existence and impact of BRAC on the community where roads and intersections
only just cope with current traffic..
In doing so, it also ignores the needs of the thousands of service people, many of
them handicapped, who will be served at the facility that need convenient
transportation that does not require them to drive.
Parking the vehicles at the end of the rail tunnel in Bethesda currently used by the
many pedestrians and bikers who use the Capital Crescent Trail is a two-fold
problem. One, it will turn an area that is now the epitome of William Whyte’s
urban space into an industrial area. (Whyte) As a business owner, I also believe
that it will have a negative impact on businesses located in the area. Small
businesses thrive in the atmosphere Whyte outlined. Making the area look like a
bus depot will not enhance its atmosphere.

For these reasons, we should vote NO on the Purple Line LRT, save the Capital Crescent
Trail for those who now use it, and create a road transit system using BRT that is
environmentally sound, efficient and flexible enough to serve the whole county.
Beyond that, if money becomes available we should seek to complete the Red Line Loop
of a Metro, end it at Navy Medical and pick up rapid transit from the Shady Grove station
of the Red Line.
Thank you.
.

Mufson, Steven, “Renewing Green Development,” The Washington Post 9 Jan. 2009: D1.
Salzman, David, spreadsheet Nov. 30, 2008, available to the public at Maryland Politics
Watch Blog.
Whyte, William H. The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces. Washington, D. C.: The
Conservation Foundation, 1980.
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George
Petrides, Sr.
7518 Old Chester Road
Bethesda
MD
20817-6163
GPETRIDE@WILDBIRD.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, Congressman Chris Van Hollen, MTA Planning
Director Ratcliff, County Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council
President Andrews,
County Council Members

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Nancy
Petrisko

MD
NPETRISKO@VERIZON.NET
Dear County Executive and Council members,
It is a bit odd for me to contact you as a Montgomery County resident,
rather than my past role as executive director of BlackRock Center for
the Arts, but the Purple Line is an issue that I must speak out against.
The proposed light rail line on the capital crescent trail would severly
affect the lives of thousands of local residents and take away a precious
asset that helps make this county unique. Although the moto "Purple
Line...A greener future" sounds great, in reality, it will sacrifice hundreds
of trees, compromise some of the county's oldest, most beautiful and
greenest neighborhoods, and potentially force more people into their
cars.
I use the trail every single day - for dog walking, shopping, and running.
My eldest son crosses this trail both to and from BCC High School and
my younger son safely rides his bike into Bethesda without ever having
to cross a street. While we are on the trail, we often see neighbors and
meet new friends - it is in this quiet and protected surroundings that
residents feel as though they have a safe meeting place in the
community. Many of our neighbors use this path to bike to work in the
District. If this trail is converted to light rail, we will be pushed back into
our cars to run errands, go to school and head to work; children will have
one less option to get them from in front of video games, and neighbors
will be separated by a loud, very large and intrusive light rail to benefit
the companies that will build along the rail.
I understand the need to connect Silver Spring to the western part of the
county - this should have been done by Metro (underground) years ago.
However, please consider the Jones Bridge route more seriously. This
route will be less intrusive, less costly, will preserve what little green we
have left in the county, and better serve the changing trends of
transportation needs. Help keep Montgomery County a great place to
live and a model for other counties by serving the needs of all residents
while keeping the natural beauty in tact.
Respectfully,
Nancy E. Petrisko
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Vivienne
Philbin

MD
vivknit@yahoo.com
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Hannah
Phillips

Roanoke
VA
24014
BEEVAZOIDMEISTER@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My grandparents live in Arlington, VA and I visit them often. Each time
that I visit, I try to ride on the Capital Cresent Trail. It is so calming, yet
invigorating, and almost everyone riding, walking, or running it seems to
be at peace with the world. The beauty of the trail is not seen elsewhere
in the city because of all the developments and public modes of
transportation. There are other trails around that area to ride on, but
none that is quite as challenging or stretched through such a great piece
of land.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Heather
Phipps
9613 Dallas Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20901
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
I am also a supporter of the Purple Line because the DC metro area
needs more transit options that help reduce the use of car trips and
therefore contributes to the reduction of greenhouse gases and climate
change.
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Wayne
Phyillaier
12 Grace Church Court
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Good evening. I'm Wayne Phyillaier. That is W-A-Y-N-E, P-H-Y-I-L-L-AI-E-R. I've lived in Woodside, Silver Spring for over 20 years. I support
building the Purple Line light rail and completing the Capitol Crescent
Trail. I look forward to having a 7-minute trip on light rail from the 16th
Street station nearest my home to downtown Bethesda that the medium
or high options would give. Purple Line light rail would make my
neighborhood more liveable and attractive by bringing efficient transit.
The Purple Line would also complete the Capitol Crescent Trail through
my neighborhood and into downtown Silver Spring. I take strong
exception to a statement made earlier that we could just go ahead and
finish the trail without the Purple Line. I've been deeply involved in trail
advocacy to complete the Capitol Crescent Trail for over 10 years. I've
been on the board of the coalition for the Capitol Crescent Trail during
that period, I've served on the Master Plan advisory group for north
Silver Spring Master Plan.
I've served on the Trail Facility Plan Advisory Group for Park and
Planning, and I've served on the Silver Spring transportation
committees, transportation sub-committee to the advisory group. It is
extremely unlikely we will ever see the trail come into Silver Spring as a
good quality off-road trail without the Purple Line because we need CSX
right-of-way in several critical places, in particular, to get across 16th
Street and to get across Colesville Road and to get through that area
that I refer to as the Littensville/Rosemary Hills Bermuda Triangle. If we
don't have the Purple Line, we have very, very slim prospects of ever
negotiating a right-of-way from a CSX rail corridor.
Completing the CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL into downtown Silver
Spring alongside light rail as a full-width paved, off-road trail with a good
buffer separating the trail from transit and with grade separated
crossings of busy highways like Colesville Road and 16th Street and
Connecticut Avenue, is not the devastation of the trail claimed by Purple
Line opponents.
Finishing the trail would be the fulfillment of the potential of the trail to
serve Silver Spring neighborhoods, to provide a complete, high quality
connection between Bethesda and downtown Silver Spring and to
complete the regional trail network in lower Montgomery County.
The Washington Area Bicyclists Association recognizes this and issued
a press release yesterday endorsing completing the trail alongside the
Purple Line light rail.
8 I'd like to conclude by pointing out that U.S. Census Bureau data
shows there are as many people living in Silver Spring east of the trestle
close to the proposed future Capitol Crescent Trail as now live near the
Capitol Crescent Trail in Bethesda and Chevy Chase communities. It
would be a gross social injustice not to complete the trail because we do
not want to ask people in a few small neighborhoods to make a
reasonable accommodation. Thank you.
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Wayne
Phyillaier

MD
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Matthew
Picard

MD
PICARM@HOLYCROSSHEALTH.ORG
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Our family of 5 uses the Capital Crescent trail at least 2-3 x/week for
recreation--walking, running and biking. In this part of increasinglycongested Montgomery County, there is nothing else like it.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Suzanne and Matthew
Picard
4400 Bramber Street
Kensington
MD
20895
SUZANNEPICARD@MSN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

The Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring is
extremely important to my family. Two of my children use it to get to their
schools (Westland Middle and Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School),
and the entire family uses it to bike and run.

If the Purple Line is built here, I will constantly worry about my children's
safety. Environmentally, it will be a disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. The congestion and development
that will transform Connecticut Avenue into another Friendship Heights
area is a nightmare that we can avoid! Please keep our neighborhood
safe and green and say NO to the Purple Line.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Pedro
Piccardo

MD

This letter is to support the construction of the "Purple Line."The
Washington DC Metro System is in urgent need for a line to connect
"directly" Bethesda, Silver Spring, and University of Maryland.
Pedro_Piccardo.pdf (14 kb)
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Dante
Picchioni
13631 Colgate Way
Silver Spring
MD
20904
If we want to reduce our dependency on foreign oil, we need fewer
roads and more rails.
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Dante
Picchioni

MD
dantepicchioni@hotmail.com
To whom it may concern,
The reason I support the Purple Line is if we want to reduce our
dependency on foreign oil, we need fewer roads and more rails.
Sincerely,
Dante Picchioni
Silver Spring, MD
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Dante
Picchioni
13631 Colgate Way, Apt 923
Silver Spring
MD
20904
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Terri
Pick

Montgomery County
MD
TERRIPICK@YAHOO.COM
My commute begins and ends every morning from the Shady Grove
Metro Station. To get there I drive along 370. I am amazed and
disheartened to see the continued work taking place to build a $14
round-trip TOLL road that won't even alleviate congestion (the ICC).
I am even more amazed at the suggestion of buses as a 'purple line.'
And how a 'red line' up in Baltimore can compare to the number of
people helped and congestion alleviated...well, I'd like to see the
scientific study.
Aside from initial cost, how can anyone say 'no' to the careful growth and
benefits that an energy/environment-conscious Purple Line will bring to
our state?
I signed the PurpleLineNOW.com petition in October.
Thank you,
Terri Pick, Montgomery County Resident
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Catherine
Pickar
self
4915 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
cpickar@gwu.edu
Is it possible for me to testify on the 18th as a pro-purple line person? I
am an elected official, but did not sign up to speak. I would be
representing myself, not the town of somerset on which I am an elected
council member.
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Catherine
pickar
4915 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CPICKAR@GABRIELPHARMA.COM
Dear Maryland Transit Authority Officials,
I am writing, as a Chevy Chase resident, IN FAVOR of the light rail
purple line to come into Bethesda. I use the Crescent trail and am an
avid biker. But, I see noe reason why the two uses cannot coexist. It's
critical that we choose the mass transit that will get the largest number of
cars off of the roads, which appears to be the Purple Line light rail, both
because it carries more people and perhaps, most importantly, is a
convenient one-ride transit.
In addition, as someone who frequently visits U. of Maryland and whose
daughters attend concerts and lectures there, I am particulary excited
that I would not have to drive on the beltway to get to U. Maryland nor
would future teenagers need to drive on the beltway to get to the
university (too late for my teenagers). The university is such a rich
resource for our citizens and it is a bonus that something so
environmentally correct also opens up the state's resource to a much
broader audience.
Sincerely,
Catherine Pickar
4915 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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David
Pickering
Industrial Info Resources
2277 Plaza Drive
Sugar Land
TX
77479
dpickering@industrialinfo.com
Interested in receiving information on this project as it becomes
availiable and would like to be placed on any and all mailing/e-mail lists
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Grace and Brad
Palladino and Piepmeier
4524 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
PALLADIN20814@YAHOO.COM
As regular users of the Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail
we write to express our opposition to plans to run the Purple Line –
either as a light rail or a bus line – along this beautiful and well-used
green space.
In an area like Bethesda, which is growing more urban every day, the
trail offers a rare opportunity to walk or ride bicycles in a serene, treeshaded, area. We are always amazed and pleased to see how many
different groups enjoy the trail – there are elderly residents sitting on
benches relishing the peace and quiet, there are young families pushing
baby carriages, there are children riding bikes equipped with training
wheels, as well as adults getting some much-needed exercise or using
the trail to bike to work or to shop in downtown Bethesda. Snowfalls are
particularly wonderful on the trail, especially for those who enjoy crosscountry skiing.
We understand the importance of public transportation – one of us
doesn't even drive! But the proposed Purple Line will not solve the
region’s long-term transportation needs, will not directly connect both
arms of Metro’s Red Line, will not reduce pollution, and will result in the
loss of some 4,000 trees and the destruction of a well-used trail and a
naturally beautiful recreation area.
Given current state and federal budget deficits, we hope you will
consider improving existing bus service (like the J1 and J4 which both
offer efficient and reliable service between Silver Spring and Medical
Center, and Bethesda and College Park) before investing tax payer
funds in a project that will help developers more than it will benefit the
community.
Sincerely,
Grace Palladino and Brad Piepmeier
4524 N. Chelsea Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Andrea G.
Pinckney
5011 56th Place
Hyattsville
MD
20781
I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
Kelly, Joyce_Pinckney, Andrea.pdf (47 kb)
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Laura
Pinto
University Landing Tenant' Association
1028 Univeristy Blvd.
Silver Spring
MD
20903
My name is Laura Pinto, L-A-U-R-A, P-I-N-T-O.
The reason I'm here is because we are seeing the necessity of public
transportation. But I also see the effect that it may cause over the
Hispanic community when it comes to the increase in rents, when it
comes to the apartments and the local businesses.
These houses, the people that rent like me worry about this. I don't know
how much effects that will have when it comes to the increasing rent
when it is about the public transportation. That's all. Thank you very
much.
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Denise
Pirnia
4074 Adams Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I think this is a great idea.
It will solve a lot of commuting and congestion problems.
Comment Cards. Norma Torres.pdf (64 kb)
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Mark A
Pirone
3700 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MPIRONE@C2C-INC.COM
I am a Trail user. I run on the trail every day. My family of five uses the
trail for exercise and transportation at least once a week. The trail also
runs along the back of our neighborhood.
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a light rail Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Mark A. Pirone
3700 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Lynn
Pivik
5108 Balian Road
Bethesda
MD
20816

Pivik 34956.pdf (250 kb)
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Stuart and Laura
Plank
4221 Everett Street
Kensington
MD
20895
SMPLANK@MAC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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3711 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EDWARD.V.PLATIA@MEDSTAR.NET
To my esteemed, elected representatives-While I may have been silent in the past, the time has come for me to
verbalize my vigorous support of the Crescent Trail in its present form,
and to vigorously oppose the surface light rail line currently being
considered. I have been proud of my state and county elected officials,
and been pleased that sensible heads always seem to prevail. But here,
I am beginning to have grave concerns that this proposal for the surface
rail through our Chevy Chase neighborhood is being considered
seriously. I need not repeat the major concerns that have been brought
forth--they have already been well articulated. I would emphasize the
irreversible risk of losing forever this bit of green space that we have
come to love, and the deleterious impact it would have on quiet
neighborhood. Furthermore, it does not even address the BRAC traffic
issue, one that is of major concern to us.
It seem clear that a dedicated busway that is routed through the medical
center, presumably on Jones Mill, would be by far the most cost effective
option and would preseve our beloved trail, which should remain
untouched.
I would appreciate your careful consideration on this very important
matter.
Edward V. Platia, MD
Director, Cardiac Arrhythmia Center
Washington Hospital Center
Professor of Medicine
Georgetown University School of Medicine
Washington, DC
Tel. 202-877-7685
Home address: Edward & Rose Platia
3711 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
Tel. 301-951-4347
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Edward V.
Platia, MD
3711 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EVPLATIA@AOL.COM
To my elected officials:
While I am nearly always supportive of the reasoned and generally
excellent management of county affairs, I am currently quite concerned
with a possible light rail line alongside our neighborhood hiker-biker trail.
I feel strongly that light rail would serious harm our neighborhoods, and
that other options, such as a bus option via the Naval Hospital/Jones
Bridge, would help with BRAC traffic as well as be more fiscally sound. If
light rail is mandatory, I think it should be done properly and be
underground in the Bethesda/Chevy Chase area.
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Rose
Platia
3711 Cardriff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Rose, R-O-S-E, Platia, P-L-A-T-I-A. And I live here in Chevy
Chase, have been a resident around 22 years. I live near Connecticut
and East-West Highway. And I'd just like to point out that we're, we are
very congested there and I just can't imagine that many people coming
down from Silver Spring to Bethesda or going from Bethesda to Silver
Spring anyway. We have inadequate roads but we also, we don't have
enough money in this county. Have you noticed the debt lately? I would
just give off these main talking points.
Number one, with the Purple Line, it does not solve the main problem of
traffic congestion and may delay other solutions that would.
Number two, it is not cost-effective. It is well known around this country
that all of these light rail facilities, they're under-ridden and you see it
time and again and I've seen it up in Baltimore City where they built it for
the Hopkins people and the thing goes up and down the road and there's
nobody on the thing.
Number three, it obsolete before it starts running.
Number five, it's not as environmentally friendly as has been
represented.
Number four, five, the Purple Line will severely impact neighborhoods
along its route.
Number 6, it's far from clear that the Purple Line is the smartest way to
spend limited transit dollars.
Number 7, how will we pay for it, we won't. It'll just get added to our debt
and our deficit. We can't afford it, it's a bad idea, don't do it, think of
something else, go back to the drawing board. Thank you.
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Tom
Pluta
5610 Durbin Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
thomas.pluta@va.gov
I oppose building the Purple Line as light rail. Buses are adequate, rail is
too expencive and disruptive to bike trail.
Comment Cards. Tom Pluta.pdf (46 kb)
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Barry Louis
Polisar

MD
barrylou@barrylou.com
Polisar 35283.pdf (101 kb)
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Richard
Pollard
8914 Grant Street
Bethesda
MD
20817
POLLARDRW@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Richard Pollard
8914 Grant Street
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20817
240-543-0596
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Betty
Pomarede
4004 Woodlawn Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BETTYPOMAREDE@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We live very close to the part of the Capital Crescent Trail that begins at
Connecticut Ave. and my husband and I take a walk on the trail almost
every day. The daily exercise is this lovely green area away from cars is
very important for our physical and emotional well being and it is one of
the reason that we continue to live in our neighborhood.
The trail is a great asset to a large area of Montgomery County and
should be saved.
Sincerely,
Betty Pomarede
4004 Woodlawn Road
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Betty
Pomarede
4004 Woodlawn Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BETTYPOMAREDE@YAHOO.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I love to use the trail to take walks with my husband: it is one of the few
pleasant places to walk in our neighborhood: all the rest of it is just for
cars. we cannot walk along main arteries for long, as the fumes and
speed of cars are dangerous. Because of the Navy hospital extensions,
our green areas are now restricted to just the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jean-Michel
Pomarede
4004 Woodlawn Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JLPOMAREDE@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the trail every week to take walks with my wife (we are in our
sixties and believe in exercise). We sometimes go several miles on the
trail: it is very pretty as is. We also use it regularly to go to Bethesda on
foot because it is so difficult to park there. the Chevy Chase area will
lose a lot of its charm without the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jean-Michel Pomarede
4004 Woodlawn Rd.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Daniel
Pomykala
3346 Jones Bridge Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
pomykala@hotmail.com
Re: Opposition for Jones Bridge Route.
I would like to voice my opposition to the Jones Bridge route for rapid
bus transit due to fact it is a serious safety issue w/ an elementary
school located on Jones Bridge. In addition, I can testify at the increased
accidents on Jones bridge given the current heavy traffic when people
are turning on the side streets. Given the recent economic conditions I
think we should revisit these to two options.
1. Tunnel connecting silver spring under the CC trail. The estimate
should be way lower given the reduced current labor costs. Has thought
be given to digging a trench when building the tunnel whereas not using
a tunnel boring machine that is more expensive.
2. Run the rapid buses on East west Hwy. and build a tunnel under
conn. ave.
-dan
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Margaret M.
Pope
400 Harding Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. This is definitely needed!
Pope_Margaret Comment Cards.pdf (68 kb)
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Karren
Pope-Onwukwe
Law Office of Karren Pope-Onwukwe, LLC
P.O. Box 205
Hyattsville
MD
20781
kpopeatty@hotmail.com
I am co-chair of Prince George's County Advocates for Communitybased transit. spoke at the New Carollton public hearing, I am in
support of the light rail option because I think it makes more sense
because of the density already in the communities. Additionally, I
believe that it will be easier and safer for seniors to access than busses.
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Albert
Porambo
3905 Fox Valley Dr
Rockville
MD
20853
rambodadal@comcast.net
Porambo 35880.pdf (106 kb)
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Mindy Portney and
Philip Breen
3609 Dupont Avenue
Kensington
MD
20895
We support building the Purple Line as light rail. We are long-time
county residents, and we need to bring our county closer together!
Ceruzzi_Paul_Comment Cards.pdf (55 kb)
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Mark
Posner
709 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20910
fmposner@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Mr. Madden:
I am a resident of the downtown area of Silver Spring, residing between
Colesville and Wayne and between the downtown area and Dale Drive.
I have been closely following the Purple Line developments, attending
local civic group meetings, Purple Line open houses, and presentations
by you and your PL staff. I also am a member of a local group known as
Silver Spring Advocates, which is organizing around support of the
Purple Line. As a resident of the area directly east of downtown Silver
Spring, I have particularly been interested in the question of the route
that would be followed by the PL between downtown Silver Spring and
Sligo Creek.
First, I want to say that I am a strong supporter of the PL overall, and of
the light rail option. There is an urgent need to supplement the existing
and remarkable subway service we have in the DC area with intersuburban mass transit, particularly in the inner-suburbs just north and
east of DC. The PL would perfectly serve this need, by connecting three
Metro lines, PG and Montgomery counties, and specific population and
business centers, including Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park, and
New Carrollton. Without the PL, congestion will continue to increase, as
more and more cars attempt to squeeze into our limited system of roads,
with the attendant ever increasing amount of carbon emissions. While
the PL may not produce an absolute decrease in the number of cars on
the roads, it can and will lead to a very significant net decrease in the
number of cars, which would be an important accomplishment both in
terms of minimizing congestion and helping to address the threat of
global warming.
I believe that the data contained in the draft EIS show that light rail is far
superior to a bus-based PL. Light rail is faster and quieter, and will
attract a larger number of riders. It avoids the use of polluting buses,
and is better able to be integrated into existing traffic patterns on our
roads. And, looking beyond the 2030 time frame used in the Draft EIS,
the light rail approach has a greater passenger capacity than the busbased alternatives. For all these reasons, we should now spend a little
more money up front for the LRT so as to reap significantly greater
benefits in both the short and long term.
Secondly, I an a strong supporter of selecting the street-level Wayne
route from downtown Silver Spring to Sligo Creek, using shared traffic
lanes and widening Wayne to add left-turn lanes at key intersections.
This alternative is cost-effective, and will enable the PL to have a station
in downtown Silver Spring, as well as perhaps at the corner of Wayne
and Dale. I think it is sheer lunacy to build the PL without a station in
downtown Silver Spring. That station will greatly assist in the further
economic development of the downtown area and, in light of the already
very large number of people who are using the new downtown area, it is
critical that these individuals have the ability to use the PL and exit
directly into the downtown area to maximize the extent to which the PL
will take cars off the road. As shown by the draft EIS, this alternative will
improve, not worsen, traffic on Wayne Avenue, will not interfere with
existing parking on Wayne, and will not compromise pedestrian safety.
Overall, I strongly believe that the PL, running street-level on Wayne, will
contribute to what is already a vibrant community in this area, and will
not in any way undermine this community. I know that many of my
neighbors are strongly opposed to the street-level Wayne option and
favor tunneling below Wayne from the Silver Spring subway station to
near Sligo Creek. However, tunneling is prohibitively expensive, as is
building stations below ground in downtown Silver Spring and at Wayne
and Dale. Experience in other cities in the U.S. and around the world

shows that light rail, if done right, may be fully integrated into residential
areas.
I also oppose the tunneling options included in the draft EIS. These
options are expensive and involve other significant problems as well.
Tunneling to Spring and Wayne will lead to significant traffic problems on
Wayne, since it will restrict Wayne to one lane in each direction at and
near the tunnel egress point. It will also will likely mean that no station
will be placed in downtown Silver Spring, given the prohibitive expense
of building an underground station. The route through East Silver Spring
again means that no station will be located in the downtown area, and
will result in significantly greater environmental damage in and around
Sligo Creek.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity to submit a comment on the draft
EIS, and look forward to the day when I and thousands of others can
walk, or ride a bus, to a Purple Line station and then hop on the Purple
Line leaving our cars behind. Thanks also to Mike Madden and his
dedicated staff for your long and hard work in developing this document
so as give our community and our state the opportunity to make the
Purple Line a reality.
Mark Posner
709 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring, MD 20910
(already on the PL mailing list)
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Karl and Betsy
Pothier
9909 Hillridge Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
POTH6@VERIZON.NET
We write to express our deep concern with the apparent plan to move
forward with the Purple Line.
Putting aside for the moment the proposed light rail's adverse impact on
the quality of life in Montgomery County, what we find to be
particularly troubling is the manner by which the government has
decided
to approach an area of important public policy and concern. As we
understand it, the Purple Line is one of three options that purportedly
would cure the perceived problem of cross-lower-county transportation,
the other two options being a bus system along Jones Bridge Road and
an
underground rail. Given the many controversies surrounding the various
options, it would seems to us that the most reasonable and logical
approach for the government is for it to utilize the option that is both
the least expensive and the least intrusive, and that option very
clearly is the bus system and not the Purple Line. The reason for this
is that if, after implementation, the bus system proves inadequate to
meet the needs of the community, the other two options will retain their
viability and can be properly considered at that time; the same,
however, cannot be said of the Purple Line. The irreparable harm it
will have inflicted on the community - from the government's large
expenditure of scarce resources to fund its construction and to
subsidize its operation in the years to come, to the simple destruction
of the Trail, to the inevitable commercial developments in what are now
residential areas, will be permanent. The Purple Line, therefore,
simply makes no sense whatsoever at this time. It is our view, then,
that perhaps there are interests of which we are not aware that are
compelling the Line's implementation. If that is indeed the case (and
we hope that the litigation that is inevitably associated with these
kinds of projects will reveal it if it exists), and the overall public
good is not the sole focus of the project, then it is a sad time indeed
to live in Montgomery County . . . .
Thank you for your consideration of our views on this subject.
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Tonja
Potter
McDonough Bolyard Peck
10440 Little Patuxent Parkway
Columbia
MD
21044
tpotter@mbpce.com
Mr. Madden, Our company is very interested in learning more about the
Purple Line. We are currently providing construction managment
services for Norfolk, VA Light Rail project. We would be very interested
in learning how me might be able to support the Purple Line.
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Anathea
Powell
5110 Wilson Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
ANATHEAPOWELL@EARTHLINK.NET
Purple Line ,
Purple Line Comments

To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Anathea Powell
5110 Wilson Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Sheila
Power
The Larry Chartienitz Realty Team
7272 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
SPOWER@CBMOVE.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Our family lives at 7610 Lynn Drive – a few yards from the entrance to
the Capital Crescent Trail. As realtors, my husband and I are keenly
aware of the importance of location- and of the amenities of an urban
location, coupled with close proximity to such wonderful green space. As
home buyers less than 2 years ago, these were major factors in our
decision to locate here. We have used the trail since we moved in- in all
seasons and weather. My husband and my children (twin 9 yrs old girls)
frequently bike into Bethesda – We all walk the trail on a regular basis,
and share this wonderful setting not just with our neighbors in the
immediate area, but with anyone who cares to avail themselves of this
peaceful oasis.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. Please take the time to just look at some of the
photos from the gathering this Summer, where some of us carried mock
“light rail” cars, to demonstrate the scale of destruction that will be
required.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joseph
Powers
3542 Dean Drive
Hyattsville
MD
20782
Good evening. My name is Joseph Powers, that's J-O-S-E-P-H, P-O-WE-R-S. I'm an area resident. I'd like to speak on behalf of the medium
and high investment LRT options in support of them. There has been a
number of (inaudible) attached to these proposals.
I don't find it convincing that we have to move it away from the center of
the University of Maryland campus when the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology manages to put a world class nanotechnology lab 200 feet
on top of a 100-year-old railroad, the red line in Boston.
Neither do I find the financing arguments convincing. In a recession, the
correct response is to spend on infrastructure. John Maynard Keens
knew this, and I am baffled that we've managed to forget it.
Also, I do not approve of or think the bus option is a viable option simply
because of how they are fueled. The operating costs of buses are driven
mostly by labor, but also by the fuel they use.
Whether it's diesel or natural gas, a lot of folks use those for heating.
They go into things like fertilizers and plastics and all sorts of things that
can simply affect the cost that the MTA can't protect themselves from
while with electricity the costs are known ahead of time. There are
numerous ways to generate it.
Because of the renewables push in the past 20 years, the cost of it is
likely to go down. That's an enormous bargain. I don't think that is
accurately reflected here and we should take advantage of that cost by
laying some tracks and stringing some wires up.
The cost of electricity will go down, an also it will constantly get cleaner
as technology cleans up the sources of generating that electricity.
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Jon
Prater-Lewis
8800 Clifford Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Wrttn Tstmny. J. Prater-Lewis.pdf (1 mb)
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Jan
Prece

MD

I Support the Purple Line Because ... I am a registered voter - for
progress- and I approve.
enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:

1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;

2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;

3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
PL cards.pdf (318 kb)
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Jannea R.
Prescott
20122 Locustdale Drive
Germantown
MD
20876
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Constantine-Davis, Jean.pdf (59 kb)
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Floyd C.
Preust
12501 Buckley Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Alisha Creel.pdf (93 kb)
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LAWRENCE
PREVITI
713 WARE STREET SW
VIENNA
VA
22180
larry.previti@juno.com
Has a trackless-trolley/trolley-bus option been considered? The
Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, SEPTA, has such
vehicles, and it would be the perfect compromise between bus and
streetcar.
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Karen and Aron
Primack
1217 Edgevale Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
We are strongly in favor of a light-rail Purple Line.
Karen and Aron Primack
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Tim
Proctor
10006 Rogart Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Proctor_Tim.pdf (50 kb)
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Martha
Pskowski
117 S Van Buren St
Rockville
MD
20850
marthanelle@gmail.com
Building the Purple Line would benefit the people of the PG/Montgomery
area and improve problems resulting from the area's rapid growth. As a
student, I appreciate the importance of public transport.
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Martha
Pskowski
117 S. Van Buren Street
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. MoCo needs the Purple
Line!!
Schnieder_Sam_Comment Cards.pdf (40 kb)
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Jane X.
Public

MD
20904
A new and innovative idea that I have not heard before!
What about using ski resort type gondolas instead of buses or rail?
In your low cost proposal, buses share the road with existing traffic thus
making ‘rapid’, not so rapid. In the medium option, sharing is still used
and in the high option, is there room on some of the roads for dedicated
lanes??
For the light rail, again, space is at a premium. As you are aware, quite
a few areas along your proposed route are very built up. Will putting in
dedicated lanes decrease the vehicular traffic lanes? Will the residents
put up with that?
I believe my proposal in using gondolas would keep most areas in the
proposed routes free of added road lanes and the necessary tunnels or
bridges at a minimum.
If you are familiar with ski resort gondolas, they can be any size, but the
4 to 6 person with bench seating on opposing sides would be best. That
size is large enough for baby carriages or small carry all carts but small
enough that the cost might be a better value as more cars are needed.
The noise level for gondolas, with the exception of transfer stations or
end of line stations is almost negligible. The footprint for a gondola
support pole can be several feet across. These could be put in the
median of highways or in the parklands in a minimally invasive manner.
In most cases, I believe the impact to local residents would be very small
as buses and rail would not be producing pollutants.
As they travel above any traffic, pedestrian and vehicular, bridges will
not be needed. As the supports are smaller than building bridges, less
impact on streams and parkland will keep environmentalists happy. As
they don’t make much noise, residents will be happy. The gondolas can
be as low as several yards off the ground to as high as several building
stories to allow passage over highways, bridges and electrical wires with
the least amount of disturbance to the surrounding areas.
As will all high-speed gondolas, the end of line stations detach the car
from the cable to enable loading and unloading with ease. Transfer
stations can be used to change direction or to transfer to another cable.
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jennifer
pugh
515 quintana pl nw
washington
DC
20011
JENNIFER.L.PUGH@VERIZON.COM
I will be commuting to work from dc to MD & any updates will be very
helpful.Thanks :)
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Christina
Purdie
8603 Milford Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CPURDIE@WELLESLEY.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Capital Crescent Trail is an integral part of my life and of my
history. When I was younger, my family would go on family "bonding"
bike
rides from Silver Spring down to Bethesda. As we got older, we were
able
to gauge our fitness levels by seeing how much further we could go.
Soon,
biking down to Fletcher's boat house was not an issue. The Capital
Cresent
was an important part of shaping my family. When my best friend went
to
college at George Washington University, we could bike to see each
other.
The proximity allowed our friendship to flourish.
Currently, I work in Bethesda and live in Silver Spring, the Capital
Cresent is the perfect route to get to work. The Capital Cresent with its
remodelled tressel at Jones Bridge Rd and Jones Mill Rd. allow for quick
and easy access to Bethesda and beyond, without necessitating a car or
bus
ride. During the weekends, the Trail is so crowded, I am constantly
yelling "On your left" while passing families biking, walkers walking or
people just using the trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Purple Line remains a disasterous plan for the users of the trail.
Without the trail, bike commuters would be forced to either travel
dangerous roads (such a East West Highway) on their way to work, or
drive
their own cars, adding to the morning and afternoon traffic congestion.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane
-- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to

preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around
us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Edith
Purdie

MD
EDP0722@YAHOO.COM
Dear All,
I oppose the Purple Line. I am an avid hiker and biker. I use the current
trail several times a week to bike to Bethesda from Silver Spring. I
appreciate the exercise.
If more transportation is needed, more bus routes should be scheduled.
I do not belive that the funding is justified. In this time of recession, we
can not afford the enormous expense.
Thank you for your consideration of this email.
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Dr. Tracey
Pyles

Bethesda
MD
TLPYLES@AOL.COM
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Phil Andrews,
Council Members Berliner, Elrich, Floreen, Knapp, Praisner,
Andrews,
Joan Kleinman, et al

As a Montgomery County resident who uses the Capital Crescent Trail
on a regular, almost daily basis, to run, walk my dog, and keep my
children in touch with the beautiful outdoors, I am dismayed to learn of
your intent to compromise our beautiful, natural trail with the addition of
the Purple Line along its course!

I STRONGLY URGE YOU TO RECONSIDER BEFORE YOU
DESTROY THIS BEAUTIFUL RESOURCE, which is a much used and
much loved healthy staple in our community.

PLEASE place this Purple Line SOMEWHERE ELSE.

Dr. Tracey Pyles
Bethesda, Maryland
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Keylan
Qazzaz
9503 Page Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
KEYLANQ@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
We enjoy long walks and bike rides on the trail with our two small kids
and look forward to many more years of such. I grew up in this area; my
husband and I have invested in this area financially and emotionally and
plan to raise our family here, sinking even deeper roots. So we write to
ask you to act to preserve the trail and re-think the Purple Line.
Circumstances have drastically changed since the Master Plan was
written 18 years ago. We know more about environmental benefits of
keeping the 17 acres of mature trees and green sapce and we know the
environmental costs of putting transit in this location.
The relocation of Walter Reed has also created new challenges to the
area. If we had known then what we know now, officials might have
supported purchasing right of way for parkland.
Please eliminate plans to put trains or buses along the Capital Crescent
Trail. Let's figure out another solution that will save this tranquil Trail and
green space for generations to come.
Respectfully submitted,
Ms. Keylan Qazzaz
9503 Page Avenue, Bethesda MD 20814
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Marcus
Queen
12315 Firtree Ln
Bowie
MD
20715-2511
pkchp-99@hotmail.com
Queen 35544.pdf (109 kb)
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Tim
Quick
USAID Office of HIV/AIDS
1300 Pennsylvanie Avenue NW
Washington
DC
20523-51020
TQUICK@USAID.GOV
I use the Capital Crescent Trail on regular basis. Would I love to have
reasonably fast public transportation from my home in Bethesda to Silver
Spring? To College Park/UMD? Absolutely!! Do I want it at the
expense of destroying the beauty and natural state of the Capital
Crescent Trail? Absolutely not!!! We have precious few trails and
natural areas in this area, and once we lose the trail in its present state,
there’s no going back. Please protect the Capital Crescent Trail for this
and future generations. Thank you! Tim
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Gail
Quigley
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
GAILQ@VERIZON.NET
I have been using the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring for many years. My visitors from the USA and abroad are
amazed that such a treasure exists in an urban setting. Many of them
live in congested urban areas like ours, and comment on the wisdom of
those who set aside the trail for the use of their citizens. I use the trail on
a weekly basis. I can step out of my door and in minutes have access to
this unique environment.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kristine
Quilici

MD
LABTECH89@YAHOO.COM
I feel a purple line needs to be added due to the closer of Walter Reed
AMC. Due to this closure NNMC will be adding personnel. A light rail
that goes to the Bethesda stop would be great as it would be a short trip
to the medical center stop or NNMC can run a shuttle bus from there to
the hospital. It is not convenient to get to NNMC by any of the current
methods.
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Marianne
Quinn
711 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
mquinn528@hotmail.com
Quinn_Marianne.pdf (115 kb)
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Beatriz
Quintos

MD
20782
I strongly support the installation of the purple line and hope the project
is approved and completed. I strongly prefer light rail rather than
busses.
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Mitchell L.
Rabinowitz
5909 Marengo Road
Bethesda,
MD
20816
MRABINOWITZ@CROWELL.COM
I support building the purple line as light rail, along the existing trail. I am
a regular trail user, but I recognize the importance of this mode of
transportation to our urban planning and development efforts, and I
believe the light-rail and trail can coexist very easily. To use a northerly
bus route is a terrible idea, and will not bring the type of solution we
need.
___________________________
Mitchell L. Rabinowitz
5909 Marengo Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Adam
Race
4805 Wellington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ADAMRACE1@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
Why do I care enough to spend the time to write you this letter today? I'll
tell you why. Because I spend countless hours each week running and
biking up and down the trail. Why the trail and not some road? Because
it's safe from vehicle traffic, I don't have to stop for traffic lights and smell
car exhaust while running, and it truly gives me peace of mind in this
ever-changing metropolis. The other users of the trail and I really
cherish the ability to move seamlessly from Bethesda right into the city
like a hidden back door. It's where I trained for this year's Marine Corps
Marathon. I'm very proud of the Metro DC's willingness for athletic
activities and events. There aren't many other cities around the world
that host so many walk-a-thons, 5K's, or 10 milers. Where are the 5
million people in the metro area supposed to train and relax a bit from
the city life? I know it's only one trail that several thousand people use
daily, and that may sound like peanuts, but it is very important to me and
those several thousand people who really enjoy using the trail on a daily
basis. This is my trail and my home, and I don't want it ruined!
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to

Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Alexander
Radichevich
7210 Dartmouth Ave
College Park
MD
20740
I have lived in College Park for 46 years and I do not own an automobile.
I rely on mass transit. I strongly advocate in favor of the light rail Purple
Line. It will be excellent for mobility in our region
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Lee
Raesly

Bethesda
MD
LEE@RAESLY.NET
I love the trail and bike on it every weekend. How can you even
consider spending the incredible sum of money to destroy the trail and
bring the "politicians want it but no one else does" Purple Line to
Bethesda?
It is incredible to imagine using it as trains roar past (don't even say the
word Trolley- that's a joke).
Please, please consider killing this project once and for all.
And, as I'm certain has been written before...
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Patick and Michele
Rafferty
4208 Franklin Street
Kensington
MD
20895
PATRICK@RAFFERTYWEISS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
I am writing to you a as resident of Kensington, MD and someone who
travels to and from work on Connecticut Avenue every day. Yes, there
is an obvious traffic problem in our area but I personally don't think the
Purple Line is the answer. From the information that is being sent out it
sounds as if a lot of our tax dollars will be spent for something that
seems like a temporary fix. It is also my understanding that developers
are to gain financially (i.e., Chevy Chase Land Company) if the Purple
Line is built. If Chevy Chase Land Company can develop after the
Purple LIne is built won't that only add to more traffic problems to which
all of you are trying to fix? Please make the right decision for Maryland
residents and find an alternative plan to the Purple Line.
Thank you for your consideration.
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William
Ragen
9214 Columbia Blvd
Silver Spring
MD
20910
william.ragen@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : I attended the Purple Line AA/DEIS Public Hearing on Saturday,
November 22, 2008 at Montgomery College’s Takoma Park/Silver
Spring Campus. I was not able to speak at that hearing and submit the
following statement of support for building a Light Rail option. I live near
downtown Silver Spring, and the proposed Purple Line passes through
my neighborhood. I commute to my job in the District by Metrorail and
bicycle along the Capital Crescent Trail.
Light Rail has several advantages:
• Light Rail has many advantages over the bus option that some have
proposed. These include:
• Faster travel times
• Larger ridership
• Less pollution, both because Light Rail produces less than busses and
because it will do a better job of reducing automobile traffic
• Supporting infrastructure for “Smart Growth” development
• A more attractive option to get people out of their cars
• It is quieter
Population Growth and Increasing Density Will Require Higher Capacity
Light Rail
Building the higher capacity option is even more important when we
consider not just the current transportation problems, but also those that
future growth will cause. In the 1990’s, Montgomery County’s population
increased by 15 percent (the figures for the US and Maryland for that
time period are 13 and 11 – see http://www.mcmncppc.org/research/data_library/census2000/special_reports/SEmapb
ullets.pdf), with 27% of that growth in the southeast corner of the county,
and area that will be served by the purple line. Between 1970 and 2000,
Montgomery County’s population density increased by 70 percent
(http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/publications/communitydevelopment/W026_von_hoffman.pdf). While more recent trends have seen more growth
in the outer suburbs, increasing energy costs and congestion are likely
to favor growth in the close-in suburbs. As these areas become more
dense and urban, we need a transportation system that reflects this new
reality. That system is a Light Rail.
The Washington Metrorail System is essential to our region. It is hard to
imagine what our region would be like without it, but this much is clear –
it would be a transit and economic nightmare. The Purple Line is the
next step, and it needs to be built with the capacity needed to service
future transportation needs. A bus line cannot do this. Light Rail will.
Light Rail Concerns Can Be Mitigated
Light Rail will create some challenges. It is essential that these not hold
hostage the development of this needed transportation link. For
example, some have raised the issue of what Light Rail would mean for
the Capital Crescent Trail. I bicycle to work along this trail a few times
per month and, based on Light Rail systems I have seen in many other
cities, it seems that there is room for both. Some of these issues are
specious – for example the assertion that the Purple Line would have a
negative impact on the environment because some trees would have to
be removed. Given all the environmental good that Light Rail would do,
it is silly to object to raise this objection.
There are real concerns, especially for residents on streets where the
Purple Line will run. These can be overcome by a reasonable amount of
creativity and good will, and at a far lower cost than that of doing nothing
or building an inadequate system.
Thanks you for your attention.

William Ragen
9214 Columbia Blvd
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Chuck
Rainville
17 Kinsman View
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Congestion won't
accommodate new buses. Please consider light rail.
Comment Cards. Michon Bunch.pdf (117 kb)
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Vikas
Rajpal
1220 East West Highway
Silver Spring
MD
20910
The name is Vikas Rajpal, V-I-K-A-S, last name Rajpal, R-A-J-P-A-L. I
live in Silver Spring off East/West Highway. I have studied this purple
line in all its forms for the last eight years or so when it has died and
come back to life a few times.
After a lot of study, I just want to put my two cents in that I think light rail
transit while it has been popular and it has been seen in a lot of other
cities in this country especially, I think we need to focus heavily on
looking at bus rapid transit as really the way we need to go here.
Light rail is aesthetically unpleasing. It is more expensive, it requires a
lot more infrastructure needs, there are a lot more problems that can
arise with a light rail system, they are less reliable, there is a lot more
infrastructure cost than bus rapid transit.
Bus rapid transit is not so popular here in general. It is not thought to be
as, it is not a crowd pleaser I guess. Buses have a poor public image.
Despite confusion and negative opinions, we need a quick
implementation. Bus rapid transit can provide that. It's less infrastructure,
it's more reliable and it's faster, it's a faster mode of transit than light
rapid transit would be.
Bus rapid transit is a clear choice for more than a few reasons. To begin,
the capital costs, as I mentioned, are generally in favor of bus rapid
transit, averaging about 13 million per mile as opposed to light rail which
averages about 35 million per mile.
Bus rapid transit networks can quickly be readjusted for capacity and as
well as routing for community changes and population growth,
employment, retail and development activity.
This is especially important in the DC region where much of the project
need arises from similar scenarios involving urban sprawl.
We have seen a lot of agencies, a lot of employment centers move out
of the district and into the suburbs. Because of that, an ever evolving
situation, we need to have a flexible system and the bus rapid transit can
provide that, whereas light rail cannot. Thank you.
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Vikas
Rajpal
1220 East West Highway
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Rajpal_Vikas.pdf (338 kb)
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Silvestre
Ramirez
5309 Riverdale Rd
Riverdale
MD
20737
silvestreramirez41@yahoo.com
I would like to know how i can apply for a job on the project of the Purple
line. Please Contact me i want to know where i can apply for a job.
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Luis
Ramos-Izquierdo
3039 16th Street, NW
Washington
DC
20009
LRI-OPTICS@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Cresent Trail with my wife every week year round. It is
one of our main excersise activities and we would hate to see it
dissapear. Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit
elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Florence
Rand
9413 Thornhill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I attendedan earlier open house on the Purple Line and was impressed
by your careful, thorough planning. I am in favor of light rail (the median
between bus pollution adn underground cost) and would like the Dale
Drive Wayne Ave station. This line is long overdue. Best wishes for your
success.
Rand_FLorence.pdf (42 kb)
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Julia
Randall
4210 Oakridge Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. J. Randall.pdf (915 kb)
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Julia
Randall

Chevy Chase
MD
JRANDALL@EROLS.COM
The Capital Cresant Trail is a GEM, not only appreciated by local people
but especially by our international visitors. Recently I have met orange
tree growers from S. Africa, yodellers from Germany, medical
professionals from Poland enjoying the trail's beauty. The Trail defines
Bethesda--shops and restaurants come and go but the beauty of the trail
is forever.
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Donna
Raphael
3004 Beethoven Way
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Parchment.pdf (53 kb)
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Erica
Raphel
8519 Milford Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Raphel_Erica.pdf (101 kb)
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Venice
Rashford
20321 Trolley Crossing Ct.
Gaithersburg
MD
20886
vrashford@comcast.net
I have read the information available and totally supports purple line.
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wali
rashid
718 gilbert st.
takoma park
MD
20912
walirashid16@yahoo.com
I would like to work withe you call me @202-306-3246
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Jack
Rasmussen
4215 Verne Street
Bethesda
MD
20817

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Jack Rasmussen. I'm a life long resident of Montgomery
County. J-A-C-K, R-A- S-M-U-S-S-E-N. I grew up in Bethesda, now live
at the Grovner Metro Station. I'm here to express my strong support for
the light rail option of the Purple Line connecting downtown Bethesda
with New Carrollton. Trains have been a significant part of my life from
the age of 3 to the dawn of my professional career.
Some of my first memories were riding the Metro with my mother to go
to my father's gallery, Rockville Arts Place, which is in the old Mall where
the Regal Theater now stands in Rockville Town Center. I also
remember traveling to my mother's work in downtown Silver Spring; it
was a trip we always had to take by car. And all I really remember of it
was the traffic we stood in along east-west highway.
I was lucky enough to grow up close to the Bethesda Metro Station. It
enabled me to live a car-free lifestyle, but restricted me to the upper Red
Line Corridor. My determination to live green prevented me from taking
any meaningful, long-term interests in other parts of Maryland because
trips to places like Prince George's Plaza or similarly distant areas took
more than an hour on Metro.
When considering what college to attend, I realized the University of
Maryland at College Park would be an arduous commute that required a
time consuming route through downtown D.C. and back out again into
Maryland, about an hour and a half each way. This kind of commute was
out of the question since I needed to work part-time while I was getting
my degree.
If the higher investment light rail system is built, it'll cut the time required
to get to our great state University, down to just a third of the total I've
previously mentioned. This would open up the option of pursuing my
graduate school at the University of Maryland. It would make the
university a much more attractive place for future generations of
students.
The light rail option would also be the environmentally cleanest transit
option for those who are college bound, making it even more popular
choice for daily use.
As a committed pedestrian, the light rail system appeals to me because
of its efficiency. Light rail resulted in an ideal way of dealing not only with
congestion but also with vehicle omissions and global warming.
If the purpose of the Purple Line is to provide relief from traffic, then the
MTA should choose the transit service that attracts the most, takes the
most travelers out of their cars. The Purple Line will also reduce
crowding in downtown D.C. Metro stations, creating a win-win scenario
for our region.
Today we have a chance to improve our mass transit system and to
create more prosperity in Maryland communities and to combat global
warming. The light rail Purple Line is the best way to provide access to
all, to our in-state university for Maryland students and connecting our
vibrant communities together. And of increasing the time Marylanders
will be able to spend with their families and friends. Thank you for your
time and consideration.
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Judith
Ratcliff
4903 Asbury Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
The Purple Line appears to be a well thoughtout and researched plan. It
should be built as soon as possible! It's not going to get cheaper and we
need an efficient system now.
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B.
Rathbone
5942 Hubbard Drive
Rockville
MD
20852
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We want to let you know how valuable the Trail is to our family and
community. We use the trail everyday, to enjoy bike rides with our
children, walk to school, stores, library, etc. It is a valuable component
to our everyday lives, as it is to the entire community and our
environment.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Pat
Ratkowski
9510 Evergreen Street
Silver Spring
MD
20901
howenowratkow@starpower.net
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
Please approve and fund the the Purple Line so that we can go
easier on the planet, and help people get to work and schools
conveniently and efficiently. The Purple Line will also help
link up the many communities of southern Montgomery County, and
in time could create an education/research crescent across the
top of the D.C.
And in addition, please - please - cancel the ICC. Just because
Governor Ehrlich was in the hip pocket of the construction
industry does not mean you need to continue to exercise his bad
judgment.
Sincerely, Pat Ratkowski

Sincerely,
Pat Ratkowski
9510 Evergreen Street
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Brigid
Rauch
Shanti Yoga Center
4217 East West Hwy / 4209 East West Hwy
Bethesda / Chevy Chase
MD
20814
brigidmaira@gmail.com
Since we have businesses located at 4209 and 4217 East West
Highway, we are concerned about how the planned purple line
construction may affect our property use and access. Would it be
possible for you to give us a cross-section drawing of these two sites
including the trail and train. Specifically, we understand that a ramp is
planned at 4217 East West Highway and would like to see how that may
affect our driveway and parking lot. Also, at 4209 East West Highway we
understand that our addition is very close to the property line and would
like to see how close the planned train and sound wall will be. Thank you
very much.
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Dean J.
Rauh
21821 Hazeltine Ct.
Leonardtown
MD
20650
RAUHFAMILY@MD.METROCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live south of the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring; however I am aware of the natural beauty of the trail and its
importance to the region around Bethesda and Silver Spring. It is also
important to the many cyclists and hikers in my locale who travel to use
and enjoy the trail and its unique environment. We need to preserve
what I consider a natural treasure. One only needs to use or visit the trail
to understand the impact that building the Purple Line would have. The
damage would be devastating and irreversible.
As explained in previous letters and e-mail, every week, more than
10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
and families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region year-round.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built as proposed, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail
would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about
10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe
nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike
lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would clearly be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else and could never
be returned to its current natural state.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as the Bethesda and Silver
Spring region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come,
will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jill
Rauh
7057 Carroll Ave. #5
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support a light rail Purple Line! This would be much more efficient and
environmental than the bus line. Creating a purple line is very important
to connecting these parts of Maryland.
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Michael
Ravnitzky
1905 August Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902

Ravnitzky_Michael.pdf (10 kb)
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Aaron
Ray
907 6th ST SW APT 609C
Washington
DC
20024
aarondray@gmail.com
I strongly support the development of a the Purple Line light rail project.
Improved public transportation is essential for the continued
development of the region and to improve our standard of living.
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J. Ram & Shashi
Ray

MD
JRAMRAY@YAHOO.COM
We live at 632 Wayne Avenue, along the proposed route of the Purple
Line and oppose plans to build Purple Line at the street level - it should
be underground. If it must be built at the street level.
J. Ram Ray
Shashi Ray
301-565-4136
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Ronjini
Ray
Ronjini Ray
4615 North Park Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ronjini@hotmail.com
Hi, I am a student from Bethesda Chevy Chase High School, for my
National State and Local Government class we are trying to show how
we can be good citizens of this country, state and county. We have
decided on saving the Capital Crescent Trail. And, we became aware of
the fact that the Purple line is going to be destroying a lot of the trail, and
it will be causing the deforestation of over 4500 trees and a train line
being built 30 feet away from resendential areas will cause an enormous
amount of noise pollution. While the whole world tries to reduce gloabal
warming and pollution, us Marylanders are cutting off over 4500 trees.
That is just shameful. I want to inform you that this project you are
carrying you out is against the will of various citizens. and against the
will of the whole of BCC the family ie faculty, students and parents. I
hope you understand that this issue has deeply hurt us as the Crescent
Trail is an important mode of transportation and recreation to various
people.I will be extremely obliged if you would ackoledge this comment,
because soon it won't only be a comment. Thank You
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Helene
Rayder
14 Oxford Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HJWV@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
When my family returned to the Washington, DC area six years ago, we
chose to purchase a home in Chevy Chase, Maryland instead of moving
back to Alexandria, Virginia. IAlthough there were many factors that
went into that decision, one of the important considerations was access
to the beautiful, tranquil outdoor space provided by the Capital Crescent
Trail. For us, the trail softens the urban nature of the city and makes it a
less edgy, more comfortable place to live. We are an active family, with
a young child, and we spend many weekends walking and biking on the
trail. We live on a block that's bordered by Connecticut Avenue and
Brookville Road and we have limited access to sidewalks and cross
walks. These conditions make it unsafe for our daughter (or us, for that
matter) to bike in our neighborhood. The Capital Crescent Trail is our
only real venue for biking and hiking, and it provides a safe and tranquil
place for us to spend time outdoors. I can't imagine our life in Chevy
Chase with access to the Captial Cres cent Trail. And it's not just us and
our neighbors who benefit from the trail - trail users come from all
around the region.
I recognize that development is important, but there are sensible ways to
accomodate development without sacrificing such a tremendous,
irreplacable asset to our community.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sharon
Raymond
10503 Mills Crossing Way
Kensington
MD
20895
SRAYMOND9@VERIZON.NET
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Peggy Re and
James Yonkos
801 Silver Spring Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jyonkos@boggspartners.com
Yonkos_James.pdf (48 kb)

January 8, 2009

Montgomery County Executive, Council, and MTAAs owners of a home located at 801 Silver Spring Avenue in the East Silver Spring area of
Montgomery County we are very concerned about the proposed Purple Line alignment
alternatives that will tunnel under portions Silver Spring and Thayer Avenues. We are not
opposed to the Purple Line in general and we understand that the transit route must get from
downtown Silver Spring to Piney Branch Road via our East Silver Spring neighborhood.
But we have to stress that in addition to the concerns stated in a letter from the East Silver
Spring Citizen’s Association to the Montgomery County Executive dated December 30, 2008
(attached), we have particular concern about two of the least analyzed “design option” that will
route a transit tunnel directly beneath our home. The location of the tunnel in these “design
options” increases our concern about the lack of analysis of the impacts of noise and vibration
on neighborhoods in general and on homes directly above the alignment in particular. In
addition to routing the transit tunnel under several homes on our block, the tunnel turns sharply
directly beneath our property. There appears to be no analysis of the special conditions that
may occur at such a location. It seems reasonable to ask if there be additional noise, vibration,
access requirements, potential breakdowns, etc. at a sharp curve in the transit tunnel.
The analysis also does not adequately detail how initial construction and routine maintenance
(not to mention dealing with a catastrophic event) will be addressed solely from underground
access. By locating the tunnel off of the existing street grid and under homes, access to the
tunnel from the surface will be permanently precluded. This decision could be very problematic
in the future.
Another troubling aspect of SS/Thayer alignment is that the tunnel will exit onto a very narrow
portion of Thayer Avenue directly behind East Silver Spring Elementary School. The analysis
does not adequately detail how this would work. Further study and examples of built transit
tunnels exiting steep grades changes directly adjacent to elementary school playgrounds will be
required to assuage parents’ concerns that access to the school and continued use of the
playground will be safe and feasible. The SS/Thayer alignment appears to have been
developed with little or no coordination with Montgomery County public Schools. MCPS plans to
expand this school. The site is already very impacted and it seems dubious that all of the
proposed improvements will fit onto such a tight site.
Should one of the SS/Thayer tunnel alignment design options be chosen, owners of the effected
homes will require compensation for granting the right to allow construction below their
properties. They will also require assurances that reparations for future potential damages will
be available (some form of bonding?). None of this is adequately addressed in the analysis so
far provided.

We commend the studies that MTA has done for the multiple Purple Line alignments to date.
But based on the lack of analysis of the SS/Thayer tunnel “design options” and the unique
hardships (this appears to be the only alignment that places a transit tunnel directly below
inhabited homes) that it will impose on us and our neighbors on Silver Spring and Thayer
Avenues we have to strongly urge you to not consider this alignment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Re & James Yonkos
801 Silver Spring Avenue

Attachment: ESCA letter dated 12/30/08

December 30, 2008
MCPChairman@mncppcmc.org
RE: Testimony - Staff Recommendations for the Purple Line
We are troubled that the Planning Staff recommendations require a detailed analysis of the
community impacts of only one of the two routes suggested for further study and not the other.
We request that this disparity be rectified and that the Planning Board require the Maryland
Transit Administration (MTA) to provide equitable analyses for both options.
The staff has recommended the surface route on Wayne Avenue as their preferred option and
listed very specific community impacts that MTA will be required to analyze and mitigate.
However, the staff is only requiring a generic “study” of a hybrid option that includes an
extended tunnel under Wayne Avenue. The recommendations imply that MTA is only required
to provide cost estimates for the tunnel option and no other impacts will be reviewed.
Since the AA/DEIS dismissed the tunnel option under Wayne Avenue as too expensive, it
provided no analyses of the tunnel’s community impacts. The tunnel option under Wayne
Avenue involves tunneling under several other streets and has the potential for major impacts
on the residents of East Silver Spring. We have actively participated in MTA focus groups for
several years and have only received limited verbal answers to our concerns about this option.
Some of these responses seem to contradict FTA standards. Therefore, it is imperative that
MTA provide documentation of the impacts a tunnel would have on this community – both
during construction and operation.
We ask the Planning Board to add the following specifics to MTA’s required analyses for the
tunnel route:
NOISE AND VIBRATION:
The tunnel under consideration begins under Georgia Avenue and continues under Silver
Spring Avenue, Grove Street and Bonifant Street before it reaches Wayne Avenue. This tunnel
would run under numerous homes on very narrow streets with minimal, if any, setback from the
street. These homes are 50-85 years old and would be very sensitive to damage from
vibrations and construction. The Staff’s recommendation to study a tunnel is too broad and will
result in an inadequate analysis of the impacts on these homes.
For example, MTA engineers told us on several occasions that the tunnel would be
approximately 25 feet under the homes. However, FTA’s 2006 Transit Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment (“FTA 2006 Assessment”), pg. 7-8 states: “Problems with ground-borne
vibrations and noise are common when there is less than 50 feet between a subway structure
and building foundations.”
This study also reports that noise and vibration levels increase and are problematic depending
on, not only the depth of tunnel, but the type of structure above the tunnel, type of track, type of
wheel, etc.

How deep a tunnel is MTA planning? What types of structures, wheels, track, etc. are
anticipated? How will these choices impact/mitigate noise and vibration in these homes?
VENTS/AIRSHAFTS/EMERGENCY EXITS:
According to MTA, vents/airshafts and emergency exits would be located on public property –
most likely in the intersections, e.g. Grove and Thayer/Bonifant. This is a very densely
populated neighborhood with very narrow streets. Therefore, noxious or hazardous fumes from
these vents would linger and be more likely to permeate living quarters. What types of fumes
are anticipated? What does MTA suggest to measure and mitigate this potential hazard?
CONSTRUCTION/COMPENSATION:
We have received only verbal assurances from MTA that they will not take any homes and that
it will be safe for residents to remain in their homes during construction. MTA needs to
document this with specific details. For example:
How realistic is this, if only 10 % of the engineering study is complete? What is the chance that
unanticipated problems during construction will require the “taking” of homes?
How are homeowners/residents protected, if there is damage/injury during construction? Will
the homes be bonded?
What is the process for negotiating compensation for ground rights under affected properties?
We recognize that at this late date in the process, it will be difficult to subject this route to the
same public scrutiny as was available for the other routes. However, it is essential to the
credibility of this project that this route be given the same scrutiny as the surface route and
equitable time for public input.
We urge you to require more detailed analyses in your recommendations for MTA’s further
study of this tunnel route to address these impacts and to allow for an adequate public comment
period after these analyses have been completed.
Sincerely,
East Silver Spring Citizen’s Association
(ESSCA) Board of Directors
Bob Colvin
President

cc: County Council
MTA
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John
Read
65 Harvard Street
Whitman
MA
02382
john.read1018@gmail.com
I plan to move to the area in summer and support any and all mass
transit initiatives to ease traffic and pollution on highways!
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Christine
Real de Azua
4502 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
STOP the current Purple Line light rail proposal and say NO to transit on
the trail. Please go back to the drawing board to design a BETTER
purple line: one that will go underground like the rest of the Metro
system. Save and preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as it is -- a trail of
peace and beauty that is part of the "Central Park" system of the greater
Washington area and used and enjoyed by thousands.
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Christine
Real de Azua
4502 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CHRISTINELRDEA@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Please STOP the Purple Line as currently envisioned. Please go back
to the drawing board to design a BETTER purple line: one that will go
underground like the rest of the Metro system, or use an enhanced bus
system. Please save and preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as it is -- a
trail of peace and beauty that is part of the "Central Park" system of the
greater Washington area and used and enjoyed by thousands.
I am an avid user of the Capital Crescent Trail and I am not alone every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. A light rail is not in
the public interest -- it will destroy this unique resource. Please save the
trail and support the much better options that are available to provide the
region with more public transportation.
Sincerely,
Christine Real de Azua
4502 Elm Street
Chevy Chase MD 20815
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Brian
Reamy
204 May Lane
Edgewater
MD
21037
BVReamy@comcast.net
Reamy 35875.pdf (107 kb)
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Veerender
Reddy

MD
VEERENDER.REDDY@DC.GOV
I Support the Purple Line as Light rail.
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Dan
Reed
2604 Hawkshead Court
Silver Spring
MD
20904
DANREED@UMD.EDU
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Kevin F.
Reed
1200 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington
DC
20036
KREED@DOWLOHNES.COM
Reed_Kevin.pdf (17 kb)
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Becky
Reeve
2103 Belvedere Blvd. #4
Silver Spring
MD
20902
BREEVE@WWC.ORG
Dear Sirs: I for one am dismayed about the process and decision
making about the Purple Line as it is now being sited through downtown
Silver Spring. It took 10 years of advocacy by Friends of the Library,
Library Advisory Committee and Committee for a New Silver Spring
Library to finally get land appropriated for building of a new Silver Spring
Library. After land was finally acquired, suddenly it turned out that the
Purple Line is to bi-sect the plot allocated and purchased for the primary
purpose of relocation of the library. The groups that have been
advocating for the new library for 10 years were never notified that this
was in process. The placement of the Purple Line is presented as a fait
accompli. This has made an awkward mess of trying to design the
library- much less build it. It appears that the library will have to be built
in part over this Purple Line. We are not certain that the Purple Line will
be put through our library plot but it is ordered that the design process
for the library must proceed upon the assumption that it will. It is a
design mess. We do not know what the construction time line is for the
Purple Line vis a vis the library and/or how that will affect progress of
building either.
Finally, I am highly skeptical that this particular planned passage of the
Purple Line through downtown Silver Spring will relieve the existing
congestion of the Georgia Avenue - Coleville Road - Fenton Street. It is
a crawl most times and adding another intersecting travel line, I think,
will only add to the present congestion.

Becky Reeve, member of Friends of the Silver Spring Library
2103 Belvedere Blvd. # 4 , Silver Spring MD 20902
Home e-mail: (301) 920-0753
Work email: breeve@wwc.org
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Ari
Reeves
10315 Brunswick Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20902
areeves@world.oberlin.edu
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park, and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor; and
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Of the options under consideration, this one clearly will bring the
greatest benefits to Montgomery and Prince George's county residents.
Please do everything in your power to allow the plan to move forward
and the Purple Line to be built.
As someone who lives and works near downtown Silver Spring, I look
forward to the day when I can travel quickly and easily to Bethesda or
College Park by light rail and not by car.
Thank you!
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Kevin
Reeves
8003 Eastern Drive, #301
Silver Spring
MD
20910
miker2298@yahoo.com
Reeves 35743.pdf (106 kb)
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Agnese
Reforzo Arnold
11137 Dewey Road
Kensington
MD
20895
AREFORZO@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As a native of Bethesda, I use the beautiful, green Capital Crescent Trail
to enjoy a run, bike and walk. Now that I have a child of my own, I would
like for her to enjoy the same green space in a downtown Bethesda as I
did.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Patrick, Janet, Christopher, Jennifer, and Caroline
Regan
6 Quincy Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PREGAN@REGANFIRM.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My wife and I are long time residents of Chevy Chase Village. Since the
date of the opening of the Crescent Trail, we have used it on a weekly
basis for walking, running, biking and other similar activities. Our 3
children, who are now in college, have virtually grown up using the trail
for all of these activities. Shortly after they respectively learned to ride a
bike, they would go on weekend trips on the trail with us. All total, we
have logged more than 2000 hours on the trail since it opened.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration of our position.
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Heike
Reichelt
4605 Sleaford Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20814
JOKER3113@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
We live in East Bethesda and appreciate the trees and air in the
neighborhood and the proximity to the Capital Crescent Trail - for our
use and that of future generations.
We are surprised to hear that the current proposals for the Purple Line
mean cutting down trees along the Trail to make space for the
envisaged transportation - especially at a time when we should be trying
everything we can to preserve "Green" anywhere we can to slow down
climate change.
Jones Bridge Road already exists and can be used to achieve almost
the same goals - and prevent even more traffic between Bethesda and
the Beltway. That should be20the preferred alternative.
Please preserve the trail in its current state!
Thank you for your consideration.
More for your consideration from the "Save the Trail petition":
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
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Amy
Reichert
5211 Worthington Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
Sergaya@aol.com
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ervin
Reid
305 Bogota Drive
Fort Washington
MD

Good afternoon. My name is Ervin, E-R-V-I-N, Reid, R-E-I-D and I'm at
305 Bogota Drive in Fort Washington, Maryland.
First of all, I'd like to commend you for coming out and having this
hearing and say that I am in support of some type of transportation,
obviously between Prince George's and Montgomery County. Unlike,
most of my friends who all drive big cars or whatever, I do ride the
Metro. I do ride the bus and I understand how important transportation
is.
Doing a lot of work throughout the Metropolitan Area, if you look at what
we have done in the past, for example, with the Metro itself, it always
seems as if Prince George's County our transportation system just
seems to happen.
Whereas Montgomery, how Bethesda grew, how Silver Spring grew, you
look at Arlington County as probably the best example of what Metro can
do right. That community grew in a way that probably is an example
throughout the world.
I don't think that there has been enough input from people like myself. I
found out about this last night from a friend, just happened to have a
conversation. And I know that, again riding the Metro and the buses and
so forth, we need a lot more input from those of us, especially in Prince
George's County, who don't exactly know what is going on.
Because this is going to have a major impact on the type of
developments that we have. If you look at the waterfront in Virginia,
you'll see Metro's over there. We now have National Harbor there's none
there. We have Konterra which is going to be even a larger project.
Should it go to Konterra as well?
I just think there just needs to be a lot more analysis, a lot more input
from people in Prince George's County and I just think that we need to
really, I know time is of the essence, but doing it right will most definitely
save us a lot of heartache, especially for Prince George's County. Thank
you.
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Margaret
Reilly Scarff
9718 Barrister Ct.
Bethesda
MD
20814
MRSCARFF1@AOL.COM
Send Email Now! I have lived in Montg.C, FOR 67 YEARS,in Bethesda, i
have seen it grow up.ten years ago i began to count the people on the
bus along east/west hwy. there is never more than 12 on a good day
and night. where they need people movers will be the new NNMC.
CONNECUTICUT AVE. can not stand to be stopped to let a train go by
in the morning and evening. You will be dropping people off in the heart
of Bethesda for what, you will destroy the backyards of many houses
along the way, the value of which has already gone down because of the
publicity. We can not afford it, are taxes have gone up way to much now.
ten years ago you had 70 million to bulid it. now it is triple that.it is not
worth it...is this what O'MALLEY wants as his one term legacy...
Margaret Reilly Scarff 9718 Barrister CT. bETHESDA 20814
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Kevin Michael
Reilly
8009 Newdale Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
kevinmichaelreilly@yahoo.com
As a Bethesda resident, I am very excited at the prospect of a light rail
line to SiIver Spring and beyond. The sooner, the better.
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George R.
Reinhart, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist
University of Maryland
MD
greinhart@casl.umd.edu
Maryland Transit Administration,

I currently work in College Park and live in Gaithersburg. I commute by
Ride-On Bus and Metro about 4 days per week. A Purple line that would
run directly from Bethesda to College park would save me a lot of time
and encourage me to use public transportation all the time. Substituting
some sort of a dedicated bus line for a Purple Line Metro route will be a
failure. The exigencies of weather and traffic will create bottlenecks and
slowdowns and ultimately lead to a bus system failure. The best
possible system is to integrate the Purple Line into the current Metro
system, representing a seamless and continuous transit system.
Ultimately, other legs of the Metro system should be connected (e.g.,
New Carrolton to Branch Avenue, through Largo Town Center or
Bethesda to West Falls Church) , until eventually there is a continuous
Metro loop that surrounds Washington.
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Betsy
Reinstein Dewey
4618 DeRussey Pkwy
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BETSYREINSTEIN@YAHOO.COM
Hello,
I am writing to express my deep concern and outrage about the proposal
to run the purple line on the Crescent Trail. I am in disbelief that this
plan is being so seriously considered, when there are alternatives that
haven't been given enough weight. The alternatives I've read about
make more sense, for many reasons. How can we even consider
bulldozing this beautiful trail? Once this green space is gone, it's gone -we'll never get it back. The Crescent Trail is a precious and unique
natural resource that so many enjoy. My family is among them -- when
we chose to live in this area, proximity to the trail was an important
asset. It adds immeasurably to our quality of life. I'm also aware of how
many people are drawn to come from other areas to downtown
Bethesda to bike or walk or rollerblade on the trail.
I'm in favor of transit between Silver Spring and Bethesda but I'm
outraged at the possibility of light rail in place of this irreplaceable
treasure. Please, please, stand up to those who would destroy our
precious Crescent Trail -- please seek an alternative route for the purple
line!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Richard
Reis, PE
711 Copley Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20904
rreis@verizon.net
Hello leaders,
I am writing you to express my strong support for a rail version of the
Purple line - either the medium or high-end version.
The Purple line will provide citizens of all levels of wealth and ages young and old - with essential mobility without the costs of excessive air
pollution, traffic congestion, emission of global warming gases, and just
the costs of getting and maintaining a motor vehicle.
I am an avid bicycle rider and member of the Washington Area
Bicyclist's
Association and I know that having this facility will enhance bicycling
along its way.
Also as a member of the Rails to Trails Conservancy, I am aware of
many
bicycle trails that have been built along operational and permanent
railroad lines. There is no reason we can't build a passenger rail line
along a bicycle trail and keep the best aspects of the trail.
Wishing you the best for the new year,
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Rose
Reis
711 Copley Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20904
rose.reis@gmail.com
I am excited about the Purple Line as a long time resident of suburban
Maryland. This project would rescue our state from being a victim of its
own economic boom--the storm of house and shopping center
construction, mixed with ever more new residents that has thickened the
transit corridors to a molasses like crawl. Everyone in the nation knows
the DC suburbs are chocked by conjestion--this line is long overdue.
Growing up in Silver Spring and dreaded driving to Bethesda or Langley
Park, which while 3 miles away would take 45 minutes or longer in nearperpetual rush hour. My family and friends have long suffered from
Maryland's notoriously crowded and unsafe roads (hardly one day
passed when we didn't see a fatal accident on New Hampshire Avenue).
The financial and logistical challenges of constructing the Purple Line
will be overshadowed by the enormous benefits to be gained. Residents
in suburban DC will flock to take the new commuter line; developers will
build near stops and residents priced out of Silver Spring and Bethesda
will settle in now blighted eastern Maryland just as they are across
Washington, D.C. where there are Metro stops. Thank you for
considering my voice. Please make the right decision for Maryland's
future.
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Todd
Reitzel
11520 Sequoia Lane
Beltsville
MD
TODDREITZEL@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : The text of my comment read at the Saturday, 11/15, hearing in New
Carrollton:
I speak today in support of the Purple Line and specifically in support of
building high-investment rail. We all know the challenges that area
commuters face daily, and we know that our rail system was built in
radial fashion before the growth of jobs in the Maryland suburbs, growth
that left only cars and buses for commuters living in Prince George’s
County to get to jobs in Montgomery County. And as we know, buses
have been susceptible to the congestion caused by road traffic on
shared roadways.

High-investment rail should be our solution for the high-volume transit
needed in the next 25 years in suburban Maryland. High-investment rail
would provide the safe, reliable, and fast commuting link we need as a
significant alternative to roadway commuting. It would be the safest and
most reliable alternative possible because it would be the most
separated from our current road network. And it would offer the fastest
travel times among all the alternatives.

Therefore, high-investment rail would be the most effective choice for
this project. It would attract the most riders, including many from the
Metrorail system that it most closely resembles. Because of its high
ridership and its more permanent transitway, it would also attract the
most transit-oriented development, a key strategy in the fight against
sprawl, the protection of the environment, and the fight against global
warming. It is well known that commuters prefer rail to bus, and
Christopher Puchalsky’s research at the University of Pennsylvania
(“Comparison of Emissions from LRT and BRT”, Transportation
Research Record, 2005) reminds us that light rail has lower emissions
than bus rapid transit.

High-investment rail would be a regional achievement that would both be
consistent with Prince George’s County’s master plan and satisfy
Montgomery County’s master plan, including the decades-old plan for
rail and trail on the Capital Crescent Trail, the original dual purpose for
which the land was purchased.

Naturally, high-investment rail costs the most to build, but according to
the Alternatives Analysis high-investment rail’s cost effectiveness falls
into the Federal Transit Administration’s preferred Medium range. And
notably, high-investment rail would have the lowest annual operating
and maintenance cost of all the light rail options.

Is the $1.6 billion that high-investment rail would cost worth it? For that
price, it would carry the most riders in the safest, most reliable, and
fastest manner that would minimize emissions and encourage smart
growth. It would revitalize communities inside the Beltway and would
connect important job centers. High-investment rail is a truly worthwhile
vision for suburban Maryland’s future, a vision worthy of our children and
grandchildren.

In the past few years, we have seen Maryland’s transportation policy
leadership creatively develop funding for major road projects. Now is the
time to put our creativity to work to make the most effective transit
investment in our future. Congratulations to MDOT’s Purple Line project
team for their hard work to explore the options and develop the
Alternatives Analysis, and thank you for all of the input you have
accepted so far. I look forward to a decision from the state leadership
that yields the transit solution we need to build a vibrant future for
suburban Maryland.

Todd Reitzel
11520 Sequoia Lane
Beltsville, Maryland
November 15, 2008
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Todd
Reitzel
11520 Sequoia Ln
Beltsville
MD
20705

Submission Content/Notes : Todd, T-O-D-D, Reitzel, R-E-I-T-Z-E-L. I live at 11520 Sequoia
Lane,Beltsville, Maryland. I want to speak today in support of the Purple
Line and specifically in support of building High Investment Rail.
We all know the challenges that area commuters face daily and we know
that our rail system was built in a radial fashion before the growth of jobs
in the Maryland suburbs.
Growth that left only cars and buses for commuters living in Prince
George's County to get to jobs in Montgomery County. And as we know,
buses have been susceptible to the congestion caused by road traffic on
shared roadways.
High Investment Rail should be our solution for the high volume transit
needed in the next 25 years in suburban Maryland. High Investment Rail
would provide the safe, reliable, and fast commuting links that we need
as a significant alternative to roadway commuting.
It would be the safest and most reliable alternative possible because it
would be the most separated from our current road network. And it
would offer the fastest travel times among all the alternatives.
So High Investment Rail would be the most effective choice for this
project. It would attract the most riders, including many from the
Metrorail system that it most closely resembles. Because of its high
ridership and more permanent transitway, it would also attract the most
transit-oriented development.
A key strategy in the fight against sprawl, protection of the environment,
and the fight against global warming. It's well known that commuters
prefer rail to bus and research at the University of Pennsylvania reminds
us that light rail has lower emissions than Bus Rapid Transit.
High Investment Rail would be a regional achievement that would both
be consistent with the Prince George's County Master Plan and satisfy
Montgomery County's Master Plan, including the decades old plan for
rail and trail on the Capital Crescent Trail, the original duel purpose for
which that land was purchased.
And naturally High Investment Rail cost the most to build but according
to the Alternatives Analysis its cost effectiveness falls into the FTA's
preferred medium range. And notably High Investment Rail would have
the lowest annual operating and maintenance cost of all the Light Rail
options.
Is the $1.6 billion that it would cost be worth it? For that price it would
carry the most riders in the safest, most reliable, and fastest manner. It
would minimize emissions and encourage Smart Growth. It would
revitalize communities inside the Beltway and would connect important
job centers.
High Investment Rail is truly a worthwhile vision for our future. A vision
worthy of our children and our grandchildren. In the past few years we've
seen Maryland's transportation policy leadership creatively develop
funding for major road projects and now is the time to put our creativity
to work to make the most effective transit investment in our future.
I want to congratulate the project team for their hard work to explore the
options and develop the Alternatives Analysis. I want to thank you all for
the input you've accepted so far in the process.
I look forward to a decision from the State. Leadership that yields the

transit solution we need to build a vibrant future for suburban Maryland.
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Davida
Remer
616 Bonifant St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
davida.remer@noaa.gov
To Whom It May Concern,
The purple line makes perfect sense. Let's get it approved so work can
begin.
Davida
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Stew
Remer
2 Hearthstone Court
Rockville
MD
SREMER@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Council Members
PLEASE ENSURE THAT THE PURPLE LINE ROUTE DOES NOT
INFRINGE ON THE UNPAVED PORTION OF THE CAPITAL
CRESENT TRAIL.
I and my family and friends are frequent users of the trail. Rarely are we
on the trail without lots of other families also enjoying the trail for walking
and biking. With other route alternatives available as well as different
bus options, it would be wrong to take the trail and recreational adjacent
greenspace between Bethesda and Silver Spring away from those of us
who enjoy it so much. Undoubtedly, if the trail is used for the Purple
Line, commercial development would encroach on that greenspace.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Stew Remer
2 Hearthstone Court
Rockville, MD
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Shereen
Remez

Bethesda
MD
SREMEZ@AARP.ORG
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My husband and I bike the trail every weekend from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chris
Remuzzi
1636 6th st nw
washington
DC
20001
cremuzzi@hotmail.com
Please do not use BRT to run the Purple line. I support light or heavy rail
as a long term solution.
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Gary
Repp
9007 LeVelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

repp.gary.pdf (31 kb)
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Gary
Repp
9007 LeVelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. G. Repp.pdf (836 kb)
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Martin
Requena
4710 Hunt Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MARTINREQUENA@ATT.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I jog on the trail every day and also usually enjoy biking there. Other
members of my family, my friends and neighbors also enjoy the trail
every day. We are part of the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all
ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- who use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. The Trail is
enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families
with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school,
athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all
around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Richard
Ressa
5409 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RICHARDARE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Subject: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the TrailÂ
Dear GovernorÂ
ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ
ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ
ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ
ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ

O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,Â
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the trail daily as my great escape from everyday cares and a
surefire way to get some exercise.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring.Â The Trail isÂ enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters.Â Trail users come from all around the region.Â
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.Â It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrowÂ bike lane along a
transitway
Run trains about 10'Â from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenanceGreat urban areas have great parks.Â Â This
irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.Â Please use yourÂ wisdom, vision and courage to put
transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.Â
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Richard Ressa
5409 Dorset Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Reuben

Greenbelt
MD
20770
The purple line would be incredibly advantageous for me. I have to
commute from Greenbelt to Rockville every day on an uncomfortable,
slow bus. A lightrail transit option would be more convenient and energy
efficient
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Bob
Reuter
N/A
P.O. Box 1514
Baltimore
MD
21203
If it is rail you can use any route I would probably use it.
if it is BRT you might as well forget it I won't ever even bother riding it
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Anthony
Revenis

MD
AREVENIS@USUHS.MIL
Folks,
I would be saddened to see the nature of the trail be changed
dramatically.
The first biker or stroller that ends up under a trolley will be a tragedy
that you could avoid. (Though someone is going to get seriously injured
on the badly eroded rail bed that exists now.)
If you have to follow the trail path, I recommend that you consider an
underground or overhead (mono-rail) solution.
It also strikes me that with WRAMC moving to the NNMC, the Medical
Centers stop on the Red Line makes more sense for employees than
downtown Bethesda.
Good luck and I pray that you find the wisdom to make a wise decision.
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Thelma
Reyes
18 Park Avenue
Gaithersburg
MD
20877
I Support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Ceruzzi_Paul_Comment Cards.pdf (55 kb)
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michael
reynolds
4821 Montgomery Lane
bethesda
MD
20814
mreyno13@comcast.net
As a Bethesda, Maryland resident, I am very much in favor of a light rail
system for the proposed Purple Line.
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James
Rhine
13401 Dove Street
Silver Spring
MD
20904
The purple line is a good idea just at the wrong time. With all the
economic problems in the state of Maryland I believe the money could
be used in areas of greater need.
6.pdf (932 kb)
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Terry and Mary
Rhodes
702 Wayne Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rhodes@aacu.org
My wife and I live in the 700 block of Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring, i.e.
the Purple Line will run directly in front of our home. We strongly support
the Purple Line as a light rail system with no tunnel. We have lived for
several years in Portland. OR and we know that cars and light rail can
co-exist on the street. We favor shared lanes - they work. They also slow
traffic down, which is important on Wayne Avenue which now has many
speeders and very little room for pedestrians. The noise levels are much
less than with bus options - also a plus for those of us who live on there.
We need the PL as soon as possible to preserve teh environment and to
anticipate continued growth in traffic. Hopefully, attention will also be
paid to enhancing the streetscape with trees and bushes, etc. that will
also improve air pollution from car exhaust. Light rail works - despite the
fears of the skeptics, listen to people who have lived with above ground,
light rail, shared lanes and know that it works and works well - is safe,
quieter and environmentally better.
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Lillian
Ricardo
4516 Chase Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
LILLIAN.RICARDO.811@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
I have lived in the neighborhood of between Wisconsin Avenue and
Columbia Country Club for two years and enjoy regular use the trail on a
weekly basis between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The trail is a place
where I can safely escape the noise of cars to run, bike or walk with
friends or alone. It is truly a beautiful and special natural resource in
such a great urbanized region where these resources are limited. I am
25 years old and part of the special appeal of living in this neighborhood
is the Capital Crescent Trail – the way it is now. I can imagine living
here with a family in a few years and taking my children for walks or
teaching them how to ride their bikes there, but the threat of an above
ground train so close to this resource will deeply sadden me. I will
certainly not feel like I am escaping the hustle and bustle of life with a
train running by me every few minutes. I wish to continue to make use
of the trail as it is. Should you choose to alter the trail I would ask that
you expand it and add more trees and increase safety measures, not
narrow it, cut down trees and increase the noise pollution.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Andrea
Rice
5210 Goddard Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
AWRICE2000@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I recently moved here from California. One of the things that continues to
strike me about Bethesda is how green it is. Los Angeles, as you know if
you've ever been there, is a concrete jungle. The trail is one of the things
I love most about this area. I love how many different types of people
use it. Small children on tricycles, couples walking hand-in-hand,
teenagers riding bikes to visit friends, families on a weekend walk. The
trail is truly stunning and a source of pride for those who enjoy it and live
near it.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put
transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this
region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chrysantha
Rice
806 Houston Ave., APt. 2
Takoma Park
MD
20912
chrysantha.rice@gmail.com
Rice 35760.pdf (109 kb)
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Jerry M.
Rice
3213 Coqueline Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Rice 35376.pdf (151 kb)
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Frank
Richards

MD
FPRICHARDS@GMAIL.COM
I urge the State of Maryland to support funding of the Purple Line as an
addition to the current Metrorail system.
I believe it would be a much more effective use of transportation funds
than the Inter County Connector (ICC). If the the State of Maryland
decides to go forward with the ICC, I would hope there would be some
way to also support the Purple Line.
If the current Administration cannot see its way clear to support the
Purple Line, its successor might be able to do so.
Frank Richards
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Sarah
Richards
7508 Tarrytown Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RICHARDS7508@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Governor Martin O’Malley
100 State Circle
Annapolis, MD 21401

The Purple Line

Dear Govenor O’Malley

It may seem perverse to argue against the construction of a mass transit
system between Bethesda and New Carollton, and I would gladly
support such a scheme if it were not so ill-conceived as the current
options for the Purple Line clearly are.

The Maryland Transit Administration’s proposals for light rail and rapid
bus options attempt to shoehorn a transit system into an existing
infrastructure inadequate to accommodate it. In the case of the light rail
option, it will split urban communities in half, and destroy a highly valued
linear park and wildlife corridor, the Georgetowm Branch Trail, enjoyed
in its present form by many thousands of people across the region. The
trail provides users with a safe and sheltered hiker-biker route that
connects the Capital Crescent Trail to Rock Creek. It stretches credibility
to see how a trail can co-exist with light rail in such a limited space, with
no trees to provide shade, and with transit passing at close quarters
every few minutes. In addition, the proposed transit link between
Bethesda and New Carollton will not take many cars off the road, and
the light rail option will likely be too expensive for the transit-dependent
populations in Prince George’s County. They will again resort to the
cheaper and slower alternative, and travel by bus.

Attachments :

The President Elect intends to invest in the repair and improvement of
the country’s infrastructure. There is now an opportunity for planning of
greater vision that will serve the transport needs of the greater
Washington region in the long term. The Purple Line needs
reconsideration in conjunction with a coherent plan that involves the
Metro system and the counties of Virginia bordering the District of
Columbia. Expensive though it is, undergound construction of masstransit systems is the best long-term option in urban environments that
are in need of enhancement, and not degradation. The Purple Line is not
a green solution unless it takes a significant number of cars off the
roads, and avoids degradation of the environment, and this is what the
most successful light rail systems manage to achieve.
Richards_Sarah.pdf (52 kb)
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Melanie
Richardson
402 Deerfield Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MELMELRICHARDSON@GMAIL.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.

I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written
comments of others in the community have explained are not assessed
in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings
with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary station at
Wayne and Dale.
Respectfully,
Melanie Richardson
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Peter
Richardson

MD
PRICHARDSON211@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it's important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Rhea
Richardson

Takoma Park
MD
rhealight2@gmail.com
Hi , My name is Rhea Richardson and live in Takoma Park MD . I can't
attend the hearing on November 22nd, but I'd like to express my support
for the Purple Light Rail line. This area needs a cross county line
because of the structure of the metro which leaves a large distance
between the two red lines, the green line and the blue/orange line. Light
Rail is a good solution for reasons of convenience, expense and the
environment. We need to get cars off the road! I often take a car to
Bethesda instead of public transportation; however, East West Highway
is a terrible route during rush hour; the Purple Line would enable me to
leave the car at home.I do hope that we can finally build the Purple Line
. It would benefit a large number of people in the suburban counties.
Thanks, Rhea Richardson
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Rhea
Richardson

MD
RHEALIGHT2@GMAIL.COM
Subject: Purple Line AA/DEIS
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
Last week the Montgomery County Planning Department staff added to
the growing list of endorsers of the medium Light Rail option using the
Master Plan alignment and I am writing to express my support for many
of the conclusions of the staff. We specifically support the following
conclusions of the planning staff:
•
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and
Silver Spring;
•
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including
through the Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in
Silver Spring;
•
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton
Village area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
•
We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
Sincerely, Rhea Richardson
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Suzanne
Richman

MD
SUZANNE_RICHMAN@HOTMAIL.COM
I am OPPOSED to using a very popular trail that is written up as the best
part of people's vacations to Bethesda to add the Purple Line. Please
use the existing roads and leave the paths for families and sports
enthusiasts.
Suzanne Richman
Little Falls Watershed Alliance.
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Brian
Richmond
402 Tulip Ave
Takoma Park, MD
MD
20912
Dear MTA:
I am a resident of Takoma Park, MD, and I strongly support a rail Purple
Line. It would greatly facilitate travel by both residents and visitors, and
would stimulate growth. These components would help realize a
successful Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Sincerely,
Brian G. Richmond, PhD
402 Tulip Ave
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Jennifer
Riddell
2440 16th Street. NW 3424
Washington
DC
20007
jlriddell@verizon.net
Riddell.Jennifer.pdf (42 kb)
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Jeremy
Rider
7000 Winslow Street
Bethesda
MD
20817
JRIDER@RIDER-SPORTS.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Jeremy Rider
7000 Winslow Street
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Micheal C.
Ridgway
The Ridgway Group, LLC
7625 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
MIKE@THERIDGWAYGROUP.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I have been a resident of Montgomery County for 45 years and I
have resided in Kensington with my wife and 3 children for the last 20
years. My entire family uses the trail on a very regular basis for bike
riding and walking, during all the seasons, not just the summer time. I
use the trail at least one time per week. In the summer time we use it
regularly to ride our bikes into Bethesda to spend money with the
restaurant and other retailers.
I
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put
transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, treelined, natural
recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.

In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Michael C. Ridgway
The Ridgway Group,LLC
7625 Wisconsin Avenue
Suite 301
Bethesda, MD 20814
Office Phone (240) 482-3597
Office Fax:
(240) 482-3599

mike@theridgwaygroup.net
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Nancy
Ridgway

MD
NANRIDGWAY@YAHOO.COM
Dear Gov. O'Malley and all you other important Maryland policymakers,
I am writing to respectfully request you find an alternate plan to the
Purpleline. A fast bus line has been suggested on existing roads, which
would help solve many problems, including how to fund this plan.
I drive around Maryland, the state in which I was born, and have lived
my whole life, and have mixed feelings. I am excited about the growth
and diversity that is more and more apparent every day. As a nursing
student at Montgomery College, I am amazed at how different all my
fellow students are, but how we can find common ground, and become
friends. But I am tremendously sad at what is happening to the beautiful
landscapes around us. Trees are being cut down ruthlessly to make
room for more houses and buildings. Open areas where I used to watch
horses, foxes and deer run are going to highrise office buildings.
The Crescent Trail is a place where city and green spaces work
together. So many people use the trail for a getaway from the
congestion of every day life. And the trees that line the trail are so
important for the future of the environment. Please don't take the
Crescent Trail away from the 10,000+ people who love it.
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Hans
Riemer

MD
HANS.RIEMER@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Hans Riemer, I am a resident of East Silver Spring. I am a
member of Silver Spring Advocates, a neighborhood group near
downtown that supports a light rail Purple Line, and I am a Vice
President of the Action Committee for Transit, which supports light rail. I
was also a member in 2006-2007 of the Long Branch Advisory Council,
which supported the Purple Line for the positive benefits it could bring to
the Long Branch community.

I would like to add my voice to those calling for a Light Rail Purple Line,
along the Georgetown Branch master-plan alignment from Silver Spring
to Bethesda.

I believe very strongly that the Purple Line will make Silver Spring a
much better place to live.

The advantage of a light rail system, which I believe is particularly true
for light rail, is that it can be harmoniously integrated into an existing
community. There are shining examples of this the world over, including
European cities where clean, fast, reliable light rail systems run through
beautiful, historic villages and bustling downtowns. With care, light rail
can enhance the quality of life in a neighborhood significantly.

Some of the most important impacts of a Purple Line that I foresee for
Silver Spring include:

A light rail Purple Line will allow for the continued growth of Silver
Spring's downtown business center without having to add a car on the
streets and a space in a garage for every new job and two cars for every
residence. We have a precious little space in downtown Silver Spring
and yet a long way to go to make it a more vibrant, walkable community.
The Purple Line will bring life into the downtown while allowing us to
preserve our precious space for people and businesses, not parking and
cars.
The Purple Line will also help bolster Fenton Village, a long neglected
district in downtown Silver Spring. Its important that we have a stop in
Fenton Village.
The Purple Line will reduce traffic on our local roads in the Silver Spring
area, according to state planners. Our neighborhoods are already
besieged by cut-through east-west traffic. The Purple Line will provide a
safety-valve for this pressure, resulting in a safer and cleaner
community. I've never seen any other proposal that would reduce traffic
on our neighborhood streets over the long term.
The Purple Line will provide a superb connection for Silver Spring
residents to jobs in Bethesda, Rockville, and up the 270 high tech
corridor via the Red Line. With the 270 corridor providing the economic
engine for our state, we need a high quality transit link for residents of

the eastern side of Montgomery County, as do our neighbors in Prince
George's County.
By building the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch master plan
alignment, we will finally be able to establish a connected trail from
Silver Spring to Bethesda and beyond. I look forward to taking my family
for walks and bikes along the trail, including my son who absolutely
loves trains. I fully support the staff recommendation for a 12 foot wide
trail wherever possible. I would also note that while I support light rail
along the trail, running rapid buses along the trail would be very
problematic.
Above all, the Purple Line is a step towards a new vision of planning for
Montgomery County. I enjoyed and appreciated remarks that Chairman
Hanson recently delivered about building a new growth paradigm for
Montgomery County, resetting the "wedges and corridors" vision and its
auto-centrality that has been the planning principle in recent decades,
with a new vision based on building vibrant urban centers that are transit
oriented, walkable and support stronger communities—while minimizing
the adverse environmental impacts of population growth. I think the
Purple Line is the most important step we can take in that direction right
now.
While I am an advocate of bus transit and bus rapid transit, I do not think
it is appropriate for the Purple Line. I am concerned that a Purple Line
bus rapid transit system would have no room to grow without adding an
intolerable number of buses to the system. Even for a BRT system to
carry the same number of passengers daily as projected by the LRT
system would mean a huge increase in the number of buses on the
road, which I think is problematic. BRT advocates also claim that the
mode would be more cost effective, but that is also not true over the long
term—BRT has higher operating costs and is ultimately more expensive
that light rail, not less expensive.

Setting aside the merits of light rail versus bus rapid transit, it is also
vitally important to recognize that there is an existing and long standing
consensus for light rail. Not only is there wide support for light rail in
Montgomery County, but also in Prince George's County.
Recommending bus rapid transit for the Purple Line would, in my
opinion, throw the process into chaos, end all chance of securing
funding from the state, and effectively kill the Purple Line.

Finally, I have previously urged planners to find a way to claim a share
for the Purple Line of the Federal infrastructure investment that is
coming. Some have recommended that we pay for the Bethesda South
Entrance Purple Line retrofit, which I would enthusiastically support and
hope our planners and elected officials will, too.

Thank you for taking the time to hear my views today.
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Jacques
Rigolage
2306 Warren Court
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rigolage@verizon.net
That public transportation has been greatly needed for all residents - our
example, we live in Silver Spring and we would use it to go to Bethesda
for shopping, dining, etc. Please invest in the future, public
transportation is the future.
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Jacques
Rigolage
2306 Warren Court
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jr568@voila.fr
We have been waiting long enough for that project that would permit to
low income family to go across the region by mass transit - please invest
in the future of the region!!!!
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Jacques
Rigolage
2306 Warren Court
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rigolage@verizon.net
Rigolage 35366.pdf (108 kb)
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James
Riley
514 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
AJRILEY514@VERIZON.NET
Dear Purple Line Team at the MTA,
The big worry about an above-ground PL on Wayne avenue centers
around the impact on the nature of the community, especially increased
pressure to "develop" to Wayne avenue and Wanye/Dale possible stop
location.
I recommend that MTA get whomever is responsible for zoning
decisions in MoCo to assist your efforts by defining to the community
the effort and practical considerations of a business zoned Wayne
avenue. The Sligo Parks Hill and Oak View want the communities to
remain residential and friendly, and not to become sold-out to
businesses using the old homes for commercial purposes.
If you can mitigate that worry, then you will find grerater support for the
PL.
Of course, other worries are related to the 180 foot trains, which you
should also make comment upon if this is really applicable only to rush
hour, or what then.
The Silver Spring Advocates also are supportive but really need to hear
more about ways to improve the appearance of Wayne avenue.
All these worries impede residents in their optimism toward mass transit
on Wayne.
As for me, I would like to know if Hybrid trains have been studied which
could run on batteries while on major streets and then pick up electricity
when using dedicated off-road right-of-ways. Please let me know about
that, as it would eliminate the overhead wires on residential streets,
andther important worry for local residents in Silver Spring.
Thank You,
James Riley
514 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring, MD. 20910
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James
Riley
514 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ajriley514@verizon.net
- Any Purple Line must have a stop in the Silver Spring business district
in addition to the transit center.
- A light rail line must be installed with improvements for "beautification"
of the roadside. Additional lighting, plantings, walkways, should be
added. Consolidate overhead wires. Hide the power stations well.
- Shared roadway design on Wayne Avenue, with new left turn lanes.
- is there any way to use battery power on roads and recharge with
electricity when off-road ?
- Longer rail cars scare local property owners due to fear of noise and
obstruction.
- Waiting stations should not become a heavy cost item with elaborate
design.
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Patricia
Rinaldi
Rinaldi's Riverdale Bowl
6322 Kenilworth Avenue
Riverdale Park,
MD
20737
RinaldiLanes@aol.com
Mr. Madden: Regarding the route of the Purple Line, I would like to
know what is planned for the stretch of roadway along Kenilworth
Avenue between East-West Highway (#410-Riverdale Road) and River
Road. Will the plans disrupt my business?
Thank you,
Patricia (Pat) Rinaldi
Owner, Rinaldi's Riverdale Bowl
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Patricia
Rinaldi
Rinaldi's Riverdale Bowl
6322 Kenilworth Avenue
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
Aduster@aol.com
Mr. Madden, Please add me to your mailing list.
Thanks,
Pat Rinaldi
Rinaldi's Riverdale Bowl
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Theresa
Rinehart
4650 N. Washington Blvd #611
Arlington
VA
22201
DHACAT@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I was born and have lived in the DC area for most of my life. I have
walked and cycled the Capital Crescent trail hundreds of times. Please
do not allow this remarkable and irreplaceable park to be destroyed.
There are other and better alternatives to solving Montgomery County's
transportation problems.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chris
Riordan
2 Hathaway Court
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Kay_David Comment Cards.pdf (65 kb)
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Brittany
Ritchie
1001 Spring Street, #327
Silver Spring
MD
20910
britt-osteen@yahoo.com
Ritchie 35877.pdf (109 kb)
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Susan
Rittenberg
Edible Arrangements
4701 Sangamore Rd
Bethesda
MD
20816
md145@ediblearrangements.com
For myself, and my employees who come from Silver Spring to work
each day - please finish the purple line.
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Eileen Penner and
Daniel Ritter
8815 Bellwood Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
EPENNER@MAYERBROWN.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We use the Capital Crescent Trail almost every week to walk or bike
with our family and friends. The trail and the trees and foliage that
surround it are some of the key reasons we moved to and love
Bethesda. The pending plan to turn it into a light rail would destroy the
tranquility of the trail and uproot many of the trees. There has already
been too much destruction of green space in our area. Please vote no
on the plan to put light rail on the trail!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Angela
Rivera
8004 Glenside Drive
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Hello, I'm Angela Rivera. A-N-G-E-L-A, R-I-V-E-R-A. First I'd like the
chance to thank you for the opportunity to express our views today and
to thank the MTA and all the other organizations for finally making some
progress on this all-elusive purple line. We've been hearing about it for
years since I moved to DC in about 2001.
I am a sustainable designer and sustainability and lead consultant and a
former resident of Silver Spring and a new resident to Takoma park.
I come to you to ask, we really need to invest in our future. We need to
get away from the culture of the now, now, now, you know, it's too much
at the moment and not thinking of the future.
For me, the only options are the medium to high investment in the light
rail option. We have seen in the past year the increase in gas prices and
now the decrease, but even the AAA, sorry. Even the AAA predicts that
the ridership of public transportation will be significantly increased over
the next year and through this holiday season it will be significantly
reduced from the past year. Even though gas prices are in fact lower.
I had the benefit of going to Greenville this past week in Boston,
Massachusetts where 30,000 people nationally and internationally
attended, and the trend, the national trend is back to bringing cities and
living closer to urban environments.
Twenty, 30 years ago we had only 25 to percent of our population in
urban areas. It is predicted that the middle of the 21st Century will be 80
percent in urban areas. Not to invest the capital income now to increase
our public transportation was in our county's capital where it's almost an
embarrassment internationally that we won't do this, we won't contribute
to our public transportation system.
Having lived abroad and traveled extensively, everywhere else in the
world, London, Paris, you can get on multiple types of transportation and
it's very convenient. Light rail option is very quiet, contrary to what some
people say. You don't know that they're even there.
In Amsterdam it's combined with bike transportation with pedestrian
transportation. Everybody just walks around and coexists. So I just, I
would like to ask for the medium or high light rail. Thank you.
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Eric
Rivera
8004 Glenside Drive
Takoma Park
MD
20917

Rivera_Eric.pdf (48 kb)
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Fernando
Rivera
6924 5th Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Maria
Rivera
12023 Milton St
Wheaton
MD
20902
I think this Purple Line is a great idea, more & more people are using
public transportation not only because it's cheaper but because it's
better for the enviroment. I myself would use metro more but the Red
line goes from Wheaton to Shady Grove via DC & that is too much for
me, so I just ride Metro Bus from Wheaton to Shady Grove.
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William
Rivers
11201 Rokeby Avenue
Garrett Park
MD
20896
WRIVERS@ITSNC.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
William Rivers
11201 Rokeby Ave
Garrett Park, MD 20896
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Goldie
Rivkin
7821 Fairfax
Bethesda
MD
20814

Comment Form. G. Rivkin.pdf (1 mb)
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Steve and Mary
Rivkin

Bethesda
MD
srrivkin@msn.com
An op-ed in the NY Times(1/03/09) provides an alternative to
Montgomery's brace of bad choices for the Purple Line: In the same time
period, "trains" of robotic, interoperable, minimally polluting private cars
could speed the commute. We'll need a far more benign complement of
carpooling rules, ride-sharing, and parking but NOT the destruction of
neighborhoods and park amenities on route! Steven and Mary Rivkin,
Bethesda, MD
OPINION | January 03, 2009
Op-Ed Contributors: Four Ways for Detroit to Save Itself
By SEBASTIAN THRUN and ANTHONY LEVANDOWSKI
Here are four technologies that have the potential to improve energy
efficiency, cut down on accidents, reduce pollution and make commuting
more convenient.
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Alyce
Roach
4006 Hanson Oaks
Landover Hills
MD

Yes. First name Alyce, A-L-Y-C-E, Roach, R-O-A-C-H. 4006 Hanson, HA-N-S-O-N, Oaks Drive, Landover Hills, Maryland.
I'll make my presentation very short.
Since no one else has said they are opposed, I am opposed to the
Purple Line from the area of Veterans Parkway down Ellin Road
because I live right at the bottom of Ellin Road, one block from the New
Carrollton Metro.
I don't see and maybe you can tell me differently, I don't see where
there's any room down Ellin Road for train tracks or light rail tracks. As
well as automobile traffic where I live so close and I need to get to my
house. And especially, one of the ladies in the reception area informed
me that the rail tracks would go down the same road and up the same
road.
There's no room in there. It would impact our houses, our homes and
where would the turnaround area be? I see nothing on that map or any
indication about a turnaround area. So our homes would definitely be
impacted.
And that's my opposition. Thank you.
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Gary and Alyce
Roach
4006 Hanson Oaks Drive
Landover Hills
MD
20784
ALYCEROA@COMCAST.NET
We are vehmently opposed to the Purple Line travelling along Ellin
Road/New Carrollton Metro area for numerous reasons:

Too close to our homes (approx 15 feet or less);
Noise, vibration, pollution, poor air quality, no Open Space or Green
Space Left in area;
Resale Value of homes will plummet or not sell at all;
A gate to block access/exit to our homes. What if an emergency
vehicle needs to enter/exit at same time of passing trains.
This area has more than its share of transit already: METRORAIL,
METRO BUSES, AMTRAC, METROLINER, CSX FREIGHT TRAINS
blowing whistles@3:30 a.m. in the morning, the GREYHOUND BUSES
and thousands of AUTOMOBILES surrounding us on Rtes 450, 410, 50,
495 and Ellin Road. We are in the middle of a noisy, polluted cocoon.
We do not need the Purple Line on Ellin Road!

TAKE THE PURPLE LINE DOWN HARKINS ROAD PASS THE IRS
AND CSC BLDGS OR 85th AVENUE!
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Alan
Robbins
4500 Jones Bridge Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
arobbinsdc@gmail.com
Dear Sir/Madam:
I'm a resident of Bethesda on Jones Bridge Road. First off, the bus
route proposed for Jones Bridge Road will obviously cause extreme
inconvenience, loss of property value (and likely even property itself) ,
and quality of life decreases to me and my neighbors. This fact isn't
arguable, no matter how many consultants say otherwise.
But that's not the point, as there are going to be losers in every case.
More importantly, a high-speed bus-way is backward looking. If the
State of Maryland is hoping to take advantage of any of the huge outlays
in public infrastructure that the Obama administration will be making, a
20th century bus route certainly isn't the way to do it. Rather, a more
environmentally friendly, direct, and high capacity light rail will be
particularly attractive. It will be an attractive proposal to a DOT looking
to spend money on green infrastructure improvements.
Sincerely,
Alan Robbins
Bethesda
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Melinda
Robbins

MD
MELIBINS@GMAIL.COM
I am writing to defend maintaining the Capital Crescent Trail. This
trail has been a boon to all of the residents of Bethesda-Chevy Chase.
At any given time, it is full of joggers, bikers, walkers, strollers
enjoying safe and easy access to Bethesda and Georgetown. Many
people
use it as a daily trail for commuting to work downtown and to the
entertainments of Bethesda. It is essential to maintain this valuable
conduit in an area that has few public facilities for exercise and few
safe ways to access the businesses at either end of the trail without
having to drive vehicles.
Long live the Capital Crescent Trail!!
Melinda Robbins
(A 27 year resident of Bethesda)
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Brent
Roberts
4404 Longfellow Street
Hyattsville
MD
20781
B.ROBERTS@URBANDISCOVERIESLIVING.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Carol O.
Roberts

MD
CAROLOROBERTS@VERIZON.NET
Ladies and Gentlemen:
You CAN have your cake and eat it too.
Good east-west public transportation in lower Montgomery County is
entirely possible without destroying the environment or breaking a
budget the State doesn't have. Why build the most expensive system in
this economy? A system that by the State's own estimate will serve only
20%more people than currently use public transportation.
Say NO to the developers. It is they who want the Purple Line on the
Capitol Crescent Trail so they can build to the max properties they
already own on Connecticut Avenue and in downtown Bethesda. The
Purple Line going to NIH is useless to developers. How are they fighting
that option? By hiding behind the skirts of the "poor people." It's sad as
well as economically silly and environmentally irresponsible.
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Carol O.
Roberts

MD
CAROLOROBERTS@VERIZON.NET
Considering the miserable state of the State budget and the likelihood it
will not improve for another year at least, I propose the project be put on
hold. We are looking into an abyss with no real notion of what monies
will be available. It is not at all far fetched or pessimistic to believe State
funds may be needed for more urgent projects than an expensive transit
system designed to save relatively few people 15 minutes per ride.
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Dan
Robertson

MD
DANEROBERT@AOL.COM
Save the trail!!! I thought we were committed to being a "green" county.
Dan & Candy Robertson
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Tom
Robertson
BUP/BTS
7700 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
trobertson@bethesda.org
Please add me to the mailing list for news letters, meetings, etc.
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Max
Robinowitz

MD
maxrobinowitz@usa.net
Hello,
I support the Purple Line because east-west travel by mass transit from
Bethesda to the U of Maryland and other destinations is practically nonexistant currently. I will be working at White Oak (starting May 2009)
and currently have no choice but to drive my car.
Thanks,
Max Robinowitz, MD
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Barbara M. and Sherman
Robinson
3933 Morrison Street NW
Washington
DC
20015
barbara@broeo.co.uk
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
Protecting the Capital Crescent Trail is essential for quality of life as
well as air quality. We hope we can count on you to see the wisdom of
preserving it. We walk it often.
Thank you.
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Carlton C.
Robinson
5012 Jamestown Road
Bethesda
MD
20816-1758
crobinson99@verizon.net
Robinson_Carlton.pdf (70 kb)
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CLASSY1@TMO.BLACKBERRY.NET
Submission Content/Notes : Good morning my name is Kiesha Robinson and I am responding to the
flier I read about the extension.I feel as if the funds which are to be
dispensed for the certain lines can be used for a better use.The 3
additional rails for UMD is unnecessary instead of just 1 they add 3
wheras Laurel doesn't even have a bus after 8 pm and there are people
who would live there but no form of transportation.If you can some how
inform me of these changes I would greatly appreciate it.
Thank You
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Adam
Rocap
608 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
A.ROCAP@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
Adam Rocap
608 Woodside Parkway Silver Spring, MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the
slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.
I urge you to consider the MTA data recently released in the Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement suggesting
that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment as to
be cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the
ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of
approximately $1.4 billion, which is considerably lower than the "highinvestment" light rail alternative that MTA has assessed and the $5.2
billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project that the Federal Transit
Administration recently approved for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel
will eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this
segment – impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in
the community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even
those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that enhances the
entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby community.
The adverse impacts that a surface route will have on the downtown
Silver Spring are are enormous:
o
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot –
on the average of every three minutes from one direction or the other
during three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15
miles per hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown
Silver Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently
revived downtown.
o
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
run on what will be the only essentially residential road in the entire 16
miles of the project.
o
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners'
front yards both within and outside of the right of way.
This widening, primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections
on Wayne, will increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic
volume will grow to fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a
surface Purple Line on Wayne than without it. This is counterproductive

to the overall goals of the Purple Line. Previously, the County had
approved plans to effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by
replacing a lane with what was to be the Green Trail bike path.
o
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
o
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple
Line with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot
and the Wayne Avenue Garage.
o
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA's
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County's data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the
morning peak hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at
nearby stops) and 145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the
boardings are from high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to
the next planned Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than
to the Dale Drive station. Moreover, recently released data from
MTA suggests that with tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for
the entire Purple actually increases significantly.
o
MTA's traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars
can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed
limit on Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.
The best alternative for the Purple Line in downtown Silver Spring is to
use a tunnel from Cedar to Mansfield Streets so that automobile
traffic will flow most easily, the Purple Line itself will be most efficient,
and ridership will be at its maximum.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments, and I urge you to
make the right decision for Silver Spring and the Purple Line by
tunneling under Wayne from Cedar to Mansfield, a cost-effective way to
bring about the best Purple Line possible.
Sincerely,
Adam Rocap
608 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring, MD
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Kristi
Rocap
608 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
K.ROCAP@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
Kristi Rocap
608 Woodside Pkwy, Silver Spring, MD 20910
To: Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail (preferably) or bus rapid
transit, through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.
I urge you to consider the MTA data recently released in the Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost
effective for federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel
time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion,
which is considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line
Metro project that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved
for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse
impacts of a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies
and written comments of others in the community have explained are not
assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in
meetings with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple
Line that enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the
nearby community.
The adverse impacts that a surface route will have on the downtown
Silver Spring are are enormous:
o
Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during
three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
o
The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
run on what will be the only essentially residential road in the entire 16
miles of the project.
o
A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly
two-thirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple
Line will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek
Parkway. The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners'
front yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. This is counterproductive to the overall goals of
the Purple Line. Previously, the County had approved plans to effectively
narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to be the

Green Trail bike path.
o
The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
o
Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple
Line with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot
and the Wayne Avenue Garage, and with any traffic traversing past
these points to other destinations, such as the Blair shops and grocery,
downtown Silver Spring, Bethesda, or Washington, DC. The
neighborhoods along this route will essentially be shut in.
o
There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA's
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County's data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA suggests that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly.
o
MTA's traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars
can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.
The best alternative for the Purple Line in downtown Silver Spring is to
use a tunnel from Cedar to Mansfield Streets so that automobile traffic
will flow most easily, the Purple Line itself will be most efficient, and
ridership will be at its maximum.
Thank you for your consideration of my comments, and I urge you to
make the right decision for Silver Spring and the Purple Line by
tunneling under Wayne from Cedar to Mansfield, a cost-effective way to
bring about the best Purple Line possible.
Sincerely,
Kristi Rocap
608 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring, MD
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Jim
Rocco

Silver Spring
MD
ROCCOX2@COMCAST.NET
Attn: Purple line administrators:
The need to keep the Capital Crescent trail intact is imperative. Before a
final decision is reached by the key decision makers, those decision
makers must read Thomas Friedman's book Hot, Flat, and Crowded.
The book underscores factual evidence to support the unmistakable
trend towards global warming. The route cause of this, the world's
greatest dilemma of all time, is this country's inability to get up from the
couch or out from behind the wheel and become a leader towards a
better way of life not just in this country, but most importantly around the
world. We are 4% of the world's population, yet we consume 25% of
the world's fossil fuels.
While the Purple line is definitely a step in the right direction with respect
to increasing this region's mass transit capacity, it is simultaneously
diminishing the importance of an even more environmentally
advantageous means of conveyance already in place in the Capital
Crescent trail. Should the current decision continue to be upheld, it is
incumbent upon the state authorities to install an alternate means to
sustain the utility of such a vital path for human powered conveyance.
The state can either be leader and novel example of where this country
needs to go, or as with corn based ethanol, it will proceed with a sound
conceptual idea in a misguided manner.
Feel free to contact me for ideas, I have quite a few related to these
kinds of issues.
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Maria
Roche
4313 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BOSSACHII@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it's important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Linda
Rodbell
1169 Crest Lane
McLean
VA
22101
llsr@erols.com
Dear Governor O’Malley,
I am a life long resident of the Washington area and currently reside in
Mclean VA. The trail in Bethesda a treasure, where for years many of
my friends and family have met to run, walk, ride or just sit.
For several years, I used the to trail train runners preparing for
marathons. Now I come to Bethesda weekly to walk/run eat and shop.
Virginia has several beautiful trails and I love the C&O Canal. But like
many women I come to Bethesda because but I feel safe.
Please don't take away one of our last refuges from the 'maddening
crowds.'

Attachments :

Best Regards,
Linda Rodbell
Rodbell 35884.pdf (99 kb)
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Brian
Rodgers
Capital City Nurses

MD
BRODGERS@CAPITALCITYNURSES.COM
To whom it may concernI am writing to voice my concern over the proposed Purple Line.
As a regular runner and a father of two young children, I frequently enjoy
the Capital Crescent Trail with my family. My kids and I spend hours on
the trail during the weekends and appreciate the safe, quiet and relaxing
space in our ever growing urban eighborhood.
It is difficult to find such a pleasurable trail that support bikers, hikers,
runners, families and kids. I am a local who grew up in this area and
remember the days when the work trains actually rode the old lines. But,
in the past 15 years I have become quite used to the nature trail and its
pleasant environments over the those long gone years.
In addition, as a local businessman, I believe any infrastructure
development should consider direct access to the surrounding medical
and research facilities in the Bethesda region. NIH, Bethesda Naval, and
Suburban are valuable stops that need to be a direct stop along the line.
There are thousands of low waged employees who would bemuch more
likely to adopt/ride the purple line ONLY if it made stops directly in front
of the hospitals. A centralized stop with transport buses that requires a
transfer would be an insufficient solution.
I hope that a sensible and appropriate plan can be agreed upon on by all
parties.
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William
Rodgers
4412 Boxwood Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
This is William Rodgers. R-O-D-G-E-R-S. This is William Rodgers, R-OD-G-E-R-S. 20816. Comments will be brief. I had intended to make them
publicly but there's a three-hour wait, at least, and out of a little
concession I'll be pleased to make this recording.
Two comments, I've been a resident here in Bethesda and Chevy Chase
for over 35 years. And I follow the single most attractive recreational
facility in Montgomery County is the hiker and biker trail which I use
almost daily and have for well in excessive
10 years. As long as it's been here and before then I used to walk the
railroad tracks with my dogs. I am vehemently opposed to them putting
any street car through any of the wooded areas or over the hiking and
biking trail. It's an unnecessary disaster to the thousands of us who use
it daily.
Secondly, as a tax payer, I'm appalled at the thought of paying for this
one to two billion dollar project that is not going to get any of the cars off
the road. That's my comments. Thank you for your time.
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Dennis
Rodrigues
2 Gibson Court
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
DR3P@NIH.GOV
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Dennis Rodrigues
2 Gibson Court
3rd Floor
Gaithersburg, MD 20878
3014352932
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Reetiberto
Rodriguez
621 Potomac Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Rodriguez_R.pdf (55 kb)
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Jonathan
Rogers

MD
JROGERS@NEIGHBORHOODNETWORKS.ORG
As a long-time worker in Silver Spring, with family in Bathesda and
Rockville, not to mention as a city planning advocate, I have to say the
purple line is a win-win situation. Build it – the cities will benefit, the
economies will benefit, the commuters will benefit, the environment will
benefit…
Jonathan Rogers
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Noe
Rojas

MD
NOE.ROJAS@GECAPITAL.COM
I hear you !!
that is a really good news !!
I vote for this new line.
thanks.
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Dr. Jill
Rolland
2019 Landsdowne Way
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JBROLLAND@HOTMAIL.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a resident of Silver Spring and am writing in support of the light rail
option for the purple line. I feel that the long-term advantages of
choosing light rail for the purple line make it the best choice. I take the
metro to work everyday from Forest Glen to College Park. The purple
line light rail option will cut time off of my commute and prevent me from
having to travel to Fort Totten in Washington D.C. to come out into
Maryland again. The bus options and other options will not save time on
my commute. Additionally, the light rail option is more attractive to me if
I were to use the metro to travel to Bethesda or Rockville. I would not
take a bus and currently I rarely take metro since I have to go all the way
into the center of D.C. on the Red Line to go to Bethesda or Rockville.
I commend the MTA for taking on this difficult task of choosing how best
to address transportation needs in Maryland. I'd like to reiteratie my
support for the purple line, and for the light rail option.
Sincerely,
Dr. Jill Rolland
2019 Lansdowne Way
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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David
Rollenhagen
725 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
WIGGLESMAIL@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
DAVID ROLLENHAGEN, 725 DARTMOUTH AVE, SILVER SPRING,
MD, 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring IF it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
residential community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the
slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system.
There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement showing that it is feasible to design a
system with tunneling for this segment so as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is a
quarter of a billion dollars less than the “high-investment” light rail
alternative that MTA has evaluated and only a
fraction of the $5.2 billion cost of the Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written
comments of others in the community have explained are not assessed
in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings
with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
residential community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary
station at Wayne and Dale.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
In addition to the above, I have the following comments:
o Long trains crossing Georgia Avenue, entering the intersection of
Wayne and Fenton diagonally as a fifth stream of traffic, and passing the
entrance to the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot – on the
average of every three minutes from one direction or the other during
three-hour peak periods and at speeds of no more than 5 to 15 miles per
hour – will create even worse traffic conditions in downtown Silver
Spring than exist today and threaten the vitality of the recently revived
downtown.
o Neither a surface route through downtown Silver Spring nor a station
at Fenton Street at the new Silver Spring Library is necessary for
development downtown. Substantial and highly successful development
so far in most sectors of the downtown over the last eight years has
been very successful with the Silver Spring Transit Center/Metro Station
only a 5-to-10-minute slow or moderate walk from all parts of the Silver
Spring CBD. There will be a Purple Line station at the Silver Spring
Transit Center, and there will be no point in any yet undeveloped portion
of the CBD that is more than a 5-to-10-minute walk from the Silver
Spring Transit Center. The planned Fenton Street/Library station is only
a 4-block, 6-minute walk to the Silver Spring Transit Center. Moreover,

the downtown will not be an attractive place for shoppers and visitors if
the streets become more clogged due to an extremely slow moving train
across major streets.
o The surface route that MTA has proposed on Wayne Avenue will
bisect the community and will run on what will be the only essentially
residential road in the entire 16 miles of the project.
o A surface route on Wayne Avenue will result in widening of nearly twothirds of the just more than one mile of Wayne on which the Purple Line
will run from Fenton Street to the other side of Sligo Creek Parkway.
The land for the widening will come mainly from homeowners’ front
yards both within and outside of the right of way. This widening,
primarily for long left turn lanes at signaled intersections on Wayne, will
increase the traffic capacity on Wayne and the traffic volume will grow to
fill it. There will be more cars on Wayne with a surface Purple Line on
Wayne than without it. Previously, the County had approved plans to
effectively narrow Wayne Avenue by replacing a lane with what was to
be the Green Trail bike path.
o The surface route will result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
o Traffic congestion will worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line
with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and
the Wayne Avenue Garage.
o There is no demonstrated need for a station at Dale Drive. MTA’s
projected daily station boardings figure for a station at Dale defies field
observation and common sense and is more than the number of homes,
almost all of which are single-family, within half a mile of Dale. The
County’s data shows that there are only 4 boardings in the morning peak
hour for the Ride On #15 bus at Dale (and very few at nearby stops) and
145 at the Sligo Creek stop alone, where most of the boardings are from
high-density residential dwellings that are nearer to the next planned
Purple Line station to the east (Manchester Place) than to the Dale Drive
station. Moreover, recently released data from MTA indicates that with
tunneling and no station at Dale, ridership for the entire Purple actually
increases significantly. In addition, if there is a station at Dale, there will
be greatly increased noise in the community as a result of the braking of
trains,
amplified announcements, and clanging of bells or beeping as trains
near the station.
o MTA’s traffic analysis is flawed in a number of major ways. Not the
least of these, the analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars
can travel at 45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on
Wayne is 30 mph, and at various times near schools, 25 mph.
As a local resident who will be directly affected, I strongly oppose an
above-ground route along Wayne Ave. If this project is as important as
many of our public officials have stated, then it is time for each of them
to step up to the plate and do the right thing for EVERYONE, riders and
local residents alike. It is wrong to sacrifice one for the sake of the
other. Put it underground.
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Thank You,
Josh Rollin
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Ann
Rollins
1220 East West Highway
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Rollins_Ann.pdf (55 kb)
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George
Roman
2715 Blaine Drive
chevy chase
MD
20815
jacobsroman@comcast.net
Pursuing this project as the economic bottom is falling out of our state
and the nation is lunacy. This project should be stopped or at the very
least delayed indefinitely until the financial situation is returned to some
semblance of normalcy.
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Sally
Roman
4229 Franklin St.
Kensington
MD
20895
SALLYROMAN@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
As a retired planner with the Montgomery County Department of
Parka and Planning, I support the Purple Line light rail not
only because I believe it is good planning but for the practical
effect of allowing easy use of mass transit to meetings in
Bethesda and Rockville.
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Alana
Romans
4464 Seton Lane
Jacksonville
FL
32246
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. A lot of my friend take the
metro, this would save them commute time, and gas money.
Palley_Tom Comment Cards.pdf (41 kb)
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Joanne L.
Rood
4509 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JLROOD1@MSN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to express my concern about the Purple Line, and I ask that
you reject the light rail proposal. Â I live along the Capital Crescent Trail;
my home is at the mouth of the Air Rights building tunnel in
Bethesda/Chevy Chase. Â When I learned that the MTA wants to run the
light rail from 5 am to midnight Sunday through Thursday and until 3 am
on Friday and Saturday nights, I was astonished!! Â Yes, those are the
hours that metro runs, but metro does not run right next to people's
houses like this light rail would. Â It is inconceivable that anyone would
propose running a commuter train through residential neighborhoods up
to 22 hours a day!! Â
If this light rail is truly meant to be a commuter train, then it would run
during limited hours (say, no later than 8 or 9 pm on weekdays and not
at all on weekends). Â I know that when you divide the cost by the
projected ridership numbers, the cost per rider of the system just barely
meets federal minimum requirements. Â Thus, the MTA appears to want
these incredulously long hours just to make sure the ridership numbers
are high enough to meet federal standards. Â Well, if there isn't enough
commuter demand to meet federal standards, why should we invest so
much money in this system and disrupt the lives of the people who live
along the trail? Â In fact, the projected commuter demand also is a flaky
number in that about 80% of the projected users already use public
transportation.
So who would this light rail really be for? Â Would it be a dinner train,
shuffling diners and shoppers in between downtown Bethesda and
downtown Silver Spring? Â Are the business interests in downtown
Bethesda and Silver Spring, as well as land developers, the driving
forces behind the light rail? Â If the light rail is built, would the Chevy
Chase Land Company build high density residential units near the light
rail along Connecticut Avenue? Â If that happened, traffic would become
worse, not better. Â (Traffic would become much, much worse.)
If the main aim here is to help commuters get to and from work, then I
don't understand why there can't be a light rail running along the beltway
connecting the Grovsner and Forest Glen stations. Â People commuting
into Bethesda or Silver Spring can simply transfer to the red line of
metro.
From a personal perspective, I am deeply concerned about the effect the
proposed light rail would have on my daily existence. Â I hear that the
MTA wants to elevate the trail in the Air Right tunnel. Â Well, that would
mean that the trail would be elevated behind my house and thus trail
users would be walking above my back fence line. Â I also understand
that the station stop in the tunnel may be close to my house. Â I'm
assuming if that is true, I'd hear almost constant station noise (door
chimes, talking, etc.). Â I'm also concerned that the MTA would cut down
the trees that line my back fence (that are on my side of the fence) to
accommodate the elevated trail -- and maybe even take down my fence
since it would be so close to the light rail and may inhibit the construction
efforts. Â If that is true, I would be left with NO buffer and my property
would be left totally exposed to this project.
I would very much like to speak to an MTA official who can explain to me
the exact effect the proposed light rail would have on my property. Â But
most of all, I would like you to reject the proposed light rail. Â It would
primarily serve business interests, with minimal benefit to commuters,

and maximum detriment to the people who live near the proposed line. Â
If you truly want to cure the transportation woes in Montgomery County,
consider an extensive system of rapid transit buses throughout the
county rather than one expensive line that would serve a limited number
of people.
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Robert
Roop

MD
roroop@yahoo.com
Roop 34811.pdf (84 kb)
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Roberto
Rosales
7719 Eastern Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
My name is Roberto Rosales, R-O-B-E-R-T-O, R-O-S-A-L-E-S. My
address is 7719 Eastern Avenue, Apartment 32, Takoma Park, Maryland
20912.
I am here on behalf of (inaudible) and other members of the
Montgomery College Takoma Park campus to support the purple line.
We think that it will reduce transportation time from Takoma to Rockville
and other places in which students can get their education.
It also, it can also cut emissions from cars traveling from one place to
another. I think that is very important that if we care about future
generations that we do something about cutting emissions. Because if
not, as we already know, global warming is happening, and it is a fact,
it's not a myth.
Therefore, we endorse the purple line. By the way, I am mostly here
representing LSU which is the Latino Steering Union, and I'm also a
member of the, a representative of the Student Senate at Takoma Park
campus.
So these are some of the reasons why students endorse the purple line.
Thank you.
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Lois C.
Rose
413 Ellsworth Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LOQROSE@YAHOO.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
As I travel back and forth between Silver Spring and Bethesda for
classes and for social, recreational, and religious activities, I often find
myself sitting in bumper-to-bumper traffic on East-West Highway or the
Beltway.
The Purple Line would offer a convenient way to avoid this congestion,
lessen pollution, and conserve energy. A light rail system would be a
pleasant addition to residential and commercial areas, as people have
found in cities such as Portland, Oregon, and in many European cities,
and would take many drivers out of their cars. Buses, however, are not a
good option because they wold be noisy and not as effective in reducing
traffic and pollution.
As parking and traffic problems continue to grow in Silver Spring, the
situation can only get worse without a viable new public transportation
option that provides east-west travel. The Purple Line offers an effective
way for people to commute to major job centers and business districts in
Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park, and New Carrollton.
In addition, the Purple Line would provide a vital service to the currently
underserved Long Branch and Takoma/Langley Crossroads areas,
offering an attractive and vibrant alternative to sprawl development,
which is all too prevalant now.

Submitted by:
Lois C. Rose
413 Ellsworth Dr.
Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 587-9774
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Stacey
Rose-Blass
10436 Parthenon Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
sroseblass@comcast.net
As a former PG County resident and current Mont.Co resident, I
BELIEVE ADDITION OF THE PURPLE LINE WILL BE ONE OF THE
BEST THINGS EVER FOR ALL OF THE STATE OF MARYLAND!
Thank you for your hard work and persistance in making this happen.
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Diane
Rosenberg
7910 Woodmont Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
DIANE@ROSENBERG-ASSOC.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a huge user of the Capital Crescent Trail and have been since its
inception. Born and raised in Bethesda, there are not very many trails to
use in our area, only a handful that connect to downtown or outer
Maryland. After an insane week of operating a 50 person law firm,
hopping on my bike for a quiet ride or taking a walk/run cannot be
measured in dollars. Participating in these activities next to a light rail
just doesn’t cut it.

That said, I am also a big environmentalist and saving the trees and
trails is as important to me as reducing traffic in our area, especially
once Bethesda Naval goes through the expansion. Spending the money
today and installing the purple line as part of metro UNDER EASTWEST HIGHWAY, would do it all. Everyone would be on board.
Everyone would agree. We could accomplish all our the goals. Add a
$1 to the Bay Bridge toll, $1 to local tax, or increase another toll on I-95
to incorporate the expense.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Diane Rosenberg
Oldchester Road, Bethesda

***
Diane Rosenberg
Rosenberg & Associates, LLC
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 750
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 907-8000
FAX: (301) 907-8101
diane@rosenberg-assoc.com
www.rosenberg-assoc.com

Acer Title & Escrow, LLC
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 750
Bethesda, MD 20814

(301) 907-8000
FAX: (301) 907-5161
diane@acertitle.com
www.acertitle.com
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Keith
Rosenberg
College Park Gateway Properties
7508 Wisconsin Avenue, 2nd Flr.
Bethesda
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Good afternoon. My name is Keith Rosenberg. It's spelled K-E-I-T-H RO-S-E- N-B-E-R-G. I'm here on behalf of my company, which is called
College Park Gateway Properties. We are the developer of a 900- bed,
250+ unit, student housing project at the University of Maryland in
College Park.
We have spent a lot of time with the University of Maryland and the City
of College Park to design a building that will facilitate more student
housing at College Park. Most of you probably know, there's a 9,000 bed
shortage at the University of Maryland.
What that means is a lot of people have to commute there. And where
do they come from? They come from mostly Montgomery County and
P.G. County. So we're here to tell you that we really do support the Light
Rail version.
Just parenthetically and anecdotally, I live in Rockville, my company is in
Bethesda. But it took me 47 minutes to drive here today in a car by
myself. And of course, I couldn't do anything else while I was driving
except pay attention to the roadway.
The University of Maryland has and will continue to experience this
shortage of housing. And the light rail system that links Montgomery
County and Prince George's County would be a vital element to allowing
students, employees, as well as other people to commute to the
University of Maryland without using cars.
I don't need to tell you how environmentally friendly the Light Rail system
is. I don't need to tell you what the cost of a gallon of gasoline is and I
don't need to tell you how long it takes to get from a remote location in
either Prince George's or Montgomery County to College Park.
I can tell you something that's really important. There is a trend
underway in America, particularly on the East Coast, to gravitate more
toward urban areas. We have a growing population of people over 55, I
am included in that. A lot of other people are too.
And we're now empty nesters and we want to come back and live in
area where we have maximum exposure to education, culture, the Arts,
and one of the things that light rail will do is it will become a magnet for
development of these kinds of places where young people and people
my age will want to gravitate to.
It is not only important in terms of reducing the impact on the
environment, but it is also important because it reduces the impact on
your tax base. If you can get more people to come and live in your
communities, you will increase your tax base and be more supportive of
other things that you want to do.
Two things I want to talk about real quick. Oh, I only have 13 seconds. I'll
only tell you one. I'm an active user of the Crescent Trail. I'm an avid
runner but I'm willing to make a personal sacrifice for the Light Rail
system because I think it is so important. We'll just run around it. We'll
figure out another way. Thanks a lot.
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Stephen
Rosenberg
stephen rosenberg
7307 maple avenue
takoma park
MD
20912
stephenrosenberg@mac.com
the purple line seems very necessary and long overdue. when is it
going to happen?
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Josh
Rosenthal
2311 Connecticut Ave, NW Apt 702
Washington
DC
20008

Rosenthal_Josh.pdf (91 kb)
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Krysten & Chris
Jenci & Rosettie
6913 Oakridge Ave.
Chevy Chase,
MD
20815
KRYSTENANDCHRIS@JUNO.COM]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
In April of 2008, the Washington Post Montgomery Section asked
residents to submit essays about what makes Montgomery County a
great place to live. I submitted an essay about how much I love the
Capital Crescent Trail and how much it means to my family. The Post
featured the essay and a picture of my son and I on the trail because
they said it really captured what they were looking for - a resident who
treasured a resource that was only offered in Montgomery County. The
Trail is one of my favorite things about my neighborhood - please help
us to maintain the peace and beauty that the trail offers to all residents
of Montgomery County. The link to the article follows (and is also copied
to the end of this e-mail). Please help us maintain this amazing and rare
resource - please don't allow transit on the trail!
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2008/04/23/AR2008042302090.html
In addition to my family, every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers
-- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel'
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Krysten Jenci & Chris Rosettie

6913 Oakridge Ave.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Andrew
Ross
4515 Williard Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TMP811@ANGOOR.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Andrew Ross
4515 Willard Avenue
# 1719
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Matthew
Ross
2302 Twin Valley Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. It would be very useful and
save a lot of time.
Zipin_Jessica Comment Cards.pdf (66 kb)
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nino
ross
student
5101 crossfield ct
rockville
MD
20852
aklickyfeet@hotmail.com
MAKE THE PURPLE LINEEEEEE!!!!!! I REALLY NEED IT!!!!!!!!
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Stephen
Rothandler
5949 Burnside Landing Drive
Burke
MD
22015
SROTHA@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have used the Capital Crescent Trail many times. I am a member of the
Montgomery County Road Runner's Club and the Mosaic Outdoor Club
of Maryland. It is a wonderful place to bike, hike, or run, to enjoy nature,
and to escape from motor vehicle traffic and other distractions of urban
life.

I am one of many people who would be affected if the Purple Line or
Light Rail proposals are approved.

I urge you to protect this special place and find a more environmentallyfriendly solution, such as rapid bus service on existing roads.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Stephen Rothandler
5949 Burnside Landing Drive
Burke, VA 22015
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Paul F., Thelma A. and Vanessa J.
Rothstein
4706 Morgan Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Rothstein 34841.pdf (165 kb)
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Paul
Rothstein
Georgetown University Law Center

MD
ROTHSTEI@LAW.GEORGETOWN.EDU

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Comment on Purple Line DEIS—No Transit on the Capital Crescent
Trail
Dear Congressman Van Hollen, Governor O'Malley, Montgomery
County Council Members, and government officials considering the
above plan:
As ardent trail users and residents of Montgomery County, I, my wife,
and my daughter, are horrified to hear of the plans to put a transit line on
the trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring, and destroy the trees and
beautiful almost bucolic environment that prevails there. Our whole
family (and thousands of others of every nationality and walk of life) use
this trail and enjoy its peaceful atmosphere, which is all too rare to find in
the area. That walkers and bikers will be immediately adjacent to moving
trains is appalling! People will be very loath to use what is left of the
already narrow trail if the plans go through.
In the words of the old song, Why are we paving paradise and putting up
a "parking lot"? These plans will not only directly decimate an existing
lovely area, but will lead to greater density and commercial building in a
neighborhood already nearly choked by traffic and development—Silver
Spring, Bethesda, Connecticut Ave., etc. This seems insane, especially
when there are viable alternatives available.[1] In these hard economic
times, do we really need to invite more building unlikely to be fully
developed and rented, in an area already overbuilt? If these things stand
empty because of the tightened economy, they become a safety hazard
in the community. Precious money, in the current economy, should not
be squandered this way.

Further, the intention, in connection with that project, to park trains
awaiting maintenance in an open space in Bethesda seems inhuman
and uncaring, and out of touch with community needs (a community that
voted overwhelmingly for most of you, we might add, hoping that you
would protect whatever precious green spaces are left in the county).

We recognize that one purpose (other than furthering commercial
development) of the proposal has been argued to be that a light rail is
good for the environment. But does it make sense to destroy a great
environmental asset in the process? Let us do something that can be a
net win for the environment—by selecting better alternatives and
locations.

We know that you, as a person concerned about the environment, will
see what a bad idea this is if you will only take a closer personal look at
the area proposed to be impacted by this plan.

Thanks very much for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

_______________

____________

________________

Paul F. Rothstein
(Professor, Georgetown Law) &
Thelma A. McDermott-Rothstein &
Vanessa J. Rothstein,

4706 Morgan Drive,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20815

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------[1] E.g., bus rapid transit in dedicated lanes with smart traffic lights
connecting Silver Spring and Bethesda via a stop at Bethesda Medical
Center; or connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light
rail) along the Beltway or underground, to build on our existing Metro
system. Jones Bridge Road and East-West Highway are also possible
prospects for enhanced bus routes.
Paul Rothstein
Professor of Law
Georgetown University Law Center
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Andrew
Roud
10106 Day Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
andrewroud@hotmail.com
Dear Mr. Madden:
I was thinking of buying a condo at 3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive (just
south of the Capital Crescent Trial and Manor Road) off Connecticut
Avenue. From your maps, I see there is a propossed Station location at
Connecticut Avenue (Georgetown Branch Trail). Where exactly will the
station be located in relation to the condo at Chevy Chase Lake Drive? I
would very much be interested in this as it would make commuting much
easier. Thank you, Andrew M. Roud
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Claudia
Rousseau
Claudia Rousseau, Ph.D.
13216 Clifton Road
Silver Spring
MD
20904
I support the Purple Line. I have actively supported the Purple Line for
many years. Every year it becomes more evident that this would be a
good way to encourage use of public transportation in our state, and to
make life easier for many people. I do not support the ICC which I
believe to be a complete waste of critical funds.
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Claudia
Rousseau, Ph.D.
13216 Clifton Road
Silver Spring
MD
20904
Rousseaucj@aol.com
From: Claudia Rousseau, Ph.D.
13216 Clifton Road
Silver Spring, MD 20904
I support the Purple Line. I have actively supported the Purple Line for
the past decade. I believe that it would be a credible way to spend
transportation funds, encourage public transportation in our State, and
help many people decrease their commutes. I support it on
environmental grounds. For these same reasons I do not support the
ICC, which I believe should not be built. It is a waste of critical
transportation funds. We need the Purple Line. We have needed it for
decades. We do not need the ICC. If the ICC were curtailed, there
would be plenty of money available to finally accomplish completion of
the Purple Line.
Sincerely,
Claudia Rousseau
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judith
rowe
4701 willard ave
chevy chase
MD
20815
judith@princeton.edu
We need more public transportation and the purple line is one valuable
addition to our current service.
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Kevin
Rowe
Merrill Lynch Private Client Group
11921 Rockville Pike, Suite 201
Rockville
MD
20852
kevin_rowe@ml.com
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Rick
Rowles
11807 Renick Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20904-2139
ric976@msn.corn
Rowles 35675.pdf (105 kb)
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Arthur
Rowse

MD

mayor kathy strom.pdf (48 kb)
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Arthur
Rowse
7411 Oak Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Arthur Rowse. A-R-T-H-U-R, R-O-W-S-E. I live in Oakland,
Chevy Chase. I'd like to raise a few questions about where the town of
Chevy Chase stands on the Purple Line. Since the rail/trail plan was
approached, the dominant powers of the town government has simply
assumed that everyone in town opposes the plan. They also have used
more than a half a million dollars to concoct a scheme that would dump
the problem onto the residents of Jones Bridge Road. The town has
never conducted a poll of residents to determine where they stand on
the issue.
One reason may be that they fear that if the issue were presented fairly
and objectively, the overwhelmingly liberal residents might strongly
support the Purple Line plan. They also might want their tax money
back.
The fallout has unfairly tarnished the town. Many of its residents have
become ashamed of the NIMBY image that the town governor has
presented to the outside world on this matter. Saving the trail has never
been the issue. It is whether a few property owners who bought property
along the (inaudible) might tolerate the softer sounds of a trolley carrying
non-residents so close to the town's border.
Even more shameful is the narrow-minded environmental image created
by critics of the Purple Line in a town when most rational people are
seeking ways to break the cycle of planet destruction from fossil fuels. I
wonder how the opposition of town officials to more public transit if this
were the endorsement of the Chiotol(?) Treaty. And how do they explain
to their children why they claim to be green for everything but the Purple
Line?
Much has been made of a petition drive that have boasted many
thousands of signatures, part of a clever campaign entitled Save the
Trail. But as Shakespeare might say, such strutting and frutting signify
nothing. It's like asking people if they like ice-cream. Everybody likes the
trail. That's why planners have included it in all their plans, just like many
successful rail/trail operations around the world.
Much has also been made of the probable loss of many trees along the
trail. These same people seem blind to the invasive ways that have
already devoured many of the trees and scrubs with scarcely any effort
made by the Save the Trail fans to stop the destruction. My message to
Purple Line opponents is relax. By the time the first dirt is moved for this
rail/trail there won't be many live trees to cut down. The trail is already
turning purple with killer porcelain berries and vicious ivies smothering
the native green. Thank you.
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Jim
Roy
Long and Foster

MD
JIM.ROY@LONGANDFOSTER.COM
Dear: MCP Chairman,

I am a Trail user. I use it every day to walk my dogs, jog and sometimes
to get to work and to restaurants in Bethesda.
I was shocked to hear that it was reported that 2/3 of the MTA testimony
last week favored the light rail on the Trail. 80-90% of the people who
walk by the end of the tunnel while I’ve been raising awareness and
obtaining signatures for a better location for the purple line were very
willing to sign the petition. The last hearing I attended had about 2/3
against the purple line on the trial.
I also read a report from a non-MTA employee that, after careful
calculation of the numbers and facts, shows that the numbers the
decision makers are being give are wildly inaccurate and border on
criminal.
If we lose this trail, we will never be able to get it back as it is now.
Please take every action possible to prevent the trail from being shared
with a light rail system or any motorized vehicle. It simply will not work as
it is being presented in both sharing the path with hiker/bikers and the
numbers to “justify” its construction.
Respectfully,

jim

Jim Roy
Realtor
Long and Foster
www.jimroy.com
301-986-6412
jimroy@longandfoster.com
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Jim
Roy
4511 Elm St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Yes, my name is Jim Roy. J-I-M, R-O-Y. Currently reside at 2427
Churchill Road in Silver Spring, Maryland. I own property in Silver
Spring, Chevy Chase and College Park. I'm here to say that we can not
afford the Purple Line along the Capitol Crescent Trail, Georgetown
Branch Trail. This plan would pave the way for an increase in the density
of the area along the proposed route.
I drove from Kensington East-West Highway today at 9 a.m. and it is
currently no fun. Most people are north-south travelers who will be
looking at ridiculous travel times with more people and businesses there
and, as I said, the predominant travelers in Montgomery County are
north-south.
We can't afford to destroy 15 or more acres of trees close in that we
would never get back. And although the MTA's pictures show trees next
to trains next to pedestrians and cyclists, there is currently no room for
this, I'm sorry, there is no room for this as we currently have it. I refuse to
be part of anything that would hand future generations a huge bill and
take away a beautiful, highly used, linear park.
If we are to put a Metro system in, we need to do it right. Underground
and/or protecting our close-in green space. After spending hours at the
western end of the trail obtaining signatures for a better options, I can
safely say that few people walking and biking there know about the
proposed destruction of the trail as we now know and enjoy it. Of the
people who learn more, almost all sign the petition and are unpleasantly
surprised.
We can't afford the 100 million dollars per mile price tag under this
proposal. Anything we do needs to be done right the first time. There is
no going back. The wrong decisions are made.
I've been to many presentations of the proposed plans by the MTA and
this information there is surprising and completely unacceptable. We can
not afford to rush forward based on flawed data and impossible pictures
of everything fitting together. I have yet to see a workable scenario
under Wisconsin Avenue.
The financial cost, the environmental cost, the enjoyment cost and the
north-south commuter cost are all too high for us to accept. I respectfully
request a better option that will protect the trail as we know it.
Since I was speaker number 57 I wrote a short poem while I was
waiting: We cannot afford the Purple Line along the current trail/The
north- south traffic would slow to the pace of a snail/To lose 15 acres of
mature trees would be a shame/We don't want to be the people future
generations will surely blame/To the purposed Purple Line - I'm sorry The people with whom I've spoken are surprised about the change/To
lose an irreplaceable green space is more than a little strange/The trail is
a great place for people to walk their dogs/We don't want to reduce the
tree canopy to a bunch of useless logs/If we are to build a trail there,
let's put it underground/It'll cost more money, but long-term it's much
more sound/The costs are too high, the benefits are too low/To the
proposed Purple Lines we must say no.
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Jane
Ruane
4819 Flanders Ave.
Kensington
MD
JANERUANE@VERIZON.NET
To whom it may concern,
The Capital Crescent Trail is one of our favorite spaces in the over
crowded
sprawling metropolitan area we call home.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10¹ from
hikers
and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for
Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10¹
from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous
natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that
cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region¹s ³Central Park² -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around
us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Former Senator Ida
Ruben

MD

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you very much. My name is Ida, I-D-A, Ruben, R-U-B-E-N. And
it's my pleasure to be here tonight. I have worked on this particular
project since day one. And we've been through the wars in Annapolis
trying to hold onto the money to ensure that we have the Purple Line.
And I also feel if we're going to do it, we should do it the right way. And I
feel the only right way is by light rail.
I will say that I read some of the material, most importantly what they will
do to dedicate a right-of-way for a bus line, particularly on Jones Mill
Road. If you have a dedicated part of Jones Mill Road and there's no
dedicated part there, buses can use the right hand lane that goes
straight. What happens if the line of cars is a mile back, which happens
many times during rush hour? They're going to have to wait til they can
get to the right-hand lane. That's going to take more time than projected.
I can tell you that the figures show that there will be more ridership with
the light rail. I live in Silver Spring, off New Hampshire Avenue. To get
across town, I have to take at least an hour more during rush hour to get
where I'm going. In the evening, an hour more to get home. It's important
for us to know that we have to do it not today but yesterday. Because we
have waited so long to mitigate the traffic in this county that the longer
we wait, the worse it's going to get.
Many of the things that George Leventhal said were things that I was
going to say. So I won't repeat them. But I will tell you when they tried to
do the beltway there were people that said, well, it'll cost too much and
we don't want it. Because, I understand, part of their property was taken.
Some of them had adjacent properties to the beltway. Without the
beltway today, I don't know where we would've been. We have to do
much of the transit, as much as of the transit as we can. If we were able
to build ahead of time and I was sent by the county counsel many, many
years ago to see what Ontario was doing, they built their two lanes for
their buses before any development can begin. Those two lanes go
through malls, hospitals, and other places before the development
starts. Then they allow the development with cars, I'm sorry, with homes,
where cars are not needed.
You take the bus because it goes right downtown, stops at the areas
that people need to go to without having to get in their cars. We don't
have that luxury here.
I won't go into any more details because they've already been said. I am
very much opposed to a bus line and I know that's not a very popular
thing to say here today. But when I was fighting for the money in
Annapolis I wasn't very popular but I was there to protect the county's
interest, not the popularity contest person.
So, let me just tell you, there is a way to do this with the new president
coming in, I believe there will be plenty of attention to the needs of traffic
in this county. Being the second worst in the county I'm sure we will be
recognized, particularly with all the federal workers that live and work
here. I believe we have to move as swiftly as possible. I remember when
the first time they recommended a bus line it was because they wanted
to deter the Purple Line. Let me say that I can remember when it would
have costs 70 million dollars, now it's much more.
The more we defer this project, the more it's going to cost. I urge
everyone to pull together, build the light rail, and I'm sure they're going to
say what took us so long. Thank you very much for allowing me to
speak.
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Carol & Ken
Rubin
6907 Ridgewood Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
C.RUBIN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I were drawn to the neighborhood we live in because of its
access to the wonderful resource, the Capital Crescent Trail. Through
the years we’ve used it to execise, meet and socialize with friends, walk
pets, and best of all, take our bikes into town to visit the mall, museums
and fireworks. When friends come from out of town to visit their favorite
activity has been our bike trip to show them the neighborhood and our
access to the capital down the Trail. This is such an important example
of how to keep a city humane.
We are outraged and ashamed that in this era of global warming and
struggle to remain green, our State and county is considering damaging
this amazing resource; particularly considering the recent Purple Line
Environmental Impact Statement confirms that the Purple Line between
Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Carol and Ken Rubin
6907 Ridgewood Ave., Chevy Chase, MD.
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Kenneth
Rubin
6907 Ridgewood Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20816
KEN.RUBIN@PACONSULTING.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff , County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:
I have been a resident of Chevy chase for more than 20 years. I and
my family use the Capital Crescent Trail nearly every week, from
Bethesda to Silver Spring or Bethesda to Georgetown. I simply cannot
imagine foregoing this unique resource to our community to build rapid
transit along this alignment.
Of course, our family is not alone. As you know, every week, more than
10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The
Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers,
families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from
school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from
all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquillity and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Larry
Rubin
2445 Lyttonsville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910-1936
Mention is being made in the media about residential properties that
would be seized and eliminated, yet in Chapter four on "Impacts" in the
AA/DEIS online document, there is no mention of this in any way. Please
provide a link to or an attachment of the names of the properties that
would be affected.
Thank you very much.
Larry Rubin
2445 Lyttonsville Road, Apt. 1500
Silver Spring, MD 20910-1936
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Michael
Rubin
2301 Glenallan Ave, #612
Silver Spring
MD
20906
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Mike
Rubin
19701 Bucklodge Rd
Boyds
MD
20841
MDRCAPITOL@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Kenneth
Rubinson

MD
20817
pres@kpcaonline.org
1) Your web site is excellent
2) Assuming cost was not object, would it not be possible in the disputed
length to run the line underground with eastbound and westbound above
and below each other and under the path? The right of way would be no
wider than the path is now.
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Marcia
Rucker
5311 Tuscarawas Road
Bethesda
MD
MARCIA.RUCKER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Mr. Andrews, Dr. Hanson, Mr. Leggett, and Ms. Ratcliff,
Thank you for your willingness to accept comment about the Purple Line
from the general public.
It is impossible for me to think of a proposed transportation project in this
area that deserves our support more than does the Purple Line. Making
it possible for people to choose public transportation seems to me one of
our most urgent needs. We simply must, at the very least, get the area
in compliance with present Federal emission limits, to say nothing of
making all possible efforts to slow climate change.
I don't know if building the line might be a project that the new Federal
Administration would fund, fully or partially, as part of its plan to
stimulate the economy with infrastructure projects. If that is even a
possibility, the urgency of getting the Purple Line to "shovel-ready"
status would seem to be a priority.
In any event, I would like to be on record as supporting construction of
the Purple Line as soon as possible.
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Marcia
Rucker
5311 Tuscarawas Road
Bethesda
MD
MARCIA.RUCKER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Ms. Ratcliff, Mr. Leggett, Mr. Andrews:
For the reasons stated in the message below, which I have just sent to
Planning Board Chair Dr. Royce Hanson, I consider the light-rail,
master-plan-alignment Purple Line the most cost-effective and
environmentally-sound proposal for this line.
I hope you will also find these arguments convincing and that you will
give a light-rail, master-plan-alignment Purple Line your ardent support.
Sincerely yours,
Marcia Rucker
Bethesda
Dear Dr. Hanson:
I am writing in support of a light-rail, master-plan-alignment Purple Line.
According to trustworthy analysis, a light-rail, master-plan-alignment
Purple Line has the following advantages:
It will be significantly faster than any bus
It will attract and serve significantly greater numbers of riders than other
mode/alignment combinations
It will produce significantly lower greenhouse-gas emissions
Its cost to build, on a per-anticipated-passenger basis, will be more
attractive to Federal funders
I urge you, therefore, to formalize your support for the light-rail, masterplan-alignment Purple Line.
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Colleen
Ruddick
7504 Covey Road
Jessup
MD
20794
cjruddick@gmail.com
Delegate Theodore Sophocleus
House Office Building, Room 162
6 Bladen Street
Annapolis, MD 21401-1912
Dear Delegate Sophocleus,
I enthusiastically support the Inner Purple Line and add my name to this
petition. I support this vision of an Inner Purple Line:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Sent by:
Colleen Ruddick
7504 Covey Rd
Jessup, MD 20794
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Patrick and Natalia
Ruff
4012 Adams Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
PRUFFNSTUFF@YAHOO.COM
To whom it may concern:

I live in southern Montgomery County near Kensington MD. I just
wanted to say I'm in favor of the purple line "light rail" as originally
planned. A bus line option would be a bad idea.

Maryland needs as much rail transit as it can get to alleviate traffic
problems. Further, residents of Montgomery and PG counties that can
not afford to own a car deserve a rail option for transportation if that is
feasible (and it is!). The metro rail system currently is designed only to
go to DC. Rail transit that designed to work within Maryland brings
possibilities that never existed before.
Regards,
Patrick and Natalia Ruff
4012 Adams Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902
301-933-3586
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Allison
Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Allison Rule. A-L-L-I-S-O-N, R-U-L-E. I'm a resident of Chevy Chase
Hills and I represent my community on the Purple Line functional Master
Plan Advisory Group or MPAG. My experience on MPAG has given me
insight into the flaws and bias inherent and to MTA's consideration of the
Purple Line.
During MPAG meetings, dissenting opinions are regularly disregarded
and often omitted from meeting records. Further, many of the
assurances given to MPAG members having been proven questionable
in light of the DEIS. When members, including myself, raise concerns
about noise levels and condemnation impacts on residential
communities, we were told our0 concerns were unfounded.
Now, as reported in the Washington Post, we have learned that
construction of the light rail will result in the condemnation of 31 private
properties. And the construction of sound walls to shield residents from
high pitch squeal noises emitted from trains.
Also questionable are MTA's representations regarding funding for the
trail reconstruction, as such statements are flatly contradicted by the
DEIS. During MPAG meetings, MTA assured MPAG members that
funds existed to ensure trail preservation and that in no event would
reconstruction of the trail be jeopardized by budgetary constraints. Now,
the DEIS makes clear that no such funding exists. Rather, it will fall
solely to the county, which faces a 300-million- dollar budget shortfall to
fund reconstruction and maintenance of the trail.
Similar promises were made and broken regarding construction of the
trail along the ICC. The reality is that light rail on the Georgetown Branch
alignment means the destruction of invaluable green space with little
hope of the trail ever being reconstructed. When it comes to trail
reconstruction, trust us, no longer suffices.
By participating in MPAG, I also witnessed MTA's reluctance to give
adequate consideration to the impact of BRAC on this community.
Rather than give any recent consideration to a Jones Bridge Road
Alignment that addresses increased commuters from BRAC, the DEIS
ignores the ramifications of BRAC and states that other alignments will
provide comparable service. However, the DEIS provides no data to
support this conclusionary statement. Moreover, the DEIS contradicts
concerns raised by county officials about the gridlock that will result from
the addition of thousands of new commuters to our area.
Let's get real. Light rail on the Georgetown Branch Trail is not about
easing traffic congestion. It's about doing what's best for developers who
want transit-oriented development on an already gridlocked Connecticut
Avenue. Yes, light rail was included in the Master Plan. However, that
plan is decades old and does not account for the over 10,000
recreational and commuting users of the trail, like myself. Or the impact
of BRAC.
Adherence to an obsolete Master Plan is not good policy. Rather than
squander our opportunity for competitive federal dollars, I strongly
encourage MTA to give more consideration to other alternatives that
best address the evolving needs of this area.
Given the current financial crisis and the 1.6 billion dollar price tag of the
light rail, and the shortcomings of the DEIS, we must hold public officials
accountable and demand that they wisely spend our hard earned tax
dollars, honestly address our concerns and that they give equal and
recent consideration to every alternative, not just the one that best suits
developer special interests.
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Allison
Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DRIVERALLISON@HOTMAIL.COM
After serving on MPAG and reviewing the DEIS, I am struck by the
inherent bias of MTA in considering alternatives to running light right on
the Capital Crescent Trail and the impact of light rail on the residential
communities of Chevy Chase AND Silver Spring. During MPAG
meetings, we were assured that money existed for trail reconstruction
and expansion and that noise abatement measures would render the
presence of a train next to residential areas a non-issue. However, the
DEIS clearly states otherwise. Rather than the tranquil setting depicted
by MTA's misleading drawings and descriptions, residents off or near the
train will hear frequent high pitched squealing noises- as will trail users,
if indeed the trail is ever rebuilt. This brings me to my next point: as
stated in the DEIS and in recent articles, the state has no current plans
to pay for or assist with trail reconstruction. Instead, the burden will fall
to the county- which is facing an unprecedented budget shortfall.
I can understand why the residents and politicians in Prince Georges
County may support the Purple Line light rail option - they get all the
benefits, without any of the burdens. Given the current bleak financial
situation, it is unlikely that the nice extras like grass tracks and other
noise abatement measures that have been promised by MTA will ever
come to fruition. Similarly, it is hard to imagine where the money will
come from to rebuilt the trail up to the standards advertised by MTA.
Quite frankly I resent these issues being characterized as small, petty,
nimby or something that can be addressed later. These issues are real
and must be addressed BEFORE not after an alignment has been
selected. In considering the true benefits and disadvantages inherent in
the trail alignment, I think that our elected officials owe it to the citizens
of this state to hold MTA accountable for its representations that have
been revealed to be less than candid.
By refusing to consider the trail as a park, MTA has conveniently failed
to take into account or factor in the number of trees that would be clear
cut, erosion impacts, quality of life issues, community issues, wildlife
displacement and a host of other environmental and community issues
associated with constructing light rail on the trail.
In closing, I want to dispel some of the unpleasant insults attributed to
my position and the position held my many in my community. I do not
belong to a country club, I reside in a modest house (that does not abut
the trail, and I am not opposed to improving public transportation.
However, given the high price tag of the proposed light rail and the
potential loss of a treasured park, I think that any proposed
improvements be designed to ease traffic congestion and take cars off
the roads. As it stands, the proposed purple line will worsen congestion
in Silver Spring- not improve it. Moreover, as MTA concedes, the
proposed Purple Line will only shift current users of public transportation
and will not take a meaningful number of cars off our road ways.
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Allison
Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
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Jeff
Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JEFFSRULE@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail to commute to work every day. I walk
the trail into Bethesda and take the Metro to my job. I'm not a member
of any country club and resent the recent implications in the news that I
am also a racist because I don't want the trail torn up.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil
"Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity
that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all
of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.

5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and

in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Jeff Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Jeff
Rule
3906 Laird Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JEFFSRULE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I currently use the trail to commute every day to work in Bethesda. I
simply don't understand how we can destroy the trail when the effort will
take very few cars off the road. The entire effort seems to be an excuse
to turn the stops into another commercial center like Friendship Heights.
I will be noting your votes and voting accordingly.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kevin
Ruppenthal
7910 Long Branch Parkway
Takoma Park
MD
20912
rupe33@aol.com
Hi Metro Reps I'm a Takoma Park resident and won't be able to attend the hearing this
weekend; I wholly endorse and support the purple line.
Sincerely,
Kevin Ruppenthal
7910 Long Branch Parkway, #1
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Katherine
Rurka

MD
KATHERINERURKA@AOL.COM
To Whom it may concern:
I am writing as a concerned citizen about the proposed purple line. I am
an outdoor enthusiast and use the capital crescent trail on a regular
basis. My family and I will be devestated if the trail is compromised. My
children swim at 5:00 AM at the Bethesda swimming pool and I exercise
while they swim. I am forever amazed that at that time of the morning
that the trail is quite crowded with so many other people either
exercising for pleasure or commuting to work via bicycle. The purple
line would take that enjoyment away from so many people. We live in
such a crowded area. Why take away such a unique trail for
transportation? Please do not take the trail away!!!!!!!
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Steve
Rurka

MD
STRURKA@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To fellow stewards of our environment:
Since I moved into the area, 1993, as a young married man, I have
frequently used the the Capital Crescent Trail for many purposes. I have
used it to get into shape for a "big" ski trip. I have used it to rehabilitate
after undergoing numerous major surgeries. And I have used it simply
to decompress mentally. It is amazing that this piece of real estate is
located inside the beltway or within a major urban area. It is also
amazing that this incredible asset is available to all at no cost. Simply
stated, if the trail is replaced by a rail system, there will no longer be a
trail left. What will be left is a road and train tracks that cut through a
neighborhood and beautiful green space. We already have plenty of
concrete and pavement in the lower part of the county.
As my family grew, I now have four children, our family now uses this
resource more than ever. The uses are so varied and represent the
interests ranging from those of a 9 year old mountain biker to a 45 year
old "walker." This past summer, my wife dropped off my children for a
predawn swim practice at the Bethesda public pool. It is amazing that
even at the wee hours of the morning, this trail is used by quite a large
number of residents. Of course, on the weekends, the only issue
regarding usage is safety because of congestion.
Why must the light rail system come at the expense of the Capital
Crescent Trail? Of course, it doesn't. At other sites the tracks run where
they should: down the middle of an existing highway. This approach
upsets nothing. Alternatively, the rail system should run along Jones
Bridge Rd. and then to the Medical Center. And then the system should
go over the American Legion Bridge and eventually be connected with
Metro so that riders from MD will have a means to get to Tysons Corner
and Dulles Airport using public transportation. This plan offers real
benefits to all of the county's residents. Unlike the proposed route, this
route would actually take cars off the road.
Why is there such a push to destroy the Capital Crescent Trail--a unique
natural resource? I am dumbfounded as to how any plan to create a rail
system could even entertain the thought of destroying this strip of
unadulterated green space. Who is behind this madness? Could it be
the developers who are looking for a windfall when land they own now
becomes contiguous to a new rail station? Clear cutting a major swath
of trees through lower Montgomery County can't appeal to those
interested in preserving/saving the environment.
Who is going to foot the bill for this project? Given the dire economic
situation this county faces (reflected by the fact that it can't pay its
teachers what it had promised), how can the county even consider such
an expenditure? If the commuting patterns dictated such a sacrifice,
perhaps it would be prudent. But existing commuting patterns clearly
don't. There currently is adequate public transportation between Silver
Spring and Bethesda. No, it is not perfect, but it is within budget and
gets the job done!
I could go on and on, but I think that I have expressed my point of view,
Thank you for considering it when you vote on the future of the Capital
Crescent Trail.
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Steven
Rurka
Spring Mill Bread Co
4961 Elm St
Bethesda
MD
20814
My name is Steve Rurka, that's R-U-R-K-A. Steven, S-T-E-V-E-N. I'm a
small business owner with a business in downtown Bethesda and I also
live in this neighborhood. For many different reasons, I strongly oppose
the building of the Purple Line.
I am distressed by the number of homeowners who's quality of life will
be horribly affected by having a rail system run through their backyards.
Not to mention, my backyard will not be one of them. But I grew up in
Chicago and I know what it is like to be rattled as trains rumble through a
neighborhood. Also, because of my familiarity with Chicago, I am also
aware of the housing values which are affected by whether or not you
have them on the side of the street with tracks running through your
backyard.
If this line is built, housing values in many areas will be negatively
affected and I'm concerned that these homeowners will be forced to take
a brunt, especially considering that the current economic climate is just
asking a little bit too much.
Again, I do own a small business and as a small business owner I am
perplexed that we're even having this discussion before we know how
this project will be funded. Who will service the bonds that will be
needed to be, that will be needed to finance this system? I'm afraid that
the county and state will simply increase the tax burden on small
businesses. All too often, small businesses are viewed as a piggy bank
with unlimited funds. Higher taxes mean fewer jobs. It really is that
simple.
Anecdotally, I note that currently my business has no problem attracting
employees. Many of my employees come from Silver Spring and
College Park and my business, if I didn't mention it, is in downtown
Bethesda. Apparently, public transportation serves my employees needs
as it is currently. And again, anecdotally, I hear no gripes and many
people are coming from College Park.
As a resident of this area, I am concerned that we having this discussion
before there has been any study, and whether the Purple Line will affect
crime rates in this neighborhood. To me, this omission is glaring. My four
children, my wife and I often hike and bike the trail.
I cringe at the thought of having to share this trail with trains. Currently,
the trail affords one the opportunity to escape the noise, stress and other
inconveniences of the city and enjoy the tranquility offered by nature.
Building the Purple Line will forever destroy this experience.
Finally, I'm opposed to the Purple Line because I think it obscures one of
our real needs. We need a rail system that will link College Park with
NIH, northern Virginia, and specifically the Dulles Airport. Thank you for
your time.
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Christina
Rush
5706 Nevada Ave NW
Washington
DC
20015
CLRUSH7184@GMAIL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Charles
RUSSELL

MD
chuck.russell@areva.com
I support the Purple Line. HEAVY RAIL, not Light Rail.

Chuck Russell
Manager of Sales & Marketing, Uranium & Enrichment Services AREVA
NC Inc.
(office) +1-301-841-1658
(mobile) +1-240-515-0366
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Dirk
Russwurm
8615 Springvale Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DIRK@SPECIALINSTRUMENT.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Dear Madame,
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring ONLY if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to
avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. MTA data
since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact
Statement suggest that it is feasible to design a system with tunneling
for this segment as to be cost effective for federal funding approval and
to improve the ridership, travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of
approximately $1.4 billion. Moreover, a tunnel is the ONLY way to
eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment
– impacts that testimonies and written comments of others in the
community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives. And this short tunneling will make a good and speedy
Purple Line that enhances the entire line, and all the residents and
commuters.
A surface route through downtown Silver Spring is the worst thing for
development of the downtown. Neither a station at Fenton Street nor a
station at Dale Drive, is needed and cost effective. MTA must improve
its analysis and design for this silver spring segment, or its job on the
Purple line will become a case study for bad public works!
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Thanks and regards,
Dirk
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Joyce
Rutherford
5915 Somerset Road
Riverdale Heights
MD
20737
I do not think we need another type of transportation in Riverdale MD,
put the funds into what we already have. Metro bus stops are easier to
get to and metro is not much farther. Also some of the buildings that
would have to be torn down bring in money for our city. The BW
Parkway bridges that would have to be torn down are fairly new, I use it
everyday to go to Laurel for work. If we have to have a Purple Line then I
think it should be built in Laurel up Route 1 where there is not a very
good bus or train system other than the Marc train and the stations for
that are a little far away if you work on Route 1. As a
tax payer in Riverdale, MD I dont want to help pay for this. Thank you for
letting me voice my opinion. I hope others who feel the same also take
the time to let you know.
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James
Ryan
11506 Veirs Mill Rd.
Silver Spring
MD
20902
Enough studies. Just build the Purple Line now. I would love for it to
come through Wheaton as well but let's not endlessly delay and debate.
Just build. Its outrageous that we can plan and debate this for years and
years and the actual building is the easiest part. Build it now!
The BRT is a red herring. Let's do the light rail along the trail as we all
know in our hearts is the best long-term plan. And if you can complete
the Capital Cresecent trail to Silver Spring and somehow connect
Wheaton, that would be much appreciated as well.
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Laura
Rydland
317 1/2 Constitution Ave NE
Washington
DC
20002
Dear MTA~
As a voting member in Maryland (I grew up there and still vote there) I
STRONGLY support the implementation of the light rail Purple line.
While it would be even better if this link was heavy rail, I understand that
is not economically possible or feasible especially given the state of
today's economy.
While the Metro system is a great asset to the region, the system would
be so much stronger if it had a circumferencial route like the purple line.
I also broadly support the following statements:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Thank you for your time.
Laura Rydland
PS - I also want to say that I promote the light rail line that is being
planned as an extension to the red line from Shady Grove to Clarksburg.
I think it would be a huge let down and a huge mistake to allow the
upcoming increased density and development that is happening there (in
the anticipation of the light rail) to happen and not follow through on
building the light rail (or at least having a rapid bus service in those
areas).
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Joel
Ryerson
8611 Leverne Drive
Adelphi
MD
20783
My name is Joel Ryerson. That's J-O-E-L, R-Y-E-R-S-O-N. I live at 8611
Laverne Drive, Adelphi, Maryland 20783
I have some comments tonight. There is one concern about the website.
I hope they have this public hearing in Jessup on the website so we can
see what we said on the meetings.
I'm concerned about the bus (inaudible) bus routes. I hope they don't go
away when the MTA has that light rail coming onto the system.
I just bought a Smart Trip card. I hope they have those Smart Trip cards
in that system, too.
This is a real good project and I hope it goes through. I hope everything
goes well. I am still a little concerned about that (inaudible) I don't know
that the historic place is (inaudible) but hopefully they can have that one
option going down (inaudible) Drive, I hope they do.
I'm not too far from that (inaudible) I live off of, on Adelphi Road, so I
hope everything goes well with that alignment.
I hope they start (inaudible) I hope the trees don't get demolished from
the (inaudible) completed, the system for the (inaudible) project. I hope
the metro stations have, I guess that's about it. Thank you for having me
and thank you very much.
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Amir
S.

Falls Church
VA
SEA_ARGUS-AXS@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Alejandro E.
Saavedra
801 Buckingham Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
aesaavedra@msn.com
I fully support the construction of the long overdue Purple Line-- light rail
over bus option, or better yet, both. Please let me know how I can assist
in advocating and expediting its construction. Thank you.
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Alejandro
Saavedra
801 Buckingham Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
AESAAVEDRA@MSN.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Alejandro Saavedra
801 Buckingham Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Howard & Tricia
Sachs
4200 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
HSACHS@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Maryland And Mtg County Leaders
Re: Purple Line
From: Howard and Tricia Sachs
4200 Leland Street\Chevy Chase, Md
301 9516141
12/6/08

To Whom It May Concern,
Thank you for all of your work for us. We are both strong advocates of
mass transit.
We bike and hike and take the metro for work and pleasure all the time.
We also love the very unique and beautiful park of the Capitol Crescent
Trail. We are on the trail all the time. We hike and bike several times a
week.
We know one thing. There is no perfect answer for anything. However,
we strongly believe the Rapid Transit Bus route through Jones Bridge
Road and Walter Reed Naval Med Center is a much better idea than
using the trail. Here are our reasons.
1.Cost: Why not use a method and route that will costs hundred of
millions of dollars less to get an equal, better or maybe even at worst 10
or 15% less satisfactory result?
2.Benefit: The thousands of workers at Bethesda Navy/Walter Reed and
North Woodmont area would have no accesses to the Purple line using
the trail but would with the Bus/Jones Bridge Route.
3.Benefit: A contiguous beautiful and irreplaceable urban park running
from Silver Spring through downtown DC would be destroyed by using
the trail. The trail now is so narrow that it barely maintains a definition as
a park. It is still beautiful and used by tens of thousands all over the
region. There is no way putting in buses or two concrete pathways for
trains will leave any remnant of a biker/hiker trail.
4.Cost: The hiker biker trail/ urban park will essentially be destroyed.
This is a great cost to our citizen’s life style.
5.Cost: The outdoor urban setting by Gifford Ice Cream and the theater
will be destroyed. It is now a small but very popular outdoor setting for
thousands of people. Two train tracks and trains coming into the small
space will destroy its basic nature. This is a great cost to our citizen’s life
style.
6.Benefit: The Bus-Jones Bridge will run from door to door- subway to
subway. The trail use will create a big discontinuity. The subway train is
over a thousand feet I would guess from the trail end. It is costly and
inconvenient to have travelers get off the trail and make their way to the
subway.
7.Cost: Have you really projected all the big costs for this trail use
project like: a)The huge amount of concrete retaining walls necessary to
shore up the tracts behind the town of Chevy Chase? b) The millions of
dollars extra you will need to make disability accessible paths onto the
tiny hiker/biker corridor that remains.
Please make a concerted effort to seriously study the rapid Bus/Jones
Bridge option.

Thank you, Howard and Tricia Sachs
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Howard
Sachs
4200 Leland
Chevy Chase
MD

Wrttn Sttmnt. H. Sachs.pdf (2 mb)
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Melvyn
Sacks
1804 Ladd Street
Silver Spring
MD
20902
MelSacks@cavtel.net
I am a firm supporter of the Purple Light Rail line. I find the light rail far
superior to an express bus, both in providing flexibility for increases in
usage, greater speeds, more comfort, and more fun and exiting to ride.
Portland, OR, Denver, and Minneapolis all have superior light rail lines
and we should have one too in Montgomery County.
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Anthony
Sadler
5337 85th Avenue, #204
New Carrollton
MD
20784

Sadler_Anthony.pdf (33 kb)
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Steven F.
Sage (Ph.D.; Esq.)

Rockville
MD
SFSAGE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Capital Crescent Trail is my bicycle commuting route; it is also in
effect a wildlife preserve and a place of great beauty and tranquility. It
must not, repeat NOT, become the route for the Purple Line.
So, where shall the Purple Line be built? i.e., what shall be the route for
light rail serving to connect the two branches of the Metro Red Lin e?
The right of way for the Purple Line already exists, engineered and built
a long time ago.
It is currently called The Beltway. And it is currently misused, mainly for
Cars.
Wake up! The day of the automobile is ending, soon. In case you
haven't noticed, this country has bankrupted itself, for cars. What
counts more for you people, anyway? Cars, or a future? Get the cars
off the Beltway, and run light rail on it, connecting the line to the Metro at
points of intersection. How do you get the cars off the Beltway? Tax
them off! Make it a toll road... and finance the conversion to light rail
with the proceeds.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource,=2 0regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marty
Saggese

Chevy Chase
MD
MARTY@SFN.ORG

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to comment on the Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) prepared by the Maryland MTA, and to reinforce the
concerns being expressed by many citizens in the Chevy Chase
community and across the County. I would ask that you and other
policymakers take a fresh look at the options for the Purple Line and
ensure that they are evaluated based on the full range of problems
facing the County, including the massive disruptions to traffic patterns
that BRAC will bring in the area of the National Naval Medical Center
(NNMC).

Like many County residents, my wife and I are active users of mass
transit, and fully support mass transit connecting the east and west
portions of the County. But as a former Vice President at the Long Island
Rail Road in New York, I am firmly convinced that light rail along the
Capital Crescent Trail (CCT) is the wrong solution to the very real
transportation problems faced by the County. It is wrong for the following
reasons:

1. MTA’s analysis is flawed. The Purple Line DEIS is fundamentally
flawed, as has been proven by independent analysis for the Town of
Chevy Chase by Sam Schwatrtz Engineers, a nationally respected
transit engineering firm. In its present form, the DEIS cannot be relied
upon by policymakers as a sound basis for decision-making.
2. The CCT route ignores the impact of BRAC. Traffic mitigation that
will be required to cope with the impact of BRAC would only be
addressed by the Jones Bridge Road alternative, which has not been
properly studied by MTA.
3. Impact on the Capital Crescent Trail. As MTA has now belatedly
admitted in the Purple Line DEIS, over 15 acres of mature trees would
be clear-cut to build light rail along the Trail. This would destroy the
Capital Crescent Trail as we know it, eliminating a precious downCounty greenspace.

These concerns are echoed in the attached letter that the Environmental
Defense Fund (EDF) recently sent to the Purple Line Now group
withdrawing EDF’s support for light rail along the Inner Purple Line
corridor (see below).

BRAC at NNMC will pose serious traffic management challenges, and it
is the State and the County that will be left with the responsibility to
manage the road and congestion problems, and it is the State and the
County that will be blamed if this congestion is not alleviated. That
challenge could be better met if the Purple Line route along Jones
Bridge Road was part of the solution. Addressing the Purple Line
planning decisions in the context of the BRAC mitigation strategy could
be “win-win” in that it would both improve connectivity between major
population centers in Montgomery County and would provide a way of
reducing thousands of auto trips to the Medical Center area.

The Purple Line alignment along the Georgetown Branch Right-of-Way

would do nothing to mitigate projected BRAC-related congestion, and
will eliminate thousands of mature trees, seriously erode lower-County
greenspace, and adversely impact recreational use of the Capital
Crescent Trail.

I agree with Town of Chevy Chase Mayor Kathy Strom that we could
protect the Capital Crescent Trail, use the Purple Line to help address
the looming traffic nightmare at National Naval Medical Center with the
BRAC relocation of Walter Reed, and might actually get the Purple Line
built by choosing the less expensive BRT alternative along Jones Bridge
Road.
Shoehorning the Purple Line into a narrow corridor, without concern for
the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as we know it, simply
doesn’t make sense. Why would we destroy acres of precious
greenspace when we have other options? I urge you to protect our
irreplaceable trees and greenspace for generations to come, and to
support upgrading existing roads such as Jones Bridge Road, East-West
Highway, the Beltway to support safe, clean, fast and reliable transit.
Residents across the County are looking for creative leaders who
believe that there can be a better Purple Line.
Very truly yours,

Marty Saggese
Chevy Chase, Maryland

-----------------------------------------------------------------------From: "Michael Replogle"
Date: Sun, 7 Dec 2008 22:55:30 -0500
To: purplelinenow@gmail.com
Subject: Please remove EDF from your list of supporters web page
Dear Colleagues:
It was recently called to my attention that the Environmental Defense
Fund (EDF) remains listed on your website,
http://www.purplelinenow.com/published/how_you_can_help/supporter_l
ist.html, as a supporter of the Inner Purple Line Light Rail Transit (LRT)
proposal. Please remove us from your list of supporters.
EDF continues to support the proposal for a circumferential dedicated
transitway within the Purple Line corridor, as we have for many years.
However, additional information has surfaced since 2002 on the likely
impacts and design of the Inner Purple Line LRT, as proposed by
Maryland Department of Transportation (DOT). Recent analysis by Sam
Schwartz for the Town of Chevy Chase has convinced EDF that the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Purple Line has not fairly
considered Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) alternatives. Impacts to the viability
of the Capital Crescent Trail and urban design problems posed at the
western terminus of the LRT in downtown Bethesda need to be more
fully considered. The large job growth that BRAC will bring to the
National Institutes for Health and the Naval Medical Center area also

make the Jones Bridge BRT option a viable one that deserves greater
consideration. With the large budget deficits that Maryland faces, it is not
prudent to dismiss the highly cost-effective BRT options for the Purple
Line corridor. It appears BRT would also be more effective at reducing
greenhouse gases and cutting use of motor vehicles in the corridor and
the region. EDF is concerned that the Environmental Impact Study (EIS)
for the Purple Line is seriously flawed, as was the EIS for the Intercounty
Connector.
Sincerely,
Michael A. Replogle
Transportation Director
Environmental Defense Fund
1875 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20009 USA
Direct line: (202) 572-3321
Cell phone: (301) 529-0351
mreplogle@edf.org
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Robert
Saks
4307 Clagett Road
University Park
MD
20782
rabbibobs@aol.com
On Nov. 9 at the hearing at Richie Coloseum one of the speakers who
addressed the panel identified himself as the head of the Langley Park
Business Association. Do you have his name? Is it possible to find a
record of his comments online on the Purple Line website?
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Kelly
Saldana
6727 Chillum Manor Road
Hyattsville
MD
20783
KSALDANA@USAID.GOV
To Whom It May Concern:

I support building the purple line as light rail.
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Kelly
Saldana
6727 Chillum Manor Road
Hyattsville
MD
20783
saldanaf@verizon.net
Saldana 35746.pdf (105 kb)
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Andrew
Salgadoe
4802 Ravenswood Rd
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
asalgadoe@yahoo.com
I live in Riverdale Park and fully support the Purple Line. I know there
are some that are concerned about the tracks running through the
Capital Crescent trail but I think the effects would be minimal. Of greater
value, environmentally, would be the huge reduction in pollution caused
by cars and busses in our area. This would be a boon to the area in
terms of quality of life as well as jobs and mobility for those of all income
levels.
Thank you
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Andrew
Salgadoe
4802 Ravenswood Rd
Riverdale Park
MD
20737
asalgadoe@yahoo.com
Hello Mr. Madden,
I am a strong supporter of light rail for the Purple Line. A bus would have
to compete with car traffic and add to congestion, not relieve it. I don't
ride buses and, to be honest, I would take a light rail from my home in
Riverdale to Silver Spring, but I would not be willing to sit on a bus. We
need to move forward with the rail option NOW so that we can be ready
to accept any infrastructure funds that the new presidential
administration wants to invest in the very near future. Light rail must be
shovel ready.
Thanks for listening.
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David
Saltzman

MD
DSALTZMAN@TURKLAW.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
Dear MTA and County Council:
As a WABA member, I strongly disagreed with its decision to endorse
the Purple Line mass transit project along the "Master Plan Alignment,"
a.k.a the Georgetown Branch Trail.
First, I felt it was improper for the organization to make an endorsement
at this time, even before the public has had a chance to ask questions
raised by the DEIS and the MTA has, therefore, yet to respond. WABA
ought to have utilized the DEIS process to express concerns about trail
width (why not ask for 16', which is the width of most trails that include a
dedicated cyclists' lane?), trail lighting, trail maintenance, trail striping,
speed limits, trail access points, etc.
Also, I felt it was inappropriate for WABA to endorse a plan for a trail that
is without funding.

I am a 4000 mi./year commuter on the Capital Crescent Trail and
Georgetown Branch Trail. The former is too narrow and not adequately
cared for. No jurisdiction will claim responsibility to widen it to make
usable by a greater number and variety of users. No one has been able
to convince the trail's owners to properly stripe it or erect proper signage.
This, I fear is what we have in store along the Purple Line -- a trail that is
too narrow and for which there is no funding to maintain. If that is the
choice to "buy off" the cycling community, then we have been bought off
too cheaply.

Sincerely disappointed,

David Saltzman
WABA Member
Offfice:
202-637-9877
Mobile: 202-550-2007
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David
Salzman, Ph.D.
4407 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SALZMAN@LIGHTSPINTECH.COM

Submission Content/Notes : MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
6 Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

Dear Mr. Ratcliff,
I personally reported a problem to the MTA staff and Mr.
Madden at the Chevy Chase open hosue (4-H National
Headquarters). There was no response.
I thought it would be courteous of me to write you before
this all blows up.
I have found several grievous errors in the Purple Line
Draft EIS, errors that result in the document fundamentally
misstating the operating costs and pollution impact of the
LRT and BRT options. As it stands now, the Draft EIS
disserves the public and deceives decision makers. Left
uncorrected, the Maryland MTA could lead the governor to
request federal funds on the basis of an analysis that is
materially inaccurate and misleading.
I hope that you will demand answers from your organization
before it deceives itself and the citizenry further, and
that you insist that that the errors be independently
reviewed and corrected, before the state gets stuck wasting
hundreds of millions of dollars on costs the EIS should
have predicted but, alas, does not.

SUMMARY: The LRT Purple Line options are at least 4 times
browner and dirtier than the BRT options, and get 1/2 the
mileage. The Draft EIS claims the options are the same on
the basis of numerous, flagrant, significant errors in
calculating air pollution, greenhouse gases, and operating
energy requirements. These errors will only worsen the
state's financial exposure if the federal government
imposes a carbon tax.

The Draft EIS's is wildly inaccurate and simply
indefensible as professional work in treating air
pollution, greenhouse gas, and energy costs. All the biases
and outright errors line up in favor of the light rail
(LRT) options. What a coincidence!
If the tables are calculated correctly, the LRT options are
at least 4 times browner and dirtier than the bus
rapid-transit (BRT) options, and get 1/2 the mileage. Yet
the slogan promises a "Greener Future" and "Less Pollution"
when the LRT will bring objectively the opposite.
As a physicist, I calculated the tables correctly and sent
the references, data, equations, and analyses to the MTA,
which has ignored them and continues to use bogus data. I
also analyzed the junk-science papers cited on the
PurpleLineNow Web site.

Anyone who wants my data, equations, references, analyses
or testimony is welcome to them. I invite anyone, wherever
they stand on the LRT/BRT controversy, to plug their own
numbers into my spreadsheet and tell me where they think my
numbers or equations are wrong.

For instance, consider Tables 4.7-4 and 4.7-5 in the Draft
EIS. Proper tables should cite emissions (pollutants and
greenhouse gases) from the fuel burned to power 1 vehicle
mile traveled (VMT) for the LRT and BRT options. These
tables don't do that.
Instead, a fiction called "direct energy" is invented.
"Direct energy" biases the results by pretending that the
electricity is generated, transmitted and delivered to a
rail car with perfect thermodynamic efficiency, when in
fact, 3 Mbtu of energy has to be burned from actual,
real-world coal with all its emissions to power a LRT car
needing 1 Mbtu of fictional "direct energy"!!
The MTA's scam conceals 2/3 of the actual fuel costs and
emissions from the public until it's too late.
Rapid-transit buses run on compressed natural gas, emitting
118 pounds of CO2 per Mbtu. The tables stick buses with
older diesel technology at 156 pounds of CO2 per Mbtu,
again biasing unrealistically toward the LRT option.
Table 4.7-4 understates the pollutants emitted to power the
LRT option by a factor of 3, and simply ignores the LRT
power generator's atmospheric release of mercury and
sulfuric acid. And again it overstates the emissions from
the BRT by assuming diesel fuel instead of natural gas.
Table 4.7-5 Likewise biases unrealistically in favor of the
LRT option.
When calculated correctly, the LRT option emits four times
more CO2 greenhouse gas per vehicle mile traveled than the
BRT option! It also emits vastly more mercury and sulfur
dioxide.
It is preposterous for the Draft EIS to fail to use these
corrections. To hide the LRT option's brownness and term it
"greener" is indefensible and deceptive.

Table 4.15-1 likewise uses the fictional concept of "direct
energy," but in its case the three-fold understatement of
actual energy costs is worse than biased. It misstates
material facts with an intent to deceive, which raises
questions the MTA needs to answer regarding the report's
core credibility.
In my opinion, the table's active concealment of true
energy costs is unconscionable. If the public has to buy 3
pounds of coal to get 1 pound's worth of fictional "direct
energy," then hiding the cost of 2 of the 3 pounds by
pretending they're free borders on dishonesty! How can the

MTA let mistakes slip in like underestimating the LRT's
fuel requirements and pollution by a factor 3? And they
overestimate the BRT's fuel and pollution.
Oops! No doubt, the MTA will "find" these mistakes and
discreetly correct them, but no time soon.
Worse, the table uses irrelevant nationwide averages for
the passenger load factors, granting the LRT option 22.4
passengers per vehicle but only 8.7 passengers between the
same stations at the same time, rather than load factors
consistent with the rest of the draft EIS. This is
preposterous: flat-out mistaken methodology that needs to
be corrected and cannot be defended as anything but
sloppiness or unprofessionalism. The load factors will be
the same for both until the smaller vehicle fills!
Correcting the table results in — surprise, surprise — the
BRT costing LESS THAN HALF AS MUCH to operate per passenger
mile.

Table 4.15-2 inexplicably fails to account for the Jones
Bridge Road routing, which has a lower construction cost.
(Beware of the typo that switches "LRT" and "BRT" in the
table's captions.) Again, the Draft EIS shows itself to be
a hatchet job biased in favor of the LRT options.
The MTA is supposed to be a state agency working for us
citizens. The Draft EIS is supposed to fulfill a statutory
obligation to inform appointed and elected decision makers
as well as interested readers. For these reasons, the
document's outright errors and strong biases are
intolerable, disserving the public and thwarting decision
makers from doing their jobs properly. It needs to be
corrected now, before doing further damage, such as letting
the governor request federal funding on the basis of an
analysis that is materially inaccurate and misleading.

Sincerely Yours,
David Salzman, Ph.D.
4407 Elm Street, Chevy Chase MD 20815
(tel 301-654-5588)
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David
Salzman
4407 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you for coming1 out this evening to see us. David is D-A-V-I-D,
Salzman is S-A-L-Z-M- A-N. I'm a physicist and entrepreneur who builds
businesses in Montgomery County. And I'm flabbergasted that an
environmental impact study doesn't do a proper job of dealing with, say,
the environment. But I took a few hours and did that for you, that's all it
took.
So, based on that traceable to the to Department of Energy and the
Department of Transportation documents, energy efficiencies, CO2
intensity, it's not in the environmental impact study in a competent way.
Here's my concern. I think that this is preferable - if you would, please.
Thank you. About10 seconds. Okay. The Maryland Transit
Administration has itself admitted that sources of power for both light rail
and bus are improving, resulting in a clean transportation alternative
regardless of the mode chosen. This is far too modest.
Bumper stickers not withstanding, there is no scenario if you work the
numbers and trust the Department of Energy that makes light rail
cleaner or greener than bus rapid transit, if both use available
technology. I admit, I was surprised by that finding but I have to respect
the data as a physicist and I would encourage public officials confronted
with hard data to respect that too.
I develop solar cells for a living, I know what the alternatives are in
coming years. The bus rapid transit is actually cleaner than the light rail.
Analysis shows that reliance on electricity for power makes the light rail
dirtier and browner. The rail option emits far more carbon dioxide,
mercury, sulfur dioxide, particularly pollutions, did I mention mercury?
Nasty stuff that the light rail would subject us to and the bus rapid transit
would avoid.
It turns out that the slogan, Purple Line, Greener Future, is misleading. It
is unsupported by evidence and it is contradicted by the facts. I think the
people reading the ultimate submission from the state will know these
things. I appreciate that this is counter-intuitive but the BRT option is
cleaner.
Let me be specific. You have the document, it has the references, it has
the tables, you can work the numbers yourself, you can contest numbers
and rerun it, it's all there. I analyzed and compared the proposed routes
for total pollution and greenhouse gas omissions regarding the 6
proposed alignments. None of the alignments produces significant less
or more omission than the other 5, though the Jones Bridge alignment
does avoid clear-cutting the entire 66 foot right-of- way, 5 and a half
acres of park land.
And regarding the modes, it turns out that the light rail pollutes more
because of the inefficiency of transporting electricity. Electricity is the
ultimate NIMBY. It's burned in someone else's backyard but in Maryland
it's based primarily on coal. And coal is filthy.
To be specific, the light rail option emits four times the greenhouse gas
per mile of the bus rapid transit option. They have about the same
energy cost per mile, which was again a surprise. And the weight of the
vehicle turns out to be the highest sensitivity. You have the document
now, I hope that it's of use to you. And I look forward to people
respecting the hard data. Thank you.
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David
Salzman, Ph.D.
4407 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
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Melinda C.
Salzman
1707 Black Oak Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SALZMANMSW@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I am writing to express my support for some of the conclusions the
Montgomery County Planning Department staff reached last week, and
to add a recommendation of my own:
• Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
• Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including through
the Air Rights Tunnel in Bethesda and into the Transit Center in Silver
Spring;
• Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library.
• Support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South Entrance as
a priority infrastructure project.
Finally, I would like to voice my support for a tunnel for the Light Rail into
and out of the new Silver Spring Transit Center. I recognize this format
would vastly increase the cost of the project. My only reservations are
the cost and the further delays to approval. However, thinking about the
future, a tunnel would make a great difference in allowing traffic in
downtown Silver Spring to move more easily.
Please encourage Governor O'Malley to move the Light Rail Purple Line
into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
Sincerely,
Melinda C. Salzman
1707 Black Oak Lane
Silver Spring MD 20910
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Melinda
Salzman
Melinda C. Salzman, MSW
1707 Black Oak Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I urge the counties and state to move forward with a light rail Purple
Line. If we are serious about reducing traffic congestion and serving
residents who don't own cars (or do not wish to drive), public
transportation between New Carrolton and Bethesda must be improved.
I live in Silver Spring and frequently bike and hike on the Georgetown
Branch/Capital Crescent trail. A someone who uses the trail, I still
strongly favor light rail over rapid buses. Buses will only add to our
traffic congestion and will take longer to make the trip. Studies show
there will be room for both light rail and trail users. I've been waiting for
this important transportation link for over 20 years now.
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Melinda
Salzman
1707 Black Oak Lane
Silver Spring
MD
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Lawrence E.
Samelson
6707 East Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LSAMELSON@COMCAST.NET
Dear Fellow Marylanders,
My family has enjoyed biking, jogging and walking on the Capital
Crescent Trail in both directions from Bethesda. The thought that the
section of the trail from Bethesda to Silver Spring would be severely
impacted to its detriment by light rail is very upsetting. I believe that this
beautiful Trail should be preserved as it is.
There certainly is a need for increased east-west transportation in this
area. I favor that this need be satisfied by improved bus service or,
optimally, an underground rail system.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kathleen
Samiy

Silver Spring
MD
KSAMIY@STARPOWER.NET

Submission Content/Notes : As a 4th generation County Resident, I urge my State and County
Representatives to SAVE THE TRAIL, and Choose Buses.
Why:
--Cost effective, BRT make fiscal sense.
--Set high Carbon Emission Standards, by giving placing more, not less
very rapid transit on dedicated lanes, on our heavily traveled state road
commuter routes, north and south east and west.
--Lower Carbon Emissions-lower overall cost means more BRT routes
all over the county--not just the brief 6-8 miles the current MTA plan has
for LRT in Montgomery County--but BRT can be placed on many more
miles and miles of car worker/commuter routes so that teens, low
income residents and middle class folks have a non car option in the
form of readily available mass transit stops. Let demand lead supply.
--Most importantly: the Captial Crescent Trail is for walkers and strollers
and a 'green street' that connects DC, to Silver Spring, to Bethesda to
Georgetown--one last vestige of nature ringing the city inside the
beltway. If you put a train on this right of way, forever you have
destroyed the trees, the trails, and the last tranquility--god given
nature...given away to developers. This is a moral imperative to save
the trail. It saves our environment and saves the last precious green
resource that in 2030, or 2050, or 2090 here for our kids and grandkids.
--Please remember the trail must be safe for walkers, strollers--right now
the high-speed biker/commuters are starting to take it over, if you put
LRT on the trail, walkers will be forever unsafe, the trail will be noisy-and nature long lost mythical memory--just because a short-sighted and
high priced decision, based on politican deep pockets who have pushed
the county into a very decision for LRT--at all costs, so developers can
change zoning.
And lastly -- DO NOT RUN THE PL AT GRADE ON WAYNE AVENUE
IN SILVER SPRING,
TUNNEL IT OR RELOCATE IT IN SS, IT WILL BE A FIASCO
THROUGH DOWNTOWN SS-HOLDING UP TRAFFIC, ADDING NOISE
AND CHANGING THE FACE OF THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN OUR
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD NESTLED IN THE STREAM VALLEY OF
SLIGO CREEK--A RAPID TRANSIT FOR CAR COMMUTERS DOENS'
BELONG HERE, IT BELONGS ON A STATE ROAD WITH A WIDE
BERTH. NOT ON THIS COUNTY / RESIDENTIAL STREET.
You do not have to run the PL to Piney Branch and Flower Avenue, to
get more riders keep in on University Blvd past Piney Branch to
Colesville Road--in the form of a BRT--this is future and forward thinking
at its best, do not tuck it into SS through a quiet residential
neighborhood that sits in the hills and stream valleys of the Chesapeake
Bay Watershed, the Anacostia and Sligo Creek--this is an
environmentally poor idea...and impacts negatively quality of residential
life. Don't do it.
Kathleen Samiy
Silver Spring
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Larry
Sampas
4715 Trent Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
LARRY@LARRYSAMPAS.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Larry Sampas
4715 Trent Court
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Aleli
Samson
8103 Eastern Ave., #B213
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ALELI.SAMSON@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My brother and I used the Capital Crescent Trail to train for the Marine
Corps Marathon, which I ran for the first time in 2007, and which he has
developed a passion for running every year.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gisele
Samuel
2419 Lyttonsville Road, 303
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Marcie
Sandalow
Evers & Co. Real Estate, Inc.

MD
marciesandalow@gmail.com
Please preserve the trail. There have to be better alternatives for the
Purple Line.
I use the trail on a weekly basis. My kids use the trail. In this highly
urban area, it's the one green pathway into Bethesda where I don't have
to fight traffic.
Furthermore, I question the reasoning behind adding a system that
doesn't tie in directly with the metro. Why call if the Purple Line at all? If
you don't make it easy for people to transfer systems (and under the
current plan, it isn't), the system will simply be underutilized.
I'm in real estate. People move into my neighborhood (East Bethesda)
for a number of reasons, but a big reason is access to the trail. Take it
away, and you are diminishing our quality of life.
Please, please keep the trail just the way it is. It's an oasis in this
already overpopulated metropolis! Thanks.
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Gregory
Sanders
718 Pershing Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Gregory Sanders,G-R-E-G-O-R-Y S-A-N-D-E-R-S. I grew up in the
Woodside Community of Silver Spring. I've been a renter for two years in
the Seven Oaks Evanswood
neighborhood, 718 Pershing Drive, specifically, near the Whole Food
Shopping Center.
I've been waiting for some form of a Purple Line for most of my life. I've
traveled a route between Silver Spring and Bethesda, by foot as a Cub
Scout picking up trash, by bus, by bike, Metro, and car. But direct, quick
light rail just hasn't come yet.
I've earned two degrees at College Park. Frequently traveling west from
campus to points both in Prince George's, Montgomery and D.C. and
lamented the time it takes and the need to take a long walk or a shuttle
to get to the College Park Metro Station.
And if I'm catching AMTRAK, I need to go downtown to Union Station
rather than in New Carrollton which is much closer. And a friend who is
going from Greenbelt to NIH on a work basis and has the most
elongated route. All of which would be much better for Purple Line.
Over the years I have grown up, but our transportation system hasn't.
The County and State have put a lot of work on the details of this plan
and they've done a good job. It's well past time to build. Particularly in
Silver Spring where new projects such as the Community Center and
Live Nation may spur further changes.
If we don't act now, it will only get harder in the future as more people
spur more development and decrease our options. It's well past time to
speak of benefits of transit access east and west from Metro Lines
through high capacity Light Rail.
I like the idea of a street car down most of Wayne, irrespective of the
lower cost. It allows for stops, specifically, at Dale Drive which means far
more people will be in a quick walk. More people means more chances
to meet our neighbors and more eyes on the street to deter crime.
I've seen light rail in many cities and feel safe around it. Certainly safer
than around cars and even some buses which can be unpredictable. As
a lifelong resident of this area, getting married next year, I plan to buy a
house here, not now, in the near future.
I'll consider proximity to a station and the line itself to be a major bonus.
Without the Purple Line, getting a house near the Metro Station may just
be too expensive.
In closing, the plan is good and the time to build is now. I hope this
process finds efficient ways to meet neighborhood concerns. However,
first and foremost we must work as a State for a rapid, high capacity rail
to connect the inner Washington suburbs.
Anything short of that will tie our region in greater traffic gridlock.
Changing it for the worse and signaling a downturn in currently desirable
neighborhoods, in which the State and County have invested so much in
to. Thank you all.
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David
Sandstrom
2604 Spencer Rd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BIGMOGURNDA@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Planning Committee,
I am writing to show my support for the proposed Purple Line, and to
express my preference for light rail rather than a bus rapid transit line.
I commute daily by bicycle between my house near the to of DC and the
National Institutes of Health, during all times of the year. As a cyclist, I
make regular use of the segment of the Crescent Trail that passes over
Rock Creek Park, and which may be lost to the Purple Line. However,
there are occasions that I need to drive or take the bus to NIH, and am
reminded of the frustrating level of congestion faced by commuters.
This situation will only get worse when the workforce from Walter Reed
gets moved to the site of the National Naval Medical Center. Therefore
it seems obvious that a dedicated commuter line traveling to the Medical
Center Station is needed to ease congestion.
With regard to the question of light rail versus rapid bus line, the shortterm savings from the bus line will be outweighed by the limited capacity
in what is expected to be a highly-traveled corridor. I expect that even
the light rail will be looked upon as false economy, compared to heavy
rail, by commuters in the not so distant future. If it is at all possible in
these fiscally challenging times, I hope that the method with the highest
capacity will be chosen.
Thank you very much.
David Sandstrom
2604 Spencer Rd
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Judy
Sangillo
7014 Exfair Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
I strongly support a light-rail Purple Line from Bethesda eastward along
the Gerogetown Branch railroad right of way. I also support completion
of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail along this transit line. Thank you.
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Alla
Sapozhnikova
5111 Crossfield Ct. #16
Rockville
MD
20852
ALLA.SAPOZHNIKOVA@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sarah

MD
SCOLON2005@YAHOO.COM
To whom this may concern:
\
I support the construction of light purple rail connecting Bethesda to
Silver Spring, as well as the Capital Cresent/Georgetown Branch trail
improvements that will come with the Purple Line -- especially the
construction of the long-planned segment into downtown Silver Spring
and the protected intersection crossings that will come with a light rail
line. This will make it a win-win project for both trail users and the
people who will ride the new transit line
As someone who lives just at the head of the CC Trail, where it hits
Woodmont avenue in Bethesda, I urge you to keep the trail going
through the tunnel. By keeping the trail route in the Bethesda Tunnel, the
current location of the Georgetown Branch Trail, the new trail would
avoid an at-grade crossing of Wisconsin Avenue. MTA should change
the designs of all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda
Tunnel.

Please also widen the proposed trail. The current plan of 10 feet is too
narrow for the anticipated number of users the rebuilt trail would see.
The trail design profiles presented in the Purple Line DEIS show that it is
possible to build a 12' wide trail within the corridor with only a minimal
cost increase and impact on the trail buffer space.

Last year I was hit and run on my bicycle while trying to ride across
Wisconsin Avenue-- just a short 100 meters-- at rush hour. There is no
shoulder for bicycles at present on roads in downtown bethesda, other
than the nice lanes on Woodmont. Likewise, cars in Bethesda are not
accustomed to watching out for cyclists. For this reason, I urge you build
two options for the trail, one that goes above ground crossing Wisconsin
via Bethesda Ave. and the other that goes through the tunnel.
Thank you very much for the supporting greater options for public
transportation and cycle-commuting in the DC metro area..
sarah
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Donald P. Sarles and
Carolyn Bryant
5206 Chandler Street
Bethesda
MD
20814

Sarles_Donald.pdf (81 kb)
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Donald
Sarles
5206 Chandler Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
I support the Purple Line LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT! This is obviously the
best long-term solution, much better than part-bus, part-rail.
A small number of wealthy Chevy Chase residents should NOT be
allowed to veto the light rail solution just because it goes through their
private golf course!
Donald Sarles, Bethesda
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Chuck
Sarris
2804 31st St SE
Washington
DC
20020
chuck-sarris@yahoo.com
The key to a great metropolitan area is tranportation. Commuters need
the Purple line...
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Neil
Sattler

MD
NEIL.SATTLER@ED.GOV
I support the building of the Purple Line as a light "rail" solution.

I would also like to offer suggestions that the requirements include such
thoughts as:
rail cars must be American made
powered by electricity
solution should explore use of non-rail products such as rubber tires or
high tech plastic.
solution design should include a walking/bike trail next to the line.
Thanks for offering the opportunity for comment.
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Jamie
Saunders

MD
JAMIE.SAUNDERS@TESCO.NET
Dear Sirs/Madams
as a recent arrival in Bethesda and a regular crescent trail user I was
shocked to learn of the impact of the proposed purple line route on this
important amenity. I would urge you to reconsider your plans. Surely it
makes no sense to sacrifice pedestrian and bicycle routes in these times
of environmental concern. I have travelled extensively in Belgium and
the Netherlands, who have shown what can be achieved my a properly
balanced transport policy.
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David
Sauro
6500 Lone oak Dr
Bethesda
MD
20817
The purple line would be an invaluable asset to commuters in
montgomery county. whether it be a light-rail system or full fledged
underground metro, it is something we need to help increase public
transportation ridership and ease access between increasingly stratified
areas of maryland
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John
Savage
4614 West Virginia Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
SAVAGEJ@EROLS.COM]

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail to ride my bike. It is safe and beautiful.
Sadly, as you know, that safety and beauty—and the opportunity for
healthful recreation—is in jeopardy.

Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural green space in
lower Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs
of putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing
the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda
to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural green
space for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
John Savage
4614 West Virginia Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Shihadeh & Vara
Sayyad
7110 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SAYYADV@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
We can walk on the trail up to Connecticut Avenue at the railroad tracks
and have coffee and then return. It keeps us off Connecticut and all the
pollution from the cars and a much more pleasant walk. It would be
nothing less than a disgrace to cut down all those trees and destroy our
trail. We have lived here for over 30 years and would be sick to see
everthing we have worked for all these years ruined. Please, please
consider what repercussions there will be if the Purple Line destroys our
beautiful trail.

Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
with trains passing in both directions every three minutes -- without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Shihadeh & Vara Sayyad
7110 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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William and Therese
Scanlin
3537 Hamlet Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TSCANLIN@TOADMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
We are writing to ask you to vote against using the Capital Crescent
Trail
for the Proposed Purple Line route and instead use Bus Rapid Transit.
We are in favor of smart growth but not a waste of our hard-earned
money.
Bus Rapid Transit would provide immediate, flexible, continuous, and far
less expensive service. It is ironic that the failures of state and county
measures to relieve traffic congestion should provide the economic
justification for spending incredible amounts of taxpayer money to save
a
few minutes of transit time.
The only people that will truly profit from the destruction of this
beautiful Trail are the land developers who are only interested in making
money out of it. Surely in this time of great change when there is so
much
hope for our country, lining the pockets of the rich developers will not be
on your agenda.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to
preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so
that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around
us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sara
Schaberg
5312 Blackistone Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
SSCHABERG@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I live in a neighborhood adjacent to the crescent trail. This is a vital part
of our community, a connector of communities throughout our
surrounding neighborhoods, and with the District of Columbia. So may
members of our community bike to work, bike to attractions in the
District, in other areas of Montgomery County and utilize the trail as a
vital transportation link for both practical, eco-friendly and recreational
purposes. Our communities that lie closer to the urban centers of
Montgomery County and the District already bear a heavy proportion of
the tax burden through higher real estate assessed values and higher
local taxes. We pay a premium to park in our own neighborhoods, are
prohibited from enjoying the kind of green space zoned in most other
areas of Montgomery County due to the encroachment of over
development approved against taxpayers wishes of Bethesda and
Friendship heights. The officials that pushed those money making plans
through the legislature were voted out, but we have been left to suffer.
The trail offers us a chance to experience green space, take advantage
of the 'close in' location we pay for dearly in the form of taxes and
congestion, a green alternative to automobile transportation, a healthy
and safe place to go with our children and pets, and a positive lifeline
between our urban and close in sub-urban communites. Our children
join us in annual 'creek clean up' days, walk with us, run with us, take a
Sunday bike ride rather than sit on the couch or in front of a computer,
and meet with friends and their families from nearby who can also walk
or ride on the trail to meet us. We use the trail to get to local
restaurants, to travel in to Bethesda on a nice day and make an
adventure of it rather than just getting in the car for an errand.
Especially now, with green efforts critical to the health of our national
economy, with outdoor exercise and family experiences close to home
so important under the stresses of a faltering economy, save this
precious and unique asset to be enjoyed by us now and preserved for
and by our children and generations to come.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster that could not be reversed.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. As a descendant
of Frederic Law Olmsted, who designed so many of our nations
landmark green spaces like the Capital grounds, Central Park and
Boston Commons, see his vision that no urban area should lose its
connection to nature. His assertions seemed almost unnecessary in his

time and have proved invaluable. Surely Montgomery County can
participate in this tradition that has proved so priceless over time.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michael L.
Schaefer, MA
5307 Crown Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
schaefo@gmail.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I live in the Westwood Mews on Westbard Avenue off of Massachusetts
in Bethesda and represent our community as the Vice President of our
homeowners association. Our property backs to the Capital Crescent
Trail and our residents enjoy the use of private access to the Trail. We
use the trail to commute to and from work, to exercise, and to enjoy the
outdoors. As the father of two toddlers, I can not imagine surviving the
first few years of my sons' lives without having the trail to push strollers
on without having to get on our car and drive to a park. The existence
of the trail keeps us in Bethesda and is the single most significant aspect
of our community that deters us from selling our house and moving. I
urge you do do everything in your power to preserve and protect this
fantastic community resource.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Amanda Schall and
Asheesh Misra
2030 Hanover Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Comment Form. A. Schall. A. Misra.pdf (990 kb)
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William B.
Schauffler
1121 Goldmine Road
Brookeville
MD
20833
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Public transport needs to
be greatly enhanced.
Zipin_Jessica Comment Cards.pdf (66 kb)
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Marti L.
Scheel
15J Laurel Hill Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770
MLS2GETLISTS@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
As a long-time bicycle commuter who has used the Capital Crescent
Trail since its inception and who yearns for its expansion, I am writing to
express my support for the light rail option of the proposed Purple Line.
To some this might seem to be a contradiction, but I believe that the
CCT can be maintained--and improved--while building the Purple Line in
the light rail option.
Had we had the Purple Line, especially the light rail option, while I was
working at NIH in Bethesda, I would have been a much more regular
bike/rail commuter from my home in Greenbelt to my former job in
Bethesda.
As for improvements to the CCT, I ask that the following changes, all
supported by the Washington Area Bicyclist Association, be made to the
draft environmental impact statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Marti L. Scheel
15J Laurel Hill Road
Greenbelt, MD 20770
301-441-3451
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Daniel
Schleis
5531 Hartfield Ave
Camp Springs
MD
20746
I support building an at-grade light rail Purple Line, on its own right-ofway for most of the route, and completing the Capital Crescent trail
alongside the route between Bethesda and Silver Spring
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Maurice
Schlesinger
8807 Maywood Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
mschlesinger@npr.org
Tuesday, November 18, 2008
My name is Maurice Schlesinger and I live in the Rosemary Hills
neighborhood of Silver Spring. We are connected to Chevy Chase and
Bethesda other than East-West Highway. I have children at Rosemary
Hills Primary School and at North Chevy Chase Elementary School.
Their friends reside in Chevy Chase. We swim at Rock Creek Pool.
Our Boy Scout troop and Cub Scout pack meet at Chevy Chase United
Methodist Church. My eldest son rides his bike to Westland Middle
School along the trail nearly every day. I support the Purple Line.
Four points;
·
A Jones Bridge Road alignment which serves NIH and Bethesda
Naval Hospital is a wonderful idea for a spur, especially if supported with
BRAC money. However, the Purple Line must connect the urban
centers of Bethesda and Silver Spring to be a viable, long-term
contribution to the regional transportation system.
·
Bus Rapid Transit – OK if 100% on dedicated right-of-way and with
electric buses. If not, the advantages in commuting time, air quality and
reduction of urban noise over conventional buses are lost.
·
Make a tourist attraction! Move the Trolley Museum to part of the
county-owned Ride-On lot off Brookville Road and run historic trolley
cars on the line every weekend!
·
Regarding the sanctity of the trail – if the residents of Chevy Chase
don’t want the sight and sound of the Purple Line in their town, let them
pay for a tunnel.
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Stephen
Schmal
7317 Summit Ave.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I strongly endorse having a Purple Line. To do nothing will simply result
in a worsening of our traffic situation. But which kind of Purple Line? All
alternatives have significant drawbacks. With some hesitation, I've
concluded that, for me, alternative 7 or 8 would be best. The
drawbacks? Cost and significant negative impact on the hiker-biker trail.
(PLEASE do not advertise that the trail will be improved. It will be
noisier, and even with tree replanting significantly less arborial for
years.) In my mind, the worst of the six real alternatives is #6. While
cheaper than 7 or 8, it will worsen traffic on Connecticut Ave. and other
major arteries with its at-grade crossings. That traffic (north-south) is
already bad and won't be relieved at all by the east-west line.
Philosophically I like alternative 3 - as it'd preserve a major portion of the
Crescent Trail but I don't think it'll move people quickly and will probably
exacerbate traffic in Bethesda.
Schmal_Stephen.pdf (38 kb)
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Nicholas
Schmidt
1400 20th St. NW Apt. 215
Washington
DC
20036
rastapunk8@yahoo.com

Submission Content/Notes : I would like to express my support for the light rail investment option for
the Purple Line. This has become a critical point in the development of
the entire region, and I strongly feel that the light rail option will provide
so many benefits to the region in the short and long term that we must
not waste such an amazing chance. The light rail investment will add a
crucial link in the rail transit network that will: reduce travel time for cross
county trips, provide better quality of service and frequency of service,
increase environmental justice and social equity with better access to
jobs for a variety of income levels, and lay the foundation for reducing
vehicle trips, greenhouse gas emissions, and dependency on all types of
oil by providing an attractive and highly used alternative form of
transportation. Should the Purple Line see funding and implementation, I
feel that the MTA, Montgomery County, and Prince George's County
must work together to focus land use around the service to
accommodate more dense human environments. This is the type of
opportunity that can begin to shape the northern capital region much in
the same way Metro reshaped Washington's inner core and paved the
way for revitalization.
I think that the BRT option can never supply the same service reliability,
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions, or opportunity for a more
focused and concentrated land use. The BRT option may be cheaper in
the short run, but the up front costs of any of these alternatives pale in
comparison to the potential benefits of the light rail option. The MTA
should not succumb to the pressures of a single well-funded
organization that wants to deny the northern capital region its best
opportunity to grow because they want to play golf without having to look
at a light rail train. Additionally, why invest so much money into a BRT
alternative when it still relies on fossil fuels? Our region should be
looking at ways to reduce the most greenhouse gas emissions possible.
BRT and light rail are good in that they are public transportation, but light
rail is better because it will be electrically powered. Granted, electricity is
not generated in an entirely renewable process at the moment, but the
potential to lower future greenhouse gas emissions is much greater with
electrical generation than relying on carbon based fuels. I think Maryland
has an obligation to seek strategies that will reduce emissions any way
possible. The light rail Purple Line is one of the best instances in the
country to do so when considering the high numbers of projected riders.
I must say, the "save the trail" campaign is overblown and not reflective
of regional sentiment. The trail will be vastly improved as a result of the
light rail option for the Purple Line. I am an avid cyclist who uses the
Capital Crescent Trail regularly, and I am always upset that I cannot
complete my journey from Georgetown to Silver Spring on my bike
because of the unpaved portion between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I
would like to see the trail improvements with the light rail running along
side the track. This corridor is too valuable to Maryland, the region, its
residents, its businesses, and its environment to not invest in the full
potential of the light rail alternative.
As an avid cyclist AND a resident of the Washington metropolitan region,
I feel that selecting the medium to high light rail investment alternative is
not only the right thing to do, but the only thing to do. The aggregate
benefits of such an investment completely outweigh the negative
consequences of its actions.
Thank you for reading my comments, and I hope that the best choice is
made for the future of the region and its citizens.
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Kristin
Schneeman
7919 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Yes, Kristin Schneeman, K-R-I-S-T-I-N, S-C-H-N-E-E-M-A-N. Thank you
very much for the opportunity to testify today. My name is Kristin
Schneeman and I live at 7919 Kentbury Drive in east Bethesda. I'm here
to speak in defense of the environmental resource that is at the heart of
my neighborhood, the Georgetown Branch Trail.
As a layperson, I find that the state's interpretation of environmental
impact defies common sense. If this report is to be believed, the 16 mile,
1.6 billion dollar project that clear cuts woodland and traverses densely
populated suburban areas would have virtually no significant
environmental impacts. Yet even the author seemed to be unconvinced
that it will process significant environmental benefits.
The report says it "could reduce the level of omissions from other
vehicles", not will, and at public meetings the Maryland Transit
Administration has said that it will not remove cars from the road. The
public needs to understand that this project will not improve the current
conditions for drivers trying to get across the county.
While the report declines to define the Georgetown Branch as parkland
or a trail, it is used that way by hundreds of thousands of residents for
miles around. The fact that thousands of trees in the right-of-way will be
cut down is barely mentioned and then is characterized as a minor issue
of visual character, quote/unquote. In this day and age, it is an
inconvenient truth that trees are important for more than visual
character. How this could be minimized as an environmental impact is
truly beyond the average citizen's comprehension. The 2200-page air
quality technical report does not appear to explicitly discuss the air
quality impact of removing thousands of trees.
The state claims this project is important for Smart Growth and several
speakers have alluded to that fact. An absolutely ironclad principal of
Smart Growth in urban areas is the preservation and enhancement of
green space for its environmental benefits, recreation, community space
and habitat for plants and wildlife.
There has been no apparent effort to take into account the projected
need for green space now and in the future. The state seems to be
arguing that it is necessary to destroy the village in order to save it.
While the state maintains that it will construct a trail alongside the tracks,
and I should point out, because several people have mentioned this, that
they could go ahead and complete the Capitol Crescent Trail separate
apart from the Purple Line project, I'd just like to point that out, and make
all those crossings safe for children, this document begins to make clear
that funding for construction and maintenance of the trail is not secure
and stable.
There are absolutely no guarantees that a trail will be preserved. And
the fact of the trail promised near the inner-county connector should be a
cautionary tale. After being offered as a benefit to the community, it was
decided that it could not be built because of its environmental impact
while the 2.4 billion dollar 6-lane highway apparently has no
environmental impacts to speak of. The state has a serious credibility
problem here. With funding tight, residents should expect the trail and
anything else offered as a benefit to be the first things to go.
This project is ill-considered, especially at a time of fiscal constraints.
This area has so many other pressing transportation needs, starting with
the BRAC realignment and the 270 corridor. Isn't it time we stop making
plans based on out-dated assumptions and reflected on current reality?
Tax payers and citizens of Maryland want their money spent in a

responsible way, not on a 1.6 billion dollar project and we deserve a
better Purple Line. Thank you.
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Andrew
Schneider
103 E. Indian Spring Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20901
andrewghost@yahoo.com
Having lived in this area for nearly two decades, I've always deplored the
lack on a sensible mass transit option along the northern edge of the
beltway. I have had experience in other cities where both bus rapid
transit and light rail are present. While it is a pleasure to live near and
commute using the light rail, bus rapid transit is never as rapid as the
name signifies, as well as being less adaptable to changes in ridership
levels (becoming more crowded and unpleasant as time goes on).
I fully support the light-rail option for the purple line.
Andrew Schneider
103 E. Indian Spring Dr.
Silver Spring, MD 20901
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Andrew
Schneider
103 East Indian Spring Drive
Silver Spring
MD

My name is Andrew Schneider, A-N-D-R-E-W, S-C-H-N-E-I-D-E-R. I live
at 103 East Indian Spring Drive and I am in favor of the purple line.
Especially the light rail option.
In my immediate area I favor the Wayne Avenue option over the Thayer
Street option and would prefer to see the high investment light rail option
with the dedicated lanes.
Wayne Avenue is currently a nightmare to drive every day which I do
going from the Metro and having a rail option on that street would greatly
improve the safety and transit.
I'm further in favor of all options going beyond Silver Spring to Bethesda
and New Carrollton. Anything that gets around the beltway which has an
increasing rush hour 2 to in the afternoon and 6 to 11 in the morning
would be much appreciated. Thank you very much.
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David
Schneider
749 Thayer Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Schneider_David.pdf (286 kb)
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Richard
Schneider
8500 16th Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
richschmail@gmail.com
Schneider 34303.pdf (80 kb)
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Sam
Schneider
12201 Norwood Road
Sandy Spring
MD
20860
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Schnieder_Sam_Comment Cards.pdf (40 kb)
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Scott
Schneider
9311 Sudbury Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Schnieder_Scott.pdf (621 kb)
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Ari
Schnitzer

MD
20912
It's LRT or nothing - BRT is a waste of money. PLEASE build LRT!
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Daniel
Schreiber
5205 Falmouth Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
DANSCHREIBER@VERIZON.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- No Rail on the Trail!
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joe & Pam
Schroeder

MD
schroeder3@verizon.net
Hello,

My wife and I wanted to register our support for keeping the trail as it is.
It's a real gem in the surrounding world of concrete and steel. There are
so few natural places left in the area. It's enjoyed by many, many, people
of all races from all walks of life. The peace & beauty of the trail would
be ruined by cutting down all the trees as proposed & paving the trail. It
would just become a sidewalk next to a transit corridor.

I realize that we must have better East-West transportation, but there
are other options.

Joe & Pam Schroeder
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Thomas
Schruben

MD
environmentalguy@aol.com
I am a regular runner on the trail and I urge you to not put the Purple
Line on the trail right of way. None of the various plans and proposals
that have the rail and trail in the same right of way adequately preserves
the beauty and tranquility of the trail. This is a unique resource in our
increasingly urban environment that we should protect and nurture. The
arguments for the rail on the trail are similar to those proposed when a
highway was proposed for the C&O canal. The planners saved the
canal and we are all the better for it. I use all of the pieces of the trail
that are involved w/ the Purple line proposal, from Rosemary Hills thru
Bethesda. Each stretch is wonderful and unique and each should be
treasured, not paved over. I see many people using the trail for
recreation and for low impact commuting – bicycling and walking. Rail
will interfere w/ both the recreational uses and the commuting uses. We
have many other transportation corridors that could be used for mass
transit that are already used for automobiles. We should not destroy this
resource when we have good alternatives.
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Justin Schuck and Company LLC

MD
20814
PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE! We need this so badly! It would save
countless hours and hundreds of tons of carbon emissions which can't
be healthy for those living near the beltway!
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William
Schulden
12200 Rustic Hill Drive
Bowie
MD
20715
I Support building the Purple Line as light rail. The purple line is
extremely important to our community development! We need more
mass transit!
Schulden_William.pdf (15 kb)
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William
Schulz
159 Quincy St.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SCHULZWH@YAHOO.COM
Governor O’Malley, Executive Leggett, Council Members, et al,

Thank you for considering the many views of those opposed to and in
favor of the Purple Line.

Please add me to those opposed to this project, for two principal
reasons:

1.
Unlike other worthy transportation projects in Montogomery and
Prince George’s County, there’s little if any public benefit to be gained by
an above-ground transit line between Bethesda and Silver Spring, in
light of the frequent bus transit service between the two.
2.
Fro thousands of recreational users, the Capital Crescent Trail is
the only trail linking the District and Rock Creek Park to Chevy Chase,
Bethesda, Georgetown and the C&O Canal. For these bikers, hikers,
runners, and cross country skiiers (in winter), replacing the trail with the
above-ground transit line would be eliminating a rare and irreplaceable
place of great enjoyment and natural beauty.

Thank you very much.

William Schulz

159 Quincy St.
Chevy Chase MD 20815
schulzwh@yahoo.com
(240) 678-9398
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Rhoda
Schulzinger
705 Hankin Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
rschulzinger@verizon.net
Dear Maryland Transit Administration: I am a resident of East Silver
Spring and strongly support the medium or high investment LRT
alternative for the Purple Line. I believe that constructing the Light Rail
alternative will benefit our neighborhood and is a wise investment in
public transportation. Thank you for your attention to my testimony.

Rhoda Schulzinger
705 Hankin Street
Silver Spring MD 20910
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Shaytu
Schwandes
8320 Colesville Rd, Apt 403
Silver Spring
MD
20910
shay@shaytu.com
Schwandes 35766.pdf (107 kb)
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Benjamin
Schwartz
1401 Blair Mill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
BSCHWA12@JHU.EDU
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Ben Schwartz
Maryland Resident
Benjamin Schwartz
1401 Blair Mill Rd Apt 1220
Silver Spring, MD 20910
6107660398
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Dr. Ira B.
Schwartz
6805 Greyswood Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
IRA.SCHWARTZ@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family has been using the Capital Crescent Trail for over 20 years
for long walks and bike rides. It has always been important to our
lifestyle, as well as countless others.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Michael
Schwartz
8810 Brierly Rd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
masinmd@att.net
I live 1 block off Jones Bridge Rd. The idea of adding a dedicated bus
service on this already congested street would be a disaster for our
neighborhood and not helping ease traffic congestion in any way. Do we
really need more, very large vehicles on the street that can also get
stuck in traffic jams rather than a true light rail system that works? I
hope the MTA has the long range wisdom of building a quality, long term
system rather than a cheaper, short term bandage. Please build the rail
system.
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Michael
Schwartz
817 Summer Walk Drive
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
SCHWARME@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joel
Schwarz
4620 North Park Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PRESJMS@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to a Purple Line being run
along the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
We can put transit in another location, but we can't re-create this
beautiful, tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
By way of a short introduction to what the Trail means to me, I moved to
MD about 6 years ago from New York City. At that time, one of and
things I missed the most (other than NY bagels) was being able to walk
and run on a trail in a park like setting, as I used to live a few blocks from
Central Park in NYC and used the Central Park trails religiously, day and
night, all year long. Then I discovered the Capital Crescent Trail, and my
world opened up. Not only do I enjoy afternoon runs along the trail in
Fall, as the leaves fall to the ground, and the early morning runs in the
Summer, when I get a breath of fresh air before the humidity gets too
high, but my fiance has also discovered the Trail and started walking to
work on it, as she finds it calming and serene. In short, the untouched
nature of the Trail, coupled with the history along its sides and the calm
quiet feeling one gets when running or walking on it, is irreplacable, and
probably one of the most impressive features of living in the MD/DC
area.
Alarmingly, this will all be LOST if you move forward with the plan to run
the Purple Line along the Trail. While I am very much in favor of the
Purple Line, I am not so blind as to wish for a Purple Line at the expense
of such an incredible local, historical treasure like the Trail.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane/running lane, about 10' from
trains passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a
tranquil "Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful
amenity that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it,
and to all of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this

number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joel Schwarz
4620 North Park Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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James
Schwarzwalder
Gannett Fleming, Inc.
1515 Market Street
Philadelphia
PA
19102
jschwarzwalder@gfnet.com
MIchael,
I am interseted in knowing the estimated cost and time to complete the
Final Environmental Impact Statement and Preliminary Engineering for
the Purple Line.
Thanks.
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Bryan
Schwenker
5030 Allan Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
BSCHWENKER@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
The Capital Crescent Trail is accessible near our home off of
Massachusetts Avenue in Bethesda, and as a family we enjoy it on a
regular basis. We have ventured to the Little Falls swimming pool, into
downtown Bethesda and beyond, and taught our daughters to ride bikes
along the trail. It has always been a safe and relaxing haven away from
traffic, noise and congestion where peole can enjoy some fresh air and
exercise. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing strollers,
bird watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists, teens going to
and from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users
come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks, and I consider the Bethesda /
Chevy Chase area a great urban area. With all the sprawl and
construction from Friendship Heights to the Beltway and everywhere in
between, the Trail is a much appreciated refuge and asset to the
community. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail
provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be
replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Elizabeth
Schwinn Cohn
5612 Marengo Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
ELIZABETH_SCHWINN@YAHOO.COM
Hi,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail for commuting during the week and on
weekends for bike rides or trail walks with my family and with our Girl
Scout troop. The trail is very important to all of us because it can be
accessed easily from our homes, without the need to drive to another
location to get out in nature, and because it is peaceful and safe. This
accessibility has been an important part of our troop parents' efforts to
educate girls about nature and the benefits of spending time in the
outdoors. As important as the trail itself are the woods on either side. On
a recent hike, for example, our troop spotted a snake, a frog, a deer, and
some geese. They also collected fallen leaves so that they could identify
the trees growing along the trail.
I am STRONGLY OPPOSED to forcing the Crescent Trail to lose
valuable wooded space in order to run the Purple Line alongside it. This
move would completely destroy the trail's utility as a greenspace that
encourages the free movement of animals and the growth of native trees
and plants. I understand the Environmental Impact Statement fails to
take this into account, and that it also failed to measure how much use
the trail receives. It is ironic that at a time when there is growing
recognition of the need for green space and other moves to combat
environmental degradation and global warming, the county is proposing
to destroy one of the few good links with nature that we have in this
heavily populated area.
THIS IS A VOTING ISSUE FOR ME. I will oppose any elected official
who signs off on proposals that will damage the Capital Crescent Trail,
including this one.
Elizabeth Schwinn Cohn
5612 Marengo Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
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David W.
Sears
4407 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
DAVIDWSEARS@AOL.COM
Dear MTA:
I say YES to the LIGHT RAIL option!
I live in East Bethesda, which borders the Capital Crescent Trail and the
proposed light rail route. Too many present the problem as a choice
between the hiker-biker trail OR the Purple Line. In fact, we can have
BOTH. Thus, I strongly support the light rail option through our
neighborhood.
David W. Sears
4407 Rosedale Ave
Bethesda MD 20814
301-654-6453
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Caleb
Seavey
Caleb Seavey
7214 Spruce Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
caseavey@gmail.com
I work at NIH and live in Takoma Park. It takes me an hour to get to a
place that should take 20 minutes.
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Christopher
Seay

VA
22201
I am writing in support of the High Investment Light Rail Option. Please
build this line and be on the forefront of the region.
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John
Sebastian
715 Gist Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
JOHN.SEBASTIAN@EIA.DOE.GOV
Please use Light Rail for the purple line mass transit route.
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Rachel
Secunda
1131 University Blvd W #909
Silver Spring
MD
20902
RACHELSECUNDA@GMAIL.COM
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
The Metrobus system is inconsistent and not convinient, there is no
point in making a bus line instead of a light rail.
Rachel Secunda
1131 University Blvd W #909
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Joseph
Sedransk
8775 Preston Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOSEPH.SEDRANSK@CASE.EDU
Sirs: I live at 8775 Preston Place, Chevy Chase 20815,
and notice each day the extensive traffic congestion on both
Connecticut and Wisconsin Avenues. With the expansion of
the Naval Medical Center (adding Walter Reed) there will be
increased traffic on Wisconsin Avenue, probably spilling
over to Connecticut Avenue. We need to facilitate access
to public transit in the area of the Naval Medical Center.
This can best be accomplished by using the Jones Bridge
Road alternative for the proposed Purple Line.
JSedransk
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Tim
Seeley
8116 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
TIM.SEELEY@LAKENHEATHELECTRONICS.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Zia
Segatol-Islami
3808 Club Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I am Zia, Z-I-A, Segatol-Islami. It is S-E-G-A-T-O-L, I-S-L-A- M-I. I live in
3808 Club Drive, Chevy Chase,
Maryland 20815.
I am in favor of light rail transportation for many reasons, including, you
know, ecology and air pollution and also in terms of more (inaudible)
So also I am, I use the trail between Chevy Chase and Bethesda a lot
for the family to spend - so that's just (inaudible) so I just wanted to
express my (inaudible)
I would like the train. So okay. Thank you very much.
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Stephen
Seidel
4426 Stanford Street
MD
STEPHEN.SEIDEL@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : MEMORANDUM

Subject:
Date:

Comments on Purple Line AA/DEIS
November 22, 2008

My name is Stephen Seidel. I reside at 4426 Stanford Street. I am an
environmentalist, having worked at the US EPA and the White House for
over 20 years, am an expert on global warming, and am strongly
committed to public transit. It is because of this background that I
strongly oppose the proposed alternative for the Purple Line that would
run light rail on the Capital Crescent Trail. For the reasons explained
below, I believe the use of bus rapid transit on Jones Bridge Road is by
far the best solution that reflects the critical transit needs of the county
and the economic realities of the times.

First, it makes little sense and results in far greater costs for the county
to install a single light rail system as part of its transit system. If this
were one of several light rail systems operated in the county, economies
of scale would be possible. Instead, as a single, stand alone system it
will undoubtedly become a costly white elephant and a drain on badly
needed resources for transit throughout the county.

Second, the billion dollars of additional costs for the proposed light rail
system could be far better utilized by providing bus rapid transit along
not only Jones Bridge Road, but in other currently poorly served and
highly congested areas throughout the county. A fiscally prudent, cost
effective approach would not sink excessive capital into a single system
when congestion and improved transit needs exist throughout the county
now and will be even worse in the future.

Third, the Maryland Transit Authority seems to more focused on looking
back at the decades old master plan rather than looking forward at the
current and future transit needs of the region. It needs to take a
leadership role promoting state-of-the-art BRT systems throughout the
county. The Purple Line alone won’t make a dent in the regions
problems and instead will be an ongoing fiscal drain on the county and
state’s limited resources.

Fourth, I attended a briefing on BRT systems at the County Planning
Board several months ago. The expert presenter stressed throughout
that a “true BRT system” can deliver service and benefits equal to a light
rail at far lower costs. It is disappointing that the AA/DEIS did not come
close to considering a true BRT system. The BRT option on Jones
Bridge Road is little more than an “express bus.” This raises unfortunate
questions about the fairness and legal defensibility of the analysis.

It is essential that our elected government officials take a common sense

approach to meeting the critical public transit needs that exist throughout
the county. They have the opportunity to get fully behind a vastly
expanded BRT network in the county and deliver real services to the
public at a reasonable cost or they can continue to waste taxpayers
money on a limited system that creates more problems than it solves.

Stephen Seidel
4426 Stanford Street
301/656-3272
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Steve
Seidel
4426 Stanford St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Thank you. My name is Stephen Seidel, S-T-E-P-H-E-N, S-E-I-D-E-L.
And I'm a resident of 4426 Stamford Street and a frequent user of the
Capitol Crescent Trail and a frequent shopper at Steve's little retail
establishment. I guess he left.
Anyway, I'd like to focus on two points this evening and also thank you
for your patience in sitting through this long testimony. The first point I
want to focus on is the BRT option on Jones Bridge Road that was
examined as part of the DEIS. I think it's really unfortunate that the low
investment option didn't convey what would be a true BRT system. A
true system which had dedicated traffic lanes, which had traffic signal
priority and such.
Because of my interest in this area, I went to a briefing at the planning
headquarters one evening about 6 months ago and it was put on by an
expert on BRT systems throughout the world. And he emphasized that a
true BRT system, one which has all the bells and whistles of a BRT
system really does deliver.
And in contrast to a lot of what you heard tonight, he pointed out that it
will attract ridership, it will reduce travel times, it will increase investment
along the route. And therefore, I think, in fact, it's not legally defensible
that you have not included a true BRT system along Jones Bridge Road
as part of your analysis.
The second point I want to make is cost realism. The billion dollar
additional cost between the light rail systems and the BRT systems are
just not tenable given the economic situation that faces not only the
county but the state and our federal government.
It's just imperative as the transit agency that you look at, that you look at
the full range of transit needs across the county. The idea of sinking all
of the available money, and that's assuming that the money is evening
available, into a single system and leave unanswered the increasing
gridlock that exists throughout the county, I think it is really unfortunate. I
hope that you guys will get behind solving the gridlock across the county
and I think the best way to do that is through putting your energies into
BRT systems, not only along the Purple Line but also where other needs
exist in the county. Thank you.
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Tim
Seiple
1349 Haupt Ave
Richland
WA
99354
tseiple@gmail.com
I am a professional considering a relocation to Maryland. I prefer to live
NW of Annapolis but my commute on the Penn Line leaves me stranded
in New Carrolton, when i really want to get to College Park. I can walk 6
miles or add another 30 minutes by rail to exchange at Union Station.
The purple rail is an obvious solution to this common problem. I pledge
my support for this project and will watch closely as I consider my
relocation.
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Al
Serafino
9841 La Duke Drive
Kensington
MD
20895
alserafino@aol.com
The State has much greater transportation needs then the purple line,
please stop it now!
Serafino 35460.pdf (75 kb)
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Nancy M.
Sera-Herdrich

MD
NHERDRICH@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sirs/Madams,
I understand that my voice is only one drop in a large bucket of
supporters for saving our trail and disallowing the Lite Rail to be built on
the Capitol Crescent Trail. But I wanted to take the time to reiterate that
which I hope you are aware, the kind of destruction to our natural
environment and wildlife that must take place in order to open the area
to the construction of the Lite Rail. Not to mention the time, it is said, for
three years or more to complete.
With these ever increasing highly stressful days, due to a variety of
reasons ( economy, normal life events, work environment and
responsibilities, and increasingly crowded streets ...), there is nothing
like the ability to get back to nature on a daily basis to de-stress, to
prepare for the day or just take in mother natures gifts. Thousands of
persons use the 'trail' each day on their way to work, or on their way to
school, exercising, or just relaxing on their own or with friends and
family. This Lite Rail will impact thousands negatively. The goal of
increasing public transportation can still be accomplished by taking
advantage of the other options available.
Please consider these important facts in preparation to making a
decision and decide for bus transit and preserve this natural habitat
which are becoming scarce especially in the DC Metro area.
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Stuart
Sessions
7700 Meadow Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SESSIONS@ENVIRONOMICS.COM
Dear officials concerned with the Purple Line:
Like thousands of other Montgomery County residents, we make
extensive use of the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and
Bethesda. We appreciate its serene, relatively natural and informal
quality, surrounded by mature trees and other vegetation that provides
an effective screen from surrounding activities. This quality that we
value so much would be lost if the trail were converted to serve mass
transit purposes also. We appeal to you to select an alternative route for
the Purple Line that does not involve the Capital Crescent Trail right-ofway. Thank you very much.
Stuart Sessions and Elizabeth Morrison
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Satish
Sethi
16924 Harbour Town Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20905
SSETHI@AOC.GOV
Dear,
We need purple line metro to avoid paying toll for ICI road. Also it is
good for the enjoinment. This should be built immediately.
Thank you.
Satish Sethi 16924 Harbour town Dr. Silver Spring, MD 20905
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Loretta
Sevier
4336 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Loretta@lorettasevier.com
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
I am a Town of Chevy Chase resident and I believe that we need to build
the proposed Purple Line. Although I am an avid user of the Capital
Crescent Trail, I know that unless we build a Metro extension or light rail,
there will not be a viable solution for increased use of and access to
public transit.
A bus solution, although cheaper, is not an answer to our mass transit
needs.
The Town of Chevy Chase has spent too much money fighting a classic
NIMBY battle and any dissent within the town on this issue falls on deaf
ears. I will add that our town takes great efforts to promote many
environmental causes – but the place where we could have the greatest
impact on our environment is being blocked.
Several decades ago federal and county leaders showed courageous
leadership and built the metro system we use today. Please continue
that leadership and develop an improved mass transit system.
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Bob
Seward
9808 47th Place #305
College Park
MD
20740

Seward_Bob.pdf (728 kb)
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Robert J.
Shaffer
Kenwood Citizens Association
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ROBERTSHAFFER@MRIS.COM
Subject: Comment on Purple Line
Dear: Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Distiguised Council Members
I have lived very close to what is now known the Capital Crescent Trail
for all of my sixty-four years. I have seen trains and I now enjoy regular
walks through the tunnel formed by nature. The trains in the beginning
and the present trail had and have a quiet majestic presence that can
never be duplicated...we now have people we trusted with our
representation seeing a different picture that was presented by people
who want to destroy that serenity with regular mechanical traffic. At the
same time they attack me and my neighbors as spoiled, wealthy home
owners. My family and I are proud of our roots here in Chevy Chase and
to see "progress" erase all that would be a sin to nature and a blight on a
County that is rich in beauty and leadership.
Please find an alternative method that will add prestige to your intelligent
dais and keep money in our State and County till. You would be heroes
to your constituents and a lasting legacy to the history of governmental
administration.
May your Holiday be filled with happiness and governing ingenuity.

Robert J. Shaffer
Immediate Past President
Kenwood Citizens Association
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815
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Amol
Shah

MD
AMOLX09@HOTMAIL.COM
I think the purple line makes total sense and I support it whole heartedly.
I have for the longest time imagined how nice it would be to have a
system complement the beltway. A rail line would be perfect. People
need to get off the road and save the environment.
I know there are probably environmental concerns along with the rail
line. But ultimately we have to choose the lesser of two evils. In the long
run an energy efficient light rail system will outweigh the short term
distresses it may cause especially when compared to emissions from
hundreds of cars.
Please accept my support.
Amol
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Jigar
Shah
10003 Vanderbilt Circle
Rockville
MD
20850
SHAH.JIGAR@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I am a Trail user. There is no need for PG county public in nice areas of
Bethesda and Chevy Chase! It will devalue the houses and make the
whole area unsightly and ugly & more crime. Underground train would
be more expensive. A bus would do just fine. Lets save money and have
a bus instead of an underground or above ground train system.
Montgomery county doesn't need to be blended with PG county.
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources including our mature trees
and natural trails by putting the Purple Line either underground or in
another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jigar Shah
10003 Vanderbilt Cir
Rockville, MD 20850
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Ann Shalleck

7406 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I support the Purple Line.
Sincerely,
Ann Shalleck
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Ann
Shalleck
7406 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I already wrote indicating my support for the Purple Line. Here are the
characteristics the light rail line should have:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that minimizes any
negative impact in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Sincerely,
Ann Shalleck
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Amy.W
Shalom

MD
Amy.W.Shalom@aphis.usda.gov
To whom it may concern:
I'm an environmental protection specialist working at the Animal and
Plant Health and Inspection Service in Riverdale, MD. I take two buses
and two Metro trains (green and red lines) to travel one way to my office,
a commute of about 45 to 90 minutes, depending on traffic and weather
conditions. Most of my time at work is spent analyzing the potential
environmental impacts of actions my federal agency is proposing to
undertake.
I'm a strong supporter of mass transportation for the DC Metro area, and
am concerned by the rapidly increasing traffic congestion and pollution
in our region. The Shaloms no longer keep a personal car; we reserve a
Zipcar , take a taxi or rent a vehicle when necessary.
I think that Metro could and should replace Route 495 as the new
"Beltway" for the DC area - and the Purple Line is a start in that
direction. Why must Metro riders have to go into downtown DC to get to
destinations in MD and VA? Commuters need something like the Circle
Line on the London Underground.
The Purple line might save a lot of natural resources and also decrease
travel times to Montgomery College, to College Park, and between PG
and Montgomery counties, once it was operational. My family and
friends would use it many ways: to get to work, to get to shopping and
entertainment and doctor appointments, and to go to college. It may
relieve overcrowding on roads while improving economic and social
opportunities for local buinesses and residents.
I support the Light Rail Purple line and other expansions of Metro that
are environmentally sound responses to serving the tranpsortation
needs of our increasing local population.
A.W.Shalom
Environmental Services
USDA APHIS PPD
Headquarters/Riverdale, MD
301.734.8565
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Jeffrey N.
Shane
5015 Rockwood Parkway, N.W.
Washington
DC
20016
JEFFSHANE@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : All,
I apologize for the impersonal nature of a "broadcast" e-mail like this, but
I wanted to reach each of you as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Please do not support construction of the Purple Line on the proposed
Capital Crescent Trail alignment.
In the 1960s and earlier, transportation corridors were frequently
established on parkland or recreational areas for the simple reason that
it was "free" and it disrupted fewer businesses and residents. The
practice destroyed so many special places that Congress, in 1966,
included in the new Department of Transportation Act a Section 4(f). It
was a revolutionary provision -- even more powerful than the National
Environmental Policy Act passed four years later. Section 4(f) prohibits
the Secretary of Transportation from approving any transportaton project
that requires a taking of public parkland, a recreational area, a historic
site, or a wildlife refuge unless he or she finds that there is "no feasible
and prudent alternative" to the project and that, if not, that "all possible
planning" has been done to minimize harm. It was intended to be, and it
is, a very tough test to meet. Not surprisingly, a large number of
transportation projects ha ve been challenged in the federal courts
based on failures to live up to the Congressional mandate enshrined in
Section 4(f).
Locating the Purple Line on our unique and spectacular Capital Crescent
Trail would be a throwback to the primitive transportation planning of half
a century ago -- when government was far less responsive and less
sensitive to the value of amenities like parkland, recreation areas, and
historic treasures. The Trail is a source of joy to thousands upon
thousands of adults and children who use it for biking, running, rollerblading, or just walking. It is accessible by a huge population who, by
virtue of their proximity to it, have no need to get in their cars to enjoy it.
It is irreplaceable, and must be preserved.
There are far more effective ways of addressing the transportation
needs cited in support of the Purple Line -- options that don't carry with
them the incalculable damage to the quality of life in our region that the
Capital Crescent Trail alignment would perpetrate.
Please do the right thing: Help preserve the Trail as the jewel that it is.
Don't make the mistake of thinking that the Trail right-of-way can both
support light rail and continue to provide the extraordinary health and
recreation benefits that it currently delivers to soo many in our region.
And please don't make the mistake of thinking that you will accelerate
the delivery of light rail in this corridor by approving the Trail alignment.
Federal law raises major obstacles to projects of this kind, and it's clear
that some opponents are prepared to challenge any approval that
compromises the value of the Capital Crescent Trail by reference to the
Congressional mandates that it clearly contravenes. It is not a choice, in
other words, that will lead to early implementation.
Respectfully submitted,
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Daniel
Shanley
8811 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
dshanley@law.gwu.edu
Yes to Purple Line, no to bus.
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Daniel
Shanley
8811 Montgomery Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
dshanley@law.gwu.edu
Shanley 35862.pdf (109 kb)
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Stewart
Shannon
Money For Life, LLC
7316 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
STEWART@GWELLC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
My name is Stewart Shannon and I reside in the East Bethesda
subdivision which is located next to the Capital Crescent trail. My wife
and I use the trail daily to walk and or ride the trail for exercise and to get
some piece of mind. This is a complicated issue that has been going on
for years. Since the initial concept of the Purple Line Bethesda has
grown and changed dramatically. You really need to go back to the
drawing board and consider the impact the NEW CHANGES in the plans
for the Navy Hospital are going to have on the local community. Take
the service where the people need to go! The county has numerous
other transportation and maintenance issues that need to be addressed
before you decide to decimate the last green space we have access to.
Why not end the rail at Silver Spring and use that as a hub for busses to
get people where they need to go.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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ABDUL
SHARIF
IOTA PHI THETA FRATERNITY INC.
P.O. BOX 1968
WASHINGTON
DC
20013
sharifwushi@hotmail.com
use light rail instead of rapid bus.
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ABDUL
SHARIF
P.O. BOX 1968
WASHINGTON
DC
20013
soul-63@hotmail.com
I am a frequent pardon of METRO and wish to support the purple line
project.
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ABDUL
SHARIF
SOUL-63
4701 OLD SOPER ROAD
CAMP SPRINGS
MD
20746
soul-63@hotmail.com
I support the Purple Line Project.
I also think we should expand the Green Metro line to TM/BWI Airport
and expand the Orange Metro Line to Bowie State University.
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ABDUL
SHARIF
IOTA PHI THETA Fraternity Inc.
4701 OLD SOPER ROAD
CAMP SPRINGS
MD
20746
soul-63@hotmail.com
I support the Purple Line
I also would like to see the Green Line get expanded to BWI/Marshall
Airport.
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ABDUL
SHARIF
4701 OLD SOPER RD
Camp Springs
MD
20746
SOUL-63@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
ABDUL SHARIF
4701 OLD SOPER RD
Unit # 465
Camp Springs, MD 20746
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Nitin
Sharma

MD
NITINSHARMA1@GMAIL.COM
I wish to voice my support in favor of the Purple Line proposal for
Maryland. We really need a light rail, not a bus.
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Heather
Sharp
10001 Betteker Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Constantine-Davis, Jean.pdf (59 kb)
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Jessica
Shattuck Flugge
4416 Rosedale Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
JESSICAFLUGGE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent trail to commute to work, and to get from my
home in east Bethesda to downtown without using a car. I love using it
at any time of day, largely due to the peace and solace of finding trees,
birds, and natural sounds close to home. I think it is very important to
keep this line of transport open continuously, and not to pollute it with
construction of a light-rail line. Why not petition for a public works project
to go underground, which everyone could support?
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marnie
Shaul

MD
MSS20815@VERIZON.NET
This week I attended another meeting on the Purple Line and remain
unconvinced that light rail on the trail is the right decision for our region.
One of our Somerset council members showed the Moscow subway
system with its outer circle linking all the transportation spokes. It is
unfortunate that the decision is now down to the current alignment, is
above ground and lacks connectivity to other parts of the region. I think
we all agree that better transportation alternatives are needed for eastwest transit, but the light rail alternative is very much a second best kind
of solution and will impede an investment in a better investment in years
to come.
At the meeting the MTA spokesperson said all the trees in the right of
way will need to be cut down, and although some replanting is expected
to take place, the leafy canopy that is currently on the trail, will no longer
exist. In fact, if light rail is selected, deciduous trees will create problems
as they have for the Baltimore system. Great urban areas have great
parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare
and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Bus rapid transit would provide some of the needed connectivity at a
much lower cost and higher cost-effectiveness ratio than light rail. In a
time of fiscal crisis, project costs should assume even greater
importance.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Cora
Shaw
5022 Cathedral Avenue
Washington
DC
20016
CORA.SHAW@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear: Governor Martin O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I use the Crescent Trail to bike and hike with my family and friends as
well as to commute to work downtown. It is important to me not only as a
source of recreation, healthy living, exercise, and appreciation of nature.
I love biking on the trail with my children, as it is the only safe path
without cars near my house.
I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put transit
in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined,
natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres

of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 30' from where light rail trains would
pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is simply inexcusable to have
no analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital

Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Cora Shaw
5022 Cathedral Ave
Washington, DC 20016
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Shannon
Shea
10508 Montrose Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
SHANNONBSHEA@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to describe my support for the proposed Purple Line light rail
option. As a Bethesda resident, I use the Red Line every day and would
deeply like to see another rail line connecting the suburbs. Currently,
there are limited practical ways to get to the other suburbs in Virginia
and Maryland except by car. Also, as a local cyclist and public transit
user I am pleased that the Maryland Transit Administration has included
an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the designs. I look forward
to using both bicycle and rail line to get around the Washington D.C.
area in an environmentally sustainable way.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow. At times, this narrowness makes the path
hazardous, especially when there are a diversity of users on the trail.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Shannon Shea
10508 Montrose Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20814
(518) 859-4230
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Frank
Sheehan
5219 Massachusetts Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20816
francissheehan@yahoo.com
Build it right or don't build it at all. Building along the Georgetown Branch
Trail seems like a quick solution. There's talk about having the Purple
Line encirlcing Washington in the future. Would the proposed routes
work with that plan? I say dig up the Beltway, lay down some tracks and
cover it back up, like they built the New York City Subway (cut and
cover). It wouldn't cost nearly as much as tunneling and I'm sure they
could come up with a way to minimize the impact on Beltway traffic.
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Kathleen
Sheehan
5461 Grove Ridge Way
Rockville
MD
20852
SHEEHAN743@VERIZON.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Sheehan
5461 Grove Ridge Way
Rockville, MD 20852
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Vinod
Shekar
535 Union Ave
Brooklyn
NY
11211
I fully support a purple line. Silver Springers need a way to get from
their urban ghetto to the enlightened Bethesda without having to travel
through snobby D.C.
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Nan
Shellabarger
8403 Park Crest Dr
Silver Spring
MD
20910
nshellab2@earthlink.net
(1) The recent Fall Newletter contains ambiguous information. The text
states the Sligo Avenue alignment has been dropped, yet the map
clearly shows that as a remaining option. The text further states that the
Thayer option is still open but only as a bored tunnel. Perhaps that is
what the map intends to indicate?
(2) For the Thayer option, what is proposed on the Piney Branch to
Flower stretch, and especially for crossing Sligo Creek?
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Scott
Shelton
8484 16th Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
The Purple Line would improve transportation options and the quality of
life for Silver Spring and Montgomery County.
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Martha
Shepard
6729
Hyattsville
MD
20704
MSPIGGYMD@LYCOS.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Martha Shepard
6729
Hyattsville, MD 20704
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Karen S. & W. Shepherdson
Abell
8603 Village Park Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Abell letter.pdf (48 kb)
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Ben
Shepord
531 Thayer Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Shepard_Bob.pdf (60 kb)
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Don
Sherk

MD
DONSHERK@AOL.COM
Save the Trail. for us and all who will come behind. Don Sherk
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George
Sherman
Hamlett House
3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is George, G-E-O-R-G-E, Sherman, S-H-E-R-M-A-N. Address,
3535 Chevy Chase Lake Drive, Apartment 304, Chevy Chase, Maryland,
20815. Telephone number? I support having the connection between the
two east-west but not rapid transit. I believe there should be a bus,
added bus route along Jones Bridge Road. To do otherwise, to take the
light rail alternative would destroy this nature path which is used by so
many people and, but beyond that would take the trees and property,
housing, along the way. So, the much more feasible way with minimum
disruption would be to add rapid buses along Jones Bridge Road from
Connecticut Avenue. Thank you.
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Margaret
Sherry
10410 Clinton Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20902
MCS1313@VERIZON.NET
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Margaret Sherry
10410 Clinton Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20902
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Vladka
Shikora
4757 Chevy Chase, #117
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. David Newman.pdf (65 kb)
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Monique
Shimm
4215 Thornapple Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MONIQUESHIMM@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Phil Andrews,

I am a Trail user. I use the trail 7 days a week walking my dog. I use
the area that is being proposed for the Purple Line. I find it already
extremely busy and have to negotiate runners, bikers, commuters, etc.
Please don't take this treasure away. Where else shall we go?
More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.
Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.
I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.
All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Monique Shimm
4215 Thornapple Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Monique
Shimm
4215 Thornapple Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MONIQUESHIMM@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the trail 7 days a week - sometimes twice a day to walk my dog.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gillian
Shinkman
5600 Wood Way
Bethesda
MD
20816
GSHINKMAN@AOL.COM
Dear Councilmembers:
Subject Line: Comment on Purple Line DEIS - No Transit on the Trail
The Crescent Trail is a precious green space where everyone may walk
and enjoy nature, and its loss would be devastating, both to the users of
this trail and to the trees and wildlife habitat. I would urge you to use
every means possible to save this beautiful space for our children, and
our children's children to enjoy. We cannot continue to pave over our
natural resources just because it is deemed pragmatic.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Gillian Shinkman
5600 Wood Way
Bethesda, Md. 20816
301-263-9454
gshinkman@aol.com
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stacy
shore
10275 green holly terrace
silver spring
MD
20902
stacyshore@comcast.net
we need to find the money to expand public transit for multiple reasons
including the benefits to environment, health, access, etc.
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Radley
Short
4730 Bradley Blvd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RADLEY.SHORT@GMAIL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Shue
Jones Lang LaSalle
1600 Tysons Blvd
McLean
VA
22102
ROBERT.SHUE@AM.JLL.COM
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I live in Chevy Chase, Md and have utilized the trail on a weekly basis
for years. My children bike and hike on it every weekend. Please
preserve the greenspace and seek another solution to the transportation
issues facing us all.
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Don
Shuey
4872 Chevy Chase Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DONALD.SHUEY@CAREFIRST.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is
enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing
strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists,
teens going to and from school,
athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all
around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature
trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains
or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers
and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive
for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail
as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come,
will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Susan and Gordon
Shufelt
3309 Brooklawn Terrace
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CATBIRDZ@VERIZON.NET
We strongly support the LIGHT RAIL purple line alternatives.
As part of this project, we hope that there will be improvements to the
pedestrian routes that residents will need to use to get to the purple line
station stops. These improvements need to consider not only the safety
of the pedestrians but also shortcuts/easements to make the pedestrian
travel time to the purple line stops reasonable. In the past we have tried
to use the East-West Highway bus lines but eventually had to give up
because of (1) the long walk getting out of our neighborhood and to the
bus stop (this was aggravated when a shortcut easement was blocked
and a closer bus stop was eliminated). (2) the difficulties crossing East
West Highway with no stop sign or traffic light, particularly in the dark (3)
our frustration when the bus driver would drive by without stopping
because the driver could not see us at the unlit stop. We finally had to
give up on using the bus, and reluctantly bought a second car.
We hope neighborhoods will have pedestrian
easements/sidewalks/lighting and more traffic lights/stop signs to help
make getting to public transportation safer and quicker. Additional
purple line stops may be necessary to maximize pedestrian access to
the rail line. There need to be creative solutions in neighborhoods to
really make public transportation work well.
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Frank T.
Shull IV
Lara, Shull & May LLC
7600 Leesburg Pike, Suite 120 East
Falls Church
VA
22043
FTS@LARASHULLMAY.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

For years my wife, my two children and my in laws have enjoyed the
Capitial Crescent Trail for walking, jogging and biking. My wife's parent
and my parents both live in Bethesda and almost every weekend we
gather to walk the trail with them as it is an activity the all ages can
enjoy. I am very saddend to read in the paper that the Purple Line
would destroy what is such a calming and beautiful area in Bethesda.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :
Shulman_Larry.pdf (1 mb)
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Boyd
Sibert

MD
GOLFANN@AOL.COM
As former neighbors of the hiker-biker trail, we have enjoyed walking it
many times. It is a nice place to take our grandchildren where they can
enjoy looking at nature rather than heavy traffic. Just as we want to
protect Anwr, we should act to protect this scenic asset.
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Sasha
Sibert
2475 Virginia Avenue NW
Washington
DC
20037
sycsibert@gmail.com
What is the status of the Purple Line project? In looking at the drawings,
I can not tell if the line is drawn on the south side or north side of the
Capital Cresent Trail.
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Paul
Silberman, D.D.S.
3807 Village Park Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAUL.SILBERMAN@GMAIL.COM
Two Thoughts for you before you cast your vote:
1) Save the Trail
2a) Consider the influx of funds that will become available in the
upcoming stimulous package from the Obama Administration. In an
attempt to infuse money into our economy, there will be infrastructure
funding available for the Purple Line. Connect Silver Spring and
Bethesda via Subway. It's expensive, but the money will be available
through the federal government. It will put people to work in our
community. It will Save the Trail. It will keep unnecessary bus traffic off
of our local roads. It will provide the most efficient form of transportation
going East West.
2b) Put the Purple line Subway underground to NIH where it will be
better utilized. With more funding for research, NIH and Bethesda Naval
will be booming. Rather than have people transfer to the Red Line for
one stop from downtown Bethesda, simply end the line at the NIH Metro
Stop.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Paul B.
Silberman, D.D.S.
3807 Village Park Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
PAUL.SILBERMAN@GMAIL.COM
Gentlemen,
The idea of losing the Crescent Trail / Georgetown Trail to any form of
transit system is absolutely horrifying. The only way any politician could
vote in favor of sacrificing this invaluable resource is if they have never
actually walked the Trails. To be able to feel the serenity in the midst of
an urban environment that the Trails provide is incalculable.
In my opinion, the smartest thing you can do is to put the Purple Line
ending at NIH/Bethsda Naval. Yes it would cost more, but one must
look towards the future. With the new administration's focus on health
care and stem cell research, the anticipated growth for those facilities is
enormous. How crazy would it be to have so many people go to the end
of the Purple Line on The Trail in the center of the Bethesda retail
district, and then have to transfer to the Red Line for a mile (one exit)
going north for NIH/Bethsda. The inconvenience to the majority of the
people that would be using the system, the resulting congestion at the
Bethesda Metro, and the loss of the Trail are all reasons to vote to Save
the Trail.
As a cyclist that uses the Trails regularly, I can attest to the fact it is one
of the most used public resources available. There is year round
demand for this wonderful natural "avenue" to enjoy the scenery and / or
get some exercise. Please don't take this away from us.
Feel free to contact me at my home:
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Aaron M.
Silerman

MD
SILVERMAN.AARON@GMAIL.COM
As a frequent user of the Georgetown Branch trail, I want to add my
voice to support the light rail option of the proposed Purple Line. I
frequently commute by bicycle from my home in Kensington to my office
in Bethesda, and I rely on the Georgetown Branch trail for a significant
portion of this daily trip.
Although I am pleased that the Maryland Transit Administration has
included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part of the designs for
the Putple Line, I believe that the following changes ought to be made to
the draft environmental impact statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
-Aaron M. Silverman
(917) 326-1659
silverman.aaron@gmail.com
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Jonathan
Sill
4516 Albion Road
College Park
MD
20740
jonathan.sill@gmail.com
Please support the Metro Purple Line light rail option. It will benefit the
community and provide much needed service to constituents.
I live at 4516 Albion Road, College Park MD, 20740, I vote, and I
support the light rail option of the Purple Line.
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Theresa
Silla

DC
THERESA.SILLA@AYA.YALE.EDU
Dear MTA:
I am a resident of Lamond-Riggs in Washington DC and I rely
exclusively on mass transportation for mobility. Currently, getting to and
from the Shady Grove station and the Takoma Station takes upwards of
an hour. I really don't think it makes sense for these two locations that
are really quite close to one another should take such a long time to
traverse on mass transit. Mobility is central to economic opportunities
and I, personally, would benefit from the installation of a fast and
convenient purple line that ties the orange, green and red lines.
Creating walkable communitities that are connected by mass transit is
critical. We should follow the model of Virgina that is extending mass
transit out to Tyson's corner and Dulles airport.
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Scott
Sillett
1108 Jackson Ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
sillett20912@pobox.com
Dear Mr. Madden,
I am writing in support of the light rail option for the Purple Line.
Sincerely,
Scott Sillett
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Arthur
Silver
4515 West Virginia Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
arthurandrobin@msn.com
We support construction of the light rail Purple Line, (as second choice
to completing the Red Line as a seamless underground circle). The EW highway bus option does not work for us.
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Beverly
Silverberg
3904 Calverton Drive
Hyattsville
MD
20782

Silverberg_Beverly.pdf (398 kb)
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Peter
Silverman
4312 Albemarle St NW
Washington
DC
20016
SILVE107@CHAPMAN.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am a cross country/track and field coach at Georgetown Day School in
the district. Many of the student athletes I coach live in Montgomery
County and the Capital Crescent Trail provides one of the few safe, off
road areas for them to do training runs. The loss of the trail would impact
my team, other high school teams, as well as many fitness runners,
walkers and cyclists.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Lindsay
Simmons
Jackson Kelly PLLC
1875 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 1110
Washington
DC
20009
LSIMMONS@JACKSONKELLY.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson and
Council President Andrews
I am one of the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers who use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I cannot believe our
lawmakers are considering eliminating this wonderful recreational area.
I walk or bike there every week.
I enjoy this trail along with my family and many others such as the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Madlen
Simon, AIA
Director, Architecture Program
University of Maryland
College Park
MD
20742-1411
mgsimon@umd.edu
As a College Park resident and employee of the University of Maryland, I
voice my strong support for the purple line. I plan to become a purple
line rider. I forsee a tremendous benefit to my immediate community in
the link between the College Park metro and the campus. I also forsee a
great benefit to the broader community as the Purple line will create an
important east-west link. This will provide a great way to travel
throughout the region for those without cars and also a great way to
reduce traffic in this congested area.
I am familiar with light rail as a Jersey City resident. The trains are
pedestrian-friendly, clean, and convenient.
I urge you to build the purple line.
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Alan
Simon
3803 Calvert Place
Kensington
MD
20895
ALAN.SIMON@LONGANDFOSTER.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I frequently enjoy the Capital Crescent Trail for walking and biking with
my children and with friends. Preservation of the trail is important to me,
and should be important to the community, and region, and the
environment. If we don’t make a commitment to preserve the trail now, it
may soon be too late…
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Alan Simon
3803 Calvert Place
Kensington, MD 20895
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Stuart L.
Simon
8309 Raymond Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
SSIMON@DOC.GOV
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing as a Montgomery County citizen and cyclist to express my
support for the light rail option of the proposed Purple Line. Having
recently taken a guided bike tour of the proposed purple line it is clear
that, contrary to some words in the press, the planned line can
significantly improve opportunities for safe bike travel between Bethesda
and Silver Spring. Therefore, I am pleased that the Maryland Transit
Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part
of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow to safely accomodate both cyclists and
others.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Stuart L Simon
8309 Raymond Lane
Potomac, MD 20854
301-983-2804
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William
Simon

MD
WILLIAMDSIMON@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Nancy, and Ladies and Gentlemen:
I was fortunate to grow up in a city with an extensive light rail network -in those days, of course, thought of simply as "trolley cars" -- and
remember wanting to grow up to be a trolley car motorman. I don't
recall whether that was before or after the cowboy phase.
I have been a fan of light rail ever since. But it is not the right solution for
every public transit need, and light rail on the Capital Crescent Trail
route is not the right solution for the purple line.
If all other things were equal, the effective destruction/degradation of the
Capital Crescent Trail would be reason enough to select the alternate
route terminating at NIH. But all other things are not equal. Since the
studies show that a rapid bus system would produce a substantially
equivalent public benefit at much less cost, it is clearly the smart choice.
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Josh
Singer

Rockville
MD
SINGER.JOSH@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I was so troubled to hear that the new construction of the Metro Purple
line will potentially interfere with the Capital Crescent Trail. I joined a
marathon training program last April and spent 6 months working hard
and training with my program. I will do the program again in the Spring,
and in the interim, will run in a winter training program, too. Please, truly
consider the implications of the Purple Line destroying the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring and consider other
options for location and project implementation.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10' from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Josh Singer
Rockville, MD
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Manmohan
Singh
10401 Grosvenor Pl, Apt 1428
North Bethesda
MD
20852
catchlovee@aol.com
Singh 35393.pdf (104 kb)
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Rinki
Singh
10401 Grosvenor Pl, Apt 1428
North Bethesda
MD
20852
rinki_c@hotmail.com
Singh 35387.pdf (107 kb)
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Nicole
Sitko
1249 Francis Ave
Halethorpe
MD
21227
NSITKO@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Lola
Skolnuc
8700 Piney Branch Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. We desperately need an
East-West travel route to relive road congestion.
Comment Cards. Rosemary Peterson.pdf (90 kb)
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Kathy Cooke and
Peter Skomoroch
1545 19th St N, Apt B
Arlington
VA
22209
KATHY_COOKE@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My boyfriend and I have been using the Capital Crescent Trail on a
regular basis since we moved to the area four years ago. We have
ridden our bikes or jogged on most of the trails in the D.C. metro, and
the Capital Crescent is the most beautiful one of them all; it is possible to
forget for a while that you are in a busy city since much of the trail is
fairly wooded. The view of the forest is beautiful, and I have often come
across deer and even the occasional fox on the way to Bethesda Town
Center and beyond to Silver Spring. Every time I have been on the trail,
I have noted how well used it is by hikers and bikers alike. I have seen a
multitude of families out walking, parents peddling with their children,
elderly people out for their daily constitutional, excited dogs with their
owners, various athletes getting their workout, or people biking to work
with laptops and extra clothing in their bike bags.
I understand that you are considering building a Purple Line using light
rail on the Capital Crescent Trail, and that all of the existing trees would
be removed, leaving a narrower trail flanked by constantly passing trains
and/or buses; I am very upset by this possibility, and I think it makes no
sense, especially when there are other possibilities, such as a Bus
Rapid Transit line between Silver Spring and Bethesda or connecting the
two legs of the Red Line with a metro along the Beltway or underground.
The main perks of the trail for its users are that it is beautiful, quiet, safe,
environmentally sound, and free from fumes. The proposed plan will
eliminate all of that. I understand that the proposed plan has the
"benefit" of raising development ceilings so developers can build more
density along the line; however, I am not sure how much of a benefit that
is to the people who live in this area and whose interests you have been
elected to represent. The interests of developers and the general
populace are not synonymous, especially on this issue. This area is
already overcrowded, I have seen several neighboring counties who
have massively overbuilt in recent years to the detriment of the current
populace, many units are standing empty, and the ones that have been
filled only contribute to additional traffic congestion and an increased
lack of available parking. Yes, even if people live near public
transportation, they usually still have cars. Although I am not eligible to
vote in Montgomery County, I know many people that are, and they feel
the seem way about this issue as I do. If I were able to vote in
Montgomery County, I would not reelect anyone who voted in favor of
the proposed plan, and I think many other people feel as strongly about
this issue as I do. If you proceed with the destruction of the Capital
Crescent Trail, one of the few areas we have that resembles a decent
public park and recreation area, all I can say is good luck next election.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Kathy Cooke and Peter Skomoroch
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Christine
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Tina Slater, T-I-N-A, S-L-A-T-E-R. I live at 402 Mansfield Road, Silver
Spring, six houses away from the potential Wayne Avenue at grade
alignment.
I strongly favor building the purple line specifically as the medium LRT
option. In comparison to BRT, light rail offers a predictable, permanent
route which both county governments require in order to do planning into
the future.
This is important for economic development, especially for PG County.
Light rail offers a smooth and quiet ride. When our daughter lived in
Sheffield, England, the electric tram in that city was virtually silent.
Light rail has no street level emissions. Further, since light rail is
powered by an overhead electric wire, as advances in fuel and energy
occur, there will be no need to upgrade or retrofit the vehicles as would
be the case with BRT.
Light rail offers better ridership numbers. Studies show that more people
can be coaxed out of their personal automobiles by light rail than by
BRT.
Finally, travel times, especially between Silver Spring and Bethesda
Metro stops will be vastly improved. The trip will be nine minutes. The
county, i.e. we taxpayers, already have purchased the right-of-way along
the Capital Crescent Trail, so let's use it.
With respect to the at-grade alignment through Silver Spring down
Wayne Avenue, this alignment provides a stop in the central business
district, important for the continue economic well being of Silver Spring.
Without a stop in the retail area, more people will simply have to arrive
by car, further worsening the traffic and parking situation.
A stop at Wayne and Dale will be a convenience to our community and
may well serve as a catalyst for the restoration of the Old Blair
Auditorium which otherwise would have severe parking challenges.
This alignment allows for completion of the Silver Spring Green Trail.
Wider walkways along Wayne will accommodate both pedestrians and
bicyclists, improving the safety of their commute.
Yes, it is difficult to engineer an alignment through an established
neighborhood. But having light rail travel in shared lanes on Wayne
allows us to preserve on street parking during off peak hours.
Some of my neighbors would prefer tunneling under Wayne. I am
unequivocally opposed to this tunneling idea.
MTA has stated that no underground stations will be built. Therefore,
tunneling would eliminate the stations in the central business district and
at Dale Drive, resulting in a pronounced gap in service.
From the Silver Spring transit center, the next stop for boarding the
purple line would be on the other side of Sligo Creek completely
bypassing our area and ultimately negating all of the work that MTA has
put into crafting what is an excellent solution that respects both the
needs and character of our urban community.
Thank you for the opportunity to express my comments and thank you
for all the work the MTA has put into the project so far.
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Don
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
slater402@verizon.net

Submission Content/Notes : 402 Mansfield Rd

Silver Spring, MD 20910

December 7, 2008

My name is Don Slater and I am a resident of Park Hills. I live at 402
Mansfield Road, Silver Spring, 6 houses away from the potential Wayne
Avenue at-grade alignment. I strongly favor building the Purple Line,
specifically the Medium LRT option. There are many reasons why I
favor Medium LRT:
·

Light rail offers a predictable, permanent route.

·

Light rail offers a smooth and quiet ride.

·

Light rail has no street level emissions.

·

Light rail will not require retrofitting to better power options.

·

Light rail does not require hardscaping when not on the street.

·
Light rail offers better ridership numbers, especially among
middle class users.
·

Light rail travel times are better – no loop required at Bethesda.

But you know all of that. Let’s focus on some other aspects. The PL will
run from downtown Bethesda to the New Carrollton Metro station.
These two termini could not be more dissimilar. They are in two different
counties and at opposite ends of the socio-economic scale. The PL will
not completely change this difference, but it will go a long way towards
rebalancing it. The PL will give the people of Prince Georges County
who work in Montgomery County a reliable, fast, comfortable transit
solution, in many cases replacing long commutes on multiple busses.
For those in Montgomery going to high tech jobs in Prince Georges
(such as myself), the PL presents a viable alternative to the car. We
have seen dramatic shifts in the location of jobs in the Metro area over
the past 25 years, but there has been little transit-level response to that
shift. Now is the time to step up and deal with it. The single most
important reason to build the PL is the one of economic justice. Not for
the trail users in Bethesda, not for the comfortable middle class in Silver
Spring and College Park. This line is really important for the people of
Long Branch, Langley Park, Riverdale, and New Carrollton who do not
own a car and who depend on good public transit for every aspect of
their lives.

We have all heard a lot of arguments against the PL in some form or
another, particularly with regard to the CCT in Bethesda and Wayne
Avenue in Silver Spring. When the CSX abandoned the Georgetown
Branch, Montgomery County acquired the right-of-way for the specific
purpose of future transit. The creation of the CCT was a desirable, but

secondary goal. That is still the case. The Town of Chevy Chase and
its arguments for Jones Bridge Road BRT are quite simply a stalking
horse for the Columbia Country Club in its fight to continue to enjoy
many acres of public land that it has appropriated on either side of the
right-of-way. The project planners at the MTA have developed some
very nice concepts for bringing the PL through the Country Club and it is
time to move ahead with that. The right-of-way is more than sufficient to
carry two tracks and the trail up to the Air Rights Building. I would
suggest that the planning team give serious consideration to the idea of
taking the line down to a single track under the Air Rights Building, at
least to Wisconsin Ave, where is could come back to two tracks or
remain single-tracked. I can think of no good reason for an extensive tail
track at Woodmont Plaza and there is no need to further antagonize
those would claim it would destroy green space, a somewhat
questionable claim.

The other major sore spot on the PL is the stretch from the Silver Spring
Transportation Center (SSTC) to Arliss Street in Long Branch. Many of
our neighbors, particularly on Wayne Avenue, have “No Train on
Wayne” signs in their yards. A very active minority of neighbors,
concentrated on the Seven Oaks Evanswood Civic Association
(SOECA) have engaged in a very effective fear campaign, alleging that
the PL on the surface will, in effect, be a Metro system line down the
middle of Wayne Avenue. They speak of “dividing the neighborhood”
and “the risk to our schools” as results of this alignment. I can find no
evidence of light rail actually doing this where it has been implemented.
As a child growing up in and around Philadelphia, I often rode streetcars
and trolleys. We walked across the tracks in the same manner that one
uses to cross the street, look both ways before crossing. Rather than
divide our neighborhood, I would submit to you that the opposite will be
the case; good light rail will bring neighbors out of their houses and their
cars to use the system and meet one another at the stations. This is
why we would particularly like a station serving us, either at Wayne and
Dale or Wayne and Mansfield. The LRT will serve to calm traffic on
Wayne Ave. as drivers are forced to obey the speed limits. At a recent
meeting of the Park Hills Civic Association, the leadership provided a PL
referendum ballot with 6 options. These were the options with the
resulting votes in brackets.

1.

No Build (No PL) [9]

2.

TSM (No PL - instead, fix existing bus/transit services) [7]

3.

Medium BRT [1]

4.

Medium LRT [14]

5.
BRT - but only if it's underground Wayne Ave. (not an official
MTA proposal) [4];
6.
LRT - but only if it's underground Wayne Ave. (not an official
MTA proposal) [10]

Obviously not a majority, but a plurality of votes was cast for Medium
LRT at grade on Wayne Avenue. The leader of the Park Hills Civic
Association’s Purple Line Task Force chose to ignore this fact and spin

the vote to meet his needs (he has a “No Train On Wayne” sign in his
yard). His testimony indicated that a majority of the members voted for
“other” options, based on his assumption that a vote for number 6
precluded support for number 4 even though some voters indicated on
their ballots that they would accept number 4 if number 6 was out of the
question. Many of us in the neighborhood were outraged at this
dishonesty and complained to the PHCA president. We are now
reviewing how to best present the association’s views to the Planning
Board and the County Council.

Medium LRT on Wayne Avenue provides:

a stop in the CBD, important for the continued economic well-being of
Silver Spring.
a stop at Wayne and Dale, that will be a convenience to our community.
for completion of the SS Green Trail.
for continued multi-lane vehicle traffic and off-hours parking on Wayne
Avenue.
We are all aware that it is difficult to engineer a transit alignment
through an established neighborhood. Many of our neighbors have said
they would prefer tunneling under Wayne. This is a terrible idea in the
context of the PL LRT concept. There is no operating budget for the
staffing of underground stations, therefore, the tunnel option precludes
stations at Fenton Street and a Dale Drive. While the loss of a station at
Dale would be personally annoying, the idea that the county would
spend so much time and money on the revitalization of downtown Silver
Spring and then would forego a station in the Central Business District is
ludicrous. From the SSTC, the next stop for boarding the Purple Line
would be on the other side of Sligo Creek, completely bypassing our
area and ultimately negating all of the work MTA has put into crafting
what is an excellent solution that respects both the needs and character
of our urban community. Furthermore, the tunnel proponents seem to
have completely forgotten that the construction will be difficult and
extensive and there will be significant traffic impediments at the tunnel
portals.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my comments and thank you
for all the work the MTA has put into this project so far.

Don Slater
slater402@verizon.net

Silver Spring, MD USA
+1.301.817.4168
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Don
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910-5515
DON.SLATER@NOAA.GOV
Dear Dr. Hanson, Mr. Leggett, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
I am writing to express my support for medium Light Rail option using
the Master Plan alignment.
Only light rail, and not bus rapid transit, can carry the heavy passenger
loads foreseen for the Purple Line.
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on Bethesda and
Willow Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the CSX right of
way into the Transit Center in Silver Spring; aim for a 12 ft trail width
wherever feasible since a trail along the tramway will be as popular as
the trail west of Bethesda;
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library;
And please include a stop at Wayne and Dale, as outlined in the DEIS
We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project under the Stimulus program
being developed by the new Obama administration.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
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Jessica
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SLATER.JESSIE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
Earlier this month the Montgomery County Planning Department staff
added their voice to the growing list of endorsers of the medium Light
Rail option using the Master Plan alignment and I am writing to
express my support for many of the conclusions of the staff. The
Planning Board reviewed the report on 1/8/2009 and I understand that
the County Executive will be issuing a statement on the project soon
thereafter, with the Council taking a position on January 27th.
I specifically support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
-- Only Light rail, and not bus rapid transit, can carry the heavy
passenger loads foreseen for the Purple Line.
-- Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
-- Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including
parallel routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on
Bethesda and Willow Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the
CSX right of way into the Transit Center in Silver Spring; aim for a
12 ft trail width wherever feasible since a trail along the tramway
will be as popular as the trail west of Bethesda;
-- Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton
Village area integrated with the new Silver Spring library;
Furthermore I request that you give your full consideration to
retaining the proposed at-grade stop on Wayne Avenue near the
intersection with Dale Drive. Despite some vocal opposition from the
surrounding community, where I too live; I believe we must maintain
this stop for the benefit of not only existing but also future
community members. Arguments as to the supposed quality of life
impact
that unduly focus on drivers, only serve to implicitly priviledge
those individuals over the mass-transit users who will benefit vastly
from this stop specifically and the Purple Line project as a whole.
Please note that I also support the expedited construction of the
Bethesda South Entrance as a priority infrastructure project under the
Stimulus program being developed by the new Obama administration.
I hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible
timeline.
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Tina
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
SLATER.TINA@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Ms. Ratcliff:
I am writing to emphasize my support for the medium Light Rail Purple
Line option and specifically to offer comments on the Wayne Avenue
alignment. Our family lives on Mansfield Road, six houses up from
Wayne Avenue.
Assuming that the powers that be WILL vote FOR the Purple Line and
that the Wayne Avenue alignment will likely be the preferred route,
please let me state my case for the benefits of an at-grade alignment.
(BTW, in the spirit of full disclosure: I am opposed to the tunnel option,
even if money were no object.)

It is essential to the future of Silver Spring and to the success of the
Purple Line that the project includes a downtown stop at Fenton Street.
This is, even more than the Transit Center, the heart of downtown Silver
Spring. With at-grade, we'd have a stop in the CBD at the new SS library
--- which will bring additional customers to downtown SS and be a boost
to the new Fenton Village.
If there is no stop in the CBD, then people will continue to drive their
cars to get to downtown SS (or walk or bike). This will simply compound
the downtown congestion that people already hate. We are preordaining automobile gridlock in downtown SS if we tunnel under and
bypass the CBD. Rail will get people out of their cars --- but only if it
goes where they want to go.
The fallacy of the PL aggravating traffic congestion at Wayne & Fenton,
to me, is a stalking horse ---- because traffic WILL steadily increase at
that intersection over the years (either with or without the PL). The key
is this: if the congestion becomes unbearable, neighbors will have an
option to travel by rail, but ONLY if they have a convenient stop in our
neighborhood at which to board. Otherwise, they must sit in their cars –
period.
Once the PL is built, I think many "anti" neighbors will become converts -- but, again, only IF there is a stop in our neighborhood. They'll enjoy
having a swift trip between here and Bethesda (for jobs, entertainment,
& retail). Neighbors with children would have the advantage of a direct
trip to the U of MD, a primarily commuter campus. It would also provide
a quick trip to Whole Foods & the rest of our nice downtown amenities -- surely faster than going by car & searching for parking.
A stop at Wayne & Dale will enhance the viability of the Old Blair
Auditorium project, otherwise, everyone will be forced to arrive by car
(and where will they park?).
Gas prices will go back up (Peak Oil). Good modern transit with a stop
in our neighborhood will be a benefit to the pocketbook.
The tunnel option that Tom Autrey recently described offers faster
throughput, but is predicated on dedicated lanes down Wayne. While
this might eliminate some property-taking, it would totally eliminate onstreet parking on Wayne. Wayne Avenue residents should be asked

which option is more problematic. But the bigger issue is this --- with a
tunnel option (to Cedar) and with dedicated lanes for the PL, Wayne Ave
becomes one lane in each direction for cars. Can you say "traffic
nightmare?" That would be far more deleterious than having to contend
with a train in shared lanes. I don't think the "anti" people have digested
this one.
In conclusion, I strongly urge that the Governor recommend the medium
LRT option be moved into preliminary engineering and that this option
include the at-grade alignment along Wayne Avenue. I am familiar with
many similar land-use situations and believe the project can be designed
in a manner that protects and enhances property of adjacent residents.
The goal should be a revitalization of the corridor as a transit boulevard
with new sidewalks, street trees and lighting. I look forward to working
with MTA and adjacent property owners to refine the design during
Preliminary Engineering.

Sincerely,

Tina Slater
402 Mansfield Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20910-5515
301-585-5038
Slater.tina@gmail.com
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Tina
Slater
402 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TSLATER@EROLS.COM
Today, Alan Bowser and Chris Richardson, offered testimony at the
Takoma Park Hearing on the Purple Line, speaking as officers of our
Park Hills Civic Association. While they characterized the Association’s
vote as being against an at-grade alignment on Wayne, I think it is
important to present the raw vote totals without interpretation.

On November 20, 2008, Park Hills voted on 6 resolutions (you could
only vote for one) related to the Purple Line --- 45 households voted.
1. No Build (9 votes)
2. TSM (7 votes)
3. Medium BRT per AA/DEIS (1 vote)
4. BRT, but only if it's underground -- not an official MTA proposal (4
votes)
5. Medium LRT per AA/DEIS (14 votes)
6. LRT, but only if it's underground -- not an official MTA proposal (10
votes)

Sincerely,
Tina Slater
402 Mansfield Rd
Silver Spring, MD 20910-5515
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Andy
Slettebak
104 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support an above ground, light-rail, purple line. I live in Silver Spring,
about two blocks off the proposed Wayne Avenue route. I am also a
regular (twice a week) Capital Crescent bike rider that believes the
sharing of the right-of-way with light rail is a good compromise.
One specific opinion on this last point. I have recently heard opposition
to bikeway and light rail side-by-side based on the number of trees that
need to be cut.
I love trees and have planted plenty that may only be best appreciated
after I have moved on. I recognise that trees sometime need to be cut
and then planted anew after development. I bet this was true for the
construction of most of our homes. I say think a few generations back,
then invest a few generations ahead.
Many thanks,
Andy Slettebak
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John
Slettebak
104 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
aslettebak@gmail.com
We are a family of four that live within two blocks of the proposed route
on Wayne Avenue in Silver Spring. I bike on the Capital Crescent Trail
about twice a week to Bethesda -- both for shopping and recreation.
We urge that the purple line be built soon and in a practical way. We are
in favor of at grade light rail, along Wayne and the CC Trail. We
understand that this will involve some compromise, but that the
continuing urbanization of the inner ring suburbs and the long overdue
attention to environmental concerns demand better, smarter and more
cooperative living arrangements.
So bring on the Purple Line, and our thanks and support go to public
officials who listen to all special interests and press forward with the
compromises required to best serve the general public.
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Sligo Computer Services

MD
20912
please make the purple line a light rail.
Bluntly, people don't like buses, just ask them. Light rail will be a boost to
all the businesses along it and increase property values for residents.
Not to mention, encouraging public transit is the moral imperative, just
ask Al Gore. Buses will not meet that moral imperative.
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William
Small
702 Severn Avenue
Annapolis
MD
21403
WILL@WILLGETITDONE.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
William Small
702 Severn Ave
Annapolis, MD 21403
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Giovanni
Smedley
8704 2nd Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Giovanni Smedley, G-I-O-V-A-N-N-I, S-M-E-D-L-E-Y. I live
8704 2nd Avenue in Silver Spring, Maryland. I want to testify today in
support of the light rail transit option for the Purple Line. I've lived in
Silver Spring my entire life and I'm a 22-year old. I can't help but notice
that my age group is under-represented at public hearings of this sort.
For people my age, a connection from Bethesda to Silver Spring to
College Park would be life changing. At the moment, driving is the only
real option between these centers. I personally have experienced trams
throughout Europe and know that they work and not only would I happily
use it, but plenty of people, especially people my age would be excited
to use the light rail, maybe even surprised by how worthwhile it works.
Light rail is affordable enough to actually be built and this viability makes
it a superior option to heavy rail, which is simply too expensive. On the
other hand, when comparing light rail to the cheaper bus rail transit
option, the advantages for light rail are numerous. Among them are
more consistent and faster travel times. Light rail is also easily
expandable to accommodate the inevitably increasing ridership, simply
add more rail cars. Perhaps most importantly, light rail does not hold the
same stigma as buses.
The BRT option would attract current bus riders and improve their travel
time, however, trains are clearly superior in taking drivers off of the road.
Buses simply are not as attractive to current drivers and it's a reality that
should make the bus rapid transit, essentially, ineligible as an option.
Please serve us, the future generations, by finally connecting the
branches of the Red Line. It's time for light rail. Thank you.
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Pietro
Smedley
8704 2nd Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Hi, my name is Peitro Smedley. That's spelled P-I-E-T-R-O, S-M-E-D-LE-Y. And I live at 8704 2nd Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland. I'm here
today to give my own personal outlook on the proposed Purple Line
project. Before I really begin, let me first concede that I have a very
biased perspective on this project. No, I'm not the member of a rich
country club, however, I am an alumnus of the University of Maryland
College Park. I am a young person, 27 years old, and I am a resident of
downtown Silver Spring, where I've lived almost my entire life.
As a young person, I feel I can speak for all of the youth of my
generation in saying that the Purple Line, if it ever is built, would truly be
a dream come true. I'm absolutely one of the so-called stubborn
supporters, maybe not quite so well-connected or well-funded, but I will
be the first to say that this project will benefit me and generations of
young people after me.
I don't want to sit here and list all of the reasons why the Purple Line
should be built, but I will encourage you all to read the Washington
Post's editorial from Sunday, November 15th, which gives a very clear
and concise argument on why the Purple Line absolutely should be built.
What I would really truly hate is to see this project not go through simply
for the sake of upsetting a small group of elite, wealthy individuals.
When it should be built for the sake of thousands and thousands of
people, including my children and my children's children. Thank you very
much for your time.
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James
Smirniotopoulo
4709 Tecumseh St
Berwyn Heights
MD
20740
zulfagar@gmail.com
Much of my non-work travel is along the proposed Purple Line route,
specifically between College Park and Silver Spring. The Purple Line
would reduce the length of my commute via public transportation and
reduce my need to drive, reducing traffic congestion and associate
pollution.
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Sarah and Wes
Smith and Siegner

Chevy Chase
MD
SSMITH@LOWELLSCHOOL.ORG
I received the recent pamphlet about the proposed Purple Line and am
writing
to express my strong opposition to the alternative alignment that would
take
the train along the Georgetown Branch Trail between Connecticut and
Woodmont
Avenues. The trail is one of the few safe places for close-in Bethesda,
Silver Spring and Chevy Chase residents to walk, run and bike safely.
Building a transit system on this path would be detrimental to the
community, to public safety and is unnecessary when an alternate route
along
an existing road exits. Sarah Smith and Wes Siegner, Chevy Chase, MD
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Aaron
Smith
111 Lee Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
CDANCK@LEMUR.ORG
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Aaron Smith
111 Lee Avenue Unit 209
Takoma Park, MD 20912
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Bettina
Smith
8004 Eastern Dr. Apt 302
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Smith, Bettina_Wah, Michael.pdf (60 kb)
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Craig
Smith
1829 Summit Place NW Apt. G1
Washington
DC
20009
CSMITH369@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends for relaxing and pleasant
bike rides from Georgetown to Bethesda. We usually spend the
afternoon shopping and eating lunch in Bethseda. We have found
downtown Bethesda to be a pleasant and inviting destination and the
Trail a very enjoyable way to get there.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gregory M.
Smith
2800 Covered Wagon Way
Olney
MD
20832-2513

Smith.Gregory.pdf (41 kb)
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Jeffrey C
Smith
3814 Williams Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
jeff@jeffreysmithlaw.com
As a nearby resident and user of the Capitol Crescent Trail, I strongly
oppose construction of the purple line. It would permanently impair one
of the few “natural” areas in lower Montgomery County. It is a natural
area that many of us in our hectic lives use as the only opportunity to
relax in a more natural setting. Indeed, in 30 years of living in Maryland,
it is the only place I have ever seen our state bird, the Baltimore Oriole.

The incredible and unique financial pressures of this day also mean that
public expenditures of funds – especially discretionary ones like this –
should be scrutinized more than ever. The proposed purple line simply
cannot be justified under this scrutiny.

Thank you for considering my views.

Jeffrey C. Smith
3814 Williams Lane
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
240.997.1085
jeff@jeffreysmithlaw.com
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Karen K.
Smith
Managmer, FFIEC Examiner Education

MD
KKSMITH@FDIC.GOV
Please do not destroy the Capital Crescent Trail for the light rail line –
there must be a better route!
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Kean
Smith
Railworks Corporation/LK Comstock
2317 Woodstock Drive
Port Huron
MI
48060
ksmith@railworks.com
When do you expect that a decision will be taken on the BRT or LRT
technology? WIll the project be tendered as a design build? What year?
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Mark
Smith
9005 Jones Mill Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
SMITHMARK@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Officials Charged With Doing the Public Good:
I walk the Capital Crescent Trail from Jones Bridge Road to Bethesda
twice a week.
I cherish the quiet, the trees, the green oasis we have here in our midst
And I am not the only one. My path is shared with people of all ages-strolling alone or in pairs, cycling, jogging, watching birds.
Trail users come from all around the region.
If the Purple Line is built on the route of the Capital Crescent Trail, we
will lose two things---- trees and tranquility ---- that can never be
replaced.
Every great place to live needs green oases. If we lose ours, it will
forever degrade the quality of life in Montgomery County.
The Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail would be an
environmental and recreational disaster.
This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail provide rare and
outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated
anywhere else.
Think of your favorite outdoor spot to spend time. Now imagine it gone.
Imagine if someone in the past had decided that the C & O Canal Tow
Path would have been a great place to put a commuter rail line.
Fortunately, that never happened.
I know that the development community is strongly behind siting the
Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail. I know they want to turn
the area around Connecticut Avenue and Manor Road into a major
shopping area. We have enough shopping areas. We need to preserve
our current balance between green and concrete.
Montgomery County without its verdant Capital Crescent Trail is like
New York City without its Central Park and the Potomac without its C &
O Canal,
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
If you do, future generations will thank you and remember you for your
wisdom when others around you had lost theirs.
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Maynard
Smith
Global One, LLC.
15405 Whistline Oak Way
Accokeek
MD
20607
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Peter
Smith
BikeBlogs.org
285 Turk St.
San Francisco
CA
94102
peter@bikeblogs.org
Hi all,
I currently reside in San Francisco, CA, but I was a resident of Reston
and downtown DC for over two years. I love trains and biking and
walking, and I hate buses -- bus travel is beneath human dignity. The
rides experience is terrible - it can rearrange your guts when all you want
to do is relax a bit and read the paper or drink your coffee and get where
you're going.
In short, you get what you pay for - unless you go BRT, in which case
you will most likely get much less than you pay for.
BRT is a half-arsed non-solution to a real problem. BRT is an on-thecheap way to kick the problem down the road a bit. It embodies shortterm thinking, endangering the long-term viability of the region. I love
DC, and I've ridden the Metro all over the place - up into Bethesda every
day where I worked for a few months, up to Silver Spring to catch
movies or just hang out, down to Metro Center and Foggy Bottom and
Dupont Circle and all over DC just to check places out and spend some
time and some money, down to Crystal City and Pentagon City to work
and shop, out to visit my friends and relatives out in Reston, into DC
from Reston -- rail is a far superior experience and therefore attracts a
much larger ridership - of course. It is a dignified way to travel - BRT is
not. Rail is why I traveled all over and around DC -- I simply would not
have taken transit, I would have biked or taken my car.
The only people who advocate for BRT are people who don't ride the
bus, and never will.
If someone suggests that BRT vs. LRT is VW vs. Lamborghini, we
correct them and say it is Yugo vs. Toyota -- this is much closer to the
truth.
And we should rip any public officials who think that real public transit is
too good for us - the unwashed masses.
Some people who don't ride mass transit want to adopt bus rapid transit
at 10, 50, or 150% of the cost of light rail transit (depending on how
much it costs to paint that turd), and in all cases it will deliver less than
5% of the service. Bus service is beneath human dignity, and BRT is a
fraud. We should not tolerate it.
Thank you.
.peter
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Scott
Smith
5801 Wilson Lane
Bethesda
MD
20817
SSMITH1000@HOTMAIL.COM
Montgomery County has been known historically for its green space.
Now, there’s increasing pressure to pave it over. The developers would
sacrifice our natural resource, the Capital Crescent Trail, for profit. As a
regular user of the Trail, I’d hate to see it happen.

Now, I understand that if the Purple Line is built on the Trail, the tunnel
under Wisconsin Ave. would be closed to Trail users. As for the rest of
the Trail, its beauty and tranquility would be lost by converting it to a rail
system. I think that anyone who has ever walked/run/biked the Trail, as I
have, would share this view.

Developers have a single goal: make money, every other consideration
be damned. Politicians need to be perceived as taking action. Why can’t
we take action against the growing demand for transportation by adding
bus service? Buses are a faster, cheaper, more environmentally friendly
solution than rail, and putting them in service does not entail cutting
down trees.

Sincerely,

Scott Smith
5801 Wilson Lane
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Wendie
Smith
Norwood Drive
MD
WENDIESMITH@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Gus
Smyth

MD
GUS.SMYTH@SMITHBARNEY.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I am a native Washingtonian and have lived my entire life in close
proximity to this trail. I have been hiking this path even before it was
converted to a path. When it was converted from railway track to a trail,
we were proud to live in a city that provides natural settings for its
citizens to enjoy. My children now enjoy riding their bikes on the trail.
Please do not convert this beautiful trail with all its wonderful nature and
fresh air back to rail. The trail is used by more citizens in its current state
than if switched to a railway.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Robert
Smythe
4807 Wellington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Robert Smythe, S-M-Y-T-H-E. I live on Wellington Drive
west of Wisconsin Avenue a few hundred yards south of the Bethesda
Metro station. Sorry? Is the mike on? Is that better?
I live on Wellington Drive west of Wisconsin Avenue, a few hundred
yards south of the Bethesda Metro Station and the Capital Crescent
Trail. I'm the President of the Sachs Neighborhood Association.
Our subdivision is comprised of 60 single family homes bordering
downtown Bethesda.
Like many other citizens of Montgomery and Prince George's Counties,
I'm concerned about traffic congestion, air pollution, energy
consumption, loss of tress, open space, and recreational opportunities.
Unlike most speakers at these public hearings, I'm not here to state a
preference for one of the purple line alternatives presented in the draft
environmental impact statement.
I'd like to tell you why and why I think it's also inappropriate for our
elected public officials to be supporting any one of the alternatives
described in the EIS at this point in time.
Put simply, the documents before us are so inadequate, inaccurate and
biased that they cannot be
relied upon as a sufficient basis for objective, responsible decision
making on this matter.
I should explain the basis for my opinion. I have been an environmental
professional for more than 35 years. I was on the senior staff of the
President's Council on Environmental Quality when we wrote and issued
the federal regulations that governed the process and content of
environmental impact statements pursuant to the National
Environmental Policy Act.
Environmental Impact Assessment is my principle field of professional
expertise. The basic purpose of this process is to provide early on an
objective analysis of the potential environmental impacts both direct and
indirect, immediate and long term of any proposed major federal action.
The process was not designed to generate a record of justification for
decisions already made. To the contrary, the documents generated as
part of this process are supposed to, and I quote, "ensure that
environmental information is available to the public, officials and citizens
before decisions are made and before actions are taken. The
information must be of high quality, accurate, scientific analysis and
public scrutiny are essential to implementing NEPA."
In my professional opinion, the draft EIS for this proposed action fails to
meet this most basic requirement. In its tone and content it reads more
like a marketing proposal intended to sell us, the taxpayers, a specific
product rather than to read like a balanced objective, comparative
evaluation done for example by Consumer Reports for new automobiles
or other large consumer items.
Since this project involves the potential expenditure of up to a billion or
more dollars in public funds or more than 50,000 times the cost of a
modestly priced automobile, shouldn't we insist upon having a standard
of careful, objective, unbiased analysis at least equal to that available for
buying a car?
The many substantial flaws in the draft EIS for the purple line render it

grossly inadequate as an objective basis for the long term decisions that
this huge transit proposal requires.
In my opinion, it should be withdrawn and substantially revised to correct
these fatal deficiencies. Thank you.
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Robert
Smythe
Wellington Drive
Bethesda
MD
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Cindy
Snow
20537 Amethyst Ln
Germantown
MD
20874
Hi, my name is Cindy Snow. C-I-N-D-Y, S-N-O-W. I live in Germantown,
Maryland. And I'm here to say that I support the light rail medium to high
investment Purple Line as the way to go, as the alternative to choose. I
grew up in Tacoma Park in Silver Spring, so I know the need for transit
line like the Purple Line.
When I first heard about this project, I thought that it was a great idea
and I still do. Now I'm a resident of Germantown and just so many times
I think if only the Purple Line was built then I wouldn't have to drive. So I
definitely look forward to that being built.
Right now, my kids go to Montgomery College and they're very good
about using public transportation. One of my kids doesn't even like to
drive, she just wants to take the bus, and I hope in the future that they
may be able to go to the University of Maryland. The Purple Line would
be a valuable resource for them and allow them to get there without
having to drive.
One time when I was at the Germantown transit center I was sitting next
to a young woman that I was talking to and she was on her way to the
University of Maryland and we talked about her trip there and it was, in
our discussion, it was clear that she was limited in the classes that she
could take based on the travel time it took to get there from
Germantown, and the restrictions of the buses that she had to take.
When I first got involved in supporting the Purple Line I had to think
really long and hard because I do value the open space that's provided
by the Georgetown Branch. But because I truly believe that the Purple
Line can co-exist with the trail, I decided that I would support it. I think
the staff has done an excellent job of accommodating both interests, the
rail and the trail.
One of the advantages I see to the light rail versus the bus rapid transit
is that the light rail does allow for the green tracks where as the bus
rapid transit would have to have a paved roadway and so I think that
that's an environmental advantage right there.
So, I would like to say please build a better Purple Line, a medium to
high-option light rail with a trail beside it. Let's, let's do it right the first
time.
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Cindy
Snow
20537 Amethyst Lane
Germantown
MD
20874
CINDYS@MYSELF.COM
Dear Ms. Ratcliff,
I am writing to comment on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
for the proposed Purple Line.
First, please build the Purple Line. Please build it as light rail using the
high investment alternative with the hiker/biker trail along side. This will
be an asset to the communities it runs through, as well as Montgomery
and Prince George’s Counties.
One major concern I have with the plan as proposed is the width of the
hiker/biker trail. The proposed width of 10 ft. is not enough. It must be
made wider. I’m not sure how wide the Capital Crescent Trail is, but I
can say that is gets crowded with users. And there have been several
incidents due to the crowding. Please adjust the width of the planned
trail from Bethesda to Silver Spring to 15 ft. The current path is about 13
ft. wide, but during busy times a wider trail would be desirable.
My suggestion would be to take the footage, only when needed due to
narrower right-of-way, from the buffer between the trail and the
transitway. This would not infringe on safety, but would allow for a wider
trail. Where the right-of-way is wider there would not be any need to
reduce the buffer as currently proposed.
One other concern I have is with the trestle bridge over Rock Creek
Park. The current proposal is to replace the trestle. I understand the
pedestrian bridge will need to be moved to accommodate the transitway.
However, why can’t you make adjustments to the trestle so it will fit in
the new location and can be reused? This will continue to add the
character to the pedestrian trail that the trestle currently provides. It will
also keep in line with the Reduce, Reuse motto that the Montgomery
County waste disposal folks encourage.
Also, I want to encourage use of the grass tracks for the transitway
along the Georgetown Branch right-of-way between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. This is a wonderful option. Please use grass tracks wherever
feasible along the entire route of the Purple Line.
I like the plan to follow the existing topography of the trail that will put the
transitway 3 to 4 feet below the trail. The grade separation with the
trains lower is a plus for having the rail and trail coexist.
I am submitting the above comments as an addition to the testimony I
provided at the recent Chevy Chase hearings. I would like to thank the
MTA and Mike Madden for the good work that is being done to plan the
Purple Line.
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Karesa
Snowden
324 Green Mountain Court
Pasadena
MD
21122
LzrRed@aol.com
Snowden 35363.pdf (110 kb)
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Lynn
Snyder
8341 Colesville Ave, #181
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Lynn Snyder, L-Y-N-N, and my last name is Snyder, S-N-YD-E-R.
My address is 8341 Caulfield Road, Silver Spring.
The purple line (inaudible) the purple line. I'm sure, you know, (inaudible)
the purple line helped other people get on it.
REPORTER: Helps other people get on it?
MS. SNYDER: Yes. It's going to help me.
REPORTER: It will help you, too?
MS. SNYDER: Yes.
REPORTER: Okay.
MS. SNYDER: I won't have to go all the way around. Straight.
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Lynn
Snyder
8341 Colesville Ave, #181
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I Support the Purple Line Because.... It would benefit disabled people. It
would make it more convenient to travel. It would make shorter trips for
people. I enthusiastically support this vision of a Purple Line:

1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;

2. Excellent service linking Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park & New
Carrollton Metro Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long Branch,
Langley Park, University of MD, Riverdale Park & other communities;

3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda & Silver Spring, and pedestrian upgrades elsewhere in Prince
George's and Montgomery Counties;

Attachments :

4. A community and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding speedy
implementation of the project.
PL cards.pdf (318 kb)
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Linda
Sobel Katz
1424 Highland Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LINDASKATZ@AOL.COM
Dear Chairman Hanson,
Purple Line Light Rail is the right way to go for the 21st century. Thank
you so much for your leadership on this vital issue.
As a Woodside Park resident and Bethesda worker for decades, I would
personally and professionally benefit from this transit link destined to
move our community and region forward in the 21st century - enriching
our economy, protecting our environment and benefiting our educational
institutions and especially our young students preparing to become our
enlightened leaders of tomorrow. I look forward to your continued
support and will do what I can as a local citizen to help rally the essential
public backing to encourage our Governor, U.S. Senators and
Congresspersons, and County Executive to take appropriate action.
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Daniel
Sobel
611 Woodside PKWY
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DAN.SOBEL@FAA.GOV
COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY:
Daniel Sobel
611 Woodside PKWY, Silver Spring MD, 20910

To
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration

I am a long time resident of Silver Spring and a Volunteer Firefighter/
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) with the Silver Spring Fire
Department. I strongly favor the construction of the Purple Line only if it
is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne
Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road through the adjacent
neighborhood so as to avoid significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the
downtown, and the community of a surface route that will otherwise
likely be the slowest, most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the
system. There is MTA data since the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement makes clear that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment that is as
cost effective for federal funding approval and to improve the rider ship,
travel time, and user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4
billion, which is considerably lower than the “high-investment” light rail
alternative that MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line
Metro project that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved
for federal funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse
impacts of a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies
and written comments of others in the community have explained are not
assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in
meetings with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple
Line that enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the
nearby community. In addition, I am opposed to an unnecessary station
at Wayne and Dale.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted
by Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11,
2008.
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Lee
Sobel
14403 Myer Ter.
Rockville
MD
20853-2354
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Only Light Rail not bus or
BRT!
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Ernesto
Solana
2702 Navarre Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ERNESTO.SOLANA@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
The Purple Line would greatly affect a wonderful resource for
commuting, recreation and environmental.
We use this beautiful trail to go to work by bike, lots of people do it. I
don't think it would be pleasant and safe to ride beside tracks and trains
and no trees! We also use this to go for lunch and dinner to Bethesda
and Silver Spring, go to the swimming pool in a health and recreational
way. Tons of trees would be gone!
We see a lot of people taking walks, jogging, biking, and children playing
and exploring nature in a safe and green space. This cannot be
destroyed!
Thanks for your consideration!
Kind regards, Ernesto Solana
2702 Navarre Dr
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Blanca
Solazaro-Lopez
8144 #3 Villas at Langley
Hyattsville
MD
20785

Solazaro_Lopez.pdf (457 kb)
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Sanna
Solem
9902 Parkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
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Sanna
Solem
9902 Parkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
SANNASOLEM@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett,
Dear All Elected Officials:
I find it very difficult to comprehend that the State of Maryland is willing
to spend millions of dollars on more "roads" between Prince Georges
County and Bethesda, when we already have perfectly good roads
between the two. All that needs to be done is to have express buses
between all of the stops. The roads are already there and just spending
money on new express buses will be a lot more cost effective than
tearing up what little green space we have left. And furthermore, when
cities are in need of green spaces, this purple line will do nothing but cut
down trees and cause more pollution.
I hope that you will take this suggestion into serious consideration.
A concerned homeowner in Montgomery County.
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Dr. Fred
Solomon
4114 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-5034
dfsolomon@starpower.net
Solomon 35537.pdf (127 kb)
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Gloria B.
Solomon
7613 Lynn Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
GLORIA.SOLOMON@GMAIL.COM
I am writing to let you know of my strong opposition to building the
Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. I am in favor of public transit, but the trail is not the right place for
it. As a frequent user of the trail, it is clear to me that the claims that rail
can co-exist with the trail are not true -- there simply is not enough room
to have both a rail line and a safe and usable trail. And building the rail
line would require the permanent removal of all of the trees along the
trail, which would be devastating to the neighborhoods on both sides of
the trail and to the environment.
The trail is a fantastic resource for the county. Please save it.
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Howard
Solomon
6705 Tulip Hill Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20816
I urge that the Light Rail Purple Line be built as quickly as possible.
Given the County's growing auto traffic problems, the need for this
transportation system is especially urgent.
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Michelle
Solomon
5723 Cypress Creek Drive
Hyattsville
MD
20782
Good afternoon gentlemen. Michelle Solomon, that's M-I-C-H-E-L-L-E,
last name is S-O-L-O-M-O-N.
I am a Prince George's County resident and I actually work in
Montgomery County. I work in Bethesda. I am in favor of the Purple
Line. However, it is very important that this board goes back and takes a
survey with the people who actually use public transportation.
I ride, as I say, the public transportation and I actually heard of this
project going on as little as last night. And no one that I actually ride the
transportation system with has even said anything about this project.
So I ask this panel to go back and maybe go within your Metro System
and your communities and check with the people who are really going to
use this transportation. Thank you.
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Blanca
Solzarno-Lopez
Langley Park Community
8144 15th Avenue
Hyattsville
MD
20783
My name is Blanca Solzarno-Lopez. I'm from Guatemala. B-L-A- N-C-A,
S-O-L-Z-A-R-N-O, Lopez, L-O-P-E-Z.
I live in Langley Park. There is 25,000 habitants. We are laborers and
we come from small villages.
What we are asking is that they don't raise our rent because we work
very hard and we are hard workers and we cannot afford higher rent
rates.
And I ask that you, put your hand on your conscience and consider us
because what would we do if you push us out of there?
And I ask God for you to help us because there is children and there is
older women, and what are we going to do? Thank you.
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Kevin J.
Somok
Catholic University of America
School of Philosophy
Washington
DC
20064
KSOMOK@GMAIL.COM
Please tell Gov. O'Malley that I support the construction of the Purple
Line Rail.
Thanks!
-Kevin J. Somok
School of Philosophy
Catholic University of America
Washington, DC 20064
(512) 638-6007
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L.Joseph
Sonnefeld

MD
JOSEPHSONNEFELD@WESTAT.COM
Dear People at: MTA
I strongly support and urge you to choose the light-rail option for the
Purple line. I would be a regular user of light rail to cross the county
from my home in Silver Spring to my job in Rockville, but I would
probably not use the proposed alternative buses.
I rode buses in Chicago for a long time, but that was when traffic flowed
reasonably well. They also ran frequently (every 5-10 minutes on the
main streets) on a "not before" schedule. Unfortunately, that does not
seem to be true in Montgomery County. If my car isn't working and I
need to cross the county by bus, I don't seem to be able to rely on the
printed schedules to be accurate and I have to wait up to a half hour for
a bus. Traffic is often very slow during rush hours and so is the bus.
Light rail would run reliably regardless of traffic. Even buses that burn
natural gas or biodiesel still emit some global warming gases; electric
light rail could run on wind and solar power converted to electricity.
As my wife has said, "People would like a train better than a bus. If you
build it, they will ride."
Sincerely,
L Joseph Sonnefeld
Research Analyst
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WENDY
SOPRANO
1216 BONAIRE RD
FOREST HILL
MD
21050
wsop238@hotmail.com
I AM GOING TO COLLEGE PARK IN THE FALL, I LIVE IN BALTIMORE
. IS THERE ANYWAY I CAN GET FROM CARROLTON TO COLLEGE
PARK FROM THE PENN LINE?
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Sarah
Sorden
4127 Plyers Mill Rd
Kensington
MD
20895
I have been hearing about this purple line for a very long time now. I
think it would be very useful and convenient for metro riders like myself. I
think it should be a light rail and NOT a bus. The bus defeats the
purpose.
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Nancy
Soreng
5506 Uppingham St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is Nancy, N-A-N-C-Y, Soreng, S-O-R-E-N-G. I'm pleased to be
here tonight to speak in favor of building the Purple Line light rail option
on the Georgetown Branch right-of-way. My hometown is Portland,
Oregon and over the years I've witnessed the benefits of their light rail
system has brought. That city's integration of transportation and land use
planning has given the region a head start in addressing the symptoms
of global warming, limited energy resources, and population growth.
TriMet, the regional authority that operates bus and light rail system
reports that ridership growth on Portland transit has been sustained for
18 consecutive years. Between 1995 and 2005, overall ridership
increased 53 percent with only a 20 percent increase in service,
outpacing the 25 percent growth and vehicle miles of travel and the 16
percent growth in population over the same period of time.
Montgomery County has begun to implement transit oriented
development as a policy. Building the Purple Line light rail is a critical
component to making that policy work. Light rail makes sense financially
as well. Although it does require a significant up front investment, it costs
less to operate per passenger carried. Light rail can carry five times as
many passengers as buses, which means a significant savings in
operating costs. Over time, this cost efficiency is critical.
I now live in the town of Somerset and many of my neighbors are eager
to see an expansion of our regional transit system. We live within
walking distance of the Friendship Heights Metro Station. If the light rail
were built, residents of my new hometown could commute to Silver
Spring and College Park for work and recreation with significant time
and carbon footprint savings.
Not only that, but dozens of workers come to my neighborhood by bus
every day to care for the elderly, clean our houses and take care of our
children. The light rail would reduce their travel time and improve their
quality of life.

Attachments :

The last two weekends I've spent a couple of hours collecting signatures
from my neighbors on a letter supporting the Purple Line light rail option.
Of the households I've visited where someone was home,
Testimony DEIS Nov 18 2008.ssoreng.doc (29 kb)

Robert and Nancy Soreng
5506 Uppingham Street, Chevy Chase, MD 20815
nsoreng@comcast.net

Good evening. I’m Nancy Soreng. My address is 5506 Uppingham Street, Chevy Chase. I’m
pleased to be here to speak in favor of building the Purple Line light rail option on the Georgetown
Branch right of way.
My home town is Portland, Oregon and over the years I’ve witnessed the benefits their light rail
system has brought to the region. That city’s integration of transportation and land use planning has
given the state a head start in addressing the symptoms of global warming, limited energy resources
and population growth. TriMet, the regional authority that operates Portland’s bus and light rail
system, reports that ridership growth on Portland transit has been sustained for 18 consecutive years.
“Between 1995 and 2005 overall ridership increased 53% with only a 20% increase in service.
Transit ridership is outpacing the 25% growth in vehicle miles of travel and the 16% growth in
population over that same period of time.”
Montgomery County has begun to implement transit oriented development as a policy. Building the
Purple Line Light Rail is a critical component to making that policy work.
Light rail makes sense financially as well. Although it does require a significant up-front
investment, it costs less to operate per passenger carried. Light rail can carry five times as many
passengers as buses which means a significant savings in operating costs. Over time, this costefficiency is critical.
I now live in the Town of Somerset and many of my neighbors are eager to see an expansion of our
regional transit system. We live within walking distance of the Friendship Heights Metro Station. If
the light rail were built, residents of my new home town could commute to Silver Spring and
College Park for work and recreation with significant time and carbon foot print savings. Not only
that, the dozens of workers who come to my neighborhood by bus every day to care for our elderly,
clean our houses and take care of our children could reduce their travel time and thus improve their
quality of life.
The last two weekends I’ve spent a few hours collecting signatures from my neighbors of Somerset
on a letter supporting the Purple Line Light Rail option. Of the house holds I’ve visited, where
someone was home, over 90% have signed the letter. I plan to continue to collect signatures until
the close of the comment period.
I also support light rail on the George Town Branch right-of-way for the improvements it will bring
to the trail. I frequently ride my bike to Silver Spring and look forward to the end of muddy, rutty
trail sections and safer crossings of large roads like Connecticut, Spring and 16th street. I would far
prefer to ride next to clean quiet light rail on grass tracks than next to buses on wide swaths of
pavement.
Our region needs this project. The federal government is poised to shift their funding focus to
supporting sustainable green infrastructure. We must be in line to take advantage of this
opportunity by making the Purple Line light rail option a top priority.
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James
Sorensen
6700 Needwood Road
Rockville
MD
20855
james.sorensen@mncppc-mc.org
Please send me information about the Purple Line
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Lorraine
Sorrel
6202 54th Ave.
Riverdale
MD
20737
lsorrel@bna.com
Hello, I added a recent workshop on development of the Kenilworth Ave.
corridor. I'm interested/concerned about the alignment of the purple line
as I live next to parkland in the NW corner of East-West Hwy and
Kenilworth. Please let me know if the alignment will affect my house.
Thank you
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cliff
sosin
qwd inc
14219 masterpiece lane
north potomac
MD
20878
cliffs475@comcast.net
I would like to be considered for youor focus groups, How do I get
qualified?
Cliff Sosin
301-251-9397
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Alicia B.
Sosman
4821 Montgomery Lane, #404
Bethesda
MD
20814
ALICIABSOSMAN@HOTMAIL.COM
The Trail is the lungs of Bethesda. If it is destroyed, we, the citizens of
Bethesda will be lacking our main fountain of air, life, excercise, walks,
and good energy.
Walking regularly on the trail with my friends, has helped me to come out
of a deep depression.
Please don't destroy this beautiful and important part of our city.
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Sister Carmen M.
Sotocov
Carmelite Sisters of Charity-Vedruna
8138 15th Ave. #203
Hyattsville
MD
20783

Sotocov, Carmen M.pdf (73 kb)
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Brad
Sotwin
15704 Kanawha Court
Rockville
MD
20855
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Tom Pluta.pdf (46 kb)
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Andrew J.
Sourlis
11605 34th Place
Beltsville
MD
20705
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. David Newman.pdf (65 kb)
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Joseph F.
Spaniol III
7709 Radnor Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
JFS46@MSN.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Please do not destroy the Capitol Crescent trail by building an above
ground light rail train between Silver Spring and Bethesda. The trail is a
unique park that I and thousands of my fellow citizens use continuously.
A light rail train will absolutely destroy the beauty of the park forever, and
render the trail unsafe and undesireable for the recreation that we all
now enjoy.
The argument that the the light rail project would not disturb the beauty
or recreational use of the trail is nonsense. The result would be the
equivalent of replacing the right hand lane of East West Highway
between Bethseda and Silver Spring with a jogging and walking right of
way. Such a right of way would be approximately the same distance,
could be made just a safe, would have the same utility, and would be
just as pleasing for recreational use as a post-light rail vesion of the
Crescent Trail. And of couse no right thinking person would propose to
use East West Higway in that way.
I understand there are several alternatives to the Capitol Crescent Trail
plan. Please consider them.
The park is a rare treasure that is irreplaceable.
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Laura
Spann
2807 11st NW
Washington
DC
20001-3901
lauraespann@gmail.com
Spann 35579.pdf (117 kb)
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Nadine G.
Sparer
10824 Margate Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
NSPARER@VERIZON.NET
With respect to the above subject matter, I am against adding another
tax burden to the tax payers of Montgomery County....The
Interconnector was the last straw...Neither was it needed nor was it
wanted by the majority of the citizens of our county....it was wanted by
Developers and b y P.G County, but it was mainly Montgomery County
that was going to have the tax burden....In this economy, where every
penny counts, we need money for schools, human services, social
services, the elderly, etc. etc. If the Purple Line is to bridge
Montgomery and PG County, then why was the ICC built?? Either, one
or the other, but having both is a duplication of transportation services,
and far too much of a monetary burden on our County.
Respectfully yours, Nadine G. Sparer
10824 Margate Road
Silver Spring, Md. 20901
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Judith
Sparrow
5101 River Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
JUDY.SPARROW@HHS.GOV
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Since I live on River Road and in very close proximity to the "bike trail," I
am a heavy user of the trail -- both for biking and for walking up to
Bethesda. Given the congestion in Bethesda, and almost everyplace, my
ability to walk up there, away from the traffic, is very important to me and
is good for our community. The bike trail gives me and other bikers
access to downtown Washington, without having to drive our cars,
contribute to pollution and traffic congestion. It's healthy, too.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Chet Speed

6004 Cobalt Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
Hello. I am opposed to the Purple line for a few reasons. Most
importantly, some folks homes will be destroyed to create a light rail. No
problem if it's not your house, big problem if it is. Legget and the rest of
the council wouldn't be so supportive if it was their homes in the way.
secondly, where's the money? please don't count on the stimulus bill for
the cash, that's way to speculative. more than a billion dollars for a
project when the state's deficit's in the billions? you know that means
more taxes. i a recession, this doesn't sound too responsible to me.
thank you for taking the time to consider my views.
Chet Speed
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Elizabeth
Spencer
8712 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EDSMSW@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley:
It is horrifying to me that the neighborhood that I love may be ripped
apart by a loud, polluting rail line. Three generations of my family live
here. It is quiet, with modest homes and a strong sense of community. I
remember the days when the train still ran on the single line track, down
to Georgetown in the morning, and back in the evening. This is a singleline track. How a double track, above-grade train as well as a path could
exist on this narrow right of way is impossible to imagine. Please listen
to the pleas of the people who live here and reconsider making this a
true metro line by tunneling, running an above-ground line around the
beltway, or trying to optimize the bus line. Thank you.
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John
Spencer
8712 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JDSCPA123@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I have been a resident of the Coquelin Run neighborhood for the past 16
years and my street (Susanna Lane) is adjacent to the proposed
Georgetown Branch light rail. I and my family use the Trail frequently,
especially during the warmer months to run and bike from our Chevy
Chase home to Bethesda and back. Contrary to many of the newspaper
articles, we are not elites and not NIMBYs -- I work for a nonprofit
organization providing affordable housing and my wife is a part-time
clinical social worker.

I am writing once again to ask you NOT to build the Purple Line abovegrade along the Georgetown Branch trail route. The Trail is revered for
its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all of the
mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and
trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three
minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or
buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.

Having said all that, I realize that our area needs better transit. But as
the signs say in our neighborhood, Build a Better Purple Line, using your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Aila
Spiegel
8811 Colesville Road, Apt 707
Silver Spring
MD
20910
stressedoutstudent@gmail.com
Spiegel 35828.pdf (110 kb)
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Taru
Spiegel
8811 Colesville
Silver Spring
MD
20910
taru.rauha@gmail.com
Spiegel 35838.pdf (107 kb)
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Anne
Spielberg
606 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ASPIELBERG@HARMONCURRAN.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY:
Anne Spielberg
606 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS. What follows
is a somewhat longer version of the testimony I gave at the November
22 public hearing at Montgomery College in Takoma Park:

I am Anne Spielberg, and I have lived on Greenbrier Drive in Silver
Spring for more than 15 years. My home is just one block off of Wayne
Avenue, where MTA has proposed putting a Purple Line at surface in
the midst of our residential neighborhood.
I am a strong advocate and dedicated user of public transportation. I
have used both the metro system and buses virtually every workday
since moving here in 1993. However, placing a Purple Line at surface
through downtown Silver Spring and on Wayne Avenue will not improve
our public transportation system, and it will destroy our newly revived
downtown and my community. The only Purple Line route, whether
Light Rail or Bus Rapid Transit, that will promote effective mass transit is
one that involves tunneling under both downtown Silver Spring and the
Wayne Avenue residential community.
Unfortunately and significantly, MTA’s Draft Environmental Impact
Statement is completely deficient in failing to consider this alternative of
a Purple Line that is tunneled under Wayne Avenue. The DEIS also is
completely deficient in failing to consider or evaluate the numerous
adverse impacts that will result from a Purple Line at surface.
A surface Purple Line will result in widening nearly 2/3rds of that portion
of Wayne on which it will travel. In significant ways, Wayne Avenue will
be as wide as Colesville Road.
A surface Purple Line will destroy green space and take significant parts
of the front lawns of most of my neighbors on Wayne Avenue. Many of
these residents are immigrants and families whose first homes are on
this street.
A surface Purple Line will destroy the home of the moderate income,
elderly residents of the Springvale Retirement Community, who will lose
green space and be unable to use the dangerous street Wayne Avenue
will become.
A surface Purple Line will require closing the Wayne Avenue entrance to
the parking lot used by both Sligo Creek Elementary and Silver Spring
International Middle School and force the opening of a new entrance on
Dale Drive or in the surrounding neighborhood, along with the resulting
severe traffic tie-ups and problems. The lower level parking lot used by
SSIMS will also likely be lost.
A surface Purple Line will create a huge physical divider in our
community, increasing traffic congestion and capacity, and making it
dangerous and difficult for pedestrians and bikers to use the street,
including my children and others who walk to and from Sligo Creek

Elementary and Silver Spring International Middle School.
A surface Purple Line will divert more cars onto Dale Drive and Sligo
Creek Parkway and onto our neighborhood streets where numerous
small children play.
A surface Purple Line will result in significantly elevated noise levels on
Wayne and the surrounding neighborhood as trains travel through up to
20 times an hour.
It is at best, short-sighted to destroy the walkable and livable nature of
Wayne Avenue by building a surface Purple Line, especially when
planners are now looking at how to revamp streets such as Rockville
Pike so they will become more like Wayne Avenue is now. In addition, a
surface Purple Line will be slow given that it will travel through very
congested areas on Wayne Avenue and in downtown Silver Spring, and
it will take relatively few cars off the road.
By contrast, a Purple Line that is tunneled through downtown Silver
Spring and the rest of Wayne Avenue as it continues through our
neighborhood is a viable public transit option that is ignored in the DEIS.
Recent information from MTA suggests that this kind of tunneling
involving a hybrid option can be very cost effective and would increase
ridership significantly. And tunneling avoids the significant adverse
impacts on the surrounding community and downtown caused by a
Purple Line at surface on Wayne Avenue.
Our community, unlike any other community through which the Purple
Line has been proposed, has supported putting it through our own
neighborhood—if it can be tunneled under Wayne so as to avoid
significant damage to our homes and environment. Tunneling of the
Purple Line is the only public transit option that makes sense and the
only alternative that should be considered. For infrastructure such as
public transit, we must take the long view and build in a way that is
constructive, rather than destructive.
Thank you.
Anne Spielberg
606 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
aspielberg@harmoncurran.com
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Anne
Spielberg
606 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Anne Spielberg, A-N-N-E, S P-I-E-L-B-E-R-G. I have lived
on Greenbrier Drive in Silver Spring for more than 15 years. My home is
just one block off Wayne Avenue where MTA has proposed putting a
purple line at surface in the midst of our residential neighborhood.
I'm a strong advocate and dedicated user of public transportation, but
placing a purple line at surface through downtown Silver Spring and on
Wayne will not improve public transit and it will destroy our newly revived
downtown in my community.
The only purple line route that will promote effective mass transit is one
that tunnels under both downtown Silver Spring and the Wayne Avenue
residential community.
Significantly, the draft EIS is completely deficient in failing to consider
this alternative. The DEIS is also deficient in failing to consider the
numerous adverse impacts that will result from a purple line at surface.
A surface purple line will result in widening large parts of Wayne. In
significant parts, Wayne will be as wide as Colesville Road. A surface
purple line will destroy green space and take significant parts of the front
laws of most of my neighbors on Wayne. Many of these residents are
immigrants and families whose first homes are on the street.
A surface purple line will destroy the home of the moderate income,
elderly residents of the Springvale Retirement Community who will lose
green space and be unable to use the dangerous street Wayne will
become.
A surface purple line will create a huge physical divider in our
community, increasing traffic congestion and making it difficult and
dangerous for pedestrians and bikers to use the street, including my
children and others who walk to and from Sligo Creek Elementary and
Silver Spring International.
A surface purple line will divert numerous cars onto our neighborhood
streets where many small children play.
It is at best short sighted to destroy the walkable and livable nature of
Wayne by building a surface purple line, especially when planners are
now looking at how to revamp streets such as Rockville Pike so they will
become more like Wayne is now.
A surface purple line will also be slow, given that it will travel through
very congested areas and will take few cars off the road.
By contrast, a purple line that is tunneled under Wayne is a viable public
transit option that avoids these significant adverse impacts.
Recent information from MTA suggests that tunneling can be cost
effective and would increase ridership.
Our community, unlike any other community through which the purple
line has been proposed, has supported putting it through our own
neighborhood if it can be tunneled under Wayne to avoid significant
damage to our homes and environment.
We must take the long view. Tunneling of the purple line under Wayne is
the only public transit option that makes sense. Thank you.
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Debbie
Spielberg
108 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DEBBIESPIELBERG@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : While I do not represent any particular group, I believe my background is
relevant. I have recently completed serving as the Chair of the Silver
Spring Citizens Advisory Board for 2 1/2 years. I have been on the
Citizens Advisory Board for almost 6 years and active with its
committees for several years prior to joining the Board. I am involved in
a local PTA and local politics. I write all this to let you know that I have
talked to many in the community over time. And I have struggled with my
own position on the Purple Line. And here is where I am.

I support a light-rail Purple Line, but it must be done right.

What does that mean? In brief, it means that a line down Wayne
Avenue must go underground through downtown Silver Spring and
under Wayne Avenue until Mansfield Road.

This draft EIS has neglected to study this important alternative of the
route in this area.

Many believe -- and I agree -- that a line at-grade through downtown
Silver Spring would wreak long-term havoc. I support efforts to
discourage cars at every opportunity, but an at-grade Purple Line would
not do that. What it could do is turn consumers away from downtown
Silver Spring. The public and private investment in downtown has been
huge, and it has been successful. We should not undermine that
laudable achievement.

Second, an at-grade line on Wayne Avenue, would require that much of
the road be widened to the width of Colesville Road. Some proponents
of the at-grade line disagree with that assessment, but based on
statements from the MTA, this is accurate. It will be ugly and
unnecessary.

Which leads me to another point: no one knows exactly how this train
would look because the MTA has not told us. No one can tell us how
the "new" Wayne Avenue might look. No one has exact information on
the size and look of power stations or the actual stops. No public
information is available about the amount of front yards that will
disappear to widen Wayne. It has been acknowledged that an at-grade
train means no room for the separate bike path called for in the master
plan. Cyclists will have to share a sidewalk with pedestrians, where
there is not enough space for both.

MTA and some elected officials have dismissed the concept of tunneling
under Wayne, saying that it's too expensive. But they said that without
having assessed the costs of at-grade versus tunneling through the
area.

In a presentation before the Silver Spring Citizens Advisory Board in
November, Mike Madden from the MTA presented FTA cost
effectiveness measure numbers for the different options. He included a
"hybrid" option that would tunnel through downtown Silver Spring and
emerge at Cedar Street and would not include a station at Dale Drive.
This option would INCREASE the number of riders over an at-grade
option and would have a neglible cost increase over the medium
investment LRT (non-hybrid).

The tunnel needs to continue under Wayne Avenue until Mansfield
Road. More recent estimates indicate that the additional tunnel length
would be within the federal cost-effectiveness measure that is crucial for
federal funding.

Many have dismissed the community's request for the tunnel as
unrealistic. But this community has studied the proposal carefully and
reviewed the information. This is not a community that simply says no.
This is a sensible, transit-oriented community that understands nuance
and tries to find sensible solutions. This is the community that said no to
the proposed "mega-mall" for downtown Silver Spring (which would have
been a financial and planning fiasco) and yes to the current
development, which has been successful.

Everyone agrees that the Purple Line is for the long-term - that is why
many believe light-rail is better than bus rapid transit. If this is for the
long-term, then we need to invest the money up front -- implement the
option that the community needs to maintain a thriving, vibrant, attractive
residential and commercial area and which will provide faster travel
times and better service for riders -- a tunnel under downtown Silver
Spring and under Wayne Avenue until Mansfield Road.
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Debbie
Spielberg
108 Sheffield Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Spielberg_Debbie.pdf (218 kb)
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Naomi
Spinrad
4810 DeRussey Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NSPINRAD68@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Members of the Montgomery County Council,
Joan Kleinman,

I am writing as a Crescent Trail user to urge you to bring some common
sense to decisions about the Purple Line and to reject a Purple Line
along the Crescent Trail with a terminus in downtown Bethesda. In fact,
the Environmental Defense Fund has just notified the pro-light rail transit
group Purple Line Now that it does not support the Inner Purple Line
Light Rail Transit option along the trail. According to EDF’s
Transportation Director, “[A]dditional information has surfaced since
2002 on the likely impacts and design of the Inner Purple Line LRT, as
proposed by Maryland Department of Transportation (DOT). Recent
analysis by Sam Schwartz for the Town of Chevy Chase has convinced
EDF that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Purple Line
has not fairly considered Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) alternatives. Impacts
to the viability of the Capital Crescent Trail and urban design problems
posed at the western terminus of the LRT in downtown Bethesda need
to be more fully considered. The large job growth that BRAC will bring to
the National Institutes for Health and the Naval Medical Center area also
make the Jones Bridge BRT option a viable one that deserves greater
consideration. With the large budget deficits that Maryland faces, it is not
prudent to dismiss the highly cost-effective BRT options for the Purple
Line corridor. It appears BRT would also be more effective at reducing
greenhouse gases and cutting use of motor vehicles in the corridor and
the region. EDF is concerned that the Environmental Impact Study (EIS)
for the Purple Line is seriously flawed...”

The decision by the Base Realignment and Closing Commission, made
after this route was suggested, to shut down Walter Reed Army Hospital
and transfer most of its patients and services to the National Naval
Medical Center creates major traffic issues along Wisconsin
Avenue/Rockville Pike, Cedar Lane, and Jones Bridge Road. Maryland
just recently reduced the already inadequate funding to alleviate
congestion expected from an additional 2,500 employees and 535,000
patients and visitors annually at the Medical Center. This is a concern
not just for nearby neighborhoods but for anyone who commutes along
Route 355 and other roads in the area. Many of us believe that the
BRAC decision demands that Purple Line routing be reevaluated.

Many of our children walk or bike along the trail to get to BethesdaChevy Chase High School or to Westland Middle School. We have
legitimate safety concerns around a narrowed trail and the nearby
presence of rapid transit. The trail and tunnel have been a safe way for
children and adolescents to get to school. Closing the tunnel (the tunnel
path to be replaced either by lanes in Bethesda streets, including
Wisconsin Avenue, to be navigated in rush hour, or by a zigzag raised
trail that appears not to be wide enough), tail tracks next to what has

become Bethesda’s town center, and potential maintenance in that
same area are bafflingly wrongheaded.

The Purple Line as currently envisioned will terminate at Woodmont
East, by the intersection of Woodmont and Bethesda Avenues in
Bethesda. This intersection has spontaneously become the heart of the
Bethesda-Chevy Chase community. Its anchor is a Barnes and Noble
that is a magnet for young and old. How many communities can boast
that a bookstore is a prime meeting place for its teens? A light rail line
terminating at this intersection will disrupt the entire sense of community
– safe community – that has developed over the past decade.

Yes, Bethesda has upscale shops. It is grossly unfair to suggest, as a
local newspaper has, that those who object to the proposed light rail
plan along the Crescent Trail are all high-income white elitists who want
to keep lower class brown and black people out. What we who live in
this area want is a Purple Line that preserves what has been
accomplished here while making access to both Bethesda and the Naval
Hospital more convenient to those from outside the immediate area.

What the trail and Bethesda offer –green spaces for recreation and
commuting; safe spaces for young and old alike to enjoy – should be
available to our neighbors in Silver Spring and Prince George’s County.
Instead of destroying this invaluable resource, why not preserve it and
adapt the Purple Line plans so that it best serves the expanded
population that could use it?

Self Magazine just named Bethesda the healthiest place in the country
for women, and specifically noted its parks and trails. What works here
should be copied, not destroyed.

Thank you for your attention and serious consideration.

Sincerely,
Naomi Spinrad
4810 DeRussey Parkway
Chevy Chase MD 20815
301-652-1871
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Naomi
Spinrad
4810 DeRussey Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
NSPINRAD68@VERIZON.NET
I am writing to urge you as strongly as I can to reject any Purple Line
light rail route that would impinge on or destroy the Crescent Trail, which
has become a vital corridor for commuters, hikers, bikers, roller bladers
and others who use it to get to work or school, for exercise, and for the
simple joy of nature free of the hustle and bustle of our more urbanized
areas.

I also urge you as strongly as possible to send the whole package back
for reconsideration in light of the BRAC decision to shut down Walter
Reed Army Hospital and transfer many of its functions, patients, and
staff to the National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda.

I am totally baffled that government officials do not realize changed
circumstances require that they revise plans that do not accommodate
these changes.

Finally, I am astounded that any official would want to damage if not
destroy the extraordinarily successful Woodmont Avenue-Bethesda
Avenue area by imposing a light rail station, tail tracks, and the
associated congestion and safety issues. This intersection has become
a natural gathering place for our entire community and it makes no
sense to mess it up.

Yes, a Purple Line is necessary. But it is also necessary to create a line
that serves the needs of 2010 and beyond, not one designed for 1999.
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Theodora
Springer
3905 Saul Road
Kensington
MD
20895
TDYSPRINGER@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, et al.,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. That number includes me and my husband,
who uses the trail to bike to work; and we are glad that we have access
to such a gem. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents pushing
strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual cyclists,
teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mark
Squier
3908 Leland Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MSQUIER@MSASTRATEGIES.COM
I’m writing to urge you NOT to destroy this fantastic and beautiful trail.

I bike – and have a family with three children – I have lived in the
Bethesda area my entire life – you know this trail is unique – you know
that places where you can hike and bike are rare inside the beltway –
and you know that a light rail will do nothing to truly solve traffic
problems that need much bigger solutions.

Building light rail on this trail is not a smart solution from an
environmental stand point or from a fiscal standpoint. It is a silly project
being pushed by developers desperate to develop more property inside
the beltway.

Be part of the “Change” Barack Obama is trying to bring to this country
and say no to these greedy special interests. Say yes to protecting areas
for future generations and no to the “business as usual” crowd.

Allowing developers to destroy this great trail for a project that is fiscal
mess, will not fix traffic problems, and will deny future generations of
Marylanders the chance to enjoy a great trail inside the beltway is bad
government.

I hope you approach this decision with the trust you were elected to use
on our behalf and not by the donations of special interests who serve
themselves rather than the common good of our community.

Thank you for your time and your consideration.

I hope you do the right thing.
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Kartik
Sribarra
100 Ritchie Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
KARTIK@RAILSTOTRAILS.ORG]
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and, -Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
It is incredibly important that we work for more transit and
nonmotorized transportation options. This is an essential
program for the health of our communities. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Kartik Sribarra
100 Ritchie Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Allison Barra
Srinivas
100 Ritchie Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ALLI.BARRASRINIVAS@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Allison Barra Srinivas
100 Ritchie Ave
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Darunee
Srisilapanan
7959 Rigg's Rd
Adelphi
MD
20783
as i was the resident more than 25 yrs i need to see my area
improvement and progress purple line thanks to make it happen.
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Attachments :

Jonathan B.
St. Thomas
833 West Pratt Street, Apt 707
Baltimore
MD
21201-1098
There are certain parts of the proposed purple line that should be built
underground, like downtown Silver Spring. There has been this love
affair between Americans and rail since the 1800's. Don't forget to check
out the RTA Health Line of Cleveland, Ohio. Good Luck.
5.pdf (1 mb)
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Jonathan
St. Thomas
833 West Pratt Street
Baltimore
MD
21201
My name is Jonathan St. Thomas. Spelled J-O-N-A-T-H-A-N, last name
spelled S-T. T-H-O-M-A-S. I live on 833 West Pratt Street, Apartment
707, Baltimore, Maryland, 21201. How I got here from BWI Airport? A
WMATA Express Bus Service B30, also the R12 from that Metro Station.
Anyway, I think it would be a good idea to consider going underground in
downtown Silver Spring, to make sure that it does not destroy any
neighborhoods. And at least in one or two other parts of the proposed
Purple Line, although Bus Rapid Transit would be a good idea, I like the
idea of light rail very much.
And remember the history of Washington, D.C. when they had a big
street car system that runs like light rail only it ran in the streets, which is
one of the reasons why probably after World War II it was converted to
buses. Then shortly after that the plan to build the present WMATA
Metro Subway system was conceived because there was much too
much traffic in the streets.
Anyway, I'm for the Purple Line whether it is Light Rail or Bus Rapid
Transit. Just make sure you do not plow through any neighborhoods or
communities.
Wikipedia, the free on-line encyclopedia, has information on both Light
Rail and Bus Rapid Transit. There is a nice little pro-Light Rail website
called www.lightrailnow.org and there's a pro-Bus Rapid Transit website
called www.gobrt.org. The first one, the Light Rail is
www.lightrailnow.org. Anyway, thank you all and have a nice, safe
weekend.
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Robert
Stahlbush
8716 Leonard Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
STAHLBUSH@STARPOWER.NET
I am writing to let you know that I support the light rail option for the
Purple Line and I think we cannot delay because the need is so great for
this addition to the transit options for residents of our area. I strongly
support the Georgetown Branch Trail route between Silver Spring and
Bethesda because it is the shortest and most effective route between
the two downtown areas.
My wife and I ride our bicycles along the Georgetown Branch Trail and
we enjoy the beauty of the trees along the trail, but we use our cars
more than our bikes and we think the economic benefits of the Purple
Line to the businesses and the residents are more important. We also
think it is possible to accommodate the needs of walkers and bicyclists
along with the needs of employees who work in Bethesda and would be
able to get to their jobs without having to use their cars. Our nation and
our planet would be better off with fewer vehicles on the road and we
urge you to support the Purple Line Light Rail option.
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William
Stahr
7909 Lynbrook Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20814

Stahr 34853.pdf (79 kb)
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Leonard
Stamm
8713 Second Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LSTAMM@LSTAMM.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
I use the Capital Crescent trail 4 or more days every week. I bike and
jog on it with my dog. I have trained for 4 marathons on it and am
currently training for a 5th. It is an oasis of peace and
tranquility inside the beltway. It is relatively flat. It is shaded, and away
from cars and buses. In my opinion, putting the Purple Line through it
will ruin it not just for our generation, but for all future generations.
Please do not destroy this trail!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Attachments :

Jason
Stanek
3109 River Bend Ct. D202
Laurel
MD
20724
I support the Purple Line because...
Ms. Ratcliff -- Marylanders want to reduce their reliance on automobiles.
Let's save the environment and reduce traffic congestion by building the
Purple Line in the near future.
Annon Cards_ I support_Stanek,Jason.pdf (55 kb)
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Julie
Stanish
4307 Elm Street
Chevy Chase
MD
JASTANISH@HOTMAIL.COM
Seriously, with government money so tight, why is there ANY question
that the most logical option for the Purple Line is the bus route to the
Navy Med Center. Have you not realized that is where the JOBS are?
Having a light rail to Bethesda:
--Does not connect directly to the Navy Med Center/BRAC. This means
to transport people going there would require buses to get people there.
This seems counterintuitive. Why not go directly there?
--Cost more. And, in the current environment, every dollar counts
--Would ruin the Georgetown Branch of the Capital Crescent Trail. We
need more options, not fewer, to use bikes and other modes of transport
and not have trains within spitting distance. It makes it scary, noisy and
not pleasant.
As I understand it, the proposed light rail does not even hook directly
into the Metro system. What's with this? Do you seriously think people
are going to leave the train and walk over to metro, pay an additional
fare?
The light rail option is not a good idea. Too much money, not enough
benefit.
Julie Stanish
4307 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD
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Julie
Stanish
4307 Elm
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JASTANISH@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Bethesda and it sourrounding areas may be what you consider to be an
urban hub and the most important thing from your perspective may be to
aid development. But, the fact is that people also have to live here.
Development is fine as long as it is balanced with a bit of nature.
Humans need nature. This isn't easy to find in the Bethesda area. And,
it's getting more and more built up by the day.

The Trail where many would like to put the Purple Line is a natural park
that is not by any means a huge wide open space. But, it does provide a
bit of escape from the ever present traffic, people and bustle that is
Bethesda.

I've heard and read that many people consider putting a trail and rail on
the same small bit of land is the best solution for everyone. However,
while it may provide a "preferred" mode of transit, it comprismises
greatly the usability of the trail.

I often ride the bus from the eastern side of Washington to the west. The
experience on the bus is no worse than on the metro. Both modes of
transit have people standing, enduring sometimes rude or smelly people
and a lurching experience with many many stops along the way. I ride
both bus and train on a frequent basis, and for people to assert that the
bus is a lessor experience than the train is absurd. The experiences are
the same.

But, the experience on the trail with light rail running alongside is far
from the same experience. Having trains or buses within a few feet will
never make using this trail a relaxing experience again.

To save people a few minutes of time (when there is already bus and rail
connections to Bethesda, Silver Spring and New Carrollton) and to ruin
an already well used trail is not economically or aesthestically the best
alternative. There are other routes and options available (like running
more frequent buses on established routes).

It takes me an hour to get to my work via train or bus from the Bethesda
to Brookland/CUA area. I am more than willing to sacrifice this time

spent to preserve the trail. It is more important to spend time enjoying
this vital resource than it is to have a faster commute.

Studies have shown that even though the Capital Crescent Trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring is unpaved, more than 10,000 walkers and
bikers traversed it weekly -- as of 2006 -- and that number is growing
steadily. Trail users come in all sizes, ages, races, nationalities, and
abilities. Families with small children on bikes, parents with strollers, the
elderly, teenagers, dog walkers, high speed bikers -- all use the Trail.
Trail users come from all over the region.
The environmental impacts of building the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail are huge:
The impact of cutting down all the trees and running trains or buses
about 10' from families, children and the elderly is huge.
The impact of permanently closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail use, or
at best, putting the Trail above the trains in the Tunnel is huge.
The impact of parking trains awaiting maintenance next to Giffords Ice
Cream and the Landmark Theater -- or running buses through there -- is
huge.
Even though twenty years ago the Georgetown Branch/Capital Crescent
Trail right-of-way may have been purchased for transit and a trail, the
State is NOT absolved from doing a complete and objective evaluation
of the environmental impacts of putting Purple Line trains or buses along
the Trail now.

The Purple Line Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to
allow for an objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating
of the transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". And yet, the DEIS appears to be neither objective, fair nor
complete.
The adverse environmental and community impacts are severely
understated in the DEIS -- for all of the rail and bus alternatives that
would build the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch of the Capital
Crescent Trail. (And given the apparent bias in this study, it causes one
to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which are
technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.)
In 1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of
way, and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the
master plan, it was difficult for leaders and citizens to foresee how
popular and valuable the Capital Crescent Trail would become as a
natural, tree-lined greenspace and Trail.
Had our public officials known then what we know now about the
environmental benefits of preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and
natural greenspace in lower Montgomery County, and had they known
the environmental costs of putting transit in this location, they may have

supported purchasing the right of way solely for parkland -- just like the
Capital Crescent Trail from Bethesda to Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Now, it is time for our public officials to take a new, fresh and unbiased
look at where transit should best be located, and reflect the current
transportation needs of the entire county.

There could be a tremendous regional benefit provided by a full
consideration of the Bus Rapid Transit alternatives on Jones Bridge
Road in the AA/DEIS: the opportunity to provide for good east-west
transit in the southern part of Montgomery and Prince Georges Counties
in a cost-effective way, saving as much as $1 billion over the other
alternatives, and at the same time addressing the transportation and
traffic needs posed by the BRAC.

In any event, it is essential that our public officials grasp the value that
residents place on preserving our irreplaceable trees and beautiful
recreational greenspace in lower Montgomery County.

Below are some specific concerns about the the Draft EIS as it relates
to transit along the Capital Crescent Trail:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.

2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.

Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will

double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
Even though the right-of-way was originally purchased for transit and a
trail, that doesn’t absolve the State from doing a complete and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts of putting transit in this location.

3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain is almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.

8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail

Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous
ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb fences, for
example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East Bethesda,
Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in the Town
of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth come
through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.

9. Closing the Bethesda Tunnel for Trail Users or building the Trail
above the Trains in the Tunnel
The medium- cost light rail option of routing 10,000 trail users weekly
across Wisconsin Avenue at grade and along Bethesda Avenue would
be TOTALLY unsafe. A child was hit by a car crossing at Wisconsin
Avenue before the Tunnel was opened ten years ago. The high-cost
light rail option of routing trail users above the trains in the Tunnel would
also seriously diminish the use of the Trail by everyone except perhaps
high speed bikers. Families with children, the elderly, etc.would find this
Tunnel passage difficult.
10. Parking Trains Awaiting Maintenance next to Giffords Ice Cream
and the Landmark Theater -- or Running Buses Through There
Using the open space at Bethesda and Woodmont Avenues as a "Tail
Track" for trains -- or a roadway for buses -- would ruin the ambiance
and safety of this open space, which is an important amenity in the
heart of downtown PleBethesda.

11. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how
many of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no analysis
of the impact on the property values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not done a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given this apparent bias, it causes one to have grave
concerns about other areas of the study which are technical and not so
transparent, such as ridership, time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of the

Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.

Thank you,

Julie Stanish
4307 Elm
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Thomas
Stanley
RK&K

MD
21217
tastanley@rkk.com
"Construction on the Purple Line could begin is 2013/2014, if funding is
available."
should be:
"Construction on the Purple Line could begin in 2013/2014, if funding is
available.
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Paul
Stanton
5015 Baltimore Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20816
PAULKATH@COMCAST.NET
Sirs,
I have lived in the Bethesda area my whole life. As a child I walked
on the train tracks to Western Junior high. As a adult I bought a
house in the the area so that I could raise my family here for the
schools and to be near the Crescent trail. We use it at least
several times per week both to get into Bethesda without driving and
for exercise.
It would be a huge mistake to ruin this trail. Its would be like
paving Central Park in New York.
There will never be enough traffic on a trolly to justify ruining our
majestic trail.
It will be way too expensive to build a train set in Bethesda. Lets
just pay anyone to take a taxi for the next 20 years instead.
I will do everything I can to get you out of office if you proceed
with the train set.
Please reconsider, add a bus line on East-West highway. Build a metro
tunnel, anything else.
Thank you, Paul Stanton 5015 Baltimore Ave. Bethesda, MD 20816
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Ruthy
Stapleton
138 South 300 West
Provo
UT
84601
kazoinker@gmail.com
PLEASE, let my fantastic dreams of a purple line come true.
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Chad
Stark
218 E. Preston St. Apt 6C
Baltimore
MD
21202
chadwickstark@gmail.com
I am strongly opposed to a rapid bus BRT and I prefer high-speed metro
to light rail. Given the phenomenal growth rate of Prince George's and
Montgomery Counties, no other solution would solve the congestion
problems in both counties that are growing worse every year. The
residents of PG County need this means of transportation to work and
live better lifestyles...thus a substandard means of transportation is, in
my opinion, contributing to a widening gap between rich and poor. I work
in PG County and I will be moving there soon.
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Aleen
Starkweather
17300 Quaker Lane #D6
Sandy Spring
MD
20860
ALEENST@AOL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Linda
Stathoplos
9811 Marquette Dr.
Bethesda
MD
20817
I strongly support the light rail alternatives. The light rail will provide the
most benefit to the community in terms of improving mobility, minimizing
traffic, and integrating with existing transit systems.
In order of preference, I think the county should choose the medium
investment LRT, to balance initial investment, people served, and
ongoing operating costs.
Stathoplos_Linda.pdf (37 kb)
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Leah
Staub
7015 5th St, NW, Lower Level
Washington
DC
20012

Staub_Leah.pdf (132 kb)
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Marc
Stauffer
4913 Ravenswood Road
Riverdale
MD
20737
My name is Marc Stauffer, M-A-R-C, S-T-A-U-F-F-E-R. Thank you.
I live in Riverdale Park, actually pretty hard up on East/West Highway,
and I do see the purple line, especially being a light rail, as being a large
benefit to trying to ameliorate the traffic issues that we deal with seven
days a week now.
East/West Highway as it comes in and out of our area is incredibly
backed up and has an impact as it spills into our neighborhoods.
So for us personally who live there, I think it would be a very helpful
thing.
Also just an anecdote. I had a meeting last night in Bethesda at 7:00.
Leaving Riverdale at 5:30, I arrived there about 7:30. It was on the
beltway, got off the beltway, got back on, went around, whereas had it
been the purple line, I could have got on the purple line and been there
and not got into my car and hopefully arrived at my meeting on time
instead of 45 minutes to an hour late.
Lastly, I guess I would urge the panel or whomever is thinking about
alignments and the stations that there was a very interesting body of
work done for the Central Kenilworth Avenue Revitalization Plan where
students from the University's Landscape Architecture Program
developed a number of sort of forward looking ideas to how to integrate
Kenilworth Avenue in terms of economic development and transit.
There were some very interesting ideas put forth on how sort of a light
rail system or even could be used as the catalyst for that whole sort of
community and done in ways that could both deal with the environmental
concerns, deal with traffic concerns
and also become sort of a hub for various modes of
transportation and also become sort of a mode for that area which
currently is really, needs a good bit of
help.
So thank you very much.
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David
Steeds

MD
DPSTEEDS@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
I am a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail in the section
between Bethesda and Connecticut Avenue, together with two of my
grandsons, I therefore have a keen personal interest in preserving this
rare green space for bikers and walkers such as ourselves, and over
10,000 others per week.
I am writing to urge you to select the rapid bus alternative along Jones
Bridge Road to the Medical Center. This is the Better Purple Line: it
would provide rapid transit to where it is really needed, and it would
preserve the trail that I and my grandsons covet.
You will soon be reviewing the DEIS produced by MTA. I suggest to
you that this document is an inadequate basis for sound decisionmaking:
1. The DEIS is incomplete: apart from an oblique reference on pp 2930, it takes no account of the Better Purple Line;
2. The DEIS is flawed: among many errors, in assessing lost parkland it
ignores the trail itself, which amounts to 32 acres between Bethesda and
Silver Spring;
3. The DEIS is unduly focused on just one transit project. With the state
and county facing painful deficits, and the country in financial crisis, we
need to maximize the benefits of our very limited funds. For the cost of
the light rail alternative, we could have both the Purple Line and the
Corridor Cities Transitway if we adopt the Better Purple Line and provide
similar rapid transit in the Transitway.
I look forward to hearing from you that you will support the Better
Purple Line.
Yours sincerely,
David Steeds
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Jane
Steimel
5405 Brookeway Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
RAYSTEIMEL@AOL.COM
We need to keep a pretty relaxing spot to walk and bike. We relish the
Georgetown Branch Trail. Once those wooded areas are gone, they
are gone forever. Those trails are what makes the environment
liveable and interesting. I love the time I spend on the Crescent Trail
and the Georgetown Trail, and want to see it continued to Silver Spring
and beyond. We can use other streets to get to work. The Purple Trail
solves the problem temporarily. I know. I lived here long enough to
know every time roads are widened and new one built, they soon
become as crowded as the others. More roads encouraged more
people to get jobs where they think they have an easy commute. At first
it helps, but after a few years we are back to crowded streets and the
lovely woods and trees are gone forever -- making this a less pleasant
place to live -- and keeping our roads equally crowded. It ultimately
solves no problems and ruins the environment. LET US KEEP THAT
IRREPLACEABLE TRAIL -- JUST AS IT IS. The Purple Line solves
nothing in the long run, and forever ruins the beautiful environment.
Jane Steimel
5405 Brookeway Drive, Bethesda, MD 20816
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Alan
Stein
7606 S. Valle Dr.
Fairfax Station
VA
22039-2964
ajstein@cox.net
Stein 35624.pdf (102 kb)
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Lester
Stein
3202 Coquelin Ter
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Lester Stein, 3202 Copeland Terrace, Chevy Chase. I'm a 60-year
resident of Montgomery County, who has appreciated the trail ever since
it was created. It is a facility that is precious, a haven of tranquility that
winds through a Metropolitan area that has become increasingly
crowded and noisy. It offers a unique opportunity to bikers and hikers
who enjoy the solitude and the ability to commune with nature. I suggest
that those who are responsible for making the decision in this issue
regard walk the trail so that they will understand what they are
imperiling.
It is a facility that should be preserved, not only for this generation but for
the generations to come. And I want to express my appreciation to the
panel for the remarkable endurance that they've shown throughout this
hearing. Thank you.
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Mike
Stein

MD
MKSTN5@VERIZON.NET
Hi,
I am writing in support of the purple line. Specifically, it is my belief
that when the purple line is built light rail is chosen as the preferred
method. I have traveled extensively in the United States and Europe
and
have seen the benefits of light rail over bus. Light rail:
1) Draws a more diverse ridership
2) Is cheaper in the long run
3) Supports Maryland's smart growth goals better than bus by
encouraging
transit oriented development
Thank you,
Mike Stein
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Clarence
Steinberg
9503 Wire Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20901
My name is Clarence Steinberg, C-L-A-R-E-N-C-E, S-T-E-I-N-B-E-R- G.
I've lived in Indian Spring for 38 years and was an executive there on the
board for years and now I'm not. But I do participate in the politics of our
association.
I used to also represent it on the Montgomery County Civic Federation
and I was on the Silver Spring Traffic Coalition.
I'm going to answer in bullets. I'm answering the DEIS statement itself.
Now, I will consolidate because I only have three minutes.
One of our concerns is parking in our neighborhood. We have no permit
parking and never wanted it. That's true of a number of the
neighborhoods that will be affected by this change.
If you really, if the government, federal government accepts the « mile
formula for the service area for the rapid transit, we are going to be
invaded with cars. We will have to go to permit parking. We don't want it.
It's a nuisance, it's expensive and it's divisive.
On economic development issues, which the document does address,
we find that the corridor is fully developed. I don't know what
development will expand other than redevelopment that I heard about
today.
The impact of redevelopment could raise rents and the gentleman who
preceded me disparaged that issue. Let me him pay the rents for the
indigenous population of Langley Park and Piney Branch.
You are displacing by gentrification a protected population.
The document doesn't speak about the effects of a busway or a light rail
on the neighborhood bus service that we already have. We have a
Number 14 for which we fought bitterly 20 years ago.
If this « mile theory is applied and accepted, we lose the 14 because we
can walk all the way over to what is the 12, mainly Wayne.
Now, older people aren't going to be too pleased with that, and we have
a lot of them. This is a discriminatory policy.
On air quality, this thing assumes that - huh? Okay. Air quality will be
compromised by building. You think you can heat them without burning
fossil fuel? You can cool them without burning fossil fuel and they will
have no cars? This is a fantasy.
I'd be happy to submit the, oh, I have time. No, no more time.
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Clarence
Steinberg
9503 Wire Ave
Silver Spring
MD

Steinberg_Clarence.pdf (394 kb)
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Clarence
Steinberg
9503 Wire Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20901
Dear Mr. Madden,
Thanks for the postcard thanking me for input on the DEIS. The input is
my testimony at Montgomery College's Takoma Park campus Nov. 22. I
wonder whether I could add to it now a concern I voiced in testimony on
the Purple Line I submitted to Maryland National Capitol Park and
Planning Commission Jan. 2. As I think about that concern, I realize that
it really is an environmental issue.
The concern: A surface line -- bus or light rail -- in downtown Silver
Spring will further aggravate rush hour congestion on Colesville Rd. and
Georgia Ave., impeding not only personal autos as well as commercial
traffic, but also would slow bus mass transit, including MTA's Columbia
buses. Both are narrow streets. Metro Z buses serving outlying areas
like Briggs Chaney, Burtonsville, and Park and Ride lots also would be
affected. Cities like Boston and Philadelphia with narrow streets and
street rail run their rail underground in downtown congested areas.
European cities with street rail are very wide, as in Berlin and Moscow,
or, where they are narrow, run the streetcars where they don't impede
basic mass transit. Prague is an example. Unless one wishes to
sacrifice one mode of mass transit to another, a zero sum game, the
proposed Purple Line -- busway or light rail -- should run underground in
downtown Silver Spring.
Thanks for considering this supplement.
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Hubert
Steinhauser

Chevy Chase
MD
HUBERT.STEINHAUSER@EDA.ADMIN.CH
Dear Planning Board.
I am adamantly against the planned Purple Line to be built adjacent to
the current Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
The Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring is part of the
overall Public Rock Creek connector and serves for many people on a
daily basis for relaxation either by walking or biking. I personally pass
this corridor several times a week and enjoy the natural beauty. To
uproot all the trees along the trail in order to build the Purple Line is not
in accordance to today’s environmental thinking and short sighted and
can not be in the public interest.
I sincerely hope that the Planning Board can see this significant
environmental impact for the area and all the people who life in the area
and enjoy the trail all the times.
With best regards
Hubert Steinhauser, Chevy Chase
Concerned citizen.
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Erica
Stephan
8400 Greenwood Ave #3
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I am writing to say that I support the light rail option for the Purple Line.
This is a long-term investment that will pay off forever in terms of
creating more quality transit. Currently, any housing remotely near a
Metro line in the DC area costs a fortune, and "the rest of us" must make
do with slow and infrequent buses. I used to commute from the
Flower/Piney Branch area to Bethesda. The trip took 30 minutes in a
car, but up to an hour and 15 minutes on the bus depending on time of
day and transfer wait. It would be fantastic to be able to get to Bethesda
faster than downtown DC!
Of course there are a FEW very vocal people who are going to be
opposed to this project but everyone who has ever sat (and sat and sat)
in traffic on University or New Hampshire would welcome as high-quality
a project as possible. Plus, I hear the Obama administration is looking
for infrastructure to spend money on...
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Robert
Stephens
4117 Crow Rock Rd.
Myersville
MD
21773
robstepus@yahoo.com
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
This is the most important transit project in Maryland in almost twenty
years. Please do not fall for the insane idea that BRT is just like a train,
only cheaper. BRT would be a colossal waste of money, and a failure
from a ridership perspective. The high expenditure light rail, on the other
hand, would be a huge sucess, I'm sure that it would have a ridership in
excess of 100,000 people a day within a year or two of opening.
Light Rail is the way to go.
Thank You,
Rob Stephens
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Molly
Sterkel
138 Hesketh Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
molly@tirpak.com
I support the Purple Line rail option. I support funding it as soon as
possible and building it as soon as possible
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William R.
Stern, M.D.
700 Stonington Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
4STERN@COMCAST.NET
My wife and I use the Capital Crescent Trail and its extension on a
regular basis. This past summer we used it to train for a charity bike ride
we participated in in Israel supporting a children’s rehabilitation Hospital
called Alyn, www.alynride.org. The trail would be severely compromised
if the purple line were to run along side of it. Please strongly consider
putting the purple line under ground.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Maggy
Sterner
501 Margaret Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Best,
Maggy
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Michael
Sternfeld
18343 Honey Locust Circle
Gaithersburg
MD
20879
michael.sternfeld@gmail.com
The time to stop talking and to start pouring concrete and laying steel rail
for the Purple Line is long over due. Every day congestion and pollution
get worse. Yes worse even in this near depression. Dust off some plans
and get to work building!
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Joan
Sterrett

Bethesda
MD
jdsterrett@aol.com
Dear Elected Officials,
I have been deeply opposed to the Purple Line for years. It is way too
expensive and way too intrusive. There are so many current other
needs in our communities right now. We are watching the area change
dramatically, and this is one change that shouldn't be made. There is no
way it could run along the Crescent Trail and not be a huge deterrent to
the peace of the Crescent Trail as it exists now. If this purple line could
be done underground, that would make more sense. Instead, it would
cut through our streets making it even harder to get around with all the
additional traffic that has been added over the years. Developers might
want this but I don't think the homeowners of the county want it.
Joan Sterrett, Bethesda.
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Andrea
Stevens
4711 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
STEVENS.ANDREA@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
I am a longtime Montgomery County resident (since 1955!), and only
recently started using the Crescent Trail to ride my bike to Bethesda.
The trail is a popular route, and is a significant achievement for the
Council that it's been so firmly adopted by citizens of every age.
While I support mass transit, and support efforts to increase access
to public transportation, I would hate for the Purple Line to run
right alongside the Crescent Trail. The result would the demise of
this lovely park, the expense of millions of dollars, and the lost
opportunity to more carefully evaluate alternatives such as an
improved bus route along East-West Highway.
Thank for your considering other options,
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Anita
Stevens
7406 Lothian Lane
Fort Washington
MD
20744
anita7406@yahoo.com
I believe the Purple Line is overdue for the Maryland public. I have
always wished we had transportation available that would not take us
through D.C. to get to a maryland destination. This is a positive step in
helping MD residents to travel just within the Maryland area and not
waste time going through DC to get to a Maryland destination. I hope
that you will continue with the construction on the purple line to benefit
Maryland residents.
I hope that eventually we can not only construct this purple line but
extend it in years to come to travel to other parts of Maryland so we can
use the rail option other than conjusting our roads in driving to our
location of choice in Maryland.
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Phil
Stewart
Road Race Management, Inc.
4940 Hampden Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
PSTEWART@RRM.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Elected Officials:
Two or three mornings a week, my day begins with a 6 a.m. run along
the Capital Crescent Trail from River Road to Connecticut Ave. and
back. The world is quiet and new at that hour and this time is very
precious to me in a world that seems to get louder and louder with every
passing year.
I realize the mission of our elected officials is to try and balance the
needs of all of its citizens as much as possible. This means the “value”
of my run gets compared with the “value” of someone commuting more
quickly from Silver Spring to a higher paying job in Bethesda.
However, I think this issue needs to be looked at from a more global
perspective. The question needs to be framed as: “At what point does
over-development begin to diminish Bethesda’s desirability as a
community and people begin to leave?” A large exodus certainly would
contribute to a downward economic spiral for the community and the
county. The prevailing philosophy of Montgomery County is simply to
pile on and pile on development and its infrastructure. We are about to
absorb the full impact of the new condos, stores and office space in
Friendship Heights; Bethesda is awash in new condos, and a new major
office building is in the works for Wisconsin Ave. and Old Georgetown
Rd. Each of these body blows seems to have been absorbed so far, so
the mentality is simply to add another one on. Now gutting the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring is next on the block.
(It is an illusion that light rail and a greenway can co-exist along the
corridor – the trains will create a functional route between Bethesda and
Silver Spring but hardly a pleasant or safe place for families to relax and
exercise.) Once the light rail is in place, more development will follow
and the drumbeat continues. At some point, this house of cards will
begin to tumble, simply because the quality of life in the community will
have deteriorated.
I believe the green space surrounding the Capital Crescent Trail is a
much-beloved community asset. The passion and persistence of the
community organizers and their following have proven this beyond a
doubt. It is time to let Bethesda “win one” in terms of maintaining our
quality of life by selecting a different location for the purple line.
Sincerely,
Phil Stewart
4904 Glen Cove Pkwy.
Bethesda, MD 20816
Talk the talk with other race directors on the new Road Race
Management Race Directors' Forum. More race directors are joining
each day. Go to www.rrm.com/forum and sign up to be a part of the
most active race director community on the internet.
Phil Stewart, Editor and Publisher
Road Race Management, Inc.
4940 Hampden Lane, Suite 212, Bethesda, MD 20814
301-320-6865 - pstewart@rrm.com
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Phil
Stewart
4904 Glen Cove Parkway
Bethesda
MD
20816
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Phil
Stewart
4904 Glen Cove Pkwy.
Bethesda
MD
20816
PSTEWART@RRM.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Susan
Stewart
2 P Plateau Place
Greenbelt
MD
20770
greygardens05@yahoo.com
Purple Line now, please. I'd really really like the Purple line. I've not
understood why it wasn't in the plans for Metro in the first place. We
need to de-fund the ICC, and put any future money into a Purple Line.
The years of over-development, encouraged by bad government coming
all the way from the White House, are over. We need to re-develop the
places we have, and invest in mass transit. Lastly, I personally would
use the Purple Line, all the time, as would other members of my family,
whereas I'd never use a toll road.
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Zachary
Stewart

MD
BEN.JENSIN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it's important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Marcie
Stickle
8515 Greenwood Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Marcie, M-A-R-C-I-E, Stickle, S-T-I-C-K-L-E. I'm a resident of Silver
Spring, a long time of Long Branch, which is a vibrant, multi-cultural
community with ethnic, small, independent businesses.
We have a myriad of ride-on bus choices at Piney Branch and Flower
Avenue. The 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 24, J4 and the University of
Maryland shuttle, with many choices of where to get on and where to get
off.
The current bus system serving Long Branch provides a variety and
flexibility of choices all of us cannot afford to lose. Thank you.
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Arthur
Stigile

MD
ADVOICATE@GMAIL.COM
As that the comment period for the Purple Line proposals is open, and
as a long time county resident I wanted both to inform the MTA about my
views on the various proposals that are listed on the
www.purplelinemd.com website.
One thing has always confused me in the 10 years that I've been riding
the metro, is the lack of a suburb to suburb rail line, especially with the
success that such rail lines have had in other cities. I live within walking
distance from the Forest Glen metro station, and do enjoy that I am able
to hop on the train and go into downtown Silver Spring and have dinner
and a movie at my leasure, but if I am visiting friends or going to a
restaurant in Bethesda my options are to either are rather limited; I can
either take a slow and unreliable bus from Silver Spring, or I can take the
metro through the heart of DC, or I can just drive. The option that I
prefer, and take almost every time, is that of driving; not because it's the
option I would prefer, but because neither the bus or current metro
options are adequate.

Having said that, I would like to state in no uncertain terms that the
transit option that I prefer is the Light Rail option, and could not see
myself taking advantage of the Bus Rapid-Transit option. I would prefer
the High Investment Light Rail option, with the following design options,
as that I feel they would best serve both the community and the rail
system:
(1) Having the transit way crossing to the north side of the CSX corridor
in a tunnel and continuing along the north side.
(2) Silver Spring/Thayer tunnel that emerges on Thayer Avenue behind
East Silver Spring Elementary School, but with an Aerial structure on a
portion of Piney Branch Road.

Having stated my support for the Light Rail option, I would now like to
state again that, in no way do I support the Bus Rapid-Transit options. I
feel that they are in no way adequate for the downtown Silver Spring and
Bethesda locations, and cannot see myself patronizing them at any point
in the future, if they are chosen as the transportation option for the
Purple Line. I would refer all selecting officals to the Greater Greater
Washington article "Buses and BRT: some facts" at
http://greatergreaterwashington.org/post.cgi?id=1483 as that I feel that
the article addresses some important issues with the Bus Rapid-Transit
option.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments,
Arthur Stigile
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Arthur
Stigile
9900 Woodland Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
advoicate@gmail.com
As a long time resident of the Silver Spring area, one thing that has
always confused me is the lack of a mass-transit corridor between the
different branches of the red line, as well as the lack of mass-transit
corridors extending into the suburbs.
I am writing to officially give my support to the high investment rail option
of the purple line, because of it's higher projected rider capacity, as well
as shorter transit times would be conducive to attracting people away
from the congested road system and onto mass-transit; as well as the
ability for their project to serve as a model for the county, to spur on
further rail developments in the suburbs.
As to the Bus Rapid Transit options, I do not endorse them at all, for the
Purple Line that the county has proposed. The longer transit times, as
well as the lower transit capacity, and the inherent lack of permanence
that comes from the transit system being a bus route; would not serve
the interests of the county, nor would it be appropriate for the goals of
the Purple Line project. I would, however, like to endorse a bus rapid
transit system for other, less dense parts of the county; as that I feel that
they would be better served by such a system.
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James
Stillwell
262 Waycross Way
Arnold
MD
21012
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Patrick
Stingley
8807 2nd Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
covertchannel@yahoo.com
I want my money back!
Our taxes are going through the roof. I do not want my tax money spent
on this project and I particluarly resent my tax money being used to
benefit developers.
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Patrick
Stingley
8807 2nd Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
covertchannel@yahoo.com
I ride my bike to work on the Capital Crescent Trail every day when it's
not too cold. Please do not destroy one of the most beautiful parts of
our area.
Using this trail for the Purple Line will create enormous amounts of
pollution.
It took me a couple of years of commuting before I found my way to the
CCT. I think more people would use it if they knew it was there. Instead
of destroying this, I think we should encourage people to use it to jog,
walk and ride bikes there, thus reducing our carbon footprint, helping to
reduce obeisity, as well as reducing our dependence on foreign oil.
In short the Purple Line is going precisely the wrong way.
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Patrick
Stingley
8807 2nd Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
coverthannel@yahoo.com
This project should be cancelled.
I have ridden the J buses during commuting hours and I've never seen
them full. The ridership on this line cannot possibly make sense,
especially for a surface bus solution.
The busses already pretty much go the way the Purple Line goes,
without necessitating the addition of new roads over such a beautiful
area. If this were such a needed route, then the busses should be
chock-full, but they're not.
You do not have my permission to spend my tax dollars for this project.
My kids and I ride from our house to Giffords on the weekends. We will
miss this greatly. You do not have my permission to destroy this.
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David B.
Stinson
715 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DYLCARCAL@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY DAVID B. STINSON
Ms. Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
Dear Ms. Ratliff:
The following are my written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public’s review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I favor construction of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid
transit, only if it is tunneled under downtown Silver Spring and Wayne
Avenue through the adjacent neighborhood. Tunneling is imperative so
as to avoid significant adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community. Without a tunnel, this section of the Purple Line will likely be
the slowest and most ineffective segment of the project.
MTA data issued subsequent to the release of its Alternatives
Analysis/Draft Environmental Impact Statement indicates that it is
feasible to design a system with tunneling for this segment of the Purple
Line and that such a design would be not only cost effective for Federal
funding approval, but would improve ridership, travel time, and user
benefit hours – all for a cost significantly lower than the high-investment
light rail alternative that MTA assessed. Moreover, a tunnel will
eliminate the many adverse impacts of a surface route for this segment
– impacts that testimonies and written comments of those in the
community have explained are not assessed in the AA/DEIS, even those
previously mentioned by MTA in meetings with community
representatives.
Set forth below is a somewhat longer version of the testimony I
provided at the November 22 public hearing at Montgomery College in
Takoma Park:
My name is David Stinson and I've lived at 715 Dale Drive here in
Silver Spring for 15 years.
Like most of my community in both Seven Oaks and Park Hills, I favor
tunneling under Wayne Avenue in the community and under downtown
Silver Spring - for either light rail or bus rapid transit.
MTA repeatedly has us that a major reason for not tunneling under
Wayne Avenue is that it wishes to put a station at Dale Drive and that
that a station cannot be placed at Dale underground because of the
prohibitive cost. MTA is putting the cart before the horse. I would rather
have an underground route along Wayne and do without a station at
Dale just three blocks from my house, than have the light rail or rapid
bus running above ground along Wayne.
Why should a Dale station not be built?
1. There is no demonstrated need. My neighborhood consists
almost exclusively of single-family homes. Yet there already are several
more stations planned for Silver Spring than any other segment of the
Purple Line route.
2. MTA projects 1,400 daily station boardings at Dale for the
medium-investment light rail alternative - this projection far exceeds the
number of nearby homes. It defies field knowledge, which suggests 200

to 300 boardings at the very most.
3. Several times more riders will be boarding the Manchester Place
station to the east, a much more heavily dense residential neighborhood.
Moreover, if you look at current Ride On 15 bus boardings in the
morning peak period, only 4 persons board at Dale, but 145 board Sligo
Creek Parkway, near to the proposed Manchester Place station.
4. To make way for a station platform at Dale Drive, MTA will
widen Dale for a length of 625 feet east of Dale - two-thirds of that from
47 feet to 70 feet - and 90 feet in width, if there are two station platforms.
5. At and near the Wayne and Dale intersection will loom the threat
of rezoning our community of predominately single-family homes in favor
of more commercial development and higher-density residential. This is
due to the County's policy of transit-oriented development around
stations, a policy which MTA actually highlights and encourages in its
study.
6. Traffic at the intersection of Wayne and Dale will be worse, since
motor vehicles going westbound on Wayne will not be permitted to turn
left onto Dale while a train is in the station. This will mean gridlock,
especially with two schools located right at the intersection of Dale and
Wayne.
7. There will be elevated noise from trains braking for the Dale
station 20 times an hour and with amplified announcements from trains
and the station during three-hour peak periods.
8. After the release of its study, MTA released additional data
demonstrating that by taking medium-investment light rail and then
modifying it to include a tunnel under the downtown, and elimination of
stations at both Dale and Fenton Street would not decrease ridership,
but actually increase ridership for the entire Purple Line by 2,100 riders.
A station at Dale is unnecessary and will be of more detriment than
benefit to the community and the Purple Line. I urge the State and
County to tunnel under Wayne.
Thank you very much for taking the time to consider my concerns.
Sincerely,
David B. Stinson
715 Dale Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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David
Stinson
715 Dale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : David Stinson, that's D-A-V-I-D, S-T-I-N-S-O-N. I've lived at 715 Dale
Drive here in Silver Spring for over 15 years. Like most of my community
both in Seven Oaks and Park Hills, I favor tunneling under Wayne
Avenue in the community and under downtown Silver Spring for either
light rail or bus rapid transit.
MTA repeatedly has told us that a major reason for not tunneling under
Wayne Avenue is that it wishes to put a station at Dale Drive and that a
station cannot be placed at Dale underground because of the prohibitive
cost.
MTA is putting the cart before the horse. I would rather have an
underground route along Wayne Avenue and do without a station at
Dale Drive just three blocks from my house than have a light rail rapid
transit bus above ground on Wayne Avenue.
Why should a Dale Station not be built? First, there is no demonstrated
need. My neighborhood consists of mostly single family homes, yet there
already are several more stations planned for Silver Spring than any
other - of the purple line route.
MTA projects 1,400 daily station boardings at Dale Drive for the medium
investment light rail alternative. This projection far exceeds the number
of nearby homes. It defies field knowledge and suggests 200 to 300
boardings at the very most.
Several times more riders will be boarding the Manchester Place station
to the east, a much more heavily dense residential neighborhood.
Moreover, if you look at the current ride on bus 15 boardings in the
morning peak period, only four persons board at Dale Drive, but 145
people board at Sligo Creek Parkway near the proposed Manchester
Place Station.
To make way for a station platform at Dale Drive, MTA will widen Dale
for a length of 625 feet east of Dale, 2/3 of that from 47 feet to 70 feet
and 90 feet in width if there are two station platforms.
At and near the Wayne and Dale intersection will loom the threat of
rezoning our community of predominantly single family homes in favor of
more commercial development and higher density residential.
This is due to the county's policy of transit oriented development around
stations, a policy which MTA actually highlights and encourages in the
study.
Traffic at the intersection of Wayne and Dale will be worse since motor
vehicles going westbound on Wayne will not be permitted to turn left
onto Dale while a train is in the station. This will mean gridlock,
especially with two schools located right at the intersection of Wayne
and Dale.
There will be elevated noise from trains breaking at the Dale Station 20
times an hour with amplified announcements from the train at the station
during 3-hour peak periods.
After the release of a study, MTA released additional data demonstrating
that by taking medium investment light rail and then modifying it to
include a tunnel under the downtown and elimination of the station at
Dale and Fenton Street would not decrease ridership but actually would
increase ridership for the entire purple line by 2,100 riders.

There is no need for a station at Dale Drive and there is certainly not a
reason to not tunnel under Wayne Avenue. Thank you.
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John
Stinson
The Orthopaedic Center
13301 Signal Tree Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
stinson.jt@gmail.com
Edgar Gonzales was recently quoted as saying, "In some areas, [bus
and light rail] are somewhat similar in nature, and then there is the issue
of the cost of the facilities...How much of that money will have to be
repaid by taxpayers of Montgomery County? If somebody else is paying,
given the difference between a VW and a Lamborghini, I mean, hey, I
know what I favor, but if I'm paying for it, other things are considered."
It's too bad Gonzalez is thinking about the project using this analogy. A
Lamborghini and a VW both get you from point A to point B, and except
in a drag race, in pretty much the same amount of time. Not so with the
bus versus light rail option. The light rail is faster, carries more people,
and would use its own right of way for big chunks of the route, avoiding a
lot of traffic. A better analogy would be, if the County builds a new
school, should they buy big yellow buses or little golf carts to transport
kids to school? Even if they're much slower and hold fewer students,
they cost less, so why not?
We need to build the purple line. This is exactly the type of critical
infrastructure Maryland needs to incorporate as part of its smarter
growth strategy. Buses are a bad solution to the problem of facilitating
long term economic growth and development.
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Susan
Stinson
13301 Signal Tree Lane
Potomac
MD
20854
sstinson@suburbanhospital.org
I am very much in support of an at grade light rail purple line. We must
think to the future and make public transportation widely available and
envirionmentally friendly. The proposed new purple line is a first step in
this region. The expense now will be realized in the near and distant
future.
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Gary
Stith
8105 Eastern Avenue, Apt. C202
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Stith_Gary.pdf (64 kb)
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Robert and Barbra
Stoddard
5104 Wilson Lane
Bethesda
MD
20815
BSTODDRD@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Two of the reasons we moved to Bethesda two years ago were: 1) to be
closer to the beautiful, vibrant, and culturally stimulating Bethesda Row
and 2) to be able to access the tranquil Crescent Trail more quickly and
easily. We fear that both of these lovely assets of our new neighborhood
are in danger of being destroyed.
We love biking the Trail because of its serene natural beauty. We look
forward to eating, shopping and going to the movies downtown each
weekend.
We are appalled=2 0to read the Purple line environmental impact
statement that says it would:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
We urge you to find a way to implement the Purple Line without
decimating the natural beauty of our park and downtown.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kurt
Stolka
8750 georgia avenue
silver spring
MD
20910
I would like to voice my support for the light rail option along the
georgetown branch alignment as well as a bus rapid transit route for
Georgia Avenue and Veirs Mill.
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Lori
Stone
17019 Indian Grass Drive
Germantown
MD
20874
LORELI59@GMAIL.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Lori Stone
17019 Indian Grass Drive
3rd Floor
Germantown, MD 20874
301-351-5641
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Paula
Stone

Bethesda
MD
PAULASTONE95@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
And County Council Members

While I appreciate the need to relieve congestion in our region, I urge
you to reconsider the light rail proposal for the Purple Line. This proposal
is incompatible with protecting one of the environmental gems of our
area—the Capital Crescent Trail. Given its unique forested and
continuous attributes, the Trail provides incalculable
benefits—recreational, health, social, community-building, aesthetic, and
ecological—which would be lost if this proposal is approved. Large
swatches of forested land—which enticed many of us to move to the
county to begin with—have already been sacrificed in the county to
relieve congestion. At what point will natural habitat destruction stop? I
urge you to consider adding additional bus lines and more frequent bus
service and help preserve our quality of life so that we, and generations
to come, will be able to enjoy this precious natural resource, regardless
of the growth and development that takes place around us.

Sincerely,
Paula Stone
Bethesda, Maryland
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Tali
Stopak-Mathis
2705 Spencer Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
TALIBOB@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sally C.
Strain
5712 Sherier Place NW
Washington
DC
20016-5320
seawalk@starpower.net
Strain 35848.pdf (120 kb)
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Sharon
Strauss
7905 Rocton Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
We live in a 3-generational household in Chevy Chase, built for or
family, and live only 3 houses off East West Highway. Through the
years, but especially in the last two decades, traffic has become
increasingly congested. Clogging up the 4 lanes of East West Highway
with more buses will not solve the problem, and there is no room to
expand 410. In fact, as daily Metrobus and Ride-On commuters, there
isn't even enough land to build a proper sidewalk (between Brookville
Road and Beach Drive). For years, we have worried that a careless
driver will make a fatal error, and on several occasions have been first
responders to traffic accidents, including bikes, motorcycles and even a
friend's car hit by a bus.
Although many of us are exchanging gas-guzzling SUVs and vans for
more fuel-efficient cars, many still shuttle children to school rather than
have them walk, ride bikes, or ride an early school bus. My point is that
if people want to clear the roads through conservation, our own actions
have already demonstrated a rejection of this strategy, even though in
principle we all agree. I understand, we want our kids to have a few
extra winks, and we want the undisturbed beauty of the Crescent Trail.
We want the convenience of our cars too, and we don’t want “cutthrough” traffic on our streets, and have lobbied mightily to preserve our
neighborhoods.
But there is a price to be paid. I feel strongly that something is wrong
when we care more about our wants than the safety of others, or the fact
that our choices limit the options of others with fewer resources, who
then must endure longer and less-safe rides.
I don't believe my neighbors are xenophobic or elitists. Rather, I know
they are kind and generous to a fault, but I believe the vocal few
"NIMBYs" opposing the Purple Line are entirely wrong on this issue, and
urge you to move forward with its construction ASAP.
As a parent volunteer who organized “Walk-to-School Day” for many
years in our community, I just don’t believe our current routes are
sufficient to meet the growing traffic demands, no matter how many new
improvements could be made to our bus routes. To reduce traffic on
current arteries, we need more lanes, and the only additional East West
route that is truly feasible is the Purple Line.
Thank you for your efforts to construct it.
Sincerely,
Sharon Strauss
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Paul Franklin
Stregevsky
13 Selby Court
Poolesville
MD
20837-2410
PAUL.STREGEVSKY@GMAIL.COM
Though I don't live along the proposed Purple Line, I'm writing to add my
support for light rail. But I hope you don't base your decision on which
faction writes the most letters, or even the most impassioned letters.
Other regions have faced a similar choice. Some chose to build light rail;
others, to deploy rapid bus; others still, to do nothing. Among regions
that chose light rail, what percentage came to regret it? Among regions
that chose rapid bus service, what percentage now wish they'd invested
in light rail? Among regions that chose to wait till better times, how many
now say that that was a mistake?
I don't know the answers. But whatever they are, learning from their
experience should help you choose wisely.
Paul Franklin Stregevsky
paul.stregevsky@gmail.com
Home 301.349.5243
Work 202.254-5725
(301) 358-4967 Skype In (your phone to my PC; allows voicemail)
13 Selby Court
Poolesville, MD 20837-2410 USA
paulstregevsky on AIM
paul_613 on Yahoo messenger
paul.stregevsky.at.dhs on Google Talk
paul613 or paul.stregevsky@gmail.com on Skype
paul.stregevsky@verizon.net on Windows Live Messenger / MSN
Messenger
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William
Strein
522 Dartmouth Avenue
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : My name is William, W-I-L-L-I-A-M, Strein, S-T-R-E-I-N. I start by
apologizing for my poor handwriting. I live on Dartmouth Avenue, two
blocks off of Wayne. Our household is a member of both the SOECA
and Park Hills Association. If you can understand that, then you'll
understand neighborhood politics.
The eloquent remarks made by Senator Raskin and Council member
Erwin summarized much of my sentiments because I do come before
you to speak in favor of the light rail alternatives for the purple line.
I have no particular premium on either of the alternatives in that set or
for the difference between the station at Dale and Wayne versus Wayne,
I mean, Wayne and the other intersection, Mansfield.
I want to stress this. If the purple line were to be completed, according to
estimates it would be completed around 2015, we are not building this
for 2105, I believe we are really building this for 2025, 2035, 2045.
The purple line represents a vision not of what is but of what can be.
Part of that future I think is simply this. A speaker just referred to what
would get us out of our cars would be $9 a gallon of gas. I think he's
absolutely right.
But I think this temporary change is exactly that. We're going to be back
to very high oil prices. We are in fact past the world production in oil. We
are going to look - America that is not the - suburbs but something that
looks a good deal more like European cities.
The purple line is very much in that tradition. I certainly understand why
many of my neighbors favor a tunnel. It does have its advantages.
It also has some disadvantages. One of them obviously is cost. I believe
that the government at this point in time and for really the foreseeable
future is not going to be able to afford building Metro style expensive
systems whereas the current purple line alternatives represent some
reasonable alternatives to that.
We must however take mitigation factors into account, some of which
the MTA has proposed. I think others might be proposed. It would be
even stronger in terms of mitigation.
Some of my neighbors have spoke to the argument that the section of
the purple line in question along Wayne Avenue is one of the only
sections that are primarily residential as a street.
If one looks at the current let alone the projected traffic on Wayne
Avenue, I would argue that it's hard to argue that is currently primarily a
residential street. It in fact is now an urban boulevard, although poorly
maintained.
We have the opportunity to make it into a much nicer urban boulevard
with both mass transit, walkways, bikeways and aesthetics to boot.
We could make the mistake that Georgetown and other communities
made by rejecting mass transit previously. I think there is an opportunity
now to embrace the future and I believe our successors will thank us for
it. Thank you.
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Ken
Strickland
8811 Spring Valley Road
Chevy Chase
MD

Thanks. Good evening. My name is Ken Strickland. I live in the
community in the northwest quadrant of Connecticut Avenue and Jones
Bridge Road. First name is Ken, K-E-N, last name Strickland, S-T-R-I-CK-L-A-N-D.
Tonight I'd like to speak in opposition to any proposal to put bus rapid
transit or BRT on Jones Bridge Road. I'm sure we've had plenty of
debate about travel times and ridership projections and costeffectiveness. Instead, I'm going to tell you why the arguments for
putting buses on Jones Bridge Road are disingenuous. What supporters
of these buses have conveniently forgotten, some simple and
indisputable facts and why it's not a good idea to throw away about 10.5
million dollars of tax payers dollars that have already been spent.
It's crystal clear that the county purchased the Georgetown Branch rightof-way in 1988 for 10.5 million dollars. It did sell because, as they quoted
in the report, it was intended to be used for public purposes, such as
conservation, recreation, transportation and utilities. Even then, almost
20 years ago, planners envisioned a double-trolley track with a
hiker/biker trail running alongside. Jones Bridge Road was never a part
of that plan.
The idea of bus rapid transit on our street wasn't born out of a heartfelt
desire to improve traffic congestion. I would argue it was born out of the
fear the trains would be in our opponent's back yard.
Let me be clear. I emphasize for the residents who have homes that
align that trail. I can imagine the conversations about plummeting
property values, about noise, about the image of a train passing behind
your back fence. But with all due respect, these plans have been on the
books for years. And I'd imagine and I would hope that when people who
bought those homes in the past 20 years knew what the ultimate plan
was for that area.
But people living on Jones Bridge Road, some of whom would likely
have to lose some of their property in order for this to work, they were
never given 20 years of notice that change was coming. They never had
an opportunity to decide whether or not to buy that home, as I suspect
many people who did who live along the trail. Is their quality of life as
important as, if not important as ours? Is the view from their backyard
not as important as the view from our front yard?
There are five viable transportation options along the Georgetown
Branch Trail. Some using buses, others using rail. But all these options
allow for the continued use of the trail. Maybe not as we like it to be, but
it would still exist. The plan to put buses on Jones Bridge Road was
never part of the Master Plan. To select Jones Bridge Road option over
the Georgetown Branch option would not only be to disregard 20 years
of planning but it'd be like throwing 10 million dollars in the back of a bus
that leads to nowhere. Thanks.
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Edwin
Stromberg
512 New York Ave.
Takoma Park
MD
20912
edstromberg@email.com
Stromberg 35698.pdf (108 kb)
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Lindsay
Stroud

MD
LSTROUD@PERSEUSREALTYCAPITAL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I personally take advantage of the Capital Crescent Trail nearly every
weekend and many evenings weather permitting. It is a true testament
to our community that in the midst of this busy metropolitan area, we
have such an amazing and unique stretch of land where neighbors and
community members can walk, ride, run and enjoy such a fantastic,
sheltered and well-preserved trail. Do not destroy this please.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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sherrry
stuesse
22 watchwater way
Rockville
MD
20850
I am very much in support of the light rail extension of the Purple line. i
recently saw and used light rail in the city of Bordeaux, France and it
really is the way to go. We need to work hard to extend quick and
affordable public rail transport throughout the DC area, from DC to
Dulles to BWI. the purple line should be just the beginning! I use Metro
as much as I can, but I must say that the bus system is no substitute for
subway and light rail with dedicated tracks, no stop lights, and limited
stops.
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Chen-Wu
Su
119 Pontiac Way
Gaithersburg
MD
20878
CHENWUSU@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Michele
Suddleson

Montgomery Village
MD
MSUDDLESON@APPANET.ORG
I’m writing to voice my support for a purple line light rail to connect
metro’s red, green and orange lines. Rockville to Silver spring and
College park.

- Michele Suddleson, resident of Montgomery Village, Maryland.

Michele Suddleson
DEED Program Manager

1875 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 1200, Washington, DC 20009-5715
Direct: 202.467.2960; Fax: 202.467.2910; Cell: 202.731.1742
msuddleson@APPAnet.org
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Kate
Sugarman
6 Martha Ct.
Rockville
MD
20852
I Support building the Purple Line as Light Rail.
Sugarman_Kate Comment Card.pdf (35 kb)
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keith
sugarman
5101 River Road
bethesda
MD
20816
I support the purple line. It would be a shame if the purple line rail option
is blocked by the rich members of a country club because they want to
continue using the State's land for a private "restricted" golf course .
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keith
sugarman
5101 river road
bethesda
MD
20816
keithsugarman@gmail.com
I live on the Bethesda/ Chevy Chase border (20816). Please build this
line. An informal poll among my neighbors show we overwhelmingly
(95%) support the purple line along the capital crescent route. Only the
country club members and elite homeowners along the trail oppose the
line. We also know the well funded group called "save the trail" is not
interested in saving the trail just property values for a few elites and a
golf course for a private country club with a history of being restrictive.
The Town of Chevy Chase should be ashamed for joining this bigotry.
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Keith
Sugarman
5101 River Road #1712
Bethesda
MD
20816
keithsugarman@gmail.com
I am a resident and tax payer. I live in Bethesda in The Kenwood
Condominium. I can speak for myself and most of the 450 residents in
my building that we "whole-heartedly" support a purpleline light rail
along the Capital Crescent trail. Many of my neighbors are senior
citizens who rely on public transporation to get anywhere. Their quality
of life will be greatly improved because a purple line train would connect
them to doctors and shopping in Silver Spring and the many
conferences, sporting and cultural events in College Park without going
through the DC on the Redline or take a two hour metro bus along EW
Hwy. The only option we would like more would be a "hard rail" or
underground subway.
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Kate
Sugarman, MD
6 Martha Ct.
Rockville
MD
20852
KATESUGARMAN@HOTMAIL.COM
My entire family supports the purple line. We use public transit as often
as possible. We even chose to buy our house based on the fact that it is
walking distance from the Metro.
Thank you.
Kate Sugarman, MD
6 Martha Ct.
Rockville MD 20852
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Bill
Suite II
5015 Newport Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20816-1695
VSUITEL@AOL.COM
Purple Line ,
Purple Line Comments

To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Bill Suite ll
5015 Newport Ave.
Bethesda, MD 20816-1695
301-229-7441
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Andy
Sullivan
711 Gist Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
stickymcbiscuit@yahoo.com
Dear Mr. Madden:
As a resident of East Silver Spring, I'd like to urge you to go with the light
rail option, rather than rapid-bus transit. This is a long-term investment
and it makes sense to build the system that will make the most sense 50
years from now. Please don't let a handful of golfers in Chevy Chase
dictate a less effective solution.
Closer to home, the "No Train on Wayne" naysayers also don't have
much of a case. Wayne Avenue is wide enough to handle both light rail
and auto traffic and makes the most amount of sense.
Thanks for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Andy Sullivan
Silver Spring
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Katherine W.
Sullivan
9632 Old Spring Road
Kensington
MD
20895
kate.sullivan05@yahoo.com
I would like to add my name to those in opposition to
the proposed Purple Line as currently outlined. Not
only will it destroy thousands of mature trees and
eliminate the tranquility and beauty of the Capitol
Crescent Trail, but more importantly it will squander
our badly needed transportation funds on a project
that will not even come close to solving traffic
congestion in Montgomery County.
With the FDA’s consolidation at White Oak (7,000+
employees), BRAC’s relocation of Walter Reed Army
Medical Center to Bethesda Naval Hospital campus
(2,200 employees plus an estimated doubling of
patients and visitors), the new White Flint Sector
Plan (adding 17,000 dwelling units and 1.8 million
square feet of office and retail space) and continued
development along Rockledge Drive and around
Montgomery Mall, the Bethesda-Rockville corridor is
poised to explode, resulting in a massive increase in
traffic problems which plans for light-rail—developed
decades ago—cannot address.
I will be happy to support a proposal that will
address our serious congestion, but I WILL NOT support
a “high-tech trolley”.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Matthew K.
Sullivan
9632 Old Spring Road
Kensington
MD
20895
SULLIVAN@MLCLARKREALESTATE.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Please see the op-ed below I wrote for the Gazette in the fall that was
never published in the print edition. I am against the light rail purple line
primarily for the following reasons 1) it does not connect major
employment centers in lower Montgomery County and 2) 80% of the
projected riders already use mass transit.

How can this make any sense to spend money on – in good economic
times or bad? Let’s build a real metro that attracts new users and
connects places like FDA White Oak, Bethesda Naval, Rockledge Drive
and on to Tyson’s.

Sincerely,

Matthew K. Sullivan
9632 Old Spring Road
Kensington, MD 20895

In the coming weeks, the MTA will present its Environmental Impact
Statement on the Purple Line and Public hearings on the project will be
held in October and November. The proposed Purple Line light-rail
system has been hailed by its proponents as the solution to the traffic
congestion choking roads around Montgomery and Prince George’s
Counties, which by almost all accounts, is anticipated to worsen
dramatically as the region continues to grow. Yet light-rail is, in many
ways, a nineteenth-century solution to a twenty-first century problem.

With the FDA’s consolidation at White Oak (7,000+ employees), BRAC’s
relocation of Walter Reed Army Medical Center to Bethesda Naval
Hospital campus (2,200 employees plus an estimated doubling of
patients and visitors), the new White Flint Sector Plan (adding 17,000
dwelling units and 1.8 million square feet of office and retail space) and
continued development along Rockledge Drive and around Montgomery
Mall, the Bethesda-Rockville corridor is poised to explode, resulting in a
massive increase in traffic problems which plans for lightrail—developed decades ago—cannot address.

Nor does the Purple Line plan address the ultimately desirable regional
goal of linking Montgomery County with Tyson’s Corner and eventually
BWI, serving key locations along the way such as Strathmore, NIH,
downtown Silver Spring and College Park. It’s hard to see how a lightrail line with frequent local stops—a high-tech trolley, when all is said
and done—will help alleviate existing congestion, much less meet
tomorrow’s needs.

Los Angeles’s light-rail system should serve as a warning: built at a cost
of $2.5 billion, it serves, generously estimated, 125,000 people a day
while running a deficit of $252 million per year. For that money, the city
could have purchased each of those 125,000 commuters a small car
and thrown in $2,100 worth of free gas apiece for good measure. While
some argue that congestion has been relieved and pollution reduced,
these gains are so small as to be negligible.

In no city in the U.S. is light-rail usage greater than 1.2% of travel. In
Boston, which has the country’s highest light-rail ridership, every route
carries about 10,000 passenger-miles per day. However, the average
lane of freeway in the top fifty urban areas in the U.S. carries over
26,000 passenger-miles daily. So even if our system were twice as
successful as the most successful system ever built, it still would be only
80% as efficient as simply adding a lane to the Beltway.

Perhaps most important, the State’s project manager (referenced in a
May 30th 2008 Washington Post article) makes clear that relieving
congestion was not one of the project’s primary objectives. In fact,
according to the State’s study, 80% of the projected 68,000 daily riders
already take transit. Further, because daily ridership figures count
roundtrips as two daily boardings, the 13,600 trips by new riders actually
represents 6,800 people who will come off the roads onto transit. Are
we really only talking about 6,800 new users? That’s about a third of a
sold out Terps game at the Comcast Center (17,950). It’s hard to see
how that makes the Purple Line a viable mass transit project by any
measure.

There is no question that public transit should play an important role
moving forward, but the better long-term solution for our area is
immediate road construction combined with the addition of a new, radial
underground line to Washington’s proven and highly-successful Metro
system. Money is always the problem, but there are ways to make
construction cost-efficient and creatively fund this vital work. Perhaps
such a heavy-rail line could be built under the Beltway to keep land costs
down, perhaps development rights above station stops could be
auctioned in exchange for capital revenue or perhaps voters could be
told, honestly and directly, “it’s going to be painful and expensive, but it
will work—are you in?” We might all be surprised by just how many
people will have the foresight to sign on—just like they did when the Red
Line was the suburban pioneer of the Metro system.
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matthew
sullivan
9632 Old Spring Road
Kensington
MD
20895

Submission Content/Notes : All Aboard for the Rail Truth
Matthew K. Sullivan,
9632 Old Spring Road
Kensington, MD 20895
In the coming weeks, the MTA will present its Environmental Impact
Statement on the Purple Line and Public hearings on the project will be
held in October and November. The proposed Purple Line light-rail
system has been hailed by its proponents as the solution to the traffic
congestion choking roads around Montgomery and Prince George’s
Counties, which by almost all accounts, is anticipated to worsen
dramatically as the region continues to grow. Yet light-rail is, in many
ways, a nineteenth-century solution to a twenty-first century problem.
With the FDA’s consolidation at White Oak (7,000+ employees), BRAC’s
relocation of Walter Reed Army Medical Center to Bethesda Naval
Hospital campus (2,200 employees plus an estimated doubling of
patients and visitors), the new White Flint Sector Plan (adding 17,000
dwelling units and 1.8 million square feet of office and retail space) and
continued development along Rockledge Drive and around Montgomery
Mall, the Bethesda-Rockville corridor is poised to explode, resulting in a
massive increase in traffic problems which plans for lightrail—developed decades ago—cannot address.
Nor does the Purple Line plan address the ultimately desirable regional
goal of linking Montgomery County with Tyson’s Corner and eventually
BWI, serving key locations along the way such as Strathmore, NIH,
downtown Silver Spring and College Park. It’s hard to see how a lightrail line with frequent local stops—a high-tech trolley, when all is said
and done—will help alleviate existing congestion, much less meet
tomorrow’s needs.
Los Angeles’s light-rail system should serve as a warning: built at a cost
of $2.5 billion, it serves, generously estimated, 125,000 people a day
while running a deficit of $252 million per year. For that money, the city
could have purchased each of those 125,000 commuters a small car
and thrown in $2,100 worth of free gas apiece for good measure. While
some argue that congestion has been relieved and pollution reduced,
these gains are so small as to be negligible.
In no city in the U.S. is light-rail usage greater than 1.2% of travel. In
Boston, which has the country’s highest light-rail ridership, every route
carries about 10,000 passenger-miles per day. However, the average
lane of freeway in the top fifty urban areas in the U.S. carries over
26,000 passenger-miles daily. So even if our system were twice as
successful as the most successful system ever built, it still would be only
80% as efficient as simply adding a lane to the Beltway.
Perhaps most important, the State’s project manager (referenced in a
May 30th 2008 Washington Post article) makes clear that relieving
congestion was not one of the project’s primary objectives. In fact,
according to the State’s study, 80% of the projected 68,000 daily riders
already take transit. Further, because daily ridership figures count
roundtrips as two daily boardings, the 13,600 trips by new riders actually
represents 6,800 people who will come off the roads onto transit. Are
we really only talking about 6,800 new users? That’s about a third of a
sold out Terps game at the Comcast Center (17,950). It’s hard to see
how that makes the Purple Line a viable mass transit project by any
measure.
There is no question that public transit should play an important role
moving forward, but the better long-term solution for our area is

immediate road construction combined with the addition of a new, radial
underground line to Washington’s proven and highly-successful Metro
system. Money is always the problem, but there are ways to make
construction cost-efficient and creatively fund this vital work. Perhaps
such a heavy-rail line could be built under the Beltway to keep land costs
down, perhaps development rights above station stops could be
auctioned in exchange for capital revenue or perhaps voters could be
told, honestly and directly, “it’s going to be painful and expensive, but it
will work—are you in?” We might all be surprised by just how many
people will have the foresight to sign on—just like they did when the Red
Line was the suburban pioneer of the Metro system.
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R.
Sullivan
2801 Blue Spruce Lane
Silver Spring
MD
20906-3167
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Save the Capital Crescent
Trail.
Comment Card. R. Sullivan.pdf (14 kb)
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Anne E.
Sumner
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
AESUMNER@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
[NOTE: HERE YOU CAN DESCRIBE HOW YOU USE THE CAPITAL
CRESCENT TRAIL WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY, AND WHY THE
TRAIL IS IMPORTANT TO THE COMMUNITY, THE REGION, AND
THE ENVIRONMENT.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trai l users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty. It is
irreplaceable.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Anne E. Sumner
4821 Montgomery Lane
Bethesda, MD 20814
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Rebekah
Sundin
4304 Lynbrook Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
RSUNDIN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
My family has lived in the DC/MD region for almost five years in several
different locations. Yet we have always enjoyed using the Capital
Crescent Trail! All year round we take advantage of the wonderful
weather in DC/MD and beautiful green space to spend a majority of our
weekends in a pleasant routine making use of the wonderful Capital
Crescent Trail. We discovered the trail when we first moved to the region
in 2004. Then we lived in Friendship Heights (4620 N. Park Ave, Chevy
Chase, MD 20815). I found walking along the trail with my son in the
stroller to be a pleasant daily routine. In 2007 we moved closer to
Bethesda (our house only one block from the trail!) and now take my two
young children (4-year old Alexander and 2-year old Anais Rose) to ride
their bike and tricycle along the Crescent trail, stopping along the way at
the various parks almost every weekend! We really appreciate the Trail
as it is safe from traffic, full of green space and parks and always full of
pleasant neighbors of all ages.
Please preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as a wonderful, irreplaceable
asset that brings so much pleasure to so many families.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Frances
Sussman
515 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Frances Sussman, and I live at 515 Mansfield Road in Silver
Spring.
My statement has two parts: first, a statement about the need for
improved public transit in Montgomery County and the nature of that
improvement and second, a statement about the adverse impacts of the
proposed systems of above ground rapid transit.
First, I strongly believe that we need an improved system of public
transportation in Montgomery County, including developing cross-county
linkages between Bethesda and Langley Park. Wait times of 30
minutes, such as we currently have in many locations at many times of
the day, complex connections to travel east-west, and a bus system that
relies on feeding central metro stations, are not serving the needs of the
community.
Improvements in bus service—meaning more frequent service on
existing routes, new routes to follow established commuting and travel
patterns, and express service for longer distance trips—are a costeffective means of producing those needed improvements. Frequent,
reliable, and comprehensive bus service allows commuters and travelers
with divesre travel plans to reach their destinations by the most direct
route possible, and has the least environmental impact, per trip, of any
form of transit. Particularly in difficult economic times, such bus service
is preferred to the more expensive rapid transit options being
considered, which will also have lengthy planning and implementation
periods, further delaying needed improvements in service.
Second, I believe that it is not in the interests of this community to have
an above ground rapid transit system put in place. Such a system will
adversely impact the neighborhood and our local schools, Sligo Creek
Elementary School and Silver Spring International Middle School. The
system will result in the loss of access to parking lots used for the local
schools, more dangerous intersections and crossing for school children
(many of whom have to cross when guards are not there), and increased
traffic in an area that is already becoming congested. In addition, above
ground transit will require widening Wayne Avenue and and the loss of
portions of front yards. Increased noise, particularly at intersections and
stations, the unsightly nature of electrical wires for a transit system, and
other features of rapid transit are not only unpleasant, but directly at
odds with the nature and chracteristics of our neighborhood.
In conclusion, I strongly believe that, in the interests of the community,
the MTA should focus on improved bus service, rather than rapid transit.
I also urge MTA not to consider any Purple line transit option that
involves constructing either surface bus rapid transit or light rail transit,
and that is above ground below Sligo Creek Parkway.
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Frances
Sussman
515 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20911

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Frances Sussman, F-R-A-N-C-E-S, S-U-S-S-M-A-N. I live at
515 Mansfield Road in Silver Spring. Zip code is 20911.
My statement has two parts. First the statement for the need for
improved public transit in Montgomery County and the nature of that
improvement, and second a statement about the adverse impact of the
proposed system of above ground rapid transit.
First, I strongly believe that we need to improve public transportation in
Montgomery County, including developing cross county linkages
between Bethesda and Langley Park.
Wait times of 30 minutes such as we currently have in many locations at
many times of the day, complex connections to travel east/west and a
bus system that allows (inaudible) Metro stations are not serving the
needs of the community.
Improvements in bus service, meaning more frequent service on existing
roads (inaudible) need to follow established commuting and travel
patterns and express service for longer distance trips are a cost effective
means of producing those needed improvements.
Frequent, reliable and comprehensive bus service allows commuters
and travelers with diverse travel plans to reach their destinations by the
most direct route possible and has the least environmental impact per
trip of any form of transit, particularly in difficult economic times such bus
service is preferred to the more expensive rapid transit options being
considered which will also have lengthy planning and implementation
periods, further delaying improvements in service.
Second, I believe that it is not in the interest of this community to have
an above- ground rapid transit system put in place. Such a system will
adversely impact the neighborhood and our local school like Oak Creek
Elementary School and Silver Spring International Middle School.
The system will result in a loss of access. The parking lots used for the
local schools - dangerous intersections and crossings for school
children, many of whom have to cross when the guards are not there,
and increased traffic in an area that is already becoming congested.
In addition, above ground transit will require widening Wayne Avenue
and the loss of portions of front yards. Increased noise, particularly at
intersections and stations, the unsightly nature of electrical wires for a
transit system and other features of rapid transit are not only unpleasant
but directly at odds with the nature of our neighborhood.
In conclusion, I strongly believe that in the interest of the community, the
MTA should focus on improved bus service rather than rapid transit. I
also urge MTA not to consider any purple line transit option that involves
constructing either surface bus rapid transit or light rail transit that is
above ground below Sligo Creek Parkway.
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Fran
Sussman, Ph.D.
ICF International and Environmental Economics Consulting
515 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
guterman-sussman@starpower.net
I strongly believe that we need an improved system of public
transportation in Montgomery County, including developing cross-county
linkages between Bethesda and Langley Park. Wait times of 30
minutes, such as we currently have in many locations at many times of
the day, complex connections to travel east-west, and a bus system that
relies on feeding central metro stations, are not serving the needs of the
community.
My preference is for improvements in bus service—meaning more
frequent service on existing routes, new routes to follow established
commuting and travel patterns, and express service for longer distance
trips. Such improvements are the most cost-effective, sustainable, and
environmentally benign means of producing those needed
improvements. Particularly in difficult economic times, such bus service
is preferred to the more expensive rapid transit options being
considered, which will also have lengthy planning and implementation
periods, further delaying needed improvements in service.
If--as seems to be the case--improvements in our current system is not
on the table, then I am in favor of a purple line--either light rail or BRT-through my community of Silver Spring, only if it is tunneled under
downtown Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar
Street to Mansfield Road. This will reduce adverse impacts on traffic
(already an issue).
I urge the MTA to perform a comprehensive AA/DEIS before making
these decisions, and to take the viewpoints of the community into
account in doing so.
Thank you,
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Allan
Sutter
107 E Wayne Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20901
jsutter@rcn.com
Hi there,
Is there a neighborhood meeting scheduled for Oak View ES (400
Wayne Ave, SS) tomorrow night (10/16) at 7:00 PM?
Thanks
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Michael
Svec
1850 K Street, NW
Washington
DC
20006
MICHAEL.R.SVEC@SMITHBARNEY.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John M.
Swagart Jr.

MD
george.basiliko@verizon.net
Swagart 35737.pdf (97 kb)
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Tom
Swanson
TJSwanson Company
10408 Buckboard Place
Potomac
MD
20854
TOM@TJSWANSON.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear MTA Members:

I attended the November 18th hearing in Chevy Chase about the Purple
Line. I had wanted to comment, but priority was given for state and
public officials to speak first, and I could not stay.

First, I think it is a disgrace that many supporters of the Purple Line
position the line as a “green” alternative, yet they fail to mention the
environmental impact of the destruction of thousands of mature trees.
Amazingly hypocritical.

Second, I felt it was disingenuous on your part to have pictures/drawings
of the Purple Line displayed, yet you failed to show pictures/drawings of
how the Line will look running next to the trail, especially at the Chevy
Chase hearing where the line will impact the trail most! You fail to
mention the noise, wind, vibration and environmental impact of running
or walking next to a high speed train flying past you at high speed every
3 minutes. Your entire team should be forced to walk or run the trail
every morning and evening for two weeks to appreciate the rare beauty
you will be destroying.

Third, The Purple Line light rail alternative was designed way before the
BRAC relocation of thousands of jobs to Bethesda Navy Med. Failure to
plan for the traffic and commuting requirements of thousands of jobs is
planning to fail.

No one is disputing the need for more public transportation. In my
opinion, we need our politicians to step up and fight for right alternative:
put the Purple Line underground and make it part of the metro system.
The national capital area is a special area in the country where the
impact of federal government decisions like BRAC on local
infrastructure, facilities and congestion is unique. We deserve to be
exempted from federal transportation requirements and thus get the
special funding to “do things right”. Can you imagine if planners had
taken the cheap way out back in the 60’s/70’s and put Metro above
ground? Our city would look like Chicago with elevated trains running
everywhere.

Don’t take the cheap way out. Put buses in for the short term, and fight
for the funding to do the job right and put the Purple Line underground
where it belongs as part of Metro.

Regards,

Tom Swanson

President
TJSwanson. Co.
10408 Buckboard Place
Potomac, Maryland 20854
Phone: (301) 983-5336
Cell: (301) 332-2640
www.tjswanson.com
tom@tjswanson.com
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Tom
Swanson
10408 Buckboard Place
Potomac
MD
20854
TJSWANSON@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Government Officials:

I was deeply disappointed at the narrow-minded recommendation of the
Planning Board to support a Light Rail option on the Capital Crescent
Trail. I attended the hearing in Chevy Chase, and found the meeting
disingenuous at best. Not only did the hearing operators stack the
speakers up front with their own proponents, but they also failed to show
the drawings of how the trail will look with the Purple Line running right
next to it. I also love how the proponents show the cost of the Purple
Line in “2007 dollars”, not current cost estimates. I guess they are afraid
that with current 2009 cost estimates, the line won’t make economic
sense.

A trail running next to a high speed rail sounds like a great idea in a
cubicle in some planning room. But to a trail user like me, destroying the
intimate setting of the Capital Crescent Trail by removing thousands of
old growth trees for the noise and wind of a train running by you every 3
minutes makes no sense! It is foolish and unsafe.

No one disputes that additional transportation options are needed in the
Metro area. However, I believe that you officials need to step up and
demand that the line be built the right way, underground connected to
the Metro. Imagine if the Metro planners in the 1960’s had the same
“cheap solution” vision that current officials do, we’d have downtown
Washington looking like Chicago’s Loop. Further back, we’d have a
freeway where the beautiful C&O Canal is today.

The Obama administration plans for Infrastructure spending presents a
unique opportunity to solicit special consideration and funding to do the
job properly. The Washington area deserves special consideration,
given the impact of Base Closings and other Federal decisions on our
infrastructure.

Please show the leadership we elected you to do: fight for the dollars to
do the project the right way, not the cheap way. Tip O’Neil got “The Big
Dig” done for Boston. We need you to do it for us. This is a 100 year
infrastructure decision.

Thank you.
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Tom
Swanson

MD
TJSWANSON@YAHOO.COM
Dear Government Officials:

As a follow-up to my previous email, I just returned from Cleveland
where they have new dedicated bus lanes in downtown Cleveland. I
would encourage you to review what Cleveland has done. Rather than
run the old electric cars with the overhead wires from the 1950’s on city
streets, they put in dedicated bus lanes with the new double buses. The
buses have special lanes, preferred lights at intersections, are very fast
and inexpensive. It is NOT like running regular buses. This is a far
more cost effective way to gain additional transit, that would be fast and
inexpensive.

I believe the planners have a hidden agenda funded by developers to
get light rail development at rail stations. New buses with dedicated
lanes are the most cost effective transit that would enable including the
increased traffic from Bethesda Navy Med.

Please consider the buses as an alternative to a Purple Line Metro
underground (the right way) or light rail which destroys the Capital
Crescent Trail.

Thank you.
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Kristine
Sweeney
4805 Jamestown Rd.
Bethesda
MD
20816
KRISTINESWEENEY3@ME.COM
Dear Governor O' Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
We have a family tradition that takes place on Sunday. We either walk or
ride our bikes along the trail to Conn. Ave where we stop and enjoy
bagels, coffee or beverage at Einstein Brothers. We mark the passing of
time as the scenery changes along the trail from lush springtime green
to bare branches against the winter sky. Over the last few years, the
Trail has become an important part of our lives.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers - of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities - use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park"- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Molly E.
Sweeney

MD
MESWEENEY@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am a trail walker, runner, biker, and love to take my dog on this areas
beautiful trails. Please don't destroy this space with a metro line.

Sincerely,
Molly E. Sweeney
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Evelyn
Sweet
5201 Battery Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
ESWEET0709@AOL.COM
Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Dina
Sykes
57-D Ridge Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770
mindmagic@verizon.net
Desparately want and need the Purple Line! Reasons:

1. Reduce traffic congestion on 495.
2. Reduce commuter rail time from the end of one line to the end of
another (EXCEPT blue and yellow).
3. Energy efficient and environmentally responsive.
4. Increase Metro usage by increasing convenience.

Would like to see Purple Line "beltway" around the entire Metro system.

Thanks!
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Joanna & Roman
Sznajder
6704 Martindale Court
Bowie
MD
20720
jsznajder@yahoo.com
We are in a strong support of Metro Green Line. It will be of great help
for commuting people from Prince George's and Montgomery Counties.
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Joanna
Sznajder
6704 Martindale Court
Bowie
MD
20720
jsznajder@yahoo.com
Sznajder 35773.pdf (108 kb)
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Vicki King
Taitano
8419 Queen Annes Dr.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
VICKIEKING@AOL.COM
Hello,
I am writing to express my strong support for the completion of
the light rail purple line project.
I am a Silver Spring resident, who lives on Queen Annes Drive near the
intersection of Dale Drive and Wayne Avenue. The purple line is a much
needed link in a regional transportation system. I live in Silver
Spring and work in Riverdale, which is along the proposed route. Our
family often shops in Bethesda, and many many people who work along
the
proposed Purple Line route live in the New Carrollton, Riverdale,
College Park and Langley Park areas and need fast reliable
transportation to jobs in Silver Spring and Bethesda. The existing
model of lines from the suburbs into the city must be expanded as
people live, work and travel throughout the region on a daily basis.
Because travel time is best with light rail and light rail is more
attractive and energy efficient than bus rapid transit, I support the
project being light rail.
In my neighborhood, as thousands of new condominium units are being
built, there will be increased traffic and a need to travel quickly
from condos in Silver Spring to jobs in Bethesda, from homes in Prince
Georges County to jobs in Montgomery County and vice versa. In my
case
travel by public transportation from my home in Silver Spring to my job
in Riverdale takes an hour. A Purple Line would cut that travel time
down considerably and encourage me to leave my car at home more
often.
Traffic along University boulevard between Silver Spring and College
Park is very heavy as is traffic from Silver Spring to Bethesda. As
population increases, the traffic problem promises to become worse.
Fast efficient transit is an answer to the inevitable increase in
traffic.
There is some vocal opposition in my neighborhood to an above
ground
train on Wayne Ave. Most of the opposition seems to be concerned with
possible rezoning and development of residential areas and a fear that
nearby residential streets will become congested with cut through
traffic. These problems should be addressed, but they should not be
excuses to stop this much needed regional transportation link.
Sincerely,
Vicki King Taitano
8419 Queen Annes Dr.
Silver Spring MD 20910
301-585-5235
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Barbara
Talbot
3818 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BARBARATALBOT@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
At least four times a week ,my friends and I use and enjoy the trail
for walking and exercise. We live in the Chevy Chase neighborhood and
do not have to get in a car to find a safe and beautiful place to walk. We
are surrounded by traffic and large buildings but can easily forget this as
we enjoy the trees and park like setting. It is a very important part of our
community.The trees that would be destroyed by the purple line are
irreplaceable. Walking and riding bikes alo ng a trail 10 feet from a rail
line does not in anyway replicate the trail as it is now. We are taxed
heavily for the privilege of living in this community and losing this
significant feature would make living in this area far less attractive. This
trail is used for recreation by people from all over the region providing
access to both Bethesda and Georgetown as well as Rock Creek Park.
The purple line can surely find a better route which will not destroy one
of the real jewels of the area.
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Jay
Talbott
315 Whitestone Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
JAY.TALBOTT@WACHOVIASEC.COM
Please save the Trail Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Green space or
better yet read "Silent Spring" by Rachel Carson who grew up on the
Trail.
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Ike Leggett, Chairman Dr. Royce Hanson, and Council
President Phil Andrews,
Growing up in the area where the proposed Purple Line has always
been the Trail, I remember the lumbering freight trains and how they
would interrupt the play of my friends and I who enjoyed playing in the
“wild” area of our “city”. There wasn’t too many wilderness areas in the
Chevy Chase to Silver Spring corridor but my cohorts and I enjoyed are
adventures which I recall a lot more fondly then the video arcades some
of our classmates populated.
More recently my own children, 8 and 6 year-old outdoor enthusiasts,
enjoyed a more recent adventure into the trail or “wild” when our family
was able to pedal our bikes from our home in Silver Spring to their
grandparent’s home in Chevy Chase. We were able to experience the
fragile and beautiful oasis and after a quick visit to the Audubon
sanctuary, Cecelia and John were thrilled to see the “wild” where we
used to build mountain bike jumps and play Cowboys and Indians.
What I’d like to impress upon this group of leaders making the decision
for either the Trail or the Purple Line is that the Trail needs to be
experienced to fully understand the beauty and the enjoyment that this
area provides to our community. I’d like you to know that this Trail
provided us a wonder chance to marvel at the wondrous beauty in our
backyard.
If failing that I’d also like to point out that Rachel Carson author of the
“Silent Spring”, lived and wrote this book from her home in Silver Spring.
In it she was concerned about what would happen and what was been
correctly and sadly predicted to happen concerning the wildlife in our
region. The silent that the title of the book refers to is about the lack of
birds after their environment was irrevocably damaged. My wife couldn’t
believe the “voices” of the birds and the other animals that inhabited the
Trail. I enjoyed sharing the “wild” with my “city” children. Yes, we had to
drive our car with the bicycles to the start of the ride. It would have been
to dangerous to ride there. But it was nice to know there was still an area
they could bicycle and explore several miles of the Trail without too
much concern for vehicle traffic safety.
I hope you will get a chance to go down the Trail and see how important
it is to our lives and the future of our ever-expanding over-developed
environment. Especially before this “wild” area becomes silent to the
birds and becomes another reason why our children and possibly their
children will only know of a silent “city”,
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John
Talbott

MD
JOHN.D.TALBOTT@WACHOVIASEC.COM
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Ike Leggett,
Chairman Dr. Royce Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My wife Ellen and I grew up in this area where the proposed Purple Line
is being considered. Last month we enjoyed having our grandchildren
ride their bikes over to our house in Chevy Chase using the Trail.
I hope you can keep the Trail open and provide the Silver Spring to
Bethesda an oasis of environmental and recreational area for our
grandchildren and their grandchildren.
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John R.
Talone

MD
JOHNTALONE@JUNO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To whom it may concern,

I have lived in the Seven Oaks Neighborhood most of my life (40 plus
years) and just when I think I have seen the most stupid idea come
along
from people with the purse strings, you wonderful folks in the county and
state government come up with another brain fart. I live about two
blocks from the Purple line and here are some of my comments to you.
If
you are really willing to put that damn thing down Wayne Avenue you
should just purchase all the homes along that route since it will
gridlock through this area. This same area of Wayne Avenue you all
decided 3 years ago was as you put it "underutilized" and you were
going
to shrink it. Now you want it to look like Colesville Rd in size. On top
of this the MTA has audacity to state that they realize the Purple Line
isn't going to help to get cars off the roads during rush hour but they
are trying to get people running errands off the road. My God, can you
say "CAN'T SEE THE FOREST FOR THE TREES!) this is ridiculous!
Spend
Billions of dollars for something that won't really help traffic only in
America can this happen. If you have the need to build this damn thing
in put it underground as SOECA recommended. I don't think this is the
real answer but since I will live within 2 block of your "WHITE
ELEPHANT
BRAIN FART" I would rather have it underground.
Here are my thoughts on this matter of the Purple line.
Put the purple line farther out this way it you don't get the users of
this mass transit system to commute towards the Beltway and Silver
Spring
with the folks using their cars to get to work. The folks from Silver
Spring who will use the Purple Line will be going against the normal
Commuter flow and not adding to the typical "funneling effect" of rush
hour.
The other item is that the Purple line should be extended to the high
tech corridor near Dulles. This would allow some people not to get into
their cars and take a train.
I guess this is one of those projects that you may need to try a couple
times before you get it right. It reminds me of the multiple times you
built a large parking garage in downtown Silver Spring before you got it
right. My thoughts is that since the federal money is there spend it and
then we will fix any issues that arise with putting it down Wayne Avenue.
It is just like how Montgomery County is "GREEN" while they destroy
health mature trees in downtown Silver Spring based on "PROGRESS".
Hell
you can't even keep the basic necessities fixed why trust you on this
project.
BURY THE DAMN THING DOWN WAYNE AND LET US ENJOY OUR
SEMI QUIET
NEIGHBORHOOD!!!!
The "Progressive" mind set of our County Counsel and the State
parasites
that run our state is mind boggling. I am so disgusted with your

politics I feel that moving out of this state is in order. BY THE WAY I
AM A DEMOCRAT. I WANT SOME MORE REPUBLICANS IN THE
STATE CONGRESS SO AS
TO STOP YOU PROGRESSIVES FROM SPENDING MONEY!
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Maleda
Tate
206 WAYNE AVENUE
SILVER SPRING
MD
MELEDA2@VERIZON.NET
I HAVE BEEN A HOMEOWNER AT 206 WAYNE AVENUE IN SILVER
SPRING SINCE JULY 1971 PRIMARILY BECAUSE OF EASY ACCESS
TO BUS STOPS FOR TRANSPORTATION TO WORK IN D.C.: FIRST
AS A NEWLY WED AND CURRENTLY AS A DISABLED-RETIRED('96)
NON-DRIVING SINGLE SENIOR CITIZEN LIVING WITH MY 90 YEAROLD MOTHER. A FEW OF THE REASONS I SUPPORT" NO BUILD":
STREET WIDENING WITH THE POSSIBLE REMOVAL OF
SIDEWALKS THE ORIGINAL HOMEOWNERS FOUGHT FOR
BECAUSE OF SAFETY REASONS;THE WIDER THE STREETS THE
MORE DIFFICULT IT IS TO WALK ACROSS SAFELY;CURRENT BUS
STOPS WILL BE REMOVED MAKING ACCESS IMPOSSIBLE
BECAUSE OF THE DISTANCE; I FIRMLY BELIEVE PROJECTED
RIDERSHIP IS INFLATED;THEREFORE, I FEEL IT IS NOT COSTEFFECTIVE TO GO FORTH WITH THE PURPLE LINE--ESPECIALLY
WITH THE STATE'S DEFICIT. MALEDA TATE COX
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Betsy
Taylor
8214 Cedar Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Betsy Taylor, B-E-T-S-Y, T-A-Y-L-O-R. I ran for Montgomery County
Council in 1990 and 1994 and have been active in issues such as
Master plans for the Silver Spring - in Silver Spring in working to
revitalize downtown Silver Spring.
I have always supported and testified in favor of the 4-mile Georgetown
Branch trolley between Bethesda and Silver Spring which would not
disrupt communities since it is on an existing off street right-of-way and
could coexist with the nearby Capital Crescent Trail.
I continue to support LRT between Bethesda and Silver Spring and I
would support a modified version of a high option LRT from Silver Spring
to approximately Manchester Road.
My proposed modification would minimize disruption of traffic in the
Silver Spring CBD and its adjacent residential communities of East
Silver Spring and Seven Oaks and Evanswood by deep tunneling from
Silver Spring Avenue west of Georgia Avenue to approximately Wayne
and Mansfield Road.
My address is 8214 Cedar Street. I live one block from Wayne and
Cedar, where the unmodified version high option LRT tunnel would
emerge after going underground at Silver Spring Avenue west of
Georgia Avenue.
I strongly urge that the modification of the high option LRT I propose be
studied and implemented.
By emerging at Mansfield Road instead of Cedar, the LRT could still go
over Sligo Creek Parkway and have the first station after the Silver
Spring Transit Center be at Manchester Road and Wayne, not Dale and
Wayne.
The topography of Wayne Avenue makes this proposal much more
sensible from the point of view of ORT vehicles difficulty going up and
down steep gradients.
Cedar Street is much higher than Mansfield Road. Also, this modified
proposal is much better from the point of view of the safety of students,
parents and bus drivers at Silver Spring International Middle School and
Sligo Creek Elementary School which both occupy the old Lare High
School and would be greatly impacted by the complex traffic situation
which would be caused by a station at Dale Drive.
There are a few apartment buildings near the proposed Dale Drive
station and there will not be much opportunity for people to drive and
park at Dale Drive Station because of permit parking requirements in all
of the neighboring streets.
Some people could walk to the Dale Drive Station, but most of them
could also walk to the downtown transit center just as well.
I do not support the medium option LRT alternative between the transit
center and Manchester Road. ORT on grade in downtown Silver Spring
will add to traffic congestion and increase safety concerns for
pedestrians as well as increasing parking problems by reducing parking
on Wayne.
We do not need a stop at the new library since the transit center is within
easy walking distance. I believe that my proposed modification will
reduce travel time between the transit center and the stop at Manchester
Road by avoiding two unnecessary stops at Dale and the library and

avoiding traffic congestion and the steep gradient on Wayne.
This can be done without much impact on ridership, without prohibitive
costs and with better safety for all.
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Betsy
Taylor

MD

Taylor_Betsy.pdf (157 kb)
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Denise
Taylor
10416 Rockville Pike
Rockville
MD
20852
DENISE@PURPLEGUM.COM
Dear Director Ratcliff:
I use the Capital Crescent Trail and the tunnel frequently. I have used
the trail for many years, both as a cyclist, rollerblader, runner, and
walker. I have used the trail on my mountain bike, road bike, marathon
training, Montgomery County Road Runners Club, the Jolly Fat Man
Run, to get to barbeques at Fletcher’s Boathouse, to get home quickly
from Georgetown, to ride to Arlington to see a bike race, and so on. I
have lived in Montgomery County since 1970 when I was 3 until now. I
waited with excitement when the tunnel finally opened, making crossing
Wisconsin Avenue safe and simple.

My only complaint about the trail now is that it is so popular it’s hard to
find some tranquil moments, but I do – in the early mornings of the
weekend, on cool days, and in the afternoon.
The trail provides great views of the Potomac, houses, access to
MacArthur Blvd, and other things nearby.

I urge you to REJECT THE PURPLE LINE AND THE DESTRUCTION
OF THE TRAIL.

Denise Taylor
10416 Rockville Pike # 302
Rockville, Md. 20852

Phone: 240 731 6293
Email: denise@purplegum.com
www.purplegum.com
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Jerry
Taylor
3223 Coquelin Terrace C
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : Jerry Taylor, J-E-R-R-Y, T-A-Y-L-O-R. Address 3223 Coquelin Terrace,
that's C-O-Q-U-E-L- I-N, Terrace, Chevy Chase, Maryland. I'm speaking
in support of an underground transit system. The purpose for the Purple
Line is for a faster, more direct, more reliable east-west transitway. And
an underground system is clearly superior in all of those categories, if
our transportation alternatives on the Georgetown Branch Trail do not
provide adequate transportation solutions and a gender vigorous
community opposition.
Maryland and Montgomery County have been unwilling to consider the
tunnel alternative because of three things: cost, previous valid concern
that the tunnel option wouldn't meet FTA New Starts funding
requirements, particularly the cost effectiveness
index and third, development. A concern among developers of Chevy
Chase Lake and other properties that prefer at-grade light rail system to
an underground system because an at-grade system will provide easier
access to their retail developments.
9 I'd like to address the cost. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement
includes platitudes regarding the Georgetown Branch Tunnel, such as
the tunnel requires a much higher expenditure or provides no operating
speed or mobility benefits while providing no evidence to support these
claims. There are three points regarding the cost that I'd like to make.
First, any hired cost is driven by tunnel construction for which there are
now new tunnel boring machines that are cost, change the cost equation
because they can drill much more quickly than older, less efficient boring
machines. Second, running a forward 8-car heavy rail line would clearly
provide operating and mobility benefits over two of three car light rail
transportation.
And lastly, some of the right-of-way adjacent to the hiker/biker trail could
be sold to home owners which will pay increase county property taxes.
The CEI. According to a recent article on passenger transport at a
hearing committee of transportation infrastructure of the U.S. House of
Representatives three weeks ago, the chairman of the committee,
Congressman Overstar, discussed the FTA New Starts program and the
multi-year authorization bill the committee will consider next year.
The article states Overstar handed the big changes are in store for the
federal starts program. While discussing a New Jersey project with
Governor John Corzine, the chairman said the cost effectiveness index
will be gone next year. CEI is out, done, through, end quote.
Maryland Department of Transportation, the whole process of
alternatives is driven by the CEI and Congress appears unlikely to
eliminate it this year. Maryland needs to develop a transportation
solution
for the future. Not one that meets artificial limitations imposed on federal
funding of transit, new starts projects imposed by the Bush
administration. I urge Maryland to reject the BRT alternatives for Jones
Bridge Road and consider a tunnel alternative on the Capitol Crescent
Trail. Thank you.
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Martina and Keene
Taylor
3201 Pickwick Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
martina.taylor@rcn.com
Taylor 35411.pdf (111 kb)
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Stephen
Taylor
6712 Loring Court
Bethesda
MD
20817
SDTAYLOR7@COMCAST.NET
The Purple Line as now planned does not provide enough benefits to
offset the costs. Put the money into buses that run on natural gas or
some other green technology and leave the Crescent Trail for the hikers,
bikers, and runners. The idea of light rail over the old railroad right away
has been around a long time and should now be allowed to die. This
county should be able to produce better alternative solutions, if indeed
there is an actual, justifiable need.
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Stephen
Taylor
6712 Loring Court
Bethesda
MD
SDTAYLOR7@COMCAST.NET
I am writing again on this subject because I believe the thought
leadership is making the bus sound like an unpopular idea. People, and
I include myself, generally prefer the subway over the bus, BUT…in the
case of the purple line, you can design a radical bus that would have
people talking about it and wanting to ride it. The money for a trickedout bus, as my children would say, would be less than the light rail. And
bottom line, it would work and be less of a drain on our scarce tax
resources. Please do not cut down trees and disturb what is working
now for so many people who walk, run, and ride bicycles. And of
course the bus would run on natural gas.
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Theresa
Taylor

Chevy Chase
MD

Comment Form. T. Taylor.pdf (953 kb)
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Eliot G.
Teagle

MD
etx2000@comcast.net
To the MTA “Key Officials”, I am all for a light rail “Purple Line”. This idea
is way overdue and would make an already efficient Metro system even
more efficient. I would be even more in favor of a regular below ground
Metro line traveling the proposed “Purple Line” route. If a below ground
route is not possible, then at least build the “Purple Line” light rail
alternative. This rout is similar to the inter-county connector and makes a
lot of sense. I would love to have it built. In this age of energy crisis and
search for public transportation efficiency, adding to the DC Metro
system where it counts is definitely the way to go!!!!

Eliot G. Teagle

Montgomery County Resident (20879)
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Timothy
Tehan
10400 Connecticut Avenue, Suite #512
Kensington
MD
20895
timothy.tehan@taladvisor.com
Tehan 35202.pdf (124 kb)
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Veronica
Tejada
1501 Korth Place
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Candace
Telep
4616 Chase Ave
Bethesda
MD
20814
CANDACETELEP@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

We live in the neighborhood just behind the Georgetown branch of the
Capital Cresent Trail. Every week and nearly every day, my 4 yo son
asks to take a bike ride on the "secret path". This is one of his favorite
activities with his father. We also have two smaller children we stroll
down the path all spring, summer and fall as a nice walk into downtown
Bethesda for family actitivies. This is part of what we enjoy most about
the area - the peaceful tranquility of a nature trail right in our back yard.
It teaches our children to enjoy the great outdoors and we try to teach
them to preserve it. What kind of lesson would it be to them about the
preservation of nature if we demolish the trail for a train? Please help us
stop the Purple Line proposed plan.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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John
Telesco
916 College Parkway
Rockville
MD
20850
JTELESCO1@VERIZON.NET
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, and of
public transit and all alternative modes of transportation. Nonetheless, I
ask that you consider the following changes to the draft environmental
impact statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.

Thank you for your time and consideration.
John Telesco
916 College Parkway
Rockville, MD 20850
3016100080
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Neil
Tender

MD
NEIL.TENDER@HUGHES.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am writing to make an appeal regarding the Purple Line. I am very
much opposed the the proposed plan to build an above-ground trolley
along the existing Capital Crescent Trail. Building such a line would
completely destroy the trail for the many runners, walkers and bikers
who use it. The proposal calls for a bike lane to be built adjacent to the
tracks, but a narrow trail along the transitway is no substitute for the
tranquil, scenic, open, tree-covered trail that exists today.
A much better solution would be to build the Purple Line underground. I
know it is more expensive, but transportation infrastructure is an
investment in the future and it should be built right for the generations
ahead that will use it. The metro is a first class transit system because it
was well designed and properly capitalized. We will regret it someday if
a second-rate trolley is built -- we will have to live with it forever. Please
don't make the same mistake that is being made in Tysons Corner with
the Silver Line!
I am a frequent user of the trail -- I run on it every weekend. I live on
Bethesda Ave right at the base of this section of trail. One of the major
reasons that I chose to live here is because of this trail. It is truly a
unique gem. Where else in this county can you live in a major urban
area and have an amazing trail right in your backyard? The answer is
nowhere. I looked all around and couldn't find any place that could offer
this other than Bethesda. I know that I speak not just for myself but for
thousands of other residents that use the trail.
Please don't make any compromises regarding the Purple Line. Think
about the long term and what will be most valuable to us and the
generations to follow. The Capital Crescent trail must be preserved -our urban parkland is extremely valuable and cannot be recovered once
it is destroyed. The Metro is a world class transportation system and
new lines must be built according to this standard. A below ground
system would be ideal, but if an above ground system must be built it
should at least be built as a full-fledged Metro, not some trolley, and it
should follow the well-planned model of the existing metro and run along
existing roadways (such as orange line alone I-66 or red line along 355).
Please make the right decisions today that we will not regret tomorrow!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Barbara
Teng
7710 Woodmont Avenue, #709
Bethesda
MD
20814
BTENG99@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a heart attack survivor. Luckily, I live in Bethesda and we have the
wonderful Capital Crescent Trail that I go walk or jog several times a
week to help me stay healthy. I have convinced so many of my friends
to do the same thing. Without Capital Crescent Trail, so many of the
Bethesda residents will not be motivated to stay healthy by
walking/running/biking the Capital Crescent Trail. I cannot imagine what
that will do to the general health condition of so many people.
PLEASE save the Capital Crescent Trail and do not destroy the trail for
the purple line. You will be SAVING SO MANY LIFES.
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Ed
Tennyson

MD
etennyson@cox.net
Mike
THE PURPLE LINE WILL NOT "COST", IT WILL SAVE
With the Light Rail Intermediate Plan saving much travel time and
with a better return on investment than the Minimal Alternative, the
Intermediate Alternastive is the Way to Go. The Bus Plan is too slow
and costly to consider. It also uses petroleum fuel.
Please realize that the six-minute headway can NOT work with
buses as the 52,000 weekday riders wll not fit on a six-minute peak
period headway. Bus operating cost will be more than double what the
Executive Summary says.
Light Rail will need three-car trains on a six-minute headway
(4.3 minutes with two-cars) but still only one operator per
train. Buses will need Proof-of-Payment labor added. Light Rail already
has that cost. Also, the bus investment must be written off over the 15year life of the buses and the 20-year life of the pavement,
The Light Rail investment will last 40 years for cars and 50 years for
tangent track, Curves will not last that long.
The Executive Summary does not mention oil savings but that is
very important. Oil savings, even at $ 2 per gallon
will be about $ 6 million per year by rail taking some Transit Oriefnted
Development into account that will result.
Studies by Northern Texas University of Dallas and Portland found
that Light Rail (not busway) will increase
property values along the rail line by $ 75 million per mile more
than property not so near to the line.
MetroBus now costs a dollar per passenger-mile to operate. Light Rail
in Denver, Minneapolis, Portland, Salt Lake City,
San Diego and Saint Louis cost only 40 cents per passenger-mile,
Your data does not reflect that because of the disruptions on the
Baltimore system.
Something is badly wrong in Baltimore. The fall leaf shut down is a
killer. I have been in the transit business all my life and I have never
heard of such a disreputable mismanagement. I was once the operating
Vice President of an electric railway just like a Light Rail line. Leaves
and snow never stopped us, even when they troubled us. Something is
badly wrong in Baltimore.
It is true Maryland is shorf on capital money at this time, but unlike the
ICC, Maryland can prudently borrow money to build Light Rail for 62,600
passengers (80 million annual,passengermiles) because future savings will pay off the bonds.
I fully appreciate all the long hard work that went into the report.
Much of it is very good, but not all of it

E
d Tennyson
Registered Professional Engineer
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E.L.
Tennyson, P.E.
2233 Abborsford Drive, RFD 55
Vienna
VA
22181-3220
703-281-7533
Tennyson_EL.pdf (2 mb)
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E.L.
Tennyson, P.E.
2233 Abborsford Drive, RFD 55
Vienna
VA
22181-3220

Submission Content/Notes : The Honorable Martin O’Malley
Governor of Maryland
The State Capitol
Annapolis, MD. 21 401
Dear Governor O’Malley:
As one who has long been involved in Maryland transportation, the
Action Committee for Transit in Silver Spring and the Purple Line NOW
people have suggested that I write you concerning the vital importance
of getting this project built now as a Light Rail Line.
We have many severe problems including the economy, global warming,
balance of payments deficits for oil, air pollution, traffic congestion traffic
fatalities and the high cost of bus transportation. Light Rail will help
considerably with all of these problems.
A small group of wealthy, self-interested opponents have
misrepresented all over the map against this project. They do not really
want Bus Rapid Transit. They want to capture a vital public right-of-way
for private use. They know that is not acceptable so they pretend to want
a Busway to block Light Rail for everyone.
Light Rail will not cost more than Bus Rapid Transit. Investment is not a
cost. It is an asset. It earns a return. Montgomery County Ride-On and
Metro Buses in 2007 cost between $1.09 and $1.12 per passenger-mile.
No one can afford that. MetroRail cost only 44 cents per passenger-mile
that year. Your MARC cost only 34 cents. Light Rail will cost less than
half of what bus service costs. Baltimore is not a good example.
Disruptions for double tracking have ruined Light Rail efficiency in
Maryland which had a good operation before signal engineers fouled it
up. Elsewhere, Light Rail gets the cost of operation down as low as
MetroRail and MARC. See the attached data sheet.
Light Rail will attract far more riders than buses. Experience proves it. At
Connecticut Avenue, Light Rail will carry the equivalent of four lanes of
Beltway travel. Buses will not. I have made my own independent
estimate of Purple Line travel and agree with the 62,200 official weekday
estimate. I submitted it to Maryland Transportation Administration.
Light Rail also has a better safety record than buses with 0.4 severe
casualties per million passenger-miles. Buses have 0.5.
Fears of community damage and disruption are real but totally
misguided. Mayor Goldschmidt
in Portland OR fought this out twenty years ago. NIMBY's fought Light
Rail to protect their property values, but the Mayor gave them Light Rail
anyway. Their property values went up, $75 million per mile according to
Northern Texas University. They then blamed the Mayor for not telling
them property values would go up. Almost everywhere, Light Rail has
been a resounding success. Surely, it will be on the Purple Line with 1.7
million people in Montgomery and Prince George's counties. Even the
Chesapeake Bay will benefit from Light Rail. Five miles of right-of-way
on rock ballast will soak up rain water, preventing dirty run-off from
greasy paved surfaces that a BusWay would involve.
Also attached for your review, if you have time, are data sheets showing
how Bus Ways have failed to attract promised riders, how Light Rail has
attracted them, what my background is, very low energy consumption in
Northern Virginia suburbs served by MetroRail and the difference
between Busways and Light Rail in Pittsburgh where they are parallel.

The initial investment does pose a problem of capital formation. Federal

Attachments :

law provides 80 % for viable transit projects and this one is near the top
of the list. The new President wants to invest in public works that will
make future employment that can not exported. Electric Rail Transit is
just what he (and we) needs. His native Hawaii has just voted for it. The
local match will surely be a problem but with the huge future savings and
property value appreciation, Maryland can easily afford to sell bonds to
invest in the local share. Repayment can come from savings, not taxes.
The operating savings are huge. Saving 50 cents per passenger-mile on
80 million annual passenger-miles is worth $40 million per year to state
and local governments. That will support $440 million in bonds. It will
also stimulate the economy. It is NOT deficit spending.
If your staff has any questions about this, tell them to ask me about
them. My interest is purely civic. I will be paying my income taxes and I
do not want them to go to a disasterous BusWay. Neither do I want to
see stagnation. We must move forward, but only in a constructive
direction. I helped fund the South BusWay in Pittsburgh, the worst
mistake I ever made. I also want to assist my friends in Maryland.
Tennyson 35358.pdf (753 kb)
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Erica
Teofilo
630 Hamilton St NW
Washington
DC
20011
donaerica@yahoo.com
I would like to know more about the Purple Line.
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The Tercyak Family

7902 Pearl Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
RSTREIS1@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, and
others,
Please save the trail!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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April
Terrell
1400 East-West Hwy.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
april_terrell@hotmail.com
As a resident of Silver Spring who had to commute without a car to work
in Bethesda, and classes in College Park, I can tell you that the Purple
Line is sorely needed. The buses are *packed*, and their schedules are
unreliable. The time I've spent to go relatively short distances along
these major corridors is ridiculous. Please connect Bethesda, Silver
Spring, and College Park with the Purple Line as soon as possible.
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W. Randolph and Jane
Teslik
3519 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
RTESLIK@AKINGUMP.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
My family and I are regular users of the Capital Crescent Trail. We bike,
we walk -- by ourselves and with our dog -- and find this small pristine
space to be essential to our way of living and enjoyment of the area near
our home. PLEASE DO NOT DESTROY THIS WONDERFUL
RESOURCE! To do so would be a crime. I am in fear that our elected
respresentatives would bow to the pressure brought upon them by
developers, residents of other areas, and those with ulterior motives and
allow this project to go forward.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Karen
Thibeau

MD
KAREN.THIBEAU@LNF.COM
To Whom It May Concern:

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Adam
Thomas
4809 Bradley Blvc
chevy Chase
MD
20815
WABA@ADAMTHOMAS.US
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Adam Thomas
4809 Bradley Blvd
3rd Floor
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
301-402-6351
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Ann L.
Thomas
12413 Beall Spring Rd.
Potomac
MD
20854
HELAT@AOL.COM
I strongly support the light rail option for the Purple Line and urge that it
be constructed as soon as possible. The area needs an expanded public
transportation network for convenience, safety, and the protection of the
environment.
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John
Thomas
5524 Besley Court
Rockville
MD
20851

Comment Cards. Anne Lee.pdf (35 kb)
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Lauren
Thomas
7722 Westlake Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20817
THOMAS-LAUREN@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Lauren Thomas
7722 Westlake Terrace
Bethesda, MD 20817
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Theresa
Thomas
9013 Eton Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Thomas_Theresa.pdf (632 kb)
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Harold
Thomen
5114 Wilson Ln #A
Bethesda
MD
20810
I support building an at-grade light rail Purple Line, on its own right-ofway for most of the route, and completing the Capital Crescent trail
alongside the route between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
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Alan and Diane
Thompson
7104 Grinnel Drive
Rockville
MD
20855

Thompson_Alan_Diane.pdf (34 kb)
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Bruce and Kathy
Thompson
8309 Kerry Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
THOMP213@AOL.COM
To all Montgomery County decision makers,
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers of all races and
nationalities use the Crescent Trail between Connecticut and Bethesda
Avenues. The trail is enjoyed by people of all ages including families,
students, the elderly, athletes and cyclists and also including people
going to and from school and commuters. Trail users come from all
around the region.
The trail is know for its beauty and tranquility and if the Purple Line is
built there the surrounding area would be destroyed. It would also be
very dangerous for people young and old to use the Trail while trains
would pass 10 feet from them every 3 minutes.
Great urban areas have great recreational areas. Please visit the trail
and use your wisdom to keep this area the tranquil green space that it is.
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Dean
Thompson

Bethesda
MD
DEAN@THETHOMPSONS.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As an avid biker (I commute into the District from Bethesda 3-4 times a
week and routinely enjoy the capital crescent trail with my family - my
son and I used it for part of our 184 mile trip up the C&O Canal this
summer), I would like to urge you to reconsider any efforts to institute a
rail service along the Capital Crescent trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Megan
Thompson
816 Easley St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MEGANLTHOMPSON@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
I would like to see a light rail purple line established. I prefer using the
Metro instead of driving and I feel it would be of great benefit to our
community. While buses are beneficial, I would be much more likely to
use the purple line if it is a light rail.
Sincerely,
Megan Thompson
816 Easley St. #1529
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Robert
Thompson
13430 Keating St.
Rockville
MD
20853
bobht@yahoo.com
I believe we should build the Purple line right along the old track roadbed
frpm Bethesda to New Carollton as soon as possible. Road capacity has
already reached it's limits.
It's best for the environment as well as not helping the oil terrorists.
Working people need swift economical transportation. As for NIMBYS,
listen to the almost silent Metrotrains from Rockville Pike. One can
barely hear them.Change is always frightening and we have waited too
long already for this improvement.
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Shawn
Thompson
400 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Thompson_Shawn.pdf (95 kb)
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Caroline
Thorington

MD
CMTHORINGTON@GMAIL.COM
Please save the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. We are losing green space too rapidly in Montgomery County as
it is. To take away a piece like the Crescent Trail with its surrounding
mature trees and natural beauty is an environmental and recreational
disaster. Once its gone,it will be forever lost and it wont come back. We
will be an ever burgeoning wasteland of cement and tarmac and urban
sprawl where we could have had this jewel of a park as a buffer. We
need the trees and the space. The heavy use of the trail shows how
needed it is. To have a trail surrounded by cement and buses is not to
have a trail at all.
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Brian
Thornton
5411 McGrath Blvd
Bethesda
MD
20852
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Jesse
Thrift

Upper Marlboro
MD
20772
JWCheap@gmail.com
I may have already made this suggestion, but I believe that the Purple
Line could have a borader range than the current plan.
Assuming it's built according to the plans I've seen, it would connect
almost all the Metro lines in Maryland-- but not the Blue Line.
If, however, it were extended to Largo Town Center, stations on the
Purple Line could serve a number of locations-- FedEx Field, which lies
roughly between New Carrollton and Largo Town Center; The Boulevard
at the Caps Center mall; and even, extended slightly further south, PG
Community College; as well as simply expanding the number of people
who can easily use the Purple Line to commute.
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Jesse
Thrift

Upper Marlboro
MD
20772
I can't remember if I've sent this before, but I am a resident of Upper
Marlboro and a commuter student at UMD. The Purple Line is a great
idea, but doesn't do enough to connect to southern PG County.
Continuing south to Largo Town Center and FedEx field, or even better,
all the way to Upper Marlboro, would be a great way to tie together the
disparate portions of the county, and would reduce the strain on parking
facilities in the county seat.
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Judy
Throckmorton
5100 Dorset Avenue, #313
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JTHROCKMORTON@CWTSATOTRAVEL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and family
and/or why it’s important to you, your community and the environment,
etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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K.
Thuyacontha
4121 Postgate Tr, #203
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Thuyacontha_K Comment Card.pdf (25 kb)
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Robert S.
Tievsh
4710 Bethesda Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Please keep the Crescent
Trail!
Comment Cards. Lourdes Baire.pdf (72 kb)
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Martin
Tillett
2410 Fairview Drive
Alexandria
VA
22306
PALEOHOMBRE@HOTMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Erica
Tingler

Potomac
MD
ERICATINGLER@AOL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
Dear Governor O’Malley,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers - - of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve20the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this
natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes
place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jessica
Tirocke
9907 Capitol View Ave
Silver Spring
MD
20910
bewaretheteeth@yahoo.com
I enthusiastically support the Inner Purple Line and add my name to this
petition. I support this vision of an Inner Purple Line:
1 A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2 Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park and
New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;

Attachments :

4. A community-and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Tirocke 35881.pdf (106 kb)
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Dennis
Tirpak
138 Hesketh Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
DENNIS@TIRPAK.COM
Please save the trail
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George
Tobin
Personal Financial Concepts
20401 Remsbury Place
Montgomery Village
MD
20886
I'm voicing my support for the purple line! It's about time. Then, when
you're done with that, let's get a RED LINE expansion to Frederick, MD!
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Mary
Tobin
2202 Montgmery St
silver spring
MD
20910
maryroset@juno.com
I am absolutely for the proposed Light Rail System. I also want to be
sure that we maintain and complete the biker/hiker trail along the
Crescent Trail. It is time for us to catch up with the rest of the world.
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Mary
Tobin
2202 Montgomery Street
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Tobin_Mary.pdf (52 kb)
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Earlette
Toomer
408 69th Place
Seat Pleasant
MD
20743
etoomer@msn.com
The Purple Line is long over due. Traffic congestion is at its worst. I
support the Maryland Transit Authority's decision on the expansion of
our transit system. I support the Purple Line. Commuting from Prince
George's County to Montgomery County has become a nightmare.
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Luz E.
Toro
1400 Fenwick Ln.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Toro. Luz.pdf (25 kb)
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Norma
Torres
10366 Castlehedge Terrace
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Norma Torres.pdf (64 kb)
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Pamela
Torro
4815 Niagara Rd
College Park
MD
20740
I support the Purple Line. I think it would benefit both residents and
WMATA. The Purple Line would probably also help to alleviate traffic on
the beltway between PG and Montgomery Counties. I urge you to plan
and complete this line!
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Pamela
Torro
4815 Niagra Rd.
College Park
MD
20740
misspamelatorro@gmail.com
Torro 35677.pdf (105 kb)
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Steve
Touw
3625 38th St. NW
Washington
DC
20016
Hello,
I was wondering if it would be possible to get a more detailed drawing of
the medium investment LRT at the Jones Mill intersection. In particular,
where the tunnel will begin and return to ground level behind Suzanna
Ln.
Thanks,
Steve Touw
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Holly
Townsend
6004 Brookside Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
HMT@TOWNSEND-GROUP.COM

Submission Content/Notes : To: Governor Martin O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett, Chairman Royce Hanson, and Council
President Mike Knapp
Fr: Holly Townsend, 6004 Brookside Drive, Chevy Chase, MD 20815

One of the most wonderful aspects of living in Chevy Chase and working
in Bethesda’s Air Rights Building is easy access to the Capital Crescent
Trail. Thousands of people including my family, friends and employees
use and appreciate this trail -- for exercise, for long walks with friends, to
expose children and grandchildren to a little bit of nature, as a safe bike
route to work, and so on. What a shame it would be to permanently
compromise the Capital Crescent Trail by running the Purple Line along
the trail. Please, please, please do not do this. We can put transit in
another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful, tree-lined, natural
recreational green space anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing every three minutes, will not provide a tranquil "Trail"
experience. It would be tragic to destroy this wonderful amenity that
adds so much value to the lives of everyone who uses it, and to all of the
many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the transit
projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts process". But
the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor complete. The adverse
environmental and community impacts are severely understated in the
DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light rail
called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so narrow.
While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a former
transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train that previously
ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at about 15 mph, on a
single track, and was screened by forest on both sides. With the Purple
Line, this single track (which is now a trail) will be replaced by two tracks
and a trail, with no trees, and with trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Green Space
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the Trail has
been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006, and this
number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all ages, races,
nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is especially significant in
light of the fact that the Trail is crushed stone, not paved like the Trail to
Georgetown, and bikers with narrow tires cannot use it without
significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for green space
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD will
double in 15 years and these residents will need green space and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest

The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is inexplicably
negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the impact of the loss
of these trees to the environment, to trail users, and to the communities
surrounding the Trail. According to American Forests, at least 17 acres
of tree canopy will be destroyed. These 17 acres of mature trees are
some of the last remaining forest in lower Montgomery County and they
are important for sediment control, clean water, clean air, carbon
sequestration, shading the Trail, and providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail are
seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the tracks, and
to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide canopy is not
supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of the right-of-way,
neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing because their homes
are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence, trail users will be confined
inside a solid fenced in corridor with trains passing by in both directions
every three minutes. Fencing will also be necessary along the inside
border of the Trail to keep trail users from accidently falling onto the
tracks or from crossing intentionally. Most of the right of way will require
major retaining walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to
rise steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two directions,
passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into a narrow bike
lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle
school and high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to
get to Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School,
and the Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes.
A transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail?Loss of Trail access will lead
youth to try to cross the rail in dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc.
Young people will try to climb fences, for example, to cross directly to BCC High School in East Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway,
and the Leland Center in the Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are
many gates, and youth come through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston and
in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train in
Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.

9. Homes along the Trail?The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes,
condominiums and apartments along the Trail, and it neglects to
describe how close these residences would be to the transitway. The
DEIS should state how many of these homes are less than 30' from
where light rail trains would pass; how many are less than 50', etc. It is
simply inexcusable to have no analysis of the impact on the property
values of the homes along the corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the Capital
Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the study, it
causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the study which
are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership, time traveled,
etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown
Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route for the Purple Line.
Loss of this significant, irreplaceable greenspace is unacceptable.
Choosing this route will meet with substantial and growing opposition
from Trail users and communities far and wide, and this dissent will hurt
any chances for FTA funding. I urge our public officials to give a fair and
more thorough study of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route
and any other possible routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time did not
know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would become. Nor
did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is time to take a new,
fresh and unbiased look at where transit should best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.
Holly Townsend
President & CEO
The Townsend Group, Inc.
7315 Wisconsin Ave, Suite West 750
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel: (301) 215-6710 Ext.101
Fax: (301) 215-7704
www.townsend-group.com
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Karen
Tracey

MD
karenbyu@gmail.com
I wanted to write in support of the purple line. My husband and I are
looking to buy a home in the next few years, and having a line
connecting the Silver Spring, Bethesda, and College Park stops would
hugely influence our decision to stay in the area. Even as it is now, the
purple line is a much needed missing link that would severely increase
our opportunities to travel and shop in the Bethesda and Rockville area
while cutting back on automobile use.

Thanks for your concern. Please build the Purple Line!
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Karen
Tracy

MD
karenbyu@gmail.com
I wanted to write in support of the purple line. My husband and I are
looking to buy a home in the next few years, and having a line
connecting the Silver Spring, Bethesda, and College Park stops would
hugely influence our decision to stay in the area. Even as it is now, the
purple line is a much needed missing link that would severely increase
our opportunities to travel and shop in the Bethesda and Rockville area
while cutting back on automobile use.

Thanks for your concern. Please build the Purple Line!

Karen Tracy
(571) 309-9489
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John
Trangsrud
5812 Swarthmore Drive
Berwyn Heights
MD
20740
JTRANGSR@UMD.EDU
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
John Trangsrud
5812 Swarthmore Drive
3rd Floor
Berwyn Heights, MD 20740
301-728-6502
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William
Trapmann
10420 Mountain Quail Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Trapman_William.pdf (38 kb)
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Herbert
Traxler
5817 Runford Drive
New Carrollton
MD
20784
HTRAXLER@MAIL.COM
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am a retired federal employee voicing my strong support for the Purple
Line. I wish it had been in operation during my 20+ years of commute
between New Carrollton and Rockville (Parklawn Building on Fishers
Lane, near the Twinbrook Metro station). The daily time and
aggravation in this "cross-town" commuting situation was one of the
reasons I decided on early retirement.
Much of the commuting in this metropolitan area is no more from
suburbs to downtown, but suburb to suburb. Much of the time I worked I
was in a carpool; therefore at least I did not have to do the Beltway
tango on a daily basis. Traffic became significantly worse over my
working life. When one carpool-partner retired and another one was
promoted to a job downtown, I decided on Metro rather than the daily
Beltway commute. It was preferable. Yet, it meant going downtown,
together with thousands of others whose final destination was nowhere
near the Metro Center, changing trains to the red line at Metro Center
and heading out to Rockville. This is a wasteful way of travel and
wastes precious time and resources (passenger capacity of trains)
The riders going into the commercial center of DC just to change trains
in one or two overcrowded switching locales (e.g. Metro Center), just to
cram into an outbound train heading to their suburban destination are
fighting for precious space with those heading to the center as their final
destination. Obviously, this requires more trains and more cars, in
addition to crowded and sometimes dangerous situations on the
platforms and elevators. I think an "cross-town" line like PURPLE
makes sense from a holistic and economic perspective (by the way, my
Ph.D. is in economics, and as a native European I am well aware of the
radial PLUS diagonal etc public transportation networks of European
cities like, Paris, Vienna...... )
Had there been a purple line, I (and I assume many others) would have
taken it. I certainly hope that it will be built (together with the long
overdue silver line to IAD, fourty years in the planning!)
Herbert Traxler, 5817 Runford Drive, New Carrollton, MD 20784
Herbert Traxler, Ph.D.
301-577-3503
http://www.traxlers.org
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Janelle
Treibitz
3168 17th Street NW
Washington
DC
20010

Treibitz.pdf (84 kb)
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David
Trimble

MD
DCTRIMBLE@STARPOWER.NET
I am writing to urge you to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. My family regularly uses this trail for hiking
and biking to go to Bethesda for recreation and to shop. It is a unique
and wonderful asset to the community that shoiuld not be discarded in a
feeble attempt to save a few dollars in construction costs. The trail is
beloved by bikers and hikers and it should not be sacrificed - a metro
line and a bike path are not substitutes for each other and once gone
this bike and hiking path will be impossible to reclaim.

Please use your leadership to preserve this great asset. If the transit
line must follow this path, ensure that bikes and hikers ability to use the
same pathway remains fully intact - access to the famous tunnel and
safe and scenic views must be preserved as part of this development.
To do anything less would be like tearing up the national mall to build an
airport - a silly and unnecessary sacrifice. The easiest way to look at
this is what will we tell our grandkids - will we be nostalgic and say, oh,
there used to be this great bike and hiking path here but it was torn up to
build this rail line. Or, will we say, when they built the new train line they
tried to take this great pathway away but we stopped them, isn't this
lovely?

Thank you for your consideration.
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Karen
Troccoli
4701 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814
KTROCCOLI@COMCAST.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Karen Troccoli
4701 Chestnut Street
Bethesda, MD 20814
301.654.3957

January 9, 2009

Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews:

To say that I have been dismayed that support is tipping towards the
purple line along the Capitol Crescent Trail is an understatement. I fine
it very troubling that such a beautiful, convenient, heavily used, and
natural resource within what is becoming an increasingly concrete
county would be sacrificed for a transportation project for which there
are viable alternatives.

I know you hear many testimonials from people who use the trail
regularly for recreational and commuting purposes. But I know how, in
the policymaking world, such stories and pleas can take a back seat to
development and statistical cost-benefit analyses. I was particularly
disappointed to read in this week’s Washington Post that
decisionmakers are being swayed by factors such as the purple line
being a claim to national fame in terms of ridership; and assertions that
residents were less likely to use a rapid transit bus because they don’t
perceive it as being as modern or efficient as a light rail. National optics
are an empty justification for a huge disruption and blight to our
neighborhoods and county. And if people find the bus works, word of
mouth will be the best promotional avenue of all.

That the costs and time commitment for the purple line are substantially
greater than for the rapid transit bus also strikes me as a critical reason
to go with the latter – especially in this time of budgetary crises.

Changing our Capital Crescent Trail’s border from green to purple would
deface and disrupt a gem of nature and activity in our county. Despite
claims to the contrary, there is no way residents are going to be
comfortable biking, running or walking only 10 feet away from a train. I
urge you to vote against moving forward with the purple line and instead
support a rapid transit bus.

Preserving the uniqueness, quiet and greenness of our neighborhoods
while simultaneously addressing commuting issues is what will truly

make us a national model.

Thank you for your consideration of my views.
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Kenneth and Karen
Troccoli
4701 Chestnut Street
Bethesda
MD
20814

Froccoli 34962.pdf (81 kb)
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Lalo
Trujillo
8805 Spring Valley Rd
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ctrujillo@comcast.net
The purple line alternative is the rational/sensible alternative in spite of
the large amount of tax money the town of Chevy Chase is prepared to
spend to dump the project on Jones Bridge Rd, which would lead to the
destruction of private property, more polution and create a dangerous
enviornment for the surounding neighborhoods.
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Tri
Truong
11470 Waterhaven Ct.
Reston
VA
20190
TRI.TRUONG@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Travis
Truppner
2410 Esther Ct.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
T.TRUPPNER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a long-term user of the Capital Crescent bike trail, and I feel
that building the purple metro line right near the trail will impose
on our bike riding and walking. This addition will be a huge eyesore
and a distraction from the beautiful trees and plants lining the
trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Vali M.
Tschirgi
3722 Brandywine St. NW
Washington
DC
20016
VALITSCH@ATT.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent trail as a recreational biker and walker/hiker.
The value of this trail cannot be underestimated. I use it regularly for
recreation and occasionally for commuting. When our dog was alive we
used to walk her along this trail. It is one of my favorite places to take
visiting family because it is a safe and beautiful path that young and old
can enjoy together. Please do not take away or compromise this
valuable trail.
I support public transportation between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
However, I do not support the way it is currently being designed. I
understand there are options for achieving the end goal that can
maintain the nature and accessibility of the Capital Crescent Trail. I urge
you to please consider these alternatives.
Please do not put trains or buses along the Capital Crescent Trail. It is
possible to achieve our transportation goal in a manner that also
sustains this popular tranquil trail, the trees, and the natural greenspace
for generations to come. If you are willing to set this new goal, I will do
my part to help ensure its success.
I read a newspaper article that suggested Purple Line objections were
elitist Not-In-My-Backyard sentiment. This is not a case of NIMBY for
me. I've lived in various parts of Maryland, DC, and Virginia for over 40
years. I've seen how development has changed the character of the
metropolitan area. We've lost resources we never intended to go away
completely. We can do better. Let's set a new standard with a Purple
Line design that values nature, community, transportation, and business
equally.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Vali M. Tschirgi
3722 Brandywine St NW
Washington DC 20016
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Marinos
Tsigas

Rockville
MD
Marinos.Tsigas@usitc.gov
Hello

I will not be able to attend the two public hearings about the Purple Line
(Nov 18 and 19) but I would like to let you know that as a Montgomery
County resident I believe that a Purple Line is an excellent solution to
our area’s transportation challenges.

M. Tsigas
Rockville, MD
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Marinos
Tsigas

MD
MARINOS.TSIGAS@USITC.GOV
Hello

I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.

Kind regards
Marinos
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Marinos
Tsigas
509 Nelson St.
Rockville
MD
20850
marinos.tsigas@usitc.gov
Dear Mr. Madden,
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
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Judy
Tso
7921 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Judy Tso, J-U-D-Y, last name T as in Tom, S as in Sam, O. Address
7021 Kentbury Drive, Bethesda, Maryland, 20814. I moved to the area
about two years ago and when I bought my house I heard that there was
a Purple Line project that might go through the Capitol Crescent Trail
behind my yard and I didn't know much about the project but I am a
supporter of public transit so I joined the public line advisory, or the
Purple Line Advisory Committee to better understand the project.
And my assessment after sitting on this committee and reading the DEIS
is that this is a 20 year old project that is ill conceived and does not
justify the funding, justify funding given our recession and given the very
limited funds we have from a federal and state level for public transit.
The Metro system is a great system and we do need more public transit.
We need connectivity across all the heavy rail lines of the Metro system.
We need connectivity between Maryland, Virginia, between Baltimore
and D.C. The Purple Line, ironically, sits on an alignment that's very
close to D.C. and does not serve the number of commuters and the
number of riders that I would expect a major project of this type of
investment to serve. I think it was created because developers had an
idea 20 years ago to development the cities along this alignment, 20
years have past, there's plenty of development from Bethesda through
Silver Spring, and more development for places like Tacoma Park and
Langley Park actually are not in the interest of the low income people
who live there.
And in fact, some of the justification for the Purple Line has been that it
would serve low income folks without cars and let's face it, they're not
going to live there very much longer once all the development, additional
development comes and they get pushed out. I think what we need is to
serve the commuters that are traveling and live further out in the suburbs
and exurbs and really need to get from further, further north or further
south into the city.
In addition, I think that the Capitol Crescent Trail as, as a natural
resource, as a biking, hiking and walking trail is, is a really precious
resource and given our environmental chaos, the fact that our
environment is under pressure, is threatened overall, the whole Earth is
threatened, that when we take away valuable tree coverage, trees that
have been there a very long time, when we take away green spaces we
are severely damaging our planet further and we have to consider that
long-term cost.
Once again, I think when it comes to things like serving the BRAC, the
realignment project, we
need to have transit that's on an alignment that's further north, use
Jones Bridge Road, figure out alignments that are really going to serve
the most people.
And if it costs a little more money to go to heavy rail or to go to
dedicated lines, we should spend the money to make the project that's
going to serve the most people and not a smaller project or an alignment
that conveniently is located on a right-of-way that's already there,
therefore we can claim its low cost. And I think one of the weaknesses of
the project overall is the mode and alignment choices and alternatives
that have been studied have been studied because they're very low cost.
So, thinking if we can make a really low cost, somebody will fund it. Well,
the project should not be designed by its low cost so therefore it's
fundable, so therefore we do it. It should be decided by this is the best
and most reasonable, rational transit project that a person could come

up with, that a group of people could come up with, that experts could
come up with, and therefore we fund the best project that's going to
serve the most people.
Get cars off the road, reduce pollution, reduce commute times for people
who have to travel an hour or more a day on the beltways and the
highways. If we cannot do that, then we have to seriously ask,
is this worth the spending of our taxpayer dollars, given that we're in a
recession, given that budgets are
being cut everywhere. Is this the best transit project of all the transit
projects that have been conceptualized?
I do not think so, I strongly urge decision makers to reject this project
and dedicate the funds to other places.
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Judy
Tso
7921 Kentbury Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814

Wrttn Sttmnt. J. Tso. MAA.pdf (4 mb)
Tso_Judy.pdf (480 kb)
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Flora Hsiu-chen
Tsui
7505 Lynn Drive
MD
TSUIH3@NETZERO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family uses the trail almost daily for exercising and commuting. We
love the trail and hate to see it being built upon by the Purple line without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Flora Tsui
7505 Lynn Drive

Flora Hsiu-chen Tsui
Tel: (O)202-690-1816
(H)301-656-3016
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Raymond
Tuchman
5507 Kirkwood Drive
Bethesda
MD
20816
rtuchman@experis.com
Tuchman 35704.pdf (125 kb)
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Jonathan
Tucker
4604 Chase Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20814
JPT24@LAW.GEORGETOWN.EDU
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the trail weekly so as to find a moment of relaxation. In an
increasingly urban environment it is critical that we maintain locations
where the community can escape from congestion and stress.
I believe that the light rail is a short sighted project. After it is built,
questions will arise as to why MD did not have the foresight to tunnel
underground and connect both spokes of the Metro Red line with a
tunnel that would permit trains to run a loop. The efficiency created by
such a project warrants the cost. As it stands, I believe that 1) the light
rail will remove few cars from roads, most of its riders being prior bus
commuters, and 2) remove incentive to create and heavy rail loop for the
current Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Laura
Tucker
15400 Layhill Road
Silver Spring
MD
20906
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Zipin_Jessica Comment Cards.pdf (66 kb)
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Peter
Tulip
4519 West Virginia Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20814
PETER.J.TULIP@FRB.GOV
I support the purple line.
I believe it would improve the quality of life in Bethesda and raise
property values.
I am prepared to pay extra taxes to finance that.
I regret that it will hurt the Capital Crescent trail, and would prefer it
if the plans could be amended to reduce its impact there.
But, on balance, I think it's a great thing.
I much prefer the light rail option. There seems little benefit from
buses: they are slow and uncomfortable.

=========================
Peter Tulip
4519 West Virginia Ave
Bethesda, MD 20814
Ph: 301-915-0510 (h)
Ph: 202-452-6444 (w)
ptulip@frb.gov
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Mercedes
Tully
4835 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
MERCEDESTULLY@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

My family uses the crescent trail every morning to bike, run, or walk their
dogs. I am a graduate from B-CC and a former track runner and I can
tell you that we used the trail EVERY SINGLE DAY to run and taking
that away would be DEVASTATING. It is not going to decrease traffic it
is only going to break a lot of peoples hearts. I love the trail and sticking
a metro line running through it and behind peoples back yard is horrible.
Years and years ago they took out a train so people could have a
peaceful and beautiful trail and now they want to put a train back. I beg
beg beg you not to go through with the purple line!

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Sunnie
Tully
4835 Langdrum Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
the purple line is going to cost the tax payers 2 billion dollars. my family
and i for years have had many experiences on the cresent trail. don't
build the purple line behind people's backyards. build it next to a
highway, or underground. mostly tourists will use this line, and if people
in silverspring want to use the metro, or other areas, they can take a bus
and then take the metro. you can choose to live near the metro or far
away. i love the cresent trail, and many other people in my school do
too. build it underground and away from bethesda. this is surburbia, not
dc. bethesda is a fun loving area, and it is a little town. don't add
massive features like a train in the middle of bethesda. everybody hates
it. don't do it!!!!!i love the trail and we have better things to spend our
money on besides a purple line. what about the economies debt??
thought about that. if you want to build the purple line, there are other
alternatives. dont' use bethesda, it is not a good idea at all!! don't dont'
don't don't do it! i will protest if you do it. people who have enough
money dont' mind paying more money in taxes. our economy is
struggling, and don't spend our money on something stupid. people are
having their houses foreclosed, and your concerned about the purple
line. researchers have proven that it won't make a big impact in traffic. i
use the car more than the train. i only use the train to go to dc.
bethesda is a nice community, and bad gangs and robbers will take the
purple line and come to bethesda. the crime rate will go up. DO NOT
DO THIS I LOVE THE CRESENT TRAIL. if you lived behind the cresent
trail, would you want a train that is dangerous and noisy in your
backyard. what if you have kids. you want your children growing up
there. do it underground or not at alll
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Craig
Tupper
2332 Belleview Avenue
Cheverly
MD
20785

Submission Content/Notes : Hi, I'm Craig Tupper. C-R-A-I-G T-U-P as in purple, P as in purple, E-R.
I'm the Treasurer, that's just like Tupperware. I'm the Treasurer of
Progressive Cheverly.
Recently we've seen many of the effects of oil prices spiking, including a
huge increase in Metro ridership in the last year. As much as we might
like to hope that gasoline is going to remain around $2.00 a gallon, it
would be a mistake to bet our future on that.
But the world is extracting about 85 million barrels of oil per day, which is
about three times more oil than is being found each year. Eventually
we'll no longer be able to increase the amount being pumped and it will
start to decrease.
In fact, it looks like we may have reached that point. Since 2005 the
amount of oil pumped worldwide has been flat at 85 million barrels a
day, despite record prices.
The International Energy Agency has been publishing rosy reports for
years projecting that world oil extraction will continue to grow by 1 to 2
percent per year for decades. No longer.
A new IEA report released just last week, projects a steep decline in
extraction from existing wells and extreme difficulty finding enough new
oil to increase production above current levels.
In 2005, at about the same time the world reached the 85 million barrel a
day level, a report sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy
concluded, "as peaking of world oil production is approached, liquid-fuel
prices and price volatility will increase dramatically and without timely
mitigation the economic, social and political costs will be
unprecedented."
Viable mitigation options exist on both the supply and demand sides. But
to have substantial impact they must be initiated more than a decade in
advance of peeking.
What about electric cars and other alternatives? In 2007, a U.S.
government report said, "development and widespread adoption of
alternative transportation technologies will take time and effort." The
Department of Energy projects that even under optimistic scenarios, by
2015 these technologies could displace only about 4 percent of U.S.
annual consumption.
There's no doubt that the world will be forced to live with less oil in the
years ahead. As gas gets more expensive, the country club set will still
be able to drive as much as they like, while those of lesser means, not
so much.
Two decades from now most of us here and our children will be living
with the choices we make. We need to invest in public transportation
projects like the Purple Line which are critical to our future. Thank you.
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M. Ann
Tutwiler
425 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ATUTWILER@HEWLETT.ORG
Having three times tried to drive from Silver Spring to College Park to
run an errand and each time having to turn back because the traffic was
so terrible, it would have taken me almost two hours round trip, I am
even more a firm believer in the light rail Purple Line. I live just off of
Dale Drive in Silver Spring (near Sligo Creek ES/SSIMS) and have a
teenage son who is not driving. I am also a supporter of the line
because, even though it will not benefit him, teenagers (and all of us)
need ways to get around that do not involve their parents (or
themselves) driving everywhere. The thing my son likes best about us
living in Silver Spring is the ability to get to downtown DC and Bethesda
by metro, but he often begs rides from Bethesda because going through
the District takes so long.

Kind regards,
M. Ann Tutwiler
425 Greenbrier Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Aaron
Ucko
1301 20th St., NW
Washington
DC
20036
AMU@ALUM.MIT.EDU
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Aaron Ucko
1301 20th St., NW, Apt. 904
Washington, DC 20036
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N.T.
Umamaheswaran

MD
NT.UMAMAHESWARAN@GMAIL.COM
I support the idea of building the Purple Line Light rail system to connect
Bethesda and New Carrollton. It is a much needed project to reduce
congestion on the beltway. It also will reduce travel time between these
two places by eliminating the need to go to downtown DC to get New
Carrollton.
I know the project starts and stops within MD boundaries. Why not
extend it all the around and connect it to the Blue, Green, Yellow, Blue,
Orange and back to Red to complete the loop? An inner loop and an
outer loop, with a third line for emergencies would do wonders to reduce
traffic and promote use of the system by more people around the belt
way.
Yes, it involves other jurisdictions, more money and time. But such a
link, a circular railroad connecting all the loose ends of the exiting lines
would be tremendous boost to this area and its economy.
A single rate for a trip from anywhere to anywhere within the system
would obviate the need for passengers to use the card to exit, if the
fares are collected upon entry, thus speeding up the exit process.
With the economic downturn and the proposed expenditures on public
projects, now is the time to build this kind of infra-structure asset
creation that will benefit the entire area beyond this recession, outlive all
of us, and reduce dependency on foreign oil.
N. T. Umamaheswaran
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Melissa
Urofsky
4710 Glenbrook Parkway
Bethesda
MD
20814
MELISSA.UROFSKY@MAC.COM
To all concerned,
I use the trail at least five days a week for about a half hour each time to
walk my dog. I so enjoy walking to downtown Bethesda or Connecticut
Avenue on this serene path. It is so beautiful and unique. If it is
destroyed or compromised, we'll never be able to replace it. On
weekends, my family of four use it during the spring, summer and fall
months to bike to Georgetown or Silver Spring. I can't imagine wanting
to go near it if light rail is installed!
Please fight for an extensive underground transportation project that
would connecting to Metro to deal with our dire transportation needs.
This would be just the project President Elect Barack Obama is looking
for to move our country forward, and to lift us from the eminent
Depression that we're headed for ... this could be The New Deal of the
Twenty First Century!
I am ready to vote for a tax hike to help pay for a transportation system
that will suit the needs of my children and grandchildren for generations
to come. Haven't we burdened our children with enough problems?
Sincerely,
Melissa Urofsky
Melissa Urofsky
4710 Glenbrook Parkway
Bethesda, MD 20814
H/ 301.215.7884
C/ 202.415.7361
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Gabriella
Uza
17822 Buehler Rd, APt. 181
Olney
MD
20832
CUTEGABS@GMAIL.COM
Dear persons crucial in determining the impact of the purple line on the
CCT,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Personally I use this trail all the time to run with my club, the
Montgomery County Road Runners Club. It breaks my heart that there
would be portions that we can't run on anymore and we run for quite a
while. On the marathon training runs we can be on the trails for a very
long time and it pains me at the thought that that might not happen
anymore or that I won't be able to look at the beautiful scenary. I grew up
in Olney and have lived in this area for my whole life. CCT is a crucial
part of that and my love of running. I know how bad traffic is, but there
has got to be a better way to build the purple without impacting the CCT
trail. I know that you've had a lot of emails in this, but realize that if you
are getting this many..it must be because many many people care about
this trail.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Tanya
Vaccaro
Vaccaro's Desserts
8949 Brookville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
tanya@vaccaros.com
Interested in learning more about the line and how my business would
be effected to the Lyttonsville Station. We have been located on
Brookville Road in Silver Spring, MD since the 70's.
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Karin
van der Cammen

Bethesda
MD
KVANDERCAMMEN@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I am a runner and I use the trail 6 days a week, every week of the year.
The trail is not only beautiful, it is a safe place for me to run. I do not
have worry about passing cars or trucks like a do when I run on River
Road or other streets with narrow sidewalks. I urge youn to please
reconsider your plan. The trail is used by a great number of people every
day and a much appreciated part of our town. Parking metro trains that
are waiting for repair in the middle of downtown Bethesda seems an
unwise decision. After spending so much money to beautify Bethesda,
and doing a great job with that, it would be a=2 0shame to let it all go to
waste.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ben
Van Heuvelen

MD
BVANHEUVELEN@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
and Council Members,

I have been a resident of Montgomery County for all of my 28 years. I
run and bike on the Crescent Trail several times every week.

I am one of more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ted
Van Houten
8401 16th St.
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Submission Content/Notes : Good morning or afternoon, at this time everybody. My name is Ted Van
Houten, T-E-D V-A-N H-O-U-T-E-N.
I live at 8401 16th Street in the Falkland Chase Apartment Complex.
Thank you for taking time out of your weekend to allow members of the
community to share their opinions about the Purple Line project.
I'm greatly in favor of constructing it as Light Rail. This option will provide
the fastest travel times, will attract the highest ridership, and will be a
clean and quite enhancement to our existing transportation options and
the greater community.
The greatest advantage of the Purple Line is that it will significantly
decrease the time it will take to travel to communities in Montgomery
and Prince George's Counties.
The most dramatic time savings, I think, is the Purple Line Light Rail trip
from Silver Spring to Bethesda. Which would take only nine minutes
according to current projections. This would not only link the two
communities but it would also bring Silver Spring residents quicker
access to their county government in Rockville.
The Purple Line would also improve links between College
Park/University of Maryland and the surrounding communities. The
students would have an easy way to access the restaurants and
shopping in Silver Spring, Bethesda, and New Carrollton.
Residents would also benefit from being closer to the public university
and could use the Purple Line to bring them to Terps' games, concerts,
speakers, plays, and other events on campus.
We have seen great growth in development around Metro Stations in the
area and they've sparked great change. There's every reason to believe
that the Purple Line will do the same and it will be the catalyst to not only
enhancing existing area but it would also create new Town Centers in
Montgomery and Prince George's Counties where people can work,
shop, live, and play in safe, green, walkable areas.
The Purple Line will bring people out of their cars and off the roads
which will help to minimize pollution to our environment and ease
congestion for those who will continue to drive. Studies have shown that
thousands of people would use the Purple Line and it would be most
popular as Light Rail.
With gas prices rising and more people finding public transportation as a
better alternative to driving the ridership will increase. Especially as new
development provides more places for people to go.
I'm fortunate to live in an area with inexpensive and efficient public
transportation which allows me the luxury to live without a car. Mass
Transit is essential to a sustainable future and in my opinion is
necessary to making urban areas great.
Thank you again for allowing us as members of the community to share
opinions and ideas about this exciting project, as we all work to create
better communities for our future generations of Marylanders. Thank
you.
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Floris and Polly
Van Hovell
4608 Glenbrook Parkway
Bethesda
MD
20814
FLORISVANHOVELL@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
More than once a week, for over two years now, we use the trail from
Bethesda to Silver Spring to go for a run or to walk with our three
children. It is an exhilarating experience - in this city, where
everything in the public domain is so much centered on using cars, to
find a trail that is quiet and that goes through nature, on for miles.
I'd suggest you walk or bike this part of the trail to see it with
your own eyes.
Therefore, it is very disturbing to learn about the plans for the
purple line. Not just would it disrupt the quiet of the trail and its
surrounding neigborhoods, it would also lead to the destruction of
naturall beauty. The advantages of having the foundation of the old
trail seem greatly overrated given the work you would have to
undertake on the bridges and the foundation and the tearing down of
thousands of trees.
It is not at all clear to me what problem you would actually solve
with the purple line over the old trail. If the numbers of projected
travel add up - of which we yet have to be convinced - I would plead
with you to consider alternatives that are better. In the country
where I was born (The Netherlands), it is good practice to bundle
different arteries of traffic - I would therefore kindly suggest that
you bundle the purple line with the beltway. Or that you consider
tunneling - just as is good practice with any part of the metro possibly underneath the Navy Hospital to link up with the medical
centre metro stop. Since the Walter Reed is moving there, it would
make sense to make that the metro hub, and not Bethesda centre.
I believe we are not alone and there are thousands of your citizens
enjoying the trail just as much as we are. They may not all speak up but as you know, for each one of us writing you an email or a letter,
there are at the least 100 of us thinking along the same lines. They
are your voters too. So also politically, it doesn't seem to make
sense to go ahead with this plan at all.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, while continuing to foster growth and
development and the jobs that come with it.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Kristen
Van Metter
8309 Flower Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
KVANMETTER@YAHOO.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
I have been commuting by bicycle for many years, and field questions
continually from interested co-workers, friends, and passers-by. One
constant obstacle for non-cyclists has been a lack of safe facilities on
which to become more proficient cyclists. Rail trails and other
designated areas are ideal for people taking the 'first step' on two
wheels.
Please help the DC area population move away from the costs and
dangers associated with automobiles, and help them move toward a
healthier, more sustainable future.
America needs bikes and trains!
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Kristen Van Metter
8309 Flower Ave
3rd Floor
Takoma Park, MD 20912
541-760-8875
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Dave
Van Mourik

Silver Spring
MD
VANMOURIK.DAVID@GMAIL.COM
To Whom It May Concern:
I support building the purple line as light rail because light rail has many
benefits over buses. Light rail is quieter than buses and the
maintenance costs over time are less as well. There is also another
very obvious reason light rail is a smarter option. As we try to break our
dependence on foreign oil, running buses burns oil while light rail runs
on electricity powered mostly by domestic coal.
Please build the purple line as light rail.
Thank you,
Dave Van Mourik
Silver Spring resident
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Jaime
Van Mourik

Silver Spring
MD
JAIME.VANMOURIK@GMAIL.COM
Whom It May Concern:
I support building the purple line as light rail because light rail has many
benefits over buses. Light rail is quieter than buses and the
maintenance costs over time are less as well. There is also another
very obvious reason light rail is a smarter option. As we try to break our
dependence on foreign oil, running buses burns oil while light rail runs
on electricity powered mostly by domestic coal.
Please build the purple line as light rail.
Thank you,
Jaime Van Mourik
Silver Spring resident
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Victoria L.
Van Roden
4107 Jones Bridge Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Dear Ms. Ratliff:
I am writing regarding the purple line route segment from Silver Spring
to Bethesda, MD. I support the High Investment light rail train (LRT)
option that would travel along the Montgomery County master plan that
has been on the books for several decades.
I have participated in the public process, on behalf of the Hawkins Lane
Historic District, for this section of the transportation plan for the last few
years. It is clear from all the Maryland State Department of
Transportation's unbiased studies that the light rail option along the
master plan is the best option, compared to the bus option along Jones
Bridge Road that the previous (not re-elected) Governor was pushing for
his golf friends at Columbia Country Club. If the decision was to be
based on the facts, the various State consulting studies show hands
down the master plan location for the LRT is best due to: less cost,
carries more commuters, faster than the bus option, less air pollution,
less noise pollution, safer, more efficient, and Montgomery County
(which owns the land on both Jones Bridge Road and the crescent trail
master plan site) wants the master plan option selected.
I was disturbed to learn at the last purple line meeting that some wealthy
Chevy Chase residents, that do not live along either Jones Bridge Road
or the master plan crescent trail, were trying to distort the factual
independent findings that have been done by both Montgomery County
and the State of Maryland. They were incorrectly stating that the onemile section of the master plan along the crescent trail is a national park
that cannot be disturbed. As you know, the trail is owned by Montgomery
County, MD for the future public transportation master plan option -it was
never a park. It was very kind of the County to throw some grave down
on this one-mile strip over the years to allow the public access to the trail
prior to it being used as a transportation thoroughfare. This group was
also incorrectly stating that no trail would be available after the light rail
is implemented. If they read any of the State's reports, they would see
the text and drawings of how a trail will be incorporated next to the light
rail. This group also hired their own consultant to spread more lies and
misinformation (amazing what rich people can buy, but hopefully they
have not bought you). I am very concerned that this wealthy connected
group's scare tactics will somehow override the entire State run public
process.

Attachments :

I do live on Jones Bridge Road, use the crescent trail for leisure and take
public transportation to work. The Chevy Chase group that drives SUVs
does not take public transportation, think they own the one-mile strip of
the master plan rail for when they feel like biking, and do not live in the
adjacent homes affected by the plan, should not be allowed to distort the
public process.
Again, I support the High Investment LRT option. I do NOT support the
bus rapid transit (BRT) option on Jones Bridge Road.
Van Roden_Victoria.pdf (73 kb)
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Meg
VanDeWeghe

Bethesda
MD
MEG.VANDEWEGHE@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Building the Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail does not make
sense. Not only is there not available parking at either end of the trail,
but the Purple Line would be too expensive and would take away one of
Montgomery County's most valuable assets.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
(preferably a bus system) and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as
this region's "Central Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will
be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mau
VanDuren
3223 Pauline Dr
Chevy Chase,
MD
20815
schoolbench@yahoo.com
A am in favor the purple line.

Mau VanDuren
3223 Pauline Dr
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Raymond J.
Vanzego
10014 Highland View
Fort Washington
MD
20744
Sure. Sure. Good afternoon. It's Raymond J. Vanzego. Raymond is
spelled R-A- Y-M-O-N-D, Vanzego is spelled, V as in Virginia, A-N-Z as
in zebra, E-G-O.
I want to thank you for giving me the opportunity today to speak and also
for you to have this meeting in Prince George's County. My home
address is 10014 Highland View in Fort Washington, Maryland which is
in the southern part of Prince George's County.
I noticed today that there are no meetings scheduled on that side of
Prince George's County and I wish that they were. So some of the
citizens over there could see this and come to address their concerns.
I'm a long time resident of Prince George's County, been in Prince
George's County since 1978. I'm married and have a family and live
there and went to public schools here in Prince George's County.
I support the Purple Line, but one of the biggest concerns that I have is
that I see that it is only ending at New Carrollton and it's not extending
beyond that. It's not going to Temple Hills. It's not serving Branch
Avenue, Hillcrest Heights, and in the Fort Washington area.
We have the National Harbor there and one of the biggest concerns with
people that I've talked to, especially with employees, is that there is not
mass transportation there.
There is a transportation system run by Metro but it ends at the end of
the day but National Harbor is open throughout the day and you have
workers that work there early in the morning. They don't have
transportation to go there because they don't have cars.
So one of the things that I would like to see happen is that this
committee go back and stress that we need this to go further than New
Carrollton and hopefully that's in the plans.
One of the things with Metro is that Prince George's County, and
particularly southern Prince George's County, were the last area to
receive public transportation through the Metro with the trains. Yes, we
have the bus but we don't have the Light Rail.
So we are in favor of Light Rail transportation. It does have an impact on
transportation and the congestion and it helps with the environment. So
thank you very much. Appreciate it. Thank you.
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ANA.VARELA@RENAISSANCEHOTELS.COM
Submission Content/Notes : I received a flyer at the metro regarding the purple line and I just wanted
to respond. Please accept this message as my signature approving the
purple line. I think it will alleviate a lot of congestion and will help people
get from the Silver Spring area to Bethesda without having to go through
the city. With all the green initiatives going on, this will help get some
cars off the street and hopefully lessen pollution in the area.
Wish you continued success with this initiative!
Ana Varela
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Elizabeth and George
Vary
5712 Newington Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
GVARY@ZINC.ORG
We join the vast array of citizens' associations who are against the
proposed light rail. Opposition from those groups is not limited to
communities immediately adjacent to the existing tracks, a fact often
overlooked--perhaps intentionally--by trolley proponents.
Our opposition is based on a number of indisputable factors:
1. The cost of the trolley is prohibitive in these times. With state and
county budgets breaking, and with taxpayers simply unable to shoulder
more burden except for the most vital projects--such as around
Bethesda Naval Hospital--this proposal clearly does not measure up.
Not only is the trolley the most expensive of the alternatives in terms of
initial cost, it also has the highest annual maintenance cost and is the
least cost-effective from the FTA standpoint. Why, then, does it enjoy
such favor?
2. Because the developers stand to gain so much by it, that's why.
We hope the state has read and considered the recent excellent expose
of the Chevy Chase Land Company's plans to develop the area around
a proposed trolley stop on Connecticut Avenue in Bethesda. For your
convenience, the piece may be found at
http://www.gazette.net/stories/12032008/bethnew202539_32474.shtml.
We urge the state to consider that much of the support for the trolley
arises from pure developers' greed. And once those developments are
created, they will attract more automobiles that go with the planned
apartments and shops, exacerbating the traffic problems the trolley
claims it will address. And, the county will then have to pay for traffic
control around the new developments created by the trolley, increasing
the effective cost thereof.
3. The state's own study shows that the vast bulk of the projected
trolley passenger traffic does not drive autos, so the trolley will not
alleviate east-west traffic on the Beltway.
4. The trolley will disrupt quiet neighborhoods, uproot trees and habitat
and deny hikers and bikers a quiet journey on the trail. Although we do
not live on or near the current trail, we believe the wishes of the
homeowners along, and users of, the trail should take precedence over
the insatiable greed of developers who have already choked the
Bethesda area, particularly given the cost of the trolley.
In sum, if the county and the state have spare funds for projects such as
this, they don't need all of our tax dollars.
Elizabeth and George Vary
5712 Newington Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
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elizabeth
vary
5712 newington road
bethesda
MD
20816
gvary@verizon.net
Buses, please
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George
Vary
5712 Newington Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
Light rail is a boondoggle for developers at a time when taxpayers
cannot afford it. Light rail is the most expensive option, will not take cars
off the road (as the state has found) and, ironically, will increase auto
traffic at the new developments that will spring up near stations (e.g.,
Connecticut Avenue). You will destroy green space, as well. And light
rail, as opposed to express buses, will do nothing to help with the added
BRC traffic. If you've got all this extra money burning a hole in your
pockets, let's give some back to the beleaguered taxpayer.
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Yanira
Veras

MD
highgrace@gmail.com
To whom it may concern (MTA),
Just wanted to let you know I support a light rail Purple Line. It was
much needed in Riverdale, especially at the Riverdale Road and
Kennelworth Ave area.
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Ron
Verdonk

Takoma Park
MD
RVERDONK@YAHOO.COM
Please opt for building the light rail for the Purple Line. The additional
cost will be an investment clearly worth making.
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John
Veremis

MD
yiannib@yahoo.com
I enthusiastically support Purple Line.
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Douglas
Verner
6612 Struttman Lane
Rockville
MD
20852
VernerD@guestservices.com

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Sir or Madam:

I write in support of immediate design and construction of the Purple
Line as a rail line.

As one who spends unacceptably large parts of my life sitting in traffic
on the Capital Beltway, I believe that this critical investment in the future
of our region should have been started years ago. The waste of time
and gasoline (much of it imported from hostile countries) that I see
almost daily would pay for much of the cost of this project.

I am baffled that 50 years ago the transportation leadership in the area
built the Capital Beltway, but only now are we seriously discussing a
circumferential rail line. Frankly, though I know Metro-style rail is
probably more expensive than the light rail system being considered for
the Purple Line, I think we should be planning and building for the day
when the region constructs a rail line that doesn’t just connect Bethesda
with New Carrolton, but loops the entire region, just like the Beltway
does. The Bethesda to New Carrolton will be only the first part of this
line. And claiming a bus line will meet the needs of the region is
ludicrous, the result of either NIMBY and/or extremely short-sided
thinking. A bus line will do almost nothing to relieve the congestion, and
will cripple the region when higher gas prices return (as they surely will),
and tens of thousands of travelers clamor for public transportation
options.

Lastly, I am an avid bike rider, and frequent user of the Capital Crescent
Trail. Even so, I would gladly give up that Trail for use as the route of
the Purple Line, if that would speed or lessen the cost of construction.
Alternate bike routes can fairly easily be painted on local roads to
replace the Capital Crescent Trail’s provision of an east-west link
between Silver Spring and Bethesda. Yes, they might not be as scenic,
but they will get the job done.

Please get the job (building a Purple Line) done as soon as possible.
Thank you for considering these comments.

Sincerely,

Douglas Verner
6612 Struttmann Lane
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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Charles T.
Vest

MD
CVEST@FASTERMAC.NET

Submission Content/Notes : TO: Maryland Transportation Administration
FROM: Charles T. Vest
Past President, Seven Oaks-Evanswood Citizens Association
Silver Spring, Maryland
SUBJECT: Purple Line Alternatives Analysis/DEIS
I have followed MTA’s efforts over the past several years to study and
eventually make recommendations as to the feasibility of the so-called
called Purple Line or Bi-County Transitway. I have also reviewed much
of the recently-published material on the subject. The following are my
conclusions:
SIGNIFICANT FACTORS FOR VIABILITY
1. A transit proposal must be an improvement over the current system of
private cars and buses.
2. The transit must demonstrate a significant increase in ridership over
current Metrobus and RideOn buses.
3. A significant number of cars must be taken off of the road by the
transit system.
4. Transit must not disrupt and degrade residential communities in its
path.
5. A transit system must enjoy support from the communities it is to
serve and pass through.
6. It must be done right to be effective long term.
CURRENT ANALYSIS
There is nothing in the analysis published by MTA which convinces me
that the Purple Line as currently envisioned would be a significant
improvement over the current situation. The projected ridership numbers
appear manipulated and ever-increasing. The projected travel times are
slow, with transit vehicles competing with cars, trucks and traffic signals.
Significant reduction of cars in favor of the Purple Line is not projected.
Of primary concern to Silver Spring residents is that portion of the
proposal which plots the route of a train or bus along Wayne Avenue.
The route under consideration, traveling though Silver Spring at grade,
would be extremely disruptive to local businesses and degrading to our
community. Our citizen’s association debated this very issue at a special
meeting on February 28 and took a historic vote. There were an
unprecedented 218 votes cast, 150 or 71% of which favor the Purple
Line, but only if the portion along Wayne Avenue is built underground.
Indeed, there were more people who would prefer no Purple Line (39%)
than those who would want or accept an at grade line on Wayne Avenue
(29%). The community spoke clearly and decisively.
In conclusion, a transit system must be fast, convenient and efficient.
This is what makes Metrorail so successful. It must not only be costeffective but designed for long-term viability. The Bi-County Transitway
or Purple Line as currently envisioned is none of these. The only way to
make this a truly viable transit alternative to cars is to put much of it
underground. This is critical in densely populated areas such as Silver
Spring, including that portion planned for the Seven Oaks-Evanswood
area. If this is not done, the proposed Purple Line in not viable in my
view. Those who would believe otherwise might also believe in the Tooth
Fairy and admire the Emperor’s new clothes.
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Gilberte S.
Vest

MD
CVEST@FASTERMAC.NET
TO: Maryland Transportation Administration
FROM: Gilberte S. Vest
To Whom It May Concern:
I wish to comment upon that part of the above analysis that pertains to
Silver Spring.
The idea that either a light rail train or rapid bus could navigate the roads
in our community and downtown area is ridiculous.
---The surface route would result in the closing of the Wayne Avenue
entrance to the large parking lot for Silver Spring International Middle
School and Sligo Creek Elementary School, with traffic being rerouted
onto Dale Drive and neighborhood side streets behind the school.
---Traffic congestion would worsen with the interaction of the Purple Line
with traffic to and from the Whole Foods shopping center parking lot and
the Wayne Avenue Garage.
---The analysis is based in part on an assumption that cars can travel at
45 miles per hour on Wayne, although the speed limit on Wayne is 30
mph and near schools is 25 mph. This appears to be faulty analysis.
---The only way it appears that a transit system, Purple or otherwise,
would be successful in Silver Spring would be for it to be underground.
Then and only might people be apt to use it and than and only then
might the system be beneficial and not be a constant disruption to life in
Silver Spring.
One suggestion: I have always hoped to have a transit link between
Silver Spring and Bethesda. This, as I recall, was the basis of the
original Purple Line. Given that funds are in short supply and the old
CSX right-of-way is still there, I would suggest building only this leg of
the Purple Line system. There should be some tunneling along that
route as well, possibly under the Columbia Club golf course. But this
would demonstrate the feasibility of the Purple Line, serve a practical
function and keep costs down.
Sincerely,
Gilberte S. Vest
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Berta
Villatoro
N/A
1007 Robroy Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20903
berjaz@verizon.net
Yes, I'm with the Purple Line. It would be more efficiently for people to
get to work faster. It will create more job opportunities. Finally, and
more important we will have a clearner air pollution.
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Andrew
Viloria
8419 Greenbelt Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770
The Purple Line is probably one of the smartest things the DC Metro
area can do since building the Metro in the first place. One of the main
reasons is that it will help reduce Beltway congestion.
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Andrew
Viloria
8419 Greenbelt Road
Greenbelt
MD
20770
viloria_andrew@yahoo.com
Viloria 35688.pdf (107 kb)
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Vincenzo

MD
20906
I live near the Glenmont metro and I go to Bethesda often for work. The
purple line would be very convenient
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JT
Virnich
1215 10th Street NW
Washington
DC
20001
The rail option is absolutely essential! While buses may make more
sense in the short term, they will do nothing to encourage greater
economic prosperity in the long term. The DC area needs a viable
alternative to highways, and a light rail option is simply the best way to
bring our region into the 21st century. In a decade, people will look back
at the decision to build a rail as one of the best decisions the MTA made.
Can you imagine a DC area without a Metro? What if we had just built
bus lines? What kind of reputation would the city have for
transportation? BUILD THE RAIL!!
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Terra
Virsilas
27 Parkway Apt B
Greenbelt
MD
20770
ERRATAY@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Lisa K. & Frank K.
Vita
5904 Searl Terrace
Bethesda
MD
20816
FLVITA@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to express my opposition to a Purple Line along the
Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. We can put
transit in another location, but we can't re-create this beautiful,
tree-lined, natural recreational greenspace anywhere else.
A narrow, dangerous, shadeless bike lane, about 10' from trains
passing in two directions every three minutes, will not provide a
tranquil "Trail" experience. It would be tragic to destroy this
wonderful amenity that adds so much value to the lives of everyone who
uses it, and to all of the many communities that benefit from it.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement is "intended to allow for an
objective, efficient, and fully informed evaluation and rating of the
transit projects seeking funding under the Federal New Starts
process". But the DEIS has been neither objective, fair, nor
complete. The adverse environmental and community impacts are
severely
understated in the DEIS for the Purple Line along the Trail. For example:
1. History in the DEIS
There is no mention in the DEIS that the original plans for a light
rail called for a single track light rail because the corridor is so
narrow. While there is frequent reference to the right of way being a
former transit corridor, there is no mention that the freight train
that previously ran in the corridor, ran only a few times a week, at
about 15 mph, on a single track, and was screened by forest on both
sides. With the Purple Line, this single track (which is now a trail)
will be replaced by two tracks and a trail, with no trees, and with
trains passing every three minutes.
2. Popularity of the Trail and Need for Greenspace
Inexplicably, there is no mention in the DEIS of the fact that the
Trail has been documented to have 10,000 trail uses weekly as of 2006,
and this number has been growing steadily. Trail users are of all
ages, races, nationalities, and abilities. This heavy trail use is
especially significant in light of the fact that the Trail is crushed
stone, not paved like the Trail to Georgetown, and bikers with narrow
tires cannot use it without significant risk to their tires.
Moreover, there is no mention in the DEIS of the need for greenspace
and natural recreational trails in the years to come with Smart Growth
and increasing urban density. The population of the Bethesda CBD
will double in 15 years and these residents will need greenspace and
recreational trails. The Trail to Georgetown is already saturated and
dangerous -- with accidents becoming common.
3. Loss of Forest
The DEIS clearly states that the trees in the right of way will be
destroyed and no tree canopy will be replaced. The DEIS is
inexplicably negligent in failing to quantify these trees or weigh the
impact of the loss of these trees to the environment, to trail users,
and to the communities surrounding the Trail. According to American
Forests, at least 17 acres of tree canopy will be destroyed. These
17 acres of mature trees are some of the last remaining forest in
lower Montgomery County and they are important for sediment control,
clean water, clean air, carbon sequestration, shading the Trail, and
providing a buffer for communities.
4. Inaccurate renderings of the future bike lane
MTA's visual and written images of the "trail" along the light rail
are seriously misleading. There can be no tree canopy near the
tracks, and to state that trees from neighboring yards will provide

canopy is not supported in fact. To the contrary, on both sides of
the right-of-way, neighbors will put up security and privacy fencing
because their homes are very close to the rail and the Trail. Hence,
trail users will be confined inside a solid fenced in corridor with
trains passing by in both directions every three minutes. Fencing
will also be necessary along the inside border of the Trail to keep
trail users from accidently falling onto the tracks or from crossing
intentionally. Most of the right of way will require major retaining
walls since the terrain in almost never level and tends to rise
steeply or fall of precipitously.
5. Safety Concerns for the new narrow confined bike lane
The Trail is already crowded with trail users of varying speeds and
abilities, small children, elderly, strollers, etc., -- going in two
directions, passing each other in both directions. To be fenced into
a narrow bike lane with high speed bikers passing too, would be
harrowing at best.
6. Adverse Impact on Community Cohesion
The neighborhoods of East Bethesda, Town of Chevy Chase, Edgevale,
North Chevy Chase, Coquelin Run and Coquelin Terrace, would be
divided
by a transitway. These neighborhoods share the same middle school
and
high school. Children go back and forth, and use the Trail to get to
Westland Middle School, Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and the
Leland Community Center, not to mention each others homes. A
transitway in this location seriously is destructive to community
cohesion and is inexcusable transportation planning.
7. Loss of Trail Access
Except at a few places, trail access will be lost for the neighboring
communities. Currently there are many gates and open access points to
the Trail.
8. Safety Concerns with the Light Rail
Loss of Trail access will lead youth to try to cross the rail in
dangerous ways, jumping fences, etc. Young people will try to climb
fences, for example, to cross directly to B-CC High School in East
Bethesda, Macdonald's on East West Highway, and the Leland Center in
the Town of Chevy Chase. Currently, there are many gates, and youth
come through these regularly.
In the last two weeks there have been light rail accidents in Boston
and in Phoenix, and a few months back a boy was killed by a CSX train
in Montgomery County.
This is simply not a safe and resonable location for a transitway, so
close to homes and a popular Trail.
9. Homes along the Trail
The DEIS makes no enumeration of homes, condominiums and
apartments
along the Trail, and it neglects to describe how close these
residences would be to the transitway. The DEIS should state how many
of these homes are less than 100', 75', 50', 30' etc. from where
light rail trains would pass; It is simply inexcusable to have no
analysis of the impact on the property values of the homes along the
corridor.
In conclusion, the DEIS has not been a fair study and appears to be
biased in understating the adverse impacts of transit along the

Capital Crescent Trail. Given the bias that is readily evident in the
study, it causes one to have grave concerns about other areas of the
study which are technical and not so transparent, such as ridership,
time traveled, etc.
In any event, it is important that the Capital Crescent
Trail/Georgetown Branch right of way be finally eliminated as a route
for the Purple Line. Loss of this significant, irreplaceable
greenspace is unacceptable. Choosing this route will meet with
substantial and growing opposition from Trail users and communities
far and wide, and this dissent will hurt any chances for FTA funding.
I urge our public officials to give a fair and more thorough study of
the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit route and any other possible
routes that should be studied as well.
When the Master Plan was written, our public officials at that time
did not know how wildly popular the Capital Crescent Trail would
become. Nor did they need to find transit solutions to BRAC. It is
time to take a new, fresh and unbiased look at where transit should
best be located.
Thank you for your consideration.

I am urging you, Governor O'Malley, and all other elected officials to
listen to those of us affected by this outrageous plan. We absolutely do
not want our beautiful Crescent Trail destroyed. There are so few green
spaces left in Bethesda/Chevy Chase. We have to preserve whatever
little is left.My family uses the trail all the time, and when my
grandchildren come down from New York, they immediately want to go
over to the Trail to roller blad, bike or simply walk. In the winter I even
use the trail for cross country skiing with friends. Please help us defeat
this irresponsible plan.

Sincerely,
Lise K. Vita & Frank K. Vita
5904 Searl Terrace
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Benedetto
Vitiello
5801 Midhill Street
Bethesda
MD
20817
My impression from reviewing the available information is that the Purple
Line will substantially change the environment and landscape between
Silver Spring and Chevy Chase. The risk for irreparable damage to the
trail is real. When in doubt, please take a "first do not harm" approach.
Alternative, less extreme solutions could and should be tried first before
buiding a railway across fields and residencies.
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Deborah A.
Vollmer
7202 44th Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. D. Vollmer.pdf (1 mb)
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Deborah
Vollmer
7202 44th St
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
It's Deborah, D-E-B-O-R-A-H, last name is Vollmer, V as in Victor, O-LL-M-E-R. And I live in the town of Chevy Chase and I live in the house I
grew up in. The house has been in the family for years, actually 61, my
parents bought it the year before I was born.
And I remember the freight trains. They came very infrequently along the
Georgetown Branch, very infrequently and it was a single track. And that
was a time when we had a lot more green space in our part of the area
then we do today. The trail is a resource for people who live immediately
in the region but there are also people who come from across the
county, whether they come to visit their friends or their neighbors or
sometimes there's a marathon or banter where they have runners and
people come and they appreciate this trail and they come from miles
around, they come from across the county.
So this is a resource and it is a linear park, it's very narrow. Reference
has been made to the trees and the special nature of the trees. But it's,
it's a very narrow linear park and there's, we have hikers and we have
bikers and there's inevitable conflict between hikers and bikers simply
because of the lack of space.
You go out on a nice summer day on the weekend and hikers and bikers
are in close proximity and sometimes there are accidents and these
aren't reported very often but occasionally you see something in the
Washington Post about a hiker colliding with a biker and maybe it wasn't
on the Georgetown Branch, maybe it was in a different part. But this, this
is going to happen more and more. Hikers and bikers are courteous and
they look our for one another.
But add to this mix a train, there is no room. And all the trees that would
have to come down and no mention has been made of the fact that I
know of at least one house that was going to have to come down if this
project goes through, right next to where East-West Highway crosses
the trail, there's a house, they do, they're part of a food co-op and it's a
yoga school and people live there and they also have yoga classes and
that house is right smack up against where the train would have to be,
that would have to come down.
And no mention is made, I'm sure there are other houses as well. A lot of
mentions been made of BRAC. Why have this end in Bethesda? It
should be, there should be a terminus by Naval Medical.
There's a lot more I could say but I know my time is limited. Put it
underground or put it somewhere else. In fact, I would say why not, in
the short term since funds are lacking, make the buses as nice and
energy efficient and convenient as you can, run them more frequently
along existing roads and then in the long-term seamless connection on
the Red Line underground and, you know, make it underground so it
doesn't interfere with the trail and the trees. Thank you.
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Fritz
von Fleckenstein
3109 14th St. NE
Washington
DC
20017
fritz@alumni.reed.edu
Dear Maryland Transit Administration:
I enthusiastically support a light rail Purple Line, with the following
components:
1. A generally at-grade light rail line that is primarily on its own right of
way;
2. Excellent service linking the Bethesda, Silver Spring, College Park
and New Carrollton Metrorail Stations with stops in Chevy Chase, Long
Branch, Langley Park, the University of Maryland (on campus),
Riverdale Park and other communities along the transit corridor;
3. Completion of the Capital Crescent hiker-biker trail alongside the
transit line on the Georgetown Branch railroad right of way between
Bethesda and Silver Spring and important pedestrian safety upgrades
elsewhere along the project corridor;
4. A community- and environmentally-friendly design that mitigates
negative impacts in a cost-effective manner without impeding the speedy
implementation of this project.
Although I live in DC, I depend on public transportation to get around the
area, and I have often noted how inconvenient it is to have to loop
through downtown DC to go from Wheaton or Silver Spring to Rockville,
when they are actually quite close to each other. The Purple Line would
greatly improve access.
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Lauren
Vorisek
5004 Flanders Ave.
Kensington
MD
20895
laurenvorisek@Hotmail.com
Vorisek 35845.pdf (107 kb)
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Nita
Vorisek
2015 Lanier Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
vorisek@msn.com
Construction of the Purple Line will have a beneficial effect on the
northern Beltway traffic during both rush hours. The flow tends to be
heaviest from east to west in the am and vice versa in the pm. The
Purple Line will also reduce parking congestion in the Bethesda area
employment centers, including the downtown area since many of the
employees there live east of Bethesda.
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Vikki
Wachino
4613 Norwood Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
WACHINO@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
My family adores the Crescent Trail and it is a big part of our lives. We
use it for family bike trips, walks, and my husband uses it to commute to
work. All of our friends and neighbors use it as well. I believe you all,
and particularly Mr. Leggett, have heard from a neighbor of mine for
whom the trail has served as a vital source of support as she has taken
walks as she has battled breast cancer. I think you know what the trail
means to people like her and like me, but fear that you are choosing to
disregard our cares and concerns in favor of choosing an approach that
seems expedient right now. I am deeply disappointed that state and
county officials are so close to contemplating fundamentally altering the
trail to make way for the Purple Line. Maryland and Montgomery County
can do better.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster. I can give you my absolute assurance that if this
happens I will no longer use the Trail with any regularity. I personally
can imagine few things less pleasant than walking or biking so close to a
light rail system.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration. It is not too late to turn back from this
misguided approach and consider other ways to promote needed public
transportation in the county.
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Steven J.
Wadyka, Jr.

MD
WADYKAS@GTLAW.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson and Board members, Council
President Andrews and Council members, and Congressman Van
Hollen,
I write regarding the proposed construction of a railway on the Capital
Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and downtown Bethesda. My
family, friends and I have for many years used the Trail for biking, hiking
and jogging. I have long admired the natural beauty of the trees along
the Trail. In a region where we are constantly confronted with
burgeoning commercial and residential development, the Trail has
provided a tranquil place to escape from the "hustle and bustle" of
commuting, traffic, and the resulting noise.
The proposed railway (whether "light" or otherwise) would destroy the
natural beauty and tranquility of the Trail. Far from bringing us "benefits"
as its supporters would have us believe, the railway would, among other
things, (1) destroy the mature trees surrounding the Trail and, along with
them, the natural beauty of the Trail itself, (2) destroy the homes of
numerous individuals and families who would suffer the misfortune of
having a home in the path of this railway, (3) create a noise even more
strident and intolerable than the noise from which we all have sought to
escape through use of the Trail, (4) imperil the users of the Trail by
placing an active railway within about 10 feet from bikers, joggers and
hikers (all of whom would be forced to share space on a significantly
narrowed bike lane), and (5) permanently and irreversibly alter the
environmental balance of the Trail's ecosystems.
Moreover, construction of the proposed railway is particularly illconceived given the current economic and budget crises faced by the
state and federal governments. There are alternatives to the proposed
railway that, if implemented, will save taxpayers literally hundreds of
millions of dollars. These alternatives also would not have the
destructive impact that the railway would inflict upon not only the Trail
and those who use and respect it, but also everyone residing in
communities from Bethesda to New Carrolton whose homes and
neighborhoods would take a direct "hit" from the railway's construction
and operation.
In conclusion, I respectfully submit that any action to approve this
proposed railway would be a particularly irresponsible use of taxpayers'
money at a time when governments at the state and federal level are
struggling to deal with the turmoil in our economy and the resulting crisis
of confidence among our citizens. Now is not the time to commit billions
of dollars to a project that, at the very least, is of questionable value and
utility to the community and which would undeniably result in the
permanent alteration -- in fact, destruction -- of a prized natural asset:
the Trail.
I therefore call upon each and every one of you to use your wisdom,
vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the Trail as
this region's "Central Park," so that we, and generations to come, will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Donya
Wagithuku
1215 East-West Highway, #712
Silver Spring
MD
20910
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Wagithuku,Donya_The Purple Line is good.pdf (44 kb)
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Kusum
Wagle
7901 Burdette Road
Bethesda
MD
20817
AQUA51@GMAIL.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Judith
Wagner
6113 Goldtree Way
Bethesda
MD
20817
JWAGNER25@COMCAST.NET
I'm a resident of Bethesda and I heartily support a LIGHT RAIL (NOT
BUSES!) on the proposed purple line. We need better mass transit
opportunities. That right of way was always for some kind of rail, (until
the demise of the rail traffic.) In an ideal world, we should all live in a
beautiful bucolic setting, but we need better air quality (fewer commuters
cross county) and a more viable mass transit system for Montgomery.
The light rail system in Boston suburbs provides a lot of value to homes
close to stations, and the quality of the neighborhoods abutting the light
rale have not been hurt.
So COUNT ME as a supporter of light rail, and SURFACE transport. To
worry about the look of the lot next to Giffords Ice Cream, when the
alternative will be to build shadowy high rise, is idiotic.
Go with your conscience. I'm sending this on to my neighbors so that
they can register their support.
Judith Wagner
6113 Goldtree Way
Bethesda MD 20817
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Michael
Wah

MD

I support the Purple Line because I would use it. I commute via Metro
everyday, and I use Metro frequently for weekend trips as well. The
route of the Purple Line would make my travel faster and more efficient
and would increase ridership generally. Most important, it would get
more cars off our already crowded roads. Thank you.
Smith, Bettina_Wah, Michael.pdf (60 kb)
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Bonnie
Wahiba
Child Trends

MD
BWAHIBA@CHILDTRENDS.ORG
We need a light rail, NOT a bus! The purple line will do what a bus
could never do, i.e., connect to Metro stations, MARC, Amtrak, and other
bus lines. Yes, it will be expensive, but we will reap the rewards
immediately by the construction helping the economy. There is not
question that this is the solution to the transportation problem in
Maryland!

Bonnie Wahiba
Special Assistant to the President/Web Content Manager
Child Trends
( 202/572-6136
7 202/362-8420
P Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
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Alice
Wahl
1518 Featherwood Stl.
Silver Spring
MD
20904
callwahl@qubicle.com
We need the rapid and lesser pollution potential type of transportation
inherent to rails that will link PG County to Silver Spring to Bethesda.
Build that light rail soon!
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Charmayne
Walker
9925 Greenbelt Rd., Apt 102
Lanham
MD
20706
cjrOl69@yahoo.com
Walker 35568.pdf (107 kb)
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Elinor
Walker

MD
ELINORW@PEOPLEPC.COM
One of the little-appreciated tragedies of the 20th century was the
destruction of light rail in most of our cities. Cars and buses were
designed to use lots of oil to enrich the few. We need a return to more
environmentally friendly transport, and it surely cannot have a worse
effect on the Capital Crescent Trail than buses, even if they are naturalgas fueled. The decision on the Purple Line should be light rail.
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Jelila
Walker
7111 Woodmont Ave. #610
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JELILA@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I am writing to urge you to preserve our green space in the Bethesda
area. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages,
races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. I live in downtown Bethesda, and this is the
only park in my neighborhood. Without it our community would lose the
beauty of the trees and a safe place for jogging and walking, in an area
that would otherwise be a maze of concrete and roads.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be an
environmental and recreational disaster. Please put transit elsewhere
and preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park" -so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Jeremy
Walker
7111 Woodmont Ave.
Bethesda
MD
20815
JEREMYDWALKER@GMAIL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Karen
Walker
5141 Linnean Ave., N.W.
Washington
DC
20008
KG.WALKER@VERIZON.NET
To all who have any power over the proposed purple line going forward
or not….

The Capital Crescent Trail is such a gift and one that I, my family and
friends have used over the years for exercise, to meet with others and to
generally enjoy the outdoors. In this age of trying to have healthier and
more fit Americans, please do not take away this treasure of outdoors
that provides so much to so many!
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Rhonda
Walker
5209 Stoney Meadows Drive
Forestville
MD
20747
I strongly oppose the purple line. The state of Maryland and the federal
government should re-direct this allocation of money to help
homeowners save their homes. These funds could be better spent in
trying to save our economy, create activities for at-risk youth, and save
homeowners from foreclosure. Isn't it obvious that we are a country in a
great financial crisis at this time. I suggest putting this project on hold for
a few years until our economy, schools and communitites are at a more
stable place.
7.pdf (998 kb)
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Joanne F.
Wall, Esq.
8101 Connecticut Ave.,
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JOANNE.WALL@FCC.GOV
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail three and four times a week as a source
of relaxation and exercise, as well as an means of access to the
Bethesda Row area. The Trail is a much-loved oasis of quiet and calm
in an area of our state that is otherwise too congested, thanks, in part, to
the poor planning of our elected officials, who fail to recognize the
importance of parks and open land, such as the current Capital Crescent
Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility, safety, and natural beauty.
And yet, the recent Purple Line Environmental Impact Statement
confirms that the Purple Line between Bethesda and Silver Spring will:
Permanently remove all the surrounding trees and tree canopy -- 17
acres of trees
Convert our Trail into a dangerously narrow bike lane along a transitway
Run trains about 10’ from trail users -- passing every three minutes in
both directions
Permanently close the Tunnel for trail use or put the trail above the
trains in the Tunnel
Park trains next to Giffords Ice Cream and Landmark Theater while
awaiting maintenance
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Please use your
wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Joanne F. Wall, Esq.
8101 Connecticut Ave., Apt. South-702
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Joanne
Wall

MD
JOANNE.WALL@FCC.GOV
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
Under our government's stewardship over the past twenty or so years,
much of Montgomery County and its environs has been increasingly
blighted with overbuilding and the resultant congestion. Twenty years
ago, this area was a beautiful, enviable area of our country, with wide
open spaces of greenery and beauty. Today, the Montgomery County
area is clogged with traffic and over construction, with only those
wealthy enough to belong to country clubs having access to expanses of
natural beauty. Thanks to our government's poor planning and
heedlessness, the Montgomery County area, with few exceptions, is
characterized by gridlock, congestion, and over construction. Please do
not destroy one of our last vestiges of beauty and peace with the
development of the ill-conceived Purple Line along The Capital Crescent
Trail. Supreme Court William O. Douglas took a heroic stand to
preserve our environment with the C&O Canal; I would urge you to do
the same for the Crescent Trail.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Naor
Wallach
235 Molly Drive
McMurray
PA
15317
nwallach@switch.com
Would like to start receiving information on this project.
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John
Wallerstedt
9626 Carriage Road
Kensington
MD
20895
JFWALLERSTEDTIII@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hansen, Council President Andrews,
I am a Kensington resident and long-time runner. I use the Crescent
Trail regularly for my runs and have a great appreciation for its natural
splendor and its importance for runners, bikers, walkers, and casual
strollers. From talking to people along the Trail, I am aware that the
users are not only from the Bethesda/Chevy Chase/Kensington area, but
all over the region. I know that thousands of people use the Trail every
week and enjoy its incredible seasonal beauty all year round.
Please act to preserve this great park which is such a key contributor to
the quality of life in our area. There are other solutions to our east-west
transportation problems than building the Purple Line on the Trail (and
smarter solutions that would feed the transit line directly into the Naval
Medical Center and the Medical Center Metro.) We as a generation and
you as our leaders have an opportunity to make a courageous and
visionary choice in this matter.
Thank you for your careful consideration...and let me know if you can
join me for a run!
Sincerely,
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Kevin
Walling
8600 16th Street, Apt 301
Silver Spring
MD
20910
Sure. Good morning. My name is Kevin Walling, K-E-V-I-N W-A-L-L-I-NG and I live at 8600 16th Street in Silver Spring. I'm grateful for the
opportunity to speak briefly with you about the need to build a Light Rail
Purple Line.
I come before you because I'm part of the future of Montgomery and
Prince George's County. I'm young, I graduated recently from college in
Washington, and Silver Spring has become my home. I love the
vibrancy, the excitement, and the diversity of this area. All things that
you can only truly experience living and working near Washington.
I plan on getting married, I'm still working on that, raising children, paying
taxes, voting, and growing old in this area. What we say here in this
room and how we move forward with the construction of the Purple Line,
will affect not only my future and my children's future but everyone who
is fortunate to call our community home.
I also come before you this morning because I live in an apartment
complex, filled with working class families struggling to make ends meet.
Of immigrants and young people, like me, just starting out in our area.
And of older residents who have witnessed the tremendous growth our
community has experienced, due in larger part to the ingenuity and hard
work of our neighbors.
As the plan stands now, a Purple Line stop would be constructed very
near to our buildings on 16th Street. Offering a convenient and costeffective alternative to driving to work, to school, and to events in the
community.
My neighbors and I all speak in one resounding voice, building the
momentum behind this affordable, efficient, clean, Light Rail Purple Line.
I'm grateful to each of you representatives of the MTA leaders in our
community, and public officials for your hard work and willingness to
listen to the needs of our community.
I humbly ask as a fellow Marylander, for the future and posterity of our
community and for my neighbors who are unable to be here today, to
build the Purple Line now. Thank you all.
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judy
walser
Walser household
10401 garden way
potomac
MD
20854
jcwalser@earthlink.net
We will need all the public transportation as the our county has the
immigrant population who do not have cars. Plus we have done a good
job in employing the disabled who also need public transportation. Judy
Walser
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Deirdre and Howard
Walsh

MD
WALSHDEIRDREM@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor, Chairman, and Councilmembers,
Please consider the many users and uses of the Capital Crescent Trail
before you vote. I live near the busy East West Highway and
Connecticut Intersection and use the trail a great deal, whether it be for
an early morning or evening run, or taking any number of my nine
children on walks or bike-rides. The trail offers my family a peaceful and
safe environment for outdoor activities amidst our very congested
surroundings. The area inside the Beltway has already become too
over-developed and to take away such a well used and enjoyable
amenity would be a shame. Think of thousands of us who enjoy a piece
of tranquility when that is so hard to find. There is so much of our
beautiful natural surroundings that would be destroyed and even with the
greatest attempts that can never be fully restored. Please vote to SAVE
THE TRAIL. Thank you for your consideration.
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Marjorie G.
Walsh
8714 Preston Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
margegwalsh@comcast.net
I would like to add my name to those in opposition to the proposed
Purple Line as currently outlined. Not only will it destroy
thousands of mature trees and eliminate the tranquility and beauty of
the Capitol Crescent Trail, but more importantly it will squander our
badly needed transportation funds on a project that will not even
come close to solving traffic congestion in Montgomery County.
With the FDA’s consolidation at White Oak (7,000+ employees), BRAC’s
relocation of Walter Reed Army Medical Center to Bethesda Naval
Hospital campus (2,200 employees plus an estimated doubling of
patients and visitors), the new White Flint Sector Plan (adding
17,000 dwelling units and 1.8 million square feet of office and
retail space) and continued development along Rockledge Drive and
around Montgomery Mall, the Bethesda-Rockville corridor is poised to
explode, resulting in a massive increase in traffic problems which
plans for light-rail—developed decades ago—cannot address.
I will be happy to support a proposal that will address our serious
congestion, but I WILL NOT support a “high-tech trolley”.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sheila
Walsh
n/a
1807 Cody Drive
Wheaton
MD
20902
dcwebwriter@yahoo.com
I strongly support building the Purple Line, whether it be light rail or
traditional underground Metrorail. We live in Wheaton near the Forest
Glen Metro. My husband and I have to commute by car to Bethesda and
College Park because train or bus transportation takes so long by the
time we pick up our child from daycare. We are very environmentally
and budget conscious and would prefer to use public transportation to
reduce our carbon footprint and to reduce the strain on our tight budget.
Please try to rebuild the bike trail if possible because we also use it to
commute in good weather.
Bus lines are no substitute for rail transit and the minimal disruption of
some parkland and biking trails is far outweighed by the benefits of the
new transit line. Light rail above ground would give us the benefits of
trains without the expense of a tunnel.
Please build the Purple Line without delay.
The purple line would also stimulate the local economy and help boost
sagging property values. Look at how the orange line helped stimulate
smart growth in Arlington. Property values in Arlington are faring much
better than anywhere else in the Metro region other than downtown DC.
We need walkable, smart growth communities in Maryland too,
particularly Silver Spring, Wheaton, and communities east of Bethesda!
Thank you for considering our comments!
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Thomas
Walsh
11617 Hitching Post Lane
North Bethesda
MD
20852
TSWALSH@FINSVCS.COM
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews
As an avid bicycle rider I have enjoyed the Crescent Trail for many
years. Now with small children I have even a greater appreciation for
green space where my kids can appreciate nature and stretch those full
of energy legs. With construction of the Purple Line the fundamental
qualities of the trail will be forever changed and compromised.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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William J.
Walsh
8714 Preston Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
William.J.Walsh@comcast.net
I would like to add my name to those in opposition to the proposed
Purple Line as currently outlined. Not only will it destroy
thousands of mature trees and eliminate the tranquility and beauty of
the Capitol Crescent Trail, but more importantly it will squander our
badly needed transportation funds on a project that will not even
come close to solving traffic congestion in Montgomery County.
With the FDA’s consolidation at White Oak (7,000+ employees), BRAC’s
relocation of Walter Reed Army Medical Center to Bethesda Naval
Hospital campus (2,200 employees plus an estimated doubling of
patients and visitors), the new White Flint Sector Plan (adding
17,000 dwelling units and 1.8 million square feet of office and
retail space) and continued development along Rockledge Drive and
around Montgomery Mall, the Bethesda-Rockville corridor is poised to
explode, resulting in a massive increase in traffic problems which
plans for light-rail—developed decades ago—cannot address.
I will be happy to support a proposal that will address our serious
congestion, but I WILL NOT support a “high-tech trolley”.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Thomas E.
Walton
717 Ritchie Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TOMWALTON@ATT.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region. My wife and I
often bicycle from Silver Spring to Bethesda, for ice cream on hot
summer days, or for lunch. We also run the trail from time to time as
part of our exercise routine.

The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, radically changing the character of the trail and
removing shade from hot summer sun and shelter from wind and rain,
and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every
three minutes. It would be neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be
passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or
buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.

Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Tim
Walton
407 Grandin Avenue
Rockville
MD
20850
TFW44@COMCAST.NET
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Tim Walton
407 Grandin Ave.
Rockville, MD 20850
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Christine
Waltz Dallaire
3701 Cardiff Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CHRISTINE31@MAC.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I, along with my family, use the Capital Crescent Trail regularly. We've
been ding so since we've moved to Chevy Chase; the Trail was a strong
selling point for us to buy a home in Chevy Chase.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alan
Ward
3577 Hamlet Place
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MITALWARD@AOL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : MTA Planning Director Ratcliff:
The attached testimony, which I prepared for myself and my Hamlet
Place neighbors, states our reasons for opposing light rail on the Capital
Crescent Trail and generally supports the low cost BRT alternative. I will
not repeat our reasons in specific detail here; but will briefly summarize
why light rail would be the wrong, wasteful choice, especially damaging
for our Montgomery County communities.
Plenty of bad ideas hang around for years, and grow increasingly stale
as time passes. The Purple Line Light Rail proposals, conceived years
ago to meet yesterday’s needs, have these obvious flaws: (1) Light rail
on the Trail would do nothing to relieve pervasive traffic congestion –
now as bad in Montgomery County as anywhere in the United States;
(2) Building light rail will cause irreparable environmental harm; (3) Light
rail is not cost effective. Its outrageously high cost (probably
underestimated) is defended with estimates of minutes of travel time
savings; but those modest benefits can be accomplished, and perhaps
bettered, at BRT’s much lower cost.
Breezy generalizations aside, informed comments uniformly concede
that none of the Purple Line alternatives will impact current and
increasing congestion of north/south traffic links to DC, or east/west
transit between communities along the 495 Beltway. Of particular
interest, the Light rail proposals cannot be configured to deal in any way
with the expanding east/west traffic surge caused by transfer of Walter
Reed medical service to Bethesda Naval Hospital; low cost BRT would.
More ominously, though unmentioned in the DEIS, the inevitable result
of a light rail station at Chevy Chase Lake, so advantageous to
development plans of the Chevy Chase Land Company, will further
degrade the Connecticut Avenue corridor, and the neighborhoods
adjacent to it.
For my neighbors and other residents in the affected Montgomery
County communities, the total absence of any light rail benefit is made
much worse by the environmental damage it would cause. The
casuistry of the DEIS aside, light rail would raze thousands of trees and
destroy the hiking and biking trail for most regular users other than a
proportionally small number of bikers. Seniors like me, and youngsters
even more so, surely would neither walk nor bike alongside speeding
trains, and most recreational use of the trail will end. The public
presence on the Trail rivals regular use of most parks. Loss of this
recreational resource will be irreparable.
Finally, I recognize how diligently our elected representatives must
struggle, even in the most prosperous times, to fund essential services
provided by the state and its political subdivisions. Today, prudent
husbanding of currently stressed individual and public resources
requires even greater care. The DEIS shows that linking beltway
communities need not degrade either the environment or the quality of
life in established neighborhoods. It can be done without excessive and
wasteful spending. The cost effective and transit effective choice is low
cost BRT.

Attachments :

I appreciate your attention to our views. Alan Ward, 3577 Hamlet Place,
Chevy Chase, MD 20815; 301 656-8950.
Hamlet_Place_BRT_Testimony.pdf (42 kb)

Testimony Of Alan S. Ward, 3577 Hamlet Place, Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Good evening. I am Alan Ward, testifying tonight on behalf of myself and my neighbors in Hamlet Place,
a townhouse cooperative located at the foot of Chevy Chase Lake Drive. Hamlet Place is adjacent to the
Capital Crescent Trail, and the Chevy Chase Lake retail area owned and operated by the Chevy Chase
Land Company. We support, as a general matter, the Low Investment BRT Purple Line alternative to link
Bethesda and Silver Spring. We oppose all the other Build alternatives. The AA/DEIS prepared for the
MTA provides basic factual support for my testimony, which I will supplement with my experience as a
longtime Montgomery County resident, particularly as a frequent walker on the Trail.
A neighborhood perspective is, I believe, essential to correct a most glaring, and obvious, deficiency of
the DEIS, the incomplete and inaccurate assessment of the environmental damage that would inevitably
result from implementation of all of the build alternatives except Low Investment BRT. A fair analysis
must recognize that the negative environmental quality impacts of the alternatives building on the
Georgetown Branch Trail would be “onerous,” as residents in local communities, and many others, have
stressed. The DEIS grudgingly admits that “all of the trees” (that is several thousand trees) on the Trail
would be destroyed. The report glosses over this negative impact with two almost frivolous
observations: first, “trees and vegetation on properties abutting the right-of-way would … remain and
maintain much of the tree cover and visual character.” And second, in this way the DEIS promotes the
notion that the Trail will coexist with speeding trains or buses. Neither argument is credible. As those
who actually use the Trail have repeatedly emphasized, broadly diverse groups of community residents
and others regularly can be found on the Trail. Walkers, runners, and bicyclists, of all ages, some out for
exercise, some going to or returning from work or school, family groups, and many children, some being
pushed in strollers. In all sorts of weather, people are on the Trail regularly. The number of daily and
annual Trail users parallels, and I suspect, exceeds use of many county parks. That some trees will
remain on private property doesn’t mitigate the environmental damage. Walking on a Connecticut
Avenue sidewalk past homes which have trees doesn’t make a six lane roadway a recreational area. An
ornamental fence alongside speeding trains or buses wouldn’t preserve the Trail for most of us.
Helmeted and goggled cyclists on multi-speed equipment will doubtless continue to frequent the Trail as
an attractive alternative to sharing roadways with automobiles; but there won’t be many recreational
walkers and bike riders, there’ll be many fewer older people and children. We’ll be forced back on
neighborhood roads and sidewalks, less often, not as safe, and certainly not enjoying the Trail’s
environmental support for our daily quality of life in Montgomery County. Any report draftsman can
pencil in a pathway alongside a roadway for speeding trains or buses; but referring to it as an
environmentally comparable replacement for the current Trail is just not credible.
We all know that protecting the environment is not an easy task. Vast stretches of the Pacific coastal
redwood forests, in the way of a dam needed to generate electricity for a growing, energy deficient
state, were saved from destruction in 1908 by President Theodore Roosevelt in one of the most
significant decisions any public official has ever made to protect this nation’s environmental heritage.
Our society always needs – and must have - more electricity, more roads, and more rapid transit.
Protecting the redwoods in California, the Gulf coastline, bird habitats on Maryland’s shores is essential;
but protecting parks, AND TRAILS, for local communities is not less important. But in many ways, it’s
just harder. Enlightened public policy, however, insists on a presumption that environmentally
important recreational areas must be preserved with exceptions only for those essential projects which
cannot be accomplished in less environmentally harmful ways. The Build alternatives that would
destroy the Trail emphatically do not meet this test. For even to non-expert readers it is obvious that

the LRT proposals are almost entirely promoted to save relatively small amounts of transit time at
incredible (and most likely underestimated) public expense, and none is as cost effective as the Low
Investment BRT alternative.
For whatever reasons, the planners skew their BRT analysis to minimize the significance of the most
provable estimate of increased east-west traffic in the corridor resulting from transfer of the medical
programs from Walter Reed to Bethesda Naval Hospital. That clear traffic need is served by only one
Purple Line alternative, and that is the cheapest, Low Investment BRT. More inexplicably, the DEIS
analysis of all alternatives which would destroy the Trail ignores their entirely predictable environmental
and other impacts at the Chevy Chase Lake crossing of Connecticut Avenue. The Chevy Chase Land
Company’s intent to move their development efforts from Friendship Heights to Chevy Chase Lake
depend on and directly benefit from these routes, and ridership estimates are boosted for a station to
be located there. Connecticut Avenue traffic congestion in 2008 is already a neighborhood and a county
problem. The crossing at Chevy Chase Lake will clearly contribute to the profitability of the Land
Company’s expansion plans; just as clearly, it will aggravate traffic congestion there.
Two points, I submit, are inarguable. The Low Investment BRT is the only less environmentally harmful
Purple Line alternative, since it will not destroy the Trail. And, second, the Build alternatives that would
destroy the Trail are neither more cost effective nor preferable for traffic congestion reasons.
It is equally clear to me that the capital and operating costs of the LRT alternatives, probably seriously
underestimated, are unacceptably high. The DEIS somewhat disingenuously reminds us that ”new
sources of local funds, including new taxes, could be employed” for all of the Build alternatives. In
today’s economic climate, we should be especially attentive to this prediction – it is probably more
reliable than any of the other DEIS estimates.
It is ironic that the failures of state and county measures to relieve traffic congestion should provide the
economic justification for spending incredible amounts of taxpayer money to save a few minutes of
transit time. Perhaps some of the non-structural, behavioral approaches to traffic congestion will be
tried now. But those matters are beyond my brief tonight, which is to show you that the DEIS analysis is
flawed. The Low Investment BRT is the sole alternative that will not cause irreparable environmental
damage to our community. It, alone, would not destroy the Trail. All other Build alternatives would.
That damage would be real and permanent, irreversible. And it is unnecessary. Thank you.
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Mariette
Ward
8710 Manchester Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Melissa Burke.pdf (477 kb)
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Shawn
Ward
12488 East Nuggett Ct
Highland
MD
20777
SHAWNW@VT.EDU
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Shawn Ward
12488 East Nuggett CT
Highland, MD 20777
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Annette
Warnock
8713 Susanna Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Annette Warnock. Annette, A-N-N-E-T-T-E, Warnock, W-AR-N-O-C-K. At 8713 Susanna, S-U-S-A-N-N-A, Lane in Chevy Chase.
As a transportation project, Purple Line or bus running from Bethesda,
New Carrollton, sounds like a good idea, but unfortunately, when you
think of the transportation problems it would cause and not solve, it
doesn't make sense. It will actually create more problems than it will
solve for residents in Chevy Chase and citizens who use Connecticut
Avenue to get to the beltway and to and from their jobs. Without regard
to the transportation needs of our citizens, the planners want push on.
Here are some of the issues that make this a destructive plan for our
area that demands further study for moving ahead. One, there hasn't
been enough thought put into the adverse impact the Purple Line having
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Mill Road. There will be a stop at
Connecticut Avenue at Chevy Chase Lake, which will mean that cars will
be parking and dropping off passengers, thus having to put in extra
signals, which will facilitate this.
In the meantime, cars, which are already backed up on Connecticut
Avenue, especially during rush hour, but more and more all during the
day as Connecticut Avenue takes on more cars, then the project at NIH
when finished will add still more cars.
Add to this the fact that Connecticut Avenue at East-West Highway and
Connecticut Avenue and Jones Bridge Road are two of the top 10
busiest intersections in Montgomery County. To avoid Kensington
Avenue, more and more cars are using Jones Mill Road to cut across to
Kensington. This makes this two lane road a rush hour nightmare.
Where is the complete evaluation of these two roads in the
Environmental Study?
Two, there is a bus, the J-4, which runs from Bethesda to New Carrollton
during the morning and evening rush hour. My husband and I have
ridden this bus and it is not crowded. Where are the thousands of
passengers who will ride this light rail or special bus?
We interviewed some of the people as we were doing our own analysis
of the existing bus route. Many were women who didn't have cars and
were on their way to work. No one had to stand and the ride was cheap.
When we asked if they would pay more for a light rail they said no,
they'd take the cheapest way and we're not going to pay one or two
dollars more. We noticed some shuttles for the University of Maryland's
students. Would those students be willing to pay more for the trip? Our
trip costs nothing because we are seniors.
Planners want to justify running a train above on a route that can't even
run all day because there are not enough riders. Why isn't there a J-4
running all day if you can justify building a line that will have to be
heavily subsidized? Have the planners bothered to check most of the
riders of the J-4 don't even have cars so that by building the purple lane,
line, you will won't even be taking that many cars off the road.
In fact, we will still need a bus on East-West Highway to take care of all
the people in the apartments who live along that road. There needs to be
more of an evaluation of those who are using the J-4 in 2008 and their
needs for the future. How much is Montgomery County willing to pay for
each passenger in this time of a serious financial crisis?
Three, the people who use the Capitol Crescent Trail for biking or
walking or pleasure now more and more are using it for transportation.
One can walk to the bank, shopping and even to work. We walk to
Starbucks. Having a narrow trail alongside the bus or train will not make

it a pleasant experience.
There isn't any room to make it a safe trip. Have the planners seen the
popularity of the trail grow and grow? The planners talk about saving our
environment. Having the best hiker/biker trail in the country would go a
long way in showing by example how green we really are getting and
save the citizens and county a lot of money.
Four, there are security concerns caused by running a train or bus along
an old freight train route and having a bridge over Connecticut Avenue.
Even though Connecticut Avenue isn't an official evacuation route, if
there is a crisis, it is still an important road if evacuation was to occur.
And the bridge would be a tempting target for terrorists. Is this brought
up in the Environmental Study?
Five, has there been any study on how the Purple Line will affect the
firehouse on Connecticut Avenue? How much more time will it take for a
fire engine to reach its destination? Also, how will it affect the school on
Jones Bridge Road? What are the planners forgetting, what the planners
are forgetting is that we are Washington, not an urban area.
Our community has enough congestion on this road being so close to
the beltway and Connecticut Avenue. This adverse impact on our
community has to be looked into before approving the Purple Line in any
form. Also, there's a school on Jones Bridge Road. The transitway using
Jones Bridge Road will be particularly destructive to our school.
Six, and the last one, light rail remain, light rail train are not compatible
to Metro trains so we'll have to run, be run and maintained by Maryland's
Department of Transportation. This will involve extra space for repairing
and storing of trains and special buses if they are chosen.
There are many problems with light rail usage including problems with
bad weather all over the country. In fact, Baltimore's light rail project has
not even been successful. More evaluation of the Baltimore project will
show further flaws. Evaluations and costs for upkeep of light rail has to
be studied before this project can go forward.
Just because Montgomery County has spent millions and millions of
dollars to propose the Purple Line does not mean it is a worthwhile
project for our area. If the Purple Line doesn't present a solution to our
transportation, what would a solution be? The best solution would be to
have an underground Metro next to Silver Spring and Bethesda or
running up from Wheaton Metro to Grovner. If there is no money, give us
better bus service. Start saving money for a real solution. Try running
the J-4 all day and see if it attracts more passengers. We can't wait 20
years to make it work and to attract its passengers.
Montgomery County can't afford to build a Purple Line that may or may
not attract enough passengers. It doesn't make sense and we don't
deserve to sit in traffic longer than we do now. We need to take car of
our environment, encourage trail use by hikers and bikers and not waste
any more money on the project which will cost a lot of money, especially
when there are other transportation projects that are ready to start and
won't cause, fewer headaches.
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Annette
Warnock
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Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Wrttn Sttmnt. A. Warnock.pdf (3 mb)
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John
Warnock
8713 Susana Lane
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Written Statement. John Warnock.pdf (3 mb)
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John
Warnock

MD
XNOCK@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Thank you for having this period where we can make comments on the
Purple Line. I have learned a few facts in the last weeks which should
be brought to your attention before you vote on this project as the one to
pursue.
In order of importance these are the issues that should be studied
carefully in the coming weeks: (1). The "adverse impact" of the PL or
the BRT on Connecticut Avenue and Jones Mill Road adding time to
everyone's ride during rush hours; (2) Plans for two bridges over
Connecticut Avenue and lowering the berm on Jones Bridge and Jones
Mill which could cause concerns for Homeland Security -especially given
the fact that the path on Connecticut Avenue links up with 495;(3)
Financial Costs; (4) Ridership numbers; (5) using light rail which is not
the same as using metro trains; (6) There remain legal issues using the
old freight train path for a double track , mass transit project having a
trail running along side of it. (7) Safety Issues; (8) Environmental
Issues.
(1) The increase in traffic on Connecticut Avenue is hard to believe
unless you use it to get to and from work. During "rush hour" we sit in
traffic. It is particularly hard for us since we have to make a left from
Conn. Ave. (coming from Wheaton) onto Manor Road. To make the turn
can take 5 minutes. To avoid this we sometimes make a right, then a
left though the parking lot of a shopping center; then a right on leaving
the shopping center and then go through the intersection. Manor Road
is one or two blocks from the proposed Chevy Chase Lake Stop. What
will happen when BRAC adds even more cars to our traffic gridlock? On
Jones Mill Road there are so many cars, it's hard to get out of our street
(Susanna Lane). With the PL the ride on bus in our neighborhood will
probably be cancelled and some neighbors who use the ride on the get
to Silver Spring will be back in their cars. They will not be willing to walk
all the way to Chevy Chase Lake to take the light rail. Last month when
there was a problem on Jones Mill Road, traffic was really tied up. The
PL will add to our gridlock not solve any traffic problems. Also The
Mongomery County Planning Board released a report in May of last year
of the 10 most congested intersection. The list was published in the
Washington Post May 14, 2008 edition. #4 was Connecticut Avenue at
Jones Bridge Road and #8 was Connecticut Avenue at East-West
Highway.
(2) Have you noticed that for the Inaugeration, many roads in VA will be
closed because there are bridges? I wonder if Connecticut Avenue
would be closed if we had two bridges over Connecticut Avenue. These
bridges have been mentioned in the latest plans for the PL. Combine
that with the fact that there will be added traffic signals to let off and pick
up passengers and we could have a security issue with all the cars
waiting to get to the Beltway. Where in our country would we allow a
planned stop at such a busy, congested area where we will also have
two bridges over the road? Lowering the berm 16 feet in on Jones Mill
and Jones Bridge Road could also be a concern for Homeland Security
since it will be easier to get off the train in someone's back yard.
(3) Financial Cost - Who will be paying the cost for the PL, the cost of
keeping the light rail trains in good condition and for the cost of running
the train? Latest figures show it will cost $25 million per year(see
Washington Post 01/08/09) to run this line. How much will the
passengers be paying to cover these costs? So far, we have heard how
people will flock to the light rail since they don't like buses. We're sorry
they don't llike buses but are they willing to pay extra to take the light
rail? If not, it's hard to have sympathy since the tax payers will have to
pay so they have a slightly faster, more comfortable ride. Is
Montgomery County so rich it has the extra money to run this line? We

thought there was a budget problem?
In Further Comments-part 2, I will be commenting on the other issues
that need further study
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M.J.
Waroich
808 Flat Bridge Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Hi. I'm M.J. Waroich. M.J., last name W-A-R-O-I-C-H. I just wanted to oh, address. 808 Flat Bridge Drive, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815.
I just wanted to testify that I am definitely against the rapid bus transit
and at first I was against all of the purple line because I didn't
understand it, but then I am for the light rail.
As far as the differences between the low investment and medium
investment and all that, I haven't researched all of that, but I wanted to
say whey I'm against the rapid bus transit.
I live along Jones Bridge Road. Already they are gearing up for an
expected increase in traffic because of the joining of Walter Reed with
Bethesda Naval, which is just down the road.
I'm basically one block in from the intersection of Jones Bridge and
Connecticut going towards Wisconsin. My son is in that neighborhood
and he goes to NCC, which is a public school. It's a 2 block walk
approximately, but it's very difficult for him to get over Connecticut Street
and Jones Bridge traffic has been increasing. Especially so at rush hour.
In fact, my father will testify later. He was in an accident going to pick up
my son because it is so difficult. The light only stays green for a few
seconds to try and get into our street at Flat Ridge Drive.
So I am definitely against, I don't think our street can take anymore, not
to mention Howard Hughes Medical Institute, also known as HHMI,
which is our neighbor, is expanding. We are expecting an increase in
traffic as well.
So I think it's too much for our neighborhood and for our safety. The
walkability question is almost all the way gone as it is. I think it's too
much to ask our neighborhood to bear the burden of (inaudible)
I also use the train so I want to use them, I want to continue to use the
train, but I believe the train will still exist - light rail travel. Basically that is
my testimony.
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Dorothy Joan
Warren
8706 Second Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
DJWARREN87@YAHOO.COM
Re: Purple Line AA/DEIS
Dear Mr. Leggett, Dr. Hanson, Council President Andrews and Ms.
Ratcliff:
Earlier this month the Montgomery County Planning Department staff
added their voice to the growing list of endorsers of the medium Light
Rail option using the Master Plan alignment and I am writing to express
my support for many of the conclusions of the staff. The Planning Board
will be reviewing the report on 1/8/2009 and we understand that the
County Executive will be issuing a statement on the project soon
thereafter, with the Council taking a position on January 27th.
We specifically support the following conclusions of the planning staff:
Only Light rail, and not bus rapid transit, can carry the heavy passenger
loads foreseen for the Purple Line.
Use the Georgetown Branch alignment between Bethesda and Silver
Spring;
Complete the hiker-biker trail as part of the project, including parallel
routes in Bethesda through the Air Rights Tunnel and on Bethesda and
Willow Avenues, and along an off-road corridor along the CSX right of
way into the Transit Center in Silver Spring; aim for a 12 ft trail width
wherever feasible since a trail along the tramway will be as popular as
the trail west of Bethesda;
Include a stop serving Downtown Silver Spring and the Fenton Village
area integrated with the new Silver Spring library;
We also support the expedited construction of the Bethesda South
Entrance as a priority infrastructure project under the Stimulus program
being developed by the new Obama administration.
We hope you will join us in encouraging Governor O'Malley to move the
Light Rail Purple Line into construction on the swiftest possible timeline.
Sincerely,
Dorothy Joan Warren
8706 Second Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Sophia
Wassermann
4826 Walkingfem Drive
Rockville
MD
20853
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Pope_Margaret Comment Cards.pdf (68 kb)
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Jerry and Janice
Waters
7900 Lynbrook DRive
Bethesda
MD
20814
JWFEDERAL@AOL.COM
To:
Key decision makers re. the Purple
From:

Jerry Waters
Janice Waters
7900 Lynbrook Dr
Bethesda, MD 20814

We have observed and participated in the debate over the light rail issue
over the past 15 years. For our part, we have become convinced that a
combined rail and trail entity can be successful in name only. The
corridor cannot accommodate both--two round pegs can never be
successfully fitted into one square hole. The present trail has become a
community treasure. It's continued improvement will enhance quality
development in the area, perhaps as much as would the presently
planned light rail. Using the track bed between Bethesda and SS for the
anchor of the Purple Line has been a product of convenience not of
deep and long term consideration.We should keep what has been
proven to be a great quality of life resource and find other means for
dealing with the area's transportation needs.
Thank you for consideration.
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Luke
Watkins
Discovery Communications

MD
20852
lukewatkins@mac.com
I am amazed that it hasn't happened yet. I think people would use the
Metro more than the buses, and it's probably better for the environment
than all the cars. It would reduce traffic on 355, 495, and more. More
convenient than riding the Red all the way from Rockville to Silver
Spring. It may be unfortunate for a few home owners, but greater for the
community.
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Sarah
Watson

MD
SARAHWATSON36@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews and
Councilmembers:
I am a Capital Cresecent Trail user I am writing to express my objection
to the building of the proposed purple line. I have used the CC Trail on a
regular basis since moving to DC over three years ago. Every time I go
out for a run or a ride, I am amazed at how many people use the trail,
yet how serene and quiet it remains. The trees surrounding the trail
provide an escape from noisy city life, a home to various widlife, and a
clean place to exercise. In writing this letter I've tried to think of exactly
what it is that makes the CC Trail so special and it's that I observe
people that truly enjoy being out, enjoying the trees and the fresh air. I'd
be very disappointed if this oasis were destroyed.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Alicia
Wattenberg
4814 Wellington Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ALICIAEBW@COMCAST.NET
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,

I am writing to express my support for the Purple Line along the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. I believe that the
area can be shared by commuters and trail users. I travel the distance
from Bethesda to Riverdale twice a week. I also use the trail for
recreation with my family. My mother lives in Riverdale and does not
drive, so getting to Bethesda is impossible for her. I think trains would
be a charming addition to this area and would not create traffic on our
congested roads. The trail extends beyond the area where the Purple
Line would run, so will continue to provide a tranquil "Trail" experience
while providing transportation to so many in need. This right of way has
been proposed for many years so those living in the area have known
about it and have made choices according. Please do not hesitate to
build this line.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Stanley H.
Way
5204 Drake Terr.
Rockvile
MD
20853
STAN_WAY@YAHOO.COM
I am a lifelong resident of Montgomery County (now 70 years) and have
seen various recreational facilities come and go. NEVER in those 70
years have I seen a recreational facility more important to our
community then the Capital Crescent Trail and its extension to Silver
Spring.
I hope you are avid suppporters of the Capital Crescent Trail and its
extension to Silver Spring. I have personally biked the trail since its
opening and enjoy the opportunity to view the wonders of nature and at
the same time help to preserve my health as i enter my golden years
(currently aged 70). I am appalled by suggestions of eliminating those
aspects in favor of a Purple Line that would vastly reduce the
usefullness and value of the trail from Bethesda to Silver Spring.
My suggestion is to fight tooth and nail to find alternative mass transit
between Bethesda and Silver Spring that meets the need and at the
same time preserves the Capital Cresent Trail (the Georgetown Branch
Trail currently).
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stanley H. Way
5204 Drake Terr.
Rockville, MD 20853
(301)460-8117

--------------------------Stanley Way
Rockville, Maryland
Stan_Way@yahoo.com
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Kathryn
Weathersby
3611 Chevy Chase Lake Dr. Apt. 4
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KATHRYNWEATHERSBY@GMAIL.COM
Dear County Officials,
I recently moved to Chevy Chase Lake Apartments, which are owned by
Montgomery County and were recently renovated. I moved there
because of the setting on a quiet street with a bank of trees in front and
the wonderful walking trail--The Georgetown Branch Trail--just behind
the buildings. I'm shocked to learn that light rail might be built on that
beautiful trail. If that happens, I will have to move, as it will be
impossible to live with trains running every three minutes just a few
yards from my apartment.
These apartments provide high quality affordable housing, something
the county can be proud of. I see from my back windows a steady
stream of walkers, cyclists and joggers on the trail. Destroying that
wonderful trail would be a terrible loss to the entire community, as well
as causing great hardship to the people in the houses, condos, and
apartments located along it.
The proposed alternatives to the light rail line would not cause this
damage and loss. I urge you to choose the alternatives. Destroying this
precious trail and the neighborhoods along it is much too high a price to
pay.
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Candace
Webb

Montgomery County
MD
CANDACEKWEBB@GMAIL.COM
Dear MTA Office of Planning:
As a resident of Montgomery County, Maryland, I am e-mailing to voice
my full support of the purple line. I do not own a vehicle and rely mainly
on MTA's public transit to live and solely to get to/from work. The purple
line would be a great addition to provide more jobs, more options, and
better livelihoods for many of Maryland's citizens.
Again, I fully support building the purple line.
Thank you,
Candace Webb
Resident of Montgomery County, MD
-Candace Webb
Mobile: 813.541.8162
Please consider the environment before printing this email.
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Carol
Webb

MD
CAROLWEBB@PHASE3SALES.COM
Hello All –

My friend and I are frequent users of the trail from Bethesda to Silver
Spring. We walk as fast as we can from her house in Bethesda thru
town and all the way past Jones Mill road and nearly to Silver Spring.
Then we turn around and walk back to Bethesda for a well deserved
lunch!! We walk the 8mile round trip in heat or cold ( rain does postpone
our ventures) but love every minute of it (and lunch when we patronize a
different restaurant every time.)

We would sorely miss the safety of walking on paths with no traffic and
the pleasures of changing scenery, our fellow citizens of all shapes sizes
and ages, and the quiet walking in the woods provide.

I cannot believe you are seriously considering threading noisy
transportation through these many neighborhoods in addition to
depriving the many trail users of this outstanding community asset. It
would be a grave dis-service.
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Christian
Webb
8311 Garland Avenue, Apt. 6
Takoma Park
MD
20912
WEBB.CHRISTIAN@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I live in Takoma Park so that I will have a relatively short
commute to school in Laurel and so my fiancee can utilize public
transportation for work. We made our choice when we moved here
so that we could reduce to one car.
When I go to use the National Library of Medicine for school and
when my fiancee heads to work, we must take the red line from
Takoma Park into the heart of DC and back out to the Maryland
border (she at Friendship Heights, I at NIH in Bethesda.
The Purple Line would provide us with a quicker transport
skirting the downtown DC area. It would also reduce the amount
of people crowding onto trains in DC, since many of us would be
able to use the Purple Line for a majority of our trip.
There are only good consequences to public transportation done
right - and the purple line's plans speak to me as a great idea.
DC's environs are not simply spokes on a wheel, and more of us
will be able to get around more easily should the purple line
exist.
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David
Webb
Bldg 45 Center Drive
Bethesda
MD
20894
WEBB@NCBI.NLM.NIH.GOV
To Whom it May Concern:,
I support the light rail option of the proposed Purple Line. I strongly
support coordinated efforts to promote non-automotive means of
transportation between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
David Webb
Bldg 45 Center Drive
3rd Floor
Bethesda, MD 20894
301-402-3845
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Gary L.
Webber
National Gallery of Art
20008 South Club Drive
Landover
MD
20785
G-WEBBER@NGA.GOV
WE NEED THE PURPLE LINE.

Gary L. Webber
Supervisory Museum Specialist
National Gallery of Art,
Washington, DC 20565
Phone 202-842-6236 / Cell 240-832-3254 / FAX 202-842-6932

NGA mailing address: 2000B South Club Drive, Landover MD 20785

"One man with courage is a majority."--Thomas Jefferson
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Brian
Weeks
808 1/2 Cathedral Street
Baltimore
MD
21201
This needs to and can be done in an ecologically sensitive way. If the
political will was found to pass the ICC, which promises to be much
more environmentally destructive than any form of mass transit, then
there is no way that this shouldn't get done. It is pretty ridiculous that this
has not been done sooner given the close proximity between the two
areas. The proposed Purple Line could stimulate economic
development in both areas at a time when we are facing the prospect of
a prolonged recession. The time for Keynesian economics is now!
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Jeff
Weinstein

MD
20010
Big thumbs up!
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Paul
Weinstein Jr
4834 Bradley Boulevard
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
pjwjr@mindspring.com
My wife and I have lived in Chevy Chase since 2002. We support the
building of the Purple Line along the Capital Crescent Trail and the socalled "light rail option."
Sincerely,
Paul Weinstein
Jessica Milano
4834 Bradley Boulevard
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Dennis
Weir
16 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Dennis Weir, W-E-I-R. I'm a resident at 16 Woodside
Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910.
I'm testifying today in favor of the purple line continuation of (inaudible)
to go underground and I'm testifying against the above ground situation
on Wayne Avenue (inaudible) I have made the drive many times from
Bethesda to Calvert Park and it takes at least to 55 minutes (inaudible)
time of the day, rush hour. The times they have given us for above light
rail and bus line are approximately 80 to (inaudible) that route because if
the light rail or buses
(inaudible) the traffic would be, is going to become an insurmountable
problem (inaudible) light rail or (inaudible) Originally we were told it was
going to be part of the Metro. They can't get funding (inaudible)
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Catherine
Weiss
3515 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CATHERINE.WEISS@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson and Board Members,
Council President Andrews and Councilmembers, and
Congressman Van Hollen,
Washington's green space sets our city apart. In Montgomery County,
we enjoy urban living and all that comes with it (jobs, shopping, culture),
and we also have the amazing benefit of the Capital Crescent Trail. Our
family uses the trail weekly for jogging and biking. Our small children
love the trail because they can ride without worrying about cars (or
trains!) rushing by.
I appreciate the needs for improving mass transit within Montgomery
County; however, there must be a way to accomplish this important goal
without sacrificing the treasure of the Capital Crescent Trail. Please,
please put transit somewhere else!
Thank you very much for your consideration.
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Chris Weiss and
Jenny Brown
409 Mansfield Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
CHRISWEISS@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
We are users of the Capitol Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. Our family enjoys hiking and biking on the trail on a regular
basis. It's one if the few tranquil green spaces we have left in the area
where we can exercise without being subjected to the fumes and noise
of the traffic in the area.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for us to be passing others on a narrow bike lane -about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. Please use your wisdom, vision
and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the Capital
Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and
generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural resource,
regardless of the growth and development that takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Claire
Weiss
3515 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-4047

Weiss 35344.pdf (121 kb)
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David
Weiss
9214 Levelle Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20910
weissbuild@aol.com
I heard, but do not know if it is accurate, that the Town of Chevy Chase
may wish to incorporate a high speed bus service on Jones Bridge
Road, in or as part of the purple line project. I do not support this
alternative as I believe it is only for the benefit of the Town of Chevy
Chase, and will not benefit people using Jones Bridge Road.
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Kenneth D
Weiss
7823 Mistic View Court
Derwood
MD
20855-2275
weissfam@aol.com
I am in favor of the Purple Line. It will be a very important addition to the
mass transit system in the Washington, D.C. area. I believe its benefits
will far outweigh its cost, in the long term.

Kenneth Weiss

Kenneth D. Weiss
7823 Mistic View Court, Derwood, MD 20855-2275
301-216-2863, weissfam@aol.com
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Brendan M.
Weiss, M.D.
3515 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BRENDAN.WEISS@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Governor O'Malley, County Executive Legett. Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My family and I use the trail many times each week for recreation and
commuting. It provides valuable green space and connections to
throughout lower Montgomery County and DC. As a a military physician
at Walter Reed Army Medical Center who is living the planning struggles
of BRAC and a severe parking crisis at the current Walter Reed campus
in DC, any plan that does not route the Purple Line to Medical Center
and become an integral part of Metro is simply illogical. I am a great
proponent of improved mass transit options, but these must be sensible.
A Purple Line along the trail will be another "bridge to nowhere."
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ruth
Weiss

MD
RUTHWEISS16@MSN.COM
MTA Director of Planning
Dear Ms Ratcliff;
I am writing to comment on the purple line project. I AM STRONGLY
OPPOSED to the purple line for the following reasons:
1. Our economy is in such poor shape that we are pulling money from
necessary services of education, child and elder care. THEY NEED
THIS MONEY!
2. It makes no sense from budgetary, family friendly, green friendly
concerns no matter which of the possibilities are preferred.
- We now have transportation from point to point.
- The maximum time savings is approximately 10 minutes over the
present.
- Hundreds of thousands of dollars will be spent and there will be no
appreciable gain for anyone, except 10 minutes a trip.
- Existing ecological places will be asphalted over and lost to a loss for
the community, county, state and country.
- It is only wanted by the imprudent and rash who side with bigness, big
business and wall street.
3. Attitude: The ones who want this believe that newness is next to
godliness and those who don't believe you respect and repair the
existing and improve and expand when absolutely necessary, not
planning to start new when it's time has not come. It is not wanted by
those who side with main street.
I can only compare it to purchasing or building anything new when the
existing is in fine shape and working: DON'T FIX WHAT AIN'T BROKEN.
Respectfully,
Ruth Weiss
cc: file
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David A.
Weisz

MD
DALANWE@VERIZON.NET
The proposed purple line is a travesty. It will ruin the Capital
Crescent Trail for the thousands of Marylanders-including me and my
family-who use it every day for hiking, bike riding, walking, and
commuting-by foot-from Chevy Chase to Bethesda.
Construction will destroy the Trail, destroy the surrounding
environment, create years of disruption while it's being built, lower
property values, and ultimately, do little to alleviate the
transportation problems in Montgomery Country, Prince George's
county.
Montgomery County should be focusing on intensive growth-getting
more
out of existing resources- rather than extensive growth-demanding ever
more resources at ever higher costs.
Rest assured, I will vote against any elected official that votes for
the Purple Line and actively encourage others to do so.
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Daniel P.
Weitzel
7604 River Falls Drive
Potomac
MD
20854
dpweitzel@comcast.net

Submission Content/Notes : To all addressees:

While you deliberate the proposed Purple Line I would ask that you
consider for more than a moment the following question--Where exactly
are you going to get the money to build any version of the Purple Line? I
understand that there are many proponents and opponents of the
various proposals. I am confident that the issues have been given
serious consideration by each of you. Each of the proposals has merit
and each has drawbacks. Personally, as a resident of southern
Montgomery County, the loss or significant degradation of the Capital
Crescent Trail by a rail line would be a terrible loss to the community and
the people who live in and around Silver Spring and Bethesda.
However, this is not the point I wish for you to consider. Others will do
that more eloquently than me.

The question you must address to the satisfaction of all concerned, if
you are honest with yourselves and your constituents, is who will pay for
this? The State of Maryland is broke. Montgomery County is broke.
The local communities are broke. The prospect of that changing
anytime soon is unrealistic. There are many existing state and local
programs and infrastructure projects which are not going to get funded
because the money is not there. We hear from the Governor and
County Executive that hard choices are staring them in the face. State
and County services are being cut and, I believe, the Governor and
County Executive have not even been truthful to the public about how
bad it is going to get. Raising taxes is not only a terribly bad idea, but
there is no political will to do so for obvious reasons. Personally, I am
still angry over the most recent tax hikes both at the State and County
level.

Now I know that many of you on this mail list will simply say--It's not
my job to worry about the money, I am only charged with picking a
proposal from among the proposals presented to me. True in one
regard, but sounds like passing the buck in another. An all to frequent
refrain of the baby boom generation--I'm just doing my job, I will let
someone up the chain make the hard decisions. To even be considering
this issue in the present and foreseeable future is insulting to the citizens
of Maryland in general and Montgomery County in particular. There are
far to many existing State and County projects, programs and
employees which have or soon will be falling on hard times to be
debating the merits of any proposal regarding the proposed Purple Line.

The issue should be tabled indefinitely. Rome is burning; please do
not act like Nero.

In advance, thank you for taking the time to read this mail and I know
that you will exercise your best judgement.
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Anne
Wele
TraumaCure, Inc
7735 Old Georgetown Rd #1200
Bethesda
MD
20814
awele@traumacure.com
I am in support of the Purple line initiative.
Mass Transit is the way to go. It saves fuel, reduces vehicle emissions
and the purple line would cut down travel times.
Anne Wele
QA/RA Specialist
TraumaCure, Inc
7735 Old Georgetown Rd #1200
Bethesda, MD 20814
Tel: 240-744-4301
Fax: 240-497-0911
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Nancy
Wellins
9118 Eton Rd
Silver Spring
MD
20901
nanwellins@yahoo.com
I want to add my voice to those strongly advocating for a light rail line
(the Purple Line) linking Silver Spring to Bethesda. I advocate this
despite the fact that construction of this line will likely cause me
personally some major disruption and inconvenience, should the Wayne
Ave. option be chosen. ( live right off of Wayne Ave.)
For so many reasons I won't bother to reiterate here, our love-affair with
the automobile needs to end. We must invest in creating fast, reliable,
efficient modes of public transport such as are common in major
European cities and their suburban rings. We desperately need a trafficindependent means of moving directly between major spoke points
(Bethesda, Silver Spring) without having to pass through the hub
(downtown DC).
Given the projected growth in lower Montgomery County and the
additional traffic that will follow on that growth, it is unthinkable that we
would NOT do this project.
Buses are NOT the way to go- even with a dedicated lane, they increase
traffic. They are also a far less attractive option for commuters. If the
goal is to get as many drivers off the road as possible, light rail is the
solution - the only viable option for long-term success in preventing
Montgomery County from duplicating the perpetual snarl of Northern
Virginia.
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Jim
Wells

MD
GOLFWELZ@GMAIL.COM
WE NEED GREEN SPACE...WHERE DO WE GO TO ENJOY THE
FRESH OUTDOORS? TO A TRAIN STATION?
IF YOU TAKE AWAY THE TRAIL, IT WILL NEVER COME BACK.
PLEASE SAVE THE CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL FOR FAMILIES TO
ENJOY THE OUTDOORS.
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Tryon
Wells

MD
tryonwells@verizon.net
Wells 35504.pdf (85 kb)
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Jane
Welna
221 Grant Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
janewelna@gmail.com
Please prioritize the Purple Line for the long-term health, economic, and
environmental benefits!

Jane Welna
221 Grant Avenue
Takoma Park, MD 20912
301-585-0434
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Barret
Wessel
7708 Patuxent Oak Ct
Elkridge
MD
21075
EXODUSOFFICER@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Becky
West
3328 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
BECKWEST@COMCAST.NET
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Attachments :

I would just like to add that I take the J1 bus every day to and from work
and sometimes the J2 or J3 – I get a seat and the service is excellent.
Perhaps you could consider running a few more buses on the J1 line
but I don’t think you need to start carving up the beautiful trail to add a
rail service. The buses really do work fine. In the event that this does
happen, I think it would be crazy to try to keep a trail intact alongside the
railway line – why bother, if it’s gone it’s gone.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
West_Becky.pdf (8 kb)

Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Greenspace
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I would just like to add that I take the J1 bus every day to and from work and sometimes
the J2 or J3 – I get a seat and the service is excellent. Perhaps you could consider running
a few more buses on the J1 line but I don’t think you need to start carving up the
beautiful trail to add a rail service. The buses really do work fine. In the event that this
does happen, I think it would be crazy to try to keep a trail intact alongside the railway line
– why bother, if it’s gone it’s gone.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities
-- use the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by
the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily commuters. Trail users
come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple Line is built here, all
of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses
would pass about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from
trains or buses. It would be an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and continuous natural Trail
provide rare and outstanding recreational opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere
else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere and to preserve the
Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park” -- so that we, and generations to come,
will be able to enjoy this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sincerely,
Becky West
3328 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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David
West
10101 Brunett Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20901
WESTDAVI@YAHOO.COM
To the Maryland Transit Administration:
I have been bicycling and using public transit in Bethesda and Silver
Spring for 30 years. I strongly support the Purple Line. Based on the
DEIS, I have the following suggestions:
1) Make the Purple line a light rail line, rather than a bus route.
2) Keep the Capital Crescent Trail in the tunnel beneath the Air Rights
Building in Bethesda. In addition, build a trail route along Bethesda
Avenue and Elm Street Park in addition to the trail through the tunnel.
3) Widen the trail to twelve feet from ten feet.
Thank you for your consideration.
Cheers,
David West
10101 Brunett Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20901-20002
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Jay
West
5912 Cedar Parkway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JAY.WEST@MAINLINE.COM
Dear Planning Board,
Please accept this short note as my request to NOT approve a Purple
Line along the Capital Crescent Trail. I use this trail frequently while
biking with my 12 year old son and it is awesome. There are a multitude
of people who use this trail for biking, walking, socializing, etc. The
views and greenspace are spectacular.
Putting a Purple line along this trail would be an incredible waste of
money and natural resources. I firmly believe there are several other
options which you are well aware of that make more sense.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Joy C.
West
8528 Geren Road
Silver Spring
MD

West_Joy.pdf (97 kb)
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Joy C.
West
8528 Geren Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

West_Joy.pdf (444 kb)
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Joy
West
8528 Geren Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901

Submission Content/Notes : My name is Joy West. I reside at 8528 Jeremy Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland. J-O-Y, W-E-S-T.
It is with great interest that I review the purple line alternatives analysis
draft environmental statement and offer these comments for the record
at this public hearing (inaudible) project. I'm a long-time homeowner and
resident of 28 years of East Silver Spring (inaudible) condominium
complex. Top of the Park is bounded by Piney Branch Road and Wayne
Avenue and Manchester and Sligo Creek Parkway.
As a homeowner and resident of Top of the Park, I would be significantly
adversely impacted by the proposed alternatives contained in the
environmental impact study during and after the construction phase.
A burden to me as a homeowner at Top of the Park far outweighs any
benefit to be gained under alignment options being evaluated.
Only 34 percent of the population in this community uses public
transportation according to the environmental impact study. Under the
highest option, the peak transit level time will remain the same after
completion of the purple line in the East Silver Spring, to Silver Spring
central business district.
Other alternatives would increase the peak transit times from 5 to 8
minutes, which would be the same 8 minutes if the no build alternative
were pursued.
The cost in terms of construction, tunneling, land acquisition, utility
disruption, air quality, vibrations, noise, traffic congestion, road closures,
transit centers, changes in the character of the neighborhood would be a
homeowner's worst nightmare without a corresponding benefit under
proposed alternatives for those living in the impact area.
Although I agree that there is a need to design ways to make the flow of
traffic and movement of people more efficient, it is my impression that
the current proposed alternatives to the purple line, in particular as it
impacts East Silver Spring corridor and Top of the Park is neither
efficient or benefits the community that it would greatly impact.
The proposed alternatives 3 through 8 would destroy the quiet
enjoyment of Top of the Park and the surrounding area without added
benefit in terms of transit time.
The peak transit travel times according to the environmental study for
East Silver Spring to Silver Spring shows there is a no to very slight
change in peak transit travel times in East Silver Spring under the
proposal.
At the same time, the project would force residents of this corridor into
the burdence of a major construction project with no quantifiable
improvement in transit travel time. It will result in years of environmental
destructions and other negative impacts that clearly outweighs any
benefits from the proposed alternatives.
Top of the Park is clearly in the proposed development area and would
be impacted in some way by all of the alternatives contained in the draft
environmental study.
Unfortunately, Top of the Park is completely surrounded. The change in
traffic patterns would add to congestion and make it difficult to gain
access during the construction period.

In conclusion, it is my impression that the no build or TSM alternative
would be the best option as it relates to East Silver Spring corridor, in
particular to the Top of the Park.
It would allow for minimum environmental impacts while making a
change in the mode of transportation along Wayne Avenue. Those
options should easily tie into the Takoma Crossing at Langley Park and
improve the movement of people in this corridor.
For the past 28 years I have enjoyed being a resident of this area. It is
my hope to retire in this area. As with any aging population, it is not my
hope for my neighborhood to be racked with sounds of construction,
heavy equipment noise, drilling and traffic diversions.
I would like to enjoy my senior years and enjoy the benefits of a
significant property tax increase I have endured as a result of the
downtown Silver Spring development.
Although it seems as though the county is making a concerted effort to
tax its seniors from the area, I am doing my best to hold on. After all the
sacrifices I would hate for my golden years to be reduced to an endless
stream of construction vehicles and disruptions all in order to improve
my transit commute by one minute. Thank you.
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Mark A.
Western
9511 Montgomery Drive
Bethesda
MD
20814
MWESTERN@FORRESTER.COM

Submission Content/Notes : I am writing to express my strong and sincere opposition to the Purple
Line light rail option on the Capital Crescent Trail. I am certain that you
have seen great outcry from citizens on this topic for extremely important
reasons, which essentially break down into two areas, Recreational and
Business:

Recreational:
·
The value of the trail to the more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities – who use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring.
·
In our heavily developed region, the Trail is a wonderful sliver of
land that provides citizens an outlet for exercise, recreation and natural
beauty – and there just are not many local areas that provide that any
longer.
·

The importance of parks in urban areas.

Business:
·
We need to build a long term public transportation infrastructure,
and the light trail solution simply does not meet that need. It is a bandaid solution that is the worst compromise possible.
o
The light rail option does not address the longer term connectivity
needed to Virginia, support growth transportation areas like the new
Walter Reed or the Rock Spring area – all of which are better addressed
by the Outer Purple Line option.
o
There is a far less expensive option – dedicated bus routes/lanes
– that not only delivery nearly thee same benefits as the light rail option
but is more flexible and allows for the time and experience to plan
something more optimal and long term, something that really improves
area transportation and development, a real Purple Line.
o
I do market research for a living and while I understand the nature
of politics, it simply does not make sense to do any of the proposed
options because people say they “support” the option. We should all be
focused on who will RIDE on any of the options. I have asked many
times and – get this – not one person has been surveyed to ask if they
would ride any of the options.
In summary, the Light Rail Purple Line option on the Crescent Trail is not
the right solutions because it:
·
Forever ruins a needed and valued recreational and natural
resource. To envision a trail next to a train as something that sustains
the value of the trail is simply disingenuous.
·
Makes no sense when compared to either far less expensive or
more long term and more impact solutions.
·
Should not be left up to a computer model to determine how any
option would be used, that is simply ridiculous based on years on
consumer research experience. Even so, the initial ridership projections
were very low but magically rose in a second “simulation” or “projection.”
Let’s call that as it is – baloney!
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere

and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Charles
Westover
AFSCME
1425 11th Street, NW
Washington
DC
20001
chuck.westover@gmail.com
Build the Purple Line Now! It is long overdue and simply makes sense.
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Sabena R.
Westreich
7520 Maple Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
Sabena R. Westreich, S-A-B-E-N-A, R. W-E-S-T-R-E-I-C-H. Address is
7520 Maple Avenue, Apartment 602, Takoma Park, Maryland 20912.
The reason why I would like the purple line is I believe that it would save
people a lot of time when they get to work if they want to go from
Bethesda to Silver Spring or Chevy Chase to Silver Spring, it is going to
save them money because right now people have to take the red line
and it costs a lot more money.
It is going to save people money in parking fees. It is going to help
people get to work on time, it's going to make people's lives easier. It will
help older people when they need to go shopping, it will make trips so
much easier, so much faster, so much more convenient.
It will improve the environment because it is going to be run by electric,
so it's very little pollution and it costs a lot less than putting another rail
line. The light rail is what I'm in favor of, not the bus.
I believe the purple line is going to help the environment, save money,
save time, help people to gain access to things they can't get access to
now because they have to take the train such a long ways away or they
have to take a car and go in the traffic, so it's going to also improve
pollution because you're not going to be driving that much. You're going
to be taking the rail more and it will decrease pollution as well as
decrease time and money spent.
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John Z.
Wetmore
5305 Bradley Boulevard
Bethesda
MD
20814
john@pedestrians.org
Comments on the Purple Line AA/DEIS
1) It is important that the Purple Line follow a direct route (along
the old railroad right of way) into downtown Bethesda. Detours along
Jones Bridge Road give inferior service to the main center of
activity, which is downtown Bethesda.
2) Light rail would be a better choice than BRT. Not only does it
give a superior ride to buses, but it will be better at handling the
volume of riders that are possible in a 50 or 75 year time
frame. This is an investment for the next century.
3) The continuous bike/ped path in the right of way is
important. Where there is space, making it 12 feet wide, rather than
10 feet, is important.
4) I have attached a photo of light rail in Barcelona. Note:
--Bicyclists and pedestrians coexisting in close proximity to the
light rail tracks;
--Ability to cross at any point without barriers;
--Grass tracks;
--A tree canopy extending over the tracks;

Attachments :

Thank you for your attention.
BARCEL~1.jpg (345 kb)
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Daniel
Wheeland
9207 Bardon Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
We want the Purple Line to go to University of Maryland.
Thank you.
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Paula
Wheeland
9207 Bardon Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
seasunrise@verizon.net
We support the Purple Line. Specifically, we support the light rail option.
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Joshua
Whelpley
11782 Carriage House Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20906
JWHELPLEY@DBTS.COM
I wanted to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Purple Line.
I live in Silver Spring and I support the Purple Line 100% I commute to
work in Washington DC via the METRO. I personally am more attracted
to the idea of using light rail but would be happy with direct high speed
buses.

Joshua Whelpley
11782 Carriage House Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20906
202-580-9209
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Joshua
Whelpley
11782 Carriage House Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20904
joshua.whelpley@gmail.com
Whelpley 35853.pdf (109 kb)
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James
Whetzel
3320 Jones Bridge Ct.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
JMWHETZEL@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : All,
I am against the Purple Line Light Rail for several reasons, some that
could
be deemed selfish. My family and I live in a small wood frame house of
about 1500 sq ft that backs to the Capital Crescent Trail slightly west of
Jones Mill road. For personal reasons I am concerned about the
vibration
and noise from the trains that will run every few minutes less than 50'
from
my house. I am also concerned about the trains headlights shining into
my
windows as it passes. These might be completely irrational fears but I
am
concerned about these possibilities.
I realize that the mitigation efforts by the MTA as well as us installing a
masonry wall and some fast growing hedges might further ensure that
we can
get a decent nights sleep. I am ready for either outcome but I will miss
the trees and all of the assorted wildlife that live behind my house if the
Light Rail is installed.
As I have reflected on this project over the last 10 years, no doubt more
than any of you, I have come to believe that this project is being
shoe-horned in by a very vocal few. We all know who the engines
behind
Light Rail at Chevy Chase Lake are. I won't bore you with any
conspiracy
theories.
I have come to strongly believe that the Purple Line Light Rail will be
money badly spent that will produce buyers remorse almost immediately
after
construction. I believe this for the following reasons.
1) It is not part of the Metrorail System. (Most voters still think it will
be a line like the Red Line or Orange Line).
2) It can NEVER be extended to go west from Bethesda or east from
New
Carrolton and will never be able to encircle the city of DC. It is being
built as a one-off system that does not really fit into a fine but over
subscribed Metrorail.
3) It will be permanently tied to electrical power (coal) which is a bigger
threat to global warming than most people realize. Unless we get a
nuclear
plant installed quick, coal it is.
4) It will not remove 495 traffic. I have read nothing to suggest that it
will help relieve the east-west gridlock that occurs on 495 and outward,
Randolph Rd....
5) Low income residents will NOT use the system unless it is as cheap
as the
bus.
6) Low income residents who live within walking distance of a station will
be pushed out when their neighborhoods become gentrified.
7) The up front price tag is huge and lord knows how much it will cost to

keep this stand-alone light rail system maintained.
In summary if you folks, who are tasked with being good stewards of the
public's resources, really look at the Purple Line light rail in an
analytical way, you will wonder why this project is even on the books.
Traffic is far worse in other parts of Montgomery County and Maryland.
The
only people this project will truly help is developers. If the developers
who have kept this project alive for so long, (Trolley to Purple Line), want
the light rail so desperately, let them pay for it. It is not a good use of
our hard-earned and ever increasingly scarce tax money.
Thank for your time.
James Whetzel
3320 Jones Bridge Ct.
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(301) 718-7870
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James
Whetzel
3320 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. J. Whetzel.pdf (877 kb)
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Jim
Whetzel
3320 Jones Bridge Court
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
My name is James Whetzel. Address is 3320 Jones Bridge Court. Last
name is W-H-E-T-Z-E- L. My major concerns with the line other than the
big price tag and its inability to travel completely around the city, deadending at Bethesda and then at New Carrollton and it not being part of
the Metro system, I have, also have issues with my house being right on
the rail line.
I have concerns with noise, vibration and headlights from the rail line or
bus line, whichever it may be. Those are my major concerns. If you can
mitigate those, I'm sure I'll be happy with the system but that's it. Okay,
thanks, bye.
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Brad
Whidden
1729 Conrad's Ferry Drive
Point of Rocks
MD
21777
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Natthavee Khamphong.pdf (80 kb)
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Andrew
White
7705 Brookville Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

scan.white.pdf (56 kb)
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Andy
White

MD
WHITEAA@HOTMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley and County Executive Leggett:
As you and members of the Montgomery County Council near the
conclusion of your deliberations on the Purple Line proposal, I urge
you to reject the proposal to use portions of the Capital Crescent
Trail for this rapid transit project. The Trail is irreplaceable and
furthermore, the LRT option has a serious environmental flaw.
First, it is truly astounding to me that use of the Trail for this purpose
was ever on the drawing board, and more astounding still that elected
officials who rightly pride themselves on the development of
progressive policies would give serious consideration to the plan. As
we near the end of a presidential administration that has been only
too happy to open some of our nation's most unspoiled wilderness to
exploitation in the interests of "energy security" -- even still, the
cries of "Drill Baby Drill" raised by supporters of the losing
presidential candidate linger -- our state and county should not be
about sacrificing one of our best natural treasures on the altar of
the county's mass transit needs.

Second, I attended the public comment session on the Purple Line at
the National 4-H Center. At that meeting, a local Ph.D. physicist
presented the results of a greenhouse gas calculation that he has
done to compare the BRT with LRT options. His calculations balanced
the emissions that would come directly from the BRT exhaust with the
greenhouse gases that would be released as a result of increasing the
counties used of coal-generated electricity to operate the so-called
“clean and green” LRT. His calculations indicated that the LRT would
be 4 times dirtier (less clean and green) than the BRT option. I have
seen no response to this analysis and the public deserves one. Why
are we lining up behind the dirtier option? Could it be that the siren
call of federal matching money and the campaign contributions of local
developers are just too much for our elected officials?
I am a frequent user of our Metro system and strongly support
improvements in our state and county's mass transit infrastructure:
such improvements are central to any "Green" transportation policy.
But I am also a frequent user of the Trail and believe that it would
be the height of absurdity for the state and county to implement a
"Green" transit policy by destroying what is today an unspoiled
natural treasure in the midst of our increasingly urbanized community.
It also makes no sense to implement a "Green" transportation policy
that doesn't use the least polluting option.

Please find another way. The Trail must be saved.
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Corinne
White
7705 Brookville Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CORIWHITE@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews, and
those others whom it may concern:
I was only 11 when the Capital Crescent Trail opened, but still remember
my first bike ride on the CCT. The joy of having somewhere free of
traffic, to run an bike is a Joy. These days it's hard to find a quiet stretch
of nature away from the hustle and bustle of Bethesda/DC. The CCT
provides that getaway. In my opinion there are few ways better to spend
a nice weekend afternoon than with a walk or bike ride along the scenic
and quiet stretch on the Capital Crescent Trail that runs between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. It would be a shame to sacrifice such a
valuable community resource.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Juanita
White
2562 Iverson Street
Temple Hills
MD
20748
juanita_white@verizon.net
I think that a light rail would be preferable because it would not get
caught in traffic. Ultimately, this thing should go around the entire
Capital Beltway so that it can ease traffic congestion in general.
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Timothy S.
White
504 Golden Oak Terrace
Rockville
MD
20850
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. We moved recently and
originally were going to buy in Forest Glen (Silver Spring). The Purple
Line is a good thing.
Comment Cards. Natthavee Khamphong.pdf (80 kb)
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Victoria
White
9309 Biltmore Drive.
Silver Spring
MD
20901
pradhanat@yahoo.com
White 35503.pdf (107 kb)
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Charles E.
Whitehead
4824 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
CEW789@AOL.COM
Dear Sirs,
I use the trail for both commuting to work and recreation. The Purple
Line will ruin the best and most convenient recreational and thus health
facility in this part of Montgomery County. It also connects us to Rock
Creek, Sligo Creek, and even up county recreational trails. The
proposed combination trail and transit corridor are incompatible and will
destroy too much. In addition, losing use of the trail for three years
during construction further prejudices the case for the trail.
Before the Capital Crescent Trail existed, it may have been difficult for
our planners and elected officials to foresee how popular and valuable
the Trail would become as a natural, tree-lined linear park. The
popularity of the Trail has exceeded all expectations -- with over 10,000
weekly uses on this unpaved section of the Trail between Bethesda and
Silver Spring.
When the Master Plan was written 18 years ago, had our public officials
known then, what we know now about the environmental benefits of
preserving this 17 acres of mature trees and natural greenspace in lower
Montgomery County, and had they known the environmental costs of
putting transit in this location, they might have supported purchasing the
right of way solely for parkland -- just like the section from Bethesda to
Georgetown.
Moreover, at that time, had our public officials known about the BRAC
relocation of Walter Reed Hospital and the need to find transportation
solutions for the new National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda, they
might have planned differently.
Circumstances have changed. Now is the time to re-think the Purple
Line, and now is the time to eliminate plans to put trains or buses along
the Capital Crescent Trail. This is a regressive transportation plan that
would result in a devastating loss to the surrounding communities and to
trail users around the region.
Please save this popular tranquil Trail, the trees, and the natural
greenspace for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration.
Charles E. Whitehead
4824 Chevy Chase Blvd.
Chevy Chase, Md. 20815
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Kerry
Whitehead
12636 Princes Choice Drive
Bowie
MD
20720
I'm not in favor of Purple Line project. We are currenty in the struggle of
a recession and not knowing exactly the current usage of people using
public transportant from New Carrolton to Montgomery County. My
suggestion is to cease and perform a survey.
3.pdf (872 kb)
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Crystal
Whitfield
9306 Jarrett Court
Gaithersburg
MD
20886
CRYSTAL.WHITFIELD@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Crystal Whitfield
9306 Jarrett Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20886
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Crystal L.
Whitfield

MD
CRYSTAL.WHITFIELD@GMAIL.COM
I am in favor of inventing the purple line.
-Crystal L. Whitfield
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Deborah
Whitman
8420 Queen Annes Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TENORDEB@FASTMAIL.FM

Submission Content/Notes : WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS SUBMITTED BY
Deborah Whitman,
8420 Queen Annes Drive, Silver Spring, MD 20910
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
Our community overwhelmingly supports public transit, and supports the
concept of a Purple Line. HOWEVER, the current proposed design above-ground street level light rail - would be a disaster for our
community and for downtown Silver Spring.
My street is only one street from Wayne Avenue. It is a narrow
neighborhood street barely wide enough for two cars to pass, with speed
humps, parking on both sides and no sidewalks. Already we have a
problem with cut-through traffic from people attempting to avoid traffic
on Fenton, especially the Fenton-Wayne light. There are days when I
cannot even back out of my own driveway because of cut-through traffic.
If a train runs down Wayne Avenue, this will only exacerbate traffic
problems on our tiny neighborhood streets.
The stretch of Wayne where the proposed Purple Line will run has two
schools, two churches, the astoundingly successful Whole Foods
grocery
store, and many private homes. This area is heavily used by both cars
and pedestrians. Children cross the street daily to attend school. The
churches have activities nearly every day of the week. Residents along
Wayne park on Wayne Avenue because their homes lack driveways.
And
there is frequently a long line of traffic waiting on Wayne to turn into
the Whole Foods Parking lot. Running a train through the middle of all
this activity would have a severe negative impact on traffic, our
community, and businesses.
Commercial enterprises such as Whole Foods have been instrumental in
contributing to the success of our revitalized downtown. Making it more
difficult for residents and visitors to navigate our traffic-clogged
streets will discourage future commercial development. If MTA insists
on turning downtown Silver Spring into an obstacle course by bisecting
the region with a train, downtown will become permanently gridlocked,
and Silver Spring will fail once again.
Building a street-level train is a temporary solution to a permanent
problem. It is the equivalent of using a Band-Aid to stop arterial
bleeding. It is time to look at long-term solutions that will benefit not harm - our community for decades to come.
I urge MTA to tunnel the Purple Line under downtown Silver Spring and
a
half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road. The
new
Federal Government administration has pledged billions of dollars
towards public infrastructure projects. These newly available Federal
funds make a tunnel the best viable option for the Silver Spring stretch
of the Purple Line. Please do not dismiss and ignore the concerns of
our community as you have been doing. Do not destroy something that
Montgomery County has labored for years to create - namely, a
successful

downtown Silver Spring and its livable communities.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven
Oaks-Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
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John
Whitty
7305 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
I believe the Purple Line will be a fantastic addition to the Washington
Metro area. It is exactly this kind of project that will keep our region
competitive and environment-friendly.
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John
Whitty
7305 Oakridge Ave
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
John, J-O-H-N, Whitty, W-H-I-T-T-Y. Go ahead? I am strongly in favor of
the Purple Line along the Georgetown Branch right-of-way. I live in the
Town of Chevy Chase and I'm very near the right-of-way. But I feel that it
should make the most efficient use of our available resources. And one
of these valuable resources that should be used is the Georgetown
Branch. I see it as a perfect avenue for putting in public transportation
and I feel that that would be a very wise use of it.
And as our Metro area grows, a high speed public transit system is
critical and I do not feel that the value of the trail, as it currently is
utilized, could possibly outweigh its value as public transportation
corridor.
I walk, bike or job this section of the trail about five times a week,
probably, and I see the value of it and there would definitely be people
who would be impacted by converting it into a public transportation
corridor. But my theory, personally, is I believe that the good of the many
should outweigh the good of the few.
And so, the people who would be impacted by it, who's properties abut
it, typically, you know, that's a small number of people compared to the
large number of people over the course of the next 40 years that could
make use of this great avenue for public transportation for mass transit.
And so that's sort of my angle on it. Thank you very much.
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John
Whitty
7305 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. J.Whitty.pdf (1 mb)
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Michael
Whybrew
9106 Eton Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
mwhybrew@gmail.com
Whybrew 35687.pdf (103 kb)
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Bonnie
Wicklund
3603 Stewart Dr
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
With the Purple Line light rail, I would be able to take a ten minute walk,
take a short ride to Bethesda or Silver Spring, and ride the subway to
downtown D.C. and points beyond without ever getting in a car! What is
not to like about that? This is the kind of transportation option which
would bring Washington close to European standards, and benefit many
more people from all walks of life, than does the present walking/biking
trail, which mainly serves affluent suburbanites.
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Allison
Wielobob
14 Crescent Place
Takoma Park
MD
20912
WIELOBOB@VERIZON.NET
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
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Allison
Wielobob
14 Crescent Place
Takoma Park
MD
20912
wielobob@verizon.net
Wielobob 35679.pdf (107 kb)
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Martin
Wigand
5209 Andover Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Comment Form. M. Wiegand.pdf (952 kb)
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Ann
Wild
7104 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ANNLWILD@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, and Council President Andrews,
As Bethesda builds up and up, continually expanding in concrete, there
is precious little green space that remains. I see no reason to put the
Purple Line on the Capital Crescent Trail, one of the few remaining
natural spaces in our area used by thousands and thousands of people
walking and riding and enjoying the scenery throughout the year. Light
rail along this stretch will destroy the Trail as it now exists.
Who wants to walk or ride along a tree-cut, narrowed, and noisy (with
trains running every three minutes) route that was once a piece of nature
that one could enjoy? Gone would be the tranquility, safety, and natural
beauty that so, so many people USE AND LOVE.
I ride the bus and Metro all the time. Mid-day bus service to Silver
Spring even now along East-West Highway is relatively very good
compared to other routes. I understand that for buses as well as cars
that road at rush hour is very slow. So it makes sense to move the bus,
starting in Bethesda, to a dedicated to buses-only lane north to Jones
Bridge Road to accommodate the expanded and traffic-clogged Navy
Medical-Walter Reed site?
The Trail is irreplaceable and cannot be replicated because there is NO
MORE AVAILABLE LAND in Bethesda. And the Trail provides such a
wonderful continuous connection from Georgetown and the Potomac to
its trail end---a long and beautiful ride whether in long stints or short
ones. Take away a piece of the Trail and you destroy the Trail.
Please use your human understanding of how people USE the Trail and
VALUE the Trail to move the transit elsewhere and to preserve our small
remaining green space -- so that we and the generations to come will be
able to enjoy this natural resource, despite all the growth and
development that takes place around us.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Ann Wild
7104 Oakridge Avenue
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Sara
Wilensky
503 Ethan Allen Avenue
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I hope you support the rapid bus not light rail option for the purple line. I
am a big fan of public transportation, I use metro everyday. But I'm also
a big fan of our parks, more and more which are being taken for
transportation projects like the ICC. Green space is important to
Marylanders. I use the Capital Crescent trail every week and it would be
sad to lose of one of the remaining parks in the area. In addition, the
light rail option is more expensive to build and maintain, which we
cannot afford in this budget climate. I lived in Denver which has a light
rail and it isn't as sleak or quiet as people would lead you to believe.
The purple line is important, but it must be done right.
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Janice
Wiles
22 Clarke Place
Frederick
MD
21701
JWILES@FRIENDSOFFREDERICKCOUNTY.ORG
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Cavan
Wilk
ACT
2708 Dawson Avenues
Wheaton
MD
20902
Hello. Kevin Wilk. C-A-V-A-N, W-I-L-K. And I live in Wheaton. I will begin
by saying I'm strongly in favor of the high investment light rail transit
option for the Purple Line. Although this option has the highest initial
capital cost, it will provide the best value for long term and for its
investment in the long term in the system. By long-term, I'm defining it
past the 2030 FTA Metro.
Also, a high invested light rail transit Purple Line will have the most longterm effects on mobility patterns in our region because it will shift the
greatest amount of riders out of automobiles and also off of the slow
congested J Metro bus lines.
Sociologically in our region, a bus is still viewed as transit for those
without a choice. Few, few riders who, who currently own automobiles
will voluntary go hop on a bus, but our experience with the Metro has
shown that car owners will most certainly take a train provided the
quality and value is there.
The high investment LRT option as a projected ridership 68,000 riders
per day. I'd like to point out that no BRT system in the United States has
that kind of ridership. That's one of the fundamental reasons why despite
being the most capital intensive option, the high investment is the most
cost effective in the long haul. Specifically, past the 30 year time horizon
as capital cost smooth with respect to the cost of and the life of the
equipment.
The project is also for the far future, more so than the near future. I
would like to point out that other rail systems like the New York City
subway have been operating for approximately one century. Our own
Metro has been operating for years. Neither New York nor Washington,
D.C., would have the current levels of job creation, job growth or
economic vitality, without the mobility that electrified rail provides.
Now, as far as being more expensive, also, you get what you pay for. If
you put less capital money into a bus, you get less ridership, more
gasoline burn, you have to pay more, you have the pay the cost of diesel
fuel. Truthfully, we don't know how much it'll cost in the future. It's very
possible it'll exceed the experiences we had in July.
Buses have no track record for Smart Growth because there's no rail in
the ground. Everyone's worried the bus route will be shifted in the
immediate future and everyone will be out of luck.
My final point. There's a generational gap in terms of what we want,
what kind of place we want to live in. I'm 27 and me and most people I
know really are not excited about living in a big house behind a picket
fence with a big yard. We want a place of social and economic vitality
and the only way to have such a place where you can walk around,
enjoy a place on a park bench, maybe have an ice-cream cone in a
place like Silver Spring is with viable, electrified rail.

Attachments :

Comment Form. C. Wilk.pdf (2 mb)
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Lindsay
Wilkins

MD
LINDSAYGOULET@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Govenor O'Malley,
I am an avid user of the Capital Crescent Trail and have been for years!
The section between Bethesda and Silver Spring is enjoyed by
numerous residents of the DC metro area. I have never been on the trail
and not seen bikers, runners, walkers, etc. all enjoying the beautiful
outdoor area as a means of exercise. Taking this away is robbing the
people of the area of a free way to enjoy the outdoors. Many use it as a
means to get to and from work. All of these "outdoor commuters" would
have to switch to less environmentally friendly ways to commute. That
seems to defeat the purpose of the majority of citizens who are striving
to create a more green environment. I am a marathon runner who relys
on the Capital Crescent Trail as a key place to do my marathon training.
Without this section of the trail many of our loops would be compromised
and have a detrimental effect on our running. Please don't take this
away from us!
I appreciate your consideration.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Wilkins
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Victoria
Wilkins
13211 Meander Lover Dr. #77
Germantown
MD
20874
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I suspect their are many
people that come from upper Mo. Co. commute by car to Silver Spring
solely because the metro is an inefficient time consuming way of getting
there. This would truly help those commuters and reduce traffic.
Comment Cards. Lourdes Baire.pdf (72 kb)
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Kathleen
Wilks

MD
KATHLEENWILKS@VERIZON.NET
My family uses the crescent trail almost every week. This is such a vital
part of downtown Bethesda, and is a main attraction for those of us who
like to exercise regularly. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and
bikers -- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital
Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed
by the elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with
small children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
If the Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither
safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow
bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental
and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Not to mention
the IMPORTANCE OF URBAN PARKS. THESE TREES PROVIDE
MUCH NEEDED OXYGEN TO ALL THOSE WHO USE THE TRAIL!!!!!
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Kathleen Wilks
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Madeline
Wilks
4609 Sleaford Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
MADDYWILKS@RCN.COM
Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff,
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Mike Knapp,
I am a mother of 2, a resident of East Bethesda and a physician for the
underserved/uninsured in Montgomery Co. & DC. I love the Capital
Crescent Trail. I am not opposed to building on the trail because I am a
country club member, or because I don't want working class people from
the outlying areas to have easier access to Bethesda. I proudly send my
children to public school, to the same school that my
housekeeper/babysitter and some of my indigent patients' children
attend. I think we all benefit from integration. I oppose the trail being
destroyed for a light rail, because of the loss of green space. I watch
neighborhood trees being felled on a daily basis in the name of
development. We have more traffic and congestion on the streets than
is environmentally sound, but destroying this linear park is not a remedy.
It is a refuge and respite from urban life. Hiking and biking the trail,
listening to the birds, and enjoying the calm beauty is a local treasure,
and losing it would be a devastating loss.
Thank you for your consideration,
Madeline Wilks
4609 Sleaford Rd
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-652-5595
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Bess
Williams
5609 Hamilton St.
Hyattsville
MD
20781
bwilliams@steptoe.com
I prefer light rail for the commute, it is less pollution on the already
overly-crowded highways, and will take less time due to the nighmarish
traffic we already have.
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Darryle T.
Williams
P.O. Box 1510
Washington
DC
20013
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Comment Cards. Anne Lee.pdf (35 kb)
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Kirsten
Williams
3619 Shepherd Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KWILLIAMS@MCENEARNEY.COM
To whom it may concern: I am a proponent of better and increased
public transportation; however I know we can plan to build the Purple
Line without ruining the Capital Crescent Trail. My husband commutes
on his bike from Chevy Chase (section 3) to downtown Washington each
work day, he is able to get home safely each night by riding on this trail.
We have so little public green space, and we must preserve this along
with improving our public transportation options. Please continue to
look at the other options (why not along the beltway??). Thank you –
Kirsten Williams
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Lynda
Williams
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Gentlemen and Ladies of Montgomery County,
I am writing to express my outrage about a light rail system considered
along the Crescent Trail. My property backs onto the trail and my home
is very close to the property border.
We are a modest neighborhood of small colonial and ranch homes. The
original rail was one track and ran once a day, now there is a proposal
for two tracks, running every 3 minutes plus a bike trail. This is far more
than tripling the congestion on the same amount of land in our small
family neighborhood. The constant hustle of the light rail will be
extremely irritating and destroy the peace in our lives. It will force a
quiet family neigborhood to become divided. This is a gross
McMansioning if ever there was, and the county has already come out in
support of keeping neighborhoods to scale. This area around the trail is
a place of beauty and community and the rail project will rip this
asunder.
In my particular case, I live on Edgevale Street. Together with Edgevale
Court, we form a cul-de-sac off East-West Highway. There is only one
road in. When there is snow, the snow is plowed onto the sidewalks,
making walking impossible. When there is an accident, light failure, or
other emergency, this segment of the highway becomes blocked,
making driving impossible. Currently most of us access East Bethesda
by walking across the trail. If access to the trail is eliminated, in the
snow and emergencies, all residents of Edgevale's 21 homes will
become prisoners, trapped in our own homes (or unable to get home.)
This happens several times a year, and with the trail we are able to get
home. On a daily basis, residents would be forced to give up walking
under most conditions. East-West Highway, between Connecticut and
Wisconsin is a hilly, winding road. It is very dangerous and scarey to
walk along this unprotected highway sidewalk with cars zipping along it's
curves literally inches from you. So we will likely be forced to get in our
cars to get around, instead of walking. This would also cause us to stop
walking to the Bethesda metro and rely on driving. My sons could not
walk to B-CC across the trail on quiet, neighborhood streets. He would
be forced on to a busy street and the possibility of accident or being hit
by a car dramatically increases. There was a horrible fatal accident just
a year or so ago just a few houses down from Edgevale on the highway.
Our home values in Edgevale will plummet as the things that caused us
to buy here would be lost, replaced by ugliness. Our beautiful mature
trees, even ones on our own property, would be chopped down. It will
be scorchingly hot in the summer. Our green vista will become a 4 foot
wall with high-frequency trams scurrying by every 3 minutes. (I lived in
Brussels with trams everywhere: I am testifying that even the best, new
ones that were put in recently screech and rattle - contrary to what is
being said and no 4 foot noise barrier will muffle it.) Then there will be a
wall rising beyond the trams for a trail. We will stare at ugly walls and
trains. We would not have access to a trail. We would become isolated
and trapped. We would not walk any more, but instead drive
everywhere. How would I be compensated for what I bought and is
being proposed to be taken away? Would you like to buy my house?
Light rail would be a lose-lose proposition for us. Residents here at the
terminus of the line do not have need for this line and yet would pay the
brunt of personal cost. It would destroy the community and health-giving
nature of the trail unnecessarily since there are other alternatives without
such dramatic consequences and at least one at a lower cost. Please
do not shoulder us with a system that we do not have the money to
spend. Thank you for your consideration.
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Lynda
Williams
7112 Edgevale Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
3SUNS5@GMAIL.COM
Dear Gentlemen and Ladies,
I am writing to highlight a serious and dangerous problem for my
neighborhood with the light rail system considered along the Crescent
Trail. I do not think this concern as been considered and hope you will
give it your utmost attention.
Edgevale Street and Edgevale Court form a cul-de-sac of 21 homes off
East-West Highway between the golf course and Sleaford Rd. There is
only one road in. When there is snow, it is plowed onto the highway
sidewalks, making walking impossible. When there is an accident, light
failure, or other emergency, this segment of the highway becomes
blocked, making driving impossible. If access to the trail is eliminated, in
the snow and emergencies, all residents of Edgevale's 21 homes would
become prisoners, trapped in our own homes (or unable to get home.)
This would happen several times a year.
Even more importantly, on a daily basis, residents would be forced to
make our way on foot along the East-West Highway. Between Edgevale
and the high school the highway is a hilly, winding road. It is very
dangerous and scarey to walk along this unprotected highway sidewalk
with cars zipping along it's curves literally inches from you. Please
especially consider the children who would have to walk there; the
possibility of accident or being hit by a car dramatically increases for
children. Please also consider the dangers for women, such as myself,
who would have no options but to walk alone along a highway. The
reality is that there was a horrible fatal accident just a year or so ago in
this section - please see the cross memorials at the spot.
A light rail cutting off our access to safe passage across the trail is an
unfair assault on the families of Edgevale, one which could require us to
endure forever a disproportionately dangerous and distressing daily
transportation reality. There are other alternatives without such dramatic
consequences and at least one at a lower cost. Please do not shoulder
us with a system that we do not have the money to spend. Thank you
for your consideration.
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PeggySue
Williams
7701 Tomlinson Ave.
Cabin John
MD
20818
VELCRO13@VERIZON.NET]
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland
Transit Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail
as part of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
PeggySue Williams
7701 Tomlinson Ave.
Cabin John, MD 20818
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Rebecca
Williams

MD
BEFFERWILL@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Ruth J. and Kate
Williams
1814 Sanford Road
Silver Spring
MD
20902
I support building the Purple Line as a light rail. We need a line to the
University of Maryland. Thanks.
Comment Cards. Jennifer Malatesta.pdf (74 kb)
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stehanie
williams
6714 furman parkway
riverdale
MD
20737
swilliams@wileyrein.com
woukd like to receive newsletter and timeline of completion
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Sylvie
Williams
7230 Darby Downs, Unit D
Elkridge
MD
21075
sylvie.williams@gmail.com
Williams 35563.pdf (105 kb)
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Matthew
Williamson
5028 River Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
MATTHEWAWILLIAMSON@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

[Describe how you use the Capital Crescent Trail with friends and
family and/or why it's important to you, your community and the
environment, etc.]
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10' from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10' from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central
Park" -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sharon
Willig
4242 East-West Highway #303
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
Hello. My name is Sharon Willig, S-H-A-R-O-N W-I-L-L-I-G and I live at
4242 East West Highway in Chevy Chase, Maryland.
I want to thank you all for allowing me this opportunity. I am here to
represent myself and others in my building, the Riviera Condominium,
who share my thoughts on this important topic. I and many of my
neighbors are in favor of the Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit
Alternative.
The Low Investment Jones Bridge Road Bus Rapid Transit Alternative
will serve more people in the Bethesda area with a direct, one seat ride,
with stops at the National Naval Medical Center, North Woodmont,
which is now projected for high-density growth and central Bethesda.
It will cost taxpayers substantially less than the other alternatives.
According to the DEIS it could be anywhere from $600 million to $1
billion less, and perhaps free up money for other important transit
projects in the region, like the Corridor Cities Transitway.
It will also help provide direct relief for the anticipated traffic increase that
is anticipated on Jones Bridge Road due to the block realignment of the
Walter Reed Hospital.
It will also prevent the clear cutting of over 15 acres of mature trees in an
important down county green space known as the Capital Crescent Trail.
It will preserve safer recreational use of the Capital Crescent Trail for all
its multiple types of users.
It will also assist the heart of Bethesda Woodmont East Plaza from
negative transit impacts, such as buses running through the Plaza every
six minutes or tail tracks with disabled transit trains parked in front of the
Bethesda Landmark Theater.
It will preserve a natural, urban forest for residents and prevent a
landscape scared by rails or roads, tall night lights for transit vehicles,
and the noise of continuous traffic where once stillness reigned after
sunset.
It will also prevent wear and tear on existing structures that now abut the
Crescent Trail, such as the building where I live, the Riviera. I've also
brought pictures to show that it's right on the trail, for those that would
like to see it.
I urge you all to consider the Low Investment Jones Bridge Road Bus
Rapid Transit Alternative. Thank you for your time and your attention.
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F. Michael
Willis
513 Margaret Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MWILLIS@HOBBSSTRAUS.COM
To Whom it May Concern:,
I am writing to express my support for the light rail option of the
proposed Purple Line. I am a bicycle commuter that uses the Capital
Crescent Trail as my primary transportation from Takoma Park (via the
Silver Spring entrance off Grace Church Road) to Downtown
Washington. As a local cyclist I am pleased that the Maryland Transit
Administration has included an improved Capital Crescent Trail as part
of the designs.
While I am supportive of the the light rail option for the Purple Line, I ask
that the following changes be made to the draft environmental impact
statement:
1) Widen the trail to 12 feet. Once the trail is completed it will likely see
heavy use by all types of trail users. At 10 feet wide, the current Capital
Crescent Trail is too narrow.
2) Keep the trail in the tunnel. The MTA should change the designs of
all light rail options to support a trail within the Bethesda Tunnel.
3) Build Two Trail Routes: Through the Tunnel AND Along Bethesda
Avenue. In addition to the trail route through the Bethesda tunnel, trail
users also need the alternate surface route along Bethesda Avenue and
Elm Street Park to have access to local Bethesda destinations.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
F Michael Willis
513 Margaret Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
202-822-8282
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Floyd and Carolyn
Willis

MD
CMGWILLIS@MSN.COM
Dear County Representatives,
The light rail Purple Line is not a cost effective solution to East-West
travel. The bus solution is far better. The damage to the environment
and particulary to Columbia Country Club, a historic amenity of
Montgomery County, will be disastrous.
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Sam
Willmott

MD
SAM.WILLMOTT@GMAIL.COM
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Laurie
Wilmot
7501 Mayfair Court
Mount Airy
MD
21771
laurieaw101@comcast.net
As a resident of Maryland who has lived in the Washington metropolitan
region for 16 years, I know all about the congestion in D.C. and the
suburbs. The best way to relieve congestion in Maryland is public transit.
It is environmentally friendly, more reliable, and sustainable. Also, it will
take more cars off the already congested roads and take people to their
destinations in a safer, faster, and more efficient manner.The purple line
should be built using light rails, not buses. The light-rail system would be
more reliable and cheaper to operate than using buses. Using other
alternatives such widening roads are never going to relieve the
congestion in the area. It is short-term fix and will only make the
problems worse.
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Ben
Wilson
5133 King Charles Way
Bethesda
MD
20814
Build it underground or not at all. I'm starting to wonde rif O'Malley
wants a light rail just so he can say he put in a light rail. The real
solution is an underground Metro that connect the 3 main staions of
Bethesda, Silver Spring and New Carrolton.
Build this and I leave Maryland.
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Lisa
Wilson
600 Woodside Pkwy
Silver Spring
MD
20910
LISAGWILSON@GMAIL.COM]
WRITTEN COMMENTS ON PURPLE LINE AA/DEIS
SUBMITTED BY
LISA WILSON
600 Woodside Pkwy
Silver Spring, MD 20910

I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I have been a long-time supporter of a "Purple Line" which would
serve, as the name of this project implies, as an expansion of the
regional subway/rapid transit system. Converting existing streets to
dedicated bus lanes does not reflect the initial concept of the Purple
Line and is not a plan I support.
I am opposed to any above ground route along Wayne Avenue and am
also
opposed to locating a station at Wayne and Dale.
I understand that MTA data suggests it is feasible to tunnel the
segment of the Purple Line that would run through downtown Silver
Spring and along Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to Mansfield Road.
Tunneling through this residential area is THE ONLY design alternative
I support along the Wayne Avenue route.
I am in agreement with the detailed written comments submitted by
Seven Oaks – Evanswood Citizens Association on December 11, 2008.
Yours,
Lisa Wilson
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Scott
Wilson

MD
SWILSON@RRNRLC.ORG
Please do not allow construction of the proposed Purple Line above
ground along the Capital Crescent Trail between Bethesda and Silver
Spring. The trail provides a marvelous opportunity for outdoor recreation
in an otherwise highly populated area and its tranquility should not be
ruined for a transit project that supposedly won’t even provide direct
connections to Metro’s Red Line.
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William G.
Wilson
6200 West Chester Park Drive
College Park
MD

William_Wilson.pdf (1 mb)
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William
Wilson

MD
wwilson@umd.edu
testimony. william wilson.pdf (77 kb)
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Lew
Winarsky
Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD

Comment Form. L. Winarsky.pdf (956 kb)
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Susan
Winarsky
Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring
MD

Comment Form. S. Winarsky.pdf (876 kb)
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David
Winer
5927 Onondaga Road
Bethesda
MD
20816
DAVIDWINER@VERIZON.NET
January 9, 2009
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
6 Paul Street, 9th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202

Our state and county government is in a position to leave a wonderful
legacy for future citizens: completion of the Capital Crescent Trail
devoted to bicycle and foot traffic. Should the trail be converted to other
uses, this unique non-motorized “inner beltway” will be an opportunity
lost forever.

Sure, a mass transit option along the trail costs less than other transit
alternatives, but is wrong. Saving money should not be the
government’s primary motivation. We expect our government to plan
transportation considering all citizens, rather than those who benefit from
a cheap solution.

You are aware of the arguments for both sides in this controversy. I
won’t repeat them, except to ask you to dismiss the issue characterized
as NIMBY (not in my backyard)--this argument misses the true value of
the trail. Citizens from all around the region stand to benefit enormously
from this special asset.

I live several miles from the section of the trail at issue. I cycle on all
parts of the trail from Georgetown to Silver Spring. Its popularity is
growing rapidly and is destined to continue. I have observed groups of
tourists cycling on the trail who chose to vacation here from as far away
as Maine and Tennessee so they could enjoy the Washington trails
system! Please think of future generations. Recognize that this is a
wonderful attraction for our area. Don’t degrade its remarkable potential
with a co-existent rail line.
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Winn Family

MD
HDCWINN@VERIZON.NET
Dear Planning Board members,
My family and I were appalled to learn that the beloved Capital Crescent
Trail may be closed for several years during the construction of the
Purple line. Once it reopens (if it does), we were horrified to learn the
trail will no longer be lined with beautiful mature trees but rather feet
away from a busy transit line.
In an era when parents, particularly those in urban areas, are trying to
get our families active outdoors it is unbelievable that yet another option
is being eliminated in favor of the interests of development. Our
continued failure to preserve what little remains of our area's green
space shames me. Once we have lost this land it can never be
reclaimed. That is why I am drafting this e-mail.
I can not imagine how desperately sad we will be if the lovely trail which
has provided us and our neighbors thousands of hours of pleasure and
exercise will be closed or altered beyond recognition. It seems just
yesterday that we were so proud of its establishment as a wonderful
natural landmark. Now instead of its continued expansion we may
witness its demise. What an awful legacy to pass to our children.
I realize the words/thoughts of individual constituents may be inaudible
next to the attractive cash offerings of influential developers but I pray
that you will stop and consider the consequences of bulldozing/paving
this critical recreational gem. There must be a better way of balancing
all of our priorities.
Thank you for your consideration. Please, I beg you, do not destroy the
trail.
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Mitzi
Withrow
7102 14th ave
Takoma Park
MD
20912
I strongly support building the Purple Line. Public transportation is key to
reducing negative environmental effects and making life better for area
residents. Bus lines are no substitute for rail transit and the minimal
disruption of some parkland and biking trails is far outweighed by the
benefits of the new transit line. Please build the Purple Line (below
ground, if possible) without delay.
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Chuck
Witmer
SCALEhouse design
1505 Hanby Street
Silver Spring
MD
20902
cwitmer@scalehousedesign.com
Michael Madden.
I am a local architect who has seen that transit line shelter contests have
been a great way to involve the local design community along with
increase the public interest both locally and nationally. I have numerous
examples of this type of outreach and would love to see the Purple Line
participate in this. Please contact me and I can introduce you to some
successful examples!
Chuck Witmer
cwitmer@scalehousedesign.com
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Clara J
Witt
9834 Darcy Forest Drive
MD
CLARAWITT@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley
I appologize for the lateness of this message, but I am just returning
from overseas and only now see that the decision about the purple like
is due to be made shortly.
As a resident of Maryland for over thirty five years, I have learned to
cherish the natural beauty of this state. Living in lower Montgomery
County, I have witnessed the understandable pressures of urbanization,
but have always appreciated the efforts the State and County have
made to keep my home county a place where residents can enjoy the
beauties of this state. Living in Silver Spring, I use the Capital Crescent
Trail frequently. I use it to bike to work downtown as it and the Tow Path
are the only bike routes available to me safe from cars. (As I am sure
you know, the Rock Creek bike path, even though it is more direct, stops
at the DC line. It is a safe route only in Montgomery County. Riding on
the road is not safe in the District.) I use the Crescent trail also for walks
with my dogs on the weekends. Its safe from traffic for long walks. I
enjoy this use of my county.
Because of this use, and because there are really no practical
alternatives for me, I would appreciate very much your NOT turning my
trail into a dangerous place. Walking or riding my bike next to a METRO
line is not safe for me as an adult. It is certainly not safe for all the
young children I see on the trail during the weekends. Biking and
walking next to a rail line is not the quality of life I have come to expect in
Montgomery County.
As residents and for our visitors, we have East West Highway and the
METRO bus that we can take if we want to go from Silver Spring to
Bethesda. It’s a quick ride. The inconvenience of an extra 5 minutes
needed to take the bus does not outweigh the damage done to our
neighborhood by this development. It does not outweigh the increased
threat to resident bikers and walkers on the trail.
Therefore, I ask you please to think about the quality of life we have
come to expect from Montgomery County and not support, vote for, or
permit the development of this unnecessary and threatening rail route. It
is not needed and it will damage our neighborhood.
I thank you in advance for your consideration and assistance.
Sincerely;
Clara J Witt
9834 Darcy Forest Dr
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Bryan
Woerner
5811 Reading Ave
Alexandria
VA
22311
I no longer live in Montgomery County, but I saw the need and I still see
the need to build the Purple Line. There is no reason why it should take
over an hour to get from Gaithersburg to Wheaton by car when the
distance is less than 10 miles. It doesn't even take that long for me to get
from Alexandria to Tysons on even a bad day sometimes. Building the
Purple Line will ease traffic and save time, stress, and money in the long
run.
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Trent
Wojtacha, President
Glen Manor Condominium
9734 Glen Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
trwojt@gmail.com
I am President of the Glen Manor Condominium Homeowners
Association in the Forest Glen Section of Silver Spring.
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Trent
Wojtacha
9734 Glen Avenue # 102
Silver Spring
MD
20910
TRWOJT@GMAIL.COM
My name is Trent Wojtacha. I have resided at 9734 Glen Avenue in
Silver Spring, MD, since 1974. I am strongly in favor of the Purple Line.
We are in desperate need of more public transportation. I support the
utilization of the Georgetown Rail Spur as it makes perfect sense to use
it. I am hoping that Light Rail will be used instead of Buses. The Light
Rail should be designed with provisions for use during ice and snow as
the Light Rail in Baltimore has proved to be useless when there is very
cold weather with precipitation. I am President of our condominium
homeowners association, Glen Manor Condominium, and our building is
located approximately four blocks from the Forest Glen Metro Station.
Thank you,
Trent Wojtacha
9734 Glen Avenue # 102
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Cathryn
Wolf

Chevy Chase
MD
WOLFCS@STARPOWER.NET
Dear Deciders,
I urge you to construct the Purple Line AND to preserve the Capital
Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. There is absolutely no way
the
trail will remain viable under the light rail plan currently under
consideration. More than 10,000 hikers and bikers from all walks of life
and
from all around the region use the trail weekly. It is a precious
commodity;
an oasis of beauty and tranquillity for all too enjoy. Imagine the trail
without the thousands of mature trees and with trains or buses passing
by
every 3 minutes within 10' from hikers and bikers - not a pretty sight and
effectively the ruination of a valuable natural resource.
We need enhanced transportation but we also need to preserve
greenspace.
With your combined wisdom and judgment I feel confident you can come
up with
a plan which respects the environment and takes into consideration the
relocation of thousands of employees to the National Naval Medical
Hospital
site. Yes, you can!
Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
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Matthew
Wolf

MD
MATTHEW_WOLF28@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I grew up in Montgomery County, and I now reside in California.
I often visit family and many friends in Maryland. Each time I visit, we
enjoy walks on the Capital Crescent Trail.
The Trail is an important part of the community. Open, quiet space is at
such a premium today --- the trail provides this while linking various
communities. All of this greatly contributes to quality of life for residents
of Montgomery County.
Please place transit elsewhere and preserve the Capital Crescent Trail
as a critical community resource.
Sincerely,
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Mier
Wolf

MD
mierwolf@starpower.net
The Purple Line alignment next to the Capital Crescent Trail will
desecrate a linear park between Bethesda and Silver Spring now
experiencing 500,000 uses per year. In a time of quest for green and
open space this project would have the opposite effect of limiting those
urban amenities and necessities for hiker/biker users. And to what
purpose? Over a year ago MTA came before you to report that 11
transit stations between Bethesda and New Carollton would not have
enough ridership to justify the Purple Line alignment on the Capital
Crescent Trail route. Instead of acknowledging that critical ridership
statistic and looking to Jones Bridge Road or outside the beltway(where
the project ever belonged for population and workplace reasons), MTA
proceeded to add 12 more stations to this woe begotten route. They
would add stations until the numbers work thirty years from now. That is
not urban planning. It's politically defining a project and then cramming it
down
in the public domain. To continue to promote the Purple Line on the
Capital Crescent Trail is not in the public good. But it gets worse. To
support a light rail on that alignment is rubbing salt into the wounds of
trail users. The wires above light rail will block the possible effective
replanting of tall trees. Furthermore, it is a joke to think that the light rail
would successfully be built through the tunnel in Bethesda.
To suggest spending $1.2 billion for a project that might become a
white elephant is unconscionable at any time, but more so during the
hardship of a recession we're now experiencing. If Park and Planning
thought its way through the economics of the situation--and how hard it
that to do--a rapid bus transit proposal on Jones Bridge Road would
serve BRAC, not be environmentally disastrous and even at $600 million
leave room for a Corridor Cities Project up county to be approved.
Although Royce Hanson has heroically returned to lead Park and
Planning, it seems that the staff is still not providing the public with what
it is supposed to do. Staff should be figuring out the environmental costs
of the Purple Line alignment on the Capital Crescent Trail as well as the
ridership and cost benefits of the other alternatives. It seems once more
that Park and Planning staff regard their positions as the office of Park
and Rubber Stamping. They do the will of the county council and state
at every turn when they are supposed to be providing you with objective
analyses on which you can rely. That is why I urge the commissioners
to figure out for yourselves where the real public benefit lies on the
subject of the Purple Line. It certainly does not lie in destroying the
Capital Crescent Trail for unconscionable costly and speculative
purposes.
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Marc W.
Wolfson
17205 Blossom View Drive
Olney
MD
20832
MARCWWOLFSON@AOL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews, and Montgomery County Council
Members
I moved to Montgomery County in 1987 and have enjoyed using the
Capital Crescent Trail since it was opened to public use. I have run
many training miles, participated in races and even commuted to my job
in Washington via this trail. The Capitol Crescent Trail is one of those
truly unique features that makes Montgomery County such a wonderful
place to live.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Doris C.
Wong
7710 Woodmont Avenue, #504
Bethesda
MD
20814
DCRJW88@YAHOO.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
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Bruce
Wood

Wheaton
MD
brucesar@toast.net
Mr. Madden,
I urge the approval of the environmental impact statement on the Purple
Line as it regards the use of light rail for that service. This will be
a stimulating, important means of transporting workers and employers
between the eastern and western parts of the region.
Bruce Wood
Wheaton, MD
301-929-2580
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Hannah
Wood
5100 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington
DC
20008
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. Even with expedited
buses, the routes will not be as fast as light rail. Please consider
sustainable transportation.
Pope_Margaret Comment Cards.pdf (68 kb)
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Kent
Wood
4703 Morgan Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
KENTSWOOD@GMAIL.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff , County
Executive Ike Leggett, Councilman Roger Berliner, Chairman Hanson,
County Council President Andrews, Senator Brian Frosh,
I am writing you to urge you to rethink the Purple Line option that would
put buses or light rail on the Capital Crescent Trail. As a 30 plus year
citizen of Montgomery County, I am asking you to live up to your
obligation as an elected decision maker and find an alternative that
doesn't make me choose between keeping the Trail and having
excellent mass transportation. Surely you have the means and
intelligence to do this.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane.
It would be an environmental and recreational disaster. Taking out
these trees will degrade our air, increase noise levels and temperature,
destroy habitat for birds and animals and increase run-off into the Bay.
How is it possible that you cannot accurately assess these negative
effects and use your positions of leadership to protect citizens from
them?
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else. Instead of being a
model for healthy urban living, Bethesda risks becoming known as the
city that threw away a priceless natural resource and spoiled itself for
future generations.
My community is not elitist, is not trying to keep Silver Spring residents
from coming here, as has been recently alleged in the press. We have
mass transit, we want more, but not at the expense of the Capital
Crescent Trail. There are alternatives to this Purple Line option that are
less costly to build and use and will take more cars off the roads than the
one that proposes building on the Capital Crescent Trail. You know
what those alternatives are as well as I do.
Just one more thing. I am a voter with a long, long memory. I am
watching this issue like no other before us at the local level. Politicians
who act on the wrong side will not get my support, whether at the
present level or whether they climb to run for some higher office. If you
are on the wrong side of this one I will never, never forgive it.
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Lizzie
Wood
4703 Morgan Drive
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
EWOODUCSC@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I grew up in Chevy Chase and learned how to ride my bike on the
Capitol Crescent Trail. In a busy city with little green space or quiet
natural areas, this trail serves as a vital escape for many to both
exercise and relax. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of
all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children,
casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and
daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Everyone in the area knows that we need a connector between the ends
of the Red Line, but this proposal is not the answer. In solving this
problem of making transportation between Bethesda, Silver Spring,
College Park and other places more practical, please solve it the best
way possible. Please look for a better solution that does require such a
large sacrifice on the part of all who live here. Protect our trail!
Thank you for your consideration.
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Sebastian
Wood
4703 Morgan Drive
MD
SWOOD@STUDENTS.COLGATE.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I'm writing this letter in an effort to help stop the purple line from being
built. In an effort to make sure that at least part of this letter is read, I'll
keep it short.

People enjoy using the Crescent Trail in order to get away from the city.
It's a place to go to enjoy nature and solitude, where you can go for a jog
or a ride on your bicycle or just a pleasant stroll away from the
commotion of the city. If you put a train there, you're ruining it. I think
that's pretty obvious.

A major part of Bethesda's appeal is that it provides all of the benefits of
living in a larger city but also that it does so without becoming too urban.
Lately, it seems like all of the development going on in Bethesda is an
attempt to make it more like a miniature metropolis, which is okay. But
Bethesda is never going to be 5th Avenue, so it needs to remain distinct.
In that way, the Crescent Trail is more important than you might think.

Bethesda is going to continue to grow, and become more developed as
time goes on. But it won't grow in the right way if you turn it into some
sterile miniaturized clone of a large city. People came to this area in the
first place because they didn't want to live in filthy urban environments.

If you put a train right next to one of the last vestiges of nature that
Bethesda has, you're showing that you have no understanding of what
makes this city great, and you're showing that you have no class.
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Amy
Wooden

Bethesda
MD
AMY@THEWOODENPOST.COM
Dear Councilmembers,
I strongly favor having an underground subway outside the beltway. I
believe mass transit is much superior to individual automobiles.
Destruction of our environment and way of life, however, is morally
and ethically wrong. Bethesda has worked hard over the years to try
to make the area more livable and to encourage its residents to lead
a healthier lifestyle. Converting the old railroad tracks to the
Capital Crescent Trail was an absolutely brilliant move toward
achieving this end. When this happened, it got me out of my car and
onto the trail. I now use the Capital Crescent Trail fairly
frequently to commute into downtown Bethesda (I live on the very
edge) for both work and shopping, and I love being able to ride my
bike through most of Bethesda while staying surrounded by nature.
The environment is heavily beleaguered already in Bethesda, with
developers trying to convince us that gardens built in flower pots on
the second floor of a building provides adequate green space for all
the residents and visitors to Bethesda. IT DOESN'T! There is no
lack of scientific evidence for the need for open ground and lots of
trees and other bits of nature where we live. Stormwater runoff is a
huge problem in Bethesda. Given the current Council's attitude
toward developers, you'll have the entire lower county paved over
before your terms expire.
As a long-time resident of Bethesda, I find your poor management of
our natural resources shocking! We need greenspace in Bethesda, and
removing the woods along the Capital Crescent trail to build a lightrail through the heart of Bethesda will ruin the trail, reduce the
amount of greenspace in Bethesda and the lower county by a huge
percentage, and further deteriorate the already heavily beleaguered
quality of life.
I recognize that building a subway costs more than light-rail; to my
way of thinking, however, the expense is fully justified, as it
enables us to keep what's on the surface (for the most part). In
this case, what's on the surface is irreplaceable!
Please don't further the deterioration of Bethesda.
Thank you for taking this into consideration, as you make your
decision on the Purple Line,
Amy Wooden
Bethesda Resident
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Ralph
Wooden
5001 River Road
MD
20816
RALPH@THEWOODENPOST.COM
Gentlemen and Ladies,
I remember as a youth walking along the railroad track that passed
through wooded and industrial areas of Bethesda, serving Metro Oil
Company, BETCo, and Maloney Concrete, running right through the
heart of Bethesda, under Wisconsin Avenue and out to T.W. Perry and
on to Silver Spring. Even when it was just a railroad track, it was a place
for "hikers" (though bikers would have been in for a bumpy ride).
Several years ago, the tracks were removed, a bridge was built, and
asphalt was laid down to make it easier for bikes to navigate. Now
people think it's a park. It's still a railroad right-of-way, and if there's a
way to build the Purple Line while keeping the trail available, I'm all for it.
I reject the argument that the light rail will lower property values. Those
houses were built along a railroad, and new owners bought homes along
a railroad right-of-way. I'm sure there was a bump in home values when
the tracks were taken out; now they can return to where they were
before. (Besides, when did proximity to Metro hurt home values?)
One of my favorite lines from the petitions and sample letters is how
trains will go by in both directions every three minutes. Have those
people ever ridden the subway? Every three minutes! I wish!
Of course, the environment should be protected, and if there are
beautiful old trees, they should be cherished. Developers or "Planners"
should not go in willy-nilly with chainsaws and bulldozers, as they so
often do. That has happened too much in lower Montgomery County
(and continues to happen in Chevy Chase and Friendship Heights).
Don't say we can't have it all—we must have it all!
Sincerely yours,
Ralph Wooden
5001 River Road
Bethesda, MD 20816
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Marjorie
Woodman
4242 East West Highway
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
MWOODMANP@VERIZON.NET

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews:
I am writing to you as a frequent user of the Capital Crescent Trail. I use
the trail very often as recreation. I walk with friends almost every day
and I have seen people of all ages using the trail, seniors from the
neighborhood, school running teams using the trail to train, families with
children, group of bicyclists, runners, etc. I would hate to see the trail
and trees destroyed and have trains running there every three minutes
instead of the peacefull path.
Up until 1985, a coal-bearing freight train ran a few times a week, at
about 15 mph -- on a single track -- along a narrow berm, buffered by
forest. That tree-lined berm is now the Capital Crescent Trail. In
1988, when the County purchased the Georgetown Branch right of way,
and in the 1990's, when future transit use was written into the master
plan, the purple Line was conceived as a single track "trolley" between
Bethesda and Silver Spring because the corridor was so narrow.
However, since that time, plans for the Purple Line have evolved into
shoehorning into this narrow corridor, a double tracked transit system,
with trains passing in both directions every three minutes -- without
concern for hundreds of nearby homes, condominiums, and apartments
and without concern for the preservation of the Capital Crescent Trail as
we know it.
I urge you to protect our irreplaceable trees and greenspaces for
generations to come, and to put transit on roads -- such as Jones Bridge
Road, East-West Highway, the Beltway -- or tunneled underground.
Why would we destroy our irreplaceable greenspaces when we have
other options?
Bus Rapid Transit could run from Silver Spring to Bethesda on Jones
Bridge Road via a stop at Bethesda Medical Center, and relieve traffic
congestion created by BRAC (relocation of Walter Reed) and NIH. This
plan is half the cost of light rail, has lower operating costs, allows for
funding other transit needs in the County, preserves most of the Trees
and the natural Trail, and would complete the Capital Crescent Trail all
the way into Silver Spring.
In the meantime, the State should study long-term solutions such as
connecting the two legs of the Red Line with a Metro (not light rail),
along the Beltway or underground to improve our existing Metro system.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Marjorie Woodman
4242 East-West Hwy #914
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Lisa
Woods
5019 Newport Avenue
Bethesda
MD
20816
LWOODS98@YAHOO.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor Martin O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Diane Ratcliff
County Executive Isiah Leggett,
Chairman Royce Hanson,
Council President Phil Andrews,

I am a Trail user. On most weekends, I walk with my two small children
along the trail for exercise and to teach my children about nature.

More than 10,000 hikers and bikers use the Capital Crescent Trail
between Bethesda and Silver Spring every week. By the year 2030 (the
year for which MTA's Purple Line Ridership estimates are projected), all
of our Trails will be dangerously overcrowded.

Currently, Trail users of all ages walk and bike on the Trail. It will not be
safe to have high speed bikers, dog walkers, families with small children,
and the elderly, strolling and biking, passing in two directions, within a
10' wide sidewalk, about 10' from trains passing by every three minutes.

I urge you to build the Purple Line somewhere other than along the
Capital Crescent Trail.

All of the beautiful trees that currently shade the Trail would be
bulldozed -- to level the narrow berm that the Trail runs on now -- in
order to squeeze in the two sets of tracks for a Purple Line.
I, along with thousands of other Trail users, would be distressed to see
this natural Trail degraded and the surrounding mature forest destroyed
for a Purple Line.
I urge you to seek transit solutions that preserve our quality of life and
protect our valuable environmental resources – including our mature
trees and natural trails – by putting the Purple Line either underground
or in another location.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Lisa Woods
5019 Newport Ave
Bethesda, MD 20816
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James
Woodward
1045 31st ST NW, Wadsworth House
Washington
DC
20007
JEW5702@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sir or Madam,
Please take this into consideration for your children and generations to
come?
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

James Woodward
1045 31st ST NW, Wadsworth House # 506
Washington, DC 20007
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Jesse
Woody
884 Chinquapin Crest Dr
Harwood
MD
20776
JESSELWOODY@GMAIL.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.

Sincerely,
Jesse Woody
884 Chinquapin Crest Dr
Harwood, MD 20776
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Anita
Workman

MD
ANITA.WORKMAN@NOAA.GOV
Now is our chance to shape our future positively! I enthusiastically
support the purpleline as a light rail only for several reasons. It is
a great step to reduce our dependence on foreign oil. It will take many
cars off our beltway, and contribute to cleaner air to breathe. Light
rails are fast and quiet. We have tons of buslines, we don't need
another one. Besides, people who would most benefit from the light rail
probably wouldn't even think of taking a bus, unfortunately. Let's
make our best future happen now!
Thank you!
Anita Workman
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Anita
Workman
2104 Luzerne Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
My name is Anita Workman. I live in Woodside and work at the NOAA
Building in Silver Spring. I whole heartedly support the Purple Line as a
Light Rail - not a bus. We have enough busses and I believe that most
people who would benefit from the Purple Line would not be interested
in taking another bus. I understand the construction would be annoying
at times. But the benefit for everyone outweighs my selfish reservation. I
am excited about getting our beltway less crowded, and our air less
polluted. Now is our chance to make a positive difference - let's do it!
I support building the Purple Line as light rail. I live in woodside and I
enthusiasticaly support the Purple Line as a Light Rail.
Thank you,

Attachments :

Anita Workman
Anita_Workman.pdf (29 kb)
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Aileen
Worthington
6436 - 31st Street NW
Washington
DC
20015
AWORTHINGTON@VERIZON.NET
When so many communities across the country are celebrating and
enhancing their trails, please do not condone the destruction of our
treasured trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. It’s not just a little
strip of green; it’s a heavily used link in our regional trail system. As the
area grows and is developed, these trails will become even more
valuable resources.
I am a huge supporter of public transit and realize that when there are
no alternatives a trail can be added along rail in an urban area. That’s
not what would happen here. In the case of the Capital Crescent –
Metropolitan Branch we would be going out of our way to destroy the
trail.
Please let’s think long term. What the area really needs is an East –
West link of the Metro system connecting the ends of the Red Line and
then going farther out in various directions. As a daily Metro rider for
almost 20 years, I feel strongly that this is by far the best option. In the
short term we could have Bus Rapid Transit which would serve the
expanding Bethesda Naval/Walter Reed complex and the National
Institutes of Health.
Do Purple Line planners ever use public transportation? Traveling on
one mode (Metro) saves time. I am convinced that “light” rail along the
Capital Crescent would help some people but not be an effective
East/West transportation solution for the years ahead.
At a recent meeting at the 4H Center Councilmember Berliner was
asked if he ever used the Capital Crescent Trail. He replied that he had
walked it but frequently enjoys the C & O Canal Towpath near his home.
Aren’t we all thankful that activists prevented the building of a highway in
that area?
Thank you very much for your thoughtful consideration of my concerns.
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Will
Wrigley
9905 Forest Grove Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20902
packsfan18@gmail.com
Help college students, people who can't afford cars or the gas they
guzzle, to get around the suburbs easily, to see friends, to go to work,
and to hang out.
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Bob
Wulff
B.F. Saul and Saul Centers

MD

TakomaLangleyTestimonyNotes.pdf (9 kb)

To:

Maryland Transportation Authority

From: B. F. Saul Company and Saul Centers Inc.
Date: November 22, 2008
Re:

Testimony In Support Of The Purple Line

My name is Bob Wulff. I am Senior Vice President for the B.F. Saul Company and Saul
Centers, Inc. We are the owners of the Hampshire Langley Shopping Center at the
intersection of University Blvd. and New Hampshire Avenue. Our 131,700 SF shopping
center sits on a 10 acre site that lies directly across the street from one of the major stops
of the proposed Purple Line.
1. BF Saul Company is a proponent of transit oriented development (TOD) and its
role in smart growth. For this reason we support the Purple Line. Of the six
options presented, we are in favor of the medium investment light rail option.
2. Light rail is clearly superior to busing; and we recommend that, wherever
possible, Purple Line rail be located at grade in dedicated lanes within the median
of exiting roadways.
3. We further recommend that the MTA enhance the Purple Line with all available
mass transit technological advances. An example is “peek signal pre-emption”
which allows for continuous flow of the rail cars between stops at peak travel
times. In conjunction, the MTA could use camera technology in an effort to keep
automobiles from “blocking the box”. Other municipalities, such as Philadelphia
and New York, have employed this technology successfully.
4. Saul Centers is excited by the prospects of a Purple Line Station in the median of
University Blvd east of New Hampshire Avenue. We view the close proximity of
this Purple Line Station as beneficial to current and future success of our
Hampshire Langley Shopping Center.
5. We recognize that the Saul Company may be asked to provide right-of-way for
Purple Line tracks or stations. We will willingly grant this right-of-way, but only
if, in return, we are provided with sufficient development density and building
heights by local government to incentive the redevelopment of our successful
shopping center into an even more successful vertical mixed-use community
where residents can live, work, shop and play. In short, to realize the great
potential of TOD in the Takoma-Langley Crossroads area, new land uses must be
entitled.
6. The Purple Line is more than mass transit. It’s stations will provide many TOD
opportunities throughout Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties – each
Station an opportunity to promote smart growth; dense, pedestrian friendly,
mixed-use development where a care is an after thought. To realize this TOD
potential both counties and Takoma Park must be prepared to rethink current
zoning restrictions on land development to include density, height, use and set
backs.

7. We understand that it is not the role of the MTA to develop land use plans and
make zoning decisions but we feel that the Purple Line and the future of the
Takoma Langley Crossroads are so intertwined that they must be a cohesive
vision. We urge MTA to work closely with MNCPPC and the City of Takoma
Park to develop a unified plan that will help this area to achieve its full TOD
potential.
8. Finally, we would like to emphasize that we are pleased with the progress being
made on both the Purple Line Plan and the Takoma/Langley Crossroads Sector
Plan. We see both as positive steps for the future of this area and it’s citizens. B.
F. Saul Company and Saul Centers, look forward to working closely with MTA in
making the Purple Line a reality.
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Bob
Wulff
BF Saul Company
7501 Wisconsin Avenue-Suite 1500
Bethesda
MD
20814

Submission Content/Notes : Bob Wulff, B-O-B, W-U-L- F-F. I am here representing the BF Saul
company and Saul Centers, Inc. We are headquartered in Bethesda.
We are major land owners in this region. Among our properties are over
50 grocery anchored shopping centers, several of which are around or
near the purple line and will be impacted by this important project.
I first want to second everything that Neel Teague said as I will be here
specifically today talking about a center that is in the CDA that Neel was
representing. That is our Hampshire/Langley shopping center at the
intersection of University Boulevard and New Hampshire Avenue and
Takoma Park. It really is part of the Takoma/Langley Crossroads
neighborhood.
It is a 131,000 square foot shopping center and it sits on 10 acres
directly across the street from one of the major stops of the proposed
purple line.
The BF Saul company is a proponent of transit oriented development
and its role in smart growth. For this reason, we support the purple line.
Of six options, we are in favor of the medium investment light rail option.
Light rail is clearly superior to busing and we recommend that wherever
possible, purple line rail be located at grade in dedicated lanes within the
median of existing roadways.
Saul Centers are excited by the prospects of a purple line station in the
median of University Boulevard. We view the close proximity of this
purple line station as beneficial to current and future success of our
Hampshire/Langley shopping center.
We recognize that the Saul Company may be asked to provide right-ofway for purple line tracks or stations. We will willingly grant this right-ofway, but only if in return we are provided with sufficient development
density and building heights by local
government to incentivize the redevelopment of our successful shopping
center into an even more successful vertical mixed use community
where residents can live, work, play and shop.
In short, to realize the great potential of TOD in the Takoma Langley
Crossroads area, new land uses must be entitled.
The purple line is more than mass transit. Its stations will provide many
TOD opportunities throughout Montgomery and Prince George's County.
Each station is an opportunity to promote smart growth. Dense,
pedestrian friendly mixed use development where cars are an
afterthought. To realize this TOD potential, both counties and Takoma
Park must be prepared to rethink current zoning restrictions on land
development.
We understand that this is not the role of the MTA. But we urge you to
work with the two counties and all jurisdictions to create a unified vision.
Only in this way can TOD be implemented in the Montgomery and PG
Counties. Thank you.
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Robert
Wulff
B.F. Saul Company
7501 Wisconsin Ave, Suite 1500
Bethesda
MD

Wulff_Robert.pdf (164 kb)
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Julie Greenberg and
George Wyeth
4717 Flaston Avenue
Chevy Chase
MD
20815

Letter. J. Greenberg. G. Wyeth.pdf (1 mb)
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sherry
wynn
Wynn and Partners
10911 water port court
mitchellville
MD
20721
lynetteplace@aol.com
In would like to receive newsletter
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Suzan
Wynne
10833 Littleford Lane
Kensington
MD
20895

Wynne_Suzan.pdf (74 kb)
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Victor
Yakovenko
4804 Guilford Road
College Park
MD
20740
I strongly support construction of Purple Line as rail.
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Victor
Yakovenko
4804 Guilford Road
College Park
MD
20740
yakovenko61@yahoo.com
Yakovenko 35735.pdf (106 kb)
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HONG.YANG@FDA.HHS.GOV
Submission Content/Notes : FDA has started moving it’s main campus to white oak. Many FDA
employees need to spend much more time for their daily commute to the
work in the new campus. FDA lost a lot of employees because of
inconvenience of commuting. Purple line will be very helpful.
Hong Yang
Office of Biostatistics and Epidemiology,
Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
US Food and Drug Administration
Phone:(301)827-6025
Fax:(301)827-3529
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John
Yasmer
3211B Ivy Wood Lane
Laurel
MD
20724
jfy023@yahoo.com
Yasmer 35840.pdf (105 kb)
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John
Yassin, M.D.
12301 Piney Meetinghouse Rd.
Potomac
MD
22205
JYASSINMD@YAHOO.COM
MTA Dir. of Planning Diane Ratcliff
Dear MTA Dir. of Planning Ratcliff,
Re: Purple Line DEIS
I strongly support the Purple Line light rail and request that
my comments be added to the public record.
As the Washington DC region grows, energy costs rise, and
traffic continues to get worse, investing in the Purple Line
makes sense.
I support the Purple Line because it will:
-- Reduce traffic by taking up to 20,000 cars off the road and
significantly improve travel time along the 16 mile corridor;
-- Bring relief to commuters by providing a new transportation
choice, particularly those living in underserved communities on
the east side of the region;
-- Serve an estimated 48,000 to 62,000 riders per day;
-- Encourage revitalization of our communities and businesses
with new transit oriented development;
-- Help protect the Bay and our air and water quality; and,
-- Create more pedestrian and bicycle access through improved
sidewalks and crosswalks as well as the completion of the
Capital Crescent and Silver Spring Green Trails.
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Ian
Yeomans
7216 Delfield Street
Chevy Chase
MD
20815-4046
IANYNOT@EARTHLINK.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use the trail regularly to cycle and to walk between Chevy Chase,
east of Connecticut Avenue, to Bethesda, where I eat out, do yoga,
and meet friends, and to River Road, where I shop, and to Georgetown
to meet friends.
I am bothered that we are telling underdeveloped and developing
countries to preserve their forests, so that we can all breathe, but
that we could even consider chopping a pleasant linear forest, when
alternatives are available.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes
in training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around
the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Niki
Yianilos
4800 DeRussey Pkwy
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
nikiyian@gmail.com
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
As a resident of Chevy Chase West, I, along with many of my neighbors
and friends, spend a lot of time walking and biking on the Capital
Crescent Trail. It has become an important part of what I love about
living in this community.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Thomas M. and Lynne A.
Yockey
6401 Broad Street
Bethesda
MD
20816
TYOCKEY@BROADSTREETLLC.NET
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
Council Members,

We and our children are frequent users of the Capital Crescent Trail,
where we often run, bike, stroll and walk our dog. It is truly one of the
most beautiful and unique urban parks in America, and it is an
irreplaceable resource that should not be destroyed by locating the
Purple Line in its right-of way.
And we are not alone. Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers
-- of all ages, races, ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent
Trail between Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the
elderly, parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
PLEASE use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Peggy Re and
James Yonkos
801 Silver Spring Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
jyonkos@boggspartners.com
Yonkos_James.pdf (48 kb)

January 8, 2009

Montgomery County Executive, Council, and MTAAs owners of a home located at 801 Silver Spring Avenue in the East Silver Spring area of
Montgomery County we are very concerned about the proposed Purple Line alignment
alternatives that will tunnel under portions Silver Spring and Thayer Avenues. We are not
opposed to the Purple Line in general and we understand that the transit route must get from
downtown Silver Spring to Piney Branch Road via our East Silver Spring neighborhood.
But we have to stress that in addition to the concerns stated in a letter from the East Silver
Spring Citizen’s Association to the Montgomery County Executive dated December 30, 2008
(attached), we have particular concern about two of the least analyzed “design option” that will
route a transit tunnel directly beneath our home. The location of the tunnel in these “design
options” increases our concern about the lack of analysis of the impacts of noise and vibration
on neighborhoods in general and on homes directly above the alignment in particular. In
addition to routing the transit tunnel under several homes on our block, the tunnel turns sharply
directly beneath our property. There appears to be no analysis of the special conditions that
may occur at such a location. It seems reasonable to ask if there be additional noise, vibration,
access requirements, potential breakdowns, etc. at a sharp curve in the transit tunnel.
The analysis also does not adequately detail how initial construction and routine maintenance
(not to mention dealing with a catastrophic event) will be addressed solely from underground
access. By locating the tunnel off of the existing street grid and under homes, access to the
tunnel from the surface will be permanently precluded. This decision could be very problematic
in the future.
Another troubling aspect of SS/Thayer alignment is that the tunnel will exit onto a very narrow
portion of Thayer Avenue directly behind East Silver Spring Elementary School. The analysis
does not adequately detail how this would work. Further study and examples of built transit
tunnels exiting steep grades changes directly adjacent to elementary school playgrounds will be
required to assuage parents’ concerns that access to the school and continued use of the
playground will be safe and feasible. The SS/Thayer alignment appears to have been
developed with little or no coordination with Montgomery County public Schools. MCPS plans to
expand this school. The site is already very impacted and it seems dubious that all of the
proposed improvements will fit onto such a tight site.
Should one of the SS/Thayer tunnel alignment design options be chosen, owners of the effected
homes will require compensation for granting the right to allow construction below their
properties. They will also require assurances that reparations for future potential damages will
be available (some form of bonding?). None of this is adequately addressed in the analysis so
far provided.

We commend the studies that MTA has done for the multiple Purple Line alignments to date.
But based on the lack of analysis of the SS/Thayer tunnel “design options” and the unique
hardships (this appears to be the only alignment that places a transit tunnel directly below
inhabited homes) that it will impose on us and our neighbors on Silver Spring and Thayer
Avenues we have to strongly urge you to not consider this alignment.

Sincerely,

Peggy Re & James Yonkos
801 Silver Spring Avenue

Attachment: ESCA letter dated 12/30/08

December 30, 2008
MCPChairman@mncppcmc.org
RE: Testimony - Staff Recommendations for the Purple Line
We are troubled that the Planning Staff recommendations require a detailed analysis of the
community impacts of only one of the two routes suggested for further study and not the other.
We request that this disparity be rectified and that the Planning Board require the Maryland
Transit Administration (MTA) to provide equitable analyses for both options.
The staff has recommended the surface route on Wayne Avenue as their preferred option and
listed very specific community impacts that MTA will be required to analyze and mitigate.
However, the staff is only requiring a generic “study” of a hybrid option that includes an
extended tunnel under Wayne Avenue. The recommendations imply that MTA is only required
to provide cost estimates for the tunnel option and no other impacts will be reviewed.
Since the AA/DEIS dismissed the tunnel option under Wayne Avenue as too expensive, it
provided no analyses of the tunnel’s community impacts. The tunnel option under Wayne
Avenue involves tunneling under several other streets and has the potential for major impacts
on the residents of East Silver Spring. We have actively participated in MTA focus groups for
several years and have only received limited verbal answers to our concerns about this option.
Some of these responses seem to contradict FTA standards. Therefore, it is imperative that
MTA provide documentation of the impacts a tunnel would have on this community – both
during construction and operation.
We ask the Planning Board to add the following specifics to MTA’s required analyses for the
tunnel route:
NOISE AND VIBRATION:
The tunnel under consideration begins under Georgia Avenue and continues under Silver
Spring Avenue, Grove Street and Bonifant Street before it reaches Wayne Avenue. This tunnel
would run under numerous homes on very narrow streets with minimal, if any, setback from the
street. These homes are 50-85 years old and would be very sensitive to damage from
vibrations and construction. The Staff’s recommendation to study a tunnel is too broad and will
result in an inadequate analysis of the impacts on these homes.
For example, MTA engineers told us on several occasions that the tunnel would be
approximately 25 feet under the homes. However, FTA’s 2006 Transit Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment (“FTA 2006 Assessment”), pg. 7-8 states: “Problems with ground-borne
vibrations and noise are common when there is less than 50 feet between a subway structure
and building foundations.”
This study also reports that noise and vibration levels increase and are problematic depending
on, not only the depth of tunnel, but the type of structure above the tunnel, type of track, type of
wheel, etc.

How deep a tunnel is MTA planning? What types of structures, wheels, track, etc. are
anticipated? How will these choices impact/mitigate noise and vibration in these homes?
VENTS/AIRSHAFTS/EMERGENCY EXITS:
According to MTA, vents/airshafts and emergency exits would be located on public property –
most likely in the intersections, e.g. Grove and Thayer/Bonifant. This is a very densely
populated neighborhood with very narrow streets. Therefore, noxious or hazardous fumes from
these vents would linger and be more likely to permeate living quarters. What types of fumes
are anticipated? What does MTA suggest to measure and mitigate this potential hazard?
CONSTRUCTION/COMPENSATION:
We have received only verbal assurances from MTA that they will not take any homes and that
it will be safe for residents to remain in their homes during construction. MTA needs to
document this with specific details. For example:
How realistic is this, if only 10 % of the engineering study is complete? What is the chance that
unanticipated problems during construction will require the “taking” of homes?
How are homeowners/residents protected, if there is damage/injury during construction? Will
the homes be bonded?
What is the process for negotiating compensation for ground rights under affected properties?
We recognize that at this late date in the process, it will be difficult to subject this route to the
same public scrutiny as was available for the other routes. However, it is essential to the
credibility of this project that this route be given the same scrutiny as the surface route and
equitable time for public input.
We urge you to require more detailed analyses in your recommendations for MTA’s further
study of this tunnel route to address these impacts and to allow for an adequate public comment
period after these analyses have been completed.
Sincerely,
East Silver Spring Citizen’s Association
(ESSCA) Board of Directors
Bob Colvin
President

cc: County Council
MTA
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Amber
Yost
14141 Parke Long Ct.
Chantilly
VA
20151
amberdahser@yahoo.com
When will this project begin the building stage? Who is being considered
to oversee this project for the build?
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Bob
Youker
5825 Rockmere Drive
Bethesda
MD
BOBYOUKER@WORLDNET.ATT.NET
There are two key problems with the purple line that have not been
looked at.
1. There has been NO solid market research on the need or demand or
potential ridership! If you spend a day on East West Highway you will
see that in the morning the traffic is mostly East to West and in the
sfternoon West to East. This means rail cars would be full one way and
half empty the other way both morning and night! Bad for revenue.
2. There has been no solid financial analysis.
The article by Katherine Shaver on the Purple Line in the Saturday
October 18 Metro Section makes the same serious mistake other
articles on the Purple Line have made over the last few years. The
problem is not the initial capital cost however large that would be, but the
yearly operating losses that will go on forever and in a few years add up
to more than the capital cost. Bob Youker
5825 Rockmere Drive Bethesda Md. 301-320-5806
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Amy
Young

MD
A.YOUNG@AFDB.ORG
Dear Madames and Sirs - my son and I use this trail all the time....I
walk home from the Metro on it, we bike and run on it on the weekends,
my son and his friends walk through it after school. I cannot believe
that you would ruin one of the last safe, beautiful neighborhood places
to enjoy with friends and family.
Please do NOT put trains there and spoil one of the main reasons we
saved our money to buy a home in this area!
Thank you for your kind consideration of this matter. Amy Young
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Dawne
Young

MD
CRACKOFDAWNE@YAHOO.COM
We need the Purple light rail. Long over due. But I would rather it
intersect with Grosvenor than Bethesda. Thank you.
Dawne
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Amy
Young, Esq.

MD
A.YOUNG@AFDB.ORG
Dear Madames and Sirs - my son and I use this trail all the time....I
walk home from the Metro on it, we bike and run on it on the weekends,
my son and his friends walk through it after school. I cannot believe
that you would ruin one of the last safe, beautiful neighborhood places
to enjoy with friends and family.
Please do NOT put trains there and spoil one of the main reasons we
saved our money to buy a home in this area!
Thank you for your kind consideration of this matter. Amy Young
Amy Young, Esq.
Advisor
Office of the Auditor General
Integrity and Anti-Corruption Division
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Paul A. and Peggy L.
Young
4801 Hampden Lane
Bethesda
MD
20814
PAYOUNG@NOVARESEARCH.COM

Submission Content/Notes : Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
My wife and I use the Bethesda Trail between Bethesda and
Connecticut Avenue frequently for both walking and bike riding. During
the week, at lunch time, since our office is close to the trail, we
frequently walk the trail for both exercise and relaxation. Putting a train
next to the trail would certainly destroy the relaxation of walking along
the tree-lined trail, listening to the birds, and just generally enjoying the
general quiet. On weekends, we frequently bike the trail on both our
single bikes and our tandem as part of our longer ride between
Bethesda and Georgetown. Again, while the trail is busy on weekends, it
still has a semblance of relaxation, which a train constantly going along
the trail would destroy. Finally, parking trains during the evenings and
weekends in the lot on Woodmont Ave. extended, would destroy much
of the pleasant scenery that now exists in Bethesda in this open, grassy
location.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Paul A. and Peggy L. Young
4801 Hampden Lane
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
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William
Yu
5020 Niagara Rd
College Park
MD
20904
The purple line would be so useful in my commutes from College Park to
Shady Grove. To Shady Grove it basically cuts the number of stops I
have to wait at in half. This is great! I would definitely be more inclined to
use the metro if this line were available.
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Kang
Yue
715 Dartmouth Avenue
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ZKANGYUE@GMAIL.COM
Diane Ratliff
Director of Planning
Maryland Transit Administration
I am submitting these written comments to be included in the complete
record for the public's review of the Purple Line AA/DEIS.
I am in favor of a Purple Line, whether light rail or bus rapid transit,
through my community of Silver Spring if it is tunneled under downtown
Silver Spring and a half mile of Wayne Avenue from Cedar Street to
Mansfield Road through the adjacent neighborhood so as to avoid
significantly adverse impacts on traffic, the downtown, and the
community of a surface route that will otherwise likely be the slowest,
most inefficient, and traffic-jamming segment of the system. There is
MTA data since the release of its Alternatives Analysis/Draft
Environmental Impact Statement suggesting that it is feasible to design
a system with tunneling for this segment as to be cost effective for
federal funding approval and to improve the ridership, travel time, and
user benefit hours – at a cost of approximately $1.4 billion, which is
considerably lower than the "high-investment" light rail alternative that
MTA has assessed and the $5.2 billion Dulles Silver Line Metro project
that the Federal Transit Administration recently approved for federal
funding. Moreover, a tunnel will eliminate the many adverse impacts of
a surface route for this segment – impacts that testimonies and written
comments of others in the community have explained are not assessed
in the AA/DEIS, even those previously mentioned by MTA in meetings
with community representatives. And it will make for a Purple Line that
enhances the entire line, downtown Silver Spring, and the nearby
community without increasing congestion and traffic.
Sincerely,
Kang Yue
715 Dartmouth Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Marcey A.
Zaborski
2210 Washington Ave.
Silver Spring
MD
20910
MZABORSKI@VERIZON.NET
Dear Governor and other distinguished members of government:
I have a dog and one of my greatest pleasures is walking. My favorite
walk,
whether it be spring, summer, fall or winter is walking across East West
Highway and picking up the trail and heading up to Bethesda. The walk
takes my dog and me off the sidewalks of the busy streets of East-West
Highway, Connecticut Avenue and allows us to have a safe and tranquil
walk.
If you run the purple line through, then this walk will turn into just an
everyday walk along the busy and noisy streets.
For those of us who are getting out of cars, the Purple Line will thwart
those efforts.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Marcey A. Zaborski
2210 Washington Ave. Apt. 101
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Marcey A.
Zaborski
2210 Washington Ave., Apt 101
Silver Spring
MD
20910

Zaborski 34910.pdf (86 kb)
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T.
Zahn

MD
TPZAHN@VERIZON.NET
Save the Trail.
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Fred
Zanoff
Zanoff Investors, LLC
2413 Linden Land
Silver Spring
MD
20910
zanoffinvestors@comcast.net
As an owner of property on Brookville Rd in Silver Spring who do I talk to
to get clarification on whether my properties will potentially be affected? 8921-35 and 8943-49 Brookville Rd.
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Eleanor
Zartman
5601 Pioneer Lane
Bethesda
MD
20816
EZART@EROLS.COM
I am unable to attend the Planning Board Hearing today but want to
express my concern about the proposed Purple Line. I live within
walking distance of the Crescent Trail and use it several times a
week for commuting purposes and also for recreation. Apparently it is
more important for developers to have the trail used for mass
transportation so they can develop more portions of Silver Spring/
Bethesda than to maintain the trail as it is. You will be destroying a
green space that is enjoyed by many thousands of Montgomery
residents. The idea of a train running anywhere near a trail where little
children ride their bikes is out of the question.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Eugene R.
Zartman, CPA
5601 Pioneer Lane
Bethesda
MD
20816
GENE.ZARTMAN@TRANSWESTERN.NET
I implore you to vote AGAINST the proposed purple line alternative of a
light rail line next to the Capital Crescent Trail between Silver Spring and
Bethesda for the following reasons:

This proposal will ruin forever a beautiful, tranquil space and recreational
trail which is used by thousands of Montgomery County residents.

The cost of this proposal is excessive when compared to the alternative
of express bus service.

I urge you to SUPPORT the purple line alternative of express bus
service between Silver Spring and Bethesda. I am certain that the
dollars saved by adopting the express bus alternative, whether they
come from Maryland taxpayers or Federal taxpayers, can be put to good
use in funding other deserving transportation needs.
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Harold
Zassenhaus
7803 Maple Ridge Road
Bethesda
MD
20814
zemg@erols.com
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every few weeks my wife and I take long walks along the trail. When
friends and family come to visit walking on the trail is a great way of
burning off energy and reminding us all how enjoyable it can be to live in
the Bethesda area. We need the green space.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Frederick S
Zbar

Chevy Chase
MD
FZBAR@COMCAST.NET
Dear MTA The Purple line is a LOUSY idea for several reasons:
1. It eliminates a hiking trail which I use frequently - Georgetown Branch
Trail
2. It will increase traffic on an already burdened road - Jones Bridge
Road & Woodmont Avenue
3. It will cost a bundle - money which the State of Maryland nor the
County has. Doing it will continue to raise property taxes since no other
source is likely to be able to fund it during the disastrous financial
downturn likely to last several years. Don't you brilliant folks know how
to REDUCE SPENDING???
4. This should not be a hidden methodology for keeping laborers
employed.
Sincerely,
Frederick S. Zbar
Chevy Chase, MD
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Frederick S.
Zbar

Chevy Chase
MD
FZBAR@COMCAST.NET
With all the information flowing about the Purple line I've read, I STILL
cannot accept a Purple Line for several reasons:
First, it will destroy the use of the Georgetown Trail which I have used
for 23 years & received great delight & exercise on.
Second, it is a project which will cost a great deal during times in which
Montgomery County needs to cut back significantly on it funding of Nice
To Have's.
Third, it will cause a devaluation of properties which are located very
close (less than 50 feet) from the proposed line.
Fourth, it will increase traffic in the County in local communities which
we seriously don't need.
You'll have no support from me for these reasons. In fact, I will oppose
ANYONE who votes for this project, including Roger Berliner specifically.
Most sincerely,
Frederick S. Zbar
Chevy Chase, MD
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Jessica
Zeielr
6523 First St NW
Washington
DC
20012
The folowing comments are for the purple line hearings:
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am a resident of the Washington DC takoma neighboorhood. I work in
Bathesda Maryland which means every day my commut is 45-50
minutes long and is 16 stops on the train. I would welcome the purple
line, which would be 15 minute long commute with prehaps only 4 stops.
I do not own a car and I use metro every day for work. I find the rapid
transit busses would not suit my needs becuase with traffic jams along
the bus route, there is almost no time saved.
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Jessica
Zeile

MD
JZEILER@GMAIL.COM
Dear Sir or Madam,
I would like to add my voice for support of the purple line. I live in the
Takoma neigboorhood of Washington DC and commute to Bathesda MD
for my job. I don't own car and I use the metro every day. Currently my
commute is between 45-55 minutes long depending whether the trains
are backed up. I have to ride through 16 train stops to get to my location.
If the purple line was built my commute could be reduce to 10-15
minutes and I wouldn't have more than 3-4 stops. I have reserached
rapid transit buses as an alternative but because of traffic jams on the
route from bathesda to Takoma, they are rapid in name only. Ironically
adding more buses to the congested route will only serve to make the
buses slower and contribute to the congestion problems.
The Purple Line will not be cheap but in the long run I think it will be a
grat project and will create jobs for this area. Please consider the purple
line
Thank you,
Jessica Zeiler
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Paul
Zhu
3205 Flushing Meadow Ter.
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
pzhu@comcast.net
Re: Purple Line DEIS -- Preserve Our Green Space
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Mark
Zimmerman
9511 Gwyndale Drive
Silver Spring
MD
20910
ZHURNALY@GMAIL.COM
The wealthy, influential people and country-club members who live and
play golf near the former Georgetown Branch railroad, now Georgetown
Branch Trail, of course are opposed to the light rail option for the Purple
Line --- but that option is for many reasons by far the best one, as
discussed in official analyses. Local residents should be compensated
fairly for the loss of value, if any, to their property.
My family lives in Silver Spring about a kilometer from the current
eastern end of the Georgetown Branch Trail. I walk and run along the
trail to Chevy Chase and Bethesda a few times every week. My family
drives or takes bus/metro to College Park daily (we have three students
at the University of Maryland) and to Bethesda (downtown shops and
events). A light rail Purple Line would significantly reduce the impact
(environmental and traffic congestion) of our travels. It would peacefully
coexist with my running route and would in fact result in significant
improvement to the current crushed bluestone Georgetown Branch
segment of the Capital Crescent Trail (which is paved beyond
Bethesda).
Please move forward vigorously to build the light rail Purple Line. Thank
you!
Best,
Mark Zimmermann
9511 Gwyndale Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20910
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Jessica
Zipin
8905 Sudbury Road
Silver Spring
MD
20901
I support building the Purple Line as light rail.
Zipin_Jessica Comment Cards.pdf (66 kb)
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Philip B.
Zipin, Esq
The Zipin Law Firm, LLC
8403 Colesville Road
Silver Spring
MD
20910
pzipin@zipinlaw.com
Although I will not be able to attend the meeting on Saturday at
Montgomery College, I wanted to voice my support for construction of
the Purple Line here in my community in Silver Spring. I believe that
light rail is exactly the kind of 21st century transportation that
Montgomery County and Maryland need to move us forward in a
thoughtful and far-reaching way. I believe that funding -- which is
obviously tight for transportation and every other type of project -- could
be diverted from the ill-conceived ICC project, which can only result in
deforestation and disruption, without any real improvement in traffic flow
or the quality of lives for Marylanders.

Thank you for your time and consideration of my thoughts on this issue.
I hope and trust that what is best for the greatest number of Marylanders
will be the sentiment that prevails in this discussion and that we can
move ahead with this deserving and much-needed project.

-- Phil Zipin

Philip B. Zipin, Esq.
The Zipin Law Firm, LLC
8403 Colesville Road, Suite 610
Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-587-9373 (office)
301-213-5323 (cell)
301-587-9397 (fax)
www.zipinlaw.com
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Elizabeth
Zolotukhina
4242 East-West Highway, Apartment 401
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ELIZABETHZ@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O'Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10' from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10' from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region's "Central Park"
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Leonid
Zubkovsky

MD
leonidzubkovsky@gmail.com
To MTA and key official,

I very much want for the Purple line to be completed. The purple line
which is marked on the metro system diagram from the Bethesda station
all the way to the Orange line. It would be even better if you would
complete the purple line all the way to West Falls Church, which is the
closest metro station to my residence. This project is very important to
me especially since I do not own a car and my financial situation is not
that great. The project will also benefit motorists as there would be less
traffic jams which would contribute to a cleaner environment. Sincerely
yours,

Leonid
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Kathleen
Zubrzycki
Federal Transit Administration
1760 Market Street
Philadelphia
PA
19103
kathleen.zubrzycki@dot.gov
Please add to mailing list. Thanks.
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Tony
Zuccaro
4417 Whimsey Lane
Olney
MD
20832-2833
ZUCCARO@GMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,
I use the Capital Crescent Trail all year round, and enjoy the
tranquil surroundings from my bicycle with friends and family. Some
of my colleagues use the trail for commuting to work. I am a Maryland
taxpayer, Maryland small business owner, and lifelong Maryland citizen
- I implore you to leave this trail as it exists today - a hiking,
biking, and jogging trail for active Marylanders and Washingtonians.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly,
parents pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small
children, casual cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in
training, and daily commuters. Trail users come from all around the
region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the
Purple Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the
Trail would be permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass
about 10’ from hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be
neither safe nor attractive for Trail users to be passing each other
on a narrow bike lane -- about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be
an environmental and recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central
Park” -- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy
this natural resource, regardless of the growth and development that
takes place around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Eric
Zuckerman
6603 Glenbrook Road
Chevy Chase
MD
20815
ERIC_ZUCKERMAN72@HOTMAIL.COM
Dear Governor O’Malley,

MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

As a regular user of the Capital Crescent Trail, I strongly oppose the
Purple Line. The trail provides a scenic oasis within the chaos that has
become lower Montgomery County. Whether it's for a run, a bike ride or
a casual stroll, I use the trail on a weekly basis and would be very upset
to see it bulldozed over.

Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Juan Eduardo
Zuluaga

MD
juanz@iadb.org
Dear Governor O’Malley,
MTA Planning Director Ratcliff
County Executive Leggett,
Chairman Hanson,
Council President Andrews,

I use with my family the Capital Crescent Trail. The Trail is a natural
beauty and its conservation needs to be a priority. I understand the
importance of good public transportation but at the same time I
appreciated a lot this unique public space.
Every week, more than 10,000 hikers and bikers -- of all ages, races,
ethnicities, and abilities -- use the Capital Crescent Trail between
Bethesda and Silver Spring. The Trail is enjoyed by the elderly, parents
pushing strollers, bird watchers, families with small children, casual
cyclists, teens going to and from school, athletes in training, and daily
commuters. Trail users come from all around the region.
The Trail is revered for its tranquility and natural beauty. If the Purple
Line is built here, all of the mature trees surrounding the Trail would be
permanently removed, and trains or buses would pass about 10’ from
hikers and bikers every three minutes. It would be neither safe nor
attractive for Trail users to be passing each other on a narrow bike lane - about 10’ from trains or buses. It would be an environmental and
recreational disaster.
Great urban areas have great parks. This irreplaceable forest and
continuous natural Trail provide rare and outstanding recreational
opportunities that cannot be replicated anywhere else.
Please use your wisdom, vision and courage to put transit elsewhere
and to preserve the Capital Crescent Trail as this region’s “Central Park”
-- so that we, and generations to come, will be able to enjoy this natural
resource, regardless of the growth and development that takes place
around us.
Thank you for your consideration.
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Cecilia
Zuniga
8506 Hawk Run Terrace
Montgomery Village
MD
20886
czuniga77@hotmail.com
We need a light rail!
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Cecilia
Zuniga
8506 Hawk Run Terrace
Montgomery Village
MD
20886

Zuniga 35531.pdf (109 kb)
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John
Zweck

Columbia
MD
ZWECK@UMBC.EDU
Dear Governor O'Malley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff,
County Executive Leggett,Chairman Hanson, Council President
Andrews,
The Capital Crescent Trail is an essential part of a great treasure: the
22 mile loop trail from Bethesda to Rock Creek Park to Georgetown and
back
to Besthesda. My family bike this trail almost every weekend during the
warmer months to exercise, relax, and escape from the demands of
everyday
life. (As a consequence we regularly frequent businesses and restraunts
in Bethesda.)
It would be an environmental disaster and a great loss to
future generations if the Purple Line was built alongside the trail.
John Zweck
Associate Professor
Mathematics and Statistics
University of Maryland Baltimore County
Resident of Columbia, Maryland.
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Sue Minkoff and
John Zweck

Columbia
MD
SMINKOFF@UMBC.EDU
Dear Governor OMalley, MTA Planning Director Ratcliff, County
Executive
Leggett, Chairman Hanson, Council President Andrews,
I am writing to express my strong feelings about keeping the Capital
Crescent Trail intact and putting the Purple Line elsewhere. I have lived
many places, but the trail is special. Every weekend my husband and I
ride
our bikes from Bethesda to the zoo, to Georgetown and back up to
Bethesda.
Now that we have a son, he rides along with us in a carriage. It's one of
my favorite activities, and I look forward to spring all winter so that we
can do those rides. As important as public transit is, the Capital
Crescent Trail is truly unique and would be a great loss to the many
runners, bikers, walkers, and skaters who love the trail and would miss
it horribly if it is no longer available. One of the great joys of the
trail is how tranquil and quiet and secluded it is from traffic, noise,
etc.
Please Save the Trail and find an alternate route for the new transit
line!

